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: : 2,. : : : 20423,: 2%: : : 900‘???" -31 International Motor Car Co. The Haynes-ADIZSFSOII Hablt
- - TOLEDO, OHIO, I. a “a \y is to

A t  

If you are not familiar with the exclusive features of

W
”Steam\ 8;

CarriagesLET US SEND YOU FULL PARTICULARS. ‘, ,

m H. P. Engine. tjj

% Makers of RELIABLE Steam Carriages. W

Largo Water Tuhe W

Boiler.

Single Lem! commL The only automobile to win in the Long Island Enduraéce Test

a two years in succession.

Dust-Prom We have never entered a contest that we have not won. (

Construction
ANY OF OUR CARS WILL MAKE THE SAME RECORD.

WE MAKE SURREYS, PHAETONS. RUNABOUTS.

PLI NTY or POWER. PRICES, $1800, $1500, $1200.

\

Write for catalogue and booklets: they will be sent free. ‘

_ “i“"’°°"'°"s""‘~ HAYNES-APPERSON CO., Kokomo, Incl., U.S. A.

\ . . . -I- .a. . . . . .fl.fl-fl . - ' M,

- - - - - - - - - “Qeoeeeeeeeoeeeeeeeeeeeeeneeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeew ~~

DARRACQ
Hold more records than any other

Throughout.

  

9§§§l~5l§iié§ll¥m$€l€3§§§§33535"33513593

INTERNATIONAL MOTOR CAR CO., Toledo, 0.

BRANCH SALESROOMS:

' New York, or Fifth Avenue. Providence, :5 Snow Street. -

Brooklyn. 34: Flatbuah Avenue. Washinfton, 817 14th Street, N. W.

' Boston, :23 Columbus Avenue. Philade p

ééé'::

W353i???

  

 

 

CARS
 

   

make m the world. ‘ - . ' gr}. .I

.X e ‘ ,i I I f _ H A _ h I: J“ / v

  

 

IN AMERICA,

Weekly

lmportations

INSURB

Latest Styles

  

’7'; _ v
AND .' I’m

Immediate \\

Delivery. ‘

AMERICAN DARRACQ AUTOMOBILE co., 2.2;...1‘233121'3?“
652 HthIS()ll Street, (near 14th St. Station, 9th Ave. EU) NE‘V K'ORI(.
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(the motor Worth.

We Have Been

Making Bells

Since 1832

We think this pretty strong

assurance that we know how to

make them well and sell them

rightly In the matter of automr»

bile bells we believe the

BEVIN

BELL
to be distinctly better than any

thing else of the sort on the

market. it will afford us pleasure

to forward you details and price

on request.

Our gncd will he represented

by Chas. E Miller. spaces 46, 4 ,

4%, 4t), 50, 5| at the Automobile

Show, Madison Sq. Garden, New

YurkJan. [7, next

BEIIIN BROS. MPG. 00.,

East Hampton, Conn.

\ AMERICAN

TUBULA STEEL WHEELS.

‘"+,- srnone,

‘ NEAT,

DURABLE

WTLE NOT

SHRINK, SWELL

OR WARP.

 

 

 
inst not: rumour sxvensruu”

ll Items rim mmmm msmacen

PmAPMQ I“.

  

Our catalogue

Is free for the

asking and will

glve you some

valuable facts.

AMERICAN

TUBULAR

   

WHEEL 00., ,

  

~. PITTSBURG. PA. |

The VICTOR STEAM PUMPS.
Weight 4% lbs.; space required in carriage q in. in length x 3 in. in diameter.

A| R PUM P_ Capacity 80 lbs. pressure on fuel tank» or tire: In

—_ one minute, with a boiler pressure of 125 to I50 Ibi.

WATER PUMP_ Capacity 3 gallons per minute against

—200 lbs. boiler pressure.

PRIC E, $30.00 each.

These pumps have been adopted by the Locomobile Company, the Mobile

Company and other leading manufacturer! of steam carriages.

The VICTOR GRADE-METER.
The grade is shown by the location of a bronze ball running in a graduated

concave tube filled with lpirits.

PRICE, $l.25 Postpaid.

The Vim-0R STEAM CARRiAcE.
Reliable Automatic Feature.

\\"rite for full technical description.

OVERMAII AUTOMOBILE 00., 7 East 42d St. New York.

SATISFACTION
is part of the equipment of a

 

Every man who owns one will tell you 30.

PRICE, $750

Shall we send you catalogue and “ What Others Sayi"?

SOME PROFITABLE TERRITORY STILL AVAILABLE FOR HUSTLERS.

Thomas B. Jeffery Company,

KENOSHA, WISCONSIN.

  

 

  

Auto for $800.

DOUBLE CYLINDER MOTOR. PERFECT ACTUN

EASY TO CONTROL AT ANY SPEED.

THREE POSITIVE SPEEDS FORWARD AND REVERSE.

A Blue Rlbbon. IOO Per Cent, Proposition to Agents.

 

ELMORE MANUFACTURING CO., Clyde, 0., U. S. A.

JUST ONE MINUTE, PLEASE

AND SEE WHAT A GOOD THINC THE

ACME

“Safety” Steam Throttle Is.
It insures regular steam admission while the ordinary throt

tle doesn't. It admits any desired amount of steam. and if

a break occurs in the throttle connections the valve closes

automatically and instantly.

Valve stem remains in any position without being held by

operator. With the “ACME SAFETY " there is no wrong

way, as the steam is shut 05 at either extreme point of the

lever, backward and forward. Specify the Acme Safety

Valve when buying a steamer and be safe.

NOLTE BRASS 00.,

SPRINGFIELD, OHIO.
Patentees and Sole Manufacturers. Write (or Descriptive Circulars

qt: ‘~

.y‘fi
,, .
III-g

5'53 '*
<3 fl

FE

  

»
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I I I ‘ ‘ A , , ’

When Ordermg an Automoblle Speclfy the 1‘1 6 Battery.

EXIDE BATTERY DEPOTS FOR FURNISHING, CHARGING AND CARING FOR EXIDE BATTERIES:

\

NEW YORK I48 West 18th Street. PHILADELPHIA, 250 North Broad Street. BUFFALO. 200 Pearl Street.

CHICAGO, 204 Michigan Boulevard. ST. LOUIS, 3937 Olive Street. DETROIT, l0] Woodward Avenue.

PHILADELPHIA.

PHILADELPHIA, Allegheny Ave. and l9th St. NEW YORK, 100 Broadway. BOSTON, 60 State St.

CHICAGO, Marquette Building. BALTIMORE, Continental Trust Building, CLEVELAND, New England Building.

ST. LOUIS, Wainwright Building. SAN FRANCISCO, Nevada Block. DETROIT, Michigan El. Co., 10! Woodward Ave.

HAVANA, CUBA, G. F. Greenwood Mgr., 34 Empedrndo St.

 

 

   

 

You May Day More

but

You Cannot Gci

BETTER,

SIMPLER,

MORE DURABLE

OI'

MORE SEDVICEABLE
Automobile A e ‘ J,”

at any price

than the @ NORTHERN RUNABOUT.

WE ARE PREPARED TO SUBMIT EVIDENCE IN DDOOE OIl OUR ASSERTION.

NORTHERN MANUFACTURING 00., Detroit, Michigan

C RE S T M O B l L E
FOR WINTER AS WELL AS summsn.

N0 WMER TANKS 0R PIPES 10 Hit 0R EREEZE.

AIR CQOI-ED.

The only Runabout with space

for parcels.bags,fishing tackle,eic.

The well known Ruliabi/ily and

.S‘urprixing .S'iru/‘lli'i{r of our Run

about: make them the [dual

Automobilrfnr General Uxe.

771v Luw Prim“ places them

  

\, Q“

' t on“ '_ *
  

  

 

 

  

1i? :‘ '

lode It the SPLITDUBF LABORATORY. ._

7 ;- salon-hm 1w;W; G.F.SF|.|TIIOIIF,I7VIndeWit0r Si.,N.Y. *1

  

, "UNUOUT' "on" “' ,6°°' within reach of all, while their

' ' exceedingly good qualities make them in great demand with the previous

' users of more expensive vehicles.

1 IVrr'tz for Cain/05' and Fill! Information to I/u' zilukzrs

CREST MFG. CO., - Cambridge, Mass,

CAMBRIDGE SALIS orncs; m Manchu—m Avenue.
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MUNGER

-’ NON=COLLAPSIBLE

PNEUMATIC TIRES.

/ One Mile,

  

vvvv

 

  

AIR CHAMBER

YOU

BEAT

’EM ?

MUNGER AUTOMOBILE TIRE CO.,

TRENTON, N. J.
 
 

ALUMINUM

Automobile Bodies,

Fenders and Bonnets

BUILT and

REPAIRED

J. M. QUINBY 81- CO. '

NEWARK, N. .I.Carri}!!! Builder:

 

 

THE PRUVED SUPERIURITY 0F

KLEcnmmmumns
  

1 Simply brings the

‘

E m“ question down to:

IEI ' - ll \0\ ' .
k M“ II ./ ,J What snze do u
1—1 I“ I 7?" want? yo

  

flip?“ You have your
I choice in single cylin

ders of 5 and 1

horse power,

and in double cylin

ders (If 9 and II

horse power.

. '5' '7

We irgport the

Kelecom

Motors

and manufacture

Special

Acetylene

Headlights

Aumuiiimus
OATALUGUE No. 8—]ust out—puts you In touch wllh tho whole aublect.

A. III. FUNKE, 98 Duane Street, New York.

 

 

 

 

WE ARE MANUFACTURERS OF THE

Standard Electric Motors
THAT ARE NOW USED ON ALL

THE MOST SUCCESSFUL ELECTRIC

AUTOMOBILES in the country.

Our machine is the MOST EFFICIENT and PRACTICAL

OF THEM ALL—as demonstrzitecl by hundruds of them in daily

use all over the country.

   

 

STANDARD STORAGE BATTERY CHARGING SET.

CONVERTER ron AL'rnmn'mn TO Dmch CURRENT

THE ELWElL-PAHKER ELEUTHIU 00., Bleveland,ll.
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ALL ROADS ALIKE TO

“The Oldsmobile
BLUE RIBBON WINNERS CHICAGO ENDURANCE RUN.

The OLDSMOBILE in the Front Ranks,

  

Conclusiver demonstrating its staying powers and ability to travel rough roads, with a minimum

consumption of gasolene. Why spend thousands for a ponderous racer when you are unable to buy

a better or more reliable vehicle at any price?

PRICE, $650.00. F.0. B. Detroit.

SELLING AGENTS :

Oidlmohlle 60., 138 W. 38th 5L, New York. Manulsctucrars Co., 26 Fremont St, San Fran

Oldamobile 60., l l24 Connecticut Ave., Washington, D. C. cisco, .

gusker City Automobile 60., l38 No. Broad 5L, Phila. A. F. Chase 6: Co., 215 Third St, l'llnnespolis,

. B. Shattuck 8: Son, 239 Columbus Ave., Boston. fllnn.

Banker Bros. Co., East End, Pittsburg, Pa. Oldsmobile Co" 728 National Ave., Milwaukee,

Oldsmobile 00., 4|] Euclid Ave., Cleveland, 0. Wis

Wm. E. fletzger, 254 Jeilerson Ave., Detroit, flleh. Rochester Auto (20., I70 South Ave, Rochester,

Ralph Temple & Austrian 00., 293 Wabash Ave. N. Y.

Chicago, ill. he. 8. Seager, Tuscan, Ariz.

Fisher Automobile 60., Indianapolis, ind. F. E. Gilbert, Jacksonville, Fla.

Olda Gasoline Engine Works, Omaha, Neb. Texas Imp. 6: l'ischinery Co., Dallas. Texas.

W. C. .Ia nes Automobile Co., 873 Main St, Builalo. N. Y. Abbott Cycle 80., 4|! Baronne St., New Orleans,

F. L C. artin C0,, Plainiield, N J. La.

Autovehicie Co , 70 Orange St., Newark, N. J. C H. Johnson, 55 Si Forsyth, 5t., Atlanta, Ga.

F. W. Stockbridge, Paterson. N. J. Satellite 6': Co., 4" Main St , Louisville, Ky.

Day Automobile 00., St. Louis and Kansas City, No. Brown-Thompson 6': (20., Hartlord, Conn.

George Hannsn, I455 Calliornia St., Denver, Col. l'lssons Carriage Works, Davenfixrt, la.

Clark 5: Hawkins, 903 Texas Ave, Houston, Texas. Adams 6: Hart, Grand Rapids, Icll.

l'lyslop Brothers, Toronto, Ont. Kline Cycle 6: Auto Co , Harrisburg, Pa.

Olds l‘iotor Works, Detroit, l‘iich., U.S.A.

WRRWMRRMMMMMMMMMN

 

 

@WFRENCH AND AMERICN

AUTOMOBILES. mag;
ELEB'I'RIG . s... .0. WM“

VEHIBLE Bll. Peugeot—Mors~—Golleraau. “gm-3;”

Long island Endurance Test.
 

 

 

  

The Central

Automobile Go.

l684 Broadway.

Trunuour:

598 COL

  

SlllRlllll.

  

 

10-“. P. PIUGIOT.

OPE” DAY AND NIGHT. Prompt Deliveries of

8-H- P- IONI

Prompt Deliveries of

. .0 ., ., 10-“. P. BUTTEREAU

PEUGEOT, LARGEST Alli] BEST EQUIPPED AUTOMOBILE DEPOT “mmml'm
I

a ... .5 H- p. ELEiiTlil08.

Iona ' ALL KINDS OF FRENCH AUTOMOBILE PARTS KEPT m STOCK.

ELEGTRIBS BI'IARGED AND KEPT Iii FIRST-GLASS ORDER.
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‘ ' Attractive»,

TO ALL MAKERS AND DEALERS

is the line of tires that we have to offer for the ensuing season

HARTFOR “beTIRE
Pneumatic

Recognized throughout this broad land as the standard of all

single tube tires. Its uniform quality has earned a reputation

that should be invaluable to all who pride themselves on the

excellence of their equipment.

" "ZEDUNLODTIRE “

  

 

  

 

Universally acknowledged to be the most successful type of

mechanically attached tire in the world. Simple in design,

easily managed, durable and most resilient, it gives honest,

all-round satisfaction.

OUR EFFORTS ARE CONCENTRATED IN THE

ENDEAVOR T0 PRODUCE THE HIGHEST

GRADE ARTICLES THAT CAN BE PRODUCED.

lVrite for Descriptive

Booklets .
1

/

  

Manulatlured

and Sold by

The Hartford

RubberWorks Co.

HARTFORD, CONN
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TI—IE MOTOR
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PUBL'. .

430863A
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A WEEKLY JOURNAL DEVOTED TO THE AUTOMOBILE

AND KINDRED INTERESTS.

 

Volume V. New York. U. S. A., Thursday, October 2. l902. No.i

 

OVERFLOW PROVIDED FOR

Restaurant and Possibly Basement to be Used

for Shaw Purposes—Additional Exhibitors.

 

With the Automobile Show at Madison

Square Garden, this city,'three and one-half

months distant, and the application lists

opened less than one month ago, the rush

for room has been so great that all the space

has been contracted for except four accessory

stands in the gallery.

After strenuous reckoning the manage

ment of the Madison Square Garden has an

ranged to care for the overflow of applicants

for space. As was intimated last week, it

has been decided to convert the restaurant

into an exhibition hall; and as, despite the

additional space obtained thereby, the de

mand still continues, the management is

now figuring on bringing the basement into

use for display purposes. An architect is at

work drawing plans for spaces in the base

ment, which will be decorated and amply

lighted.

A representative as well as an enormous

show is thus assured, one that will be in

every way worthy of the industry and of the

interest taken in it by the public.

It is stated by the management that no

motor bicycles will be permitted on exhibi

tion. Automobiles and parts and accessories

exclusively will be shown, the ground being

taken that this is an automobile show, pure

and simple. The additions to the list since

last week are as follows:

Grout Bros., Orange Mass.

Conrad Motor Carriage 00., Buffalo, N. Y.

Haynes-Apperson 00., Kokomo, Ind.

Electric Vehicle 00., Hartford, Conn.

Automobile Co. of America, Jersey City,

N. J.

Cleveland Automobile 00., Cleveland, 0.

Adams & McMurtry 00., New York.

Centaur Motor Vehicle 00., Buflalo, N. Y.

Webster Automobile Mfg. 00., New York.

Hoffman Automobile Mfg. 00., Cleveland,

0.

Prescott Automobile Mfg. Co., Passaic, N.

J.

Duryea Power 00., Reading, Pa.

New Process Raw Hide 00., Boston, Mass.

Firestone Tire Co., Akron. 0.

Post & Lester, Hartford, Conn.

Homan & Schultz, New York.

Consolidated Rubber Tire Co., Akron, 0.

A. H. Funke, New York.

International Automobile and Vehicle Tire

00., New York.

Weston-Mott 00., Utica, N. Y.

C. F. Splitdorf, New York.

National Carbon 00., Cleveland, 0.

 

German-American Bankruptcy.

Little surprise will be occasioned by the

announcement that a petition in involuntary

bankruptcy has been filed against the Ger

man-American Automobile 00., of Nos. 134

to 150 West 143d street, by the following

creditors: James Macnaughton, $1,708 for

four months’ salary as general manager at

$5,000 a year; John L. Schultz, $425, for

two months’ salary as superintendent of

the factory at $3,000 a year, and Bain &

Law, $64, for materials.

It is alleged that the company is insolvent,

and has paid money and turned over funds

and assets to certain creditors to prefer

them. The company was incorporated on

January 22, 1902, with a capital stock of

$50,000; W. N. Beach became president and

Thomas H. Gillespie treasurer. Morris J.

Hirsch is the attorney for the petitioning

creditors. _

The concern was really little more than a

name, as far as its influence in the trade

was concerned. The appearance of its first

vehicle was almost contemporaneous with

the news of the failure. It operated a small

factory in 143d street, this city.

 

Declares Provisional Dividend.

Creditors of the Steam Vehicle 00. of

America, Reading, Pa., will be interested to

learn that a dividend has been declared by

C. H. Ruhl, referee in bankruptcy. The

dividend, which amounts to .30164—just over

30 cents on the dollar—will be paid at the

office of Referee Ruhl, 534 Washington

street, Reading, Pa., on Saturday, October

11, “unless exception be filed thereto," as

Mr. Ruhl cautiously adds.

WINTON AND CANNON

Were the Features of Providence Meet—Fonner

Made Several New Records.

As was the case a year ago, the spectacu

lar features of the race meet of the Rhode

Island Automobile Club at Narragansett

Park, R. 1., on September 24, were fur

nished by the contests against Father Time.

In place of Fournier and his Mots, Alexander

Winton and his “Bullet” upheld the gasolene

banner, while George C. Cannon in his spe

cial built flyer performed a similar service

for the steam adherents. Without these two

stars the races would have fallen rather flat.

When 2 o‘clock came the stands of the fa

mous old inclosure were fairly well filled

with a representative and brilliant crowd of

spectators. Headed by GOvernor Kimball

and his staff, many of Providence's “best

people" braved the rather threatening

weather in their desire to witness another

afternoon of automobile racing. With them

were automobilists from the city and sur

rounding eonntry, Boston and New York both

having good sized delegations present. Men

who knew little or nothing about automo

biles. but whose love for sport of any kind

was the magnet that drew them to the scene,

completed the gathering. In all there were

nearly 5,000 people there.

Both sides of the fence inclosing the track

were filled for a considerable distance on

each side of the wire. Inside of it more than

a hundred automobiles were lined up, in

close proximity to a good showing of horse

drawn vehicles.

The racing itself was marred by two feat

ures which have been disagreeably prevalent

at nearly all automobile meets. Reference is

bad to the paucity of entrants and starters

and to the lack of real contests between

closely matched cars. In these particulars

the Rhode Island meet was a little better off

than the Brighton Beach aiIair, for example,

but the improvement was not marked. Pro

cessions and close approaches to walkovers

were much more numerous than was desir

(Continued on page 21)
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NOTHING TOO STEEP

Latest European Hill Cllmbing Successes Were

up a Mountain Side.

French Bureau Motor World,

2 Rue d’Abbevllle.

Paris, Sept. 19.—¥Vho would have imag

ined less than two years ago that an auto

mobile would climb in 27 minutes one of the

steepest gradients in Europe, having a

length of 13.6 miles and an average incline

of 8 per cent, with a maximum rise for a

thousand yards of 13 per cent? ‘ When these

tests were first organized on kilometre

gradients it was considered very doubtful

whether any large proportion of the cars

would be able to reach the top without the

motor getting hot and seizing. The engines

have to develop their maximum power with

out a moment’s pause and this, too, at a

time when the relatively low speed of the

vehicles diminishes the cooling efficiency of

the radiators. And yet despite the severe

character of the tests the motors made

light work of the hills. There were few in

stances of failures among the scores of com

peting cars, and finding that nothing around

Paris would test the efficiency of the motors

it was found necessary to go elsewhere.

The Automobile Club of Salon accordingly

included a hill climbing test in their pro—

gramme of events which was decided this

week down South, and the cars had to race

up the straight and steep road of Mont Ven

tonx, one of the big mountains of the Alps,

rising to a height of something like 5,500

feet.

ONLY ONE FAILED.

There were sixteen vehicles and motor

cycles competing in the climb, and of these

only one failed to get to the top through a '

derangement to one of the valves. M. I’.

('litilit'liiil‘d, 011 his 70 horsepower Panhard,

did a remarkable performance by racing up

the thirteen miles of mountain road in 27:17,

beating Junavon on a ItochetSchneider, by

four and one-half minutes. The perform

ance of the R00]it‘i-St'lillt‘ldt‘l‘ was quite as

meritorious as that of the I'anhard, for

the vehicle was really a light carriage, aml

failing to get within the limit of weight by

a few pounds it had to start with the big

Vehicles. Its power was probably not much

more than a third of the I‘anhard. The

l(ochet-Schneiders are manufactured by a

firm of that name in Lyons who for years

have been turning out automobiles of dif

ferent types, changed and modified accord

ing to the results of long experience, and

the new vehicles which have been doing so

well in the events in which they have taken

part are an almost exact imitation of the

Mercedes. Another type of car which has

borrowed a good deal from the famous (ler~

ma'n car is the 'I‘urcat-Méry constructed in

Marseilles and also built under license by

he D'i'etrlch, of Lunéviilc. Two of these cars

competed, one getting to the top of Mont

\'cntoux in minutes and the other in 39

minutes. while a new make of car by A.

Richard took more than two hours. All the

other events were carried off by Clement

who won-in the light carriage class in 33:19,

heating a Darracq by 2% minutes, and he

also did best among the voiturettes in 43:35,

while he carried off the motocycle events,

making in all five first places. It is rare

that a single firm carries off such a series

of victories, but it is true that in two events

t‘lément had no one to compete against him.

,Now that Mont Ventoux has been van

quished so easily it is difficult to find any

other accessible mountain which is likely to

prove too much for the conquering auto

mobile.

STRONG WINDS AND iNCiDlN'rs.

Another event organized by the Antoine

bile Club de Salon was a race between Salon

and Aries where there is a 23 mile stretch

of magnificent road, and as the Vehicles

went over the course four times they cov

ered a total distance of 92 miles. Though

the weather was fine, the very strong wind

that was blowing entirely destroyed any

hopes of record speeds being attained, and

the incidents- on the road were moreover

pretty numerous, the first being the trouble

Chauchard had with a valve which con

siderably reduced his time on the first two

rounds. (in remedying this defect he did

the next two rounds at the rate of sixty

miles an hour and covered the full dis

tance in 1:35:13. The Peugeot, driven by

Itenaux. was going remarkably well until it

had to withdraw through the pump failing

to work. The next in the big carriage class

was a Turcat-Méry. which took 1:57:49.

Among the light carriages the Darracq of

Hemcry won in 1:47:17, beating the Pan

hard of Gondoln by a few seconds, and

another Iiarracq would probably have been

at the top, or very near it, had it not been

for a punctured tire on the first round. The

t‘lémcut of ()ury won in the voltnrette class

in 1:56.38, beating a Passy-'i‘liellier by five

minutcs.

DlFI-‘ICULTIES IN WEIGHT LIMITATIONS.

In preparing cars for these races makers

iiud such a difficulty in keeping the weights

within the limit prescribed by the regula'

tions that it is being suggested whether it

would not be desirable to modify the rules

so as to give them more latitude and enable

them to present vehicles in a more. complete

form than is usual in the case of light car

riages and voiturcttes. In building racing

vehicles the mamifau-turer of course pays

more attention to his underframe and ma

chinery, and having got this down to a

weight limit consistent with safety he cuts

away superfluous weight from the carriage

body, with the result that the majority of

racing light carriages and volturettcs have

no body at all. The fralne is simply boarded

over and on this is placed a scat for the

driver, while the mechanic hangs on as well

as he can. The objections against this are

twofold; first. because such a flimsy super

structure is liable to give way under shock

or strain, as was the case in the Paris

Vleuna race when one driver actually had

his life saved through the seat breaking

away as the vehicle was on the point of

rolling over a precipice, and secondly, the

appearance of these skeleton vehicles is not

calculated to give the public a favorable

impression of the aesthetic side of the auto

mobile. If racing is to do any good the

vehicles must not only prove themselves to

be fast and durable, but attractive as well,

and if ugliness is to be the characteristic‘

of the racing vehicle it is to be feared that

the carriages built for speed tests will not

do much to popularize the motor vehicle.

NEW RULES POSSIBLE.

Of course when the weight regulations

were first adopted there was no suggestion

that makers would sacrifice everything to

their underframes and propelling machinery,

and it is naturally impossible to prevent

them from doing so because there is no

means of saying what the maker must put

on his frame unless he is required to fully

equip it as a touring car, which Would prob

ably be carrying the desire for appearances

a little too far. In order to overcome this

difficulty it is suggested either that the

weight limit of light carriages and volt

urettes should be raised or that the frames

and machinery should _be weighed without

the carriage body, and it. is this latter alter

native whlch will shortly be brought to the

consideration of the Automobile Club. If

the frame and machinery are alone weighed

the maker will be able to fit carriage bodies

which will give to his cars a more complete

and attractive appearance, at the same time

that it will be much safer for the drivers

themselves whose lives will not depend, as

they do at present, on the security of a

couple of bolts. There is much to be said

in favor of this reform“ but it is nevertheless

likely to give rise to a good many side is

sues, not the least of them being the claim

of makers of big vehicles to receive the

same treatment, which will be equivalent to

an all-round raising of the weight limit.

The reform also means greater facilities

for increasing powers, and whether this is

desirable or not is another question.

DE DION'S LATEST MOVE.

The low priced popular car is beginning

to insinuate its way into the market. All

sorts of makers have been bringing out

light vehicles of one type or another at a

low figure in the hope of their being taken

up- by that large class of buyers who are in

want of a "cheap automobile," but so far

none of them have had much success, and

now another effort is being made to fill the

requirements by De Dion Bouton et Cle,

who are producing a new type of six horse

power vehicle, capable of carrying four per

sons, which will be sold, I believe. at some

thing likc $700. Dc Iiion ct Bouton are, of

course, the one firm who are able to turn

out such a type of car. Their big plant en

ables thom to produce very economically.

and as the cars are of very simple coastrue-'
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tlon there are no costly. processes in their

manufacture. The firm have got a keen eye

to the requirements of the public. Having

produced low priced vehicles they are ar

ranging, or rather they hai'e already ar

ranged, to have depots in all parts of the

country where exchange pieces can be ob

tained at once wherever the automobilist

may be, and as every part of the vehicle

is made to gauge there is no difficulty in

the owner or any country repairer d0ing

what is necessary to the car.

 

. Trouble With a Fine.

How easy it is to impose fines and how

difficult to remit them even when those re

sponsible for them become convinced that

'they erred was shown in Buffalo recently.

A wrangle arose in the City Council re

garding the proposition to remit the fines

of $15 each imposed on George Band and

John J. Johnson, who were arrested a few

’Weeks ago for scorching with automobiles.

‘ A petition was presented to the Common

Council asking that the fines be remitted, as

‘the alleged offenders were engaged in test

ng an automobile for the E. R. Thomas

iiotor Co. at the time of their arrest, and,

according to their story, were operating the

\machine on a thoroughfare where there were

0 other vehicles. '

1 Justice Murphy, who imposed the fines, in

' orsed the petition, and the aldermen passed

resolution remitting the fines. When the

matter reached the councilmen last week

t was laid on the table, and Councilman

lash said that he had investigated and was

'convlnced that the fines should not be re

mitted. Councilman Ladd thought other

ivise, and so did Alderman Malschoss, who

appeared before the board to speak for the

petitioners. Various compromises were sug

ested and voted down, and finally the mat

fer was laid on the table for another week.

 

Overreaehed and Underspeeded. I

'\ It is a satisfaction to know that at least:

one too zealous law making body has over:

cached itself. Under an ordinance recently

{hissed by the Common Council of Bingham

ton, N. Y., the maximum speed permitted

utomobiles is seven miles per hour. it was

gassed in utter ignorance of the fact that

'there is a State law expressly prohibiting a

reduction below eight miles an hour. Just

icfore the Bingbamton law went into effect

'the discovery was made. that it conflicted

'p'ith the law referred to, and now the former

‘will have to be amended.

Under the statute known as the Doughty

law the eight mile rule is plain. The clause

[relating to it is as follows:

"N0 ordinance, rule or regulation adopted

iry the authorities of any municipality in

pursuance of this section or of any other law

~_shall require an automobile or motor vehicle

0 travel at a slower rate of speed than eight

miles per hour within any city, town or vil

lage of the State in the built up portions

thereof. nor at a slower speed than fifteen

iiiiies per hour where the same are not built

up."

The only way out of the quandary seems to

be the raising of the limit from seven to

eight miles per hour.

SPEED nun REDUCED

Fourteen Miles per Hour now Maximum Aver

age Rate—New Marking Necessitated.

With the Reliability Run of the Automo

bile Club of America but one week off, and

the arrangements rapidly nearing comple

tion, interest in the event is steadily in;

creasing.

The book of rules, which has gone to press,

contains one important and several minor

changes. The former consists in the sub

stitution of fourteen miles as the maximum

speed for the fifteen previously fixed upon.

To obtain a first class certificate a car must

average between twelve and fourteen miles

for the six day’s run, instead of between

twelve and fifteen, as at first arranged.

Similarly the four cups awarded to the cars

making the highest number of marks will

go to those vehicles making perfect records,

or the nearest to it, fourteen miles being

taken as the maximum speed instead of fif

teen. '

The change was made in order to avoid

any possibility of violating speed laws in the

different sections traversed. In many cities

and towns the maximum speed permitted is

8 miles per hour; outside of these it is 15

miles in Connecticut and Massachusetts;

while in the country districts of this State

it is 20 miles.

To observe the 8 mile rules where they are.

in force and yet maintain an average speed

of 15 miles for the entire journey, as would

have had to be done to obtain the cups re

ferred to, would have required a greater

speed. in places, than 15 miles per hour.

This would have been all right in New York

outside of the cities and towns, but in Con

necticut and Massachusetts it would have

been in violation of the State statutes.

Hence it was deemed advisable to make the

change referred to in order to forestall any

complaints that might' be made.

()wing to this recasting of the speed, a

change in the number of marks constituting

a perfect record has been necessitated. The.

system remains the same, but the basis of

computation is changed. Instead of obtain

ing the maximum number of marks for each

day‘s run by multiplying the number of miles

by 4—this being 4 minutes to the mile at the

rate of 15 miles per hour—4.285 (minutes to

the mile at 14 miles per hour) becomes the

standard number. Under the old plan the

maximum number of marks that a car could

obtain for the entire run was 1,953.2, being

four times the total number of miles. As

finally decided upon, a car can obtain 2,293,

332 marks, this, in turn, being 4.285 times

the number of miles covered in the six days.

From this total 1 mark will be deducted for

every minute the car stops, unless the stop

should be a non-penalin one.

On the first day‘s run the cars are to travel

from New York to New Haven (seventy-five

miles), and a non-stop trip will credit the

.r, .e__ ._ _ _‘ :.__ "g

operator wlth 321.375, marks, being 4.285

marks for each mile; second day, New Haven

to Springfield (69.6 miles), to 411.36 marks;

third day, Springfield to Boston (96.6 miles).

413.931 marks. The same points are to be

credited on the return trip, making 2293.332

marks, a perfect score, entitling the opera

tor and his car to a certificate. If his speed

averages twelve to fourteen miles an hour

he will receive a first class certificate; ten to

twelve miles an hour, a second class certifi

cate, and eight to ten miles an hour, a third

class certificate.

In addition to the cup offered to the car

earning the greatest number of marks,

donated by President Shattuck, each of the

three members of the Run Committee has

ofi'ercd a cup. That of W. E. Scarrett is for

second prize, that of G. F. Chamberlain for

third, and that of John A. Hill for fourth.

With Some Sense.

if there were more of the sort of legislatbr

produced in Lawrenceville, N. J., the auto

mobile speed problem would soon be in a fair

way of settlement. L

Although hailed as another anti-automobile

law, the ordinance passed a few days ago by

the township authorities has much to com

mend it. Under its provisions automobiles

and motor cycles must not run at a highicr

rate of speed than twelve miles an hour, the

rate of speed must be lessened at road cross

ings, and if horses become frightened the

machine must be stopped; persons leavil'ig

such machines must see to it that precautions

are taken to prevent accident; any one tam

pering with such machines will be arrested;

lights must be shown one hour after sunset

and one hour before sllnrise—tu'o white liglits

showing the direction which vehicle is pro

ceeding and one red light in rear. .

A penalty of not less than $10 and not more

than $15 is provided. I

Decision was Reserved. .

The defendant's appeal-in the case of the

people against Harry S. \i'oodworth was

argued before County Judge Sutherland at

Rochester. X. Y., last week. Briefs were

submitted and decision was reserved.

The defense is based principally on three

contentions. The defendant argues that the

prosecution failed to show that the autumn

bile was operated by him; that it was :i ll?

versible error to allow witnesses to testify

as to the defendant's coming, as well as lils

going, through the town of Brighton; thht

the prosecution failed to produce any testi

mony to dispute the defendant‘s evidence

that it would have been impossible for the

machine to have exceeded the speed limit

when the lever was on the second notch. }

\Voodworih was convicted on May 27 of

violating the speed law relative to the speed

of automobiles. The case was tried hcfoi'e

I'eace Justice John Downs. A fine of $50

was imposed.

 

The Milwaukee Automobile t‘lub is en

dcavoriug to induce the State Fair authori

ties to run, automobile races this year.

_=.__, r ...\_ ...._ ~ \
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VICTORIOUS AT HOME AND ABROAD.

The White Steam Carriage

WINS OUT IN ENGLAND’S RELIABILITY CONTEST.

True to its former showing made in this country, a W'HITE STEAM CARRIAGE

completed the 650 miles test with

' AN ABSOLUTELY CLEAN RECORD,

being one of two out of seventy entries to achieve this distinction.

 

  

The conditions of this run were unusually severe, the competing vehicles being required to make

five separate journeys over different routes, and submit to brake contests and hill climbing trials.

The WHITE STEAM CARRIAGE used was a six horse power vehicle taken from stock

and not only scored

1800 POINTS OUT OF A POSSIBLE 1800,

but demonstrated its fuel economy by using only 13 quarts per day.

Both its track records for speed and its road records for reliability prove that

THE WHITE IS A THOROUGHBRED.

WRITE FOR FULL PARTICULARS, INCLUDING PROF. THURSTON’S REPORT ON OUR STEAM

GENERATOR, AND THE OFFICIAL REPORTS OF IMPORTANT ENDURANCE CONTESTS.

 

WHITE SEWING MACHINE C0., (Automobile Department) Cleveland, Ohio.

22 U-lon Square. New York, N. Y. 509 Tremont Street, Boston, Mass. 300 Post Street, San Francisco, Cal.

609 Main Street, Buflalo, N. Y. H Woodward Avenue, Detroit, Mich. 300 Rue Bldg, Cleveland, Ohio.
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Situation Not Altered.

The fact that a State licensing scheme for

automobiles has been oflicially indorsed by

the Automobile Club of America and the

National Association of Automobile Manu

facturers does not alter the fact that it is

class legislation and a gross discrimination

against this type of vehicle.

 

v

A Matter of Assumption.

The full iniquity, the inherent viciousness,

oi the Cock's law, now on the statute books

of this State, become more apparent the

longer it remains in operation.

A more pernicious example of class legis

lation it would not be easy to find. It sin

gles out motor vehicles and imposes on them

restrictions that would be, it everywhere en‘

forced, well nigh intolerable. Except here

and there, however, no pretence is made of

enforcing it. It remains a dead letter until

such time as autophobes combine to perse

cute automobllists—the innocent-along with,

the guilty—by insisting that its archaic pro

visions be lived up to.

Under it no automobile can be driven faster

than eight miles an lio'ur‘li‘l' the incdi‘poi'ated

limits of any village or town, whether built

up or not, unless an ordinance exists per

mitting a greater speed. None but motor

vehicles are subjected to this stringent re

striction, It is aimed at them, and them

alone.

This law, which was passed last spring.

conflicts directly with the much more mod

erate Doughty law, which became operative

in 1901.

The latter provides that no ordinance shall

be passed fixing the speed at less than eight

miles an hour in the built-up portion of vil

lages and towns, or fifteen miles an hour in

the portions not built up.

As a matter of course, the prosecutions

 

THE WEEK’S CASUALTIES.
 

_ Killed. 1|.
Rmuzoans . 3, Injured, 24

_ Killed, 5.
TROLLEYS . { Mum. 45_

, Killed, 4.
HORSES ' Si Injured, 15.

Killed, 0.1

Injured, l.

TOTAL: KILLED, 20; INJURED, 85.

BICYCLES: {

 
 

 

against automobillsts are brought under the

Cock’s law, the Doughty being ignored en

tirely. The purposes desired are attained

much easier in this way, and it is assumed,

quite as a matter of course, that the Doughty

law is superceded by the Coek‘s wherever the

two conflict.

This view is contested by a. number of

eminent lawyers, and has never been passed

on by a court. Until this is done automobil

ists will continue to be held at a disadvan

tage. It was at one time promised that a

test of the matter would be made, but no

steps looking to this end haVe ever been

taken.

 
 

An instructive Comparison.

That the automobile is not alone in its

death and injury dealing work. as one might

suppose to listen to the outcry that is con

stantly being made, becomes plain upon read

ing the lengthy list of other accidents repro

duced on another page.

They cover but a few days, and are se

lected without the exercise of any very great

industry. For all that, they make a grisly

exhibit, one that is not pleasant to dwell

upon. But they tell a tale as it could be told

in no other way, a fact that is ample cause

forgirep; “cing them.

Compared with them the list of automobile

accidents almost shrinks into insignificance.

It should be remembered, too, that while

the latter are intermittent, magnified and

frequently distorted, the former go on day

after day, month after month, and year after

year. It is a tale of horror that never ends.

and is being steadily augmented and must he

continued to be for all human time.

Nor is the halt, nor even the quarter, told.

The tally of railroad accidents would, it

made public in all its hideous and merciless

accuracy, “stagger humanity." But it is not

told and need not be.

All this is one of the penalties we pay tor

the highly complex lite we moderns live.

lilost of it is unavoidable, and, therefore.

rightly minimized. No real necessity exists

for racking tender hearts with the dismal

disclosures, and ordinarily we draw the veil

over them and see as little of them as possi

ble.

Such an attitude will prevail regarding au

tomobile accidents. The railroad train, the

trolley car, the bicycle—all went through the

same experience, and when people became

accustomed to them, or tired of them. the

sensational stories ceased to interest, and

then ceased to be told.

Will Came Much lnconvenience.

Sound as is the reasoning which dictated

the change in the maximum average speed

rate in the Reliability Run from 15 to 14

miles, it is certain to cause considerable in

convenience to both drivers and observers.

In consequence of this change the former

simple method of calculating the time which

should be consumed in covering the daily

runs is rendered out of the question. lllstetltl

of being able to arrive at the desired figures

by simply saying “4 times 40 are 160." it

will be necessary to take out a pencil and

multiply 40 by 4.285. As the number 0! miles

becomes greater the dltflculty will increase

proportionately.

The labor of calculating the average times

will also be enormously increased.

One Way to Make an Impression.

It more automobilists would show them

selves considerate ot the feelings, as well as

the rights, of other users of the road there

would be much less bitterness against them

than is now being exhibited.

Much depends on the circumstances, ot‘.
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course, and one cannot be expected to be

constantly catering to the whims of timid or

But, on the other hand, it is

not absolutely necesessary to go about with

fussy drivers.

a chip on one's shoulder, with the air of de

fying people to assail one‘s rights. Of the

two ways it is infinitely better to err on the

former side.

An example of the better way to manage

these things was witnessed last week on a

quiet road in one of Boston’s suburbs. '

A gasolene car, big and noisy, with a well

filled tonneau body, was bowling along at a

moderate pace, when a carriage coming in

the opposite direction was encountered. In

the latter was an elderly woman, who was

driving, and a couple of children.

The horse was a sedate nag, and beyond

raising its head and taking a look at the

strange vehicle approaching him paid no at

tcntion to it.

But its driver was not so easily pacified.

Visions of a runaway seemed to appear be

fore her, and she waved her hands frantical

ly as a signal to stop. The automobile could

have gone by without further incident than

a violent agitation of the elderly female’s

mind. But the chauffeur took a more grace

ful course. He threw his clutch out and

brought the car to a sudden stop. Then he

sprang out and took the horse by the head

and led him past the throbbing vehicle.

Without waiting for thanks, he got into his

scat again and drove off. .

‘Unueccssnry his action may have been.

But it was graceful, and it is long odds that

the recipient of the courtesy will] have a hot

tcr opinion of automobilists than if her ill

founded fears had been ignored entirely.

 
 

The British Trials.

In no way could the wonderful advance in

the matter of reliability which the motor

cars of to-day have made he better shown

than in the result of the British tests of last

month.

or the 54 starters, 45 vehicles finished, (it

those 11 made a rather poor showing and

count for little in supporting the contention

advanced above. But the remainder, being

just short -of two-thirds of the whole, may

fairly be said to have covered themselves

with glory. V

' 0f the 34 cars referred to only two made

absolutely perfect records—one of our own

Whites and a. Wolseley. Thus the two coun

tries, which are commonly credited with

being behind in the matter of automobile

design and construction, viz, America and

Great Britain—really make a much better

showing than their rivals, France and Ger

many. This is all the more remarkable in

view of the fact that one Panhard and two

Daimler cars were among the contestants.

No less than 15 of the cars have charged

against them a smaller number of marks

than 10. ’

The significance of this will be seen when

it is remembered that under the system of

scoring employed one bad mark was given

for each minute, or fraction thereof, of un

pcualized stops made by the cars. The high

est number of marks scored against any

one of these 15 cars was 9, which may have

been for one stop or for nine. This result

was the lapse from perfection of cars com

peting for six successive days, over 630

miles of ditl'erent roads, and while con

stantly under the closcht possible scrutiny.

Six more of the 34 cars referred to had

less than 20 marks scored against them. Of

the remainder only four were charged with

50 marks or more.

Turning to the stops which caused the

scoring of the bad marks, it is found that

many of them are of a trivial character,

while others are due to errors of judgment

or miscaiculation on the part of the drivers.

Three of the cars were particularly unfort

unate, all 'of them coming within one mark

of a perfect record.

(mo of these, a Peugeot, was accidont'ally

stopped by the driver, there being absolutely

nothing the matter with the vehicle or its

engine. A Panhard had to change an accu

mulator, and thus earned its single bad

mark. A De Dion car was punished to the

same extent by reason of a terminal wire

snapping.

Enough has been said to show that the

cars as a whole demonstrated their ability

to cover a week's run without giving any

trouble worth speaking of.

Even a year ago, when the rim was from

Glasgow to London, the tale was a very dif

ferent one, and yet it was considered to

mark a considerable advance in etticiciicy.

 

It is interesting to learn that the newly

organized Long Islam] Highway Protective

Society does not propose to wage an indis

criminate warfare on automobiles. On the

contrary, its incorporators “believe that a

majority of those who have these vehicles

will sympatahize with .them, and they expect

that many of them will become members of

the society."

It would be quite as interesting to know

just what the association is doing to safe'

guard the highways where scorching horse

men and whcelmcn are concerned. So for

their activity has been confined entirely to

automobilists. Yet it will scarcely be con

tended that they are the only violators of

the ordinances relating to speed. Neverthe

less we have yet to hear of the slightest at

tention being paid to any one else on the

North Shore roads.

 

In the reliability run, which starts next

week, the contesting vehicles alone will cover

somewhere near 35,000 miles in their journey

to Boston and return. Probably an equal dis

tance will be driven by other vehicles which

accompany the tourists or go to meet them

and escort them into the towns on route. To

make the run the competing vehicles must

consume. somewhch in the neighborhood of

3,500 gallons of gasoicnc.

 

It is refreshing to learn that there is one

place in the world where there is no legal

speed limit for automobiles. It is the Emer

ald Isle which bears this proud distinction,

and although the Irish roads are none of the

best, that country is still being strongly

pressed as the best course for the 1908 Ben

nctt Cup races.

 

It is no longer necessary to “sock the hub

ble reputation at the cannou‘s month." All

thc scckcr after fame or notoriety has to do

is to propose a. new and more restrictive or

dinance relating to their use of tho high

ways, or to invent some new way of harass

ing them. immediately his object is achicvcd.

 

The Automobile Club of Great Britain and

Ireland is without a set of racing rtilcs. It is

suggested that an international conference

between race promoting bodies. to agree on

uniform rules, would be a good thing. There

is need of something of the sort.

 

The politician will no longer make cart

tail speeches during the coming campaign.

He will stand on the tailboard—if he can

find it—of an automobile and let eloquence

flow.

There are cycle paths, speedways for

horses and bridle paths—but the automo

bilist knows not where he can speed his ma

chine uuless he wants to get arrested.

 

“Bounders on boilers" is the altterative

way in which an indignant Briton charac

terizes automobilists.

_./-
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Wonder why it is that Providence, R. 1.,

comes nearer than any other city to making

the automobile a real competitor of the horse

in their contest for society favor? Be the

cause what it may, the fact remains that the

very best people in Rhode Island's capital are

either automobilists themselves, or, at least,

friendly disposed toward the motor vehicle.

and hence it is that the Providence race

meets are quite as_ successful socially as

they are from financial and sporting points

of view. Considering the many efforts which

have been made to induce society with a big

8 to bestow upon the automobile some of the

public favor it, lavishes upon the horse, it is

really remarkable that so little success has

been met with. In fact, outside of Provi-I

deuce it might almost be said that the efiort

to win society favor for automobile events

has been practically a failure, and yet at

the same time all those who are foremost in

the smart set own, use and like automobiles.

That America should in this instance posi

tively refuse to endorse the action of foreign

ro'yal'ty and aristocracy makes the whole

thing even more perplexing. Certainly no

one can say that the automobile abroad is

not accorded as much social favor as the

horse, if it does not receive even more than

the animal. It certainly, however, is not so

in this cbuntry just now, though it may be in

the future, ,since we seldom allow the foreign

fashion setters to get entirely out of our in

itiative range.

i t 8

Since the beginning of automobiling in this

country a small, pestiferous, but boisterous,

clique of calamity bowlers has done what it

could to promulgate an anti-cyclist feeling

among the users of'automobiles. That these

efforts of the pestiferous ones have not been

more successful was due entirely to the good

sense of those they sought to influence and

to the total lack of influence possessed by the

calamityltes. Through all of it the wheel

men gave no just cause for any but the

friendliest feelings on the part of the auto

mobillst, but the cyclists were no more free

from the pestiferous element than were the

automobilists, and so it came to pass that

one of these creatures has, without eithcr

cause or judgment, appeared before the

Board of Aldermeir'with an ordinance to

license automobilists. Most unfortunate is

this attack from a quarter which the users

of automobiles had every reason to think

only aid and support would come. The trou

ble causers. who have all along tried to em

bitter the motor vehicle people against the

cycling 'ones, have not been slow to seize

upon this as proof that all they have said

against the wheelmen was true. I am glad

to see that you took occasion editorially to

place the affair in its true light. The aver

age wheelman, like his brother of the bigger

vehicle, is a progressive, intelligent individ

ual, whose sympathies are all with the motor

vehicle in its struggle for justice, and it is

therefore very much to be regretted that the

cyclists should be called upon to suffer by

the ill advised, selfish action of one of their

number, who in his selfishness represented

no one but himself. The case can be put in

this fashion:

0 i t

You can sometimes dodge the lion who se

lects you as his prey;

You can even catch and cage him and ob

serve him at his play;

The wolf and the hyena. are uncanny to the

view,

But they leave you nilmolested if you know

a thing or two.

But there’s one terrific creature we eu

counter now and then,

Who defies all calculations to protect his fel

low men;

He baiks our fondest purpose, and he plays

the very deuce;

There is nothing that can stop him when the

fool breaks loose.

To reason he will turn a dull and unrespon

sive ear;

He hasn't wit enough to entertain a sense of

fear;

He plunges to destruction; never stops for

looking back,

And laughs when wiser people are obliged to

clear the track.

For years he may be dormant, then he wakes

to sudden joy,

And thinks earth was created for his own

especial toy.

You may sometimes try to save him, but it

isn't any use,

You must simply wait and tremble, when the

fool breaks loose.

l t Ii

Thirty or more years ago the people of the

North went South to emancipate the negro;

at ethe conclusion of a visit, which was pro—

longed very much in excess of the time set

for its termination by the visitors, the negro

was free, and the South had very little left

but mules, and mighty few of them. Now

the North is again invading the South; this

time her mission is to emancipate the mules

through supplanting them with motors. The

latest invasion promises to be almost as suc

cessful as the first, even if it be less strenu

ous and pension provoking than was the visit

of three decades ago.

Iii

From present indications those who take

part in the Reliability Run will not be trou

bled much with dust. Rain has fallen almost

for a month now and thc roads of Now-Eng

land must be in pretty fair shape, at least

they should not be as dusty as they usually

are. “'hilo moisture may thus rob the New

England highways of some of their dusty

fcl‘l'ors the assorted samples of Plymouth

rock and other rocks not Plymouth which

decorate many of the Connecticut and Mas

sachusetts roadways will all be found in

business at the old stand working overtime

to make their presence known to the re

liabilities. But, even so, the course of the

run this year is a vast improvement over the

one chosen last year, for which there is much

to be thankful.

Qi‘

Of course, I know it is perfectly useless

just at this time to ask the press or the pub

lic to admit that the “deadly automobile" is

not always so from the cailousness or care

lessness of its driver. There are two sides

even to this automobile allegement, however.

and so not infrequently the accidents which

occur wherein a motor vehicle and a pedes

trian figure prominently the real cause of all

the trouble is the careless traveller on foot,

who walks, runs or jumps—according to agcr

sex or condition—right in front of a. vehicle

trusting to life saving purposes to l’i'ovi—

dence and the police. No one who has not

been responsible for the driving and direct

ing of a rapid-moving vehicle has any idea

of how careless and foolhardy the average

pedestrian can be and is. An expert pho

tographer was talking to me recently about

this very thing. He told me that for his own

protection he intended placing a camera on

the dashboard of his runabout disguised as

a lamp, then, when the foolish or the fool

hardy are about to suffer from their lack of

attention to where they are going or how, he

will only have to press a button with his

foot and by doing so secure photographic

proof of the cause of any accident which

may occur and of which he might be ac

cused of causing. I'd like to have a set of

such photographs, because I‘m sure that

whatever else they might be mistaken for

any one could see at first glance that they

were not studies of still life.

i i i

In an English paper published in the inter

ests of the human butcher business, that is

to say. surgery, I was grieved to read rc

cently that those who are responsible for the

steering of automobiles on long or specdmuk

ing trips are very likely to experience

"para-,sthcsia in the fourth and fifth fingers.

with impaired sensibility, and parcsis in tin

intcrossal lumbicals and the adductor pol

]icis." You or I, not being in the butcher

trade, would say that a long continued grasp

of the steering wheel made the hand numb,

provided we mentioned the matter at all.

n n a

While the foregoing was bad enough a bit

further along in the same interesting periodi

cal I read that in addition to the danger the

motor vchiclist’s lumbiculs and pollicis were

subject to if he persisted in using an'autoi

mobiic, he. was liable to I don‘t know what

from "inhalation of extraordinary quantities

of cxccous and calcareous substances co-I

operating with spicules of tritulated vene

futioner." After that 1 made up my mind i

either had to give up all ideas of automobi

ling or else quit reading English surgical

papers; so I promptly availed myself of tin

last named alternative, and henceforth i’li

confine my literary browsings to literary

fields wherein loss deadly lnfornmlion

abounds. THE COMMENTA'I‘UR.
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One Week’s Casualties m Caused by Automobiles.

nus T0 RAILROADS = { {film}: 4.

At the moment there is an urgent and ap

parently a general demand for the licensing

oi! automobiles. Many automobile users and

well wishers indorse it.

No other.vehicles, save those of a public

nature, kept for hire, are licensed. Experi

ence has shown that there is no necessity for

a measure of the kind. The evils and abuses

September 25.

Amelia, Va.—E. G. Drake was ground to

death under a railroad train; suicide is sus

pected.

Fort Dodge, Ia.—Jerry Begley, while drunk,

was run over by a train and killed, together

with his team of two horses.

Port Jervis, N. Y.—VVilliam Feelcy was

run over by a railroad train; died from his

injuries.

Spring City, Tenn.—J. M. Cox was run over

by a freight train and instantly killed.

Richmond, Va.—Wiliiam Moore was run

over by a railroad train; killed.

Mayville, N. D.—Andrew Hanson was run

over by a railroad train; killed.

Columbus, O.—Claytou Creachbaum was

run over by a shifting train; killed.

September 26.

Oneida, N. Y.—Pearl Bates was thrown

from his bicycle and badly cut about the

head.

Plattsburg, N. Y.-—Arthnr Wray was

thrown from a wagon owing to the horses

becoming frightened by the load coming

loose; leg broken in two places.

St. Louis, lilo—Charles G. Woods, wife and

child, trampled on ‘by runaway horse; badly

bruised.

Wapakoneta, O.—Thomas Ramsay, struck

by trolley car while driving; unconscious and

seriously injured; died subsequently.

Butfalo, N. Y.—Mrs. Minnie Spears, fell

from trolley car; severely cut and bruised.

Buffalo, N. Y.—J0hn Barone, fell from trol

ley car; scalp wound.

Hartford, Conn—George H. Rogers, fell

from trolley car; right leg broken. '

Pittsburg, Pin—James Perkins, 10 years 0d,

struck by trolley car; died from injuries.

Milwaukee, Wis—J. Kelley, driver, struck

by trolley car; injured.

Pittsburg, Pa.—Mrs. Rachel Black, struck

by glass in trolley car collision; cut about

head and hands.

TRoLLEvs'} {

 

Killed, 5.

lnjur'ed, 45.

TOTAL: KILLED, 20; INJURED, 85.

_

HORSES:

consequent upon the use of such vehicles are

not too great for the duly constituted authori

ties to cope with.

But, it is urged, the automobile is in a class

by itself. It gets into the hands of reckless

or inexperienced persons and accidents result

that shock the community and make abso

lutely necessary some restrictive measures.

Pittsburg, Pa.-—Trolley car got beyond con

trol and struck a teamster and injured a

number of passengers.

Rawllns, Wyo.—Freight train wrecked and

six men buried under debris.

Washington, Ind.~Work train wrecked and

six men dangerously injured.

Wequctequock, R. I.—Brakeman struck by

overhead bridge and skull fractured; died

from injury.

September 27.

New York—Della Fineberry, aged 3 years,

run over by heavy truck; killed.

New York—Henry Harrington, truckman,

kicked into a "dump" by balky horse; leg

broken.

Brooklyn, N. Y.—Vander Kompad, jumped

from an ice wagon; leg broken.

Newark, N. J.—Emma Blum, knocked down

by coal wagon; considerably hurt.

Leesburg, Va.—B. Cooper, 14 years old,

thrown by horse he was riding to market;

killed.

New York—Gus Wilson, knocked down by

runaway horse; left shoulder dislocated and

severe scalp wounds.

Delton, Wis—Thomas Scott, finger of right

hand bitten off by horse he was feeding; will

have to be amputated.

Providence, R. I.—Henry Repel, driver,

kicde by horse; hemorrhage of eye caused,

with probability of losing sight, and leg bad

ly bruised and cut.

Brookln, N. Y.—Charles Morris, conductor,

fell from trolley car; skull factured.

l‘ittsfield, Mass—Trolley car struck car

riage containing four men and injured all.

\Villnington, Mass—Two trolley cars col

lided and injured both motormen and two

passengers. _

Tewksbury, Mass—Two trolley cars col

lided and injured four passengers and both

niotorineu, one fatally.

September 28.

Stamford, Conn—Wm. I. Toepher, thrown

) Killed, 4.

(Injured, l5.

. Killed. 0
BicchEs-i Mama. I

That accidents happen, caused by other

vehicles, is at least hinted at by the accom

panying list. It is taken from the news

papers, those same journals which give a

small head and from two to six lines to the

killing of a child run over by a truck, and a

triple head and well nigh a column to the

latest automobile accident, whether it be of a

serious character or not.

by fractious horse; skull fractured, causing

death.

September 29.

Newark, N. J.—John Reilly, knocked down

by trolley car.

Brooklyn, N. Y.—Two trolley cars collided,

bruising a passenger and internally injuring

a conductor. _

Brooklyn, N. Y.—~Trolley car struck two

vehicles, injuring both drivers.

September 29.

St. Louis, Mo.—Mrs. J. W. Ashton and lit

tle daughter were thrown from a trolley car

by detective gate. Mrs. Aston's hip was

crushed and head bruised, and the child's

arm was broken and it was injured inter

naliy.

Paris, Ont—Mrs. Allen Edgar and Miss

Agnes Gourley were struck by railroad train

and killed.

Detroit, Mich—Frank J. Schraflan, driver

of a brewery wagon, was fatally injured by

his runaway team.

Detroit, Mich—George Grosshaus fell from

trolley car; killed.

Brooklyn, N. Y.—Michael McMahon fell

while trying to board a trolley car; arm in

jured and scalp cut.

September 30.

Elizabeth. N. J.~E. J. Melville, struck by

trolley car and killed.

Taunton, Mass—Eleven passengers were

injured by a trolley car collision; none of

them seriously.

Chicago, ill.—()ne man killed and another

injured in a freight train wreck on the B. &

0. road.

Highland Falls, N. Y.—Major~Generai C. F.

Roe was thrown from his horse and badly

cut about the head.

Irvington, N. J.—Thomas E. Brown was

run over by a trolley car and both his legs

crushed.

 

Changes in Manufacturers Ass'n.

Owing to the resignations of A. L. Riker

and Dane E. Rianhard, first and second vice

presidents, respectively, of the National As

sociation of Automobile Manufacturers, :1

number of changes have been made, the fol_

lowing new officers being elected: H. Ward

Leonard, first vice-president; F. M. Lande,

second vice~president; Charles Clifton, third

vice-president; Harry Unwin, secretary, and

Windsor T. White, member of executive

committee.

Will Banquet Tourists.

Taking advantage of the fact that the sec

ond all night stop of the participants in the

reliability run will be made at Springfield,

Mass, the Knox Automobile Co. have ar

ranged to entertain the visitors. The com

pany will tender a banquet to the officials,

chauii'eurs, observers, reporters and others,

to be given at the Cooley Hotel, Friday even

ing, October 10. It is expected that 200

guests will be present.

Ball Plant in Meriden.

Negotiations have been practically con

cluded, according to press dispatches from

Meriden, Conn., whereby the German-Amer

ican Steel Ball Co. will purchase the plant

of the Merlden Malleable Iron 00., of Meri

den. The ball concern is capitalized at $1,

000,000, and it will manufacture steel balls

for ball bearings under German patents. Of

ficers state that within a year they expect to

employ at least 1,000 hands.
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Details of Entries in the A. C. A. Reliability Contest.

Belated entries received to date make the

list of contestants in the Reliability Run to

Boston and return, starting October 9, seven

ty-eight, an increase of thirty-one since last

week.

The number is slightly smaller than the

entry list for the Buffalo run last year. The

latter had 86 entrants and 75 starters. The

number of experimental cars in the present

list, however, is considerably less than it

was a year ago, and the number of finishers

is likely to be correspondingly larger. Bet

ter roads and, in all probability, better

weather conditions will prevail in the pres

ent run.

Below will be found a table giving many

of the constructional details of the cars

entered, as called for by the entry blanks.

They make an interesting study. More than

anything else, they tell the story of the pres

ent trend of design and reveal some condi

tions that are surprising.

As has always been the case, the gaso

lene type of car has a large lead. No less

than 59 vehicles come under this head, as

against 18 steam and 1 electric. Of the

three classes provided, divided according to

weight, the medium weight cars comprise a

majority of the whole. Class A, under 1,000

lbs., has 13 entries; Class B, between 1.000

and 2,000, has 45, and Class C has 20.

The horse powers in Class A ranges from

4 to 6, the first mentioned figure being the

favorite. In Class B the range of claimed

horse power is from 4 to 16. Not all of Class

C are high-powered cars. The lowest is

8 H. P., while the maximum is 24.

The tire statistics also reveal some inter

esting facts. The double tube type has a big

lead, there being 52 cars fitted with them,

and only 24 having single tubes. But one

car, the Neftel electric, is shod with solid

tires.

The complete table follows:
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Z I F Gals. Gals. : Make. | Size. per tire. s. tube. H. P. Cyl.
_ _ “Q -crass A—UNDER 1,000 POUNDS. _

19 Torbensen Gear, Inc . . . . . . . . . . .. Torbensen Gear, Inc.... 2 | Gaso. | s77» 2.5 6 Damon . . . . ..I 30x3 I — D. 5 I 1

20 George N. Pierce C0 . . . . . . . . . . .. George N. Pierce Co. . .. 2 Gaso. 800 6 5 G. & J . . . . . . . 28x3 12 D. 4% 1

22 Foster Auto Manufacturing Co. . Foster Auto Mfg. Co. . . 2 Gaso. 550 5 5 Diamond .. . .. 28x3 14 S. 8 2

:45 Locomobma Co. of America..... Locomoblle Co. of Am.. 2 Steam 085 I 36 12 Diamond 28x2‘k 9 S. 4 2

36 Locomoblle Co. of America. . . . . Locomoblle Co. of Am. . I 2 Steam 0&3 I 36 12 I Diamond 2:11:22.- 9 S. 4 2

41 Olds Motor Works. . . . . . . . . . . . . .I H. B. Shattuck & Son. .l 2 I Gaso. I 800 | 4 | 4 I Fisk . . . . . . . 28x25§ —— S. 4 1

54 De Dion—Bouton Motorette Co. . . Dr. Julius F. Hovestadt.l 3 Gaso. I 050 I 5.5 6.5 Dunlop .. 2&(3 12 D. 6 1

57 [George N. Pierce Co . . . . .. . . . George N. Pierce Co. . .l 2 Gaso. I 800 6 5.5 G. & J . . . . . . 28x3 12 D. 5 1

58 Thos. B. Jeffery Co. . . . . . . . . . . .. Henry C. Squires & SonI ‘ Gaso. 900 I 3 3.5 Diamond 30x2l>é —- S. 4 1

63 Oldg Motor Works . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Oldsmobile Co . . . . . . . . . . 2 Gaso. 800 3 4 Goodrich . . . . 281K214: —- D. 4 1

64 lds Motor Works . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Oldsmobile Co . . . . . . . . . . 2 Gaso. 800 3 4 Goodrich . . . . 28x2‘nh — D. 4 1

71 De Dion-Bouton Co . . . . . . . . . . . . . Kenneth A. Skinner. . . . 3 Gaso. I 000 3 6 Michelin 2Sx3% 12 D. 6 1

74 E. R, Thomas Motor Co . . . . . . .. Mechaley Bros . . . . . . . . .. 2 Gaso. 905 4 5.5 international — S. 6 1

‘ ' Y

CLASS B—1,000 TO 2,000 POI, NDS.

5 IPrescott Auto Manufacturing Co Prescott Auto Mfg. Co.. 2 Steam 1.350 33 0% Fisk . . . . . . . .. 28x2% 11 S. 4% 2

~ 6 Foster Auto Manufacturing Co.. Foster Auto Mfg. Co... 2 Steam 1,200 35 13 Diamond 34x25§ ~— S. 4 2

7 Lane Motor Vehicle Co. . . .. Lane Motor Veh. Co. . .. 2 Steam 1,800 38 12 Hartford 3433 16 s, 9 2

8 Lane Motor Vehicle Co. . . . . . . . . Lane Motor Veh. Co. . . . 2 Steam 1,650 25 15 Hartford 34:3 16 S. 9 2

10 Haynes-Apperson Co. . . . . . . . . . . . Haynes—Apperson Co. . . 4 Gaso. 1,975 10 11.7 Goodrich . 36x4 25 D. 9 2

11 Haynes-Apperson C0. . . . . . . . . . . . Haynes-Apperson C0. . . 2 Gaso. 1.000 10 7.4 Goodrich . . . . 36x3‘é 16 D. 0 2

12 Haynes-Apperson Co. . . . . . . . . . . . Haynes-Apperson Co. . . 2 Gaso. 1.300 6 6.7 International 3213 24 S. 6 2

13 Autocar Co . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. Autocar Co . . . . . . . . . . . .. 2 Gaso. 1.350 6 10 t}, & J , , , , , ,, -x3 14 D, 10 2

14 Autocar Co. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Autocar Co . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4 Gaso. 1.450 6 10 G_ & J , , _ , , _ , _;3 14 1), 10 2

15 Ward—Leonard Electric Co . . . . .. Ward—Leonard Elec. Co. 4 Guam. 1,550 7 0 a, & J, , , _ ,, _x3 14 D, 10 1

16 Ward-Leonard Electric Co. . . . . . Ward—Leonard Elec. Co. 4 Gaso. 1,800 8.5 15 G. & J . . . , . , , -x3l,§ 14 I), 15 2

21 A. Darracq & Cie. . . . . . . . . . . . . . Harold H. Brown . . . . . . 4 Gaso. 1,600 6 5 Michelin _ , , , , 301355 16 1), 12 2

24 White Sewing Machine Co . . . . .. White Sew. Mach. Co. . 2 Steam 1,450 20 S Goodrich _ __ _ 303355 161,4 1)_ 6 2

25 White Sewing Machine Co . . . . .. White Sew. Mach. Co.. 2 Steam 1,450 20 S Goodrich 30,1355 151,; D_ 6 2

26 White Sewing Machine Co. . . . . . White Sew. Mach. Co. . 2 Steam 1,450 20 S Goodrich , _ , _ 30x3t§ 101,4 D, a 2

27 tWhite Sewing Machine 00.... White Sew. Mach. Co.. 2 Steam 1.000 20 S Goodrich ,_ _ 30:31,»; 1614 1), 6 2

28 IWhlte Sewing Machine Co. . . . . “'hite Sew. Mach. C0. . 2 Stclm 1,000 20 8 Goodrlch , _ _ , 30x35§ 161,4 1)_ 6 2

30 . Stevens Arms & Tool Co.... J. Stevens A. & '1‘. Co.. 2 Gaso. 1,650 5 t1 IDunlop _ , _ , _, 23x3 13 n, g 2

31 J. Stevens Arms & Tool Co.. .. J. Stevens A. & '1‘. Co. .I 2 Gaso. 1,050 5 6 In, & J _ , _ , , ,, 23,3 13 1), 6 2

:2 Thos. B. Jeffery Co........... .. Thos. B. Jeffery Co.....I 2 Geno. 1.200 3.75 0 c. a .1 ..... .. can; 11% n. o 1

33 GrJut Bros . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Grout Bros . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 Steam 1.300 37 7 Diamond , , , , 1101:2541 12 3, 6% 2

37 Elmore Manufacturing Co . . . . . . Elmore Mfg, Co . . . . . . . . 2 Gaso. I 1.060 6 7 I Diamond , , , , 283,3 15% s, 5 2

38 Elmore Manufacturing Co. . . . . . Elmore Mfg, Co . . . . . . . . 2 Guam. I 1,060 6 7 Diamond , , , , 23x3 15% B, 5 2

39 I00 Dion—Bouton Co. . . . . . . . . . . . . Kenneth A. Skinner... . 4 Gem. 1,200 5 6.5 Michelin ,_,, 30x3 __ D_ g 1

40 Autocar Co . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . - . H. B. Shattuck & Son. . 4 Gaso. I 1.350 5 10 ' Dunlop , , _ _ _ , 301“; ._ D_ 10 2

44 A, Darracq & Cie. . . . . . . . . .. F. A. La Roche . . . . . . . .., 3 I Gaso. I 1.700 0 15 Michell" , , , , 30:3 16 1), 16 2

45 H, H. Franklin Co . . . . . . . . . . . .. S. G. Averill . . . . . . . . . ..l 2 Gaso I 1.125 None 7.5 Goodyear 30x3 —— D. 8 4

-'6 Knox Automobile Co . . . . . . . . . . . . Knox Automobile Co. . . ' 2 (3118'). 1.400 Nunc 8 I Dunlap , , , , , 30x3 _ D_ g 1

47 Knox Automobile Co. . . . . . . . . . . . Knox Automobile Co. . . 2 Gaso. I 1.400 None 8 i Dunlop . . . . . 30x3 -— D, 8 1

48 IKnox Automobile Co. . . . . . . . . . ..I Knox Automobile C0. .. 2 Gaso. 1,400 Nune, s IDunlop ,_ 30x3 __ n g 1

40 IFiat-Torlno, Italy. . . . . . .'. . . . . . . . I C. H. Tangeman . . . . . . . . 5 Gaso. | 1,050 5 8.5 Continental 3410251; - I), 12 4

51 Stearns Steam Carriage Co..... Stearns Steam Car (‘0. 2 Steam | 1,500 20 15 Pick , _ , , , , ,, 28x3 12, 3, 3 2

55 U. S. Long Distance Auto Co.. U. S. Long Dis. A. Co. 2 Gaso, | 1,000 4 4.5 Goodrich 30x3 14 D. 7 1

56 U. S. Long Distance Auto Co.. U, S. Long Dis. A. Co. 2 Gaso. I 1,000 I 4 4.5 1oodrich 3033 1.1 D_ 7 1

80 Grout Bros . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Grout Bros . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 Steam 1.300 37 7 Diamond __ , 23 & 30 12 3_ 6% 2

61 Grout Bros . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Grout Bros . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 Steam , 1,300 37 7 Diamond . . . . x2 12 S. 6% 2

65 Automotor Co. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 1 Automotor Co. . . . . . . . . . . i 4 i Gino. 1.660 1 7 14.5 Diamond , , , , 30x3 1,4: 13 D_ 12 2

68 Fredonia. Manufacturing Co. . . .. I Fredonia Mfg. Co . . . . . . 2 I Gas-o. 1,300 5 H Goodrich . . . . —x3 20 D. 0 1

09 Fredonia Manufacturing Co. . . . . I Fredonia Mfg. Co . . . . . . 2 Gaso. 1.300 5 s Goodrich , _ , _ x3 20 D_ 9 1

70 Foster Auto Manufacturing Co. . Foster Auto Mfg. Co. .. 2 I Steam I 1.300 I 3:3 I 1:; mamond , 30x3 __ S_ 4 2

72 tGeorges Richard. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Manhattan Transit Co. I 4 Gaso. 1,400 5 0 Michelin . . . . 30x8 — D. 10 2

73 Foster Auto Manufacturing Co. .| Dr. M. A. German. . . .. 4 Steam 1.350 ' 35 iii Ii)lam0nd .. .. 30x3 —- S. 4 2

75 s. B. Jeffery Co. . . . . . . . . . . . . Mechaley Bros . . . . . . . . .. 2 Guru». 1, 100 I 4 I 4 Imamond __ _ , 30x3 - _ S_ 4% ‘

77 V. B, Jeffery Co. . . . . . . . . . . . . Columbus Auto. Exch'gc 2 Gaso. 1,100 I 4 I 4 Diamond ,_ 30x3 _ 3. 4% 1

78 IL‘Darracq....................... W. P. Harnow . . . . . . . .. 3 Gaso. 1.700" 6 15 Michelin 3033 m D_ 16 2

r fwvery Wagon. ‘ w ‘ I ‘ ' v

crass 0—1102}. 1 ii .\.\ 2,000 POUNDS.
1 Ohio Automobile Co..... . . . . . .. Harlan W. Whipple... 7 Gaso. 2,600 5 20 Goodrich 36x5 E —- D 24’ 2

2 Ohio Automobile Co . . . . . . . . . . . . Henry B. Joy . . . . . . . . .. 4 Gaso. 2,100 4 12 Diamond . . . . 34x4 — s. 12 1

3 Ohio Automobile Co . . . . . . . . . . .. Adams & McMurtry Po. 4 Gaso. 2 100 4 12 Diamond 34x4 - 3' 12 1

4 Ohio Automobile Co . . . . . . . . . . .. Adams & McMurtry Co. 4 Gaso. 2 100 4 12 ———
.I -- __' 12 1

0 Pope-Robinson Co . . . . . . . . . . . . .. Pope—Robinson Co . . . . .. 4 Gaso. 3,000 7 15 Gondflch 34x4 21% D 24 4

17 Apperson Bros . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. A person Bros . . . . . . . . .. 4 Gaso. 2,500 8 12 Goody-Id, . __ 36“ 21 D' 16 2

in H. Bartol Brazier. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Bartol Brazier . . . . . . 4 Gaso. 2,700 0.75 14 Goodrich . . . . 36:4 27 D. 15 2

23 Apperson Bros . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. H. K. Browning . . . . . . .. ti Gaso. 2,000 10 15 Goodrich 36“ 21 D' m .,

20 Locomoblle C0. of America. . . . . A. L. Riker . . . . . . . . . . . . 4 tiaso. 2. 200 7.5 15 Goodrich . . . . 34x3‘b 15 D. 12 I

34 Locomoblle C0. of America... . . S. T. Davis, Jr . . . . . . . . 2 Steam 2,100 50 20 Goodrich 28x32} 10 D. 10 0

42 Fournler—Searchment Co . . . . . . .. H. B. Shattuck 8: Son. 4 Git-m. 2.200 12 10 Dunlop 32x355 20 D' 8 3

43 Ohio Automobile Co . . . . . . . . . . .. H. B. Shattuck & Son. 4 (Lia-'11, 2,000 I 10 Diamond 34x4 __ 8- 12 .1.

.‘0 Neftel Automobile Co . . . . . . . . . . . Knight Neftel . . . . . . . . . . 4 I-Ilv-c. 3.500 ' ° Goodyear _ _ _ 36x3“ _ Send _ _

  

52 Winton Motor Carriage Co. . . . . Percy Owen . . . . . . . . . . . . 4 (inso. 2. 150 8 10 Goodrich _ _ _ _ 32x4 _ D 15 2

53 Electric Vehicle Co . . . . . . . . . . . . . Electric Vehicle Co. . . . . 4 6-H“. 1.5"" 6 19* Dunlop . . . .. 32x3‘4 15 D. 10 "
59 Winton Motor Carriage Co. . . . . C, E. Proctor . . . . . . . . . . . 4 Gaso. 2,300 10 11 Goodrich . . . . 82x4 A 30 D. m 5

62 International Motor Car Co..... International M. C. (‘0. 4 Gaso. 2,000 14 16 (L & 32:4 25 D' m 3

66 PMhflId—LOVABSOI‘ . . . . . . . . . . . . - 1100118111 D. FiSk . . . . . . . 4 (1030. 2,6“) -- _ Mlcheuu 30x3% __ D' 12 ‘

u7 Fournier—Searchment . . . . . . . . . . John “'anamaker . . . . . . . 4 Gaso. 2,100 10 10 Dunlop . . . . . 32x3 l._, 2|) 0' 8 2

76 Fournier-Searchment . . . . . . . . .. John Wanamaker . . . . . .. 4 Gaso. 2,100 10 10 Duniop 32x3$6 20 D: 8 n

' ' Carries 8% h. p. gasolene motor and dynamo to recharge battery on route,
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BRITISH TRIAL LESSONS

Qreat Improvement Shown by Contesting Cars

—Native Products Praised by Stunney.

 

“The trials are over, and it must be ad—

mitted they have been a considerable suc~

ccss. and that the lessons of former trials

have not been neglected,” says Henry Stur

mcy in the “Autocar.” “In this connection

I may incidentally mention that, although

I was informed that the committee could

not see their way to adopt the suggestions

1 made -in these columns on July 5th, with

two exceptions-the method 01! marking for

horse-power and the freedom to change

sparking plugs without penaliiation—thcy all

were adopted. and I cannot help thinking

with bcnctit; to Iiihc 'Iti‘iillS. '

_ “lit tin) hist-momcnt the committee sought

a means of evening the pace and preventing

the alternate racing and crawling of the

Glasgow gathering, [and it must be admitted

the method adoptedmet with a. very consid

erable mcasure of success, the several stages

being divided into a series of sub-stages,

each of which had its own time period, and

thc trcblc duty'v'as placed upon the obsci'V

crii of assisting the driver's judgment in

checking the pace and deducting marks for

(exceeding the maximum allowable.

“So far as I was able to see this answered

vcry'fairly well, but I would suggest that an

other year the duties of the observers should

end at recording the actual times of com

pletion of the different sub-stages, leaving

the actual mark deductions to be made by

tho judgcs. This in the interests of uniform

ity and strict fairness, because 1 found by

conversation with some observers that vcry

difl’crcnt constructions were placed -upon

their instructions upon this point; sonic ob

scrvcrs, for instance, being severely accu

ratc to scconds, whereas othcrs considered

that ‘half minutcs did not count.’ Others,

again, liccuusc. no marks were to be deducted

for error on the first three sub-stagcs of- any

stage, considcrcd that the first three sub

stngcs ‘dldn't count,’ and virtually allowed

free running thereupon, whilst their fellows

were—as they should have been—as strict

and accurate on these as upon the rest.

"The arrangement generally, however,

worked well, and although crawling tactics

were occasionally resorted to, it was rather

the result of speed miscalculation, or a fail

ure on the part of the observer to see or to

rccognize the landmarks formingr the bounda

rics of the stages, than to any intentional

exceeding of the speed limits at any part of

the stage, and the system generally is to be

commended for future use. Whether it'wns

duo in any degree to this efficient keeping

dovvn of speed, or rather to the generally im

proved efficiency of our construction, is un

certain; but to those who had previously gone

through the; thousand miles and the Glas

gow trials the paucity of ’incldent’ in the

nature of stranded and tempqrarily nimbledv

cars was most striking. Although during

the trials eight cars experienced sufliclently

sci-ions breakages to put them out'of the

running, they wore the cxccptions which

provcd the rule, and of cars which wcrc‘ lit

orally dragged through by the pluck and

tenacity of their drivers in dcallng with seri

ous derangements from day to day there

were none, although instances of such were

fairly numerous in former trials.

"For the most part the cars ran through

their daily runs without need for adjust

ment of any kind, and where stoppages were

recorded they were generally due to quite

minor and readily dealt with couses. Curi

ously enough, most of the tire troubles

seemed to aflr‘ect those vehicles wearing tires

specially entered for the tire trials, and the

advance made in the commercial article, as

exemplified by their performances in the

trials, can only be characterized as remark

able. 1 had seats on four different cars dur

ing the week, and in no single instance was

a puncture experienced, or inflation neces

sary, and I believe I am correct in stating

that each of the four vehicles went through

the whole of the 650 miles with no more

trouble from their tires than during the days

i was upon them. In this connection it

would be interesting to know the exact total

of stops for tire trouble and the nature (it

the trouble, and it‘ this were compared with

the 40,000 or thereabout car miles run dur

ing the week, I fancy the average would

work out at very much less than one stop

per thousand miles running.

“Owing to the speed regulations, it was

rarely possible to obtain any comparison of
I the real relative powers of the cars except

upon bills, for where these were really stccp

they brought the pace of the best of them

down to the regulation level, and then when

two or thrce cars were together—although

I saw very few instances of reckless driving

or risk taking—it was a case of each car

‘dolng its prctticst,‘ and the drive at these

points became really interesting.

“The efficient manner, however, lll which

the medium-powered curs tackled the slopes,

and the really slight (and in cases the ab

sence of) advantage the majority of thc

higher-powered vehicles had over them,

coupled with the fact that the full powers

available on the larger vehicles could rarely

be utilized upon the level owing to either

unsuitable road conditions or police restrie

tions. strongly impressed upon inc—and I

know upon others also—the opinion long held

that, given sufficient power in relation to

weight for cfiicient hill-climbing, the use of

high-powered vehicles for traversing British

roads is quite unnecessary for the general

requirements of the average tourist.

“Another conclusion which could not help

forcing itself upon the critical observer

where such a varied collection of cars were

running together for comparison was that,

generally speaking, in point of noise and

vibration, a really striking improvement all

round was noticeable. The worst sinners

were not by any means confined to cars built

_in this country, whilst for quietness and

smoothness of running the best oi? the Eng

lish cars were more than on a par with the

foreign ones—I um,~ of course, speaking of

the petrol vehicles—and wcrc, if anything.

clearly in advance. '

“0f the eight cars which were oiilclully rc

turncd as ‘hroken down,’ three only Were of

British construction throughout, and live

were foreign, or mainly foreign, whilst it is

also a noticeable fact—again dealing only

with the petrol cars—that forty per cent. of

the British-built vehicles secured over 290

out of 300 marks on each day's running, as

against less than thirty per cent. of the tor

eign cars, all of which would go to show

that on the point of reliability and evenness

of performance Britishcnrs are now not

only the equals 01', but superior to, their

continental rivals—a fact upon which all

interested in the advancement of British

industry must rejoice. 1

"Taken generally, the running of the cars

throughout was so regular, and the absence

ot incident so marked, that one was almost

led to the conclusion that but little further

need exists for trials of this character; yet

such a conclusion would be scarcely correct,

and whilst the present trial have clearly

demonstrated the remarkable advance which

has been made in .the art in the past two

'years, the trials should be continued until

practically all' the cars entered can come

through without a breakdown, and virtually

without a stop, and when this result is at

tained—and at the present rate of progress

it may be reached. sooner than one would

think—all that can be got out of the trials

in the way of proving'to the public the relia

bility of the autocar will have been secured,

and the club may very well give them a

rest. '

“By that time, too, common usage and gen

eral experience will have simultaneously

provcd the same thing, and the public will

cease to take interest in affairs of the kind.

indecd, although considerable numbers of

people turned out to see the cars on route,

the general interest-iii the competitions was

lukewarm and flat when compared with the

enthusiasm of the Scottish crowds and the

dense throngs and exuberant greetings with

which the cars were received on the thou

sand miles. Automobilism is, in short, rapid

ily taking its place in the daily life of the

people, and is, except in isolated districts,

ceasing to be anything out of the common."

Not the Automobile's Fault.

A double victory is to be recordcd- con

cerning one of the widely heralded “auto

mobile nccidents"_ in this vicinitq. The

grand jury of bornerset County, N. J., has

completely exonerated the automobilist who,

it had been said, was indirectly responsible

for the death at Bernardsville of Mrs. W. V.

Snyder. of Newark.

An investigation of the circumstances was

made, but the evidence, so it is given out,

showed that the machine was not moving

over ten miles an hour and tnat the condi

tion of the road at the point where the team

was frightened was partially responsible for

it
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INNER TUBE LORE

Methods oi Making Repairs and Soiutioning on

the Patches—Puncture Fallacies.

To mend an inner tube on the road is not

the easiest or pleasantest occupation, and

the uses frequently has a lot of trouble in

battling with punctures and old patches that

persist in coming off, and at an inopportune

moment. I

To make a patch hold properly it is neces

with short. steel bristles, and is used for

cleaning the metal dust from the teeth of a

file. it can be obtained with a handle like

a nail brush, and is far better than match

heads or glass-paper. It gives a rough

“tooth” to the tube, which makes the solu

tion adhere splendidly. Rub on the solution

to the cleaned place and, before applying the

patch, let it stand as long as your patience

will let you. Two or three hours, or even

more. will not hurt if you are mending the

tube at home.

If you have no file card with you, wrap

the quSs-paper round the back of the nail

sprinkle French chalk, laylshly . before ,put

origin the new tube. Partially inflate the

tube bcforc replacing the cover, and pass

your hand round between the tube and cover'

to make sure that the tube is not twisted.

These small precautions take a very little

time to do while the cover is off, but they

may save you a reptition of the puncture or,

leak.

The word "puncture" is the most badly

used word amongst motorists. Everything

is called a “puncture”; the proportion or real

punctures is small. A more correct descrip

tion of one‘s trouble. would be: “I had tire

  

ONE OF THE ELECTRIC 'BUSSES ON FIFTH AVENUE, NEW YORK.

sary to do two things, and do them properly.

Firstly, to thoroughly clean and roughen

the surface of the tube, and, secondly, to let

the solution thoroughly dry before applying

the new patch.

In the case of an old patch coming off, it

is absolutely essential to remove all traces

of the. old solution, and the writer has found
nothing better inithe world than a small,

hard nail brush well weted with petrol.

This performs the duty with less exertion

and more cleanily than glass paper.

\\'hen the place is thoroughly cleaned of

old solution, take what is known as a file

card and well roughen the tube right out to

the full size of the patch that is going to be

put on. A file card is a tool loke a nail brush

brush or round the handle of a file—this gives

a firm grlp'to hold and does not cramp the.

fingers.

Never put prepared canvas on an inner

tube.

Before inserting a fresh inner tube. after a

puncture, do not fail to pass your hand round

the whole of the interior of the outer cover.

The nail that caused the puncture may be

protruding through the canvas ready to at

tack the new tube directly it is pumped up.

Neglecting this precaution can be likened to

'thc action of a man who sits down on a

tin tack. springs up astonished, rubs the

sore place. and reseats himself on the tack.

Remove all the grit and small fliuty particles

that are to be found in the outer cover, and

trouble owing to having previously put on a

patch in a. slovenly manner,” or “I tried to

mend a faulty place in the tube on the road,

and hadn't the patience to do it properly."

On a memorable attempted non-stop run a

driver is reported to have taken out and re

placed his inner tube twenty-seven times,

He called them punctures! He should really

have said: “I did a silly thing thnty-six

times in succession.”

Colon Will Distinguish.

In the approaching reliability run to Boston

and return the three Grout vehicles entered

will be distinguished by their novel color

scheme. They are finished in red, white

and blue, respectively. '

I , i Q t l
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WANT GENERAL ORDINANCE

Call for Meeting of Philadelphia Road User:

to Frame Equitable Measure.

 

Now that the summer is over, the subject

of automobile speed and other regulations is

to be taken up in Philadelphia. Although an

ordinance in the main satisfactory to motor

vehiclists, which was tabled several months

ago, is still to come up before councils some

time this month, there appears to exist a

desire to ventilate the subject still more

thoroughly than has been done.

With that end in view, at a meeting of the

Board of Governors of the Automobile Club

of Philadelphia last week, John S. Muckle,

vice-president and chairman of the commit

tee on'legislation of the club, offered the fol

lowing resolution: -

“Whereas, An ordinance, entitled an ordi

nance ‘to regulate and license the running

and operating of automobiles and motor ve

hicles, whether the motive power be elec

tricity, steam, gasoiene or any source of en

ergy other than human or animal power,’

was presented to Select and Common Coun

cils of the city of Philadelphia last spring,

and will be called up when Council reassem

bles in October; and

“Whereas, This ordinance may be objected

to on the ground of its being ‘class legisla

tion;’ therefore, be it

“Resolved, That the president of the Auto

mobile Club of Philadelphia appoint a com

mittee of two from this club, request the

president of the Road Drivers’ Association

and the president of the Century Wheelmen

each to appoint a committee of two from his

organization and request the presidents of

the steam and electric railroads of the city of

Philadelphia to send representatives to a

meeting of the above committees, said meet

ing to formulate a general ordinance govern

ing the use of all vehicles of whatever kind

in the city of Philadelphia, said ordinance to

be presented to Select and Common Coun

cils of this city, with the request that it take

the place of all existing ordinances."

The resolution was adopted, and on motion

Mr. Morris and Captain Muckle were ap

pointed the committee from the Automobile

Club.

An Interesting Traveller.

“Garrulous and incoherent" is the charac

terization the author places on “Two Thou

sand Miles on an Automobile," which has

just been issued by the J. B. Lippincott 00.,

Philadelphia. Perhaps “rambling and dis

cursive" would be better terms to employ,

for it is not to be gainsaid that the reader

who is looking solely for the doings of an

automobile and automobilists had better seek

them elsewhere than in this book.

No one who has had the good fortune to

listen to one of the speeches or talks of Mr.

A. J. Eddy, for it is the ex-president of the

Chicago Automobile Club who is the author

of “Two Thousand Miles,” need be told that

he is both witty and interesting. The produc

tion under notice is precisely what was to be

expected from such a man.

A trip through Canada, New York and

NewEngland furnishes the material for this

very modern traveller. The book is com

posed of about one part automobile to two

parts generalization, some of the latter being

striking to a degree. If Mr. Eddy‘s conclu

sions are not always agreed with, they are at

least always plausible and well put. The

moralizing at the birthplace of Samuel J.

Tilden and on the Shaker community are

cases in point. Always original, frequently

daring, the writer holds his reader securely,

his interest never flagging-until the end is

reached.

For the Carriage Trade.

An extensive exhibit of motor equipments

for carriages and wagons will be made by

the Westinghouse Electric and Mfg. Co. at

the convention of the National Carriage

Builders’ Association, which is being held

this week at Detroit, Mich. Three vehicles

fitted with motors, etc., and six motors com

prise the exhibit. Vehicle manufacturers will

be shown how easy it is to equip their prod

uct with the Westinghouse apparatus, and

thus enter the automobile field without hav

ing to produce the electrical parts them

selves.
 

Raees Again Postponed

Ill luck continues to pursue the Detroit,

Mich, races, originally scheduled for Sep

tember 19 and 20. Postponed until after the

Joliet, 111., meet, rain necessitated a further

relay on Monday. The next day it rained

again, and after a conference between 'the

manufacturers and owners and the promo

ters of the meet it was decided to postpone

them until October 24 and 25.

 

Testing the Tires.

During the second week of the 3,000 mile

tire trials conducted by the Automobile Club

of Great Britain, 7841/; miles were covered,

giving a total for the two weeks ending Sep

tember 13th of 1,4345% miles. Four of the

tires went through the week without any

mishap other than losing from 2 to 12 marks

for pumping. The others suffered much

more severely, one tire having 10st 201 marks

in all.

Exports Still Growing.

Contiulng its steady gain over last year,

the exports of automobiles and parts for Au

gust reached a value of $71,907, as against

$56,300 for the corresponding period of 1901.

For the eight months of the fiscal year end

ing with August the gain is much greater.

For 1902 the figures are $786,137, while for

1901 they totalled but $128,702.

Goes With lntemational.

S. G. Rigdon, for four years in charge of

sales for the Goodyear Tire and Rubber 00.,

has gone with the Internation A. and V.

Tire 00. He will manage the sales depart~

ment of the latter mentioned company. Mr.

Rigdon is a man of exceptional ability and

widely known in the trade.

MAGISTRATE AND PRISONER

They Were One. and Trial and Release Were

Made in Short Order.

A great deal depends on whether a magis

trate is in an automobile or out, when its

occupants are charged with violating the

speed ordinances. In the former case an

acquittal is very likely to be the outcome,

and this quiteJrrespecnve of the evidence

in the case.

Last week, so the story goes, Magistrate

Brann, of this city, who does not own an

automobile, but has friends who do, started

to take a short trip into the suburbs. It was

while he was returning from this particu

lar excursion that he and his friends were

held up by the policeman. They had sped

down Jerome avenue at a moderate pace

and were crossing MacComb’s Dam Bridge

when they observed that they were being

followed by a mounted policeman:

As they got to the south side of the bridge

the policeman overtook them. Pulling up

alongside of the machine he gruifly said:

“I place you under arrest."

“What for?" asked one of the members 01'

the party, timidly;

“For exceeding the legal limit of speed,"

replied the policeman, who was attached to

the West 152d street station, but whose

name is not know to the magistrate. It is

not believed he recognized the latter, who

had recently shaved 08 his mustache.

“You have made a mistake, sir," remarked

Mr. Brann. “We have not exceeded the

legal limit."

“I know better,” rejoined the policeman.

“You are under arrest and you must go to

the police station.”

"Well, I am Magistrate Brann, and if you

insist on placing these friends of mine under

arrest I shall hold court right here in this

automobile and discharge them on the spot,“

hotly returned the magistrate, who felt that

the policeman was otflcious.

The policeman blushed when he learned

the identity of the person he was speaking

to, but quickly recovering his composure he

insisted that he was right.

“If you were not in this automobile and

personally interested in its occupants, you

would fine them $5 or $10 if I brought them

before you,” declared the policeman.

“No, I wouldn't!” shouted the magistrate.

“I’d first examine into the case, listen to

all the evidence and draw my own conclu

sions as to the justice of the complaint. In

this particular case my conclusion is that.

the party that you want to arrest is not

guilty."

The policeman was still trying to justify

his action when a roundsman came up and

ordered the policeman to patrol his post, and

the incident was closed.
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FAVOR LICENSE SCHEME

ll Conducted by the State—Local Plan Con

demned by Clubmcn and Makers.

 

if the automobllists of this city ana State

elect to play the game of their enemies and

indorse a licensing scheme, as seems not im

probable, it will at least be one of their own

fathering. They will not accept the one pro

posed for them by the League of American

Wheelmen.

That much was decided at a meeting of the

Board of Governors of the Automobile Club,

held at the office of President Shattuck on

Monday. The offensive ordinance introduced

in the Board of Aldermen at the instance of

the board of ofllcers of the League of Amer

ican Wheelmen, which was given in full in

the Motor World last week, came up for con

sideration. It was unanimously decided that

this particular ordinance should be opposed.

This opposition is based on two objections to

it. The first is that such a plan is expressly

forbidden by the Doughty law, passed by the

Legislature of 1901. Section 169a of that law

reads as follows:

“Licenses or Permits for Automobiles.—

Any person owning or operating an automo

bile or motor vehicle, whether the motive

power of the same be electricity, steam, gas

olene or other source of energy, except such

as are used for public hacks, trucks or ve

hicles for hire, shall not be required to obtain

any license or permit pursuant to the pro

visions of any local or municipal resolution

or ordinance, or the rules or regulations of

any commissioners, trustees, supervisors or

other authorities having charge or control of

any highway, public street, parkway, drive

way or place, or pursuant to the provisions

of any municipal charter or any other stat

ute, except as herein contained."

The second objection is somewhat similar.

It is that the club is opposed to local ordin

ances of this kind. Such a system was pro

nounced unpracticable, as under such a plan

an operator would have to take out a license

in every municipality through which he had

to pass.

The discussion left little doubt, however,

that the governors of the club favor a State

licensing system, failing the inauguration of

a national one, which seems to be quite out

of the question. It is not all unlikely that

the Legislature will next winter be requested

to enact a law putting a licensing scheme

into effect. >

On Tuesday a formal invitation was issued

to the National Association of Automobile

Manufacturers to take joint action in the

matter, and the following committee from

the club was appointed: Messrs. George F.

Chamberlln. W. W. Niles and Albert R. Shat

tuck.

The same afternoon the executive commit

tee of the National Association met, accepted

the invitation and appointed this committee:

Messrs. S. T. Davis, jr., Frederick Martin

Lande and H. Ward Leonard.

A nominating committee, composed of

Dave Hennen Morris, W. J. Stewart and J.

M. Hill, was appointed to report a ticket for

the election of officers, which will be held on

November 17. Mr. Shattuck, the present in'

cumbent of the presidency, will not be a can

didate for re-election.

“I have had the honor twice,” said Mr.

Shattuck, “and I think that is enough for one

man. There ought to be rotation in the of

fice for the good of the club. I shall always

take an active interest in its affairs, however.

and will willingly do any committee work

that may be given me."

The request of several manufacturers that

the club give an endurance test for heavy

trucks and commercial vehicles was laid be

__ SPOILED THIER SPORT

Authorities Were Notified ol Alleged Scorching

)"Irip—Plans Called Off.

No small amount of ill feeling was caused

last week by the proclaiming of an alleged

plan to undertake a record breaking ride

from this city to Atlantic City, N. J. The

Automobile Club of America, through Secre

tary S. M. Butler, was the active party in the

matter. It sent out warning notices to au

thorities of towns and villages along the

route, detailing the circumstances and ask

ing that the offenders be apprehended.

Either in consequence of the warning or

because no such expedition was seriously

 
 
  

 

 

 

 
 

 

DELIVERING CARPETS IN NEW YORK.

fore the governors. It was decided to reply

to them that the matter would be discussed

with the trade at the next auomobile show,

and the form and dae of the test then deter

mined. The reliability run and the lateness

of the season will prevent its being held be

fore next spring.

 

chnt lncorpontions.

Jersey City, N. J.—Eureka Automobile

Co., with $400,000, to manufacture automo

biles, etc. Incorporators—N. Mctzenbaum,

E. W. Schneider and C. J. Dorticus.

Newark, N. J.—The Cleveland Automatic

Machine Co., with $1,000,000 capital. Incor

porators—G. H. Kelley, G. C. Whitcomb, J.

G. Russell and A. L. Garford.

Jersey City, N. J.——N0velty Motor & EngL

ncerlng 00., with $100,000 capital, to manu

facture motors, engines, etc. Incorporators—

H. S. Gould, F. K. Seward and K. K. Mc

Larcn.
 

Binghamton, N. 1'., automobllists are talk

ing of forming a club. A meeting to effect

an organization is expected to take place this

week.

contemplated, the date set passed without

there being anything “doing.” Zealous of

ficials along the route were alert, but they

had their trouble for their pains. No Red

Devils or Green Serpents materialized, and

no arrests were made.

Now the accused persons deny that there

was any plan on foot to make the run. It

had not passed beyond the talking stage, and

probably never would have done so, they

say. This being the case, the action of the

club is regarded as both unwise and unwar

ranted, not to say impertinent. “As if there

was not enough feeling against automobilists

now," is the way one of the aggrieved ones

put it.

The officials of the club show no signs of

regret for their action, however.

They say that the run was really contem

plated aud that its action blocked it effectu

ally. By this action, too, the club showed

that it was now, as always, law abiding and

opposed to violations of the highway laws.

The New York branch of the International

Motor Car 00., 91 Fifth avenue, has been

closed.
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ANALYZED BY FIGURES

Highways. Canal: and Railroad: and Their

comparative Costs.

 

 

“(food roads are just as important as good

:canals," said W. L. Dickinson, vice-president

of the New York and Chicago Road Associ

ation. “We spend money for canals, why

not for good; roads? Our 2,500 iniles of

canals are estimated to have cost $172,000.

‘l'iOU. A bill is now pending for the appro

priation of $28.(X)0,000 more for the Erie

Canal. in the total canal tonnage was

3.882500, butv it has been decreasing yearly

since then. This tonnage, compared with

the annual railroad tonnage, is insignificant.

Every pound of this railroad tonnage has

been hauled over a wagon road. What bet

ter argument do you want for good roads?

“The argument proves anything but con-.

vineing when analyzed by figures. Suppose

a railroad one thousand miles in length

carries ten million tons a year, and has

freight stations every six miles. Suppose,

even that it has no terminal business, but

receives its whole tonnage from its 167 sta

tions, evenly distributed. This would make

an average haul of five million tons for the

whole mileage and any part of it. From

each station it receives sixty thousand tons,

which have been carried over wagon roads

from all parts of a territory of about 120

square miles. Figure the mileage of wagon

roads required in each of these territories

at forty miles, which is very low, and it is

seen that forty miles of wagon roads must

be supported from sixty thousand tons of

goods, while six miles of railroad, running

through the same district is supported from

five million tons. _

“With canals the case is very similar.

They, like railroads, are arteries of com

merce. To make an argument in favor of

wagon roads out of this material would re

quire that forty miles of wagon roads could

be lmilt at one eighty-third of the cost of six

miles of railroad, or one mile of wagon road

553 times cheaper than one mile of railroad.

if wagon roads could be made amuable for

long distance hauling—as in those old days

when most road systems in Europe were in

angnrated—the case would be somewhat dif

ferent. But this is an impossibility.

“Road building, viewed financially. is a

purely local matter, and automobilism is not

strong enough to make it otherwise. To

connect the local roads and thereby create

first a State road system, :md eventually a

national wagon road system, is a matter

of luxury and convenience, highly com

mendable, no doubt, but in no wise an eco

nomical necessity. So long as bad roads con

stitute the only efficacious protection against

high speed automobiles, and also a pretty fair

guarantee of well built automobiles, there is

not likely to be any widespread enthusiam

-=for\a for a cross continental system of bill

iard table roads. ‘ .‘ 1

“In the United States, as in South Africa

and Australia, the automobile must cam its

spurs on such roads as exist before any

further awards will be decreed for it out of

public funds. The worst roads must neces

sarily produce the best automobiles in the

long run."

Wind as a Factor.

-.\ir resistance is really the worst enemy

the racing automobilist has to encounter.

As high speed is reached the resistance of

the air increases by leaps and bounds, every

leap being greater than the last, until, as it

has been aptly put, the “air becomes solid,"

and the object trying to pierce its way

through becomes heated by friction against

the air and deformed, just as a lead bullet

is changed in shape when it passes through

a substance which materially arrests its

progress.

In La France Automobile a writer, M.

Ravel, points out that extraordinarily fast

times are mainly, if not wholly, due to the

speed and direction of the wind.

M. Ravel calculated that in a motor car

whose engine develops, say, 50 horsepower,

the power is absorbed as follows, viz: Over

coming resistance of the air, 21! horsepower;

overcoming resistance to traction, 9 horse

power; loss in transmission, 12 horsepower;

total, 50 horsepower—showing that over 75

per cent of the effective power, and nearly

60 per cent of the total power, is absorbed

by, so to speak, forcing back the air.

It is obvious, therefore, that under these

circumstances a favorable or unfavorable

breeze which moves the air in one direction

or the other at a speed of, say, ten miles an

hour, or, roughly speaking, five. yards in a

second, will make a difference in a record

of nearly twenty miles an hour, for in the

case of a contrary wind the automobile has

to drive through an atmosphere coming tow

ard it at ten miles an hour.

Works "arm to Tim.

()ne of the first things the user of pneu

matic tires learns is that oil of any kind is

cXceedingly harmful to them. its destruc

tive influence on rubber is such that every

precaution is taken to prevent their coming

in contact.

The increasing use of live axles on. cars

seems to render more care necessary in

guarding against this source of danger,

Fixed axle bearings have not much tendency

to distribute oil over the wheels, and though

chains, if freely oiled, may do this, their

free oiling is rather the exception than the

rule, to the great benefit of chain manufact

nrers.

The live axle, on the other hand, carries a

copious supply of oil or thin grease in its

differential box. which often has a tendency

to make its escape at one end or other of

the axle, and. after lubricating the brake

drum on the way, to spread in a neat radial

pattern over the inner side of the tire. When

this is wiped off the traces of its destructive

action on the rubber are generally more or

less visible.

MADAGASCAR’S FIELD

Local Conditions and Recent Tests Point to

an Opening.

 

 

It has more than once been pointed out

that the island of Madagascar is one emi

nently suited for the practical trials of auto

mobiles.

glons without any railway communication

There are wide undeveloped re

whatever with each other, with the capital

or with the ports on the sea.

Tananarivo, the capital, is situated in a

mountainous region, in the centre of the

vast island, and several drys’ march across

It takes news

a long time to reach Europe from General

Gallieni, the military governor of Mada

gascar; and therefore it is only quite re

cently that letters from (‘aptain Grtiss have

reached Paris giving details of some inter

esting automobile experiments that were

inaugurated by the Governor General in

May last.

General Galileni left Tananarivo on the

morning of May 10, piloted by (‘aptuin

Griiss, and the next afternoon at 4 o'clock

he reached Maevatanana, which is 350 kilo

metres distant from the capital of the lsl~

and. The number of automobiles in the

convoy was three, of which one was a brake

of 12 horsepower and another a wagon

loaded with baggage.

The road, despite the nmny obstacles en

countered, was in excellent condition, and

General (lallieni addressed a letter of con

gratulation to his responsible agents for the

admirable state of repair in which the west

ern road had been maintained. (‘aptnin

(lriiss having taken the general as far as

Maevatanana, made his return journey to

Tananarivo, which he reached on the follow—

ing Saturday evening. He made his return

over the 350 kilometres to the capital under

similar conditions and with equal rapidity—

the automobile journey being at the average

rate of twenty kilometres an hour.

It should be observed that before the ill

troduction of automobiles not less than an

eight days' Journey was required to go from

'i‘ananarivo to Maevatanana by the old

methods of conveyance, locally known as

"ea filanzane." Of course, greater speeds

than twenty kilometres an hour have been

accomplished by the automobile; but when it

is considered that Captain Griiss was obliged

to traverse new and in parts rough roads.

with three automobiles, one a heavy baggage

wagon, the performance was a good one, It

is doubtful if railways will pay in Madagas

car—certainly not for many years to come. t

The laying down of good roads is, of'

course, a necessary measure of development.

and then the employment extensively of

automobiles will largely enable the colonists

to dispense with costly lilies of railway.

Madagascar, therefore, should be a fine field

for the practical employment of the auto

arid deserts from the coast.

.mobllc for commercial purposes.
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.FOR sioflf. SEEING ; .

Reduces the Cost to Tourists in a Provincial

City by Four-Fiiths.

 

 

"With the incoming to this sleepy old pro

vincial city of more and more American

tourists has come at last the automobile,”

writes a visitor to Charlottetown, P. E. I.

. "It Is itself a tourist machine, in fact as

well as in name, for as the first horseless

vehicle to win a place for itself far away

from the large American centres in the

with country, it is used here in the city

as a cheap and rapid means for showing the

sights. Its introduction was suggested by

the constantly increasing carriage business

done around ‘the square’—every interest

centres around ‘the square’ in Charlotte

town—in taking visitors for a drive around

the outskirts of the city, over the parkway

along the shore of the bay, and back to ‘the

square‘ again by a route that shows some

thing of the business activity of the place as

well as the principal and more characteristic

buildings. j

"Such a drive with a horse takes an hour

or more, and forms the basis for a charge of

50 cents for each person carried, and the

carriages are surreys or carryalls, with

seats for two or‘fdur.

"With the auto things are different. There

are seats for ten passengers, four on each

side facing inward and across the vehicle,

and two on the seat in front with the driver.

Instead of 50 cents per passenger the cost

for a trip around town in the auto is only 10

cents; and instead of taking an hour or more

in time, the auto enables one to see about all

there is in twenty-five or thirty minutes.

"This auto has been in service now only

about three weeks. Its owners style them

selves the Charlottetown Automobile Co.

and from the favor with which their enter

prise has been so far regarded, they expect

it to prove profitable. If there are people

who wish to ride, the machine makes its

little tour three or four times before noon,

and perhaps six or eight times in the after

noon. On good days it has carried from

tWo or three passengers up to ten on each

trip, the best days for business being the two

in each week when there Is a steamer to

arrive from Boston and lIalltax.

“Disadvantages of the automobile here are

two. it finds the peculiar crosswalks 0t

Charlottetown streets a serious hindrance to

fast speed, and it scares the horses. Streets

in this old city are like country roads much

broadened. and there is no pavement; con—

sequently the tiagstones set into the road

way at the ,strect intersections come in

time to be so much higher in level than the

' rest of the driving surface that a carriage

I‘load of people driving over them at any

i

i

-1

speed would be jolted frightfully, possibly

with serious results. Such an Occurrence

15 practically out of the question 'with Char; "

l'ottetown horses, but with the auto the

'driver has to “be constintly on the alert to

slow down for crossings, with the result

'that his passengers not infrequently begin,

after a time, to urge him to ‘let her out a

little.’ I

"But the Charlottetown chauffeur knows

his business. With the horses the difliculty

is the same as that met in large cities except

that it is worse. Charlottetown horses ap

pear loath to get used to the steam rival,

and the progress of the rig, especially with

the exhaust open, through the highways and

byways of the t0wn is marked by a series

of balkings and shyings and, other equine

rcmonstrances. The auto meets these demon

strations by slowing down or stopping until

the obstreperous horse is out of the way—

another source of annoyance to passen

gers.”
 

Kept Complete Figures.

Unusually complete data were compiled by

W. H. Moore, a Watertown, N. Y., man, who,

with his son, recently toured from that

place to Asbury Park, N. J., and return via

a circuitous route.

' The tour occupied four weeks. The route

led through Syracuse, Rochester, Elmira,

Binghamton, Scranton, Pocono Mountains,

Delaware, Water Gap, Asbury Park, Allen

hurst, Itumson Road, Red Bank, Summit.

Jersey City, New York, Albany, Schenectady

. and Utica back to Watertcwn.

The total mileage was 877; actual run

ning time average 819-100 miles an hour;

the fastest time for a continuous half hour

'run was 14 miles an hour, the slowest 31/2

miles an hour; consumption of gasolene. 13.1

gallons, or one gallon for each 6.4 miles.

They were laid up for necessary repairs

to pump one hour, and delayed but half an

hour by heavy thunderstorm. This storm

proved to be a blessing, as a miscalculatlon

was made on water supply, which was

made good during the storm from an caves

trough.

They cstimatc the condition of thc roads

in per cent tine. 2“ per ccnt good. 30 per

ccnt good average country roads, it) per ccllt

bad, and it) per cent a disgrace to civiliza

tion. Mohawk Valley roads came in for a

large percentage of the last 10 per cent.

A Wiuton touring car was used by the

\\'atcrtown men.

its Latest Crime.

As if the automobile has not bcht charged

with crimes and misdemeanors enough, it is

now held up as an alienator of a husband‘s

affections. Dr. Milton B. Pine, of l‘hicago,

is the offending husband, and his wife, Mrs.

I-‘anny i’ttIey-Huut I’inc. has brought suit

for divorce.

The dcfcndant has two machines. .\llicl|

of his time is spent auiomobiling lip and

down Michigan avcnuc, according to the

complaint of his wife. But aside from

transferring his affections to his automo

biles. Mrs. i‘lnc‘ says hcrqhusband is cruel

to her.

- PROFITABLY USED

Gasoiene Delivery Wagon so Successful ‘That

Another Will be Built.

 

Another attempt to use the automobile

profitably in the delivery service for large

department stores has been made this sum

mer in Boston, and the single wagon in ser

vice has proved so successful and, what is

more, so reliable, that this experiment may

be reckoned as a considerable step in prog

ress toward the thoroughly satisfactory com

mercial automobile.

It is a 5,000pound rig, capable of carrying

three tons, and is being tried by a firm that

ran a large number of the old New-England

Electric Vehicle Company’s leased wagons

when that company was in operation, and

the firm is therefore able to give the best

possible judgment regarding the relative

efficiency of gasolene and electric motors.

The firm's superintendent says:

“We are not saying anything against the

electrics. They did our work for months.

and did it in good shape, climbed the hills

all right so long as there was anything left

in the batteries, and made the long runs in

good time. We have had it running on our

long route out through the Newtons for eight

weeks, and it has never had to be towed in

once, or had a bad breakdown. It covers

Newton, Newton Centre, Newton Corner,

Newtonville and Auburndaie—goes two miles

beyond .\'orumbega Park every (lay—and

takes some terrible hills out there without

bulking a bit. It has three speeds, two, six

and fourteen miles per hour; and the driver

has run it up a steep grade on Beacon Hill

again and again at six miles without any

trouble at all. They call it a twenty-horse

power engine, but it will develop more than

that; twenty-five, anyway.

“The wagon has made tit'ty and sixty miles

a day ever since we have been running it.

Six horses couldn‘t do the work it does and

covcr the territory it covers. We‘ve had t\vo

tons on it all right, and it often carries a ton

and a half; and it gets over the ground, hills

and all. as well as when it runs light. “'c

havc had a cyciometcr on it for three weeks,

uml the figures were UH miles when itv start

ed out this morning. it‘s almost more pow—

erful than we need. We are having built a

second wagon of the same sort, which will

weight about 3.500. and have a little smaller

motor. I was anxious for plenty of power.

I didn‘t want the thing to fail, because of

too little power; but the first wagon has too

much. if anything. There is very little noise

or vibration to it, though. You can set a pen

cil on end on it while the motor is running.

without having the vibration knock it down,

\Vhen the wagon is out on the road it makes

almost no noise at all. very little more than

the electrics. It hasn‘t scarcd' any horses,

we‘ve had no complaints. and no letters sent

in. or anything of the sort. it is dulng well."
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WINTON AND CANNON.

(Continued from page 7.)

able. It was made more than ever apparent

that the maintenance of permanent interest

in automobile racing is dependent upon an

Improvement in the respects mentioned.

0f the management it is only justice to say

that it was entirely satisfactory. The first

race was called promptly on time and

throughout the afternoon the waits were no

longer than was rendered necessary by the

scantiness of the entry list.

Six vehicles came to the wire for the two

mile race for electrics, vlz., four VVaverleys,

a Buffalo and a Neftel. The last named,

driven by Knight Neftel, proved itself easily

faster than the rest, and had a long lead

when it passed under the wire in 4:23. W. G.

Titcomb’s Waverley was second, C. F. Peck

ham’s Waverley third.

In the three mile race. for steam stock car

riages, the winning vehicle proved to be a

Toledo, with a Stanley and a Locomobile in

second and third positions. In the second

mile the Toledo, which had been husbanding

steam, let out and pulled ahead, overtaking

both the others and finishing first, giving the

spectators their first taste of sport. l‘he time

was 5:09 1-5.

With the events as an appetizer, Alexander

Winton was next given the track. In his

“Bullet,” fresh from its Cleveland triumphs,

he essayed to establish a new ten mile record.

An ovation but little short of that given

Fournier last year greeted the famous driver

and his car. Every one seemed to know that

the event of the day was about to take place,

and the long, low car, with its rakish lines.

was keenly watched. At the start it looked

as if, in spite of Winton’s fear of the track,

which has but little banking, a sensational

performance would be recorded. The mile

was covered in 1:061-5—better than Four

nier's fastest—and the next was 4-5 faster.

From then on, however. the speed slackened

steadily, until, when six miles had been cov

ered, the attempt was given up, owing to the

roughness of the track and the difficulty of

making the turns.

As it was, however, the five mile perform

ance was better than any yet made. The

comparison with the records made at Cleve

‘land on September 16 is as follows:

 

Providence. Cleveland.

First mile . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1:06 1-5 1:20

Second mile . . . . . . . . . . . 2:11 3-5 2:23

Third mile . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3:17 3:25:94,

Fourth mile . . . . . . . . . . . . 3:25 428%

Fifth mile . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5:30 3-5 531%

Sixth mile . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6:39 2-5

The next event, a five mile race for light

gasolene carriages, proved to be almost a

walkover for a Stevens-Duryea car, it win

ning easily in 7:42%. An Oldsmobile was

second and a Knox third.

The steam car built by George C. Cannon

was next given a chance to distinguish itself

against time, its two man control barring it

from the competition events. Manned by

Cannon and his chum, Marseilles, it made

the fastest mile of the day, 1:05%, although

its five mile time in a subsequent trial was '

behind Winton’s, being 6:05. Cannon and

his odd appearing car, with its huge smoke

stack, got a reception only second to Winton.

Its fast mile cinched the hold it possessed on

the spectators.

' The best real race of the afternoon was the

one which brought together five Winton tour

ing cars for five miles, with well known own

ers as drivers. There was George H. Mer

rill. jr., of Norwood; Frank Townsend, J. B.

Mills, George Otis Draper, of Hopedale, and

Fred Tudor, jr., of Boston. Mills took the

lead when they finally got away. He kept it

for two miles, with Draper a good second

and Tudor holding back comfortably at third,

Townsend fourth, and Merrill fifth, with his

machine running poorly. On the third, Tn

dor began to creep up on Draper, to the great

delight of the spcetators, and as the two

rounded into the backstretch they could be

seen gliding along at high speed, neck and

neck, for some distance. At the half mile

Tudor had forged ahead, and on the fourth

he gradually overhauled Mills, finishing in

fine style almost an eighth of a mile to the

good, amid great enthusiasm from the grand

stand. Mills was second and Townsend third.

The time was 913%.

A five mile race for heavy gasolene cars,

limited to thirty horse power, gave Percy

Owen a chance to bring out Winton's light

racer, called the “Pup.” He had against him

two Wintons, a Stearns and a Darracq.

Owen was an easy winner. in 625%.

Owen was leader again in a free for all

race for gasolene cars, five miles, in which

the contestants were Winton, with his big

racer, and Harold Brown, in his Darracq.

Brown, with his tonncau, had no show at all

against the racers, stripped of all trappings,

and Winton's uBullet" was not in its best

form. Owen‘s time was 125%, 2:40, 3:55%,

5:12, 6:43%. He did better in the sweep

stakes for winners, in which he was prac

tically the only starter. His time then was

1:19%. 2:32, 3:46, 5:00%, and 6:14%, a record

for 2,000 pound gas cars.

After the races the visiting automobiiists

were entertained at an informal smoker and

“feed” at the Crown Hotel, the local club’s

headquarters.

The summary follows:

Motor Bicycles, Five Miles—Won by Indian

(George M. Holden); Orient (John M. Farr),

second; Orient (F. W. Godfrey), third. Time,

7.34.

Electric Vehicles, Ten Miles—Won by Nef

tel (Knight Neftel); Waverly (W. G. Tit

comb). second; Waverly (C. F. Peckham),

third. Time~0ne mile, 2.17; two miles, 4.23.

Steam Vehicles, Stock Cars, Three Miles—

Won by Toledo (A. L. Lee); Locomobile (W.

Hinscliffe), second; Stanley (W. H. Talbot).

third. Time, 5.08.

Exhibition by 50 horse power Winton Bul

let, operated by Alexander Winton—One

mile, 1.06%; two miles, 2.12m; three miles,

3.18 4-5; four miles, 4.25; five miles, 5.30 3-5;

six miles, 6.39 2-5. The figures for four and

five miles are new world‘s records.

Gasolene Vehicles, Under 1,000 Pounds;

Five Miles—Won by Stevens-Dnryea (J. F.

Duryea); Oldsmobile (D. B. Huss), second;

Knox (George Reed), third. Mile times—

1.38-'}_’,, 3.09m, 4.39%, 5.11%, 7.42%. All new

records.

Exhibitions by Cannon Ball Steam Vehicle.

operated by George C. Cannon and Thomas

Marsalis—Flrst trial, one mile, 1:0554. Sec

ond trial, five miles. Times, 1.21%, 2.26%.

3.41%, 4.54, 6.05.

Special race for Winton touring cars, driv

ing parts to be alike, five miles—Won by F.

Tudor, Jr.; J. B. Mills, second; Frank Town

send, third. Time. 9.13%.

Gasoline vehicles, weighing over 1,300

pounds, limited to 30 horse power, five miles

—Won by Winton Pup (Percy Owen);

Stearns (George Weed), second; Winton (F.

Tudor, Jr.), third. Mile times—1.25, 2.40fli,

355%, 5.10%, 6.25%. New records for the

class, except first mile.

Gasoline Vehicles, Free-for-all, Five Miles

—Won by Winton Pup (Percy Owen); Win

ton Bullet (Alexander Winton), second; Dar

racq (Harold H. Brown), third. Time, 6.43%.

Sweepstakes (winners and seconds in

previous events), Five Miles—Won by Win

ton Pup (Percy Owen); Toledo (A. L. Lee).

second. Mile times—1.19%. 2.32, 3.46, 5.00%,

6.14%. New records.

Motor Bicycles, Special. Five Miles—Won

by Orient (John Ruei); Orient (L. P. Calla

han), second; Orient (Russel M. Dana), third.

Time, 6.50%.

 

BILLINGS & SPENUER 00., Hartford, Bonn, U. S. I.

We have added to our stock auto parts a

Machined
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Steering Equipment.

Manufactured under Letters Patent

No. 442,663.

(Cut one-sixth size.)

ORDERS

PROMPTLY FILLED.

The illustration shows our C-zo7 Steering Knuckle and Axle End '

machined and fitted with a Ball Bearing Automobile Hub.

DROP FOROINGS OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.

London Ofice Na. 8 Long Lane, Aldongnte Street, London, E. C., England.
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INSPECTING Tl‘IE ROADS

Highway Commissioners Find Motor Vehicles

Quicker and Less Expensive Than Horses.

What was probably tne longest inspection

tour ever completed in Massachusetts was

taken not long ago by Highway Commis

sioners McClintock and Parker to look at

the condition of the State roads that have

been constructed within the past year on

the line of the old Troy and Boston turnpike,

and one of the interesting things about the

trip was that they made it in an ordinary

steam automobile, instead of with horses

and carriages. More than that, they came

back to their offices almost enthusiastic over

the machine as a time-saver and money

saver in road work of that sort.

They started from North Adams one Mon

day morning, with a chauffeur and one of

their own district inspectors in the front

seat of the vehicle, and proceeded eastward;

they made the whole distance back to Gro

ton, including a number of side trips to

roads lying somewhat off the direct line, in

time for them to reach Boston by train for

evening dinner on Wednesday. A three

day trip! And by the old method of going up

each day by train and working out from the

railroad by means of a carriage and double

hitch of horses, the commissioners say it

would have taken fully nine days to accom

plish what they did with the auto in three.

Roads in thirty-two towns were inspected,

and the automobile journey involved a run

over Hoosac Mountain with a grade averag~

ing ten per cent for two miles and a rise of

1400 feet vertically, as well as a run over

Northfield Mountain, from Northfleld to Irv

ing, where the road is rough and undergoing

repairs. The vehicle climbed everything,

and made its way over the uptorn sections

of the road as well or netter than a home.

Just how many miles were covered would

be hard to say, but on the direct route the

trip included North Adams, (Jharlemont,

Buckland, Greenfield, Montagu, Irving, 0r

ange, Athol, Phlllipston, Templeton, Gard

ner, Westminster, Fitchburg, Lunenberg and

side trips took In Shelburne, Buckland, Ash

ileld, Deeriield, Whateiey, _Coirain, North

fleid, Ashby, Townsend, Groton, Leominster

and Lancaster.

Commissioner McClintock said of the com

parative cost of the automobile and horses:

“Our whole trip, including the charges for

the machine and for hotels, cost inside of

$75. If we had used horses the numerous

teams we should have had to hire and the

greater amount of travel by railroad, and

the fact that nine, instead of three days

would have been required, would have made

the tour cost well toward $200. With horses

the cost over the highways would have been

twice what the automobile cost, I should

say, and the cost of railroad fares in the

old method would have been three times

the cost of automobile transporaion. The

hotel charges, of course, would have been

tripled. More than that, the run through

the country in a swift machine was a pleas

ure, compared with a trip by horses, and

the peculiar characteristics of the automo

bile make it naturally a good detector of

bad road. Moving quickly along a road in

the machine, it is possible to tell by the feel

of the road and the motion of the vehicle

where even the slight defects are located.

With horses there is always a side-motion

to the vehicle, which deceives you, if you

are trying to tell what the road is like by the

motion, and 'it is necessary to depend on

sight almost altogether. The automobile

used was of 4VI-horse-power, of surrey pat

tern, with a folding canopy which, in case

of rain, could be put up in such a way that

it formed a regular carry-all top. We hired

the machine at Worcester, and it was run

up to North Adams over the road. There

would be no economy in having the com

mission purchase a machine for its inspec

tions, for the reason that the machine

would have to be shipped about all around

the State in order to have it on hand when

and where it would be needed. If we hire,

we have a machine handy practically all the

time."

The Commissioners made several shorter

trips with an automobile earlier in the sea

son, notably one over the Lowell series of

roads, to determine on the need of develop

ment by the State, and another down

through Essex County, and they were much

impressed then with the machine's gOOd

points. This last trip, longer and in places

tremendously hilly, seems to have estab

lished the horseless carriage permanently in

their good favor.

 

Some Racing Expenses.

Automobile racing comes high when it Is

pursued on the Winton scale. For express

age alone the two Winton cars—the Bullet

and the Pup—have cost their owners $W

In a single week. For example: The cars

came to Detroit from the Cleveland meet,

but the races were postponed. They were

shipped back to Cleveland the same night

and then expressed to Providence, R. 1.

Next they will be sent to JolIet, Ill., and then

to Detroit again.

 

Though Sleeping Car Line to Grand

Rapids. Mich.

A Pullman Sleeping Car of latest construc

tion is now attached to New York Central

train leaving Grand Central Station at 4:00

p. m., daily, running through over the Michi

gan Central Station, arriving at Grand Rap

ids at 12:55 p. m., next day, connecting in

Union Station for all points in Western

Michigan. For mformation and sleeping car

reservations inquire of New York Central

Agents. "°

HISTORICAL STEAM RELIC

Examination Reveals a Piston Slide Valve and

Ingenioust Simple Contrivances.

 

There is in a London depot an historical

relic of the greatest interest and importance

—no less than a model of the first locomo

tive ever made and run in England. It was

invented and constructed by William Mur

dock. the well known assistant to James

Watts, who, second only in importance to

Watt, who, second only in importance to

connection with steam engines, among others

the “D” slide valve and the “sun and planet

motion."

The date of construction is not definitely

known. Mr. Murdock’s son, when living at

Handsworth, informed Dr. S. Smiles that

this model was invented and constructed in

1781, but, after perusing the correspondence

of Boulton and Watt, Dr. Smiles has in—

ferred that it was not ready for trial until

1784. The engine had been continUousiy in

the possession of the Murdock family till

1883, when it was purchased from Murdock’s

great grandson by Sir Richard and George

Tangye. ‘

An attentive examination of the model

well repays one, and reveals many beauti

fully showing Mur

dock’s genius for the adaptation of simple

means to secure his desired ends. The

height of the small locomotive is about 14

inches, its length 19 inches, and the extreme

width over the driving wheels is 7 inches.

It consists of an oblong board, mounted upon

three wheels—two driving wheels at the rear

attached to a cranked axle, and one steering

wheel in front arranged under the board

and running in a swivelllng fork, which can

be. set by a tiller handle above. Behind the

driving wheels is the boiler, which is a

rectangular vessel 3% Inches high, 414 inches

long and 3%, inches wide, constructed of

brazed copper. Through the boiler a fine

passes obliquely, contracting from a circu

lar chamber forming the firebox to a small

funnel in the top of the boiler, which serves

to carry off the products of combustion from

a spirit lamp arranged to burn within the

firebox.

The steam cylinder of the engine is

mounted on the top of the boiler, and the

lower part passes into it, and is surrounded

by steam. The piston rod pases upward,

and is attached to the end of a vibrating

beam; this beam passes to the front of the

carriage, and is pivoted in an upright pillar.

The little engine is worked by the expansive

force of steam only, which is discharged

into the atmosphere after it has done its

work of alternately raising and depressing

the-piston in the cylinder. The diameter or

the piston is threequarters of an inch, and

simple contrlvances,
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the length of its stroke is about two inches.

As the piston moves up and down it causes

the beam to rotate the driving wheels, by

means of a connecting rod attached to the

cranked axle.

The steam valve is very ingenious, and it

is driven from the beam by a projecting rod,

so arranged that the valve is moved at the

termination of every up and down stroke

by the last portion of movement of the beam

upward and downward. It is a piston valve

with two pistons, ground to work easily. but

pressure proof, in the valve cylinder. The

space between the pistons is in constant

communication vvith the boiler, and the

steam is admitted by two ports-one at the

top and one at the bottom of the cylinder—

so arranged that when the piston valve is

up the steam enters the upper port and

drives down the piston, while the exhaust

steam from the. under side discharges from

the cylinder by the lower port into the air

through a tube connecting the two pistons

of the valve.

This is probably the earliest (piston) Slide

valve used in a steam engine, as at the date

of its construction Boulton and Watt did

not use Murdoch's “D” slide valve in their

engines, the patent for the latter not being

taken out by Murdock till 1790 (Patent No,

2,340), about fifteen years later. In this

model the idea of the slide valve had cer

tainly entered Murdock's mind.

The safety valve is let into the boiler near

the steam cylinder. and it is held down by

a little tongue of metal—a very etficient and

simple contrivance. A icaden weight is

placed above the steering wheel to balance

the machine and to prevent it tipping over

when the. water is in the boiler. The wheels

are constructed of brass tube brazed to

gether. Every part of the engine is both

well designed and well made. It is inter

esting to notice that at some time the wood

under the boiler has been on fire, and it still

shows the marks of chart-ing. It has evi

dently been pieced and protected by an iron

plate to prevent a similar mishap.

 

Making Aluminum Castings.

To make aluminum castings the alloy

should be melted in a plumbagocrucible,

using charcoal fuel. Before. placing the

aluminum in the pot it should be dipped in

benzine or parafl‘ine oil. The metal is covered

with powdered charcoal, and care must be

used not to heat too much; if it shows a dull

red it is overheating. Aluminum is a diffi

cult metal to cast sound. Nitrate of potash

stirred well in with the molten metal assists

in cleansing from impurities. The mould

must not be rammed too hard, and if cored

work is being cast the cores must be made

very carefullyflin fact, only a skilled core

niaker can successfully make cores for

aluminum castings. The reason of this is,

of course, due to the great contraction of

aluminum. Likewise, if the castings are any

size or length, care wyill have to be taken

that they do not sear in the mould. The

castings should always be taken out im

mediately they are set.

GET ALONG TOGETHER

Must the Automobile and the Horse—Good

Sense Only Needed.

“At the present time, when the general

public. the drivers of horses, farmers and

automobile clubs are showing a lively inter

est iu all such measures, actual or proposed,

as have to do with the safety of our thor

oughfares, urban, suburban and rural, the

question of the teachableness of the horse

becomes of importance," say a contem

porary.

“The horse and the horseless vehicle have

to get along together. Is there any essen

tial reason why the patrons of one should

hate the patrons of the other form of loco

motion? '

“An English suburban doctor of wide ex

pcrlcnce lays down the fundamental theory

that horses and automobiles are on a par in

this, that neither should be in the hands of

persons who cannot control them. He says:

‘I hold no brief for the. motor car. I am pas

sionately fond of horses, and merely look

updn a car as a convenient and rapid means

of locomotion; but I was taught as a boy,

and have had ample opportunities of verify

ing the lesson, that horses may be broken

to anything; also that it was the owners‘

duty to educate them to face the ordinary

trials of the road. Now, any horse may, in

a very short time, be taught to eat off the

noisicst and smelliest motor car in existence.

\Vhat right, then, has an owner of horses to

go about the public highways with an ani

mal that is admittedly a danger to himself

and others?

“There was the same sort of excitement

as at present when the roads north, smith,

east and west were covered with bicycles.

There were accidents. But after a while

the horses got accustomed to what had been

a mystery to them. The authority just re

ferred to holds that most of the automobile

mishaps are due to the comnumication of

the driver‘s fears to the horse. ‘lt is a mat‘

ter of daily notice to evcry horseman that

most horses would face motor cars boldly

enough if only their driver's panic-stricken

hands would let them; and it scents the

acmc of absurdity that such incompetents

should vaunt their dangerous incapacity and

imagine that their wish to travel behind

half trained, and therefore unsafe, animals

should be. allowed to cripple a great indus

try.’

“With the horse familiarity breeds con

tempt: ‘One mistake constantly made by

drivers is to fancy that horses are fright

ened by the speed at which anything ap

proaches them. Horses fear and dislike any

thing tohwhich they are not accustomed,

but once get them used to the sight and

sounds of the motor car and it matters little

whether it crmes at five miles an hour or

fifty. A very few drillings with a motor

car, and, if necessary, Galvainc‘s tail rope,

will teach any horse that there is nothing

to fear; and, after his lesson, if he shy, it

will be because his driver has shied first.’

“All that is necessary is to train up a horse

in the way that he should go, and when

ever an imported racing machine comes

along he will not depart from it. Wise

horsemen are accepting this view. It is a

much more rational thing to do than to kick

against the inevitable.“

 

Mount Washington Record.

Seven hundred miles in eight days, with a

record breaking ascent of Mount Washing

ton as a part of the tour, was driven by D.

W. Comstock, an Ivoryton, Conn, man re

cently. He left Ivoryton, and passing

Hartford, reached Boston, a distance of 137

miles, the same day. From Boston he went

from Portsmouth, N. 11.; thence -to Portland,

Me, and then by way of North Conway to

the old Glen House. He returned from

Mount Washington by way of Bethlehem,

Profile, Plymouth and White River Junction;

thence following the Connecticut River back

to Ivoryton. The trip from Beliovvs Fails,

Vt., to ivoryton, about 140 miles, was made

in one day.

The run from the 0H Glen House to the

top of Mount Washington was made in less

than fifty minutes. the distance being eight

miles and the rise 5,000 feet. Breakfasting

at the summit, Mr. (Jomstock made the re—

turn imniediately, in order to avoid teams,

The descent was made in forty minutes.

The average time consumed by a team in

making the ascent by the same road is from

three and a half to four and a half hours.

This was the seventh ascent of Mount Wash

ington by automobilists, and by far the

quickest.
 

Licensing not lnhlliblc.

“The French system of licensing the

driver, which has been held up as a sure

preventative of accidents by some journals,

is not infallible," says an antomobiiist who

has driven much in that country.

“The fact that a man is licensed in France

to drive simply means that he has a work

ing knowledge of the handles to be mOVed,

and a slight acquaintance with the general

mechanism. The only real guarantee of

safety is common sense, and an instinct of

caution, assisted by a natural or acquired

aptitude of judging distance and speed. No

government examination or regulations in

the world can give these qualities.

“On the other hand, we should not be

come alarmists about motor car accidents,

for they are very few and far between,

taking into consideration the number of

miles run. No one would think of giving up

railway travelling because a bad collision

or derailment occurred, and the general

public should remember that motor car accl

dents are rare compared with disasters to

horse drawn vehicles. In the hands of an

average man of sense a motor car is as safe,

as, if not safer than, any other vehicle."
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The Week's Patents.

709,483. Tire and Fastener for Vehicle

Wheels. Jacques G. Haines, Chicago, Ill.,

assignor of two-thirds to William E. Huber

and Chester Haines, Chicago, Ill. Filed

March 10, 1902. Series No. 97,392. (No

model.)

Claim.—1. A tire fastener comprising a

channel rim. an elastic tire within the chan

nel of said rim, a series of fastening mem

bers partially embedded in the tire and pro

jecting therefrom, adapted to be brought

into contact with the bottom surface of said

rim, and binding wires engaging and

adapted to draw said projecting portions

into contact with the bottom surface of

said rim.

709,485. Induction coil. John 0. Helnze,

Jr., Revere, Mass. Filed July 11, 1902.

Serial No. 115,160. (No model.)

Claim—1. An induction coil made up of

two or more separate magnetic cores; a pri

mary coil "surrounding the said cores and

having as many sections as there are cores;

a continuous insulating mass surrounding

said primary coil and cores; a secondary coil

wound about said insulating mass, and con

sisting of as many sections as there are

cores or sections in said primary coil.

709,546. Vehicle wheel. George S. Lee,

Hawthorne, N. J. Filed January 27, 1902.

Serial No. 91,408. (No model.)

Claim.——1. The combination with a hub,

spokes and rim rigidly connected together,

of a pneumatic tube on said rim, a tire on

said rim adapted to have an eccentric

curvilinear motion around the rim within

a limited range to compress said tube, and

stops on the rim to limit the range of motion

of the tire.

709,598. Electric lgniter for Explosive En

gines. Howard A. Gray, Plaintleld, 111.

Filed October 1, 1901. Serial No. 77,210.

(No model.)

Claim.—1. In an explosive engine, in com

bination, a cylinder, a pair of intermittently

contacting igniting electrodes one of which

is rotable, means for rotating said electrode,

a charge controlling valve, means for actuat

ing the valve, a goVernor for interrupting

the action of the valve, and an adjunct of

the valve-actuating means engaging the

electrode-rotating means to hold the rotatable

electrode against movement.

709.611. Secondary Battery. William L.

Silvey, Dayton, Ohio. Filed February 8.

1902. Serial No. 93,175. (No model.)

Claim—1. In a secondary battery the.

combination of a battery plate having sup

porting ears with a lug on one of the ears,

a bolt passing through the lug and provided

with a screw thread, a nut for clamping the

bolt to the lug, an equalizing bar, the bolt

extending into the equalizing bar and nuts

for clamping the equalizing bar and the bolt

together independent of the lug as set forth.

709.655. Method of Superheating Steam.

Hosea Webster, Montclair, N. J. Filed

December 12, 1901. Serial No. 85,554. (No

model.)

Claim—1. The method herein described,

consisting in superheating steam, primarily

by the heat of the combustion in the genera

tor, and then augmenting the temperature of

the steam superheated, by a separate and

independent source of heat, as set forth.

709,681. Safety Device for Motor Vehicles.

Andrew L. Riker, New York, N. Y., as

signor, by mesne assignments, to Morton

Trust Company, trustee, a Corporation of

 

HERCULES RUNNING GEARS

FOR ELECTRIC AND GASOLINE VEHICLES

_

‘
.

Q"

i

There are no weak spots in these gears.

Don’t confound them with gears which have

been hastily constructed to meet an early

demand from automobile makers.

 

 

 

 

We also solicit orders for parts of these gears.

Their design is original and the construc

tion is sound. Prices and particulars of con

struction sent upon application.

FEDERAL MANUFACTURING COMPANY

SMITH STAMPINGS FACTORY

Milwaukee .6 .~l Wisconsin
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New York. Filed March 2, 1000. Serial

No. 7,119. (No model.)

Claim—1. In a motor vehicle, a motor, a

driven road wheel, intermediate transmis

sion mechanism and a clutch between said

transmission mechanism and the motor,

means under the control of the occupant to

apply and disconnect the clutch to propel

the vehicle; and automatic means to release

said clutch upon rising of the occupant from

the seat of the vehicle.

709,682. Rotary Slide Valve for Pumps.

Compressors or Motors. Louis Roedei,

Passaic, N. J. Filed March 24, 1900. Re

newed June 10, 1902. Serial No. 111,006.

(No model.) '

Claim—1. The combination, with a sta~

tionary cylinder having interior inlet and

outlet channels, of a rotary slide valve at

the head of said cylinder, a haft connected

at one end with said valve, means for im- '

parting rotary motion to said shaft, and a

balancing device arranged at the opposite

end of said shaft, substantially as set forth.

709,684. Steering Device for Automobiles.

Gustav R. Schiumberger, Allegheny, Pa.

Filed February 21, 1902. Serial No. 90,696.

No model.)

Claim—In a steering apparatus of the type

set forth, the combination of a vehicle body

and a cross piece carried thereby with hoi

low standards interposed between said

vehicle body and cross piece, rods turnabiy

secured within said hollow standards and

carrying collars at their upper'ends engag

ing the vehicle body, right angular exten

sions rigidly secured to the lower ends of

said rods and engaging the under face of

the cross piece, sleeves formed integral with'

the depending portions of said extensions

with wheeled axles mounted in said sleeves,

the inner ends of said axles extending be

yond said depending portion of the extension

and carrying knuckle joints and a connect

ing rod secured to the upper rods, substan

tially as described.

709,690. Variable speed and Reversing Gear,

Henry J. Westover, Mount Vernon, N. Y.,

assignor to H. Ward Leonard, Bronxviile,

N. Y. Filed August 30, 1901. Serial No.

73,778. (No model.) 7

Claim.—1. In a variable gear, the com

bination with the driving and driven shafts,

of a ciutch‘for making direct connection be

tween said shafts, a lower speed gear for

connecting said shafts around said clutch, a

lever for shifting one member of said clutch,

a cam for controlling the movements of said

lever, and a shifting mechanism for placing

said lower speed gear into and out of mesh

with the driving and driven shafts, substan

tially as set forth.

709,719. Steam Engine. Agricoie P. Moresi

and Henry J. Bergeron, Jeanerette, La.

Filed April 30, 1902. Serial No. 105,365.

(No model.)

Ciaim.—1. A steam engine embracing a

revolving piston cylinder, a crank, whose

axis is eccentric with the axis of said

cylinder, a bent arm connection between

aid crank and the piston rod of said

cylinder, said arm connection having its

bent or right angled terminal connected ra

dially to said crank, and means for supply

ing pressure to said cylinder, substantially

as set forth.

709,838. Means for Preventing Road Ve

hicles from Slipping Sidewise. Edmund

'1‘. L. Williams, London, England. Filed

July 22, 1902. Serial No. 116,570. (No.

model.)

Claim-1. A device for the purpose speci

fled, comprising a roller having a conical

running surface, a sharp edge at the end

of said conical surface, a bearing for said

roller, and a swing arm carrying said bear

ing, substantially as desciibcd.

Experimenting With a Horse.

This is the story of an automobile and a

horse, and it will occasion little surprise to

learn that the former came out second best.

As a matter of fact, no other result could be

looked for, now that the motor vehicle is ad

mitted to be a “good mark" for everybody

who wants to take a shot at it.

“The horse had long trod nervously under

the modern blight of its race, the ignobie

fear of automobiles. Every time the animal

saw one of the vehicles it appeared to he

suddenly smitten with a species of fence or

tree climbing madness. The mere sight of

an automobile in its most quiescent state in

spired the animal with fear.

“His owner determined to rid his horse of

its foolish fear, and he concluded that the

best way to do it was to introduce the horse

so some representative automobile and get

the animal thoroughly broken. The intro

duction was pulled off according to schedule,

but it wasn’t the horse that was broken. A

friend offered his new automobiie as an ob

ject lesson. The horse was taken close to

the machine for a long look. He gave it the

look at close range, and then rose into the

air like another Pegasus.

“When it came down it came down on

the automobile, and then began a kicking

match in which the automobile realized its

utter horseiessness. The horse landed on

one of the front wheels and the tire burst

with a report like a cannon shot. Then it

turned around and brought both hind feet

into play. The automobile was whacked

and banged and slammed around till it was

a wreck, and the experiment was over."

Iiorscs Have Limitations.

Already shrewd livery stable men object

to hiring a horse to drivers who are used to

employing automobiles for their outings. The

iiverymen's explanation of their avoidance

of automobile trade is simplicity itself. They

say that when a man has bccome accustomed

through the use of a motor vehicle to have

almost unlimited speed and power at his

command at all times, he forgets when he

returns to driving a horse that muscles can

not stand what motors can. Unconscioust

the automobilist forces the animal to keep a

speed and to go a distance which it cannot

do with safety. The wise iiverymen know

this, hence their disinclination to intrust the

animal to the unthinking motorist.

The Week's Exports.

British Possessions in Africa—Thirteen

cases auto vehicles, $7,426.

Copenhagen—Three cases auto vehicles,

$1,050.

Japan.—-Thirty-six cases motors. $3,096.

London—TWO cases motor vehicles and

parts, $940. '

Santander.—Two cases auto vehicle parts,

 

Baldwin Automobile Doiaoholilo Chain 00.

WORCESTER,MASS.

ARE THE PIONEERS.

  

PATENTED DEC. 18, |900.

BALDWIN CHAINS
are the standard for

SIZE, WORKMANSHIP and FINISH

Tho Reflex Water Gauge
(Kiinger‘s Parent.)

The onrlly water gauge ol this kind.

he genuine article.

List Price, 8 l 2.00.

Our catalogue No.4 shows the

largest assortment of Automobile

Material to be found in the world. -

FRENEITSNPIRIII'I’LUG ‘ ‘

French and American Thread. ‘ 4

Price, 9 l .00 each.

Discount to the trade.

OIIARLES E. MILLER,

97-99-101 Reade St., NEW YORK CITY.

Manufacturer, Jobber, Importer

and Exporter.

 

 

  

ARTILLERY

WOOD

AUTOMOBILE

WHEELS.

ARTILLERY

STEEL

AUTOMOBILE

in WHEELS.

.7 Drop Forged

Machined

,y Sieeringlievioes.

I j STEEL RIMS for

W. both Wood and

1 ' Wire Wheels.

New Satan "E"

now ready.

I. i. mam 00..
SYRACUSE, N Y.

JAMESVILLE, N. Y.

DIXON’S
Lubricating

GRAPHITES
For Steam, Gas or Electric

Automobiles

Are Aoooided the Highest Testimonials.

sum FOR FREE SAMPLES ARIJ PAMPHLET.

JOSEPH DIXON ORUOIBLE 00.,

JERSEY CITY, N. J.

  

 

 
 

 

*1“
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ACME l5
  

. l

line-Place K L l- N c E R

III In E ' °ll lllllll l B llgllles E

ESPECIALLY R

ADAPTED FOR

REPLACEMENTS. G‘IAUGE§I"

Acme Engines are all they ought S!" I for cum/0g": 6'

to be and a little more. We have on hand a number of sec

Prompt Deliveries. Eidglii’é‘dbiifiié“ (Sacrrllilfiis spilt: 3

v ' f R.Hill FIRST CLASS lGNlTlUN APPARATUS "W" “riftili'fiif‘d’ balm rewriglgiiri‘cfi and Panicmm's

f ' . l' ' , . \ l l ".zaa:1.:55.25::2312525538222:on:....”:.;z‘;;;r.::"d _ , . Rochester M... Tool Works lflBKE REGULATOR 00-,

H'rr'fefvr (‘lltfl’flgllL "' Rochester. N. Y, SALEM, MASS.

  
 AMERICAN OOIL 00., - West Somervillo, Mass.

yMotor de Luxe

8 H.P.

4 GYLIIIIIEIIs.

 

DcDion Bouton & Co.

PARIS, FRANCE.

Standard Gasoline Motors and

Automobiles of the World.

De Dion Motors are used by leading manufacturers all over

th rld

 

  

 

  

e no .

Our material 1': [ring [Inhaled—quart]:'nntfnr THE TRADE SUPPLIED.

Especia“ monkeys. You rrarl'abau! the monkey didn‘tynu .' Address all communication: m

y DYKE'S “muons K A SKINNER

adapted to as well as other devices have all been tested. Discs cor- ' ' 9

rugnmz' audgnlrwu'ult'to tubing. Heads have new Sole [Inked Sums Agent,

Heav princi le for circulation. Above is :2 tube, 27% in.

y over a 1. We make a 32 tube, illO an 8 tube which can 179 Clll’flldml 5‘" ( "elf Boyllton ) BOSTON. MASS

Ton n ea us I be connected together. urn- THE BEST.  
 

 

We sell Castings ofour various Gasoline

Engines. Both verticalnndllorizonul. l

A. L. DY KE, 1402 Pine St, St- LOUIS, MO.

423I Spring Garden Street. PHILADELPHIA. "WWW-"d 10be BOILER SHELLS,

\—_' PRESSURE RESERVOIRS

IF I BRAKE BREAKS I
h 'rALMOST ANYTHING MAY HAPPEN. T e Tl es

Y think ‘ b k _ m _ on an automobile either
ou may your presen ra e is e cIent. - -

If you have this one you know it is. Increase or Icmrd _ "5

Thedil‘ference between thinking and RIIOWIIIK spee‘j' Reallth “res

ought to be vital to you Better be sure than sorry. give additional power

Better write us. and greater mileage.

G & J Detachable Tires

have been proven the speedielt of =

all vehicle tires, and they wear it} -

longest. Descriptive Catalog and " ‘

full information on request.

' l_-’ GASOLENE TANKS.

co. STEEL SHAPES STAMPED OR DRAWN,

INDIANAPOLIS, IND. 8‘ on"

 

 

 

 

 

  
 

  

 

 

FOR PRICES AND PARTICULARS

WRITE TO

THE DOW PORT. ELECT ,CO.

2l8 TREMONT 5r BOSTON, MASS.

II35 BROADWAY. N.Y

I9 LA SALLE 5T. CHICAGO. — |2|3 FILBEPT 5T._ PHIL. PA.

  

1 NEW JERSEY AUTOMOBILE 00.,

  

  

l

 

  

8 Central Avenue, NEWARK, N. J.

' “meNEY” mIAm “IIIIIILIIFIIF'
HARTFORD. CONN.
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BOILERS.

The Oldest and Largest Incorporated Company,

MAKING AUTOMOBILE BOILERS EXCLUSIVELY.

WANTS AND FOR SALE.
15 cents perline of seven words, cash with order.

 
Our boilers received first prize for lowest fuel

consumption in Long Island Endurance Contest

Cannon‘s racing car equipped with our :4 inch

boiler, made 1-: mile in at; 4-' econds. goo lbs.

steam at start, 305 lbs. at finish. 5 miles in 8

  

Pee

minutes, 16 3-5 seconds.

_ yle.

Alexander Iron Works, Syracuse, N. Y.

SALE—New Metallic Body, Packard

Address W. S. DUNNING,

 

Steam Carriage Boiler 00., Oswego, N. Y.

Improve Your Circulation

BY USING

THE LOBEE PUMP
Increases snrl gin-t4 is positive eir'

culntiun to the urmli water (or all

Guurline Motors. Simple, Cheap

Durable, Efllr'ivnt, easy to npply._

Sent on triul to responsible parties.

Lohoo Pump 81 Machinery Co.

120-136 Terrace, Buffalo, N. I.

MONOGRAM OILS AND BREASES
IPICIALLV AOAFTID FOR

AUTOMOBILE LUBRIOATION
WRIT! FOR CATALOGUE AND PRICE LIST.
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i STEIRNS BARS ARE WORTH

WHY DON‘T YOU our A

MORE THAN THEY 608T.

Grout Steam Barriage

yommm»;

MMMMOOMQQ:

AND HAVE THE BEST?

I New

JENKINS 8C BARKER
.Suettte'ss'ons To CH AS. L. BURDE'I‘T

50 State St., HARTFORD, CONN.

Patents and

Patent Causes

AUTOMOBILE PATENTS A SPEOIALTY

CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED

'e lllHIlSSRNINGGIlIR'
 

   

4%,.  

in imitations.

Made in all sizes from runabouts to transfer

Features not shown

wagons.

GROUT BROS" orange, M388, \‘Ve are manufacturers of everything for

automobiles. See CA TALOGUE. 

FOLLOW THE FLAG

  

Detroit Fast Tralns

Chicago Through

3L Lou‘s Sleeping Oars

K m Dining Bars

ans“ II Gale Cars

PM“ Free Reclining

And the West Chair Cars

THE ONLY LINE RUNNING FREE REOLININO CHAIR CARS

BETWEEN NEW YORK AND OHIOAGO.

FAMOUS “CONTINENTAL LIMITED," leaves New

York foot of Franklin Street at 2.25 p m., foot of West 42d

Street 2.45 p. m., arrives Detroit 7.30 a m., Chicago 3.30 p. m,

St. Louis 7.r5 p. m., Kansas City 7 r5 second morning.

“ LACKAWANNA LIMITED," leaves New York foot of

Barclay or Christopher Streets at 10.00 a. m., arrives Detroit

1.00 a. m., Chicago ro.5o a. m., St. Louis 2.00 p. m., Kansas

City 0.30 p. m. next day.

" ONTARIO & WESTERN EXPRESS," leaves New

York foot of Franklin Street at 5.40 p. m., foot of West 42d

Street 6.00 p. m., arrives Detroit 2.05 p. m., Chicago 9.30 p. m.

Also trains leaving at 1.00 a. m., 1.00 p. m $.20 p. m., 7.45 p. m.

For information in regard to ra‘es, etc.. apply to

H. B. McCLEIlAN,

General Eastern Agent, \

387 Broadway, New York.

 

; i qw—QJ,

so: to a» South 18th so,

NEUSTADI-PEHHY 60., st. LOUIS, u. a. A.

OF INTEREST TO

MANUFACTURERS

Write tor a copy of pamphlet

just issued by the

Illinois Central R. R.

Company,

giving reliable information con

cerning nearly 200 desirable loca

tions for industries, and entitled

INDUSTRIAL SITES

IN TEN STATES.
 

Address GEORGE C. POWER

Industrial Commissioner Illinois Central Railroad.

Room 506 Central Station. Chirago, llk

SMITH do MABLEY,

3l3-3l 5 Seventh Ave., New York,

AUTOMOBILES.

moron-runs

PANHARD. RENAULT.

DISTRIBUTORS

OHIRROII. GIRIIRIIOI ll llllllll OllRS llllOI IN AIIIRII‘A

OLEVELANOMWOAR
& TOURING

WEIGHT, 950 L85.

$900.00 with Artillery Wheels.

GENERAL AUTOMOBILE 8o MFR. 00.,

l3l2-l330 Hamilton Street, Cleveland, Ohio.

TIIE [OOIIIIIIIIIIIE [IIIIIIPIIII

OF AMERICA

7 East 42d Street, NEW YORK.

Agency eorrenpr-ndence may he addressed to New York

Oflioe or numt Branch Office.

 

 

  
  

MALTBY

POWER AIR PUMP

MALTBY AUTOMOBILE

and MANUFACTURING C0

IO CLINTON St BROOKLYN NY

  

 

 

uronooruas
STEAM. GASOLENB AND

ELECTRIC,

BOUGHT, SOLO, EXOHANGED, STORED

REPAIRED AND RENTED.

Aceeseories of all kinds furnished. Expert replirmen eon—

stnntly on duty. Bargains in slightly used automobiles, noon.

gaulene and electric, constantly on hand.

wAgents for all prominent makes of vehicles.

AUTDIDBILE EIDHAHGE AND STORAGE OIL,

139 ISO, 137 and 139 W. 38th St. KW IONA.

Two doors om Hroadwny.

Get a Good

Night’s Rest
TH IS ALWAYS ASSURED

A

   

When you use the

compartment Sleeping Bars

OINOINNATI l0 OHIOAOO
rill

C H 8:. D and Monotn

A room to yourself.

Regulate the heat, light I

and ventilation to suit

your convenience.

Every necessary toilet r:

convience in your room.

0

§

I

Ask any ticket agent for train schedules, A

or address I

l.
I

D. G EDWARDS, P.T. M., Cincinnati, 0.
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ALL ROADS ALIKE T0

in... Oldsmobile,

BLUE RIBBON WINNERS CHICAGO ENDURANCE RUN.

The OLDSMOBILE in the Front Ranks,

Conclusively demonstrating its staying powers and ability to travel rough roads, with a minimum

consumption of gasolene. Why spend thousands for a ponderous racer when you are unable to buy

a better or more reliable vehicle at any price?

PRICE, $650.00. F.0- B. Detroit.

 

  

SELLING AGENTS :

Oldsmobile (10., [38 W. 38th St., New York. ' Manuiacturera Co., 26 Fremont St, San Fran

Oldsmobile 00., “24 Connecticut Ave., Washington, D. C. claco, Cal.

uaker City Automobile Co., 138 No. Broad St., Phlla. A. ElChase 5: Co., 2l5 Third 5t., l'linneapolll,

n. B. Shattuck 6': Son, 239 Columbus Ave., Boston. n.

Oldsvvobile Co., 728 National Ave, Milwaukee,

 

Banker Bros. (10., East End, Pittsburg, Pa.

Oldsmobile Co.. 41! Euclid Ave., Cleveland, 0. , .

Wm. B. fletzger, 254 Jefferson Ave., Detroit. flich. ‘ Rochester Auto 60., 170 South Ave, Rochester,

Ralph Temple 6: Austrian Co., 293 Wabash Ave. N. Y.

Chicago, Ill. .Illsv B. Seager, Tuscan, Ariz.

Fisher Automobile Co., lndianapolis, Ind. F. E. Gilbert, Jacksonville, Fla.

Olds Gasoline Engine Works, Omaha, Neb. Texas imp. 6: flachinery Co, Dallas. Texas.

W. C. Jaly‘rnes Automobile Co., 873 Main St, Buflalo, N. Y. Abbott Cycle Co, 4“ Baronne St., New Orleans,

l

F. L. C. artin Co., Plalniield, N. .I. La.

Autovehicle 00., 79 Orange St., Newark, N. J. C. H. Johnson, 55 S. Forayth, St., Atlanta, Ga.

Sutcliiie 6t 60., 4ll Main St, Louisville, Ky.F. W. Stockbridge, Paterson, N. .I.

Day Automobile Co., St. Louis and Kansas City, 110. Brown-Thompson 5: Co., l'iartiord, Conn.

George Hannah, 1455 California St., Denver, Col.

Clark 6: Hawkins, 903 Texas Ave., Houston, Texas.

  

l'iasons Carriage Works, Daven rt, la.

Adams 6: Hart, Grand Rapids, ich.

v Hyslop Brothers, Toronto, Ont. Kline Cycle 6: Autov Co, Harrisburg, Pa.

"4 % Olds l‘iotor Works, Detroit, FliCh» U-s-A

MMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMAMW

DARRACQ CARS
Hold more records than any othermake in the world.

 

IN AMERICA,

Weekly

lmportations

INSURE

Latest Styles

AND

immediate , ,

Delivery. " ‘ ~

  

  

’ '7

  

AMERICAN DARRAEQXUTOMOBILE 00.,
652 Htldsol1 Street, (near 14th St. Station, 9th Ave. Elf» NEXV YOR1{,
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TheVlCTOR STEAM PUMPS.
Weight 4% lbs; space required in carriageq in. in length x 3 in. in diameter.

A | R PUM P_ Capacity 80 lbs. pressure on Iuel tanks or tire! in

— one minute, with a boiler pressure oI I25 to 150 lbs.

WATER PUM P. capacity 3 gallons per minute “mu
— 200 lbs. boiler pressure.

PRICE, $30.00 each.

These pumps have been adopted by the Locomobile Company, the Mobile

Company and other leading manufacturers of steam carriages.

The VICTOR GRADE-METER.
The grade is shown by the location of a bronze ball runhing in a graduated

concave tube filled with lpirits.

PRICE, $l.25 Postpaid.

We Have Been

Making Bells

Slnce I832.

\Ve thinlt this pretty strong

assurance that we know how to

make them well and sell them

ri htly In the matter of automo~

bi e bells we believe the

BET/IN

BELL
to be distinctly better than any

thing else of the sort on the

mar et. It will afiord us pleasure

to forward you details and price

on request.

Our good= will he represented

by Chas. E. Miller. spaces 46, 4 ,

43, 4o, 50. 5t at the Autunioliiie

Sh w, Madison Sq. Garden, New

York,jan. t7. next

BEVIN 5303- MFG- 00-, OVERIAAN AUTOMOBILE 00., 7 East 4211 St. New York.
East Hampton, Conn.

AMERICAN -’”””°‘”:::”WW»»»»»»»»

Tuauun STEEL WHEELS. @Mggondster

STRONG, $READY TO SHIP.

NEAT,
E. 0. B. SYRACUSE, NEW YORK.

OURABLE

WILL NOT

SHRINK, SWELL

OR WARP.

 

The VI0'r0R STEAM CARRIAGE.
Reliable Automatic Feature.

\\’rite for lull technical descnption.

  

999939996

Our catalogue

Is free for the

asking and wlll

give you some

valuable facts.

  

HAS THE FEATURES THAT I'LAYE DDOYED TI‘IE CENTURY

STEAMEDS THE BEST IN THE WORLD.

Notice the direct shalt drive, engine and gear dust-prool

and run in oil No lorcb, no trouble.

AMERchN WRITE Eon PARTICULARS.

TUBULAR T CENTURY Moron VEHICLE co.

WHEEL 00., '1 SYRACUSE, NEW YORK.

PITTSBURG, PA.

JUST ONE MINUTE, PLEASE

AND SEE WHAT A GOOD THING THE

ACME

“Satety” Steam Throttle Is.
It insures regular steam admission while the ordinary throt

tle doesn’t. It admits any desired amount of steam, and if

a break occurs in the throttle connections the valve closes

automatically and instantly.

Valve stem remains in any position without being held by

operator. “'ith the “ACME SAFETY " there is no wrong

way, as the steam is shut off at either extreme point of the

lever, backward and forward. Specify the Acme Safe y

Valve when buying a steamer and be safe.

NOLTE BRASS 00.,

SPRINGFIELD, omo.
Patentees and Sole Manufacturers. Write for Descriptive Circular

99399933333393933?!’95989393199981929999339399%)39

mommeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeemmmmem

a9

 

  

  

$1500 Auto for $800.

DOUBLE CYLINDER MOTOR. PERFECT ACTION

EASY TO CONTROL AT ANY SPEED.

THREE POSITIVE SPEEDS FORWARD AND REVERSE.

A Blue Ribbon, IOO Per Cent, Proposition to Agents.

'ELMORE MANUFACTURING C0.. Clyde, 0., U. S.A.
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Wh Od' At b'lS 'fth “iEx'b€”Btten r ermg an u 0m0 le pecly e l a ery.

EXIDE BATTERY DEPOTS FOR FURNISHINC, CHARGING AND CARING FOR EXIDE BATTERIES:

NEW YORK I48 West l8th Street. PHILADELPHIA, 250 North BrOLd Street. liUFFALO 200 Pearl Street.

CHICAGO, 264 Michigan Boulevard. ST. LOUIS, 3937 Olive Street. DETROIT, IOI Woodward Avenue.

e PHILADELPHIA.

PHILADELPHIA, Allegheny Ave. and l9th St. NEW YORK, l00 Broadway. BO$TON, 60 State St.

CHICAGO, Marquette Building. BALTIMORE, Continental Trust Building, CLEVELAND, New Engllnd Building.

ST. LOUIS, Wainwright Building. SAN FRANCISCO, Nevada Block. DETROIT, Michigan El. Cm, l0l Woodward Ave.

HAVANA, CUBA, G, F. Greenwood Mgr" 34 Bmpedrado St.

 

 

, - -___..._ ._...._..‘..2_-_._~¢_-'____._- >....¢__- "W .

@MF'ENCH AND AMERICAN-© _

.AUTOMOBILES. “7,3,0,
SOLE DISTRIBUTING AGENTS FOR “Wadean

:_ VEHmLE an, Peugeot—Murs—Gnttereau. wing-go"

Long Island Endurance Tent. 

  

/—\ 

 

  

  E m Central

2: Automobile 00..

5 I684 Broadway.  

TELEPHONE :

596 COL

  

 

10-“. F- PEUGEOT.

B-H- P- MORS

_ OPE” DAY AND NIGHT. Prompt Deliveries of

l f

I "°;“,';'j,'j§f';°' °" ° — 10-“. P. CUTTEREAU

PEUGEOT, LARGEST AND BEST EQUIPPED AUTOMOBILE DEPOT *"fligflggggfl

a‘noisH‘P. IN THE UNITED STATES."033, ALL KINDS OF FRENCH AUTOMOBILE PARTS KEPT IN STOCK. ' -

ELEGTIIIGS GI'IARGED AND KEPT IN FIRST-GLASS ORDER.

 

Artillery Wheels.

We are now prepared to Iurnish these Hubs, Ball-Bearing and Key-Seated, for Automobile:

weighing from 500 to 4,000 pounds.

Front Hubs are Bail-Bearing and are assembled on our well-known Steering Axles.

Rear Hubs furnished with Ball-Bearings or Key-Seated.

ALL RACES ARE GROUND IN POSITION

1N HUBS. CONFS AND CONE SEATS

ON SPINDLFS ARE GROUND TO GAUGE.

Hubs and Spindles are machined Right and Left.

WRITE U5 REGARDING YOUR REQUIREMENTS.

THE AMERICAN BALL-BEARING COMPANY, S'IfIlfiifik.
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MUNGER

NON=COLLAPSIBLE

PNEUMATIC TIRES

' ‘ One Mile;

 

  

1:09 3-5.

CAN

YOU

BEAT

’EM ?

MUNGER AUTOMOBILE TIRE CO.,

- TRENTON, N. J.

 

  

 

ALUMINUM

Automobile Bodies,

Fenders and Bonnets

BUIL T and

REPAIRED

J. M. QUINBY 8: CO.

Carriage Builder: N. J.

 

 
 

Are You Right P

Do you think that you can make a specialty as good and as cheap

as a specialty manufacturer ?

Take a Think !

OUR SPECIALTY IS

AUTOMOBILE WHEELS.

m on man EITHER, on SAME AXLES.

ANY DIAMETER, FOR ANY SIZE TIRE, FOR ANY WEIGHT VEHICLE.

  

SEND US YOUR SPEGIFIGATIONS AND SEE.

 

  

WESTON-MOTT COMPANY, Utica, N. Y.

  



VICTORIOUS AT HOME AND ABROAD.

The White Steam Carriage

WINS OUT IN ENGLAND'S RELIABILITY CONTEST.

True to its former showing made in this country, a \VI-IITE STEAM CARRIAGE

completed the 650 miles test with

AN ABSOLUTELY CLEAN RECORD,

being one of two out of seventy entries to achieve this distinction.

 

  

The conditions of this run were unusually severe, the competing vehicles being required to make

five separate journeys over different routes, and submit to brake contests and hill climbing trials.

The VJI-IITE STEAM CARRIAGE used was a six horse power vehicle taken from stock

and not only scored

1800 POINTS OUT OF A POSSIBLE 1800,

but demonstrated its fuel economy by using only 13 quarts per day.

Both its track records for speed and its road records for reliability prove that

THE WHITE IS A THOROUGHBRED.

WRITE FOR FULL PARTICULARS, INCLUDING PROF. THURSTON'S REPORT ON OUR STEAM

GENERATOR, AND THE OFFICIAL REPORTS OF IMPORTANT ENDURANCE CONTESTS.

 

WHITE SEWING MACHINE CO., (Automobile Department) Cleveland, Ohio.

22 Unlon Square, New York, N. Y. 500 Tremont Street, Boston, Mass. 300 Post Street, San Francisco, Cal.

600 Mlln Street, Bull-lo, N. V. 12 Woodward Avenue, Detroit, Mich. 300 Rue Bldg, Clevellnd, Ohio.
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' ARTFO
and

DUNLOP TIRES
Have Stood Pre-eminently Foremost Since the Introduction of

Pneumatic Tires

t R  

Few devices have been the subject of a greater inventive faculty or

more persistent and successful exploitation. and few have

reached such a high state of development.

They Never Vary in Quality or Workmanship Because

They Cannot Be Made Better or of Better Materials

If the BEST is none too good for you, it will pay you to adopt

these Widely and most favorably known tircs. Every

user is bound to be satisfied with them.

True Economy Represents Buying the Best Wherever You Can Find It

THE HARTFORD RUBBER

WORKS COMPANY

Hartford, Conn.

-- 'I/e.‘
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BOSTON IIEGIRA BEGINS

Eighty Entrants for This Mornings Event In

Hand—Everything in Readiness.

 

Arrangements for the Reliability Contest

*of the Automobile Club of America are prac

tically completed and everything is ready

for the start, which takes place at 9 o'clock

this (Thursday) morning.

The work of weighing and sealing the cars

and suppling them with their numbers were

begun Tuesday and continued all day Wed

nesday. The owner of each car was re

quired to report at the club rooms, Fifth

Avenue and Fifty-eighth street, and undergo

these necessary preliminaries. Some few

changes in classification, owing to excessive

weight. will probably be made, but at this

writing it is impossible to say how many

cars will be thus affected.

Two additional entries have been accepted.

which brings the total up to 80. The en

tries referred to are an Oldsmobile. entered

by H. B. Shattuck & Sons. and a Fouruier

Searchmont, entered by Whitney Lyon. It

is expected that there will be very few, if

any. non-starters. and that the number of

these will be almost the same. as it was in

the Buffalo run of last year.

Secretary Butler of the club returned a

few days ago from a last trip over the route.

He made the final arrangements for the con

trol of stations. the marking of the course

with the different colored flags. noon-day

and night stops, etc.

Observers have been assigned to all

the cars. The applications for these posts

largely outnumbered the vehicles entered.

:unl a number of persons were disappointed.

The committee in charge of the run, Messrs.

Scarritt. Chamberiln and Hill, made the se

lection, which was not by lot. Members of

the club have. in a number of cases. been se

lected for these duties.

Each driver and each observer will be

supplied with an official program. This is

contained in a carefully compiled and well

prlnted book, similar in shape and make-up

to the program of last year. it contains

complete instructions for the contest, maps

of the route. lists of hotels and repair and

supply stations, itinerery, maps, etc., to

gether with a number of ruled pages de

signed to contain the official reports of the

observers. The book is a veritable vade

mecum, and with it in his possession no

driver can well go wrong or be at a loss.

The tour will consume seven days, six en

route and a day of rest at Boston. New

Haven, Springfield and Boston are the night

controls on the outward trip, and Spring

field and New Haven on the inward one.

Some twenty automobiles took part in a

parade and run of the Automobile Club of

Hartford, Conn.. on Saturday last. New

Britain was the destination of the party,

dinner being taken there and the return

made in the evening.

Daimler Will go to Bayonne.

It is authoritatively announced that the

Daimler Mfg. Co.. Long Island City, N. Y.,

has purchased land at Bayonne, N. J., and

will remove its plant there.

Rumors that such a move was In contem

platlon have been in circulation for some lit

tle time. I'pon inquiry made of the com

pany. the Motor World was informed that

there was no information to be given out at

the present time. On Thursday last, how

ever, the Board of Directors met and de

cided to make the purchase, negotiations for

which had been in progress between its own

er and President Allen of the Daimler Co.

"The intention of the company is to re

move its plant from Long island City as soon

as the required changes can be made, and

manufacture automobiles and launches at

the new location. The necessary buildings

 

will be commenced in due course," said

i’rcsident Allen. in reply to the Motor

World's inquiry.

Originator Will Retire.

Edward A. Archibald. president and man

rigor of the Archibald \\'hcci (‘o.. Lawrence,

Massa. has sold his entire interest in the

concern and will retire from business. The

Archibald (Hi. was the originator of the cel

cliratcd artillery wheel, now so much used

on automobiles. Mr. Archibald was the

founder of the company and the inventor of

the wheel. .

BASEMENT FILLING UP

Diagram Ready and Applications Being Re

ceived by Garden Management.

 

As the Motor World last week stated

would be the ease, the Madison Square Gar

den management has added the basement of

the building to the space given for exhibi

tion purposes. The area has been marked

01! and a diagram showing the spaces

offered for sale prepared. The spaces num

ber twenty-six, and of these applications

for six have already been received.

It has been decided by the management to

reconsider its decision not to admit motor

bicycles to the show. A strong protest was

made against this rule. and the result has

been its withdrawal. Space owners will be

permitted to exhibit machines of this kind,

just as they were at the two previous shows.

Eleven additional entries have been re

ceived since last week.

lows:

Rose Manufacturing (‘0., Philadelphia, Pa.

G. & J. Tire (‘0., Indianapolis. Ind.

Twentieth Century Manufacturing (‘0.,

New York.

Ajax Motor Vehicle C0., New York.

General Automobile and Manufacturing

(‘0.. Cleveland.

Auto Supply (‘0., New York.

Lane Motor Vehicle 00..

N. Y.

It. E. Dietz (‘0., New York.

Champion Manufacturing (‘0.. Brooklyn.

H. Ii. Franklin Manufacturing (‘0., Syra

cuse. N. Y.

Buckinobile (‘o., I‘tica, N. Y.

They are as fol

Poughkcepsie,

 

Absorption in Logansport.

A consolidation of the Rntenbcr Mfg. (‘0.

and the Logausport Foundry (‘0.. both of

Loganspcrt. Ind.. has taken place. A new

company. under the name of the Western

Motor 00., has been formed, with $400000

capital. and it has taken ovrr both the oidcr

concerns. it is stated in the Incorporation

_ papers that $125,000 was paid for each.
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WAR OF THE VELOS

Rival Hill Climbs Promoted by These .Iour

nals—Deauville Timing Muddle.

French Bureau Motor World,

2 Rue d'Abbeville.

Paris, Sept. 26.—If competition has a stim

ulating effect upon business it is capable of

making a pretty mess of automobile events,

to judge from the poor results of the Gaillon

hill climbing tests on Sunday last. The com

petition was first organized four years ago

by the Vélo, and it at once took rank among

the biggest tests of the year, but since that

time things have undergone a good many

changes, including the influence of the or

ganizing journal itself, which no longer en

joys the monopoly of representing the auto

mobile interest. The Vélo made the mistake

of running in opposition to the Automobile

Club and of publishing its celebrated mani

festo against automobile racing, with the re

sult that it was found necessary to provide

' an antidote against the ravings of this

paper, and the Auto-Vélo sprang into ex

istence, under the aegis of the Automobile

Club. This latter journal has been con

scientiously dealing sledge hammer blows at

its ancient rival, and has in fact “jumped

its claim” by forestalling the Vélo in the

organization of tests, so that the different

events which were inaugurated by the older

paper have been passing into the hands of

the new one. The climax has just been

reached in the matter of the Gaillon tests.

The Vélo announced them in the usual way

for October 5. The Auto-Vélo then set to

work to promote tests on the same day at

(.‘hateau-Thierry and another test at Gaillon

the following Sunday, so that while it was

hoped to draw custom away from Gaillon to

(.‘hateau-Thierry, it was intended to show

that the real Gaillon test was the second

one under the management of the Auto-Vélo.

It looks as if this journal has succeeded in

its attempt.

After what we had been accustomed to in

former years, the lack of support given to

the Gaillon meeting was very disappointing.

To avoid the threatened competition the

date had been altered to Sunday last, but

this did not prevent makers from holding

aloof, and only twenty vehicles competed,

including a dozen motocycles. The Gaillon

hill lies on the main highway to Rouen,

about fifty miles from Paris. The gradient

is a straight one, having a length of a kilo

metre, and the incline for two-thirds of the

way varies from 8 to 91/; per cent, and for

about two hundred yards it easics off to the

finish. If it had not been for the presence

of the two Serpoilet cars—the only big ve

hicles competing-the meeting would have

fallen very flat indeed, but it was redeemed

'by the wonderful performances of the steam

vehicles, which again showed that on short

hills there is nothing to compete with them

in gasolene cars. The light Darracq, driven

by Barns, was supposed to have done some

thing remarkable when it went up the kilo

metre gradient In 46 seconds, which is a long

way inside the Gaillon record, but when Le

Blon drove his Serpoilet up in 40 3-5 sec

onds, or at the rate of about 55 miles an

hour, the success of the gasolene vehicles

appeared hopeless. M. Serpoilet himself fol

lowed with the "Whale," and he seemed to

be doing still better on the lower part of the

hill, but he mistook the ridge for the finish,

and slowed down before reaching the timc~

keepers, though his time of 41 2-5 seconds is

still a remarkable one. Serpoilet carried off

 

Reindeer Cost From France.

Mindful that autumn winds are piercing

the fair automobilst shows renewed inter

est in fur garments. The one shown is

made of reindeer skin, and if looks count

     

 

for anything it is almost blizzard proof.

Enveloped in its ample folds the elements

possess little terror for its wearer, and rid

ing can be indulged in with comfort much

beyond the usual period.

 

three events, the big and light carriage rec

ords, as well as the gold medal offered by

the Minister of Agriculture for the fastest

car using alcohol.

On Sunday there is to be held the Chau

teau-Thierry test, and in the following week

another competition at Gaillon, for each of

which about 150 entries have been recciVed,

and, after the failure of last Sunday‘s test,

it is probable that in future the Vélo wi.‘l

leave the work of organization alone, and

we shall thus again be having only one

meeting at Gaillon and another at Chateau

Thicrry, it is to be hoped at wider intervals

than at present. Makers will evidently not

care to take part in three meetings on three

consecutive Sundays.

The muddle made with the timing arrange

ments at Deauville has called attention to

the necessity of employing some mechanical

means of time taking so as to secure abso

lute accuracy in the results and at the same

time split up the seconds in tenths. in long

distance racing the difl'creuce of a fifth of a

second is, of course, of little importance,

and the human tiinckcepcr cannot Very well

be improved upon for clocking vehicles under

these conditions, but now that the difficulty

of getting permission for long distance races

has compelled makers to confine themselves

largely to kilometre record attempts, it is

by no means easy to insure that the results

are absolutely correct. The experience at

Deauville has in fact shown that the ordi

nary methods of timing fast vehicles over

short courses cannot be relied upon, and,

whether it is done properly or not, there will

always be some doubt as to their accuracy.

If the records are to be beyond suspicion

they must be clocked electrically or me

chanically. Moreover, automobiles nowa

days are capable of running at such terrific

speeds in tcsts that the fifth of a second, so

far from being a negligible quantity, actual

ly makes an appreciable difference, which

is something like eight yards when going at

75 miles an hour. Eight or nine metres in

a thousand metres is something to be taken

into account, and it is therefore proposed

to use watches recording the tenth of a sec

ond. No man, however, would be able to

stop his watch on the tenth with the abso

lute ccrlainty of the time being correct, and

for kilometre tests he must therefore be re

placed with mechanical means of stopping

the watches.

The first test with electrically clocking

cars was made at Nice two or three years

ago, when an installation was laid down by

M. Louis Mors, but the system has failed

to come into vogue, whether on the score

of cost or incflicicncy we are unable to say,

and a very satisfactory, though complicated,

form of electrical timing was adopted at

Vienna during the kilometre tests in July

last. Here again the eXpense was too great

to warrant the system being used generally.

M. Serpoilet has this week been experiment

ing with another device, purely mechanical,

which has the merit of great simplicity, and

if it gives the results expected of it there

ought to be no difficulty in employing it

for all the short speed tests. The watch

recording tenths of seconds is placed in a

rubber case, which is fixed rigidly, and show

the button is a lever kept back by a spring.

To the end of the lever is attached a string,

which is stretched tight across the road at

the required height. As the car passes the

string is depressed and pulls down the lever

on the button of the watch. Evidently noth

illg could be simpler than such an arrange

ment. But the question arises whether the

car would not give two distinct movements

to the lever and thus start the split seconds

again as soon as they are stopped. Possibly

this would not be the case on a fast vehicle,

because as soon as the string is depressed by

the front wheels the back wheels would be

on it in less than the twentieth part of a

second, during which time the string would
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not have had time to rise sufficiently to al

low the lever flying back. This, however, is

a matter that can only be proved by experi

ment, and any such difficulty may possibly

be avoided by altering the tension of the

spring. In any event, it is clear that with

the cutting of records so fine, and the speeds

at which cars now run. mechanical or elec

trical timing with watches recording tenths

of seconds has become a necessity, and now

that the need for some such system has be

come imperative there is no doubt that a

means will soon be found of supplying the

requirement.

The way in which new "inventions" are

cropping up is really astonishing. It was re

cently stated in this journal that “a German

engineer has found a new transmission

which should make gear changing unneces

sary," and then a description is given of the

alleged invention, consisting of two disks

operating at right angles to each other, so

that any speed is obtained by moving one of

the friction disks between the centre and

periphery of the other. This is a very old

friend, indeed. It is almOst as old as the

automobile, and was one of the first de

vices thought of by motor car engineers for

simplifying the driving gear. We remember

seeing it many years ago when it was first

brought out by M. Lepapc, who thought that

he had suppressed all change speed gearing,

but he soon found that the system gave

him endless trouble, besides being a great

source of loss in transmission. The loss of

power with these friction cones is far in ex

cess of that of any well lubricated gearing.

The system is impracticable, and, though

now and then we find new firms trying to

modify this method of friction transmission

in light cars, such systems are always aban

doned. The German engineer would do bet

ter to try his hand at something else.

The taxing of automobiles has one good

result—it gives us an opportunity of learn

ing how many vehicles are in actual use,

or, rather, the number that were in use a

year ago. The oflicial returns, just pub

lished, show that 5,386 automobiles were de—

clarcd for taxation in 1901, and of these

1,140 were in Paris, this figure being made

up of 398 two seated cars and 751 vehicles

with more than two seats. Of those in the

country there were 2,095 with two seats and

2.142 with seats for more than two persons.

The aggregate nominal horsepower declared

for all these cars was 26,427, and the amount

raised by the taxes was $84,209. It is cer

tain that during the present year these

figures have been considerably increased,

but we shall not know exactly to what ex

tent until the end of 1003.

Will Make Runabouts.

Matters have progressed so far with Hib

hard 8: Bush, who have been endeavorlng ti

rstablish an automobile factory at Fond dl:

Lac, Wis, that their plans are ready to he

made public. They will manufacture a Til/2

horsepower runabout, with reachless run

ning gear, to ell for $650.

SMOKY CITY ORDINANCE

Fixas Speed Limits at 6 and l0 Miles—Will

be Opposed by Local Autoists.

It is little wonder that the ordinance

regulating‘the use of automobiles intro

duced in the Pittsburg (Pa.) council has

aroused hostility. Six miles in the business

portions of the city and ten in the outlying

sections are the maximum speeds permitted,

For the violation of the provisions of the

ordinance fines up to $100 may be levied. It

need scarcely be said that a determined fight

will be made against its passage. The ordi

nance in full follows:

An ordinance. regulating the rate of speed

at which automobiles, locomobiles and all

self-propelling machines shall be operated

or propelled upon the thoroughfares within

the limits of the city of Pittsburg.

Section 1. Be it ordained and enacted by

the city of Pittsburg, in Select and Common

Councils assembled, and it is hereby ordained

and enacted by the authority of the same,

That from and after the passage of this

ordinance no automobile, locomobile or other

self-propelling machine of whatever kind or

character shall be driven, propelled, oper

ated or run at a greater speed than six (6)

miles an hour along and within the streets,

avenues and alleys in the territory bounded

by Water, Grant, Eleventh streets and Du

quesne Way; or when making crossings any

where within the limits of the city of Pitts

burg on any intersecting streets, avenues

or alleys where there are car tracks on

either or both of such intersecting streets,

avenues or alleys; and at no greater speed

than ten (10) miles an hour along or on any

and all streets or alleys, avenues or boule

vards, public highways or thoroughfares

within the limits of the city of Plttsbnrg.

Sec. 2. That any person, or persons, vio

lating any of the provisions of this ordi

nance shall be subject to summary arrest,

and upon conviction shall be subject to a

fine or penalty of not less than twenty-five

($25) dollars, nor more than one hundred

($100) for each and every offence; said fine

to be collected in the manner provided for

the collection of fines and forfeitures in an

ordinance entitled “An ordinance relative

to the collection of fines and forfeitures,"

approved December 7, 1876.

Sec. 3. That any ordinance or part of

ordinance, conflicting with the provisions of

this ordinance, be and the same is hereby

repealed, so far as the same :iichls this

ordinance.

Eight and Ten Mile Speeds.

An ordinance introduced in the lower house

of the Kansas City, Mo.. city councils last

June. and held over without action, is to be

taken up again. Its principal provisions are

as follows

“No person shall ride or drive, or cause to

 

be ridden or driven, any bicycle, tricycle.

tandem bicycle. automobile, 4 locomobile,

horseless carriage. or any other vehicle pro

pelled by foot power, steam, gas, gasolenc

or electricity, on or along any street, alley,

avenue, boulevard, highway, park or other

public place within the following district in

this city at a greater rate of speed than eight

miles an hour, to wit, a distance bounded

on the north by Fifth street, on the west by

Hickory street, on the south by Nineteenth

street, and on the east by Cleveland avenue;

nor on and along any other street, alley,

avenue, boulevard or highway, park or other

public place within the limits of Kansas City

outside of said district at a greater rate of

speed than ten miles per hour."

The second clause required that all home

less carriages should carry a light in front at

night. The third clause made the violation of

the ordinance a misdemeanor, punishable

upon conviction by a fine of from $1 to $500.

 

Alcohol and Other Tests.

For the month of October the most promi

nent French fixture scheduled is the “Circuit

de l'Herault a l’Alcool,” which will be held

on the 12th. It is to be a sort of reliability

trial, with the object of popularizlng the

employment of alcohol for propelling motor

cars, and in addition to this will be a test

of consumption of fuel, of the general effi

ciency of the machines, of their bill climb

ing and brake powers, of their comfort and

elegance, and lastly of their speed over a

measured kilometre.

The judging will be done in an ingenious

manner. The car which is classed first in

one particular virtue will have given to it

as many marks as there are cars in the cate

gory to which it belongs. the car that is next

best will receive one mark less, and so on.

The same will be done for every particular

virtue, and then the marks in each case will

be multiplied by the following coefficients:

Consumption of fuel, coefficient, 10; regu

larity of running, coefllclent, 8; hill climbing

capabilities, coefficient, 5; comfort and ele

gance, coefficient, 5; speed (over the kilo

metre), coefiicient. 2.

The car that obtains the greatest total of

marks will be, of course, the winner. There

are many lil'th‘S to be competed for in the

way of medals and bronzes.

 

Schooling l'loms in Kansas City.

Members of the Kansas City, Mo., Auto

mobile (‘lub are actively interesting them—

selves in the matter of accustomlng scary

horses to the presence of the motor vehicle.

The club has adopted a resolution by the

provisions of which a member will be dele

gated to take his automobile out on the

boulevards each Wednesday for an hour or

two and operate it to accommodate horse

owners.

 
.‘c

Patterson & Shaw, 58 Schermerhorn street,

Brooklyn, have been succeeded by Alfred B.

Harrington.
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YALE MAKES ITS BOW

New Touring Car With Many Good Features

Corner From Toledo.

 

“Good old Yale” has a worthy bearer of

its name in the new “Yale” tourneau tour

ing car just brought out by the Kirk Manu

facturing C0. of Toledo, Ohio, makers of the

famous Yale bicycles.

\Vhile it has been known for some time

that the well-equipped Kirk Manufttcturing

Co. were at work on a gasolene vehicle, the

appearance of the car at a well-known Chi

cago agency created something of a sensa

tion in Windy City automobile circles. And

well it might, for seldom, if ever, has the

initial effort of any concern been so good.

Finished in Yale blue and black, with yel

low running gear, symmetrical and graceful

in design and general appearance, the Yale

car at once attracts the eye, and holds it.

That it is as good as it looks was so

quickly demonstrated that the first car that

reached Chicago was gobbled up on the very

day it made its appearance there.

The engine is of the double cylinder hori

'zontal opposed type, 4mm, stroke and bore,

and develops, so its makers prefer to state,

power enough to drive the machine any

where. Nominally they mention "8-horse

power and some more,” and, as Ezra E.

Kirk picturesquely adds, “that 8-horse power

isn't canary bird or mice power, either."

A strong feature of the machine is the ac

cessibility t0 the engine, a small paneled

door on either side affording ingress to all

parts. while the body being divided, the re

moval of four bolts permits it to be taken

off altogether.

The operating is simplicity itself. two

speeds forward and a reverse are provide

for, and in the high speed the car is practi

cally noiseless.

in a trip through the factory to~day :1

Motor Vi’orld man was privileged to see the

cars in all stages of construction. The works

of the Kirk Manufacturing (.‘0. are very corn

plete. including a large drop forge shop, and

consequently they are manufacturing al

most everything tirentsclves.

The automobile department is under the

superintendent-y of Mr. George Trout. who

is the inventor and designer of the car, and

who, it will be remembered, last year

brought out a runabout at Detroit that at

tracted much attention.

The system that has made the Kirk Manu

facturing (‘0. successful in their various

lines of manufacture already extends to the

latest addition, and everywhere there Is an

orderly arrangement apparent, work pro

gressing from one operation to another and

in the asscrnbling room in character and ex

tent suggesting uniformity and interchange

ability throughout.

From the assembling room, which is in

the second story, to the yard there is a

20 degree runway. on which every car is

sent down and up, being stopped and

started at any point at will. The Kirk

company lay much stress on the hill-climb

ing and efficient braking features of the Yale

car, facts which speak for themselves.

While there will be no attempt to produce

large quantities of machines this year, a

fair number are coming through. enough to

entitle the makers to be classed among the

“actual manufacturers."

A cut of the car will appear in an early

issue of the Motor World.

Slippery Street Causes Trouble.

80 systematically has the flooding of Fifth

avenue, this city, by watering carts been go

ing on for some time that the Automobile

Club of America. through its board of gov

ernors, has been impelled to protest against

it.

The slippery condition of the asphalt makes

travel dangerous for horses. Especially is

this so on grades, where it is impossible to

top quickly, or near intersecting railway

tracks.

There has been a general belief that the

blame lay with the Street Sprinkling As

sociation, which has the contract for spray

ing the streets of the city; but it is shown

that the blame should he shared by the

Street Cleaning Department.

Commissioner Woodbury has devised a

new plan for cleaning the city‘s famous thor

oughfare. He gives it a wet instead of a

dry cleaning; under his direction, patent

trucks, sending out swift streams of wntcr,

course the avenue twice a day. 'i‘hcsc

streams are intended to be swift cnough to

take off the dirt and remove tho gummy,

slippery coating which rcsults from it slight

wctting, such as a sprinkler givcs.

“i am trying to put into cfl’cct bore the

Paris method of cleaning the strccts," said

Joininissioncr Woodbury recently. “I am

now having a truck made, which will give

fifty atmosphere pressure; and I purpose to

follow this and othch with rubber swccpers.

This mcthod will give a pcrfcctly clcnn sur

face. The trouble now comcs from tho strcct

sprinklers. On October 15 the sprinklers

will make their last voyugc through the arc

nuc, and after that antomobilists will have

no cause for complaint.”

WIII Use the Cinematograph.

At thc approaching Paris Automobile Salon

a novel idea is said to be contemplated. it

is to make use of the cincmutograph for the

purpose of giving representations of ccrtnin

automobilcs. A number of mnnui’ncturcrs

will form a combination to go into thc

sclIcInc. and in this way the cxpcnsc. which

would be too great to be borne by one, will

be divided.

Each car will be shown stationary, run

ning. and in parts. and thc particularly in

tcrcsting points of all will bc cxplninctl by

an attendant, who will also distribute litera

ture to those who cxprcss a desire to know

more about a certain construction.

UNGER WILL FIGHT

Newark Man Carries Speed Arrest Case to

New Jersey Supreme Court.

Reference was made some wccks ago to the

determined stand made by Herman Ungcr.

of Newark. N. J., who was arrcstcd at Scotch

Plains for cxr-ccdiug the legal rate. of spccd

in anwood township. It was shown that

by the adnnssion of thc local officials the

speed cornplnincd of was a reasonable one.

it now appears that the accused is deter

mined to fight the case to a finish. In conse

quence, the Supremc (‘ourt of Now Jersey

will be called upon to dccide whether a mu

nicipality has a right to make lows singling

out automobiles from other kinds of vehicles

and fix a special limit for their speed.

Mr. l‘ngcr was to appear before Justice

Clark. of Scotch Plains, to answer to the

charge, but his attorneys. Rccd & t‘odding

ton, obtaincd a writ of ccrtiorari from the

Supreme Court. which will tcmporarlly halt

the procccdings.

This writ, which was schcd on Town

ship Clerk Edward Hand and a certified

copy of which was served on Jlistice Clark.

both of anwood township, rcquircs the

township authoritics to send tip to the Sn

prcnrc (‘ourt the ordinance and all the pro

ceedings rclntivc to the passage of the or

dimmcc pcrtnining to the specd 0f autos.

'l‘ln-sc will bc rcvicwcd by the Supreme

(‘ourh and :I hcnring cullcd. when both sides

will hnvc IIII opp rtunity to argue their

points. .\lcrIn\\'hilc. thc procccdings in Jus

ticc ('lnrk"s coIIrt :Irc at :I standstill and will

l‘r'lllzllll so until :I dccision is givcn as to thc

constIititionulity of thc ordinance.

l-‘ormcr .iItdgc \\'. A. (.‘oddington. of the

law firm of ltcvd \k (‘oddingtoih who repre

Ht-llt .\lr. l'ngcr in this case. was askcd the

reasons for thc action.

"We claim." said Mr. (Toddington, "that

thc ordinuncc is Ilcicctlvc and void in law

bccansc it discriminates bctwccu tlIc spccd

of automobiles and oiln-r vchiclcs. “'9 also

claim that thc ordinnIn-c is a I'cstriction of

privatc rights of pct-sons handling on the

public highway. and that thc ordinance is

unauthorich by tho township act."

This casc proiniscs to attract min-h atten

tion. not only in Scotch l'luins but through

out thc State, as it is tlIc first tinIc that a Ic

gnl fight has bccn Inndc on the constitution

ality of thc local ordinnnccs which affect

antotnobilcs and no othcr vchiclcs. 'l‘hcre

is no prcccdcnt in thc cusc. ochpt theI rill

ing as to bicycles. and thc dccision of the

Snprcrnc Court in the case will naturally tif

fcct the local ordinances on the subject

throughout thc Stutc.

 

Au (-lcctric patrol wagon, ordcrcd by t)?

Atlantic City. N. .l.. police dcpnrtntcnt. is

almost rcndy for shipmcnt by _thc I'Ilcctl'ic

Vchiclc Company.
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ous occasions, the rules have been wisely

framed. They have been so drafted that

they escape the Scyila of too great severity

on the one hand, and the Uharybdis of un

due leniency on the other.

The performances of the cars will be made

plain as they have rarely been before. Where

good work is done it will be plainly shown;

just as the accidents and incidents that are

certain to befall some of the vehicles will

be recorded with equal fidelity. Conceal

ment of weak points will not be possible.

From the start to the finish each vehicle will

be closely watched, and every lapse from

the straight and narrow path of rectitude

will be noted down.

The small showing of foreign cars in the

contest is somewhat disappointing.

In the last year’s run one vehicle of this

 

THE WEEK’S CASUALTIES.

TOTAL: KILLED, as; INJURED, s7.

RAILROADS= i 23

TROLLEYS: fillfféajis

HORSES: { millet-2'0?'1 2

BlCYCLESi {2111219'I

Killed. 0.
AUTOMOBILES = { Injured. 3_

TOTAL, TWO WEEKS:

KILLED, 80; INJURED, 193.

  

   

An Auspieious Beginning.

With an entry list as large as can be

handled without inconvenience, the promise

of good weather and the certainty of a pre

ponderance of good roads, the second im

portant function of the Automobile Club of

America starts today under exceptionally

good auspices.

The number of starters is expected to fail

but little below that of entrants; and for

good reason. The cars are, almost without

exr-eption, far removed from the experimen

tal stage, and they will be brought to the

starting point with the full expection to of

taking them through

Some of them may fail by the wayside; 11

But

the vast majority of them are practically

the entire contest.

few of them will undoubtedly do so.

certain to make the journey without mishap,

or only with such troubles as may be put to

rights along the road or at the control sta

tions.

As we have had occasion to say on previ

kind was easily first in point of speed, and

scarcely less meritorious for all-around ex—

cellence; while others of its class also made

good showings. This was when the number

of foreign cars here was much smaller than

it is to~day, and when we were not so keen

for comparisons as we are at the present

time.

However, the work of the vehicles of home

manufacture will possess sufficient interest.

while the. few imported cars participating

will at least make some comparison pos

sible.

The Automobile (‘lnb of America has plan

ncd almost perfectly. The experience it has

obtained in managing affairs of this kind

should cause the performance to be on a

plane with the planning.

The only place where there seems to be

any possibility of a botch being made is with

the observers.

Their duties are delicate, arduous and ex

acting. They have been carefully selected,

however, and their personality, combined

with the fact that for a full week they are

the guests of the club, should be a guarantee

that their work will be, as it should be, well

done.

Outside of their work the most interesting

part of the contest will be the effect that the

restrictions on replacements will have on the

progress of the cars. By the rules, certain

parts can be replaced, while others cannot.

'i‘he justifiability of these inclusions and ex

clusions is, therefore, on trial. The out

come wili give us a line on the matter that

will prove of use in future contests.

Way for the Reliability Contest!

Where the Trouble Lies.

No one who has given the subject of auto

mobile track racing any thought can escape

the conviction that the year past has

wrought but little improvement in the sport

as a sport.

Taken as a whole the race meets of the

present season have shown some improve

ment over those of last year. But the strides

made have not been great—certainly not as

great as the progress of the industry in that

time would cause one to expect with entire

reason. There are many more and infinitely

better automobiles produced in this country

now than there were a year ago, and be

cause of this fact there should be much more

and considerably better racing.

Automobile racing appeals, or can be made

to appeal, to the public in a twofold aspect.

First, there is the spectacular side of the

matter. The famous racing cars and their

equally celebrated drivers are much in the

public mind, and it is an easy matter to

work up a desire to see them under circum

stances which will permit the development

of this speed and skill in a manner impos

The very ‘p

pearance of the space devouring monsters,

sible on the public highways.

the varied noises that accompany their

flight arormd the track. and the truly heroic

battles that are necessary to get them safely

around the turns—these rarely fail to cause

them to equal the anticipations formed of

than

Second, there is the element of racing, of

real spccd contests between vehicles so close

ly matched that the result is not apparent

until the wire is reached.

The latter is really the quality on which

the permanence of automobile track racing,

it' it is to be permanent. must be built.

Contests against time, or more speed ex
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hibitions, possess only an ephemeral inter

est. They serve as curtain ralsers and are

excellent talking features. But even the

most hardened race goer would soon tire of

them as a steady diet, and demand pabulmn

Of a more satisfying if less meretricious char

acter.

During the present season the spectacular

side of the game cannot be said to have suf

fered. If the dashing personality and the

well founded fame of a Fournicr was want

ing. and with it the glamour that always at

tends anything that partakes of an interna

tional character, the domestic cars and driv

ers quite made up for it.

The names of Winton and Cannon stand at

the head, of course. Each has more than ful

filled the expectations formed of him, and

given race meet attendants manifest pleas

ure. \Vith them have been Ilarkness, How

ard, White and others, whose performances ‘

have been creditable in the extreme.

But if all that could be asked for in this

direction has been given, it is vastly diflercnt

when we turn to competitions.

Races between evenly matched cars have

Runaways have

The

luck, as well as the need, of them has been

been few and far between.

been the rule and not the exception.

demonstrated by the eager attention and

tumultuous applause given the few contests

of the kind that have taken place. They were

grateful oases in vast and unbroken deserts.

The reason for this distressing lack of close

races is not far to sock.

It is not the want of handicapping or di

vision into classes, or the failure to go into

such matters as horsepower, cylinder bore

and stroke, that is to blame. The absence

or presence of such cxpcdicnts for cqualizing

matters would really count for little.

The trouble is the lack of entries. ltocc

mcct promotors are keenly aware of the

great difficulty of obtaining even a respect

able showing of contestants. In spite of all

their efforts the sum total of cars usually

hovers around the dozen or dchn and a half

point, this including all the vehicles the

owners of which could by hook or crook be

induced to enter into the competition.

When the time came for the races there

was found to be a disheartening number of

withdrawals.

For onc reason or another cars failed to

show up at the track, or were scratched

from some or all of the races in which they

The fields dwindled so much

that frequently the number of prizes given

were entered.

could be cut under the conditions of the race,

or the latter even declared off.

The remedy is bigger fields and a more

minute division into classes.

There are hundreds of evenly matched

vehicles; cars that without possessing very

great speed can yet furnish interesting con—

tests—and, after all, that is what is wanted.

Encourage the owners of such cars to enter,

guarding them from the ridicule consequent

upon being badly beaten by so framing the

rules that only similar vehicles will compete

against them.

Such a method, if tried next year, will al

most certainly work a decided improvement

in the sport of racing.

A Much Needed Improvement.

Next to the smell of partially consumed

gasolcnc, which is common to many cars

and in the public mind associated with near

ly all automobiles—the feature of the aver

age gasolene car mostly strongly com

plained of is the noise.

\Vith the average user of the motor vehicle

Whatever

dislike he may have had for it in the begin

this is a matter of little moment.

ning soon disappears. In the case of the

French uscr, for cxmnple, a positive liking

for the noise of the exhaust arises, and a

sort of compctltion sets in to see whose car

shall give the best results in this respect.

The cilicicncy of mutiicrs bccomcs a matter

of no importance whatever, and if lcft to

thcmsclvcs no small numbcr of such auto

lnobilists would discard lhcm ultogcthcr.

But the attitude of these and other users

is a mattcr that nccd not give us any con

corn just now. it is the public that objccts

most strongly to the noisc. and to its wishes

we must givc sonic slight consideration.

At a rcccnt racc. mcct a car slgnnlizcd it

sclt‘ on its dcbul quite as much by its re

nmrkubly silent running as by its succcss as

a spccd \‘chiclt'. Tho "noisclcss car.‘ it was

dubbed by many. and this in spite of the

fact that if was noisclcss only by compari

son with the othcr cars pitted against it.

More questions were asked about this single

fcaturc than all others combined.

There is unothcr well known make of car

that has long excited favorable comment

by the unusual success which attends the

cfi'orts of its muificr to really muffle.

As this car goes by people stop in the

streets and look at it, impressed with the

fact that thcrc is something unusual about

it. Approving remarks are made, and cvcn

among trudcsmcn and automobilists using

other makes this feature is dwelt upon with

approval, and wishes are expressed that

other cars were as well fixed in regard to

mufliers as it is.

“What, buy one of those dirty, bad smell

Not if I never got a

chance to enjoy the pleasures of automobil—

ing, noisy machines '3

ing," was the way one man put it to us,

and he wound up by saying that of the

three disadvantages referred to he thought

the noise, the constant thump, thump, of the

exhaust was the worst feature.

It is an open secret that comparatively lit

tle attention has been given to the subject

of mutfling, not because there were any

great difficulties in the way. but rather be

cause it was felt that it made but little dit

ference how much noise, within certain

Of course, the fear of im

pairing the power by efllclent mnflilng has

something to do with this lndlflerence. But

the major part is due to the inferred lack

of a demand among buyers for noiseless ma

limits, there was.

chines, and there can be no question that

if such a demand were believed to exist

speedy steps would be taken to remedy the

trouble.

But even outside of such a demand. the

fact remains that in the public mind, al

ready irritated sufficiently, goodness knows,

against automobiles and automobilists, the

noise of the cars constitutes no small part

of thcir offending.

A reform in this respect would do a world

of good.

How They Work it.

Down on Long island the new game, chas

ing the automobilists, is adding fresh zest to

thc crstwhilc tranquil livcs of the bucolic

inhabitants. The sleuths whose business it

is to signal the approach of victims to time

them and thcn to arrest them, and who are

out all day long. rain or shine, never get

Thcy have small boys

who worn them of the coming of the pro—

scribcd vchiclcs. thus permitting them to get

it is so still in those

scqucstcrcd rcgions that the sound of the

iircd of thc gamc.

rcndy in ample time.

exhaust of u gosolcuc car can be heard a

long distancc off. If thc slcuths referred to

happcn to bc dosing when this takes place

the small boys come running to them with

the glad news that another automobile is ap

proaching, and the tin can signalling appa

ratus is tcstcd to see if it is in working order,

the "stop watches" are wound up and started

and then evcrybody gets out of sight. And

it is seldom that the watches fail to declare

a driver guilty.
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Design of Early American Gnsolene Vchiclcs

 

 

While Europe is the home of good roads

and has been largely recognized as the

originator of the motor vehicle, the fact re

mains that American mechanics have al

ways been awake to the possibilities of the

self-propelled vehicle, and have not been be

hind in the production of devices of this

kind.

For many years experimental vehicles

have been produced on both sides of the

water and while lines of experiment and

production may extend back farther in

Europe than in America because of the en

couragement constantly held forth by the

ever present good roads there are a number

,of manufacturers who have done more or

less work on this problem in the past fifteen

years, and a record of this work cannot fail

to be of interest.

Perhaps the most persistent if not the

original gasoline motor vehicle builder is

Charles E.- Duryea, who, assisted by his

brother, J. Frank, brought out the vehicles

shown herewith. He selected the internal

 

 

14,.“ q

combustion motor, electrically fired in 1886

as the proper motor for vehicle work, but

no suitable motors were in existence at that

time or for years after, so experiments were

made as time and money permitted, to pro

duce a. vehicle motor. in is“ he assisted

in an advisory capacity on a steam-driven

buggy, which, however, was not finished

because of the death of the maker.

By 1891, however, the market was re

garded as sufficiently ripe for a cheap car

riage, costing $350 to $500 and intended for

people not able to afford the expense of

keeping a. horse and buggy. To meet this

low price market a carriage of the design

shown was begun following as cl0sely as

possible horse carriage lilies and using

standard parts wherever practicable. This

vehicle was finished in 1892 with a motor

giving ll/l-horse power water cooled, elec

trically fired and with spray carburettor,

which devices have since become standard.

J. Frank Duryea, a young and most able

mechanic, was in charge of the work, and

to his skill and indefatigable persevcrcnce

much of the perfection of details with con

sequent successful results are due. The lack

of power necessitated a larger motor with

somewhat heavier construction, which was

embodied in the phaeton shown, finished in

1893, fully a year ahead of any other Amer

ican product, unless the single. experimental

vehicle of Nadig Bros, Allentown, l'a., is

an exception. The fact, however, that the

  

vehicle shown here was the second of its

kind indicates that the first was the earliest

American gasoline vehicle.

The tiller steering, now so common, was

used, with fixed rear axle and double chain

drive to the rear wheels. A variable fric

tion driving device was likewise used, but as

more power was found to be necessary this

device, good enough for small powers, was

abandoned and a positive gear with friction

clutches substituted. The motor was con

trolled by governor and the speed variation

by an up and down motion of the tiller

lever, which permitted either rider to handle

the vehicle as readily as a horse could be

handled, giving a simple controlling arrangeL

ment which most modern manufacturers

have not yet succeeded in- approaching.

Being built at Springfield, Mass, where

winters are long and snowy, spiked iron

  

tires were necessary to secure traction, and

the vehicle was undoubtedly fully as capa

ble as the foreign product at that time, al

though not well suited to the bad roads of

America.

The experience gained, however, opened

a new line of thought, for it showed the su

periority of the motor over the horse, and

instead of attempting to build a l0\\'-priced

carriage it was decided to build the best

motor‘carriage possible and sell it to people

who desired and could afford something bet

ter than a horse, at prices ranging from

$1,000 to $2,000.

Accordingly the 1894 model wasdesigned

and built in that year, most of the detail

work being left to J. Frank Duryea, while

Charles maintained his connection with the

bicycle business and assisted to provide the

sinews of war. This vehicle was finished in

the winter of '94 and ’95, and used almost

daily the following summer. It was re

garded as sufficiently perfect to be exhibited

without excuses and made trips, such as to

Hartford and back, at the rate of 1'2 to 15

miles per hour, over roads not so good as

they are to-day, when traversed by the New

York to Boston contest at no greater rate of

speed.

About this time the Paris-Bordeaux race

attracted such attention throughout the

world that the Times-Herald of Chicago

offered $5.000 in prizes for a contest to be

held at Chicago in the fall of that year, be

lieving that sixty to ninety days was ample

  

time to complete a perfected motor vehicle

which consisted only of a motor attached to

a vehicle and could readily be made by any

one. More than eighty entries were re

ceived, but only a few carriages were ready,

so the contest was postponed until Thanks

giving Day, at which time eleven vehicles

received starting numbers and seven ac

tually started.

A deep snow had fallen two days before

and lay everywhere 12 to 15 inches deep,

covered with a crust strong enough in many

places to support sleighs and pedestrians.

This unexpected obstacle proved insur

mountable to most vehicles, and all the

starters excepting Duryea required pushing

(contrary to the rules) within 100 yards of

the start and frequently thereafter. The

carriage shown won the first prize, $2,000,

being the only carriage to return to its

stable the same day, while but one other, a

Benz (of which two started, being at that

time one of the best foreign machines), suc

ceeded in covering the course.

This contest was the first automobile event

in America. and marked the beginning of

the new business. The enthusiasm and ex
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perience of the various inventors was not

without result, and the conditions by their

very secerity did much to place the Amer

ican motor vehicle ahead of the world in

capability. The Haynes-Apperson (‘0. ol'

Kokomo, Ind., entered their second vehicle,

which they had just finished, their first one

having been finished in July, 1884, but

buckled a wire wheel in a car track while

proceeding to the starting point and were

therefore unable to compete, an accident

much to be regretted, for it shut out of the

contest a most deserving machine, being,

like the Duryea, double cylinder and repre

senting a better design than the foreign ma

chines entered.

The winning vehicle had hollow parcels’

dash, water tank under the forward floor

~exposed to the air, pump circulation, gear

and friction clutch transmission, giving

three speeds forward and reverse, together

with motor shaft lengthwise the vehicle,

with bevel gear transmission of the power

to the counter shaft, all of which features

have since been langer adopted by others,

particularly by the foreigners, who at this

time were largely using belts. Although

equipped with governor, it had a push but

ton for varying the governor action, as is

still largely used. These many modern fea

tures, coupled with the evident superiority

of the vehicle as compared with foreign ma

chines brought to this country, show clearly

the superiority of the American product.

The need for greater power and the possi

bilities of high speed were made evident by

the Chicago winner, on which account the

next design had lower center of gravity,

long wheel base, smaller wheels. larger tires,

more powerful motor, greater fuel capacity,

and became in fact a modern vehicle. Four

of these were entered in the Cosmopolitan

race from City Hall, New York, to Irvington

and return ' Decoration Day, 1891;, while

three of them were the only vehicles to re

turn to the city the same day.

In this contest the only foreign vehicle en

tered was a Roger, a prominent French ve

hicle of Benz design. In the carriage shown

belt transmission instead of gears had been

adopted because of its greater simplicity

and lessened cost, a distinctly backward

step as experience showed, but made be

cause of the prevailing use of belts abroad.

which seemed to appeal to the public as the

proper thing.

in 1896 a light, more powerful vehicle of

much the same design was brought out, and

took part in the Liberty Day run, the first

automobile event in England, from London

to Brighton, Nov. 14, 1896. In this event

the first, second and third winners of the

Paris-Marseilles-Parls race, with the men

who drove them to victory, were present for

the purpose of leading the way and showing

the assembled multitudes the first motor

vehicles in the world. The Duryea vehicles,

of which two were entered, occupied an ob

scure position well to the rear. behind slow

going traps such as electric bath chairs, and

were not able to get ahead until well out of

the city, after which they rapidly passed to

the front. the one shown beating the near

est foreign vehicle into Brighton by ncarly

an hour; distance 52 miles; a conclusive

showing of the superiority of the American

product. This unique record still stands as

the only instance of an American gasoline

vehicle beating the foreigners on their own

roads.

In this vehicle was used for the first time

a dynamo for ignition purposes. the ad

vantages of which are now quite thoroughly

  

recognized by most prominent builders. This

vehicle weighed less than 1,200 pounds, and

was equipped with five to six horse power,

being therefore much higher powered than

many vehicles on the market to-day.

The light, wire-wheeled runabout was next

given attention, and was almost wholly the

work of J. Frank Duryea. both in general

design and detail construction. it made use

of opposite double cylinders, as advocated

by the l-iaynes-Apperson (‘0., instead of the

twin cylinders formerly used, adopted the

steering post, with crank or wheel as de

slrcd, instead of the tiller, and hicorporatcd

the change speed lever with the throttle

instead of with the steering as before. (‘or

rugatcd tubular water tanks along the sides

of the vehicle and detachable dos-a-dos scat

  

were modern features. Both this machinc

and its predecessor used angle iron framing

and semi-elliptic springs, no reaches and

similar modern features, while the inclined

floor shown has but recently bccu adopted

by others.

Profiting by these various expcricnccs

(‘has. E. Duryea designed in 18!)? a triple

cylinder motor of light weight and great

power, and a transmission gcar of the sun

and planet type. applied on the motor shaft

by the side of the tiywbccl, making the

motor and gearing a unit. which construc

tion is now beginning to be recognized as

the cheapest and most satisfactory yet de

signed. No counter-shaft. no complicated

framing and no extra hearings were re

quircd by this construction, but the power

was transmitted directly from the motor

shaft to the rear axle by chain, also of

special design. This vehicle was further

built with either three or four wheels, and

the three necessary functions of steering,

throttling and speed changing were incor

porated in a single lever placed between the

riders, so the vehicle could be driven from

either side or with either hand, thus finally

carrying out the long cherished idea of the

inventor that a motor vehicle must be han

dled as easy or easier than a horse by any

mcmbcr of the family.

The value of multiple cylinders is being

rccognlzvd by the public more than ever be

fore, and a number of makers such as

Wolselcy and BrOoke of England and the

International (‘0. of America have recently

adopted triple cylinder as possessing ad

vantages over double without the complica

tion of quadruple.

The fact that so many important features

first shown ’11 .\incricn have since been

adopted by foreign mnuufzu-turcrs certainly

bears out the assertion that America has

led in design and quality if not in the num

ber of vehicles produccd.

 

Clwa Illegal Position.

(“hicf of l‘olicc Maloncy, of Niagara Falls.

N. Y.. is reported to have stated that it is

his lntcntion to "take stops at once to en

force the spccd regulations placed upon an

tomobiles of the city by the city ordinances.

which state that horsclcss carriages shall not

be driven at a rate of spccd in echss of 12

milcs an hour from sunrise to sunset, and at

a rate of six miles an hour from sunset to

sunrise.“

'l‘hc doughty chief is reminded that there

is a law in this State which distinctly for

bids the passage of any ordinance fixing the

speed of motor Vehicles at less than eight

miles per hour. (‘oiist-qliciitly. if Niagara

Falls has a law making the maximum speed

at certain hours six milcs it is clearly illegal,

Syracuse to Enforce.

Syracuse, X. Y., antomobilists have been

notificd that hereafter the law limiting

spI-cd to eight miles an hour will be strictly

cnforccd. This is the result of the action

of thc coiniilissiollt‘i‘ of public safety. He has

rcmindcd the head of the police department

that eight milcs an hour is the limit of

spccd pcrmittcd by a vehicle or machine of

any kind in the city limits according to the

law. Ile also says that a spccd of five miles

an hour only is pcrmiitcd in turning corners.

The order also instructs policemen to compel

owners of \‘clilclcs. automobilcs and bicycles

to kccp to the left side of the road.

Curious Demand From Cuba.

"About ihc most inexplicable demand that

is reaching me." said (‘harlcs E. Miller, the

Well known New York jobber, “is the call

from Cuba for automobile bells. Although

thcrc are not more than six or eight motor

vchicles on the island. for the past several

weeks I have been shipping an average of

two dozen bclls per wcck. “'hat they are

doing w ith them all beats me."
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THE CASUALTIES OF THE WEEK

Killed, 23.

RAILROADS Injured, 23.

TOTAL, THIS WEEK: KILLED, 33;

Possibly it was a bad week for automobile

accidents—bad, that is, from the standpoint

of the autophobe—for the records show an

insignificant number of them. Only one of

these was of a nature at all serious.

Other classes of accidents, however, do not

PRIOR TO OCTOBER 1.

Fonda. N. Y.. William Maxwell struck by

train; badly injured.

Cleveland. 0.. E. H. Hopkins and infant

daughter and Miss Trowbridge had their

teams struck by trolley car; all Were se

verely bruised.

Union Hill, N. J.. ten persons were hurt

by a runaway trolley car.

“"altham, Mass. Mrs. Gale struck by hi

cycle rider and injured internally.

Rochester, N. Y., W. E. Wittman, baker,

team struck by trolley car; badly bruised.

Ithaca. N. Y., I“. S. Hopkins. motorman,

struck by trolley car in collision; died.

Indianapolis. Ind., four persons injured by

collision between train and trolley car.

Chicago, 111.. Anton Osowski killed by

Panhandle train.

Chicago, 111., C. M‘Kune struck by trolley

car;killed. -

Geneva, N. Y.. W. W. House kicked by a

horse; will recover.

Watertown, N. Y., J. Woodrufl struck by

train; killed.

Utica. N. Y.. Frank Goodrich struck by

train and killed.

I'tlca, N. Y.. George Girvin fell from trol

ley car; died from injuries.

Ogdensburg, N. Y., three-year-old child of

G. W. Huntley struck by locomotive and

killed.

Springfield. 0.. Miss Rose Lessler killed

and I). Sullivan seriously injured by trolley

car.

Frugality. Pa.. Edward Dnmphy, driver,

thrown from team; several ribs broken.

Asllland. Ky., “’iiliam Jackson. brakeman.

killed by engine.

Highnmre. S. D.. Findlay Guiher thrown

from horse; killed.

San Francisco, Cal.. Mrs. Jas. McLean se

verely injured in runaway trolley car.

Oakland. Cal.. Samuel Spring, E. A. Hig

gins and Willie Spring. struck by train; the

last named may die.

Omaha. Neb.. Mrs. Mearaschi struck by

train: badly cut about face and hand.

Huntingdon. Ind.. Fred. Fahrnow. while

loading a freight car. fell and cut his foot

with it cant hook, causing a fracture of the

heel.

Huntingdon. Ind., Mrs. Alberts struck by

train and severely bruised.

(‘olomlms. 0.. Jennie and Robert Batter

son. children, struck by trolley car. The

boy's leg was broken and the girl was badly

cut on the head and body.

Russet. Indian Territory. L. Cashion fell

from a train and was killed.

Rennselaer. N. Y.. Carl A. Mittwede struck

by train and killed.

Wilmington; Del., Emmett Maloney, car

Killed. 7.
TROLLEYS llnjured, I8.

 

Kllled, 3.

INJURED, 57.

 

make equally pleasant reading. In fact. they

are mainly of a fatal nature, and make sick

ening reading. In conjunction with those of

the previous week not previously noticed. the

showing is an appalling one. The railroad

train is, of course, by far the most deadly.

inspector, struck by freight cars; afterward

died. - .

Newburgh, N. Y.. seven men injured in

collision between trolley car and train; one

may die.

Barrytown,

Grube struck by railroad train.

arm and leg were broken.

Birmingham, Ala., W. H. Embrey struck

by freight ear; died.

New Orleans, La., Howard Stowe run over

‘by train; killed.

Dallas, Tex., Michael Davis, brakeman,

caught between two cars; killed.

Conneaut. 0., Alfred Hall, brakeman, fell

under freight train; killed.

Youngstown, 0.. Geo. Bagnull, brakeman,

struck by car; killed.

Great Falls, Mon., Mary Konisky struck by

train; killed.

Bluefield. \V. Va.. William Jackson. brake

man, struck by train; killed.

Detroit, Mic-11., Gus. Feiska struck by hi

cycle; died.

Montgomery, Ala., D. G. Bloom struck by

train and several toes and other bones in

foot broken.

Detroit. Mich., Leon Plaschke struck by

train; killed.

Indianapolis. Ind.. five persons injured by

collision between trolley car and train.

Hartington. Neb., Jacob Soehner struck by

train; killed. '

Milwaukee, \Vis.. Mr. and Mrs. A. Mchl

struck by trolley car and badly cut and

bruised.

Bloomington. 11]., G. Williams struck by

train; may die.

Decanter. Ill.. Elmer Clayton struck by

train; severely injured.

Kalamazoo. Mich.. Fred Fick struck by

train and severely injured.

Buffalo. N. Y.. Mrs. Minnie Spears fell

from trolley car and was cut and bruised.

New York. Simon Pl'ucklezto struck by

trolley car; may die.

Ithaca. N. Y.. two men injured by trolley

car accident; one died.

Bufl'alo. N. Y.. Mary Bank struck by a

wagon; arm broken.

Rockford. Ill.. Michcui Itocbford struck by

trolley car and llI'lIlSt‘ll.

Little Rock. Ark. W. S. Johnson. conduc

tor. run 0\'cr by his train; kiIch.

'l‘cmplc. 'l‘cx.. .l. Stcpbclls. brnkcman. run

over by train; l\'lllt‘tl.

lmilas. 'l‘cx.. W. S. Wilson struck by trol

lcy car and scvcrcly bruised.

Logansport, ind.. J. Johnson. brnkcman.

struck by car and spine injured; may die.

St. Paul, Minn. Samuel Carman thrown

from Ills bicycle and seriously cut about

head.

N. Y., C. \Vheeler and B.

Wheeler's

HORSES ilnlmd’ 12_ BICYCLES
(Killed, o.

AUTOMOBILES -

Killed, 0.

l (Injured, 3.Injured, 1.

TOTAL, TWO WEEKS: KILLED, 80; INJURED, 193.

Next to it is the trolley car, while the horse

managed to inflict a great deal of damage.

The list below covers two weeks, that from

October 1 to 7, inclusive and from September

25 to 30. inclusive, the latter containing only

accidents not reported last week.

Jamestown, N. Y., Glenn Carnahan struck

by train; killed.

OCTOBER 1.

Buffalo. N. Y.. Eugene Carnel thrown out

to wagon by runaway horse; bruised and

hurt internally.

Bioomington, Ill.. Lloyd Nelson struck by

bicyclist and bruised.

Wilkesbarre. Pa., John Mullen-struck by

trolley car; killed.

Albany. N. Y., Philip McGuire struck by

freight train; killed.

Willimantic, Conn., unknown man struck

by train; killed.

Lawrence. Mass. Geo. Laviolette. conduc

tor. fell under trolley car; killed.

(‘laremont. N. H., two men struck by train

and killed.

Enfieid, N. H., F. Easton thrown from car

riage by runaway horse; badly cut and

bruised.

Canterbury, N. H., J. K. Hancock and son

thrown from carriage by frightened horse;

badly bruised.

Milwaukee. Wis., Elmer Sepner and Mrs.

Waldo struck by trolley car; latter killed

and former may die.

Milwaukee. Wis, Charles Muss struck by

train; right leg fractured and otherwise cut

and bruised.

Terre Haute. Ind.. A. B. Stoner fell from

bicycle and run over by lumber wagon; knee

fractured.

Cincinnati, 0.. Jos. Marx injured in trolley

car collision; concussion of the brain.

Paterson. N. J.. G. I’orta struck by train

and killed.

Jamaica. N. Y.. Maggie Malloy, four years

old. struck by runaway horse; slightly in

jured.

I'aoll. Ind., W. W. Key struck by train;

killed.

Philadelphia. I‘n.. Joseph Lynch fell from

his wagon and was run over; died.

Marion. N. .I.. Miss Florence Leighton

struck by trolley car; leg broken.

Buttalo. N. Y.. It. G. Wooden struck by

Lake Shore train; killed.

Winslcd. (‘onn.. Hiram Traver

train and killed.

Elwood. lnd.. Mrs. Archibald \Vood struck

by trollcy car and injured internally; may

not rccover.

Ncwburyport, Mass. Mrs. Murphy struck

by trolley car; will probably die.

Long Island (‘ity. N. Y.. Charles Gray and

John Denn struck by trains; killed.

New York. cab struck by trolley car and

three passengers slightly injured; driver's

arm broken.

antitron, O., R. Bence struck by i0comotlv0;

1e . '

(Continued on page 5o)

struck by
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Because of Location.

Owing to its proximity to two great cities—

New York and PhiladelphiafiDoylestown,

Pa., has become impressed with the magni

tude of the automobile speeding evil, so it Is

declared. Last week the Grand Jury was

informed by the court that it must take into

consideration that “we are located between

two great cities, and must of necessity gather

some of the flotsam that swarms between

these scenes of activities. The great number

of our cases are not due to our own people,

but to those who come from without our

community.

“The court called the Grand Jury's atten

tion to a new form of nuisance that was men

acing the public, referring to the engines of

steam or other motive power called automo

biles. It i a common thing to read of deaths

caused by the engines being run by reckless

men, who by reason of their great wealth

think they owe nothing to the safety of the

community. What farmer or farmer's wife

feels safe to hitch up and drive upon the pub

lic highway by reason of these engines? The

safety of the public on the highway is a sub

ject for the consideration of the Grand Jury,

and they were instructed that the drivers

who run engines at reckless speed can be ar

rested and indicted, notwithstanding how

 

or some alterations are being effected to the

gear," says a contemporary.

"This must have a bad influence upon the

public, who will naturally conclude that if

the agents themselves have to be continually

tinkering with the cars, there would be

plenty of trouble in store for the purchaser.

The best of cars need adjustments occasion

ally, but the wise agent will not effect these

in full view of the public, but will only have

in his window cars that stand completely

equipped and ready to run.

“We have seen instances of carelessness

even in the best firms. The makers of one

of the finest cars in existence were about

to give an intending customer a trial run

when the engine refused to start. It was

only a faulty valve, which, when detected.

was put right in a minute. But meanwhile

another car had been requisitioned for the

trial spin, and the customer would doubtless

have had his good opinion a little disturbed.

The motor car trade is a little in want of

good window dressing—or should it be called

stage managing?”

Purposes of the Pedestrians’ League.

The Pedestrians‘ Protection League, the

English organization whose formation was

referred to a few weeks ago, has got along

sufllciently to declare its purpose. These

are as follows:

(1) The establishment of a parent society

in London and some fifteen branch societies

in provincial centres; (2) to oppose any alter

ation in the existing law relating to motor

cars which might be prejudicial to the In

terests of the general public; (3) the registra

tion and numbering of cars and licensing of

drivers, and the indorsement or forfeiture

of license on conviction of breach of regula

tions; (4) to employ inspectors on the main

roads to watch delinquents and report facts

to the society.

The league will also give free advice to its

members in cases of accident or negligence,

and assist non-members of the poorer class

in obtaining compensation if justified.

INTERESTING FOREIGN MOTOR DETAILS

In a table prepared by that eminent

French authority, the Compte Chasseloup

Laubat, the constructional details of the

principal types of French motors are given

number, viz., the Panhard-Levassor, the

Mors. the Bucliet, the De Dion-Benton, the

llelaliaye and the De Dietrich, the latter two

having horizontal motors. The more import

 

  

 

   

 
 

 

 

  

 

11111011 money they may be the P0589880" 0f- in detail. The motors described are six in ant data ls contained In the table follows:

“It is therefore very essential that the pal- 7

pable violation of the law should have the § \ .5 ‘6 £5 25 25

attention of the constables and supervisors, 2 ufi‘ g, H; __

. . L- O O

and it was hoped that any Violation would be Construcwm :55: ,EE Dem", or Consuucum §%' “3 ,3 .5

brought before the court where prompt jus- ‘ 2% E: 5:; Egg 531g- . a >, =0 2 i. e“

tree would be meted out H =- 2“ i‘ z QUE 6&5 :30»:

Talking Without Its Book. Panhfil‘d and I 5 , 2 80 120 0-m3

‘ Levassor. 7 400 \ertical motors. Cooling by water, 2 90 130 0.827

“Grotesquer incorrect statements have 10 7530 pump, radiator, and all the cylln- 4 30 120 0_603

found their way into print asserting that in 12-15 350 (ich, and cylinder heads. Igni- 4 90 130 (1327

the early days of bicycles the records of serl- lb 150 tion by tube or electric with colls- 4 100 130 1.021

_ 20 750 4 110 140 1.330

ous accidents in the roadways were as dis 30 750 4 130 140 1 858

quietlng as the pitiful array of fatalities due '

to automobiles: flhere is no truth in such Mors. 8 1,150 Vertical motors. Cooling of the cynm 4 i 70 l 95 0.366

misrepresentations. In_ proportion to the 12 1,000 do“ and cylinder beads by water, 4 78 112 0535

number in use, automobiles have done more 1;; 900 pump, radiator, Magneto ignition, 4 87 128 (L761

injury in the thoroughfares in every country

where they are known than the bicycles ever Buchet 4% 1500 Vertical motom Cooling of the l I 85 I 90 0511

did," Says the Tribune, which has long (31,; 1.500 cylinders and cylinder heads by l 100 100 0.785

omitted no opportunity to strike at the mo- 9 1.450 water. pump. radiator. Electric 1 110 120 1.140

ml- vehkqe 31/, 1,500 ignition by coils without trenibier 2 85 90 0.551

M I . 12 1,500 and cam with sudden breaking. 2 100 100 0185

Pondeious machines weighing many hun- 16 L400 Wings (or flanges) on cylinder 4 85 100 0-567

dreds of pounds are, of course, more danger- 21 1.400 heads, smooth cylinder. . . . 4 100 110 0.864

ous to riders and those who are run down 40 1,300 4 110 120 1.140

than light “safeties” can possibly be. It is ,
V 7 ‘ _ . _ De Diom 11/ 1550 1‘ langc cooled cylinder and head. 1 66 "0 0239

no exaggeration to say that so many men, Mouton. 2:}: 1,550 wath Cylinder heads, flanges on 1 74 ,‘m 0-321.

women and children have been killed or crip- cylinders. . . . . . . . . . | | i

pied by carelessly handled automobiles that 213%: Water cooled cylinders and llicalds. } 340 1?:l f f 1'11 9 - . - _ .94) All these motors are vertica, eec- -

p002: ° eel g at d'stressed and “"1"; 8 Law tric ignition by coils without 1 100 120 0.972

mm ' 10 1.300 trcmbler, and mechanical trein- 1 110 130 1.235

14 1,200 bier. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 100 120 0.942

Value oi Good A earance.
pp Delahaye. 8 900 Horizontal motors. Cooling by wa- 1 110 140 1.330

“We cannot help thinking that some mak- ter. pump, and radiator. Electric l i

ers are not careful enough of appearances. ignition with coils without trem

Very frequently we pass an agency for a 12 1,000 Ifler’ and cam With suaden break 2 100 140 1.009

fairly well known car which has a good rep- ng' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' '

utation, and should sell well. Two of these ' ,_ _ _ . _
cars stand in the firms window, and some_ De Diétrlcli. - S 450 Ilglriztontignrfgtorswggctgc)igi;;t;]0n 2 ' 98 I100 I 1.2m

thing is always being done to them. Either 12 750 then Icondens'mg in the raéiam‘n g: 2 x 110 \ 160 ‘ 1.5%

the tires are OK or the bonnet is removed, I 

g -.
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We had our share of adversitles in our

advocacy of the automobile, but they are all

as nothing compared with the awful calam

ity which has just fallen upon Parisian au

tomobillng. Diebler, who as “Monsieur de

Paris" has an extremely lucrative business

in shortening men‘s lives and their statues

at one and the same time by the aid of the

guillotine has wound in automobillng relief

from the extremely strenuous demands of

his profession. No sooner, however, did

tout Paris become aware of this than a

shiver went the entire length and bredth of

the boulevards. How to escape from recog

nizing the public executioner as a fellow

automobilist is what is now keeping the

Marquis de Dion and other aristocratic

sponsors of the motor vehicle from enjoying

their usual complacency. Lacking any

definite information from Leibler I conclude

that he is not nearly as much wrought up

over the matter as the De Dionites.

Nine men out of ten if asked why a man

will deliberately drive a vehicle at a speed

which not only endangers his own life but

that of every other user of the highway as

well would say that it was because the

guilty driver was bereft of brains. As usual

the nine men would be mistaken, and the

tenth one—in the present instance he is a

French physician of repute—would probably

be found to be correct when he said that the

cause of all the trouble was "locomotor

hysteria." According to the French doctor

this disease manifects itself in an insane

desire of the stricken one to get over the

ground quickly. A looomotor hysteriaite

cannot abide anything slow. Should he be

a horseman, for example, he lashes his

lnrse into a continuel gallop. The locomo

tcr hystcric runs to catch a car, a ferryboat,

an elevator or anything else when there is

not the slightest need for his doing so.

Naturally such a sufferer is at his worst

when he grasps the steering wheel of an

automobile and proceeds to slay distance

records and such miscellaneous live stock

as debates upon the order of its going.

When this stage of the disease is reached

the hystcrlc becomes that modern terror.

the scorcher. The French discoverer of the

microbe of speed madness does not suggest

any remedy, but sooner or later I’ll expect

to see some smart Aleck come forward with

a serum, one little inoculation of which he

will guarantee will make the most violent

scorchcs as gentle and as quiet as a suckling

dove. In the meantime—well, we‘ll get

along as best we can.

I ‘ I

Writing about this French physician re

calls what I told you last wcck about the

British one, and the awful diseases be pre

dicted would come from automobiling.

Well, no French or British doctor need

think he’s going to have so good an adver.

tising medium as the automobile all to him

self. Our American doctors are not so slow

as all that, and so our own Dr. Shrady, who

is always ready to rush into print for any

or no reason, comes promptly to the front

and says: “Catarrhal affections and earache

are very frequent among enthusiastic devo

tees of automobiling, while the constant

strain on the nerves and muscles of the eyes

is likely to produce conjunctlritis." Further

more, Dr. Shrady declares that the suction

of the air makes respiration difficult and

irritates the air passages. But, last and

worst of all, the rider in an automobile is in

grave danger from a hitherto unsuspected

cause since, according to Dr. Shrady, “cs

capcd electricity is likely to prove harmful

by ~producing irritability of the nervous sys

tem and severe headaches.” When you read

such things as this is it any wonder that,

even as far back as Shakespeare‘s time,

men were advised “to throw physic to the

dags"?

l i I

Nay, do not pity him who sees

In any auto so much that doth displease,

His greatest joy, beyond a doubt,

Is finding things to kick about.

*ifi

In England it is customary for careful

people to take out policies of insurance pro

tecting themselves from-the wild decisions

of appellate courts. If the British company

which sells these policies will only open a

branch office in this country I can assure

them of a large, if not a-profitable, trade

among American automobilists, who have

at present no form of protection from either

the lawmaker, the law enforcer or the law

construer, one and all of whom are against

the automobile first. last and all the time.

a a r

One of those young matrons whose good

fortune it is to have inherited money and

to have wedded more, purposes introducing

the fashion of having her motor coachman

appear in a powdered wig. Here's where

the Society for the Prcvention of (‘ruclty

to Humans ought to step right in and call a

halt. To the eyes of all, except a society

grand dame, perhaps, the coachman who

finds himself metamorphosed into a chauf

feur is already quite enough of a horse

marine without any attcmpt to make him

both uncomfortable and ridiculous by in

sisting that he don a white horse hair wig.

O l U

You can‘t easily convince yoursclf when

you stand admiring one of those great, big,

shining, rapid moving touring cars that the

automobile is still in its infancy. However

well you may know that the finest vehicle of

to-day will be looked upon by the next gen

eration much as we look upon the locomo

tives which were thought to be so wonderful

in the early part of the last century, you

cannot readily make yourself believe it will

be so. But the pace is far more rapid nowa

 

days than it was half a century ago. A new

idea is quickly taken hold of and speedily

developed, and the time will be exceedingly

short before the automobile has been ren

dered in every way more efficient than it is

now. The lesson taught by the locomobile

has not been forgotten. What it took fifty

years or more to do for the locomotive will

be done, and better done, for the automobile

in a decade at most.

' 8 I

Of course, I may from my occupation be

inclined to view the matter too critically,

but after a rather extensive study of the

catalogues issued by automobile manufact

urers I am of the opinion that most of them

are failures—meaning the catalogues. of

course. To be really effective a catalogue

should be amply illustrated, fully descrip

tive and logicallyarrangcd. A catalogue,

to my mind, requires more careful editing

than does a magazine. The man who com

piles a catalogue must have a knowledge of

the business for which that particular cata

logue is issued, and, combined with this

knowledge, the ability to edit and to ar

range it systematically, or the result will

be a failure. This, to my mind, is why most

catalogues relating to automobiles are not

full value for the large amount of money

they had cost those who paid for their

issuance.

* i II

If you have an excellent map of this great

and glorious country, and with it you pos

sess patience and the eye of a hawk, you

may, after a long search, find in the State

of Illinois. a tiny speck upon it about the

size of this . labeled “Mattoon.” Of course

you never heard of this progressive inc

tropolis before, but that only shows your

ignorance, not its insignificant-c. 'i‘lmt

fame may no longer class Muttoon among

the “also runs" in the race for legislative

automobile idiocy, a measure has been in

troduced in the City Council taxing all an

tomobiles owned in Mattoon, Illinois, $21!]

per annum! Thus does the metropolis of

Mattoon place itself abreast of all the great

cities, and the membership roll of the Inde

pendent Order of Legislative Asses receivcs

a. worthy addition in the brother from Mal

toon.

0 a *

Perhaps it is but natural that I should be

somewhat of a doubting Thomas, but in

vicw of all the dam foolishness about the

automobile which appcars in print, can you

blame mo if i am inelincd to sniff at a wire

ful mcssugc front Rollie which announces

that Marconi has said “he has perfected an

clcctric motor car which, With a battery

\\'(\l,',:liiiig 2.10 pounds, has a speed of 38 miles

per hour and a touring radius of 560 milcs

from one battery charge"? Perhaps Marc,

has done all he claims and more. lnit in

view of certain proluiscs made nearer homo

and as yet unfulfilled. if i had money

enough to buy an clcctric vchiclc I'd ncvcr

scnd the order therefor any further away

from whcrc I am now than (‘lcvcland, Ohio,

or Hartford, (‘onn.. U. S. .\., Mr. Marconl ol‘

ltomc and his promises notwithstanding.

TIIE C0. IMENTAT'UR.
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NEW PANHARD CLUTCH

Famous French Firm Make Some Changes in

Their Standard Pattern.

 

Anything of a novel nature nearing the

stamp of Panhard is certain to possess un

usual interest. Although not prone to make

changes, whether of major or minor im

portance. the famous Paris firm is not con

tent to stand still.

The new Panhard clutch is shown in the

accompanying illustrations. The 'general ar

rangement is shown by figs. 1, 2, and 3. The

first figure is a longitudinal section, the sec

ond being a transverse section on the line

a b. Fig. 3 shows an alternative method of

construction.

The arrangement consists in causing the

two conical surfaces A B (figs. 1 and 3) to

make contact, so that the female cone,

which is seen to be bolted to the flange on

the clutchshaft H, is driven by the male

cone B, which is rotated by the studs (J (1

(figs. 1 and 3) set in the rim of the engine

fly-wheel V, and projecting therefrom to

form sliding guide rods for the backward

and forward movement of the sliding clutch

B B, when same is actuated by the lever

P P. operating through the sliding collar

K K. The male and female coned clutches

are retained in driving contact by the pres

sure of the spring D l), which has as a

thrust block the collar N N fast on the hol

low clutchshaft H. By this arrangement it

will be seen that the thrust from the clutcll

spring, as generally understood, is alto

gether‘avoided. and the necessity for a

thrust bearing done. away with. The dished

fly-wheel V is bolted to the flange on the.

endend of the engine-shaft M, the central

hollow in the. boss of the fly-wheel being

fitted as an end bearing for the clutch-shaft

H. The thrust of the spring at the moment

of unciutching is taken by the thrust hear

ing X, but there is no permanent thrust of

the spring when the friction cone clutches

A B are in contact.

When the cone B is withdrawn from driv

ing contact with the cone A it revolves

freely on the clutchshaft H. and in the coi~

lar bearing K, but exerts no rotative force

whatever on the shaft H although it con

tinues to revolve with the fly-wheel V.

“'hen the cone B is withdrawn from con

tact with the cone A the shaft H is abso

lutely free from engine drive.

It will be noticed that both the male and

female cones of the clutch are mounted

upon the hollow clutcllsllaft H. and that the

iiy-whecl Y forms no portion whatever of

the clutch, its function being to drive the

male cone B through the studs C t‘. The

consequence is that under no circumstances

can there be any end thrust upon the crank

shaft, and, as before stated. it is only when

the male cone B is out of engagement that

there is any end thrust upon the clutch

shaft.

A. female cone of clutch bolted to clutch

shaft H.

B, male cone of clutch bolted to flange of

sleeve G. free on shaft H.

C C. clutch driving studs. projecting from

rim of flywheel V and driving male cone B.

D 1), clutch spring.

E E, hushed cone sockets, sliding on studs

C C.

i" F. leather liner on male cone B.

G (i. free sleeve on shaft ll carrying male

cone. B.

H. clutch shaft.

K K. clutch collar. made in halves.

L, ring retaining K.

M, engine shift.

N, clutch spring thrust collar fast on

shaft H.

 

  

O. groove ill l\' to take clutch fork.

I’ l’, clutch fork.

Q. clutch fork spindle.

\'. flywheel.

X. thrust bearing.

 

Metzger’s Friends Surprise Him.

In testimony of the appreciation in which

he is held “'illiam E. hintZgl-l', promoter of

the now twice postponed Detroit raccs, \\':l.\'

made the recipient of :. prcscnt that ought

to compensate ill no small lllcasurc for the

disappointment alld loss he has suffered on

account of the bad weather.

The gift took the form of a magnificent

puncllbowl. the donors including almost

every one of the prominent automobilists

who had come on to attend the races.

Tile idea was not conceived until the same

afternoon. but the punchime was selected.

suitably engraved and preschch at a little

after-theatre supper. the presentation bcill;_r

made. by lirza 1-]. Kirk.

It was a very pretty and graceful tribute

to a deservedly popular gentleman, and does

equal honor to the givers.

DEVERY AND HIS TRACK

Ex-Poliee Chief Tells how he Will

Automobililts.

Cater to

Having had the “holler” of an introduc

tion to the Hon. William S. Devcry thrust

upon him last week. and the thruster having

informed the doughty politician that the

Motor “'orld luau was “one of them fellers

the re

porter felt called on to enact the part. and

what writes about automobiles,"

so told the famous legislator that he was

the subject of considerable interest to every

owner of all automobile. because the auto

lnobiiists had all heard that he intended to

build a till't':*-illile race track for their ex

cuisive use.

ill the vernacular of Mr. Iievery, there

was “solncthin‘ doin‘" right away. After

describing where the property he intended

to build this track on was located some

where way in tile wilds of New Jersey, Mr.

Devery said:

“See. here, sport. don‘t you think Willie

Vanderbilt and them fellers would just be

tickled to death with a track like mine?

You see, the gcczcrs won‘t let them go

roarill' and tearin‘ around the roads with

these White Ghosts and Red Devils, and so

where they goin‘ it they don‘t come to my

track? 1 tell yer, sport. the idea’s got to

make good. it‘s like takin‘ candy from the

baby. “'hat‘ll yer have, sport?"

When the gentleman in the white jacket

behind the mahogany produced it and just

before the swinging door c10sed 0n the re

porter, .\lr. Dcvcry shouted:

"Say. sport. when I get me track ready

collie around, i want to see you. There'll be

somctllin‘ in it for you. Understand?"

 

Recent lncorporations.

Kim-ry. .\lc.*'l‘hc Bonton Automobile C0..

with sir-mono capital. nothing paid in. Tile

officers are: President. Horace Mitchell. of

ifitiery. ant". treasurer, John M. Heath. of

Lynn. Mass.

l'rovidencc. ll. I.—Goodson Electric Igni

tion (‘o.. with $101M) capital. to manufacture.

magnets, spark plugs and electrical appli

ances of all kinds. gas engines, launches.

automobiles. motor cycles and vehicles self

plopclling. The incorporators are John .\I.

Walton, ()tto (Jarlborg and Royal H. Glad~

ding.

i.o,:an>port. llld.—'l‘llc \Vcstern Motor C0..

with Siooboo capital. to manufacture gaso

lcnc engines. The directors are Robert I'ar

kcr. 1‘}, A. llutcnber. I“. B. \\'ilkillsoll. E. H.

\\'oicott. .i. l“. Iiigan. G. E. Kessi, George. W.

Funk.

(‘il-vclaml. (i.-.\meric:ln Motor Carriage

t‘o.. with $500.01)“ capital, to manufacture

motors propelled by electricity and com

pressed :lil'.

.lcrsoy (‘it_v. N. .l.——Stcrlin;:.l‘ower Vehicle

(‘o.. with $i.oini.ooo capital. to manufacture

automobilcs. cic. Incorporators, It. Ii. Dana,

J. 1". Jewell and G. H. Taylor.

\_..i
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WANT LICENSE LAW

Legislature of This State to be Asked for one

—Supervision of Construction, Too.

In so far as the Automobile Club of Amer

ica and' the National Association of Auto

mobile Manufacturers, through their com

mittees, may be held to speak for the auto

m‘obilists of this State, a licensing law, to

apply to owners and users of the motor

vehicle. will be advocated and asked of the

legislature of this State.

It is even proposed to go further and ask

for a supervision of the manufacture of

automobiles, at least so far as brakes and

other safety appliances are concerned.

The committees of these two organizations

met at the club rooms of the A. C. A. on

Monday evening.

The sentiment in favor of license and of

supervision of automobile construction was

unanimous, those present favoring control

by the State, with reciprocity among the

States in recognition of one another‘s li

censes ultimately in view.

A. R. Shattuck and W. TV. Niles repre~

sented the club in the conference, and S. T.

Davis, jr., 1*. M. Lande and H. Ward Leon

ard spoke for the manufacturers. Mr. Shat

tuck was chosen chairman of the commit

tee and will call another meeting of the

joint committee two weeks hence.

The discussion was merely preliminary

and informal. and no precise. form of legis

lation was decided upon for advocacy. it

was agreed that license would be a safe

guard against accident and result finally

in securing more reasonable speed limits.

Supervision of construction in the way of

compelling sufficient brakes and improved

safety appliances were also advocated.

A State commission, to be appointed by

the Governor, which should name and con

trol examiners in various counties, was sug

Agcsted. The question of the revocation of

licenses for violation of highway laws was

a detail not touched upon.

Meanwhile the municipal ordinance intro

duced in the hoard of aldnmen at the in

stance of the highway committee of the

League of American Wlieelmcn slumbers in

the former body.

Worcestcr's New Club.

A new automobile club has been formed

in Worcester. Mass. in place of the old one,

which for some time has been afflicted with

innocuous dcsuetude. Tile constitution of

the old club has been adopted. The officers

of the new organization are as follows:

President. George B. Cutting; vice presi

dent. Dr. R. .\1. (iartield; secretary. II. E.

Shilands: treasurer. J. A. Harrington; chief

n-arsiml. l“. S. Taylor; board of governors.

hr. it. .\I. Garfield. l". S. Taylor. -B. A. Rob

ins n. 'l‘. J. 'l‘oncr. Alexander Bowler. 0. .\l.

Savuls and Frank Goddard.

Was a Minute Late.

By a fine splitting of hairs the committee

in charge of the recent Reliability Trials of

the Automobile Club of Great Britain has

fixed the ofllcial rating of the White steam

carriage at 1,799 marks. or one short of a

perfect record. The penalty was inflicted

for the heinous crime of taking one minute

in excess of the time allowed for cleaning at

the garage. By this ruling the \Volseley, a

British car, has the honor of being the only

one of the contestants to reach the coveted

1.800 mark. The proverbial fondness of the

Briton to “will, tie or wrangle" is thus once

more evinced.

An Automatic Tank Filler.

Little things count for much in the gen

eral sum. \‘l'ho has not growled at the

length of time required to fill the gasolene

tank and the necessity for giving the opera

tion constant attention?

The little device illustrated is designed to

obviate all this. It is a tank filler, which

also acts as a filter for the gasolene and

screws on to the gasolene can when the

stopper _ _is_rcnioved.

 

  

“'hen in position the filler is inserted ill

the tank and the can turned upside down.

'l'lie,can drains itself dry it the filler is

made the lowest corner. and not a spot of

gasolene is wasted. “'hen the tank is full

no more gasolene flows from the can, as

when it reached a certain point the air hye

pass into the can is stopped. and, the pres

sure in the tank being greater than in the

can. the flow ceases. Tne filler is made

with and without a tap, as shown in the

illustration. With the tap the flow may

be stopped at any moment. ami the can

turned right end up without spilling a spot

of gasolene.

Races at St. Louis.

in connection with the St. Louis. 110.. Fair.

a number of automobile races will be run

this week. the events to be umler the aus

pices of the St. Louis Automobile. Club. The

complete program is as follows:

Tuesday. October T—ltace. five miles; for

steam. gasoline or electric machines; not

more than 10 horsepower.

Wednesday. October 8—Spccial race. one

mile. open to the world, for steam, electric

or gasoline machines.

“'cdncsday. October S—llandicap race. five

miles. for gasoline machines only.

'l‘hursday. Uctobcr ii~liacc. five miles;

speed contest. .\i.iiuif:u-turcrs. dealers and

agents excluded. For sit-am. gasoline or

electric \"cliiclcs.

'l‘llursduy, October ii ~.\l0iu]' cycle handi

cap, live miles. for motor cycle machines,

opcn to the world.

i-‘riduy. (Iciobcr ill-ltace. open to tho

“'ll'ltl. ten miles. championship endurance

i';|cc. for steam. gasoline or clcctr‘ c ma

thincs.

Saturday. October ii—itace, steam ma

chines only, five miles.

TAKE YOUR CHOICE

Of the Two Kinds of Testimony—Jury Mulcts

' Automobilist- However.

A suit that is attracting an unusual

amount of attention, and is fraught. with

great importance to automobilists. is now

being tried at Trenton, N. J. The plaintiff.

Joseph M. Hughes, asks for $50,000 damages

from Felix Warburg, for injuries inflicted by

a. runaway of his (Hughes’) team, caused, it

Warburg's automobile at

Both the

parties to the suit are wealthy business men

of New York.

The testimony brought out was of the

most conflicting character. Witnesses for

Hughes stated that Warburg‘s vehicle was

going at eight miles an hour, while others

were certain it was sixteen miles an hour.

John H. Sparrow, Hughes‘s coachman,

who was inJured, was positive that the au

tomobile. was going at a rate of more than

eight miles an hour. He declared that by

glancing at a machine for two seconds he

could come within half a minute of its

speed.

Dr. J. B. Reed testified that Mr. Hughes

suffered an injury of the spine from which

he would never recover, and that his ner

vous system was shattered. Dr. R. B. Klin

ble testified that he found no permanent in

jury to Mr. Hughes‘s spine.

Miss Riley. who was riding with Wur

burg at the time of the accident, testified

that the automobile was driven very slowly

along the Ocean Drive and that it had come

to a full stop before Mr. Hughes's horses

made their wild dash into the Seahright

Inn.

Her testimony was corroborated by

Charles Martin, the chauffeur.

A dozen conchmen and other eye-witnesses

of the accident later contradicted the testi

money given in Mr. Hughes‘s behalf earlier

by either aver-ring that at the time of

the accident the automobile was standing

still or moving at a very slow pace.

Several of the witnesses who examined the

wrecked vehicle testified that had the yoke

strap on_the pole of the Hughes coach been

soiiiitl the accident would have been avert

ed. (inc oi‘ the witnesses testified that the

leather in the yoke strap was rotten.

On Tuesday the jury returned a verdict

{m- ail-1,54") in favor of Hughes.

in view of the excessive damages awarded

and for other reasons. the American Auto

mobile Association will appeal the case on

behalf of Warberg. President Scarrltt made

a statement to this effect Wednesday.

is claimed. by

Long Branch, J. J., last summer.

 

Husscy Leaves Cadillac Co.

l‘alrick Iiusscy. who but recently joined

the (‘adillac Automobile (‘o. of Detroit.

Mich.. as superintemlent, suddenly severed

his connection there last week.
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ROADS OF TARRED SLAG

They are Expensive. but Make an Almost

Ideal Highway - The Proctss.

“The present system of road repairing is

as follows" says a practical road builder:

“The road is disintegrated or ‘opened’ at

the outsides to receive the covering (unless

this is done the new patch is never secure);

in some districts the road is scarriiied. and

thus further disintegrated, the new material

is then placed on the surface, and if a roller

is available the whole is then well rolled,

and when smooth the process of making the

material bind or stick has to be carried out.

This is generally done by thoroughly water

ing the surface, binding the same with sharp

road scrapings and forming a thick sticky

mass. which is swept into every crevice

and the whole. roiled until it is consolidated.

It will thus be seen that water and dirt form

a very large and important part in road

making, and, however well one may try to

get a perfectly consolidated road, this water

and dirt cannot form a wear resisting sur

face, it cannot keep the wet out of the road,

and it cannot stand so as to defend itself

from the Weather and atmospheric influ

cnces.

"With this course of procedure carried out

it is only necessary to imagine a few days’

traction engine or any other kind of trach

that will "lick up’ the surface, and the re

sult will be easily understood, for unless

the road is waterproof the matcrial under

neath becomes saturated, and is always sub

ject to wet soaking in after every shower,

or, worse still, after every continued spell

of wet weather. When followed by frost

the result is almost too fatal to imagine,

and certainly disastrous from a financial

point of view to deal with.

“As to the remedy, very many efforts have

been made to find a material strong enough

to bear heavy traffic, not to be more slippery

than possible, and to be capable of being

made into a road that would present a

weatherproof face and obviate the use of the

water and dirt compound now used as ‘bind.’

The use of tarred material has been the

idea that many surveyors have worked on,

but the results have only too often been

most disheartening. It has been found next

to useless to tar granite or syenite, because

the material itself would not absorb the tar;

the result has been that after forming the

road well to start with, exposure has caused

the tar to~ melt, wear or disappear, and

after a short while the road has become not

only rough through disintegration, but,

from a surveyor’s point of view, a laweless

failure. Many sorts of material have been

tried for tar-ring, but they have almost al

ways been found either too soft to stand

traffic, though they would absorb tar, or too

hard to absorb tar, while hard enough to

stand traffic. The writer after repeated

trials has found that the most satisfactory

material yet produced is furnace slag 0f the

very best hand picked quality. but unless

this is well warmed and perfectly dried be

fore being used it has too often been a fail

ure. The cost of drying the material is

very great, and the process is such that if

the work is to be relied on special floors

must be constructed, and all the material

has to be turned and turned again by hand

labor at least five times, so that each por

tion shall receive its proper quantity of tar.

It will easily be understood that the area

required for this drying process places it out

of the question for any extended use of the

material.

"With this explanation the writer thinks

it will at once be seen that tarred roads, ac

cording to present methods, must be expen

sive, slow in manufacture and too often un

 

To Keep the Feet Warm.

Adequate protection of the extremities is

a matter of the first importance. as automo

bilists speedily learn. The boot cover shown

   
  

 

is intended to be worn over ordinary boots_

It can easily he slipped on and oil. and does

not interfere with the free use of the con

trol pedals.

 

reliable, but when once properly made cer

tainly answer admirably and fulfil all that

seems required. “'hen the tarred material

is made the saving in the construction of the

road is great. for no sweeping dirt or water

ing is nuressary. dust and mud are reduced

to a minimum, loose stones are unknown,

and the damage to the face by traction en

gines is not appreciable. while for ordinary

traffic or motoring the road is ideal.

“The writer is pleased to turn to the result

of some patient hard work and to be able

to state that he has, he hopes, overcome the

question of expense and floor space in the

manufacture of tarred materials. He has

found out how the whole of the expense of

drying slag as well as the making by hand

labor can be saved, viz., by having the ma

terial tarred just as quickly as it is broken

and the wh01e made reliable by being regu

lated in its manufacture by machinery, in

stead of being left entirely to the discretion,

or want of discretion, of the mixer.

“The financial result will be easily appreci

ated when the writer can confidently state

he can make perfectly tarred slag roads at

the present cost of an equal quantity of ordi

nary granite or syenite material untarred:

that the cost of consolidation will be about

one-half the present cost, and that the life

of the road will be at least five, if not ten.

times as great as the prtsent road. while

from the general public point of view the

great reduction, if not the total abolition, of

dust. mud. the prevention of the irritation

that is caused by constantly repairing roads,

and the improved sanitary condition of the

roads themselves will be almost ines

tlmable."

Cannot Bar Automobiles From Druid Hill.

in spite of the fact that the Maryland Leg

islature last winter took the matter out of

their hands. the commissioners of Druid Hill

‘ark, Baltimore. are still endeavoring to

exclude automobiles from certain roads in

the park. For several years they succeeded

in barring them altogether, but a section of

the act referred to changed all that. It reads

as follows:

"The Board of Park Commissioners is an

thorized and empowered to regulate the

speed of vehicles and equestrlans within one

mile of the approach and within the limits of

said parks and squares, and to impose the

lines provided for in the preceding section

for the violation of any regulations it may

establish in this connection, to he recovered

as therein provided; but the said Board of

Park Commissioners shall have no power to

pass any rule or regulation excluding auto~

mobiles from the free use of the parks,

squares and roadways under its control; nor

shall the said Board of Park Commissioners

have authority to pass any rule or regulation

requiring vehicles, cquestrians or automobiles

to travel at a slower rate of speed than six

miles per hour."

Last week the commissioners asked the

city solicitor for an opinion as to their right

to exclude automobiles “or other wheeled

vehicles of that character” from either of the

roads on either side of the duck lake in

Druid Hill Park, or from passing around the

Druid lake drive.

The solicitor replied quoting the act, and

adds significantly: “If this section had been

brought before the board the necessity of

asking any opinion upon the subject would

have been avoided.”

Two Timely Tips.

When a battery or accumulator becomes

run down to such an extent as to refuse to

produce a spark an ignition spark of suffi

cient power may often be obtained by set

ting a passenger to vibrate the trembler

with the fingers. Such a method has been

found sufficient to run the car a distance

of a mile or two.

A good temporary repair to leaking water

pipes or radiators is effected by covering

the pipe around the fracture or joint with

white lead and binding with tape. The tape

should be well smeared with the lead as it is

wound round the pipe, the edges 01' the

bandage being well leaded. When dry this

makes quite a good repair, and one which

which has been known to last for a consid

erable time.

.MJ
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EXHAUST VALVE TROUBLES

Some of the Causes to which They are At

tributable—Bad Designing.

 

“Though much has been written on the

causes of exhaust valve breakages, one rea

son has rarely, if ever, been mentioned," says

a well posted automobilist.

“Among the explanations usually given

are: (1.) Weakness in the neck between

head and spindle. But the proper form for

this important point is so familiar to engi

neers that breakage from this defect ought

never to occur. (2.) Unsuitable material.

This also should not figure as a cause of

failure. Though less common, probably the

better practice is to make the valve head and

the spindle of different material. (3.) Faulty

methods of valve fitting. The method of lift

adopted should be such that the lifting con

tact (the lifter) remains always at right angle

to the valve spindle. Departure from this

principle tends to strain the spindle and

produce uneven wear. (4.) Throttle of the

exhaust by insufficient area in the valve, the

exhaust pipe, or the silencer. Any defect

here may lead to broken valves. With choked .

exhaust the pressure left in the cylinder.

combined with the spring, may produce seri

ous hammering of the valve on its seat. In

time this leads to brittleness and fracture.

"But all these causes have been so often

discussed, and are so well understood, that

there is no longer any excuse for their ex

istence. Another cause, however, of very

different nature, is now suggested as a prob

able source of much of the irregular wear

and ultimate fracture of exhaust valves.

Those conversant with the construction of

horizontal plunger pumps will recognize a

defect frequently found in otherwise well

designed machines. This is the placing of

the valve seat on a level with the waterway.

“The effect of such an arrangement is that

not only is the discharge greater on one side

than on the other, but the water, diverted

into a new direction while in the act of pass

ing the valve, exerts a tilting force on it,

pressing the valve towards the waterway.

The results are irregular wear, sticking and

hammering of the valve on its seat.

“Now the usual disposition, in the vertical

motor, is similar—a horizontal port with a

vertical exhaust valve, the latter seated on

a level with the former. An analogous state

of affairs is thus established—a flow of gas,

in lieu of water, being diverted into a new

direction while passing the valve. There is,

therefore, the same unequal discharge with

the similar tilting action, and tendency to

force the valve from its true position. But

there is this difference. In the pump the

stroke is comparatively slow, the flow tardy,

the pressure low, the valve, spindle, seat and

guides cold, and in the best condition to re

sist wear; whereas in the motor the valve

beat is extremely rapid, the gas flow swift,

the pressure high, and all surfaces so highly

heated as to be in the worst condition to

withstand attrition and deformation.

“Thus the evils of bad design in the pump

are much aggravated in the case of the

motor, the tilting action being greater, and

the irregular burning and side wear more

rapid. The remedy in both cases is the same.

The valve seats should be kept respectively

below the waterway or the gas passage, so

as to permit the flow of water in the one case

to rise upward until clear of the valve be

fore taklng a new direction, or the rush of

gas in the other case to acquire a straight

downward course before reaching the valve.

All tilting action is thus eliminated.

“Naturally, the usual precaution of fully

equal area in the annular pace round the

valve to that of the valve outlet must be pre

served."

Steering Wheel Construction.

The general use of steering wheels on

motor cars makes their construction of in

terest, an example of which is here shown in

the wheel made by Charles E. Miller, 97-101

Reade street, New York.

The rim of the wheel is built up from

three plies of rock maple each having a

 

  

varying direction of grain, thus insuring a

very rigid construction and a true circle,

The spider, or web, is made of brass, highly

polished, with a heavy hub. The arms of

the web are engaged by the use of heavy

gauge brass screws. The hubs are bored'M,

_ inch standard, with 1/4 inch keyway, but are

designed to permit Dig-inch bore. The hexa

gon cap nut of polished brass adds a fin

ished appearance, and serves the purpose

of a lock nut.

The wheels can be furnished in natural

hard oil finish or in a very durable ma

hogany.

Technology Instruction.

At the London Polytechnic Institute there

will be given during the coming winter ses

sion 3. special course of instruction on the

technology of carriage and motor car build

ing and drawing. Facilities will be. ofi'ercd

so that students may gain an insight into

the mechanical properties and the various

means of transmitting power to the road

wheels. The workshop construction will in

clude making drawings and working through

them. the students in the day school con

nected with the Polytechnic being now en

gaged in the construction of the body of a

four seated motor car, while the Polytechnic

School of Engineering has nearly completed

a steam motor for the carriage building

school.

ITS CAUSE AND REMEDY

Side Slip Discussed by a Practical Automo

bilist—What Not to Do.

 

“There appears to be. an idea that side slip

is unavoidable, and also that when it oc

curs one is absolutely helpless to meet the

emergency and must abide by the result.

Now this is by no means the case, and it is

a great pity that such ideas should be al

lowed to go uncontradicted, since they are

calculated to give a very erroneous impres

sion as regards the safety of the automo

bile,” remarked an automoblllst.

"Side slip may roughly be divided into two

classes: (1) The side slip which occurs when

one is going fast over a treacherous and

greasy road, and (2) the side slip which oc

curs when one is going slowly. In the

former case it is safe to say that no one

but the driver of the vehicle is to blame, as

to travel at a high rate of speed over a

greasy surface is the height of folly, and one

usually finds that the driver in this case

has absolutely no notion of how to treat a

slip when it does occur; in all probability

he will apply his brake, the result being

that the vehicle will turn completely round

and crash into anything or anybody in close

proximity. If a driver is going to be foolish

enough to travel fast over a greasy road

let him at least treat the slip in the best

possible way. He should withdraw the

clutch, so that the vehicle is only running

by its own impetus, and then do his best

with the steering.

“In the second case, when a Vehicle is pro

ceeding at a slow rate of speed, a side slip

is only likely to occur in the presence of

sloppy tram lilies, or in the event of the \'c

blcle being a badly designed one. In the

first case, owing to the slow speed at which

one is travelling, no harm is likely to result,

seeing that the slip can easily be rightcd;

in the second case, viz., with a badly de

signed vehicle, a slip may take place an al

most any occasion if the road is at all

greasy, and especial attention may here be

drawn to the designs of different automo

biles.

“If a car is to be free from side slip it

should have its wheel base proportionate to

its power and speed, and (what is most im

portant) its body should not overhang the

back whccls~that is, the body should not

project out beyond the rear wheels. There

is no danger to be feared from side slip if a

properly designed vehicle is used, which is

also driven with proper care and considera

tion. The sudden application of the brake

on a greasy road is always liable to swing

the back of the vehicle round."

 

Electric connections should always be kept

as clean as possible, and where not other

wise protectcd should be covered by wrap

ping with rubbcr tape, as supplied by any

electrician.
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THE CASUALTIES OF THE WEEK.

,(Contlnuod from page 43.)

New Haven, Conn., conductor and two pas

sengers of trolley car injured in collision.

OCTOBER 2.

Albany, N. Y.. John McGuire struck by

trolley car; killed.

Brooklyn, N. Y., Mrs. E. Wells fell from

trolley car and fractured both wrists.

Bangor. Me., Frank Fish. aged 7, trampled

on by horse; will probably recover.

Newark. N. J., Fannie Stevens struck by

trolley car; badly bruised.

New York. Mrs. Reybold knoeked down

by cab; badly bruised.

Providence, R. I..

burned by (‘Omillg

wires; may recover.

Greenfield, Mass, two men were killed

and five injured in collision on Boston &

Maine Road.

Bloomfield. N. J., J. R. Conla'n, carriage

struck by trolley car; will probably die,

Boston, Mass" Geo. “'alters, aged 8, leg

caught in carriage wheel and torn otf; may

recover.

Parkersburg, W. \‘a., two men killed and

five hurt by collision on B. & 0. Road.

New York. G. Van Glahn and Alfred

Fisher thrown out and bruised by collision

between their carriages.

OCTOBER 3.

Rawlins, W'yo., engineer and a number of

trainmen were seriously injured in train

wreck.

Boston. Mass. John Tobin, a painter, fell

from staging and fractured arm in two

places.

Boston, Mass.. A. L. Johnson struck by

trolley car; concussion of brain.

Cohasset, Mass. John Murphy

contact with third rail; will die.

Fmstport, Me., three-year-old son of F.

Rufus was run over by farm wagon; died.

Milford, Mass, M’rs. if. S. Draper thrown

John irimes badly

in contact with live

came in

from carriage owing to horse becoming

frightened by trolley car; badly cut and

bruised.

Long Island City. N. Y,. unknown man

struck by trolley car and killed.

\Vashington. D. (3., Engineer Pei-due and

Fireman Keys killed in collision on Penna.

It. R.

OCTOBER 4.

Melena. Mont.. two men were killed and

seven injured by collision on Northern Pa

cific Road.

\Yilliamsport, Pa.. Engineer Wheeland and

(‘onductor Stringer were killed and Fireman

Shatter was seriously inpjured in collision

on Erie Road.

West Newton, Mass. E. Huston struck by

cab and severely cut about head. -

Boston. Mass. Jacob Lewis, aged 8. run

over by a team: sustained abdominal in

juries.

Newark. N. J.. A. M. Martigicomo run over

by a cart: killed.

Anderson. lnd.. John Walsh struck by trol

ley car; killed.

OCTOBER 5.

New York. (‘harles Hearne fell on third

rail of Brooklyn Bridge; killed.

Jersey City. N. J.. Wm. Sullivan struck by

Eric train; killed.

New York. Mary Tracy fell while skating

on rollers: died. '

New York. Mrs. Mary Got-man struck by

trolley car; removed to hospitall

New York, Howard Rupp struck by ele

vated train; killed.

Batavia, N. Y.. Sherman Reed and wife

killed by explosion of oil stove.

AUTOMOBILE ACCIDENTS.

OCTOBER 1.

Pittsburgh. Pa., Florence O‘Neill ran into

a pile of sand and wrecked his vehicle. He

was thrown out but not injured.

OCTOBER 2.

New York, Victor Newmmb struck by an

automobile; injuries said to be serious.

OCTOBER 4.

Brooklyn. N. Y., Jos. Costa, lti years old.

struck by an automobile; received scalp

wound and contusion of left foot.

 

BRIEF NEWS NOTES

Fred C. Dickerson has severed his con

nection with the Monger Tire Co.

 

 

An automobile race meet for Buffalo, N. Y.,

is talked of, to take place at Kcnllworth

Park.

 

Mohler & De Gress, Long Island City, N.

Y., have removed to larger quarters, at 390

Webster avenue, that city.

 

The sum of $450 has been granted by a ‘

British association for research into the re

sistance of road vehicles to traction.

 

It was a Foster steam carriage which \V.

H. Moore, of “'atertmvn, N. Y., used with

such marked success on his recent tour, and

not a gasolcne car.

 

A dividend of to per cent has been de

clared by the Daimler Motorcn (lcscllscbat't,

of (‘anstatt (lei-many. out of protits of a

little less than $1001“! on a year's business.

 

A line of motor ‘buscs is to be put in

operation on the island of Corsica. The

route will be between Vico. Ajaccio and

Sartene, and both passengers and the mails

will be carried.

The Pittsburg (l‘aJ Department of Public

Safety has contracted with a (‘hicago firm

for an automobile hose wagon. it will. when

completed. accompany the steam propelling

tire engine now in use in going to tires,

in addition to its line of steam cars. work

on which is now in progress, the Mctcor En‘

gineering (‘o.. Reading. Pa.. is engaged on

a gasolcnc model. It is hoped that this will

be ready in time for the show in January.

The judiciary committee of the Milwau

kcc, \\'is., common council has been cen

sured by the Milwaukee Automobile (‘lub for

recommending a speed ordinance without

permitting the local automobilists to be

heard.

 

For the benctit of foreigners the Touring

Club of France has decided to erect sign

posts at all dangerous gradients on roads.

with indications that can be understood by

all nationalities. Arrows painted on the sign

mean, if diagonal, go slow; if v'ertical, to get

down from the automobile; it horizontal, that

there is a dangerous curve in the road. The

information is equally good for cyclists.

 

At the entrance to the grounds of the Essex

'(‘ounty Country Club. West Orange, N. J.,

the following notice has been posted: “Auto

mobiles not allowed to use the road. Enter

club grounds by Mount Pleasant avenue 0r

Northtield road."

 

Because. an automobile is alleged to have

caused the death of a horse in Lansing,

Mir-11., Alderman Dodge, of that city, has

given formal notice that he will introduce

an ordinance for this purpose at the next

meeting of the council.

 

Instead of the Hansen Automobile Com

pany, the makers of the Cleveland runabout

and touring car will hereafter be known as

the General Automobile and Manufacturing

(‘0. The new address of the makers is 1312

to 1330 Hamilton avenue, Cleveland, Ohio.

 

Accumulators, when fully charged, will

register 4.6 volts. This will soon drop to

4.4 volts, which is their normal capacity.

They should never be run below 3.8 volts,

or the plates are liable to become damaged

by buckling. Always test with a. voltmeter.

 

Another race meet was held at the Minne‘

haha Driving Park, Minneapolis. Minn, last

week. Seven races were run. two of them

being for motocycles, the others for auto

mobiles. Prizes were also given for exhibi

tions of driving by both women and men

drivers.

In addition to its efforts to bring about a

uniform systc-n in the spacing and number

of lugs for single tube tires and rim sections

for double tire tubes. the National Associat

tion of Automobile Manufacturers has un

dertaken to bring about the adoption of a

standard for solid tires.

 

 

An English M. I'. prophesies that farmers

will. in order to accustom them to automo

biles. have to breed for nerve as well as

stamina, shape and action. They would then

need to enlarge their prize lists by classes

for ncrve. which he believed would excel

the leaping competitions in interest and ex

citcmcnt.

Not only is a bad impression given to the

public by the absence of mutiiers. but in traf

tic horses are undoubtedly far more apt to

be frightened by the noise of the explosions

than anything else. Squeaking brakes are

also a great nuisance. and a mere drop of

oil would care this without impairing their

stopping qualities.

 

A result of the fact that the Mexican Min

ister of Public “'orks is a motoring enthusi

ast is said to be the cause of the recent

schemes for the development of roads in

Mexico. A“ the highways in the federal

district of Mexico t‘ity are to be put under

thorough repair. and new roads of a length

» of 124 miles are to be built.

“i
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GIVE TWO VERSIONS

Hackman Says he was not to Blame for Col

 

lision and Wants Damages.

Charges andycounter charges of_ contribu

tory negligence a case which is being

tried in the R0scoc, N. Y., Municipal oCurt,

in which an automobile and a team of horses

figure. 1 _

Suit was brought by Luther E. Mull, a

hacitman; against Park Densrnore, who he

alleges caused his team to run away by han

dling his automobile carelessly. The hack

mnn demands $375 damages for injury to one

of his horses and the wrecking of his coach.

The accident which gave rise to the suit

occurred on August 28th last. Mull alleges

that at 6 o’clock in the evening on that date

his team was standing in front of his home

on Hickory street securely tied. The team

was facing east and Densmore came along

In his'auto from-the west. Mull states in his

complaint that Densmore had a steam auto

mobile and that he was running it at a

"great and unlawful rate of speed.” He

further alleges that the exhaust was open

and that the machine produced a noise “un

common and terrifying" to horses.

When the auto was alongside, the horses

were so terrified that they broke from their

fastenings and dashed down the street ahead

of the automobilist. After traveling some

distance Mull says the team struck an ob- ~

struction and one horse was injured so badly

that he could 'no go any farther and the

animals came to a stop. it is alleged that in

additiqnjo the injury to the horse the coach

was completely Wrecked. “W

The plaintii'l.’ states that all of this could

have been prevented by ordinary precautions

and that it was purely the negligence and

carelessness of the defendant which caused

the accident. An itemized hill of damages

is presented as follows:

Damage to coach, $225; loss ‘of double har

ness, $50; damage to horse, $10; for coach

hire while damaged coach was being re

paired, $75; for two nights’ loss .of work,

$15; total, $375.‘ Judgment is asked for this

amount. ,

in answer to the-complaint of Mull the

defendant makes a general denial. He de

nics every allegation in the complaint and

states that negligence on the part of the

plaintiff contributed to the accident and that

it was not-solely due to negligence on the

part of the defendant.

Alcohol Exhibition at Barcelona.

An international exhibition is to be held in

Madrid in October next, says El Auto'voiismo

Iliustrado of Barcelona, in furtherance of

the use of alcohol for lighting and (or motor

power purposes. it will be under the patron

age of Eing/tl‘fonso XIII. The communica

tions received from France and Germany

lead the promoters in Spain to hope for a

large number of foreign exhibitors, and that

 

' either vertical or horizontal posiiion.

all the really practical inventors will also be

represented. The sites will be gratuitous,

and exhibitors will have no other expenses

than those of transport and installation. The

Spanish railway companies have promised

their lowest terms; while the Chamber of

Commerce will also give its warmest sup

port to the exhibition.

 

Acme Safely Throttle.

Operators of steam vehicles sometimes ex

perience difliculties in getting regular steam

admission with an ordinary quick opening

throttle, which has a tendency to either open

to its full capacity or to close up entirely.

When these conditions come about they

not only give the vehicle an unsteady

movement, but they are wasteful of steam.

To overcome these troubles the Noite Brass

(30., of Springfield, 0., is making the Acme

safety throttle, here shown. The valve is

provided with double seats, the steam pass

ing from the bottom through a cylindrical

stem that is bored with four holes. The

steam passes through these, thus throttling

it at the lower seat to insure a gradual sup=

  

Steam then passes around the stem andply.

through the upper seat to the engine. When

the engine is running the upper seat, which

is the closing seat, is at all times full open,

thus causing little wear at this point. The

regulating is all done at the lower sent

through the four holes.

In operating, the valve has its full capacity

when the hand lever is midway between the

cxtreme forward and backward positions.

When starting, the lever is thrown full for

ward. and then gradually worked back tow

ard the centre. The vehicle should be con

trolled in this forward half of the two ex-_

tremes. Accidents from excitedly working

‘ the lever the wrong way are avoided, as the

steam is entirely shut off at either extreme

point.

(‘nrc should be takcn to see that the thread

on the pipe making the connection is not

under size or cut so long that when screwed

into place the pipe touches the stem on either

side or interferes with the oil cup in the

back. The pipe connections are one-half or

tln'ee-quartcrs inch. The valve can be set in

The

packing is compressed with a gland and the

_ nut locked. There is a boss on the back of

the valve that can be tapped for an oil cup,

if desired. To remove any grit that has be

come imbcddcd in the scat bolh thc vuivc

scat and thc sll‘ill can bc icmovcd without

discouuccting any pipcs. Yalvcs are packed

and tcstcd to 300 pounds pressure, and are

made. of bronze steam metal.

 

Aftcr six months‘ work, a St. Louis. Mo.,

cugillcci' has just completed a five horse

powcr machine, with a speed of 18 miles an

’ hour, entirely the work of his own hands.

DELIVERY WAGON TEST

British Club has one Under Contemplation—

A Mistake Builders Make.

 

 

“For some time the Automobile Club of

Great Britain has had under consideration

the advisability of holding a trial of, motor

vehicles suitable for use as delivery vans.

Many important trials have been held by the

Liverpool branch of the club, and by the

War Oifice, of motor vehicles suitable for

carrying heavy lzrads. N0 complete trial has,

however, hitherto been held of vehicles suit

able for the rapid transport of loads of not

more than about a ton," says the Car.

“Some commercial houses have been in

duced to use motor vehicles for delivery pur

poses, with the result that they have come

to the conclusion that motor vehicles are use

less for this purpose, owing to the fact that

they have been supplied with vehicles the

engines, frames and gears of which were

originally designed for luxury carriages to

carry four persons, but which have unthink

ineg been adapted for the far more trying

work of delivery vans, by the simple substi

tution of a van body for a passenger body.

Such experiments are doomed to failure, see

ing that considerable strain is imposed upon

a delivery van by the frequent stopping and

starting, and also in consideration of the fact

that it is not likely to receive as delicate

treatment at the hands of a van driver as it

would receive at the hands of a private

owner.

“The majority of makers have had their

works fully occupied by making cars for

passenger vehicles, and have not given at

tention to the important branch‘of the motor

business connected with light delivery vans.

It is believed, however, that . a serious trial

of delivery vans he announced to take place,

say, about twelve months hence, and makers

be supplied with specifications of the two

or three classes of delivery vans which are

required by the big houses in various parts

of the United Kingdom, they would be will

ing to turn their attention to the design of

manufacture suitable for vehicles for the

purpose. '

"The committee are therefore inviting the

loading connncrcini houses, railway. compa

nics nlnl chambers of commerce to co-opcraie

by scinlilig representatives to a conference in'

Novcmbcr, and by subscribing to a trials

fund, so that really substantial prizes may

ln- offered for competition."

 

Contests Stimulate Business.

Nothing bcttcr shows the value of sched

uled events for motor vehicles than that the

week after the Ardennes race, orders for

eighty of one make of Vehicle were given

by different private purchasers, who had

been waiting to see the results of the race

before deciding finally.
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The Week's Patents.

709,859. Motor Vehicle. Walter C. Baker,

Cleveland, Ohio. Filed Feb. 14, 1902. Serial

No. 94,021. (No model.)

Claim.—1. The combination in a motor

vehicle, of the body, the running gear in

cluding the rear axle; and a motor, said

motor being supported mainly from the rear

axle and means for attaching the motor to

the body of the vehicle, said means com

prising a rocking bar pivotally secured to the

under side of the vehicle body, and hangers

pivotally secured to the opposite ends of the

said rocking bar and pivotally connected to

the motor, substantially as set forth.

709,866. Carburetter. Edouard Bouchaud

Pracelq. Angouleme, France. Filed Mar. 29,

1901. Renewed Aug. 26, 1902. Serial No.

121,095. (No model.)

Claim—A carburetter comprising a recepta

cle completely filled with porous material

adapted to retain hydrocarbons and which is

pervious to the passage of air to form a com

bustible mixture, and a cock consisting of

two concentric tubes, the outer one being

stationary and having a helicoida! opening

and the inner one forming the rotating plug

and having a straight groove, the crossing

of which with the helicoidal opening deter

mines the level of the orifice, whereby said

level can be varied by the turning of one

tube relatively to the other.

709,877. Motor. Charles J. Cullen, Jersey

City, N. .1. Filed Nov. 14, 1901. Serial No.

82,330. (No model.)

Claim—1. A motor comprising a fixed

crank shaft. a plurality of cylinders mounted

to rotate around the crank shaft, pistons in

the cylinders having connection with the

crank of the crank shaft, a two section driv

ing shaft, and compensating gear connec

tions between the driving shaft sections and

the cylinders, substantially as specified.

709,949. Valve Gear. Paul H. White, In

dianapolis, Ind., assignor to White Steam

Wagon Company, Indianapolis, Ind., a Cor

.poration of Indiana. Filed Oct. 3, 1901. Serial

No. 77,375. (No model.)

Claim.—-1. In a valve gear, the combination

of a pair of eccentrics, a pair of straps and

eccentric arms mounted on said eccentrics, a

pair of valves, intermediate connections be

tween each valve and one of the eccentric

arms, means for engaging and guiding each

of said eccentric arms, and means for shift

ing said guiding means so as to simulta

neously and coextensiver affect both of the

eccentric arms.

709,959. Vehicle Tire. Frank P. Brining,

Westgrove, Pa. Filed Feb. 14, 1902. Serial

No. 93,992. (No model.)

Claim.—1. A felly having an annular

groove formed in the same, a ring of soft

rubber secured within said groove, undercut

grooves formed in the walls of the groove. a

rubber tire, beveled edges or tongues formed

upon the tire adapted to fit within the under

cut grooves, an opening formed through the

tire, a slit formed from the opening to the

inner face of the tire, beveled surfaces

formed upon the outside of the soft rubber

ring, beveled surfaces formed upon the inner

face of the rubber tire adapted to fit upon

the beveled surfaces of the ring, substan

tially as and for the purpose specified.

710,026. Lubricator for Explosive Engines.

Carl W. Weiss, New York, N. Y., assignor of

one-half to August Mietz, New York, N. Y.

Filed Aug. 13, 1900. Serial No. 20,713. (No

model.)

Claim—1. The combination with an ex

plosive engine having a chamber in which a

partial vacuum is produced by the rearward

movement of the piston, of an oil receptacle,

a conductor to deliver all from said recepta

cle to a port in the cylinder wall, said re

ceptacle being below said port and said con

ductor terminating in said receptacle below

the surface of the oil, and a vent from said

port to said chamber whereby the flow of

oil is induced by the partial vacuum in said

chamber, substantially as shown and de~

scribed.

710,203. Acetylene Gas Lamp. Arthur K.

Miller, New York, N. Y. Filed Oct. 26, 1898.

Serial No. 694,586. (No model.)

Claim—1. A lamp comprising two verti

cally disposed receptacles placed side by

side. interposed connections securing said re

ceptacles together, one connection having a

bore, a tube connected with and depending

from said bore to conduct gas, and a burner

connected with said tube, a cock to control

the passage of gas from said tube to said

burner, the other connection leading to said

receptacles having a cock to control the pas

sage of water through said connection, sub

stantially as described.

710,204. Acetylene Gas Lamp. Arthur K.

Miller, Waterbury, Conn. Filed Jan. 13,

1900. Serial No. 1,263. (No model.)

Claim.—1. A lamp comprising a pair of re

ceptacles, braces secured to said receptacles

near opposite ends, one brace having a bore

communicating with both receptacles near

their lower ends, the upper brace having a

bore communicating with one receptacle, a

tube extending between said braces and

communicating with said upper bore. a bur

ner connected with a bore in the lower

brace, said tube communicating with the

last mentioned bore, and means to control

the passage of water between the recepta

cles, substantially as described.

710,274. Tire for Wheels. Everett Horton,

Bristol, Conn. Filed May 28, 1902. Serial No.

109,313. (No model.)

Claim—1. In a resilient tire for wheels,

the combination, with an inner rim, of a

segmental rim composed of segments having

longitudinal ribs and grooves on their sides;

springs interposed between said rims; and

plates carried by the inner rim, and having

flanges fitting over the ribs formed upon the

segmental rim and entering the longitudinal

grooves thereof.

710,278. Electric Battery. Timke II. Klin

ker, jr., and Richard Gabrielsky, Jersey City,

N. J. Filed Apr. 5, 1902. Serial No. 101,605.

(No model.)

Claim—1. In an electric battery the com

bination of an inclosure, a positive electrode

having upwardly projecting tubular mem

bers rising from a bottom thereof, a cham

bered negative electrode suspended in the.

centre between the upwardly projecting

members of the positive electrode, and an

exciting filling in contact with the said elec

trodes.

norm. Internal Combustion Engine. John

A. Prestwlch, Tottenham, England. Filed

Apr. 29, 1902. Serial No. 105,105. (No model.)

Claim.—1. The improvements in internal

combustion engines comprising the combina

tion of a compression cylinder, 11 working

cylinder, a piston in the compression cylin

der, a piston in the working cylinder moving

in advance of the piston in the compression

cylinder, a rotary valve, an air admission

port in said valve coinciding at the proper

time with an admission port in the compres

sion cylinder. :1 diScharge port in said rotary

valve coinciding at the proper time with a

discharge port from the compression cylin

der, and a compressed air admission port to

the working cylinder, an oil supply valve

 

Diamond

 

Chains

vI 

Large and Hard

Nickel Steel Rivets.

Great Tensile Strength

and Accuracy.

Prompt Deliveries

Made.

  

Light Runabout

Pattern.

Avoid Trouble by

Equipping Machines

Wilh Large Chains.

 

F F 

  

FEDERAL

MANUFACTURING COMPANY

DIAMOND

CHAIN FACTORY

INDIANAPOLIS, INDIANA.
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UNADOUTS
 

  

WHEN IT COMES TO D

  
that give satisfaction to the

public and the agents, then

Northern

IS AT THE FRONT.

Because we were our own

severest critics before we

commenced to market them

is why we want you to

ask us all about the

r Northern Runabout, we

  

  

 

 
 

   

NORTHERN MANUFACTURING (30.,

can satisfy you.
  

Detroit, Michigan

  

 

Stook; Forgings lor Automobiles.
I-‘RIJNT AXLE CENTERS, REAR AXLES. PERCI-I HUBS. STEERING KNUCKLES

AND FRIINT AXLE ENDS, AND MACHINED STEERING EQUIPMENT.

(Pa tented December 16, 1890.)

   

THESE FORCINCB ARE FOR HEAVY AND LIGHT VEHICLES.

DROP FORGINGS FOR ALL. PURPOSES.

See new Circular A, which we mail on request.

THE BILLINCS & SPENCER COMPANY, Harttord, Conn., U. S. A.
No. 8 Long Lane, Alderlgate Street, LONDON, E. C., ENGLAND.

 

A COMPLETE LINE OF

I

“morass Brass Plpe,

Valves, Fittings, etc.,

FCR STEAM MCTIIR VEHICLES.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE

JllHll SllllllilllS 60., 104-110 llsntre St, New York.

 

 

 

  

WE ARE MANUFACTURERS CF THE

Standard Electric Motors
THAT ARE NOW USED 0!! ALL

THE MOST SUCCESSFUL ELECTRIC

AUTOMOBILES In the country.

Our machine is the MOST EFFICIENT and PRACTICAL

OF THEM ALL—as demonstrated by hundreds of them in dain

use all over the country.

_ M .

One Kilowatt Capacity

MOTOR GENERATOR SET

for charging Automobile Batterles in Private or Public Auto Stable

THE ELWElL-PARKEB ELECTRIC 00., Cleveland, 0.
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Baldwin Automobile Detachablo than 60.

WORCESTER, MASS.

ARE THE PIONEERS.

PATEN'I'ED DEC. :8, moo.

BALDWIN CHAINS
are the standard for

SIZE, WORKMANSHIP and FINISH

The Better Water Gauge
' (Klinger's Pltent) -

- The onl water gauge of this kind.

' 'he genuine articlet

List Price, 5 t 2.00.

Our catalogue N0 4 shows the

‘ largest assortment of Automobile

- Material to be found in the world.

rnrniirisNPiitTt'ituos

FEZEZZFZIT35“2£§T"'

Discount to the trade.

CHARLES E. MILLER,

7-99-101 Reade Sh, NEW YOII H CITY.

Manufacturer. Jobber, Importer

  

 

 

 

  

and Exporter.

America’s ‘

LeadingAutomobile I-' *

 
 

tPHINEAS JONES & C0.

NEWARK, N, J.

ESTABLISHED [855

TgsPrescott Steam Touring Cars

In the Speed Trials on Staten Island Boulevard, May 3rst, one at the Pres

Demt’alit-"I Day. IRIWBL‘" New Yvrk “WI Smllll "I", C'III" - "(I Nutmt the REVERSE LEVER OPERATED :otl‘s that made the Endurance Run,a regular stock machine, nothing special

on it, made the mile in 1:37 r-5. thus proving conclusively that the I’rescotts

In the Automobile Club of America's loo—Mile Endurance Contest on

E v Q

Prescott Steam Cars were awarded FIRST CLASS CERTIFICA'I Eb.

 

 

 

 

70R T\VO PASSENGIRS—FRONT CLOSED.

These and other refinements, added to the Prescott Performances in the above Trro Events

Write for catalog and

agent': propowton.

  

. I‘

a if; i

\

a \

  

  

formed by an extension of said rotary valve,

an oil charging port In said valve, in corrc~

spoudlng oil supply port In the valve caning,

a compressed air inlet port in the path of

tra VP] of one and ot‘ salrl oil port and leading

to the compression r-yliutlvr, an oil dist-hart:

in}; port in the valve was-in}; at the other out]

of the oil pnssugv. ('tillllzlt'lltilts IiPtWt‘t'lt said

port run] the CULUIJI‘t‘SNt‘tI air t'Ilttlttll‘I Ilt‘twt‘t‘tt

tho r-_\'lianr-r.<. an exhaust valve In the work

ing r-ylintlr-r, a nit-ans for actuating sairt r-x

hans't valve hy the rotation of the rnntn

valve. moans for" rotating the valve from the

r-r'ank shaft of tIlO ungint‘. all substantially

as and for tho [tllt‘pUSt' set forth.

OlXON’S @GIIIPHITES
For Steam. I

razorcAutomobrles
[IRE AOOOHOEO THE HIGHEST TESTIMONIALS.

Send In! Free Sanrnles and Pamphlet

JOSEPH orxotr onucrous co, Jersey City, n. 1.

International Motor Car 60.,
TOLEOO, OHIO, INDIANAPOLIS, IND.

“Toledo” Steam and Gasoline Motor Cars.

“ WAVERLEY " ELEOTRIO onttrtrnatzs.

 

 

  

 

Illustrated catalogues on request.

 

BY THE FOOT.

 
 

“ America's

Leading

Automobile."

FOURNIEN-SEAIIOHMOIIT

AUTOMOBILE OOMPNIIY,

1236 Orkney Street. PHILADELPHIA, ll. 8. l.

YOU OANNOT GET MORE FOR YOUR MONEY

than by using $2.00 of it to subscribe to

Ebe

{Iboth “(Worm
- In which each week appears a record

of all that is best, brightest and new

est in the world of mechanical tratiic.

are sale, speedy and reliable.

SUPERHEATEI) STEAM.

RUNNING GEAR

New Design. .Extra Heavy.

NEW

INDESTRUCTIBLE BURNER.

STEAM AIR AND STEAM

WATER PUMPS,

Both operated from the seat.

are reliable unaer all conditions.

  

 

 

 

 

FOR POUR PASSENGIRS-_I'RONT OPEN. -

’ prove our straight-out claims that Prescott Cars

PRESCOTT AUTOMOBILE MFG. CO., 83 Chambers Street, New York City.

 
 

L‘d‘
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DeDion Bouton & Co. IE
    

We have on hand a number of sec

ond-hand steam caniages which musI

  

l
PARiS, FRANCE. K L I N G E R _v a}

Standard Gasoline Motors and gAutomobiles of the World. R ' . E

De Dion Motors are user‘lhliy‘liarcllcilng manufacturers all over E sI .THE TRADE SUPPLIED. Semi for Catalogue “C.”

Address all communications to

 

 

 

-. _ ‘7‘)

" K- A- SKINNER, l’;.:?}2.‘;°.’2';.££f°"" "f mm“FOR FIRST CLASS IGNITION APPARATUS Sole United 5m... Agent, Wm for PM" and Parnell-1w

53'.Azeeesfzzeizeezm3.:2:12memlveeeskets'“ '19 cum 5% our Boom) BOSTON, MASS- lBBKE REBULATBR 00-.

ll'rr'kfur Catalogue. BALEMI MASS.

AMERICAN OOIL 00., - West Somerville, Mass.

The

(Motor de Luxe

a H.P.

 

  

4 OYLI N n E R s.
Our mattrial it being ivu'latzd—qvntr/r aI/var

l rrIanA-cyr. You read abnut Ur: maykty didn’tyou .'

‘ _ DYKE’S RADIATORS
E8pec'al as well as other devices have all been tested. Discs wr

ru‘g'ated nndgah'am'n'd to tubing. Heads h we new

adapted to pnnci le for circulation. Above is I2 tube, 27% in.

over a I. We make a 3: tube. also an 8 tube which can

Heavy be connected together. GET THB 5551‘.

u . cons. uos, ENGINES. GARBUHETTERS. S I ITo“ " ea "s ' DliKr'gsFLEXIBLEiHIIEACHLESS nurmmo am. no. m ess ee !

gizifiilsiasiigifi ggfliili'i'iig‘iilgii'griif BOILER SHELLSI

',
'23“ Spring Garden Street! PHILADELPHIA A. L. DYKE, I402 Plne SL, St LouIs, Mo. PRESSURE RESERVOIRS

IF A BAAAE BREAKS
ALMOST ANYTHING MAY HAPPEN.

.

The Tires

\ You may think your present brake is efficient.
on an automobile either

. . . incre se or retar 'IIf you have this one you know It 15. a _ _ d ‘l 5

The difl'erence between thinking and knowing speed- Fesmem "res

I ought to be vital to you Better be sure than sorry. give a"d1tIonal power

Ben" “The “5- and greater mileage.

G & J Detachable Tires

have been proven the speediest of

all vehicle tires, and they wear . ‘ ‘

longest. Descriptive Catalog and ‘ ' —~ W

full iniomiation on request.

GASbLENE TANKS

STEEL SHAPES STAMPED on DRAWN_

INDIANAPOLIS, mo. 8‘ col,

 

 
  

 

 

 

  

  

 

 

THE DOW

Is THE BEST BY EVERY TEST.“
FOR PRICES AND PARTICULARS WRT’I'ETO

  

’ ‘ C ' V THE now PORT. ELECT. co.
‘ ‘ i. _ ON. M 5.

NEW JERSEY AUTOMOBILE 60., .fifiJA'lw'JIY.” $32.... 855.....60.
-- m3 mean an PHILADELPHIA, PA.

8 Central Avenue, NEWARK, N. J. '- ~‘

“meNE " “Am “lillfiiilffll‘

 

  

 

HARTFORD. CONN.
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BOILERS.

The Oldest and Largest Incorporated Company,

MAIIINS AUTOMOBILE BOILERS EXCLUSIVELY.

Our boilers received first prize for lowest fuel

consumption in Long Island Endurance Contest

Cannon’s racing car equipped with our a41nch

boiler, made 1-: mile in 29 4-5 seconds. 300 lbs.

steam at start, 305 lbs. at finish. 5 miles in 8

minutes, 26 3-5 seconds.

Steam Carriage Boiler 00., Oswego, N. Y.

Improve Your Circulation

BY USING

- 1 ‘ ' THE were PUMP
I i I“ I I I I Increases and given a positive cir

5’ i ‘ t‘ulnliun in NW vimlin: water {or all

r ' Gnmltne Mum“. Simple, crimp

, Durtthlt'. Eml'll'llE, entry to npply.

Sent on trial tn rt's'punnlbll.‘ parties.

Lolree Pump & Machinery Co.

120-136 Terrace, Buffalo, N. Y.

MONOGRAM OILS AND [iREASES
SFECIALLY ADAPTED FOR

AUTOMOBILE LUBRIGATION
WRITE FOR CATALOGUE AND PRICE LIST.

Columbia Lubricants 00., 22 Burling Slip, New York.

0

O

M

We enter three carriages

RED, WHITE anti BLUE
IN THE

RELIABILITY CONTEST, OOT. 9-15.

ORANGE, MASS.

  

 

  

 

 

:0.WWMOWO

O

i STEARNS GARS ARE WORTH

MORE THAN THEY OOST.

OOMMMMOOMQ

 

Steam Carriage

 

  

GROUT BROS, M...

TO

Detroit Fast Trains

Chloe 0 Through
g Sleeping Cars

St. Louis . .

c" Drnrng Cars

Kansas l Cafe Cars

Omaha Free Reclining

And the West Chair Cars

THE ONLY LINE RUNNING FREE REDLINING CHAIR CARS

BETWEEN NEW YORK AND CHICAGO.

FAMOUS “ CONTINENTAL LIMITED,” leaves New

York foot of Franklin Street at 2.25 p m., foot of “'est 42d

Street 2.45 p. m., arrives Detroit 7.30 a m., Chicago 3.30 p. m.

St. Louis 7J5 p. m., Kansas City 7 r5 second morning.

“ LACKAWANNA LIMITED," leaves New York foot of

Barclay or Christopher Streets at 10.00 a. m., arrives Detroit

1.00 a. m., Chicago 10.50 a. m.. St Louis 1.00 p. m., Kansas

City 9.30 p. in. next day.

" ONTARIO & WESTERN EXPRESS," leaves New

York foot of Franklin Street at 5.40 p. m., foot of West 42d

Street 6.00 p. m., arrives Detroit 2.05 p. m., Chicago 9.30 p. m.

Also trains leaving at 2.00 a. m., 1.00 p. m. ,510 p. m., 745 p. m.

For information in regard to ra'es, etc., apply to

 

H. B. McCLELLAN,

General Eastern Agent,

387 Broadway, New York.

 

WANTS AND FOR SALE.
15 cents per line of seven words, cash with order.

 

FOR SALE—One No. 2 l.UL()YTlUbllt‘ 5850 model.

this year's make; never been run over 50

miles, for sale at $450.00. Address G. J. Ii.

Motor \Vorld.

JENKINS 8L BARKER
St'ccnssons To CHAS. L. liURDl-Z'I‘T

50 State St., HARTFORD, CONN.

Patents and

Patent Gauses

AUTOMOBILE PATENTS A SPEGIALTY

CORRBPONDENCE SOLICITED

Iii IIIGHIISS RNINII IIIIIR l

 

  

New Features and is up-toJate.

Made in all sizes from runabouts to

transfer wagons.

\\'e are manufacturers of everything for

s. .t (".4 TALOCUE.

NEUSTADT-PERRY 00.. I’éi‘.’ {Guiii'ii‘i‘lfi‘

OF INTEREST TO

MANUFACTURERS

Write tor a copy of pamphlet

just issued by the

Illinois Central R. R.

Company,

automobiles.

 

 

giving reliable information con

cerning nearly 200 desirable loca

tions for industries. and entitled

INDUSTRIAL SITES

IN TEN STATES.

Address GEORGE 6. POWER

Industrial Commissioner Illinois Central Railroad

Room 506 Central Station, Chicago, Ill

 

 

SMITH 8:. MABLEY,

3l3-3I 5 Seventh Ave., New York,

AUTOMOBILES.

meort'rtls

PANHARD. RENAULT.

DISTRIBUTORS

OIIIIRROII, GIRARIIOI II VOIGI CARS MADE IN AIIIRIGA.

turruuuuuuuu
$900.00 with Artillery Wheels.

GENERAL AUTOMOBILE &. MFG. CO.,

I3I2-l330 Hamilton Street, Cleveland, Ohio.

In Luunuuuur flunrrrr
OF AMERICA

7 East 42d Street, NEW YORK.

Agency correppivndence may be addressed to New York

Office or nearest Branch Utfice.

 

 

MALTBY

POWER AIR PUMP

MALTBY AUTOMOBILE

and MANUFACTURING C0

to CLINTON Sr BROOKLYNNY

   

 

AUTOMOBILES
STEAM, GASOLENE AND

ELECTRIC,

BOUGHT. SOLD, EXOHANGED, STORED

REPAIRED AND RENTED.

Accesnorier 0! all kinds furnished. Expert repu'rrnen con

stantly on duty Bargain: in slightly used automobiles, steorn.

gasolene and electric, constantly on hand.

Wrigenu. for all prominent makes of vehiclee.

AUTOMOBILE EXCHANGE AND STORAGE CO.,

133 l35, 137 and 139 W. 38th St.

Two door! om rlroattway.

new YOltl.

  

  

I-C.et a Good

Night’s Rest
'I'IIIS ALWAYS ASSURED

  

When you use the

Bumpariment Sleeping liars

IIINGINNATIMIu IIHIBAGII

C H & D and Monon‘

A room to yourself. ;

Regulate the heat, light '

and ventilation to suit

your convenience.

Every necessary toilet

convience in your room.

Ask any ticket agent for train schedules,

or address

D. G EDWARDS, ET. AL, Cincinnati, 0. s
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SATISFACTION “arms HAYNES-APPERSON}

is the only automobile that has been consistently

developed through 10 years of successful exper

ience on American roads.

  

  

a?9%5599§§§99%999§

{may}:

  

w--e- 1-31

' The .iame developmeur that has' given foreign can [heir reputation has given theEvery man Who owns one WI" you 80' A "ZYIlr‘i-Ahlbtlsnn in proved rrliabiliry, but because of the more severe condiliona

in this rr-urlllry lhcre is no car of equal IIOI'S:B power lhnl_will Ins} as long, handle a:

s easily, and ride as smoorhly on American highways AS tins American product.

“ QR Runabout, 6 horse power, 2 passengers, $l200.

Shall we send yeu catalogue and What Others Say "? mam”, 9 u u 2 u “no,

Surrey, 9 “ " 4 “ [800'

SDRIE PRDFITABLE TERRITORY STILL AVAILABLE FOR HUSTLERS. lll-‘LIVERY IN TEN DAYS ON IMMEDlATl; ORDERS.

_ We now have a few machines on hand equipped with all our Ia'esl improvemenls

5 ready for immediate shipment.

Thomas B. Jeffery Company, ASK QUR CUSTOMERS. oer OUR BOOKLBTS.

  

1

HAYNES-APPERSON C0., Kokomo, Ind., v. s. A.
“g! ‘Iiéwem$mmm

KENOSHA, WISCONSIN.
  

 

.
.
.

 

  

@MFRENQH AND AMERICNAUTOMOBILES. p.530}

SOLE DISTRIBUTING AGENTS FOR

  

Agents for

THE

EIEDTBIG

VEHIUIE Bl].

  

  

4 Cylinder Front.

Peugeot—Mnrs—Gntleraau. “Lginwggw

Long Island Endurance Tent.

  

 

 

 

 
 

The Central

Automobile Bu.

|684 Broadway.

Turn-rout:

596 COL

 
 

lO-H F- PEUGEOT.

  

   

Proznz: 1[Zillillreries of OPEN DAY AND NIGHT. Promqt09|illige33§FEREAu

PEUGEOT, LARGEST AND BEST EQUIPPED nummosnr DEPOT aiming?“

I I ALL KINDS OF FRENCH AUTOMOBILE PARTS KEPT IN STOCK. ELEGTRIGS'

  

ELEDTRIDS DIIARGED AND KEPT IN FIRST-GLASS DRDER.’
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Does the appearance of this automobile please you ?

If so, let us send you our catalog, telling you how

well it is made. “It is better than it looks.” Fournier

Searchmont Automobile Gompany, Suite 553 North

American Building, Philadelphia, U. S. A.

  

 

 
'wwwv'vwwvwwvwwvvvvvv'vvv'wwwvvwwwvvwwv'

  

‘l‘l‘ll‘lllllllllllu““‘l“l‘lllllllll

MUNGER

NON-COLLAPSIBLE

PNEUMATIC TIRES. '

  

   

ALUMINUM One Mile,

~' Automobile Bodies, 1:09 3-5- _

Fenders and Bonnets “—

5. CAN

BUILT and YOU

REPAIRED BEAT

Can-rhgr Builder: N. J

  

MUNGER AUTOMOBILE TIRE (20.,

' TRENTON, N. J.
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When Ordering an Automobile Specify the “ EXIOC ” Battery.

EXIDE BATTERY DEPOTS FOR FURNISHING, CHARGING AND CARING FOR EXIDE BATTERIES:

NEW YORK 148 West 18th Street. PHILADELPHIA, 250 North Broad Street.

CHICAGO, 264 Mlchlgan Boulevard. ST. LOUIS, 3937 Ollve Street.

THEELECTRIC STORAGEBATTERYCO.
PHILADELPHIA.

NEW YORK, 100 Broadway.

BALTIMORE, Continental Trust Building, CLEVELAND. New England Bulldlng.

SAN FRANCISCO, Nevada Block. DETROIT, Michigan El. Co.. 10! Woodward Ave.

HAVANA, CUBA, Cl F. Greenwood Mgr" 34 Empedrado St.

BUFFALO. 200 Pearl Street.

DETROIT, [0| Woodward Avenue.

PHILADELPHIA, Allegheny Ave. and l9th St.

CHICAGO, Marquette Bulldlng'.

ST. LOUIS, Wainwright Building.

BOSTON, 60 State St.

 

 

 

“ WHITNEY ”

STANDARDSFOR ROLLER CHAINS. ' srvrnr TESTS
  

BEMUNSTBATEII

ADVANTAGES.
I70: L—i- 011m,

Busy/#65}; 01AM.

"""oLz""’""' Many of the most prominent

manufacturers have

adopted them.

non—g "agar-13" _—.

5-2.”; IT WILL PAY You T0

mvesneare.

“WHITNEY”
ROLLER CHAIN

STA N DA R DS

will be 13 Standards

tor American Automobiles tor the season of 1903.

THE WHITNEY MFG. 60., Hartford, Conn.

 

  

 

 

WE ARE MANUFACTURERS OF THE

Standard Electric Motors

THAT ARE NOW USED ON ALI.

THE II/IOS'I‘ SYCCI‘ZSSFI'I. Elli:

TRIC AUTOMOBILES in the country.

  

()ur machine is the MOST EFFICIENT Blild ‘9‘: s

PRACTICAL OF THEM ALL—as demon- ,1: \_

stratucl by hundreds of them in daily use all . “

over the country.

  

Convertor for Charging Automobile Batteries lrum

Alternating Current.
THE ELWELL=PARKER ELECTRIC co, §t '_ A

CLEVELAND, OHIO.

Transformer

lor Ch: ing

Automo tle

, . Batteriu from

’H Direct Current
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STOCK FORGINGS
Auto'nirtibiles.

FRONT AXLE CENTERS, REAR AXLES, PERCH

HUBS, STEERING KNUCKLES and FRONT AXLE ENDS

and MACHINED STEERING EQUIPMENT.

( Patented December t6, tSoo.)

 
  

These Forgings are for Heavy and Light Vehicles.

DROP FORGINUS FOR ALL PURPOSES.

 

See New Circular A, which we mall on request.

THE BlLLlNGS & SPENCER COMPANY

HARTFORD, come, u. 5. A.

No. 8 Long Lane, Aldengate Street, LONDON, E. C.

 

Kelecom

[ported Motors

place at your command a

means by which you can

maintain the highest stan

dard of Vehicle Equipment.

Made In 5 and 7 h. p. single

cylinder and 9 and II h. p.

double cylinder, they give all

the variety needed and all are

the best that can be produced.

In headlights we manufac

ture special Acetylene Lamps.

Catalogue 3 will make you feel at home

on both these subjects.

A. H. FUNKE,

Sole Inxll)orter,

98 Duane Street, NE\V YORK

  

 
 

 

 

 

DARRACO CARS
Hold more records than any other

_ make in the world.

  

IN AMERICA,

Weekly Importations insure Latest Styles

AND

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY.

 

AMERICAN DARRACO AUTOMOBILE CO.,

F. .4. LA ROCHE, Sales Manager,

652 Hudson Street, (near l_|ilt SLSttttiOILtflh Ave. El.)NEW YORK,

 

 
 

We Have Been

Making Bells

Since I832.

“1': think this Pretty slrung

assurance that we know how to

make them mall and sell them

rightly In the mailer uI automo

bile bells we beliete the

BEVIN

BELL
to be distinctly better than any

thing else of the sort on the

market. it will afford us pleasure

to turward you details and price

on request

Uur goods will be represented

by Chas. E. Miller, spaces 46, 17.

48, 4c), 50. 51 at the Ann-mobile

Show, Madiat n Sq. Garden, Dz“

York.jan. I7 next

BEVIN BROS. MFG. 00.,

East Hampton, Conn

  

Tum n HUINGCR eiisustou

II Illvtuts HUNGCB "to! 85mm, DISPLACEO

rum AFN-l0 rave ,

 

"t

l

$1500 Auto for $800.

DOUBLE CYLINDER MOTOR. PERFECT ACTth

EASY TO CON FROI. AT ANY SPEED.

THREE POSITIVE SPEEDS FORWARD AND REVERSE.

A Blue Ribbon, IOO Der Cent., Proposition to Agents

ELMORE MANUFACTURING C0., Clyde, 0., U. S. A.
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Etmwuncement

THE AMERICAN MOTOR CARRIAGE Co.

OF CLEVELAND, OHIO

(THE HOME or soon GASOLENE MACHINES) _

Wishes to announce that they are now ready to show to the discriminating

American buyer their perfected

ANI ~1 ICAN GAONE RUNABOUT
   

 

  

SIDE VIEW

5 H. P. 1200 lbs. $1000. Wheel base, 5 it. 10 inches. Goodrich or G 8: J clinchers. Best equipment throughout.

We are credited with building a BETTER MADE and BETTER FINISHED machine than

any other concern. But you had better look the machine over and satist yourself in this respect.

Desirable dealers in good automobile centers wanted. Write for agency proposition. Illustrated

catalogue on request.

the Hmerlcan motor (Zarriage 20., su-szo 6. Prospect St, (leeland, 0M0.

PARDEE & CO, Chicago, Western Representatives.
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NOTHING TO WATCH BUT THE ROAD.

“liOldsmobile

embodies reliability in every detail. It is the

  

result of 17 years experience in the construc—

t...» tion of Gas Engines and Automobiles. The

pioneer and perfected automobile for business and for pleasure. The motor of

simplest construction (four horse power) and

unusual strength. Any boy can under

stand it. Starts at will from the seat and

always under instant control.

$650.00 at Factory.

The lowest price reliable automobile on If

the market.

  

Write for illustrated book to Department.

SELLING AGENTS :

Oldsmobile Co., MS W. 38th St., New York. F. LC. I'lartln Co., Plalnlleld, N. J. Rochester Auto Co., I70 South Ave, Rochester, N. Y.

' “ "24 Connecticut Ave., Washington, D.C' Autovehlcle Co., 79 Orange St., Newark, N. J. Jas. B. Seager, Tuscan, Ariz. '

Quaker City Automobile Co., [38 No. Broad St., Phila. F. W. Stockbrldge, Paterson, N. J. P. E. Gilbert, Jacksonville, Fla.

H. B. Shattuck 6: Son, 239 Columbus Ave.,Bostnn. Day Automobile Co., St. Louis and Kansas City, 110. Texas Imp. 6: Machinery Co., Dallas. Texas.

Banker Bros. Co., East End, Pittsburg, Pa. George Harman, 1455 California St., Denver, Col. Abbott Cycle Co., 41I Baronne St., New Orleans, La.

Oldsmobile Co., 4ll Euclid Ave., Cleveland, 0. Clark 6: Hawkins, 903 Texas Ave, Houston, Texas. C H. Johnson, 55 S. Forsyth, St., Atlanta, Ga.

Wm. B. fletzger, 265 Jeflerson Ave., Detroit, flich. Hyslop Brothers, Toronto, Ont. Sutcliffe 6: Co., ill Main St., Louisville, Ky.

Ralph Temple & Austrian Co., 293 Wabash Ave. Manufacturers Co., 26 Fremont St., San Francisco, Brown-Thompson&Co., Hartiord,Conn.

Chicago, Ill. Cal. Masons Carriage Works, Davenport, la.

Fisher Automobile Co., Indianapolis, Ind. A. F. Chase 6: Co., ZISThird St., Minneapolis, fllnn. Adams & Hart, Grand Rapids, l’lich.

Olds Gasoline Engine Works, Omaha, Neb. Oldsmobile Co.. 728 National Ave, Milwaukee, Wis. Kline Cycle 6t Auto. Co , Harrisburg, Pa.

W. C. Jaynes Automobile Co., 873 Main St., Bufialo, N.Y.

 

THE OLDS MOTOR 'WORKS,

DETROIT, HICH., U. S. A.
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vmrmuous AT HOME AND ABROAD.

The White Steam Carriage

WINS OUT IN ENGLAND’S RELIABILITY CONTEST.

True to its former showing made in this country, a WHITE STEAM CARRIAGE

' completed the 650 miles test with

AN ABSOLUTELY CLEAN RECORD,

being one of two out of seventy entries to achieve this distinction.

 

  

The conditions of this run were unusually severe, the competing vehicles being required to make

five separate journeys over different routes, and submit to brake contests and hill climbing trials.

The WHITE STEAM CARRIAGE used was a six horse power vehicle taken from stock

and not only scored

ISOO POINTS OUT OF A POSSIBLE 1800,

but demonstrated its fuel economy by using only 13 quarts per day.

Both its track records for speed and its road records for reliability prove that

THE WHITE IS A THOROUGHBRED.

WRITE FOR FULL PARTICULARS, INCLUDING PROF. THURS'I’ON’S REPORT ON OUR STEAM

GENERATOR, AND THE OFFICIAL REPORTS OF IMPORTANT ENDURANCE CONTESTS.

 

WHITE SEWING MACHINE CO., tAutomobile Department) Cleveland, Ohio.

22 lhlon Square, New York, N. Y. 509 Tremont Street, Boston, Man. 300 Post Street, San PrlIICIICO, Cal.

609 Maln Street, Bullalo, N. Y. I] Woodward Avenue, Detroit, Mich. 300 Rose Bldg, Cleveland, Ohlo.
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and

DUNLOP TIRES
Have Stood Pre-eminently Foremost Since the Introduction of

Pneumatic Tires

Few devices have been the subject of a greater inventive faculty or

more persistent and successful exploitation. and few have

reached such a high state of development.

They Never Vary in Quality or Workmanship Because

They-Cannot Be Made Better or of Better Materials

If the BEST is none too good for you, it will pay you to adopt

these wrdely and most favorably known tires. Every

user is bound to be satisfied with them.

True Economy Represents Buying the Best Wherever You Can Find It

THE HARTFORD RUBBER

WORKS COMPANY

Hartford, Conn.

U. S. A.
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PACKARD WILL MOVE

Detroit Men and Money Secure Control, Form

 

a new Company and seek new Site.

 

Warren, 0., is shortly to lose both the

famous Packard car and the Messrs. Pack

ard, whose name it bears.

All rights and property of the Ohio Auto

mobile Works, under which name the

Messrs. Packard and their associates oper

ate, have been acguired by a new com

pany, made up mainly of Detroit (Mich)

capital. The new company will start with

a paid in capital of $500,000. The works

will be continued at Warren, 0., until a site

can be obtained in Detroit, when the plant

will be removed to that city and operations

continued on an increased scale. It is the

intention of the new company to increase

the output tenfold.

The Detroit men in the company are Rus

sell A. Alger, jr., Fred M. Alger, John T.

and Truman Newberry, H. E. and R. P.

Joy, Charles A. Ducharme, D. M. Ferry, jr.,

Willard C. and Philip H. McMillan and

Joseph Boyer, many or them names that

stand high in Michigan and are well known

outside the State. The new board of direc

tors will consist of Truman Newberry, Harry

E. Joy, George L. Weiss, Philip H. McMil

lan, Joseph Boyer, R. A. Alger, jr. The

Messrs. Packard will continue in charge of

the enterprise.

In confirming these details Harry E. Joy,

who carried a Packard car through the re

liability run to Boston, stated that it is the

intention of the new company to elect officers

as soon as he returned to Detroit.

 

Grant in Trouble.

0n the application of Mrs. John McKeown,

of Washington, Pa.. the Franklin Trust Co.

has been appointed receiver for the Grant

Tool Co., oi! Franklin, that State. Mrs. Mc

Keown's claim amounts to $160,000; other

liabilities aggregate $70,000. The assets are

placed at $550,000. The Grant Tool Co. was

formerly the Grant Ball Co. of Cleveland.

OhiO.

Change in Remington Management.

James S. Holmes, Jr., has resigned his

position as general manager of the Reming

ton Automobile and Motor Co. of Utica,

N. Y., to take eiTect Nov. 1st Mr. Holmes

has accepted a responsible position with a

New York concern entirely outside of the

automobile trade. Frank P. Hilton has also

resigned as treasurer of the same company.

Malcolm Graham, who has been associated

with Mr. Holmes as vice-president of the

company, will assume the management, and

E. J. Otis will become treasurer and general

superintendent.

 

Whitney Files two More Suits.

Two more suits have been brought by

the Whitney Motor Wagon Co. of Boston

for alleged infringement of patents on steam

vehicles. The concerns proceeded against

are the Prescott Automobile 00., Passalc,

N. J., and Grout Bros, Orange, Mass. The

suits are similar in character to those

brought within the past year against several

other makers of steam carriages, and in

volve a large number of claims. One of the

most important of these is the adjustable

chain strut, which is in such general use.

 

More American Cars for Foreigners.

The Honk Automobile C0., of London, Eng

land, has secured the exclusive English

agency for the international Motor Car C0.'s

line of Toledo gasolene and Waverley elec

tric vehicles. George W. Honk, the head

of the company, closed the deal while in this

country.
 

Show for Philadelphia.

Philadelphia will have a local show. It al

ready has been set [or the first week of Feb

ruary and the Second Regiment Armory en

gaged. Messrs. Le Cato and Sclllichtcr, who

conducted the previous show in that city,

are promoting the affair.

 

Benjamin’s new Berth.

(1. A. Benjamin. for a. number of years

with the Locomohiie Co. of America, has

been appointed general sales agent of the

H. H. Franklin Mtg. 00. of Syracuse, N. Y.

TO ST. LOUIS IN l904

Chairman Scarritt Advances a Novel Idea Which

Meets With a Favorable Reception.

 

It is not wholly improbable that the year

01' the St. Louis Exposition, 1904, will wit

ness the reliability run of that period head

ed not east, nor north, but west—headed,

in fact, for the Exposition itself.

The idea was launched by that man of

ready wit and resource, Winthrop E. Scar

ritt,’ in his‘spee'ch at the smoker tendered

the “reliability runners" at Springfield on

Mbnday night. At the time the suggestion

was well received; after discussion served

only to strengthen its first reception, making

' it appear that the 1,000-mile test which it

implies would not lack the entries and in

terest necessary to its success.

“My idea,” said Mr. Scarritt, pointing in

the direction of St. Louis, “is to say in sub

stance to the contestants, ‘There’s St. Louis.

Get there.’ ”

He then amplified the suggestion in this

wise:

“I would reulre the operator to choose

his own route, feed himself and his observer

and cover the course in not less than ten

days nor more than fourteen. He must se

cure his own gasolcne and make his own

repairs. The observer‘s record will tell the

details of the trip."

 

Receivers Obtain Money.

The United States Court has granted per

mission to the receivers of the American Bi

cycle Co. to issue receivers' certificates to

the value of $500,000. They will be cashed

in this city and the proceeds applied to the

accounts 01' the International Motor Car Co.

and the Federal Mtg. 00., two of the Bicycle

(“ofs subsidiaries. _

 

Gets Nineteen Counties.

The Miller-Mandy Motor Carriage Co..

Utica, N. Y., have secured the agency of

the Autocar 00., of Ardmore, Pa., for 1903.

for territory embracing nineteen counties in

New York State.
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ALMOST A RIOT OF RELIABILITY.

The A. C. A. Contest Develops so Many Equally Superb Performances that the Chief Award

is a Matter of Monumental Speculation—Unofficial Figures Show 20 Cars are

Tied for lt—Of 75 Starters, but 7 Fail to Survive—The Story in Detail.

 

 

While there is, and can be, no assurance of its correctness, the most reliable information

obtainable makes it appear that the following vehicles earned perfect scores

and are tied for the chief award, the President’s Cup :

Nos, I and 3, Packards.

Nos. 24, 25, 26 and 28, Whites.

Nos. 33 and (II, Grouts,

Nos. 47 and 48, Knoxes.

Thore havo boon othor runs. horo. thoro

and abroad, but nono quito llko tho six

days' rolinhility rim, or oontost, or what

ovor you ouro to onll it. whh-h onmo to :I

oloso at Fifth avonuo :Ind I"it't_\'-oi;_-'hth stroot.

New York, on “'odnosday oonIiII,<,_r lust at

about the timo Uld Sol hogan to pull down

his shades for tho night.

Dosignod by tho Autotnohilo (‘luh ot' Amor

ion as a publio domonstratiou of tho I'olin

hility of Amorioan motor vohiolos, tho dom

onstrntion provod ot' a nature that should

serve to oarry thoir fume around tho \voI-hl,

Mindful that tho your had witnossod :I'oni

stridos toward port'oiiion. tho prIunotors

hud iminsod I'nlos :Ind I'osil'it'tions that mndo

thoir proyions uttompt—Inst yonr's run to

BtlI‘I'nlo—uppont' :l mot'o lIolioI'-sl\'oltor. 'l'ho

\"ohiol.'s pl'ot'od ihomsoIVos oqnul to tho

I'tllos_ Ut' tho TS that loft .\'ow York on tho

mornin;r of tho 9th. tih'dni' hottor than no por

t'_oIIt—ooIn]Ilotod tho 4.“ Inilos thnt lllzltlo up

tho ronto to Huston and hook.

of_ whioh .\mori~nn' mnkors

pl'olltl.

It is :I l't'l'tll'tl

mny woll ho

Uf tho UH thol'o on'o thoso that had had

thoir tronhlos—tronldos that had involvod

stoppages. :IIId stoppngos that had im-urrod

the intiiotion of tho drondod loss of points.

But tho t'h' domonstrntod thoir ability to

"got thoro." :Ind thoro is grout glory in that,

Thoro was novor :In :Iutoznohilo oontost uny

whoro that dovolopod suoh :I l:|l‘f_"o proportion

of vohiolos of lho sort. Ul' tho mIqu-I' ot'

thoso that oumo through with "olonn sooros"

no man or publiontion onn spook with .‘lll

thority or with :my show ol‘ it. 'l'ho num

hor guossod nt I':III;_'os from 22 to IT. hut

tltliil illo oIIsol'vol's' hooks :Il'o tuhtlInlI-d thoy

will romnin guossos and nothing- Illnl't'. 'l‘ho

tabulation may or may not ho oomplotod by

Saturday noxt. This is tho word that oomos

diroot from homhplnrtors.

.\IId whon tho tnhnlntiou is oomph tod and

m:qu puhlio, put up your umhrollu! I'n

It‘s-s all signs fall, it Will ho I'ollowoil lay :l

Fifil'lll. 'I'horo woro Immy I'onstrm-tions of

what oonstitutod a ponnli'm-d stop. and thoro

woro intorostod I'I'oo lnnI-os with shul'p oyos

and pom-ils :Is sharp who woro not lilliiilj;

No. 5. Prescott. No. 7, Lane.

No, 64, Oldsmobile.

No. 70, Foster. 20 in all.

 

notos t'or porsuml :Imusomont. Moro thnn

oho oIIsoI'VoI' is hot unlikely to ho oztllotl oll

to tiI'ft‘llli himsolt’. 'l‘ho rnlo \\'illt‘il stntos

that "ono mark will lIo dodm'tod i'ol' onI'II

minuto tho \‘ohiolo is :It I'ost" is tho rook

on whioh soyornl with loss than sixty soo

ond hnyo throutom-d to mnko a

stand to sw-nro tho muoh dosit'od poI'i'oI-i

SIH]I|I.‘ILIP.\'

  

4--“--_1-n._.

  

I I I

('II.Iir|n.In boirritt Surveys the Situation.

sI-oro. \\' Iothor on .-| hill :I our should I‘HIIPI'

and roll IIIII-l\'\\'.'tl'tl. :Ilnl iilt'll g'ol going" [on

word.

\\ ouhl

willmlli I-ullliit'; in \\'l|;|i most III-oplo

lorm :I i‘t‘fi'i :In ooourI'om-o ilmi hull

slmlllil Iu- lit'illii‘li Willi

ono stop. two ships or no stop at .III was no

olhor lino point that was soriously dist-Ilssod.

IN nod soyol'nl Illllos

It is sm-h thing's :Is thoso thnt may mnko

Iiooossnr_\' tho wurnin;r to koop umhrollus

lI:I|hI_\'.

'l'ho start of tho oonlost was not unliko tho

stnrt or :III :Iutomohilo oontosts. 'l‘horo \\':ls

tho sumo ours and lilllo

ours. of rod. whito, hlno. blur]; and yollow

('ttiit't'I hill of III};

ours: lho sumo IIuisos', _ll|o sulno slllolls, iIII'

t'l‘tl\\‘ti Hr

Imlls on tho .Irins this limo

sumo hustling oilio'mls szllIs l'ilI

tho sumo t-ol'lth'

No. II, Haynes-Apperson.

No. 3|, Stevens-Duryea.

Nos. 42, 67 and 76, Fournier-Searchmonts.

No. 68, Fredonia.

of polioo. tho sumo oIiI-k. I'Iiok 0f oamoras.

tho sumo surging. hahlding intormixturo of

ohsorvors, oporntors and spot'tators, and ap

pnrontly more of tlIoIn than ever boi'oro, all

with tho sumo hm-kgrotmd, the palatial \‘un

dorhilt mansion. Fow of the old familiar

fuoos on'o lIIissiIItz. Pt'osldont Slnlttnok

strodo dignitiodly horo and thoro, Chairman

Sourritt was not only bore and there but

oyorywhoro, and Soorotui'y Butlor. bosiogod

on all sidos. triod hard to muko progross in

tho t'nI-o of tho \‘olloys of qttostions til'od at

him. (If I'otll'so, Ron Smith was thoro, and

Frank “'oston, :IIId (‘hnrlos E. Millotg.

:md l\'onnoth Skinnor. and W. I). Gash.

\\'horo\'or :Ind whonovor uIItoIIIohilos guthor

lhoro thoy tll‘t' o\'o|' to ho found; Hush this

liIIIo Imd ill to\\' liollot't t', tlgdoll and .l. S.

Hunting. tho glint \\':In:Im:Ikor

l‘horo woro othor now foot->2

'l‘homns It. .Ioti'ory. who has not :Igotl

om- your in twonty. was on tho soono for

tho liI'si tilno, dooply illtol‘osiod. of oolll'sv.

in his ltnmhlor ours. 'rill'tNiUI't‘ \\'oi;_'h'. from

tho Akron l'uotory of tho llinmond ltnhhor

t'o.. ohuhhy nnd ohippor. was thoro; .lnmos

ll. llookor mum on from ('lydo, 0.. to kooll

his oyo on his liltnot'o, :IIIII thoro woro othors,

'I‘on minutos :It'tor tho last oar had loft.

l.o\\'o\'ol'. what had lIooII :I soono of unusual

hnhhnh :IssuIm-d tho wnntod :Ippoaratloo (If

n .\'o\\' York stroot.

po\\'or.~ in

ilislillllioll.

hm,

'l'lIo story of tho onsning six d:Iys~-thoy

t'ollowod tho hhlionl illjllllt'Iiull and rostoIl

is :I long olto. Tho (I0

i:|iIs of tho Iloillus of ont'h day are ohl'oll

ioh-d in othor t'Uilllllll-\'. In strikin;_r oontt'ast

to lost tho wouthot' gods \t'ol'o

good. 'l'hoy wopt on hut ono day-“Sunday.

“hon ihoI-o wus- nothing doing. :md no harm

Lost your

mud for four

was dust, not mud, that

in lloston on Sunday

your s run

and lilth- im-oln'I-niom-o I'osllliotl.

Iho oontostnnts wnllowod in

Guys: this limo ii

worrioll llo-m.

"Ill l'dt‘i." .\.'Ihl \Yllllls'tll' 'l'. “'lllit‘ .illh'i tirit'l‘

ho tinishod. "I'm tho lonst hit sorry that wo

did not hnyo hm- dny of h:II'd ruin; it Would

Ilu' moro and that

would II:I\'t' just snilod us."

li:|\'o mud" lost sovol'o,

It is violating no oontidolwe to say that
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the SP\'».‘I‘PR1' strain to which most of the men

and their machines were subjected was the

strain of keeping within the 11 mile an hour

limit. There were those that gloried in be

ing in front and in getting there and remain

road or street. One of the contestants once

avoided a stop. and also possible disqualifi

cation, by thus skilfully creeping a mile in

some 40 minutes—no small feat in itself,

On l't'IN'dit‘ti occasions it was not an infre

so GASOLENE—THE SURVIVORS——-ts STEAM.

ing the “also runs.” a broken piston on No.

'71, lm Dion; broken bolts 011 the transmis

sion of .\'o. 1211. gasolene Locomoinle, and a

hadly Iillt‘klt‘ti wheel on No. 19, Automotor_

were the most serious ()L't‘lll'lellt'cfi to any of

0

I. 
 

  

   

 

 

 

 

  

 

_ — _ - - ' t I _

No.

Utii— Manufacturer. Entrant. Operator.

cial.

1 Ohio Automobile Co . . . . . . . . . . .. Harlan TV. Whipple...I H. \\'. “'hippie . . . . . . . . . ..

2 Ohio Automobile C0............ Henry B. Joy..- . . . . . . .. Henry B, Joy. . . . . . .

3 Ohio Automobile Co. . . . . . . . . . . . Adams & McMurtry Co. George L. “'eiss . . . . . . . . . .. I

4 Ohio Automobile (30.. . . . . . . Adams & McMur'try Co. .1, F. Loughlin . . . . . . . . . . . ..I

5 Prescott Auto Manufacturing Co Prescott Auto Mfg. (20.. H. M. Wells . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..|

7 Lane Motor Vehicle 00.. . . . . Lune Motor Veh. Co.... James Hussar . . . . . . . . . . . . ._

8 Lane Motor Vehicle Co. . . . . . . . . Lane Motor Veh. Co. . . . O. K. Raymond . . . . . . . . . . ..I

10 Haynes—Apperson (To. . . . . . . . . . . . Haynes—Apperson Co. . . Elwood Haynes-1 . . . . . . . . , , . _.|

11 Haynes—Apperson Co. . . . . . . . . . . . Haynesw\mierson Co. . . Frank Mutt . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..1

1'3 Haynes—Apperson Co. . . . . . . . . . . . Haynes—Apperson Co. . . H. Michener . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ‘

13 Autocar (30 _ , _ , _ _ _ _ , _ . , _ _ , _ _ , _ __ A utocar Co . . . . . . . . . . . .. \V. 1'}. Evans . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..,‘

i W’ard-Leonard Electric Co . . . . . . “lard-Leonard Elec. Co. P. G. Flemim.r . . . . . . . . . . . .. I

17 Apperson Bros, _ , , _ , _ , , , _ _ _ , , _ , Apperson Bros . . . . . . . . . . Elmer Apperson . . . . . . . . . . ..I

is H. Bartel Brazier. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . H. Bartol Brazier . . . . . . H. Bartoi Brazier . . . . . . . . . . .l

19 Torbensen Gear, Inc, _ , _ _ , _ , _ . _ , Torbensen Gear. Inc. Frank I), Pearce . . . . . . . . . ..1

20 George N. Pierce Co. . . . . . . . . . . . George N. I'ierce Co. . . . Perry 1’. Pierce . . . . . . . . . . - - . 1

21 A. Darracq & Cie. . . . . . . . . . . . . . Harold M. Brown . . . . . . Harold H. Brown . . . . . . . . . ..

23 Apperson Bros . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. H- K- Browning . . . . . . . .I Edgar Apperson . . . . . . . . . . ..

24 W'hite Sewing Machine Co _ . . . ,. l’aul ll. lit-mint: . . . . . . .. Paul H. Deming . . . . . . . . . . ..

25 “'hite Sewing Machine (30...... \Vindsm' '1‘. White . . . . . . “'indeor T. “’hite . . . . . . . . ..

26 White Sewing Machine (30...... White Sew. Mach. Co. . Georg-'- S- Wait? - ~ - - - - - - - --I

27 tW'hite Sewing Machine Co. . . . .1“;th SQW- MRCh- CO- - I -\- J- S‘fhairt" - . - - - - - - - - - ---

2S t\Vhite Sewing Machine Co..... White Sew. Mach. (70.. M. it. Hughes, Jr . . . . . . . . ..

2i) Locomobile Co. of America. . . . . A- L. Hiker . . . . . . . . . . . . A. 1,. Hiker . . . . . . . . . . . . . . _ ‘

30 J. Stevens Arms & Tool (20.... J. Stevens A. at; '1‘. Co.. .1. “f. Din-yea . . . . . . . . . . . . ..

31 J. Stevens Arms & Tool Co. . . . .1. Stevens A. & '1‘. Co. . P. Ncetmfln . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..

32 IThos. B. Jeffery C0 . . . . . . . . . . . . . Thos. B. Jeffery Co. . . . . A rthur Gardner . . . . . . . . . . A

33 Gnut Bros . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Grout Bros . . . . . . . . . . . . . '6. B. Grout . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

34 Locomoblle C0, of America, _ , _ _ S. '1‘. Davis. Jr . . . . . . .. S. '1‘. Davis, Jr . . . . . . . . . . . ..

'15 Locomohue Co, of America“... Locomobile Co. of Am..| S. F. Davis. Jr . . . . . . . . . . .

36 Locomobile C0. of America..... Locomobile Co. of Am.. Murray Pflgr - - - - - - - - - - ~ a -

37 Elmore Manufacturing Co . . . . . . I Elmore M fg. (7o . . . . . . .. H. 1.. Newton . . . . . . . . . . . .

38 Elmore Manufacturing ('0_ H , _ , I Elmore 1“ [LL (‘0 . . . . . . . . .1. F. NEWOUIHPI‘ . . . . . . . . . . . . ‘

39 De Dion—Bouton Co . . . . . . . . . . . ..llx'enncth A. Skinner. . .. Kenneth A. Skinner . . . . . . . .

~10 Autocar Co . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . H. B. Shattuck & Son. . it. 11. \‘i'illard . . . . . . . . . . . . ..

41 Olds Motor Works . . . . . . . . .. H. B. Shattuck & Son. .I F‘. l". (‘ameron . . . . . . . . . . . ..

~12 Ilt‘ournier-Searchmont Co, , _ , _ , _ _ I 11. l; Shattuok & Son. [1. 'l‘. Suekett . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

43 Ohio Automobile C0............ 11. 1:. ShattUQk & Son.. Benjamin Smith . . . . . . . . . ..

3H A. Darracq & Cle . . . . . . . . . .. F. A. La. Roche.. . . . . . ..I i". A. La Roche . . . . . . . . . . ..

45 H, H. Franklin (10 . . . . . . . . . . . Li. Averill . . . . . . . . . ..I S. (-1. Averill . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..

Hi Knox Automobile C0. . . . . . . . . . . . Knox Automobile Co. . .‘ i" H. Fowler . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. ‘

47 _l\'nox Automobile C0. . . . . . . . . . . . Knox Automobile ("0. . . I ii. A. Knox . . . . . . . . . . . .. .

~18 IKnox Automobile Co . . . . . . . . . . . . | Knox Automobile Co, _ ,I t‘. S. :“flSHll . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..

_ 411 IFiat—Torino, Italy. . . . . . . . . . . . . ..IC- H. Tangeman . . . . . . ..I 1‘ ll. 'l‘angeman . . . . . . . . . . .

51 tStt-arns Steam Carriage Co...._t>.‘tearns Steam Car Co.I '. A. Sweet . . . . . . . . . . . . . .,

32 I‘Vinton Motor Carriage C0. . . . . I Percy Owen . . . . . . . . . . .. l'erey Owtm. . . . . . . . . .. . . . . .

3'15 17. S. Long Distance Auto (‘0. .1 l'. 8. Long Dis. A. Co. 1'1. A. Rlutin . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..'

5" 17. 5. Long Distance Auto 03.. i'. 3. 1.0111: Dis. A. 1.,‘0. R. 11. liurker . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..

37 George N. Pierce C0 . . . . . . . . . . . . (it-“Ire N. Pierce (‘0. . . I' ("harh-s Stefl'y . . . . . . . . . . . .. ‘

'18 Thos. B. Jeffery Co . . . . . . . . . . . ..' Henry C. Squires & SonIG-astou l’lanttifi‘ . . . . . . . . . . ..‘

59 Winton Motor Carriage C0. . . . . F. E. l'roctor . . . . . . . . . . . I t‘. H, l‘roetor . . . . . . . . . . . . . .I

6" Grout Bros . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . Grout Bros . . . . . . . . . . . ..i \Y. .1. Gould . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .I

61 IGrout Bros . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. Urfllll BYOB - - - - - - - - - - - ..I 'V'HI'I -'\- ‘ili'lll - - - t - - - ~ - - ~ - - -I

2 International Motor Car C0. . . . . Enternational M. (7. (‘11,! M. ii. \\'inter.q . . . . . . . . . . . . .‘

63 Olds Motor “’orks . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I ()ldemohile (‘o . . . . . . . . . . I I‘orl H. Page . . . . . . . . . . . . . .'

64 Olds Motor “"orks . . . . . . . . . . . . ..IOldsmohile (.‘o . . . . . . . . . .. R. M. Owen . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..

65 IAutomth- CU, _ _ _ _ _ _ , _ , , _ _ _ _ , _ _ , IAutomotor (‘o. . . . . . . . . . .i A. Smit h . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..

66 Panhard-Levassor . . . . . . . . . . . . . I Leonard N. Fisk . . . . . . . I Leonard 11. lt‘iske . . . . . . . . . - - I

07 'P‘ournier—Searchment . . . . . . . . .. I John “'anamakt-r . . . . . ..1 .1. S. liuntin: . . . . . . . . . . . ..‘

(18 Frerionia Manufacturing Co. . ...I1“r@<10nifl Mfg. Co . . . . . . I 1'. '1‘. "i-tilhri‘ ~ - - - - - ‘ - - - - - - --'

70 Foster Auto Manufacturing Co, , I Foe-tier Auto M f1:. (‘0. . . l Fred .1 Holly . , . . . . . . . . . . . . .l

71 De Dion-Bouton Co . . . . . . . . . . . . . I Kenneth A. Skinner. . ..‘ 'I‘ S. l'lrit-h . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .'

73 Foster Auto Manufacturing Co. . I Dr. M. A. Carman. . . . .I Dr. M. A. t‘armau . . . . . . . . . .'

75 IThos. B. Jeffery Co . . - . . . . . . . . . . I Mechaley Bros . . . . . . . . . . | 1‘. 1.. Hrown . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..

7'6 IFournier-Searchment . . . . . . . . . John VVanumakt-r . . . . . . . i R. A. Greene . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I

77 IThos. B. Jeffery Co. .. . .. . . . . . . . Columbus Auto. Exeh‘gel 1‘. H. \Vilwn . . . . . . . . . . . . ..'

Til lfllds Motor \\'ork.-' . . . . . . . . . . . . .I H. 11. Shattnck A" Son. . I \V. A. Frederick . . . . . . . . . . .I

Hi I Foster Auto. Mst. (‘o . . . . . . . . . Foster Anio_ Mfg. (‘0. . I l'nrk liinsnmrv . . . . . . . . . . . . . I

“ THE DEATHS."

6 Foster Auto Manufacturing CO..IF0!~‘tt.-r Auto Mfg. (‘0...IHt-I-ke crank shaft . . . . . . . ..

H IAutocar (.‘o . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Autocar L‘o . . . . . . . . . . . . . I iruky “nit-r tank . . . . . . . . ..

15 IVVard-beonard Electric C0 . . . . .. \Vnrd Leonard Hit-e. t‘o_I lirnite engine shaft . . . . . .'0 lNeftel Automobile (‘0. . . . . . . . . . . Knight Neftt-l . . . . . . . . . . I (it-Iterator fail-'1] . . . . . . . .. .l

7-4 IDe Dion—Bouton Motorette Cu. . . I Dr. Julius F. iln\'e.~‘t.zttit.i liroke steerinng knuckles. .'

' it Iii‘redonia Manufneturinc: (Io. . . . .1 b‘redttnia Mfg. Co . . . . ..llr‘nulnv [1‘01]va . . . . . . . . . ..

71 IE. R Thomas Motor Co . . . . .. . . I Mechaley iiros . . . . . . . . .. I Engine tit-HI-II'H . . . . . . . . . ..‘

ENTRANTS THAT FAILEI) TO START.

ii Pope—Robinson Co . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I Pope—Robitth 4‘0 . . . . . . ‘ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I

22 _Foster Auto Manufacturing Co.. i~‘o.~ter Auto Mfg. (‘0...I . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . _ . . ..

53 IEIPCU‘I'Z Vehicle CO.......-..... l‘llt‘t'tl'it‘ Vehicle 4‘11. ....' . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...

72 ItGeorges Richard. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. Manhattan 'l‘ransit t'o.‘ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..

78 IA. Darracq . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .VV. 1’. Harnow . . . . . . . . .1 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .
 

' ' Carries 81.6 h. p. gasolene motor and tiyllillllu to "who-5e battery en route.

tInent sight to see 30 or 110 slowly moving

vehicles sil‘llll! out as regularly ordered as

in}; there. they ate up tune and distance so

quickly that to avoid reaching controls ahead

m" the schedule what might he termed “trick

ritlinz“ was necessary. They would slow

down to a Quail's crawl, and at that pace 0111

letter and rigzag from side to side of the

if on Imratie.

'l'ht-re more tire ironhles than

1'0:ttI>‘ warranted, hnt. generally

the other troubles were minor ones. i'lxrrpi.~

the

speak ing.
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4 Gilt-10. | 2.100 I I; I

i Gaso. I 2.100 -

L! Steam 1.11133 3% :2,

“..' Sicfl'n | 1.8 "

2 Steam I 1.13.30 9 2

-1 East». 1,975 9 '3 ,

'_' UHF-n, I 1,000 9 2

“.I I 133180. I l..ititi 6 2

2 I Llasn. 1,1150 10 2

1 I (jiib'n. 1,500 I if! I 2

4 I (iagti. I 2.7")" I It) 2

t I (iaso. | 2.7% 1-;“..’ I than. I 57.3 I n

:1 ! nah-o. I Hill I :15“.4 I Saw». I 1.4100 I 1.5 ..

ti I tiaso. | 2,000 I if; 2

2 I Sit-tun l 1.15" I P) 2

'J I Steam I 1.17:0 I 6 :2

2 Steam 1.1.10 I R Z

21 Steam 1.1.00 1 6 2

2 ‘ 3101911 1.000 I 6 2

I ‘ tins»). 11200 12 4

L’ I Linso. 1,030 6 2

13 1 (last, ' 1‘050 6 2

L’ ' (Jar-'0. I 1,200 6 1

2 I Steam . 1.3100 (2% 2

2 I Steam I 2,100 I 10 2

‘2 Steam I 1%.? I 4 2

a 1 Steam I m5 ''- <iaso_ 1,000 I '

3 than. 1000 I 5 2

i tinso. 1.1100 8 l

4 I Gust». 1.11.30 I 10 2

'_’ ‘ this... ‘ s00 I .4 1

4 I t“...<.._ ; -_-,-_»oo I s 2

1 ' than. 12000 13 | 1

I! ' flow». I 1,700 I 16 I 2

2.‘ Gas-p 1 1.12.? I s I 1
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L.‘ tiaso. 1,100 ‘ S i

2 ti;t:<_i_ I‘Itni ' ,\ I

7- IiiiS-L 1107.0 1 1'; I

13 Shaun 1.500 R L!

'1 l;;l\.i_ If.” I 15 L! _

'J I ‘:il\‘ll, Il'lill 1' I I

2 I Gustt. I 1.600 I 7 1

2 (law). I Mitt I 5 1

2 I (Man, | 010 4 1

4 ' Gusn. I 3,301 16 3

2 I Steam 1.300 6'5 I 2

2 I Ste 1111 I '2111 ' 61..., 2

4 I Goso. I 2,000 | 16 I 1:

2 I t‘; ‘ ~~

2 I (3.1.1.11 | 1 1 I I

4 1 Ham. 1 I,tiliii ' 13 I 3

"I I Hit-m, ' 1000 I 12 ' .I

4 I Hats“, 1 _'_ 100 I g I L»

2 I (hum. ' 1,2100 I {1 1

2 ' Steam I 1,".00 ' 4 g

I: I git-.190. I 1 not) I ti 1

- eat I ."0 o 'L' I Gust):l ‘ 1; 1:00 I :15. 1

4 I Gaso. ' 2,100 1 g 2

2 1 fiaso. I 1.100 i 41.; 1

2 I (instt. Mm I .1 I 1

a I Sit-am I 1,200 I 4 I 2

2 I 241' :m. . 1,;00 I 4 g
i I ihlfilt. I 1.15" I 10 2

4 iitiill, ' I_.-l.-l'| I 1

1 ' l-Ih-t- I 12300 ' .__ -i

1i ' Haw ' 0.30 1 11 1

L' l Haw-L 1 1.3100 I 0 1

2 I (LIEU I 19:)?! ' 6 I 1

i I (Ln-1, I 11,0110 2‘ 4

I lili‘iu' \THI Q 2

I I ii'tmr, “if-UH I It) 2

i ' 1I|<||_ | ‘_‘l"’ I 10 2

3; I 11.1.:‘0. I 1.700 I It; 2
 

thelivcry Wagon.

the cars that completed the run. in a way

the most unfortunate 01' the Slil‘ViYnI's was

I". A. l.:t llm'lic.(1n the 111‘s! ti:|_\’I|1.\1|'tlllI~Il‘.\‘

with hm liart'at-tl heuan, and they continued

until Huston wa< reacth ,IIt
'l'hcre he

tkiotuinuod on page 7:)
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Bulk

You Can Get More For Your Money
Trouble  

than we are able

to ofler you in the

NORTHERN

DUNADOUT @
but no amount of money will i .

assure you greater all-around ‘

service and satisfaction.

11 that’s what you are looking

tor, write us.

NORTHERN MANUFACTURING (30., Delroil, Michigan

AGENTS:

“OMAN 8 SCHULZ, 100lh SI. and Broadway, New York, N. Y. ALVIN T. FULLER, 342 Columbus Ave., Boston, Mass

NATIONAL AUTOMOBILE ii MANUFACTURERS C0., 26 Fremont SL, San Francisco. D. DESMADAIS 6i C0., Bristol, Conn.

 

If the rest of the Automobile is as good as

FISK TIRES
it’s all right.

  

FISK RUBBER COMPANY, = Chicopee Falls, Mass.

BRANCHES :

BOSTON, SPRINGFIELD, NEW YORK, PHILADELPHIA, WASHINGTON,

604 Athnllc Ave. 40 leght St. 83 Chllllbefl St. 916 Arch St. 427 [Mb 51., N. W.

8YRA¢USB. BUFFALO DETRIOT. crucaoo, SAN FRANCISCO,

42a 50. Clinton 51. 25 w. ()2an M. 252 Jeflerson Ave. 54 State 51. in Second St.
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NEW YORK, OCTOBER 16, 1902.

  

What was Accomplishe .

Out of the chaos existing at present re

garding the specific results of the reliability

contest, which came to an end yesterday, lit

tle beyond generalizations can be indulged

in at present.

It is known that some 20 cars are claimed

to have a clean bill of health, having collie

through the six days’ run without a single

penalized stop. For this we have the word

of the observers, reinforced by the contest

ants. But whether all these claims will be

borne out by the unimpeached testimony of

the books is quite another matter. At best

there are many mooted points, raised in

entire good faith. which llll‘St be settled be

fore any award ls made. In the process of

revision the list is likely to be shortened

somewhat.

If we turn to the certificate winners we

are still more completely at sea. It is no

exaggeration to say that, compared to it, the

marking contest is simplicity itself. It is

probable that a considerable majority of

the finishing cars will be awarded first class

certificates, and that most of the remainder

will get second and third class ones. But

bcyond this it is utterly impossible to go.

We have a list of the arrivals and de

partures from each of the twelve controls,

which, of course, gives us the time con

sumcd by each car in covering the distance

between them. But we do not know, and

cannot for some time, the causes of the de

lays, where such occurred. They have been

due to tire troubles or to other non-penal

ized stops. rather than to slow running. In

such case they would not interfere with

the award of certificates.

But if information of this precise charac

ter is unobtainablc, it is not so with that

hearing on tho. run itself.

 

 

THE WEEK’S CASUALTIES.

TOTAL: KILLED, I72; INJURED, 277.

_ Killed 141.
RAILROADS-% Injured, 129.

_ Killed, 19.
TROLLEYS. i Wand, 79

_ Kllled,l 1.
HORSES' { Injured, s7.

_ g Killed, 1.
BICYCLES . I Injured, m

_ Killed. 0.
AUTO VIOBILES . i Injured. 2.

TOTAL, THREE WEEKS:

KILLED, 252; INJURED, 470.

  

 

 

It was a magnificent, an overwhelming

success.

Nothing like it has ever been witnessed in

this or any other country. It completely

dwarfs every event of the kind ever con

ceived and carried through.

Of the 75 cars which left New York on

Thursday last 68 reached the starting point

last night.

The simple statement is worth volumes.

it is true that some of the 68 cars had met

with accidents en route, and that others

finishcd with difficulty. It must he said,

in the matters oftoo, that roads and

weather the contestants wcrc greatly ra

vorcd. A run of this distance could not be

held favorable conditions.

Everything conduccd t0 the making of an

under more

almost uncxa'npled record.

But this is very far from being all. No

extraneous circumstances would have

availed to bring about such a result had

there not been a basis to work upon in the

shape of well designed and soundly con

structed cars, opcratcd with intelligence and

skill.

There were bad roads in plenty. although

few of the indescribably vile ones which

marked the run to Buffalo last year.

Over them the cars were run for mile after

mile at a pace that was usually quite up to

the 14 mile limit. Uphill and down dale,

following deep ruts, plunging into holes,

ploughing through mud, sand or loose dirt,

they rarely faltcred and never failed.

That more than 90 per cent of the start

ers should finish is, therefore, a remarkable

showing. Not a whit behind it is the small

number of accidents that occurred.

The

springs and other parts, so great a figure

broken axles, steering knuckles,

in last year's run, was almost unknown.

There was no rebuilding of cars over night,

no procession of factory hands on route, by

railroad trains and on cars, no carrying of

huge repair kits, no shipment of trunks of

parts from point to point. Blacksmiths were

not compelled to work all night or routed

out of bed and set to work forging straps

and rods with which to bolster up falling

cars. ‘ _

Instead there was order and quiet at the

controls as well as en route.

The operators were, as a rule, their own

mecanicians. In the case of the big cars a

mccanician was usually carried along, and

he attended to the work of lubricating, re

plenishing tanks, cleaning up and adjusting.

But with most of the smaller cars it was

just the other way. The time allotted for

repairs—an hour and a half at noon and

two hours in the morning—was nearly al

ways more than was needed. The cars

were lined up ready for the start anywhere

from half an hour to an hour and a half be

fore the word was given.

A marked dlti'erence between the present

run and that of last year was also seen in

the objects sought.

Last year every effort was bent in the di

rection of getting through. No expenditure

of tilnc, effort or money was deemed too

grcat if this purpose was achieved. l\'o

check was kept on the number, duration or

character of the stops or of the repairs.

Those in charge of the cars had an abso

lutely free hand in all these particulars.

Clean records were what were sought on

the Boston run. Getting in, and even get

ting in on time, was a secondary considera

tion with most drivers. They knew how

easy a task that was. But to come through
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without a pcnalizwi stop, or with as l'c‘w of

them as possible, was the desire of their

hearts. and to its accomplishmcut they bent

cvcry r‘ll‘ui'l.

'l'herc \vcrc l'cw cars brought into the colt

trots solely by the altnost superhuman cf

forts of their occupants.

The latter, except tltc drivers, took things

easy, and acted precisely as they would have

done had tltcy been out for a little jattnt of

Many of the observers hada few miles.

slut-cures. There was little for them to do.

and ntost of them did it well.

The Hill dcmt'mstraicd incontrovcrtibly

that single day‘s rttns of 75 to 104) miles a

day are too short to make a real test of the

cars of“ to-day.

They must be sent further, if anything

not already known is to be made public.

“'c now know that almost any reputable

(ill' can start oti' for a day's or a week's

journey and arrive at its destination with

certainty, and almost without trouble.

llitrher flights may now be attempted, and

it has already been tuore than intimated that

they are contemplated.

The object of the run has been accom~

plishctl. The reliability of" the contesting

cars was made plain beyond misunderstand

ing. They are reliable. and catt be relied

upon to carry their passengers to destina

tion without stops or troubleof arty kind.

 
 

The Clouds Begin to Break.

luminous, inspiring

the New York

This is the brdad,

beam \\'liit'li‘ct\illcs from

Evening Sun:

"The time is not far distant when the al

lcgcd comic papers will have to give up

printing the tiresotncly fatniliar picture. of

the automobilist scattering death and do

struction in ltis wake. liven the embattled

farmers will have to reconcile themselves to

the resources of' civilization.“

It appears beneath the captiott. "The

Automobile Question Settling itself,“ whiclt

in itself conveys :1 great truth. for. as the

Sun says:

“’l‘he-demand for legislation on the sub

ject of the speed limit of automobiles, with

severe penalties for those who exceed it,

There

fc\\cr accidents recently,

has died down. have been much

and as the num

bcr ot‘ horscless carriages ls increasing every

day it is clear that either chaut't'cnrs are be

coming.r more careful or the horses are aet

tiu: accustomed even to the red, white and

blue dcvils. as their ancestors ceased to shy

at railroad trains and electric streetcars.“

It cannot be otherwise. The automobile

is merely the “jtlggt-t'rtrtitt" of today. Yes

terday it was the bicycle. 'l‘o»morrow it

may be the flying machine, the suggestive

dangers of which are so enormousand so

that the

quickly lost to view once the sensationalist

picturesque automobile will he

turns his pen to them. lie will then have

the same public which now shudders at the

shadow of an automobile fairly quakiug at

the possible consequences of the sudden tiop

of an airship.

It serves to show the folly of what the

Sun itt its wholesome editorial tritcly terms

“the absurdity of vindictive special legisla

tion," in which, unfortunately, too ntany nu

tomohilists are prone to share in some meas

ure.

"While little minds discuss, great ques

tions solve themselves," is an aphoristn that

aptly fits the present situation. The auto

mobile question is a question of the sort.

 

Philadelphia Folly.

\Ve confess that we fail utterly to ap

preciate the reasoning of some of the tnen

and organimttit'ms whose avowed purp0se

is to serve the cause of automobilistu. Here

In New York we find sonte of them favor

ing the examination and licensing of auto

ntohilists without distinction, amt in l’hila~

delphia last week others of the same class

gave evidence of the same tendency toward

favoring special legislation and unnecessary

and unduly rigorous impositions.

The l‘hiladelphians constituted a commit

tee from the Automobile Hub of that city

to a joint conference designed to draft an

ordinance satisfactory to all vehicular inter

ests. When all was said and done, the au

tomobilists had agreed that while titles of

$5, $10 and $25 were sufficient penalties in

the order of the offence for violations on

the part of other vehicles, it is right and

proper that autotnobilists be mulcted $25

for the first oil‘ence. and be denied the right

to use the highways for a second transgres

sion.

Not to make light of" Jtutice by mention

ing it in connection with the matter, what

earthly rhyme or reason there catt be in such

an agt'cetttcrtt, even in Philadelphia, is abso

lutcly incomprchcnsiblc. It is simply patt

dcriu;r to popular prejudice and lending;

color to newspaper headlines. of which the

automobile is a victim, and addiu;_r strength

to the carefully nursed and too popular sup

position that it is a demon on wheels,

To us it seems that all these special ex

actlons and discriminations will some day

return to res and injure the motor vehicle

interests, which just now most require a few

strong: men who will suggest or agree not

to special laws, but who will plead in no

uncertain language for that equal and exact

justice which is supposed to be meted out

to all regardless of their stations in life.

The common law applicable to all vehicles

is sutticient for automobiles; their rights

should he no less, their penalties no more.

(tth-llt't's committed with a self-propelled

carriage are not more heinous than those

which involve horse drawn vehicles. Auto

mobitists and automobile clubs should be

the last to make it appear otherwise, which

what theis exactly l’hiladelphians have

done.

 
 

The Touring Spirit.

Were the question asked of even the most

casual observer, what has been the notable

feature of ownership and use of the motor

car this season, there would be the direct

amt positive answer: Touring.

Those of us who have read the authors of

olden times have been entertained and made

to now and then wish that we lired in those

days. to have enjoyed the pleasures of trav

elling by the four horse coach that we might

see the country as it really is. In place of

this we have taken our lit-transit sight—see

ing through the limited confines of the rail

road car window, and then seeing but: the

edges, never knowing the thrill of sweeping

up hill and down dale, through picturesque

settlements and by farmyard gates. Never

apln-oachiug towns through their clustering

beginnings. with their yards and gardens,

only running into them, via rail, through

cluttered scenes of freight sidiugs and by

the hack ends of factories or refuse dttmps.

Some of us have had a taste of the pleas

ures of road scenes by touring on bicycles,

bttt these were limited by time and by ottr

physical ability to travel distances. It was

only with the coming of the motor vehicle

that we really knew and fully appreciated

the real charms of the 01d coaching days.

“'e have yct to win back the roadside inn,

but with the ever increasing motor vehicle

touring that has been this year so splen

didly introduced that. too. will once more

become a feature to add to the picturesque

conditions of the whole and to our mundane

pleasures.

Then hall to the automobile as the means

to teach us the pleasures of the road and to

country.make us acquainted with our
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ALMOST A RIOT OF DURABILITY

.(Continued from page 67.)

covet-oil two stcci bulls in his cylinder; 1"?

attributes their presoncc to it dist-littrgod

etnpioyc. The t-cportors. who t'oliowod tho

run, and whose business it was to scok ottt

the tronblcd once, lod n strenuous oxistonco_

As thc week worn on tho dosiro to cont-cal

information and to—to iitL—bocttmo cott

tngious. while some of tho rcd t':|]l[ll‘tl ill

dividtntls who worc paid to not as obocltt-rs,

and who t'otttincd the cltcckitn: shoots. lic

catnc what can bo host tit-scribed :ts

"chesty." On the road tho. dosire to hidc

troubles was also apparent, and tho moans

employed was often ludicrous. On several

Occasions tnen wore seen to drop tools anti

begin lingering tho. tires. Once this was

donc by'onc of the party on :1 car, unniiml

fit] that the operator wus to be soon lying

tint on his back at work under the vohiclc.

There is small doubt. however, that most of

the troubles causing stoppages were com

   

Thoe. B. Jeffery " Sees" a Joke.

pnrntively trivial. Even on tho lust tltl_\'

several otherwise cloan scorcs wot-o spoiled

by unusual and mentally distressing cttusos.

C. II. l‘nigc, in an Oldsmobile, for instance,

accidentally touched the spark controller

with his glove and tints shut 06 power. Ono

of the Whites was halted by some cotton

waste blowing. or in some way catching, in

the burner and being set afire. Tho (ll'in'l'

bot-tune fearful and stopped, when by silllllly

lifting a footbonrd he could httvo rctuovotl

the causo or the fire.

It tltcy possessed conscicucos the auto

pliobcs and calamity bowlers of the scum

tiomil press would be touring their hair in

agony. Despite the nearly 500 Iltilcs of

travel and the many vehicles engaged. thcrc

was not an accident of any kind. Of tho

thousands of horses encountered few

prnncod and none bolted. They were tio

shuddering farmers. no territiod house

wives, no crying children. Instead

there were interested crowds and it

warm welcome at practically every city,

village and farm. Schools even turned "Ill

their pupils ‘to see and cheer the spot-din:

caravan. In one of the Connecticut towns

this happened, and later one of the coil

tostunts rcnmrkctl llto bright. happy. wholc

Millit' tipponruncc of tho yottngstors.

 

  

The President's ('up.

“Yes.” rospondcd a native of tho town,

“that's the children's rofortn St'lltitil."

 

 

  

'l‘heo Weigie is Tickled.

\Vlicrc crcdit is dtto so l||:|li_\' it is ditlioult

to ditl'orcntiutc, but that tho stcutnors, II.\'

     

Weighing in the day before.

thc Motor \Voi'ld ronuirkcd sonic titno sincc,

have eutorgcd from the cloud which hung

about thcm is made evident. 'l‘horo uni

glory enough for nourly all, but that thc

\Vhitcs again signttily distinguished thonr

sclvcs is not to ho dcnicd. Thcy littvo dono

this so rogulurly on ouch public dctnonstra~

tion that did tltcy fail to do so it would be

t‘onturkubic. Fitch with their condensers.

thoy wont through on till oqtutlity with the

citsolcno cars. and lililtll‘ tio more stoppages.

It is I‘t‘:l\‘tlll:ll)l_\’ cortuin that [our of the tire

out-nod lit'l‘ft't‘t scores, tllltl that the fifth

lt.'l.\' iult ono stop dcbitcd against it. The

fact that two of the five wcro. delivery

wngolts Illtllit'us' tho record more notable. and

should croato :t Itcttithy call for that type

of \\':I'_'.‘OII from tho many tnorclutnts who

intro .Ioubtotl tlicir reliability or httd un

piousunt. oxpcricnco. with other vehiclcs of

tho kind. Tho lone l’roscott ill the rttn be

ll.‘l\'t‘tl grundly. and tnc speed it developed

on occasions opcnod sonic cycs. its one owner

of ii poworl'ul Front-h cur was heard to ad

mit. 'l‘ho (It-outs- Iikcwisc performed excel

ltntly. .Of the gusoicne cars, the Founder

    

 

Roht. C. Ogden and j. 5. Hunting oi Wanamaiten;

\V. I). Gash is the "ailing."

Sctti'chnionts :tppottr to have played thel lion

uud in:qu the dot-post impression; all thrco

of thcni :iro bcliorod to have carried clean

ucoros. 'l‘lto lit‘tlo ()ldsniobilo runnbonts

livcd up to tho Oldsmobile rcpntution, and

ucrc always in tho rockoning; tho sumo is

trtto ot‘ tho l’uckurds and the Knoxcs. 'i‘lic

tit-w 'l‘olodo gttsoicnc cttr also nnnio an int

prossivo |u~rforinnncc.

'l‘hc tittiin of tho Hill was dovoid of excito

ntcnt. but was not without incidcttt-—incidcnt

tlntt Nt‘I'Vvtl tosnow tho t-rnolty of Fate und

tl.:it ntndo ttiiutsomcnt Ior tho crowd. but

that bronchi unguiin to scvorui tncn. When

in sight of tho goal. tho doughty little El—

nioro, with two Ann-rionn tings tlying.

\‘lttllllt‘il short and was pushod across the

lino by its tllll‘l'JllOl' and obscrvcr. Who

\\ill undcrtnkc to ilctinc titc fcclintzs of

.\I.-tnut':tcttirot- liockor, who was awaiting it'.’

.\nd 'I‘nncoinun .‘IIltl his Italian cur, prob

:tbly tho only ono iii .‘lll Atncricn—u wet-k

of suporb port'orinntn-c rondorcd lllglot‘iolm

by hoing towod tho last half mile or SO.

'l'ho forlorn hopc of tho bot-otnobilththc

only ono loft with it clutnco for a clean

scorc. and tho chance dushcd to earth by

troublo that rcquircd the car to be pushed

homo. iillltlt'lll fashion. by another car! It

was fun for tho crowd. It was gull and

worniwootl t'ot' tiioso whose hopes the cars

curriod.
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z. Geo. L. Weiss at the Wheel of his Packard.

6. C. H. Tangeman in his Italian Car.

I. Ben Smith. 4. General View at Starting Point.3. O. J. \Voodard in the Role Of Observer.

7. Windsor ’1‘. White and his Smiles.

5. Kenneth A. Skinner
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NEW YORK—NEW HAVEN

Good Roads and Fine Weather Makes First

Day's Run a Mere- Romp—But two

Contestants Fall by Wayside.

New Haven, Oct. 9.—Whatever the re

maining five riding days may bring forth—

'and there are not wanting pessimists who

declare that trouble is ahead, to-day‘s ride

can be referred to only in superlatives.

Ideal weather, roads at their finest, man

agement par excellence. cars that ran with

almost clocklike 1‘9gularity—J_h_ese constitute

the sum total of the day‘s doings; The can

did recorder cannot abate one jot or title

(1)! tthis panegyric. It is, indeed, too good to

as .

Of the 75 cars that began the journey from

New York this morning all save two had

been checked at the control here at 9 o‘clock

-—one hour before the closing time. The two

vehicles referred to were Nos. 44 and 74,

a Darracq and a Buffalo, respectively. Both

of these failed to reach the noon stopping

place—Norwalk. Of these 73 cars the vast

majority rolled processionlike into this city

between 4 and 4:30 o'clock, most of them

having dawdled along, strenuously endeav

oring to kill time so as to avoid arriving

in less than the minimum period. 80 well

was this gauged that several covered the

distance in the exact time permitted, less

the ten minutes leeway given them. That

is to say, by dint of crawling they managed

to escape covering the course in faster time

than an average of fourteen miles only be

cause ten minutes was taken from their

total time.

The decision of the committee to give this

ten minutes leeway was a wise one, and set

tled what promised to become a burning

question. To obtain the highest possible

marking a car must average a full fourteen

miles an hour for the six days; should it

fall behind but a fraction of a minute it

would lose a mark. On the other hand, if

it exceeded the fourteen miles by the small

est margin it became liable to disqualifica

tion for exceeding the speed limit. Obvi

ously, one born or the other of the dilemma

would have to be taken; for no driver could

cut matters so fine that he would arrive

at each of the twelve controls on time to

the second.

To adopt the simple rule referred to was

to put an end to all trouble before it had

time to begin—to use an Irishism. Conse

quently the committee decided to ‘adopt it.

and this morning typewritten slips were

given to the contestants, observers and

press men. setting forth these facts. The

wisdom of the step was signally demon

strated before the day was out.

Of the first day’s casualties the morning

run, from New York to Norwalk, 44% miles,

was responsible for the greater part. To the

hills and the stone strewcd roads, mending

being in process. in a number of places, this

result was largely due.

The record shows that the majority of accl—

dents, of stops and of cases of consuming

more than the time required to make a

fourteen mile rate, occurred in the morn

ing. The worst showing was made at the

start. After that the offending cars steadied

themselves and struck what the optimistic

are pleased to term their natural gait. Even

.at this, however, the showing was anything

but a poor one.

After leaving Norwalk. and especially

after passing through Bridgeport. the going

averaged better, the-hills ceased to trouble

and the cat's bowled along like the ma

.ehines they are intended to be.~ The 14

miles an hour pace, the fastest permitted,

became easier than ever, and no car that

was anything near right failed to accom

plish it. To be candid, how not to exceed it

became the question. and only the most de

termined looting availed to answer it satis

factorily.

Under the rules of the present contest the

cars compete for a double prize—a first, sec

0nd or third class certificate, and a perfect

record, as computed by marks. This necesp

sitates an enormous amount of figuring. and

the work will not be attempted until the

journey has been completed.

All that is being done—and this is a big

advance over last year—is to issue a list of

the arrival and departure of the cars from

each control. This Chief Timer Thayer

hands to the press men and others inter

ested at night. From this a fair survey of

the day‘s work can be obtained, but by no

means an exhaustive one. The stops are

not touched on at all, and, therefore, precise

deductions, based on the lists, are quite out

of the question, and generalization only can

be ventured upon. That a car got in half

an hour or an hour late, for example, may

mean anything or nothing. A tire may have

gone wr mg, and the car‘s record then might

have been a perfect one, no stops and no lost

marks being credited to it.

Of those which do not come under this

category the majority were of such a char

acter that no great delay was.occasloned.

The majority of these follow:

The Autocar, N0. 13, had a pump chain

jump off and had to make one stop. The

Torbenson, No. 19, had four stops, due to a

broken wire and water pipe. An Oldsmo

bile, No. 41, had trouble with its pumps, and

the Neftel, No. 50, stopped three times on

account of a broken valve spring and cylin

der trouble. A flooded carburetter accounts

for the single stop of N0. 52. a Winton,

while No. 62, the Toledo touring car, as

signed sparking troubles as the cause of a

similar stop. Insufficient steam was the

cause of the stop of N0. 73, Dr. Carman’s

Foster steam car.

After a stop of an hour and a half at

Norwalk for luncheon the first car was

started on the journey to New Haven, 34%

miles. The run was uneventful to Bridge

port, ovcr roads of a fair character. At that

busy town, however, the people turned out

almost en [phase to greet the voyagers. At

the points of vantage they were massed

many rows deep and cheered vociferously,

why, the Lord only knows. But they did

cheer. At the turns members of the Bridge

port Automobile Club were stationed with

flags and facsimiles of the white arrows

used to mark the route; and without this

assistance the way would have been difficult

to find. for the human wall concealed the

others from view. The police arrangements

here were very efficient.

From this point the road became very

level. and glimpses of the Sound were

caught at intervals. About eight or ten

miles out of New Haven, however, the

course changed to one entirely along the

water, which at that time of the afternoon it

presented a very beautiful appearance.

Snle Rock, New Raven’s summer resort.

although almost deserted. was viewed with

interest, partly because by this time there

was plenty of time to view it. The iii-daily

“loaf” had set in, and as far as the eye

~could reach there was :1 string of crawling

cars that told a tale of reliability that was

singularly gratifying. The control was final

ly reached, and the cars run into the garage

and the key turned on them.

Going through Lurchmont the first experi

ence with unfriendly authorities was had,

The town is marked with signboards stat

. ing that the automobile speed laws will be

strictly enforced, and to show that this was

pot on. empiY. W917i“, “meets were

posfed along the route within the corporate

im ts. -

Most of 'the 'cars slackened their pace

upon coming to the first sign, but this was

not always sufficient to please the zealous

guardians of the village peace. Uplifted

hands were frequent, although not a ‘team

was in sight, and the few houses were wide

iy scattered. Nothing more than warnings

were given, however.

Arrangements had been made for a gOOd

luncheon at Norwalk, and it was duly pro

vided—for the first comers. These, with

tradesmen and press men, who went by

train. sat down to n repast that from soup

to pic was worth all and more of the 60

cents that was charged for it.

'But the late comers were not so fortu

nate. They found the tables crowded, and

if they waited until they could secure places

it was only to find that the supply of viands

had given out, and that what they got

looked like thirty instead of 60 cents.

At the various hotels to-nlght tongues

clattered and the day‘s eXperlences were

recounted and exchanged. Tired with the

ride, many of the visitors went to bed early.

but a number of hardy ones were up until

past midnight, “doing” the town or other

wise enjoylng themselves.

The favorite topic of conversation was

New Haven, its college boys, girls—pretty

and otherwise—and its hotels. The. latter

were damned as heartily as anything could

be, and that is saying a great deal. It is

simple truth to say that they would be a

disgrace to a town that made any pretence

of being up to date. They were, excepting

the Garde, which is away from the centre

of the town, small, old fashioned and incon

venient. The Tontine, in many respects the

best, does not even have an elevator.

But if the hotels were lacking in these

particulars they were very much to the fore

in the matter of charges.

Although notice had been given of the

influx that would take place, quarters en

gaged for the observers and arrangements

made for the others of the party,_ no prepa

rations had been made to receive them.

Rooms were at a premium, and as the even

ing wore on it became impossible to do

more than get a cot in some mom :1de

occupied. For these accommodations the

regular prices were almost doubled.

“We pay $20 for our room,” said one of

a party of five newspaper men to the Motor

World representative. “There are two beds

and a cot in it, and it was take this or

nothing."

All along the line people were complain

ing of the treatment given them. Observ

ers were “doubled up," entire strangers be

ing allotted the same room and the same

bed.

“it is an outrage the way they are treat

ing us,” exclaimed Secretary Butler. “We

made all arrangements in advance, and here

they are breaking their agreements. They

are charging almost double for accommoda

tions."

“We pride ourselves on always arranging

matters properly," said President Shattuck

in the same strain, “and it hurts us to be

treated in this way. Personally, I am hav

ing no trouble. I have a. habit of sending

my man along in advance, and he engages

~lll\' room and leaves my things there, so

that everything is ready when I arrive. But

. I feel very sorry for the other: in the party.”

It appears that $4 is the regular rate

1 charged the automoblllsts. It does not make

-any difference whether there are two or

~flve in the party—there is never less than

,two—$4 each is the charge, and no kicking

- avails to have it lowered. In fact, some of

vthe hotel clerks act as if they would be

1 quite willing to encounter refusals, for there

' are other men, travallers mostly, Who would

. snap the rooms, up.
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NEW HAVEN—SPRINGFIELD

Shortest Day's Run was Made With Ease—

Hardest Work was to Kill Time-Enter

tained at Hartford and Springfield.

Springfield, Oct. 10.—A short and easy

day's run has left the automobile cohorts In

fine condition and almost Intact. But two of

.I,‘(

I. At the New Haven Control. 2.

4. Crowding the Pace.

the seventy-three vehicles which left New

Haven this morning remain unaccounted for.

This remarkable result was really fore

shadowed this morning. A round of the gar

age revealed the fact that there was, in place

of the wholesale repairing and rebuilding

which characterized last year's run, really

very little to do. From 7 to 7:30 the yard

presented a busy appearance. At the former

hour the doors were opened and the opera

tors and observers were admitted, and the

former permitted to enter upon the work of

repairing. At 7:30, however, the cars began

to pour out to take their places In line, ready

for the start. At 8 o‘clock the majority of

the ears had left and the yard presented a

deserted appearance, a full hour before the

starting time.

, In short, the first day’s ravages were few,

and a little work in adjusting, lubricating,

etc., served to prepare most of the cars for

the second stage. No army of mechanics. no

trunk loads of spare parts, were needed. The

wrong things were easy to right.

. i >

I 1‘ I
Q'I\ n

q I. ‘7'. .

J

r

a

Arrivals at Norwalk. 3.

  

5. Outside the Norwalk Hotel. 6. A Daily Scene.

Promptly on the stroke of 9 the first car,

No. 19, was given the word and got away.

Then in twos and threes they were started

with great rapidity, until at 9:19:45 no less

than sixty cars were on their way to Hart

ford. One only met with mishap. This was

No. 56, an Autoear, which struck a trolley

car but fifty feet from the start and bent

the front axle badly. It continued on its

way without stopping, howevau

The roads to Hartford were fine in the

main, with a few sandy stretches. The lat

ter gave very little trouble, however. The

good roads were superfine, magnificent speci

mens of State road building, and over them

the ears made fast time.

There was a great deal of dust, more than

had yet been encountered. Wherever the

ears were closely bunched It arose in clouds,

completely enveloping ears and occupants.

It was of exceeding fineness and penetrated

everywhere and caused considerable incon

venience.

At 12:01 the first car was due, or 11:51 If

Secretary Buttler Buttonholed by a Reporter; Starter Thayer in Pensivc Mood.

7. View in a Garage.

it made use of the ten minutes lee way. It

was not 11:51 when the first of a number of

cars was seen coming up the hill leading to

the Allyn House. Slowly they moved, and

the leader, N0. 64. an Oldsmobile, reached

the control at 11:51:15. As it left New—

Haven at 9 o‘clock exactly, it will be seen

that it was but fifteen seconds over the

minimum time, with the lee way counted in

Its favor. Close after it came cars by the

dozen, and it seemed that nearly all of them

had been simply waiting for the time to

elapse. . .
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Blunderlng management on the part of the

pOIICe caused a scene of confusion. Teams

were permitted to mix with the oncoming

cars at the cantrols, and in a few minutes

the block was so serious that it became

necessary to extend the line away down

Asylum street, take the times there and

dismiss them.

In spite of the excellence of the roads, the

crop of mishaps was unusually large. Near

ly all of them, however, were of a. minor

nature.

A dirty spark plug caused No. 59, a Win

ton, to stop. K. A. Skinner stopped two

minutes to repair a broken wire. A bit of

dust on the vibrater caused a bad mark to

be registered against No. 32, a Rambler.

Battery trouble affected No. 15, a Ward

Leonard, similarly; The muffler of No. 37,

an Elmore, choked and caused a stop, and

No. 77, a Rambler. broke a chain, with one

stop resulting.

cut: ofl on No. 41, and Oldsmobile, and

caused a stop, and engine troubles were re—

sponsible for a fifteen minute stop of No. 29,

the new gasolene~Locomobilc. Trouble with

an intake vaive caused No. 16, a. Ward Leon

ard. to stop twice, and N0. 56ls,“Autocar,

bent axle had to be examined to see" it

would hold; Kb. 19, a Torbenson, had four

stops due tK‘sparkling ‘and valve troubles.

More serious were the accidents to one of

the Knoxes—a broken crank shaft—and one

of the Haynes-Appersons, which is reported

to have gone into a ditch. '

After a‘few minutes spent in taking in

supplies, etc., advantage was taken of the

courtesy of the Hartford Rubber Works'Co.,

whichcitended the visitors a luncheon at'

the Allyn Housei. Everything being then in

readiness, the afternoon run was started at

1231 instead of 2 o’clock, as intended.

A short run was before the cars, only 26%

miles to Springfield, For the most part the'

roads were level, but not very good, being

dusty and. heavy in places.‘ with a great deal

of mending going on in others.

To avoid a bad‘plaee' a detour was made

near ~Windsor Locks,'an extremely sharp

turn to the right, down n.sliglit hill, being

necessary. During a part of the time Presi

dent ShattUck and party remained at this

spot and gave warning to the oncoming cars.

During much of the last part of the jour

ney the route led along the Connecticut

River. The leisurely pace at the and gave

plenty of time to enjoy the waterscapes

until the city of Springfield was in sight; and

soon. too soon for some, the control was

reached, it being south of the centre of the

place, and reached almost without warning.

The second day‘s run has given some lines

on the work of the nimber of the car.

Considerable fencing has been going on be

tween K. A. Skinner’s De Dion and L. D.

Fisk’s Panhard, of the big cars, and two

Olds, two Knoxes and two Stevens-Dur—

yea of the light cars, to see which shall nr

rlve first at the controls.

As a large number of the cars are taking

it is both a fast and a slow race. Brushes

take place during the early part of the runs,

and then manoeuvring takes place to see

which can get to the timers intirst place

and yet without arriving there too soon.

Very amusing is the work that results.

As a large numberof the cars are taking

advantage of the ten minutes' leeway given

them, there came near being serious trouble

this afternoon. The garage is situated in the

southern part of the town, a mile or more

from the central business portion. Upon

crossing the long bridge over the Connecti

cut River, Main street was soon reached,

and with it the green flag denoting the tim

ing place. As soon as the flag was seen

there was begun a loaflng match, compared

to which all that. hangone before was high

speeding. In spite of all they could do some

of the cars got in a little ahead of time, and

The current was accidently'

their occupants are in fear or trembling lest

they shall be punished.

There is small prospect of this, however.

In a conversation with the Motor World

man Chairman Scarrltt said:

“We shall treat each case of early arrival

on its merits. What we aim to do is to pre

vent any flagrant violation of the rule."

Later, at thewbanquet, he referred to the

matter indirectly by speaking of the slight

shortening of the course this afternoon be

tween Hartford and Springfield, owing to

repairs that were going on. stating that al

lowance would be made on account of it.

In marked contrast to that at New Haven

was the reception of the party here. At

the former place they were left entirely to

their own resources. Here tradesmen, club_

men and the authorities vie with each other

in extending a welcome.

Some 300 guests sat down at the COoley

House on' Friday night, when the .Knox Ans

tomobile Co. ~tendered them a banquet.

Prior to it an impromptu reception was held

in the lobby, and while the orchestra played

popular airs the automobllists sang the

choruses" in unison. ‘

Everybody was in a jolly mood. In a far

corner a dozen or so congenial spirits—Percy

Owen, H. W. Whipple, W. J. Stewart, 0. J.

Woodward, R. P. Scott and others—played

high jtnks. From the bivalves to the coffee

hilarity reigned, and when President Smith

of the Knox Co. called for order to hear

the speakers all were in a mellow mood.

Mr. Smith acted as toastmaster, and played

the part well. In a, few well chosen sen—

tcnces'_he bade the. guests welcome, and

then introduced Mayor Ellis.

The latter was witty and entertaining. He

told of the pleasure the visit of the automo

billsts gave him, in contrast to the consterna

tion such a visitation would be supposed to

cause, and said that the police had been in

structed to 'give them all possible freedom.

Concluding, he called on President A. It.

Shattuck of the A. C. A. -

The latter devoted himself to a resume of

the great changes wrought in three years.

In 1899 there were but very few automobiles

in this country—less than a hundred—while

now the~number could not be less than 12,

000. He gave some amusing experiences con

nected with the famous run from New York

to Philadelphia in the year referred to.

Then he passed on to the subject of roads,

and related what had been done in Massa

chusetts, praising in the highest terms the

work of the State road builders. He strong

ly urged State supervision of road building,

and said the State and not the small towns

must bear the chief part of the expense in

curred in their construction.

After a selection by a male quartet W.Scarrett, chairman of the contest commit

tee, was called on, and spoke at some length,

ranging from the humorous to the serious.

It was nearly midnight when the assembly

broke up, and the entertainment was voted

8. complete success.

When Chairman Scarritt to-night touched

on the hubs of H. W. Whipple's Packard

car he made the hit of the evening. The

car has attracted no end of attention, and

nearly everybody is talking about it.

The ends of the hubs project nearly 12

Inches beyond the spokes, and are. probably

four inches in diameter. The enormous nuts

on the end are of brass. and us the Wheels

revolve the brass gllsicns in the sun and

can be seen for a long illSIi'lIlt‘t‘. All the

other drivers give the car it wido berth, for

the impact or those hubs Would he terrible

“It was for'un-i'ly said that the universe

had but two hubs, and that Boston was one

of them," said Mr. Scarritt in his Inimitable

fashion; “but that is true no longer. Since

October 5 last there have been six hubs,

and Whipple owns four of them," and the

shouts that followed almost shook the roof.

SPRINGFIELD—BOSTON

Over the Mountains to Worcester—Dr.

Hoveetadt'e Car Breaks Steering

Knuckles-Where the Lying Began.

 

 

Boston, Oct. 11.—The last and most aston

ishing of an astonishing three days came

to a close in a slight drizzle of rain, the pre

curser. apparently, of a settled storm. The

latter, even if it is over by Monday, will

leave the roads in such a condition that they

will play havoc with the hitherto victorious

cars. ‘

The performance of these cars during ex

actly one-half the journey has been little if

any short of marvelous.

\Out of the 75 cars that left New York

no less than 72 of them came to the scratch

this morning. When the control closed to

night 68 cars had been recorded by the

checkers, and another, Dr. Carman’s Foster,

came. in nt 11 o‘clock. To emphasize the

matter still more, almost four-fifths. of the

cars had to “kill time" for miles into Wor

ccster in order not to do better than an

average of 1-! miles an hour; and the ma

joi'ity of them needed the ten minutes lee

way given them by the committee. This

was during the control covering not only

by far the longest stretch of road—52 miles

—but the worst roads of the trip as well.

During the two preceding days these

roads had been pictured as heartbreakers

_ that would place black marks on many pre

viously perfect records. But to-dny proved

the prophecy to be baseless. Come good,

conic bad. the roads mattered little; curs

bowch along or ploughed through in a

thoroughly satisfying manner. 1

.\_'0t only was the day’s run thus. highly

- successful, but it was also interesting; and

a source of extreme delight to those“ fortu

nate enough to take part in it. -

The same superexcellent nmnagement

characterised it that has marked the~entlre

run. Seventy cars were sent off in the re

markably short space of sixteen mlti'tites;

and throughout the entire day matters moved

with equal precision and dispatch. One

cannot criticise, but only marvel at the per

fection of it all.

The morning came with more than a trace

of dubiousness about it. Hazy at: first, the

sun seemed to be struggling to pierce the

clouds, and with a good chance of success.

But when 9 o'clock came matters were dis

tinctly worse. There was no sign of the

sun. Dull skies and a moist atmosphere

ruled, and a steady rain, had it set in at any

moment, would have surprised no one. As

the event proved it held off until the last

portion of the run and then came down but

gently.

The dust so much complained of on Fri

day was almost entirely absent. Evidently

there had been more or later rains east of

Springfield than to the south of it. It was

only where the cars were closely bunched

that the dust was at all bad.

The same abrupt progression from per

i’cct roads to others unworthy of the name

continued during the morning. For several

Ililll‘S out_of Springfield the way was ideal;

tin-u. without other warning than was af

forrlmi by the sight of a dlflerent appearing

Pour], the cars bumped into a trail that

seemed to have taxed the ingenuity of man

to make lndescrlbably bad—Just as severely

as its forerunner must have done to make

perfect.

Then, and again without warning, after

a number of miles of this, during which

the cars plunged and ploughed and slid like

so many rubber balls, the glorious smooth,

firm highways would come into view, and
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again the“ cars 'Woni'd again revel in their

delights. '

All praise to the builders of these latter

roads. In his felicitous speech at the ban

quet last night President Shattuck remarked

that not even Napoleon, when he builded

roads across the Alps, nor other European

masters of the art of road-building, achieved

better results than had the Massachusetts

Highway Commission. And he was right.

It was a pleasure to merely look at their

handiwork. No picture could be more beau

tiful. The manner in which the roads

curved this way and that, to lessen the

severity of the grades. the scientific banking

of the turns. the perfect rounded tops of

the hills—all were beyond praise.

As to the bad spots, and they were be

tween Springileld and Worcester many and

long, the least said about them the better.

I. Leaving New Haven. I.

Frequently they were little more than trails,

sandy and shifting. In places the flying

cars cut in for the best part of a foot—not

a straight path, nor a stable one, but zig

zagging and constantly changing.

-'As it turned out the bad roads, intead of

causing a break in the hitherto solid pha

lanx of cars. merely cemented them into

still firmer union. Had there been openings

in their armor they would liavc‘developed

this morning. None but reliable cars, in

good order and well lnuidlcd, could have

come through such an ordeal almost un

scathed as they did. The few breakages

merely showed what would happen when

the strain became too great. It is true that

an entirely different story might have had

to be written had the threatened rain come;

and the return Journey may compel this

story to be written. The sandy nature of the

soil, however, holds out hope that even a

hard rain will not make the going very

bad.

' Wild and picturesque in the extreme was

the country through which the morning run

led. For miles no vestiges of human life

were visible. Hills were on either side,

with now and then a pushing stream flowing

and threading the valley in company with

the road. Rocks and sand, with trees and

bushes, were almost the only things in sight.

In contrast to yesterday there was much

hill Work. That in the morning was the

most trying, for it was over bad roads, and

the bills were for the most part longer and

steeper.

Beginning with a grade that must have

been more than a mile long, for the most

part straight and only moderately steep

and which lay just a short distance east of

Worcester. the worst of the afternoon‘s

 

  

White Delivery Wagons Leaving Hartiord. 3.

hills was over. 'i‘henceforth nothing of a

character to give trouble was encountered.

But on the morning run, near East Brook

field, the Nelson Hill of the run was en

countered. It was absolutely unheralded.

Even the first sight of it failed to reveal

its true character. Only when its ascent

had been begun did it stand revealed in its

true colors.

Anywhere from half a dozen to a dozen

and a half cars are said to have come to

grief on it. Some of them stuck and had

t0 be pushed; others were lightened of part

of their loads before they could be induced

to go to the summit. Of a steepness that

in places probably exceeded the 17 or 18

per cent. of Nelson Hill. last year's heart

breaker. the surface. although nothing to

brag of. was a big improvement over the

latter. while the hill itself was much shorter,

A few miles further on another exceedingly

Scene in Hartford.

steep hill was encountered. but it proved

to be not quite so formidable as the one

referred to.

it would be noticed that helping hands

are said to have been extended on the big

hill. The qualification is made with design.

as will be seen.

Mendacity of a cheerful and utterly shaman

less character developed to-day among the

drivers and observers. Where on Thursday

a desire to be truthful in answering ques

tions was noticeable. and on Friday great

candor and freedom was observed in the

same direction. Saturday showed a great

difference. The drivers had cut their eye

teeth, and their observers had become af

fected with a spirit of camaradarie that was

touching to behold. Rather than reveal mis

haps they lied unblushingly and with a

hearty good will. A wail of brass was up

7

 

4. One of the Ramblers.

reared to balk the efforts of the press men

to obtain the truth. And this, seemingly,

out of mere bravado or a determination to

show a brave front to the enemy.

Time and again the Motor World man

was met with a cheerful “no trouble." when

the truth was otherwise. Incredullty secured

only a repetition of the statement; expostu

lation brought forth an aggrieved look.

Passing the hill referred to. after about

four-fifths of the cars had passed, the Mo

tor World car was stopped to institute some

inquiries. Fifteen cars were asserted to

have been helped up the hill. Later the

m-cupants of other cars related how they

had seen cars thus aided. But scarcely

a driver or contestant was found who

would admit that they were among the num

her. A remarkable fact. truly.

It is only fair to say that much of the

trouble on the hill was due to the blocking
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of the road by cars ahead. A big'foreign

car (not in the contest) caused trouble for

half a dozen cars by sticking on one of the

“thank you marms" that abounded. A

Ward Leonard car escaped being stalled by

Pulling over into the ditch, the observer

and even the driver jumping out to lighten

it, and then going around and pulling into

the road again, a marvellous bit of work.

Other instances of clever driving were also

In evidence. "

In a stern chase of 54 miles, designedly‘

undertaken with the view of viewing the

tail enders at close range, the Motor World

car‘s occupants found little to reward them.

Not until almost ten miles from Springfield

had been driven was the first car overtaken,

and it was moving along nicely. Just be

fore Palmer—16 miles—came in sight the

first distressed car was seen. It was No.

73. a Foster, with a broken pump. A little

farther on No. 54, Dr. Hovestadt’s De Dion,

was met in a sad plight. both steering

knuckles having snapped off. due to plung

ing into a sandy hole. Then came N0. 63'».

the Automotor Company‘s entrant, with

some trivial accident. Finally the unfortu

nate La Roche's Darracq was encountered

near Spencer with a broken piston. These

made up the list of the bait, e maimed

and the blind between Springfiel and Wor

cester, the latter place being reached before

many of the cars were due there.

A long line of cars. killing time, their oc

cupants bandying jokes, choked the road

into Worcester for several miles.

Near Spencer. about 11 miles west of Wor

cester. a sign at a cross road indicated that

the latter led to the world-renowned village

of Podunk.

As at other noon controls Worcester wit

nessed but little tinkering. Taking on sup~

plies. lubricating, going over important

parts to see that they were all right—this

usually took but a few minutes. and left the

drivers free to snatch something to eat and

still have time to wait before the hour and

a half allotted to luncheon had elapsed.

The run from Worcester into Boston was

a fitting finale to the day’s ride.

Flushed with the unexpected success over

the dreaded bad stretch and with the

thought of Boston and the completion of

one-half the task in mind, the occupants of

the cars were a good natured, enthusiastic

lot. Frce from anxiety they flew along. eat:

ing up the miles in rapid succession, and

with the usual result. The last few miles

were taken at a crawl, and even then the

finish was cut very fine.

Foilowing the morning’s procedure, the

Motor World car was started from Won

cester when all but two or three of the

cars had been sent off. A rapid run was

made to Boston, and along the entire route

not a ingle car was stranded, cXcept for

tire troubles. .

Occasional stretches of road not up to the

afternoon's standard were encountered, but

nothing that could be termed bad. Nor

were the hills of a character to cause trouble.

Somewhere east of Northboro the first no

set in the road schedule was experienced.

“'here Southboro should have been reached

Marlboro in some mystrious manner ap

peared in its place. On its outskirts an in

quiry developed this much, but how or

where the proper turning was missed is

still a mystery. The generally accepted

theory is that the ubiquitous small boy re

moved a sign and in its absence the auto

cade swept around to Marlboro instead of

taking a short cut to Southboro.

The detour added several miles to the

length of the run. and permitted the cars to

cut out a faster pace for the greater part of

the way than would otherwise have been

possible. _.

Bassing through the main street of Marl

boro, where there had been a fire, the first

comers had trouble getting through the fire

lines. the entire fire department being lined

up there. A way was cleared in time for

the first contesting cars, however, and two

or three miles further on the road that

should have been taken was come into again.

Meanwhile much anxiety had been caused,

for it was plain that something was wrong.

The sight of nearly a score of the cars

drawn up by the roadside, their occupants

waving a welcome and bearing flags, show

ing that this was the Marlboro Automobile

Club, relieved the tension, however, and a

few yards farther on a welcome white or

row showed that the lost had been found.

From this point the cars passed towns

and suburban villages in rapid succession.

At Framingham Center, South Framing

ham, Natick and Wellesley crowds had

assembled to view the sight.

At Weilesley, Boston’s beautiful suburban

section was entered, and little knots of peo

ple were gathered everywhere, and the sight

of them and of the many handsome resi

dences, combined with the excellent roads,

more than outweighed the gloomy weather,

although the lowering clouds were begin

ning to drop a little rain. By the time the

city was reached this had developed into a

drizzle, which rendered the tortuous route

into the Park Square garage more slimy

and slippery than a hard rain would have

done.

Once more the time of arrival was cut

exceeding fine. According to the schedule

the first car to arrive should get in at 5.24,

or, with the 10 minutes leeway deducted,

at 5.14. At 5.14.15 three cars crawled up to

the point where the control had been es

tablished, all in a bunch, and all getting

this time. They were K. A. Skinner’s De

Dion, :1 Stearns steamer and a Ward Le0n

ard.

it was a Jubilant throng that filled the

lobbies of the principal hotels this evening.

Baths and the donning of such clothes as

had been brought or sent along consumed

only a short time, and after a hearty din

ner crowds gathered and talked over the

day's events or went over to the reception

tendered by the Massachusetts Automobile

Club.

Of the three days this one has been

marked alike by the most serious and the

most trivial mishaps. Two cars—a De Dion

and a 'l‘orbeson—have been put out of con

dition, as already noted, and do not seem

likely to resume. One other, a Darracq, has

so far failed to turn up also. On the other

hand half a dozen annoying little things,

some of them the result of carelessness, have

marred otherwise good or clean score-s.

For example, K. A. Skinner cleaned an

intake valve before the start and tightened it

with his fingers only, instead of with a

wrench. It came loose, of course, and he

had to stop to fix it. One of the Rambler

cars developed a leaky water pipe and had

to make one stop to put it sufficiently to

rights to let it get in to Worcester. A

Ward Leonard had a spark plug break 50

feet from the Springfield control, and its

first stop of the contest resulted. A Itam

bier had to make a short stop on account

of a heated engine. The other Leonard car

developed trouble with its battery and was

stopped in order to fix it.

There was a great mmpciitiou among

the steam men. thc Whites aionc cchptcd.

to get first lo the \vatcr tanks at the water

stations. 'l'hcy would dash up to them. stop

suddenly. jump out with their coils of hose

in one hand and drop the end of it in the.

tank. it would take anywhere from three

to six minutes to fill up, and if a car had to

wait for a place at a tank it took double

the time. (‘onsequently they were always

in a hurry.

BOSTON—SPRINGFIELD

Return Journey Commenced on Muddy

Roads Which dry by Afternoon—Stilton

Hill Causes Very Little Trouble.

 

Springfield, Oct. 13.—Up and away betimes

were the great majority of the cars this

morning. In view of the fact that the day’s

run was the longest of the return trip, and

that of the afternoon the longest and worst

of the two, the run committee decided to

permit departures to be made at 8 o‘clock.

Any driver. however, had the privilege of

waiting until 9 and thus finish his repairs.

As it turned out, very few availed them

selves of the permission. There was the

usual small amount of serious repairing,

and 7:30 o'clock found many cars lined up

in Columbus avenue ready for the word. By

8 o'clock there were few abscntees.

Although the morning dawned with Over

cast skies and a heavy mist, it held out

promise of a decided improvement. The

rain of Saturday night and'the greater part

of Sunday had ceased. and a sunny day was

sure to dry the roads. The latter were still

wet and, before many miles had been cov

ered became exceedingly heavy. As “’orces

ter was approached. however, they became

dryer. due to the fact that there had been

less rain and that the soil was of a more

sandy nature. Between \Vorcester and

Springfield they had even improved over

Saturday, although there were many mud

holes.

The promise of sunshine was fulfilled, and

this, combined with the balmy air and the

absence of dust, made the day’s ride an ex

ceedingly pleas hit one.

Taken as a whole. the day's run has been

but little less successful than those of last

week. The morning journey was a mere

romp. An overwhelming majority of the

cars pursued their usual course—made haste

for the greater part of the way, and then,

their time of arrival rendered certain,

“loafed” in to the control. In the afternoon

much the same tactics were pursued, with

the cXception that the cars were a little

more scattered than usual.

The. number of cars starting from Boston

was This was the result of the arrival

of an Autoc-ir and the Torbenson entry.

The former had sprung a leak in the water

tank near Meriden on the second day, and

this caused the engine to heat and ruin the

shaft bushing. Matters had been put to

rights. however, and the car reached Boston

yesterday. The Torbenson car had come to

grief on Saturday. a deflated tire causing it

to dash into a curb and buckle a front wheel

rim. The rim was taken off and straight

ened and the car reached Boston the next

morning.

At Worcester the arrivals numbered 72.

An Oldsmobile reached the control, followed

by nearly a score of other cars. The at

tempts of many of these to kill time were

laughable. For more than a mile before the

timing station was reached the cars literally

crawled. Many were zigzagged asross the

strcct, impeding traffic, but attaining their

ends.

Only five cars made penalized stops, if

thcir occupants are to be believed. There is

no doubt that the list is really larger; but

how much it is impossible to say. At least

one observer is known to have stated that

his car made no penalized stops. while the

contrary is the case: but it is believed that

his report notes the stop and that he gave

such an answer out of mistaken loyalty to

the driver. it may be stated here that there

is widespread dissatisfaction with both the
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verbal reports made and the lack of official

daily statements.

Under the present method all is guesswork.

The elaborate tables built up by the press

ment are very vulnerable. Observers or

operators frequently tell two stories, and it

is possible that their reports will tell still

a third. This sort of thing vitiates the

findings of the pressment and throws sus

picion on everything that is reported. It is

pretty well recognized now that the proper

plan would have been to issue nightly re

ports, based on the observers’ books. Such

a plan would be diflicult to carry out, but

not impossible.

That there were but few stops is pretty

well indicated by the morning run of the

Motor World car. It left Boston after near—

ly all the cars had started, and pushed on

to Worcester, reaching there ahead of the

first arrival. Yet but one of the score of

cars passed was stopped; that was No. 43,

a Packard.

When the cars came in. however, No. 43

and four others acknowledged that they had

had stops. They were as follows:

No. 39, De Dion. one stop; three minutes;

broken trembler.

No. 41, Olds. one stop; broken connection,

spark coil. '

No. 80, Foster; one stop to light pilot.

No. 43, Packard, two stops; carburetter

float and clutch troubles.

No. 59, Winton; one stop. six minutes; to

repair broken trembler spring.

Contrary to expectations, the road this

side of Worcester was improved by the rain.

The sandy nature of the soil and the hills _

caused the water to be absorbed or shed, and

the good stretches were better than ever

and the. bad ones no worse.

Nevertheless, the run was a severe one,

and many troubles are reported in conse

quence. Most numerous of these were the

tire troubles. Punctures were frequent, and

cars were observed by the roadside pumping

tires, removing inner tubes, or in others re

pairing the damage. It is difficult to ac

count for this. There was but little road

mending and but few stones. Yet there

were probably a score of stops solely on ac

count of tires.

Other stops were not infrequent, as the

appended list of penalized stops will show:

N0. 39, De Dion, one stop; valve trouble.

No. 43, Packard; one stop; adjusting chain.

No. 79, Olds; one stop for water.

No. 61, Grout; one stop to make steam.

N0. 38. Elmore. two stops, one on Leicester

Hill, the other caused by apron catching in

gearing.

N0. 31, Stevens-Duryea; one stop; broken

chain.

No. 59, Winton; one stop; broken trembler

spring.

No. 29, gasolene Locomobile; one stop on

Leicester Hill; engine stopped.

No. 8, Lane, one stop; valve stem lost out

of the cylinder lubricator.

N0. 58, Rambler; one stop; battery trouble.

No. 56, U. S. Long Distance; one stop, one

hour; broken steering knuckle.

No. 73, Dr. Carman’s Foster; one stop;

valve trouble.

During the morning run an opportunity

was afforded to view the place where al

most the entire cavalcade went wrong, near

Marlboro, on Saturday. Before coming into

Southboro the road selected turns sharply to

the left, while the main road keeps straight

on alongside the trolley llne tracks. The

removal of the arrow caused the turn to be

passed unnoticed.

Considerable trouble was expected to ma

terialize at the 15 per cent grade-leading into

Leicester. The Motor >World car was stopped

there in advance of the other cars, and-prep

arations were made to see everything that

happened.

To the general surprise, however, most of

the cars climbed the hill easily. It was a

stiff climb, put perfectly straight, with no

“thank you, ma‘ams,” and with a fairly good

surface.

Three cars were unable to surmount it

without a stop, viz., the new gasolene Loco

mobile, an Elmore and a Grout. A number

of cars, probably six or eight, had to lighten

their loads and be pushed up.

An astute farmer‘s boy had provided a
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I. Oiling up. a. J. B. Becker Talks Elmore to an

Observer. 3. Ben. Smith Studies his Book.

pair of horses to tow helpless cars up

Leicester Hill. There was no call for his

services, however, and as he moved away

he was greeted with derisive remarks by the

occupants of the toiling cars.

When Foster Hill, the bad one of Satur

day, was reached it looked even steeper

than at the time of climbing it. There can

be little doubt that it was almost as diiiicult

a bill as Nelson Hill, with an even steeper

grade. Consequently the great number oi

cars ascending it speaks volumes for the im

provement one year has made. ~

A few miles beyond Foster Hill the steep

est grade of the run was met with. ‘ It was

short, but with a grade that could not have

been much less than 25 per cent. But it

was possible to obtain a good start and rush

almost all the way up. It was historical

ground too, as was attested near Brookiield

by a stone forming part of a fence and hear

ing this inscription:

“Here stood the fortified house besieged in

King Philip‘s War."

None of the contestants, of course, paused

to read it. All along the route the automo

bilists were given a hearty welcome. Crowds

gathered in all the towns and villages and

cheered to their hearts’ content. Every

where there was the best of goodwill, and

cries to go faster were often heard. As be

fore. horses were brought out to be broken

to the sight and sound of the cars.

A short distance out of Worcester the

warning was given to watch out for bicycle

policemen who wished to arrest a few auto

mobilists. A slower pace was maintained

and the bluecoats were robbed of their prey.

As one of them put it to the Motor World ‘

man:

“We dont‘t care if nothing greater than

twelve miles an hour is ma ie. But the peo

ple are complaining of too much speeding.

and we have to do something in the matter."

T0~nlght a theatre party at the Nelson is

in progress, the visitors being the guests of

the Stevens company, of Chicopee Falls.

Following it will come a smoker at the

Worthy House, tendered by the local club.

The total number to reach Springfield to

night was 69 cars.

Not very far east of Worcester this morn

ing an odd sight was witnessed. A wagon- >

load of wood was encountered, and right

on top of the wood was seated a woman

wearing a calico dress and a sealskin coat.

A touneau car went by the team, and a

ribald young man in it greeted the lone

female with, “Good morning, Carrie.” She

pursed her lips. looked straight ahead and

said nothing, whereat the occupants of the

car laughed loudly.

Near Wellesley this morning the car

which contained Chairman Scarritt and W.

J. Stewart narrowly escaped having a seri

ous accident. The road was very slippery,

and in making a turn the driver of the ear

lost control of it and the rear wheels started

to skid. It swung completely around, and

just escaped crashing into a telegraph pole.

“We came near to giving you newspaper

men something to write about this morn

ing," remarked the aflable chairman to the

Motor World man in the Massasoit to-night

in relating the circumstances. “For a min

ute visions of the Fair accident came be

tore 'me, and l was heartily glad when we

came to a stop and found that no harm was

done." - I

“You had better be careful how you go

through Spencer," remarked a native of a

little town west of Worcester, where the

Motor World car stopped to take water.

“Why?” he was asked. '

“Because they are laying for you people.

A man went through there last .week on

the way to Worcester, and he. raised hell.

Went about 40 miles an hour through the.

town, slap dash, making everybody scatter.

It was one of them big French machines,

red, with a rather stout man driving it.

They telephoned ahead to Worcester and

tried to stop him there,.but did not succeed.

So they are going to arrest anybody that

goes through fast."

Upon reaching Spencer, however, either

because the pace was moderate or because

the countryan had \stretched the matter,

no trouble was encountered.

To-night L. i). Fisk, of Hartford, related

a story at the Tontiue, which may or not be

the sequel of the Spencer yarn.

“I went through to Boston last week, and

in places “hit it up‘ pretty lively,” he said.
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"Just after getting into Worcester and put

ting up at the garage a man came in and

began to make some inquiries about an au

tomobile that was wanted for speeding

through Spencer. The authorities of the

latter place had telephoned about it, and

he was looking for the man. ‘Did this ma

chine,’ he asked. pointing to mine, ‘come that

way?’ ‘Oh, no,’ was the reply; 'it came from

Boston.’ So," concluded Fisk, “the ready

reply of the man saved me, if it was really

me they were looking for.”

' The hero- of the theatre party to-night

was Percy Owen, that mild mannered, inno

cent appearing gentleman who presides

over the destinies of the Winton establish

ment in this city. When the “leading lady"

started to sing that pathetic ballad, “In the

Good Old Summer Tline,” Owen stepped

from his box to the stage, gave his hand to

Miss Lee and executed a cakewalk to the

catchy tune amid the tumultous applause of

his fellow voyagers.

' It was Owen, also, who at the smoker,

somewhere near the wee small hours, told

for_ the hundredth time his famous story

giving his version of the Prodigal Son.

Wth he came to the end, where the loving

father told his son that in honor of his re—

turn he would kill the fatted calf, which he

had for just such an event been keeping for

“years and years and years," he was cheered

to the echo.

'l‘he speeches at the smoker were of a

serio-comic character. W. J. Stewart acted

as master 'of ceremonies, and did it well.

E. ,E. Dritton related a funny story of an

Hebraic gentleman’s experience with an au

tomobile, and it. P'._ Scott told of the cars

he had bought that-'did not -work. Dr. Doo

little, of Toronto, told'Of his being in London

in 1896, when an American car, the Duryea,

won the'Brlgjhton race. _ I

Chairman 'W.‘ -_E..,Scarrltt passed into a

more serious~ vein when he intimated that

the 1904 run' would be to St. Louis. He

that went on to speak of the splendid show

ingi made in-the present run, and compared

it to the recent British tests. ‘

“0f the more than 80 cars starting in that

contest,” he said, “but two came through

witha clear record. Then, two weeks later,

the Committee,_yvith typical, British justice,

discovered that an American car, the ‘Vhite, ‘

had left a garage a minute late, and deposed

it from its position, leaving a British car

the only one to make a perfect score."

East of Leicester a Good Samaritan was

encountered. He had a wagonload of ap

ples, and he dispensed them with a gener

ous hand to everybody that wanted them—

and that was about everybody in the party.

The Motor World men got a good supply,

and thereafter for a number of miles every

car they passed had at least one passenger

munching appics.

F. A. La Roche had no end of trouble with

his Dnrracq during the first half of the run.

He asserted most positively that the engine

had been tampered with by a discharged

cmploye.- He found a couple of stch balls

in one of the cylinders, he stated to the

Motor World man. and it was reported that

he had also found a piece of waste choking

up the outlet from the gasolene tank.

From Boston down, however. the car ran

perfectly. La Roche expressed the hope at

Worcester that his troubles were over, and

such proved to be the case.

 

Although Dr. Carman did not get into

Boston until 11 o’clock on Saturday night,

in a heavy rainstorm, owing to a slight

breakage on his Foster steamer, he was in

fine spirits, and declared that he was enjoy

ing himself immensely. He made the re

turn Journey ln-good shape.‘

SPRINGFIELD—NEW HAVEN

Approachingthe end With Nearly all Cars

in Good Shape—Two Contestants Quit—

Dusty Roads Again Encountered.

 

 

New Haven, Oct. 14.——With a practically

clean sheet to Hartford, and a rush of 60

cars in less than half an hour here this af

tci'noon, it seemed as if to-diiy's _short run

would be the most successful of all.—

But quite otherwise the case proved to be.

' Four cars met with mishaps, most of which

seem certain to result in their withdrawal

from the contest. Outside of these the day’s

happenings were few, and the splendid rec

ord made was yet further improved upon.

Seventy cars started from Springfield, and

as many vloafed‘ into Hartford. To-nlght

two are missing, one is out of the contest

and another will probably be compelled to

withdraw also. _

'I’he unfortunates are :1 Foster steam car,

No. 6, which broke a crank shaft just out of

Hartford, after having, it is claimed, made

a perfect record up to that_time.- It was

thereupon withdrawn from the contest.

About eight miles from .New Haven d._De

Dion, No. 71, broke-n piston and was igno

miniously towed -into the control by, L; 'D

Fisk's Panhard.‘ The Locomobile gasolene

car, No. 29,lgot into trouble immediately

after leaving the Hartford control, and

was stopped for-repairs.- A bolt,‘or bolts, in

the differential gear is given as the' injured

part, and it was thought that it would be

able to start on in- a few hours. The fourth

car, which is still missing, was No. 15,11

Ward-Leonard. Tthotor World car passed

it six or eight miles out of- New Haven

with its driver at work on‘ the engine. Just

what was wrong is not known. ‘ ‘

Outside of these casualties the day’s crop

of stoppages is a meagre one.

At Hartford C. E. Proctor‘s Winton, No,

59, reported a-two minute stop, due to a

tremblcr needing adjustment. A Locomo

bile, No. 35, caught fire and scorched the

body. Its observer pleaded guilty to one

stop to relight his burner. Just before

reaching Hartford the Franklin contestant,

No. 45, had trouble with a dirty sparking

plug, which caused a stop of two minutes.

In the afternoon No. 19. the Automotor,

had three tops, due to battery troubles, a

broken wire and a leaky water tank. Stop

for water, penalized, was made by No. 56, a

Long Distance car. These, with the more

serious accidents reported previously, make

up the day’s list, except that something

happened again to N0. 45. What it was its

operator and observer both refused to state,

in spite of persistent inquiry on the part of

the Motor World man.

The morning dawned a bit hazy, but the

sun soon broke through the clouds and an

ideal day was promised. The members of

the party were in high spirits, and a start

could have been made at 8 o'clock, as was

done yesterday, had it been deemed advis

able. '

But the day’s run was a short one, over

excellent roads, and the only change made

was to lengthen the noon stop by nearly an

hour. This was done in order to give more

time for the banquet at the Allyn Housc ten

dered by the Hartford Ituhbcr Works 00.

An early finish was possible in spite of this,

as the first cars rcachcd New Haven before

4 o'clock, although the afternoon‘s run was

the longer of the two.

For a number of miles after leaving

Springfield, 70 cars being sent 06 in 11 min

utes, the road was bad, being soft and rutty

from the rain of Saturday night and Sun

day. ~ -

The cars were obliged to proceed in single

file and at a slow pace. To add to the un

pleasantness, the township authorities at one

point had been making what they were

pleased to term repairs. They consisted in

dumping soft dirt in the centre of a road

already worn down at the sides. Into this

the passing cars cut deeply and the going

was very heavy.

When about half the distance to Hartford

had been covered the roads became dryer

and better generally. Consequently it be

czime necessary to go slowly in order to kill

t me.

‘ Something had evidently "dropped" in the

police department, for arrangements had

been made to regulate the traffic at and

around the Allyn House, the noon control.

The offlclous Sergeant Creedon was there,

but he was subdued by the presence of his

captain. The latter took charge of matters,

and kept the confined space as clear as

could be done without utterly blocking the

traffic. Consequently there was nothing to

complain of.

After enjoying the hospitality of the Hart

, ford Rubber Works 00. at luncheon a start

was made promptly at 1 o’clock, a large

crowd of people witnessing it. .

Upon emerging from the city it was seen

that the excellent-roads entered upon were

quite dry.~ As the cars‘vvere closely bunched

clouds of dust arosc. although the roads

themselves -we1'e in' just the proper condi

tion, neither too wet-nor too dry. Conse

quently goggles were once more brought

forth and donned. ' , _'

A departure from the usual plan was be

ing made it was soon seen. instead of “hit

ting up'? the pace from the start, and loailng

at the finish, as on other days, a steady,

even pace was cut out. It seemed'to be

recognized that as the roads were almost

uiiif0rmly_good, there was no necessity for

haste inorder to allow for a slower pace

over bad roads at the finish, as had been

the practice. , ‘ '

It is true that the famous Wallingford sand

region presented some obstacles to the easy

progress of the cars. The latter cut in deep-_

ly and labored somewhat. But the stretch

was not long, and, being over, the going

became better than ever.

This afternoon's run has been marked by

large and enthusiastic greetings from the

towns and villages passed through. Meridcn

was particularly noticeable in this respect,

the progress of the cars through it being

one continued ovation. School children were

out in a dozen places, recesses having ap

parently been declared at each institution

of learning as the cars went by.

When No. 16 car came to a stop in front

of the Allyn House the observer was asked

the stereotyped question, “Any penalized

stops?" No reply was made, and the ques

tion was repeated, but with like result. Then

the driver was tried, and be, after hesitat~

ing a moment, was frank enough to say

that he had been warned not to give any in

formation. Askcd who told him this, he said

it was a man with a red cap—the badge of

ti; timers and checkers. Then he moved

0 .

A little later the Motor World man on

couniorcd Chairman Scurritt and related the

circumstances, and asked if any such in

structions had been given. He replied that

nothing of the kind had been done, to his

knowledge.

At this moment the driver .of No. 16

passed. He was stopped, and Chairman

Scarritt told him that the question of the

newspaper men was entirely legitimate, and,

while no one was compelled to give the in

formation dcsircd, it was entirely proper to

do so. Thereupon the driver very civilly

stated that he had had two trifling stops

during the morning.,
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Desiring to extend hospitality of some

sort to the visitors while at Hartford, the

Hartford Rubber Works Co. made arrange

ments to entertain them at luncheon both

going and returning, on Friday and Tues

day, respectively. They did so, the con

testants being met at the Allyn House by

the oiiicers of the company, consisting of

Lewis D. Parker, president; F. H. Turner,

vice-president; W. H. St. John. secretary,

and Burton Parker, Frank Day and W. H.

Kirkpatrick, of the travelling staff.

After an enjoyable hour and a half in

Hartford, and just previous to the departure

of the vehicles, President Shattuck. of the

Automobile Club of America, on behalf of

the contestants and their friends. extended

the thanks of the organization to Presi

dent Parker for the many courtesies re

ceived.

Although his car came to grief early in

the run, Knight Kneftel could not stay

away from the party. He met it at New

Haven on Tuesday night and accompanied

it to New York.

Complaints About 000an.

There was, as usual, some complaint of

the quality of the gasolene. “'henever an

engine or burner got to acting badly, and

no other cause could be assigned for it, it

was put down to bad gasolene.

As a matter of fact, the Standard Oil Co.

looked after this matter very well. There

was some complaint that 18 cents a gallon

should be charged, but ill'll was the uni

form rate all along the route. it appears,

too, that this was a special rate. for at Bos

ton the salesman informed the Motor World

man that the price was 20 cents to those not

in the run.

 

The Ladies on the Run.

Just five ladies participated in the run.

At Hartford a local automobilist. W. C. Rus

sell, in a Stanley surrey. joined the cars,

accompanied by his daughtcr. Miss Russell,

and her friend, Miss Corbin. (in Thursday

Mrs. Riker joined her husband, A. L. ltiker,

and rode with him throughout the remain

der of the trip. This makes five ladies in

the party, the others being Mrs. l. \V. Eng

land, of Passaic, N. J., and her friend, they

riding in Mr. England'snew l’ucgcot car.

.The ladies- all seemed to enter keenly into

the spirit of the affair. . -

NEW HAVEN—NEW YORK

Sixty-eight Carl Cover Last Stage-420m

mittee Effectnnlly Stop Scorching

—B|g Crowd at the Finish.

New York, Oct. 15.

Another bright, sunshiny day. with just a

trace of keenness in it, had been reserved for

the last stage of the run. Enjoyable as the

latter had been, everybody was glad that it

was approaching a conclusion and that New

York was so near.

Evidently there had been a fire sale of

megaphoues somewhere in New Haven, for

a considerable number of the party had

equipped themselves with these useful imple

iive. minutes before the start some one

started to blow a horn. and in an instant

the air was filled with the strident sound of

other horns. The noise “as added to by

ments and were prepared to use them. About

STORIES WITHOUT WORDS.

the megaphone sliouters, and it was to a

concert of this sort that the start was made.

A remarkable piece of work had been per

formed by the operator of No. 71, the De

Dion which broke a piston and was towed

in the night before. Word had been felt»

phoned to Beston, and by 11 o’clock a man

had reached New Haven with a new piston,

It was put in place of the broken one, the

car gone over, and bright and early this

morning it was in line, right up at the

head and ready to start first. The Ward

].eonard, howchr, which proved to have

had trouble with its clutch outside of New

Haven, did not put in an appearance.

Consequently only 68 cars faced the start

er this morning, and the entire number is

in New York to-night. To be sure, some of

them made rather lnglorious finishes. For

example, No. 36, a Locomobile, was pushed

in by an outside car from Seventy-fourth

street. owing. it was claimed, to getting out

of water. The Italian car. N0. 4!), was

Sioppcd just a few blocks from the finish

by an overheated engine and had to be

towed in. Pushing had to be resorted to in

the case of an Elmore, No. 38. it was curi

ous that all these mishaps should occur with

the finishing point in sight and the long

journey almost over.

It was a day marked by a number of

minor troubles also. The run was not a par

ticularly trying one, but a number of other

wise clean scores were marred.

A good crowd turned out at New Haven

to witness the departure, and had not the

police arrangements been well looked after

there would have been trouble in getting

clear of the town. At Bridgeport the crowd

seemed to be even larger than on the out

ward journey. l~‘or a considerable distance

policemen were stationed at eVery block. di

recting the cars and keeping the people in

check. The Automobile Club of Bridgeport

was equally attentive, and did much to f!!

cilitate the passage through the town.

At several places along the route, particu

larly as New York was approached. the ar

rows had been removed, and it was strange

that wrong turns were not taken.

At Norwalk a welcoming delegation had

gathered. A. (J. Bostwlck had driven up in

a Pan-American car, which attracted a great

deal of attention. George F. (ihamberlin,

of the contest committee, was also present

to greet his colleagues. Harry Fosdick

passed through Norwalk en route to New

  

York just before the last stage was entered

upon. He had left Boston at 1 o'clock in

the morning, and reached New York‘s out

skirts at a few minutes past 4.

The previous night at New Haven the con

test committce had met and taken precau

tions to prevent speeding the next day. it

was announced that two pace making cars

had been arranged for, and that any car

passing the pacemaker would be instantly

disqualified. Attention was further called to

the resolution passed by the American Au

tomobile Association in May last, providing

for the punishment of any one who indulged

in speeding in a contest of the sort.

There had been all sorts of rumors afloat

about the struggle for first place that was

to take place. A dozen or more cars were

said to be in readiness to push forward re~

gardlch of everything. But the committee's

action squelched such plans, if they were

really made. and the ride from Norwalk was

in a dignified, orderly procession, especially

the. latter part of it.

A crowd numbering several thousand peo

ple had gathered in Fifth avenue, and the

cars as they came in were compelled to pain

between a living wall.

As they reached the control their time

was taken, the hooks signed and collected

and the cars sent around into Fifty-seventh

street in a hurry. .
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WITH THE FREE LANCES

The men who Accompanied the Reliability

Run Without Thought of Rules-Busi

ness for Some; Pleasure for Others.

 

 

Among the cars that accompanied the

party as far as Boston were those of Presi

dent Shattuck of the A. C. A., and Harry

LWoodworth, of Rochester, N. Y. The

former had J. Dunbar Wright and Robert

Graves as his guests. Woodworth was ac

companied by Frank G. Webb, of the Long

island Automobile Club, who went along at

short notice.

“Woodworth persuaded me to start with

him and go as far as New Haven,” he said

to the Motor World man. “I enjoyed my

self so much that when I got there I de

cided to got a little further if everything

was all right at the office. Calling it up on

the ’phone I found that I could be away

Friday, and at Springfield I repeated this

and so came on to Boston. But I must go

down to-night by train.”

On Sunday afternoon about 4 o’clock, when

it was still raining a little, Woodwortn

started to drove down to Providence in order

to take the night boat from them to New

York.

 

A large number of the trade and press

interested in the reliability run from New

York to Boston and return covered the

route by train, meeting the contestants at

the noon and night controls. Among the

number were W. H. Kirkpatrick, of

the Hartford Rubber Works 00.; George

H. Lowe, of the White Sewing Ma

chine Co., Boston; James Becker, of- the El

more Mfg. 00., Clyde, 0.; H. A. Githens,

of the G. &. J. Tire CO., Indianapolis, Ind.;

W. D. Gash, of the Fournier-Searchmont

Automobile Co., Philadelphia, Pa.; Clarence

E. Whitney, of the Whitney Mfg. 00., Hart

ford, Conn.; Harry T. Dunn, of Fisk Rubber

CO., Chicopee Falls, Mass; Wetmore Worth

ley, of the “New York Evening Telegram";

A. G. Batchelder, “New York Journal”; Al.

Reeves, “New York Mail and Express”; J.

C. Kerrisou, of the “Boston Herald," and a

number of representatives of the trade

press.
 

A most enjoyable trip was reported by I.

W. England, of Passaic. With the ladies in

his party, he remained in Boston until 3

o'clock in the afternoon “doing” the city,

and made a fast run to Springfield. He

took supper at Worcester, and reached

Springfield at 11 o’clock, only to find that

the rooms he had engaged at the Cooley

House had been let go just a few minutes

before, the clerk thinking that he would not

get there.

“We have had the finest time imaginable,"

he said to the Motor World representative.

“Starting as a free lance, as we did, we

have been able to do as we pleased, and

yet everybody has been very kind to us

along the route. Had I been entered my

run would have been a clean one, for I

have not made a stop between controls nor

made any repairs beyond replacing a defec

tive sparking plug.” '

 

The European tourists, Harry D. Corey

and Harry A. Fosdick, the latter the Win

ton Co.'s manager at the latter place. ex

pected to accompany the party to Boston.

But red tape at the custom house made it

impossible to get the car out in time, so

Mr. Corey went to Boston by rail, while

Fosdick waited for the car. He got it on

Thursday afternoon, shipped it to New

Haven on the boat, and to-day brought a

party of newspaper men with him to Spring

fleld.

 

One of the familiar figures along the road

was “Wally” Owen and his Gasmobile.

There were many wagers that the twain,

with their load of newspaper men, would

eventually come to grief during some of

their wild dashes, but such predictions

turned out to be erroneous. New York was

reached with then still intact, and the

taunclmess of the Marion product was again

demonstrated.

 

Dr. Hovesbadt, of Brooklyn, met with

hard luck. He went into a sand hole be

tween Worcester and Boston and broke

both steering knuckles and had to give up.

He met the party on its return to New York.

 

Although the Pope-Robinson car was

scratched, it made the run from New York

to Boston, accompanying the party for the

greater part of the distance.

Grenville Russell Dead.

F. Grenville Russell, general sales man

ager of the Automobile Co. of America, _

Marlon. N. J., died at the Post-Graduate

Hospital, in New York, on last Wednesday.

He was taken to the hospital the week pre

vious, suffering from appendicitis, and suc

cessfully underwent an operation, but on

last Wédnesday a second operation was

found necessary, from which he failed to

recover.

Mr. Russell had a very large acquaintance

in the bicycle and automobile trade, being

at one time connected with the sales depart

ment of the Pope Mfg. Co., and for five

' years with the Electric Vehicle CO., of Hart

ford. For the last eighteen months he had

been manager of the sales department of

the Automobile Co. of America, and was

highly esteemed by the officers of that com

pany. He was to have filled an important

position with the new company which is be

ing organized. His death is cxveodingly rc

gretted by a large circle of friends. The

funeral took plat-e from his home at Hart

ford, (‘onn.. last Saturday afternoon, and

was very lnl‘u‘ely attended.

 

The best way for one manufacturer to get

ahead of another is for him to advertise

oftener and better—and to pay better atten

tion to his business. The whole secret of

trade succes is encompassed in this bit of

advice.

TIRES THAT TROUBLED

But why no one Seems to be able to Say

—Punctures are i'lost Frequent in

the Reliability Contest.

Just why there should have been so much

trouble with tires on the run is one of those

things which no man can find out. A num

ber of theories were advanced bearing on

the matter, but proof could not be brought

to support them conclusively.

Punctures were the prolific cause of the

stops referred to One of the White can

riages, for example, replaced five inner

tubes during the run. The driver did not

think they were punctures, but what they

were he could not say. Others again found

nails and even screws sticking in their tires.

At Boston several of these were picked up

in the yard of the garage.

One theory was that the tires heated while

running and the inner tube joints were

opened in consequence. The Motor World

man instituted inquiries regarding this, and

found one case where this happened. But

no others could be learned of.

But little replacing, outside of inner tubes,

was done. Of course, if a puncture or cut

occurred the injured tube or tire was re

placed at once. Representatives of the tire

companies accompanied the party, going

from control to control, and looked after

the troubles referred to. Some days there

would be little or nothing to do; at others

casualties came thick and fast.

Many quick roadside repairs were made.

New inner tubes were put in in less than

half an hour, and in spite of the size of the

tires no great amount of difficulty was en

countered in doing this work. Lifting jacks

were in great demand.

Of the troubles which were so prevalent

last year there was scarcely a trace. The

fabric did not part from the rubber nor the

treads loosen, nor did tires tear oi! the rims.

In short, faults of construction were con

spicuous by their absence, if the punctures

be consigned to a different category.

 

English Eyes on Ireland.

Unwiiling to relinquish the desire to run

the 1903 Bennett- Cup race in the United

Kingdom, British automobilists are still turn

ing to Ireland as the only possible country in

which it could take place.

One the one side is the fact that there is

no legal speed limit in the land of the sham

l‘m-lt, while against this may be put the lack

of the kind of roads desired. So far the

Automobile Club has not reached any deci

sion on the subject, though in letters in its

possession, written by gentlemen holding im

portant official positions, it is stated that spe

cial efforts will be made in certain districts

to improve the road surfaces should the

committee in charge of the race arrange

ments decide to contest for the cup in Ire

land.
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AGAIN THE

HAYNES=APPERSON
MAKES A

PERFECT RECOR _
In the New York=Boston=New

York Run, and Qualifies for the

PRESIDENT’S CUP.

The nine-horse power HAYNES-APPERSONS last year in the New York-Buffalo run beat

ALL MAKES, American and foreign, many of double their horse power; winning HIGHEST

HONORS of ALL. This is the reason:— the HAYNES-APPERSON is the ONLY AUTO

MOBILE that has been consistently developed through IO years of successful experience on

American roads. The same development that has given foreign cars their reputation has given

the HAYNES-APPERSON its proved reliability. but because of the more severe conditions in

this country there is no car of equal horse-power that will last as long. handle as easily and

ride as smoothly on American Highways as this American product.

Runabout, 7 horse-power, 2 passengers . . $1200

Phaeton , 12 “ 2 ‘ ‘ . . 1500

Surrey, 12 “ 4 " . . 1800

A FEW CARS FOR IMMEDIATE DELIVERY. ASK OUR CUSTOMERS.

GET OUR BOOKLETS.

 

”--0-“””------0---

HAYNES=APPERSON (20., Kokomo, Ind.
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Now is the time when the really wise man

makes up his mind just what kind of a \‘c- ‘

hiclc he wants and places his order for it

with the manufacturer of his choice. lin

i'ortunatcly, wise men are no more plcntil‘ul

among automobile purchascrs than olsc~

where, and so the average man puts oit’

ordering a vehicle until the arrival of some

nice warm day in the early spring tempts

him to the road. The next day the tempted

one strolls in to the agency of his chosen vo

hicle and tells the smiling salesman that he

wants such and such a kind of automobile

then and there. What the salesman tells

him matters not, save that it is more in the

promising line than it is in the providing one,

and forthwith there is woe and lamentation

in the house of the would-be buyer. Until

the world is made over, however, the pro

crastinators will continue to be in a large

majority, and the automobile maker will not

be alone in his regret that the day of making

over seems yet far OH.

1.: i #

“Old Moore,” who in Europe enjoys an ex

tremely profitable reputation as a reader of

thestars. has 'issued his annual proclama

tion telling the world what it is to expect

during the year 1903. Two months are named

as being of extreme promise to those who

are interested in the art and science of loco
motion. According to “Moore,” “aerial lau

tomobiles will be the surprise of the world

in March.” while “road locomotion will make

vast stridcs in May.” Thus the three M's,

Moore, March and May, may play very im

portant parts in automobiling. if "Old

Moore" has not read the stories of the stars

incorrectly.

* l i

It takes a lawyer to show just how many

twists can be given to the English language.

Recently a New York lawyer was arl'cstcd

down on Long Island and halcd before a

Patchogue justice. and there charged with

the high crime and misdemeanor of pro

pelling an automobile over the public high

way at a speed faster than the local con

stable thought was legal. At first the ac

cused attempted to convince the judge that

he was not proceeding faster than the eight

miles an hour allowed by the law. The con

stable put in the usual forty miles an hour

per Waterbury timing allegetncnt_ whcrc

upon the. lawyer asserted that even it he

was going at that speed at the moment of

his arrest he still could not be held under

the law. He claimed that the law permit

ted him to make eight miles within an hour,

thus allowing him to proceed at any speed

he pleased. provided at the end of an hour's

travel he had not driven the vehicle morc

than eight miles. The Patchoqu judgc

seemingly had a dltl'erent idea, since he

lincd thc automobilist $2". and told him if

he thought thc [’atchoguc inlcl'm'ctalion ol'

the law was wrong bc had lhc highcr courts

to appcal to. i imagine thcrc won't bc any

appeal. though. on any such grounds as thcsc,

'4'"

Aldcrman liumpkilr whosc namc aml of

iicc are certain indications of his intclli

gcncc and his intolcrancc. in a rcccnt spccch

bcforc his collcagucs dcclalcd himself to be

"in favor of declaring automobilcs a public

nuisancc and rct'using thcm thc privilcgc of

thc strccts of Kansas (‘ity. - l'pon sonic oi'

the poor. misguidcd citizr-ns whosc misfort—

unc it is not only to bc govcrncd b_\ gcntlc

mcn of thc ].n:upkin stripc. but also to own

autonmbilos. attempting to dcl‘cnd thcm~

sclvcs and their posscssions against Lump

in law and logic. tln» lcarncd legislator" ro

plying to their ofi'cr to dcrotc a ccrtain por

tion of thcir time each day to brcaking

horscs to thc sight and sound of an auto

mobile. promptly said:

“\tht tummy-rot that invitation of you

automobile owners is of inviting owners of

valuablc horses and conveyances to meet

you with their horscs and vehiclcs on one

of thc boulevards to bcconlo used to the

automobile. Why that is a direct invita~

tion to a man to come out and impcril his

life and his horse. If it was lct't to me 1

Would not allow automobiles on the boqu

yards at all."

Of course. with the honorable Mr. Immp

kin possessml 013 such ideas and .prompt to

express them, thcre was nothing left for the

humble citizens but to lowly bow and silent,

ly withdraw crushed to the dust by the

hauteur and the homagc of Alderman Lump

kin, b0 gosh! ‘

t l ‘

It has come at last. 1 just kncw it would.

Tho automobilo is now the wrcckcr of

family happiness. According to the story

which I find rcpcatcd in many vcracious

papers. the wife of a (‘hicago physician who

is both wealthy and a vocalist. has taken

liol‘ wocs to tlltl divorcc ('olll‘l. Sail it is to

rclatc that ll"llllt'l' her musical charms nor

the soothing intiucnccs oi" hcr mom-y pro

vcntcd a brass trimmcd. rcd automobilc

from becoming hcr rival. "llc ncglcctcd

inc." sighs lhc dcscrtcd wit'c. as shc rclatcs

in hcr bill of particubu's how hcr husband

rodc away from hcr sido and loft bcr all

forlorn. to wot-p lcars of lonclim ss whilc ho

chug-chuggcd ovcr many milcs ot' dusty

roads. lilycry onc who rcads thc papcrs has

long sincc bccu taught by tho cditors ihcrc~

of that thc automobilc is Ihc .Iuggcrnaut

brought up to datc. although. in its case. Its

hundreds of allcgcd victims do not makc

willing sacriliccs oi' tin-Insclvcs. Any and

all of thc t‘tliihl‘.~ will tcll _\ou. in tact. thcy

havc rcpcatcdly told you. that the automo

bilc is synonymous for all that is rccklcss

and uncimtrollablc. that is nchc racking.

l;|\\ dct'ying and thc onc thing in all crcation

which is without a single I'cdccming fcaturc.

Now that the vehicle appears in the rolc

of tho dcstroycr of family bliss, thc catalogin

ol' its cl‘llnt's is complclc. .\'or can it be. ar

gucd that it is blamclcss, icing mechanical

am] irrcspousiblc. it is a witch, a Franken

slcin on tour whccls. .\ny editor of a cross

roads papcr who ncvcr saw an automobile

will tell you as much and morc.

* t I

Among thc many things which arc bc

yond my com]Irchcnsion is ihc case of the

ancient individual who had no ditliculty

u'h:uc\'cr in swallowing a camcl, but, try

as 111' would. absolutcly could not encompass

a goat without thc lnost hcart rcnding strain

ing. For sonic. and l supposc excellent,

rcason. ncithcr the [Hill]: nor the profession

of this unfortunatc swallowcr has ever been

madc public. but I am inclined to believe

that sonn- way or another he must have

bccn conncctcd cithcr with a dime mast-um

or a side show_-institutions which show a

grcat intcrcst in those whose physical make

ups in any way border on the abnormal. If

the late lamented camel-[mat swallowcr left

any lincal descendants I know where they

are right at this moment. They are all mem

bers of the London Local Government Board,

which has been investigating the terrible

damages done to British highways by the

rubber tired motor vehicle. Oh, Lord!

‘ J l

One of those Wcstcrn geniuses whose in

ventions occupy a anore prominent position

in the l‘atcnt (iazctte than they ever do

anywhcrc clsc, has invented a. sail which

he says can be attached to an automobile

in such a manner as to allow of the vehicle

running before the wind at the rate of fif

tccn milcs an hour without employing an

ounce of power other than that atfordcd by

the sail. I can scc a~grcat future for that

sail—it. All that is now needed is an in

vcntion which will make the wind occa

sionally blow in the direction which a per

son wants to go. It never does. you know!

Q l .

When Stcphcnson desired to introduce the

stcaln cngine in England the (‘rown of Eng

land, through its astute and learned repre

sentativcs. warned the people in a public

edict "'l‘hat inasmuch as certain persons

have sccn fit to imposc upon our people

strange and extraordinary proposals to en

gage in a busincss, on a let line. of iron

rails. so managcd as to carry pusscngcrs

and frcight from point of departure to des

tination with safcty. at a rate of twelve

milcs- an hour. all things consigned to them,

\\ c think that cdllllot be done, aml warn our

ccunlrymcn against the insidious advances

of plausiblc argumcntcrs who will endeavor

to bcguilc them into subscribing for shares

in said company." The descendants of the

author of this proclamation emigrated to

.\lncl'ic:l. whcro they increased and multi

plicd. until to-day there are enough of them

to supply at lcust one member to every town

council in thc country. where be promptly

intl'odtlccs a fool ordinancc aimed at the

automobile.

THE CUMMENTATOR.
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wIt requires confidence to start

but ONE car in an open contest.

THERE WAS BUT

ONE PRESCOTT
IN 'II‘IE

RELIABILITY RUN

AND IT

FINISHED WITH A PERFECT SCORE.

Of course, we knew the PRESCOTT—knew what it has done

and can do. We knew it so well that we could afford to risk its

reputation with one car. Others dare not take such chances.

The PRESCOTT in the run was a regular stock car. It went through without hitch, skip

or stop. Not a nut or bolt started. Not a tire punctured—they were Fisk tires.

The same steam car won certificates in Long Island and Automobile Club of America Endurance

Runs. Has been driven over 6,000 miles this season—on one tour of New England it covered 2023

miles in sixteen days.

3? ALL PRESCOTTS ARE as 0000 as THE ONE useo in THE RUN. ,g:

PRESCOTT AUTOMOBILE MFG. COMPANY, - 83 Chambers Street, New York City.

0-------------------------------

THE FOSTER A WINNER

Will your purchase of an automobile be influenced by

the “hot air” of the maker or by the results of practical

and conclusive tests 2

No buyer can afford to disregard the following facts:

In the great Reliability Run from New York to Boston and return held during the second week in October, the Foster Automo

bile made a record which in some respects was superior to that of any other machine.

   

Fol FOUR PA’SINGIIS—YIONT OPEN.

OWN00w

 

 

The Foster finished in the leading bunch and was one of the twenty vehicles that made a clean score for the entire run.

The machine used was the same one that had previously made a successful run from Bufialo to New York City.

Of the vehicles which started, 55 were gasolene and 19 steam. Yet of those that finished with clean scores, 10 were steam and

10 gasolene; 45 gasolene machines went wrong to only 9 steam machines.

This record Concl“5l"el7 demonstrates the superiority of steam power and the desirability of the Foster carriage.

Catalogue on request.

 

FOSTER AUTOMOBILE MANUFACTURING COMPANY, Rochester, N. Y.
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L. A. W. ASSININITY

Circulating Petitions Favoring an Illegal Law—

Onc Official’s Odd Admissions.

The New York Division of the League of

American Wheelmen, or, more correctly, cer

tain oflicials thereof, have “broke loose"

again. Their reelection is being strenu

ously opposed, and their sudden and perni

cious activity may be attributed to one of

two causes: a desire to create campaign

thunder or to personal and official ignor

31108.

The oflicials’ latest outbreak takes the

form of petitions and circular letters urging

the enactment of the ordinance proposed

by themselves and which seeks to have

automobilists of this city examined and

licensed and hedged in generally. The fact

that the Doughty bill expressly forbids local

ordinances of the sort has no effect on the

brilliant individuals who are behind the

movement. They maintain that the-alder

men “have an undoubted right to enact it."

That a few automobilists have favored a

system of State license is unction to their

souls, for, after remarking the “daily list

of appalling accidents" and telling wheel

men how very much they are afraid of

motor vehicles, the circular letter remarks

the fact but is fearful that the automobil

lsts, “who are well supplied with money,”

may, “if they defeat the local ordinance,

change front at Albany and oppose any

measure that may be introduced there”—a

gentle intimation that the alder-men are

bribe-takers and that the automobilists may

resort to bribery.

The letter bears the signature of John F.

Clark, secretary-treasurer. Mr. Clark, how

ever. is firing balls that are prepared by

others, who are merely “using” him for

their own ends. He is a kindly, white

haired old gentleman, who does not appear

capable of the bombastic exaggeration and

vindictive folly which he is made to shoul

der. When 0. Motor World man interviewed

him on the subject he first attempted eva

sive replies, and finally admitted that he

had nothing to do with the matter. His

name was used because it was convenient.

Asked if he had heard of the Doughty

law, Mr. Clark admitted that he "had heard

something about it." When its exact lan

guage was quoted and he was asked how

he reconciled it with his statement that the

aldermen have the undoubted right to pass

a licensing ordinance, Mr. Clark laughed

uneasily and replied:

“I don't attempt to reconcile anything."

Asked if he had any facts or figures to

prove an appalling list of accidents, he re.

sponded in the negative. When the Motor

World’s statistics were quoted he was gcnu

iner surprised and proceeded to tell a story

of a bicycle accident in which he had come

out on top. Asked if the bicycle was not once

the red devil and mankiller of the sensa

tional press, he admitted it frankly, and

when the pressure became too strong he

finally said:

“Well, I don‘t know much about any of

the laws and I did not compose that letter.

I merely signed it when it was brought to

me. If you want to know any more about

it you'll have to see the men that wrote it.”

_ Automobile With Rapid Flre Gun.

Major P. B. Davidson, of the Indiana

State Militia, and two cadets of the North

western Military Academy are on their way

from Indianapolis to Washington in an au

tomobile with a rapid-fire gun mounted on

the front end. Major Davidson devised the

machine, which was built at the academy.

It weighs 2,600 pounds, is 12-horse power,

and the motive power is steam. It is geared

to run from 35 to 38 miles an hour.

Major Davidson is reported in an inter

view as saying: “I think that it would be a

good thing for mobs or disturbances in cities

where there are paved streets, but it can

never take the place of field artillery with

horses. Turn any sort of an automobile

loose in a street, and a mob would break

quicker than they would for horses, and an

other advantage of the machine is that it

can be fired with equal facility while ad

vancing or retreating."

Eddy Pcnctratu Canada.

That veteran tourist, Arthur J. Eddy, ex

president of the Chicago Automobile Club,

has just completed a 1,000 mile trip through

Lower Canada. on which he was accom

panied by Mrs. Eddy. They penetrated

many portions of French Canada far re

moved from the usual routes of travel,

where the inhabitants were in almost total

ignorance of the existence of such a vehicle

as an automobile.

Including various detours, the distance

covered in the journey was something more

than 1,000 miles, and, in spite of wretched

roads, steep hills and deep morasscs, not a

breakdown occurred serious enough ma

terially to delay the trip.

Corey Covers l800 Miles In Europe.

II. D. Corey and Harry A. Fosdick, of

Boston, Mass, the latter manager of the

Winton branch in that city, arrived in New

York from a European trip last \Vcducsdny,

While in Europe they travelled over 1,800

miles in their Winion touring car, and all

the troubles they expel-1cm cd were two tirc

punctures. It was the intention of .\ic.<.<rs_

Corey and l“Ui~'lll(‘l{ to go to Boston with

the reliability run. starting on Thursday

morning, but owing to the red tape existing

in the Now York (‘ustom House they were

unable to secure their machines until Fri~

day, when Mr. Fosdick joined the run at

New Haven.

QUEER QUAKERS

They Draft an Ordinance Placing Themselves

in the Hands of Their Enemies.

If, henceforth, Philadelphia people take

stock in the sensational stories regarding

the heniousness of the automobile they will

have some ground for it. Thanks to a com

mittee of the Automobile Club of Philadel

phia, substantial color was last week given

that too-popular notion. They performed

the doubtful service at the joint conference

held with a view of drafting an ordinance

satisfactory to all vehicular interests and

for submission to the City Council.

Henry G. Morris and Captain John S.

Muckle represented the Automobile Club

and C. T. Harrop and J. Frederick Hart

man the (‘cntury Wheelmen. Invitations

had also been sent to the Pennsylvania Rail

road, the Phlladelphia and Reading Rail

way and the Philadelphia Rapid Transit

Company to send representatives, but none

was present from these companies.

The ordinance was presented by Captain

Muckie. It fixes the maximum speed for

vehicles at ten miles an hour within the

city limits. In the matter of penalties for

violation of regulations the fine for auto

mobiles is made $25 for the first offence and

revocation of license for the second. Viola

tors in other vehicles were, however, con

sidered of small moment, and may break

the law an indefinite number of times at

the relatively small cost of $5 for the first

offence, $10 for the second and $25 for the

third.
 

Talking of a Private Road.

' Another private automobile road on Long

island is talked of. A number of prominent

and wealthy summer residents talk of buitdi“ ‘“'

ing a private automobile road from Smith

town to Ronkonkoma. This would connect

the north shore with the central section of

Long Island, and if the proposed road from

Oakdnle to Ronkonkoina is constructed it

would make cross island travelling for those

machines an easy matter. The report is

secure a strip of land sixty feet wide. and

that the road will be so protected that high

speed will be possible for the entire length.

Marconi at Work on a Car.

Not content with equipping an automobile

with his wireless telegraph apparatus, Mar

('uiil is at work on a car of his own design.

Advices from Rome are to this effect. The

vehicle will, it is stated, have a speed of 58

miles an hour.

The motive power comes from four dry

batteries arranged in the form of a circle.

and divided Into four sections. A crank

sets the batteries into action simultaneous

ly. The batteries and accumulators guaran

tee a run of 560 miles,
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...THE...

RED, WHITE BLUE

GROUT

Steam Cars

were in the lead, throughout the

RELIABILITY RUN from New

York to Boston and return.

NOTE THE PERCENTAGE OE

STEAM VEHICLES IN THE

NON-STOP WINNERS.

19 Started;

18 Finished.

THE GROUTS ARE BLUE RIBBON WINNERS.

Two vehicles went the entire distance without

a stop of any kind. One with only

a five minutes’ delay, to

adjust water glass.

WATCH FOR THE OFFICIAL RECORDS.

The 1903 (irout Tonneaus and Two=5eated

Touring Cars ready.

WE ARE READY TO APPOINT AGENTS IN

UNOCCUPIED TERRITORY FOR I903.

GROUTBROS,,0rangc, Mass.

 
  

ARE THE FINEST

IN THE WORLD.
THE FRENCH HORNS

  

We are importing the largest assortment and most complete line of FRENCH

c ming to this country. No. 8 isthe

[O \l

HORNS moat popular style. with opening

[aiming t ngl anglel m the h lb.

We h stock the I Ilowmi. LCS. in lduition to list given in our Catalog.

. LIST PRICES.

Nul I Total Length. Dial“. of Ilell. M t I Price.

8 3 a 3 ‘a N It 1 $4.00

9 3% +50

To 4 5.20

| I 5 6.50

I3 5": 7 so

'I‘ht~ IOll w'ng are t Eh! I l I the pening p g rward from bulb.

Numbe Total Length. Diam. of I ll Me! I. Price.

in 3 5 lines 16 40

I4 4 5% “ 7-6'0

I 25 2% Nick I 2.75

1'»; q 3‘ I “ s w

z 3% " s 40

2% % aw “ 1 7s
3 TI, 4% 4.40

4 2 V, 5', I ‘ 5.60
5 3 l2 51‘ II 7 w

y of th abo e Horns,fitled will 4 feet Flexible Me llic Tubin . $4.00

No. 1,3 t t I length. 5"; diameter ul bell. with 3% Flexible gletallic

an n l .hzfo. ran or Nickel

l

t

l b g dQ ttarhed ll .

A'nyut tl above Horns de verecl to any part of the United $tates,chlrges

ex ra.

“an”! In Mr Trade. Cum/11g on quw:!.

THE LARGEST AUTOMOBILE SUPPLY HOUSE IN AMERICA.

"HN' ""‘RI .JUBBER_.\

IMP! "E and .xPoRTER.

07, 09. NH READE ST., NEW YORK CITY.
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TWO RUNAWAYS

in New Jersey the Automobilist is Sued: in

Connecticut the Township—Points involved.

 

 

In the case. of Joseph M. Hughes against

I-‘elix “'arburg, reported last week in the

)Iotor “'orld, in which the plaintiff was

awarded damages in the amount of $12,070

in the United States Circuit Court at Tren

ton, N. .I., September 7, there is naturally

so great an interest that the following

charge to the jury by Judge Andrew Kirk

patrick is worthy attention:

“This action is one of law to recover dam

ages for negligence, which negligence was

approximately the cause of the dalnage sus

tained. There must be a connection of the

negligent act and the cause of the negli

gence. It is not negligent to run an auto

mobile on the public highways. The high

ways are for the common use for every one,

carriage, horse, automobile,

Each must use it with

whether a

wagon or what not.

care. One may not want to wantoniy cout

lnit a careless act on the highway; he would

not use firearms for fear of hitting some—

one. The amount of care should be reason

able. He should use whatever care. he can.

If he should neglect to use it then he must

answer. if the defendant's man used it the

jury should deliberate on the testimony to

that effect.

"The testimony shows that the plaintiff's

horses were standing still when the defend

ant's machine, operated by his servant.

mine into ilcean avenue, 333 feet from the

horses. There is a dispute as to the speed

of the automobile. Some say that it was

going fast and others say that it was slow

ing down whn in sight of the horses. This

will be determined by the members of the

jury.

"in the testimony of the chauil'cur he.

says that he was slowing down ami going

to stop at a bicycle repair shop some eighty

feet farther down the road front where Mr.

Hughes aml his horses were standing. .\lr.

Sparrow says that they noticed the fright

cited comiition of the horses aml signalled

Mr. Martin. the cilatlfi'cul', to stop his ma

chine. _

“it is the duty of an operator of a ma

chine to operate it so as to'not cause fright

in ordinary gentle horses. attd so operate it

that other horses will not receive lnjury_

"it was .\iartin's duty to look out on the

highway. If you believe that warnings were

given aml .\lartin ought to have seen them

it is your duty to determine negligence. if

in your idea (‘hauffcur .\[artiu used proper

care then your verdict should be for the

defendant.

“The defendant claims that the accident

was not caused by Martin and the automo

Mic, but the accident was due to a dci'cc—

tive strap on the pole. 0n the part of the

defence four witnesses have testified to the

neck yoke and say that it was bad, while

on the other hand Gordon B. Hughes testi

fied that the strain was put upon it by the

horses running away.

“If the testimony shows a want of care

exercised by (‘haufl’eur Martin and his fail

ure to avoid the accident, then the verdict

should be given to the plaintiff.

"The next question is the aluount. of dam

ages the plaintiff can claim. Several ele

nunts enter into the case. and are: The

amount actually expended for medical serv~

ices rendered at the time of the accident.

to the horses and to himself. and since.

“The plaintiff is entitled to damages. if

any. to the loss sustained by reason of tlte

accident, that is to say, the horse whose

hind leg was broken and had to be shot.

making a total loss. He is entitled to re

cover the market value of the horse, not

at what he values the horse.

“He is also entitled to damages sustained

to the harness. alto to the remaining horse,

and its value after the runaway, and the

difl’erence in value as one of a team.

“The'earning power of the plaintiff should

be considered—if he is incapacitated from

doing business he is accustomed to. The

loss of earning power is determined in vari

ous ways. It is determined the same as

when a man who is accustomed to do labor

ing work loses his right arm aml is entitled

to compensation.

"You nmst consider the earning power

since. the accident and the earning power

in the future for the work he has been ac

customed to doing. He is not entitled to any

capitalized sum of money. but he is entitled

to such coinpl'usation as is ill your best

judgment compensatory for the loss of carn

ing power. of which i have spoken.

"'l‘hc plaintiit' is entitled to damages, if

any. for mental and physical pant caused

by the injury. There was no standard of

value of damages for physical paitt and suf»

fering in the future. The amount in your

judgment should be such as the evidence

warrants."

(in the other hand. as a part of thc suits

aitd counter stilts ancnt the automobile. the

following suit. to be argued in the Supreme

l‘ourt of Connecticut. will be closely

watched. as it brings into the subject the

liabilities of towns i'ol' c'ulll'ilillini'y lli'gli»

gun-e in the matter of runaways alleged to

be caused by :lllioliioliilcs.

The case in point is that of i‘harh-s ll.

l'ptou. :nltninis-irator of the estate of Mary

it. l'pton. against the town of \\'i|olh:|u|.

.\lrs. l'picn was driving with her husband

along a highway in thc loan or \\'iudh.-ii|i.

'l‘hcir horse took fright :il an aiiioioobilc

and ran away. The horse ncnt

cmlmnkmcnt and Mrs. l'pion was thrown

from the carriage and killed. after the

horse had run sonic distance from the road

down no

way.

.\‘uii was brutghi and

Judge (jager, before whom the case was

against the town.

tried in New Haven, gave judgment against

the town for $1,500. The lawyers on the

part of the defendant asked Judge Gager to

find that the defect in the. highway, through

the lack of a railing, was not the proximate

cause of the injury to Mrs. Upton. Judge

(lager refused so to find and he refused to

find as otherwise requested. The lawyers

for the town appealed front Judge (lager's

decision. They claim errors as follows:

1. That as against the said deceased, .\lrs.

Upton, under the fact found, the town was

not liable for not: placing a railing upon the

side of the highway at the place where the

horse left it.

2. That the town. by law, v. as not bound

to erect a railing to prevent runaway horses

from going off the highway.

3. That the town was not bouml to antici

pate and guard against such an occurrence

as is stated in the finding.

4. That, even if the highway, at the place

where the. horse left the highway, was de

fective for want of a railing as to persons

using the highway in the usual manner, the

town is not liable for the occurrence arising

from the horse's being frightened and ruin

ning away. as is stated in the finding.

3. That if the injury from which the de

ceased died was caused by the horses‘s turn

ing suddenly after it had left the highway.

in the adjoining field, and thereby overturn

ing the carriage and throwing the deceased

upon the ground, the injury was not caused

by the defect in the highway.

ii. The defect in the highway of the want

of a railing was not the proximate cause of

the injury of the deceased. .\Irs. Lipton.

7. That even if a railing, sufficient to pro

or-liini"_\‘ travel. was required at Ila

place of the occurrence. yet. if such a rail

ing would not have prevented a frightened

horse from going down from the highway

into the adjoining' iieid. the town was not

liable in this casc‘. '

N. 'l‘hai even if a railing suiticlcut to pro—

tect ordinary travel was required at such

a place. and tile highway was defective for

want of such railing. as against ordinary

travellers. the town was not liable in this

case, as the occurrence by which the plain

iiii‘s intestate was injured was not received

in the usual common use of a highway. but

was an extraordinary occurrem-c.

it. That upon the facts judgment should

have llccll rendered for the plaintiff for

nominal damages only.

icci

 

Orient Enlargement.

The remarkable success that lnls attended

ihc ()riI-nt inlcrcsts this year has had its

natural result. The demand for additional

factory facilities has led to the placing of

a contract for the erection of another wing.

l2" by -ili feet. to the plalti at “'aitham.

.\t pres-“iii the offices and assembling and

shipping rooms arc located in the factory

building. “'hcn completed they will be re

li:u\‘t'|| to the new addition. thus affording

i'or tnor“ mcn anl machines in lla

l'actory proper.

l'ittllll
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CLEVELAND’S LATEST

That City of Automobiles Produces Another

Car—Some of it Chief Features.

From that home of gasolene vehicle manu

facture, Cleveland, hails the American Run

about made by the American Motor Car

riage Co., of 514 East Prospect street, and

shown herewith in three-quarter rear view.

The

pounds, has a low center of gravity and a

American weighs one thousand

The frame is constructed

of angle iron, is well braced and light in

weight.

long wheel base.

Both front and rear axles are of

American Ball-Bearing Co. make, equipped

and so arranged as to insure a square and

firm contact, while especial attention is

given to the system of wiring. All wires

have heavy rubber insulation and are fln

ished off with stamped copper terminals.

The current is supplied by one of two sets

of dry batteries; the other is used as a

reserve. The muffler is of ample pr0por~

tions to effectively deaden the exhaust and

to prevent back pressure.

The transmission, an embodiment of the

planetory system. gives two speeds forward

and one reverse. With the aid of the en

gine throttle, it gives an ideal control. A

one-inch roller chain drives direct to the

rear axle, and is adjusted by means of a

pair of sliding spring blocks. A double-act

ing brake is located on the drum of the

compensating gear and can be locked in any

position by means of a ratchet.

  

with wooden artillery wheels and 3"x30"

detachable tires. The seat is divided,

heavily padded and covered with black

hand-bufi‘ed leather.

The engine is of the four cycle, single

cylinder type, water cooled, with ample

bearing surfaces, and is claimed to be 5.1

h. p. brake test. The water circulation is

by means of a gear pump, keyed direct to

the end of the crank shaft and hung on a

bracket attached to the side of the crank

pit. The water tank is located in the front

hood and has a capacity of five gallons,

while an efficient coil of brass tubing is

hung beneath, keeping the water at the

required temperature.

A float teed vaporizer is located in a con

venient position and protected from dust.

It is supplied from a tank carrying seven

gallons, is located near the cylinder, obviat

ing the necessity of long connections and

the danger of leaks. The entire lubrication

is effected by gravity feed from one tank,

and is turned on and oi! by the same lever

that operates the electric switch. The crank

pin and transmission are oiled through the

center of the crank shaft.

I Jump spark ignition is used, with all con

tact points enchaed in a dust-proof case

The steering geul', operated by a large

wooden-rimmed wheel, contains a system of

gears to overcome the jar of the road, while

the front wheels are slightly pitched in

ward. after the manner of the most modern

power road vehicles. The steering post

contains a knuckle joint, making it possible

to throw the hand-wheel out of the way

while entering or leaving the seat.

The Week’s Exports.

British East India—3 cases auto vehicles

and parts, $1,022.

Havre.——16 cases motors, $800.

Liverpool.—4 cases auto vehicles and

parts, $1,470.

London—10

$1,426.

Mexico-3 cases auto vehicles and ma

terials, $800.

British East Indies—1 case auto vehicle,

$800.

Copenhagen—3 cases auto vehicles and

material, $1,150.

London—3 cases auto vehicles, $400.

Mcxlco.—6 cases auto vehicle material,

$1.248.

cases auto vehicle parts,

OPERATORS BLAMED

Famous Tire Maker Charges Them With Many

Tire Troubles and Cites Instances.

The Michelin Co., in one of their recent

articles on purumatic tires, remark that it

they had to make a list of the enemies of the

motor car driver they would without hesi

tation put the driver himself at the top.

This is to a great extent true, one of the

most frequent causes of damage to pneu

matlcs being lnsuflicient inflation. In the

Michelin handbook there is a table of pres

sures to which various tires should be in

fiated.

Not only must tires be pumped up proper

ly, but the fixing bolts must also be well

screwed up. Should they be slack the cover

tends to move in the rim and the thickened

edge gets damaged. At high speeds the

cover turns bodily in the rim and this in

variably tears the valve out of the tube.

Moreover, if the tire is not sufficiently in

flated, and the bolts screwed well up, water

is sure to get in, and then the cover lasts a

very short time. As for the bolts them

selves, care should be taken that the can

vas covering is always intact. otherwise

damage to the air tube will result. For the

same reason bent bolts should never be

used, as they do not seat properly.

One very often hears people say that they

can “get home" with a deflated tire. This

is most unfair to the tire. In case of punct

ure, unless the sacrifice of a cover and tube

is of small moment, the tube should be

changed at once. Even in a short distance

the cover is generally much damaged, and

the valve pulled out of the tube. If it is de

cided to go on at all costs. the inner tube

should be removed, the fixing bolt screwed

firmly up, and the cover fastened with

leather straps. If these are not obtainable

rope will do, but it will not last so long.

After running on a deflated tire the rim

should be carefully examined to see it it is

dented. This often occurs, and the edge of

a new cover is with difficulty Inserted in the

recess. It can, or course, he forced in, but

the rim afterward invariably cuts the cover.

Recent lneorporations.

Stamford, Conn—H. A. Tuttle Mfg. Co..

with $100,000 capital, to manufacture and

deal in motors, engines, etc.

New York, N..Y.—Columbia Lubricant 00..

with $100,000 capital. Directors, G. K. Bell,

G. E. Macoy and E. M. Strong.

New York, N. Y.~American Automobile

Storage Co., with $5,000 capital. Directors,

\V. T. Rainey, It. A. Rainey and R. M. Owen.

Binghamton. N. Y.—Safety Sectional Pneu

matic Tire Co., with $500,000 capital. Di

rectors, C. Inderlied, O. S. Heller and B.

A. Beaumann.

Augusta. Me.»American Automobile Co.,

with $500,000 capital. Incorporators, F. L.

Dutton and E. F. Whittum.
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EXPECTED TOO MUCH

l'le Wanted a Plug to Work Without Care

no Matter the Price.

 

 

“Have you got a good sparking plug?" was

the question asked of the salesman in an up

town store, and the doubting way in which it

was asked led the Motor World man to await

the reply.

“Of course we have," was the quick re

ply, as the alesman laid a few plugs on the

“Here’s the Blank and the So-an

so and—"

counter.

“Yes, I‘ve tried all them," the customer re

“but I want

something that is good. I am willing to pay

any price for it if only it will do the work."

“Why, yes, here is just the plug you want,"

marked without ceremony,

the salesman replied, seeing the direction

from which the wind blew.

pensive than the ordinary plug, but then it

is worth the difference. It is guaranteed

not to crack or become clogged with soot

or to give trouble in any other way. I think

you will find it all right," and he wrapped it

up and took the money that was handed him.

After the door closed behind the purchas

er the salesman looked at the Motor World

man.

“Now I suppose he is satisfied. and will

stay so until he uses the plug. The trouble

with him is that he expects too much of

things. If he uses the plug until it gets so

dirty that it won't spark, it is the latter that

is to blame, not himself. The plug should

not need cleaning, not even if he uses too

much oil and it splashes on the plug, or the

combustion is imperfect and soot clogs the

plug. He wants something that will rise su

perior to such trifles."

Aspire to be Chauffeurs.

Undeniable as is the present shortage of

corupetent chauffeurs and mecanicians, it is

almost equally certain that within.a few

years the trouble will be obviated. The in

terest taken in automobiles is great, and

the desire to learn all about them keen.

Boys and young men especially are hot on

the scent, and leave no stone unturned to

familiarize themselves with the motor ve

hiclcs.

“Having occasion to find a lad, with a good

mechanical knowledge, able to take care of

two cars and willing to make himself gen

erally useful, I advertised for such a per

son," says an English automobilist. “To

my surprise I received sixty-eight applica

tions. A large proportion of the applicants

had not sufficient experience, it is true, and

were willing to come at any wage I liked to

name, if only to get a start; but many

others appeared capable of fulfilling the

necessary conditions.

“In their eagerness to obtain a comfortable

and permanent home some of them even

sent photographs for my inspection, and in

“It‘s more ex- _

closed stamped envelopes to insure a reply.

The difficulty was to make a selection.

“One fact stood out prominently in my

mind. Automobilism has evidently taken a

firm hold on the community at large, and

sharp lads in every town, who have been

accustomed to cycle work or to machinery,

now aspire to become chaufleurs. Already

there are numbers of embryo niechanlcians

in existence, and, two or three years hence,

I venture to prophesy that the supply will

equal the demand."

 

Built for Many Uses.

\Vhile primarily intended for the depart

mental work of inspectors, superintendents,

tire and police officials, the vehicle herewith

illustrated, made by the Electric Vehicle CO.,

of Hartford, Conn., is nevertheless adapted

for a wide variety of uses and special re

quirements. The vehicle is known as the

new special service wagon. Several of these

  

vehicles were recently purchased by the New

York Edison Company for its inspectors.

The running gear, control and steering are

similar to those of the Columbia electric tons

nenu. The extension back has a large closed

c mpartment, opening from the rear, which

may be utilized for tools or luggage of any

description. The top affords complete pro

tection in stormy weather. '

Gives Trouble to All.

The British law fixing the maximum

speed of automobiles at 12 miles an hour

continues to make trouble for all sorts of

people, eminent and otherwise. From noble

lords down to plain commoners. including

even a prime minister, the list of lawbreakers

runs. Last Week Generals Corbin and Wood,

who are returning to this country after wit

nessing the German army mammivres, were

added to the number.

On Saturday General Young, in company

with John W. Gates. was driving through

\Vindsor when a policeman arrested the

chauffeur and took the names and addresses

of Mr. Gates and General Young, who were

the occupants of the car. Sunday the saint!

party, with General i‘orbin. nearing

Brighton when :1 policeman stepped out of a

hedge and stopped the car.

When the cases were called up no defence

will he made, for, as one of the Americans

said, "The police have got you at their mer

cy. You may be morally sure you were not

driving at over the speed limit, but that is

ineffective against the police, with their stop

watches.”

\\'.'l.\‘

GERMAN ADAPTATIONS

Many Novelties Heralded as From France

Claimed as lmitations.

 

“It would probably surprise you to know

that one-half, or nearly one-half, the auto

mobile accessories that come from France to

this country, heralded as the latest Parisian

productions, are really made in Germany,"

remarked a well known accessory and parts

man to the Motor World representative.

“Such is the case, however. They come to

us as French goods, of course," he continued.

“But when they are traced to their source

the latter is found to be the land of the Kai

ser. The Germans are an imitative lot, and

there is hardly anything they cannot make.

They go at it in their slow, plodding way,

but they manage to get hold of a consider

able portion of the trade whenever they set

themselves to the task.”

“It is astonishing what a lot of accessories

are bought in the course of a season. One is

sometimes compelled to wonder where all

the automobillsts come from, and to conclude

that there are two or three chanifeurs, me

caniciens, etc., for every motor vehicle in ex

istence," said a salesman in a prominent

Boston store to :1 Motor World man a short

time ago.

“We keep one of our windows full of such

goods. Caps, gloves, goggles and other ar

ticles of apparel, together with sparking

plugs, pumps, lifting jacks and everything

required by the automobilist or his vehicle,

are sold in large quantities. We get fairly

good prices for most of the stuff, but no one

seems to mind that or to think that we are

asking too much. They seem to want the

goods, and by making a determined push for

the class of trade referred to we have man

aged to secure our full share of it.”

Origin of Petrol.

It will undoubtedly be a matter of news

to those who read English motoring papers

to learn that the word "petrol," which they

invariably use as we do the word gasolene,

properly describes a proprietary article, and,

strictly speaking, should only be applied to

a spirit vendcd by the proprietors of the

article. The word used abroad as a noun

signifies a light, colorless liquid, obtained

by the distillation of petroleum, and forms

one of the series of hydrocarbons.

As a proprietary article it is manufactured

solely by the firm of Caries, Capci & Leon~

nrd, Hackney Wick, London. This firm was

requested in the early days of motoring by

the Daimler Co, of Coventry, England, to

distil a spirit'suitabie for their motors, and,

having done so, they christened the spirit

“Petrol,” up to then an unknown word. The

distillation was so successful and the name

so appropriate that it has since come into

general use in the land of its origin. At

68 Fahr. the specific gravity of fresh petrol

is .676.
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THE CASUALTIES OF THE WEEK

Killed, l4].

R Injured,

TOTAL, THIS WEEK: KILLED, I72; INJURED, 277.

PRIOR TO OCTOBER 6.

Buffalo. N. Y.-—George Hall, fell from wagon;

died from injuries.

Buffalo, N. Y.—Burton J. Bixby; seriously hurt

in runaway

Savanna. Ill.—J. C. Tufts; fell from train; in

stantly killed.

St. Paul, Minn.-—Frank IIockle; thrown from

wagon by collision with car; severely hurt.

Fargo, N. D.—-James Kennedy; killed by train. '

Mankato, Minn—John Imbolc; killed by train.

Fond du Lac, Wis—Stephen Mullen; killed in

coupling cars.

Kalamazoo. Mich.—Mrs.

seriously injured by train.

Bay C ty, Mich.—Mrs. Edward Robinson; killed

by train.

Chicago, Ill.—Morton Frank, driver of express

wagon, thrown and injured.

New York—Charles Lovell, driver; thrown and

injured.

Cambridge, Me.—Mrs. Lendall Chadbourne; in

jured by a bicycle.

Cincinnati, O.—William Borman; killed by

train.

Toledo. O.-Fink Sherman; killed by trolley.

Birmingham, Ala—Mrs. Carr; injured by trol

ley car.

Johnstown, Pa.—George Fleischhauer; killed

on railroad.

Ridgewood (Brooklyn), N. Y.—Unknown man

killed b trolley.

Junction City, Kan.—Joseph Gibson; killed by

train

Richmond, Kan.-\Villie Chambers; killed by

train.

Neb.—Charles Murphy;Omaha,

train.

Clinton, N. Y.-Frank Van Allen; killed by

trolley.

\Vaterbury, Conn—Unknown man; injured by

trolley

Manor, Pa.—Howard Row; killed by engine.

Claremont, N. H.—Tl‘lree men injured in rail

road collision.

Rockport, Lie—Herbert Butler; thrown from

Wagon by collision with train; two broken legs.

Philadelphia, Pa.-—\Villiam Johnston; struck by

train; injured. ‘

Cleveland. O.——Steve Cenchie;

heavy wagon.

Port Clinton, O.—Samuel \Vardo;

train.

Buffalo, N. Y.—Albert Larson; injured by en

gine.

Martin Vanderberg.

injured by

run over by

killed by

Cochecton. N. Y.—-Albert Butler; fell from

train; leg amputated. _

Milwaukee, Vida—John Donavan; killed by

train.

Chicago, Ill.—-Wiliiam Bush; killed by train.

Peoria, Ill—“'alter Mooney; killed by train.

\Vindsor, Conn—David L. Roberts; killed by

trolley.
Brooklyn. N. Y.—John Dempsey; thrown from

wagon; severely injured.

Greenfield. Mass—“'illiam H. \Yedg'ewood.

George F. Parmcnter and Howard P. Smith;

killed in railroad collision.

Lowell, Mass—Edmund O. Knox; thrown from

wagon colliding with trolley;_injured.

Springfield,d Mass—Roy \Vilieox; trolley col

" ure. .libliii)cri~ie.leI-lsgport, Pa.——\V. A. Gillespie and Thomas

Roland; severely injured; railroad“ _

McKcesport, Pa.—Fred Erhard; killed ill coup

ling cars. I
Norwalk. O.—Conductor and three passengers

injured in trolley car accident. '

Charlottesville. \’a.—Brake.man, engineer and

- e an in ured.
flrligelsvilig. Ind—George A. Cole, killed. and six

men injured; railroad. _ I

South Boston, Mass—Francis Cappo; injured

by carit'fhicago. Ill—John Kalbran; killed by train.

North Cheimsi'ord, Mass—John M. iiowe; in

jured by train.

Plainlield, N. J., Charles Sprague and George

Gedner; bicycle collision; injured.

I’ittsburg. Pa.—-\V. E. Ledger

dren thrown from wagon; injured.

Cincinnati, 0.—Five persons injured in trolley

collision.

Moberly, Mo.—Mrs. James Morton;

collided with train; injured.

Lima. O.--John Swartz; killed on railroad.

Huntington. Ind—John Erb; injured by train,

Olathe, Kan.—¥Villiam Lamont; killed in coup

linir cars.

fiakota, N. D.-—J. Evans; killed in railroad

wreck.

Grand Rapids. Mica—Mrs. McClure; injured

by trolley car

and two chil

carriage

Killed, l9.
TROLLEYS glowed, 79_ aoases

 

(Killed, i i.

liniured, s7.

 

Norwalk. O.—George Seitchell and J. H. Bull;

injured; collision of trolley and train.

Mounds. Ill—Sandy Mandy; killed b ' engine.

Chicago. Ill—Trolley car overturne ; six pas

sengers bruised.

North Anderson, Ind—John Welsh; killed by

trolley car.

Cleveland. O.—Paul 'I‘ladeck; injured by train.

Portsmouth, O.——\\'illiam Barr; fatally injured

by train.

Loveland. 0.—\-Villiam Clarke; killed by train.

Lima. (_).—~Calvin Reece; killed by train.

Vicksburg, Miss—J. Hampton Grilling; died

from injuries by trolley.

Louisville. Ky.—Samuel W. Dodge; killed in

trolley collision.

(laii'icsviile, Tex—W. C. Leth; killed in wreck;

Henry Dick. injured.

Mount Meigs. Ala.—Troup B. Hodges; killed by

train.

iLynchburg, Va.—-Tilden Alvis; killed by en

g ne.

1 Richmond, Va.—William Seal; injured by trol

ey.

South Cumberland. Lid—George Robert; killed

by engine; J. K. Kettle. injured.

Greensburg, Pa.—-James Reagan; killed by

killed by

train.

Scottdale, Pa.—Frank Dessalino;

train.

Dickerson Run. Pa.—William Gillespie; in

jured in railroad collision.

Roycrsford, Pa.—John Piumley; killed by

u:iglriilmyra, Pa.—Irvin J. Detweiler; injured by

tlgiissoula. Mont—“'illiam Johnson; killed by

tr:Sizlililii'ords Corners. N. Y.—J. \V. Moore; in

jured by train.

Hornellsville. N. Y.—\\'illiam Dottaker; killed

by train.

Irish Creek. N. Y.~Robei‘t Stewart; killed by

train.

Saratoga. N. Y.—\'an “'agnt-r and Butterfield

Lackey; injured in trolley collision.

I-’laistow, N. ii.—John W. iiuntress; killed by

irniivy.

\\'est Somervillc. Mass—Charles Comee; killed

by train_

I Swampscott, Mass—“'illiam D. Nichols; killed

.iy train.

North Saugus, Mass—Michael Donovan; killed

by trolley.

killedMechanics Falls,

by engine

Rot-kville. Ind—Anthony Tasso; struck by hi

cycle; killed.

Hath. Me.-—-A. M. Franks; injured in bicycle

collision.

i~‘reniont. ().—Andrew “Feller; injured in buggy

colliding with trolley

Fremont, ().—-Mr. and Mrs.

jured in runaway.

Minneapolis. Minn—Vine Sanbat-k; injured by

truck.

t‘hicago. lll.—Mrs. Annie Bron; fatally injured

by wagon.

Norristown. Pa.—Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Nyce;

thrown out of carriage; injured.

North Braddock, Pa.—G. E. Frank Gray; in

jured in carriage collision.

(.lloversville. N. Y.—i{iehard Meliougal; thrown

from wagon; injured.

Providence, R. 1.—John J. Duffy; killed by

wagon.

liaverhill. Mass—Barney Brickett; injured in

wagon collision with trolley.

t‘astleton. \'t.—-Mrs. Jacob Mound; fell from

carriage; injured.

Salt-m. N. H.-(‘harlcs H. Smith; seriously in

jured by fall from wagon.

Portland. Mia—Driver injured in a runaway.

i'iiickiie_\'. N. Y.—Charles Carpenter; killed by

fall from wagon.

Woburn, Mass—John J. Loftus; killed by trol

ley.

ilinghamton, N. Y.—-Micbaei Kane; killed by

train.

Penn Yan. N. Y.—Lawrence Laughran; killed

by train.

Middleboro, Mass—Clarence 1’. Waiil; killed by

train.

San Francisco. (“ah-William Rosekamp; fell

from wagon; killed.

Los Angeles, Cal.--Roy. Judsoiis; killed by

horse's kick.

Peoria. lll.—Vifaiter Mooney; killed by train.

Ingersoll, Cam—John O‘Callaghan; killed by

engine.

t Horneilsville, N. Y.—William Doltage; killed by

rain.

Seward, Pa.—David B. “'ineland; killed by

engine.

Me.—Unknown man;

John Bender: iii

BICYCLES

“Oiled, I. Killed, 0.

(Injured, I0. AUTOMOB'LES Injured, 2.

TOTAL, THREE WEEKS: KILLED, 252; INJURED, 470.

Brazil. Ind—Railroad collision; two killed and

six injured

t iliirmingham, Ala—Johnnie Reese; killed by

ran.

Baltimore, Md.-—i'nknown man; killed by

trolley car.

Midtiletown, O.—Edward Connor; killed by

train.

(‘int-lnnati, O.-Harr_v “'inters; killed by train.

La (‘rossm “Wat—Leslie Chase; killed in rail

road wreck.

Huron. S. D.-—Fay Jones; killed by train.

t Columbus, O.—t‘hristopher Lengeloh; killed by

ra n.

iCleveland, O.—Henry Jacobson; killed by en

g ne.

Cleveland, O.—-Carl Bunders; fell from car; in

jtired.

L'it'Vt-ltltiti. 0.—\\'iliiam Brown; struck by trol

ley; injured.

‘Dayton, O.—John Natto; fatally Injured by

rain.

Billings, Mont—Railroad collision; two dead

and eight injured.

St. Louis. Mo.—Mrs. Fischer; killed by trolley

Ciil‘.

ilut'fai’flo. N. Y.-Th0mas Burns; fatally injured

by trolley car.

ttit. Thomas. Ont.—\\'illiam O'Hara; killed by

ram.

t Great Falls, Mont.——Unknown man killed by

Till“.

St. Louis. Mo.--“'illiam Smith; killed by train.

Magnolia. Miss—M. Powers; killed by train.

Dixon. L‘al.—Collision; passenger killed; engi

neer injured.

Springfield. Me.—A. S. Hardin; killed by train.

'l‘orreon. iiiex.-l~lngine and tank overturned,

killing two and injuring one.

(liw. Ga.~i.awson \\'. Kni ht; killed by train.

(‘onn-r. Ga.—J0hn Floyd; illcd by train.

(‘old Springs. O.—Jolin t‘ronan; killed by train.

t‘incinnati. O.—'I‘hree killed by trains within

twenty-four hours.

Memphis, Tenn—Ben Connors; killed by train.

La Junta. Col.—I'nknown man killed by train.

Oakland. Cal.—I'nknown man killed by train.

OCTOBER 6.

SHt-ihenectady. NIX—Engineer Olds; killed in

co sion.

Boston. Mass—Henry Carey; killed by train.

Nltl-wrtrk, N. J.-—John Thornton; injured by

in) ey.

XOIIIHIOW’IL Pa.—-L0uls Bush; killed in coupling

cars.

Wellsboro, Pa.—O. Buck; killed by train.

McKt-esport, Par—Jacob Moritz; fatally in

jured by wagon.

iioi'l'mans, N. Y.—W'illiam Owens; killed in

railroad wreck.

Chicago. 1il.—-I‘aul Fredericks; struck by en

gine; injured.

llufi'alo. N. Y.—'I‘hcodore Goldbach; killed by

train.

Brooklyn. N. Y.—-Frank Mills; caught between

cars; injured.

l’ittsburg. Pa.—\\'illiam Jones; struck by en—

gine: injured

Colorado Springs, COL—John C. Kennedy;

struck by train; injured.

Ayer. Mass.-—I’atrick Organ; killed by engine.

Lancaster, Pa.——Jolin H. Geiszel; killed by

train.

Phelps, N. Y.—Lawrence Dunn; killed in run

away.

Atlanta. Ga.—Trolley car ditched and two in

tired.j Pittsburg. Pa.—G. A. Hammer; injured by trol

ley.

Findlay. O.—Jesse Deckman; struck by trolley;

injured.

Washington. D. C,-—Richard Bowers; struck by

trolley; injured.

Beaver, I’a.—~Trolley

two injured.

l’lainiield, N. J.-Nicholas Kelley; injured by

trolley car.

Altootia, Pa.—\\'illiam McGirk, jr.; killed by

train.

Reading,

train.

Martel. (TL—Alice Collins; killed by train.

~ St. Paul. Miran—Andrew Goreske; killed by

horse.

'i‘roy. N. H.-—Fred Cobb; killed by train.

Turtle I’oint. 1-’a.—J. C. Duell; killed by train.

collided with runabout;

Pa.—Harry Greenwalt; injured by

Roanoke. \'a.—Railroad collision; engineer

killed and tin-man injured.

Richmond, Va.-—Ciyde Anderson; injured by

trolley car.

Steubenville, O.—Anthony Bell; killed by train.
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Rockford. Ill.-Edward Crawford; thrown from

wagon' injured.

St. ouis, lilo—Trolley ear overturned car

riage; tour injured.

Passaic. N. J'.—John J. Ashley; injured by trol

y car.

tIndianapolis. Ind—Oliver Sisher; injured by

ran.

Kansas City, Mo.—Earl Pittman; injured by

“885'

St. Joseph, Mo.—~Peter Pauly; injured by

train.

St. Louis, Mo.--William Breeher; killed by

trolley car.

Indianapolis, Ind—T. 0. B. Hessling; injuries

by trolley car.

Indianapolis, Ind—Driver injured by collision

with trolley.

Grand Rapids, Mlch.—George Armstrout; killed

by train.

Sulphur Springs, Tex.—J. A. Key; killed in

railroad wreck.

Milwaukee, Wis—Albert Scheerbarth; killed

by train.

Racine, Wis.—Robert Williams; injured by

wagon.

Racine, Wis.—Chrlstopher Rood; injured by

train.

le

OCTOBER 7.

Castle Hill. Mass—Mrs. Charles B. Ferguson;

killed by train.

Lynn. Mass—Henry French; killed by vicious

horse.

Galva, Ill.—Fireman Sands; killed in railroad

wreck. and Engineer Johnson injured.

Glranviile, N. Y.—Miss Eustacia Cody; killed by

tra n.

Worcester, Mass—Runaway; two injured.

Dansville. N. Y.—~Josiah Titsworth; fatally in—

jured in runaway.

Newark. N. J.—David Dunham; injured by

truck.

Paterson. N. J.-—ngon driver ,injured by trol

ley car.

\Vorcester, Mass—Collision; one passenger in

ur d.j Cadosia, N. Y.-Arthur Benedict; killed by

train

Thompsonville, Conn.—Timothy Sullivan; killed

by train.

Lancaster, Pa.——Th0mas Ryan; killed by train.

Toledo, 0.—Mrs. Norah Phelan; injured in run

away.

Zanesvllle, O.—-Mrs. Elizabeth TeWell; killed by

tr ina .

Columbus, O.—Raiph Edmundson; injured by

train.

Cadillac, Mich.—Edward Brewer; leg cut off by

train.

Providence. R. I.—Eddie Plante; injured by

trolley car.

Pawtucket. R. I.—Daniel Bethel; injured by

car.

Holyoke, Mass—Trolley car struck team; two

injured. _

Franklin, N. H.—Slbley M. Crosby; injured by

handcar.

W'estiield, Mass—Bicycle collision; both

parties injured.

Vt.——Runaway;

St. Louis, him—Hazel Butler; injured by car.

wagon.

'l‘hompsonville. Conn—George Darling; in

South Burlington, one killed

and one in'ured.

St. Louis, Mo.—Henry Augustine; injured by

trolley car.

“'ashington, D. C.-Nellie Sullivan; injured by

jured by train.

Norfolk. u.—Lindsay Mowrey; injured by car.

Atlanta, Ga.—Manley Hazzard; injured by car.

St. Louis, hid—Willie Becker; injured by

wagon.

Toledo, O.~Mrs. Henry Eppler; killed by trol

le ' car.

St. Louis. Mo.-—I-Iarry Lynch; injured by

wagon.

Indianapolis, Ind—Tilly Hawkins; killed by

olle car.u’Wirlyona, Minn—Jacob Herrman, killed by

tranl .

Cleveland. Ogt'ii‘rolle struck automobile, in

urin Harry mon s.
jbiog-oke. Mass—Joseph Toepfert; injured by

trolley car.

OCTOBER 8.

Huckensack, N. J.—Rev. Arthur Johnson, in

d b' wagon.JuArdeenlosPark. N. J.—One killed and six injured

in railroad collision. _

New Haven—Frank Sehipper, injured by trol

le car.

Nutley, N. J.—John McCarthy, injured in run

awa .

Att'leboro, Mass—George Hill, killed by train.

New York—Two in ured by trolley car.

New York—Dora. mpert, killed by trolley

"New York—J. H. Butler, injured by trolley

Cavg-it"s.ahington, Pa.—-Five killed in railroad col

iision.

Philadelphia, Pa.-—John Daugherty, killed by

train

Boston, Mass—Thomas Norton, injured by

wagon.

Philadelphia, Pa..—Trolley car collision; two

injured.

Jamaica, L. I.—Wm. J. Palmer, injured by

trolley car.

Cannonsburg. Pa.-—Collision; five killed and

fifteen injured.

Seward, Pa.—Train struck wagon; one killed,

three injured.

blLei hton, Pa..—Rev. B. C. Krupp, injured by

eye e.

Constableville, N. Y.——Dennis Collins, killed in

runaway.

Vestal, N. Y.—Bert Noble, injured by trolley

car.

1 Buffalo, N. Y.—Anthony Pax, injured by trol

ey car.

t Elimira, N. Y.——Mrs. Sarah Hennessy, killed by

re. n.

Buffalo. N. Y.—John Vallen, injured by train.

Kansas City. Mo.—Trolley collision; Conductor

Burghart injured.

Steubenville, O.—Amate Pavole. killed by train.

t Piaw Paw, W. Va.—Adolt Miller, killed by

re n.

Lima, 0.—Miss B. Nichols, injured in runaway.

liAllifillCS. O.—Roy Sprowl, injured by tall from

1 eye e.

Washington, D. C.—Tony Damenico, injured

by trolley car.

Cordova. Ala.—L. P. Porter, injured by train.

Mlddletown, N. Y.—Benjamin Corwin, injured

by wagon.

Middletown, Conn—Miss L. Fowler, injured

by train.

Harrisburg, Pa.—Miss V. Strouse, injured by

bicycle.

Cleveland. O.—Henry Boggis, struck by car.

Cleveland, O.-—Chester Burns, injured by car

riage.

Wheelocksville, Mass.—One injured by trolley

car.

Elmira, N. Y.—Thos. Jerell, injured by train.

Harrisburg, Pa.—Henry S. Pentz, injured in

runaway. ,

Youngstown, O.—Harry Tod, killed by train.

one other injured.

OCTOBER 9.

b§?§:itr'li.lle Centre, L. I.—Lewis Robbins, killed

trigltiggklyn, N. Y.—~Gertrude Straub. injured by

rolggston, Mas.—Wm. J. Terry, killed on rail

Boston, Mass—Andrew Bailey, injured by en

g ne.

Nedeork—Trolley car struck wagon; driver

in ure .

ufi‘ield, Mass—Wm. H. Lillie, injured in run

away.

Danbury, Conn—Railroad collision; two killed

and twenty seriously hurt.

Johnstown, Pa.—Wagon struck by trolley: one

killed, three injured.

tVii'oodbury, N. J.—Thomas Penn, killed by

ran.

Johnstown, Pa.—George Rodenbaugh, killed

by train.

Cleveland, O.—John Berry, fatlly injured by

wagon.

East Hartford, Conn—Wm. Merritt, injured

in runaway.

Hartford, Conn.—John McDonough; leg crushed

by train. _

Providence, R. I.—Boy injured by wagon.

East Hilburn, N. Y.-—Geo. Nicholas, injured

by wagon.

Marlboro, Mass.—-Mrs. C. C. Bliss, injured in

runaway.

Laconia, N. H.—George Eastman, injured by

wagon.

Hoboken, N. J.—John Flemming,

trolley car.

t “l’eehawken, N. J.-—VVilliam Burns, killed by

ra n.

Newark. O.—Dudley A. De Bolt. killed by train.

llltlll‘ilance, O.—Railroad collision: conductor

1 e .

Green Island, N. Y.—John Molloy, injured by

re n.

Seatord, Del.—Mrs. J. J. Truitt, injured in

runaway.

Altoona. Pa—George M. Boyle, hand crushed

by car wheels.

t south Coventry, Conn.—Thos. Mullen, killed by

ra n.

Pitcairn, Pa—Unknown man, injured by train.

OCTOBER 10.

Pittsburg, Pa.-—August Knope, killed by train.

Pittsburg, Pa.—~Dudley Conley, injured by car

injured by

age.

W'aterville, Me.—Jos. Cummings, injlli't‘ll by

ra n.

Westfleld. Wis—“’m. Hines, killed by engine,

Terre Haute. In-i.-—Railroud collision; i\\'n

killed, six injured.

VVakei'lel Mass—Michael Hallidny, injured

by train.

“’allingiord, C0llll.-—Jnhn \\'. Mix, killml by

train.

Boston, Mass—Mrs. D. Monnhan, injured by

wagon.

Johnstown, Pa.—John Kelly, killed by trolley.

Newark. .\'. J.—Juhn Downcy, injured by fall

(mm bicycle.

Valhalla, N. Y.—Christina Diguindo, killed by

train.

OCTOBER 11.

New York—Motorman injured in collision.

tBennington, VL—Joseph Bennett, killed by

Tones Point, Mass—Three boys killed by train

Boston, Mass—One injured in runaway.

thstm, Mass—“Fm. J. Murphy, injured by

er c.

Pittsfield, Mass—Gov. Crane, injured by fall

from carriage.

"Brooklyn, N. Y.-—Benjamin Mason, killed by

a n.

tGreat Notch, N. J.—Frank Miller, killed by

rain.

New York—Thomas Vestor, injured by truck.

New York—Louis Visson. killed by trolley.

New York—John Kennedy, injured by trolley

car.

OCTOBER 12.

Boston, Mesa—Col. Wm. H. Oakes, injured by

fire engine.

t Vilfoodluwn, N. Y.—Wm. Parkinson, injured by

ra n.

Newark, N. J.-—Railroad accident, two injured.

Altoona, Pa.—Railroad collision; two killed,

two injured.

OCTOBER 13.

New York—Wm. Meyer, injured by wagon.

Bridgeport, Conn—Sidney M. Brewster, killed

in runaway.

AUTOMOBILE ACCIDENTS.

OCTOBER 8.

Plainfield, N. J.—Leona Jardot, struck by au

tomobile: not serious] injured.

New York—Automo ile struck cab; driver

thrown, but not injured.

OCTOBER 12.

Mount Vernon N. Y.—VVm. Webber, slightly

burned by gasolene tank of automobile catch

ing fire.

 

England’s Casualiiy List.

Some instructive, not to say startling, fig

ures result from a table of accidents caused

by horses, which is being compiled by the

Autocar. The table is confined to accidents

occurring in Englanr, reports of which ap

pear in the newspapers. It is shown that in

the nineteen days covered by the investiga_

tion 32 persons were killed and 243 injured

by the “uncontrollable horse," as it is term

ed. On one day, September 6, 3 persons were

killed and 25 injured, and on another, Sep

tember 11, 8 accidents resulted in 4 deaths

and 4 injuries. In accounting for the small

number of accidents covered by the table, the

Autocar remarks:

“Hundreds of horse accidents occur 0!

which no mention is ever made in the daily

or local press. This every one knows, as the

chances are all against ordinary horse acci

dents being mentioned at all unless they

should come under the notice of a representa

tive of a paper, except, of course, in the case

of really serious aflairs, such as those which

necessitate coroners’ inquests, while any ac

cident caused by a motor is always reported."

 

Diversions of Paris Police.

.-\s the chuuiTt'urs are returning to Paris,

tho holidays being over, the cycling police

[110“ are renewing hostilities with a vigor

worthy of a better cause. A policeman on

:1 motor bicycle was seen exploring each al

loy of the Bois with a spyglass. As soon

{is he secs :1 chaufieur be presses his chronom

etcr, and the victim is “held up.” “Oti que

vous allez comme ca ?" exclaims the spygiass

man. “You are flying at 60 kilometres!

Show me your papers."

As a rule foreigners drive faster than the

Parisian chauii'eurs. They are caught, of

course, but outside Paris they fly “at 60

kilometres" and have nothing to tear.
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The Week’s Patents.

710,312. Igniter for Explosive Engines.

Howard E. Barlow, Providence, R. 1., as

signor of one-half to Louis H. Schneider,

Boston, Mass. Filed July 25, 1901. Serial

No. 69,650. (No model.)

Claim—1. In an explosive engine. the com

bination with the piston and cylinder of a

chamber communicating with the compres

sion end of the cylinder, an ignition device

located in the chamber, a pressure device, a

passage connecting the pressure device with

the cylinder and so disposed as to be covered

by the piston at the latter part of its com

pression stroke, and a pipe connecting the

pressure device with the ignition chamber.

710,329. Explosive Engine for Motor Vehi

cles. Roy C. Marks, San Diego, Cal. Filed

Sept. 7, 1901. Serial No. 74,654. (No model.)

Claim.—1. A gas operated motor having a

crank shaft, a crank casing, a recessed fly

wheel into which said casing extends to

form a closed chamber, valve operating

mechanism contained within said chamber,

and gearing connecting said valve operating

mechanism to the crank shaft.

710,330. Carbureter for Explosive Engines.

Roy C. Marks, San Francisco, Ca]. Filed

Jan. 2, 1902. Serial No. 88,236. (No model.)

Claim—1. The combination in a carbu

reter, of an oil tank or reservoir having at

one end a carbureting chamber, a valve for

controlling the flow of hydrocarbon from the

reservoir to the chamber, gauge glass ar

ranged on one side of said chamber, a series

of superposed shelves in the carbureting

chamber. absorbent material on said shelves,

side wicks for conveying hydrocarbon from

the lower portion of the chamber to the ab

sorbent material, and a ported air valve ar

ranged in the upper portion of said carbu

reting chamber.

710,385. Gas Engine. George Westing

house, Plttsburg, Pa. Filed Jan. 31, 1808.

Serial No. 668,558. (No model.)

Claim.—1. In a gas engine, the combina

tion with a cylinder having a cooling jacket

provided with an inlet port at one end and

an outlet port at the other end, of a cooling

fluid inlet pipe provided with a controlling

valve, a cooling fluid outlet pipe containing

a thermostatic device and a pair of coacting

levers interposed between the thermostatic

device and the inlet controlling valve,

whereby the inflow of the cooling fluid is

controlled by the temperature of the fluid as

it is discharged from the jacket.

710,003. Automobile. Hermann Lemp.

Lynn, Mass, assignor to Elihu Thomson,

Swampscott, Mass. Filed March 28, 1900.

Serial No. 10,448. (No model.)

Claim.—1. The combination, in a vehicle,

of fixed front and rear axles, a triangular

frame rigidly connected at two points with

the front axle and pivotaliy connected at a

single point to the rear axle, driving wheels

and motors supported on the rear axle and

located between the pivotal point of the

triangular frame and the driving wheels.

710,483. Internal combustion engine. Pat

rick F. Maccallum, Fairbank, Heieusburgh,

Scotland. Original application filed May 7.

1901. Serial No. 59,1%. Divided and this

apllcation filed February 13, 1902. Serial No.

93,953. (No model.)

Claim—In an internal combustion engine,

means for maintaining the working cylinder

and piston at a low temperature and for

keeping the piston free from grit and dirt,

said means comprising in combination an

annular water or other liquid holding space

formed in the working cylinder around the

piston, an expansion cylinder of larger di

ameter than the piston, doors for access to

said liquid space. and a packing and scraping

ring to prevent downward leakage of water

and access of dirt or grit to the walls of the

working cylinder.

710.500. Variable speed gearing. George

E. McElroy, Brooklyn, N. Y., assignor to the

Champion Mfg. CO., Brooklyn, N. Y. Filed

January 23, 1902. Serial No. 90,886. (No

model.)

Claim—1. The combination with a driving

shaft, two gears fixed thereon, of two con

nected disks rotatany mounted upon the

driving shaft, a sprocket connected with said

disks, two sets of gears mounted upon shafts

passing between the disks, one set of gears

meshing with one of the gears fixed upon

the driving shaft, and the other set of gears

meshing with intermediate gears which in

turn mesh with the other gear fixed upon the

driving shaft, the shafts passing between the

disks, the intermediate gears, two independ

ent loose internal gears engaging the gears

mounted upon the shafts passing between

the disks; means for holding eitner of said

internal gears against rotation, and means

for locking the disks to the driving shaft,

substantially as shown and described.

710,508. Safety stop for automobiles.

Charles A. Ott, Pawtucket, R. I. Filed Feb

ruary 7, 1902. Serial No. 93,081. (No model.)

Claim—In a safety stop for automobiles, a

tubular casing having a transverse partition

provided with a port, an inlet in the casing

for the passage of steam through said port, a

throttle valve mounted in the casing, and a.

hand lever to actuate said throttle valve in

the opening and closing of the said port, in

combination therewith, of a rod vertically

mounted in said casing in the rear of the

throttle valve thereof, said casing having a

transverse partition from either side of said

rod and provided with a port, a valve disk

rigidly secured upon said rod, a cross lever

connected to the upper end of said rod and

having its forward portion pivotaliy con

nected upon an arm integral with the casing

and its rearward portion terminating in a

wide blade. a seat rigidly secured upon the

blade portion of said cross lever, with a coil

spring surrounding the said rod and inter

posed between its valve disk and said casing,

respectively, as shown and for the purpose

specified.

710,595. Cushion tire. Charles Miller, Bing.

hamton, N. Y. Filed October 29, 1901. Serial

No. 80,392. (No model.)

Clalm.—1. The combination with the rim

of a wheel, of a recesscd core and a block on

which said core rests, said block resting on

said rim, an outer casing for said core and

means for securing said casing to said rim

and adjusting devices connected with said

rim whereby said blor-k may be pressed out

ward and said core likewise pressed outward

into said outer casing. substantially as and

for the purposes described.

710.630. Motor vehicle. Charles F. Thorns,

Highlandtown, .\id.. assignor of one-half to

David Wright, Ilighlandtown, Md. Filed

June 20, 1902. Serial No. 112,486. (No model.)

(‘laim.—l. In a motor vehicle. a sheet

metal body the four sides of which are pro

vided at their lower ends with inwardly pro

jected flanges, angle plates and resting upon

said flanges and supporting the seat, and a

sheet metal plate forming a combined seat

and back and provided with flanges at its

edges.

710,646. Carburetter. Ora W. Williams,

Cleveland, Ohio. Filed September 30, 1901.

Serial No. 77,052. (No model.)

Claim—1. A carburetter for explosive en

gines comprising a liquid fuel tank, a mixing

chamber communicating therewith, a. valve

casing; and independently adjustable non

communicating valves arranged within said

casing and having independent communica

tions with the mixing chamber, one of said

valves governing the supply of air to the

chamber and the other the outflow of ad

mixed air and vapor from the chamber to

the engine, substantially as described.

710,647. Speed regulator for explosive en

gines. Louis W. Witry, Waterloo, Iowa.

Filed June 11, 1901. Serial No. 64,125. (No

model.) .

Claim—1. A combined igniter trip guide

and admission valve locking device for gaso

lene engines, consisting of a combination of

an exhaust valve, an admision valve, an

exhaust valve stem, an admission valve

stem, springs surrounding said valve stems

adapted to retain the valves on their seats,

an arm slidable upon said admission valve

stem for increasing the tension on admission

valve spring when exhaust valve is open, an

igniter, an igniter trip rod having a catch

and wedge for eti'ecting contact with and re

leasing igniter hammer, means for guiding

said igniter trip rod in its horizontal and ver

tical movements, and means for communi

cating horizontal and vertical reciprocatory

movements to said igniter trip rod, all sub

stantially as shown and described.

710,727. Explosion engine. Walter G.

Wilson, Westminster, England. Filed No

vember 1, 1900. Serial No. 35,168. (No

model.)

Claim—1. An explosion engine comprising

a plurality of pairs of cylinders, one cylinder

of each pair being on one side of the crank

shaft and the other being on the other side

of the crank shaft, pistons in the said cyl

inders, cranks on said crank shaft of op

posite throw for each pair of pistons. each

pair having thus the same phase, the whole

being arranged in such manner that there

are as many equidistant phases as there are

pairs, means for connecting the said pistons

and their cranks and means for causing the

suctions, compressions. explosions and ex~

hausts to take place in rotation in the cyl

inders. first on one side of the crank shaft

and then on the other side of the crank shaft.

substantially as and for the purpose set

forth.

710.728. Valve and valve mechanism for

gas engines. William 0. Worth, Chicago, Ill.

Divided and this application filed May 28.

1900. Serial No. 18,268. (No model.)

Claim—1. A gas engine comprising a cyl

inder, a reciprocating valve within said cyl

inder, a chamber outside of said cylinder for

containing the valve moving mechanism, cov

ered by said valve, a mechanism within said

chamber for operating said valve, a connec

tion within the limits of the said chamber.

between said valve and said mechanism, and

a means for imparting motion to said

mechanism for moving the valve intermit

tently. substantially as set forth.

710,771. Sparking device for explosive en

gines. Theodore S. Glover, East Norwalk.

Conn.. assignor of one-half to Cyrus E.

Crabbe, Stamford, Conn. Filed April 15,

1901. Renewed April 16, 1902. Serial No.

103,201. (No model.)

Claim—1. A sparking device for eXplosive

engines comprising two movable contact

points or electrodes, one adapted to make

wiping contact with the other, and means

for adjusting the speed of the wiping action.

710,793. Pneumatic tire. Frank Mitchell,
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London, England. Filed July 8, 1902. Serial

No. 114,752. (No model.)

Claim.—1. A pneumatic tire containing a

number of closed air chambers made of india

rubber arranged inside a canvas bag. the re

quisite air pressure in the chambers being

pr duced by external pressure prior to clos

ing the bag.

710.800. Truck frame for motor cars. Al

bert Schniid. Havre, France. Filed January

28. 1902. Serial No. 91.006. (No_model.)

Giana—A motor car having a truck frame

made In two separate and independent parts.

independently mounted. one of said parts

carrying the. motor and driving gear. the

other part carrying the car body and being

hinged on one of the truck axles and ar

ranged to-be swung upwardly t ~ giy'e access

to the driving mechanism. said body when

lowered reting on springs on the front and

rear axles; substantially as described.

710.824. Incandescent igniter for explosive

engines. Carl “Y. Weiss, New York, N. Y.,

assignor of one-half tovAugust Mietz, New

York, N. Y. Original application filed No

vember 10. 1898. Serial No. 690,017. Divided

and this application filed April 14, 1002.

Serial No. 102,739. (No model.)

Claim—1. In an explosive engine, the coni

bination with a tubular extension or shell

extended rearwardly from the cylinder head.

01' an independent. tubular igniting ignition

tube. open at its forward end only. placed

loosely within said shell or extension, sub

stantially as described.

710,841. Mixing Valve for Gas or Gaso

lene Engines. Alanson P. Bruh, Detroit,

Lflch. Ffled June 10,1001. Renewed SepL

11, 1902. Serial No. 122.001. (No model.)

Claim—'1. In a mixing valve or the

vacuum opening type, the combination with

a valve case formed with an air chamber

provided with a port leading thereinto. ot‘ a

tuludar rotatable and reciprocatory inixing

valve constructed with a closed head and

with a port whereby said chamber may

communicate with the interior of the valve.

and a gasolcne inlet valve leading into the

interior of the tubular valve. said gasolene

inlet valve opened by unseatlng the tubular

valve.

710.810. Valve for Gas or Gasolene Eu

gines. Alanson P. Brush, Detroit. Mich.

Filed Oct. 4, 1900. Serial No. 31,991. (No

model.) '

(‘laim.—1. A vacuum opening valve having

in combination a valve case formed with an

interior passage. air and gas inlets to said

passage. a partition or diaphragm between

said inlets lengthwise of the passage. a rota

table valve seating at the‘base of the case,

a second partition circularly movable with

the valve within the case, whereby said nus

sage is divided into air and gas chambers of

relatively variable size.

710.911. Gas Engine Cylinder. Hermann

E. Ebbs. Nuremberg. Germany. assignor to

Vereinigte Maschiueni'abrlk Augsburg and

.\Iaschinenbaugesellschaft Nurnbergz A. (1.;

Nuremberg. Germany. Filed May 20. 1002.

S( rial No. 109.402. (No model.) .

(‘lalm.—A removable insertion for engine

cylinders having exhaust slots for carrying

017 the waste gases. comprising an outer

casing, cooling passages in said casing. an

annular exhaust passage, slots through the

inner wall of said insertion communicating

with the interior of the cylinder and the an

nular exhaust passage. a discharge socket

for the exhaust gases communicating with

the annular exhaust passage, and coonng

passages in the outer vvah of the inserflon.

  

 

HERCULES RUNNING GEARS

FOR ELECTRIC AND GASOLINE VEHICLES

There are no weak spots in thesefgears.

Don’t confound them with gears which have

been hastily constructed to meet an early

demand from automobile makers.

  

 

a

We also solicit orders for parts of these gears.

Their design is original and the construc

tion is sound. Prices and particulars of con

struction sent upon application.

FEDERAL MANUFACTURING COMPANY

SMITH STAMPINGS FACTORY

Milwaukee .* ." Wisconsin
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in the bars between the inner exhaust slots. ’

and extending radially between said inner

and outer cooling passages. substantially as

and for the objects set forth.

TRADE MARKS.

38.073. Cycles, Motor Vehicles and Their

Parts. Fahrique de Motenrs & de Machines.

(Ancienne Maison ancher, Luthi 6: Ole). St.

Aubin, Switzerland. Filed June '23, 1902.

The ' word “Zedel.” Used since May 1,

1902. ' A

. 30,009. Hand Lifting Jacks. Covert Manu

facturing Company, West Troy, N. Y. Filed

' Aug. 4_, 1902.

The word “Auto.” Used since July 8, 1902.

 

Necessity of High Compression

The value of high compression to gas

enginery is somewhat overshadowed by the

difficulties of preventing premature ignitions

in the ordinary tour-cycle method. It means

could be devised for preventing this trouble,

at most difficult problem could be solved.

High compressions have alreadybeen made

possible by withholding the fuel from the

cylinder until compression is accomplished

and also by injecting a watcrspray with the

charge. Pbssibly other means of avoiding

' the troublepolne premature ignitions may be

discovered. At present, pressures between

90 and>100;pounds are about the limit for

gasolene and 120 pounds for the natural and

the artificial gases.

 
_m .

Some people are willingio seek the charm

of. autom‘obiling only it some one gives

them free passes. '

The lleili Water Gauge \
(Klingcr's Parent.)

The onlly water gauge of this kind.

' he genuine article.

List Prlce, Q l 2.00.

Our catalogue No.4 shows the

largest assortment of Automobile

Material to be found in the world. ‘

intnjdliri'ol’ifinuos

Price, 5 l .00 each.

Discount to the trade.

CHARLES—E._MILLER.

7-99-101 Reade 8L, NEW YORK CITY.

Manufacturer, Jobber, lmpolter

and l'ixporter. _

 

  

  

:ujrflfz4‘

!

  

‘

7 tie doesn’t.

automatically and instantly.

Patent“! and Sole Manufacturers.

  

 

JUST ONE MINUTE, PLEASE

AND SEE WHAT A GOOD THING THE

ACME

“Safely” Sloam Throttle Is.
It insures regular steam admission while the ordinary throt

lt admits any desired amount of steam, and if

a break occurs in the throttle connections the valve closes

Valve stem remains in any position without being held by

operator. With the “ACME SAFETY " there is no wrong

way, as the steam is shut off at either extreme point of the

lever, backward and forward. Specify the Acme Safety

Valve when_bnying a steamer and be safe.

NOLTE BRASS 60.,”
SPRINGFIELD, OHIO.

Write [or Descriptive Circulars.

 

Continues to Increase.

During the month of August 114,283 pas

sengers were carried by the Interstate Tran

sit Company, the automobile transfer line

operating on the Eads bridge. between St.

Louis and East St. Louis. The average (are

is figured at 7% cents, making the gross

earnings more than $11,500, which exceeds

the preceding month’s, earnings by $1,000 or

more.

The company is to extend its Service on

lhe east side, adding a line from Broadway

and Washington avenue across the bridge,

to the National Stock Yards, on the east side.

()lhcr vehicles will he run in other directions

in East St'Louis, practically paralleling the

street railway tracks, and a system of trains

it-rs will he started. The through vehicles

will leavc'Broadway and Washington'ave:

nne, on the St. Louis side of the river. -every

five minutes, it is announced. '

The inception of the‘automobile' servlcc_

liad'its origin in disgust which seized a busi

ness man over the utterly inadequate street

car service-across the bridge. and 'he decided

to introduce the horselcss carriage, which

has proved so successful that it threatens to

put street cars out of business. }

Turn on the Gasolene.‘

It is told of a Washington, D. physician

that not long ago. he drove out with a party

of friends, whom be entertained at luncheon

at a hotel. >When the party was ready to re

sume thetripdlre car refused to go, and the

physician labored for a long time in the

fruitless effort to induce it to move.

By this time a large crowd had collected,

and the party seemed to wonder how it was

possible for such a mob to form In such a lit

tle whilc.

Then some rude man in that; collection

called out at the top of his voice: "Why

don't you turn on the gasolene?"

The doctors facial fxpression might have

meant anything. although he said not a word.

But he quietly laid down his tools. his quick

eye sought out the man who had made the

suggestion, and. in a manner that was Ches

terfieldian to the limit, he said: "Thank you.”

Then he turned on the gasolene and the car

went sailing off as smoothly as a cup ile

folltlt‘l‘.

 

  

  

ACME
OnoPieoe

Automobile Engines

ESPECIALLY

ADAPTED FOR

REPLACEMENTS.
AcnieiEnginu are all they ought

to be and a little more.

Prompt Dellvorles.

If you are interested, bette

write u§.

Rochester Machine Tool Works

Rochester. N. Y.

DYKE'S

OARBURETTEII,

Running Gear

Gasolena Engines

are described in the New Catalo ue Suptlemeut—also

a lot 0! new things in the AUT M08 E SUPPLY

line We sell casting! of our (lamiene Engines Irom

1% to 1: hp. Send stamp [or New Supplement,and

Catalogue if you haven‘t catalogue.

A. L. DYKE, I402 Pine St, ST. lOlJIS.

(Originator first auto supply business in America.)

 

  

 

 
 

ARTILLERY

WOOO

AUTOMOBILE

WHEELS.

ARTILLERY

STEEL

AUTOMOBILE

WHEELS.

Drop Forged

Machined

r SteerlngOeilces.

‘ STEEL nms for

both Wood and

Wire Wheels.

HE"

New Catalo—guo

now ready.

I. or. rain on
SYRACUSE. II Y.

IAIESVILLE. N. Y.

YOU OANNOT GET MORE FOR YOUR MONEY

than by using $2.00 of it to subscribe to

 
 

(the

(Iboth Older

In which each week appears a record

of all that is best, brightest and new

est in the world of mechanical traffic.
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DIXUN’S WGRAPHITES International Motor Car 60., W" “"‘°"'°""° “"“lal'” “'“i” n"
WORCESTER, MASS.ForStea . I TOLEIIO, OHIO, INDIANAPOLIS, INO. ‘ . I

giggtg'flAthmobfles .. ., - ARE THE PIONEERS.
ARE AOOOIIOEO THE HIGHEST TESTIMONIALS.Send for Free Samples and Pamnhlet - H non" NI 1. Illustrated catalogues on request.

 

  

DeDion Bouton & C0. . a. '

BALDWIN CHAINS

 

  

. th t d d fStandard Gasoline Motors and S WO “‘ ‘ s “g “ °' d H

Automobiles of the World.

De Dion Motors are used by leading manufacturer: all over K

, the world. ' L

\ THE TRADE SUPPLIED. . _ I -

FOR FIRST CLASS IGNITION APPARATUS Admire" communicate“ w 4 . KLI EGER

or srao'ee 'n,o on. can iwld 1 v .igrtiie‘inagnaufgcttgrr: diritoilrlls‘iulfig: ariifi baltserielvanld rili'rilaianostir K. A. SI(INNIJ1RS ' E

"Ink/0" Cnmlfl-‘mg' ‘ Sole United States Agent, .. i R

Mime“ 00“- co-r ' Wm somar'llla' "383' ‘ 119 Clarendon St., (hear Boylston) BOSTON. mass. G s'_
 

 

The Semi for Cam/agile “C.”

(Motor de Luxe JENKINS & BARKER ' -
and-hand steam carriages which must . 1 It} _

be sold before October at to make 

  

room for new stock. 7

H. P. UCCISSORS NU ’H S. L‘ R In Write for prices and plrticulars.- ,8 S ' i A “U m " LOGKE neoumon 00.,

4 CYLINDERS. 50 5mm St., HARTFORD, CONN. “LEM, “Ass
 

Especiallyadapt“ ‘° ' Patent Gauses

Heavy

Tonneaus.

MOTOR VEHICLE POWER 00.,

l23l Spring Garden Street. PHILADELPHIA.

IF A BRAKE BREAKS
ALMOST ANYTHING MAY HAPPEN.

 
  

, . E ' ~

A > MademmsPLnninrtAaun/nonv.Eh

Establilhed I858.

CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED
 

 

  

 

The Tires Seamless Steel,

on an automobileeither

increase or .re'tard its

You may think your present brake is efiiicient.

If you have this one you know it is.

  

The difference between thinking and knowing Spam Resilient tires PRESSU RE RESERVO IRS

uglitrtzrgrli‘iggal to you Better be sure than sorry. -___\ “g I. I give anditiona] power H. mm m“

and greater mileage.

G & J Detachable Tires

have been proven the speediest of _

all vehicle tires, and they wear “50M

longest. Descnptlve Catalog and

  

 

  

full information on request. STEEL SHAPES snmno on DRAWN.

, , ., JANNEY. STEINMETZ & 00., Philadelphia. 

 

.=_~ _E§METH°T FRENCH

I _ cARBuitaETTOR
3 i ‘ THEDOW PORTABLE ELECTRIC CO.

AUTOMOBILE OO., ~ 2|8 TREHONT sr. BOSTON.— H35 BROADWAY N.Y.
l9 LASALLE ST. CHICAGO-128 FILBERTST. PHILA

  

-..\___

NEW JERSEY

8 Central Avenue, NEWARK, N. a.
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BOILERS.

The Oldest and Largest Incorporated Company,

lAlIlNI-i AUTOMOBILE BOILERS EXCLUSIVELY.

Our boilers received first prize for lowest fuel

consumption in Long Island Endurance Content

Cannon's racing car equipped with our :4 tnclt

boiler, made t-z mile in 29 4- seconds. toolbs.

steam at start, 305 lbs. at nish. 5 miles in 8

minutes, :6 3~5 seconds.

Steam Carriage Boiler 60., Oswego, N. Y.

Improve Your Olroulatlon

IV USING

.1 THE LOREE PUMP
Increnscn rind given I pmitivc cir

rultttinn to the cooling water for n"

anline Mutant. Simple. Che-p

Durable. L‘ftlcit-nt. entry to apply.

Sent on trial to renpouslblc part-tel.

Loheo Pump 8t Machinery Co.

IZO-ISC Terrace, Buffalo, N. Y.

MONOGRAM OILS AND [iREASES
IPIICIALLV ADAPTED I‘OI

AUTOMOBILE LUBRIOATION
WRITE FOR CATALOGUE AND PRICI LIST.

Columbia Luhrloants 80., 22 Burling Slip, llorr Yort.

  

 

  

 

 

mom“meO9966...“

g STEAHNS outs ARE WORTH :

5 MORE THAN THEY oust.
:“m.00”...“ U... 0. -eeeeQ

 

We enter three carriages

RED, WHITE and BLUE
IN THE

RELIABILITY CONTEST, OCT. 9-15.

ORANGE, MASS.
Steam Curriage

 

  

GROUT BROS, no...

T0

Oetrolt Fast Trains

Chicago Through

St. Lou's Sloeorng Cars

on Ullllllg Cars

Kansas 1 Gate Oars

0mm Free Reclining

And the West Chair Bars

THE ONLY LINE RUNNING FREE RECLININC CHAIR CARS

BETWEEN NEW YORK AIID CHICAGO.

FAMOUS "CONTINENTAL LIMITED,“ leaves New

York foot of Franklin Street at 2.25 p m , Iont of West 42d

Street 1.45 p. m., arrives Detroit 730 a m.. Chicago 3.30 p. III.

St. Louis 7J5 p. m., Kansas City 7 r5 second morning.

“ LACKAWANNA LIMITED," leaves New York Ioot oI

Barclay or Christopher Street: at IO 00 a. m., arrives Detroit

2.00 a. m., Chicago 10.50 a. m.. St Louis 2.00 p. m, Kansas

City 9.30 p. tn. next day.

“ ONTARIO & WESTERN EXI’R E53," leaves New

York foot of Franklin Street at 5.40 p m., foot of West 42d

Street 6.00 p. m., arrives Detroit 2.05 p. m., Chicago 9,30 9, m

Also trains leaving at 1.00 a. m., 1.00 p. m. ,6.” p, m" 745 p_ m

For intormation in regard to ra'ea, etc., apply to

H. B. McCLEI-LAN,

General Eastern Agent,

387 Broadway, New York.

WANTS AND FOR SALE.

t5 cents per line of seven words, cash with order.

 

WANTED—A light gasolene Automobile.

Must be cheap. A. 'I‘. Mosher, Anderson.

Ind.

LDSMIIBILE for sale. A fine running ma»

chine. good order. t902 model, new from

factory April last. Fullleather top, hoot, apron etc.

Cost $700. \\'ill sell for 5500. Sold for no fanh'l

Want larger cnr. Address L. C. SCI-I\VI-‘.R'l‘l-'t-.GER.

Lincoln, Illinois.

 

FOR SALE — Land. factory. machinery. car

riages and fixtures. A first tldaS carriage

factory, up‘to-dite in eVety respect: We]! equippel

with modern machinery, etc. Five minutes by

trolley and easy walking (llfitnt‘tth to cent. r of city;

at the same time within a few blot-ks of tailruatl

depot and steamboat dock. The Boston Buck

board and Carriage t 0., 155 to 163 liast St , Foot

of Wooster St., New Haven, Conn.

'"u itctusstuutuul

 

40R

’:
  

New Features and is up-to~dale.

Made in all

transfer wagons.

\Ve are manufacturers of cw-rvthrng for

automobiles. St? ('A TALOGUE.

NEUSTADT-PERRY COATS? TORRENTS“

sizes from runabouts to

 

 

 

OF INTEREST TO

MANUFACTURERS

\\'rite [Of a copy of pamphlet

just Issued by the

Illinois Central R. R.

Company,

giving reliable information con

cerning nearly 200 desirable loca

IIth for industries. and entitled

INDUSTRIAL SITES

IN TEN STATES.

Addreel GEORGE C. POWER

Indu-trial Commiuioner Illinois Central Railroad

Room 506 Central Station. Chicago, Ill.

 

 

SMITH 8:. MABLEY,

3l3-3l 5 Seventh Ave., New York,

AUTOMOBILES.
IIFOIYIZII

PANHARD. RENAULT

DISTI IIUYOII

ONARRON, OIRAROOI II YOIOT OARS NAOE IN AAIRIOA.

uttutututuut
$900.00 with Artlllery Wheels.

GENERAL AUTOMOBILE 8t MFG. CO.,

l3l2-l330 Hamilton Street, Cleveland, Ohio.

TNE lOOOlllllllllE NOlllPIlllI

OF AMERICA

7 East 42d Street, NEW YORK.

Agency correnpomienee may be ndtlreued to New York

Otflee or nearest Brant-h Otflee.

MALTBY

POWER AIR PUMP

 

MALTBY AUTOMOBILE

and MANUFACTURING Co.

IO chrou SLBROOKLYNNY.

   

 

AUTOMOBILES
STEAM. GASOLENE AND

ELECTRIC,

BOUGHT. SOLD. EXCHANCED, STORED

REPAIREO AND RENTED.

Acceuoriea of all kinds turntahed. Ex rt repairmen con

ltantlv on duty Bargains in slightly use automobiles, stem,

gait: Iene and electric, constantly on hand.

IZP‘Agenta for all prominent makes of vehiclea.

AUTOMOBILE EXCHANGE AND STORAGE OO.,

l33 l35. I37 Ind 139 W. 88th St. NEW YORK.

'I'wn rinon orn Broader-av

r—_

Get a Good

Night’s Rest
l THIS ALWAYS ASSURED

I \\'ltcn you use the

Compartment Sleeping Oars

OlNIlINNATlMto OHIOAGO

C H 8:. D and Monon

A l'Onm to yourself.

Regulate the heat, light

and ventilation to suit

your convenience.

Every necessary toilet

convience in your rootn.

Ask any ticket agent Ior train schedules,

or address

D. I; Euwnnns, ET. AL, Cincinnati, 0.
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The Experienced

Owner will nOt;

hesitate tO pay the

price asked for the

AMERICAN

 

MOTOR CAR
 

BECAUSE in its lines he can see the extra value over the frail machines at a lower price.

It has the POWER, APPEARANCE and RUNNING QUALITIES of much higher

priced machines. .. .. .. .. .. WRITE FOR COMPLETE DESCRIPTION.

AMERICAN MOTOR CARRIAGE CO., 514 520 PIOSpcct SL, CLEVELAND, OHIO

PARDEE & (20., 1404-06 Michigan Boulevard, CHICAGO, ILL, Western Representatives

  

 

 

 

@wFRENCH AND AMERICNMKO

AUTOMOBILES.
SOLE DISTRIBUTING AGENTS FOR

Peugeot—MnIs—Cuitereau.

 

 

  

Agents tor

THE

ELECTRIC

VEHICLE CC.

NEW

PEUCECT
4 Cylinder Front.

BLUE RIBBON

WINNER

Long Island Endurance Toot.

  

 

 

 

The OCIITIOI

AIIICMCIIIIB CC.

I684 Broadway.

TELEPHONII

596 Oct

10-". P- PIUGIOT.

  

    

Prompt Deliveries of

IC-H. P. CCTTEIIEAU

"w ELECTRIC VEHICLE

COMPANY'S

ELECTRICS.

Prompt Deliverles of 0P5” DAY AND NIGHT

5 AND 10 H. P

PEUGEOT,

8 AND 15 H. P.

MODS.

  

LARGEST AND BEST EQUIPPED AUTOMOBILE DEPOT

iN THE UNITED STATES.
  

  

ALL KINDS OF FRENCH AUTOMOBILE PARTS KEPT IN STOCK.

ELECTRle CHARGED AND KEPT IN FIRST-CLASS ORDER.
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0&Jllmis GOOD RESULTS

1 GO HAND |N HAND.

THE USUAL ENVIABLE RECORD WAS MADE BY

C & J TIRES IN THE NEW YORK

BOSTON RELIABILITY RUN.

The few punctures that occurred were repaired en

route, thus demonstrating the practicability of

emergency repairs on C & J Tires. These

punctures were the only accidents

to C & J Tires. '

SEVEN CARS ENTERED THE RUN EQUIPPED WITH

C & J TIRES. TWO DISCONTINUED, OWINC TO

SLICHT MISHAPS TO MACHINERY. THE

REMAINING FIVE FINISHED

CREDITABLY.

6&JImps

ARE STRONG, FAST, RELIABLE.

6&JIIRI1C0. INDIANAPOLIS.
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When Ordering an Automobile Specify the “ EXIOC ” Battery.

EXIDE BATTERY DEPOTS FOR FURNISHINC, CHARGING AND CARINC‘FOR EXIDE BATTERIES:

NEW YORK I48 West 18th Street. PHILADELPHIA, 250 North Broad Street. BUFFALO, 200 Pearl Street.

CHICAGO, 264 Mlchlgln Boulevard. ST. LOUIS, 3937 Olive street. DETROIT, l0! Woodwnnl Avenue.

PHILADELPHIA.

PHILADELPHIA, Allegheny Ave. Ind l9th St. NEW YORK, I00 Broadway. BOSTON, 60 State St.

CHICAGO, Marquette Buildlnl. BALTIMORE, Continental Trust Building, CLEVELAND, New EIIIIII'KI Bulldlng.

ST. LOUIS, Wllnwrlght Building. SAN FRANCISCO, Nevada Block. DETROIT, Mlchlgan El. Co., 101 Woodward Ave.

HAVANA, CUBA, G. F. Greenwood Mgr., 34 Empedrado St. -

  

 

 

mewwwww

THE RELIABILITY CONTEST

   

 

  

@We are asking but $800 for practically the same gasolene car that others price at $1500.

 

IT WILL PROVE WELL WORTH YOUR INQUIRY.

 

g SIMPLY PROVED ANEW WI'IAT

NEARLY EVERYONE KNEW BEFORE—

THAT

The -' MORE is a Vehicle that “Gets There.”

ELMORE MANUFACTURING CO., - Clyde, Ohio, U. S. A.

TMMWBMMMMMMMMMMWHMMMMW

WE ARE MANUFACTURERS OF THE

Standard Electric Motors

THAT ARE NOW USED ON ALL

THE MOST SUCCESSFUL ELEC

TRIC AUTOMOBILES in the country.

 

Our machine is the MOST EFFICIENT and

PRACTICAL OF THEM ALL—as demon

strated by hundreds of them in daily use all '

over the country.

  

 

 

 

Convertor for Charging Automobile Batteries Irum

Alternating Current.

for ;

THE ELWELL=PARKER ELECTRIC c0.,
a, 3' ‘ 4 " Batteries from

CLEVELAND, OHIO. '
Direct Current
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IN AMERICA,

Weekly lmportations insure Latest Styles

AND

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY.

AMERICAN DARRACQ AUTOMOBILE CO.,

F. A. LA ROCHE, Sales Manager,

 

652 Hudson Street, (near 14m St. Station,9th Ave. El.) NEW YORK,

 

 

m

paamammamammaammms

 

DARRACQ CARS
Hold more records than any other

make in the world.

IieiiCéfiliry. Roadster

$750

READY TO SHIP.

I”. 0. B. SYRACUSE, NEW YORK.

 

  

I in /

\I"

HAS THE FEATURES THAT HAVE RROYED THE CENTURY

STEAMERS THE BEST IN THE WORLD.

Notice the direct shah drive, engine and gear dust-prool

and run in oil No lorcb, no trouble.

WRITE FOR PARTICULARS.

CENTURY MOTOR VEHICLE C0.

' SYRACUSE, NEW YORK.

W

fi€€€9€$€€€€€€€€§0€$b95(-(-bL-kl-Qéirél-Ffil-I-FFéi-‘(HGGQGFGGGGI-flfi“

litig2tI"a

 

   

 

MUNGER

NON-COLLAPSIBLE

PNEUMATIC TIRES.

One Mile,

AIR CHAMBER

BEAT

’EIVI P

MUNGER AUTOMOBILE TIRE

TRENTON, N. J.

CO.,

 

  

ALUMINUM

Automobile Bodies,

Fenders and Bonnets

BUIL T and

REPAIRED

J. M. QUINBY 8: CO.

NEWARK, N. J.(‘am'agz Builder:
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Oldsmobile 00., [38 W. 38th St., New York.

' “ "24 Connecticut Ave.. Washington, D. C

Quaker City Automobile C0., [38 No. Broad 5L. Phlla.

H. B. Shattuck 6': Son, 239 Columbus Ave., Boston.

Banker Bros. C0., East End, Pittaburg, Pa.

Oldsmobile 60.. 4|! Euclid Ave., Cleveland, 0.

Wm. E. I'letzger. 265 Jefferson Ave., Detroit, I'lich.

Ralph Temple & Austrian C0., 293 Wabash Ave.

Chicago, Ill.

Fisher Automobile 00., Indianapolis, Ind.

Olds Gasoline Engine Works, Omaha, Neb.

W. C. Jayne! Automobile C0., 873 Main St, Buflalo, N Y.

OLDS MOTOR WORKS, =

  

by deserving it.

has all seasons for its own.

weather—Spring, Summer, Fall, Winter

every day in the year, in every climate, anywhere, everywhere

—built to run and does it.

In a class by itself the Oldsmobile enjoys popular confidence

NOTHING TO WATCH BUT THE ROAD

The Oldsmobile
Built to run in all kinds of

Dependable for service

PRICE $650 AT FACTORY.

Call on any of our selling agents or write direct to Depart

ment for illustrated book which tells all about it.

SELLING AGENTS :

F. L. C. Martin C0., Plalniield, N. J.

Autovehlcle C0., 79 Orange St., Newark, N. J.

F. W. Stockbridge, Paterson, N. J.

Day Automobile Co., St. Louis and Kansas City, 110.

George Hannan, I455 California St., Denver, Col.

Clark 6: Hawkins. 903 Texas Ave., Houston, Texas.

Hyalop Brothers. Toronto, Ont.

Manufacturers C0., 26 Fremont 5t., San Francisco.

Cal.

A. F. Chase 5: C0., 215 Third St, l'linneapolia, I’linn.

Oldsmobile C0.. 728 National Ave., Milwaukee, Wis.

Rochester Auto C0., i70 $outh Ave, Rochester, N. Y.

Jas. B. Seager, Tuscan. ArIz.

P. E. Gilbert, Jacksonville. Fla.

Texas imp. 6: I'lachinery C0., Dallas. Texas.

Abbott Cycle 60., 4! I Baronne St., New Orieana, La.

C. H. Johnson, 55 S. Forsyth, St, Atlanta, Ga.

Sutclifle & C0., 411 Main St, Louisville, Ky.

Brown-Thompson 6': C0., Hartford. Conn.

I'luona Carriage Works. Davenport, la.

Adams 6: Hart, Grand Rapids, Mich.

Kline Cycle 8: Auto C0., Harrisburg, Pa.

Detroit, Michigan, U. S. A.

 

Are You Right ?

Do you think that you can make a specialty as good and as cheap

as a specialty manufacturer ?

Take a Think I

AUTOMOBILE WHEELS.

m: on man EITHER. on SAME AXLES.

ANY DIAMETER, FOR ANY SIZE TIRE, FOR ANY WEIGHT VEHICLE;

SEND US YOUR SPECIFIGATIONS AND SEE.

OUR SPECIALTY IS

 

WESTON-MOTT COMPANY, Utica, Y.

  

\r‘
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JUST ONE MINUTE, PLEASE

AND SEE WHAT A GOOD THING THE

ACME

“Satetv” Steam Throttle Is.
It insures regular steam admission while the ordinary throt

tle doesn’t. lt admits any desired amount of steam, and if

a break occurs in the throttle connections the valve closes

automatically and instantly.

Valve stem remains in any position without being held by

operator. With the “ACME SAFETY " there is no wrong

way, as the steam is shut off at either extreme point of the

lever, backward and forward. Specify the Acme Safety

Valve when buying a steamer and be safe.

NOLTE BRASS 00.,

SPRINGFIELD, OHIO.

We Have Been

Making Bells

Since 1832.

We think this pretty strong

assurance that we know how to

make them well and sell them

rightly In the matter of automo

bile belll we believe the

BEVIN

BELL
to be distinctly better than any

thing else of the sort on the

market. It will afford us pleasure

to lorward you details and price

on request.

Uur goods will be represented

by Chas. E. Miller, spaces 46. 47

48. 40. 5c. 5: at the Automobile

Show, Madison Sq. Garden. New

York,Jan. 17, next.

BEVIN BROS. MFG. 00.,

  

Patentees and Sole Manufacturers. Write for Descriptive Circulars.

A COMPLETE um: OF .

America’s

“2.2:”: BRASS PIPE Leading
Valves, Fittings, etc.,

FUR STEAM MOTOR VEHIBLES.

SEND FOR 04TALOGUE

East Hampton, Conn.

Automobile
 

 

PHINEAS JONES & C0.

NEWARK, N. J.

1mm smmnns 00., 104-110 centre St, New York.INSUR ‘g‘li‘iféfitttli'i‘f...

The Mott

Speedometer

will enable you to

ride up to the

full, local, legal

limits. There are

4 speeds and they

can’t be disputed.

  

 

YUU BANNUT GET MORE FUR Yflllll MUNEY

than by using $2.00. of it to subscribe to

(Che

Aboth "(Womb

In which each week appears a record

Night riding is Safer, Pleasanter, Easier, when you have a Mott Cage of all that is best’ brightest and new

llluminaton We'll tell you more of what they tell you if you will write - - l fifl

est 1n the world of mechantca tra c.
LAURENCE MOTT, l06 Sudbury St. Boston.

Artillery Wheels.
\\ We are now prepared to furnish these Hubs, Ball-Bearing and Key-Seated, for Automobiles

\ weighing from 500 to 4,000 pounds.

Front Hubs are Ball-Bearing and are assembled on our well-known Steering Axles.

Rear Hubs lumished with Ball-Bearings or Key-Seated.

ALL RACES ARE GROUND IN POSITION

IN HUBS. CONFS AND CONE SEATS

ON SPINDLIB ARE GROUND TO GAUGE.

Hubs and Spindles are machined Right and Left.

WRITE US REGARDING YOUR REQUIREMENTS.

_ " THE AMERICAN BALL-BEARING COMPANY, Shifttfg'n.
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I" “'I’Vunlv lmunialumni ,

THE REMARKABLE ENDURANCE

OF THE

wWHITE/sv

Steam Carriages
AGAIN CONCLUSIVELY PROVED IN THE

A. C. A. RELIABILITY RUN.

IN THE 500 MILE RELIABILITY CONTEST FROM NEW YORK TO BOSTON

AND REIURN, ARRANGED BY THE AUTOMOBILE CLUB OF AMERICA,

Three WHITE STEAM STANHOPES covered the

distance without stop, or trouble of any

kind—a perfect performance.

TWO WHITE DELIVERY WAGONS (the only delivery wagons ever com

pleting an endurance contest), also proved their reliability by coming through without

mishap.

These remarkable results immediately following the English endurance run—in

which the \Vhite was one of the two machines out of seventy to make a perfect

record—proves beyond a shadow of doubt the perfection and trustworthiness of the

White motive power.

Write for full particnlars, Including Prof. Thurston's report on our steam generator,

and official reports of important endurance contests.

 

WHITE SEWING MACHINE CO., (Automobile Dept.) Cleveland, Ohio.

22 U. Ion Square, New York, N. Y. 509 Tremont Street, Boston, Mun. 300 Post Street, San PrlIICIICO, Cll.

609 Main Street, Buflalo, N. Y. 12 Woodward Avenue, Detrolt, MIcIl. 300 Rue Bldg, Cleveland, OhIo.
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and

DUNLOP TIRES
Have Stood Pre-eminently Foremost Since the Introduction of

Pneumatic Tires

Few devices have been the subject of a greater inventive faculty or

more persistent and successful exploitation. and few have

reached such a high state of development.

They Never Vary in Quality or Workmanship Because

They Cannot Be Made Better or of Better Materials

If the BEST is none too good for you, it will pay you to adopt

these Widely and most favorably known tires. Every

user is bound to be satisfied with them.

True Economy Represents Buying the Best Wherever You Can Find It

THE HARTFORD RUBBER

WORKS COMPANY

Hartford, Conn.

1\\\'L.; V
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THIRTEEN TlED FOR PRESIDENT’S CUP

With so Many Perfect Scores, A. C. A. Contest Committee Confesses inability to Pick a

Winner and has Recourse to Novel Procedure—Gold fledals for the

Thirteen; Cup to Remain a Club Exhibit.

80 marvellonsiy close is the competition

for the President's and other cups offered to

the cars receiving the highest number of

marks in the reliability contest that the con

test committee has been compelled to admit

that it cannot pick a winner for the first

mentioned.

It has decided, therefore, to give to each

of the cars making the same record an equal

share of the glory'. To that end letters have

been sent out to the fortunate ones propos~

ing this settlment—that the names of their

'owners be engraved on the President’s Cup

and each presented with a gold medal. No

opposition to this plan is anticipated.

No less than thirteen cars appear to be tied

for first place. Right at their heels is a four

teenth, said to be only one mark, or point,

behind its mates, which dispels, in this case,

the proverbial ill luck of the number thir

teen.

To this number, it is believed, have the

the twenty ears claiming clean scores

shrunk. the deletion having been made for

a variety of causes. Close behind them

come several other cars, to which it is pro

posed to award the three committee cups

In the order of their standing.

The information embodied in the forego

ing statements was gleaned after a meeting

or the contest committee held on Wednes

day afternoon at the office of Chairman

 

 

Scarritt. There the figures in their latest

Shape were again gone over, and when

everything had been considered no way

could be seen to award the President‘s Cup

to any one of those tied with 100 per cent

without doing an injustice to all the others

and causing much dissatisfaction.

It was then proposed that,as all of those

with clean scores could fairly lay claim to

the cup, the names of all of them

should be inscribed upon it; that the cup

should then become the property of the

club as the joint donation from the several

winners of it, and that there should be

given to each of those winners a medal

suitably inscribed as an individual trophy.

It was agreed that this plan would be the

best, provided those most interested agreed

to it, and the secretary was instructed to

write to the seVeral winners and ask their

acquiescence.

The idea of the committee is that the sec

ond, third and fourth cups are not for per

fect scores, and that all those scoring the

total of 2,092 points have equal claim to

. the President's Cup. The next best contest

ant. the one having 2,091 points—and the

contest was as close as this—gets the Scar

ritt Cup; the next best the Chamberan

Cup, and the next the Hill Cup. It is even

possible that there will be ties for these

other cups.

The remarkable records made on this run

are brought out into relief by an interview

which a Motor World representative had

with Chairman Scarritt. It was suggested

that the rules provide that in case of a tie

the committee could award the President‘s

Cup by taking into consideration the general

showing, and Mr. Scarritt was asked why

this provision had not been sufficient. He

replied that several cars had made such an

absolutely flawless showing by going all the

way without once having been touched with

a tool in any way, that this could not be

done. ‘ _

The exact number of those tied with per

fect scores has been veiled in considerable

mystery. In fact, it has varied from day

to day as the figures were repeatedly gone

over. That it is likely to be thirteen IS

based on the following: Chairman Scarritt

in speaking of the number said. “It is more

than twelve.” In going over other details

the Motor World man repeated that “the

thirteen, then, will be joint winners of the

President's Cup and the fourteenth man will

get the. Scarritt Cup?" Mr. Scarritt an

swered. "Yes." Subsequently Secretary

Butler was asked how it would be possible

to get thirteen names on the cup. He said

they would be put on small and a plate put

on the pedestal telling what the trophy was

for.

 

Denim to Organize.

Plans are on foot looking to the formation

of an association of dealers throughout the

country. It is thought that such an organi

zation would redound to their mutual advan

tage by bringing about an interchange 01'

ideas and securing united action on matters

affecting their welfare. Prominent dealers

in the East and West are back of the move

ment, and a great deal of preitminary work

has already been done.

Richwine to Succeed Morgan.

The resignation of “'iliiam Morgan. secre

tary and sales manager of the Anincnr Com

pany, Armore, Pa.. has been presented and

accepted. lie will he succeeded by \V. A.

Richwine.

Will Not Move for a Year.

It is not likely that the removal of the

plant of the Ohio Automobile. Company rom

,Warren, 0.,_ to Detroit, Mich, will take

place in'iess than a year.

The Truth Comes Out.

“'hcn about a year ago the Motor World

reported the absorption of' the Overman

Automobile Company by the Locomobile

Company, officialsof the latter were prompt

to deny the statement; they also promptly

denied that the Biker gasolene car was a

Locomobiie, affirming that it was an Over

. sibie. .The Over-man plant at Chicopee Falls

is being removed to the Locomobile factory

at Bridgeport and ,thegasolene car will be

made there. ‘ ' '
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RIVAL HILL CLiMBS

One fizzled; Second was Stopped by Police:

Much is Expected of Third.

Paris. Oct. 10.—lf there is one thing worse

than doing an evil turn it is in being found

out, and in such a case the vengeance is

bound to recoil on the head of evlidoer. The

editor of the Vélo has had plenty of time to

ruminate upon the truth of this proposition

during the past few days, for having throwa

his boomerang with an unskilled hand it has

recolled on him with such a nasty knock that

he is not likely to recover from the effects

of the blow for a long while to come.

The. history of the rivalry between the tn'o

Paris automobile papers has already been re

counted here on the occasion of the recent

iaillon hill climbing The \‘éio,

which at one time represented automobile in

terests here. was unanimously repudiated by

the makers and users when the editor took

contest.

upon himself a few years ago the hopeless

task of smashing the Automobile Club, and

accompanied the formation of his abortive

Moto Club, by publishing a violent manifesto

against racing, which did a great deal to

foster the ill-feeling against automobilists

which was then beginning to show itself in

a very unpleasant manner. Fortunately, Gif

fard‘s manifesto fizzled out like his club, and

the Yélo suffered seriously from this effort to

take the interest of automobilism under its

lnjudiclous wing.

DUE TO RlVALRl! or PAPERS.

One result of the rivalry between the two

papers was seen in the attempt of the Auto

\'élo to, suppress the Gaillon hill climbing

test. which had been organized for four years

in succession by the older journal. The Auto

\'élo threatened to hold a meeting on the

same day as that selected for the Gaillon

tests, and having thus drawn custom from

this event intended to still further demon

strate its influence by organizing another

meeting at Gaillon the following Sunday.

The shufliing of dates by Giffard prevented

this from being carried out. and instead of

having simultaneous meetings we were to

have three tests on three Sundays running—

the first at Galllon organized by the Vélo,

the second at Chateau-Thierry, and the third

at Gaillon. promoted by the Auto-Véio. 'As

we stated at the time, the Vélo meeting was

an utter failure. Nearly all the makers ab

stained from taking part in it, and only two

big cars competed. the light vehicles and

motocycles bringing up a meagre total of

twenty. That there could be no doubt as to

on which side were the sympathies of makers

was proved by the splendid success of the

Chateau-Thierry meeting. which brought to

gether upwards of eighty competitors, and all

thcse vehicles were sent_to Gaillon on Sun

day to participate in the ‘aecond meeting.

i an.
1

Everything pointed to this test being as suc

cessful as i'hhteau-'l“hierry. A large num

ber of people undertook the journey from

Paris to witness the trials. and many of

them went to Vernon the previous day

to see the cars as they were weighed,

the number in fact being so considerable

that the visitors had to wander about Gaillon

in search of a place upon which to rest their

weary heads.

The meeting was to have started at 9

o'clock and the morning devoted to tests of

motocycles and voiturettcs, while the other

vehicles were to take their turn in the after

noon. Just as the automobilists were pre—

paring to leave (iaillon for the bill which lies

about a mile out of the town the organizers

received the visit of a captain of gendarmes,

who announced that he had instructions from

the Prefect to prevent the meeting from

being held. even if it were found necessary

to fell trees across the road. And then it

came out that there had been a conflict be—

tween the organizers of the test and the Pre

fect of the Department. who. according to

the _new automobile regulations, can sanction

  

THE NEW ROVER 4 CYLINDER CAR.

or veto meetings. even when approved of by

the mayors. in the event of the course en

croaching upon more than one commune. The

law. however, says that the sanction of the

Prefect is not necessary when the meet

ing takes place in one commune. and

when the Prefect refused to give his per

mission the promoters went to the Minister

of the Interior, who personally sanctioned

the test. and reassured the promoters by in

forming them that ln this case the Prefect

had no authority. Unfortunately it appears

that he has jurisdiction over the national

highways, whether in one commune or not,

and as he was prepared to back up his au

thority by the force of the army the pro

moters found themselves under the necessity

of postponing the meeting.

Naturally the organizers accused Gifford of

having induced the Prefect to veto the rival

meeting. Some color is given to this asser

tion by the statements of the mayors, who

affirm that he had asked them not to author

ize the Auto-Vélo tests, and though Giti‘ard

has been challenged to say on his word of

honor that he did not similarly approach the

Prefect he has not replied by a direct denial,

and his explanation has certainly not given

satisfaction to the hundreds of people who

were put the expense of making a useless

journey to Gaillon on Sunday. Feeling ran

so high that when the green paper arrived

at Gallion for gratuitous distribution the en

raged automobillsts seized the lot and made

a bonfire of them. As the result of this inci

dent a deputation of makers. headed by Ser

poilet. called on the Prefect and pointed out

to him the serious consequences that would

follow upon the prohibition of the meeting

for manufacturers who had spent millions of

francs on their cars, and he finally agreed to

sanction the meeting for Sunday next.

DESIGNS FOR NEXT YEAR.

The hill climbing tests are usually of a par

ticularly interesting character on account of

the fact that. being the last meeting previous

to the Paris automobile show. makers are

anxious to put their new vehicles to the test,

and thus among the cars weighed at Vernon

on Saturday there were several new models.

[to Dietrich et i‘le. of Lunévllle, who have al

ways identified themselves with the Amédée

Iioliéc system of vehicle with two cyliner

horizontal engine, which they still adapt to

their industrial cars, have for some months

past been building touring and racing cars

on the 'l‘urcat-Méry system, and at Gaillon

they had a new type of racing machine of

30 h. p. The mechanism of this vehicle has

Ilccn designed upon the lines of the Mercedes

with the same system of motor carburetter

and transmission. but modified here and

there to secure greater simplicity, and in

view of the lower power as compamd with

all the other big French racing machines the

new lie Dietrich has performed very credit

ably in the different events in which it has

taken part. Another car which has under

gone an entire change' in design is the

Georges Richard, which originally was only

constructed as a light carriage with single

cylinder motor and belt transmission. but

since M. Brasier. the late engineer of Mors.

became associated with the Georges Richard

Company. they have abandoned their old and

somewhat antiquated system and are now

following the load of the big makers. As was

to be expected after his long connection with

the .\lors (‘o||1pan_v. Brasier has applied to the

Georges Richard cars manyof the features

of the Mors vehicles. He has taken the lead

ing principles of construction, such as the

motor and the direct drive on the top speed,

aml has modified them to secure greater sim

plicity and efficiency, and it will be inter

csting to see in the forthcoming tests how far

he has succeeded in this experiment. The

new Buyer is also an interesting vehicle with

four cylinder vertical motor, and in fact the

general tendency of makers is to adopt a

common type of motor and transmission with

slight modifications to prevent the car from

being a slavish imitation of the successful

vehicles. At one. time it was easy enough to

it‘ll the make of a car by its external ap

pcarance, but nowadays it is a difficult mat

tcr to distinguish at a glance one from the

other. I'ournier was at Gaillon ready to take

part in the tests with his big Mors, and this

was the first time he had participated in a

contest since the Paris-Vienna race. \Vith

Fournicr. t-‘ahricl. Serpollet and other fa

mous drivers competing on Sunday the strug
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' gle on the Gaillon hill promises to be of more

than ordinary interest.

The Automobile Club has refused to ratify

the'records at Deauville. This was a fore

gone conclusion as there was a crushing

weight of evidence against the accuracy of

the times, and it was clear that while the

watches were synchronized before the tests

began there was a difference of seven sec

onds between them when the meeting ter

minated. In fact the performances of the

cars Jumped so suddenly from the normal to

the abnormal that it was easy to fix the exact

time when one of the watches went wrong.

The experience has had one good eflect, in

showing that with the terrific speeds now ob

tainable with automobiles, it is impossible

to rely absolutely upon human tlmekeepers,

and several systems are now being proposed

for taking the times mechanically. One of

them is to be experimented with at Gaillon

on Sunday.

“'hen the automobile globe girdlers, Dr. E.

Lehwess and Max Cudell, left Paris in June

last with the Passe-Partout, nothing was

heard of them for so long a time that it was

supposed they had given up the journey,

but a few weeks ago we had a line from

them from Warsaw and this was followed

by a message from St. Petersburg, dated

Oct. 3. Dr. Lehwess stated that he has had

no end of trouble with the Russian roads,

but he has every confidence of getting suc

cessfully through his long journey. His next

stage is Moscow. The doctor is evidently not

hurrying things for he has taken three

months to go from Paris to St. Petersburg,

I and at this rate the Passe-Partout will look a

very antiquated vehicle by the time it fin

ishes the journey, if it succeeds in getting

round the world at all. -

Will Probably Appeal.

There is every probability that the verdict

rendered against Felix M. Warburg at

Trenton, N. J., a couple of weeks 'ago will

be appealed. Damages in the sum of $12,

700 were awarded J. M. Hughes on account

of the alleged frightening of his horse by

\Varburg's automobile at Long Branch,

N. J.. last summer.

it is understood that Warburg is strongly

disposed to appeal, in which stand he is

heartily supported by the American Auto

mobile Association and the Automobile Club

of America. George F. Chamberlin, of the

latter organization, expressed himself as

follows regarding the matter:

“We absolutely must put a stop to this

practice of suing a motorist for any accident

which may or may not have been the fault

of the automobillst. We probably will not

be able to discourage the suits, but we cer

tainly can prevent such verdicts as this

which has been rendered against Mr. War

burg. If a few of the cases of arrest and

imprisonment which have been made out

against a number of our automobillsts are

'cnrried to the court of last resort and the

plaintiff made to pay the costs the motor

‘phoblac may be just a little more careful

;how he brings his actions in the future.”

ESCAPES THE RAIN

Chicago Club Runs Two-Days Meet — New

Classification System Works Well.

Some interesting racing resulted from the

two days' meet held by the Chicago Auto

mobile Club on Friday and Saturday of last

week. The events were run at the track

of the Harlem Jockey Club, which was in

fair condition, but rather slow.

The new classification system for gasolene

cars was used, and it seemed to be an im

provement over the method generally used.

Closet" finishes in some of the races were

witnessed, and the cars as a whole were more

evenly matched than is usually the case.

The first day's races were witnessed by

about 2,000 people, while the second, when

the track had dried out somewhat and was

much improved, had 3,000 out to witness it.

The results were as follows:

FIRST DAY.

Three miles, special invitation, gasolene;

three entries—First, Oldsmobile, entered by

the Oldsmobile Motor Works and driven by

D. B. Hues—time, 6:42; second, Oldsmobile,

entered by the Olds Motor Works and driven

by J. B. Burdett—time, 6:43.

Ten miles, gasolene, 0.70 to‘1.00 class; flve

entries—First, Peerless, entered and driven

by A. C. Banker—time, 17:03; second, Win

ton, entered and driven by Frank X. Mudd

—tlme, 18:24; third, Winton, entered by

Charles H. Tucker and driven by John E.

Fry-time, 18:29 2-5.

One mile, steam, stock machines only; five

entries—First, Hagaman & Hammerly, en

tered and driven by L. W. Sheppard, M. D.—

time. 1:41 2-5; second locomobile, entered by

Andrew J. McDulfee and d iven by J. W.

Sunderland—time, 1:44 2-5. 1:11 this race one

of the three Locomobiles caught fire near

the finish and was thus prevented from fin

ishing third.

Ten miles, gasolene, 0.50 to 0.70 class;

four entries—Won by an Oldsmobile machine

entered and driven by J. B. Burdett.

Pursuit race, 0.35 to 0.50 class, time limit

30 minutes; four entries—Each contestant

started at a different quarter-mile mark, and

as soon as caught by the machine follow

ing retired from the race. Won by Olds

mobile. entered by Oids Motor Works and

driven by D. B. Hues—time, 12:35.

Five miles, handicap; four entries—Won by

Winton machine entered by Winton Motor

Carriage C0. and driven by Charles B.

Shanks—time, 7:17.

Special race between Peerless Yellow Kid,

entered and operated by A. C. Banker, and

Winton racing machine, entered and driven

by Frank X. Mudd. This race of five miles

caused the keenest interest of any as being

between two specially fast and well known

machines. Won by Mr. Mudd—time, 8:35.

SECOND DAY.

Race No. 1.—~Five miles, gasolcnc, 35 to 50

class No. lS—Oldsmobile, entered by Ohio

Motor Works, operated by D. B. Huss, first

tinic, 11:13 2-5'»; No. 10, same i."!~::-., stored

by J. B. liurdctte, operated by l'l"l\(’lt, sec

ond; No. 15, Friedman entered by Friedman

Automobile C0.. operated by B. M. Young,

third: No.10, Oldsmobile, entered by J. E.

Slew-ens, operated by same, fourth.

have No. 2~Twenty-hve miles. all makes,

all weights and classes—No. 14, Winton, en

tered by Winton Motor C0.. operated by

t'harles D. Shanks, first—time. 39:38; No. 2.

Winton, entered by Charles H. Tucker, oper

\

ator John E. Fry, second—time, 41:26; No.

4, Winton make, entered by Frank X. Mudd,

operated by him, third. _

Race No. 3—Five miles, steam race: No.

11, locomobile. entered by Locomobile Co.'ot'

America. operated by Sykes, first—time.

8.01; No. 17, Hagamau & Hammerly, entered

by L. W. Shepard, M. D., operated by him,

second. "

.Race No. 4—Five~mile handicap: No. 27

first, autocar, operator F. C. Green—time,

9:49; No. 10 second, Oldsmobile, operator

J. E. Stevens; No. 19 third, entered by JIB.

Burdett, operator J. B. Burdett.

Race No. 5—Five-mile invitation handicap:

No. 18 first, entered by D. B. Hose and oper

ated by him—time, 9:55; No. 19 second. eu

tered by J. B. Burdett, operated by him;

No. 23 third, entered by J. Frye, operated

by him.

Bootwiek Undergoes More Operations.

When A. C. Bostwick was encountered by

the Motor World man at Norwaik on Wed

nesday last he seemed to be in his usual

health and spirits. Only two days later,

however, he was in a private hospital under

going a dangerous operation, of which it can

only be said that his chances of recovery

are good.

It will be recalled that last spring Mr.

Bostwick underwent an operation, and it

was thought that it was completely success

ful in removing the trouble complained of.

Such was not the case, however. The

former operation, made on the upper part

of the well known automobillst’s nose, only

helped him temporarily. The catarrhal af

fection which was troubling him was only

helped, not cured. So unsatisfactory did

his condition become that a second opera

tion was decided upon.

It was performed in Dr. Bull’s private

hospital in this city. There an operation

was performed on him on last Friday for

the removal of an abscess in his head. The

operation is said to have been difficult, as

the growth was within a fraction of an inch

of the brain.

On Tuesday it was reported that he will

probably have to undergo another operation

for abscess, the second within a few days.

it was said that it would be only a minor

one, not dangerous, nor as serious as tile

two preceding ones. It will be performed

by Dr. Holbrook Curtis, who has charge or

the case.

Mr. Bostwick is able to see his intimate

friends, and has a telephone at his bed

side, by which he can communicate with

his wife at Orienta Point.

Joint Exhibit Given Up.

There will be no joint exhibit of American

nuikers under the auspices of the National

Association of Automobile Manufacturers at

the London shows. The English association

of manufacturers has decided to patronize

the Crystal Palace show of January, which

would conflict with the New York show in

Madison Square Garden and it was not

deemed politic by the N. A. A. M. committee

to attempt an exhibit In London in Agricul

tural Hall at the other English show in

March, so the project is 08 till 190‘.

430863A
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All Automobiles Dun Well in Print
and that’s about the only place some oi them do _ T“T

run, unless in the hands oi an expert operator.

Tg.NORTHERN

‘ DUNADOUT
RUNS ON THE ROAD :3“..°:;‘;.2?2P:“1“3

It doesn’t matter what the road is, either up hill or down, in

all kinds oI weather, and in any climate, the NORTHERN does the

work and does it well.

' "Most people interested in automobiles ought to

be mtcreSted In the T?“ THIS IS HOW IT LOOKS WITH TOP

NORTIIERN MANUFACTURING CO., Detroit, Mich.
_ t I'IOMAN 8 SCl'lULZ, lOOIh St. and Broadway, New York, N. Y. ALVIN T. FULLER, 3A2 Columbus Ave., Boston, Mass.

' 1 NATIONAL AUTOMOBILE 8 MANUFACTURERS CO., 26 Fremont SL, San Francisco. I). DESMADAIS & CO., Bristol, Conn.

 

  

  

  

 

  

  

 

If the rest Of the Automobile is as good as

FISK TIRES
it’s all right.

FISK RUBBER COMPANY, = Chicopee Falls, Mass.

BRANCHES :

BOSTON. SPRINGFIELD. NEW YORK. PHILADELPHIA, WASHINGTON.

604 Atlantic Ave. 40 Dwight St. 83 Chambers St. 9“! Arch St. 427 [Mb St, N. W.

SYRACUSE, BUFFALO DETRIOT, CHICAGO, SAN FRANCISCO,

423 80. Clinton 5!. 28 W. Genrloo St. 252 Jellorlon Ave. 54 5!!" 5t. Ill second 5!.
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NEW YORK, OCTuBER 23, 1902.

  

.- The accumulation of accident evidence

which we have been presenting for several

weeks. and will bring to a conclusion next

week, tcils its 'own story—a grim, nay, an

appalling, one. On the one hand is an enor

mous number of casualties, many or them

fatal. due to causes so closely interwoven

with our complex modern lite that hope of

relief is quite out of the question; on the

other is a list of accidents caused by auto—

mobllcs, insignificant in itself and rendered

still more so by comparison with the otlicrs,

The Event's Blue Ribbon.

“'heu the president‘s cup was otfcred for

the best record ill the reliability contcst it

is a pretty safe assertion that neither its

donor nor the public understood what prom

inence it was destined to attain—how large

it was to looni before the contest drew to a

close.

But there is no longer any disillusion about

the matter. The importance of the cup is

now well understood. It is the blue ribbon

of the event, and as such is coveted with a

keenness that has no parallel in the history

of the industry in this country. Both as a

sportsman's trophy and a splendid adver

tisement it is valued, and the fortunate

owner who gets it will have ample cause to

congratulate himself on his success.

vWhen the run drew to a close and it was

found that perfect scores were claimed for

twenty cars, the disposal of the president‘s

cup and the three others donated by the

members of the contest committee did not

appear to be an easy matter.

Fortunately, the rules were framed as it'

in anticipation of such a- contingency, al

though it is doubtful if such a result was

really expected. The rule relating to the

disposal of the cups contains this paragraph:

“Should two vehicles both receive the

 

 

THE ' WEEK’S CASUALTIES.

TOTAL: KILLED, I23; INJURED, 33l.

_ Killed 105
RAILROADS'i Injure'd, l09.

\ Killed, 13.

i Injured, 90.

Killed, 5.

Injured, i00.

_ Killed, 0.
Blcvcms.§|njured' u

jKilled. 0.

i Inlured, 2.

TROLLEYS :

uoasns: %

AUTOMOBILES :

TOTAL, FOUR WEEKS:

KILLED, 375 ; INJURED, 801.

  

 

 

same number of marks the committcc will

decide which vehicle is entitled to the cup,

taking into consideration the general pec

foi'lnance of each vehicle." _.

It is

scarcely conceivable that two or more cars

That appears to settle the matter.

should turn out to have performances alike

in every particular. Times were taken at

12 controls, and it is quite certain that be

tween thcm a better rccord for one car can

be figured as conlparcd with another. But

even if it were otherwise it would not be

a hopeless casc. A more lilcritorious per

formance would be made by the car which

underwent no repairs than by one which

did not. cvcn although illc i'cpairs ililti bccli

madc at tlic controls. win lt‘ no pciially was

imposed.

.\t tho same flow, it will l-cadily bc ad

miiicd that tho coiiiiiiittcc's task in award

ing the cups is no easy one.

Their announcement is awaited with al

most painful intcrcst, and it is no exaggera

tion to say that hundreds, if not thousands.

of dollars would be freely given for the cups

if they could be legitimately sccurcd by tlliii

means. .. $5

It Fills the Bill. I,

A problem, the solution of which was at

tended with no little difficulty, confrontcd

the committee in charge of the Raliability

Contest in the matter of tires, and how they

should be disposcd of in the rulcs._ _ '8;

Should the policy of eliminating thclii

from the number of penalized stops be cod

tlliued; and, if this question was aiiswcrod

iii the aiilrniativc, would it. not dcfcat ofill’

of the obj-cots. of the contest, viz.: the iii»

sire to obtain complete data regardingg the

behavior of the motor vehicle in its c ;

tii'cty? Tires form an essential part of (lie

automobile, and tlicir improvement is littlig.

if anything, short of that of the engine, the

running gear, ctc.. ill poilit- ot importancc,

()n the other hand, as no maker product-1:;

ills own til-cs, would it not be-niani‘fcstgy

unfair to hurt his chances, or throw iliiil out

.‘uttcrly. for some circumstance quitc bcyor

his control, such as tire troubles? if

An atiil'liiativc answer is the only one pos

sible to make to this question. It remained,

tlicrcforc. to hit upon a way of protcntgtiiig

the vehicle makers from this calamity,v and

to at the same time kccp tab upon the work
of the tires. — v '

The plan of non-penalizing tire troubles

and yet obligiiig the obscrvcr to makecareful notc of them, along with every othbi

happcning. which was the one adopted, was

just the thing. .

The contest itself furnished abundant

proof of the wisdom of this dcciakin.

veritable slaughtcr would have taken‘ plaza

had tire troubles not been penalized, while

to ignore the matter altogether would. liavy

been but little less unfortunate. IIt {is not

often that a decision is so emphatiicall}

justillcd by tlic cvcnt.

—-—- .‘

a

One Year's Changes.

it is a significant fact that interest in thf

rcport of tho contcst committee of the .\utp

liiobilc t‘lub of America ccntrcs on the clip

auarils. . g,

.\‘a olic sci-ms to care a rap about thc ca:

tiliciilcs. wlictlicr first, sccoiid or third clinig.

’l‘licy will be :icccptcd, of course, but lg»

onc labors under the delusion that they pile~

TheWhere practically allsurvivors qualiticd for certificates therc cah

be no vcry grcat merit in obtaining tin-ani

any rcal part in the matter.

dwart’cd thcln.
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A year ago the battle for first class cer

tificates was a fierce one.

Only 20 cars were awarded them, and it

was considered remarkable that there should

have been so many to fulfil the requirements

necessary to qualify for them. Twelve

miles an hour was then, as now, all that

was necessary, but those on the run well

remember what a terrible struggle it was

to average this figure. The combination of

vile roads and bad weather had something

to do with it, of course, but there would

have been enough to struggle against under

ordinary circumstances.

It is notorious that in the run which came

to an end last week it was the easiest mat

ter imaginable to average such a speed that

certificates would be qualified for. So easy

was it, in fact, that many operators, their

sheet having been marred by one or more

stops, lost nearly all interest in their own

work and watched that of their more for

tunaterivals. The chances of their finishing

without a stop were discussed at length.

Such a change can mean but one thing—a

marvellous improvement in both design and

construction.

In the face of it. few can doubt that the

practical motor vehicle, the kind that can

be depended upon to get there and get back,

is really with us at last.

 

Little Things That Trouble.

There were more than a reasonable num

ber of mishaps due to ignition troubles in

the reliability contest which came to an end

last week.

As a rule they interfered but little with

the average speed of the cars, because it was

possible to put them to rights in a very short

time and thus enable the car to proceed on

its way. One of the objects sought by the

contestants, the securing of a first class cer

tificate, was therefore rarely balked by this

cause.

But the aspirants for nou~st0p records—

perfect scores, in other words—could lay no

such unction to their hearts.

Delays of any kind wrought havoc with

their. plans, and it made little difference

whether it was a broken shaft or a fouled

sparking plug, whether the stop consumed

half a day or half a minute; the result was

identical in each case, and meant failure.

The matter was made more aggravated by

the fact that no cure or foresight seemed

to avail to guard absolutely against such

troubles.

One operator on the run said that at both

morning and noon stops he made it a point

to carefully examine his sparking plugs, con

nections, etc., not because he expected to

find anything wrong, but to make certain

that nothing was wrong.

Nevertheless, when 'the return journey

was well advanced this same operator‘s car

came to a stop on account of a dirty spark

plug, and spoiled a record that up to that

point had been perfect. It was put to rights

almost instantly and the Journey resumed,

but the damage had been done and it was

irreparable.

Such happenings as these do not impugn

the reliability of the cars that are subject

to them. But they are annoying, and it Is

a reflection on those concerned that they

cannot be put a stop to or at least reduced

to a minimum.

Would Prove of Benefit.

Now that the chief event of the season

has been brought to a successful conclu

sion, and future events are being talked of,

it is timely to call attention to the fact that

brake tests, such as have been conducted

abroad, have never even been spoken of in

connection with events here.

It is true that in any road test, such as

that of last week, the efliclency or non

efificiency of the brakes must inevitably be

demonstrated.

It is extremely unlikely that any car could

go through with credit if there was anything

wrong in this respect. Luck might favor it

for awhile, but over such bills as marked

the greater part of the distance in the re

liability contest, for example, luck alone

could not account for a car's immunity from

accident or mishap. The streak would be

broken sooner or later, and the deficiency

stand plainly revealed.

But there can scarcely be any denial of the

assertion that a braking contest would bring

all this out more plainly and more quickly

than anything else.

That all cars are suitably equipped in this

respect it would be idle to contend.

But it is otherwise with the great ma

jority, and a. demonstration of this fact

would be an undoubted benefit, as well as

afford some interesting observations.

 

 

Automobilists' Favorite Month.

So far this autumn the motor vehicle en

thusiast has not had occasion to complain of

one of his chief enemies—dust.

As he is hard to suit, however, he has not

failed to uplift his voice in denunciation of

the contrary state of affairs—the too general

prevalence of rainy days and muddy roads.

It looks, however, as if, with the depar

ture of the equinoctiai, we are to experience.

a change for the better.

During the greater part of the present

month bright days, clear skies and a grate

ful sun are, with reason, expected to be the

rule and not the exception. They go to

make October the best month of an un

usually flne season of the year.

With such ideal weather, and the roads at

their best, it Is small wonder that the auto

mobilist regards the month which ends with

Hallow’een with particular favor.

 

The time is approaching when low tem

peratures will prevail and owners of gasolene

cars will be disagreeably reminded of the

fact that water cooling systems are vulner

able points that must be looked after care

fully if damage would be avoided. The

long immunity enjoyed will make it all the

harder to cope with the matter. The placing

of non-freezing mixtures in the water tanks,

the constant care to drain tanks, pipes,

cocks, etc., of the last vestiges of water

when the car is put away for the night-all

have been omitted during the many months

of fine weather. But they will have to re

ccive attention again, and it will be the

part of wisdom to make preparations in

ample time. The alternative will be dam

age such as cannot always be repaied

readily.

There was a time when no one could ride,

drive or ride in an automobile without wear

ing at least an automobile cap, and, it he

wanted to be comme ll faut, he added a

leather coat and gloves, and perhaps leather

Without this insignia

of his vocation, or avocatlon, he was un

But times have changed, and with it

Leather garments

have been to a considerable extent relegated

to the professonal automobilists, and the

breaches and ieggins.

done.

automobile costume.

same may be said, to a somewhat less de—

gree, of the regulation automobile caps.

  

Many otherwise provident automobilists,

who never think of starting out on an ex

tended run without a generous supply of

tools, supplies and parts, omit to take a lift

ing jack along. Yet, as every one knows,

this useful little article is frequently needed,

and nccdcd badly. It: takes up but little

room, and its weight—and even that is not

excessivtL-is really a small matter when it

is rcmmnlwrcli how much a modern car and

its impediments scale down. Will the time

over come when this curious rcmissness is

corrected?
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’BUS LINES BURST

Although Money-Makers two Such Enterprises

Fail in Manila—Opportunites That Olfer.

 

Manila. P. 1., Aug. 27.—Although an auto

mobile ’bus service should proVe in the nut

ure of a gold mine in this place, the two at

tempts in that direction has failed unao

countably.

In March of last year a company with

$70000 Mexican currency (on paper) was

organized to operate an auto 'bus service,

and some of those interested in August of

last year ordered two American steam

wagonettes, capable of carrying twelve per

sons. The vehicles did not arrive here until

eight months after the order was placed.

“'lien set up and placed on the street, to the

surprise of the. promoters they found that

the machines had been tested before leav

ing the States and that all the water had

been left in the regulators. As a result the

regulators and many of the pipes were full

of rust and the wagonettes were in no con

dition to perform their duties, the immedi

ate result being one burned out holler. After

being cleaned and rearranged they gave

fair satisfaction. and the ’bus line was oper

ated for 23 days, and was making at the rate

of more than 50 percent on the investment,

besides leaving a good nmrgin for repairs

and reserve, when the bottom dropped out

of the company. '

Soon after another company was organ

ized fur the same purpose, and ordered four

teen of the same wagonettcs. After placing

the order, however, the courage of these peo

ple oozed out, and when the machines arrived

they were left on the dock and only recently

were returned to San Francisco.

Although, as stated, there is no place in

the world where a properly financed com

pany would earn such large dividends, the

lack of capital in this place sets the oppor

tunity at naught. The price of gasolene is

also a discouraging factor. .It costs here

about 45 cents, gold, a gallon. If petroleum

could be used it would reduce the expense

by more than onethird.

The automobile business in this country is

very limited. A few French machines have

been sold. There are also four American

steam carriages In town. Tobias Wright,

who was one of the first to become inter

ested in the subject. and who was treas—

urer of the original 'bus line, has imported

  

parts for a heavy runabout and ls experi

menting with the View of assembling car

riages here, as he states that it is his ex

perience. that none of the motor vehicles

that come to this country are suited to its

roads. He believes, however, that the isl

ands will prove a great field for automo

biles, if a serviceable machine can be sold

here for $1,500 Mexican, or, say, 750 gold.

He bases his opinion on the fact that a good

horse costs about $150 gold, and a good car

riage $400. and the saving in food for the

horse and care and up keep 0! harness and

carriage would make the automobile a really

economical vehicle.

The speed limit in Manila is eight miles

an hour. This, however, was the limit be

fore there was a motor vehicle within 10,000

miles of the island.

 

The Price of Oldsmobiles.

Asked if there was any probability of an

‘ increase. in the price of the Oldsmobile, as

had been rumored, W. C. Morley, 0f the Olds

Motor \Vorks, said:

"While I can fully understand why such

an idea got abroad, I do not at this time

care to give a definite expression of opin

I()ll.

“The large and rapidly increasing demand

for the Oldsmobile certainly keeps our fa—

cilities for producing them at the. utmost

tension. and we are facing conditions never

before known in America. The tremendous

demand on all sides for iron, steel, rubber

and all the other materials which enter into

the manufacture of automobiles, the severity

of the coal strike, the scarcity of skilled

labor, combined with the call for the Olds

mobile, would fairly justify a sharp ad

vance in price. But inasmuch as we have

discounted all these factors in advance, we

are not being alTected so largely by these

as would be expected. As the pioneer motor

runabout, adaptable to the desires and re

quirements of all classes, the Oldsmobile Is

bound to be in still greater demand, and the

very force of this demand would fully jus

tify an increase in price; but just at present

we are not ready to make it.“

Sailing Under False Colors.

A person representing himself to be

Ernest (‘ordingley of the Motor (‘ur Journal,

London, recently called at the Motor World

offices. (‘hurles (‘ordingiey of the first

named journal writes stating that there is

no such person as Ernest (‘ordingh-y, and

that be has no relative in the United States.

The person referred to, he. says, is an im

poster.

 

\\l\\
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NO SPACE CHARGES

Other Favoring Conditions for Exhibitors at

St. Louis's World's Fair.

 

Every effort is being made to have a show

ing of automobiles at the St. Louis World‘s

Fair commensurate with the importance the

industry has assumed. Offices of the ex

position wili shortly be established in this

city, and the Work will be prosecuted still

more vigorously.

No charge for space will be made. The

automobile exhibits will be housed in the

Transportation Building, which covers an

area of 16 acres, is centrally located and is,

architecturally, by far the. nest attractive

building in the. exposition.

The foreign governments will be given a

lump space in the department of transpor

tation exhibits, which will be filled by their

locomotives. cars. railway material, vessels.

carriages and automobiles. The automobile

section will be kept together as far as pos

sible, and the exhibit of the United States

automobile manufacturers will not be-sep

arated, and it is hoped to be able to arrange

the space so that it will connect directly

with the exhibit of similar manufacturers

from other countries.

A large number or applications from auto

West, has been received, and A. 0. Baker.

assistant chief of the transportation depart

ment, in a letter to the National Association

of Automobile. Manufacturers, says that a

magnificent exhibit from France is expected.

Applications for space must be made to the

department of transportation exhibits.

Exhibitors will receive a reasonable.

amount of electrical power for lighting pur

poses free. For a special lighting, such as

signs, etc., a pro rata charge will be made,

Changed the Sign

From “automobiles not admitted" to “an

tomohiles repaired" is a far cry, and one

well calculated to cause confusion. The

change has made no end or trouble for J. L.

Kernocban, a wealthy member of the Hemp

stead, Long Island, colony, whose antipathy

to the automobile is well known. At the

entrance to his place, The Meadows. a sign

bearing the first inscription was placed.

Some wag altered it by changing “not ad

mitted“ to “repaired,” and since then auto

mobillsts have made the lives of Mr. Ker

nochan‘s people miserable by applying for

help.

Lin ‘ y
7 ' "' ' Hi- 1LT

  

AN ARTIST‘S iMPRESSION OF THE THE KNOX BANQUET AT SPRINGFIELD
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REPORTING TI‘IE RUN

How it was Planned. and the Difficulties En

oountered—CIam-Iike Observers—Trouble

With the Checkers. and the Remedy.

 

“It may be thought that reporting an

event like that of the reliability contest last

week is easy and that the reporters had a

sinecure, but let me tell you that they had

no bed of roses to repose on. As one of the

Motor World news getters I wish to dispel

any such illusion.

“I had been through the ordeal before, and

I knew pretty well what was in store when

I started out from the Plaza on that beauti

ful Thursday morning. It was not to be all

fun. There was work ahead of us, work

in great, big chunks.

“In evolving an elaborate system of espion

age—as some of the drivers did not hesitate

to call it—whereby its observers were to

keep a complete record of the work of their

cars, the Contest Committee wrought ad

mirably. But they did not make our work

easier. In fact, they increased it threefold.

No official information being given out dur

ing the run, we were obliged to obtain un

ofiicial information for ourselves. There

were a thousand and one points—almost—to

cover, and until we got things systematized

chaos reigned. It was as it a heterogeneous

collection of matter was poured into a hop

per, there to undergo many changes, and

finally to come out at the small end of the

machine, refined as to quality and shrunken

as to quantity.

"The methods we employed throughout the

run were very simple. Starting after all or

nearly all oil the cars had been sent on their

journey, the next control station was headed

for by the Motor World car and it possible

reached in advance of the contesting ve

hicles. En route everything of interest was

picked up, particularly stoppages of any d

scription. -

“At the controls themselves the effort was

made to glean from the operators and ob

servers particulars ol! interest relating to

their run. This was 'no easy matter in the

hurry and scurry that invariably occurred

when the stopping place was reached. But

we did the best we could, and had to be

satisfied with that. After the close of the

night control we obtained from the checkers

a list of the arrivals and departures during

the day. .

"The carrying out of the programme wa

not as easy as the making. At Norwalk and

at New Haven on the first day there was

manifest some disinclinatlon to talk. or it

the interviewed ones talked it was on every

topic but the one that was so important. One

would be bubbling over with enthusiasm at

the splendid manner in which his car had

come through. Another bewailed the fact

that his car had ‘gone back' on him in some

unaccountable manner and caused a delay;

but when asked for particulars instantly be

came close mouthed. A third class would

unblushingly assign tire troubles or other

equally absurd cause for a stop that we

may have witnessed ourselves.

“For the first two days, however, we had

little to complain of, either from the occu

pants oi’ the cars or the checkers, timers,

etc. By dint of sticking to it and ‘joliying‘

occasionally we got along all right."

“At some places brazen and yet amusing

‘jollles' would be given us. East of Spring

field we approached a car stopped by the

roadside. Notebook and pencil in hand 1

insinuatingly asked what the trouble was.

The operator had been delving into the

bowels of the engine, while the observer

steering knuckles. The car was partly

hidden from sight, and I did not take it to

be in the run, and as we were in a hurry to

get to the front we did not stop. Afterward

I learned that it was the doctor.

“We got to Foster Hill too late to see

the grand niixup there, but just east of that

point, where we stopped for water. we

heard all about it from the townspeople.

They were proud of their hill and the trouble

it had caused.

“As we neared Boston we worked our way

to the front, but the oncoming darkness and

the lack of incident tooled us again. There

was a long line of slowly moving cars,

slipping and sliding on the mud and stones

  

THE MOTOR WORLD CAR IN THE RELiABlLITY CONTEST.

had his hands full of tOols, more of which

were scattered around proiniscuously.

“‘Tire trouble,’ was the laconic reply of

the loyal observer as he pointed to a cover

which was leaned against one of the wheels

in a suspiciously ostentatious manner.

“ ‘Yes, tire trouble; can't you see for your

self?‘ said the operator belligerently, yet

with a sly air. ‘Just got it pumped up.’

“Plainly there would be ‘nothing doing’

while I was there, so I gave the word to

our chauffeur and we moved on.

“The third day, Saturday. which we ex

pected to yield us the most results in the

way of roadside incidents, proved to be

singularly barren of them. The run was

long. and the roads, or most of them. were

bad. th few stranded vchlcles were en

countered. Near Spencer F. A. La Roche

was met. and to my question he replied that

he had trouble with his piston. Near the

same place we came across Dr. Hovestadt

and his De Dion, with a couple of broken

of Massachusetts and Columbus avenues;

but little to interest us.

“With the run ball over and all the new

llvss worn off, our labors were considerably

lightened. We got our reports of arrivals

and departures at controls without trouble,

together with such verbal reports as we

were able to extract from the observers or

operators. The cars that had dropped out,

and the cause or that action, were known—

all except No. 69. That had gone wrong

somewhere west of Worcester; not until the

very end of the run did it come out where

and why it gave up the ghost.

“At Boston we lost Secretary Butler‘s able

lieutenant. the efficient and accommodating

'i‘hnycr. who was called back to New York

niiexm-cicdly. And because of that came

trouble.

“it homo at Worcester on the return joun

ney. I'm-Imps we newspaper men asked too

many questions. At any rate. the red

capped gentlemen—the checkers and timers
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—thought so. At Worcester they were frank

enough to tell us so, and asserted that we

interfered with them and their work. The

charge was denied, of course, but the denial

did not seem to carry the weight it should.

A few remarks, not exactly of a compliment

ary nature, were exchanged and then the

incident closed.

“At Springfield that night I went over to

the Cooley House at about 11:15 to get my

daily table of arrivals and departures at the

controls. Finding no one there, I went to

the Worthy, where the Stevens-Duryea

smoker was just beginning.

“By good fortune I located W. M. Turner,

who was acting in Thayer‘s place, and to

him I made known my trouble. He hadn‘t

the sheets, but he would get them for me.

After waiting about fifteen minutes I went

in search of him. He was conversing with

some of the other checkers as I came up.

“‘Oh, yes, you want the sheets,’ he ex

claimed. ‘Which ones are they?’

“I modestly replied that I wanted all four

for that day.

“ ‘Now. let me see. Here are the depart

ures from Boston; that is one. Who has the

others'."

“Inquiry developed that they were at the

Cooley House, and thither I wended my way

in company with a very obiiglng checker.

who confided to me his opinion that an ef

fort was being made to put work on him

that did not belong there. The Cooley House

was reached and one more sheet procured—

that of the arrivals at Springfield—but no

others. Word was sent over to the Worthy

and Checker Weir appeared.

“ 'Why,

sheets!’ he exclaimed in surprise.

' “I assured him that the contrary was the

case; that I wanted all four; that I had,

stated so very plainly, and that I must haVe

them that night. In this, however, I was

mistaken.

“ ‘We will get them for you in the morn

ing.’ resumed Checker Weir. ‘That is the

best we can do. The sheets are around

somewhere, but I don’t know where and

can‘t find out now.“

“By this time it was 1 o‘clock in the morn

ing, and this check was the last straw. In

my wrath I invoked the majesty of the

press, and particularly of the Motor World,

and dwelt upon the importance of getting

those reports 01! that night. As this pro

duced no effect, I exeiaimed that I was en

titled to the information, and that I would

have it or report the matter in the morn

ing, lamenting, parentheticaily, the absence

of Thayer, under whose administration there

had never been any trouble. This did seem

to arouse my listener. He informed me in

round terms that if I ‘kicked‘ less I would

get more, and added that it was not com

pulsory to give me the figures wanted.

“Of course, that ended it for that night.

I went without the sheets and swallowed

my wrath as best I might.

“But the next day I went to Secretary

Butler and was informed that I was entitled

you only wanted these two

to the figures, and he would see that I got

them thereafter. Sure enough, Checker

Turner took pains at New Haven to assure

the newspaper men that he would have the

sheets at the Tontine at a certain hour, and

any one who wished could make a copy.

This promise was kept to the letter.

“Perhaps it was because our Motor World

car laid become so well known, added to the

fact that pretty nearly everybody had be

come sophisticated, but I was unable to ob

tain much information on the road as the

journey neared an end. Our approach was

the signal for clamlike silence.

“ ‘What‘s the matter?’ I called to one ob

server as we drew near his car.

“ 'Nothing.‘ was the derisive reply, while

the operator waved “a monkey-wrench he

had in his hand. Nor can do any good to

stop, for they just waited for u to be gone.

“Stanch, speedy and reliable was the Mo

tor YVorld car, which F. C..Billings, of Hart

ford, had kindly placed at our disposal. The

car had been turned out of the famous

Billings & Spencer factory, and was in every

way worthy of it. With Chauffeur Johnson

at the wheel, it was responsive to our slight

est wish, and whether we wished -to stay

back and watch the ascent of a difficult hill

or push on and get in ahead of the first car

it was always found equal to the task set it.

 

Space at Chicago all Sold.

It was oflicially announced on Tuesday

that the Chicago show, which takes place

from February 14 to 21, is assured of being

a success and that the details of it are

about settled. All the space has been sold

and there will be about sixty-five exhibitors.

The spaces have been laid out and alloted

by the special conimitteevappointed for that

purpose and the floor plan lacks only the

endorsement of the executive committee of

the N. A. A. M. When that has been given

the diagram will be printed.

The plan for spaces on the main floor of

the Coliseum is wholly different from that of

last year, with the result that 1,500 square

feet of exhibition room has been gained.

Last year the spaces were arranged in elip

tical shape. This year they are wholly rec

tangular.

Big and little, the spaces total up 158.

There will be three main aisles and the

, four biggest booths are in the geometrical

centre of~ the floor. These four booths will

each comprise eight spaces, with a total of

854 square feet. Each of them has two

frontages of sixty-one feet on the main

aisles and two of twenty-eight feet on cross

aisles. As at present allotted, but subject

to change, these principal blocks will be oc

cupied respectively by the Electric "I‘llll‘lt‘

Company, Olds Motor \Vorks, Locomobile.

Company and Ralph Temple.

These four exhibitors will be :uljoincd on

the ends by the International Motor l‘ar,

\Vinton Mobile. Berg and Friedman com‘

panics, all fronting on the central aisle.

 

(iitliins Bros, Chicago, have secured the

Oldsmobile agency for that city. Incident

ally, the Githens Brothers Co., with $30.0“)

capital. has been incorporated to take 0\'er

the business of Githens Bros.

CATtCl'llSING OBSERVERS

 
lLight on Various Matters Asked in Circular

Sent out by the A. C. A.

Talk of flaws in the reports made by the

observers were rife after the reliability run

was completed, but was thought to be largely

gossip of which no official cognizance would

be taken. The second day after the finish,

Friday, it became plain that there were

some shortcomings to be looked into and

tangles to be straightened out, for on that

day the following letter was sent out to all

the observers by Secretary S. M. Butler:

"It has come to the knowledge of the Con

test Committee that some automobiles in the

contest made detours so as to kill time on

finding that they were ahead of their scheuie,

and also that some drivers on hills permitted

their automobiles to run backwards while

the motor was still going, and then went

ahead. If the opertor of the vehicle on

'which you were an observer did either of

these things, the Committee desires to know

it and requests that you will answer the

questions below so that they may become ac

quainted with the facts. Kindly reply at

once in the enclosed stamped envelope.

"1. Did the driver of the automobile on

which you acted as an observer kill time by

making detours on finding that he was ahead

of his schedule?

“2. Did the driver of the automobile on

which you were an observer permit his car

riage to run backwards on the hills, keeping

the motor running so as to get sufficient

speed to mount the hill?

"3. Did the driver at any time leave the

schedule route, except at Windsor Locks,

where a detour was necessary on account of

the road being torn up, and between Wor

cester and Boston where the arrows had

been taken down?"

Answers began to come in rapidly and by

Monday afternoon Secretary Butler had an

interesting mass of data to lay before the

Contest Committee. Most of the observers

answered "No," to each of the questions, but

the Contest Committee is using quite a lot of

information beside that obtained from an

swers to the circular letter, in determining

the nice points of the whole affair.

Concerning the letter, Secretary Butler ex

plained that it was merely a formal request

to make sure that none of the operators over

looked such details because of misunder

standing the rules. It was not intended to

call into question in any way the honest in

tet of the observers. It was thought—he

said—that all who erred did so through not

knowing. As the observers were the official

representatives of the club it could not be

expected that any outside criticism of their

work would be considered by the Contest

Committee. To do so would be stultifying

the club.
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To. Montreal Next Year?

Already, before'the results of the 1902

contest have been made knOwn, plans for

the 1903 run are being discussied. Convinced

by last week's event that a much more se

vere task must be set the motor car it its

doubtedly is in store for it in the future,"

he said.

A run to the Canadian metropolis and 1'0

turn would give a total 0! about 1,400 miles.

with roads of a kind that would try \‘Pl'_\'

thorougth the durability of the vehicles.

To be Made In Cineinmti.

Plans are on foot in Cincinnati, 0., to form

a company to manufacture on an extensive

scale automobiles like one designed and re

cently built by H. \V. Sumner, of that city.

The car. which was built for Edward Wil
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SOME IMPRESSIONS OF THE RELIABILITY CONTEST,

real capabilities are to be brought out,

Chairman Searritt has suggested Montreal

as a suitable place for the contest of next

autumn.

"A journey to Montreal would not be too

much of a task in View of the excellent rec

ord made by the machines on the Boston

trip. True, it would be a harder trial, but

the automobile must prove its stanehnesg in

order to attain the popularity which an

The route followed would parallel the Hud

son River to Troy, swerve. to Saratoga and _

go north through Fort Edward and White

hall, and then continue along the western -

_ shores of Lake Champlain to the Canadian

border.

The owner of an automobile who' is look

lng for trouble with it can always find the

trouble without any trouble.

bern. can hardly be termed an experiment

on the part of Sumner, who made. several

automobiles last year while in the employ

of the Imniu-nhciiner company that showed

excellent qualities in the several automobile

meets-that \wre held last fall.

It i said that Sumner has combined all

the best ideas in these cars,. together with

suggestions gained from examining the best

French autos, and also added a number of

. his own improvements in making this trial

machine for \Vilbern.
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In a recent French duel the principals and

their friends went to the battleground in

motor cars.

 

The American Storage 00.. West Sixtieth

street, has secured the New York agency for

the Baker electric vehicles.

An agency for the sale of White swim

cars has been established at 19 Prince‘s

street, Westminster. London.

 

Starting from Lisbon on Sunday next the

first automobile race run in Portugal will

be held. The distance will be 130 miles.

 

The Columbus Buggy C0.. Columbus, 0.,

writes to the Motor World stating that they

are not manufacturing automobiles at the

present time.

 

A. II. Funk-'2, the wll-known dealer in

Kelecom motors, etc., has removed to 325

Broadway, this city, where he will occupy

an entire floor.

 

At the Thirty-eighth street station of the

Olds Motor \Vorks, this city, an Oldsmobile,

finished with gold, is attracting no small

amount of attention.

 

For the fiscal year Benz 8: 00., the famous

Mannheim (Germany) firm, have declared a

dividend of 4 per cent, a decrease of just

one-half from the previous year.

 

It is understood that the Winton Co. durj

ing the season just past sold no less than

250 of its touring cars, representing a turn

over on this model of $500,000.

 

Within a month it is expected that the

plant of the Overman Automobile Co., now

at Chicopee, Mass, will be removed to

Bridgeport, Conn, where it will be made a

part of the Locomobile plant.

 

Appreciative participants in the reliability

contest have subscribed to a fund which

will be used to purchase a testimonial for

Secretary Butler of the A. C. A. It will

probably take the form of a stop watch.

 

Handsomer framed copies of the formal

guarantee adopted recently by the National

Association of Automobile Manufacturers

were distributed last week to all the active

members of the association. and to such of.

the associate members as desired them.

 

Automatic control through the seat is the

work of an inventor who has taken out a

patent on his device. When the driver of

an automobile equipped with the device sits

on the seat the engine starts, and when he

gets up. “or is accidentally thrown there

from," the engine is stopped and brake ap

plied. The inventor also provides means of

ilk-king the device ontof action so that ~the

driver is not absolutely bound to run the I

' engine when his weight is on the seat.

 

That pushing parts man, A. ,L. Dyke, St. 7

Louis, Mo., is already in the field with his

1903 calendar. In the centre of the curd ap

pears aunt of a car made up of the Dyke

No. l outfit, and grouped around this are

about every motoriety that is on the. market.

 

The much postponed races of the Detroit

Automobile (Jiub are set down to be. run on

Friday and Saturday of this week at the

(irosse Pointe track. Already eyes are be;

ing cast anxiously in thendirection of the

sky to see if there-is any moisture left

there.

 

THREE JOLLY GOOD FELLOWS.

Harms W. w“H’l'i.B.

  

Joan M. Kim. Joan A. HILL

 

Tcn automobiles were brought over by

the Oceanic, which came into port last week.

Alfred De Cordova brought over one. John

\V. iates had three cars with him, includ

ing a 45 horsepower Mercedes, and Clarence

A. Postley brought over an English and a

French machine. I

 

Repentant, seemingly. for its abstinence

this year, the German Automobile Club will

strive to win the Bennett (“up in 1903. ' It is

said that three Mercedes cars will be desig

nated to make the running. and the names

of Count Zhorowski. M. Jenatzy and Henry

Fouruier are mentioned as the drivers Who

will probably take part.

 

A- resort famous for its cuisine and one

which had become very popular with auto

mobilists has disappeared. This is the Don

ville Hotel at Denviilc. N. J., one of the

oldest hostelries of Northern’ New Jersey,

which was consumed by fire last Monday

al'tcrnoon. On the day~ before, a party of

men well known in motor-vehicle circles

were entertained at~ the hotel. They went

there in three machines from New oYrk.

I Adams

The party included “I. J. Stewart, chairman

of the Race Committee of the Automobile

Club; Percy Owen, manager of the \Vinton

branch in New York; lcorge B. Adams. of

McMurtry; A. J. Wheaton of the

New Jersey Automobile Company, and l‘aleu

Nelson of New York.

 

Tighten up nuts carefully in order to avoid

overstraining the thread. If small nuts are

tightened up with a big spanner the screw is

frequently sheared off. A 5-inch spanner is

quite large enough to tighten up a 1/1-in0h

bolt or nut. For larger nuts add one inch

of leverage to every oue~eighth inch increase

in the diameter of the bolt 0r nut.

 

Extra attention to side driving chains is

well repaid in their running. They should

be frequently removed and well washed in

kerosene. dried off and immersed in a bath

of incited taiiow for about one hour. Keep the

tallow Just melted, no more. After an hour

remove the chains and allow the superfluous

tullow to run off.

 

"'l'ire l-Iconomy" is the. apt title which the

Goodyear Tire and Rubber Company, Akron,

0.. give a booklett describing their vari

ous styles of tires. Solid. cushion and

pneumatic are illustrated and referred to

interestingly. illustrations of Goodyear

tires fitted to the wheels of business ve

hicles. beer trucks, fire apparatus, etc., are

also given.

 

With $150.1“) capital, papers of incorpora

tion were drawn up for a new automobile,

transportation and transfer company. at La

Crossc. “'is. The concern will maintain an

automobile livery and operate from the

North to the South Side to La (‘rescent and

other suburban points, and will run every

ten minutes. The capital will be $150,000.

The company will begin business early in

the spring.

 

Emery paper, which is frequently used to

clean the porcelain surfaces of sparking

plugs. has the disadvantage of scratching

the surface, which then collectsnnd holds

dirt more readily. A better method is said

to be to brush the end of the porcelain with

hydrochloric acid and then wash it with

water. which process is said to restore the.

surface perfectly. The acid may be ob—

taiied at any drug store.

.\ handsome new Rocket-Schneider of the

latest tonncau pattern was imported last

week by Albert Heidelbnch of New York.

and stored at the Barry & liaycs garage, 35

East i-‘it'ty-elghth street. it was taken out

for the first time Wednesday by Mr. Heidel

bnch's chauffeur. Rudolph Meyer. who was

in the car with James Matthews. who was

killed by his car plunging over an embank

ment in New Jersey rcccutly. Meyer jumped

out of the Mathews car just before it

plunged. The new Rocket-Schneider has a

four-cylinder engine of 10 indicated horse

power.
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R“moms{Numb ,09_ TROLLEYS {

PRIOR TO OCTOBER 14.

‘ Clorsicana, Tex.—Dennis Coughlin, killed by

ru n.

Hawarden,

jured.

Pittsiield, Mass—Henry Newton, Jr., injured

by being thrown from wagon.

Ellicottville, N, Y.—Railroad wreck; fireman

killed, engineer injured.

Webster City, Ia.—-Train ditched; two trflln

men injured.

Fremont, Neb.-—Fourteen-year-old boy in—

jured by train.

Engiewood, Kan.—Railroad wreck; trainmen

injured.

Vicksburg, Miss—Dick Andrews killed by

railroad

Ia.—Railway collision; one in

train.

Lucas, O.—-Conductor

wreck; may die.

Tyrone. Pa.—-Bertrand Young, killed by train.

Canastota, Y.—Warren Hatmaker, killed

by train

Birmingham, Ala.—L. P. Porter, probably ta

taliy injured by train.

t Blean Lake, Mo.—Manney Downey, killed by

ra n.

Harlem, Kan—Four trainmen injured in col

injured in

lision.

Hlulton, N. Y.——Thomas Stewart, killed by

tra n.

Spokane, Wash—Charles Anderson, cyclist.

killed by train.

Omaha, Neb.—C. C. King, injured in runaway

accident.

Wis—Robert Hodgen, injured by

St. Louis, Mo.—Three injured in collision or

trolley and wagon.

Memphis, Tenn—Engineer Brougbton, killed

in collision.

Manito, ill.—Collision. One dead;

ured.

Nashville, Tenn.—L. A. Cox, injured by trol

ley car.

t‘TloledoL 0.—Twelve-year-old boy injured by

ra [1.

St. Joseph, -Mo.-—F. M. Cropp,

train.

B‘ristol, Team—James Crockett, Sr., killed by

tra n. ~ .. -

Far Reckaway, N. Y.—Wiliiam Kaiser (6)

run over by bicycle; scalp wound.

Big Rapids, Mich—Alexander Young (12) seri

ously injured in runaway.

Lester, Wash.—-Railr0ad wreck;

Mischo killed: fireman injured.

Wilson, N. C.-—Little boy seriously injured by

railroad

two in

injured by

Engineer

Seguin, Tex—Negro injured in

wreck.

El Paso, Tern—Antonio Martinez, killed by

train.

Gardner, lib—Reece W. Beam, killed by train.

San Rafael, Cal.—Tunnel caved in on work

and several intrain; one dead, one dying,

jured.

, litchburg, Mass—Luther Jackson, injured by

tra n. '

Indianapolis, Ind—Fred Ward,

jured by car.

Lawrence, Mass—Jennie Knowles (3) injured

by wagon.

Gloucester, Mass—Allan Parsons, struck by

horse.

Lynn, Mass—Jennie Rousseau (4) run over by

Wagon; died.

Brockton. Mass—Two injured in runaway ac

cident. ‘

Olneyville. R. I.—One injured in runaway.

Hoosick Junction, Vt.-!saac Madison, killed

by train. ‘

Olean, N. Y.—Coiiision; three injured.

Syracuse, N.l Y.-'-Jobn Conway, injured by

train. ' '

Buffalo, N. Y.—Olive Shenk (9) injured by car.

Menominee, Mich.—Man killed by train.

Cleveland, 0.—'l.‘heo. Vatilo, injured by train;

may die. - .

Norwich. N. Y.—Miss May Evans, thrown out

of carriage and injured by collision with heavy

wagon.

Merchantville. N. J.—John Reed, killed by

train. .

Manchester, N. H.-—J'ames Grady, injured by

bicyclists. ~ .

South Harpswill, Ida—Lydia. Stover (10) in

ured by wagon. I
J Randolph, Vt.-A.'J. Keil injured by bicycle.

Plymouth, Mama—Miss oln'ies, injured by

train.“ -' - ‘\
Weymouth. Mass—Henry Cieary. -. injured by

train.

cyclist, in

Kliloii, i3.

Injured, 90.

TOTAL, THIS WEEK: KILLED, [23; INJURED, 331.

 

Killed, 5.

HORSES 3 Injured, l06.

 

W. Newton, Mass—Edmund Huston, cyclist,

injured b cab.

t Hlaverh ll, Mass—Arthur C. Fuller, injured by

re n.

Lafayette. Ind—Thomas Ryan, killed by train.

Rlochester N. Y.-Wrn. V. Punch, killed by

tra n.

Tamaqua, Pa.—Harry Davis, killed by train.

Worcester, Mass—John O'Donnell. injured by

trolley; may die.

Toronto, Ont.—Wreck; two trainmen injured.

Chicago, lll.—Michael Hartman. probably i'a

tally injured by cable car.

1 Coglin, Mont.—Train ditched; two or three in

ure .

Ouray, Col.—Wreclr: one killed; two injured.

Morrisburg, Ont.—Edw. Gibbons, killed by (all

from wagon.

Detroit, Mich.—Adolph Baker, injured by car.

Fall River, Mass—Mary Marcotte (9), killed

by train.

Plttsburg, Pa.—— Charles K. Bryce, seriously

injured by train.

Charlton, Ia.—George Wilson (9), seriously in

jured by train.

St. Louis, Mo.—VVillie Nolan (12), killed by

trolley car.

St. Louis, Mo.—Mrs. Marv McLeiland, in

kiiled by

jured by wagon.

E. Robinson,

train.

Zanesville, O.-'Jas.

Seattle, Wash.—John Parson, injured by trol

ley car.

Atlanta. Ga.—-Two injured in collision of car

riage and car.

Sonora, O.——Jobn Crowly, injured by train;

may die.

George, killed bySpringfield,

train.

Toledo, O.—Fred Mayburger, injured on rail

road; may die.

Brenham, Tun—Miss Minnie Nolte, seriously

injured in runaway.

'a‘ifoner, Indian Ten—Two injured in raierad

wrec .

New Orleans, La.—Alma Blair, killed by train.

Otway, Ohio—Ed. Mont omery killed and

John Leeth fatally injured y runaway engine.

Portsmouth, O.—TWO badly injured in run

away.

indinna olis, Ind.—-Collision- three injured.

Mount ernon, Ind—Otto Campbell (5), killed

by train

Lewis Center O.—Runaway; two injured.

Wabash, Ind—William Hopkins. killed by

train.

Cuba, Mo.—Mrs. Wm. Oliver, killed by train.

Fond du Lac, Wis—Pat. Gannon, injured by

engine. ,

Manito, Ili.—Fred Grover, probably fatally in

jured by train.

Chicago. IlL—Martha Laeser (8). killed by ice

wagon.
Evansville, Ind.—Three-year-old child fatally

injured by car.

Inuianapolis, Ind.—J. F. Reeder, injured by

train. -

Elmira, N. Y.—Runaway; three injured.

Pittsfleld. Mass—Thomas Mercur, probably ta

tally injured bv train.

Paterson N. J.~—Collision of trolley and wagon;

driver serious] injured.

Newark. N, .-—Charies Nussbaum, injured by

collision with trolley.

Lowell, Mass—Car struck truck; passenger

injured.

Fall River, Mass—Four thrown from carriage;

one seriously injured.

Worcester, Mass—Thomas McGillicuddy, in

jured by being thrown from wagon.

Haddam. Conn—Frank Platt. killed by train.

Providence, R. I.—Edward Kennedy, injured

by train.

Providence, R. I.—Troiley struck ash cart;

driver injured.

Bowling Green. O.——Runaway; one injured.

Franklinville, Pa.-—Saivatore Gaielo, killed by

train.

Providence, R. 1'.—J. W. Ross, injured by trol

iev striking his carriage.

Everett, Wash—John Robinson, killed by train.

Rome, Ga.—Mrs. \V. A. Dodge, seriously in

jured b fall from trolley.

New astie. Pa.—J. G. Moore, perhaps fatally

in tired in runaway.

. Hoboken. N. J.—~Four injured in runaway.

Ai'toona, Pa.—-Wm. J. Smith and Thos. Wat

son killed in railroad yard.

Conway, Pa.—Jarnes Black, killed by train

Mitfliri, Pa.—Collision; C. B. -Rieh killed; live

in ured. - .

ittsburg, Pa.—Francis Broderick' m, seri

ously injured by engine.

Ill—Samuel

gitiiiqi. 0.
(Injured, 24. AUTOMOB'LES injured, 2.

TOTAL, FOUR WEEKS: KILLED, 375: INJURED, 80!.

BICYCLE!

Kllled, 0.

Sharon, Pa.—David Adams. badly injured by

car.

Natrona, Pa.—-A. Mann. killed by train.

Savannah, Ga.—L. M. Laramore, killed by

engine.

Savannah, Ga.-Edward Tison, tell from horse:

‘broken leg.

Savannah, Gib—Runaway: three injured.

Birmingham, Aim—Two injured in runaway.

Sherman, Tex.—Leon Anderson. killed by train.

Glasgow, Ky.—S. H. Waller, injured in run

away.

Prairie Piains, Tenn.—H. House, injured by

fall from horse.

(thickamauga, O.--Robert Waddeil, injured by

co t.

Keokuk, film—Helen Browning (18 months).

killed by trolley.

Centerville, la.—Three trainmen injured in

wreck.

Mulliken. Mich—Cornelius “’allington, per—

haps fatally injured by train.

dRichmond, \‘a.—Two injured in trolley acci

ent.

Spencer, Mass—John E. O'Donnell, killed by

tro ley.

tMiarquette, Mich—Howard Osgood, killed by

ra n.

dBiéidgeport, Pa.—Two injured in trolley acci

en .

Vanclevesville, \V. \‘a.-—Clarence Macaboy.

killed by engine.

I’ittsburg, Pa.—Conductor injured in trolley

collision.

Ballvilie, O.—Ambrose Flint, 'hurt in runaway.

Kenton, 0.—I.)r. \V. H. Gage, cyclist, injured

by wagon.

Sandusky, O.-Samuei F. Newman, killed by

engine.

Cleveland, O.—iVm. Pytel. injured in runaway.

Columbus, Ind—Three injured in runaway.

Goshen, Ind—H. E. Smith, cyclist, injured by

colliding with team.

Lafayette, Ind—George Braun, killed in run

away.

Itensseiaer, Ind—Joseph Devereux, injured by

train

tlnd'ianapolis, Ind—Frank Connors, injured by

nra .

Indianapolis, Ind—George Wrennick, injured

by train.

Lapoer, Mich—Two injured in collision.

{Mienominea Mich.-Unknown man killed by

ra n.

Reedsburg, “Us—Peter Vosen (10), tell from

horse; may die.

t Bllacksburg, S. C.—Nine-year-old girl killed by

PR n.

tJ_J0hnstown, Pen—Mrs. Marion Santaj, killed by

a n.

Zanesviile, O.—Clyde Gildow, killed by train.

Thompson, Utah.—Three deserting soldiers

killed by train.

Aurora, W. Va.—David Couithart, knocked

from engine; may die.

Chicago, Ill.—D. B. Phalen, killed by train.

Bidde ord, Me.—Phiiip Dion, injured by fall

from bicycle.

Pittsfield, Mass—G. Baker, injured by fall

from cart.

Melrose, Mass.—Elverdo Berry (4),, injured by

wagon.

Tupper Lake, N. Y.—John Lajump, killed by

train.

Pittsfleld, Mass—Frank Mastroluco, killed by

engine.

Pawtucket. R. I.~Two-year-old rboy injured by

wagon.

North Adams, Mass.—Dominick Fisher in

jured in runaway. '

Fairport, Conn—Daniel Ryan, killed in run

away.

Poughkeepsie, N. Y.—Mrs. Moore, injured in

runawa/y.

Clyde, N. Y.—Carriage Solomon

Cushman injured.

Catskill, N. Y.—Charles. Snow, killed by train.

Buffalo, N. Y.—Thomas Burris, struck by

trolley car; died from injuries.

Toronto, Ont.—Mrs. Jane Cleghorn, fatally in

jured by car.

Hyde Park Mass—Troll struck wa on- .John Crosby injured. ey g ' Mrs

t Riiverside, Mass—H. L. Griswold, killed by

ra n.

Springfield, Mass—Mills E. Wilcox, injured in

runaway.

‘rfifigngfieid, Mass.——Patrick Kelliher, injured by

Springfield, Muss—Three killed by train.

Holyoke, Mass Alice Doran, injured in alight

iniltrom trolley

ope-dale, Mass—J.

train.

collision;

    

A. Boates, injured by
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hStoughton, Mass—Frank Healy (7), injured by

orse. >

Woodbury. Coma—Mrs. S. H. Steele, injured in

collision of truck and carriage.

Marlboro, Mass—Several injured in trolley

collision.

Boston, Mass—Patrick Sherlock, cyclist, in

jured by runaway horse.

Seymour, ‘Conn.—S. W. Buckingham, injured

in wagon collision.

Providence, R. i.—M. W. Overton; injured by

moving van.

Pawtucket, R. I.—Car collided with wagon;

Thomas BadlerI injured.

Van Buren, . Y.—Unknown man killed.

Albany. N. Y.-Car struck wagon; William

Foster injured.

Buffalo, N. Y.»Joseph Rupp. killed by car

striking wagon.

Green Island, N. Y.—John Molloy, killed by

engine.

Glens Falls. N. Y.—Bicvcle collision; Clifford

Poutre injured.

Rahway, N. J.—Morris Barney, fatally injured

by train.

I i-ilawthorne, N. J.—Th0mas O'Neill, killed by

ra n.

New York—Alexander Savage, injured in run

away.

I 3?. Coventry, Conn.-Thomas Mullen, killed by

ra n.

Hackensack, N. J.——James Gilkinson, injured

by fall from train.

Camden N. J.——Sa-muei Behrman. fataaly in

jured. and Charles Young hurt while riding on

top of train.

t Vii'ilmlngton, Del.—Aiexander Bordley, killed by

ra n.

Lancaster, Pas—Thomas Ryan, killed by train.

Carlisle, Pa.——James Jackson, injured by horse.

t Y‘ork, Pa.—Gottlieb Waidmeyer, killed by

ra n.

Chester, Pa.—Car struck wagon; Joseph Coop

er injured. -' I

Van Enman, Pa.~—Four killed, one injured in

wreck.

Coatesville, Pa.—Boy injured by wagon.

Johnstown, Pa.-Three injured in runaway.

Pittsburg, Pa.—Thos. Stewart, killed by train.

Stroudsburg, Pa.—~Wilbur Fletcher, injured by

ra n.

t\‘il’est Believue, Pa.—John Wilson, killed by

ra n. _

Augusta, Ga.—J. A. Henry, cyclist, injured

by buggy. '

Rochester. N. Y.—B. J. Fitzsimmons, injured

by fall from bicycle.

Rochester, N. Y.—Miss Florence Ades, injured

by fall from bicycle.

\Vaynesboro Junction, W. Va.—-Samuel F. Wil

kinson. killed by engine.

Baltimore, 0.—Chas. C. Johnson,

train; may die.

Geneva, Ont.-Margaret Gallagher (7). perhaps

fatally injured 1) ‘trolley.

Chicago. lll.— rederick W. Coan, killed by

car. . .

New Bedford, Mass—Trolley struck wagon;

John B. Gllnoit injured.

Elizabeth, N. J.—Car struck wagon; Mr. Meyer

injured.

Amesbury. Mass—Trolley accident; several in

jured, one seriously.

t

struck by

Concord, N. H.—Orrin T. Sargent, killed on

lra n.

Nashua, N. H.—Charles Lapham, injured by

fall from bicycle.

Toronto, Ont.——Charles Crosby (15), injured by

fall from wheel.

West Chester, Pa.-—Chas. J. Pennock,_injured

by fall from carriage. ' _

Montreal, Que—Joseph Archambauit, injured

by cab.

South N. Y.——James Barr, killed by

train.

Providence: R. L‘Arthur Peck, injured by fall

from bicycle.

Providence. R. l.—George Shierson, injured

while alighting from trolley.

Union, N. Y.—John J. O'Connell, killed by

train.

New York-Collision of trolley and horse car;

Driver McCoy injured. .

Youngstown, O.—Michael Hogan, killed by

train.

Boston, Mass—Two or 'three injured in trolley

collision.

New York—Jacob C. Van Pelt, injured by

trolley.

Wilmington, Del.40hn Mullin, injured by

train.

Alexandria, Ind—Mortimer Miller and wife in

jured in runaway.

Trenton, N. J.-D. H. Hetberington, killed by

train.

Newark, N. J.--Two injured in railroad accl

ent.

Little Falls, N. Y.—Bartholomew Fogarty,

killed by cars.

Batav a, N. Y.—-Walter Greening, injured by

tr in.

Norwalk, O.—Samuel F. Newman, killed by

t .rain.

Columbus. 0.—Hazel Seeds, injured [By car.

Passaic, N. J.-John Stowe, injure by fat

from wheel.

Elizabeth, N. J.—E. M. Wells. injured in trol

lev accident.

Cleveland, O.—lda Fried (i). killed by car.

Byron,

Indianapolis, Indr—David and Mary Mescail in

jured by runawa horse. , "

Shelton, gua— y injured in runaway. '

t Bllllfliflo, . Y.—-Mrs. M. M. Martin, injured by

ro ey. " ‘ ‘

Rochester, N. Y.—Car struck carriage; Michael

Grenlch injured.

Plit-tsburg, Pa.—Thomas McCabe, injured by

'tra n.

Pittsburg, Pa.—Mrs. Eliza J. Shaffer, struck

by trolley car.

Birmingham, Al-a.--D. Y. Lowe, crushed to

death between cars. ,

Rochester, N. Y.—Michael Tracey. injured by

motor cycle.

Brandon, Vt.—'1‘hree injured in runaway.

Nlewport, O.—Earl Tattershall (12), injured by

tra n. '

Youngstown, 0.—Hammond Mumford, killed

by car.

Cleveland, O.—Wm. Siavin (83, killed by trolley.

Sharon, Pa.—A. H. Staffor , perhaps fatal y

in ured by train.

ouisville, Ky.—JOhn Welsh (8), killed by train.

Fountain, Minn.—Floyd Case, killed in rail

road wreck.

St. Louis, Mo.--Noah T. Prltchard, cyclist, in

jured by car.

St. Louis, Mo.—-Mr. D. A. Boyd, injured while

alightlng from car.

Davenport. la.-Jarn'es .llietzger, injured by

horse. >

OCTOBER 14.

New Marlboro, Mass—Frank Royce, injured

by fall from bicycle. I

Albany, N. Y.——Dominic Lanahan, injured .ln

runaway.

Elmira, N. Y.—-Clarence L. Strong, killed on

railroad.

West Hoboken. N. J.—Four injured in run

away.

Oneida, N. Y.—-Wm. White, killed by engine.

Chester, Pa—Three injured in runaway.

Lebanon, Pa.—John Albright, injured by fall

from wagon.

New York-Two injured in runaway. .

Youngstown, O.~—Harry Patterson, injured in

runaway.

Jersey City, N. J.—Mary Kivlln, injured by

trolley.

Pllliiladelphla, Pa.—-Dornlnlco Fire (9)- killed by

tro ey.

t Pllliiiadelphia, Pa—Unknown woman killed by

r0 ey.

New Albany, Ind—Mr. Louis Weber, injured

in runaway. ,

Chicago, lit—Jesse Richie, killed by train.

Yonkers, N. Y.-—One injured in co lision.

Goffstown, N. H.—Troliey struck carriage;

Mrs. Mary Whipple hurt.

Fitchburg. Mass—Harry E. Kingsbury, in

jured on railroad.

New York—Unknown man killed by train.

tNlew York—Chas. S. Fairchild, injured by

re y.

New York.,—Collision of trolley and fire truck;

several passengers hurt.

Williamsburg, N. Y.—Stepthen Zeuner, injured

by fall from wagon.

Smithtown ‘Branch, L. I.—Train struck car

riage; C. W. Darling injured.

Middletown. Conn—Two bicyclists injured in

collision.

Olneyviile, R. I.——Ona injured in runaway.

Providence, R. I.—Charles Peck, injured in

runaway.

Newport. 0.—~George Shaw. injured in run

away.

Harrisburg. Pa.—Robert Smith. injured in run

away.

York, Pa.——Child injured by bicyclist.

New Bedford. Mass—(far struck express

wagon; Wm. \Vilson injured. _ .

Hoiyokc, Mass—Louis 'I‘riveau, injured on

railroad. -

Philadelphia, Pia—Catharine Condon, injured

by trolley. ' ' >

Pihiladclphia, Pa.—Unknown woman killed by

tru n.

Elmira, N. Y.—Fred Herman, injured by train.

OCTOBER 15.

Providence. R. I.—George Cox (8). run over by

carriage; killed.

Rochester, N. Y.—Oswald Steinwachs, injured

by fall from bicycle.

flKingston, N. Y.—Conrad Erne (5), killed by

at car.

West SFflngflold, Mass—Trolley struck wagon;

George a/ylor injured.

hSouthv Boston, Mass—David Dillon, injured by

0739

South Boston, Mass—Maurice Gnilivan (3), in

jured by buggy.

South Boston, Mass—Mary Reagan, injured by

wagon.

bledlgvrt'l. Mass—Lucy F. Sanderson, injured

by bicyclist.

Piyrnouih. “flea—Mrs. Gertrude Kennel, killed

by "‘8 n.

'Fuiton. N. Y.—Wreck; live injured.

Lexington. Ky.—Mrs. Hall, injured in collision

of trolley and train.

Zanesvlile. 0.—Guy Smith. killed by train.

Toronto, Ont.—Five-year-old boy injured by

team

Pittsiield, Masa.—-Francis McGinty, injured by

wagon.

~I fall from carri e.

Norristown, Pia—John L. Burkert, injured by

'New Haven, onn.—James G. Ward, injured

by trolley.

Hartford, Conn—James McClelland, killed by

8

Conn—George Warfleid,

train

Atlantic City. N. .Tj—Coili'slon; one injured.

Blairsviile. Pa.-T. B. Roger. injured by train.

hErie, Pa.—-George Aumnger (4), kicked by

orse.

Harrisburg, Pa.—-William Harris, killed by

ntrai .

Philadeelghia. Pa—James Moore, jumped from

train; di .

Cincinnati, O.—Patrick 'hilly, killed by train.

Reelsviile. Ind—Railroad wreck; two killed

and several injured. -

Chicago, Ill.—Julius Spooler, killed by train.

injured by

1Dacyenport. Ia.-Railr0ad collision; one in

ure .

Bethlehem, Pa.—Augustus Ungerer. injured in

runaway.

Red Cliff, Coi.—Collision; one killed and one

injured.

tBlui'falo, N. Y.-40bn Levinger, injured by

ra n.

OCTOBER 16.

Brooklyn, N. Y.—Robert S. Darbee, thrown

from trolley; serionsiy'i'njured.

altham, Mass—W. W. Brown, injured by

fall from bicycle.

Boston. Mass—George A. Livingstone, injured

by fall from bicycle.

Hicksvillo. Long Island—Obadiah B. Smith,

killed by train.

Northampton, Mass.—Trolley collision; motor

man in ured.

Jama ca. Plain,

away.

Pittston, Pa.—Thomas Golden, killed by en

gne.

Mansfield, 0.—Mrs. Mai'fett, injured in run

away.

Lancaster, Pa..—Mrs. Mary Glacklin, injured

in runaway; may die.

Allentown, Pa.—William H. Musselman, killed

by train.

Merton, Pa.—-Mrs. injured by fall

from carriage.

t Plort Jervis, N. Y.—Charies Luke. killed by

ra n.

South Manchester, Conn.—Burdette Dickin

son, injured by fail from bicycle.

New York—Automobile and trolley collision;

three injured.

Mass—Two injured in run

Cornman,

OCTOBER 17.

New York—Trolle collision; two injured.

Bath Beach, N. .-Jacob Yuengling, struck

by train' may_ die. _

Lynn. Mass—Thomas Baker, killed b

Corona, Long Island—Mrs. Pauline

killed b train.

Brook yn, N. Y.—Cbarles Sandburg, killed by

Brooklyn N. Y.-Troliey collided with flatcar;

two injure .

Philadelphia, Pa.-—Train struck wagon; John

Cunningham injured. '

Cll‘iester, Pa.—-John Brown, fatally injured by

tro ey.

Boston, Mass—Jacob Ferkelsky (12). injured

by train.

Boston. Mass—William Q. Bartlett. injured by

fall from bicycle. .

OCTOBER 18.

New York—Trolley car struck carriage; Mrs.

Mabley injured.

train.

omstock.

OCTOBER 19.

West Roxbury. Mass.—W. M. Mullen, injured

by fall from blt'g'cie; may die.

Carllsle. Pa. in injured in trolley accident;

some may die.

AUTOMOBILES.

OCTOBER 14.

South Norwalk, Conn—Automobile collided

with bicycle; cylclst slightly injured. -

OCTOBER 16.

New York, N. Y.—Automobile knocked down

several boys, slightly injuring one.

Consider New York-Chicago Run.

A meeting of the. Executive Committee of

the National Association of Automobile

Manufacturers was held on Tuesday. The

American Charron, Glrardot and Voigt (10m

pauy and the Elmore Manufacturing Com

pany were elected to membership. A propo

sition to co-operate with the Automobile

Club of America and the Automobile Club

of Chicago in holding a run from New York

to Chicago resulted in the adoption of a

resolution directing the secretary to inquire

into the feasibility of such a run being con

ducted and report back on ways and means.
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[Now his Chances Were Ruined.

“Well, I got that man in New York. and

you may rest assured I shall leave him

there,” was the savage remark of L. D. Fisk,

of Hartford. at ‘.\'orwalk on Wednesday of

last week.

For five and almost one-half days that

keen sportsman had sped along in high

spirits. A clean score was claimed by him.

and the claim was supported by his ob

server. and he already had in anticipation

one of the cups in his passession. But it

was not to be. Just before reaching .\'or

walk on Wednesday he was obliged to stop

and repair a pump which had been giving

trouble.

“I told my man to fix that at New Haven

 

Adams & 'Mcbiurtry Dissolve.

On Saturday last the firm of Adams 6:

McMuHry passed out of existence. Mr. Mc

Murtry has not been actively connected

with the concern for some little time. and

it is understood that his interest has been

acquired by the Ohio Automobile Company.

for which the flrln were agents. Mr. Adams

will probably continue in charge as man

ager for the Ohio company.

 

New B & S Forgings.

Automobile forgiugs kept in stock are de

scribed in a new catalogue just issued ‘by

the Billings & Spencer (70., Hartford, Conn.

Among them are several entirely new pieces.

One of these. is a steering knuckle for road

it» Counted to Serve Asa'n.

Had President A. R. Shattuck of the Au

tomobile (‘lub of America desired a vindica

tion of his administration he could not have

discovered a better way of ohtaining it than

by declining. as he did, a re-clectit'in. It

was then seen how difficult it would be to

fill his place. Many names were suggested.

but one by one they were passed by. declina

tions accounting for some, luck of avail

ability for others.

In the end Mr. Shattuck was asked to

rescind his decision not to accept the office

again. This he has at last consented to do.

The nominating committee and the mem—

bership at large received his consent with

genuine pleasure, and the principal part of

'
\

 

last night," he exclaimed irately, “and sup

posed hc had done so. But he preferred to

go off and have. a good time. with this .re

sult. Here is the week's work gone for

nothing and without a particle of excuse for

it. It wont' take me. long to ship him when

I get in.”

Referred to law Committee.

That curious Philadelphia speed ordi

nance—curious ireczitise it was drafted in

part by automohilists —has been intioduced

in Select Council and referred to the law

committee for consideration. As was stated

last week, it places the speed of automobiles

at 10 miles an hour. and provides a penalty

of $133 for the first violation and a i‘cVoca

tion of tho license 01 the. owner for a sec

Dnd- ‘ '

 

  

ONE DAY’S SHIPMENT OF OLDSMOBILES.

wagons, No. (7-370; a front axle and steer

ing knuckle for heavy vehicles, Nos. A252

and A253. respectively; two styles of rear

axles for heavy vehicles, Nos. A-254 and

A255, and a set of forgings consisting of a

front axle, centre and perch stub, designed

to go with Nos. A252 and A253, respective

ly. These and other parts manufactured by

the. famous firm are described and shown in

detail.
 

The Week's Exports.

British East India—10 cases auto vehicles

and material, $2.440.

British Possessons in Afrca~12 cases 1110

tor'vehicles and parts. $9.076.

Cuba~i case auto vehicles, $126.

London-r30 cases. auto vehicles and parts.

$23.1HT.

' Lisbon—1 case auto vehicles, $976.

the committee’s labors has been performed.

It is practically assured that there will be

no opposition to Mr. Shattuck’s candicacy,

a result unquestionably due to his arduous

and unselfish labors for the club and auto

mobilists in general.

Cash and Glory Both Gone.

“Well, there goes $40 in cold cash,” ex

claimed thc driver of a car in the reliability

contest ruefully as he started to examine 'a.

spark plug which proved to be defective.

“The boss told me that if I captured one of

those cups he would give me that sum of

money. My mate was made the same offer,

and here. we are. both out of the running.

it's tough luck. I tell you," and he turned to

the Motor World man for the sympathy that

was not withheld. .
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THE

STEVENs=DURYEA
GASOLENE AUTOMOBILE

  

Was the First Machine to Reach the New York Control. ‘

1"? ,-*y_ .' S
.. ‘4

nwe“

  

WE

DEMON

STRATED

THAT OUR

MACHINES

HAVE

RELIABILITY.

  

WE

ENTERED

TWO

MACHINES

IN THE

RELIABILITY

RUN

  

  

  

    

  

    

  

  

AND EACH SPEED,

ONE AND ARE

ARRIVED GREAT

ON ON HILL

TIME. CLIMBING.
  

The Entire 500 I‘lile Run was I‘lade Without the Adjust=

ment of Any Part or Addition of Water for Cooling.

  

 

They are equipped with an 8 horse-power, two-cylinder engine

and start from the seat and can easily be operated by a lady.

It is also noiselessa This will be the popular carriage for l903.

WEIGHS I050 POUNDS. PRICE, F.O. B. FACTORY, $l200.00.

  

  
 

  

WE WANT ONLY RELIABLE DEALERS FOR AGENTS. SEND FOR OUR CATALOG.

.l. STEVENS ARMS S: TOOL CO., No. 690 Main Street

 

t.
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A Winton Touring Car, on Oct. 15th, ran the 250

mile course between Boston and New York in the remarkable

record time of less than 12 hours. The car won a perfect

score and had the advantage of complete check by the control

officials of the Automobile Club of America's New York

Boston-New York reliability run.

THE PERFORMANCE CLIPPED 6 HOURS

FROM THE PREVIOUS BEST RECORD.

This car, owned by Mr. H. D. Corey, the well known

Boston banker, had just been released from the customs after

completing a several thousand miles succeszul tour upon the

European continent. It was a 15-h. p. car with standard

1902 equipment throughout.

The new Winton Touring Car will have a 20-h. p.

motor and many other improvements which will insure its

position upon the topmost round of the automobile ladder.

 

THE WINTON l‘IOTOR CARRIAGE CO.,

FACTORY AND GENERAL OFFICES

CLEVELAND, OHIO., U. S. A.

BRANCHES

NEW YORK CHICAGO ‘ BOSTON PHILADELPHIA ' '
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NOT UTILITARIAN ONLY

But Ornamental as Well, is This Abiding Place

for Motor Cars.

 

 

In contradistinction to a horse stable, an

automobile house can always be made at—

tractive. There are no sanitary devices

that need to be put in for the purpose of ren

dering the place bearable. as there would be

if horses were kept in it.

proximity to the house is an advantage

rather than a drawback.

In the accompanying illusgtration it will

Consequently its

  

repairer's bench let into the wall_(7 by 1%

feet), with all the various accessories. The

dark square visible underneath the small

car to the right is the cover .of the pit (4%

by 2 feet by 4 feet deep. On the top there

is a commodious loft (with curtain in front),

holding a store of necessaries and at the

same time useful as a box room;

The third photograph shows the back of

the house with the window of the repair

room (15%, by 8 feet) fitted up as-a con

venient residence for same. There still re

mains to mention that there is a pavement

laid from the gates of the stable to the side

walk in garden with a slight fall to the lat

ter.

I

 

 

 

GARAGE WITH PERGOLA.

be seen how successful the owner has been

in making his “garage” ornamental as well

as useful.

The first shows the veranda of the house

fronting the lawn. There is a seat provided,

sheltered by the roof; two barrels collect

the surface water, very handy for washing

purposes. The whole of the gable and the

top part of the gates are of glass; the house

derives further light from the window (of

light green shaded glass) in the veranda and

a window of similar dimensions at the op

posite side of the house, so that there is no

lack of light within.

The second photograph shows the interior.

The size being 15 by 12 feet, there is ample

room for two good sized cars, and sufficient

space for a passage both in the middle and

at each side.

The small door open at the left end of the

house leads into a small dark room (3 by 3

feet) with a small window (18 by 10 inches)

with both ordinary and red glass, to be used

as occasion requires. To the right there is a

A further addition is now in course of con

struction in the shape of a glass covered

way of 12 feet from the stable gates and

along the paved way to enable washing out

doors in unfavorable weather and to afford

temporary shelter to friends’ cars. The roof

of this covered way will rest on four wooden

pillars (two on each side) sunk into the

ground,'and in order to conform with the

garden surroundings, will be covered by

plants to form a pergola.

 

Efficacious and Lasting.

More than a year ago a piece of road on

the outskirts of a large town, sonic aoo su

perficial yards long, was sprinkled with

crude petroleum, allowing one gallon to each

ten superficial yards.

The season was very dry, but it was found

that the one application, costing about one

cent a square yard, sufliced to lay the dust,

and no further sprinkling of oil or water

was necessary durlng the whole of _the

summer. .

TIRE CONSIDERATIONS -

For Good of All Should They be Penaiized

in Endurance Contests?

 

 

Taken as a ,fvhole, the New York_to Boston

ahd return reliability contest, which ended

in this city yesterday, showed comparatively

few constructional failures that will give

cause for penalty marks even in the aggre

gate. That this is true it is somewhat trite'

to say that the manufacturers are to be con

gratulated, as words of praise are pouring

in on them from all sides.

From all reports, however, it can be

counted as one of the favoring clauses of

the rules that points ‘ were not counted

against the participants because of tire

troubles, as these seem to have been more

than ordinarily frequent. The statement has

been made by one who followed the matter

closely that if all the stops of every kind,

penalized, and non-penalized, were taken

into consideration, tire troubles, chiefly

punctures, would show up for seventy-five

per cent.

Whether these were from inherent causes

or because of peculiar road conditions evi

dences are not clearly at hand to determine,

but that there is a tendency in some quar

ters to use the light tires seems reasonable

in consideration of a recent experience of

a Motor World representative. While in a

tire establishment there came a telephone

call asking for the price on 3-inch tires.

A return inquiry developed that the pros

pective buyer wanted the tires for a 1,600

pound vehicle, when he was told that four

inch tires were the smallest that the tire

maker would recommend or care to supply

for the vehicle in question.

It is the important feature of the incident

that the prospective buyer purchased the

four-inch tires, proving that tire makers and

dealers have but to take the proper stand

with their customers, when if too light tires

are being used, and it has been our experi

ence in two or three instances that such

was the case, some tire complaints will be

eliminated from the woes of the makers.

Bearing on this subject was the rule in the

recent reliability 'trlals held in England,

which counted in punctures as penalties.

Because of this rule those entering their

vehicles generally equipped them with

heavier tires than they did in the trials of

the year before, with the result that tire

troubles \vcrc far less frequent. It was

the contention of some that tires should not

be penalized. but the answer was given that

vehicles had been using too small pneu

matics and that the rule would prove this.

lilvcry evidence bears out the contention.

Rain Too Positive.

A greasy clutch leather should be wei'l

dressed with powdered chalk or fuller‘s

earth. Either substance soaks up the oil

and admits of a good grip being obtained.

Resin on a clutch only causes it to grip

fiercely, and eventually ruins the leather,

. The best leather dressing is cohan, or castor

Oil.
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THE NEW FRENCH HORNS

WINTON
BEYOND QUESTION THE MOST LUXURIOUS

lye are importingéhe largest assNortmaent and most complete line of FRENCH

H0 NS coming to 1 II country. 0. is the most ponular style, with opening

pointing at right angle from the bulb.

' We have in stock the Iollowinlglssi¥sbl£€éigion to list given in our Catalog.

IN Number. Total Length. Diam. oI.Bell. Metal. Price.

8 8% 3% Nicllel .

' ' 9 3% I: .

It Will be m the hands of agents and at branches 1*: g ,, 6:50

. . '3 I1 5% “ 7 50

Within a very few weeks. Twenty h. p. motor, new The following are straight style, the optmng pointing forward from bulb,
Number. Total Length. Dial-n oi Hell Metal. Price.

I 5 I! a a $6 0
body design, etc., etc. i: T 11‘»

I

1%

i

1%

3

4

5 I134 5;"1 “ 7 00

Any of the above Horns, fitted with 4 ice! Flexible Metallic Tubing. $4.00

extra. No. 4, 12% total length, 5%; diameter "I bell, with 3% Ieet Flexible Metallic

. Tubing and Screen attached, in so. Brass or Nickel.

’ Any 0! the above Horns delivered to any part of the United Statea,char;es

prepaid, :5 cents extra.

FACTORY AND GENERAL OFFICES: DISl‘fllt'l/ la the Trade. Catalog on Request.

THE LARGEST AUTOMOBILE SUPDLY HOUSE IN AMERICA.

MANI‘I'ACTI'RER. JOIIBER.
CLEVELAND, U. S. A. CHAS. E. MILLER, mnm-"mmd “mm-5;,

97, 99, I01 READE ST., NEW YORK CITY.

Write us and we will gladly tell you more about it.

 

  

00-----

A FOSTER CLINCHER
AGAIN TI'IE POSTED AUTOMOBILE DDOVES ITS SUDERIORITY.

'Iheir wagon Known as “ll-70,” won a Blue Ribbon in the New York

Buiialo Endurance Race, 1901.

This same wagon had continuous, hard usage from September, 1901, to October, 1902, and then was

entered as

 

 

“ 12-70 ” in the New York-Boston Reliability Contest, and with the original

boiler, engine and all vital parts, finished with 100070 Reliability credit.

No other make of machine made a better record.

The Foster is a steam vehicle.

Of the automobiles that started in the big run, fifty-five were gasolene and nineteen steam. Of

those that finished with clean scores, ten were steam and ten were gasolene, conclusively proving the

superiority of steam as a motive power, for touring purposes.

Catalogue of Foster Automobiles sent on request.

FOSTER AUTOMOBILE MPG. COMPANY. Rochester, N. Y.
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BUFFALO'S SPEED LAW

New Ordinance Strongly Supported, but is Re

ferred to Committee- its Provisions.

 

After hanging fire for a number of weeks

the automobile speed ordinance now pending

in the Buffalo, N. Y., councils, and indol'sed

gy the Buffalo Automobile Club and automo

bilists generally, has been again postponed.

A committee of three has been appointed to

look into the matter and give the subject

further consideration.

The action referred to was taken last week.

The proposition is to amend the city ordi

nances so as to permit a speed of 15 miles

an hour throughout that part of the munici

pality beyond the business zone bounded by

North and Best streets, Fillmore avenue and

Buffalo River, leaving a rate of eight miles

an hour inside of those boundaries. A num

ber of the prominent citizens and business

men, automobile owners and members of the

Buflalo Automobile Club, attended the hear

ing and presented reasons why the Council

men should not place a taboo upon the auto

mobile, the vehicle, of the future for business

and plasure, by voting down the measure

which the Aldermen have already approved.

Dr. Lee H. Smith presented the appeal in

behalf of the Automobile Club, in five points,

as follows:

Point 1—The Common Council is authorized

by the charter of the City of Buffalo to regu

late the use of its streets and to declare in

what manner and for what purposes they

shall not be used.

Point 2-—In regulating the speed of auto

mobiles the city cannot limit the speed

thereof in the built-up portions of the city

to a lower rate than eight miles an hour, and

in the unbuilt-up portions thereof to a lower

rate of speed than 15 miles per hour.

I‘oint 3—It is, therefore, the duty of the

Common Council to define the boundaries of

the built-up portion of the city, and limit the

speed of automobiles therein to a rate of not

less than eight miles per hour, and also limit

the speed in the portion outside such built

up portion to a speed not less than 15 miles

per hour.

When the change in th ordinance was sug

gested to the Committee on Ordinances of

the Board of Aldermen a proposed ordinance

was submitted to them in which the territory

limiting the speed to eight miles an hour

was given. After consideration the Commit

tee on Ordinances determined that the re

stricted territory was not sufficiently large,

and modified the territory proposed as fol

lows:

On the north by the northerly line of Por

ter avenue and the northerly line of North

street to the easterly line of Main street;

running thence, northerly to the northerly

line of Best street thence. easterly along the

northerly line of Best to the easterly line

of Fillmore avenue; thence, southerly alonk

the easterly line of Fillmore avenue and the

easterly line of Smith street to the northerly

line of Buifalo River runing thence, westerly

along the northerly line of Buffalo River, to

the easterly line of Buffalo Harbor; running

thence, northerly along the easterly line of

Buffalo Harbor to its junction with l‘ol'tcr

avenue, the place of beginning.

it will, therefore, be seen that the teeritory

where the speed is limited to eight miles an

hour, takes in all of the busiest sections of

the city.

In view of this fact it should not be deemed

neccsary to make any further limitation of

the territory in which these vehicles are

limited to a speed of eight miles per hour.

Poine 4—No discrimination is sought by the

automobilist in asking the enactment of this

ordinance; all vehicles are treated alike.

Point 5—Under the circumstances it would

was away last summer he looked into auto

mobile regulations and found a speed limit

of eight miles in Boston and 15 miles beyond

the suburbs. In Philadelphia it was seven

miles an hour. His investigation had not

extend dto I‘ompcii, Herculaneum, Ninevah,

Tyre and other dead cities. lie. said he be

lieved the members of the Automobile Club

could be trusted with an increased rate of

speed, but others had to be looked after.

("ouncilman Fleiscinnann spoke in favor of

increasing the rate as proposed. hTe motion

to appoint a committee prevaild, howevr.

Body Made of Rattan.

The Rattan Novelty C0., of Indianapolis.

Ind.. manufacture many novelties lu rattan

for motor vehicle use, such as hampers,

seats. umbrella holders. etc., in addition to

runabout bodythe neat shown herewith.

  

seem that the request of the Bufi'alo Automo

bile Club ls reasonable, and that the Board of

Councilmen should approve the action of the

Board of Aldermen in adopting this ordi

nance.

Dr. Smith supported these points with a

statement in which he promised the Council

men, on the faith of the club, not only would

the members of the Automobile Club ob

serve the regulations is so adopted, but

would individually and collectively prose

cute those who violated the audience. Mem

bers of the club, he said, were obliged to

sign an agreement, before they were ad

mitted, to obesrve the speed regulations and

not to race upon the city streets; and

two members had been expelled for

violating this. The district where the

speed was limited to eight miles and

hour had the approbation of the Super

intendent of ol'licc nlld Corporation i‘oun‘

sci. He poilltcd out that there was only one

objcctor at the first hearing and none on

this occasion. .\ii the autonlobilists desircd,

he said. was generous treatment, such as

land been rcccivcd from the alderlncn,

(‘ollncilnmn Smith suggested that action

on the proposed ordinance be postponed a

week to give a committee at three an op

portunity to look into the matter further.

i‘onncilman Stoddart stated that while he

The makers use rattan and not willow, and

claim for this body that it is stronger than

wood.
 

Soon Pay for Themselves.

Reference has been made in these columns

to the extensive use made of motor vehicles

by the Hartford (Conn) Electric Light C0.,

and that use has demonstrated most conclu

sively their value.

Two years ago the rapidly increasing busi

ness of the company was drawing so heavily

upon the energies of the executive depart

ment that the appointment of an assistant

to the general manager was thought neces

sary. While looking about for the right

man President I'Innlam conceived the idea

that use of an automobile might help mat

ters, and, as an experiment, he purchased

one or the Electric Vehicle Co.’s runabouts.

It was found that the machine greatly in~

t-l'cllscll the scope of personal inspection of

the company's work going on in diflercnt

parts- of the city. and the appointment of

the assistant was indefinitely postponed,

l‘l'csidcnt Dnnham says that the vehicle,

which is still in eomnnssion, paid for itself

ill eight months.

More recently the company has purchased

an additional runabout for the foreman of

line construction, an electric delivery wagon

and a large electric cmergcncy wagon for

general utility and “trouble business.“
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Attacks Constitutionality.

The conviction and fining of Harry 5.

Woodworth by Peace Justice (1‘. P. Downs

of Brighton, N. Y., on May 16, to the amount

of $50. for alleged violation of the so-called

Automobile Law. regulating the speed of

horseless vehicles on the highways. which

was affirmed by County Judge Sutherland

at Rochester, N. Y.. has started an attack

upon the constitutionality of the legislation

by Mr. Woodworth‘s counsel, Horace Mc

Guire. who has appealed the case to the Ap

pellate Division.

Mr. McGuire contends that Section 666 of

the Penal Code discriminates unfairly and

is unreasonable because it makes the in

corporation of a village the test of criminal

liability instead of the built-up condition

of the loeality. Mr. McGuire interprets the

penal legislation as practically guarantee

ing a person the common law right to oper

ate an automobile at a reasonable and proper

rate of speed, having regard for the traffic

and use of the highway. Interference of

the Penal Code with a (-on‘mon law right is

unconstitutional.

The principal argument, though, is the

discrimination of the law, making the rate

of speed for automobiles eight miles an

hour in incorporated villages and allowing

twelve in unincirporated, although it is well

known that many of the latter class are

larger and more thickly settled than many

incorporated villages.

Observer " Rendered Assistance."

When a man becomes “rattled” he is al—

most helpless. The driver of a car in the A. C.

A. endurance run, was a case in point. He

had everything ready for a start apparently,

and went to start his engine. He could not

get a spark, however. A dynamo supplies

the spark, and several turns of the flywheel

are necessary before the engine will start.

Try as he might the operator—a little

chocky built fellow—could not get it to go

ing. He turned the handle with all his

might, got red in the face and out of breath.

His observer watched him for a while in

silence. Then he said: “Let me try that."

He turned the crank and found that it was

ditiicult to force around. “I believe it is

because the lubricant is cold," he said. "Get

a torch or something that we can warm it

with."

The operator was incredulous, but finally

went in search of the article wanted. it

was lighted, applied to the shaft once or

twice and the liquid oil began to drop out

of the case.

“Now try it," remarde the observer. The

operator did, and the crank went round

freely and easily, the needed spark came

and the engine started up with right good

will. The two men jumped into the car.

dashed to the starting point, and were Just

in time to escape being late.

At the noon control the operator bought

a torch and carried it along with him. Sev

gral other operators reported that they had

trouble in starting. and there is little doubt

that the low temperature at New Haven on

Thursday night was accountable for it.

 

l'low Made and Used

The illustrations herewith show the make

up of the wood wheels marketed by the

Ncustadt-Perry Co., of St. Louis Mo.

The hub has bands pres-std on by hy

draulic pressure, making them solid and

  

compact. After this Operation the sleeve.

or box, is inserted. The outside cap is next

telescoped over this sleeve, coming out at

the opposite side of hub, having bolts pass

through which 10ck the sleeve and flange to

  

gether. It is claimed that there is no pos

sible chance for this wheel to revolve around

the box, as the bolts hold the box and flange

together, as they pass between every other

spoke.
  

This wheel can be readily keyed to any

axle, or adapted to revolve on the axle if

the sprocket is fastened on the wllccl.

 

Most Wonderful Claims.

Patents have been taken out in England

on a motor for which extraordinary claims

are made. The motor is a double. acting

one. and will work either as a steam or in

ternal combustion engine. Its size and

power, according to reports. are practically

unlimited, as are the purposes to which it

may be applied. Should this wonderful mo

tor t‘ulfll half the claims made for it a revo

lution in mcchanlcal propulsion may be ex

pected.

Automobile Road in Africa.

“Darkest Africa“ is already being traversed

in many directions by the automobile. This

is shown by the fact that the Belgian col

ony is constructing a regular automobile

road between Nsongolo and the River

Kwango. The work is being done under the

direction of Captain Carton.

The progressiveness of the Belgians in this

respect has eXclted the envy of the British,

and an agitation ls going on among the

English colonists to have similar roads con

structed in the districts controlled by them.

it is pointed out that roads capable of ac

commodating such automobile traflic as

Would serve to open up interiors and facili

tate trade in a wonderful way could be

easily and cheaply formed from local ma

terial. and, not being subject to the wear

of hauling cattle and horses, which is re

sponsible for 90 per cent of the damage

done to road surfaces by traffic. would last

infinitely longer than ordinary roads. In

fact, for the most part, the automobile

trafiic would improve rather than deteriorate

the road surface.

it is also suggested that a good way to

secure immigration in Africa would be to

have no speed limit on the roads leading to

somewhere in the interior. providing, of

course. automobllists are regarded as a

good class of immigrants.

 

Globe Girdlm Reach St. Petersburg.

After suffering an eclipse of many weeks,

having been last lost sight of at Berlin. the

globe girdling automobllists. Dr. Lehwess

and his companions have been heard from

at St. l'etersburg.

From Russia the party will go by way of

ous run, having taken a wrong turning and

spent two days toiling over ploughed fields.

The car had often to be pulled out of the

mud by villagers with teams of horses.

From Russia Lehwess will go by way of

Siberia and Japan to the United States. Since

leaving London they have travelled 2,715

miles.

The adventurers left London last Febru

ary in a specially built l’anhard car. The

latter has sleeping quarters and provision

for carrying a large quantity of food and

fuel. Many troubles were encountered be~

fore the journey was well begun, and it

has for a long time thought it had been

abandoned.

When to Take Care.

If a leak in the gasoline tank or connection

is discovered at night the lamps should be

put out at once, and care taken that no

light is brought near the car. If it is impos

sible to rectify the leak without a light, and

no electric lamp or torch is available, the

acetylene lamp may be lighted and placed

at least four yards from the car. When the

leak is stopped the escaped gasoline should

be wiped away, and a few minutes should

be spent in waiting for what is left to evap

orate before attempting to light the lamps.
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The Week's Patents.

710.938. Voltmeter Scale. Walter 0. Ba—

ker, Cleveland, Ohio. Filed Feb. 15, 1902.

Serial No. 94.151. (No model.)

Claim.—A voltmeter scale adapted for co

operation with the movable pointer of a volt

meter, and having thereon graduation marks,

and, associated with said marks, one set of

figures indicating the total voltage of the bat

tery, and a second set of figures which indi

cate the voltage per cell and are respectively

the figures obtained by dividing the. associ

ated figures in the first series by the number

of cells in the battery.

710,953. Electric Battery. Albert J. Cook,

Jersey City, N. J., assignor to the Federal

Development Company, Charlestown, W.

Va., a Corporation of West Virginia. Filed

July 20, 1901. Serial No. 69,026. (No model.)

Claim.—1. A battery comprising an outer

cell provided on its bottom with a plurality

of spaced apart sets of ribs, the outer ribs

of each set being spaced from the wall of

said cell and combining therewith to produce

an intermediate channel, an outer electrode

located in said channel and partitioned into

compartments agreeing in number and shape

with said sets of ribs, said partitions being

seated between the sets of rib, and electrode

containing caps fitting and conforming to

said compartments and sets of ribs.

710%. Pneumatic Tire. Rudolph Fleisch

er and Matthias Reithrnair, Minden, Ger

many. Filed Dec. 21, 1901. Serial No. 86,798.

(No model.)

Claim.—A pneumatic tire consisting of sep

arate air tubes and distinguished from all

other pneumatic tires by having a case in

which flaps are cut at distances correspond

ing to the number of tubes, through the flap

openings air tubes can be introduced by

means of laces into the space within the

case, which is closed by a piece of material

which is laid over the flap and the thick

edges of which are grasped by the rims of

the telly;

710,971. Rubber Tire. Charles W. Harris,

Akron, Ohio. Filed April 11, 1902. Serial

No. 102,412. (No model.)

Claim—1. In a rubber tire for vehicle

wheels, the combination with the channel,

the tire and independent retaining wires, of

frictional fabric strips extending transverse

ly at intervals through said tire to form rests

for said retaining wires, substantially as

specified.

711.005. Carburetor. George M. Schebler,

Indianapolis, Ind. Filed April 21, 1902. Serial

No. 103,875. (No model.)

Claim.—-1. In a carburetor, the combina

tion, with a reserVOir whose shape is such

that a uniform volume of liquid contained in

its bottom may be defined by any one of a

plurality of surface planes having substan

tially the same point of intersection, of a

discharge nozzle communicating with the

reservoir and the discharge outlet of which

lies substantially at the point of intersection

aforesaid, an air pipe into which the said

discharge outlet of the nozzle leads, means

for controlling the flow of liquid through the

nozzle, and means for maintaining a sub

stantially constant volume of liquid in the

reservoir.

711,081. Vehicle Wheel Tire and Fasten

ing. Arthur L. Stevens, New York, N. Y.

Filed Jan. 9. 1902. Serial No. 88,965. (No

model.)

Claim.—1. A vehicle wheel tire comprising

a substantially solid elastic body and tread

having inserted in its base which lies within

the wheel rim channel a series of strips or

layers of reinforcing fabric which are dis

posed certically edgewise in the general

plane of the tire or wheel and are separated

by inwardly extending adhering layers or

strata of the body and trend of the. tire and

are adapted for passage through them of

transvers pin or bolt fastenings applied at

the base of the tire.

711,112. Steam Truck. “'ulter H. Knight,

New York, N. Y.( assignor to Pneumatic (‘ar

riage Co.. New York, N. Y.. a Corporation of

West Virginia. Filed Feb. 25, 1901. Serial

No. 48,714. (No model.)

Claim.—1. In a motor vehicle, the combi

nation with the truck frame and the steer

ing wheels mounted on independent axles,

pivoted to said truck frame, of two inde

pendent engines spring supported on said

truck frame and having their shafts respec

tively in line. with the pivots of said indepen

dent axles. and independently connected to

said steering wheels through extensible cou~

nections. each consisting of sliding coupling

members one of which is carried by the en

gine shaft and the other is mounted on the

pivot of the independent axle, such driving

connections comprising a power transmitting

gear concentric with the pivots of the steer

ing axles.

711,114. Machine Engine Oiler. George J.

Kraushaar, Cleveland, Ohio. Filed Feb. 14,

1902. Serial No. 94,043. (No model.)

Claim—1. As a new article of manufact

ure, an oiling can having an opening in its

top and a slot at its side entering said 0pen~

ing and having a depressed seat about said

slot and opening constructed to receive a

cover, and a projection on its outer and

lower portion in line with said slot construct

ed to be engaged by a handle, substantially

as described.

711,118. Motor Vehicle. “'illiam Norris,

Preston, England, assignor to T. Coulthard

& Company, Limited, Preston, England.

Filed Nov. 5, 1901. Serial No. 81,278. (No

model.) '

Clalm.—1. In a compound engine. in com

bination, a high and a low pressure cylinder

with corresponding valve chests, a cylindri

cal valve casing in each chest, steam ports

between the casings and both ends of their

respective cylinders, a hollow piston valve

open at both ends within each casing, an an

nular space betweenveach valve and each

casing. passages in the casings forming coni

municatiou between the chests and annular

spaces. a hollow cover closing the back end

of both cylinders, a partition dividing the

hollow space of the cOVer into two portions

one of which communicates with the interior

of the high pressure valve and the other

communicates with the interior of the high

pressure valve, an intercepting valve chest

fixed to the hollow cover, a steam passage

on each side ot‘ the partition communicating

with the intedcepting valve chest, an ex

haust steam outlet in the low pressure valve

casing in direct communication with the an

nular space, and‘ means for operating the

valves, substantially as described.

711,295. Lubricator. Joseph II. More and

John hi. Leekncr, Detroit. .\lich., assignors to

American lamricaior t‘mnpany, Detroit,

Mich. Fich Feb. ll, iim'J. Serial No. i)1§.i)iLi.

(X0 11101101.)

(‘lainn i. in a gravity fl‘t'll iunricutor, the

combination with a reservoir, a feed tube

and an adjustable ping ill the upper end of

said feed tube; ot‘ a valve stem within said

feed tube. consisting of two parts, one part

beng connected to the other and having a

limited longitudinal movement independent

thereof, independently operating springs, one

to actuate each part of the valve stem, a
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valve on one end of said valve stem, and a

hand lever pivoted to the opposite end of the

valve stem.

711.122. Accumulator.

vallois-i‘erret, France. Filed lice. i, 1901.

Serial No. 84,625. (No modeli

L'laim.—l. A frame adap'ed to form the

supporting portion of an accumulator ele

ment or plate having the side and bottom

“ails of triangular form in cross section and

the upper portion provided with a series of

steps adapted to receive the ends of down

wardly depending strips, substantially as

shown and described.

Jean B. Relin. Le

711,235. Gas Engine. Edward G. Shortt,

Carthage, N. Y. Filed Oct. 5. 1901. Serial

No. 77,706. (No model.)

Claim—1. A gas engine having a combus

tion chamber having a primary exhaust to

the atmosphere, a vacuum space with sec

ondary exhaust thereto from the combination

chamber, an intercepting "alve controlling

the primary exhaust passageway, and vari

able pneumatic means for seating said valve

during a secondary exhaust. as set forth.

711,311. Steam Boiler. Henry K. Hess.

Philadelphia, Pa. Filed June 14, 1902. Serial

No. 111,756. (No model.)

Claim—1. A steam boiler comprising a

shell having lower and uppepr heads, each

provided with a series of flue openings, up

right hollow projections rising from the up

per faces of the upper and lower heads and

alined with their respective openings, flues

telescoping with the projections, and a bond

ing metal at the junction of the flues and

projections with the heads for the purpose

described.

711,823. Motor for Toy Vehicles. Harry

T. liingsbury, Keene, N. H. Filed April 23,

1902. Serial No. 104,326. (No model.)

Claim—1. A motor for toys, comprising an

open bottom casing adapted to be secured to

a body, a separate bottom plate for the eas

ing, means for securing the bottom plate in

position, a vertical winding shaft mounted

centrally in said bottom plate, a convolute

spring above said gear. secured thereto at

its outer end and at its inner end connected

to the winding shaft, and a wheeled axle

mounted in bearings at the upper side of the

bottom plate, and having a pinion in gear

with said horizontal gear, the spring motor

and driven parts all being removable with

said bottom plate; substantially as described.

711,441. Motor Vehicle Frame. Andrew L.

Riker, Shorthills, N. J., assignor to the “L0

comoblle" Company of America, New York,

N. Y.. a Corporation of West Virginia. Filed

July 19, 1902. Serial No. 116,214. (No

model.)

Claim—1. A frame for motor vehicles, in

cluding angle iron side members tapering in

depth or height from at or near the middle

thereof toward the ends.

Evils of Premature Ignition.

In these days. when almost every gasolene

car has electric ignition, there is an ever

present danger from too early firing which

was impossible in the old days of incandes

cent platinum tubes. The firing point then

practically remained constant, except that

a very hot lamp fired the eXplosion a trifle

sooner than a moderately hot one. Firing

before the charge had reached its maximum

of compression was at any rate practically

impossible; Now, to fire a charge too early

in av cylinder of a diameter of 4 inches to 5

inches means a gigantic strain upon the con

necting rod and the shafting.

Freddie and the Automobile.

A youth gifted with wonderful imagina

tive powers is Freddie Hartman, aged ten.

who returned to his home in this city last

week after an absence of two days. during

which he underwent runny exr-itmg e.\'peri

cur-es.

"When I left home I went over to Seventh

avenue." he said. "A big automobile stoppcu

right in front of me. There was three big

mcn inside. One of them got down and he

says to me. “Say, young man, don't you want

a ride'." I told him I was going to school,

and then he says, ‘We‘ll get you to school

quick,‘ and he grabbed me by the arm, and

before I knew what he was doing he threw

me right up into the seat.

"They started the machine going and kept

it up all day. I bet we went through every

street in New York and all the parks. One

of the. men had grub in a bag. It tasted

good, but I wanted to go home and they

wouldn‘t let me. When it was getting dark

we went across the Brooklyn Bridge. When

we came back the automobile went on a big

steamboat. The men told me if I didn't

keep quiet I’d get thrown overboard. They

made me sleep down in a big black place,

where it was all barrels and boxes, and

there was a lot of ‘gulneas’ sleeping there,

too.

“There was great big bugs crawling

around, and I nearly got scared to death. 1

went to sleep, and when I woke up we. were

at a big city. The three men put me in the

automobile and we rode off the boat. They

told me the place was Hartford."

“Did the men tell you what they were

taking you away from home for, darling?"

asked his mother.

“No; they hardly ever spoke to me. We

rode out into the country. After going an

awful long time the auto stopped and one of

the men got out and opened a gate in a

fence. and you wouldn’t think there was any

gate there at all. Then they turned the auto

through the. gate and we were in a wood.

By and by they yelled out, ‘Here we are.

Don't speak allow a whisper.’ There was a

big log cabin.

"I don‘t remember much what happened

there, except I got little to eat and I had to

sleep on logs. Yesterday afternoon the men

took me in the machine again and we went

into the town. They went into a drug store

and told me to wait outside. I saw a ‘cop’

and I told him about it. He waited till

they came out, and then he arrested every

one but me. He took them to jail, too.

“I told the policeman I wanted to go borne,

so he put me on the boat. He told me he‘d

write and tell rue what they did with the

men.”

Against Going too Slowly.

Original. anti supported by pointed argu

ments, is the theory of Dr. Lee H. Smith, the

retiring president of the Buffalo Automo

bile Club, to wit, that it is the slow speed at

which teams. etc., are permitted to go that

makes the streets of a city dangerous.

Dr. Smith‘s argument is that a carriage,

for instance. not allowed to stand but com

pelled to move at a pace not faster than a

walk, is within the law. but nevertheless a

menace to public safety. because everything

else on the street movs so much faster.

He believes that the law and the coachman

should. in a way. be whipped up. A bicycle

or an automobile that has to tarry because

of an obstructing cab or brougham becomes

a danger not because the bicycle and the

autos go fast, but because the other vehicles

were so slowly that there is congestion of

traffic when the faster ones catch up. Dr.

Smith’s theory is that the ordinance, barring

necessary street crossing regulations, should

make a speed that is compulsory not only

with regard to limit, but also to maintenance.

in other words, Dr. Smith thinks there is a

good deal of "ioaflng" on the streets as well

as on the sidewalks. and wants all vehicles

as well as all persons to “move on." He be

lieves that the way to make a get-up-and-get

town is to get up and get and get quickly,

whether a-foot, a-wheel, a-horse or a-mobile.

The idea of making people and things keep

up to the time instead of behind may not be

such a bad scheme after all.

 

DYKE'S

OABBURETTER,

Flexible liaachlass

Running Gear
Gasolan‘amlingines

are described in the New Caralo e Su plement—also

a lot of new things in the AUT MO" LE SUPPLY

line We sell casting! of our (lawlene En 'nes from

1% to r: h. p. Send stamp for New Supp ement,and

Catalogue if you haven‘t catalogue.

A L. DYKE, 1402 Pine St, ST. LOUIS.

(Originator first auto supply business in America.)

 

“ America’s

Leading

Automobile.”

FOURNIER-SEAROHMONT

AUTOMOBILE OOMPANY,

1236 Orkney Street, PHILADELPHIA, U. S. A.
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FOR FIRST GLASS IGNITION APPARATUS

(or your gas or gasoline engine, come to us. We lead the world

the manufacture of coils, plugs and batteries and dynamoa.

H'ritr filr Catalogue.

AMERICAN GOIL 00., - West Somerville, Mass.

 

The

rMOtOI' de Luxe

8 H.P.

4 CYLINDERS.

  

Especially

adapted to

Heavy

\ Ton neaus.

MOTOR VEHIGLE POWER GO.,

l23| Spring Garden Street, PHILADELPHIA.

rr reorre BREAKS
ALMOST ANYTHING MAY HAPPEN.

You may think your present brake is efficient.

If you have this one you know it is.

The difference between thinking and knowlng

ought to be vital to you Better be sure than sorry.

Better write us.

 

 

NEW JERSEY AU

8 Central Avenue, NEWARK, N. J.

 

Dc Dion Bouton & Co.

PARIS, FRANCE.

Standard Gasoline Motors and

Automobiles of the World.

De Dion Motors are used by leading manufacturere all over

the world.

THE TRADE SUPPLIED.

Address all communications to

K. A. SKINNER,

Sole United States Agent,

I79 Clarendon 5t., (near Boylaton) BOSTON, MASS.

JENKINS & BARKER

Sucurssurze To CHAS. L. BURDETT

50 State St., HARTFORD, CONN.

Patents and

Patent Gauses

 

AUTOMOBILE PATENTS A SPEGIALTY

CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED

 

Baldwin Automobile Delaobable Chain Go.

wortcm'rER, MASS.

ARE THE PIONEERS.

  

PATENTED DEC. 18, 1900.

BALDWIN CHAINS

are the standard for

SIZE, WORKMANSHIP and FINISH

DIXON’S Wm GRAPHITES

For Steam. '

~ A t m b rHum, U 0 O l 65

ARE AOOOROED THE HIGHEST TESTIMONIALS.

Send [or Free Samules and Pamnhlet

JOSEPH OIXON GRUGIBLE 00.,Jerseyilily,N.J.

 

  

K

KLINGERe e

R

sauces. (i
 

 

g

‘

Sand for Catalogue “C.”

We have on hand a number of sec ,

end-hand steam carriages which must @‘

be sold before October rat to make '

room (or new stock.

Write [or prices and particulars.

LOGKE REGULATOR GO.,

SALEM, MASS

 
 

.7

Made at the SPLITOOHF LABORATORY. V

Eel-bliahed 1858.

.F.SPLITOORF,17 Vandowater St.,N

  

 

“* srrrruss our, '
Boiler Shells,

Pressure Reservoirs,

GASOLENE

TANKS

Steel Shapes

smer on own.

JANIIIY, SIIIIIIIEII II 60..
PHILADELPHIA.

  

 

 

 

  

  

r\ gel-U

  

  

THE DOW '8 THE BEST BY EVERY TEST.

FOR PRICES AND PARTICULARS

'
(Q . THE oow PORT. ELECT. ,co.

are TREMONT ST. aosrou, MASS.

ll35 BROADWAY. N.Y

r9 LA SALLE SLCHICAGO. -

WRITE TO

l2l3 FILBEPT ST. PHIL. PA.  

 
 

“WHITNEY” CHAIN
Are Most Durable.

THE WHITNEY MFG. CO,

HARTFORD, come.
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BOILERS.

Tho Uldott and Largest Incorporated Company,

IAKINS AUTOIOBILE BOILERS EXCLUSIVELY.

Our boilers received first prize for lowest fuel

consumption in Long Island Endurance Contest

Carmen's racing car equipped with our 24 inch

boiler, made I-2 mile in 29 445 seconds. 3oo_lbs.

steam at start, 305 lbs at finishv 5 miles in 8

minutes, 26 3-5 seconds.

Steam Carriage Boiler Co., Oswego, N. Y.

Improve Your Circulation
BY USING

7, THE LUBEE PUMP
Increases and given a punitive ctr»

culntion to the cooling water for all

Gasoline Motors. Simple, Cheap

Dunttile. Efficient, easy to apply.

Sent on trial to responsible puma.

Loose Punp & Machinery Co.

120-136 Terrace, Buffalo, N. I.

MONOGRAM [IIIS AND BREISES
IPICIILLY ADAPTED FOR

AUTOMOBILE IUBIIICATIIIN
WIITE FOR CATALOGUE AND PRICE LIST.

Columbia Lubricants Co., 22 Hurting Slip, New York.

  

 

  

 

 

“O"0.9.0.0066M0.0“....0;

STEARNS CARS IRE WORTH

MORE THAN THEY BUST. .

OWoomomoooo”no”...

Crout Steam Carriages
RUN ANY SPEED DESIRED,

On any grades, and always.

“.900O.

 

cnour ands" Orange, Mass.

FOLLOW THE FLAG

 

  
Detroit Fast Trains

Chltago Through

8L Lou's Sleeping Cars

0" Dining Cars

Kansas I Cate Cars

Omaha Free Reollntng

And the West Chair Cars

THE ONLY LINE RUNNING FREE REOLINIrIG CHAIR BARS

BETWEEN NEW YORK AIID CHICAGO.

FAMOUS “CONTINENTAL LIMITED," leaves New

York foot of Franklin Street at 2.25 p m., foot of West 42d

Street 1.45 p. m., arrives Detroit 7.30 a m., Chicago 3.30 p. m.

St. Louis 715 p. m., Kansas City 7 I; second morning.

“ LACKAWANNA LIMITED," leaves New York foot of

Barclay or Christopher Streets at 10.00 a. m., arrives Detroit

1.00 a. m., Lhicago t0.5o a. m.. St Louis 2.00 p. m., Kansas

City 9.30 p. m. next day.

" ONTARIO & WESTERN EXPRESS," leaves New

York foot of Franklin Street .at 5.40 p m., foot of Went 41d

Street 6.00 p. m., arrives Detrott 2.05 p. m., Chicago 9.30 p. m.

Also tninl leaving at 2.00 a- m., me p. m. ,6.ao p. m., 7.45 p, m.

For information in regard to ra'eo. etc» apply to

H. B. Him-LAN,

General Eastern Agent,

387 Broadwav. New York.

WANTS AND FOR SALE.

l5 cent: per line of seven words, cash with order.

 

OR SALE— Land, factory, machinery, car

riages and fixtures. A first class carriage

factory, up<todate in every respect; well equipped

with modern machinery, etc. Five minutes by

trolley and easy walking distance to center of city;

at the same time within a few blocks of railroad

depot and steamboat dock. The Boston Buck

board and Carriage Co., 155 to 163 East St, Foot

of W_ooster St., New Haven, Conn.

 

INTON TOURING CARS—I have several

secondhand cars in my hands for sale. All

in first class condition. Prices favorable.

PERCY OWEN, 150 E 58th St., New York.

 

OR EXCHANGE — 2 Westinghouse Com

pound Engines, 80 horse power each, II :9

x 1 l, in first-class operative condition, for a good

Electric Runabout Wagon. I’IT'I‘SFIELD

ELECTRIC (10., Pittsfield, Mass.

RHIIIHIISS NNINI (IIIR

 

  

f

I OUR

NON

  

New Features and is up-to-date.

Made in all

transfer wagons.

\Ve are manufacturers of everything for

automobiles. Sn CA TALOGUE.

NEUSTAUT-PEIIRY UU-rmsiru.’ Egusrgl‘i'rigfhfh"

_-__

sizes from runabouts to

 

 

OF INTEREST T0

MANUFACTURERS

Write tor a copy of pamphlet

just issued by the

Illinois Central R. R.

Company,

giving reliable information con

cerning nearly 200 desirable loca

tions for industries. and entitled

INDUSTRIAL SITES

IN TEN STATES.

Addrell GEORGE C. POWER

 

SMITH do MABLEY,

3| 3-3I 5 Seventh Ave., New York,

AUTOMOBILES.

invert-Ina

PANHARD. RENAULT

DISTRIBUTORS

CHIRROII, GIRIRDOI I VIIIGI CIRS IIIII III IIERICI.

International Motor Car Co.,
TOLEDO. OHIO. INDIANAPOLIS. IND.

"Toledo" Steam and Gasoline Motor Cars.

“ WAVERLEY " ELECTRIC CARRIACES.

Illustrated catalogues on request.

TIIE IIIIIIIIIIIIIIE HIIIIIPIIIII

OF AMERICA.

7 East 421:! Street, NEW YORK

Apncy correspondence may be ndtIn-naed to New York

OItIee or nearest Brunch Office.

4—

MALTBY

PUWER AIR PUMP

MALTBY AUTOMOBILE

'2 e and monurncrunmc Co.

"' I0 cunron Si BROOKLYNNY

AUTOMOBILES
STEAM. GASOLENE AND

ELECTRIC,

BOUGHT. SOLD, EXCHANOED, STORED

REPAIRED AND RENTED.

Accessories of all kinds furnished. Expert repairmen con

stantly on duty Bargain: in slightly used automobiles, Mel-ll,

gasr Iene and electric. constantly on hand.

Q‘Agents for all prominent makes of vehicles.

AUTOMOBILE EXCHANGE AND STOIIME 00.,

133 I35, I37 and 139 W. 38th St. TEN YORK.

Two door! om Broadway.

 

 

   

  

 

 

I-(.‘ret a Good

 

Industrial Commiuioner Illinois Central Railroad.

Room 306 Clltral Sudan, Chin-p. IIL

  

Night’s Rest
THIS ALWAYS ASSUR ED

When you use the

Compartment Sleeping Cars

CINCINNATI-to CHICACII

C H &. D and Monon

A room to yourself.

Regulate the heat, light

and ventilation to suit

your convenience.

Every necessary toilet

convience in your room.

  

Ask any ticket agent for train schedules,

or address

D. G EDWARDS, P. T. M., Cincinnati, 0.
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DARRACQ CARS
Hold more records than any other

make in the world.

  

IN AMERICA,

Weekly lmportations insure Latest Styles

AND

' IMMEDIATE DELIVERY.

 

AMERICAN DARRACQ AUTOMOBILE Cil,

F. A. LA ROCHE, Sales Manager,

652 Hudson Street, (near 14th St.Station.91h Ave. El.) NEW YORK,

 

 

  

THE HAYNES-APPERSON
is the only automobile that has been consistently

developed through 10 years of successful exper

ience on American roads. t

t

  

The aame development that has giVLn foreign cars their reputation has given the

Haynes-Apperson it: proved reliability, but because of the more severe condition:

in this country there is no car of equal horse power that will last as long, handle a:

eaaily, and ride as smoothly on American highways as this American product.

Runabout, 6 horse power, 2 pauengers, $1200.

Phaeton, 9 " “ 2 “ 1500.

Surrey, 9 " “ 4 “ 1600.

DELIVERY INITEN DAYS ON IMMEDIATE ORDERS.

We now have a few machines on hand cauippecl with all our latest improvementa "

rcatly for imme late shipment.

> ASK OUR CUSTOMERS. GET OUR BOOKLBTS.

HAYNES-APPERSON co., Kokomo, Ind., U. s. A.

g

l

l
t
t
3

 

SATISFACTION
is part of the equipment of a

Every man who owns one will tell you so.

PRIGE, $750

Shall we send you catalogue and “ What Others Say "?

SOME PROFITABLE TERRITUIIY STILL AVAILABLE FOR HUSTLERS.

Thomas B. Jeffery Company,

KENOSHA, WISCONSIN.

  

 

-

THE NEW

WINTON
BEYOND QUESTION THE MOST LUXURIOUS

AND COMPLETE HIGH-GRADE AUTO

MOBILE EVER MANUFAC

TURED IN AMERICA.

It will be in the hands of agents and at branches

within a very few weeks. Twenty h. p. motor, new

body design, etc., etc.

Write us and we will gladly tell you more about it.

 

THE WINTON mom CARRIAGE (30.,

FACTORY AND GENERAL onucee;

CLEVELAND, U. S. A.

  

-
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The BEST finished and equipped

GASOLENE Vehicle on the market.

'6

The best Ior

PHYSICIANS,

BUSINESS MEN,

AMERICAN ROADS,

AMERICAN CLIMATE,

AMERICAN CONDITIONS. PLEASURE DRIVING.

ANY LADY CAN OPERATE IT. NOISELESS_ODODLESS.

PRICE, $1,000.00.

Write Ior Agency proposition. Send Ior Catalogue.

TIIE AMERICAN Moron CARRIAGE CO.,

SILSZO East Prospect Street, CLEVELAND, OI‘llO.

PARDEF. & CO , Western Distributors. I4~ 14-1406 Michigan Boulevard, Chicago, III.

as USUAL I! *
Three Searchmonts started in the New York

Doston Reliability Contest and all p! them made a

perfect score oi 2092 points, EACII‘ ONE winning a

GOLD MEDAL and qualifying Ior the PRESIDENTS

CUD. This again demonstrates the tact that

The is

“AMERICA’S

LEADING AUTOMOBILE.”

III INTERESTED, WRITE FOR NEW CATALOG.

Fournier-Searchmont

Automobile Company
S 't 553

I... .425... an... PHILADELPHIA. v.s.A.

 

ALUMINU/ll

Automobile Bodies,

Fenders and Bonnets

BUILT and

REPAIRED

J. M. QUINBY 8: CO. '

Carriage Builders NEWARK, N. J.

  

  

 

People who use Motor Vehicles

know that the character of their car is

reflected in the motor itself.

TAKE KELECOHS FOR INSTANCE

They stand for

Excellence, Dura~

bilIty and Satisfac—

tion, just as they

give a wide range In

sizes; 5 and 7 II. p.,

single cylinder and

9 and II h. p.,

double cylinder.

So it is with

ACETYLENE

LAMPS

and with the

KELECOM

BICYCLE MOTORS

in I 3-4 and 2 1-4

air-cooled motors.

Catalogue No. 3

is devoted to power

ful lights and light

powers.

A. H. FUNKE, 325 Broadway, NEW YORK

I

I.
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When Ordering an Automobile Specify the “ TEIIDC ” Battery.

EXIDE BATTERY DEPOTS FOR FURNISHING, CHARGING AND CARING FOR EXIDE BATTERIES:

NEW YORK 148 West |8th Street. PHILADELPHIA. 250 North Broad Street. BUFFALO, 200 Pearl Street.

CHICAGO, 264 Michigan Boulevard. ST. LOUIS, 3937 Olive Street. DETROIT, l0l Woodward Avenue.

PHILADELPHIA.

PHILADELPHIA, Allegheny Ave. and I9th St. NEW YORK, 100 Broadway. BOSTON, 60 State St.

CHICAGO, Marquette Building. BALTIMORE, Continental Trust Building, CLEVELAND, New England Building.

ST. LOUIS, Wainwright Building. SAN FRANCISCO, Nevada Block. DETROIT, Michigan El. CO., l0! Woodward Ave.

  

HAVANA, CUBA, (1. F. Greenwood Mgr., 34 Empedrado St.

 

 

@MFRENCH ANDAMERICN

AUTOMOBILES.
SOLE DISTRIBUTING AGENTS FOR

Peugeot—Mnrs-—Gntleraau.

  

 

 

  

Agents for

THE

ELEOTITIO

VEHIOLE Oll.

NEW

PEUGEOT
4 Cylinder Front.

BLUE RIBBON

WINNER

Long Island Endurance Test.

  

  

  

 

/Tlle UentraN

Mulnmubile 00f
I684 Broadway.

T: L! PHONE I

596-‘20g/

OPEN DAY AND NIGHT.

/T \q

  

7/

  

  

10-H P- PIUGIO‘I'.

  
  

Prompt Deliveries of

lO-H. P. OOTTEREAU

ELEOTRIO VEHICLE

COMPANY'S

ELEOTRIOS.

  

Prompt Deliveries of

5 AND 10 H. P.

PEUGEOT,

8 AND 15 H. P.

  

  

LARGEST AND BEST EOUIPPED AUTOMOBILE DEPOT

IN THE UNITED STATES.

  

  

  

ALL KINDS OF FRENCH AUTOMOBILE PARTS KEPT IN STOCK.

 

WE ARE MANUFACTURERS OF THE

Standard Electric Motors (1%“ r; ,
THAT ARE NOW USED ON ALLTHE MOST SUCCESSFUL ELEC- '

'I‘RIC AUTOMOBILES in the country.

Our machine is the MOST EFFICIENT and

PRACTICAL OF THEM ALL—as demon

strated by hundreds of them in daily use all

  

over the country.

Converter for Charging Automobile Batteries Trum

Alternating Current.

THE ELWELL=PARKER ELECTRIC CO.,

CLEVELAND, OHIO.

Tnnxlon-ner

" Ior C ' 3

Antonio 'le

. BIIIQI‘I. from

1 Direct Current

\
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@000

0

: THE GOLD MEDAL

Q IS AWARDED "r0 /

O

’ P tt St C: Th5, P€SCO eam ar

: As it Qualified for the President’s Cup

: In the Five-Hundred-Mile Reliability Run.

ONE STARTED

AND IT FINISHED WITH

: A PERFECT SCORE.

A REGULAR STOCK CAR.

The same machine had been driven over six thousand miles before starting on this

' run, and not a nut or bolt had to be adjusted. N0 repalrs. N0 stops between

controls. Its hill climbing work was admired by all. It is very lpeody.

The Steam Generator is a wonder. Look it over.

  

 

  

3“ ‘n‘: '13,.‘ 7“ ,w 4‘
’

ESC Tl“ AUTO I‘lFG. CO., 83 Chambers St., N. Y.

F‘\CT()R\' 8 PASSAIC, N. J

-----------------O-----------O--

PR

 

 

 
 

More Honors for the ELMORE.

  

 
 

 
 

AT DETROIT, OCTOBER 25,

The ELMORE won the 5 Miles for Private Owners.

TIME, 8 :32 4-5.

  

 

Unless you desire great bulk, why pay $1500 when you can

get the speedy, reliable 5 horse power ELMORE for $800 P

  

 

  

PARTICUI4ARS ON REQUEST‘.

 

ELmORE MANUFACTURING CO., Clyde, Ohio.
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Goodrich Glinehel'

Vehicle Tires.

RELIABILITY QQNTES'I‘

NEW YORK T6 BGSTSN.

75 STARTERS.

69 FINISHED.

2Q Vehicles Equipped with Gooonlen TIRES.

Balance Divided among 6ther Makes.

2° Automobiles made No Penalized Stops.

[Q Equipped with Geeonlell TIRES.

Balance Divided among 5 9ther Makes.

PRESIDENT’S QUP.

17 Vehicles HbsolutellNo Troubles.

8 Vehicles Equipped with Geoonlen TIRES.

Balance Divided among ll. 6ther Makes.

 

 

    

 

 

THE B. F. G®®DRI€H €®MPANY,

FHGTfiRIES: HKRGN, Ql-IIQ.
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'S

N

and

DUNLOP TIRES
Have Stood Pre-eminently Foremost Since the Introduction of

Pneumatic Tires

Few devices have been the subject of a greater inventive faculty or

more persistent and successful exploitation. and few have

reached such a high state of development.

They Never Vary in Quality or Workmanship Because

They Cannot Be Made Better or of Better Materials

If the BEST is none too good for you, it will pay you to adopt

these Widely and most favorably known tires. Every

user is bound to be satisfied with them.

True Economy Represents Buying the Best Wherever You Can Find It

THE HARTFORD RUBBER

WORKS COMPANY

Hartford, Conn.

.f flat": .1. . -.

I ' “ mini 44, .,- i‘ ‘| ‘r‘l‘I'fl‘ {L- i

“ VLé I,

 

 

g6- m, - - mars: ARE THE leak-f »

RSUWES' ONLYTOOISYOUWIILNEED CARRIAGES
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THE REMARKABLE ENDURANCE

OF THE

¢~WHITE<>~

Steam Carriages
AGAIN CONCLUSIVELY PROVED IN THE

A. C. A. RELIABILITY RUN.

IN THE 500 MILE RELIABILITY CONTEST FROM NEW YORK TO BOSTON

AND REIURN, ARRANGED BY THE AUTOMOBILE CLUB OF AMERICA,

Three WHITE STEAM STANHOPES covered the

distance without stop, or trouble of any

kind—a perfect performance.

TWO WHITE DELIVERY WAGONS (the only delivery wagons ever com

pleting an endurance contest), also proved their reliability by coming through without

mishap.

These remarkable results immediately following the English endurance run—in

which the \Vhite was one of the two machines out of seventy to make a perfect

record—proves beyond a shadow of doubt the perfection and trustworthiness of the

White motive power.

Write for full particulars, including Prof. Thurston’s report on our steam generator,

and official reports of important endurance contests.

 

WHITE SEWING MACHINE C0., (Automobile Dept.) Cleveland, Ohio.

300 Post Street, 5m FPIIICIICO, Cal.

300 Rose Bldg, Cleveland, Ohio.

22 Union Square, New York, N. Y.

609 Mlln Street, Buflllo, N. Y.

500 Tremont Street, Boston, Maul.

12 Woodward Avenue, Detrolt, Mlch.
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“THE BEST THING 0N WHEELS.”

  

This pioneer Automobile is recognized as the standard Runabout oi the world.

its simplicity of construction and its known reliability appeal to the purchaser who wants a

machine that is built to run and does it.

The OLDSMODILE is the easiest machine to sell because its real worth is best known.

Its speed and reliability are proven by the highest awards in Race, Endurance and Reliability Contests.

N0 NOISE—N0 0DOR———NO VIBRATION.

PRICE, $650.00 AT FACTORY.

SELLING AGENTS:

Autovehicle Co., Newark, N. J.

F. W. Stockbridge, Paterson, N. J.

Mississippi Valley Automobile Co., St. Louis, Mo.

George Hannan, Denver, Colo.

Day Automobile Co., Kansas City, Mo.

Clark 5: Hawkins, Houston, Texas.

Hyslop Brothers, Toronto, Ont.

Manufacturers Co., San Francisco, Cal.

John W. Chester Co., Nashville, Tenn.

A. F. Chase 5: Co., flinneapolis, Flinn.

J. E. Riihard. Columbia, 5. C.

Oldsmobile Co., Milwaukee, Wis.

Rochester Automobile Co., Rochester, N. Y.

Seager 6: Close, Tuscan, Ariz.

F. E. Gilbert, Jacksonville, Fla.

Texas Imp. 6: l'lachlnery Co., Dallas. Texas.

Abbott Cycle Co., New Orleans, Ll.

C H. Johnson, Atlanta, Ga.

Sutcllfle 6: Co., Louisville, Ky.

Brown-Thompson & Co., Hartford, Conn.

flason's Carriage Works, Davenport, la

Adams 6: Hart, Grand Rapids, Flich.

Kline Cycle 6': Auto. Co., Harrisburg, Pa.

Oldsmobile Co., New York City, N. Y.

National Capitol Automobile Co., Washlngton, D. C.

Quaker City Automobile Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

H. B. Shattuck 8: Son, Boston, Mass.

Banker Bros. Co., Pittaburg, Pa.

Oldsmobile Co., Cleveland, Ohio.

W. E. fletzger, Detroit, i'lieh.

Oldsmobile Co., Githens Bros, Chicago, Ill.

Fisher Automobile Co., Indianapolis, Ind.

Olds Gasollne Engine Works, Omaha, Neb.

W. C. Jaynes Automobile Co., Bultalo, N. Y.

F. L. C. I'lartin Co., Plnlnlield. N. J.

WHITE FOR lLLUSTRATED BOOK AND TERMS T0 SELLING AGENTS.

oLns MOTOR wonxsxwwDetroit, Mich.
‘.. |
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BATTERING THE MILE

Fournier Lowers the Record Only to be Out

done by an Anonymous " Paris Merchant."

After being held by \V. K. Vanderbilt, jr.,

for just one‘ day over three months the

world‘s record for one mile passed into

the possession of Henry Fournier on Thurs

day last.

At Dourdan, about thirty-five miles from

Paris, the former holder of the record re

gained possession of it by covering a meas

ured mile in 47 2-5 seconds. The previous

best time, Vanderbilt’s, made on August 5,

also outside of Paris, was 48 26 seconds.

Both Fournier and Vanderbilt used Mors

racing cars.

After succeeding with the one mile record

an assault was made on that for one kilo

metre. The best that could be done, how

ever, was to administer a slight heating to

the French record, Fournier’s time being

29 1-5 seconds as against Vanderbilt’s 29 2-5

seconds. The kilometre time was given out

as a world's record, but the latter stands to

the credit of Charles Jarrot, who covered

the distance in 281-5 seconds on August 22

at \‘i‘elbeck, England. It is true that the

latter is not generally recognized, it being

claimed that it is rendered invalid by reason

of the course being slightly downhill.

Although sixty kilometres from Paris, no

better spot could have been selected by the

Automobile Club de France for record break

ing, as there is a straight run of four kilo

metres 011 a level road, with an open space

for turning at each end, and, as it is right up

in a forest, the sandy road is only used from

time to time by woodcutters’ carts, automo

bilists, cyclists and those on pleasure bent.

 

Fournier’s mile in 47 2-5 seconds was not a

weer: old when “M. Angieres“ gave-it a

sound drubbing, covering the distance in 46

seconds flat. This feat was performed on

Tuesday, on the same road, near Dourdan,

that was the scene of Fonrnier‘s ride. A

More racing car was the vehicle used.

The new record holder is said to be a

wealthy Parisian merchant, who conceals

his identity under the pseudonym of “M, An

gicrcs."

Detroit Fixes its Dates.

Formal announcement is made that the

second annual show of the Tri-State Automo

bile and Sporting Goods Association will be

held at the Light Guard Armory, Detroit,

Mich., February 0 to 14, inclusive. In view

of the undoubted success of the show held

last February, it was a foregone conclusion

that it would be repeated. It is promised that

the show will excel last year’s, both in size

and attractiveness. A majority of the ex

hibitors have already signified their intention

of again taking space. S. G. Lewis, Box 5,

Detroit, is the secretary of the association,

and all correspondence should be addressed

to him.

W. E. Morrison Dies After Operation.

\Valter E. Morrison, president of the Dow

Portable Electric (10., died rather suddenly

in the Polyclinic Hospital, this city. on

Tuesday night last. His headquarters were

in Boston, and he was here on one of his

periodical business visits when his malady.

cancer of the stomach, took a serious turn.

He was removed from the Herald Square

Hotel on Sunday, and the next day under

went the operation, from which he failed to

recover. Mr. Morrison was but 37 years of

age. He was a particularly energetic and

likable man, whose efforts had contributed

very materially to the success of his com

pany.

Gash Becomes General Manager.

W. D. Gash has been elected general man

ager of the Fournier-Searchmont Automobile

CO., Philadelphia, succeeding E. B. Galla

her, who recently joined the Mobile Go. of

America. Gash was formerly sales man

ager of the company. and his promotion

seems natural. and is the best tribute. to his

ability. and indication of the appreciation

in which he is held by the directors.

The Three A’s Annual Meeting.

The annual meeting oi' the American .\n

tomollile Association will be held on .\'o

vcmbt‘r 17, at the rooms of the Automobile

Club of Ann-rim. this city. -

Field is Out Again.

('_ J, Field. fornu-rly with the De Dion

Bolitnli and other companies. has relin

quished his connection with the trade.

THE FROSTS ARE OUT

Welles and Keck Buy Their interest and Badger

Factory Will now Make Lamps Only.

 

Owing to the growth of the businesa in

each of the two departments of the Badger

Brass Mfg. (‘0., it has been deemed wise to

separate the plumbers’ supplies from the

cycle and motor lamp business, and to that

end 0. N. Frost and W. J. Frost have re

tired and formed the Frost Mfg. CO., for the

manufacture of plumbers' supplies.

Their interest has been purchased by Mr.

L. J. Keck, who has represented Solar lamps

on the road for the past six years, and will

continue to do so, and by Mr. R. H. Welles,

treasurer and general manager.

With this exception the ccmpany will con

tlnue as before, except with better facilities

for the ,handliug of the rapidly increasing

demand for Solar motor lamps, the 1003

models of gas and oil side lamps and head

lights, which have‘ met with such favor.

The main otiices and factory will be as

heretofore, in Kenosha, Wis, but after Jan

unry 15th the company will open a New

York branch, where a complete line of stock

and parts will be carried for the better

handling of the Eastern trade.

present

Detroit's Newest Company.

It is the intention of the Imperial Auto

mobile Co.. just organized at Detroit. Mich.,

to manufacture light electric vehicles, such

as runabouts. stanhopes, surreys and deliv

ery wagons, using imperial motors. Orders

have already been received for a large

amount of “'(Il'k. and several sites for the

factory are under consideration, it is said.

 

Washington Show Set for April.

The Washington (D. C.) Automobile Deal

t‘rs’ Association has dclded to hold their an

nual show—their third—during Aprll next;

the exact dates have not been set, but the

plans in view contemplate a two-days' race

meet on the Bennings track, to occur dur

ing the dates of the show.
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RACING REFORMS

Several Movements of the Sort Inaugurated

Abroad—French Resent English Interference.

French Bureuu Motor World.

I w 2 Rue d'AbbevIlle.

Paris, October 31, 1I)02.—Somc important

changes seem on the point of being carried

out In the method of' organizing automobile

races which have up till now been carried

out In a manner that is little calculated to

“advance the Interests of the sport.

:Enccpt- for one big event, the promo

ters" of all the races and tests has

'bdci'i'léft'ln‘ the hands of the automobile

papers, which have devoted their energies

chiefly to blackguarding each other, and

however enterprising they may be they can

scarcely be expected to advance the Interests

of automobolism so much as could be de

sired when they merely aim at advertising

themselves and makers instead of provrdlng

useful data for buyers. In view of the rlvstlry

between the papers they cannot, of course,

run the risk of courting a failure, and the

races and tests they organize are therefore

not always of a disinterested character. In

hope of attracting the greatest possible num

ber of entries the races are split up into all

sorts of categories and classes until there are

almost as many awards as there are vehicles

competing, and a car must be utterly hope

less if It is unable to get a prize of some

scrt. which will allow of the maker putting it

top as something of a phenomenon. This is

_ all very well In Its way, and there Would be

no cause for complaint If -it were plainly un

derstood that many of these tests are sim

ply carried out for the purpose of .tdvcrtise

“Wilt. The public may then draw tl|~rr own

conclusions and not be surprised if tht-y find
that aicar they purchased does not show up

so well 'as one of an alleged similar type,

which has probably been specially prepared

for a test or race.

This rivalry between competing journals

hats also had the effect of creating friction be

tween the authoritics who have to sanction

the meetings, and this culminated In the re

cent hill climbing tests when the second Gail

Ion meeting had to be postponed. As the

result of these Incidents it is understood that

the Automobile Club has decided upon rak

in; all the sporting events out of the hands

of the newspapers, and placing them under

the management of the sporting commission.

which is really the only properly qualilicd

body for organising races or speed tests of

any kind. If this is to be done It is to be

Ir pcd that the commission will adopt an on

tircly ncw scrics of racing rcgulrrtlons, which

\\ ill cnuhlc tho public to judgc of the merits

of tho standard iypr-s of cars .‘liltl not he lr'vl

into hclicving that tlrcy :rrc thc sonic

as the more or, loss extraordinary

vehicles which, however fast they may

prove in skilled hands, are utterly unsuitable

for the average automobilist. 1n the case of

racing pure and simple, there Is, of course,

no reason why makers should not be allowed

full liberty in the designing of special ma

chines. The public are perfectly aware that

the monsters prepared for big long distance

more do not rcprcscnt the types of vehicles

they are offered to buy, and it is by allowing

manufacturers to experiment In this way

that so much has becn done for the develop

ment of the automobile. They try new de

vices which, If successful, are adapted to

the new vehicles, and there has in fact

scarcely been a single race which has not

revealed the efficiency of some new mcchnn

Ism which has done a great deal for the ad

cunvemcnt of the industry.

Where a reform is particularly needed Is in

the method of arranging tests on gradients

or over kilometre courses, which are In

tended to show the capabilities of standard

types of vehicles. It is safe to say that there

are few makers who send their ordinary cars

to compete in these events, and by stripping

them of every ounce of weight, and fitting

motors of higher powers, they get results

that would not be possible with the standard

cars, and buyers have no fair data to go upon

in estimating the capabilities of the respec

tive vehicles. The misleading character of

these performances was revealed at a hill

climbing test In Switzerland last month,when

points were given according to the coeffi

cients of weight, power, spccd and load, and

on that occasion all the light racing ve

hicles were beaten by the touring cars. A

few more tests like these Ought to prove

very interesting and lnstructive.

This question of reform In racing is not

only beginning to occupy some attention In

this country, but It has also been‘ralsod by

the Automobile Club of Great Britnan and

Ireland. It perhaps savors of unwarranted

Interference for the British club to pose as a

mentor of racing, when there are not more

than a couple of foreign-built vehicles which

take part in international 'rnces. and so long

as the sport is confined to the French cars It

might have been supposed that the A. C. F.

could be left as the supreme arbiter of rac

iug until such time as the development of

they Industry abroad placed foreigners on the

some footing as the French. But while

this Interference may be a little premature,

there Is no doubt that it was certain to come

in the more or loss distant future, simply

because the English and French look upon

sport. from an entirely different standpoint,

and its management would have to be re

formed to meet their respectIVe views as soon

as the two were on something like an equal

ity in the number of vehicles competing in

International events.

The British Club has sent out a circular

to all the (‘ontincntal clubs, with the excep

tion of the A. C. l"., to sound them upon

the advisability of bringing about a change

in tho prcscnt regulations. What the Eug

IlSli object to is that the sport should be en

tircly under the control of manufacturers for

whose benefit the difl’crcnt events are organ

Ized, and they think that the sport should

baptised above any question of commercial

Interest, and placed cntlrcly beyond suspi

cion. They therefore propose that the inter

national committees should be composed ex

clusively of members of clubs and owners of

vehicles who are not Interested in the in

dustry, either as directors, paid officials,

makers or agents. The method of timing the

cars at controls is also to be changed by hav

Ing two cards for each competitor. one for

the driver and the other for the oflicials, and

upon these cards are to be Inscribed the

times of stopping and starting at each con

trol, so that there can be no possibility of

mistakes such as have proved so trouble

some in the past. There are several other

points submitted to the clubs, such as the

absolute prohibition of a competitor being

assisted on the road in any way, and If the

different clubs return favorable replies to

this circular there Is no doubt that the pro

posed reforms will be brought to the no

tice of the A. C. F.

Judging from the feelings of makers on

the termination of the Paris-Vienna race, It

seemed as if the death knell had been

sounded for these big international events,

and many a manufacturer declared that he

would not again allow himsctt to be put to

such worry and vexntion \In racing over roads

he knew nothing about and through a coun

try where the inhabitants and the authorities

seemed to have very hazy ideas of the true

character and object of an automobile race.

As soon as these unpleasant incidents were

' forgotten, however, the question of organ

Izing a race from Paris to St. Petersburg

was again revived and once more post

poned until such time as the Russian roads

will permit of nutom .biles travelling at rac

ing speed. In default of the Russian capital

the A. C. F. now proposes to organize a race

next year from Paris to Madrid. There are

very strong reasons for carrying out this

event, one of them being political, while It ap

pears that the suggestion has come from a

very high Spanish quarter where it is hoped

to awaken an interest in the automobile in

the Peninsula, and also assist in the creation

of a club in Madrid.

At present Spain is the only country in

Western Europe which has proved refractory

to the motor vehicle. The principal cause of

this is the state of the roads. which are not

suitable for anything giddicr than mules.

The Spanish authorities have offered to do

all they can to put the roads in good order

for the race. but after the experience of

the Arlbcrg last Jnne, where “repairs” were

also carried out, the A. C. I". would be very

unwise to rely upon these promises. The

club has decided to send a delegate to Spain

to examine the three routes that may be

taken, and if it be found that high speeds are

.inipossible the race will probably be trans

formed into a reliability test, when each

nutker will enter half a dozen cars, and

points will be awarded for their aggregate

performances. It Is probable. however, that

the course from Paris to Bordeaux will be

covered at racing speed.
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NILES ON KELLOGGISM

The Counsellor Throws Light on Clouded Points

and Hints of Grave Breach by Kellogg.

 

 

It would appear that the Automobile Club

of America and the American Automobile

Association are not to remain entirely

(illiPsffellt in the case of Judge W. G. Kel

logg, the "Man of Yonkers," whose territory

automobilists must approach in fear of jail.

Counsellor W. W. Niles, of New York, who

represents both the Club and the Associa

tion, is inquiring deeply into the recent

cases that have come before the Yonkers

Dogberry who believes in stripes and bars

no charge of excessive speeding against him,

but a charge made under the common law

and the Yonkers charter oi! endangering

life and limb or something of that sort. The

common law is the thing which we stand tor,

and we maintain that it is a mistake to

have a speed limit of any sort. That it is

wrong in fact. because it permits of a cer

tain rate of speed when the local condi~

tions may not warrant it. The law that

prohibits reckless driving and the endan

gering of life or limb is sufficient."

“Mr. Niles. it a man is running an auto

mobile at a very high rate of speed, well

beyond the limit of the speed law, on a road

that is all clear ahead of him, on which

there is no vehicle or person in sight, could

he be convicted for endangering life or limb

sonally, I hold a different opinion from Mr.

Thompson, but nothing absolute can be said

in a case of conflicting law until a decision

of the intent of the statute has been de

livered by the court."

“In such cases is it not generally true that

precedence is given to the later enactment?"

“As a general principle of law. yes. In

common practice. the supersdence would be

given to the statute passed after the

charter."

“Now, it that is true in the case of the

charter of Greater New York. Mr. Niles.

why does it not hold good with regard to

the charter of Yonkers under which Ray

mond was sentenced and now Richards?

Why should not the Yonkers court be bound

by the State l-‘awi'b

“i am still investigating these cases. I

believe that it was not under the charter or

 

  

 

for those who handle a steering lever on

an automobile.

“'ith s0 thorough a lawyer interested in

the proceedings of the Yonkers court there.

is every reason to hope for some reactive

results that will be gratifying to the auto

mobile public at large. Naturally, Mr. Niles

is conservative in his expression of opinion.

When a representative of the Motor World

called on him to inquire about the legal

aspect of the "justice" being dispensed by

Mr. Kellogg, he did not say whether or not

any line of action had been decided upon

The Motor \Vorld man asked him whether

in his opinion it was legal for Judge Kei

logg to sentence Paul Richards to ten days

in jail because he was exceding the speed

limit. Mr. Niles replied:

“But. you see, that is where Judge Kel

logg has the better of it. He does not try

the man under the Cocks law. There is

on the theory that someone might get in

front of him and that he was going too

fast to stop in time to avoid disaster?“

“That is where the weakness of the com

mon law comes in. As you put it, I should

say no. but a judge might decide other

wise."

“Concerning the ordinance proposed to

license automobiles, Mr. Niles, you have

noticed probably that Mr. 'l‘hompson says

that the city charter granting power to the

municipality to rcgulatc and liccnsc trai

fic supersedes the si-‘lll‘ slaum- commonly

known as the Doughty law. which prohibits

cities from passing such ordinances. in a

case of conflict such as this. docs not the

Stnic slniuic have prccedcncc over the city

churn-r?" I .

"Thai is a matter for the court to deter

ininc. 'l‘hc Doughty bill was passed a few

days after the New York city charter. Per

Q

I

 

under the (‘ocks law that Richards was

sentenced. but under the common law."

“Mr. Niles, in the case of a magistrate who

has openly expressed prejudice against a

certain class and a resolve to punish severely

all of that class brought before him, what

would be the legal procedure to remove such

a man from the bench?" »

Mr. Niles spent some time looking through

his statute books. He said that there was

a provision for the removal of a city judge

by the Governor when corruption, negli

gcncc or im-onipctcncy was proven. but as

for 1'ii:ll‘f_'i‘.\' of malfeasance or persecution,

he preferred to say nothing until after he

had looked up the law.

"if a magistrate. speaking from the bench,

from his scat of office, gave. utterance to

sentiments of bias and plainly showed that

he was determined to prejudge a case. re

gardless of legal evidence. would that not

be grounds sufllclent for impeachment?"

Kellogg to take a counter charge, in the

Kellog to take a counter charge, in the

‘ Raymond case, is, it true, a very serious

matter."
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We’re too busy to say much
ABOUT THE

fhkfi; g" 1' NORTHERN

, 1 * ~ ‘ DUNADOUT
THIS WEEK.

Cavse: A new, big lactory addition is taking

up all our time. _

There’s a reason [or this quadrupling oi

.lacililics. 'It ought to “suggest something” to

' the wide-awake agent or buyer.

'Detter get in line early.

"A" " NORTHERN *MANUPACTURING, CO., Detroit, Mich.

(.iIOMAN & SCIIULZ, loomsn and Broildvay, New? Yolék, N. Y. ' Anal 1'. FUIIEII, :uz Columbus Ave., Boston, Mass.

AGENTS : NATIONAL AUTOMOBILE & MANUFACTURERS co. 26 Fremont St., San I‘railcisco.' D. DESMADAIS a co, Bristol, com.

7. BANlIlall-nno'rllens COMPANY, Philadelphia, Pa.
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A- SIMPLE PROBLEM—
TO SEPARATE TIRES OF THIS MARKING FROM THE REST.

#7“ r ’
  

IF THE TIRES ON YOUR MACHINE HAVE THIS MARK, THEY ARE THE BEST.

 

HIGHEST GRADE. FULLY GUARANTEED.

FISK RUBBER COFIPANY, = Chicopee Falls, Mass.

BRANCHES :

BOSTON. SPRINGFIELD, NEW RK, PHILADELPHIA, WASHINOTON,

604 Atlantic Ave. 40 Dwight 5t. Chambers St. 910 Arch St. 427 IOth St., N.W.
  

sYRAcuse. BUFPAIO, DETROIT, cm 00. SAN FR um.

42.; 50. Clinton st. 23 w. Genesee St. 252 Jettereon 5t. State st. 4 Second Ft  
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Purchasers and Their Whims.

In these times when, generally speaking,

the demand exceeds the supply, the unbend

ing policy adhered to by not a few manufac

turers may work no immediate injury to

their interests, but when a uormnl condition

of trade is reached there may be 'another

story to tell.

We refer to the stubborn refusal of some

makers to indulge the slight whim of the

purchaser paying $1,000 and often as much I

more for a car. Of course, we appreciate

that so far as they relate to the mechanism

of the vehicle, refusals to cater to the whims

of the sort are justifiable and proper. But

so far as concerns the finish and equipment

it seems to us a little latitude would go far

toward earning the good will and friendships

that bear on the future.

An instance of the sort involving manu

facturers of no mean reputation, recently

came to our notice.

“They are the most disobliging people I

have met in some time,” said the party in

interest—a man in no wise connected with

the trade. “I had already bought one of

their cars, and in placing an order for ap

other, I nsked only that thé'body and the

upholstery be finished in a color diiTerent

from the standard, and ofi’ered to pay $200

extra for the service. My request was met

by a curt and point blank refusal. If I had

not offered to pay for it, I could understand

the manufacturers’ attitude. As it is, it has

left a bad taste in my mouth, and if ever I

make another purchase it probably will be

from another manufacturer.”

They say it is the “little things" that

count, and to our- way of thinking, whims

such as this are included in the category.

Catering to them when it‘entails no loss

would seem to come under the head of

“good business," and makes for satisfied cus

tomcrs.

No Cause for Apprehension.

Fears are entertained in some quarters

that sales of second-hand cars will result

in harm to the dealings in new ones.

Especially this

where the runabouts and similar light and

keen is apprehension

cheap vehicles are concerned. Every year

their number increases, and if buyers con

tinue to snap them up with avidity it is

asked where customers for all the new cars

will be found.

Those who entertain these fears overlook

one very important fact, to wit: that it is

price that attracts these buyers, and that

the only thing that to-day stands between

a majority of the people of the country

and automobiles is the matter of price.

Were they procurable at nominal figures,

were their purchase a mere hngatellc, ten

times the present factory output would be

insufficient to meet the demand for them,

and the roads would swarm vwith automo

biles as they once swarmed with bicycles.

The sale of an automobile is to be likened

to tossing a pebble into a placid pool; the

ripples caused by the one act spread in ever

widening circles, while the influence of the

other is exerted in every direction, each

person with whom the buyer comes in con

tnct being made aware of his action.

The trade in this country has reached a

stage where cvcn its second-hand vehicles

have :1 real value.

'l‘hcrc :iro no longer any thoroughly bad

The

vast majority of them show a Wide variance

in the matter of excellence, but there is

:iutomohilcs--or at least, very few.

some good in all of them, and of this good

the user will taste and bows his appetite

whetted for something better.

It matters little whether he belongs to the

class of men that can or cannot afford to

pay more than a second-hand vehicle costs.

In the former case he will imioose his purse

strings as soon as he becomes convinced

that it is good policy to do so, and that by

paying more he can obtain greater value for

more money. In the latter case the posses

sion of a cheap vehicle will inevitably breed

a desire for something better, and once that

desire is born, ways and means to gratify

it will be found.

In some industries it is the practice to

break up goods'that have become second

hand, or to use other means to check their

sale. ‘

In the automobile business just the re

verse policy should be, as it is, followed.

Every effort should be made to disseminate

the knowledge that there are Second-hand

automobilesto be had, and that they are

good value for the money. No fear that the

sale of such cars will interfere with that of

new goods need be entertained. In a few

cases, perhaps, this fcar may be well found

ed. But the number is so small and the

beneficial effect of such sales on the trade

in general is so great that the balance will

be enormously on the latter side.

 
 

Woodbury and His Squee-gee.

Mr. Woodbnry, New York's Street Cleaning

Commissioner, and his squcc-gce are good

things, and it is to be hoped that they both

will remain in office and in perfect working

order for some time to some. There is no

doubt about the earnestness of the Commis

sioner to give the city clean streets and deal

with the asphalt so that it shall not be slip

Also

there is little doubt but what the squce-gce

can be modified so as to fit the crime of the

asphalt in being so irregular, and when this

pery to the tire of the automobile.

is done the asphaltcd avenues can be washed

and dried like a school boy‘s face and left

with a surface atTording a good tire-hold for

vehiclcs and a good foothold for horses.

with

would not work, because they were hastily

In connection the squee-gees that

constructed and did not meet the require

ments of the undulating pave, it is vcnturcd

here to make a suggestion to the Commis

sioner. Let the squcc-gce instead of being

in one piece. ten or twelve feet long, be

divided into several pieces like teeth, but

with no space betiveen. Then above each
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tooth have a spiral compression spring, so

set that on the level surface it will be par

tially compressed and will give pressure to

the blade and when a depression in the sur

face is encountered it will force the tooth

into it.

have, a pair of such squee-gees on a ma

chine, in order that the rear one might swab

the places left untouched because of the

division into teeth. This suggestion is, how

ever, a digression.

After Fifth avenue has been properly

equipped with made-to-tit squee-gees, what

is to be done with the other asphalted ave

nues running north and south, every one of

whichhns a railroad slot along it? The Com

missioner frankly admitted before the older

manic committee that these slotted streets

cannot be flushed and squee-geed like Fifth

avenue, because the water running into the

conduit would cause short circuiting. After

all it seems that for some things even in

these mechanical days we must fall back on

the good, old fashioned and reliable hand

power. When this was put to Commissioner

Woodbury and the question asked why it

would not be best to have the squee-geeing

done manually, as it is in London and Paris,

the Commissioner exclaimed: “But think of

the tremendous cost of that!”

Tremendous cost? \Vell, they do not think

so in London and Paris. New York in pro

portion to population can better aflord the

expense. Why should we not have clean,

safe streets no matter what the cost? The

health and comfort of the whole population,

the utility and safety of all the city’s traffic

hangs in the balance of clean streets and

asphalt that is not treacherous.

Commissioner Woodbury has made up an

estimate of $161,830 as the cost of establish

ing a plant and putting this work wholly in

charge of his department. He estimates an

additional cost of $197,480 a. year to run it.

It may seem like a lot of money, but it is a

trifle in a city like New York when so much

is at stake. When the city budget for next

year is made out; the Department of Street

Cleaning should hove this matter in hand

with the necessary funds. It should have

more money, too; enough more to enable the

department to properly scrub by hand dur

ing the night every foot of asphalt in the

city, so as to render it safe for the traffic of

It would, of course, be necessary to

the (lily.

it is tho proper province of the automobile

trade in New York and in every city to

ill'illjl its influence -to bear In such matters.

The manufacturers and agents are over

niuch given to leaving ngitntions of this kind

to the clubs and other societies. Whatever

makes for good roads, for better streets, for

better and safer automobillng rebounds di

rectly to the advantage of the maker and

dealer. When certain things are needed the

pressure should be put on to obtain them.

Whoever has influence should make it felt,

and every one has influence. It is not

enough to have a manufacturer's association

represented by its counsel at a public hear

ing. It is the earnest voice of the individual

who is interested that counts. Let the au

tomobile trade, that represents so much

capital locked up in this new and important

industry, rally to the support of the Auto—

mobile Club, the horsemen and the cyclists

in all such efforts.

Good Out of Bad.

The enormous popularity of the motor

vehicle is to be accounted for in a number

of ways.

Its intrinsic merits, manifest destiny and

the like may well be put forth as reasons

for it. What must be will be, and the

inexorable law that demands the gradual

retirement of the horse from city streets

and, as a draft animal, from country roads,

can neither be galnsaid nor its workings

impeded or interfered with.

But another theory—fantastic and even

grotesque—can be advanced to enlighten a

waiting world on this matter of the general

favor of the motor vehicle.

It is that advertising, and, speaking more

pointedly, the advertising of its enemies.

has had much to do with it. We may not

go so far as to say, as was said of a. distin

guished statesman, that “we love it for the

enemies it has made,” but we are quite

within bounds when we declare that nothing

can be kept constantly in the public eye,

abused in season and out, maligned, painted

a very monster, without some of the torrent

of vltuperation recoiling on its authors.

No one can question the value of advertis

ing. And if the advertising be of the du

bious kind that so many of our friends have

seen fit to favor us with of late, it differs

only in degree from the more desirable sort

that is usually bought and paid for.

i For months the automobile has been on

every tongue, on well nigh every page, fre

quently in a dozen different articles, of the

average newspaper.

People who, in the ordinary course of

events, would either not have heard of it,

or would have paid no attention to it, have

had it forced upon them that the motor

vehicle was one of the most active and,

positive forces of the day. its very

ubiquity would tend to do this. .Whether

it was loved or hated made no difference“

There it was, and it could not be got away]

from.

It is beyond question that if automobilists

had had the doing of it the motor vehicle

would have come in for a much smaller de~

grce of attention.

But more powerful influences intervened,

and the result has been what we see. We

may squirm a little, and wish for a little >

less publicity, but we certainly are getting

all the ndVertIslng we could possibly desire.

 

Keiloggism Rampant.

Again the line judicial temper of the Kel

logg sword of justice has been demonstrated.

This time it was a chauffeur of New York

(‘ity, Pnul Richards by name, who was the

victim. There seems to be no doubt but

what Richards was guilty

in the town of Yonkers, and

should be punished. There is a State law

of excessive

speeding

that provides for a fine of $50 in such cases,

The State statutes are not good enough,

He

must needs rake up some law under which

however, for the Solon of Kelloggtown.

the man who runs counter to his prejudices

can be put behind the bars.

ten days.

not find a law permitting him to_hang reck

Richards got

It seems a pity that Kellogg cun

less chauffeurs in the public square. It must

make him sad to think of the fun he is

missing.

How long is Yonkers and New York going

to stand this sort of thing? Until Kellogg

violates every principle in the Constitution

of the United States? Well, as Abraham

Lincoln said: “For people who like that sort

of thing, it is probably just the thing that

such people would like."

An old saying runs to the effect that if

you want to learn about anything of which

you are ignorant you should write an essay

or lecture on it. Apparently this is the

motto responsible for many of the newspaper

"specials" designed to instruct a benighted

public on automobile subjects. Even the New

York luminary that boasts of everything in it

being “so” has fallen prey to an expert who

solemnly tells of what is coming to pass and

prints a picture of a big gasolene car as a

type that is disappearing. and another pict

ure of a little steam runabout as that of ii.

type which is becoming popular.
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SRRINKLING AND SPEED

Laws Affecting Both up For Hearing and Pro

voked Interesting Debate.

The great growth of Interest in street and

road matters and tratflc regulation was well

exemplified last 'Friday by a lively and im

portant session that was held before the Law

Committee of the New York ‘Board of Al

dermen. ‘The meeting was called in order to

aflord a public hearing on three ordinances

HOW, before. the .City .Fnthers. ._One.is_a..h11L_

requiring,that the,_ton—year contract 'of the

Streethpi'inkling" Association 'with the city,

,which expires next'Mar‘ch, shall not be re

riewed,but th'at'the sprinkling’of the streets

shall be placed in charge of the Department

of Street (,‘lea'hing. The second ordinance up

for a hearing was that regulating traffic on

the streets, commonly referred toms “rules

of the road.” Both of' these were introduced

by Alderman Joseph Oatman, president of

the Associated Cycling Clubs of New York.“

The third ordinance was one'introduced by‘

a certain,Tbompson, of New York, proposing

to license and tag automobiles, in spite of

a State statute prohibiting any municipality

frqu so doing. L ‘1.

These subjects brought out a distinguished

company. Among those who participated in

the discussion were the'president. ot‘ the'So

clcty for the Prevention of C-rlielty to Alli

mals, John P. Haines; the president of the

Automobile Club'of America, Albert R. Shari

tuck; ("ornmissioncr of the-Department or"

Street Cleaning, John McGaw ‘Woodbnry;

the president of the Associated t‘ycl ng Clubs

of New York, Alderman Joseph (, atman; the

counsellor for the Brooklyn Rapid Transit.

Thomas L. Hughes; the secretary of the

Hackmen's Protective League, Robert Win

sirll; the chairman

Fifty. J. Bayard Backus; the secretary of the

[toad Drivers' Associatiori,'_Alfred Reeves;

the president of the West End Association,

.I. 1.. Brewer; the counsel for the National

Association of Automobile Manufacturers,

\I'. W. Niles; the president of the Road Users

Association, Jefferson Seligman, and R. G.

lietts, of the New York Motor Cycle Club.

Thompson, who has been pushing himself

well to the front in this matter, lost no time

in taking the centre of the stage and getting

into the lime-light. He called attention to

the tact that he had drafted the sprinkling

ordinance. The history of the bill is that it

was iirst proposed before the Associated

(‘ycling Clubs by Alderman Oatman that

such a bill be drawn. It was then carried

to th meeting of the Associated Road Users,

and the co-operation of the automobillsis and

road drivers and eabmen obtained. Thomp

son, who was for that meeting representing

the State Division of the L. A. \V., volun

tcered to draw the ordinance, and did so.

.\ftcr it was read and revised by the Road

I'scrs it was formally introduced.

Thompson recited at length the grievances

of sloppy and slippery asphalt, the danger of

of the Committee of

it to horses, vehicles and persons, and the

fruitlessness of the many attempts to have

the Street Sprinkllng Association abate the

nuisance. He explained that the Sprinkling

Association was a West Virginia corporation,

incorporated with a capital of $700, and that

it paid tlre'city a fump sum every year for

whatever water it used, and watered streets

wherever it-conld getthe residents along them

to pay a weekly toll, and did not water

others. »

-When he. had finished, Thompson, with an

authoritative and condescending air that

made Alderman J. C. Meyers, who was then

.PI‘£$lQl"£.alld others, smile. waved. his hand

.,

toward Commissioner Woodbury, and said:

_ “We will be glad to listen‘to you now."

It was evident from the outset that Com

missioner Woodbury was “loaded for bear."

He had his hands full of papers that proved

to be estimates of cost, and charts showing

how the street cleaning work of the city is

done. The Commissioner launched his theme

by explaining the peculiar nature of asphalt,
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which caused-a film of gummy substance to

form on its surface. from the crushed refuse"

of the street. This guru, when simply wetted, '

- is loosened. and with the water forms a slime

that is very slippery. When, howeVer,. the

surface of the asphalt is flooded and then gone

over witlr'squcc-gccs, as is done in London,
the gumli's scraped off and the clean asphalt

offers a splendid surface for the foothold of

horses and an excellent traction for all sorts

of vehicles. He went on to say that» it is

possible to handle the matter of streetr

sprinkling in two ways,‘one by letting the

work out at contract, under which method

it would be very difficult to get satisfactory

service, and the other by placing the whole

thing in the charge of the Department of

Street Cleaning and having the city do the

work itself. He favored the latter way, and

at thearequcst of the Law t‘ommittcc had

prepared an estimate of wl.at it would cost

to establish a plant and the animal expense

of running it. The estimate was for sprink

ling not a part of the streets, but all of them

in Manhattan and the Bronx. 'l‘o sprinkle

Brooklyn be estimated would cost 60 per

cent. more. Richmond and Queens, under

the. new charter, are not in the juris

diction of the department.

mary of his estimate:

Two hundred sprinkling trucks at 250

each, $5.000; four hundred and forty horses

at $22}? apiece, $108,680; seventy ‘is‘t'fS of hur

ness at $45 a set, $3,150. Total cost for '

establishing a plant to be met by bond issue,

$161,830. The running expenses he‘ figured

thus: 7 r ‘

Two hundred drivers for eight months at

the rate of $720 per year each, $96,000; forty

hostlers for eight months at the rate of $840

per annum each, $22,440yfeed for 4-10 horses

for a year, $55,000; shoeing, $14,080; stable

rent, $10,000. Total yearly .cost to he met by

appropriatlou,t$107',480. .(lrand total forth-st

year, $359,310. ' - ‘ . 7 ';~

Alderman Isaac Marks took an active part

in the proceedings up to a certain'point. I' e -_

cross-examined the Commissiorgw askiqg

many pointed questions about mattersexpense and the effect upon the wateryprc: - ,

ure of the use of the city \ratcr‘tocgqnjip - 3

ling. The Commissioner walrsaqnxig'kffl'uci’l 4

and incisive throughout. Aidclfman Qatrna-nbrought out the fact by afyu'es‘tid" _-‘_t'hat, salt:

water would be bctter,than L‘r’ot~ water for

washing purposes. Altlerrnaii‘Marks asked

the Commissioner why the-substitute ordi

nance which he, Marks, had prepared, was

not better than the one under discussion. The

Marks ordinance calls for the letting of colit

This is a’ sum

. tracts for the sprinkling of each borough b

the borough president, after bids nave been

submitted by persons who had experience

in street sprinkling. The Commissioner.

thought it would be unwise to divide the

workand the responsibility for street condi

tions between the Department of Street

Cleaning and the Borough President. -‘

IKE-Thompson callednittentlon to the fat-t

that, as ity is drawn, the ordinance proposed

Alderman‘Marks, which requires that

o'hly-‘those . with experience. could bid for

sprinkling contracts, would l)€NlIIt'OIII_V__IIl€

Street Sprinkling Association, which is .no_.w~

being linvelghed against; to bid. Further»

more,‘he expressed his opinion:that_Sccti0n

471 of the charter prohibits the award ,of any

contract to use the city's water to any pri

vate firm or corporation. After. thisAldcr
man Marks did not speak again. i x >

Robert Winston, of the Hackrricri‘s/Icrt'girtf‘,

was a character. In a rich voice, that bad

Just a touch of the Coster in it, be said that

7 he had driven a cab in London Earls, Berlin,

Melbourne and New-York, and thought he

knew something about street sprihkling. lie

was pithy and'pointed. He'told‘of the ditii- '

culties of the cabruen whine-horses that fall

on slippery asphalt, and told how they do it

in London. There they wash the streets and"

squcc-gce them between midnight and 4'

o‘clock in the morning. and after that they

are sanded. He “frankly advised the (‘oin

missioner to adopt this method, saying that

the cabmen were in favor of_the ordinance

and would do all they could to help the de

partment. If sand boxes were placed at dif

ferent points about the city.“ the calnn‘cn, he

said, would be only too glad to help them!

selves and sprinkle It for their horses. .\lnny
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a winter night, he said, the cabmen went

hunting desperately for ashes when the pav

ing was so slippery that a horse would fail

six or seven times to the block.

President Haines of the S. P. C. A. said

that every year his agents had to kill many

animals that had been hurt by falling on

slippery asphalt. He favored the ordinance.

President Shattuck and W. W. Niles also

spoke in favor of the measure.

When the rules of the road were taken up,

Mr. Backus. of the Committee of Fifty, was

promptly on his feet to oppose the increase

 

an automobile moving at the legal rate of

speed. Alderman Armitage Matthews, who

had come in late and taken the chair. sug

gested that the same was true with regard

to victorias on Riverside Drive.

Horace Parker, of the Committee of Fifty.

recited a lot of figures concerning the num

ber of automobiles and horse drawn vehicles

passing a certain place, and the speed of

them. Of fourteen motor vehicles timed, he

found not one that was within the speed

limit, and one was going faster than twenty

five miles an hour. I-Ie objected to permit

  

eight miles is awful slow. Why, I drive fif

teen miles an hour every night, and some

times twenty miles an hour.”

“I‘d like to hire your cab sometime," inter

jected Mr. Shattuck.

"Well. I've the best cab in town, and $100

to say that I can beat any blooming auto

mobile with it. 'I've gone from Twenty-sixth

street to One-hundred-and-twenty-flfth street

and back in forty minutes more than once ~~

there and back, mind you!”

"How long does it take you to drive around

the park?" asked Alderman Matthews.

 

 

MR. AND MRS. BYRON CHANDLER, OF NASHUA, N. H., IN THEIR TOLEDO GASOLENE TOURING CAR.

in speed for automobiles from eight miles an

hour to ten miles. President Shattuck ex

plained how ridiculously slow eight miles an

hour is, saying that at that rate it would

take five hours to go from one end of New

York to the other. He said that the automo

bile was safer than a horse, and read from

The Motor World of October 30 the statistics

showing the number killed and injured by

different vehicles of transportation.

hIr. Brewer, of the \Vest End Association.

was on hand, as usual, to repeat all of his

usual arraignment of the automobile, that

threatens the lives of old Women and chil

dren. He said it was the exception to see

 

ting motor vehicles to go faster than horse

drawn carriages. Mr. Shattuck said that

the figures were unreliable, and about proved

it.

R. G. Betts suggested as a solution of the

difficulty that no discrimination in favor of

the automobile be made, and the horse drawn

vehicles also be allowed to go ten miles an

hour, which is very slow. This immediately

brought to his feet James Brown, of the

Haekmen‘s League. \Vith an accent that

faintly suggested Bow Bells he said:

"That‘s it! Pass the ordinance, and let

the cabs go ten miles an hour, too. Bless my

heart! Ten miles an hour ain‘t nothing, and

“That depends entirely upon the fare, you

know."

“Well, I mean doing it leisurely and not

driving hard.”

“Taking it real nice and easy, I can go

around in forty minutes. I could do it in

twenty-five minutes."

Counsellor Hughes, of the Brooklyn Rapid

Transit, wanted the ordinance to provide for

the carrying of rear lights at night by farin

ers’ wagons. He also suggested that horse

drawn carriages should be made to slow up

before crossing streets. the same as trolley

ears are required to do.

The license ordinance was not reached, and

after a three-hour session the hearing was

adjourned without date.
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I’m a little late 1 know, but I want to shy

my little half of a brick at that learned

luminary of the law who is content to hide

his greatness in the vast city of Yonkers—

hi honor Judge Kellogg, no less. 0f the

justice of railroading a man to prison for the

awful crime of being run in to from behind

I will say nothing, though use of the word

“railroading” makes me think how queer

it would seem to have the engineer of the

leading train arrested and sent to prison

should, on a perfectly clear track and in

broad daylight, another train overtake his,

run into it and injure a lot of passengers in

the overtaker's tralu. Of course, substitut

ing a trolley car for the overtaking train

and an automobile for the leading one this

is just exactly what happened at Yonkers,

but little things like reason or common sense

have no weight with a. modest, austere, up

right man like Judge W. G. Kellogg. I al-‘V

ways admired this gentleman ever since I'

saw his picture in a yellow journal along in

last May. Accompanying the picture was

an alleged interview, in the course of which

this learned lawglVer sapiently remarked:

“Apparently the rich do not care what

happens to those who get in their way. A

little boy, a girl, on old man or an aged and

bent' woman would meet a like fate beneath

the wheels of an automobile. The fact that

the drivers of these automobiles are rich

and of social prominence has no weight

with me. I would fine Vanderbilt or any

other rich man as soonwps I would a poor

man. I can foresee a great social revolutionF

unless there be a change in the attitude of

the rich toward the poor.”

Imagine a judge who would so far forget

the dignity of his position as to preach such

rot and encouragement of anarchy as the

foregoing, to still have the audacity in sen

tencing a man to prison for the heinous of

fence of having been run into by a trolley

car which overtook him, to say, as Judge

Kellogg did when he sent Raymond to

prison:

“The conduct of this defendant was repre

hensible in the extreme. I have no preju~

dice against automobiiists and bicyclists in

general, but they must be made to under

stand that the general public has rights on

the highway which they must respect."

Were the Pharlsce of old to return to this

life he would find that he had much indeed

to learn from his successor and superior,

Judge W. C. Kellogg, of Yonkers, N. Y.

Q 0 t

As many who have tried to travel the road

in an automobile have learned to their sor

row, invention is generally a mighty rough

route to Easy street.

t 8 t

Mulai-Abd-el-Aziz, who it will be remem

bered on the occasion of President Roose

velt‘s escape from exactly the same kind

of an accident which Judge Kellogg has

sentenced Mr. Raymond for, took occasion to

send a cablegram congratulating the Presi

dent on his escape from an automobile, is in

a fair way to ask for a return message

from the President. While, of course, there

was no automobile in any way connected

with the President’s accident. still Mr. Aziz

had probably seen a copy of some yellow

journal, and from it quite naturally con

cluded that there were no accidents of any

kind in America for which the automobile

was not to blame, hence his cablegrain to

the President. Now comes the news, also by

cable. that the subjects of the Sultan have

threatened to break out in rebellion. They

stood for Azlz when he got a telephone, they

took their medicine when he built a narrow

gauged railroad, but every blessed donkey

boy, camel clubber and horse thief in Mo

rocco drew the line when the progressive

Aziz showed up with an automobile. What

the result will be depends upon whether the

purveyors of news and law in the Sultan's

domains are of the saflfronlc and'Kelloggian

stripe. If they are, then Allah will have his

hands full saving Mulai-Abd-el-Aziz, sure as

shooting!

i‘i

Automobillng has its share of Smart

‘ Alecks, but even in‘it no one has ever seen

a really smart Aleck.

O t 0

One of those little birds which apparently

have no province in life but to make public

things which are not always pleasant when

told in the market place is doing a lot of

piping of late. fl‘he burden of thew-“little

bird’s lay is “Graft.” I am not prepai'i-d to

say that either this particular little bird or

his especial little song are just as true as

- they should be, but I'm blest if sonie' or the

things the little bird sings of are not appar

ently borne out by._ corroborative evidence.

At any rate, if there is anything in the

theory that one‘s ears burn when some one

is roasting their owner, then there should

be a mighty warm pair of auricular appen

dages not a million and six miles from the

corner of Fifth avenue and Fifty-eighth

street.

l i .

Some people can be made to believe any

thing about an automobile except that they

don’t know anything about it.

iii

Many an unlucky and unmechanical pur

chaser has found himself with an automo

bile whose unreliability and unsalability

have made the vehicle closely akin to a

white elephant on his hands. No matter

how anxious such a man might be to dispose

of his aiiioiiiobilii- white elephant, however,

I doubt whether even in ltis wildest dreams

he ever thought of trading the offending

vehicle off for a real, live, trick elephant!

As proof that such a seemingly improbable

exchange could be made, however, I repro

duce herewith an advertisement clipped from

the columns of a New York daily which

makes a specialty of catering to swappers.

This is the advertisement:

“Wanted to exchange—Topsy, a full grown

elephant, for an automobile. Address Luna

Park and All World’s Amusement Expo

sition, Coney Island."

Great chance for lunatics, eh!

I i I

Dealing with the above advertisment

brings to my mind another one I 'read in the

columns of the New York daily which has

been most persistent in its attacks upon the

automobile and the “millionaire murderers"

who employ the vehicle solely for the pleas

ure they find in running over and killing in

offensive “poor people." The advertisement

was a boiler plate affair, showing a tousle

headed female seated in an automobile,

which she was steering without any regard

to where she was going or how, since she

was too busy reading an automobile hand

book to look. Beneath this electrotypic

work of art came this announcement:

“An auto blew up the other day. They are

blowing up constantly. Auto wrecks are be

coming common. Why? Ignorance! igno

rance of their mechanism, proper care and

management. Send for our free booklet,

forty-eight pages of ‘hints.’ It will

prevent explosions and accidents. It will

teach you in simple, non-technical language

the care and management of all types of

autos." .

Q I 0

Imagine the sagacity of an individual who

from the very nature of the thing he is try

ing to sell or. give away must be interested

in the growth of autoinobiling, printing such

unti'uthful and alarming statements as those

contained in the opening of this brilliant ad

vertisement. V'erily, automobillng has more

than its fair share of afliictions similar to

this one! _ g

I i I

Advertising an automobile is very much

like preaching—you‘havc to keep at it to

make any lasting impression.

I t t

One more friend of our cycling days has

left the old for the new; the two wheeler

for the four. The genius who has a perfect

substitute for the pneumatic tire in 'a com

plicated mass of springs has had his press

worker announce him as the savior of the

automobile. In the good old bicycling days

geniuses of this particular and vibrationless

brand were so plentiful that they were clas

sified in the nuisance calendar in bunches.

their numbers preventing them from being

reckoned with singly. You don‘t see any

bicycles without pneumatic tires. do you?

No; and you'll not see many automobiles

without pneumatics, either, springs and

geniuses to the contrary, notwithstanding.

0 O i

It is not wise to believe all you hear about

the wonderful record performances made by

this owner and that, but at the same time

it is well to use discretion in your declara

tions of incredulity.

THE COMMENT'ATOR.
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WOODBURY'S SQUEE-GEES

Waring's Worthy Successor Shows how They

Contribute to Cleaner and Saier Streets.

In the frosty chill of last Saturday morn:

ing Street Cleaning Commissioner John Mc

Gaw Woodbury sallied forth at 7 o'clock to

demonstrate on Fifth avenue his idea of

how asphalt should be cleaned in order to

make it present a gritty surface on which

pneumatic tires would find enough traction

to keep them from skidding and horses

might get a sure foothold. It is highly cred

itable to President A. R. Shattuck, of the

Automobile Club, to record that he was on

hand in responsetto the Commissioner's invi

Paul

ii. Deming was there in a White runabout.

tation at 7:30 o‘clock, in his Panhard.

It was (‘omniissioner \Voodbury’s purpose

to go at the asphalt somewhat after the

iashion in which it is done. in London, only

he had some \V0.dbury ideas to introduce.

Chief of these was the innovation of squee

gees drawn by horses. with which the

asphalt might be scraped and dried after

being flushed. As the Commissioner ex

plained, the squee-gee itself, a board with

rubbu' on the edge, such as is used for win

dow cleaning. is as old as a ship‘s deck, but
so far as he knuvvva sqnec-ecev drawn by

horses was original with him. The squee

gees used for the purpose of the experiment

were improvised aiiuirs, put together the

day before that set for the demonstration.

They were simply cid snow scrapers with a

t\v..-inch flange or lip of rubber projecting

from the lower edge of the scraping bla.le.

Sad to relate, they did not work effectually.

The place chosen for the experiment “as

the block on Fifth avenue opposite the Wai

dorf-Astoria, and part of the block below,

between Thirty-third and Thirty-second

streets. Early as it was, photographers and

newspaper men war on hand, and a curious

crowd of pedestrians fringed the sidewalks

wondering what it all was about. It was

plain that something was going on, for there

was an unusual number of “white wings"

on the two blocks, a section boss, two patent

sprinkling carts and three of the two-horse

squee-gees. Commissioner Woodbury rolled

up in a steam automobile tendered him for

the occasion. President Shattuck arrived

soon after, and then Paul Deming.

The watering wagons first went to Work to

show what they could.do at flushing the

street instead of merely sprinkling it. The

new style of carts, of which only a few are

in use by the Department, are ingenious con

trivances that carry water under an air pres

sure, so that a spray can be sent out in front,

behind or to either side with considerable

force. When the spray-is sent out from the

holes on the side of' the vertical distributer

that extends downward to within eighteen

inches of the ground, the surface dirt and

refuse are flushed to the gutter. The

strength of the spray may be imagined

from the fact that a brick has been

carried along for a block and around a

corner by the stream of water from one

of these carts. The pressure in the carts

is obtained in a very simple and economical

way. The water barrel on the wagon is air

tight and has a compartment forward, where

the air is forced and cushioned simply by the

entrance of the water from the hydrant. Of

course the greater the water pressure the

more the air is compressed and the greater

the distributing force.

After the water wagons had done their

work the squee-gces took the stage for their

stunt. Alas, even opposite the Waldorf the

asphalt was so wavy and cuppy that the

much as they did when the experimenting

party went down to Twenty-first street to

try the asphalt where 'it hadw'bgen siInpiy

s1 rinkied and made slimy. It was suiiii'ieht
iy demonstrated that the flushing i-is' far

better than the sprinkling, and also that‘the,

squee-gccs are good things if they can be

made to fit the uneven surface. The streaks

left behind the Scrapers where they did

touch were dry and gritty. If the whole

roadbed could have been fixed like these

streaks there would have been perfect trac

tion and no slipping.

It was a poor day for experiments of the

kind, because of the low temperature. At T

a. in. the thermometer was 35 degrees, three

points above freezing. As the Commissioner

said, it was only three degrees from impossi

 

 

  

 

 

ltlr. John C King, of Chicago, in his Robinson Ca- in whiz‘i he I‘ouied New England. Mr King is in the Rear

S: it With his Ch Autieur. At the Wheel is _I. T. Robinson, President of the Pope-Robinson Co., at his Side is

E. W. Pope, Treasurer oi the Company.

 

straight edges of the squee-gees could hit

only the high spots, and after they had gone

along they left two or three streaks each a

few inches wide where the pavement had

been scraped. As the squec-gecs ran along

one could see a broad streak of daylight

under them. Commissioner “'oodbury

stepped on the top of one of the scrapng

blades in order to weight it down and make

it touch, but it was no use. and he shook his

head mournfully as he got off and climbed

into President Shattuck‘s car. The tWO auto

mobiles tried manocuvering on the asphalt

after the carts had flushed it and the squee

gces had threatened it. The vehicles were

tooled along in snaky lines and turned short.

When turned short the rear wheels of the

little \Vhite would slew about almost in a

half a circle. The big Panhard skidded

some. Neither of them, however, slipped so

bility. At 32 no washing of the street would

be practicable. The water left in the hot

lows and even on the high spots did not dry

as it would on a summer morning.

Enough was done to show that the idea of

the Commissioner is a good one when prop

trly worked out. After it was over Commis

sioner \Voodbury remarked to the Motor

World man: “Well. we have learned a great

deal about the varying conditions of asphalt

and how to treat them. There is no radia

tion this morning to help us or the demon

stration would have been much better. We

are going to keep at it, though, and we will

get the streets cleaned eventually, no matter

what we have to do. I think that I will

modify the squce-gccs by making them wavy

like the asphalt. The edges will be escal

lopcd and with two or three in a row on the

same machine, having the escallops in coun

ter positions. we ought to be able to hit the

holes as well as the bumps. The rubber

Iyells, too, should be longer and more flexi

1e."
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TO OUTDO ROME

Colossal Project Which Includes Ten-Mile Auto

mobile Track—Vanderbili Interested 'I

A ten—mile track for automobiles is part

of the roseate hued scheme for the greatest

show of a. sportsman’s paradise on the

face of the earth. Yet this little automobile

course is only an incident in the grand

scheme for an aggregation of running horse

stupendous to be realized, and yet there is

a world of reason in the arguments ad

vanced by those who are behind it. It is

pointed out that in a very short time all

the horse racing tracks in Greater New

York must be sacrificed to the advance of

house builders or railroads or the progress

in laying out city streets. According to Mr.

Fullerton there is assurance of Whitney,

Belmont and Vanderbilt money and support

in the execution of a plan such as the one

indicated. Fullerton says it will be a couple

BULB 0R REED?

Two Experts Disagree as to the Weak Points oi

American Horns-Their Contentions.

When experts disagree, offering antipodal

explanations for an occurrence, and being

equally emphatic in believing that they are

correct, it is not an easy matter to decide be

tween them.

"Why is it that practically all the auto

  

SIR THOMAS LIPTON. IN AN OLDSMOBILE, AT HIS COUNTRY RESIDENCE, OSIDGE, ENGLAND.

and trotting tracks, golf grounds, cinder

patins, baseball diamond, football gridiron.

bicycle track and all the rest of it, down to

a croquet lawn, that is being plotted for the

iicmpstend plains on Long Island by H. B.

Fullerton of the Long Island Railroad and

a few kindred spirits, who will, according to

the enthusiast named, be the nucleus of the

greatest athletic organization ever known.

The recently incorporated Kings County

Automobile Club, it now appears. was only

one of the preliminary steps In the whole

plan. The project at first flush seems too

of years before there is any tangibic dc

vclopnient oi the scheme, but the prclim

inary work is cvcn now going on.

There are milcs of waste lcvci lllllth on

the plains about licmpslcad. and. after all.

u ton»mile circuit Would. it circular. bc only

a trillc more than ihrcc milcs in dininctcr,

possibly three and :i half milcs in grculcst

diulnctcr it‘ an oval.

'l‘hc urcutcst objcction probably would be

that made by the spcctalors. A revolving

grand stand in the centre of the infield

.should be built to do the thing up properly,

and a pair of powerful field glasses given

away with every admission ticket.

mobilc horns are imported?" repeated Charles

It}. Milli-r. the well known Jobber of this

city. "For a very simple reason, viz., that

we can't make them as well as the tor

eigncrs can.

"The trouble is with the reeds. Try as

we may we can‘t equal the French at mak

ing reeds. Theirs last torm'er. or nearly for

ever, no matter how much they are used.

But ours crack and split and go wrong in

every conceivable way. There‘s no use talk

ing, we can't make reeds, and we might as

well give up trying,” and he shook his head
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in such a positive way that the Motor World

man came to the conclusion that it was a

hopeless task.

A short time afterward, hOWever, this view

was shaken in consequence of a conversation

had with R. H. Welles, of the Badger Brass

Co.

“We have given up the manufacture of

horns," he said, “because we find it out of the

question to compete with the French makers.

“The trouble is all with the rubber bulbs.

They won’t stand the work they have to do.

They crack or burst in a short time and thus

become utterly useless. It‘s queer, too. Just

why our rubber manufacturers shouldn't be

able to make 'just as good bulbs as their

European rtials is something that I can‘t un

derstand. But such is the case, for we have

tried it over and over again, and always

with the same result."

Asked if there was any trouble with the

reeds, Welles scouted the idea.

“The reeds are all right," he said. “We

have neither trouble to get them here nor

cause for complaint against them. No, I tell

you it is the bulbs; you may he sure of that."

 

Whipple and his Packard Ported.

Desolation undoubtedly fills the soul of

that prince of good fellows, Harlan W.

‘Vhipple. For years the Orange (N. J.) man

has been an automobile enthusiast of the

most pronounced type. His automobile

stable is always large, but even it i insig

nificant by comparison with the list of cars

he has owned at one time‘ or another. And

although he may tire of some automobiles

he is never happy without a motor vehicle

of some sort.' '

Last week Mr. \Vhipple sailed, en route for _,

Cuba, where he is interestedin some raii~ '

road enterprises. With him was to have

gone his latest and most beloved automobile

—the big, brass-hub Packard that is so well

known by all 'who have even a seeing ac

quaintance with its owner.

go, and thereby hangs a tale. .

In packing up the necessary articles that

form part of every traveller‘s kit, Mr.

Whipple concluded that the “Juggarnaut‘fn

was too much for him, so the big car was

handed over to the tender mercies of others

~for, of course, it was to go to Cuba, too.

The “others” were, in this case, an ex

press company, to which was intrusted the

task of delivering the car to the steamer _in

ample time for its sailing. Equally, of

course, they cut the time so very tine that

the car reached the dock just in time to be

too late. It is even said that additional

poignancy was added to Mr. Whippie's feel

ings by witnessing its arrival from the deck,

after the lines had been cast loose and the

voyage begun.
 

In making a temporary electrical connec

tion the stranded wires should be twisted up

as solid as possible and the loop formed by

turning the wire from left to right. When

so made the loop closes in under the twisting

action of the screw when tightening up the

connection. If the loop be made in the oppo

site direction this same action spreads the

wire and a bad connection results.

But it did not

Springfield Banquet: and Elects.

Jollity and rare good fellowship marked

the annual meeting and election of the

Springfield (Mass) Automobile Club on

“'ednesday of last week. It was followed

by a banquet, the first, it is stated, of month

ly ones to be held throughout the winter.

The complete list of officers chosen was

as follows: President, H. G. h‘iske; first

vice-president, Dr. W. R. Weiser, second

vice-president, Dr. A. 0. Squier; third vice

presldent, A. P. Smith; fourth vice-president,

I. H. Page; secretary, l“. A. Hubbard; treas

urer, F. S. Carr; directors, Dr. H, (3. Med

craft, Dr. H. C. Martin, Harry A. Knox, J.

Frank Duryea, Adolph Geisel, S. ‘L. Haynes

and W. M. Remington.

 

The Naked Northern.

Few of the thousands of spectators who

watched the Northern car tear around the

track and reel off miles at the. rate of 1.26,

at Detroit a few weeks ago. knew that the

vehicle was one of the regulation runabouts

Suchstripped for racing. was thew-use.

 

  

however. The lllustratiovn shows the car in

its naked readiness. and the way it ate up

space is confirmation of the Northern Mfg.

(‘03s claim that its product possesses ample -

power as well as stamina. At the same

meeting this car came into collision with

the‘VVinton “Bullet,” but neither it nor

Operator Maxwell were much hurt, although

their escape was little short of miraculous.

 

Recent lncorporatiom.

Detroit, Mich—The Imperial Automobile

C0,, Ltd., with 250,000 capital. to manufact

ure electric automobiles. The officers are

Dr. J. B. Book. chairman; D. J. Campau,

and Homer Mchw, vice-chairmen; R.

0. Adams, secretary, and George J.

\Vorthy, treasurer. Joseph Ledwinka, of

Pittsburg, and Rudolphus Fuller, of De

troit, are consulting engineers. and the

following comprise the advisory board: Hoyt

Post, (7. M. Burton. S. F. Hodge, \V. T. Mc

Graw. J. Fred Williams and A. B. McCord,

of Detroit. and (‘harles Berg. of Chicago.

Among others interested are W. D. Simons.

D. J. Campau, Homer Mciiraw. George J.

Worthy. R. 0. Adams, Ralph L. Aldrich and

Rudolphus Fuller, of Detroit.

About Oldsmobile: for I903.

“The Oldsmobile for 1003?" said F. L

Smith, of the (lids Motor Works, repeating

the question put to him. "It will be just as

good as the Oldsmobile of 1002" he added.

“A distinctive model or any radical alter

ations?" again repeating the query. “Not

a bit of it. It isn't the Olds policy to tinker

with a good thing for the mere sake of mak

ing a change or to wait twelve months to

make an alteration when the alteration is in

the nature of an improvement. we would

improve eVery month in the year were it

possible. As it is, we have during the year

tuned up our little runabout in several de

tails. We do not hold such things until the

end of one year or the approach of a new

one. We improve as we go along, irrespect

ive of season. As for radical departures.

than ours where is there a carriage that is

more eye pleasing or that is giving better

service or better satisfaction? W'hy, then,

should we even think of tearing down only

to build up again? We have nothing of the

sort in contemplation."

Drop forged Doss.

Drop forged dogs of all kinds—common

dogs, straight and bent tall dogs, clamp dogs

with stationary and swivel jaws, the latter

for holding taper pieces, die dogs—all are de

scribed and illustrated in a new list just is

sued by the Billings & Spencer 00., Hartford,

(‘onn. These dogs are drop forged of the

best steel for the purpose and are fitted with

hardened steel screws. They are especially

designed for heavy work, and the reputation

of the famous Hartford concern is sufficient

guarantee of their quality.

 

Go From St. Louis to Florida.

A tour over roads and through territory

rarely visited by automobiles is being made

by Mr. and Mrs. John 1,. French, of St.

Louis. They left the latter place last week,

_ en route for Orlando, Fla., where they ex

pect to Join friends on a hunting and fishing

trip. They will take the trip slowly, stop

ping at whatever points may interest them.

They do not expect to reach thir destination

until the middle or last of December. Their

intention is to spend the remainder of the

winter in Florida.

 

Fosdick “Goes and Does It."

Rice. wedding cake and cards have played

a very prominent part in the doing of Harry

A. Fosdick this week. The popular man

ager of the Winton Boston branch is receiv

ing the congratulations of his friends, his

marriage having taken place on Tuesday at

Hackensack, N. J. The bride was Miss

Lizzie Ballagh. The wedding took place at

the home of her parents. at Hackensack,

and the happy couple are of! on a three

weeks' honeymoon,

 

New One in Washington.

The Washington Motor Car Co. is the

style of a new concern at the Capitol, of

which D. L. \Vhitford, formerly of the Mo

bile Co. of America, is the moving spirit.

The agencies for the Northern and Knox

have been secured, and business is already

doing at the temporary location, 1116 Con

necticut 1ve.nue.
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EXCHANGE OF OPINIONS

First of A. C. A. Tuesday Night Talks Gives

Rise to Discussion of Many Subjects.

it was quite sincere and quite natural

that several members of the Automobile

Club of America and a couple of visitors

should complain of the tediousness of four

teen miles an hour in reliability runs, and

should advocate something more in the na

ture of a race, at the first of the Tuesday

night talks, but it was unfortunatethat it

should go forth in the newspapers, because

it gives the motorphobe such an excellent

thing to bellow about.

The meeting of last Tuesday night, at the

club house, on Fifth avenue, New York, was

very well attended. President Shattuck

being unavoidably absent. Vice-President

W. E. Scarrltt occupied the chair. The

theme for discussion was the reliability con

test to Boston and back, held in October,

and some very interesting comment was

made. Chairman Scarrltt began proceedings

by outlining the story of the run and dwell

ing with praise upon the signal success

of it.

Suggestions being asked for, G. F. Cham

berlain said he thought that a mistake had

been made. in not affording the newspaper

men opportunity to get fuller and more ac

curate reports. l‘he consequence of the

policy of having observers keep their rec

ords secret was. he said. that many garbled

accounts crept into the papers. He favored

making public the reports of the observers

at the noon and sight controls. S. T. Davis,

Jr., spoke in the same strain, and Chairman

Scarrltt heartily approved of the sentiment.

He said he wo Jld advocate that in the next

run, the observers be furnished books with

carbon sheets. so that a copy of their notes

could be posted at the noon and night con

trols on a bulletin board. for the benefit of

the press.

Mr. Davis said he favored doing away

with observers, but did not explain why.

Percy Owen faVored short runs of 1330 miles.

H. S. Chapin advocated a series of a week

of runs of about 100 miles a day, going out

from the city in a different direction each

day, and returning at night.

E. 'l‘. Birdsail started the talk about rac

ing. He said that the reliability of Amer

ican machines has been sufficiently demon

strated, that no matter what a contest was

called the public always centered its inter

est in the machine that got in first, and be

lieved that it was the best machine. He

said that if the vehicles were sent to Boston

and back or (‘hicago and back. without 0b

servers and without any “funny business"

of controls, it would be the best machine

that got back first. not the fastest, but the

best. He said it was all wrong to have to

crawl on good roads and hurry on poor

ones, because those were not touring condi

tions, Several espoused these sentiments,

but (‘ha'irman Scarritt snuffed the racing

talk by saying that the club stood for obedi

ence to the law, and that present inconveni

ence must be endured for the sake of future

good.

S. T. Davis, Jr., favored classifying ma

chines according to price. instead of weight,

because it was the price in which the buy

ing public is most interested.

Captain Barclay H. Warburton, of the

Philadelphia Automobile Club, suggested

that a long distance race should be held,

and the machines handicapped on the basis

of their retail prices, the same as is done in

selling races for horses. He said be for

merly owned thirty-six horses, and that he

often drove a coach-and-fonr along Broad

street, Philadelphia, at a gallop, and from

the Quaker City to New York at the rate of

twenty miles an hour without ever being

spoken to by a policeman, but that now, if

he ventured to run an automobile at the

rate of ten or twelve miles an hour, he

quickly heard the policeinan‘s whistle.

General Roy Stone said that the ordinance

permitting the laying of experimntal bits of

steel road in New York City had become a

law that day, Tuesday, and that a steel

track for trucks would be laid in Murray

street, from Broadway to Church street,

within a few days.

W. J. Stewart told of the thousand miles

of good roads there are in the nearby coun

ties of New Jersey, but which are little used

by New Yorkers because of these being no

good road from Jersey City to Newark. He

asked if a steel road could not be laid across

the meadows to Newark, and if the A. C. A.

would notco-opcrate with the Automobile

Club of New .ieisey in having one built.

General Stone suggested that probably a

right of way for a private road could be ob

tained across the meadows, so that an ex

clusive automobile speedway might be built.

This idea found favor, and (‘huirman Scar

ritt said that he would lay the matter be

fore the governors of the A. (I A.

 

Hill Climb on Thanksgiving.

There has been much talk of hill climbing

contests. but until this week, when the New

Jersey Automobile Club announced that it

would father such an event, nothing came

of it all. 'l‘liankegiving Day, November 27.

is the date selected. and Eagle Rock bill, a

few miles from Newark, .\'. J., will be the

scene of the contest.

It is proposed to divide the contestants

into two classes—for gasolcne and steam ve

hicles, respectively. President W. E. Scur

rltt of the club thinks such a division would

add materially to the interest of thc cvcnt,

Eagle Rock hill is located in that region

of good roads. the Oranges. and is about om,

mile long. The grade is vcry even for the

greater part ol' the way. but near the end

tiicl'c is a turn, followed by the steepest

risc. which extends Io iln- top. 1! distance of

several hundred feel. The gradient ranges

bclwccn ii and l? per cent. A smooth, hard

nmcadain surface is conducch to good time,

if suiiicicni power is available.

CASE LAYS DOWN LAW

His Charge in Marble Matter Defines Some Points

Regarding Usage of Public Roads.

Both in his charge. to the jury and in pro

nouncing sentence in the case of Herbert

A. Marble, who was convicted of man

slaughter at New Haven, Conn., last week,

Judge Case discussed the privileges and re

sponsibilities of automobllists.

He pointed out that the highways are for

the convenience of others, and one class must

respect the equal right of other classes.

Each must consult the safety and con

venience of the others, acting within the

rights of their class. He also pointed out

that the running of an automobile in the

daytime was a very diiferent thing from

running it on a dark foggy night, and the

same rules of precaution would not apply

in both cases. Moreover, the ignorance of

the presence of others would form no ex

cuse, as the driver must be prepared for an

emergency and must keep his machine under

control. Lastly, the doctrine of contribu

tory negligence does not apply in a crimi

nal case as it does in a civil suit.

Judge Case then went on at some length

regarding the use of automobiles on the

highways. He said that the automobile

was a machine which, in the hands of re

sponsible 'and careful persons, was safe, but

in the hands of the reckless was a danger

ous machine. Unfortunately, he stated,

there are too many persons who own or coli

troi these machines who use them with an

utter disregard for the rights and safety

of others, and they will continue to do so

unless the courts show that they will uphold

the rights of the people.

“It is unfortunate that there is an in

creasingly large class of people who meas

ure their caution by their convenience in

managing these machines, and they will

continue to presume unduly on the rights

of others unless the courts indicate their

disapproval," said the judge in conclusion.

Foxhall Keene a Victim.

Near Oyster Bay, L. 1., on Tuesday, Fort

hall P. Keene was arrested, charged with

illegal speeding. Instead of tamely submit

ting to be mulcted, he announced that he

would fight the case. His car. -he said, had

been so geared that it was impossible to

get a speed exceeding twenty miles an hour

out of it.

The arrest was but one of many made at

the instance of a self-appointed organiza

tion which arrogates to itself the duty of

prosecuting violators of the (‘ocks law—pro

vided they wer automobilists.

A determined stand made by a man like

Keene should shed a flood of light upon its

practices.

It is an unusually sagaclous child that

knows enough not to smile when its father

attempts to explain just how and why a

motor motes or why It falls to.
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POINTS OF THE PEERLESS

Convertible at Will to Racer or Touring Car

and Contains Many Features of Merit.

 

 

\Vhen at the last show in Madison Square

Garden the Peerless Motor Car Co.—tlien

the Peerless Mfg. Co.—-Clevelaud, 0., brought

out its smart looking foreign type of cars, it

was seen that a great deal of thought had

been given to the matter, and that no small

amount of skill had beer. brought to bear

on the problems confronting the American

manufacturer who takes such a course. The

cars were exceedingly creditable productions.

When the time came for them to receive

their baptism of fire—the test of actual and

extended use on the road—it was found that

they did not belie their looks.

Since then the concern has been spurred

on to more ambitious attempts. Last Au

gust a racing Peerless car made its now at

the races at Brighton Beach, this city, and

A centrifugal ball governor is carried on

the forward end of the two to one shaft. it

acts on a lever, the upper end of which con

nects with a throttle valve in the inlet valve

casing. A red connection from the same

lever is worked by a small accelerator pedal

under the operator‘s right foot. As the gov

ernor halls expand this pedal rises, and by

pressing it down the throttle valve is held

open against the. action of a governor. When

the foot is removed from the pedal, as to

apply the brake. the governor again acts

on the throttle.

The main frame is bent up in two halves

of two-inch channel steel, each half forming

a side sill and a half of the end sills. The

two halves thus formed are joined at front

and back by fish plates. But one intermedi

ate cross sill is used, this being under the

driver‘s seat. between the speed gear box

and the mother. it is bent downward. some

what iii an .\I shape. The front ends of these

angle irons are bent up just forward of the

motor to meet the front cross sill of the

main frame.

  

performed splendidly. At subsequent meets

it clinched the matter by continuing to show

up in excellent shape.

It is pretty well known that this racing

car is to be the piece de resistance of the

Peerless company‘s offerings for 1903. \Vith

such changes as are necessary to transform

a racing car into a roadster, this vehicle will

be duplicated and termed the Peerless tour

ing car. The substitution of 28-inch for 32

inch wheels, and a tonneau body for the

skeleton form then used, practically effects

the change.

Except that the usual pipe coils with radi

ating disks appear in its front, the bonnet

resembles the well known Mercedes bonnet,

being square in shape. It incloses a two

cylinder vertical motor, the two being cast

together, as are the cylinders and cylinder

heads. 'i‘hcse cylinders are 41/1-inch here

by Slé-inch stroke. Both pistons work on

one elongated crankpin. it being considered

that the vibration thus caused is less 0b

ji-ctioimble tlrin'tliat due to the irregular

impulses necessary with opposite cranks,

and the cranks are. carefully balanced to

reduce vibration as much as possible. A

iioat feed vaporizer of modern design is

used.

The motor and speed gear box are sup

ported oii the false frame in the usual inan

iier. The “pump handles" carrying the front

ends of the front sprougs are riveted into

the channel by side sills, Instead of being

made with an L shaped base, as in the

French machines. The rear springs are lib

erally proportioned for easy riding, and will

compress about four inches from their shape

when fully loaded. The front springs,

which can compress about three inches, are

provided with rubber buffers to protect them

from abnormal shocks.

A centrifugal pump is used in the new as

in the former models, but it is gear driven

instead of by friction. as before. The ar

rangement of the water tank and cooling

coils is unique. The tank, which is wholly

placed in front of the motor bonnet, is di

vided into upper and lower portions. These

are connected by vertical radiating tubes,

and the upper tank, into which the water is

discharged from the engine jacket, has a

steam outlet passing down below.

The zigzag radial tubes are patterned after

the latest Paiihard type, and consist of a

number of very small tubes laid side by

side horizontally. with the radiator flanges

deep enough to include the whole set of

tubes. There is no direct connection be

tween the tank and these tubes, but the

water from the pump passes to the upper

ends of these tubes. thence dividing itself

in multiple between them and going zigzag

to the bottom. whence it passes to the en

gine jacket. The pump draws its water from

the lower tank to which it is connected by a

short downwardly sloping pipe, preventing

any possible formation of steam in the

pump.

The engine is lubricated principally by a

multiple pressure lubricator, which feeds oil

to the cylinders and ciaiikplns. The end

bearings of the crank shaft have oil pockets

and ring oilers, and require only occasional

refilling. The shaft bearings of the gear case.

which. like the engine crank case. is of

aluminum, are oiled in the same way, there

being an entire separation between shaft

lubrication and the oil in the gear box it

self.

The gasolene tank under the seat is made

to hold nine to twelve gallons, at the option

of the purchaser. About five and one-half

gallons of water are carried. The touring

machine is geared to run thirty miles an

hour at 900 revolutions ier minute of the

engine, at which speed the engine is rated

to give 16 horsepower. This, of course, is

without acceleration.

Ignition is by jump spark. with Splitdorf

coils and De Dion dry batteries.

Why he Lille: Renting.

“Does renting pay. and is there much of

it 1'" repeated W. 11. Webster. of the “'ebster

Automobile Co. “I should say so. Any

one who bids for it can in a little while get

all he can handle and at paying prices.

"We have been at it only a short time, but

have built up a good trade." he went on. “In

fact, it was owing to it that we took on our

new place at No. 346 West Fifty-third street.

We hadn‘t room to handle a renting business

here, so were obliged to hire a place where

we could.

“We charge $3 for the first hour and $2 an

hour thereafter. This is with a chauffeur, of

course. No. we never hire a rig without our

man to run it; wouldn't do it at any price,

no matter how experienced or expert the

.hirer might be—or claim to be. No chauffeur

no rig, is our motto, and it is a good one. “'e

would not deviate from this practice unless

we had deposited with us the full value of

the carriage.

“Where do people go? Oh, to the Park or

around town to make calls or to do shopping.

It's quite a novelty to do this in an allffilllO~

bile, and therefore we have plenty of appli

cants.

"We have had a man pay us as high as

$16 in a day for hire. Such amounts as $6

and $8 are not at all unusual. You see. when

it is borne in mind that two or even three

passengers besides the chauffeur can be cal

ricd in one of our Prescott rigs. which w.

use for this purpose, and that a great deal or

ground is covered. the charge is not really

high."
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THE AUTOPI‘IOBE ASSOCIATION

The Working Plan and the Men Behind the

Long Island “ Crusade " Finally Revealed.

The Motor World has atlast- discovered

the personnel of the organization behind

the prosecution of automobilists in Nassau

County, Long Island—the people responsible

for the measured road, the tin can and

sleigh bell signals and the corn fodder con

stabies with stop watches hiding in the

woods. The select gentlemen responsible

for these tactics compose the Long Island

Highway Protective Society, under which

name all forms of motorphobia on Long 181

and may henceforth be known. ’

Thisprganlzation is by no means 116W,,bllt

it is not generally known, because it is select

and has been chary about revealing itself to

any except those who were reasonably sure

to be in symphthy with the hidein-tlle

woods-and-grab ’em plan. '

The Long Island Highway Protective So

ciety has been in existence since last; sum

mer. It was incorporated in September. It

has been busy catching the class of criminals

who use automobiles ever since it was

formed, but thus far it has not caught any

one driving a horse faster than eight miles

an hour, although the declared purposes of

the society is to prevent illegal speeding by

reinsmen as well as chauffeurs. That it

declares that objcct in the preamble of its

constitution, and also in the first part of a

circular letter which is being sent to Long

Islanders suspected of Inotorphobia, but ill

the second paragraph the writer of the cir

cular colncs out with quite charming naivete

and says that after all it is really the auto

mobile that the society has it in for. This is

the way the circular reads:

t‘Thc Long Island Highway Protective 80'

cicty has just tiled articles of incorporation,

and entered on an Important work indicated

ill its name. In plain English, it Intends to

organize the dwellers on Long Island for the

purpose of securing greater safety to all who

use its highways and wage war on all who

usurp thc public‘s rights and privileges

tllcrcon by rendering the highways danger

ous thrOuglt the reckless driving of machines

or teams.

"One of the avowed objects of the society,

as set forth ill Its articles of incorporation,

is 'to support and co-opcrate with the public

authorities in the enforcclllellt of the law and

statutes governing the use and operation of

motor vehicles and riding and driving.‘

Stripped of Its legal phrases. this mcalls that

the society intends to keep a, guardian eye on

tho rights of the general public to Long Isl~

:llld's highways as against their lawless and

rccklcss use by automobilists.

"Since the use of high powcr :Illtolllobilcs

I-K‘i'illllfi so general, Long Island has become

the Mccca of the ‘s(__'0rchcrs,y and the craze

for speed on the part of many thoughtless

owners of machines has grown into so seri

ous a menace to pedestrians and horsemen

that many cxpcricnccd drivers no longer fre

quent the macadamizcd highways, and in

many localities driving by women has been

practically abandoned. This society is ac

cordingly organized to abate the nuisance,

but not to wage an indiscriminate warfare

on automobiles. Its Illcorporators believe

that a majority of those who have these ma

chines will sympathize with tllem,-and they

expect that many of them will become mem

bers of the society. But the oti'cnders, who

behave as if they held private ownership

of the roads, who speed recklessly, who

drive madly through village streets and

around corners, who respect none of the

rights of pedestrians or horsemen. will no

 

A French innovation.
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longer bc tolerated. \Val' is to be waged

against 11'] such ofl‘clldcrs.

“The nucleus of the society has been ill

existence for some weeks. and in Nassau

County particularly has most effective work

already been dollc. Here courses have bccn

Incasurcd on the principal thoroughfares.

“'ardcns charged with tho dctcctiolt of of

t'clldcrs have been appoilltcd. and :llrorllcys

\vhosc llllsillcss it is to pl-osccllu- violators

of thc law Ilil\'l‘ ln-cll l‘t'ltlll‘l‘ll. 'I‘llc cost of

this work is not paid out of tho flllul raised

through lllollllu-l'sllip I'm-s, but by the scvcrnl

branch divisions \\'Illlill the society, ouch

within its own locality. The membership

fund will be used for the general purpOses

of the society only.

“The headquarters of the society are at

Oyster Bay, and those who entered on the

work at first expected to confine their en

crgics to Nassau County. But when so great

an interest was shown, and when the con

ditions in Queens and Suffolk counties were

found to be similar to those in Nassau, it

was decided that the scope of the society

should be extended over the entire Island.

Membership is based on the single condition

of interest in protecting the highways for

the public. The incorporators extend an In

vitation to all who can subscribe to that con

dition to join with them. The annual mem

bership fee is $5. Committees which have

been formed in villages for purposes similar

to those of the society also cordially are in

vited t0 co-opcrate with It.”

Tile work_of taking In motorphobes at

$5 a head goes merrily on, and the con

stables get a “rake oif” on every arrest thcy

make.

Meantime it is just as well for automo

bilists to know the distinguished gentlemen

who are behaving in such an enlightcncd

and manly way to have the law enforced

especially against automobile as a class.

Here they are:

Incorporators—William 14‘. Shecilan, Walter

Jennings, William H. Baldwin, Jr., Albert

\V. Seaman, Irving Cox, C. W. Wctmore,

Charles A. Post, L. J. Busby, Townsond

Scllddcr. Edward T. Cushing, John H. J.

Stewart, Vincent P. Travers, W. Emlen

Roosevelt, Arthur D. Weekes, W. J. Mathe

son, Francis K. Thayer, John W'. Weed,

Itobcrt W. Gibson, Franklin B. Lord, C. W.

Itodman, jr., Charles G. Peters, T. S. Young,

jr.. and A. P. Montant.

Officers—Charles W. Wetlnorc, president;

Robert W. De Forest, vice-president; W.

I'lllllen Roosevelt, treasurer, and Townsend

Scuddcr. secretary.

Directors for the first year—R. W. Gibson,

William F. Slicellan, William J. Matheson,

Thomas S. Young. jr., George R. Sheldon,

William H. Baldwin. jr., W. Emlen “005'?

volt, William J. Youngs, Arthur D. “'cekcs

and C. W. Wetlnore. Former Representa

tive Townsend Scuddcr is the society's coun

sci.

 

Feared it Wlufd Explode.

There was one thing about the freak steam

racer,“Tlle Tug," which made its appearance

at the Detroit races, that puzzled observers.

This was the vagaries of Its steam gauge.

It registered a most wonderful. nay, an

alarming, pressure, frcquclltly getting up as

high as 2,000 pounds.

A group of tradesmen were looking at the

queer car as it was standing bctwecn races.

Among them was Fred Mott. of the Weston

Mott Company, who was examining the eu

glllc intently. Suddenly his cyc fell on the

steam gauge. It indicated 2,000 pounds.

Mott made one bollnd away from it. and

then ran as fast as his legs could carry him.

"And the funny part of it was that it did not

explode," he confided to the Motor World

man, when he had recovered from the shock.
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The Massachusetts Automobile Club will

begin its series of smokers this month.

 

John P. Drake has been appointed man

ager of the Empire Automobile Storage Co.,

New York.

 

An automobile storage warehouse has been

opened at 248 West Fiftleth street, New

York, by C. F. Kculebler.

 

The agency for the Baker electric vehicles

has been given to the American Automobile

Storage Co., West Thirty-eighth street, this

city.

An addition to the ranks of Western man

nfacturers is the Muncie Wheel & Jobbing

Co., Muncic, Ind.. who are at work on a

gasolene automobile.

 

James A. Turnbull, 8. Springfield (Mass)

automobile dealer, last wceek filed a bank

ruptcy petition. His debts amount to $2,

538 09; assets, $1,600.

 

So much improved is the condition of A.

C. Bostwick, the well known racing and club

man, that he is expected to be out of Dr.

Bull’s private hospital in a short time.

 

By agreement between counsel. George S.

Taft, of “'orcester, Mass, has been appoint

ed auditor in the case of John C. Speirs ver

sus the Locomobile Company of America.

 

Panhard & Levassor, the famous French

makers. are reliably reported to have orders

amounting to $482,541) booked for 1904 de

livery. They are already "sold up" for 1903.

Flushed with his successful attack on the

existing record, Henry Font'nier is now

eager to race W. K. Vanderbilt. Jr., for the

"championship of the tWO great Republics."

Rudyard Kipling is one of the latest to en

roll himself in Great Britain‘s Volunteer

Automobile Corps, which now numbers 130

members. They constitute a sort of autO

mobile militia.

 

 

Contracts have been let for the conversion

of an old church property at Newtonvilie,

Mass, into a modern garage, to be occu

pied when completed by F. J. Read. Room

to store seventy-five cars will he proi'ided.

The first hill-climbing competition of the

Auto Club of Switzerland took place last

month, between 'i‘relcx and St. Cergues. The

distance was ten kilometres. and good times

were obtained in the speed section, which,

however. was poorty rm Pet-tog

on a Rochct-Schneldcr, won the light can

class; and Mauthen, on a Mercedes, the

heavy cars class in 25 minutes.

 

Although not generally known, the famous

Mercedes car takes its title from a woman,

Miss Mercedes Jellinec. She is a daughter

of M. Jelllnec,' a director of the Cannstadt

firm, who was largely concerned in the de

sign of the car.

 

The store on 38th street, just west of

Broadway, this city. formerly occupied by

the American Electric Vehicle Co., is now

 

lnflatcs in Three Strokes.

Of pumps that should appeal to automo

bilists, that shown by the accompanying

illustration, and for which Alex. Schwalbach,

478 Flatbush avenue, Brooklyn, N. Y., is

sole American agent, appears to have par

ticularly strong claims. It goes a step be

yond the double-action pump, and, as its

name implies, is a compound article. It has

two cylinders or barrels, one an inch and a

  

quarter in diameter and the other two

inches. Both barrels are nineteen inches

long and the total length of the pump, in

cluding a double handle and a double foot

rest, is twenty-three inches.

0n the up s'troke air is compressed from

the larger cylinder into the smaller and the

down stroke forces this compressed air from

the smaller barrel into the tire, where it ex

pands. One who has tried it says that an

entirely flat tire can be inflated with three

strokes. The pump is an English invention,

but one fully covered by American patents.

 

tenanted by Homan & Schultz. The latter

are making a strong push on the Northern

gasolene runabout.

 

One of the oldest livery stables in Provi

dence, R. ‘l., is to be torn down and an au

tomobile station erected in its place. It

will. when completed, be occupied by the

Providence branch of the American Cycle

Mfg. ('0.

 

Saturday, December 6, is the date set for

the opening “smoke talk" of the Rhode

Island Automobile Club. Meetings will he

held throughout the winter season at the

club’s headquarters, in the Crown Hotel,

Providence.

 

After giving a number of the aldermen a

demonstration of the harmlessness of the

motor vehicle, the Kansas City (Mo.) Auto

mobile Club last week took part in a hear

ing to consider the ordinance now before

the municipal bodies.

 

Negotiations are pending between citizens

of Waterloo, Iowa, and Charles E. Duryea,

of Reading, Penn, looking to the establish

ment of an automobile factory in the former

place. Visits have been exchanged. but

nothing definite has yet been done.

 

The Philadelphia postal authorities are ex

perimenting with an automobile wagon on

the route between the main oifice and Darby,

a suburb about six miles out. Formerly trol

ley cars did the work, but the automobile is

said to have covered the distance in much

faster time.

 

There will be the customary banquet of the

National Association of Automobile Manu

facturers during the automobile show at

Madison Square Garden in January. The

entertainment committee consists of P. H.

Deming, Percy Owen, H. W. Leonard, O. J.

Woodard and J. Gibbs.

 

Chicago chaufleurs are reported to be about

to form a union, with a view of securing

shorter hours and less work. They will re

fuse to wash wagons, but will consent to

pilot them and generally supervise all neces

sary repairs. For working more than eight

hours a day they will demand extra pay.

 

The colony of automobile storage houses

in this city is being constantly added to. One

of the latest entrants into the field is the

Metropolitan Motor Car Co., which has

leased part of a four story bulding on East

57th street, and will take possession on De

cember 1. Harry Doty will be in charge.

 

One stage of advancement has been

reached by the automobile ordinance now

before the Pittsburg. Pa., councils. Select

Council passed the bill last week. It pro

vides a maximum speed of seven miles down

town. ten miles on most of the other streets,

and fifteen mile on the outlying boulevards.

 

There are limits to credulity, it seems,

for the story of Elisha Caddick, who was

found lying injured on a road near Merlden.

Conn.. last week. that he had been run over

by an automobile was viewed with suspi

cion. Now it turns out that two boys saw

him fall from a bridge. And so sympathy is

denied him.

“To get rid of a generally mispronounced

foreign term, why could not the word ‘run

ner‘ be. used instead of ‘chauffeur’ for the

driver of an automobile?" suggests an auto

mobillst. “ 'itunuer‘ is in use in some parts

of the West for ‘englne driver' or ‘engineer’;

it might be applied with equal suitability to

the person running an automobile,"
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NEW OIL MOTOR

With impluse Every Revolution, Suggested by

British Authority—Present Types Reviewedf'j

 

Before the British Institute of Mechanical

Engineers, held a short time ago, Captain

C. C. Longbridge, a member of that body

and everywhere recognized as an authority

on subjects connected with the modern mo

tor car, read a paper entitled “Oil Motor

Cars of 1902," extracts from which are ap

pended.

As will be seen, Captain Longridge has

reached the conclusion that the times are

ripe for the introduction of a new oil motor.

He bases this conclusion on the imperfec

tions of the present types. Since the days

of Daimler and other early inventors, he

says, no great novelties have appeared, and

very little real advance has been made. A

motor in which an impulse takes place at

every revolution is the ideal one, he thinks,

With the Briton’s general conclusions—that

is, that a new motor is needed and will

comkAmerican workers in the field, notably

Charles E. Duryea, concur, as is well known.

“With very few exceptions, petrol car en

gines are of the vertical single acting Otto

type. Variations are made consisting chief

ly of. horizontal Ottos, or, more often, hori

zontal motors, in which one cylinder con

tains two pistons, between which explosion

takes place, such as the Koch, Gobron

Brillié, Prétot, Hyler-White, Lucas and a

number of others," he begins.

“There are two prevailing positions and

two classes of engines. As regards position,

the vertical is far the more common. From

the standpoint of the automobile engineer

the case stands thus: Advocates of vertical

fixing assert better accessibility and adapta

tion to the usual method of drive; those of

the horizontal claim less vibration (the im

pulse being at right angles to the spring

system of the vehicle), lower centre of grav

ity, easier lubrication and room for a longer

stroke—a requirement for the use of alcohol

and heavy oils. They might also appeal to

the almost universal practice of gas and oil

engine makers. Between the types of en

gines the comparison stands thus: Sim

plicity, and probably economy, lie with the

single acting Otto; a greater smoothness of

running with the one cylinder two piston

type. From the persistency and extension

of its use it is clear that manufacturers con

sider this latter advantage to more than

compensate for increased complication,

which, after all, in these small motors, is not

so great.

“The author himself holds that neither

type is going to stay. The ultimate evolution

will be the impulse every revolution engine.

The aim of manufacturers is obviously tow

ard elimination of change speed gear by in

creasing the flexibility or elasticity of the

motor. The car explosion motor has it be

more and more assimilated to the character

of the steam engine. To this assimilation

there is only one successfulroad. To obtain

steady running from the highest to the low

est speed the impulse must be multiplied;

and as thet number of cylinders is limited—

the fewer the better—recourse must be had

to the impulse revolution motor. In this

belief, the author has recently patented an

engine in which impulse in every cylinder

is obtained at every revolution. The cycle

is exceedingly simple, and, as high compres

sion is used, efficiency and economy should

result. The motor consists of two, or mul

tiple of two, side by side cylinders, closed

at both ends. The rear end forms the com

place; the front end is an air receiver. The

front ad or air chamber of each cylinder is

connected by a pipe or passage to the rear

pression chamber, in which explosion takes

end or compression chamber of thet other

cylinder. This tube or passage is provided

at both ends with valves, and serves to

transfer air from the air chamber of the

one cylinder to the compression chamber of

the other. The compression chambers are

provided with ample exhaust valves, and

the air chambers are fitted with automatic

inlet valves. All other valves are mechani

cally operated. The oil, atomized by a small

compressed air jet, is fed, under control of

the governor, into the combustion chamber,

at the end of the compression stroke.

“The action is as follows: Assume the

piston in No. 1 cylinder to be at the end of

its compression stroke, and that in No. 2

cylinder at the end of its working stroke.

The front of No. 1 cylinder is full of air;

the rear of N0. 2 cylinder is full of burnt

gases. The compressed charge in No. 1 is

now carburetted and fired, the piston ad

'vances, compressing the air in front; the

piston in No. 2 retreats, expelling the waste

gases. At about half stroke the exhaust

valve in No. 2 is closed. and simultaneously

the inlet valves (one at either end of the in

let tube) are opened, and the full charge of

air, already under compression, is pumped

from the front of. No. 1 cylinder into the

compression chamber of No. 2. On the com

pletion of the No. 2 cylinder compression

stroke atomized oil is injected (the Diesel

engine illustrates the method) and is fired;

at starting, by the electric spark, and after

ward, perhaps, by hot surface contact igni

tion, oil injection can be effected at once or

gradually, as desired.

“The advantages claimed are:

“1. Impulse every revolution in each cylin

der without extraneous pumps.

“2. Very perfect cushioning and easy rnn~

ning.

“3. Very high (‘tillipi'essifirn with (moth

charge. and, thercfore, economy.

“4. Absolute immunity from premature

ignition—a factor that militates against high

compression in other engines.

"5. High charge temperature of the charge,

wiiht it corresponding rarefaction; there

fore rry favorable conditions for easy ig

nitio rapid inammation anad high power,

“6 L method of oil injection that admits

of the engine being run as an explosion at

constant volume engine, or a combustion at

constant pressure engine

“7. Equal adaptability to petrol or heavier

oils. _

“Nearly two years ago, recognizing the

possibly even beneficial effect of the pres

ence of exhaust gas, and the great value of

maintaining the compression, the author

strongly recommended a motor company

with which he has some connection to adopt

governing on the exhaust (i. e., reducing the

volume of fresh charge by retaining a por

tion of the exhaust), in preference to volume

throttling. Mr. Frederick Grover, in 1894

’95, conducted experiments which bear out

the views held by the author. The general

results ‘show that the presence of the prod

ucts of combustion in certain mixtures actu

ally raises rather than diminishes the maxi

mum pressure obtained.’

“1. That the highest pressures are ob

tained when the volume of air is only slight

ly in excess of the amount required for com

plete combustion.

“2. That higher pressures are recorded

when residual gases take the place of an

excess of air.

“3. That when the volume of the products

of combustion does not exceed 58 per cent of

the mixture, then it is exp10sive, provided

that the volume of air is not less than 5.5

times the volume of coal gas.

“4. That the time of an explosion is much

reduced when excess of air is replaced by

products of combustion.

“Whether these observed facts are-due to

increased temperature or to some chemical

action is a point open to argument.

“Reduction in fuel consumption is the

great advantage of increased compression,

or, to state it otherwise, in any gixen mixt

ure, the explosion pressure produced by igni

tion is proportional to the charge compres

sion. In practice there are, of course. limits

to the degrees to which the charge can be

usefully compressed. These limits are fixed

mainly by four conditions: First, the diffi

culty of keeping piston and valves tight;

second, the necessity of seeing that the nega

tive work and the increased friction due to

high compression do not exceed the greater

efficiency obtained (the ratio of incrase in

efficiency decreasing as the pressure is in

creased); third, the desirability of avoiding

the excessive shock of a rich charge fired

under high compression; fourth, the risk of

premature ignition in a highly compressed

charge.

“In the matter of piston speed this year‘s

engines show a general return to the earlier

speeds given by 700 to 800 revolutions per

minute normal running. This gives less wear

and tear on the motor, gear and tiring acces

sories, and less difficulty in filling the cylin

der; while reserve power by acceleration is

held in hand. In respect to slow, yet steady

action, the impulse every revolution motor

Would possess a decided superiority.

“0n the whole, the author sees no great

novelty either in the types of engine, and

very little real advance since the days of

Daimler or early inventors. There Is un

doubtedly room for a new engine, and a

ready market for a good one."
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MUST WEAR BADGES

Pennsylvania’s Capital City Draft: Law That

Piles More Agony on Automobilists.

 

Determined, apparently, to be in the fash

ion, the Common Council of Harrisburg,

Pa., has under consideration an auto

mobile ordinance which has for its principal

feature a licensing scheme.

It provides that all operators of “auto

mobiles, autocars, or other similar vehicles,”

shall be licensed by a specially constituted

body, consisting of the Highway Commis

sioner, the City Electrician and the Chief

Engineer of the Water Department, termed

the “Board of Examiners of Operators of

Automobiles." It is required of the op

erators that they wear a metal badge, con

taining their number, pinned to their coats

in a conspicuous position. _

Aside from this the ordinance is op

pressive unnecessarily so. It prescribes a

maximum speed of seven miles an hour, with

four at crossings, and makes it compulsory

to fit two brakes, of sufficient power to stop

a car in ten feet when going at the maximum

speed. Altogether, 'the measure is a most

aggravating one.

its provisions are as follows:

An ordinance to regulate and license the

running and operating of automobiles

and motor vehicles, whether the motive

power he electricity, steam, compressed

air, naphtha, gasolene, kerosene, or any

source of energy other than human or

animal power.

Section 1. Be it ordained by the select and

common councils of the city of Harrisburg,

and it is hereby ordained by authority of the

same, That hereafter no automobile, auto

car or other similar vehicle shall be propelled

or driven upon or along any street, alley or

other public highway in the city of Harris

burg unless the person in charge or control

of such vehicle, and who is acting as the

operator thereof, shall be a person duly

licensed by the city of Harrisburg to act as

an operator of such vehicles, in the manner

hereinafter provided; aand for the purposes

of this ordinance the terms or names “auto

mobile," “auto car," anad other similar ve

hicles wherever and whenever used in this

ordinance shall be held to embrace and

mean, and are hereby defined to mean, any

vehicle driven or propelled upon or along the

streets, alleys or other public places of the

city, whether for purposes of business or

pleasure, or for both, the motive power of

which is electricity, compressed air, naphtha,

gnsolelie, kerosene or any source of energy

other than human or animal power; Pro

vided, however, 'l‘hnt nothing herein shall

apply to the operation of any locomotive,

motor or trolley car used by any steam or

street railway upon any track or tracks

owned or authoritatively used by any steam

or street railway company or corporation.

Sec. 2. That the Highway Commissioner,

the City Electrician and the Chief Engineer

of the Water Department shall be, and they

are hereby constituted, a Board of Exam—

iners, who shall be officially known and de

scribed as the "Board of Examiners of Op

erators 01' Automobiles"; and it shall be the

duty of such Board of Examiners to examine

into the qualifications, ability and capacity

of any person or persons who may desire to

obtain a license or certificate of qualifica

tion to operate any such automobile, auto

car or other similar vehicle. The said Board

of Examiners shall have power and author

ity, and it is hereby made its duty, to exam

ine into the qualifications and fitness of any

applicant for a license or certificate of quali

fication to act as an operator under the

provisions of this ordinance; and to carry out

the purposes of this ordinance the said board

may make such rules and regulations as

may be deemed by it expedient or necessary

for the purpose of determining the fitness of

any applicant for a license or certificate of

qualification; and the said Board of Exam

iners shall hold examinations as often as

may be deemed necessary, in the ofiice of

the Commissioner of Highways, and such

examinations shall be conducted with a view

to ascertaining the physical ability, mental

qualifications and possession by the appli

cant of a sufficient amount of mechanical

knowledge and ability to understand the

working parts or mechanism of the ap

paratus used for propelling or driving any

such automobile, auto car or other similar

vehicle.

Sec. 3. Every application for a license or

certificate of qualification hereunder shall

be made to the said Board of Examiners,

and shall set forth the name, age, citizenship

and occupation of such applicant. Any ap

plicant who shall have been examined by

the said Board of Examiners and deemed

by it capable of acting as an operator as

herein provided, shall have issued to him or

her a certificate of qualification or license

authorizing the person so examined and

found capable to act as an “automobile op

erator," and each such license or certificate

so issued shall expire upon the first Monday

of April next after the date of issue. The

said licensed operator shall also be furnished

with a metal badge having a number thereon

corresponding to the number on the certifi

cate given. Said badge shall be provided

with a pin or other fastening and shall be

worn by such licensed operator in a con

spicuous place on the outside of the coat

so that it may not be hidden either by acci

dent or design.

Sec. 4. The fee for such license or certifi

cate of qualification shall be $2 for the first

year or part thereof, and upon the expiration

of any such certificate or license the holder

thereof shall be entitled to a. renewal of such

certificate or license each year thereafter,

without further examination, upon the pay

ment of a fee of $1 for each such renewal.

Sec. 5. Every license or certificate of qual

ification issued by the said Board of Ex

aminers shall be signed by all or a majority

of said board, and may be revoked upon

finding that the person holding any such

license or certificate has proved unfit to act

as an operator, either by reason of careless

ness, intemperance or any other cause

deemed sufficient by the said board to re

quire a revocation of the same; Provided,

however, That no person shall have his or

her certificate or license permanently re

voked without first being given an oppor

tunity to be heard by the said Board of Ex

aminers in his or her defence. Such revoca

tion may be made for a limited period or

permanently as the said board may deter

mine, and in case of the revocation of any

such license or certificate the fee paid there

for shall be forfeited to the city.

Sec. 6. The Board of Examiners herein

provided for shall cause to be kept a full and

correct record of its official proceedings, in

cluding the names of the members of the

said board, the name, age and residence of

each applicant for a license or certificate, the

number of certificates issued or rejected, the

number of certificates renewed or revoked,

and the cause of such revocation, together

with the name of the person whose license

or certificate was revoked; also, the amount

of money received for licenses, and shall

cause a full report of said license fees to be

made each month to the City Controller,

and settlement of said fees made in accord

ance therewith with the City Treasurer.

Sec. 7. No automobile, auto car or other

similar vehicle shall be propelled or driven

upon or along any street, alley or public pace

in the city of Harrisburg at a speed exceed

ing seven miles per hour. and at a speed not

exceeding four miles per hour when turning

corners or crossing any highway within the

city, and each vehicle when in motion must

be kept to the right, and shall observe the

rule of the road as laid down for all other

vehicles.

Sec. 8. Each and every automobile, auto

car or other similar vehicle driven or pro

pelled upon or along any street, alley or

public way in the city of Harrisburg, shall

be equipped and applied with an alarm bell

or gong of not less than four inches in diam

eter, and the same shall be sounded at street

crossings and whenever else deemed ad

visable by the operator of such vehicle to

-be sounded for the purpose of notifying pe

destrians or others of the approach of such

vehicle. Each automobile, auto car or other

similar vehicle shall be equipped with at

least two brakes or sets of brakes, one of

which brakes or sets of brakes shall be inde

pendent of the driving gear of such vehicle.

Either of said brakes or sets of brakes shall

be of sufficient power when applied to bring

any such vehicle, at a speed of seven miles

per hour, to a full stop within ten feet from

the point such vehicle was when such brake

was applied; and all such vehicles shall carry

a lighted lamp or lamps in a conspicuous

position on such vehicle whenever in motion

on any street, alley or public way, at any

time after dusk and before dawn. No part

of the machinery of any automobile, auto car

or other similar vehicle shall be left running

while such vehicle is standing in any street,

alley or public way without an attendant.

Sec. 9. No person shall operate, drive or

propel any automobile, auto car or other

similar vehicle upon or along any street,

alley or other public way in the city of Har

risburg without having first obtained a cer

tificate of qualification so to do and a proper

badge therefor as hereinafter provided; and

any person violating any of the provisions

of this ordinance shall, upon conviction there—

of, be fined not less than $5, nor more than

$25 for each offence; and in default of the

payment thereof shall be imprisoned in the

jail of Dauphin County for a period not ex

ceeding thirty (30) days.

See. 10. All ordinances or parts of ordi

nances inconsistent herewith be and the

same are hereby repealed.
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NEW MODEL 6
  

$1500 Auto for $800.

DOUBLE CYLINDER MOTOR. PERFECT ACTION

EASY TO CONTROL AT ANY SPEED.

THREE POSITIVE SPEEDS FORWARD AND REVERSE.

A Blue Rlbbon, IOO Per Cent, Proposition to Agents.

ELMORE MANUFACTURING C0.. Clyde, 0., U. S. A.

 

THE M. SEWARII 8:. SUN 00.

NEW HAVEN, CONN.

MANUFACTURER. OI“

CARRIAGE

HARDWARE
AND

1 Special nrnn Ffl'lms

  

> FOR I

n; .1.

g Autumohlles
3 AND OTHER WORK.

We are prepared to make estimates from drawlnga or models

and guarantee first-class work.

 

The New York-Boston-New York Reliability Gontest

proved that we always win and you never lose.

When a tire goes down you want wheels which will stand up—

-.Weston=Mott
We give you the choice of tio kinds and you get (:12 result.

The choice we give:

W660 9R WIRE WHEELS

(and they are interchangeable).

Steering Axles.

- The result you get::

SATISFl-IQTIQN

(and that’s everything).

STEEL RIMS

of every section and every size.

 

WESTfiN-MGTT 86MPHNY,

  

Utica, New York.

 

Yllll BANNUT GET MORE FUR Yllllll MUNEY

than by using $2.00 of it to subscribe to

——Ebe=———

(Iboth Worm

In which each week appears a record

of all that is best, brightest and new

.est in the world of mechanical trafiic.

 

 

l Against Annoying

Police Mlstakes. I

r 7 . l The Mllll

I? i ‘

Speedometer A

will enable you to

ride up to the

full, local, legal

limits. There are

4 speeds and they

can‘t be disputed.

  

Night riding is Safer, Pleasanter, Easier, when you have a Mott Cage

|||um|nat°n We‘ll tell you more of what they tell you if you will write

LAURENCE MOTT, IOO Sudbury St. Boston.
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The Week’s Patents.

712,196. Motor Vehicle. William J. Lane

Filed March. 8, 1902. Serial No. 97,355.

(No model.)

and George Lane, Poughkeepsie, N. Y.

Claim.——1. In a motor vehicle, the combina

tion with a vehicle body, a motor supported

on said body, a steering axle fixed to the

body, a driving axle longitudinally ad

justable» relative to the body, a pow

er transmission means between the

motor and the driving axle and an (X

tensible reach interposed between the axles

for altering the distance between them.

712,329. Engine for Motor Vehicles. Charles

R. Pflaging, Baltimore, Md., assignor of

one-half to Orlando L. Gooden, Baltimore,

Md. Filed Aug. 4. 1902. Serial No. 118,

226. (No model.)

Claim—1. In a steam engine of the type

described, the combination with the cylin

ders, the crank shaft, and the driving con

nections as described, of a shaft projecting

at right angles to and driven by the crank

shaft; a sleeve keyed on the outer end of said

shaft and adapted to be moved a limited dis

tance longitudinally thereon, said sleeve hav

ing a gear wheel on each end thereof, a pin

ion mounted upon a shaft and always in

mesh with one of said gear wheels; and

means to move the sleeve longitudinally on

the said shaft.

712,484. Metal wheel. William P. Betten

dorf, Davenport, Iowa. Filed October 22,

1900. Renewed July 25, 1902. Serial No.

116,886. (No model.)

Claim.—~1. In a metal wheel, a hub having

two annular metal plates the radially dis

posed portions of which are clamped together

and have sockets formed between their meet

ing faces, in combination with metal spokes

the inner end portions of which between

their inner extremities and the part thereof

outside of said sockets. have lateral projec

tions, which, when said plates are clamped

together extend through the wall of the sock

ets.

712.542. Carburetter for explosive engines.

Thomas B. Jeffrey, Chicago, Ill. Filed Oc

tober 29, 1900. Serial No. 34,798. (No model.)

Claim—1. In a carburetter, a chamber con

taining the carburetting liquids; a capillary

web or screen, and suitable supports there

for; a rotary shaft by which the screen is

given movement into and out of the liquid; a

ratchet rigid with such shaft; a pneumatic

motor, and a pawl connected with its moving

elements and engaging with a ratchet; and a

source of pneumatic pulsation communicat

ing with the motor.

712,546. Motor vehicle. Oliver W. Kelly,

Springfield, Ohio. Filed May 31, 1902. Serial

No. 109,673. (No model.)

Claim—1. The combination with a carry

ing platform and the axles of a vehicle, of

supports for said platform consisting of

transverse frames having slotted ends

therein, two part bearing blocks, the lower

part adapted to engage said axle and rounded

on top to receive the correspondingly rounded

bottom of the upper part, said blocks being

adapted to fit and move in said slots, carry

ing springs in said slots engaging said frames

and carried by said bearing blocks, substan

tially as specified.

712.583. Controlling mechanism for motor

vehicles. James W. Packard and William A.

Hatchet, Warren, Ohio, assignors to Ohio

Automobile Company, Warren Ohio, a cor

poration of West Virginia. Filed February

12, 1902. Serial No. 93,756. (No model.)

Claiiii.~-1. The combination with a driving

shaft and a parallel driven shaft, each having

gears thereon and rotatable therewith, the

gears upon one of the shafts being adjustable

lengthwise thereof into and out of engage—

ment with co-operating gears on the oppos

ing shaft to effect change in speed, of devices

for shifting the movable gears comprising a

reciprocative cam plate having cam slots or

grooves therein, and shifting arms engaging

said slots and adapted to move the gears.

712.588. Adjustable bearing for wheels.

James A. Plopper, Chicago. Ill.. assignor to

Plano Manufacturing Company, Chicago, Ill.,

a corporation of Illinois. Filed March 22,

1902. Serial No. 99,451. (No model.)

Claim.—1. In a device of the class de

scribed, the combination with the bearing

member having the cam flange thereon, of

the base piece having a lug adapted to co

operate with said flange, and means for

clamping the bearing member securely in any

desired position of adjustment on the base

piece.

712,717. Electric motor. Oscar H. Pieper,

Rochester, N. Y. Filed December 4, 1901.

Serial No. 84,614. (No model).

Claim.—1. The combination with an elec

tric motor having fleld magnets and coils, an

armature, commutator and commutator

brushes, of a transformer independent of the

field coils or magnets, having its primary

connected in series with one of the windings

of the motor and its secondary in series with

the other.

712,733. Steel spring tire for vehicles.

John A. Shearer, Schenectady, N. Y. Filed

October 31, 1901. Serial No. 80,586. (No

model.)

Claim.—1. A yielding tire formed of sheet

metal segments having T-shaped slots on

each side and bent into tubular form and

having the slotted sides thereof joined to

gether at the inside of the tire.

712,739. Electric spark generator. Joshua

Struthers, Des Moines, lowa, assignor to J'.

F. Crosby, Des Moines, Iowa. Filed March

10, 1902. Serial No. 97,422. (No model.)

Claim—1. An improved electric spark gen

erator, comprising in combination, a field

coil, an armature rotatably mounted in the

field coil, a commutator on the armature

shaft, brushes in engagement with the com

mutator, binding posts mounted on the ma.

chine frame and electrically connected with

the commutators, a metallic bar mounted on

the machine frame and capable of engaging

both binding posts at the same time. a cen

trifugal governor on the armature shaft, and

means whereby, when the governor is thrown

outwardly by centrifugal force, the bar will

be moved into position in engagement with

both binding posts, for the purposes stated.

712,791. Muffler for internal combustion

engines. Carl C. Hedstrom, Portland, Conn.,

assignor to George M. Hendee, Springfield,

Mass. Filed October 28, 1901. Serial No.

80,192. (No model).

Claim.—In a muffler having closed ends

and a discharge opening in one of said ends,

the combination of a deflecting plate secured

by one edge to said end, and having its 0p

posite edge in close proximity to the surface

of said end, whereby the gases are turned

from their normal line of discharge and are

deflected to issue from said plate in opposing

directions, in the same plane.

712.805. Explosive engine. Whitcomb L.

Judson, Chicago, Ill. Filed April 25, 1901.

Renewed July 3, 1902. Serial No. 114,272,

(No model.) '

Claim—1. A multicylinder explosive engine

having its cylinders connected in an endless

series by flame ducts, the last of which con.

nects the last cylinder with the explosion

chamber of the flrt cylinder, whereby the

charges in the several cylinders are exploded

in a continuous recurring order.

712,825. Motor car or other vehicle. James

F. Mason, London, England. Filed July 29.

1902. Serial No. 117,442. (No model).

Claim—1. In a road vehicle or the like

means for preventing the inrush of dust

laden air consisting of a deflector supported

above the body of the vehicle for deflecting

the air current produced by the motion of

the vehicle against the inrushing current of

dust laden air.

712,829. Motor vehicle. John E. Millard,

Poughkeepsie, N. Y. Filed August 12, 1902.

Serial No. 119,431. (No model.)

Claim—1. In a motor vehicle, the combina

tion of a frame having a longitudinal central.

horizontal lug at its forward end, and one or

more horizontal, longitudinally disposed lugs

at its rear end, a front axle having a hori

zontal, longitudinally disposed bearing at its

middle receiving the forward lug of the

frame, a rear axle having one or more hori

zontal, longitudinally disposed bearings loose

ly receiving the rear lug or lugs of the frame,

whereby the said rear axle is adapted to be

adjusted with respect to the frame suitable

means connecting the frame and the front

axle, and one or more adjustable connections

between the frame and the rear axle.

712.875. Vehicle wheel. Sidney B. White

side, New York, N. Y., assignor to Whiteside

Wheel Company, Limited, Grand Rapids,

Mich. Filed February 8, 1902. Serial No.

93,178. (No model.)

Claim.~—1. A vehicle wheel consisting of a

rim, a hub in two parts separated on a plane

transverse to the axis, two sets of spokes

connecting the rim with the respective parts

of the hub, means whereby said parts may be

adjusted in a circumferential direction with

respect to each other, each part being pro

vided with corresponding circular rows of

teeth adapted to line up with each other, and

a ring adapted to engage-with both rows of

teeth to lock the parts of the hub against

relative movement.

TRADE MARKS.

39.212. Rubber tires for vehicles. Interna

tional Automobile and Vehicle Tire Com

pany, New York, N. Y. Filed September 26,

1902.

The word

tober, 1901.

“Endurance.” Used since Oc

 

INFORMATION WANTED

We want to learn all we can about the homeless

carriages which were made in this country from

eight to twenty five years ago. These old auto

mobiles, eventhough they may have been in ad

vance of the times, are legitimate parts of the

history of the development of the automobile in

the United States, and many of them, we believe,

embodied characteristics of construction now in

use, for which some one other than the true in

ventor is receiving credit. Address,

“ HISTORY " care Motor World_

GOLD MEDAL WINNERS.

I“? Prescott Steam liars
Send for circular on New York-Boston Reliability Run.

 

Pnsscorr AUTOMOBILE IVIFc. CO.,

83 Chambers Street. New York.
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The Folly of Haste.

“You never see a really competent driver

of a steam car start off quickly and push his

car to anything like its full speed at first,”

remarked an automobllist. "It is only the

novices who do such things.

“Your good operator knows that even if he

ls in the biggest possible hurry he will

attain his object best by going slowly at

first. It is really a case of ‘the more haste

the less speed,‘ and the operator governs

himself accordingly. If he stops to take in

water, for example, he opens his throttle

very slowly when he starts off, and not

until he has been running for several min

utes does he attempt to let out.

“The reason for this is very simple. Water

always remains in the steam pipes, and in

the engine itself from the condensed steam

of the previous run. This water must be

got rid of first, and the cylinders, etc.,

warmed up before the engine is capable of

doing its full amount of work."

 

Turn to Ireland for Course.

Serious consideration is being given to the

proposal to run the 1903 Bennett Cup race

in Ireland. A committee of the Automobile

Club of Great Britain has gone to Ireland to

look over the ground and inspect the roads.

Its report is awaited with great interest, as

there is no longer any hope that it will be

possible to hold the race in England.

At a recent meeting of the club letters

were considered from the Scottish Automo

bile Club, the chairman of the Manchester

Automobile Club and the secretary of the

Irish Automobile Club, dealing with the tea

sibility of holding next year‘s race for the

cup in Scotland, the Isle of Man and Ireland

respectively.

Details of Detroit lgniter.

It is claimed for the Detroit Igniter, manu

factured by the Detroit Motor Works, De

troit, Mich, that it can be put on any engine.

of one or more cylinders by the user of the

engine.

\Vith the igniter one can readily shift the

commutator handle for late ignition to start

the engine, and, after engine is started, place

 

  

the lever so as to secure any point of ig

nition desired.

As the moving parts of the igniter are on

the inside of the cylinder, there is nothing to

become gummed up and stick. The spark

ing plug screws through the cylinder wall

into the combustion space, so that it can be

removed in a moment‘s time, if necessary

to inspect or clean. The spark jumps be

tween the. intervening points at the end of

the plug, these points being about 1-32 inch

apart, the spark taking place when the

brushes come in contact with the copper

strip in the commutator roll.

The vibrator on the spark coil should be

adjusted so that the greatest efficiency is

shown by sparks thrown from end of wire

to end of spark plug when the wire is dis

connected aud commutator brushes are on

copper strip. By using the secondary wind

ing in the spark coil (which causes the jump

spark), and by, the manner of connection a

better spark i obtained than with any other

igniter, as the voltage is much higher and

less battery force is used. This igniter is

very frequently run with only two dry cells,

 

When an Engine Stops.

When an engine stops work, and the owner

diagnoses, or believes he diagnoses, the rea

son, it is well to test that diagnosis first

before going on to anything else, for if, say,

he cleans and tests his sparking plugs, in~

spects and tests the valves, agitates the car

burettor, varies air feed and fills up the petrol

tank all before he restarts the engine, he is

then quite innocent of the real stopping rea

son and has not advanced in knowledge.

Whereas, if the inducements to restart are

tested one by one, he discovers what was

really the cause of failure and is far more

likely to recognize it at once should it ex

ercise its baieful influence at any future

time.  

Freeing the Piston Rings.

After returning from a run and putting up

a car a little gasolene should be injected into

each cylinder of the engine, and the crank

shaft revolved half a dozen times or so.

This frees the piston rings from any oil

which might glue them up when left for a

day or two, and greatly facilitates the start

ing of the engine when the car is next taken

out.
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IIIIIIIIYII IIIIIIYIINI IIIMPS,

IIIIIIIMIIB II HIIIINS.
SEND FOR CATALOGUE AND PRICES.

A. H. FilliKE, 325 Broadway, New York

ACME
lino-Piece

Automobile Engines

ESPECIALLY

ADAPTED FOR

REPLACEMENTS.

Acme Engines are all they ought

to be and a little more.

Prompt Deliveries

If you are interested, better

write us.

Rochester Machine Tool Works

Rochester, N. Y.

 

 

 

 

  

 

ARTILLERY

W000

AUTUMDBILE

WHEELS.

ARTILLERY

., STEEL

I AUTOMOBILE

i WHEELS.

- Drop Forged

’ Machined

"I SteeringDevloes.

~ STEEL RIMS for

iroth Wood and

Wiro Wheels.

New Catalogue “ E "

now ready.

I. II. IIESIIIII 00..
SYRACUSE, N Y.

JAMESVILLE, N. Y.

JENKINS & BARKER
Successor“ To CHAS. L. BURDETT

  

 

50 State St., HARTFORD, CONN.

Patents and

Patent Gauses

AUTOMOBILE PATENTS A SPECIALTY

CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED

 

Hughes on Alcohol Development

“The recent agricultural fair at Halle has

shown the wonderful strides that Germany

has made within the last eighteen months in

alcohol motors," writes Consul General

Hughes from Cohurg. “This is due to a

great extent to the personal interest taken

in the subject of the use and application of

alcohol for trade purposes by the Emperor,

and also to the low price at which this spirit

for fuel purposes (containing about 90 per

cent of pure alcohol) is furnished all over

Germany—a quart costing only about five

cents.

"The great advantages 0! a spirit motor

over the ordinary steam engine are that it

is always ready for use, without preliminary

warming up; it can be tilled, oilcd and started

in from two to three minutes; there is no

constant supplying of coal and water, and

no danger of tire or explosion; no permits are

required from government authorities, and

there is no compulsory inspection; the spirit

is easily obtainable in all districts; there is no

smoke or smell, and the weight of a portable

spirit motor is about one-half that o! a

portable steam engine of equal power.

“With regard to cost, a large German firm

that exhibited at llalle showed 6 to 8 horse

power portable ulcohol motors for $073 30-,

10 to 12 horsepower motors [or $1,265 29, and

16 to 20 horsepopwer motors for $1,581 til.

In the tests made, one trial showed a con

sumption of 0.42 kilogram (0.02 pound) of 80

per cent spirit and 0.37 kilogram {0.81 pound)

(E a mixture of one-fifth bonzol and four

tifths 86 per cent spirit, in both cases per

brake horsepower per hour. 11 our Ameri

can automobile manufacturers wish to capt

ure the German market with their lighter,

better and more stylish runabouts and pleas

ure wagons, I think they would do well to

adopt alcohol as fuel."

 

The Week's Exports.

Antwerp—2 cases motor vehicles, $110.

British l’ossessions in Africa—17> cascs

motor vehicles and parts, $4,057.

(.‘ubn.~1 case auto vehicles and parts, 352.

200.

IIong Kong—4 cases auto vehicles, $1,000.

Hamburg—1 case auto vehicles, $850,

London—7 cases motor vehicles and parts,

$406.

New Zealand.——1 case auto vehicles, $713.

Southampton—6 cases auto vehicles and

parts, $4.643.

 

Drive with the engine linked up as 1nuoh

as possible. This gives the slide valve a

short travel, resulting in an early cut-off,

which enables the best results to be obtained

from the expansive qualities of the steam.

For hill climbing the valve requires its great

est. travel, to deliver a bigger volume of

stoaru to the cylinder.

 

A prize of $500 is otfered by the Autocar

for "a practical and satisfactory device

which will enable parutiiu (kerosene) to be

used on existing cars,"

 

Some of Dyke’s Specialties

DYKE‘S RADIATOBS

  

SHHWJJHW

  

I’vxn mania.”

_ amounts: A o

eununn'rn I" a

T k _ ,‘Bnttsrtos. Etc-

J\ m smart PLUGS; tor Electriq

A -. (. ' ‘

  

  

r /'
g - _

j . an; ._I

’— n r 4

Th- Sohth Jurvrp sis-m Coil!

mmu.

  
__ ~-.
"- ~_

A. L. ovxs,
I402 Pine Street, St. Louis, Mo.

Send Stamp for Catalog and Supplement.

 

w“"“KMUFFLERS

  

that will mufiie uirhout back pressure.

Give us the size and number of cylinders; we will

Radiating Coils
(that will radiate) and

Discs at attractive prices.

REED DOS-A -DOS SEA TS

VV rite for Prices.

 

 

Wheeler Mfg. Company,

DETROIT, MICH

 

 

EEP the auto up to

the top notch of

speed and ease of

running by using Dixon’s

Graphitoleo. Ask for a

free sample and booklet 83

about it.

jOSEPi—l DIXON CRUCIBLE COMPANY,

Jnssv Cr'rv.
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Baldwin Automohlla Detachable Chain 0o.

WORCESTER,MASS.

ARE THE PIONEERS.

  

PATENTED DEC. 18, 1900.

BALDWIN CHAINS

are the standard for

SIZE, WORKMANSHIP and FINISH

 

The

(Motor de Luxe

8 H.P.

4 Gruuueas.

Especially

adapted to

Heavy

Ton neaus.

MOTOR VEHIOLE POWER CO.,

l23l Spring Garden Street, PHILADELPHIA.

IF A BRAKE BREAKS
ALMOST ANYTHING MAY HAPPEN.

You may think your present brake is efficient.

If you have this one you know it is.

The difference between thinking and knowing

ought to be vital to you Better be sure than sorry.

Better Write us.

  
 

 

  

new urnsrr AUTOMOBILE oo.,

8 Central Avenue, NEWARK, N. J.

  

  

 

DcDion Bouton & Co.

PARIS, FRANCE.

Standard Gasoline Motors and

Automobiles of the World.

De Dion Motors are used by leading manufacturers all over

the world.

THE TRADE SUPPLIED.

Address all communications to

K. A. SKINNER,

Sole United States Agent,

179 Clarendon 5L, (near Boylston) BOSTON, MASS.

LEATHER

; Automobrle

~ Coat.
Finest quality black leather, lined with

flannel, $8.00 each.

Leather Trousers, flaps, Gloves, elo.

Imported Goggles, Horns, Spark Plugs, etc.

Catalogue mailed on request.

THE LARGEST AUTOMOBILE SUPPLY

HOUSE IN AMERlCA.

GHAS. E. MILLER. 97-99-101 Reade St. New York Olly.

Seamless Steel,

BOILER SHELLS,

PRESSURE RESERVOIRS

ll lv'l 'ld

Illi: i' ,v,

 

 

K ___-e

aasotsms nuns.

STEEL SHAPES STAMPED 0R DRAWN.

rruurr. srrmurrz & co, Philadelphia.

% AomeSately Steam Throttle Valve

6

 

Steam supplied gradually—Shuts ofl at either end of

Can be removed and reground without

disconnecting any pipe.

CAN BE APPLIED TO ANY STEAM VEHICLE.

Write for descriptive circular.

none enass co., Springfield, 0.

I’atentees and Sole Manufacturers.

TH E DOW

IS THE BEST BY EVERY rssr.
FOR PRICEQ AND PARTICULARS WRI'I'ETO

THE DOW PORT ELECT. C0.

2l6 TREMONT ST. BOSTON. MASS.

H35 BROADWAY. NY. 7

m3 FILHERT 5r.

  

l9 LA SALLE SECHICAGO.

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

K

II.

KLINGER

G

E

R

GAUGES.

Semi for Catalogue “C.”

We have on hand a number of sec- ' , i

ond-hand steam carriages which must . ’

be sold before October rat to make “

room for new stock.

Write for pricea and particulars.

LOOKE REGULATOR CO.,

SALEM, MASS

Better Not . ..
have any Ignition outfit

than to have a poor one.

WE MANOFAOTURE NOTHING

BUT THE BEST.

WRITE FOR C ATAOGU E.

AMERICAN ITO—IL COMPANY
w. somenvrue, mass.

P—

ill llllllHliSS RNNINll Glllll '

a!

 

 

. .3.

  

  

I

1

New Features and is up-to-date.

Made in all sizes from runabouts to

NEUSTAOT-PERRY OOH“??? Eo’ui‘s'f‘iiiihf“

transfer wagons.

We are manufacturers of everything for

automobiles. 8:! CA TALOGUE.

 

  

 

 

\

Exposition Flyer

“Big Four”
From

Cincinnati

St. Louis
Write lor Rates and folders.

Warren J. Lynch, W. P. Deppe,

(icn'l Pass. & Tit. Agt. Als'l (ien‘l I’. & T. A.

Cmumu'rr, (min
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RELIABILITY CONTEST, Oct. 9th to I 5th.

50% Steam Carriages finished against IGOL Casolene.

Our boilers in most of the Steam Carriages; also in Ca nnon’s

racer.

TRUCK BOILERS A SPECIALTY.

STEAM CARRIAGE BOILER C0., - USIBgO, N. Y.

' Improve Your Clrouiation
BY USING

I, THE LCBEE PUMP
Increases and given a positive cir

culation to the cooling water (or all

Gasoline Motors. Simple, Cheap

Durable, ERR-tent, easy to apply.

Sent on trial to responsible perm-n.

Lobee Pump 81 Machinery Co.

l20~136 Terrace, Buffalo, N. Y.

MCNCCBIM UILS nuo CREASES
IPEOIALLV AOAPTED FOR

AUTOMOBILE LUBRICATION
WRITE FOR CATALOGUE AND PRICE LIST.

Columbia Lubricants C0.. 22 Buriing Slip, New York.

 

  

WANTS AND FOR SALE.
t5 cents perline of seven words, cash with order.

WINTON TOURING CARS—I have several

second-hand cars in my hands for sale. All

in first class condition. Prices favorable.

PERCY OWEN, 150 E 58th St., New York.

 

 

OR EXCHANGE — 2 Westinghouse Com

pound Engines, 80 horse power each, “:9

x It, in first~class operative condition, for a good

Electric Runabout Wagon. PITTSFIELD

ELECTRIC C0., Pittsfield, Mass.
 

FOR SALE at a bargain price. A quantity of

2 I~2 x 3 1-2 double acting reciprocating,

link motion Stevenson type engines. Perfect for

replacements in all the leading steam carriages.

For prices, particulars, etc, Address. STEAM

CAR, care MOTOR WORLD.

SMITH 8r. MABLEY,

3| 3-3l 5 Seventh Ave., New York,

AUTOMOBILES.

ruvon'rns

PANHARD. RENAULT.

Oll‘l'IlDUTOII

CHARIIOII, CIRAROOI I YOIIII CARS AIOI III IAIRICA.

IIIE Illlililllfllllli [IillllPIIIIY

OF' AMERICA.

7 East 420 Street, NEW YORK.

Agency correspondence may be addressed to New York

Ottiee or nearest Branch (Mice.

 

 

 

OR SALE — One Mobile doctor’s carriage.

In splendid condition—fine top, at a sacrifice.

Address, X. Y. 2., care Motor World.

 

AUTOMOBILES brought, sold and exchanged.

C. A. COE‘t' & C0., 5311 Cottage Grove Ave"

Chicago, Ill. 

PERFECT PERFORMANCE OF

Grout Steamers
3 Carriages Entered.

3 Win First-Class Certificates.

Also GOLD MEDAL Winner.

SEND FOR cuntocwz

GROUT BR08., Orange, Mass.
 

  

FOR SALE—\‘Vinton Carriage, [900 Model

Good running order, new tires, excellent

reason for selling. Price $375.00. C. F. EARL,

Reading, Pa.
 

OR SA LE—One two-seated combination auto~

mobile, in perfect condition, made by Marl

boro Automobile Co.; has 5 horse power Mason

Engine. Never been run over 500 miles. Will

be sold at a great sacrifice. Satisfactory excuse

for selling. Will send photograph on request.

Address,

LAMSON & TROWBRII)GE. Marlboro, Mass.
 

OR SALE — Reachless running gear, wire

wheels, Fisk tires and metal body complete

for motor. One set tubular wheels, front axle and

Longuemare Carburetter. V. GUNDERSON,

1125 jefferson Ave., Detroit, Mich.

 OR SALE Electric Automobile with top

made by Electric Vehicle Co.; fine carriage

for a doctor or lady ; price $700. Address, AUTO

MOBILE, box 586, Hartford, Conn.
 

  

. "Made it the SPLllIDCRFllgsAgBORA'I'DRY.

C. F. SPLITDOIYE, ITYLIIIGGVIIIOI' St., IN.

TO

Detroit Fast Trains

Chicago Through

St. Lou's Sleeping Cars

0" Dining Cars

Kansas I Cate Cars

0mm Free Reclining

And the West Chair Cars

THE ONLY LINE RUNNING FREE RECLININC CHAIR CARS

BETWEEN NEW YORK AIID CHICAGO.

FAMOUS “CONTINENTAL LIMITED,” leaves New

York loot of Franklin Street at 2.25 p m., foot of West 42d

Street 2.45 p. m., arrives Detroit 730 a m., Chicago 3.30 p. in.

St. Louis 7.r5 p. m., Kansas City 7 15 second morning.

“ LACKAWANNA LIMITED," leaves New York 00! of

Barclay or Christopher Streets at 10.00 a. m., arrives Detroit

s.oo a. m., Chicago 1050 a. rn.. St. Louis :00 p. m., Kansas

City 9.30 p. in. next day.

“ ONTARIO & WESTERN EXPRESS,” leaves New

York foot of Franklin Street at 5.40 p. m., foot of West 41d

Street 6.00 p. m., arrives Detroit 2.05 p. m., Chicago 9.30 p. m.

Also trains caving at 1.00 a. m., Loo p. m ,6.20 p. m., 7.45 p. m,

For information in regard to ra'es, etc., apply to

H. B. McCLELLAN,

General Eastern Agent,

387 Broadway, New York.

 

OR SALI'I—Winton Touring Car, excellent

condition. \Yiil sell cheap; going away.

F. W. R., care MOTOR WORI.D;~
 

WANTED— New or second-hand Pratt and

Whitney's small bench profiling machine

No. 00. Address, C. C. C., Box 649, New York;
 

FOR SALE—One new Locomobile style 02.

one new Locomobile style 0003; one second

hand Locomobile style 02 ; one second-hand Loco

mobile style 2; one second-hand Mobile with top.

Write for description and price. Best offer will

take any one of them. A. L. CLINE, 1028 Conn.

Ave., Washington, I). C.
 

OR SALE— Land, factory, machinery, car

riages and fixtures. A first class carriage

factory, up-to-date in every respect ; well equipped

with modern machinery. etc. Five minutes by

trolley and easy walking distance to centre of city;

at the same time within a few blocks of railroad

depot' and steamboat dock. The BOSTON

BUCKBOARD & CARRIAGE C0., 155 to 163

East St., Foot of Wooster St., New Haven, Conn.

MDWMOOM”!

STEARNS CARS ARE WORTH ;

 

MORE THAN THEY COST.

MMMMMOOMQ

mono»O.

 

 

 

  

MALTBY

POWER AIR PUMP

MALTBY AUTOMOBILE

and MANUFACTURING Co.

IO CLINTON St. BROOKLYNNY

AUTOMOBILES
STEAM. GASOLENE AND

ELECTRIC,

BOUCHT, SOLD, EXCHANOED, STORED

REPAIRED AND RENTED.

  

 

  

 

 

Accessories at all kinds Iumtshed. Expert repsirmen cou

stantly on duty Bargains in slightly used automobiles, steam,

,, ‘ and electric, constantly on hand.

WAgents for all prominent makes of vehlciec.

 

AUTOMOBILE EXCHANGE AND STORAGE 00.,

133 I35, 1371M 189 W. 38th St. IEW YORK.

Two door! from Broadway.

 

r—

Get a Good

Night’s Rest
THIS ALWAYS ASSURED

When you use the

Compartment Sleeping Cars

CINCINNATluto CHICACC

C H & D 2n... Monon

A room to yourself.

Regulate the heat, light

and ventilation to suit

your convenience.

Every necessary toilet

convience in your room.

Ask any ticket agent for train schedules,

or address

D. G EDWARDS, P. T. M., Cincinnati, 0.
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We are just as prejudiced

as our agents, and we have reason to be. This year’s record of the

Cheese

has never been surpassed by any motor carriage. Used everywhere, and always satisfactorily,

they have been proven to be equal to the $2500 kind, though costing but one-third the price.

Here is a sample:

 

T. B. JEEFERY & CO., Kenosha. Wis.

physicians’ use.

 

GENTLEMEN :-—I desire to forward to you this unsolicited testimonial in regard to the RA MBLER

automobile. I have been using my machine daily in my professional work, and ir-has given the utmost

satisfaction. For strength, power and ease of management, I regard it as superior to any carriage of

similar price on the market. On account of these qualities. I think that it is the ideal automobile for

Yours very truly,

(fou'mnra, S. C., August 30, 1902.

ROBERT W. GIBBES, M. D.

 

 

OUR CATALOGUE HAS MANY MORE OF THEM. SHALL WE SEND YOU A COPY?

 

THOMAS B. JEFFERY & CO., Kenosha, Wisconsin.

 

 

YOU ARE SAFE in buying the

vaAMERICANw

Gasolene Automobile

because it is honestly built by responsible

makers who GUARANTEE. it.

What more can you want? You will get more solid comfort and

service at a minimum cost in owning an AMERICAN than any other

car you can buy.

More information and terms to agents for asking.

Tm: AMERICAN Moron CARRIAGE Co.,

SILSZO East Prospect Sireet, CLEVELAND, OHIO.

PARDEE 8; CO , Western Distributors. 1404-1406 Michian Boulevard, Chicago, Ill.

  

 

  

THE NEW

WINTON
BEYOND QUESTION THE MOST LUXURIOUS

AND COMPLETE HIGH-GRADE AUTO

MOBILE E_VER MANUFAC

TURED IN AIVIERICA.

It will be in the hands of agents and at branches

within a very few weeks. Twenty h. p. motor, new

body design, etc., etc.

Write us and we will gladly tell you more about it.

 

THE WINTON MOTOR CARRIAGE C0.,

FACTORY AND GENERAL OFFICES:

CLEVELAND, U. S. A.

O---””
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“ EAUTUCAR
UNEQUALLED AT THE PRICE.

Write for advance shoot.

THE AUTUCAR CU"
ARDIVIORE, PA.

r11

 

 
 

 

B'JX A I23.

 

 

IS

ALWAYS

TAKEN

 
 

AN AUTOMOBILE THOROUGHBRED.

In the goo-mile Reliability Contest Irom New York to Boston and return. arranged

by the Automobile Club of America. three WHITE SIEAM STANI‘IOPES covered

the distance without rtop or trouble of an kind—a perfect perInl'mztnre.

PACKARD’S Perfect Record.

The Bluest Ribbon and the Best Certificate in all these Leading
The H’lrile Strum Genrratar is absu utely non-exploeive.gives pressure in five min

utca from cold water, and once in motion is sell-regulating. In touring. the WHITE mill

make IOO miles nithout adding a drop of water or Iuel to the original supply.

IVr/lzforfull pllrl/l‘ulars. fur/ruling l‘rrrf. 'l'lmrxlon': report rm er .rfmm A'rnrrn/ur.

and Mr qfll'm/ rc/nrls 15/ I'm/turth nlrllcrnm'r cur/Ink.

Contests have gone to the PACKARD.

400 Miles New York-Rochester.

IOO Miles Long Island. IOO Miles A. C. A.

IOO Miles Chicago. 500 Miles New York-Boston.

ASK THE MAV WHO OWNS ONE.WHITE SEWING MACHINE CO.,

(AUTOMOBILE DEPAR’I‘M EXT) CLEVELAND, 0H [t ).

21 Union Square, New York, N. Y. 609 Main St , Buffalo, N. Y.

509 Tremont St., Iloeton, Ma“. 100 Rose Bldg.,CleveIand. Ohio.

goo Poet 51., San Francisco, Cal. 415q Olive St , St. Louis, Mo.

11 Woodward Ave., Detroit, Mich. 17m Stout St., Denver, Colo.

£070 Centre Ave , East End, Piltnburg. Pa.

\VALTIR C. \Vm'rt', European Representative.

to Princes St , \Vestnnmter, London, England.

PACKARD MOTOR CAR colin PANY
Fonnentv OHIO AUTOMOBILE CO.

WARREN, OHIO

. Adams& ltIrltIurtry Co. CHICAGO. l’ardee &' Co.

I ePH I A, Rudolph IQ Winslow. LUS AX‘GEIJ'IS. L'rippen & Church.

. ll. Sltattuck & Son. SAN FRANCISCO, A. B. Contigan & C0.

Artillery Wheels.
We are now prepared to furnish these Hubs, Ball-Bearing and Key-Seated, for Automobiles

weighing from 500 to 4,000 pounds.

Front Hubs are Ball-Bearing and are assembled on our well-known Steering Axles.

Rear Hubs Iumished with Ball-Bearings or Key-Seated.

ALL RACES ARE GROUND IN POSITION

IN H1138. CONES AND CONE SEATS

ON SPINDLES ARE GROUND TO GAUGE.

Hub: and Spindles are machined Right and Left.

WRITE US REGARDING YOUR REQUIREMENTS.

THE AMERICAN BALL-BEARING COMPANY, Slfrlf‘dfi'n.
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When Ordering an Automobile Specify the “ 151166 0 Battery.

EXIDE BATTERY DEPOTS FOR FURNISHING, CHARGING AND CARING FOR EXIDE BATTERIES: -

NEW YORK I48 West 18th Street. PHILADELPHIA, 250 North Broad Street. BUFFALO. 200 Pearl Street.

CHICAGO, 264 Michigan Boulevard. ST. LOUIS, 3937 Olive Street. DETROIT, I01 Woodward Avenue. -

PHILADELPHIA. '

PHILADELPHIA, Allegheny Ave. and I9th St. NEW YORK, I00 Broadway. BOSTON, 60 State St.

CHICAGO. Marquette Building. BALTIMORE, Continental Trust Building, CLEVELAND, New Engllnd Building.

ST. LOUIS, Walnwrlght Building. SAN FRANCISCO. hevndn Block. DETROIT, Mlct~Ig~an El. Co., IOI Woodwer Ave.,

HAVANA, CUBA, CI. F. Greenwood Mgr., .H Empedrado SI.

  

 

  

    

@WFENCH AND AMEINAUTOMOBILES. pifi'iffiuf

SOLE DISTRIBUTING AGENTS FOR

  

Agents for

THE

EIEBTIIIB

VEHICLE 00.

  

4 Cylinder Front.

Peugeot—Mors-~Cotteroau. Bi-wiuglggw

Long Island Endurance Teet- .

  

 

  

The Central

Automobile Go. -

|684 Broadway.

Tl'LEPHONt:

596 COL

 

10-". P- PEUGEOT.

8-H. P- HORS

r ' r OPEN DAY AND NIGHT. Prompt DBIIVel'ies of

P T131332" '°° °f _— ill-H. P. GOTTEltl-IAU

L PEUGEOT, LARGEST no orsr EQUIPPED AUTOMOBILE DEPOT “Eccmx'fllfu

MORS. I I ALL KINDS OF FRENCH AUTOMOBILE PARTS KEPT IN STOCK. ELEGTRIGS'

ELEGTRIIIS BIIARGEII AND EPT IN FIRST-GLASS GRUB.

  

 

“'15 ARE MANUFACTURERS OF THE

Standard Electric Motors

THAT ARE NOW USED ON ALL

THE MOST SUCCESSFUL ELEC

TRIC AUTOMOBILES in the country.

Our machine is the MOST EFFICIENT and

PRACTICAL OF THEM ALL—as demon

strated by hundreds of them in daily use all '

over the country. 

Convener Ior Charging Automobile Batteries from

Alternating Current.

THE ELWELL=PARKER ELECTRIC co. ‘
Bauerien I rom

CLEVELAND, OHIO. -' ' 01mm"...
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NEW MODEL 6

$1500 Auto for $800.

DOUBLE CYLINDER MOTOR. PERFECT ACTION

EASY TO CONTROL AT ANY SPEED.

THREE POSITIVE SPEEDS FORWARD AND REVERSE.

A Blue Rlbbon, IOO Per Cent, Proposltlon to Agents.

ELMORE MANUFACTURING CO” Clyde, 0., U. S.A.

    THE M. SEWARII & SUN 00.

NEW HAVEN, CONN.

IANUVICYUIIIRI OF

CARRIAGE

'- ‘ HARQ'XVARE

J Special llmp Forgings

*5 Autmiinhiles
AND OTHER WORK.

We are prepared to make estlmetes from drawlngs or models

and guarantee first-class work.

  

 

  

 

T .

  

 

HARTFORD, CONN.

The smallest chain used on any automobile in the New York

Boston Reliability Contest was a

“WHITNEY.”
This is what the automobile manufacturer (who received a

first-class certificate) wrote us about the chain:

“The chain gave perfect satisfaction in every respect and at the end of

the 500 mile run only showed a stretch of about 1-8 of an inch. I consider

this to be a remarkable test for the chain as it is no heavier than one used on

bicycles a few years ago. The quality of the material that you use must be

the best to withstand a test of this description."

  

 

  

ALUMINUM

Automobile Bodies,

Fenders and Bonnets

B UIL T .m'

REPAIRED

J. M. QUINBY 8: CO. '

Carriage Builder: NEWARK, N. J

  

 

A COMPLETE LINE OF

mam: BRASS PIPE
Valves, Fittings, etc.,

Fllll STEAM MUTUR VElllBLES.

SEND FDR 0ATALOGUE.

lllllll SlllllllllS 00., lll4-llll tantra St, New York.

 

 

 

America’s

Leading

Automobile '
 
 

PHINEAS JONES & C0

NEWARK, N. J.

BSTABLISHED [855
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GOODRICH

' Clincher Double Tube

Automobile Tires
 

  

I
will be the regular equipment on more Touring Cars

in 1903 than all other makes of motor tires combined.

Such a showing is reasonable proof that the use of Good=

rich Clincher Automobile Tires will add to the good

name of your machine and greatly lessen the tire

troubles that you may have experienced heretofore.

ALL REPAIR OR ADJUSTMENTS MADE AT THE FOLLOWING BRANCHES, WHICH CARRY A FULL

AND COMPLETE LINE OF STANDARD SIZES OF TIRES AND PARTS CONSTANTLY ON HAND.

The B. F. Goodrich Company,
MANUFACTURERS,

AKRON, = OHIO.

BRANCHES:

1699 Broadway, New York City. MI Lake Street, Chicago. l57 Summer Street, Boston.

922 Arch Street, Philadelphia. 9 Welt Huron Street, Bulielo.

80 E. Congress Street, Detroit. 1444 Curtis Street, Denver. (lorhnm Rubber Co., San Frnncleco.
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AKHECUM (llSUllNl MOTORS,

IHIUIYIE flfllllllll [IMP8,

lUlUMUBIll HURNS.
__

SEND FOR CATALOGUE AND PRICES.

A. H. FUNKE, 325 Broadway, New York

The Tires

on an automobile either

increase or retard its

speed. Resilient tires

give additional power

and greater mileage.

G & J Detachable Tires

have been proven the speediest of

all vehicle tires, and they wear

longest. Descriptive Catalog and

full information on request.

6&JImr:Co.
INDIANAPOLIS, IND.

 

 

  

  

 

 

GOLD MEDAL WINNERS.

HIGHEST A WARD.

Prescott ml" Carriages

NEVER BURN OUT BOILER

ANO NEVER SHORT OF STEAM.

Look before you buy. See report of

New York-Boston Run.

AGENTS ASSIGNED III UNOOOUPIEII TERRITORY.

Pnescorr AUTOMOBILE NIFc. 00.,

83 Chambers Street. New York.

OF INTEREST TO

MANUFACTURERS

Write tor a copy of pamphlet

just issued by the

Illinois Central R. R.

Company,

giving reliable information con

cerning nearly 200 desirable loca

tions for industries. and entitled

INDUSTRIAL SITES

IN TEN STATES.

Addreu GEORGE C. POWER

Indultrial Commiuiouer IIIIIIOII Central Railroad.

Room 506 Central Station. Chicago, IIL

 

 

IT IS ESTIMATED TIIAT

60%

Automobile Troubles

ELECTRICAL TROUBLES.

It follows that, at least, an ele

mentary knowledge of electricity

will go far towards making for

the fullest measure of pleasure

and satisfaction.

“The 0A B C

Electricity”

will impart this very knowledge.

  

108 PAGES; 36 ILLUSTRATIONS.

The book is entirely non-technical am:I

can be understood by the man who does

not know “the first thing” about electricity

PRICE, 50 CENTS.

FOR SALE BY

THE GOODMAN COMPANY

123-125 Tribune Bulldlng,

NEW YORK.

 

  

 

OVKE'I FLEXIBLE menus. ANGLE In" FHAIZ WIRING GEAR.
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DVKE'S REAR AXLE WITH

HUBS FITTED Blvd Bub-I m"!

Momuu mad he

4 no I

53
DVKZ'SVBONTAHJI‘ITKIKIJ-Elwmwuunsm E

“manna-viv

“TIHDVIUlWIlXZ‘IIJ’A'

-.u”

  

m.

1szONINNM

  

._._.__:_'§_‘_T_.._ _.-L....._q,
l-Lovxguoammlguuqh _

-___._..__........-_
_-.___'.__~-_.

Send Stamp for Catalog and Supplement

 

Seamless Steel,

BOILER SHELLS,

PRESSURE RESERVOIRS.

GASOLENE TANKS.

arm-1 si-iAPs‘s STAMPED on DRAWN.

IANNEYI STEINMETZ & 00., Philadelphia.

\ A

 

 

EEP the auto up to

the top notch of

speed and ease of

running by using Dixon’s

Graphitoleo. Ask for a

free sample and booklet 8 3

about it.

JOSEPH DIXON CRUCIBLE COMPANY,

JIRSBY Crrv.
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“Show the Way” I 0||_The I903 Models ' ' ‘

of Side Lamps and Headlights

Are of the Very Latest and Most Stylish Design

Are the Greatest Light Projectors Ever Produced

Scientifically and Substantially eonstructed _

Simple, Sale and Satisfactory

All our Gas Lamps are fitted with NEW PATENT VALVE which turns 0N and

OFF both WATER and GAS.

(The Greatest Improvement in Acetylene Gas Lamps ever made.)

MOST MAKERS WILL MAKE SQLAR LAMPS

THEIR STANDARD LAMP EQUIPMENT.

A test will convince you and our prices will get your business.

WI want to hear irom you and Submit Samples suitable let your cor for trial and approval.

TI-IE BADGER BRASS MFG. €$., KENGSHA, WIS.

  

 

  

The New York-Boston-New York Reliability 'Qontest

proved that we always win and you never lose.

When a tire goes down you want wheels which will stand up—

mWeston=Mott
We give you the choice of E) kinds and you get (18 result.

The choice we give: ' The result you get:

WGQD 6R WIRE WHEELS SATISFAQTIDN

(and they are interchangeable). _ (and that's everything).

ST EEL~ RIMS

of every section and every size.

 

WESTGN-MDTT QGMPANY, - - Utica, New Yordt.

-‘-"#' IT.
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'—The Oldsmobile
.. FOR 1903.

" THE BEST THING ON WHEELS.”

  

The same handsome and useful style will be retained by this standard runabout. All machines now leaving our

factories are equipped with the 1903 inprovements. '

The four Oldsmobiles entered in the New York-Boston Reliability Run were all awarded first-class certificates,

and one of them was the only machine in the 1000 pounds under class to finish with a clean score—the only one to

quality for the President’s Cup.

The OLDSMOBILE has been widely copied. It is easier to sell than imitations because it is better known and is

the cheapest reliable Automobile in the world.

PRICE, $650.00 AT FACTORY. -

SELLING AGENTS:

Oldamoblle 00., New York City, N. Y. Autovehicle Co., Newark, N. J. Rochester Automobile Co., Rochester, N. Y.

National Capitol Automobile Co., Waahlngton, 0.6. P. W. Stockbrldge, Paterson, N. J. Seager 6: Close, Tucson, Ariz.

Quaker City Automobile Co., Philadelphia, Pa. Miaslaaippi Valley Automobile Co., St. Louie, Mo. F. E. Gilbert, Jacksonville, Fla.

H. B. Shattuck 6: Son, Bolton, Mass. George E. Hannan, Denver, Colo. Texaa Imp. 6: flachinery Co., Dailaa. Texas.

Banker Bros. Co., Plttsburg, Pa. Day Automobile Co., Kansas City, Mo. Abbott Cycle Co., New Orleana, La.

Oldsmobile CO., Cleveland, Ohio. Clark 6r Hawkina, Houston, Texas. C. H. Johnson, Atlanta, Ga.

W. E. fletzger, Detroit, flich. l'iyalop Brothers, Toronto, Ont. Sutcllffe & Co., Louisville, Ky.

Oldsmobile 60., Glthens Broa., Chicago. Ill. ' Manufacture" Co., 5an Franciaco, Cal. Brown-Thompson 6: Co , l'iartiord, Conn.

Fisher Automobile Co., lndianapolia, Ind. John W. Cheater Co., Nashville, Tenn. I'laaon‘a Carriage Works, Davenport, la.

Olda Gasoline Engine Worka, Omaha, Neb. A. F. Chase & Co., l'llnneapolia, i’linn. The Oldsmobile Co, Grand Raplda, Flicll.

W. C. Jaynea Automobile Co., Buiialo, N. Y J. B. Rkhard, Columbia, 5. C. Kline Cycle 6: Auto. CO., Harrisburg, Pa,

F. L. C. Martin (20., Plalniield, N. J. Oldsmobile CO., Milwaukee, Wia.

OLDS MOTOR WORKSfi-WMS—mDetroit, Mich.

§__—I

a - 1—-—___ _ A '7 \
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FOR BUSINESS VEHICLES

A. C. A. Committee Decides to Hold Such a

Contest Next Spring—Interest Already Alive.

The Automobile Club of America will pro

mote a business vehicle contest next spring.

That step has been decided upon. The ex

ecution of the plan will be left to the new

contest committee, and neither time nor

money will be spared to make the event an

unequivocal success.

At the first of the season's Tuesday night

talks of the A. C. A., George F. Chamberlin,

a member '0: the old contest committee,

made a suggestion that the club-fathersuch

an event. With the object of seeing what

consideration had been given to the matter

21 Motor World representative saw “Mr.

Chamberlin at his otiice on Monday and

asked him the direct question.

“The suggestion has been received with

favor,” he said. “Indeed. I may add that it

has been definitely decided to hold a contest

for business vehicles. No formal steps have

been taken in the matter, it being the pur

pose to leave it entirely in the hands of the

new contest committee, which will be ap

pointed by the board of governors at its

meeting to-morrow afternoon.

“But the matter has been talked over in

formally in the board. and it is a certainty

that the contest will be held. It. is felt that

the time is ripe for such an event. and that

the club is the. one to take the initiative. It

will give liberally of its means to make the

contest a success. Nothng will be left un

done to accomplish this end.

“Already letters bearing on the subject

and asking'us to push such a project through

have been received. About half a dozen

firms—one of them Eugiish—Jiave written

us to this effect."

On Tuesday the board of 11.-,overnors ap

pointed John A. llill chairman of the con

test committee, and gnVe him the privilege

of selcc.i‘|g his colleagues. The old commit

tee minister] of Chairman W. 1'}. Scarritt

and 'Messrs. George F. Chumberlin and John

A. Hill.

Mobiles at $550.

Ever since E. B. Gailaher assumed the

management of the Mobile Co. of America

reports have been current that the much

mooted “$500 automobile" would be forth

coming trom that factory. Early this week

the reports took tangible form. the Mobile

Co. formally announcing not exactly a $500

car but one at $550. In general design this

runabout does not differ from previous

Mobiles, its specifications being as follows:

Running gear, 16 and 14-gauge seamless

steel tubing; wheels, 'wire suspension. type,

28 inches in diameter; tires, Hartford Pneu

matic. 21/; inches; seat, spindle back; width

of seat, 37% inches; seating capacity. two

persons; water tank. 221/; gailnns; *asoline

tank, 6% gallons; tread, 50 inches; wheel

base, 58 inches; total 'length. 7 feet 3%

inches; total width. 4 feet 11 inches; total

height. 5 feet 5 inches; steam air pump:

mechanical cylinder oil pump; low water

alarm; double-acting brake,

Of the car the Mobile people themselves

say: “The runabout which we are offering

is in several ways superior to the cars we

sold last year at $750. It could not be better

built it we charged $5.000 instead of $550.

The same announcement heralds a reduc

tion of the price of the Mobile delivery

wagon to $1.085.

Duryeas Eest and West.

Papers for the incorporation of the Water

110 Motor Carriage (‘o., of Waterloo, la., are

about to be drawn up. The concern will

have a capital of $150900. full paid, and will

nmnut'ucture curs designed by Charles E.

Din-yea. which will be practically identical

with those of the Duryea Power Co. Mr.

Din-yea will divide his time between Water

loo and Reading. l'a. "l‘hcrc is no truth in

the report that the Reading concern will be

removed to \\'atcrl:ro. The two companies

are entirely separate.

Bids Opened ior Factory.

Bids were opened last \vcck for thc crcc

tiou of the new factory of the .\‘audusky ((I.)

.\litmnollilrI Mtg. (11., and the contract

awarded. The work will be pushed vigor

ously. and the building is expected to be

ready for occupancy next spring.

_ judgments

‘_ REMINGTON IN TROUBLE

Court Asked to Adiudge Utica Concern a Bank

rupt—Steps Taken to Straighten Affairs.

Proceedings in involuntary bankruptcy

were commenced >last week against 'the

Remington Automobile and Motor Co., Utica.

N. Y. -

The proceedings were instituted by George

E. Dennison as attorney for three creditors,

whose claims are stated to aggregate $500

in excess of securities held by them. The

largest creditor is the Utica Steam Engine

and Boiler Works, with a claim for $601).

The other creditors are William C. McAdam,

for $27», and “'illiam J. Sullivan, [or $58.29.

They allege that the company is insolvent

aml unable to pay Its bills, and that it com

mitted an act of bankruptcy on November

13 in allowing certain creditors- to obtain

and secure executions under

which certain property, of the company was

ordered sold.

A meeting of a number of those interested

in the concern was held at Utica just pre

vious to the institution of the bankruptcy

the affairs of the

Those present

proceedings. at which

company were gone over.

professed absolute faith not only in the ex

ccilcucc ot‘ the motor but us well of the suc

cess of the enterprise with proper capital

and management. A committee was named

to give the matter attention at once and en

tltilVUl‘ to straighten out matters so that

nurnnfactnri": can go on again soon under

better conditions than ever before, The

committee consists of Messrs. \\'ild. Foster,

.\innson, Dunn. Graham and Buechlc.

 

Wlll Attend Paris Show.

1“. .\. La itochc, of the .\merican Darrin-q

Allloinnllllt- (‘o.. and It}. 1‘. Kimball. of the

(‘cnti'al Automobile Storage t‘o_, are two of

the few .\mcrlcau trudcspcople who wili ut

lcnd the Paris show. The former sails this

week; the latter left on Saturday last.
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EUROPE’S NEWEST CAR

It’s a Belgian Production and Incorporates Sev

eral Innovations—What They are.

French Bureau Motor World,

2 Rue d'Abbeville.

Paris, Nov. 14.—The Fabrique Nationale

d'.\rmcs dc Gucrre, of Herstnl-lez-Liege, Bel

gium, is one of the most enterprising firms

when it comes to making use of their huge

plant to produce something for which the

demand is of a less intermittent character

than small arms. They have created a spe

cial automobile department and have care

fully studied the progress of motor vehicle

construction, with the result that after turn

therefore. the makers can very well claim

that in their case the rclativcly slow moving

cnglnc has a decided superiority. The motor

itself is of extremely simple construction.

with every part inclosed in accordance with

modern practice, even to the exhaust valve

cums. Lubricating oil is conveyed by scp

nrntc pipes to the different working parts.

and as just sufficient oil is supplied where

needed there is no waste. On inspecting the

car after a whole day's run we were particu

larly struck by the cleanliness of the engine.

The motor is regulated for its normal

power of 16 horsepower at 650 revolutions

by the carburettor which has a tubular ex

tension something like the Mcrccdcs. A

plunger valve covers and uncovers the ports

leading to the induction pipe by means of a

long lcver passing across in front of the en

gine. This lever is actuated by a small rod,

the first and second speeds, and the triangu

lnr pieces are cut away between these shafts

for the passage of the motor shaft. By mov

ing the cavalier one way or the other either

tlic‘first or second speed wheels are put in

gcar with the wheels on the motor shaft.

and when the triangular pieces are moved to

a vertical position, so that neither of the side

wheels are in mesh, the drive is direct

through the central shaft. The gear is very

sulttll and compact and of course runs In an

oil bath. Power is transmitted by a shaft

to the differential in which the usual cardan

joint is replaced by an expanding joint

which it is claimed is stronger and more effi

cicnt. The shaft is, moreover, carried in a

slccvc extending from the differential box.

The method of suspending the rear springs

on collars to take in stresses due to the move

ments of the carriage body off the frame is

  

  

B.

:j i~\\~\

N\\\\\\\\

  

  

  

  

 

 

lng out several experimental types of cars

during the past two or three years they arc.

now putting on the market a light carriage

which presents some extremely interesting

features.

The new F. N. car here shown is propelled

by a sixteen nominal horse power engine of

the four cylinder vertical type. One of its

special features is that it is probably the

slowest engine fitted to a vehicle of this

class. Running normally at 650 revolutions,

the makers naturally claim that it is much

more durable than the high speed motors

running at double this rate, but though theo

retically this may be true, knowledge of the

durability of engines is so vague that it is

difficult to say whether with the perfect sys

tems of balancing and lubrication now em

ployed the advantage is so great as it ought

to be. In any event the Fabrique Nationale

has secured this result without any consid

ernble increase in weight, and there can be

no doubt as to its being a very quiet run

ning engine. Under the circumstances,

one end of which engages in a grooved collar

on the half time shaft and is moved back

ward and forward by the governor, simul-'

taneously, of course, with the exhaust cams.

When the engine has a tendency to race un

der a light load the collar moves forward

and causes the lever to partly close the ad

mission ports of the tubular regulator. The

merit of the system is its extreme suceptt

bility and absolute certainty of action. To

increase the speed the ports are held open

by a pedal worked lever, when the engine

will develop up to twenty horsepower.

Another interesting feature about the F. N.

car is the change speed gear. The principle

of it is not new, as something like it is seen

in the Renault vehicle, but the application is

decidedly ingenious. It is arranged for three

forward speeds with direct drive on the top

speed. It is composed of two triangular

pieces known as a “cavalier,” and they

swing to the right and left on a shaft at the

apices. At each of the bottom angles they

are connected by shafts carrying wheels for

interesting, and there are in fact many dc

viccs in the F. N. car which repay a close in

vcstigatiou.

To say that the forthcoming show in Paris

will prove more interesting than its prede

ccssors is to give expression to a stereotyped

phrase which is nevertheless perfectly true

in view of the great advance that continues

to be made in automobile construction. Its

importance will be greatly increased by the

fact that several foreign makers will be ex

hibiting. Two English firms at least will be

showing vehicles, the Napier and the Wolse

lcy, and the well known makers, Fiat, of Tu

rin, will also have a stand.

Unfortunately, the new Mercedes cars will

not be seen in Paris next month. This is a

pity, as the vehicles are said to be extremely

interesting, especially in the way of weight

reduction, which has enabled the Cannstatt

people to build much more powerful cars

within the 2,200 pounds limit. They hare

given up the armored wood frame and are

building them of U section steel In one piece.

The results are said to be surprising. Thc

new Mercedes will not be seen until the Nice

meeting in March next.
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ALCOHOL AND RECORDS

Both Matters of Moment in Paris—Why Ameriq

can Makers Should not Overlook Alcohol.

Paris, Nov. 14.—I11 connection with the

Paris show also there is to be a conference

on alcohol, which question continues to oc

cupy a great deal of attention in official cir

cles in France and Germany. Alcohol is a -

"national product," the use of which the

governments are trying to enforce to the ex

clusion of gasolene, but there are many

things to be done before its objections can

be overcome. ‘

The chemical drawbacks have first to be

tackled in the way of denaturising it and

rendering it unfit for human consumption

without impairing its efllciency as a fuel, and

this is a matter which has hitherto proved

an almost insuperable problem for chemists.

There is a big prize outstanding for the man

who can discover. an ingredient which will

denaturise alcohol without reducing its ca

loriflc power, or causing trouble Ull'OUgll the

burning of a non-Volatile product in the mo

tors, and the inventor of a satisfactory sys

tem would find an easy way to build up a

big fortune.

Once this difficulty has been overcome, the

governments will be confronted with an

other iu the question of price. Unless alco

hol can be bought more cheaply than gaso

lene its future is of course hopeless. In Ger

many we believe this can be done, but in

France the state derives such a huge amount

of its revenue from alcohol that it will find

it very awkward to reduce the heavy taxa

tion on this spirit, and the only alternative is

to put almost prohibitive duties on imported

No doubt, in course of time, a

way will be found of giving a preference to

alcohol, though whether by reducing the

price of this spirit or increasing the cost of

In the lat

ter case it would be a very poor lookout for

automobillsts.

This is undoubtedly a great question

which, when it is solved, will have vast con

sequences on trade, for it is to be remarked

that there are few countries where gasolene

can be procured at a. reasonably low figure.

and if alcohol can successfully replace it, as

it already does to a certain extent, an enor

mous stimulus will be given to the trade in

alcohol automobiles in other parts of the

world where gasolene is either too expensive

or its use is attendant with too many risks.

In India, Africa and other tropical coun

tries the employment of gasolene is out of

the question, and now we find Peru trying

to find an outlet for its home grown alcohol.

Even a country like the United States, which

petroleum.

gasolenc it is impossible to say.

produces petroleum, cannot afford to neglect

the alcohol problem 'ii'f view (if The’greafiim

portance it will have at some time or an

‘otlicr upon the foreign trade.

The 'fall of the year is invariably accom

panied with a fall of records, and during the

past week the new official c0urse at Dourdan

has been the scene of many a remarkable

performance. Fournier's exploit over the

mile, recounted last week, has been eclipsed

by Augieres, who drove a Mors of exactly

the same type. He reduced the time for the

mile to 46 seconds, but he failed to get the

kilometre, which still remains to the credit

of Fournier. Thellier, on a Passy-Thellier

voiturette, annexed the two records for this

class of vehicle by covering the mile in 58

"Doctors, stockbrokers and business men:

:iJon’t'buy'autoinobilés, Which are notfalw

lowcd to travel at more than twelve kilo~

metres an .llOlll‘ in towns. Buy good trotters.

which will do the kilometre in two minutes.

'No limit, can be put upon the speed of animal

' traction.”

"i‘lierefore, the horse dealers confess that

"their horses can travel nearly twice as fast

as the limit fixed for motor cars. This is a

matter upon which the police have always

displayed an exaggerated scepticism. They

are merely courting accidents by compelling

automobilists to travel slower than horses,

and it is simply monstrous that the lives of

the public should be placed in constant peril

through unmanageable horses being driven

rm: STRAIGHTAWAY COURSE AT nounoin, FRANCE.

     

 

SWEEPING THE ROAD FOR A RECORD TRIAL.

seconds and the kilometre in 36 1-5 seconds,

and the light carriage records have been se

cured by Tliéry on a Decauviile, who rode

the mile in 48 2-5 seconds and the kilometre

in 30 seconds. Other records were as fol

lows: Derny, on a two-cylinder Clement bi

cycle, kilometre. 39 4-5 seconds and mile,

1:53 2-5; Derny (four-cylinder Clement bi

cycle). kilometre, 331-5 and mile, 53 2-5;

Truffault (Truffault volturette), mile, 401-5

seconds; Osniont (De Dion tricycle), kilo

metre, 33 seconds; Riga] (Buchet tricycle).

kilometre. 33 and mile 53 3-5; Oury (Clement

\'oiturcttc). mile, 1144'). Several other at

tempts are to he made while the fine weath

er lasts, including one by an English car, the

Wolseley, to be driven by C. Jarrott.

The sporting committee of the A. C. F. are

still examining the different electrical timing

devices which have been submitted to them,

and it is expected that very shortly they will

be able to lay down an installation at Dour

dan, when, if successful, the human tinie

keeper will be entirely dispensed with for

clocking vehicles over short distances.

The persecution of automobilists for al

leged furious driving is bringing joy to the

heart of the horse dealer. We clip the fol

lowing advertisement of a member of this

fraternity from one of the leading Paris

journals:

at the rate of eighteen and a half miles an

hour.

French Government Forbid: Further Trials.

An interdict has been laid by the French

Government on automobile speeding on the

Dourdin course, over which the mile and

kilometer records were recently broken.

This action on the part of the government

has aroused considerable local indignation,

as the road is practically unused by ordinary

traiilc. and the automobile trials had at

tracted many visitors and greatly'increased

the trade of the locality. .

it is now proposed to lay out a private

road. i'our' kilometers long, parallel'to the

liourdin road, on the property of the

Duchesse d’Uzes.

 

Bishops to Tour Abroad.

Few Americans tour more enthusiastically

and persistently than do Mr. and Mrs. Court

land I". Bishop. During the summer and fall

they travelled several thousand miles in

their Mercedes car in New England and New

York State. They now contemplate a more

ambitious flight. They will go to Paris in

December, where a new car is being built

for Mr. Bishop. After making a run through

Southern France they will sail for Algiers,

and will spend the winter touring.
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NO TRAIL OP TROUBLE

tollows the possession ot a

NORTHERN

DUNADOUT

It’s bvilt right, rides right and wears

r 3 J right. It you’re looking tor a GOOD

' “oil " " automobile better looK Northern way.

NORTHERN MANUFACTURING C0., Detroit, Mich.

HOMAN 8; SCHULZ, 100th St. and Droadway, also 38th St. and Broadway, New York, N. Y. ALVAN T. FULLED, 3&2

AGENTS: Columbus Ave., Boston, Mass. 1). DESMADAIS & co. Bristol, Conn. BANKER nnoruens COMPANY, Philadelphia, Pa'.

NATIONAL AUTOMOBILE 8 MANUFACTUREQS C0., 26 fremont St., San Francisco, Cal.
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FISK TIRES
are distinguished by their

Quality—Durability— Resiliency

O

 
 

They are made by hand by the

best workmen.

THOROUGHLY INSPECTED. COVERED BY A GUARANTEE.

g ‘ FISK RUBBER COMPANY, = Chicopee Falls, Mass.
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Fostering the Commercial Vehicle.

About a year since we quoted a Western

automobllist who narrated how more than a

decade ago he had driven a steam thresh

ing machine up and down the hills of his

native State, and who, remarking the diffi

dencc of automobile manufacturers in ap

proaching or embracing the self-propelled

traffic vehicle, suggested that they might

study the steam thresher to their advantage.

It is good news, therefore, that the Con

test Committee of the Automobile Club of

America is practically of one mind that a

contest of business vehicles, as was urged by

the Motor World last week, shall form a

part of their next year‘s programme. It

may induce automobile makers to “go to

the threshcr," or will, at least, turn their

thoughts and ingenuity in the direction that

promises the greatest returns and probably

quicken the transform] of blue prints into

vehicles. -

The trade’s attitude toward the subject

has long been peculiar. While admitting al

most to a man that the future ofthe industry

is bound up in the traffic vehicle and while

as conversant with the fact that every man

in business, of whatever nature, awaits and

holds a warm welcome for the vehicle that

will replace and reduce the cost of animal

transportation, the automobile trade is as

shy as a kittenish girl of grasping the actual

Generally

speaking, what are termed delivery wagons

manufacture of such vehicles.

is as far as any of them have ventured and

these differ from their pleasure cars mainly

or only in body design.

It is high time, therefore, that an effort

was made to overcome this timldlty and to

develop and guide the trade in the direction

which it itself admits it should go, but does

not go. Public contests, such as the Auto

mobile Club has in view, make for that end

and are therefore to be encouraged and ap

plauded.

Lack of Closed Cats.

Although another winter is at hand, if

electrics be excepted we are yet without a

closed car. The indifference of manufac

turers of steam and gasoline vehicles in this

regard is almost inexplicable.

Fur and leather but partly serve to keep

out the cold; their effect is minimized by

chilling rain and accumulated snow, such as

are to be expected of the months ahead.

If the motor car is to become an all the

year 'round vehicle and not merely a fair

weather conveyance, it is time designers

turned their wits toward the production of

substantial and adequate protection from

the elements, of which the penetrating north

wind is but one.

The closed car aflords practically un

limited scope for originality and invention.

Abate the Nuisance!

One of the most, if not the most offensive,

nuisances attendant on automobile shows is

the promiscuous and senseless footing of

horns and clanging of bells that have marked

the exhibitions of the past.

The practice is not only offensive to the

ear and to good manncrs, but it has added

not only the difliculty of conversation but

to the conduct of business.

To the testing of a born or a bell when the

sale of either is involved, no criticism can

attach, but it is notorious that most of the

noise is wanton noise made for the mere

sake of noise and that stand attendants con

tribute as much, if not more, to the nuisance,

than the small boy to whom a surreptitious

squeezing of a bulb is keen delight.

The suggestion that the nuisance be abated

comes to us ,from one who has exhibited at

all previous shows and who expects to ex

hibit at all future ones; he is not a man

whose nerves are “on edge,” but he main

tains that the indiscriminate noise has in~

terfcrcd with the transaction of his business

and his protest is even more emphatic than

we can well put in print.

We believe that most exhibitors will agree

with him, and if the show management can

not or will not do anything to abate the evil.

they could help matters by at least tacit

agreement to keep horns and bells out of

sight or reach of spectators and by letting

fail a few words in the ears of those at

tendant on their respective exhibits.

liow Damage is Done.

Frequent and violent changes of speed are

not only unnecessary in many cases, but

they impose strains on the entire car that

are highly injurious.

If a driver will but stop to think of what

takes place when he changes suddenly from

his first to his third speed, for example, he

will he apt to take pause. Gear wheels

mounted on rapidly revolving shafts are

separated and others violently'brought into

mcsh. One moment the engine is racing, the

shafts and gears revolving with greatly ac

celerated speed; the next the gears engage,

and through the transmission gear the engine

is burdened with the load of the entire car

and called upon to take up its propulsion at

a speed considerably greatcr than that at

winch it was going before the change was

made.

It is a wonder that the gear wheel teeth do

not break off, either before they come fully

into mesh or afterward. This peril avoided,

the transmission gear feels the shock, and

through its long length of shutting. bevel

gears and chains it is transferred to the rear

wheels, fortllnntc if it is done without break

age.

No one ever saw a locomotive engineer at

tcmpt to start a heavy train at full speed.

He opens the throttle little by little, easing

up as tho pull comes through the couplings

and the cars, and only applying full power

when the train gets well under way. if he

took any other course the couplings. being

thc weakest link in the chain of parts, would

break incontinentiy, and the fat be in the

the.

None except the most careless or incon
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siderate operators throw in the clutch and

, start a car on the high speed suddenly from

a, standstill. Unless the clutch slipped suf

ficiently to ease matters something would al

most certainly break if they did. In the case

of the speed change there could be no such

easing. It I metal against metal, and a

row of stripped teeth will often register their

protest against such treatment.

Of course, an operator learns the knack of

making speed changes. He becomes able to

"feel" the engaging of the teeth, and to know

when they get into mesh snioothiy and

safely, just as, on the other hand, he in

tuitively feels the first warnings of anything

wrong when making the change. With this

knowledge he is able to steer clear of the

pitfalls of broken teeth and strained engine

and transmission parts.

 
 

Ignorance or Bias.

It is a little surprising that the Autocar, in

z-onnnenting on the reliability contest, should

fall into such gross blunders as are re

vealed in one of its articles.

“A bad defect in the rulcs, from a reliabil

ity point of view, was that any time lost in

pcnalized stops would be counted in the run

ning time," its says. “Thus a car with any

speed about It could afford to lose anything

up to half its' time limit in such stops, and

yet arrive at the end of its stage with a

clean sheet, so far as obtaining a first-class

certificate was concerned. The rule was un

questionably a foolish one, as, from the de

tailed reports, it seems that nearly every ve

hicle gave more or less trouble, yet there are

about a dozen claimants for the president's

cup for having made ‘perfect runs.

Such egregious errors as are contained in

these remarks are attributable either to lg

norance or to bias.

which is the more discreditable.

ignorance to be the correct solution, which

It is not easy to say

If we take

is the more charitable one, we are compelled

to admit that more than the usual British

denseness is back of it.

If there was one thing emphasized more

than another in the contest referred to it

was the fact that time lost between the con

trols was time lost “for keeps." A single

penalized stop, even if it were of but a sec

ond‘s duration, destroyed a car‘s chances to

obtain the president‘s cup. There was no

making this up. Five and one-half days of

perfect running could not blot out one little

slip, nor could any amount of speeding ex

punge from the record one single falter.

Equally plain was it that the seventeen

cars qualifying for the president’s cup had

really made perfect scores. It “nearly every

vehicle" had given “more or less trouble," as

the Autocar claims, they could not have

made flawless runs nor be numbered among

the elect.

Such articles as this only lend color to the

belief that our English cousins wilfully close

their eyes to the good there is in other coun

tries.  
 

Playing it "Low Down."

The eminently respectable gentlemen who

constitute the Long Island "Protective" As

coclation may feel proud of their “good

work," but most men will agree that it is

“playing it low down" to enforce the four

miles-on-bridges law against a physician

bcnt on saving human life.

The association's hired men—the clam dig

gers and pickle canners who constitute its

“expert” law enforcers—are scarcely to

blame. They must make arrests to hold their

jobs, and everything not drawn by a horse

looks alike to them. It is their respectable

employers who are responsible for the jug

hnndled justice and oppression that main

tains and that could not exist did the auto

mobile interests have a defensive organiza

tion worthy of the name.

l'niversal enforcement of the act governing

speed on bridges can make the law so odious

that “hayseeeds" and "protectors" alike will

squeal until their cries reach heaven and the

legislature.

’lncidcntnlly, the arrest of the Long island

physician suggests how much luckier than

a private patient is the unfortunate for

whom a public ambulance is called. The

ambulance by clanging its gong obtains a

clear course and without limit of spaced.

But no matter how urgent the call, a physi

cian In his own conveyance must crawl at

the legal pace or risk arrest.

 
 

Vehicles of Happy Mun.

Automatic devices possess advantages, of

course, but they bring with them added re

sponsiblities, greater complexity and, fre

quently, increased cost. And simplicity is a

factor of very considerable importance, as Is

generally recognized. '

As time goes on, and the motor vehicle in

dustry becomes more and more settled, this

striving after simplicity will become still

more marked. When automobiles are new,

and the enthusiasm of their users runs high,

it does not make so much difference. Some

, times complexity even commends Libelf.

There is-a'pleasure in learning the functions

of a multiplicity of levers, valves and other

parts, and'tn gratifying it there is much en

joyment to be bad. But in the end the feel

ing is certain to be all the other way.

lven now there is much complaint—large

ly from the uninitiated, to be sure—of the
formidable appearance of the modern car, of I

the mass of “machinery” it carries, and of

the time required to learn to operate it and

the skill that is a prime requisite of the ex

pert. That feeling will grow and culminate

in a demand for the brushing away of all

save the absolutely necessary features of the

automobile.

What the motor vehicle user of half a

, dozen or a dozen years hence will demand is

a car with the simplest possible method of

control, and as near “fool proof” as anything

wrought by human hands can be.

With all this it must be borne in mind that

the personal equation is still a very import

ant one.

do his share of the work, else not even the

most complacent of engines will be able to

deliver It full quota of efficiency.

Consequently, the vehicle that strikes the

happy mean, giving the most simple control

while at the same time avoiding automatic

The operator of the vehicle must

devices that are likely to get out of order in

the hands of careless or incompetent opera

tors, is the one that will most completer till

the bill.
 
 

Kelloggism Outdonc.

After all, Judge William C. Kellogg, of

Yonkers, is not the "whole thing." It will

probably pain him to read this from Motor

ing, of London, about a rival of his In York

shire:

“The. motor car, which was timed by the

policeman, contained four passengers, who

all swore that it was proceeding at less than

the legal limit.

“They were persons, however, who were

not entitled to credence in Yorkshire. One

was a mere duke, the second an ordinary

bishop, the third an unimportant member

of Parliament, and the fourth a Cabinet

minister of no particular prominence.

“The policeman, Giles Blunderer, swore

that the car was whirling along at a speed

of at least forty miles an hour, and the

driver was fined £50, with costs of £68.

“The duke, the bishop, the member of

Parliament and the Cabinet minister hurried

out of Yorkshire before any one could ar

rest them for perjury."
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“'hen tne journalistic creator of the “bi

cycle face" to keep up with the times an

nounced himself as the discoverer of the au

tomobile face, I was not surprised, nor was

I pleased, neither. of which failures on my

part probably ever reached the knowledge of

the creator and the discoverer above men

tioned. Seriously, I didn’t believe there was

any such thing—that is, I had never noticed

any peculiar appearance of the faces of those

who indulged in automobiling. But from a

dermatological point‘of view it‘appcars, how

ever, that the “motor face" is now an adver

tised fact, since in Sunday’s paper this ad.

appeared: "

“Motor Faces—Keen autumn winds, dust

laden and driven sharply against the skin,

play havoc with the complexion. No need to_

forego the pleasures .of the automobile.

Goosebury' has learned the secrct of repair

ing the ravages of modern life. Daily dem

onstrations of the new (painless) subcutan

eous method of building up sunken noses,

rounding out the contour of the bust and fill

ing out wrinkles. Bring your own doctor

with you!"

Perhaps it is my unfamiliarity with prac

titioners of dermatology which makes the

foregoing seem rather startling, especially\

that invitation to "bring your own doctor

with you." Can it be that this proclaimed

curer of motor face by the subcutaneous

method is aftaid to take the risk himself and

wants to make the patient‘s physician a par

ticcps crimihalis, or is' the invitation merely

intended asfa bluff for those whose credulity

is not sufficient to cause them to forget that

such things as quacks exist and prosper?

' Q i t

News item. The Sultan of Sulu never al

lows moré than three chauifeurs to accom

pany him in the royal automobile, ’cause he

hasn't any. I. i

,' It

In thel'magnitude of their wisdom the city

fathers of Kansas'City, on the Kaw, have de

creed, as a means of determining the owner

ship of each death-dealing automobile in

Kansas City, that henceforth no .motor ve

hicle shall be allowed to use the streets of

that city which is not “equipped with at least

two lamps, upon the front and sides of which

numbers at least four inches high must be

painted in red." Just imagine an alderman

standing in the path of an oncoming Kansas

City scorcher, waiting for him to get near

enough for the standee to see what those

four-inch numerals on his lamp faces were!

Imagine, also, the resulting funeral, in which

that particular alderman would play the lead—

ing part shortly afterward! Kansas City

aldermen are worthy of their office, and they

will not suffer in comparison with the best

of their kind elsewhere; splendid stupidity is

the first essential of an alderman, and the de

termination to allow no chance to prove his

possession of it to escape him, is the second.

Beyond these two, the mental possessions of

no alderman were ever known to go.

i i #

He laughs best at the ills of his fellow m0

torists who delays his cachinatlons until he

has safely returned his own vehicle to the

establishment where it is cared for.

t t 1

Paris has a municipal school wherein those

who will are taught the intricacies of auto

niobiling. When the students have mastered

the subject from A to Z they are given diplo

mas setting forth that the holders thereof

know all there is to know about an automo

bile. I’d like to bet that every blooming

graduate has to take a mighty thorough post

graduate course in the College of Experience,

however, before that Paris diploma of his

actually does show he is capable of meeting

one-half the requirements of the case.

i i t

When the man in search of a perfect motor

attains his ideal, he at once discards it and

gets another. Why? Don't know; ask him.

i i #

So we are really going to have a try at that

steel road, ch? Well, as every one else seems

so much in favor of the idea, I suppose it is

up to me to file an objection. From almost

the beginning it has been the custom of the

motorphobcs to characterize an automobile

as a locomotive; in fact, the legal title of an

automobile in Great Britain is, I believe, “a

light road locomotive;" so now, when it

comes to running motor vehicles on steel

rails their likeness to a locomotive will be al

most perfect. Thou look out for a new out

burst of what-the yellows call “popular in

dignation." These road rails are to be of

iron, as I understand it, and if my memory

of the old-time iron rail such as the rail

roads were equipped with before the steel

rail came is correct, one of the favorite

tricks of an iron rail under usage is to de

velop into a sort of metal porcupine through

the slivers it throws out. Imagine a set of

$300 pneumatic tires coming in violent con

tact with a well splintered iron rail! Then

imagine the joy of the nearest repair man

and the unholy glee of the not-too-far-distant

tire maker. You will not have to imagine

what the language or the feelings of the

owner will be. You know; so do I.

1 8 it

When the man who buys a freak vehicle

knows he is a fool he knows more than most

people give him credit for.

i t #

Wake up an Englishman in the middle of

the night and ask him what is the greatest

danger his countrymen are subjected to and

he will answer you “side-slip." The Lord

only knows where and why the Englishman

first went daffy on side slip, but certain it

is that he is, and for many years has been, an

incurable monomnniac upon side slipperyness.

According to a universal belief among all

Englishmen no one can at any time, or in

any conveyance from a wheelbarrow to a

four-in-hand, venture upon any street, alloy

or road anywhere within the confines of the

United Kingdom without being in mortal

danger from sides'llp. ' What side-slip will

not do to the traveler upon any kind of an

English road has yet to be thought of; war

and pestilence are as the gentle dews from

heaven when compared with the deadly

side-slip. So it comes as a matter of course

that Alfred Harmsworth, the millionaire

publisher and owner of a score of motor ve

hicles, should have felt it obligatory upon

him to demand of the Automobile Club of

Great Britain that it at once appoint a com

mittee to consider the deadly side slip and

to plan [or its annihilation. Mr. Harmsworth,

like the true Briton that he is, announces

that he considers “side slip the one draw

back to motoring." To Americans the whole

thing seems very closely akin to a tempest

in a teapot, but, then, we always were a

reckless, thoughtless people, not at all like

our careful, deep thinking English cousins,

don‘t you know?

# I '

Advice as to which is the best vehicle,

form of power, motor and so forth, can

usually be had for nothing, and is often

worth less.

t t i

Perhaps it may be the price of coal, or it

may be the modesty of the steam heat which

my landlord is now supplying me for alleged

heating purposes, but whatever it is, I have

of late found myself studying very closely

the needs and methods of keeping warm. In

the course of these studies I have noted that

no matter how perfectly equipped the aver

age automobile is in other respects, there is

an utter absence of any sort of protection

for the driver, which must make rushing

through the chill November air at better

than a twenty-ilve-miles-an-hour gait any

thing but an unalloyed delight. While 1 can

see the danger of using something of a lap

robe order, yet I cannot understand why

some such arrangement as the folding doors

the hansom cabs have could not be employed

to protect the driver from the cold. While

perhaps Serpollet's famous Easter Egg was

a bit too much in the direction of a covered

body, yet it certainly demonstrated that it is

quite possible to protect the lower half of

the driver’s body so as to add not only to his

comfort, but to the vehicle‘s speed and to the

cleanliness of both. As it is now, the auto

mobilist as he rushes along unprotected from

the biting blast is by no means a thing to be

envied; at any rate, if appearances are to

be relied upon, he isn't.

C i Q

Some men are born to be great in automo

biling, some achieve greatness therein and

some thrust themselves upon it. It takes all

that two-thirds can do, however, to over

come the ill effects of what the remaining

one-third does not do.

0 l O

A true philosopher never wastes any time

arguing the merits of the particular vehicle

he favors. He mentally concludes his op

ponent is a fool and lets it go at that.

THE COMMENTATOR.
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READY FOR EAGLE ROCK

Rain or Shine, the Climb Will Occur Today—

The Entries—Hill is a Famous “ Rise."

 

Everything is in readiness for the contest

on Eagle Rock Hill, promoted by the Auto

mobile Club of New Jersey and set to be

welcome more of them, and in the selection

of its date and. even more, its venue, the

promoting organization has been very hap

py. With such an energetic chairman as W.

J. Stewart to look after it there is scant

danger of the event encountering neglect.

Eagle Rock hill is one of the show places

of the Oranges. It is the Mecca of pilgrims,

who go thither on foot, on bicycles, in car

a dozen miles or more away, is plainly vis

ible on a clear day, and in every direction

a panorama of surpassing loveliness en

chants the onlooker.

The hill Itself is about one and a quarter

miles long, with a gradient that runs be

tween 12 and 18% per cent., the average be—

ing 14 per cent. A peculiarity of the ascent

is its great regularity. For the major por

  

THE LAST AND STEEI'I-IST TURN.

SHOWING THE SNAKELIKE COURSE

run this (Thursday) morning. Given good

weather, it will undoubtedly be a bigger

success than the event of last year. The en

try list is a notable one, and great sport is

certain to result.

in the endeavor to make of its annual con

test a classic event the Newark Club has

much in its favor. Contests of the sort are

all too rare. Public and trade alike will

__.__-.. - .

riages,‘ in automobiles and in trolley cars.

Close to beautiful and aristocratic Llewellyn

Park, behind the portals of which many of

the most costly residences of that faVored

section are to be found, the hill is reached

after traversing many of the fine highways

which make the Oranges a paradise of good

roads. From its summit a magnificent, an

unrivalled, view is obtainable. New York,

NEAR THE SUMMIT.

THE FOOT OF THE HILL.

tion of the way it never varies, the sharp

rises and corresponding decreases in steep

ness usually found on long hills being con

spicuous by their absence. As the top is

approached the rise becomes sharper, while

the last hundred yards discounts all that

has gone before. A couple of turns add to

the diflicnlty of the ascent at this point.

The surface of the road is nearly always‘
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the same—a superfine macadam at all points

except the worst rise at the top. There the

macadam is loose and rough, and there

balks and falters may be looked for, it any

where. An examination of the bill by the

Motor World man a few days ago showed

that the usual conditions prevailed this year.

The first contest on the bill was held last.

election day. W. J. Stewart won in the

steam class, making the mile and a quarter

in 2 minutes and 42 seconds. In the gaso

lene class Charles E. Duryea was the win

ner. His time was 3 minutes 53 seconds.

These records are likely to be lowered, as

they have been beaten this year in practice.

That the interest in the event has in

creased greatly is shown by the fact that up

to date there are twenty-seven entries, with

doubtless a number .m'ore to come. Last

year there were only thirteen.

As last year, one of the cups offered by

the club will be for steam vehicles and the

other for gasoiene. _

That there may be no dispute over times

or winners, the club has borrowed from the

Automobile Club of America the More tim

ing device used by the latter.

For the contest this year the New York

and New Jersey Telephone Company has

agreed to establish telephone stations at va

rious points on the course, so that the spec

tators at these points may know just what

is going on at the starting and finishing ‘

points.

The contest will be held regardless of the

weather. '

Following is the list of entries: W. J.

Stewart, Locomobile; A. P. Smith, Auto

motor; H. W. Whipple, Packard; R. T. New

ton, Locomobile; W. Walter, Walter; I. D.

Plank, Oldsmobile; C. E. Duryea, Duryea;

C. E. Proctor, \Vinton; W. J. Stewart, Auto

car; Angus Sinclair, Toledo; A. J. Lamme,

Long Distance; A. Phelps, Locomobiie;

Mobile Co. of America, Mobile; Ajax Motor

Vehicle Co., Ajax; H. M. Wells, Prescott;

L. J. Worth, Oldsmobile; Jonathan Bartley,

Stanley; C. Brewster Chapman, Locomobile;

C. H. Martin, Stevens-Duryea; Waiter Wes

ton, Knoxmobiie; G. Paddoek, Oldsmobile;

R. G. Du Bois, Crestmobiie; Prescott Auto

Co., Prescott; L. J. Wyckoi'f, Knoxmobile;

R. T. Newton, Autocar, and F. C. Reeve,

Oldsmobile; E. A. Fairchild, Knoxmobile;

H. C. Cryder, Gasmoblie, and H. M. Abdonie,

Long Distance. -

New Yorlt to Boston Without Stop.

Apart from the mere matter of time a

Packard car belonging to W. F. Bryant, of

Boston, and driven by R. Ross, established

a record that'is no small plume in the Pack

ard cap—that of completing the 244 miles

between New York and Boston without a

stop or any kind—or without touching the

engine. The elapsed time of the trip was

thirteen hours, one hour faster than the

trip from Boston down a few days before.

 

The man with the cheap automobile and

the man with no automobile are always

sorry for each other.

WILL FIGHT TO A FINISH

So Says Foxhall Keane's Legal Counsellor—

Grounds Upon Which Appeal Will Be Based.

Steps are being taken to secure a reversal

of the sentence against Foxhail P. Keene

for illegal speeding, rendered at Oyster Bay,

Long Island, last week, as related in these

columns. Informal notice of an appeal was

lodged with Justice of the Peace Franklin

when he imposed a fine of $20 on the ac

cused, and the papers to be‘iaid before the

County Court making a formal application v

The grounds for the

appeal are that the decision was against the

are being made out.

evidence.

“There is not the slightest intention of

dropping the matter,” said Lawyer Fred

erick N. Watriss on Tuesday, in reply to

the question put by the Motor World man.

“On the contrary, we shall fight it to the

end.

"Twenty days are allowed us in which to

make formal appeal. Within that time the

papers will go to the County Court. They

will ask that the case be reviewed by the

Appellate Division, and the latter will be

asked to reverse Justice Fra/lkiin‘s verdict.

It may either do this or direct that a new

trial be given. The latter‘ is the less prob

able alternative. If a. new trial should be

granted, however, it would come before Jus

tice Franklin as before.

“We shall ask for a reversal on the ground

that the verdict was against the weight of

evidence. The law directs that in a crim

inal case, as opposed to a civil one, the find

ing shall be based on evidence that proves

the case 'beyond a reasonable doubt.’ We

shall claim that just the contrary was the

casebthat evidence was submitted which

shook the State‘s case to its foundations.

In spite of that the justice ruled against us.

“There are two grounds upon which we

attack the State’s evidence. Oné is the ac

curacy of the timing. We grant the accu

racy of the watches—they were stop watches

and have been tested—but we impugn the

accuracy of the timers. In prcssing this

question at the trial we succeeded in con

fusing the witnesses to such an extent that

we are now prepared to also question the

assertion that the accused covcrcd a full

eighth of a mile in the time stated. Upon

these two points, as well as on the proven

fact that the car could not run at a spccd

of more than twenty miles an hour. we shall

base our appeal for a reversal."

It will be recalled that Mr. Home was ur

rcstcd while driving with Mrs. chno and

a chauffeur in :1 ltonault six horsepower car,

on the Jericho pike, charged with having

covered one eighth of a mile in 181,4, sec

cuds. Evidence was brought to show that

the car was so geared and powered that

this was an impossibility. The testimony

of the professional automobile catchers who

made the arrest was believed, however, and

the prisoner found guilty.

Scarritt on State Organization.

Having received favorable replies from

nearly all the clubs in the State, Secretary

Frederick H. Elliott, of the Syracuse Auto

mobile Club, is expected to isue a call this

week for a meeting to organize what he

terms the “Associated Automobile Clubs of

New York.” The call will be sent to the

officers of every automobile club in the

State. It is proposed to maintain permanent

headquarters.

As was stated in these columns last week,

the principal object of the proposed associa

tion is to prevent the passage of unfriendly

legislation at Albany this winter. The in

terests of automobilists in general will also

be looked after, 0! course, but for the pros

ent at least the matter of legislation will

probably overshadow all others.

As the Syracuse Club is not a member of

the American Automobile Association, ai

tiiough it is understood that it will join if

the dues of the latter are reduced, the hear

ing the new association will have on the

older and more comprehensive body is natu

rally an interesting one. With the object of

ascertaining how the latter viewed the pro

posed organization, the Motor World mun

put the question bluntly to President “I. E.

Scarritt on Tuesday.

“We have not had any meeting since this

matter came up, and consequently cannot be

said to view it in anyway," was the non

committal reply.
"The policy of centralization could be car-i

ricd to almost any length," he went on. “A

State association might be able to do good

work; so could a city association. But real

ly I have not given the matter any atten

tion. .

“Some clubs have shown a disinclinution

to join the American Automobile Associa

tion, apparently actuated by the feeling that

the dues were too high. We have called a

special meeting for Dcccmberi), at which

time we will consider a prop0sition to re

duce the dues from $3 to $1 per capita.

Judging by the correspondence we have had

that step. if taken, should remove the stum

bling block.

“It was my idea in the first place to put

the dues at $8. I thought the association

would need the money. As a matter of

fact it has not. I am like that man who

said that he was not too proud to admit that

hc was wrong, consequently I am in favor

of cutting the dues down.

“But as to the proposed State association,

I prefer not to express an opinion."

 

The sensational cabled reports of Paris‘s

“automobile police” prove to arise merely

from the exploits of one patrolmanMNave

tut by name—mounted on a motor bicycle.

The machine is his personal property, and

being a clcvcr machinist he is permitted to

use it, the authorities giving him an extra

allowance of 10 francs per month for its

care and up-keep.
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MORGAN’S STEAM TRUCK

Ten ton Vehicle That Bristles With Original

Features—May be Used for Many Purposes.

\Vhile others are thinking of building busi

ness vehicles and acknowledging that in

such automobiles much of the industry rests,

the Morgan Motor Worcester,

Mass, are among the few who have actu

ally get beyond the “thinking” or blue print

stages and are about prepared to market

Company,

them.

A ten-ton steam truck, here illustrated, is

one of the Morgan Company‘s productions

and one in which much ingenuity is centered.
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a special design, which make the replace

ment of tubes an easy matter. In case a

tube gives out, and there are none on hand

for repairs, each opening may be. effectually

closed by the insertion of a flanged plug.

There is a dome above the steam drum

which thoroughly dries the steam before it

is taken to the engine. The whole is en

cased in a double steel jacket, with a 1 in.

lining of tire felt next to the flame, and a l

in. porous, asbestos lining between the shells,

.\s a point of convenience, it should be noted

that by breaking the steam and water con

nections and removing four bolts, the entire

boiler may be lifted bodily from the truck.

The outer shell also is arranged with the

idea of making access to the boiler as easy

as possible. The boilers are given a cold

water test of 600 pounds and also a steam

single solid piece of steel. The working

parts are enclosed in an oil tight case from

which the cylinders are separated by an in

termediate frame. This renders it easy to

change the piston and vaIVe rod packings

and also prevents the steam from passing

from the cylinders to the crank case' and

there condensing. By a special throttle it is

possible to admit live steam to the low pres

sure cylinders, thus very ,near doubling the

power of the engine. From the engine the

steam passes to a combined feed water

heater and separator. The water of con

densation is returned to the water tank and

whatever steam may be left passes into an

exhaust head of special design in the space

over the boiler and is burned up.

_The oiling of the various parts of the

engine and transmission is taken care of by

   

 

The general dimensions of the track are

as follows: Total length 22 feet 5 inches,

total width 7 feet. The loading space is 16

feet 10 inches, and has a total loading area

of 118 sq. ft.

\Vhat may be called the foundation of the

truck is formed of two 9 in. I beams. These

are tied together with 3 in. I beams for that

part of the frame which carries the loading

platform, by two 3 in. channels in front of

and 7 in. I beams behind the boiler, and also

by the boiler suspension, and two 6 in. deck

beams over the rear axle. The frame work

is of a design sufficiently heavy to with

stand the strains to which it may be sub

jected.

The. boiler is of the water tube type, the

design being something like that used aboard

torpedo boats. The steam drum and the two

mud drums are of extra heavy steel tube,

and have at each end large hand holes so

that the entire boiler may be easily cleaned

These drums are connected by 1 in. scam

less drawn steel tubing, the joints being of

test of 300 pounds. The safety valve, which

is a locomotive, inuflicd pop, is set at 225

pounds. The working pressure is 180 pounds.

Water is supplied to the boiler by a power

pump geared to the engine, the amount being

regulated by the usual bi pass.

Either fuel oil or kerosene may be used

for generating the steam. The burners, of

which there are two, are easy of access, and

may be drawn out together by the discon

necting of a single joint. They may be

reached either from the front or from the

rear. The oil is not carried under pressure

in the tanks, but is forced into the burners

by a small pump, which is geared to the

machine.

The engine is a double, tandem, com

pound, with the cranks set at 90 degrees.

This type is claimed to be superior to that

of the cross compound engine ordinarily used

on such machines, particularly in that it is

at all times possible to start the truck from

a stand and without reversing. The crank

shaft and the main gear are formed of a

 

a small, power pump, oil being drawn from

the lowest point of the case and carried

through small copper tubes to the various

bearings. This system of forced lubrication

drives a stream of oil constantly about each

bearing, preventing hot boxes and reducing

the wear to a minimum.

The transmission gear is also entirely en

closed and runs in a bath of oil. Nothing

but spur gears are used throughout the

truck. Two ratios of gearing are provided;

with one the engine makes ten revolutions

to one of the driving wheels, and with the

other twenty. The slip gears are on an in

termediate shaft between the engine and

main sprocket shaft, the compensating gear

being on the latter. The engine and trans

mission gears are in a single case, which is

suspended at three points. The cylinder end

of the engine is connected to the frame by a

pivot joint, and the other two points of sus

pension are in the ball and socket bearings

01‘ the intermediate shaft, which are riveted

to the two main I beams. This method of
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suspension prevents any strains in the frame

from being communicated to the engine or

transmission gear. The power is carried

from this shaft to the rear axle by two 5 in.

11% pitch silent chains. The large sprockets

are bolted to drums or quills. One quill is

cast onto the rear axle and the other is a

running tit upon it. Each quill carries a 51/,»

in..hub, over which the rear wheel is slipped

and made fast. The outer rims of each of

these quills form brake drums, upon each of

which act two shoes, which are controlled

by a small steam cylinder. The brake is

very powerful and is double acting. Through

out the transmission the use of keys has

been avoided wherever possible.

The entire rear axle construction is espe

cially heavy. It is not in two parts, the

The oil tank, which holds eighty gallons,

is underneath the body of the truck, just

back of the boiler. It is made of 3-16 in.

sheet steel. Under ordinary circumstances

the tank will hold enough to carry the truck

from thirty to forty miles. There is a hand

hole at the top and an outlet at the bottom

so that the tank can be easily cleaned.

The steel water tank is hung at the rear

of the truck. It has a capacity Of 250 gal

lons. There are drains on the bottom and a

manhole at the top which is large enough

to render it easy not only to. wash out the

tank, but to scrub it with a broom if neces

sary, or to get inside for painting. The

water tank is ordinarily filled by a steam

siphon to which is connected :1 11,4, in. hose.

This is always- carried with the machine on

pressure cylinders and to the steam pump

are close to the main throttle lever. Steam

may be shut off from all parts of the ma

chine by a main gate valve placed close to

the boiler.

It is possible to back the machine down

into an excavation and bring it out under its

own power. Knowing the general character

of the ground in such a place, the truth of

this statement may be doubted. The as

surance of the possibility of such a feat

is, however, not based upon the ability of

the truck to pull itself out by tractlve power.

On each end of the intermediate shaft there

is a capstan. It is possible to throw the

engine out of gear with the main transmis

sion so that it acts only upon the shaft hear

ing these capstans. Hawse eyes are provided
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ENGINE AND BOILER OF THL MORGAN TEN TON TRUCK.

quill construction leaving the rear wheels

free to act separately. The axle itself rc

volves in two 5% in. x11 in. bearings, which

in turn support the rear springs. These, and

indeed all the exposed hearings on the truck

are well protected from dirt.

Special care has been given to the design

of a wheel which will withstand the rough

est usage. The hubs are very large, and the

spokes are of steel. There are two metal

tires between which are wood felloes. The

rear wheels are titted with 12 in. steel tires,

which gives nearly 2 in. of tire surface for

every ton of load carried. The front wheels

have 7% in. tires. The pulling strain of the

engine is taken off the rear springs by struts,

which are braced against the two 9 in. I

beams. The front axle, which is under the

center of the boiler, is of 4 in. stock and

supports the main Irame on pedestals. Hell

cal springs are here used. The pivot axles

are of nickel steel.

a convenient bracket. On the front of the

watcr tank is mounted a small duplex

slcam pump. which may be used to fill the

boilcr when the engine is standing still.

The driver's seat is on the loft hand side

of the boiler, there being a scat on the oppo

site side for a helper. In front of the driver

are the water gauge glass, which is of the

reflex typc, and also the valves which con

trol the machine. The throttle is of an

entirely new design. It is 80 made that

when the lcvcr is pulled back from the cen

ter steam is admitted to the engine; but

when the lever is thrown ahead of the cen- '

ter the full boiler pressure is admitted to the

brake cylinder before mentioned, and the

machine is brought almost immediately to a

full stop. it for any rcnson the brakes

should fail to work the engine is amply

strong to withstand ihc strength of reversing

under steam.

The valves for admitting steam to the low

at the front and at the rear of the machine.

By tying one end of a rope to a tree or tclc

graph pole and bringing it back through the

eye to thc Windlass it is possible to lift the

truck out of any kind of a hole, so long as

the tree stays in the ground. These wind

lasses may also be used in connection with

jib cranes, of which there is one of two tons

capacity on each side of the machine. By

the aid of these crancs it will be possible to

load the machine in a very few minutes.

There are two items which affect pre

einincntly the cost of trucking; one is the

rapidity with which the moving itself may

be done, and the other is the time spent in

loading and unloading. There is no doubt

whatever but that runs may be made more

quickly with a motor vehicle than with a

horse, but the matter of loading and un

loading is something to which little attention

has bccn givcn,

With the horse drawn vehicle the methods
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of mechanical loading are very few, and in

every case which has come to notice, the

loading mechanism is entirely outside of the

vehicle, or is found in a hand winch at the

front of the truck. When, however, the work

of transportation is to be done by a ma;

chine the problem becomes simpler. The

two cranes and the capstans have already

been mentioned. These will, of course, aid

greatly in taking on heavy loads of almost

any description where the places of st0p

ping are many. It is possible, however,

when regular runs are being made, with two

or three regular stopping places, to reduce

to a minimum the time that the wheels

must stand still. To accomplish this, a sys

tem of interchangeable bodies has been care

fully worked up, for which a number of

broad patents have been granted. The par

ticular system to be installed would depend

largely upon the general character of the

work. An accurate description of the various

systems would take up more space than can

here be given; but in general the idea is as

follows: Say, for instance, that one of the

trucks is to run between two stations; from

two to three bodies—and these are very

strongly and cheaply built—would be sup

plied with each truck. At each station slips

would be let into the platforms. When the

truck backs into one of these slips the body

is left upon the platform in such a way that

it. is possible for the trucks to run out from

under. While this body is being loaded the

truck can back into a second slip and there

pick up a loaded body. This dropping and

picking up of the bodies would occupy ordi

narily but two minutes, as against any

where from thirty minutes to an hour or

more with the old system. These bodies are

of a nominal cost as compared with the

original cost of the truck, and by employing

them it is possible to at least double the effi

ciency of the truck, and in that way cut in

two the c0st per ton of carrying material.

Olds Silence Gouip.

Following the recent New York-Boston re

liability contest it was common gossip that

the Oldsmobiles, that made such proud rec

ords in the run, were special machines built

for the occasion. The charge was so freely

talked of that the Old people finally placed

the two vehicles at the disposal of the

Automobile Club of America for examina

tion by two disinterested experts, and their

reports agree that the gossip was without

foundation.

These reports, signed by Edward Henry

Cox and Richard '1‘. Newton, affirm that the

only departures from the stock carriages

that could be found were an extra water

cooling tank and a different type of mixer,

which is now being regularly used.

“The engines have been looked over in

detail," says Mr. Cox, “and I can vouch

safe for those two Oldsmobiles being as

represented by the contestants. I tested

the two and found the engine to be of the

same dimensions as to size of cYIinder.

stroke of piston and cylinder capacity as

machines previously sold by these people.”

HOLDEN sues FOR szes

Unpleasant Altcnnalh of Long Island Club's

Race Meet—What Treasurer Webb Says.

Out of the financial failure of the Brighton

Beach (N. Y.) race meet in August last has

grown what bade fair_to become a racing

scandal of the first magnitude. Investiga

tion, however, makes it plain that the mat

ter ha been distorted and given undue

prominence, and that steps are being taken

to settle it out of court.

Last week Thomas Holden, Jr., brought

suit against the Long Island Automobile

Club for $150, alleged to be due him for

prizes won at the race meet in question. He

stated that he had made every possible ef

fort to collect the money, but without avail.

A check for $30 had been sent him in settle

ment, but he indignantly refused it. Suit

was therefore brought to recover the amount

due him.

From Frank G. Webb, treasurer of the

Long Island Club, to whom the Motor World

man went for further information, a very

different story was obtained. '

“It is true that the club lost- money on its

meet," he said, “and that the prlZe account

has not yet been entirely settled. But that

is not the whole truth. Every dollar due by

the club will be paid; in fact, every bill has

been paid except those for the prizes, and of

these there are just two cups and the prizes

won by Holden and H. S. Harkness yet to

be accounted for. Mr. Harkness is not un

easy about his money. He gave us the time

we asked for, and throughout has been very

courteous.

“In Holden's case there is a claim for en

try fees to offset his claim. We were will

ing to pay what we owed him and offered to

do so. Now that he has brought suit we

have taken legal advice and find that there

is one weak point in our case. We should

not have waived the entry fee temporarily,

as we did. Therefore, in the interest of the

sport, and to avoid furthr scandal, we shall

make the best settlement with him we can.

"The facts of the matter are these: We

obtained from the Holden establishment en

tries for twelve races, the entrants including

Thomas Holden, Jr., who brings the suit;

his brother, L. E. Holden; II. A. Marble and

others. Of these, the only one to win any

thing was Thomas Holden, Jr., who won

$150. We were perfectly willing to settle

with him upon the payment of the fees due

us by his people; or to send him a check for

the amount due him, less the twelve entry

fees. But he wished to settle only for his

own fees, three in all, letting the other nine

remain unpaid. Naturally this did not seem

to us the proper thing to do, and we refused

to settle on these terms.

“The amount due for the twelve entries

referred to is $120, while the amount won

by Thomas Holden, In, is but $150. The

dlflercnce, $30, we offered to pay him, even

going so far as to send him a check for the

amount, but he refused to accept it.

“As a matter of equity we are entitled to

the entire twelve fees, they having all been

given us by the Holden establishment and

treated by the Holdens as their combined

entries. Having made the mistake of ac

cepting these entries without being accom

panied with the fees, however, we shall ace

cept the consequences of this act and pay

Holden in full, less the $30 for his own

fees."

 

Skinner’s Boston-New York Record.

By driving his eight horsepower De Dion

car from Boston to this city in 13 hours

and 22 minutes, elapsed time, Kenneth A.

Skinner last week recovered this coveted

record, which he was the first to establish.

With only a stop for dinner, he retraced his

way, reaching Boston the next afternoon

and making the first round trip record be

tween the two cities, his running time being

32 hours and 22 minutes, or 8 minutes better

than the time made by Harry Fosdick.

Accompanied by Albert Champion, Skin

ner left Boston at 3 o’clock on Friday morn

ing and arrived in New York at 4:22 that

afternoon. The return journey was begun

at 8 o'clock, and during the night the two

men suffered much from cold. It was not

until Hartford was reached 'that daylight

came, and from there to Springfield bad

roads were encountered. Boston was

reached, however, without mishap.

 

Civil Suit City's Recourse. ‘

First blood was scored last Week by the

New York Transportation (‘ompany in its

fight against the city police. Magistrate

Mayo discharged the five chauffeurs, em

ployee of the company, who were arrested

in Central Park, charged with violating the

ordinance requiring all public vehicles to

take out licenses. The magistrate said he

would advise the corporation counsel to

bring a civil suit against the defendants.

 

Mason Acquittcd of Manslaughter.

George A. Mason, of Buffalo, N. Y., who

was accused more than a year ago of man

slaughter, has been completely exonerated. It

was shown last week that his striking Sam

uel Lippinan was due to no fault of his. Jus

tice White dismissed the case against Mason.

 

Now Packard Motor Car Co.

It is no longer the Ohio Automobile Co., the

title of the well known Warren concern hav

ing been changed to the Packard Motor Car

00. The change is one of name only. The

business will be continued just as before.

 

Changed Their Name.

The Shelby Motor Car Company is the

new title of the Beardsley 8.: Hubbs Manu

facturing Company, Shelby, 0. The change

is one of name only.
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COFFEE AND HIS NEW CAR

Virginian Effects a Transformation and Develops

Departures in Motor and Other Features.

There is little resemblance between the

Coffee gasoline car. which started in the

A. C. A. non-stop run in May last, and the

smart looking vehicle shown herewith. The

latter is a well designed, soundly constructed

car, with a motor possessing novel features,

   

  

R \V. COFFEE.

otherwise showing little departure from the

conventional.

The car is the product of R. W. (‘ot‘lee &

Sons. Richmond, Va. The concern is an old

established one. its line being the manu

tat-ture of general machinery. Some half a

dozen years are stationary and marine en—

gines were added. and this naturally led to

experiments with automobiles, and particu

larly with such parts as motors, carburet

ters, transmission gears, etc. The present

car is the outgrowth of this, although even

it is in a transition state. A number of

changes are contemplated. and will probably

be found in the company's standard vehicle.

It is the plan of t‘oi’l’ce & Sons to devote

a great deal of attention to this department

of their business. At the present time they

are prepared to iaccept orders for their

motors and carlnlretters, and in a short time

will be similarly .sltuatcd with regard to a

new transmission gear which they are bring~

log out and to their complete gasoline car.

As will be seen, the present car is a ton

neau, of approved type. Tile Motor “'orld

man was given a ride in it last week by Mr.

Coffee, and found it to be a smooth running

ear, simple in its control and operation, and

with ample power for any contingencies that

might arise. The tonnenu body was roomy

and mmfortable, while the long wheel base

and the good sized tires contributed to

smooth running.

A single cylinder horizontal motor, central

ly located. developing 12 horsepower at 900

I

revolutions per minute, furnishes the motive

power. This motor, called by its makers

the "Binate," is of peculiar construction.

Two pistons, with the rod of one placed in

side the other, travel in opposite directions.

The charge is introduced between the two

piston heads, and is compressed as they are

brought together. The explosion forces them

apart, causing the crank of one to pull on

the shaft while the other pushes it in the

opposite direction, thus neutralizing the

shock and causing the car to run with a

very noticeable smoothness.

The transmission is of the Upton type,

having two speeds forward and a reverse.

A roller chain carries the power to a dif

ferential on the rear axle, but this is merely

a temporary device. In the later vehicles

the regulation Panhard transmission—except

that the new Coffee gear changing device

referred to—will be adopted, and the motor

will be of the vertical type, placed forward

under a. bonnet.

A float feed carburetter of simple design

facturers interested in gears and very fa

vorably commented on. A special push will

be made on it by Coffee & Sous, who are

represented in this city by Charles E. Mil

ler, 97 Reade street.

A practical man himself, it is not surpris

ing that the senior member of the firm, Mr.

R. W. Coffee, should be thoroughly con

versant with everything appertaining to the

details of automobile construction. Aside

from that. however, his personality is in

teresting. His flowing white beard gives

him a patriarchal appearance, and his un

hurried speech, which to the initiated

stamps him unmistakably as a Southerner,

has a “before-the-war" flavor that is as at

tractive as it is unusual in this busy city.

These are the days, and there are many

more of them ahead, when oil gums readily

and when the injection of a thimbleful of

gasoline to free the piston rings will save

many minutes of weary “grinding” in get

ting the engine going.
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COFFEES r: H. P. CAR WITH BlNATIi hiti'l'tik.

is fitted. A needle valve regulates the sup

ply ot‘ gasolene. and once set it need not be

adjusted for climatic changes. The motor

is water jacketed, the supply being carried

under the hood at the front of the car.

Wheel steering is employed. and the meth

od of control is very simple. A foot lever

applies the reverse, a hand lever makes the

speed changes, and tvvo small levers at the

side of the front right hand seat regulate

the admission of gas to the explosion cham

ber and advance or retard the sparking. re

spectively. The ignition is by magneto,

with storage batteries for starting.

The gear changing device referred to is a

pr-u-ticularly ingenious piece of mechanism.

it is t-oililmt'i. simple and reliable, thorough

ly eti‘icient and remarkably free from fric

tion. It has already been shown to manu

Reccnt Incorporations.

Houston, Tex—Hawkins Automobile and

Gas Engine (‘ompanyz with $20,000 capital,

to engage in buying and selling automobiles,

gasolenc and other engines. incorporators:

(‘. Bender, Jr., A. l. Saliers and George W.

Hawkins.

Augusta, Ale—National Automobile (‘om

pany. with $500,000 capital, to make and

deal in automobiles. The officers are: I. l‘.

Fairbanks, president, and 'J. Berry, treas

‘urer.

Providence, it. I.—People's Rapid Transit

(‘ompany, with $25.01!! capital, to operate a

passenger transportation linc. incorpora

tors. John 1‘. Thompson, Jeremiah A. Angeli,

ilcrr i‘rcst and Frederick D. Grove.
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His Objections to One-Piece Motors.

Cylinders and cylinder heads cast in one

piece is one of the noteworthy tendencies in

modern car design. The advantages of this

method of construction are manifest as well

as manifold, yet arguments on the other side

are not lacking.

“It seems to me that it is hardly a wise

move to do this," said one man, who makes

a car with a vertical engine, in reply to the

Motor World man’s question. “If the only

objection was that it was putting too many

One Year for the "Captain."

In the Court of Special Sessions. New York

t‘ity, last week, the punishment of “Captain

John Pearson" was made to fit his crime.

The "Captain" had passed himself off as a

brother of President Johnson of the Auto

mobile (‘lub of Great Britain, and on the

strength of it had “touched” Secretary But

ler of the Automobile Club of America for a

$10 loan. Shown to be an impostor, he was

sentenced to pay a fine of $10 and undergo

one year's imprisonment.

'l'HE MUVING TIGHT ROPE.

  

 

Leggeit Elects Officers.

The recently formed J. S. Leggett Manu

facturing Company, Syracuse, N. Y., .IDI'I

last week and elected officers and directors

to serve for the ensuing year. They are as

follows: President and manager, J. S. Leg

gett; secretary and attorney, Charles W.

Tooke; treasurer, William A. Wynkoop. The

directors are: Forest G. Weeks, Charles W.

Tooke, John S. Leggett, William A. Wyn

koop. all of Syracuse, and Edwin R. Red

head, of Fulton.

 

  

  

 

eggs in one basket, that would be a weighty

one.

“You see, there are so many things to con

sider. With this construction the difficulty

of getting at the parts is enormously in

creased. You have to take the entire engine

to pieces frequently in order to make some

minor repair. Then think what happens if

anything breaks. Take the rough casting.

even. It's hard enough to get castings that

will not develop blow holes or other imper

fections, and the chances of their going

wrong would be vastly increased it the cyl‘

inder and head were in one piece. Think

what it would cost if the castings were

found to be imperfect.

“0n the other hand, there's no getting

away from the fact that the present method

~with the two parts separate—is a satisfac—

tory one when the work is done right. It is

not so very difficult to make a tight joint if

you know how. For my part, 1 shall stick

to the good old way.”

Behrens & Bushnell, Ivoryton, Conn., have

titted up their shop to do automobile repair

ing.

  

" Ravage: of Calcium ;Chloride;

An autoist whomees-his ear {steadily

throughout the winter, and is therefore com

pelled to take precautions against frozen

water pipes. etc., had rather a disastrous

experience.

“I put in a solution of commercial calcium

chloride and water to a. specific density of

about 1,100," he says. "This eflectually

cured any freezing, but toward the end of

the winter, having occasion to take off the

“ ater jacket covers on the cylinders. ,I found

that the whole of the iron or steel studs

which secured them to the cylinders had

been eaten away, and any parts which had

come in contact with malleable iron were

also affected. I at once discontinued the

calcium chloride solution, and could not rec

ommend any one to use it as a preventive.

“It did not seem to affect the copper pipes

or brass fittings at all, or even the castiron,

but the action upon the iron or steel was

very decided.” '

December 6 is the date selected by the

Long Island Rhode Island Automobile Club

for its first “smoke talk.” '

 

Out West the craving for the sensational

has led a tight rope performer to call an

Oldsmobile to his aid. That his act, as

practiced near the Olds factory, is a hair

raiser the accompanying pictures attest. To

the end of the little runabout supports were

secured and the wire stretched, and with

the carriage moving at a fair rate of speed

the performer not only walked the rope

on a level but also while the machine

climbed the 25 per cent grade up which all

Oldsmobiles are sent before leaving the fac

tory. It was their quiet running and free

dom from vibration that induced the "artist"

to select an Olds for his act.

 

The Automobile in Society.

in what a local paper describes as “the

biggest dancing event Kokomo ever knew,"

that Indiana town has given the social world

a new wrinkle, and one full of suggestive

possibilities for those cotillion leaders who

are ever seeking the new and novel-nothing

less than an automobile-led grand march.

The innovation was inaugurated last week

on the occasion of the "warming" of the

new addition to the Haynes-Apperson fac

tory, which was made a social function, the

sensation being created when Mr. and Mrs.

Elwood Haynes appeared on the floor in

an automobile and skilfully led 119 couples

through the mazes of the opening march.

The size of the room—300 by 45 feet—easily

permitted of the vehicle's manoeuvres.
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SEEKS AUTOCAR’S $500

New Yorker Bids for the Prize for a Kerosene

Motor and Names His Conditions.

Editor the Motor World:

In your issue of November 13. on page

21A, at the bottom of the centre column, is

the statement that “A prize of $500 is oitered

by the Autocar for a practical and satis

factory device which will enable paraffin

(kerosene) to be used on existing cars."

That kerosene oil, the ordinary lamp oil

known as astral oil of 150 degrees, has been

used for the last four or five years on a

cycle motor is an established fact, and one

that is well known to motor builders in Eng

land as well as in this country. Probably

the best known motor using kerosene oil as

fuel in England is the Preistmay motors,

also the Hornsby-Arkroyed.

In this country we have the latter, built by

the De La Vergne R. M. (30., foot of East

138th St., New York City. We also have the

Meitz & Weiss engine and the New York

kerosene engine, the M. & W. being a two

cycle, the latter a four cycle motor.

These all have that one great objection, ex

cess in weight, and for automobiles could

not be used. I have recently seen and tested

an oil engine that for marine and auto

mobile use is far ahead of any motor or en

gine on the market.

It seemingly is a peculiar thing that this

new engine coincides with that described by

Captain C. C. Longbridge in your November

13 issue.

The line drawing of the fore and aft com

pound gives the following diinensions: 30

inches long and 20 inches wide, 30 inches

high. from 800 to 1.000 R. P. M., and weight

500 pounds.

If the Autocar is prepared to pay $500

and to stand the expense of the change

from gasolene to paraffin (kerosene oil), I

am prepared to make the neceSsary changes.

The one request that I have to make is

that i be allowed to pick out a four cycle

vertical motor. _

As to my position. would say that I was

general manager for the Hirsch Marine

Motor Company, who were, I believe, the

first to use the horizontal or opposed cylin

der type now so popular among the builders

of automobile motors; was the first president

of the New York Marine Power Company,

builders of kerosene oil engines for marine

use, and lately have been elected as presi

dent of the M. & B. Engineering Company,

builders of the Raabe compound internal

combustion engine, the M. & N. kerosene oil

engine and the M. & N. gasolene engine.

These are built for marine, automobile and

mdustrial uses. Various marine specialties

are under way, and will be exhibited at the

new ofllces and salesrooms on or about Janu

ary 1, 1903.

Am prepared to give a bond, if necessary,

to cover the cost of the motor and engine

selected for me to make the change from

gasoiene to kerosene, and motor can be en

tire American or English design or build:

Trusting this will reach the proper au~

thorities, that an agreement will be drawn

binding upon both parties, the Autocar, be

ing a foreign publication, should, however,

as an evidence of good faith, deposit the

$500. together with a sum deemed necessary

for the payment of the necessary changes,

material, labor, etc.

Kindly refrain from using my full name.

G. R. W., New York.

Fisk Will Sell Fimtoncs.

Recognizing a constant demand for solid

rubber tires, and their factory at Chicopec.

Fails, Miss, being taxed to the utmost on

Fisk bicycle and automobile tires, the Fisk

Rubber Co. has completed arrangements to

represent, exclusively, the Firestone Tire

and Rubber (30. in the cities of Springfield.

Syracuse, Buffalo and Detroit, where they

have branches, and are prepared to quote

prices, deliver and attach the Firestone

Side-Wire solid tires.

Their motto is “high grade," and the

product of the Fisk factory is never allowed

to fall below the highest possible standard.

In selecting a solid tire of another make they

believe results'- in the past justify their

adopting the Firestone, and can, by handling

that tire, not only better meet the varied

needs of their customers but also increase

their business without sacrificing anything

in the pneumatic line.

 

Disadvantages of Mild Steel Shafts.

For small crankshafts, connecting rods.

etc., a rigid steel of high tensile strength

at least 45 to 50 ttons, with even lower

phosphorus—is the preferable material. A

milder steel retreats before impact. yields

and deflects; and it is this repeated deforma

tion that does the damage. 'This is especial

ly the case where, as in high speed singe

actlng explosion engines, the stresses of

torsion and bending are so quickly and fre

quently repeated and reversed. The elastic

limit and ultimate tenacity of thcsc higher

tensile steels is very much higher than those

of milder quality; and as they are rigid and

unyielding, there is no deflection to add to

the strain of the metal and to wear down

the inner sides of the bearings, and thus

aggravate the bending tendency.

Benz to Change Transmission.

It is reported that the 1903 Benz cars have

undergone a radical transformation, and all

the former characteristics of the construc

tion have disappeared. The motor rests

vertically in front and the powcr transmis

sion is by friction direct on the roar nxic.

'i‘he Benz is a German make, one of the

oldest in the motor vehicle field. Horizontal

motors and belt drives have been funda

mental principles with the company until

now, and the complete change referred to is

the more notable on that account.

COST OF HAULAGE

Comparisons That go to Show the Economy of

Motor TrucksACosis per ton Mile.

 

Motor trucks are so few in number that

little data bearing on the cost of mileage

and maintenance is obtainable. That they

will prove a substantial saving over the

horse drawn vehicles is of course generally

bciicved. but lacking the figures born of

practical usage it is only possible to arrive

at estimates, of which that made up by the

Morgan Motor Co. is about the most reliable

that is available. It certainly does not lack

interest, and makes out a good case for the

motor driven truck, as the following figures

attest:

COST OF HAULAGE liY HORSES.

Four horses, at $200. . . . . . . . . . $800

Team, at $500 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 500

Harnesses, at $50 per horsc. . . 200

Blankets, at $l.50 (two sets). . 12

 

 

Stable extras (brushcs, bar

ncss dressing, etc.). .. . . . . 25

Cost . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 151.537

Depreciation 10 per cent per

annum of vehicle . . . . . . . . . .. $50

Depreciation 25 per cent per

annum of horses . . . . . . . . . .. 200

Depreciation 25 per cent per

annum of harnesses . . . . . . .. 50

Depreciation 100 per cent per

annum of blankets . . . . . . . .. 12

Depreciation 100 per cent per

annum of brushes, etc . . . . .. 25

Total depreciation . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. $337.00

\Vagcs . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1.300.00

Feed (365 days) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 730.00

Shoeing . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $350

Veterinary services . . . . . . . . 100

Maintenance of vehicle. . . . . . 75

Maintenance of harnesses. . 20

Total maintenance . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. $545.00

Interest on investment, at 5 per cent 01.H5

Insurance, at 11/; per cent . . . . . . . . . .. 21.55

(‘ost to operate . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $2005.40

Assuming that a four horse team travels

a total or 15 miles per day, and that a load

is supplied only one-half the time, or. in

other words. that there are 71/; carrying

miles. With a load of seven tons the ton

mileage is This, multiplied by the.

available days in the year. which may lic

tukcn as 275. gives a yearly ton mileage of

14.437. The yearly cost to operate, divided

by this tigurc, gives the cost per ton mile

as $0.208.

0051' or iiAi'i.A(;i~; nv MOTOR TRUCKS.

('ost . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .$7,;')UU

Depreciation, at 15 per cent per au

 

num . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .$l,125

Interest, at 5 per cent . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 375

Insurance, at 11.4; per cent . . . . . . . . . .. . 112

Wages . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1,300

l-‘ucl (275 days) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 770

Lubricating oil, at 50 cents per day. . 187

Spirits and waste . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 50

Maintenance and repairs . . . . . . . . . . . .. 300

(‘ost to operate . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..$4,219

Assuming in this case that the machine

runs 40 miles per day. of which, an abch.

only one-half the distance is covered with a

load, the total ton mileage will be 200. This,

multiplied by the 275 days, gives a total ton

mileage of 55,000. Dividing the yearly cost

to operate by the yearly ton mileage, the

cost per ton mile of $0.0767 is obtained.
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AT LAST

A $550 AUTDMCBILE.
H r!

,_._i nunuuur

THIS BRINGS THE AUTDMCBILE FDR PLEASURE AND FOR

BUSINESS WITHIN THE REACH OF ALL

A$|085 Delivery Wagon
(Automatic Water Regulation. No Water-Classu

THIS BRINGS THE AUTO-DELIVERY WHERE ND MERCHANT

CAN AFFDRD TC USE HORSES.

THE “ MOBILE " COMPANY OF AMERICA is now equipped to turn out on

the largest scale more than twenty kinds of motor cars. The prich here made are such

as can only be offered under conditions of large production.

They are equipped with " Mobile" low water alarm, steam air pump,

and sltlve-speed oil pump. The Delivery Wagon use! no water-glass, the

regu ation of water-level being entirely automatic.

Good Agents wanted for all parts of the country.

The “llobilo” Company of America,

Mlkers of “THE BEST STEAM CAR lN THE COUNTRY,"

Kingsland Point, Tarryiown-on-Hudson, New York.

N. V. C. i H. I- I- SYATION, PHILIPS: MRNOI

BRANCH HOUSES in San Francisco, Los Angolos, Denver, Chicago, Boston and New York;

 

 

Cook's Law Unwnstihltltmll?

A solar plexus blow was struck at the

t‘m-ks law on Tuesday, and it the ingenious

contention put forth by Attorney Schoon

umkcr is sustained that maiodorous meas

ure will pass into innocuous deseutude.

Before the Court of Special Sessions at

Jamaica, Long Island, in defending Mason

Urocker, chauffeur tor Reginald Vanderbilt,

who was arrested on October 19 last for.

violating the speed regulations, Attorney

George \V. Schoonmaker questioned the con

stitutionality of the Cocks law.

He said the law was similar to that in re

gard to cruelty to animals, both being under

section 661; of the Penal Code, section 663

of which stipulates that tines shall be paid

to the Society for the Prevention of Cruelty

to Animals. It was Mr. Schoonmaker's eon

tentiton that it had been held that these

tines were public money, and that as such

it was unconstitutional to pay them to a

private corporation. Ile declared that fines

under the automobile law were subject to

the same decision.

The question was argued at some length.

and Justice Fleming, who presided, became

so impressed with the matter that be ad

journed the trial of Crocker until December

9 next. in order that the law on the question

might be thoroughly investigated.

At a meeting of the governors of the Au

tomobile Club of America the following new

members were elected last Friday: Colgate

Hoyt, M. P. Jones. John A. Drake, 'I. E.

Gritiin and Frank W. Haskell.

 

 

THE NEW STEARNS’ IDEA.
  

CHASSIS 24 H. P. TOURING CAR.

You will note a great many good features that are near and dear to the owner’s heart. The

completed car combines them all. .

Place your orders now, SO you will have your car in season.

THE F.’ B. STEARNS COMPANY, Cleveland, Ohio, U. S. A.
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MOTOR VS. HORSE

Another Comparison of Costs That Redounds

to the Credit of the Motor.

Figures showing the comparative costs 01

keeping horse drawn and motor driven ve

hicles in commission have been compiled by

a. tradesman of this city. They confirm the

belief entertained that, when a calculation is

made of all the items pertaining to upkeep,

etc., as well as of first cost, the advantage is

all in favor of the motor vehicle.

The cost of a fashionable driving outfit for

city use during the winter and spring, for

shopping, calling, park use, etc., is found to

range from $3,030 to $6,610, as follows:

Brougham, $1,200 to $2,000; Victoria, $800 to

$1.800; two horses, $600 to $2,000; double

harness, $300 to $500; single harness, $100

to $250; stable clothing, stable tools, halters.

etc., $30 to $60. Total cost, $3,030. to $6,610.

The expenses of maintenance for stable.

feed, etc., but not including hire of coach

man, would be about $100 a month.

A similar motor outfit will cost from $3,800

to $7,500, as follows: Electric brougham,

$2,000 to $4,000; electric Victoria, $1,800 to

$3,500. Total cost, $3,800 to $7,500.

The monthly cost of maintenance, however,

not including coachman, should not exceed

$70, and in addition the electric outfit is

capable of four times the daily mileage of

which the best horses would be capable. In

other words, a lady could have her carriage

every day at the door after breakfast to

convey her children to school and her hus

band to his oflice, back to the house before

10 a. m. for her to shop, back (after the

mistress and coachman have lunched) for

calling, receptions and a park drive; back

(after the owner's family and coachman have

dined) to go to the theatre, supper, and re

turn home about 12 p. m.. and yet no ex

haustion of the power, no lame horses, and

an ability to repeat the performance day in

and day out.

The coachman, moreover, has no horses to

clean or feed or bed for the night each day;

no harness to wash, soap, and polish after

each trip (no matter how short); no necessity

for going constantly to the farrier and wast

ing the precious time of his mistress while

the horses are being shod, and no good ex

cuse to otter why he should not always be

on hand at the request of his employer.

He cannot keep for himself, as his little

perquisites, his monthly commissions on

feed, stabling or shoeing, nor can he get his

percentage on all new horses bought to re

place lame or sick ones. He cannot buy

sponges, soap, currycombs, brushes, etc., by

the score, nor keep his employer's bank ac

count constantly depicted with bills for new

harness, new blankets, repairs, etc.

In the case of a light driving outfit for

park or suburban use the advantage of the

motor vehicle is much greater. The horse

outfit will cost from $660 to $1,630, as fol

lows: Buggy or runabout, $250 to $400;

horse, $300 to $1,000; harness, $100 to $200;

whip, $5 to $10; stable clothing, halter, etc.,

$5 to $20. Total cost, $660 to $1,630.

The monthly cost of maintenance would be

about $40. A steam carriage capable of

covering several times the daily mileage of

the horse would cost from $600 to $950, or

a gasolene runabout from $650 to $1,300, and

the monthly cost of maintenance should not

exceed $25, giving a considerable advantage

in favor of the motor vehicle, not only in

operating expenses, but in initial cost as

well. '

Either of these types of motor vehicles

would be capable, moreover, of many times

the daily mileage that any horse could pos

sibly perform and remain in serviceable con

dition for any length of time.

  

AN OLDSMOBILE IN “FIGHTING TRIM."

  

Court Holds Garage not a Nuisance.

That a garage or automobile station is

not a nuisance is held by Justice Smith, of

the Supreme Court of Queens County, N. Y.,

who ruled on the matter last week in a case

before him, as stated in the Motor World.

In his decision Justice Smith says:

“I find that the building of the defendant

is not a nuisance, and the business con

ducted therein is not a nuisance. The action

cannot be maintained on the theory that the

plaintiff is entitled to a judgment that the

building may be removed or its use enjoined

for the storing of automobiles, because

neither the building nor its use amounts to

common law nuisance.

“That the construction and use of the

southerly extension of the building do not

in itself violatethe construction covenant,

and that the plaintiff is not entitled to judg

ment that any portion of the defendant’s

building be removed, or that the defendant

be restrained from conducting the business

of storing automobiles therein as at the pres

ent time conducted." ‘

The suit was brought by a resident of

Arverne, L. I., asking that Lyons be re

strained from erecting a building designed

for a garage adjoining his house.

 

A special competition for a noiseless petrol

(gasolene) car is to be organized by the tech

nical committee of the Automobile Club of

France.

WATCHING THE BRIDGES

Long Island Automobile Baiters Change Tactics

E—Doctor on Life Saving Mission a Victim.

Another of the hidden iniquities of the

iniquitous Cocks law bids fair to rivet atten

tion to it, through the belated enforcement

of one of the provisions of the measure.

Four miles an hour is the maximum speed

this

bridges; but heretofore the clause has been

permitted in State while crossing

suffered to go unenforccd. Consequently no

one. has been fined or sent to prison for the

crime of equalling a slow walk while cross

ing bridges.

Last week, however, the indefatigable

Auto

mobilists having grown wary, and the crop

of victims of the tin can signal apparatus be

ing unusually small, a new field of useful

ness was sought and found. An automobil

ist was arrested for crossing a 15-foot cul

vert at a greater speed than four miles an

hour and fined $25.

As related by one of the victims, the physi

sian, the story is as follows:

“Several weeks ago I was called to make :1

hurried visit to a very seriously ill child of

a family living twenty-eight miles away.

Owing to the urgency of the call and the

fact that there was no available railroad

communication in time, I was conveyed in

an automobile by the anxious father of the

child. In the course of the journey the fa

ther, who was running the machine himself.

was most considerate and conscientious in

keeping not only 'within the law,’ but volun

tarily stopped for horses no less than five

times. Moreover, when in the neighborhood

of Brookhaven, be slowed down to a walk

ing speed, a rate at which I could easily

have kept pace with the machine at an ordi~

nary walking pace, and called my attention

to special signs warning automobilists to

‘cross bridges at four miles an hour,‘ etc.

“He observed the fairness of such a regu

lation, and remarked that he always took

care not to violate the law.

“While illustrating practically this extra

ordinary caution and while speaking of the

law we crossed a plank culvm't about fifteen

feet wide, and the moment the wheels left

the ‘bridgc’ two men jumped out of the

bushes and in true road agent style yelled

‘Stop!’

“To our utter amazement they charged Us

with violating the four-mile regulation, and

delayed us the better part of an hour, re

quiring us to return to the nearest justice—

Howell by name—who imposed a fine of $25.

“The anxiety of my friend doubtless

prompted him to pay this outrageous line—

much against my inclination, for I am sure

it was an injustice added to audacious cruel

ty in interfering thus in the rendering of

urgent medical services. To cap the climax

of this peculiar administration of justice (2')

we were told that even if we had tried to

observe the law conscientiously we were

simply unfortunate, as ‘the innocent had to

sufier for the guilty.’ "

Long islanders sprung a new game.
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Hall! the Automobile Novd.

There is one thing that is pretty well as

sured. and that is that whoever begins "The

Lightning Conductor“ will finish it. The

"(‘onductor“ is the most pretentious "auto

mobile novel" that has yet appeared. it is

from the joint pens of (‘. X. and A. .\l. Will

iamson, the former an English woman auto

mobillst, and is brought out in this country

by Henry Holt & (70.. New York.

The book is a panegyric of ‘fmotors and

motoring," as its authors would put it,

linked with a pretty and pleasing love story

and an entrancing story of travel through

France and Italy. _

The automobile part. with one or two

slight lapses, is soundly written and with

point. If the story does not tire the blood

of its readers and giVe birth to a desire to

emulate the doings of the heroine and hero—

a pretty American girl and a young English

man—it will be surprising. '

The appended extracts will give an idea of

both the style and matter:

“This time. with one. turn of the handle,

the motor started, so contrary is this strange

beast, the automobile. One day you toil at

the starting handle half an hour. the next the

thing comes to life with a touch. and nobody

can explain why.

"Across this vast plain we raced toward

Salon along a road straight as if drawn by

a ruler, and bordered by small poplars stami

ing shoulder to shoulder like trees in a child's

box of toys. We met no other vehicles; we

seemed to have the world to ourselves; but

once. far along the road, we spied a black

dot which seemed to come toward us with

incredible speed, growing larger as it came.

In less time than it takes to write we saw

that it was an enormous racing automobile,

piobably undergoing a test of speed. We

were running at our own highest pace. per

haps forty-five miles an hour; the thing ap

proaching us was coming at seventy or more.

You may imagine the rush of air as we

passed each other. One glimpse we had of

a masked automobilist like a figure of death

in an Albert Durer cartoon, or the familiar

of a Vchmgericht. and then we were gasping

in the vortex of air emitted by the speed of

the gigantic car. Almost before we could

turn our heads it was a black dot again on

the horizon. Perhaps it was the great Fons

nier himself.

“The worst of driving an automobile your

self, when you‘ve really got that microbe in

your blood. is that you don't see quite as

much of the country as you would otherwise,

and that you hate to stop even when there

are wonderful things to see."

At all the local garages and other automo

bile establishments in this city the remark

able way in which the season is keeping up

is cXcitltig comment. The chief factor is

the weather, of course. As long as it con

tinues fine, and balmy. sunshlny days allure

antoists and would-be autoists, no other re

sult collld be looked for. Buyers have not

altogether disappeared. as a visit to the lead

ing salesrooms will demonstrate.

When Spokes Shrink.

"lio wood wheels shrink and warp?" re

peated the dealer who deals extensively in

cars so fitted. “They do indeed. (‘hanges of

temperature, as Well as moisture. affect them

considerably.

"But it is not such a diiiicult matter to

put them to rights. Ordinarily it is very

simple. If :1 spoke shrinks a little and be

gins to rattle, we merely loosen the. bolts in

the hub and slip a bit of cardboard between

the spoke end and the hub. Then we screw

the bolts up again. and the job is done. The

spoke is tight again and can't rattle.

“This can be done only when the shrinkage

is not great. however. Still, we make re

pairs of this kind every week, sometimes

every day. it's a good tip. as we found out

long ago."

Hangs From the Roof.

The lighting of automobiles is attracting

more and more attention. For broughams

and other covered vehicles the peculiarly

shaped lamp shown has been designed by a

  

foreign firm. It is fitted to the roof and

connected by copper tubing to a Ducellier

generator, which occupies a very small space

and can be fixed beneath the driver's seat.

Camanderie of Automobiling.

“One thing that impresses me strongly

about automobiling is the camaraderie that

seems to exist everywhere," remarked an

antoist to the Motor World man.- “The mere

fact of being in an automobile is cause for

a display of good fellowship.

“The other day I was out on the Pelham

Bay Parkway. and, being troubled with a

loose clutch. stopped to make an examina

tion. In a few minutes a Winton touring

car came along. and instead of going by

without a word its driver slowed down.

came over toward us and asked if he could

be of any assistance. By that time I had

recognized I’ercy Owen, and, returning his

salutation, I thanked him and said that we.

were not in need of help. So he shot down

the road and left us.

“It was a little thing, of course, but the

spontaneous kindness of it warmed the

cockles of my heart. The sight of a car in

distress. even though its occupants were un

known. aroused Owen‘s sympathy. and his

first thought was to extend aid. It was but

one of many similar cases that have come

under my observation.”

 

Hand Pump on Mamas.

Probably no feature of the steam vehicle

has been the subject of more comment or

had more fan made of it than its hand pump

or pumps. The observer who objected to

being billeted to a steam car in the Reliabil

ity i‘ontest because he had a weak heart, and

was afraid he could not stand the pumping

he was expected to do to help the operator

out, has come in for lots of fun. in other

runs and in races many witticisms have been

got off at the expense of this feature.

"The reason is very simple." replied one of

the steam car men to whom the query why

automatic pumps were not used was pm.

"We want to keep the vehicle just as simple

as we can. It would be very easy to have'

automatic pumps for the air pressure in the

gasolene tank. for example. But We don‘t

think it would be wise to fit them. There

would be one more complication added. one

more piece of machinery to look after and

keep in order.

"We find that operators of motor cars have

a preference for the simplest kind of ma

chinery. As it is. they complain that there

are too many things to get out of order. it

is very easy to give half a thZt'll strokes of

the pump every twenty minutes or s i. when

the air pressure gets low. and every one

knows how to work a hand pump to do this.

Or if more water for steam is nec.led than

the normal supply, a little work with an

other pump will give it. and no thought and

little time has to be given to the matter.

“But if this was done automatically the

average operator would be having trouble

constantly. He would not know enough (1‘

care enough to see that the automatic pump

was in order, and the first intimation of any

thing wrong would be. given when the device

went on strike. '

"No, I am firmly convinced that the plan

of using hand pumps is best. Then the

operator knows just what he has to do. and

he does it."

Learn: to Scent Out Water.

Much practice makes the. operator of a

steam car a veritable Sherlock Holmes in the

matter of scenting out water. He early

learns the importance of divining its pres

ence. Time lost in hunting for it is time

wasted.

Once every so often—thirty, forty or fifty

miles, as the case. may bc—the time for fill

ing up arrives. Travelling through familiar

country it is plain sailing. Water troughs

are to be found at certain places, and it sel

dom needs a look at the tank to see if the

next trough can be reached without filling.

But when one's “native heath" is left he

hind the intuitive faculties must be exer

cised. The presence of water is felt rather

than seen; the “I guess my supply will carry

me to the next trough" rarely turns out to

be a false prophecy.

The twenty-sixth earload of Oldsmobiles

shipped to San Francisco this season leached

that city a couple of weeks ago.
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CARE OF CLUTCliES

Some of Their Uses and Abuses—Need of In

telligent Manipulation.

“The modern motor car is designed and

built more or less to withstand all ordinary

stresses to which it may be subjected under

varied conditions and treatment, and gen

erally speaking the reputable cars are reli

able enough in all their component parts

when handled in an intelligent manner,“ says

an across the water contemporary.

“A common cause of disaster, however, is

to be traced to inexperienced handling of the

clutch mechanism, by which under stresses

are communicated to almost every part of

the car.

“How much of this is due to faulty design,

and what proportion is due to faulty driving,

is not easily computed, but it is at least clear

that many drivers rack their cars about most

unmercifuily by sudden application of the

clutch, and bent connecting rods. stripped

gear wheels, and other forms of breakdown

might, if properly traced be found to have

origin in careless clutch handling on the

driver's part. ,

“First, let us consider the action of in

judiclous application of the clutch.

“The clutch is the connecting link between

the vitality of the mot..r and the ‘dead' car,

and the car and its load may be anything

from =33 to 2 tons.

"It is, therefore, perfectly clear that if the

clutch itself be properly designed to transmit

the necessary motion to drive the load, that

in the event of the clutch application being

too sudden or severe an enormous stress is

thrown on the whole of the engine and car

parts, and no more certain way of smashing

up a. car in little time could possibly be de

vised.

“The makers naturally endeavor to devise

a clutch which shall be quick or ‘keen’ in

action and positive in drive, but it is clear

that the more powerful the action of the

clutch the greater the demand for delicate

handling on the part of the driver, yet it i

no uncommon thing to see a driver jump his

clutch hard on and with the accelerator

down, applying the maximum power sud

denly, and in all probability checking the car

by ramming all the brakes hard on a mo

ment later.

“This. of course, is a showy method of

driving, and conveys the impression of im

mense power and resource, but it is dis

tinctly hard on the car, no matter how well

it may be designed and constructed, and it

is questionable whether it would not be bet

ter to sacrifice something of efficiency in the

clutch to save the car—that is, in view of

increased number of novices to be found

driving powerful cars.

“Let us endeavor to follow the results due

to an unduly severe application of the clutch.

In the first place, the motion of the engine

is suddenly arrested by the resistance of the

load, and an enormous stress placed on the

connecting rod, crank shaft and bearings ot'

the engine.

“The transmission gear sutfers next. and

mostly in the gear wheels of the speed change

mechanism and the bevel wheel teeth; but

supposing all these stand up, then the road

wheels take their share of the shock, first by

a tendency on the part of the drive of what

ever form to tear away the wheel spokes or

the hub; but the most fatal results appear at

the tires, for with jerky clutch application

there must inevitably be a certain amount

of skidding and actual surface wear, in ad

dition to the tendency to tear the whole tire

from the rim, and the setting up of friction

between outer cover and air tube.

“Clutches are of various types and operat

ing in dlfi'ereut ways to the same end.

“First of all, there is the broad distinction

between metal to metal faced clutches, and

metal to leather faced clutches. _

"Then in principle of action we have

clutches in which an inner drum is caused

to expand outwardly and engage with the

inner surface of the driving clutch. but the

most popular form is the conical clutch with

end on motion, in which a male cone is held

up to a female cone by a powerful spring, be

ing disengaged by pedal pressure operating

a lever, and so overcoming the action of the

spring.

"This type of clutch, when in good work

ing order, is probably the most efl‘icient

power transmitted, but it is also the one

which is most subject to abuse in the hands

of inexperienced drivers.

“The acme of perfection in a clutch would

be one giving great delicacy of touch, as

starting in combination with positive drive

when put hard home; in other words, the

clutch should be an elastic medium between

the engine and the transmission gear.

“The trouble with most clutches is that

they either do not fit correctly or the oil

has worked between the surfaces, and if we

analyze the action of the metal to metal

clutch we see that after a certain amount of

wear the two surfaces can no longer come

into contact right across their face, because

of the unequal rate of wear between in the

inner and outer diameter, the surface speed,

and consequently the frictional wear, being

greatest at the outside or point of greatest

diameter, so that. although further Wear will

tend to restore equilibrium in this respect.

there will always be less grip on the outer

circle; yet this is just where the grip should

be greatest to insure an efficient drive.

“With leather lined clutches these condi

tions do not apply to the same extent. as the

leather band, being a pliable medium, is

simply compressed to an accommodating lit

to the metal cone; on the other hand. the

leather lined clutch is apt to be very fierce

when new, and to slip altogether when it

gets glazed over with oil and metallic

particles.

“A little oil of the right kind is a necessity

to the leather band. and when new this type

of clutch should be dressed with castor or

some other vegetable oil. in quantity merer

sutilclcnt to render it pliable und amenable

to the pressure of the cone. as any excess

will lucrer aggravate matters in the op—

posite direction by causing the clutch to slip.

and so not drive the machine at all.

“Whatever the form of clutch, if it is

found to be slipping, through lubricating oil

having foimd its way to the clutch surfaces.

the first opportunity should be taken to

thoroughly wash it out with petrol.

“If the clutch is found to be slipplhg

through the surfaces not engaging properly

there is nothing for it but taking the whole

mechanism to pieces and turning up the

faulty surfaces, though in the leather lined

clutch the job may be done without com

pletely dismantling the mechanism, as if the

leather band can be got at a coarse file or

rasp may be used to trim the surface to a fit.

"Leather faced clutches, when clumsily

handled, are usually more destructive to the

car and themselves than metal surfaces, be

cause lf the clutch is frequently slipped in

on the high speed the leather is charred and

loses its nature, by reason of the great heat

developed, thus necessitating a renewal of

the leather bands.

“Many machines might be much improved

by a little more care in adjustment of the

clutch spring, as this spring plays a great

part in the delicacy of working.

"The plan of treating slipping clutches

with resin, chalk, belt compounds, etc., is to

be condemned, as the influence on the leather

is injurious, and the matter quickly glazes

up, leaving the clutch worse than before.

"The three points to watch are good fit

ting surfaces, clean surfaces, careful adjust

ment of springs, and an intelligent applica

tion of the lever pedal at starting from a

standstill, which should always be done at

the lowest speed of the car."

Sun for Dalmge Caused by Dust.

About the most extraordinary charge yet

made against an automobillst was that of

damaging the furniture of a house by reason

of the clouds of dust it kicked up. This was

the basis of a civil suit brought at Stamf..rd.

Coma, last week by \Vllliam I“. Netlllng. of

New York, to recover $275 damages from 1'.

N. Beach. Beach and Settling were neigh

bors at Shippan, where each has a summer

residence. Both men are wealthy. and the

suit is said to he more the result of a strained

feeling over social matters than the technical

trespass.

The plaintlfl alleges that on September 5

Beach. his chauffeur and another man un

lawfully entered his premises in an auto

mobile, klcklng up clouds of dust, which

damaged the furnishings of his house.

Beach admitted the trespass. but excused

it by saying the wind blew olT his hat, and

the road was too narrow to turn his big

machine about; he drove into Mr. Nettling‘s

driveway to recover the hut, unconscious

that there would be any objection.
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Discussed Wheel vs. Lever.

They were partisans. Each saw in his own

car the apogee of motorial perfection, and

was loath to concede his opponent a single

point of, excellence, much less superiority.

They got around at last to the steering of

their respective cars.

“There isn’t a man living who can get any

speed out of a lever steering car," exclaimed

one. “Nothing but a wheel will do at all.

Why, a man takes his life in his hands if he

attempts to go fast with nothing but a lever

to steer with. A few years hence lever steer

ing will be forgotten.” '

“Stuff and nonsense!” retorted his oppo

nent. “You don‘t know what you are talk

ing about. Lever steeering is the best there

is, and so far from going out it will sooner

or later be used on all vehicles except those

used for racing purposes.”

“I’ll wager that I can take my lever-steer

er and go where you can‘t follow me with

your ‘stemwinder.’ We'll go down town,

where the traffic is heaviest, and see who

will make out the best in getting through it.

Why, I could make a figure eight before you

could get started to go by a team. It would

be the same on rough roads. I could turn

out of rats and holes and forget all about

them while you were making up your mind

to wind up your alarm. And you know it,

too."

“Well, maybe you are a little better at

trick driving," admitted the first man,“ but

an automobile is made for other things than

to do ‘stunts,’ and if you want to do a bit of

straight driving I’m your man."

 

Springfield's Sane View.

In the case of the automobile familiarity

has bred decided liking. Abuse can perma

nently harm only when proof is lacking to

refute it. Upon the appearance of such

proof abuse falls to the ground.

“The people of New England, or at least

that part of it through which lay the course

of the recent New York-Boston reliability

contest,” says the Springfield Union, “are

not deceived as to the new automobile,

which is not a thing of terror, a new sort of

bogey which is to turn our city streets and

country roads into lurking places of sudden

death, but a sane, reasonable and enjoyable

sport which, with the improvement in man

ufacturing and lessening of prices from the

present prohibitive limits, will become as

lnuch of a necessary luxury as did the bi

cycle and as, in time, may become the air

ship.”
 

"Nursing" the Burner.

A sudden shift of wind, or even the emer

gence from a sheltered place to one more

open, will often make the greatest difference

in the burner of a steam car. Where former- ,

l_\‘ it had Devil impeccable it will take to cut

ting up "monkey shines" in a way that is

aggravating and wellnigh uncontrollable.

Care in watching and regulating the burner

is the only remedy, and the result will de

pend‘ largely upon the intelligence with

which this is done.

Curious Cause of Stoppage.

A curious case of stoppage recently arose

from a cause liable to afi'ect any motor.

The car in question was traveling through

very bad weather and awful roads, when it.

developed a fit of the slows. Stale gasolene,

excess of lubricating oil and too rich a mix

ture _were all laid under suspicion in turn,

and as the car became slower and some

times stopped altogether, and was very diffi

cult to restart, successive sparking plugs

were taken out and found to be very sooty;

but the mysterious feature about the busi

ness was that even a perfectly new sparking

plug eflected no perceptible improvement.

Emptying the crank case and cleaning it

with kerosene was equally ineffectual, and

when it became obvious that the use of the

air lever failed to effect a satisfactory regu

lation of the mixture, derangement of the

carburetter was supposed, but upon com

plete dissection of the carburetter nothing

could be found amiss with it. Yet mile after

mile the car got slower, and at last failed to

climb the least hill, and was eventually driv

en at a crawl, which ceased within a bun

dred yards of its stable.

At last the cause of all the trouble was

traced to the fact that first dust, then moist

ure from the humid atmosphere that pre

vailed, had combined to form a cake of mud

outside the gauze screen upon the end of the

air intake pipe, resulting in thrattling the in

take and causing such gas as did reach the

engine to be too rich.

 

Where Castings Come From.

Most of the castings for cylinders and

other engine parts come from Providence, R.

1., where the difficulties incident upon turn

ing out reliable work seem to have been bet

ter overcome than elsewhere. These cast

ings are sold by the pound, and are nearly

always guaranteed to be free from blow

holes and other imperfections. Such guar

antee merely means that if imperfections de

velop the defective casting will be replaced

or anallowance made for it, credit being

given for the cost. This covers only the

rough casting, of course. No allowance is

made for the cost of the work expended on

it, which may amount to a great many dol

lars. It often happens that the machinery

has been nearly all done and the part is al

most ready to be assembled when an imper

fection is discovered. Then the casting is

worth just so much as scrap iron. With all

their experience and skill, casting makers

cannot foresee or eliminate these imperfec

tions. By the exercise of the greatest care

they are able only to keep them down to a

minimum.
 

A handy article to have around a steam

car—or a gasolene one, either—is a portable

fire extinguisher, either of the fluid, chem

ical, or powder style. Many automobilists

do not keep fire extinguishers even in their

storerooms, and can only witness the total

destruction of their vehicles if the gasolene ~

chances to catch fire through carelessness or

accident.

Why Some Bodies Lose Lustre.

it not infrequently happens that motor

carriage bodies finished in apparently the

most perfect style by the Napoleons of the

varnish room soon lose surface lustre or

“deaden.” The motorist, inexperienced in

the ways of varnish and all that pertains

thereto, naturally heaps maledictlons upon

the varnish when loss of gloss manifests

itself.

A little investigation, however, should en

able him to perceive that if a finishing var

nish is possessed of sufficient quality to hold

the full brilliancy of its coat to the maxi

mum limit in one instance, it should, other

things being equal, do so in another. This

being true, it becomes necessary to look to

some prior cause for the trouble. Lack of

uniformity in methods and mixtures is atpro

lific cause of the deadening. Moreover, the

most approved varnish under the manipula

tion of some workmai goes to a greasy

smear upon the surface, whereas the same

varnish, under the magic skill of still other

workmen, develops the full strength of a su

perb brilliancy. The lustre of varnish de

pends in large degree upon the painter’s skill

in handling it under the brush.

An insufficiently hard paint fabric is a

strong cause of varnish deadening. \Vhen

time is at a premium in the paint shop, and

the general atmosphere of the shop is not

equal to the work of oxidizing or hardening

the paint as fast as the circumstances of the

case suggest, then the process of crowding

one coat of paint upon another, at the risk of

“lifting,” or softening up the preceding coat,

is introduced. The direct and logical out

come of the process is “deadening” in all of

its various and villainous forms.

Horseman Condemns Horsemen.

It was a driver and not an automobiiist

who said: “I can’t see why the horse papers

should not join in the work that the automo

biiists have begun in trying to get horses

reconciled to the motor vehicle. There are

a lot of fool drivers who need advice, and

they do not get it. I never had a horse shy

at an automobile, let alone running away,

but I wonder that there are not more run

aways because of crazy drivers. No animal

feels the agitation of his master more quick

ly or more keenly than the horse. If the

driver gets rattled and excited it makes the

horse nervous, and there are hundreds of»

drivers who lose their heads every time they

meet an automobile on the road. I have seen

them yell and dance and keep calling

‘Whoal’ to a horse that had not shown any

disposition to be fractious. If I was a horse

in front of such a man I know I would bolt

Some of the horse papers ought to take a

say in the matter and pound some horse

sense into the drivers, who are more afraid

of an automobile than is any horse.”

Always strain the water as it is put into

the tanks of a' steam car; failure to do this

sometimes results in the feed pump becom

ing chocked and failing to act.
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The Week's Patents.

713,568. Non-Active Metal for Use in Stor

age Batteries. Henry H. Lloyd, German

town, Penn., assignor to Electric Storage

Battery Co., Philadelphia, Penn., a Corpora

tion of New Jersey. Filed June 29, 1900.

Serial No. 22,024. (No specimens.)

Claim—1. A non-active metal for use in

and in connection with storage batteries and

having the qualities of toughness, smooth

ness, resiliency, and a great mechanical

strength in proportion to its weight, said

metal comprising lead cast with substantial

iy 12 per cent by weight of antimony and

rolled in a cold state, as specified.

713,664. Spring Tire for Vehicle Wheels.

James W. Mooring, Dunstable, England.

Filed July 12, 1902. Serial No. 115,381. (No

model.)

Claim—1. A self-contained spring tire

comprising an expansible and contractible

band, means for tightening and locking the

same around a rim, an outer ring or tread

and springs interposed between the latter

and the band, said band being movable cir

cumferentially for expansion and contrac

tion independently of the springs near the

tightening and locking device, substantially

as described.

713,732. Dust Cap for Vehicle Hubs.

Joseph E. Beebe, Harlan, Iowa. Filed March

25, 1902. Serial No. 99,978. (No model.)

Claim.—1. The combination with an axle

and hub, of a cup shaped cap inclosing the

inner end of the hub and bearing against the

shoulder at the inner end of the axle spindle.

said cap having a slot in its body portion and

opening through its rim by which it is adapt

ed to be fitted on the rectangular portion of

the axle, knuckles formed upon opposite

sides of said slot having eyes therein, a re

movable section closing the opening in the

rim and a portion of the slot and having a

clamping head, the latter having eyes formed

therein to register with the eyes of the afore

said knuckles, and fastenings adapted to pass

through the corresponding eyes of the cap

and removable section to clamp the inner

wall of the head and inner end wall of the

slot against opposite sides of the axle, sub

_stantially as set forth.

713.736. Process of Manufacturing Rub

ber. Albert C. Blossier, Paris. France. Filed

Feb. 20, 1902. Serial No. 94,903. (No speci

mens.)

Claim—1. The process of manufacturing

articles of rubber which consists in first

softening the pure rubber, then thoroughly

incorporating into the said rubber oxid of

zinc and oxid of magnesium, in the propor

tion by weight of about eighty parts of oxid

of zinc and forty parts of oxid of mag

nesium to one hundred parts of pure rubber,

then preparing the mass for vulcanization,

forming the mass into the desired shape and

then vulcanizlng the same, substantially as

described.

713,752. Vehicle Hub and Spindle. Lucian

D. Crandall, Springville, Utah. Filed April

8. 1902. Serial No. 101,875. (No model.)

Claim.——1. In a device of the class de

scribed, the combinaiton with a hub and a

boxing therefor, of a spindle passing through

the boxing. means for preventing displace

ment of the hub and boxing from the spin—

die. a cone on the spindle. and a cap on the

hub which bears against the cone.

713,786. Metallic Vehicle \Vheel. Thomas

Midgley, Columbus, Ohio, assignor to the

Midglcy Manufacturing Company, Colum

bus, Ohio, a Corporation of Ohio. Filed

Sept. 22, 1902. Serial No. 124,461. (No

model.)

Claim—1. A tubular metallic wheel spoke

provided with a wedge shaped head having

a transverse reinforce therein.

713,792. Explosive Engine. John A. Os

tcnberg. Westminster Station, Vt., assignor

to Frederick M. Gilbert, Walpole, N. II.

Filed June 1, 1897. Serial No. 638,941. (No

model.)

Claim—1. in a gas engine, the combination

with the cylinder; of an explosion chamber

smaller in diameter than the cylinder; an

igniting device for exploding a charge ad

mitted to said explosion chamber; an inlet

port for the charge and an exhaust port for

the products of combustion; means for open

ing both of said ports when the piston has

reached substantially the end of its out

stroke, and for closing the same during the

lnstroke of the piston; 11 source of com

pressed explosive adapted to be admitted

through said inlet upon the opening of the

same, and a passage through the piston

terminating in an injector nozzle in line with

the axis of the cylinder and pointing toward

the closed end thereof, whereby the charge

admitted is injected in a jet through the

spent charge toward the closed end of the

cylinder and concentrated in the said ex

plosion chamber, substantially as described.

713,793. Explosive Engine. John A. Os

tenberg, San José, Cal., assignor to Frederick

M. Gilbert, Walpole, N. H. Original applica

tion filed July 14, 1899. Serial No. 723,775.

Divided and this application died Jan. 21.

1901. Serial No. 44,120. (No model.)

Claim—1. In an explosion engine, the com

bination with the cylinder of ajacket there

for; a tank of large area and relatively small

capacity, the bottom of which is above the

top of the cylinder; and communicating pas

sages between said tunk and said jacket ar

ranng to set up a natural circulation, sub

stantially as described.

713.855. Pneumatic Tire. George H. Clark.

Boston, Mass, assignor to the Clark Cycle

Tire Company, Portland. Me, a Corporation

of Maine. Filed Oct. 25, 1899. Renewed

Aug. 11, 1902. Serial No. 119,224. (No model.)

Claim—A pneumatic wheel tire comprising

a number of expansible layers and two non

extcnsible strips passing entirely around the

tire lengthwise and disposed at opposite

sides of the thread of the tire, outside of a

diametrical line passing through the tire in

parallelism with its axis, substantially as

described.

713.860. ~Exhaust Valve for Internal Com

bustion Motors. William J. Crossley, Man

cliestcr, and James Atkinson, Marple, Eng

land. Filed Feb. 15, 1900. Serial No. 5,326.

(No model.)

(‘laim.—1. In an internal combustion en

gine, in combination, an exhaust valve, a
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piston attached to the exhaust valve, which

valve is of somewhat greater diameter than

said piston. a removable liner in which the

piston works. gas tight, water inlets and out~

lets to the piston anti valve, both of which

latter are hollow and adapted to contain

water, substantially as described.

713.917. Resilient Spring for Wheeled

Vehicles. J. hn F. Pope, Chicago, ill. Filed

Jilly 13, 1901. Serial No. 68.241. (No model.)

.(‘lillllL—i. In a wheeled vehicle, the coili

bination of viiluted springs resiliently sup

porting a shaft incased in the hub of the

vehicle. said shaft hearing or supporting the

automobile or motor power of the vehicle.

said shaft also bearing or supporting by coli

nectiug rods the propelling mechanism acted

on by said motor power. said propelling

mechanism consisting of revolving cog

wheels and shaft transmitting motion from

the said motor power to the wheel of the

vehicle, substantially as described.

713,937. Brake Mechanism for Motor Cars.

Herbert Austin, Erdington. near Birming

ham, England. Filed April 23, 1902. Serial

No. 101,408. (No model.)

(‘laim.-Brake mechanism for a IliOtLl' car,

which comprises brake blocks of opposite.

sides of the car, a transverse spindle carried

in fixed bearings of the ca 1'. arms at opposite

ends, respectively, of such spindle, which

carry the brake blocks. one of said arms be

ing capable of turning upon the spindle and

the other fixed thereto, two arms from such

spindle, one forming an extension of the arm

aforesaid which is capable of turning thereon

and the other fixed to the spindle, a coni

pensating lever pivoted at its centre to a

part which is moved by the brake handle or

motor to put on the brakes, and links con

necting the opposite ends of this lever with

the ends. respectively, of the second men

tioned arms of the spindle, all substantially

as set forth.

713,954. Vehicle Bell. John D. CaldWell,

Vancouver, Canada. Filed Dec. 17, 1901.

Serial No. 86,193. (No model.)

Claim—1. In a combined speed indicator

and alarm, a bracket pivotally attached to

the frame of the vehicle adjacent to the tire

of one of its wheels; a bell secured to such

bracket; a flanged disk or pulley rotatably

mounted in axial alinement with the bell.

and adjacent to the striking edge; a spring

controlled striker connected to the upper sur

face of the pulley and projecting within the

bell; and means whereby the bracket may be

moved on its pivot to bring the pulley into

frictional contact with the tire or rim of the

vehicle wheel in combination with independ

ent: means for bringing the striker into ring

ing contact with the bell, whereby the pulley

is rotated and the striker impelled into ring

ing contact with the bell when a determined

speed is attained; or an alarm sounded in

dependently of the centrifugal force of the

ringing device.

713.983. Carburetter for Explosive Engines.

Lester E. Heath, Saratoga Springs. N. Y..

assignor of one-half to Schuyler C. Brown,

Saratoga Springs. N. 1. Filed Feb. 24, 1902.

Serial No. 95.402. (No model.)

Claim—1. In a device of the class speci

fied. a box or casing having suction inlet

valves for air and hydrocarbon and an outlet

for the gas. a revoiubie screen open at one

end to permit the entrance thereinto of the

mingled air and hydrocarbon, the gas outlet

communicating with the space outside the

screen. and a fan carried by and revoluble

with said scrccn, substantially as specified.

713,998. Wheel. Henry D. Iiefebvre, A]

pcun, Mich. Filed July 29, 1902. Serial No,

117.551. (No model.)

(‘-laim.—1. A tire comprising similar spring

members secured at their upper ends to a

rim. the free end of each spring being pro- '

vided with a recess and a projection. the

projections on one section engaging the re

cess in the other. and a tread comprising a

ring having edge flanges fitting over the

outer ends of the spring members.

714,040. Sparker for Gas Engines. Louis

B. Smyser. Newark. N. J.. assignor to Ferdi

nand E. Canda. New York. N. Y. Filed Jan.

29. 1900. Serial No. 3.068. (N a model.)

Claim—1. In an igniter. the combination

with a socket for an insulating bushing. and

a two part insulating bushing therein having

a longitudinal bore. for the reception of an

electrical conductor. the outer of the sections

of said bushing having at its inner end a

recess adapted to receive a head of such cou

ductor, of a conductor fitting within said

bore and having a head located within said

recess, means for clamping the conductor to

said outer section, and means for holding the

sections of the bushing In place within said

socket.

714,080. Exhaust Condenser for Explosive

Motors cr Engines. Robert Whitson, Auck

land, New Zealand. Filed March 20. 1902.

Serial No. 99.183. lNo model.)

(.‘laim.—In combination with a motor, a

jacketed exhaust condenser. 11 pipe com

munication between the exhaust outlet of the

motor and said condenser, an outlet pipe

from the condenser, a discharge box having

an opening in its upper portion through

which the exhaust pipe of the condenser

passes and projects downward into the in

terior thereof, a water pipe connection be

tween the motor and the condenser jacket, :1

similar pipe connection between the con

denser jacket and the discharge end of the

exhaust pipe of the condenser, and an outlet

leading from the discharge. box at a point

above the lower end of the condenser ex

haust pipe. whereby the water in the dis

charge box normally seals said lower end

of the condenser exhaust pipe, ubstantially

as described.

714.084. Steam Boiler. William A. Woode

son. (lateshead, England, assignor to himself

and Clarke, Chapman and Company, Limit

ed. (iateshead, Durham County, England.

Filed April 5, 1902. Serial No. 101,485. (No

model.)

(Tlaim.—1. In a water tube steam boiler,

the combination of a furnace. a combustion

chamber communicating therewith, a series

of upright compartments surrounding said

combustion chamber and connected alter

nately top and bottom, a communication be

tween one of said compartments and the

cuubustion chamber, another of said com

partments having a smoke outlet, a bundle

of water tubes within each of said com

partments. water chambers communicating .

through said tubes. upper and lower tube

plates respectively forming the tops and hot

toms of the said compartments and the bot

toms and tops of said water chambers, as set

forth.

 

TRADE MARKS.

39.268. (‘ertain Named Rubber Goods.

Goodyear Rubber (‘ompany, New York, N. Y.

Filed Oct. 20, 1902.

The word "(lhautfeur."

ber 11. 1902.

30.321. Explosive Gas Engines. John H.

(‘ogswelL Havana. Ill. Filed Oct. 13. 1902.

Used since Octo

'i‘he words "Red and Ready.” Used since

July 1, 1902.

39.264. Automobiles. lrvin D. Leugel,

Reading, Penn. Filed September 30, 1902.

The word "Meteor." Used since January

17, 1902.

An Opening in Singapore.

Editor of the Motor World:

I trust you will succeed in inducing one of

your manufacturers to send me a machine on

consignment. 1 will take good care of it and

remit promptly on sale. A French company

has several machines here. and have sqld

three or four out of stock, one for the equiva

lent of $2.000 gold, to a rich Chlnaman. and

i understand they have twelve more coming

out.

There is only one American machine that

I know of in the immediate territory. a

steamer. owned by some one up-cauntry.

One of the local engineering firms is import

ing parts of the Albion machine and setting

them up here. They sold one the other day

for the equivalent of $650 gold. It makes

much less noise than the French machines.

but is not as noiseless as some of ours. I

think the French machines are petrol.

We can get benzine fairly cheap here—

about :0 cents gold per gallon, and if it

would do as well as gasolene. I should think

a machine with the same kind of motor as

used in some of the gasolene launches would

be just the thing.

Electrical machines could not be used. as

we ligve no public installation from which to

draw supplies. Machines should cost from

$600 to $900 gold. c. i. f. Singapore, allowing

at least 20 per cent discount to be divided

between broker and dealer. The Oldsmobile.

Locomobile and Rambler are all neat types.

A hood like the Spaulding has would go well

out here, because rain showers are frequent.

See what you can do to interest manufactur

ers of some simple and cheap machine, and i

will do all I can to push it along and also to

keep you posted.

The Sultan of Johore. who lives at Johore.

f nirteen miles from here. has a big ma

chine which he bought in Europe for £1,500.

H. J. M. ELLIS, Singapore, S. S.

The Week's Exports.

Hamburg—4 cases auto vehicles and ma—

terial, $895.

Liverpool—1 case auto vehicles. $1,035.

London—43 cases motor vehicles and parts,

$8,125.

Rotterdam—3 cases motor vehicle parts.

$120.
 

Fat Men Going the Pace.

“The two horsepower car contained four

prominent members of the Guiltord Fat

Men‘s Club, and was travelling at the rate

of three miles a minute," is alleged to be

taken from the testimony in an English case

for violation of the speed laws. But it must

be received with more than one grain of

salt.
 

One Man's Advice.

(‘ar owners who make a practice of carry

ing a spare set of fully charged batteries

should give these an occasional turn and

a practice improves the batteries, prevents

them from sulphating up and renders them

easier and more economical to recharge.
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Baldwin Automobile Detachable Chain Co. DC Dion Bouton & C0. IE

WORCESTER, MASS.

  

l
PARIS, FRANCE.

ARE THE PIONEERS. KLlNGER

Standard Gasoline Motors and g

Automobiles of the World. R

De Dion Motors are usec‘lhlzyllttli‘ilng manufacturers all over E 8.

THE TRADE SUPPLIED. 5"14 f" CHM/"r"!PATENTED DEC' '8' l9m" Address all (untrnunicationl Io ‘ve have on hand a number M "c'

ond-hand steam carriages which must

K. A. SKINNER, be sold before October In to make

BALDWIN CHAINS Sole United States Agent, Write for prices and particulars.

. are the standard for no Clarendon so, (nenr Boylllon) BOSTON, MASS. [QBKE REGULATQR 00"

SIZE, WORKMANSHIP and FINISH SALEM. MASS

LEATHER

i-i Aut°m°bi|e Better Not. .

i, Coat.
Finest quality black leather, lined with

  

 

 
 

The

(-MO‘EOI‘ de Luxe

8 H.P.

4 “"1"” Leather Trousers. Calls. Willis, 9‘“

Espacially Imported Goggles, Horns, Spark Plugs, etc.

  

have any ignition outfit

than to have a poor one.

WE MANUFACTURE NCTIIIIIS

BUT THE BEST.

annel, $8.00 each.

 
  

adapted to Catalogue mailed on request. \VR[TE FOR CATAOGUE‘

H ‘ . U OITOBILE SUPPLY""333, THE AMERICAN coIL conIPnIII

. . l .cens. e. IIILLEII. 97-99-101 Reade St.. I" York cm. W SWE“ “" ""88

 

MUTUR VEHICLE PUWER 00.,

l23i Spring Garden Street. PHILADELPHIA.

CENTURY MUTUR VEHICLE CC.
MANUFACTURERS OF I

and Sasclene

SYRACUSE, N. Y.

 

 

40h
WHEELS.

.iiiiiii. Irruusrrruruur‘
-: p ARTILLEIIY

1‘ STEEL

nurouroerus
r. WHEELS.

e Drop Forged

Machined

" w. SteerinngcIices

STEEL nuns for

both Wood and

Wire Heels.

New Catalogue "E"

now ready.

IIIIsTuI cu,
SYRACUSE, N Y.

C c n i _ t IAIESVILLE, N. Y.

St fouis Acme Safety Steam Throttle Valve
‘ Steam supplied gradually—Shuts off at either end of

lever forward or backward—No wrong way-—

erle Ior Rates and Folders.

Warren J. L nch,

Can be removed and reground without

disconnecting any pipe.

W. P. Deppe,

(Ten‘l Pass Tkt. Agt. Aes'r (jen i P. & 'l‘. A_

CINCINNATI, ()I-Iro

  

  

 

Exposition Plycr

“BigFour”
From

 

 

New Features and is up-to-date.

Made in all sizes from runabouts to

transfer wagons.

We are manufacturers of everything for

automobiles. Sn CA TALOGUE.

NEUSTAUT-PERRY C
826 to K!) South [st-h SL,

u ST. LOUIS, U. 8. A.

ACME
line-Piece

Automobile Engines

ESPECIALLY

ADAPTED FOR

REPLACEMENTS.

Acme Engines are all they ought

to beand a liltle more.

Prompt Deliveries

If you are interested, hellu

write us.

  

7 CAN BEAPPLIEDTO ANY STEAM VEHICLE.

" Write [or descriptive circular.

NOLTE BRASS 00., Springfield, 0.

Patentees and Sole Manulactureru.

  

 

 

CARBURETTOR
MFG‘IJ BY

THEDOW PORTABLE ELECTRIC CO.

2l8 TREMONT ST. BOSTON- H35 BROADWAY NY.

19 LASALLE ST. CHICAGO-42K; FILBERTST PHILA.

 

  

Rochester Machine Tool Wort;

Rochester, N. Y.
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Ilo You Want Satisfaction?

The boiler proposition we have to offer will

' give it to you Our boilers will cause you no

' trouble.

THEY ARE THE BEST! THE PRICE

IS RIGHT!

In workmanship and quality they stand at

the top of the class.

Your correspondence is solicited.

STEAM CARRIAGE BOILER 00.. - Osrego, N. Y.

Improve Your Olroulatlon

h

  

  

IY USING

THE LOBEE PUMP
Int'rvttet‘r-i and given- politive cir

culation to the cooling water (or all

Guoline Motors. Simple. Cheap

Durnhlc, Efficient, early to apply._

Sent on trial to responsible parties.

Lobea Pump 81 Machinery Co.

120-136 Terrace Buffalo, N. Y.

MONOGRAM OILS AND fiHEASES
'PECIALLY ADAPTID FOR

AUTOMOBILE IUBRICATION
WRITE FOR CATALOGUE AND PRICI LIST.

Columbia Lubricants 00.. 22 Burllng Slip, New York.

OrnuiSteam Bars
Watch for 1903 Models.

THEY WILL I.I'1.-\I). NOW GIVING AGENCIES.

Orange, Mass.GROUT BROS.,

  

  

e;
Made at the SPLITDEITF LABORATORY.

Established 1868.

7 ‘ C. F. SPLITDOITF, I7 Vandewater St.,N.Y.

  
L “s-J-i_ i: 

 

  

  

FOLLOW THE FLAG
Detroit To Fast Trains

Chicago t" ‘ ~ ' Oars

St. Louis l .

“its “‘“iltféii.
0mm Free Reollnlng

And the West Chair Cars

THE ONLY LINE RUNNING FREE BECLINING CHAIR CARS

BETWEEN NEW YORK AIID CHICAGO.

FAMOUS “CONTINENTAL LIMITED," leaves New

York toot of Franklin Street at 2.15 p m., foot of West 42d

Street 2.45 p. m., arrives Detroit 7.30 a m., Chicago 3.30 p. m.

St. Louis 7.x; p. m., Kansas City 7 r5 second morning.

“ LACKAWANNA LIMITED," leaves New York oot oI

Barclay or Christopher Streets at noun a. m., arrives Detroit

3.00 a. m., Chicago 10.50 a. m., St Louis 2.00 p. m., Kansas

City 9.30 p. m. next day.

“ ONTARIO & WESTERN EXPRESS,” leaves New

York Toot 0T Franklin Street at 5.40 p. m., foot of West 42d

Street 600 p. m., arrives Detroit 2.05 p. m., Chicago 9.30 p. m.

Also trains caving at 1.00 a. m., Loo p. m. ,6.20 p. m., 7.45 p. m.

For inlorniation in regard to ra'es, etc.. apply to

H. B.VMcCLELLAN,

General Eastern Agent,

387 Broadway, New York.

  

  

WANTS AND FOR SALE.
I; cents perline of seven words. cash with order.

FOR SALE at a bargain price. A quantity of

21-2 x 31-: double acting reciprocating,

link motion Stevenson type engines. Perfect for

replacements in all the leading steam carriages.

For prices, particulars, etc, Address, STEAM

CAR. care MOTOR WORLD.

 

FOR SALE — One Mobile doctor’s carriage.

In splendid condition—fine top, ata sacrifice.

Address, X. Y. 2., care Motor World.

 

UTOMOBILES bought, sold and exchanged.

C. A. COEY & Co., 53“ Cottage Grove Ave,

Chicago, Ill.

 

FOR SALE — Reachless running gear, wire

wheels, Fisk tires and metal body complete

for motor. One set tubular wheels, front axle and

Longuemare Carburetter. V. GUNDERSON,

r125 Jefferson Ave., Detroit. Mich.
 

OR SALE— Land, factory, machinery, car

riages and fixtures. A first class carriage

factory, up-to-date in every respect ; well equipped

with modern machinery, etc. Five minutes by

trolley and easy walking distance to centre of city;

at the same time within a few blocks of railroad

depot and steamboat dock. The BOSTON

BUCKBOARD & CARRIAGE C()., 155 to r63

East St., Foot of \Vooster St., New Haven, Conn.
 

FUR SALE—Brand new St. Louis Runabout.

Never run. Owner buying touring car of

same make. Price, $1000.00; Cost, 51100.00,

Nov. rst. Address M. L. SEWARD, 1415A

Newstead Ave, St. Louis, Mo.
 

WANTEI).—OI.DSMOBILE.

CASH. 63o Halsey Street, Brooklyn.
 

I-2 in. x 6 in. Olds Model Engine. Transmission,

4 circulating pumps and spark plugs.

W. B. MURRAY, 1253 Milwaukee Ave., Chicago, Ill.

 

FOR SALE ~ I902 Winton Phaeton, with

leather top and extra dos-a-dos seat, perfect

R. Ii. “'AITE. Springville, N. Y.

INFORMATION WANTED

\Ye want to learn all we can about the horseless

carriages which were made in this country from

eight to twenty five years ago. These old auto

mobiles. even though they may have been in ad

vance of the times, are legitimate parts of the

history of the development of the automobile in

the United States, and many of them, we believe,

embodied characteristics of construction now in

use, for which some one other than the true in

ventor is receiving credit. Address,

“ HISTORY ” care Motor World.

00 D 00000000000~ 0000 0000000000

STEAHNS CABS ABE WOHTH 2

condition.
 

 

MORE THAN THEY COST.

~00000.MMOM”0”...“

JENKINS 8L BARKER
Successons To CHAS. L. RURDETT

50 State St., HARTFORD, CONN.

Patents and

Patent Gauses

AUTOMOBILE PATENTS A SPECIALTY

CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED

m0000-0000

 

SMITH 8c MABLEY,

3I3-3I 5 Seventh Ave., New York,

AUTOMOBILES.

luron'ruta

PANHARD. RENAULT.

DISTRIBUTOR.

OHIRRON, OIRIROOT I YOIOT CARS HIOE IN AMERICA.

THE [OOOITHIBIIE [IOIIIPIIIIY
OF AMERICA.

7 East 42d Street, NEW YORK.

ndence may be addre-ed to NeI YorkAgency oorres

oe or nearest Branch Office.

 

MALTBY

POWER AIR PUMP

MALTBY AUTOMOBILE

and MANUFACTURING Co.

to CLINTON Sl BROOKLYN NY

AUTOMOBILES
STEAM, oasoums Ann

ececratc,

BOUGHT, SOLD, EXCHANOED, STORED

REPAIITEO AND BENTEO.

   

 

Accessories of all kinds Iurntahed. Expert repair-men con

stantly on duty Bargains in slightly used automobiles, steam,

gasolene and electric. constantly on hand.

Q‘Agents for all prormnent makes of vehicles.

AUTOMOBILE EXCHANGE AND STORAGE CO..

139 135, 137 and 139 W. 88th St. III YORK.

Get a Good 1

Night’s Rest
THIS ALWAYS ASSURED

 

  

When you use the

Oompariment Sleeping Bars

OlNOINNATImto OHIOAOO

C H 81. D "ha Monon

A room to yourself.

Regulate the heat, light

and ventilation to suit

your convenience.

Every necessary toilet

convience in your room.

Ask any ticket agent for train schedules,

or address

D. G Eowanos, P. T. M., Cincinnati, 0.
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“It’s Just Good All ©ver.”

seen LeeKmG, BETTER neTmG,

AND BY L6NG eons THE BEST

PRePesnleN YET oEEERED.

Has 5 h. p. motor, in which is incorporated the best thought, the best effort and

the finest construction of the master builders of gasolene motors in this country.

Weighs 1660 pounds, Qand lists at o 0

Wise agents who are in the habit of “picking winners" will pick

the GADILLHQ as

THE WINNER 6F l963.

Better be early than n v r, as the GHDILLAG

- agency is bound to snapped up quickly.
A Suggestion:

 

eADlLLAe AUTeMeBlLE cc).
“"LL'“ '5' $113355“ . Detroit, Mich.

aouncesooooomoomoommoeoommooooé
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A LITTLE RIGIIT OFF TIIE TOP

IS

ALWAYS

TAKEN

FOR

THE

The Bluest Ribbon and the Boat Certificate in all these Leading

Conlasls have gone to tha PACKARD.

400 Miles New York-Rochester.

iOO Miles Long Island. IOO Miles A. C. A.

IOO Miles Chicago. 500 Miles New York-Boston.

ASK THE MAN WHO OWNS ONE.

PACKARD MOTOR CAR COMPANY

FOIMIILY OHIO AUTOMOBILE CO.

WARREN, OHIO.

NEW YORK, Adams 81 McMurtry C0. CHICAGO, Pardee 8' C0. ,.

PHILADELPHIA, Rudolph & Winslow. LOS ANGELES, Crippen 82 Church.

BOSTON, H. II. Shattuck & Son. SAN FRANCISCO, A. B. Coatigan St Co.

  
 

 

The WHITE Steam Carriage
  

AN AUTOMOBILE THOROUGHBRED.

In the 5m-mile Reliability Contest from New York to Boston and return, arranged

by the Automobile Club of America, three WHITE STEAM STANHOPES covered

the distance without stop or trouble of any kind—a perfect performance.

The H’lu'le Strum Generator is absolutely non-exploaive. gives pressure in five min—

utes from cold water, and once in motion is self-regulating. In touring, the WHITE will

make [00 miles without adding a drop at water or Iuel to the original supply.

M’rflefurfidI/artlrulnrr. I'm/ruling I'rql. T/mrslmr': report an our :Iemn grnrrnfor,

am! M! 0151' ml rr/orls q/ I'm/arm M! l'mluram‘e (nutrfo

WHITE SEWING MACHINE C0.,

(AUTOMOBILE DEPARTMENT) CLEVELAND. OHIO.

1: Union Square, New York, N. Y. 609 Main St., Buflalo, N. Y.

goo Tremont St., Boston, Mass. 300 Rose Bldg-,Cleveland, Ohio.

300 Post St., San Francisco, Cal. 4259 Olive St, St. Louis, Mo.

n Woodward Ave., Detroit, Mich. 176: Stout St., Denver, Colo.

5979 Centre Ave , East End, Pittsburg. Pa.

BANKERS IIRO'I'H ERS COMPANY, Cor. Vine and Broad Sts., Philadelphia. Pa.

WALTIR C. WHITI. European Representatives.

to Princes St., Westminster, London, England. 

 

”

THE NEW

WINTON

  

BEYOND QUESTION THE MOST LUXURIOUS

AND COMPLETE HIGH-GRADE AUTO

MOBILE EVER MANUFAC

TURED IN AMERICA.

It will be in the hands of agents and at branches :

within a very few weeks. Twenty h. p. motor, new §

body design, etc., etc.

Write us and we will gladly tell you more about it.

 

FACTORY AND GENERAL OFFICES:

CLEVELAND, U. S. A.

THE WINTON MOTOR CARRIAGE C0.,}

-----

 

Wise Buyers will look well into the merits oi the

SUCCESS ot the CENTURY

THE AMERICAN MODEL “A”

HYDRO-CARBON AUTOMOBILE.

BUILT FOR TWO DASSENGERS-

NOT BUILT FOR TWO AND CADIIYING POUR.

An A MERICAN

Product.

For American

Roads.

For American

Climate.

For American

Drivers

DLEASURE~DUSINESSHLADIES—DDIVING.

ELEGANT?NOISELESS—ODODLESS—RELIABLE.

Send tor Agency Proposition. Send tor Catalogue.

THE AMERICAN Moron CARRIAGE 00..

BIL-520 East Prospect Street, CLEVELAND, OHIO.

‘ PAR DRE 8: CO , urn-i406 Michigan Boulevard, Chicago, Ill.

171A"l'lt‘lliLI'TUli’S: C. A. DI'I'IRR. ljti West 3th1 St., New Yorlt (My.

IRUSSEIJ. DRISKO, :7 State St., Boston, Mass.
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When Ordering an Automobile Specify the “ 15xtoe ” Battery.

EXIDE BATTERY DEPOTS FOR FURNISHING, CHARGING AND CARING FOR EX_IDE BATTERIES:

NEW YORK 148 Welt 18th Street. PHILADELPHIA, 250 North Broad Street. BUFFALO, 200 Pearl Street.

CHICAGO, 264 Michigan Boulevard. ST. LOUIS, 3937 Olive Street. DETROIT, IOI Woodward Avenue.

PHILADELPHIA.
PHILADELPHIA, Allegheny Ave. and 19th St. I NEW YORK, 100 Broadway. BOSTON, 60 State St.

CHICAGO, Marquette Building. BALTIMORE, Continental Trust Building. CLEVELAND, New England Building.

ST. LOUIS, Wainwright Building. SAN FRANCISCO, Nevada Block. DETROIT, Michigan El. Co., 10] Woodward Ave.

HAVANA, CUBA, (i. F. Greenwood Mgr., 34 Empedrado St.

  

 

 

 

 

@MFRENCH AND AMERICN

  

  

  

 
 

  

will. AUTOMOBILES. Hm],

SOLE msrmaurmc AGENTS FOR “YMUMMI

Peugeot—Mnrs—Uultereau. “winwglgw

Long Island Endurance Teet.
 

VEHIOLE Oil.

The llllllllfll

Automobile Bo.

|684 Broadway.

TELIIPHONEZ

596 Got.

10-". P- PEUGEOT.

  

Prompt Deliveries of

10-". P. OOTTEREAU

we ELEOTRIO VEHICLE

OOMPANY'S

ELEOTRIOS.

OPEN DAY AND NIGHT.

    

Prompt Deliveries of

5 am: 10 H. P.

PEUGEOT,

Bane 15H. P.

  
  

LARGEST AND BEST EOUIPPED AUTOMOBILE DEPOT

iN THE UNITED STATES.

  

 

 
  

ALL KINDS OF FRENCH AUTOMOBILE PARTS KEPT IN STOCK.

ELEOTRIOS OI'IAROED AND KEPT Ill FIRST-GLASS ORDER.

 

WE ARE MANUFACTURERS OF THE

Standard Electric Motors

THAT ARE NOW USED ON ALL

THE MOST SUCCESSFUL ELEC

TRIC AUTOMOBILES in the country.

Our machine is the MOST EFFICIENT and

PRACTICAL OF THEM ALL—as demon- _

strated by hundreds of them in daily use all ' .

over the country. ‘

  

Convertor for Chirging Automobile I’ulllerles Imm

Alternaling Current.

Tranaiormel'
  

THE ELWELL=PARKER ELECTRIC 00., 1* ~ f;
CLEVELAND, orno. “Mg ‘ LDlrectCurreat
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An

American

made Gasolene

Automobile. It is famous.

The AUTUUA
In a class by itself

at $l700. Advance

sheet ready. '

THE Allllllllll 00.,irdmnre, Pa. Box A123

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

- AT LAST

A $550 AUTDMDBILE.

THElliEO co. LSMHBILEKWW

The smallest chain used on any automobile in the New York- THIS BRINGS THE AUTUMUBILE Hm PLEASURE AND FUR

Boston Reliability Contest was 6 BUSINESS WITHIN THE REAGH OF ALL

“WHITNE Y." ‘ A$|l185 Delivery Wagon
(Automatic Water Regulation. No Water-Glass.)

This' h t th b'l f '‘s w a ‘ a°t°m° “ mm “mm (mm mm“! “ THIS anmas THE nuro-nmvenv WHERE no MEROHANT

  

first-class certificate) wrote us about the chain: on" AFFURD To USE HORSES

11 5‘63“, Chain 8‘" Pedal “HI-lam“! in “"7 "5th and at the "‘5 °l THE '1 MOBILE" COMPANY OF AMERiCA is now equipped Return out on

t a mile run only showed a She‘d! Of fb'OUt 1‘8 Of in huh. I COBSldfl' the largest scale more than twenty kinds of motor cars. The prices here made are such

(hi! ‘0 b8 a remarkable t6“ f0! the chain 38 It IS 110 heavier than one used on as can only be altered under conditions of large production.

bicycles a few years ago. The quality of the material that you use must be The are equipped with " Mobile " low water alarm, stelln llr pump,

the but ‘0 withstmd a test of this description H and tive-speed oil pump. The Delivery Wagon use! no water-glass. the

' regu ation of water-level being entirely automatic.

Good Agents wanted for all parts of the country.

The “ilobiie” company of America,

Makers of "THE BEST STEAM CAR lN THE COUNTRY,"

Kingsland Point, Tanytown-on-iiudson. New York.

N. V. C. A H. I- II- STATION. PHILIPS! MANOR

BilANilH HOUSES in San Franciuco, Los Angel”, Denver, Chicago, Boston and New York:

" _ :7 .\ Artillery Wheels.
"-fi‘-> 4 We are now prepared to furnish these Hubs, Bali-Bearing and Key-Sated for Automobiles

1 - weighing from 500 to 4,000 pounds. ,

Front Hubs are Ball-Bearing and are assembled on our well-known Steering Axles.

Rear Hubs furnished with Ball—Bearings or Key-Seated.

ALI. RACES ARE GROUND IN POSITION

IN HUBS. CONES AND CONE SEATS

ON SPINDLFS ARE GROUND TO GAUGE.

 

 

  

 

 

 

  

Hubs and Spindle: are machined Right and Left.

WRITE US REGARDING YOUR REQUIREMENTS.

THE AMERICAN BALL-BEARING COMPANY, 35553?»

a i a J
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GODDRICH

' Clincher Double Tube.

Automobile Tires
  

  

will be the regular equipment on more Touring Cars

in 1903 than all other makes of motor tires combined.

Such a showing is reasonable proof that the use of Good=

rich Clincher Automobile Tires will add to the good

name of your machine and greatly lessen the tire

troubles that you may have experienced heretOfore. -

ALL REPAIR OR ADJUSTMENIS MADE AT THE FOLLOWING BRANCHES, WHICH CARRY A FULL

AND COMPLETE LINE OF STANDARD SIZES 0F TIRES AND PARTS CONSTANTLY ON HAND.

The B. F.(ioodrich Company,
MANUFACTURERS,

AKRON, = OHIO.

BRANCHES:

1699 Broadway, New York City. Hi Lake Street, Chicago. l57 Summer Street, Boston.

922 Arch Street, Philadelphia. 9 West Huron Street, Buffalo.

80 E. Congress Street, Detroit. I444 Curtis Street, Denver. (iorham Rubber Co., San Francisco.

s

MEMBER OF THE NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF AUTOMOBILE MANUFACTURERS.
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I l'on $550.
FILLS EVERY NEED (IN EVERY ROAD.

$ 1 SPEED ‘20 miles per hour.

NEW MODEL 6 . I

Brosimotule

SAFE. SIMPLE. RELIABLE.

CAPACITYHOO miles.

   

 
DOUBLE CYLINDER MOTOR. PERFECT ACTION

EASY TO common. AT ANY SPEED. CUMBS STEEP “ll-Ls

THREE POSITIVE SPEEDS FORWARD AND REVERSE, WRITE FOR CATALOG \v 11) TH E MAKERS:

A Blue Ribbon, I00 Per Cent, Proposition to Agents. M FG,

  

c0” 0” U. S. A. Broadway. Poriland and Davis Sireets. CAMBRIDGE, MASS., U. S. A.

A COMPLETE LINE OF THE III. SEWAIIII & SUN 00.

“2:22.12: BRASS PIPE . e i i
_ _ a CARRIAGEValves, Flttmgs, etc., ‘

FUR STEAM MOTOR VEHICLES.

 

 

HARDWARE
AND

‘ Special flrgo Forgings ‘

~ Automobiles ;
AND OTHER WORK.

no" st" We are prepard to make estimates from drawings or models

and guarantee first-class work.

 

SEND FOR 0ATALOGUE.

  

 

 

 

THE America’s

Automotor Leading <

A SPECIALLY CONSTRUCTED. POWERFUL Automobile '

TOURING CAR, DESIGNED FOR THOSE

WHO PLACE QUALITY BEFORE PRICE.

Our Output is Limited. Early Orders Mean Early Delivery.CORRESPONDENCE INVITED. K T .

AUTOMOTOR co. energize... ~- J
Member of the National Auociltion oi

WE EXHIBIT AT NEW YORK SHOW- Automobile Mnnufncturers.

 
 

ESTABLISHED I855

 

 

  
 

 

 

 

' l l he Tires
7 Hi: .i

on an automobile either

HIGHEST AWARD. W-r 0. mm] ii.
i " speed. Resilient tires

  

give additional power

and greater mileage.

G & J Detachable Tires

have been proven the speediest of

ouooo oooooo lllMPS, Prescmpollg

moooooo Homo of _ _

_ SEND FOR CATALOGUE AND pRlc55_ AGENTS IN fl!" information 0" request

2F

corr AUTOMOBILE MFG. Co.,

83 Chambers Street. New York. 00 ‘

I;~'ll.»FiIlIKE, 325 Broadway, NewYork m.,.

in.“ __ ~77 i _ N‘3. ~ i i ‘ __ _ fi‘ 7_
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Does AdvertisingPay?

WRITE US FOR INFORMATION REGARDING

ELECTRIC WELDING
FOR AUTOMOBILE PARTS.

 

 

The Standard Welding C0.

MRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRH a; 00., LLLLLLLLLLLLN,

I35 Broadway, NEW YORK. N. Y. 123 The Rookery, CHICAGO, ILL.

  

 

 

Wheel Insurance
MEANS

West0n=M0tt Wheels.

GET WITH US.

    

Postal from you—information from us.

WIRE OR ARTILLERY WOOD.

 

WESTON=MOTT CO., -= Utica, New York.
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The
“ THE BEST THING ON WHEELS.”

All machines now leaving the laclory are equipped with [he improvements in construction

designed for 1903.

Strong and simpler than ever and still the cheapest reliable Automobile made.

The handsome body design oi the OLDSMOBILE has been endorsed by popular approval, con

sequently there will be no change in style ior next season.

DDICE AT FACTORY, $650.00.

SELLING AGENTS:

 

Oldsmobile Co., New York City, N. Y. Autovehlcle Co., Newark, N. J. Rochester Automobile Co., Rochester, N. Y.

National Capitol Automobile Co., Washington, D. C. F. W. Stockbridge, Paterson, N. J. Seager 6: Close, Tucson, Ariz.

Quaker City Automobile Co., Philadelphia, Pa. Mississippi Valley Automobile Co., St. Louis, Mo. F. E. Gilbert, Jacksonville, Fla.

H. B. Shattuck 8: Son, Boston, Mass. George E. l'lannan, Denver, Colo. Texas Imp. 6: i'lachinery Co., Dallas. Texas.

Banker Bros. Co., Plttsburg, Pa. Day Automobile Co., Kansas City, Mo. Abbott Cycle Co., New Orleans, La.

Oldsmobile Co., Cleveland, Ohio. Clark 61 Hawkins, Houston, Texas. C. H. Johnson, Atlanta, Ga.

W. B. l'letzger, Detroit. l'lich. Hyslop Brothers, Toronto, Ont. Sutcliffe 6: Co., Louisville, Ky.

Oldsmobile Co., Glthens Bros., Chicago, Ill. Manufacturers Co., San Francisco, Cal. Brown-Thompson 6: Co., Hartford, Conn.

Fisher Automobile Co., Indianapolis, Ind. John W. Chester Co., Nashville, Tenn. l’lnson‘s Carriage Works, Davenport, la.

Olds Gasoline Engine Works, Omaha, Neb. A. P. Chase 6: Co., I'linneapoiis, i'linn. The Oldsmobile Co., Grand Rapids, Flich.

W. C. Jaynes Automobile Co., Buiialo, N. Y. J. E. Richard. Columbia, 5. C. Kline Cycle 6: Auto. Co., Harrisburg, Pa.

F’. L. C. i'lartln Co., Plalnfleld, N. J. Oldsmobile Co., Milwaukee, Wis.

WRITE FOR ILLUSTRATED BOOK TO

OLDS MOTOR WORKS,WDetroit, Mich.
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PRELIMINARIES WON

New York’s Aldermanic Law Committee Will

Reiect Licensing Scheme and Favor ln

creasing Speed Limit to i0 Miles.

"No license for New York automobiles."

.\ man about City Hall, who knows thor

oughly what is going on, says that will be

the verdict of the Law Committee of the

Board of Aldermen, on the charitable and

modest ordinance submitted by the Bright

Boy of the League of American Wheelmen

as it now is run. The informant 01’ The

Motor World said that he was in a position

to say positively that the Law Committee

would report adversely upon the ordinance

offered by J. B. Thompson, who is now rep

resentative of the remnant of the great body

of wheelmen that a few years ago fought

successfully discriminatedagainst being

against by tax and license. The informant

also repeated an opinion he had heard ex—

prtsscd about the wisdom of the mon who

drew the ordinance, but that is another sub

ject

From the same source it is learned

that the “rules of the road“ ordinance for

New York, which, as it stands, provides for

a maximum speed of ten miles an hour in

the city, will be reported to the Board of

Aldermen favorably. There are to be no

more hearings on it, and there is known to

be a majority of the committee in wnose

hands it now is who are in favor of grant

ing to New York, with its miles of country

roads, a rate of speed two miles less than is

allowed in London. where the traffic is nmch

heavier than it is in the Empire City.

It is expected that the ordinance. will be

passed and then that me same set of prog

ress hinderers who have been stubbornly

opposing it will go before Mayor Low, who

runs a machine himself, and tell him that

an automobile should not be allowed to

travel any faster than a man can walk.

Receiver Appointed for Remington.

As a result of the proceedings brought

against the Remington Automobile & Motor

CO., Utiea, N. Y., as noticed last week, L. N.

Southworth has been appointed receiver of

the company. He has been bonded in the

sum of $10,000.

Judge Ray heard argument in the invol

untary bankruptcy proceedings in the United

States Court at Utica. The statements of

various interested attorneys were to the ef

fect that the company was organized under

the laws of New Jersey, and that only 30

per cent of the capital stock had been

paid in.

The case was brought up by George E.

Dennison, attorney for the petitioning credit

ors. upon an order ‘to show cause why the

temporary injunction obtained a few days

ago to restrain. a sale should not be made

permanent. John H. Grant, who appeared

for a number of judgment creditors, op

posed on the ground that'only 30 per cent of

the capital stock had been paid in and he

did not want the.c0urt to restrain so that

creditors could not bring suits to recover.

He said the stockholders were liable only

after judgments had been obtained against

the company, and he asked to be allowed

to proceed with the securing ot‘ the judg

ments. Charles G. Irish also objected to

the continuation of the injunction.

The assets of the company are about $47.

000 and the liabilities about $48,000.

Will Remove to New York.

The Post & Lester CO., the well known

New England automobile supply house, will

shortly leave Hartford and establish itself

in New-York. Quarters in this city are now

being sought, and the removal will prob

ably bc eti‘ccted by the first of the year.

In confirming the report Mr. Post added

suggestiveiy:

“And we’ll have goods in stock, too, so

that people can get them when they call for

them.”
 

The Bateses Open in Boston.

Bates Brothers have opened a. store at

No, it?» ('oiuiubus avenue, Boston, Mass,

and will handle the product of the St. Louis

Motor Carriage Co. as a leader.

CLEMENT TO MANUFACTURE HERE

Famous French Maker has Option on Hartford

Plant and is Himself Coming Over.

The only foreign makers who will directly

exhibit their ca rs at the Madison Square Gar

den show are Clement & Co., of Paris. Im

mediately after the close of the Paris show

they will forward the exhibit to this coun

try. Mr. Clement himself will accompany

the goods.

Back of this move are, however, inten

tions of much greater magnitude, nothing

less, indeed, than the manufacture of Clem

ent gasolene cars in America.

The matter has been definitely decided,

and an option on a plant in Hartford, Conn.,

has been alraady secured. The Clement bi

cycle motor is being manufactured in that

city, but the same factory will not be em

ployed in the production of the cars.

\V. G. Allen, of Hartford, is representing

the Clement interests in this country, and

is attending to the details of the project.

Willis Adds Automobiles.

1'}. J. Willis, who for many years has con

ducted one of the most aggressive cycle.

jobbing establishments in this city, has

branched into the automobile trade, a_nd

promises to make himself felt. He has

leased the building at No. N Park Place.

where he will carry an extensive line of

ears and automobile supplies of all kind

Fire Cripples Wheeler.

The plant of the Wheeler Ml'g. t‘o., Dc»

troit, Mich., which manufm-turcs a number

of automobile specialties, was partially de

stroyed by fire on the morning of November

26. A loss of about $15,000 was entailed.

but the concern does not expect to be seri

ously interfered with.

Minneapolis's Newest Store.

The Pence Automobile (‘o., No. Stir. Lum

ber Exchange, Minneapolis. Mind. is the

latest addition to the Flour (‘ity's automobile

contingent, a large store having been just

opened by it. Henry E. l‘euee is in this

city on business connected with the new

concern. I
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UTILIZES THE EXHAUST

Here's a Remarkable Compound Gas Engine _

That Gives Every Evidence of Having

Solved the Problem—Horse Power

Increased Nearly One-third.

The gasolcnc motor being a heat eligillt’,

it has been the rcgrct of many who have

had its advancc at hcart that thc hcat units

wastcd in ,thc rlil‘cct cxhanst could not be

utilizcd to givc powcr and to balancc the

uncvcn thrust on the crank shaft, much as

is donc on stcam engincs. Because of this

thcre have bccn attcmpts at compound gas

cngincs, but the long list of failurcs has

raiscd a doubt hard to eradicatc, and crcatod

a disbclicf if not a positive faith that the

tiling cannot be done.

With a knowledge of this and influenced

Inadc thcsc all that was nccwsary to hold

the Inotor in place. The sccond ft-aturc in

this nmttcr was that no mutllcr was uscd,

tho cximust bcing piped out through a win

dow. In the room thc exhaust was not no

ticcd. Wondering at this, the pipe was

traced to Its outlet, and hch was heard a

quiet puff. puff. in place of the usual staccato

report which comcs from non-muffled gas

engine-s.

Of com-so, with so momcntous a dcparturc,

dctails of construction became important.

l'nfort'maicly all of thcm cannot bc gichI.

owing to patent considerations. The motor

shown has two explosive cylinders and one

non-explosive cylinder, all in Iinc, with Iat

tcr placed botwccn the former. This moans

that thcrc are two high prcssurc and one

low pressnrc cylinders. The former arc

water jackctcd, the latter is not. Thc high

pressurc cylinders are 5x5 bore and stroke,

the low prcssurc cylindcr TIA-inch bore, All

three cylinders, together with tho valvc

housings and gas passagcs, are cast in one.

 

by it, :1 Motor \Vorld man, when invited to

inspect a compound gasolcnc Inotor inventcd

by Messrs. Graham & Fox, of this city, took

the assignmcnt confessing to much skcpti

cism. The added confession should ho. made

that where he went to scoff he remained to

praise. “'hatcvcr had been the faults with

other compound gas engines, faults which

consigncd them to scrap hcaps and that

have left a consequent imprcssion, they

were not verified In the Graham & Fox

motor, cvcn aftcr oxtcnsive tcst and trial.

It developed its powcr and did it with so

quict a running that it: sccmcd little short

of Inarvclous. It also made it easy to be

licvc that a motor of this construction, but

of snmllcr size, which is used on a Vehicle

claimed to have been run 18,000 miles, hard

ly required a muffler.

’I‘hii-t quict running was noted in two tlirec-.

tions. First the motor was merely bolted

to two 2-inch blocks, raising the motor

about ten lnchcs from the floor, and was

only stayed in place by four small rods

reaching to tho Iloor. The lack of vibration

there being.' no Joints of airy kind. 'l‘hcrc is.

of coursc, but one exhaust opcning. This

is in thc ccntre of the cross passage of the

parts, and projccts out and down to give a

free exhaust. It is a feature of this exhaust:

ope-ulnar that back of thc diagonal stub pipe

and forming part of it, is a box-shaped

cavity. the purpose of which will be ex

plalncd later.

The cylindcrs are bolted to the top half of

the crank casing. This casing is In two

parts, with tho split on a diagonal litre and

running the length of the case An exten

sion of the case lllf'lUNPS all thc cams and

gears, in kccping with the very latest con

struction. This, together with struts, give

more than the average bearing surfaces.

The crank pins for the high pressure cylin

ders are parallel, with the craltkpin for the

low pressure cylinder sot at 184) degrees.

An examination of thc front view of the

motor will disclosc five valve atoms. The

central atom is that of the exhaust puppct.

The two outsido stcms are those which are

known on the usual form cyclc motor as the

cxhaust poppcts. Between the two outside

stems and thc central exhaust stem arc thc

stems of two other poppcts. It is these tvvo

poppcts which, In a large measure, mark the

success of the invcntors. III overcoming pre

vious failures In compounding gas motors.

'I‘hcy are, howcvcr. only a part of the whole

in this matter, there being othcr features.

such as the proportion of the passages from

the high pressure cylmdcr to the low pres

sure cylinder. which cannot be detailed at

tho prcscnt writing.

The action of the doublc high pressure ox

haust poppcts is interesting. The tuning of

the outcr valve Is usual with that of the

four cycle motor. but the tuning of the valve

l'ctu‘ccn this and the real exhaust valve is

sct so that It opens just before outer valve

and closes exactly with It. During this time

the central valve, the actual exhaust valve.

is closcd, so that the exploded gases pass to

thc low prcssurc cylinder. where they eon

tinuc that explosion which in all other

motors takes place, partly in the muffler,

  

partly in the pipcs and the balance out in

thc air. In none of which places is it ct‘fcc

tivc. and in the case of the muffler setting

up more or loss back pressure against the

motor Itself. '

In addition to the recognition that the gas

engine did not get all the power possible

from the boat units generated by the firing.

bccause the exploded charge was expelled

at a high heat, It has also been appreciated

that if a nmtticr of ample enough propor

tions could be built, to carry the charge until

it was down to atmOSpheric temperature,

then there would be no noise from the ex

haust.

That is lat'gcly what taken place in the

Graham & lr‘ox compound motor. The con

tre cylinder in doing Its work reduces the

expansion to a point whch the charge is at

almost atmospheric pressure as It leaves

the cylindcr to pass into thc final exhaust.

0f coursc. it is of thc highest importancc

that this reduction be not carricd too far.

and It In onc of thc ft'attil'cs that a<<ist in

the so marked success of this motor, that
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the proportions of this unjacketed low-pres

sure cylinder are understood to a nicety.

There was mentioned above, a boxlike

back to the diagonal exhaust pope. 'I'he pur

poses of this are in keeping with the whole.

This part of the exhaust passage has for its

back the wall of the low pressure cylinder.

and extending through it are slotted parts.

as on a two-cycle motor. that are uncovered

by the descent of the piston. In fact. this

central cylinder is a two-cycle afiair, refined

by having the slotted parts and a poppet

which lifts at every revolution of the crank

shaft. That is. the central stem of the five

works twice while each of the other two

sets are working once. This combination

gives instant clearance and prevents wire

drawing. a fact which was amply proved

from indicator card diagrams made from

both high pressure cylinders and from the

low pressure cylinder. The effect on the

exhaust from the standpoint of noise has

been mentioned. Running the motor for

some time at over-speed proved that without

a muffler the exhaust was as quiet as any

inuttier equipped vehicle that is met in a

day‘s travels.

The inlet valves are in the position cus

tomary with automatic intakes, and are

equipped to throttle or regulate the'charge

ofr varying speeds. Of course. in the ve

l-icles with which this motor is to be

equipped there will be change speed gears.

But with so flexible a motor the inventors

believe in using the gems less and the

throttle more, that? doing away with one of

the chiefest nuisances in too many vehicles

of to-day; cutting out the motor every little

while and changing the relation of the speed

gears almost as often. The throttling is ac

complished as follows: On each intake valve

is a threaded disk. these disk being con

nected by a simple means. By rotating

these disks the amount of gas admitted can

be regulated by giving more or less drop to

the inlet poppet.

The speed regulation of the. motor being

controlled by the inlet valve, the spark cam

is made self regulating. To do this a ball

governor is used. The cam which trips the

contact blade is made so that it can slide

back and forth on the shaft of the secondary

timing gear. This cam has an outer groove

into which project fingers from the toggle

arms of the governors. In its sliding en

gagement with the shaft the cam moves on

a cam featherway. When the motor is run

ning. the cam it acid in proper sparking

position by the go.ernor.

Should there at anyv time be a tendency to

race. the governor moves the cam outwardly

on its spiral featherway. thus retarding the

spark. As the motor comes down to normal

speed the governor moves the cam back to

correct position. Good sparking in the

cylinder is taken care of by using the. Roche

tvvo-pole plug.

After inspecting the principle of the motor

it was of interest to know something about

actual performance, and this was arrived at

by using the prong brake. The first test

was made with the motor compounded,

using the three cylinders, two high pressure

and one low pressure. Radius of brake. 46

inches. Revolutions per minute, 720. Full

on scales, 2?» pounds. Giving a net of 111

horsepower. The second test was made

with the low pressure cylinder cut out. so

that the two high pressure cylindei's only

were doing the work. The revolutions were

the same: the pull on the scales was 17

pounds. This gave a net of 8.9 horsepower.

This showed a gain in power by the use of

the low pressure cylinder of nearly 4.7 per

cent.. the. consumption of fuel being the

same in each test. The work done in mov

ing the centre piston was shown by indica

tor cards to be offset by compression against

this piston return stroke. It was negligible,

being 1-150 horsepower.

It will be noted from the revolutions that

   

the motor was run at a comparatively slow

speed. This. together with the unusual

facilities offered by the makers for testing

their claims. were matters that could not

fail to impress the representative of this

journal. Too often it has been found that

horsepower claims were one thing, and in

clination to furnish means to prove them

another.

Careful examination of the motor in whole

and in detail showed a well studied and (its

signed piece of machinery, and only added

to the favorable impression nmdc by the

tests. With these points in mind it is inter

esting to know the specific claims made by

the inventors. In general. the points claimed

are an engine of only three cylinders, two

of which are_ explosive, giving an impulse

on the crankshaft every half revolution, the

same as a four-cylinder ordinary motor

when each is an explosive cylinder. This

latter is therefore considered in comparison

in the following.

The simplifying of parts, as compared

with an ordinary motor giving the same

number of power impulses per revolution of

crankshaft.

Gain in centre or low prchure cylinder

from the following. Twice the number of

impulses on one cylinder. A cylinder, with

no spark plug or explosion impact: with no

uaste or clearance space; of comparatively

even and without very high pressure at any

part of stroke; in which an excess of lubri

cating oil can do no damage; without water

jacket and consequent loss of heat; low

pressure with two methods of exhaust, one

of which is opened by piston at low point of

stroke and the other, a poppet, opened at

extreme top of cylinder, allowing all gases

to exhaust as the piston passes upward,

closing at upper end of stroke.

.\ piston which by its extra weight and

number of impulses balances the two ex

plosion pistons, which reciprocate in the

opposite direction.

The comparison of fuel consmnption has

the following claims. Only two charges

drawn into cylinders for every four impulses

on crankshaft. as compared to four charges

in ordinary type. The more perfect com

bastion of fuel on account of the additional

time the charge is held confined by the

centre cylinder. thausting the gases from

centre cylinder to atmosphere at a pressure

of only from 20 to 25 pounds. as compared

to exhausting at from 60 to 80 pounds. The

saving in loss of heat in cooling water on

account of the absorption of heat by the ex

pansion of charge in centre cylinder. The

reduced necessity of mutiiing the. exhaust

because of the low pressure at which it is

discharged from centre cylinder.

it is well known that the time of firing

the charge of an explosion motor. as related

to the movement of piston or revolution of

crankshaft. varies directly as the speed. In

the Graham & Fox compound, when the

motor is running very slowly the contact by

sparkcr is made when piston reaches the

extreme upward end of stroke or when

crank is passing centre. This point is, how

ever. carried forward as speed of motor in

creases. and may reach 90 per cent. ahead

of the one named above. This is accomp

lished automatically by the described bail

governor and spiral cam, advancing the

spark positively and in direct proportion to

speed 0f motor.

Cooling water is saved. as only two cylin‘

dcrs require it. There is cooling of only one

explosion per revolution of crankshaft, as

compared to two. This aliaws twice. the

length of time for the same number of heat

units to be carried off.

Limiting the opening of the inlet valve, to

control the speed. gives a saving in fuel in

direct proportion to speed at which motor is

run and consequent power developed.

 

Recent lncorpontions.

New York, N. Y. -.\merican Dry Battery

(30., with $2,000 capital. liirectors 4]. R.

C-olburn, L. A. Merrill and F. .i. llyrnc.

Portland. Merllakcr Long Distance Auto,

(7W. With $150M» capital. lncorporators—

E. Baker, J. F. Fuliarn and L. ll. Abrams
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TheAcmeoi Luxurious Riding.

THAT TRUNNION DOES IT. I

The body of the

NODTHEDNDUNADOUT

is hun entirely independent of the frame, hence is absolutely free from all jar or vibration. It

“rocks instead of “pounding.” Just one of the many new and original features that have made it

so popular. Increased facilities will make it possible for us to take care of a few more GOOD

agents next season. Arrangements being made now.

NORTHERN MANUFACTURING CO., Detroit, Mich.
‘HOMAN & SCHULZ, It)th St. and Broadway, also 38th St. and Broadway, N:w York, N. Y. ‘ ALVAN T, FULLER, 34: Columbus Ave, Hoslnn, Mass.

AGENTS: P. mstARArs & ., Bristol. Conn, BANKE R0'l‘Hl-.RS ' MPAM". Philadelphia, Pa. R. v. CONNERAT, Savannah. Ga,

(OHIO MOTOR CA 'O.,317 Huron St., Cleveland, Ohio. N ‘IUNAL AU MOBIle & MA. UFAC'I‘URERS CO., :6 Fremont St, San Francisco, Ca].
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FISK TIRES
are distinguished by their

Quality—Durability—Resiliency
 
 

They are made by hand by the

best workmen.

THOROUGHLY INSPECTED. COVERED BY A GUARANTEE.

 

FlSK RUBBER COMPANY, = Chicopee Falls, Mass.
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For Sprinkling Reform.

There seems to be a suspicion in some

quarters that salt must have been sprinkled

on the tail of the Aldermanic bird, that he

has been so tamer caught and tied to a

perch on top of the Hildebrandt sprinkling

cart

Fie! Out upon the thought! Read on an

other page the lucid explanation of Alder

man Mathews as to why his committee re

ported against permitting the Street Clean

ing Department do the sprinkling and in

favor of so arranging the matter that the

present contractors might have the best

chance of monopolizing Brooklyn and The

Bronx, beside Manhattan. It was inspired

by a sentiment of pue statesmnnship, done

to save the taxpayers’ money. The “old

way is the best," quoth Armitage. So

thinks Mr. Hildebrandt, president of the

Street Sprinkling Association, but he did not

take the trouble to attend any of the public

hearings and say so. As it now turns out,

it was not necessary. How simple!

The explanation of Alderman Matthews

does not explain a great deal. He is afraid

that to have the city water all the streets

would cost too much money, and that even

if the money was appropriated, not all the

streets would be sprinkled, and after all he

thinks that all the streets do not need

sprinkling. He objects to the clause which

explicitly gives the advantage to the pres

ent contractors, but thinks that the bill is so

drawn that the present contractors would

have the advantage anyhow. Quite candid,

that.

Concerning the fact that every class of

road user supported the ordinance which

his committee “turned down," Alderman

Mathews says that they did so from selfish

When

11 representative body of citizens—and those

who supported the Oatman ordinance repre

sented many thousands—go before their

legislators and ask for enactments beneficial

to them, and no one opposes, they are selfish,

The day is not yet 10st to those who want

clean, healthy and non-slippery streets. The

Law Committee is not the whole Board of

motives. Now, is that not strange!

Aldermen. Many a bill recommended by. it

falls to pass. Neither is the board the chief

executive. Mayor Low is an automobilist

and a bicyclist. He knows from personal

experience all about how sloppy and dan

gerous the asphalt is after the carts of the

present sprinkling magnate have gone over

it. The language of the ordinance that has

been recommended for passage and the cir

cumstances under which it was drafted by

one of the Law Committee arc—well, pecu

liar.

Let the automobilists and the other road

users now get together for a final tug. Let

the facts be known and the ordinance will

not be signed. Probably it will not be

passed.

A meeting of those interested has been

called for Saturday night, at 310 West Flrty

third street. Every association of road

users should be represented. The automo

bile clubmen and the manufacturers surely

should be on hand.

The Real Enthusiast.

Automobilists are divided into two classes

—those who do and those who do not enjoy

winter driving. The latter is much the

larger body. lndccd, a very considerable

number regard it with much the some feel

ing that the devil is said to entertain to

ward holy watcr. They see no pleasure in

it, and rarely can be induced to undertake

a drive of any length. To them from De

cember until February is a closed season. a

time when motors and motoring are dis

missed from the mind and attention turned

to other matters.

By the ardent winter driver this attitude

is one attributable only to ignorance. No

one can try a drive on a crisp, bright morn

ing, with the thermometer well below the

freezing point, without experiencing in four

fold force the joy of living. After the first

few miles the blood begins to tingle and

the whole body to glow with a warmth that

seems to come as a retort to the challenge

of the wind and the cold. How an automo

bilist can abstain from such pleasures, after

they have once been tasted of, is almost in

conceivable. Or so the winter enthusiast

thinks.

As a matter of fact, it nearly all depends

on the way the matter is approached. If

one dresses properly, keeping the hands and

[cut well protected and the body thoroughly

wrapped, and brings the requisite amount of

courage to the start, so that the first shock

will be met half way, it is long odds that

pleasure, and not pain, will result.

It is a good deal like taking onc‘s cold

both. It requires some nerve to make the

plunge, but the result, the

glow that follows, is ample repayment.

plcnsurenblc

So with winter motoring. To listen to a

hardened ull-thc-yeur-around nutoist dilute

upon the fascinations of driving with the

wind blowing a gale and the mercury

haunting the bulb, is to stand a fine chance

of becoming infected with his enthusiasm

and of determining to test the matter for

one's self.

Raising the Dust.

Why is the average car such a dust stirrer

and scatterer, so much so that its occupants

have to be protected in all sorts of ways

against the enveloping clouds that penetrate

Many explanations of the

phenomenon have been offered, but none of

everywhere?

them seem to quite cover the matter.

Take a scat in a car and watch the wheels

as they roll over the road, and you will see

that it is not an easy question to answer. In

the first place, as every one knows, most of

the dust rises and follows in the wake of the

car, and, as a matter of course, a car fol

lowing on gets more of it than does the first

car. Again, the big tires stir up the dust

more than smaller ones; the speed is an

other factor, and the direction in which the

exhaust is sent is sometimes still another,

But it is not at all certain that the sum
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total of these is sufficient to account for

it all.

Bowling along a good macadam road, at

the time rather dusty for want of rain. at a

pace of fifteen miles or 0, recently, it was

seen that there were three distinct clouds of

dust rising from the front wheels of the car.

One came from behind the tread, the other

two from the sides of the tire touching the

ground. For a time the three clouds pre

served their individuality; then they merged

into one large and slowly rising cloud.

But even the occupants of the tonneau

body, one of which the observer in this case

happened to be, got very little of this dust——

just enough to make it Plain that there was

The effect so far as the rear

wheels were concerned could not be so plain

dust about.

ly seen. The wheels themselves partly ob

But the result seemed to

be the same, except that the clouds coalesced

scured the view.

sooner and then spread out more. Some fif

teen or twenty feet behind the car there was

a good sized cloud of dust, but scarcely any

came into the car from the back of the

tonneau.

There was none of the swirl of dust noticed

in the case of cars going at high speed. It

did not form the segment of a circle, start

ing from a point underneath the tonneau

body and ending in the body itself, as it does

in such cases. In fact, it really seemed as if

the observer got more dust from the front

wheels thanfrom the rear ones.

About Engine Speeds.

It would take a bold prophet to champion

the cause of the eXceSsIVely high speed

motors at this time. Engine speeds are de

creasing. or perhaps it would be more ac

curate to say that a greater uniformity in

the matter is obtaining and that the major

ity of cars are equipped with what are gen

erally looked upon as moderate speed en

gines.

It is not meant, of course, that the high

speed engine has passed away. Such is very

far from being the case, and it is doubtful

whether it ever will be. Motors of this type

have a field, and the sphere of their influence

is not likely to undergo any marked diminu

tion. At the same time, the chance of its

being widened is much more remote.

For more than a year the belief that the

medium speed engine was the best for gen~

eral service has been gaining ground.

The increased use made of it has tended

to confirm that belief. Whether for single

or multiple cylinders thi holds true. Great

er power and steadiness, less wear and tear

on the parts, better lubrication—these are

some of the advantages that follow in the

train of engines of the class referred to.

Speeds of Sui) to 1,200 revolutions per min

ute may be said to mark the extremes of

what are now generally styled medium

speed engines. While the term is a very

elastic one, few will dissent from the expres

sion, or do otherwise than hold engines

which exceed or fall below this speed as

high or low speed engines, respectively.

While uniformity is very far from being

apparent—some say it is equally undesir

able—in the majority of motor car details,

there is some approach to it in this matter

of engine speeds.

Not very long ago the most striking diver

sity of practice existed. Makers were grop

ing for the best. But they did not all seek

it in the same direction. They branched out,

just as now they are uniting again. The be

lief in medium speeds is probably stronger

than it ever was. At the rate things are go

ing there will in a. short time be practical

unanimity among the great bulk of makers

on this point.

Motor Vehicle Nomenclature.

The mutability of motor vehicle nomencla

ture has been frequently remarked upon,

and ascribed to the extreme youth of the

pastime. With maturity, it was expected,

would come some approach to finality, and,

by a process of elimination and addition

the fittest would in the end survive and all

clse be cast out. _

Within the last year, however, while there

has been much shifting back and forth there

has been little real Settlement of the ques

tions at issue.

Old terms are falling Into disuse and new

But it frequently

happens that just as we have. about made

ones taking their place.

up our minds that certain words have been

definitely adopted others spring into popu

larity and oust their predecessors from their

position. So the battle goes, and no man

can tell what the outcome will be.

If we take first the very name of the mtr

tor vehicle, there is still very far from be

"Automobile"

was at one time almost universal, and few

persons would have ventured to predict its

falling into desuetude.

ing unanimity on the subject.

But to-day “car” is

a term much more generally used, being ap

plied not only to the big vehicles, but fre

quently to the runabouts and similar types.

Turning from the machine to the man, we

find that “chauffeur” has in a few months

undergone a transformation. Formerly it

meant the operator or the driver of the car,

_ and, by preference, the owner thereof, in

contradistinction to the professional who

was. with like unamimity, called the “meca

nictcn." Now owners fight shy of "chauf

four," preferring to be referred to as “driv

the

but not always,

ers“ or "operators."

"chauffeur"

Consequently

is usually,

looked upon as the man engaged to look

after the car, keep it in order, and, if neces

sary or desirable, drive it—a mechanic, in

short. At the same time the French “mecha

nicien" is falling into disuse, and the dis

tinction between him and the professional

"chauffeur" is now seldom made.

In all this it must be admitted that we are

but striving after terms concise, expressive

and euphonious, something that, in short,

“fills the bill."

It can scarcely be said that we have not

succeeded even yet. “'0 have tried foreign

terms—mostly French—and, after extended

use of them, have pretty nearly decided that

we don’t exactly like them. Hence we are

rrady to take up anything that promises to

be an improvement, even although we may

have some fear that the promise will not be

quite fulfilled.

 

There is hope for those who howl about

the noise and smell and smoke or steam of

automobiles. The latest thing in

muttlers is the invention of a German artil

very

lery otticcr, who has arranged a combination

of cylinders by means of which a heavy

tield piece, so it is said, can be discharged

noiselessly and without a sign of flame or

smoke being visible. Engine mutiiers are

down to a pretty fine point nowadays. in

the‘fnture the ideas of the German genius

may be made adaptable for mufliing the

noise of running gears, just to please the

sensitive; but that will probably be when

every road is made of boiler plate and every

vehicle has rubber tires.

Here we are on the edge of another winter

and yet no signs of the coming of the motor

sleigh. Imagine the effect of the appearance

of such a vehicle on Fifth avenue or Seventh

avenue or in Central Park! Some one is

wilfully throwing away a chance for col

umns of newspaper fame and portraiture.

One measure of a man’s ability to become

a practical automobllist is the length of time

it takes him to find out when he's wrong.
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Comment Unnecessary.

 

mmSewing machine (in.

automobile fieparimml

Rosemuilhins.

@lcvelanb.QB. Sept. 17, 1902

The MOTOR wow),

Tribune Building,

New York,N. Y.

Dear Sirs:

We are pleased to rene; our advertising contract withyou

for another twelve months, and wish to say that we have been very

.much pleased both with your conduct of the paper and the results which

\

we have obtained from same.

YOura truly,

m“
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THE AUTCDIVIOBILE RECORD

Records of every sort \vcre sent flyingr dur

ing 1902.

mile has been lowered, both on track and

.\gain and again the tline for the

There is not a single set of records in

intact. A

glance at the accompanying table will reveal

road.

any class that have remained

that there are few records which do not hear

the date of 1902. Those that do not are for

the most part for the longer distances,

while the others are more or less excep

tional with regard to the style of vehicle

and character of the course.

It is noteworthy that the new records pre

sented are track records, most of them made

by practical road vehicles. and not by spe

cially contrived racing cars. While the

record for the mile and the kilometre belong

in France, practically all the track records

belong in the United States. The foreign

records were made on the road by racing

cars. Another point to be noted is that the

new records almost witlieut exception have

been made by American cars. All these

facts are significant of the practical advance

made by the automobile builders of the

l'nited States and the popularity of the

sport.

It has been a good year for track racing,

and there is hardly a course in the country

suitable for the purpose on which a meet

has not been held. Road contests, on the

other hand, have been wanting, the sport in

that direction having received a St‘th‘t‘ blow

early in the year by reason of the accident

on Staten Island on May 31. Had it not

been for that lamentable affair it is un

doubted that sereral other road contests of

the sort would have been promoted, and it

is probable that several other straightaway

records would have stood to the credit of

American machines. .\s it is, ilie best

straightaway records here stand where they

were in 1901.

in the absence of a racing board, to which

are submitted certificates of accuracy con

cerning the timing, the course measurement

and other details for approval and the au

thentication of such records, the sport has

not yet arrived at a stage where the coin

pilation of an entirely perfect table is possi

ble. There is much to be desired in the way

of completeness, owing to the failure in

many cases to take the time of the inter

Race Promoters to Organize.

Before another racing season rolls around

the West is likely to have an association of

race meet promotors, designed to further

the interests of the sport in lliat locality.

I‘nder the leadership of the Detroit Auto

mobile liaeing Association, with \V. 1']. .\FetZ

ger as the guiding spirit, steps are being

nzedlate miles, a hen a machine had made a

new record for five or ten miles; also some

classification of vehicles according to weight

when records are made in a free for all race.

difficulty is Occasioned in preserving the An elTort has been made by the Motor \Vorld

WORLD'S RECORDS.

GASOLENE, OVER 2,000 POUNDS.

Distance. 'l‘iine. Made by. Place. Date.

1 mile. . .. .46 .. .Augieres . . . . . . . ..Ilourdan, France . . . . . . . . . . . ..Nov. 11. 1902

1 kilo. . . .. .29 . .“Angiercs” . . . . . . . Donrdan, France . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Nov. 17. 1902

Note—A claim for 1 kilo in 28 1-5, made in England by Jarrott. .\ngnsi 22.

not generally accepted,recognized by some, but

down hill.

1902, is

AGAINST TIME.

GASOLENE, OVER 2,000

1 mile. . . . 1.01 2-7». . . .Bcrnard Oldfield. .

2 miles. . . 2.05 1-.'>. . .Bernard ()ldticld. .

It miles. . . 3.11 1-5. .Bernard Oldfield. .

4 miles... 4.15 2-5.. .Bernard ()ldlield..

5 miles... 5.20 .. .Bernard ()ldiield. .

6 miles... 6.39 - ...Alex. Winton . . . . ..

7 miles... 7.47 ..Alex. Winton. ..

'. ..\le.\:. \Vinion. . . ..I.

tové-l-lw 'JI-luu

8 miles. . . \ .

9 miles... 10.01 - .. .Alex. Winton. ..10 miles. . . 11.09 . . . .Alex. “linton. . . . ..

11 miles... 14.02 2-5. ....\, (l. Bostwiek. . . .

12 miles... 15.21 . .A. C. Bostwick. . . .

1:; miles... was +5. .'. ..x. 0. B0stwlck.

14 milcs. .. 17.5535. ...1ienri Fournier. . ..

15 inllcs. .. 19.104-3. .Ilenri Fournier. . ..

16 miles. .. 20.24 4-3. . . .Ilenri Fournier.17 miles... 21.404-5....11enri Fonrnier. . ..

18 miles... 22.56 45. . . .llenri l-‘ournier.19 miles. .. 24.12 2-5. . . .Ilenri Fonrnier. . ..

20 miles. . . 25.25 2-5. . . .llenri l“ournier. . ..

21 miles. .. 20.42 .. .Ilenri li‘ournier. . ..

22 miles. .. 27.57 .. .lienri li‘ournier. . ..

23 miles. .. 29.12 . .. .Ilenri Fournier. . ..

24 miles. .. 30.28 . . .Ilenri li‘ournier.
4»? .

25 miles... 31.441-5...

50 miles. . .1.17.50

those made against time.

.Ilenri Fonrliier. . ..

. .AleX. “'illton. . . . ..

Note—From six to ten miles, inclusive,

because of the course being slightly

P01 '.\' i is.

Detroit. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Dec. 1.1902

Detroit. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Dec. 1. 190'.’

Detroit. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Dec. 1. 190'.’

Detroit. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Dec. 1, 1902

Detroit. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Dee. 1, 1902

Providence . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Sept. 24, 1902

Detroit . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Oct. 24. 1901

Detroit . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Oct. 24, 1901

Detroit . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Oct. 2-1, 1901

Detroit . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Oct. 24, 1901

Yonkers, N. Y . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Oct. 8,1901

Yonkers, N. Y . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Oct. 8.1901

Yonkers. N. Y . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Oct. 8. 1901

Fort Erie, Can . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Sept. 26. 1901

Fort Erie, (,‘an . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Sept. 26, 1901

Fort Erie, Can . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Sept. 26, 1901

Fort Erie, (‘an . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Sept. 26, 1901

Fort Erie, t‘an . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..Sept.26,1901

Fort Erie, t‘an . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Sept. 26, 1901

Fort Erie, Can . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Sept. 26, 1901

Fort Erie, Can . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Sept. 26. 1901

Fort Erie, Can . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Sept. 26, 1901

Fort Erie, (.‘an . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Sept. 26. 1901

Fort Erie. tian . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Sept. 26, 1901

Fort Erie, Can . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Sept. 26, 1901

t‘hicago . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Sept. 18. 1900

the competition records for this class excel

STEAM.

1 mile. . . . 1.09 2-5. . . .J. \\'. lioward. . . . Brighton Beach . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..»\ug. 23, 1902

2 miles. .. 2.44 l 5 ...1{ollin White . . . . . .(‘leveiand . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..Sept.16, 1902

3 miles... 4.1‘ .l 5 ...Ilollin White . . . . . . (‘leveland . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..Set.it.16.1902

4 miles. .. 5.24 .. .Rollin While . . . . "Cleveland . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Sept.16. 1902

5 miles. . . (5.43 . .Rollin \Vhite . . . . . .Cleveland . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Sept. 16, 1902

Note. The best time ever made on a track by a steam vehicle is 1.05%. made by G.

(‘. (‘annon at Brighton Beach, Aug. 23. 1902,

cause of two men being required to manage

but this is not allowed under the rules. be

the machine. .\t Providence. Sept. 24, 1902,

t'annon sent his machine five miles in the following time: 1.211%. 2.26%.", 3.41%, 4.54, 6.05.

ELECTRIC.

1 mile... . 1.40 . . ..\. L. Hiker . . . . . . . (luttenlierg . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Allg. 18, 1900

2 miles. .. 3.37 2-5. .. .\\'. (‘. Bakcr . . . . ..(‘levcland . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Oct. 25.1002

3 miles. .. 5.26 .. .\\'. (‘. Baker . . . . . . Cleveland . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Oct. 25. 190;I

4 miles. .. 7.15 . . . .W. C. Baker . . . . . . (Sh-\‘eland . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Oct. 25. 1902

*5 miles. . . 9051-31.. . .\\'. (‘. Baker. . . . . . Detroit . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Oct. 25, 1902

6 miles. . . 10.56 . . .W. C. Baker . . . . . . Detroit . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Oct. 25, 1902

7 miles. . . 11443-5. . . .\\'. (‘. Baker . . . . . . Detroit . . . . . . . , . , , , _ , _ _ , , _ _ _ _ _ _()ct_ 25' 1902

8 miles. .. 14.30 .. .W. (‘. Baker. .... . Detrcit . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Oct. 25, 1002

9 miles... 16.14 ...W. (J. Baker. .. .. . Detroit . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Oct, 25,1902

10 miles... 17.58 ..\V. (1. Baker... . . Detroit . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Oct. 25, 1902

*This record was made from a standing

covered in 8.52 4-5.

taken to launch such an organization. De

troit, Cleveland, Cincinnati. St. Louis and

Chicago are the cities most interested. and

there is every probability that a plan ae

ccpiable to all will be proposed within a

short time. in such case a racing circuit

will be arranged, running through July and

August, a) meets will be conducted at con

venient i at s and free from confiiciion.

  

start. The next five miles (flying start) were

Col. Astor Offers $0,000.

Wealthy residents along the Hudson River

are said to be ready to subscribe consider

able snms toward the construction of a high

way leading to the West. Among them is

t‘ol. J. J. Astor, who is quoted as offering

his check for $10.000. if the road followed

the west bank of the river as far as Rhine

beck.
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to gIVe a correct list of the figures as they

stand to date, but amendatlons or additions

will be thankfully rcceived.

All the records given are thosc made on

a regularly measured track, except those

sub-headed as road records. The fact that

I.\' COMPETITION.

oasonnxn. ovun 2.000 POUNDS.

l’lace. Date.

.llctrmt . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Oct. 25. 1902

.lictroit . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Oct. 23.1902

. lictroit . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Oct. 25. 1902

. Detroit . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Oct. 2'5, 1902

. lictroit . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Oct. 25. 1902

.Cieveland . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Scpt. 16, 1902

.Cleveland . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Sept. 10, 1902

.(‘levcland . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Scpt. 16. 1902

.Clcvclaud . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Scpt. 10. 1902

.Clevvland . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Sept. 16, 1902

GASULENI'I, 1.000 'l‘O 2.000 POUNDS.

llistance. Time. Made by.

1 mile. .. . 1.07 4-5 . . .Bcrnard Oldfield.

2 miles. .. 2.12 .. .Bcrnard Oldiield.

8 miles. .. 3.17 ... .Bernard Oldfield.

4 miles. . . 4.22 2-5. .. .Bernard ()ldficld.

5 miles. .. 5.28 . .. .Bernard Oldfield.

6 miles... 6.34 3-5. .. .Alex. Winton. . . ..

7 miles. .. 7.38 . . . .Alex. Winton. . . . .

8 miles. . . 8.42 .. .Alcx. Winton. . . . .

9 miles. .. 9.451,.{5 .. .Aicx. Winton. .. ..

10 miles. .. 10.50 . .Alex. Winton. .. ..

1 mile... . 1 191,4; ...Percy Owcn.. . . ..

2 miles. . . 2.32 .. .Pcrcy Owen. . . ..

3 miles. . . 3.10 . .l'crcy Owen, . . . . .

4 miles. . . 5.0014; . .l'crcy ()wcn.. . . . .

5 miles... 0.14". ..I‘crcy ()wcu.. . . ..

. Providence. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Scpt. 24. 1902

. Providence. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .h‘ept. 24. 1902

. Providence. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Scpt. 24, 1902

.Providence. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Scpt. 2-1, 1902

- Providence. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Scpt. 2-1, 1902

UASUIJ'IXE, UNDER 1,000 POI'NIIS.

  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..Scpt.1 mile. . . . 1.9815; . ..l. l-‘. Duryca . . . . . . Providence. . 24. 1902

2 miles. . . F" .. ..l. l". inn-yea. . .. . Providence. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Sept. 2-i. 1902

3 miles. . . . ..l. l~‘. Duryen. . . l‘rovidcncc. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Scpt. 24, 1902

4 miles. .. , . . . ..l. i-‘. Iluryca. . . . . Prm'idcncc. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Scpt. 24, 1902

5 miles. . . 7.4214; . . . ..l. l<‘. lluryea . . . . . . Providence. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Scpt. 24. 1902

10 miles. . . 19.05 4-3. .. .Itollin \\'hitc. . . Detroit . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Oct. 19.1902

STEAM.

1 mile... . 1.39 ....T. E. (iritiin . . . . .. (‘hicago . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..Scpt. 18. 1900

2 miles. .. 4.01% . .. .G. C. Gannon. . . .. Providence . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..Oct. 17. 1901

3 miles. . . 5.08 . . . .A. L. Lee . . . . . . . .. Providence . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Sept. 17, 1902

4 miles. . . 7551/1 . . . .(i. (1. Cannon. . . .. Providence . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Oct. 17, 1901

5 miles. .. 8.04 . .. .M. Rainier-s. . . . . .(‘hicago . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..Oct. 18. 1902

10 miles. . . 19.05 4-5. .. .ltollin W'hite . . . . . . lictroit . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Oct. 10, 1901

Note—This sci of records also is unsatisfactory because of the intermediate times for

ltehner‘s five miles not having been taken.

tulle race.

The 5.08 of A. L. Lee was made in a three

ELECTRIC.

1 mile. . . . 2.0831 . .\\'. O. Baker . . . . . . (‘lcvcland . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Sept. 10. 1902

2 miles. .. 4.03 .. .\\'. (‘. Baker. .. .. . t‘lcvcland . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Scpt. 10, 1902

3 miles. .. 5.5-1"; . . . .\\'. C. Baker . . . . . . t‘lcvcland . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Scpt. 16, 1902

5 miles. . . 10.28% . . . .A. L. Riker . . . . . . . Newport . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Scpt. 6, 1901

ROAD RECORDS.

ti.\.\‘Ol.l-I.\'E, OVER 2,000 POI'NIJS.

1 mile. . .. 0.51 4-5. ..

2:" miles. . . 1.00.42

50 miles. . .2.30.01

.11. l<‘ournicr. . . ...

. . . .A. Fisher . . . . . . . .

..A. Fisher . . . . . . . .

.Brooklyn . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Nov. 16. 1901

. Long Island . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..\pril H, 1900

. Long Island. . . . . .. .. . . .. .. .Aprilli, 1900

GASOLICNI'L UNDER 2.000 POUNDS.

1 mile. . .. 1.17 It"). . . .l'crcy ()wcn . . . . . ..Statcn Island . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...\ia_v Ill. 1902

STEAM.

1 mile. 1.12 ....S. '1‘. Davis. jr. ...Statcn Island . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .May 31, 1902

1 kilo... .. .401-5. . . .S. '1‘. Davis, jr. .. . Staten Island . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..\iay 31, 190’

ELEt'TRIC.

1 mile. ... 1.03 . .. ..-\. L. Rikcl' . . . . . . l’oooklyn . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..Nov. 10. 1901

1 kilo. . . .. .36 1'5. . . .\V. C. Baker . . . . . . Staten Island . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..\i:|_v 551, 1902

MOTOR BICYCLE.

1 mile... . 1.10 2-5. . . .C. H. Mth . . . . . .. Staten Island . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...\i:|y 91. 1902

1 kilo. .. .. .43 3-5. .. .C. H. Metz. .. .. . . Statcn Island . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..\l.-iy 31, 1902

Course for Bennett Cup Race.

The route of the 1903 Bennett Cup race is

still undecided. The sub-committcc ap

pointed by the Automobile t‘lub of tlrcat

Britain, which cht to lrcland to look for

a suitable course, has reported in favor of

running the race in that country. but the

.\utomobiie t'lub of France is understood to

have declined to accept it. In consequence

there is talk of running it in conjunction

with the Paris—Madrid racc. _

\\'ith rcgard to the proposed course in Irc

laud t‘ount Zborowski and thc so-l'i'i‘ttit')‘ of

thc .\iiiulltnliilc t‘lub ol' (Ircat liritain have

discovercd a circular route at about fifty

nluc mill-s. which. although not idcal, would

be quite practicable. .\ tclcgram has been

rcccivcd, howcvcr. from the Al omobile

BLE BROUGHT UP TO DATE.

the competition set of figures make the

biggest display is significant as showing

the healthy tone of the sport. Most of the

m w records are made in short distance

raccs against other vehicles of the same

class. The cuts‘in the figures of 1901 are rc

markable. The one-mile, for heavy gaso

lenc cars, now 1:07 4-5, is a jump from 1:40.

In middle weight gas cars the rccord last

year was 11.31%; now 111915;. In light gaso

lcnes the present rccord of 1:3831 is a far

cry from the 2:33 of 1991. In the case of

steam vohlclcs. howcvcr, thc tale is diil'cr

cut. Oddly enough. in the steam cltlss tho

compctition track rccord ot' l;.';9_ made by

T. E. Gritiin in 1900, still stands. The cioscsi

approach to it is the 1:412-3 made by llr.

L. \V. Sheppard at Chicago on October 1-“.

The history of the one mile and kilomcirc

straightaway records for thc year is lntcr

csting. l~‘ournter's 0514-5. made on the

t‘oncy Island Houlcvard in the fall of 1901.

withstood rcpcatcd assaults upon it for cigllt

months until \V. l\'. Vanderbilt, jr., on Au

gust 5. at .\blis. France, succccded in low

cring it to 48 2-5 seconds. .\t the same time

he iowcrcd Leon Scrpollct’s record of 29-15

seconds for tho kilomctrc, made in April, to

29 ‘_'-.'> seconds.

'l'hcn l-‘ournicr had to havc a try to rcdccm

himself. and on November 0 he went out on

the road near Dourdan. Franco. and covered

a measured mile in 47 2-5 seconds. boating

Vanderbilt's time by just one second. Four

nicr also gathered In the kilometre rccord

by ouc-iifih of a second. covering the dis

tance in 29 1-5 scconds.

li‘ouruicr's triumph was of short life. for

in low than a week a Paris nu-rchani. who

chosc to opcratc under the psi-onionym of M.

Augicrcs. wcut out and made a 111110 in 40

sco-onds flat, and a few days laicr, November

17. he covered the kilometre in 29 seconds:

.\t the moment of writing. the latest pit-co

of Amcrican record breaking comes over the

wire from Detroit, saying that “Barney”

Oldiicld has lowered all of the track records

from one mile to live. as shown by the tablc_

The former rccords. made by Alexander

Winton, were: 1:02, 21121-5. 321345, 4:25

and 51503-5.

'l'he stcam record of 1.00, against time.

ill:itl0, or rathcr manufactured, by '1‘. E.

tiritlin on .\‘cpiclnbcr 18. 1900, which was

:u-crcditcd to him last year on his own rep

rt-scntaiions. has been thrown out; informa

tion of a rcliable character justifies its rc

jcction.

(Ilub of France to the ctl‘cct that it could

not agree to race over a course with such a

short radius. l-Iil‘orts will now be lnadc t0

tiud a Hlllltlllit‘ road in ircland ninety-tour

milcs in icngth, as the rules provide that

tho racc may be run backward and forward

ovcr a course of not less than that distance.

The British Automobilc (‘luh has dccidcd

to nominate two Napier automobiles out of

the thrce rcprcscntatives of England.
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Whenever the gentle theorist wants some

thing for space filling he sets himself to

work to reconstruct the ancient inns on a

foundation of the trade automobiiing will

bring to them. The theory is fine; the facts

are the reverse. Road houses first came

into being when highways were used by

travellers in stage coaches or on horseback.

When railroads appeared some of the road

houscs went out of existence. When the

suburban trolley lines gridiroued the coun

try the remaining ones faced the inevitable,

and, facing it, most of them failed from

lack of patrons. As the keeper of a road

house famous in the annals of old New York

said to me on Sunday:

"Just as we were about giving up after

the bicycle boom left us, road driving and

cquestrianism began to pick up, and I really

thought the old business would keep me

the balance of my life. I know better now.

The automobiles have killed the roadhouse

game deuder than Adam. They go rushing

by here all day long. and never one of them

stops, unless it is to borrow a wrench or

ask where. gasolene can be bought. My

former customers have either quit driving

altogether or have sought the back roads

or-higlnvays where neither the automobilists

nor myself 'can find them. My lease expires

next year, and down comes my sign. It has

been hanging up there for three generations.

This place had a great reputation. My

father made money here, as did my grand

father before him. I am able to give bet

ter accommodations than either of them; but

there is no trade to cater to. I am driven

out of business by the automobile."

The man who told me this knew what he

was talking about, and showed no prejudice

in the telling. The fact that he had de

clined to renew his lease was a proof of

his sincerity that not even I could doubt. Per

sonally I believe the automobile will do more

to close up roadhouses and alleged "inns"

than it will do to open them, and, candidly, I

don‘t think the closing of the majority of

such places of entertainment will be alto

gether a thing to be sorry for, either.

i It i

The opinions of the motorphobes rest up0n

this very positive basis—that they adopt

the mistakes of a few as evidence of the

worthlessness of all.

t t it:

It has pleased the daily papers to make a

great hullaballoo over a waiter in the Balle

doff winning _an automobile which was

ratlied off in some sort of a charity bazaar

or fair. But why? Surely, it any man can

pay the repair bills for a church fair auto

mobile that man is a Bailcdolf waiter! Then,

again, there is a sort of eternal fitness in it

all. Once in the hands of the storage and

repair man the haughty waiter will then

know what it is to be met by constant de

mands for money. Really, I’m glad the win

ner of the vehicle was a waiter, since his

owning a church fair automobile is about

the only chance any of us will ever have to

get even with him. Just think of it! A

fight out between a repair man and a waiter!

It‘s rich!

I i *

Nothing is such an obstacle to production

of excellence as the power of producing

what is good with case and rapidity. In

the manufacturer's inability to turn out the

perfect automobile in quantities to suit lies

the brightest hopes of the trade‘s future.

It i it

With the near approach of the automobile

show, it seems to me that something must

have gone wrong over in Menlo Park, New

Jersey. I have watched the daily papers

closely for the spread eagle, scare headed

stories about that wonderful storage bat

tery, but not a line have I seen. This silence

is ominous; it is not according to prece

dent, the almanac, Hoyle or the ethics of

press bureauism. \Vondcr what the matter

can be?

Q ll *

The lone oyster of the church fair stew

will please go drown himself. There was a

day when the oyster was the whole thing

in church entertainments, but, like many

another. he must now make way for his bet

ters. Enter the automobile! Not in the

soup, of course, but in the game of church

entertainment, wherein profit is sought to

be derived from those entertained. The

_new church game which is now all the rage

is "Around the World in Automobiles.” The

way this coin capturing game is played is

this: First get your automobiles, borrow

ing them if you can. hiring them only after

all other efforts fail. The church is. for

the purpose of the game, "the grand central

station.“ and the houses of the parishioners

who promote the affair become the various

"countries" to be visited. Each house is ar

ranged to represent a different country, and

the inmates are. appropriately costumed for

the parts they play. The automobiles start

from the church and visit each house, or

"country," in turn, those making the tour

paying the promoters a set price for the

trip. So successful has this game become

in up to date church circles in the East and

West that the fair, the donation party and

other such archaic co'in catchers are tem

porarily in disrepute.

i t *

Did you ever notice that with the excep

tion of ourselves no one ever runs an'auto

mobile just at it should be run?

l n n .

The effort to start a rival automobile club

here in New York is still progressing—on

paper. I am not prepared to say there is

not room for such an organization, though

I am free to confess my hearing is not acute

enough for me to be able to declare there is

a crying need for anything of the kind.

But until you can extract moonbeam from

cucumbers I shall be inclined to doubt the

ultimate success of an association the prime

mover in whose organization is an individual

0

expelled from the present club for good and

sufliclent reasons. It would be the part of

wisdom if those favoring the formation of

the new club were to at once announce that

the individual who is now foremost in

shouting for it is not to be the standard by

which its future membership is to be judged,

otherwise the class who would ask to be

come members would not compare at all

favorably with those of the Automobile

(‘lub of America. whose mistakes, be they

what they may, have never been in the di

rection of a low standard of eligibility where

the requirements of membership were under

consideration.

i l k

Reference to the club promoter in the

foregoing reminds me that he has on hand

besides this club scheme an automobile

paper to appear daily during the time the

show is on at Madison Square Garden. Just

how such a sheet will succeed when the

management of the show has announced

that no automobile publications are to be

allowed to purchase space in the show be

cause the proprietors of the papers “annoy

the trade with them" remains to be seen.

Perhaps. though, a gentleman nominally

high in the trade. who is currently reported

to be “backing” the weakly end of the daily

scheme, is counted upon to exert sufficient

influence in favor of his partner‘s publica

tions to accord them privileges denied to

other and more reputable periodicals. To

any one who has watched how this alleged

backer has used his office and position for

the benefit of his partner and his paper

anything he might do in the present in

stance would occasion no surprise.

lfi$

That a horseless carriage should be the

father of a noiseless cannon does not at

first sight seem natural, yet such is the

case. Colonel Humbert has succeeded in

applying the principle of the muffler to a

French field gun, with the result that the

flash. noise and smoke of the piece are prac

tically done away with. How the glory of

war is passing! Imagine the field battery

of the future going into action, a horseless,

flashes, smokeless, noiseless, death dealing

mass of complicated machinery, with noth

ing to commend it save its speed and its

secrecy! Could anything he more awful or

less encouraging to those who “would seek

glory at the cannon‘s mouth”?

“*

The French are still debating over the

gender of the automobile. To settle all ar

guments of every kind, why not declare

that the automobile is IT, and let that

slangy expression of a palpable fact end the

matter? '

t l *

Necessity is called the mother of inven

tion, but in the case of the motor vehicle

inventor it is very often the cruel mother

of fairy tales.

I t a:

Already automobiling has an oversupply

of average vehicles.

THE COMMENTATOII.
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testing vehicles

tasks.

Three days of rain preceded the day set

made to complete their
HILL CLIMB UNSATISFACTORY

Eagle Rock Affair a Dreary, Drawn-Out Event

Ending in Error and Dispute.

if ahashed, however.

SUGGESTS A FIRE BUT lS MERELY “STEAMERS” EXHAUSTING.

only by a narrow margin was the second

annual hill climbing contest of the Automo

   

bile Club of New Jersey, which took place on

’l'hanksgiving Day, saved from being a fizzle.

Pretty nearly everything seemed to mill

tate against its success. The weather was

about as bad as it could be, local otiicials

with itching palms delayed and otherwise

aggravated matters, and difficulty in get

ting the timing apparatus working com

bined to come perilously near to putting the

clouds broke away and the sun shone forth

at intervals with frequent retirements, as

CROSSING THE TAPE AT STARTING POIN l‘

  

“at.

0“

ch”

PLANK (OLDSMOBILE) ROUNDINU THE LA.>I' 'l'l .(N.

finishing touches on the event. By dint of

strenuous exertions, however, thc obstacles

were all cleared away finally, and the con—

for the contest, and a drizzle prevailed dur

ing a good part of Thursday morning. With

midday, however, came a change. The

/\

  

ON THE STEEPEST GRADE.

The sun had little power, and the only

change that took place in the road's sur

face was a change from a semi-liquid cov

criug to a thick paste that was but little im

provement. It was nearly an inch thick.

and the wheels of the vehicles adhered to

it almost as if it had been cement. Steam

was devoured at a prodigious rate, while

the gasolene cars had troubles of their own

in'consequenee ot the unusual road friction,

A single look at the road was all that was

needed to make it plain that broken records

were the last thing to expect.

Scheduled to begin at 10 o‘clock, it was

not until nearly two hours and a half later

that the first car was started on its journey,
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Although but little more than a dozen cars

came to the starting point, in lieu of the

thirty-one entrants, it was not until about 2

o'clock that the last one had completed the

ascent.

In arranging for the contest the Automo

bile Club of New Jersey had reckoned with

out the Mayor of West Orange. That self

sufficient functionary was on his dignity,

and he intimated very plainly that he had

to be seen, in more than one sense, before

the show could go on. Consequently Chair

man \V. J. Stewart had to come to terms

with him, with the result that the West

Orange police force, consisting of two oth

cers, was placed on guard on the hill—at the

club’s expense. Then, and then only, the

embargo was lifted.

It took more than an hour to arrange this

little matter. Meanwhile there had been

some delay in getting the time apparatus,

the Moi-s device, with Secretary Butler in

charge, having been loaned by the Antonio

bile Club of America, in working order.

The vehicles were limited to one trial

each, but were given plenty of time to get

ready. No restrictions were placed on them

in the matter of starting, and most of the

Operators took a long start, coming to the

tape at the foot of the hill at full speed.

Several hundred spectators had gathered to

witness the sport, and they were spread

over the length of the hill, the largest groups

being at the bottom and top. A few of the

cars made abortive attempts to ascend the

hill, and one. a vehicle equipped with a

kerosene burner, caught fire about a third

of the way up and burned for about ten

minutes, but without causing any material

damage

The first car to start was No. 9, :1 Toledo

steamer, but as the starting time was not

received at the finishing point the trial

went for naught, and the operator, Angus

Sinclair, declined to make another attempt.

The second car was even more unfortunate,

for it was the one that caught tire. It also

failed to reach the top of the hill and be

timed. The following cars were more fortu

nate, and matters went smoothly thereafter.

\V. J. Stewart’s N0. 13 upset preconceived

notions by making the best time in its class,

2:58%, and, as it proved, the best of the day.

0. P. Nestman’s Stevens-Dnryea was at first

credited with having covered the distance

in 2:45, within three seconds of the best

time of last year and much faster than any

gnsolene car had made the climb. Subse

quently, however, it was given out that a

mistake had been made, and the corrected

time of 3:45 substituted.

Some little excitement was created by the

action in this case. Nestman claims that

he carried a watch as he went up the hill,

and is confident that 2:45 was the right time.

He avers his willingness to equal thistime,

and to run the contest over again, or a new

one, to prove that his claim is well founded.

The Motor World man was at the steepest

portion of the bill as Nestman came up, and

noticed that he was coming at a good speed

~much faster than any of the other gaso

lene cars.

According to the report submitted by S. M.

Butler, the official timer, he is convinced that

the time first given out, 2:45, is a mistake,

due to the fact that it tell to him to both

manipulate the instrument and read the

times. On other occasions there have al

ways been two men allotted to these duties.

Three watches are said to have shown the

time to be in the neighborhood of four min

utes instead of three. and in view of these

facts the change of time was made.

To a Motor World man on Tuesday W. J.

Stewart stated that he was convinced that

the time made‘was 3:45. But, he added, he

was willing to accede to Nestman‘s request

and have another contest up the hill on any

terms suggested by the latter.

The results, corrected and otiicially given

out, follow:

STEAM CLASS.

Time. Operator and make. H.P. Wgt.

2:?»Sfl—‘V. J. Stewart, LocomobileAl/J 750

3:08 —l-}. P. Washhurn, Mobile...41/f_> 750

3:363-1—W. J. Stewart, LocomobileAlé 750

3331,4—li. M. Wells, Prescott.....4¥_» 900

iASOLENE CLASS.

3:45 -—Otto Nestman, Stevens

Dnryea. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .8 1,030

4:26 —Dr. H. Power, Duryea....6 000

“ea—J. D. Dale, Long Distance. .7 1,400

twat—(i. E. Proctor, Winton. .. .15 2,000

5:20 —H. M. Odiorne, Long Dis

tance . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .7 1,400

6:06 —I. D. Plank, Oldsmobile...4 800

7:15 —L. J. Wyckoff, Knox . . . . . .8 1,400

 

  

The

“America’s Leading Automobile”
 
 

THREE SEARCHMONTS were entered in the

100 Mile Non~Stop Endurance Contest of the Long

island Automobile Club, April 26, 1902.

perfect record of 100 per cent. without a stop.

THREE SEARCHMONTS were entered in the

100 Mile Non-Stop Endurance Contest of the Automobile

All made a perfectClub of America, May 30, 1902.

score of 100 per cent. without a stop.

THREE SEARCHMONTS were entered in the

500 Mile Reliability Contest of the Automobile Club of

All made a perfect record

of 100 per cent. without a penalized stop, and EACH

America, Oct. 9 to 15, 1902.

was awarded a GOLD MEDAL.

A postal will bring you our illustrated catalog.

  

All made a

   
 

  

FOURNIER-SEARCI'IMONT AUTOMOBILE CO.,

Suite 553, Norih American Bldg" PHILADELPHIA, U.S.A.

Member of the National Association of Automobile Manufacturers.
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NO REFORM IN SPRINKLING

Despite United Opposition, Aldermen Favor

Present System—Matthew's " Explanation."

Our City Fathers—take off your hats to

them~0r at least that portion of the august

body known as the Law Committee, have

decided that the united sentiment of the

automobillsts in New York amounts to

nothing, that the protests of the bicyclists,

the truck drivers, cabmen, pleasure drivers

and the Commissioner of the Department of

Street Cleaning, all combined, are too trit

ling to be considered, and the committee has

reported against the street prinkling ordi

nance which all those mentioned have earn

estly advocated.

More than that, the committee has re

ported in favor of the slick little substitute

bill drawn up by Alderman Marks, under

which Mr. Hildebrandt and his Street

Sprinkling Association will not be confined

to Manhattan, but will have all the other

boroughs of the city opened up for him and

his pretty use of the people‘s water for the

benefit of such portion of the people as

choose to “ante up“ to him for it.

The Sprinkling Association is a concern

incorporated in West Virginia with $700

capital, and its plan of operation is to pay

the city $28,000 a year for the exclusive

right to use as much of the city's water as

it pleases and to sprinkle when and where

it pleases. It derives its revenue from the

tenants along the different streets it

sprinkles. Where no one pays, there is no

sprinkling.

The Oatman ordinance ousted the Hilde

brandt gang and placed the matter in the

control or the Street Cleaning Department.

 

Alderman Armitage Matthews, who is

chairman of the Law Committee, was called

upon by a representative of The Motor

World and asked what were the considera

tions which induced the committee to take

the course it did. He said that the Oatman

ordinance involved the expenditure of too

much money. Beside, he thought that for

sprinkling all the streets the estimate of

Commissioner Woodbury was much too low;

beside, the estimate did not include Brook

lyn, and all the Brooklyn members were

against the ordinance; beside, he thought

that after all the present plan was the best

one, because if the city undertook to

sprinkle it could not do it all, and there

would be a howl from every place that was

not watered." '

“But, Mr. Matthews, might not a contrac

tor neglect to sprinkle and cause a howl,

and would it not be better for the blame to

rest squarely on the head of a department

than to have him dodging behind a con

tractor?"

“Not if the proper sort of a. contract is

made. it is the lookout of the borough

president to see that he has his contractor

properly bound to do the work and under

bonds. Most of the city's work is better

done by contract."

“What about the clause in the ordinance

which provides that only those who have

had experience in street cleaning may bid

for the borough contracts? That lots in as

practically the only eligible party the very

corporation that has been so long com

plained about, and rather smacks of a ‘nig

ger in the woodpile,’ doesn’t it?“

“I didn’t like that part of the ordinance

myself. I didn’t like that."

“If you did not like it why did you not

vote against it?”

"Well, I am not taking the political view

of it, but only considering what is best for

the city. I do not think there is any nigger

in it, and anyway the man with the plant,

you know, would underbid the man who

would have. to buy one, so it would amount

to the same thing. I did not like that part

of the bill, but then there are other sprink

ling plants beside the one working here.

There is a contractor in Queens that I know.

He could bid."

“What about the charge that under the

present plan of sprinkling the contractor

uses more water than what he pays the city

for?"

“I do not know that it is so, but if so it is

the city‘s lookout. It you can get two

pounds of coffee for the price of one you’re

going to take it, aren't you? The city

should see that the price paid is compen

satory and hold the contractor to his letter.

If he doesn't do as he should the city should

be able to tmake him do it.”

“I suppose, Alderman, that in this age of

politics it is utopian to believe that for the

sake of health and safety to street traffic

and cleanliness the streets should be washed

and cleaned, whatever the cost?"

“Well, if there is a great amount of money

to be spent there are too many ways in

which it is needed more. There is Bellevue

Hospital, a disgrace. If $630000 were spent

on it it would be better than putting it into

street sprinkling. The trouble is the people

want money spent all the time and are not

willing to let us get the revenue. Now look

at that tunnel proposition—"

Here the Alderman digressed at length

about the Pennsylvania tunnel scheme.

"One more question, Alderman. How did

your committee dispose of the consideration

of all the sentiment in favor of the ()atman

ordinance that was represented by the vari

ous bodies of road users who advocated the

passage of the Oatman ordinance and the

fact that there was not a particle of opposi

tion?”

“0h, all those people are speaking selfishly

and without regard to cost. They are

speaking for themselves. The automobilists

say their tires skid and the cyclists say

something else."

“But bicycle tires skid the same as auto

mobile tires, and the rider is more apt to

fall.”

“Do they? Well, the automobllists are

not so urgent about the sprinkling. As I

understand it, they would rather that the

streets should be left dry and kept clean."

OLDFIELD GETS THE MILE

Alter Two Failures he Batters Winton’s Record

and Makes new Figures up to Five Miles.

\Vorld's track records against time, from

one to five miles, inclusive, were established

at Detroit on Monday. The Grosse Pointe

track was the scene of the onslaught, and

“Barney” Oldfield, driving the Ford racing

car belonging to Thomas Cooper, was the

record breaker.

Two five-mile trials were made. In the

first one the times for each mile was as fol

lows: 1.03 3-5, 2.08 1-5, 3.12, 4.14 4-5, 5.21.

On the second trial the time by miles was as

follows: 1.012-5, 2.051-5, 3.111-5, 4.15 2-5,

5.20, lowering the five-mile record eight sec

onds

A third trial was started, ten miles being

aimed at, but after going one mile in

1.01 1-5, world’s record, the sun had thawed

the track and made it slippery, and the trial

was relinquished.

The trials were oflicial and were made

under the auspices of the Detroit Automo

bile Racing Association. There were four

timers and two scorers present.

On the previous Saturday Oldfield had

made an unoflicial trial, with such excellent

results that the later attack, with a regular

corps of officials, followed. The time se

lected for the Saturday trial was early in the

morning. before the sun had a chance to

thaw the surface of the track. In a three

mile trial he covered one mile in 1.02 flat, but

that was unoflicial.

As he started upon this trial a fine snow

commenced to fall, and in a moment the

course was too slippery to permit him to

come inside any record. This time the first

mile. which was also the last, was done in

1.05. As he entered the turn from the back

stretch of the second mile the powerful and

heavy car slewed around, and before it

could be straightened away had turned

around three times, and when stopped was

headed for the training stables. The re

markable nerve exhibited by Oldfield in

driving the Ford-Cooper racer was com

mented upon by all who witnessed the at

tempt.

The i’oilowing were. present at Saturday’s

trial: \V. E. Metzger, Jackson Brady, \V. C.

Rands, Jim. I’. Schneider, Wm. Newman,

Robt. Hartncll, Toni Cooper, John 001th

hann, Ed. .\Ichss and Ned Brodwell, of

Detroit; W. E. Wheeler, of Minneapolis,

and E. P. Brinegar, of San Francisco.

To Protest Aldermanle Decision.

A call has been sent out to all interested

in the abatement of the street sprinkling

nuisance in New York to meet on Saturday

night, December 6, at 310 West Fifty-third

street, near Eighth avenue. The “joker”

ordinance approved by the lawyers of the

Board of Aldermen may yet be headed on

if those who have hitherto championed the

cause will stick together and let the facts

be known. No self-respecting Mayor is

likely to sign such a bill under such condi

tons. ' '
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LICENSE HEARING TAME

Only the Man Who Drafted the Law Spoke in

its Favor—Opposition Riddled it.

 

liven the principals seemed to have a sus

picion that the hearing on the bill to license

the operators of automobiles, now before

the Board of Aldermen, this city. which

took place on Friday last, was of a perfnnc~

tory nature. There was talk for and against

it, but no one took it seriously or seemed to

think that it had any chance of passing; not

even its author, one Thompson. who made a

long speech defending it from the ridicule

that had been cast upon it.

Although ample notice of the hearing had

been given. the number of those attending

it did not eXceed a dozen, all told. These

comprised President Shattuck and Secretary

Butler. of the Automobile (‘lnb of America;

i‘resideut ()atman. of the Associated Cycling

(dubs; Attorney W. \V. Niles, of the A. G. A.

and the N. A. A. .\i., and J. B. Thompson,

who drafted the measure. 7

With a copy of the ordinance. and a mem

orandum before him, President Shattuck,

who was the first speaker recognized by

(‘hairman Mathews, began a criticism of

the measure. He characterized it as an

abortive and ridiculous ordinance, and pro

ceeded to point out some of its weaknesses

and inconsistencies.

"It is charity to suppose," he said, “that

the author of the measure was merely igno

rant when he provided that all lamps car

ried on automobiles should be brought be

fore the Mayor for inspection before being

used. The Mayor has his hands pretty

nearly full now. As to the provision that

metal signs, containing'numbers one-half

inch in height be placed on each lamp, it is

equally absurd. No one could possibly read

such signs on moving automobiles. (On

cabs and hacks, where such numbers must

be carried, the idea is that they shall be ex

amined in case. of dispute about the fare, the

vehicle meanwhile being at a standstill.

"The measure provides that _$10 shall be

‘ charged as a license fee. That is, in my

opinion, entirely too much.”

“Do you object to a licensing scheme on

general principles, Mr. Shattuck?” asked

Chairman Mathews.

"The club has already appointed a com

mittee to look into this and other matters,

and at the meeting of the Legislature in

January a bill will be introduced relating

to the regulation of automobile traffic in

this State, and containing a licensing plan,

We are in favor of license; but we think

the licensing should be done by the State

and be uniform."

"Vi'hy are motor cycles excepted in this

ordinance? I should dislike just as much

to be killed by one of them as by an auto

mobile. I have never been killed by either,

but I feel that this would be so.“ concluded

Mr. Shattuck, smilingly.

As the legal adviser of the club, XV. W.

Niles spoke next. but very briefly.

“The Board of Aldermen has no power

except such as is expressly conferred on it

by the body which created it. in this case

the State Legislature," he said. “No powcr

to compel automobilists to take out licenses

is conferred in the city charter; conse

qnentiy the board has no legal right to pass

this ordinance. In the second place, the

Legislature has expressly forbidden any

municipal body to make such a regulation,"

riferring to the well known section of the

Doughty bill, which reads:

“.\ny person owning or operating an autO

mobile or motor vehicle, whether tliGJIlOYlVG

power of the same be electricity, steam,

gasolene or other source of energy, except

such as are used for public hacks, trucks

or vehicles for hire. shall not be. required to

obtain any license or permit pursuant to the

provisions of any loud or municipal resolu

tion or ordinance, or the rules or regulations

of any commissioners, trustees, supervisors

or other authorities having charge or con

trol of any highway. public street, parkway,

driveway or place, or pursuant to the pro

visions of any municipal charter or any

other statute, except as herein contained.”

On behalf of the Associated Cycling Clubs

of New York, President Oatman protested

against the passage of the ordinance.

“Cyclists have known in the past what it is

to have to be licensed to ride their wheels,”

he said, “and they do not want such things

revived in the case of automobiles."

The field was now leftt clear for the de

fenders of the ordinance, and J. B. Thomp

son took upon himself the task of combat

ting the arguments that had been presented.

In a tone so low as to be aitn0st inaudible,

and which was but slightly raised in re

sponse to a request to speak louder, be de

fended the. proposed ordinance. Almost at

the outset he was put on the defensive by

being asked it' he rode a motor bicycle and

had, for that reason, exeepted them and

motor tricycles from the provisions of the

ordinance.

"No, I do not ride one." he replied. "But

I think they are different from automobiles

and should be governed by different regula

tions."

Pressed for a clearer definition of the dif

fercnce, he admitted his inability to give it,

but insisted that there was a difference.

“Are you going to surrender your power to

the Legislature,” he asked, plainly glad to

get away front the motor bicycle subject,

“the inherent power to regulate the traffic

in your own streets?"

“The power is already taken from us,"

interjected Chairman Mathews.v “The same

body that conferred it has taken it away."

Proceeding, Thompson asserted that the

amended charter superseded the Doughty

bill, and that there was no law to prevent

nmnicipal bodies from passing regulations

to govern their own streect traffic. The

license was not for income, but to control

operators, and it mattered little what the

fee was so long as control was given by

power to revoke the license.

“Millionaires can go on killing people and

illli'lllg $25 and .50 lines indefinitely," he

continued. ignoring the fact that imprison

ment is provided for a second offense.

“it would be much better for this club.

which has made such protestations of a wish

to stop the abuses complained of, to come

forward with suggestions to imprOve this

ordinance than to criticise it," he said. "I

do not claim that it is perfect. But it is

drawn so it can be interpreted in a broad

and liberal spirit. If things in it are wrong

they can be amended. “'e do not say that:

licenses must be revoked for offenses com

mitted. This is left to the discretion of the

otticers entrusted with the enforcement of

the ordinance."

Quoting from figures alleged to have been

compiled of accidents caused by automo

biles. a prodigiously large total was cited

by Thompson. Pressed later by The. Motor

World man regarding these figures, it came

out that they had been prepared by a per

son the mention of whose. name would alone

cause them to be. viewed with suspicion.

A protest from the N. Y. Physicians‘ As

sociation, levelled at the $10 license fee,

which was characterized as being too high,

had been received, Chairman Mathews

stated.

No one. caring to speak further, the hear

ing was declared closed. '

Berg’s 24 Models.

No exiiense is being spared by the Berg

Automobile (10., No. 100 Broadway, New

York, to turn out the finest car that skill

and experience can produce. Designed on

the most approved lines, it will really be an

improved or 1903 Panhard, the exhaustive

study of the best types of French gasolene

cars made by Hart 0. Berg during his long

stay in Paris being reflected in it. There

will be two styles, with two and four cyl

inders, respectively. The cars are. being

constructed by the Berg company in a por

tion of the factory of the Cleveland Ma

chine Screw (30., and a considerable number

of the parts are being imported. No less

than twenty-four styles of bodies will be

furnished, the object being to give each pur

chaser what will be practically a made to

order vehicle.

Ono Estimate of Oldsmobile:

He Is the manager of a considerable auto

mobile establishment in a considerable New

England city, and he was not talking for

publication; for that reason it would be un

fair to use his name. but what he said shows

the esteem in which the. Oldsmobile is held.

“\\'e are handling the — (mentioning

four well known cars), and have handled the.

—— (mentioning three others), and if we had

to choose between them," he said, "we

would drop them all for the Oldsmobile, so

highly do we prize the agency. And the ve

hicle itself is as good as the agency. There

are people who ‘knock' it, but let me tell

you that there is no vehicle that is giving

less trouble or more satisfaction. As we

have sold about 200 of them, I think 1

ought to know." .
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TROUBLES AND REFORMS

The Former Concern Several French Mailers,

the latter the Racing Rules.

 

French Bureau Motor World,

2 Rue d’Abbeville.

Paris, Nov. 21.—There are rumors that

things are not going on so well as they

should do with a certain number of automo

bile firms who are in rather a big way of

business, and it is hinted that if they are.

still able to keep going with an appearance

of prosperity it is solely on account of the

large amount of capital at their back. Noth

ing is positively known about the position of

these companies, because the balance sheets

are never published, and as the stock is in

the hands of private holders they do not go

gadding about affairs which they say con

cern only themselves. It is therefore lin

possible to say exactly what is the situation

of the companies wh0se names are often re

ferred to deprecatingly in automobile circles

in Paris. Those professing to be in the know

declare that these concerns are on the down

grade, and are seeing their working capital

diminish in a way that is likely to have an

pleasant consequences in the early future.

There is no doubt a good deal of exaggera

tion in these rumors, but as there is said to

be no smoke without fire it is very probable

that there is some foundation of truth in

these statements.

One thing is certain, the manufacturers re

ferred to are making considerable efforts to

find a market for their vehicles. This con

trasts somewhat strongly with the situation

of certain other concerns who sell their ve

hicles before they are made. and have, there

fore, not to worry themselves about dispos

ing of cars in stock. This is simply because

they have a reputation, which the others are

lacking. In the motor car industry it is use

less to expect to build up a permanent busi

ness by commercial methods, which usually

consist in thrusting goods down the public's

throat. Not only must a vehicle fail to be

come a success, unless it is designed and

built to stand hard usage. to which it is put,

but the people who buy cars are able to

make their own selection, and will only con

tent themseivcs with the best that can be

obtained. They have learned that in auto

mobiles, morc than in anything else, the

costliest is invariably the best, and that a

low priced car, unless it is of good construc

tion, is more expensive than well tried ve

hicles for which high figures have to be

paid. A maker, for instance, who seeks to

turn out cars as cheaply as possible and in

the greatest number cannot build such sat

isfactory vehicles as the manufacturer who

conscientiously puts the best workmanship

and material into every part of the mechan

ism. Such a car is cheap because the higher

initial cost means very little expense for

subsequent maintenance; whereas, a vehicle

which is merely knocked together by work

men who are inadequately paid for piece

work costs more in the long run, owing to

the heavy upkeep, to say nothing of the

trouble and annoyance to the user. This is

the sole reason why some makers fail, and

others get practically a monopoly of the

business. Some people who have gone into

the industry have yet to learn that the

motor vehicle demands the highest mechan

ical and technical skill. Nothing in the way

of slipsbod work can be permitted, and the

firms who turn out cars as they would any

other piece of machinery are those who

make a reputation and Secure the bulk of

the trade.

Once a new development in construction

has passed through the experimental stage

and comes to be regarded as a necessary

step toward the perfection of the. motor ve

hicle all the makers are naturally anxious

to adopt it; and just now the attention of

manufacturers is directed to the suppression

of the top speed reducing gear. so that the

drive is taken direct from the motor shaft to

the counter shaft, or rear axle. as the case

may be. The system has, of course, always

proved satisfactory for light vehicles, though

up till recently only a few makers have made

a special feature of this mechanism; but it

was long doubted whether it would prove

equally satisfactory for big cars. The Mom

(‘ompany have shown the possibilities of

the system by employing it on their new

cars, apparently with satisfactory results.

it is naturally impossible to say to what

extent the direct drive is responsible for the

higher speeds attained by the big Mors ve

hicles. but the fact of the adoption of the

new gear coinciding with these phenomenal

speeds suggests that the direct drive effects

a decided economy in the transmission of

power. In big cars, however, it is still a

question whether the direct drive is an ad

vantage except on vehicles lmilt for very

high speeds, and for touring cars the ma

jority of users seem to prefer the ordinary

system of reducing gear. In the light car

riages the conditions are not the same, as

owing to the lower power of the motor it is

necessary to economize power in eVery pos

sible way, and the effort being much less

considerable than in the big cars the gear is

not subjected to a high strain when driven

direct. as in the heavy cars. The system

has proved so uniformly successful in light

carriages and voiturettes that it seems likely

to come into almost general use. Quite a

number of firms are making a special point

of the direct drive in their light vehicles,

and this will be one of the features of the

forthcoming Show. and as one change

usually brings about another, so the direct

drive on the top speed is being accompanied

by the adoption of the shaft i1':llls||iissioii,

which greatly simplifies matters when there

is no necessity for an intermediate gear.

The Automobile Club of France is carrying

out important changes in the racing regula

tions which are likely to add greatly to the

interest of future contests. at the same time

that they will undoubtedly give more satis

faction to the majority of manufacturers.

Until now the vehicles have been divided

into different categories, and there has only

been one winning car in each class, but in

future each maker will be required to run a

number of vehicles. probably four, and the

results will be calculated according to their

aggregate performances. Thus. if all four

cars of the same make and type complete

the course the times will be added, and it

is upon these aggregate totals that the re

sults will be based. Individual performances

will count for little. Supposing some of the

cars fall to complete the course. the film‘s

will be taken for each car up to the control

beyond which they stop, and from that

point they will be penalized for the remain

ing distance, that is to say, if they stop 100

kilometres from the end of the journey the

distance will be calculated at. say, ten kilo

metres an hour, and thus ten hours will be

added to the official time taken at the con

trol where the car broke down. The results

will therefore be based upon the fastest

aggregate times of the different tennis, and

the distances they cover, so that the races

will in future be in every respect contests

of reliability. The driver of a car arriving

first in a race will. as usual, get covered with

glory, but this can only be regarded as an

honorary victory, since unless the other cars

of the. same make and type do well the team

may be beaten by another which finish the.

course in a better aggregate time. The race

will, of course, lose none of its sporting

character. but it has been found necessary

to draw up these new regulations. as it is

clear that speed is only an evidence of prog<

ress when it is accompanied by reliability.

and thus speed and reliability are twin fac

tors which will be taken into account in

future contests.

The last record attempt on the official

route at Dourdan was accomplisbml by Au

giercs on his Mors, when he covered the

kilometre in 2‘.) seconds, which beats the

record held by Fournier by one-fifth second,

It is probable that this is the. last record

rim of the season. for the Prefect of the Ins

partmcnt has just intimated that these “race

meetings" must cease. As is usually the

case, automobilists have perhaps been tres

passing too much upon the tolerance of the

authorities, who were disposed to say noth

ing so long as the record spins were merer

isolated attempts. but during the past few

weeks some doZens of cars have been at

Dourdan every day waiting for a favorable

opportunity to beat records, and as they

took entire possession of the road the Pre

fcct apparently thinks that they have gone a

little too far. It is suggested that the Auto

mobile (Jlub should purchase a private road

traversing the forest parallel to the public

highway and similar to it in every respect,

except that the surface will have to be re

made. This, however, is only a small mat

ter for such a rich body as the A. C. l".. and

it is hoped that before long we shall have a

private oilieial track where automobilists

will be able to go for the records without lot

or hindrance.
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HUNTING FOR EAGLE ROCK

How the New York Reporters Reached the Hill

and the “ Fun " They Had.

Iiy special invitation from E. B. tiaiiaiicl',

the new general manager of the .\lobilc ('o.

of America, the press representatives made

the trip from New York to the scene of the

The start

was made from in front of the Motor World

.\t'—

companying the wagonettes were two run

ciimb in two Mobile wagonettes.

otlices, under cloudy skies. at $.30 a. m.

abouts that were entered for the contest,

one of them having a kerosene burner that

it was desired to test.

The route lay across the Desbrosses street

ferry to Jersey City. then over the old plank

road to Newark; thence to Brick (“inn-ch

and out to the hill.

Such a ride as it was! One wagonette

had six passengers and the other three, until

one of the six deserted. There was a for

lorn ignorance on the part of all as to the

route, although a couple of the daily paper

representatives had written detailed descrip

tions of it. The consequence was there was

a ridiculous amount of inquiring done all

the way. The notoriously vile plank road

was in a more deplorable condition than

ever, if that be possible, and, being soggy

from the rain. was on its worst behavior.

The mud and water splashed up in inky

sheets from between the loose planks until

it seemed as if the. machines were running

through a field of young mud geysers.

At a place where a janitor was fluahing the

walk with a hose both machines stopped for

water. and there one man thought he. would

be foxy by shifting from the heavier car

riage to the lighter one, believing it had a

better chance to make time. A mile beyond

this the heavyweight wagonettc came to

grief. A stop had to be made to tinker

with the gasolene feed valve. The wind

was bitterly chill, and to make matters

worse it began to rain. There. was no

sheltering rct'uge at hand. and the passen

gers had to sit there and take the gibes of

the passing truckmen and pcdlers, who

cried: “tict cr hos.'1" 'l‘hrce stops of this

sort were made of varying duration. 011

the occasion the pilgrims got a meed of sat

isfaction by finding a, truck with one wheel

stuck in a rut. The mobilists in a chorus

yelled, "(let an automobile!" but were char

itable enough to put their hands to the

spokes and hpr twist the wheel out Of the

hole.

The destination finally was reached, and

as the hill climb was late the belated party

was on time, but folks along the route

must have thought that there were a lot of

people from New York out in automobiles

on 'l‘hanksgiving llay looking for Eagle

Rock, because each of the four carriages

made inquiry as to direction about once

every half illiii‘.

The trouble with the delayed carriage was

a trivial one, and the other three went

through the mud anti wind and rain without

a bitch. and all were thankful for the cour

tcsy ot' the .\lobilc company.

is Storage Profitable?

" ‘So-and-So.’ seems to h4- doiug well with

his garage. as 1 notice it is filled with cars

on storage." rcniaikcd a visitor to the man

agcr of one of the biggest automobile sta

tions in New York Pity.

"No, he isn't. llc's losing money. There

is not a storage shop in town that makes

money. There is absolutely nothing in the

storage game. Rents are too high and

monthly rates too low. You cannot make

a place pay unless you are selling all the

time. “’e have demonstrated that."

"But," said the surprised visitor, “the de

mand for storage warehouses is increasing

with the selling. and there has got to be a

number of thcm. Is that not so?”

"Yes, but the prices have got to go up.

They are far. far too low. Hire a decent

place in the centre of the uptown district,

where you can do good business, a place

big enough to put two dozen machines on

the floor. and your rent will be almost or

quite as much as what you can get for stor

age at the prevailing rates. I tell you. prices

in the business are too low all around. It‘s

an expensive game at present. and no effort

should be made to cheapen it until later,

when everything has necome more nearly

standardized. You not that several makers

have raised their prices for next year. Well,

they have got to go higher up. You may

take this as only one man’s opinion, but

mark the prediction."

inserting Water Gauge Glasses.

To put in a new water gauge glass of the

ordinary type first remove the broken glass

and take off the packing nuts. The india

rubber rings which form the. water-tight

joint must be removed, and. if damaged, re

placed. The packing nuts should be put on

the new glass. open ends outwards, and the

packing rings slipped on to the ends of the

glass, which should tnen be placed in posi

tion. Screw up the packing nuts carefully.

The automatic check valves will be down on

their seats, and must be released. To do

this screw down the small hand wheel above

each valve three or four complete turns,

which will release the valve. Unscrew the

hand wheel to its original position. If the

gauge glass is put in while the boiler is un

der steam release the lower check valve first

to admit water. Steam is liable to crack a

new glass.
 

iron vs. Air Tires.

Experiments made by M. Michelin show

that 2.29 horsepower is required to propel a

vehicle one ton in weight at a speed of ten

miles an hour with iron tires. With pneu

matics the same conditions require 1.72

horsepower. Solid rubber tires are not dealt

with in this experiment. but by taking a line

through other results they appear to lie he

twecn the two, somewhere about 1.5 horsts

power. The truclive resistance of solids,

taking pneumatics as 100, is 129.8.

Y HIS HEART JUMPED

The Optical Delusion That Caused an Operator

to Think His End Had Come.

"After an experience I had last wcck I

feel pretty sure that there is nothing the

matter with my heart," remarked an autoist

“Had it not been

perfectly sound I am very much. afraid I

should not be here to tell the tale.

"I was making a little tour through New

to the Motor World man.

England. and we were going along at a

moderate pace. the road not being particu

larly good. Going through a patch of woods

I thought I heard a locomotive whistle, but

did not pay very much attention to it at the

time. A hundred yards or so further on we

emerged from the woods and swung around

a slight turn and up a sharp. short grade. At

its summit a sight met my eye that sent my

heart. in spite of its soundness, into my

mouth.

“Right in front of our car, so close that we

were within half a dozen feet by the time I

was able to realize it, was a railroad track.

And about twenty yards up that track was

a freight train. coming directly toward us.

"it seemed too late to stop, and yet equally

impossible to get clear of the tracks before

the lot-mnotive reached us. For an instant I

hesitated, hand waiting on brain. the latter

debating whether to reverse and clap on the

brakes or to give her full speed ahead and

try to clear. It probably took but an infini

tesimal part of a second, and I was, already

putting the latter expedient into effect when

I saw what lifted the cyciopean weight that;

was pressing upon my brain and benumbing

my faculties. The train was sheering away

to the left, instead of plunging through at

me!

“The explanation was very simple. The

track we. were by this time crossing formed

one arm of a Y, while the main line, on

which the train was running. formed the

other arm.

“Seemingly aiming straight at us, the

train, therefore, swung to our left, instead of

to our right. Thereby it saved our lives, I

do believe. Either the front or the rear of

our car would have been struck had the

train passed over our part of the Y. I leaned

back in my seat, feeling queer qualms at the

pit of my stomach. ‘A bit too close for com

fort.” was the remark I made to my com

panion. He assented. He looked a trifle

blue about the gills, I thought."

 

Denaturizing Alcohol.

The. denaturization of alcohol is accom

plished by mixing with the spirit a small

proportion of some foreign substance, which,

while not injuring its efficiency for technical

uses, renders it unfit for consumption as a

beverage. The denaturlzing substances em

ployed depend upon the use to which the

alcohol is to be subsequently applied. They

include pyridin, picolin. benzol. toluol and

xylol, wood vinegar and several other simi

lar products. 7
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WHEN THE CAR SKIDS

Exactly What Happens. the Causes Thereof and

the Available Remedies for the Sideslips.

A skilful driver is in touch with his car;

he can feel every movement, every tendency

to swerve: as a rule the car gives him am

ple warning of its troubles with the road

If he fails to take note of these

warnings by reducing his pace and keeping

an absolutely steady track, then he may

come to grief. It is this intimate ap

prochement between the care and its driver

which is the essence of a successful and se

cure chauffeurship; without it one is in the

same predicament as a man without knowl

surface.

edge of riding who is on a mettlesome horse;

he does not know what will happen next.

Side slip is mostly governed by known

laws, and generally happens under one or

another of the following circumstances: If

the road be greasy and the car travelling

at a good speed the driver attempts to

change his course, and does this too abrupt

ly. Owing to the state of the road the guid

ing wheels fail to grip the surface—they

slide or skate—the driver thus loses control

of the steering—-the body of the car or centre

of gravity pursues the general course that

the driver tried to deflect; the front wheels

being. so to speak, pushed aside and the

centre of gravity acting as a sort of pivot on

which the car turns, and this pivot continues

its straight course, affected a little by the

varying degrees of greasiness of the road.

On a piece of ice of even surface the pivot

or centre of gravity would continue its

course in an absolutely straight line.

The other conditions causing side slip are

when the two driving wheels are in contact

each with a road surface of different degrees

of gripping quality. The wheel which has a

firm grip drives the car, while the opposite

wheel merely turns in the mud. This pro

duces a side thrust, which, if not counter

acted by the front wheels, will turn the car

round. Should the front wheels be on dry

and level ground, the course of the car is

kept, in spite of the slipping of one of the

driving wheels. Should this condition arise

on an upgrade the car will become, as it

were, restive and difficult to steer, the rea

son of this being that most of the weight is

off the front wheels. Consequently these

have little control of the ground. and the

back driving wheel, which is working on a

good gripping surface, twists the car in the

direction it wills.

The remedies for side slip therefore are:

Never abruptly change the course of a car

on a slippery road. In meeting or overtak

ing an obstacle begin to change your course

very gradually, and long before you reach

the obstruction throw out your clutch and

apply your side brakes slowly and feeling

ly, releasing them immediately a tendency

to independence comes over the steering.

The counter-shaft brake should only be ap

plied in an emergency, as it may lock one

wheel and allow the other to turn. It only

acts through the differentials. In ascending

a greasy hill where the road surface is

greasy in patches, as described, climb at the

very slowest pace that is felt to be safe.

Dr. Brandow's 3-Pound Winton.

In addition to his professional capacity.

Dr. Frank H. Brandow, president of the

Berkshire Automobile Club, of Pittsfield,

Mass, possesses mechanical ability of no

mean order, and when early last summer he

stated to the members of the organization, '

that being dissatisfied with the motor vehi

cles turned out by the different manufac

turers, he proposed to build one that would

eclipse all others, 'Lconsiderable curiosity was

excited. Last week he announced that it

was completed and invited a few of his in

timate friends to the workshOp in the rear

of his residence, where, mounted on a pedes

tal, was disclosed the doctor‘s ideal—a min

iature reproduction of the Winton touring

 
  

 

car, weighing about three pounds, 12 inches

in length and perfect in every part.

The machine was built by Dr. Brandow

during the last few months from drawings

made by Louis E. Laflin, of Chicago and

Pittsfield, and is an exact counterpart of the

latter‘s racing automobile. All of the fine

details were carried out, including levers,

brakes, steering gear, throttle, spark ad

vancer, etc.

ions and seats is unusually rich and hand

some, and the brass work is prominent, in

cluding the side lamps, which are gold

plated. The body of the carriage is a rich

maroon, with dark striping and a highly

polished finish. Considerable difficulty was

experienced in getting tires for the wheels,

but this was finally made possible, a special

set being made to order.

This little Winton is not Dr. Brandow's

first effort. He had previously made minia

ture models of the famous locomotive, “999.”

the City of Paris and City of Berlin, ocean

steamships, all of which were built from

drawings of the originals.

Some drivers are so optimistic that when

their ears tell them that there is something

wrong with their cars they keep on, hoping

that the trouble will disappear. Sometimes

this does happen, but very rarely. The rule

is for matters to get worse instead of better,

A little investigation and a few minutes

spent in adjusting or tightening or cleaning

will sometimes save a lot of time and money

in the end.

The upholstering of the cush-g

WINTER CARE OF TIRES

When Long out of use or Seldom Used What

may be Done to Prevent Deterioration.

 

With the oncoming of winter many auto

ists wonder how tires should be treated to

insure them against deterioration. If the car

is run but seldom it is a good plan to jack it

up so that the wheels do not support its

weight, and the fabric liners are not continu

ously under stress. Four wooden tripods,

shaped at their apices to take the front and

rear axles at points close up to the wheels,

are the simplest and least expensive means

of doing this. It is not necessary to deflate

the tires.

When the car is out of use for several

months before storing the car it is advisable -

to take down the tires and make a careful

examination of the covers, inner tubes and

rims. If the first named two require repair

of any description this opportunity should be

seized for having the work properly done.

With regard to the rims, remove the protec- '

tive band if there is one, and revolve the

'wheel slowly in search of places where the

overturned edges may have flattened, and

test them all round with the thumb to see

whether or not the edges have grown sharp

and cutting. In the first case, bend up the

overturned edge with a pair of strong pliers,

and round off the cutting edges by means of

a file.

In nearly every instance it will be found

that the rims are rusted, and rust exerts a

very evil effect upon the fabric in the tire,

for it causes it to rot. In this case rub the

interior of the rim, and particularly the sur

faces of the overturned edge, carefully with

emery paper, removing all traces of rust,

then coat with two coats of white lead paint,

finishing with one of varnish. The covers

and inner tubes should be carefully wrapped

up in paper, and placed in a cool place away

from the sunlight.

If so wished the tires may be replaced on

the rims, but if this be done the car should.

of course, be jacked up off the ground and

the wheels well protected with the cover of

the vehicle to shield them from the light.

When the Engine is Over-oiled.

“'hen an engine has been overoiled and

the plug is found to be sooted badly in con

sequence, it is desirable not only to clean

the plug before replacing it, but also to rinse

out the cylinder with some kerosene. With

many cars this can be done from the kero

sene pump on the dashboard. In others

which do not possess this convenience it is

often possible to pour some info the cylin

der. if kerosene is not available gasolene

may he used. A few turns of I120 starting

handle can then be given so as to spread

the cleansing fluid over the interior of the

cylinder.
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Regarding Lubrication.

The value of any liquid for lubrication dc~

pends to a great extent on what is known as

its viscosity. This is a property by which the

liquid resists alteration of shape. It is not

the same as cohesion; this latter resists the

pulling apart of the molecules composing the

liquid, while viscosity opposes their fiow rel

ative to each other.

This ability to resist flow is very necessary,

or otherwise the lubricant would too readily

squeeze or thin itself out, and thus let the

surfaces come into contact—the thing to be

avoided; also it would feed too fast if it were

too thin, or had too little body, as the phrase

goes. A simple illustration may be observed

by dropping onto a smooth plate small quan

tities of water, olive oil, castor oil and mo

lasses. The water immediately diffuses it

self over the plate, the other liquids taking

much longer time. in the order named.

It is not merely the viscosity of a liquid,

however, which determines its value for

lubricating purposes, but rather a property

which may be called oiliness or greasiness in

the case of solids such as butter, tallow, etc.

This property it is that enables the liquid to

maintain a film of appreciable thickness un

der pressure. One can readily, ee that a

liquid may be very sluggish in flowing and

yet have but little if any permanent body.

Glycerine, for example, is more viscous—has

more body—than lard oil. l’f a quantity of

the former were dropped onto a smooth

plate, and another plate quickly brought in

contact with it, the glycerine would oppose

quite a resistance to flowing out, much

more than the oil; but in the end it would do

so more completely and thus fail to leave as

thick a film between the surfaces as would

the lard oil.

This inability to stand up permanently

against a high pressure is the item that

makes it less valuable as a lubricant than

lard oil; besides, it would not feed as freely

through wicks, etc. Water placed on a clean

surface quickly spreads all over it. Kero

sene does the same to a somewhat less de

gree; neither, however, is able to maintain

a film of any appreciable thickness under

pressure. To reaIIZe this, wet the thumb

and finger with one of these fluids and rub

them together forcibly. There will soon he

experienced a certain resistance to the mo

tion. This frictional resistance is due to

the fact that the fingers have come almost

perfectly into contact and the friction has

become “solid'I rather than “fluid.”

When, however, a more fatty oil is em

ployed (lard, rape, etc), or butter, the sub

stance will not squeeze out so thoroughly,

the flesh does not come into actual contact,

the resitance to motion is less, and it is

said that the substance is greasy, or, as

above stated, has the property of greasi

ncss or oilincss.

The viscosity of an oil or grease changes

with temperature. \\’ith a rise of tempera

ture the lubricant achieves the power of

flowing more easily; that is, it gets “thin

ner” or has less body. This important con

sideration demands that the nature of the

lubricant be changed according to the sea

sons. which is, accordingly, done, a thinner

oil being used in winter than in summer.

(lustor oil is an admirable lubricant when

the conditions permit; that is, in a temper

ate climate, and on very heavy machinery

where the pressures are high. It can also

be used for lighter pressures when the tem

perature is high, as in southern countries.

Here the heat thins it down sufficiently to

feed well, and it is accordingly much em

ployed for locomotive and other light uses,

being mixed with a proportion of mineral

oil.

Also when the engines or machinery run

About Alcohol.

Theoretically, alcohol has only three-fifths

of the thermal value of petroleum. but it

has been found that for motor purposes 28

per cent of the theoretic energy of alcohol

can be utilized against a maximum of 15 per

cent in case of petroleum and its products.

This advantage in favor of alcohol is still

further increased by an admixture of 16 per

cent of benzol. Another important advan—

tage of alcohol, which applies specially to

its use in motor carriages and in engines

for small manufacturing plants in premises

adjacent to dwellings, is its absolute cleanli

ness and freedom from the mephitic odors

which render hydrocarbon engines so offen

sive to many people.

 

Cutting Across a Detroit Lot.

  

Messrs. Barbour Demonstrating the Flexibility of the Northem Running Gear,

in very hot sheds or engine houses, an oil of

considerable viscosity may be adopted, the

extreme heat thinning it down when in the

hearings, to a required degree. As regards

the effect of temperature, testing plants

have shown that its influence on the fric

tional resistance of the bearings is consid

erable. The higher the temperature, the

less the frictional resistance; this has been

attributed both to the decreasing viscosity

of the oil and also to the bearing expand

ing more rapidly in diameter than the jour

nal.

When Fuel is Wanted in France.

A timely hint to autoists travelling in

France is to ask for “essence” when desir

ing to replenish the stock of gasolenc. The

average Frenchman would not know what

"gasolene" meant, while if the English term,

“petrol,” was used there would be danger of

getting kerosene.

How he Boomed the Battery.

He was new to the game, and, as he put

it. was determined to get acquainted with

everybody right away. In that laudable en

deavor he had paid several visits to the dis

pensary of liquid refreshments at the cor

ncr. while waiting for the Eagle Rock con

test to get under way, and he was very “mel

low."

“Let me give you some of our circulars,"

he would begin. whether to a newcomer or

one he had already delivered himself it made

little difference. “We have the best battery

there is in the world. \Ve are determined

that every automobilist in the land shall

know of its transcendent merits, and are

taking this method of bringing it to your at

tention. Just read these circulars over, and

if you want to try our goods bring them

along and they will secure you special prices

at our headquarters. Now, don‘t think they

are no good, for they are, and I tell you so."
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WHY "MIXTURES" VARY

Some of the Causes Allecting the Explosive

Charge and how They may be Overcome.

While perfect ignition apparatus has much

to do with the proper working of gasolene

motors, it should never be forgotten that

the explosive charge is worth study and

attention. The conditions involved are cor

rect mixture or proportion of gas and air;

proper compression of the charge; purity of

the compressed charge—that is, there should

be as nearly as possible a complete expul

sion of the residue, or burnt gases, of the

former charge, in combination with a full

new charge of fresh mixture; complete com

bustion of the charges in combination with

rapid expansion, that there shall be a re

sultant fall in temperature and a maximum

utilization'of heat in performing work.

The correct mixture of air with vapor or

gas can only be approximately expressed be

cause of the variable nature of the condi-.

tions as to temperature of the atmosphere,

nature or quality (if the gas orlvapor, num

ber of atmospheres of compression and the

means used for infiaming that compression.

With ordinary coal gas the mean figures

for proper mixture are 8 parts of air to 1

part of gas, while for the richer vapor com

ing from gasolene the means are 10 to 1,

but the explosive limits cover a wide range

of proportions. That is, there may be as

rich a mixture of gasolene as 4 to 1, or as

thin a mixture as 14 to 1, and yet there can

be explosions. While these are the general

ly accepted figures, the exact proportion,

however, is of little practical value in han

dling vehicles, or more correctly speaking,

the conditions vary so much that a propor

tion cannot be arbitrarily laid down, but

must be determined by experimenting if the

very best results are aimed at.

For example. in starting a motor in

cold weather the charge must be very rich

in vapor at first. but after the motor be

comes heated the quantity of gasolene can

be reduced with advantage. On warm days

the proportions will always be wider apart,

particularly when starting. Other condi

tions exist which make it essential that the

mixture shall be variable from time to time

and under direct control of the driver. For

these reasons an owner who desires to al

ways get the best results. most power at the

expense of the least gasolene, should study

his motor under varying weather conditions

and varying mixture proportions, and note

results. A few trials will fix them in mind

for use at all times.

In starting the motor with the compression

cock open, the suction stroke of the piston

draws in air through the cock in addition to

that in the mixed charge from the carburet

ter. This naturally impoverishes the mix

ture and it becomes more certainly explosive

when an extra admission of vapor can be

given at the carburetter. After the coek is

closed the conditions are again altered and

demand a readjustment of the proportions.

This is no doubt the reason that causes

many motors to niisflre after closing the

cock. That the mistiring comes from clos

ing the cock rather more than from the first

opening is undoubtedly due to an almost in

variable tendency toward feeding the motor

with a too rich mixture in order to insure a

start. Then the closing of the compression

cock and the heat generated by the first ex

plosions calls for a greater percentage of

air, and unless this is understood and at

tended to at once there comes the trouble

in getting the vehicle going. This is par

ticularly true in warm weather.

This condition calls attention to the claims

'of those who use the exhaust valve lifter

to relieve the compression in starting. With

this device the compression cock is not used,

and consequently the mixture remains uni

form all through the process of starting. It

is only necessary to find a mixture which is

explosive and then the ratio does not have

to be immediately altered. It is nearly cen

stant, being only influenced to the small ex

tent due to the heating of the cylinder and

the variations of the atmosphere. These

are both so gradual that ample warning is

given to make the necessary changes in the

gasolene feed.

Another condition which no doubt has a

distinct eflect on the explosive mixture is

the proportion of burnt gases or products of

combustion remaining in the cylinder or in

the combustion chamber from the previous

power stroke. Although motors vary con

siderably in design in relation to the com

parative areas of the cylinder and the com

bustion chamber, it is manifestly impossible

with present construction to entirely expel

the products of combustion. And such rem

nants of a former charge must act as an

adulterant to the incoming charge, if there

takes place any real mixture of the two. As

to the latter point. however, there would

seem to be no conclusive evidence or agree

ment. Some experts assert that a partial

mixture takes place, while others are of the

opinion that the residue of the exploded

gases is drawn down bodily by the suction

stroke of the piston, so leaving the combus

tion chamber and upper part of the cylinder

to be filled with a fresh explosive mixture

which lies on top of the exploded gases.

It is possible that what really does take

place is a compromise in which the central

body of the unexpelled burnt gases descends

with the piston with the walls of the cyl

inder head and combustion chamber holding

a part and the remnant of that body being

held up in the top of the combustion cham

ber by the inrusb of the new charge. in this

case it is most likely that the fouling of the

charge will be lr the cavity around the

spark plug—that is, in such motors where

the plug is screwed into the side chamber

out of line with the cylinder bore.

If this is the case, then there is good rea

son in the suggestion that the plug should be

screwed into the combustion chamber at the

central head in place of the side extension

for the passages, and that in either case the

points of the plug'should be extended fur

ther in than is at present the general rule,

that the spark may be insured to take place

in the fresh mixture. From the testimony

of those who have tried the latter, it would

seem that the theory of the bodily drawing

down of the exploded charge is disproved.

The proper working of the valves of

course greatly influences the question of the

quality of the explosive mixture. With the

automatic inlet valve in perfect working or—

der, and other conditions corresponding, the

maximum amount of new mixture will be

drawn in at each suction stroke of the pis

ton. But if the inlet valve pring be too

stiff, thus diminishing the amount of mix

ture taken in, in conjunction with a too short

period of opening of the exhaust valve, then

the power stroke will be weak and inefficient

by reason of the curtailed supply of ex~

plosive vapor due to the first condition, and

the excess of unexpelled products of com

bustion due to the exhaust valve closing too

soon and so setting up a certain degree of

compression on the exhaust stroke.

 

Causes of Poor Compression.

Bad compression is indicated by the motor

running poorly and giving but little power.

It generally results from badly seated valves,

worn piston rings, or bad joints. To test the

compression leave the compression tap or re

lease closed, the valve lifter down, or what

ever means are adopted for relieving com

presslon for starting purposes out of action.

Take the starting handle and gently turn

round the crank shaft until resistance is met

with; continue the pull upon the handle and

note the length of time the resistance is

maintained, and the amount of power neces

sary to overcome it. The longer the time

and the greater the strength required to

overcome the resistance the better the corn

pression and the more powerful the motor.

The compression of each cylinder in a multi

cyllnder motor may be tested by opening the

- compression taps. kerosene taps, or remov

ing the sparking plugs in all the cylinders

excepting the one to be tested, and proceed

ing as above. The time and resistance of

each cylinder should be as nearly equal as

possible.

To Keep Steamers at a Shndstill.

To prevent the starting of a motor vehicle

by other than the operator is the design of a

Providence. R. I.. man’s invention.

With this device it is said to be lmpossble

for the machine to run away when the oper

ator leaves the vehicle, and should the hand

lever be tampered with during hi absence,

so as to throw open the throttle valve, the

steam or gasoline can get no farther than the

chamber of the casing, thus preventing the

engine from moving the machine. When the

operator takes his seat, his weight de

presses the seat, and opens the valve, after

which he pulls the hand-lever to open the

throttle valve and allow the steam to pass

through the ports of the casing direct to the

engine.
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COMMITTEE’S RECOMMENDATIONS

Suggestions for Future Contests Based on Ex

perience Gained in Recent Reliability Run.

in all probability the report in full of tlif'v

reliability contest committee of the Auto

mobile Club of America will not be ready to

be given out until next week. The committee,

consisting of Messrs. Scarritt, Chamberlain

and Hill, has, however, made a number of

recommendations for future contests, based

on the recent Boston run. The most im

portant of these follow:

First—That A, B and C_Cel'tificates_1)-e

abolished. So many contestants will in the

future be able to qualify that even an A

certificate will have but little value.

Second—That gold medals and not cups

be awarded to winning contestants by the

club.

Third—That the observers should be

changed daily. This could be readily ac

complished by taking the badge from the

first arrival at any control and making an

appointment to supply him with a badge

after the arrival of the last carriage; then

giving the badge of the first observer to

the second, taking the second observer‘s

badge and giving it to the third, and so on.

Fourth—That the noon and night time

keepers be kept separate, and that the noon

timekeepers travel from noon to noon con

trol, and under no circumstances be per

mitted to sleep at the same point occupied

by the night control. _

Fifth—That specific instructions in writing

be given timekeepers, so that they do not

make mistakes in getting their green and

red flags close together; and that the head

timekeeper be put in charge of the water

and gasoline supply and held responsible for

their proper distribution.

Sixth—That an automobile be sent over

the course two or three hours in advance

of the contestants to replace arrows.

Seventh—That competition among con

testants for early or first arrival should

be discouraged. This could be done by ar

ranging so that those that arrived first on

one day be not permitted to start first at

the next control. Two lines could be formed

on starting. either the right or the left hand

line, as they see fit, or they could start the

whole right hand line before coming to the

left hand, where an anxious contestant, who

wants to arrive first, is located.

Eighth—That no' time allowance of any

kind be permitted in any rules that may be

adopted; that our ideal be perfection, as all

ideals should be.

Ninth~That as much as possible the 'em

phasiziug of no stops should be avoided,

and that conditions meeting the average

touring conditions should be, as nearly as

possible. made. What is needed is a careful

record of the actual work done to the car

and the amount of adjustment necessary.

Tenth—That more perfect police protection

be secured at controls on arrival, and that

cars should be required to pass the flag

rather than to approach it in groups of two

or more. '

Eleventh—That after passing a time flag

there should be a distance of at least 300

feet to the water plug and an interval of at

least 200 feet between the water plug and

the gasoline supply, and that the observer

and the driver be not ullr-wr-d to leave the

car under any pretext whatever until sup

plies are put aboard.

Twelfth—That no cars be allowed in any

run without a reliable cyclometer, the read

ing of which should be observed, and which

I

will in itself indicate whether any dctours

have been made from the regular road. and,

if so, how much.

Thirteenth—That in making up a road

book of any particular run, where the return

trip is in reverse order to the outgoing, the

book should be rewritten in reverse order,

as it is impossible to read backward. as was

necessary in our last endurance test.

Fourteenth—That in contests where the

route is marked at a point 200 yards in ad

vance of dangerous places in the highway

11 yellow flag, bearing the word “Caution”

should be displayed.

Fifteenth—That if a contest where relia

bility marks are given, at points of one mile

and two miles from the control, a blue flag

be displayed, bearing the figures “1” and

“2,” respectively, in order that contestants

Emily know exactly the distance to the con

10 .

Sixteenth—That the rules require that the.

observer‘s books he provided with carbon

sheets, and that a copy of the record of the

performance of each car be publicly posted

on the arrival at each control, for the in

formation of the public and the press.

THE WELL-KEPT CAR

Readiness With Which it Starts one of the Sign:

of its Care and Condition.

Sometimes an excellent line can be had

on the quality and the condition of a car by

watching its operator start the engine. With

some cars a quarter of a revolution of the

crank, or even less, will do.

It was only the other day that a two cyl

inder car with tonneau body, standing in

front of a banking establishment in Wall

street, afforded an illustration of this kind.

The leather coated chaufleur walked to the

front of the car, took hold of the crank,

gave it a short, quick turn that caused it to

travel certainly not more than a dozen

inches, and the explosions came immedi
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A. L. Dyke‘s 30 h-p Combination Racing and Touring Car.

Weston's Lead Pencil Illustration.

No greater enthusiast than Frank F. Wes

ton can be found. He fairly bubbles over

with enthusiasm, exudes it from every pore.

“Come around and see the new Yale gaso

lcne car at the show," the Motor \Vorld

man heard him say, at the Eagle Rock con

test last week, to a man who had confessed

that he was looking for something good in

the. gasolene line. ‘

“Slickest two cylinder car you ever saw.

Smooth as if it ran on rails. Why, there is

so little jar from the motor that you can

take a lead pencil, stand it on end on the

floor of the car. and start the motor without

knocking that pencil over! You could not

want any better proof than that, now, could

you?" and his auditor admitted that he could

not. ‘

After running a new car a few hundred

miles it is advisable to drain all the lubri

cant out of the gear box, wash the latter out

well with kerosene, and, having allowed the

gear box to remain open and drain, to re

plenish with fresh lubricant.

ately and with that regularity that is so

dear to the heart of the expert driver.

But more directing, if less edifying, spec~

tacles are. witnessed almost every day. Who

has not seen a driver tugging at the crank,

turning it with all his strength and stopping

only when he is almost ready to drop from

exhaustion? The crowd that gathers so

quickly watches and offers all sorts of sug

gestions. In the end the recalcitrant engine

always reconsiders its refusal to go, and the

car is got away on its journey. But the oc

currence leaves a bad impression on every

body who sees it.

When it is not the fault of the chauffeur

the trouble belongs at the door of the car.

Bad compression and weak current are the

most frequent causes of starting difficulties,

and of these the former means loss of power.

On this score alone it pays to have an en

gine in such a condition that it can be read

ily started.

W. 8; J. Cook have purchased the auto

mobile aud bicycle repair business of H. F.

Sembler, Torrlngton, Conn.
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How the Wig-wagers Obtained Current.

A novel method of obtaining current was

practised by the Second Signal Corps—the

“wig-waggers"—of Brooklyn, N. Y., last

week. An exhibition of “wig-wagging" was

being given, during which nineteen diiferent

methods of signalling were shown.

The electric current for the searchlights

and other signals was generated by an auto

luobile by attaching a belt to one of the hind

wheels of the automobile after it had been

Jacked up two or three inches froin the

ground. The trailer, so called, in which were

concealed the small dynamos, is hooked on

or off the automobile at will. When it is

brought into use for the signalling the belt

is attached to the dynamos and the power is

generated from the current which propels

the automobile.

When Batteries Weaken.

A useful tip is that in the event of mis

iires occurring through a reduction of voltage

at an inopportune moment, sparking can al

ways be improved by setting in the points

a little closer. Especially is this the case

when dry batteries are used, and their use

may be considerably prolonged it the trouble

of setting in the points when the spark gets

weak is put up with. One autoist made a

rough gauge on a pocket knife, scratching a

mark on the base of the blade for the dis

tance of the points when the batteries were

new. As the battery power decreased the

sparking gap was correspondingly reduced

until the cutting edge of the knife blade was

reached. This point was absolutely the last

gasp of the battery.

There is said to be a great increase in the

number of motor cars in Johannesburg,

South Africa. Gasolene is so expensive,

(eating nearly $1 a gallon, that a cry is

raised for cars that will use kerosene.

The Lewins' New Motor.

By the manipulation of a valve so con

structed that when it is open “no air is al

lowed to enter the mixture, but a sufficient

amount of the compression is allowed to

escape," the starting of the gasolene engine

invented by Albert and Shirley S. Lewis, of

Syracuse, N. Y., is said to he made easy.

This engine, and also a complete motor ve

hicle. will be manufactured and marketed if

the negotiations pending between the Lewis

es and capitalists are brought to a successful

conclusion.

The engine is so fitted that at the applica

tion of the power a slight turn of the belt

wheels is sufiicient to put the machine under

headway, says the description. There is fitted

a valve at the. top of the cylinder head which

is operated by a lever attached to a cam at

the top of the side shaft.

When it is desired to start the machine this

lever is pulled down as desired and the spark

turned into the head. The lowering of this

lever has opened the valve at the top of the

cylinder and caused an exhaust at the first

revolution, so that the turning of the start

ing wheel is now against only a sufficient

amount of the compression to cause the first

explosion and movement of the piston. This

insures a start every time and calls for no

exertion on the part of the operator beyond

a slight turn of the wheel.

The gas mixture is composed of about six

parts of gas to one of air, and the opening of

the ordinary valve more or less air enters

the mixture, rendering it useless. But

through the valve on the Lewis engine no air

is allowed to enter the mixture, but a slitti

cient amount of the compression is allowed

to escape to insure the starting. rendering

the first explosion weaker than normal, but

sufficient. By the use of this valve when

the engine is working the speed may be in

creaSed or decreased at will.

From Porto Rico to Providence.

The People’s Rapid Transit Go. of Provi

dence, R. I., the incorporation of which was

noticed last week. is really a reorganization

of the Porto Rico Transmit-tution (‘o.. which

was formed in Olneyville in 1901. for con

ducting an automobile passenger and ex

press service betwven l‘once. and San Juan,

on the island of Porto Rico. About $201!!)

was sunk in the project. The new company

will operate the same automobiles in \Vest

erly, and between the town, Watt-h Hill and

THE AUTUBAS
DRY BATTERIES.

80 per cent. more effi

c‘ency than any other.

Standard Everywhere.

WM. ROCHE, 42 Vesoy St., New York.

Seamless Steel,

BOILER SHELLS,

PRESSURE RESERVOIRS'
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The Week's Patents.

714,128. Exhaust~Mufiier. William Barber,

Brooklyn, N. Y. Filed Jan. 23, 1902. Serial

.\'0. 90,925. (No model.)

Claim—1. An exhaust-muffler provided

with an inlet pipe or tube having perfora

tions in its peripheral wall. and a batiiing

spring of resilient material coiled around

the. inlet pipe or tube in such manner that

the gases as they emerge from the peripher

al perforations or passages will impinge

upon the spring, substantially as shown and

described.

714.104. Pneumatic Tire. \Vilbraham Ed

nmnd, Ealing, England, assignor to himself,

and Alister Macnab, London, England. Filed

Jan. 3, 1901. Serial No. 41,963. (No model.)

Claim—1. In a pneumatic tire, the combi

nation of a transverser inflexible and longi

tudinally flexible and compressible tread

having a wide practically flat inner periph

cry and separately inflatable air tubes each

made of air retaining and laterally inex—

tensible material. arranged 'one inside the

other, and adapted to take a flat bearing

against the flat inner periphery of said

tread. substantially as described for the pur

pose set forth.

714,180. Internal Combustion

(.‘lark Hendricks, Riverside, Cal.

ccmber 11, 1901. Serial No. 85,512.

model.)

Claim.—1. In combination a power cylin

der having an igniter and also inlet and out

let ports at one end, means for supplying an

explosive mixture to said inlet port. a con

duit for a power liquid connected to the

other end of the cylinder, a valve or valves

between this conduit and the cylinder, a

valved supply pipe or pipes connected to the

end of the cylinder adjacent to the said con

duit, an air chamber connected to said con

duit, a sliding power piston in the cylinder

provided with a piston rod working through

the cylinder head at the liquid end of the

cylinder, and means connected to this piston

rod for automatically controlling the gas

supply and exhaust devices, for the purpose

set forth.

714,201. Storage Battery. Stanislaw Las

czyuski. Berlin, Germany, assignor to Titus

von Michalowski, Berlin, Germany. Filed

Feb. 23. 1901. Serial No. 48.011. (No model.)

Claim—1. A storage battery having a neg

ative electrode of nickel oxid, a sponge-zinc

plate as positive electrode and as electrolyte

a solution of potassium or sodium alumi

nates, which are able to conduct the cur

rent. bnt not to dissolve the sponge-zinc

electrodes after discharging.

714,237. Steam Boiler. Charles M. Ray

mond. Cleveland. Ohio. Filed July 3. 1902.

Serial No. 114.233. (No model.) ‘

(‘laim.—1. A tubular boiler comprising a

plurality of superposed sets of coils, each

having an upper and a lower coil, and a con

nection between the upper coil of one set

and the lower coil of the next set below,

substantially as described.

714.271. Vehicle \Vheel. John M. Alder

t‘er. Sharon Center. Ohio. Filed May 9,

1902. Serial No. 100.528. (Nb model.)

(‘laim.~1. In a vehicle wheel, the combi

nation with a channel iron rim. of a cushion

tire. and pins extending transversely through

the tire, the length of the pins being greater

than the distance between the free edges of

the side pieces of the channel iron rim, the

base 01' said channel iron being provided

with an annular rib through which said pins

project and thus prevent the creeping ot' the

tire with respect to the channel iron rim,

substantially as set forth.

Engine.

Filed De

(No

714.333. Vehicle Tire and Rim. Franklin

G. Saylor. Franklin, Mass, assignor of one

halt‘ to George H. Morrill, Jr.. Norwood,

Mass. Filed Aug. 22, 1902. Serial No. 120.

047. (No model.)

(‘iaint—i. A vehicle tire having a fibrous

core, clamps upon said core and an outer

covering of rubber vulcanized around said

core and clamps, substantially as described.

714.352. Combined Hot Air and Gas En

gine. (‘harles A. Anderson, Erick A. Erick

son and John \Vicltstrolli,’Chicago, 11]., as

signors to Chicago Motocycle Company, Chi

cago. Ill.. a Corporation of Illinois. Filed

Mar. :28. 1900. Serial No. 10,370. (No model.)

Claim.—1. In combination with a. cylinder

and a pair of pistons arranged to work

therein, means for controlling said pistons

to impart a synchronous but differential

movement thereto comprising a pitnlan sup

port upon each piston, one of which is in the

form of an extension whereby the pitmau is

adapted to be connected with the piston at a

point remote from the latter. a pitman pivot

aily connected with each pitman support, a

main shaft located out of alignment laterally

with a line extending between the points of

connection of the pitmen with their respect

ive pitmau supports and at a point interme

diate the distance separating said points,

and crank connections between said main

shaft and pitmen, the axis of said main shaft

being located at one side of said line. extend

ing between the points of connection oi‘ the

pitmen with their respective supports a dis

tnnce less than the length of the crank arm.

714,353. Combination Hot Air and Gas

Engine. Charles A. Anderson, Erick A.

Erickson and John Wickstrom. (Unit-ago, Ill,

assignors to Chicago Motocycle Company.

Chicago. Ill.. a Corporation of Illinois. Filed

Dec. 18, 1901. Serial No. 80,433, (No model.)

Claim.—1. In an engine, the combination

of a power cylinder having a heater at one

end thereof, and having a port for the intake

of air and a separate port for the intake of a

combustible fluid, power and transfer pis

tons in said cylinder, and means to cause

said pistons to alternately approach and re

cede from each other, substantially as and

for the purposes set forth.

714,445. Air Condenser for Steam I‘ro

pelled Cars or Vehicles. Edward R. Bridson

and Harry Brough, Nottingham, England.

Filed Apr. 17, 1902. Serial No. 103.434. (No

model.) '

Claim.~1. The combination with a steam

propelled vehicle having a steam generator

and a steam engine, of a plurality of nearly

horizontal tubes a open to the atmosphere

at one end and arranged parallel to the line

of motion of the vehicle, a box such as g into

which the other end of each tube a enters.

means for conveying the air

densed steam from the box g. a chamber In

placed at right angles to the tubes :1. small

tubes b connected to the said chamber 111

and having their open ends inserted in the

ends of the tubes :1, means for conveying the

steam from the engine to the chamber 111

and means for drawing off the water from

the box g, substantially as described.

714.492. Explosive Engine. Francois La

goutte, Asuieres, France. Filed June 21;,

1900. Serial No. 21.080. (No model.)

t!laim.—1. In an internal combustion nio

tor. the combination of a conduit for exhaust

gases leading from the motor cylinder. said

conduit having an air inlet near the point of

connection to the ‘motor cylinder. valve

means controlling the said inlet. valve

means controlling the flow of gases through

the conduit and located farther from the

and nncon-

motor cylinder than the said air inlet, and

connecting mechanism which causes one

valve to open when the other is closed, and

vice versa.

714.501. Steering Device for Automobiles

or Other Vehicles. Winthmp L. Mead, South

Orange, N. J. Filed Jan. 24, 1902. Serial

No. 91,041. (No model.)

Claim-1. The combination with the frame

of a vehicle providing pivoted axles and a

bearing plate therebetween having a hole or

passage for the steering rod and a fulcrum

for an eccentric strap, 0! said steering rod

and means for turning the same, an eccen

tric seated on said bearing plate and adapted

to be turned by said steering rod and a

lever-like eccentric strap also seated on said

bearing plate and slotted at its fulcrum and

having an arm or extension b, and rods con

necting with said extension and with said

axles, substantially as set forth.

714.574. Vehicle Spring. Edward F. Geh

man, Reading. Pa. Filed Nov. 4, 1899. Serial

No. 735.783. (No model.)

(,‘l:iiin.——'l‘hc. combination with a vehicle

having upwardly curved side bars with de

pending boisters at each end thereof, and

hangers secured diametrically opposite each

other in rear of the bolsters, the upwardly

curving continuous leaf springs extending

longitiulinnlly with the side bars and having

their opposite terminal ends secured to the

hangers, and said continuous leaf springs be

ing bent inwardly at their central portions,

of the body having intermediate bolsters at

its central portion, and securing bolts pass

ing through said body, its bolsters, and the

inwardly bent portions of the leaf springs

- thereby securing said parts together, where

by to elevate the body above the. side bars so

as to permit of a vertical movement of said

body between the side bars, substantially as

described.

714.597. Carburetter for Explosive Motors.

Emile L P. Mors, Paris, France, assignor

to Societe Anonyme d'Electricite et d'Auto

mobiles More, France. Filed Jan. 28, 1902.

Serial No. 91,613. (No model.)

Claim.—1. A carburetter having a mixing

chamber, an injector nozzle opening freely

into the chamber, air supply openings above

the nozzle and means to simultaneously cut

off the air openings and nozzle from the sup

ply pipe to the motor, substantially as de

scribed.

714,614. Speed Regulating Mechanism for

Motor-Vehicles. Salvatore Scognamillo and

Charles H. Posner, New York, N. Y. Filed

June 20. 1902. Serial No. 113,354. (No

model.)

Claim—1. In a speed regulating mechan

ism, a power transmitting shaft formed of a

fixed and a longitudinally movable section,

a plurality of pinions. means for supporting

the pinions, means carried by the longitudi

nally movable section of the power trans

mitting shaft and adapted to engage with

the pinions for suitably connecting them

thereto. causing the rotation thereof, and

means operated by the pinions for impart

ing movement to a vehicle.

The Week’s Exports.

British Possessions in Africa—10

motor vehicles and material, $2.491.

Glasgow—4} cases motor vehicles, $600.

Lisbon—1 ease auto vehicles, $1,100.

London»8 cases motor vehicles and mm

terial, 3611.415.

Southampton~1

$1,200. .

St. iiclcus~7 cases motor vehicles and

parts. $700.

cases

case motor vehicles,

I .
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Baldwin Automobile Detachable Chain Go.

WORCESTER, mass.

ARE THE PIONEERS.

  

PATENTED DEC. 18, [900

BALDWIN CHAINS

are the standard for -

SIZE, WORKMANSHIP and FINISH

 

The

rIVIOtOI‘ de Luxe

8 H.P.

4 Grurroees.

Especially

adapted to

Heavy

Tonneaus.

MOTOR VEHIOLE POWER CO.,

l23l Spring Garden Street, PHILADELPHIA.

OF INTEREST TO

MANUFACTURERS

Write tor a copy of pamphlet

just issued by the

Illinois Central R. R.

Company,

  
 

 

giving reliable information con

cerning nearly 200 desirable loca

tions for industries. and entitled

INDUSTRIAL SITES _

IN TEN STATES.

Address GEORGE C. POWER

Industrial Commissioner Illinois Central Railroad.

Room 506 Central Station. CI'IICIIO. III.

 

DcDion Bouton & Co.

PARIS, FRANCE.

Standard Gasoline Motors and

Automobiles of the World.

De Dion Motors are used by leading manufacturers all over

the world.

THE TRADE SUPPLIED.

Address all communications to

K. A. SKINNER,

Sole United States Agent,

179 Clarendon St., (near Boylston) BOSTON. MASS.
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New Features and is up-todate.

Made in all sizes from runabouts to

transfer wagons.

We are manufacturers of everything for

automobiles. Sn CA TALOGUE.

Go. FIB: to soo South rem Sn,

1 ST. LOUISI II. 8. A.
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THE DOW

IS THE
FOR PRICEQ AND PARTICULARS WPITETO

THE DOW PORT ELECT. CO.

ZIB TREMONT ST. BOSTON. MASS.

||1',5 BROADWAY. NY. '

|2r3 FILGERT Ll

  

Send Stamp for Catalog and Supplement.

BEST BY EVERY TEST.

l9 LA SALLE ST CHICAGO.

  

 

PHrLADELPnIA, PA.

  

K

i
KLINGER

E
. R

GAUGES.

Semi for Catalog!“ “C.”

We have on hand a number of sec- '

ond-hand steam carriages which must

.be sold before October rat to make

room [or new stock.

Write [or prices and particulars.

LOOKE REGULATOR CO.,

SALEM, MASS

Better Not . .

have any ignition outfit

than to have a poor one.

WE MANUFAOTURE NOTHING

BUT THE BEST.

WRITE Fl IR CATAOG L' E.

Antnrotrr fit oonPArrv
W. SOMERVILLE, MASS.

  

 

 

  

 

LEATHER_

. ‘ .3. Automobrle

' Coat.
Finest quality black leather. lined with

flannel, $8.00 each.

Leather Trousers, Gaps, Gloves, eio.

Imported Goggles, Horns, Spark Plugs, eio.

Catalogue mailed on request.

THE LARGEST AUTOMOBILE SUPPLY

HOUSE IN AMERICA.

CHAS. E. MILLER. 97-99-101 Reade St. New York City.

 

 

  

EEP the auto up to

the top notch of

speed and ease of

running by using Dixon’s

Graphitoleo. Ask for a

free sample and booklet 83

about it.

JUSI'II'H DIXON CRUCIHIJ'I COMPANY,

Jnksn' CITY.
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Iio You Want Satisfaction?
~ The boiler proposition we have to ofTer will

, ‘ give it to you. Our boilers will cause you no

r ‘ trouble.

THEY ARE THE BEST! THE PRICE

IS RIGHT! '

In workmanship and quality they stand at

the top of the class.

Your correspondence is solicited.

STEAM CARRIAGE BOILER 00., - Osvego,ti. Y.

Improve Your Simulation

BY UUING

.THE LOBEE PUMP
Increarwe and gives. positive cir

culation to tho cooling water for all

Gasoline Motor“. Simple. Cheap

Durable. Emmv'tvt. my to apply._

Sent on trial to reaponlible partles.

Lohee Pump 81 Machinery Co.

l20-l36 Terrace Buffalo, N. Y.

MONOGRAM OILS nun GREASES
IPECIALLV ADAPTID FOR

AUTOMOBILE lUBRIOATION
WRITE FOR CATALOGUE AND PRICE LIST.

Columbia Lubricants 00.. 22 Burllng Slip, lievv York.

  

  

GROUT Steam Cars.

Run all the time.

Over all roads,

Up Grade as vrell as dovvn.

Trials prove it.

GROUT BROS., Orange, Mass.

1 Made at the SPLITOORF LABORATORY.

Established IBISB.

 

  

FOLLOW THE FLAG
Detroit To Fast Trains

0mm Through

Sleeping Bars

3" “Us Dining Cars

Kansas‘ City can can

Omaha Free Reclining

And the West Chi" cm

THE ONLY LINE RUNNING FREE REOLINIHG OHAIIT CARS

BETWEEN NEW YORK AIID OHIGAGO.

FAMOUS “CONTINENTAL LIMITED," leaves New

York foot of Franklin Street at 2.25 p. m., foot of West 42d

Street 2.45 p. m., arrives Detroit 7.30 a m., Chicago 3.30 p. m.

St. Louis 7.r5 p. m., Kansas City 7 r5 second morning.

“ LACKAWANNA LIMITED," leaves New York act of

Barclay or Christopher Street! at 10.00 a. m., arrives Detroit

:00 a. m., Chicago r0.5o a. 111.. St. Louis 2.00 p. m., Kansas

City 9.30 p. m. next day.

“ ONTARIO & WESTERN EXPRESS," leaves New

York foot of Franklin Street at 5.40 p. m., foot of West 42d

Street 6.00 p. m., arrives Detroit 2.05 p. m., Chicago 9.30 p. m.

Also trains caving at 2.00 a. m., r.oo p. ta. ,6.ao p. m., 7.45 p. m.

For information in regard to rates, etc., apply to

H. B.W,

General Eastern Agent,

387 Broadway, New York.

  

 

WANTS AND FOR SALE.
t5 cents per line of seven words, each with order.

 

AUTOMOBILES bought, sold and exchanged.

|C. A. COEY & CO., 53in Cottage Grove Ave.,

Chicago, Ill.

 

FOR SALE — Reachless running gear, wire

wheels, Fisk tires and metal body complete

for motor. One set tubular wheels. front axle and

Longuemare Carburetter. V. GUNDERSON,

t125 Jefferson Ave., Detroit, Mich.
 

OR SALE— Land, factory, machinery, car

riages and fixtures. A first class carriage

factory, up-to-date in every respect; well equipped

with modern machinery, etc. Five minutes by

trolley and easy walking distance to centre of city;

at the same time within a few blocks of railroad

depot and steamboat dock. The BOSTON

BUCKBOARD & CARRIAGE cu, r55 to 163

East St., Foot of Wooster St., New Haven, Conn.

 

getsalooz Oldsmobile; little used;

looks like new; latest improve

ments; extra seat; lamp. horn; gauge on gasolene

tank. Address. W. K.. care Motor “'orld.
 

FOR SALE—Two Columbia Wagonettes Mark

XI with two extra sets of batteries all in fine

condition and splendid working order. Originally

cost $5500.00. Bargain if sold immediately.

Address, JAMES MILLS. Newark, Ohio.
 

FOURNIER—Searchmom Touring Car; carries

two or four; guaranteed perfect chdition;

used six weeks; horn, brass lamps. search light;

extra parts. tools; will sacrifice. DOCTOR, 45 E

60th St., N. Y. City.

home Satety Steam Throttle Valve
Steam sup lied graduallv—Shuts of! at either end of

lever Forward or backward—No wrong way—

Can be removed and reground without

disconnecting any pipe.

CAN BE APPLIED TO ANY STEAM VEHICLE.

Write for descriptive circular.

NOLTE BRASS 00., Springfield, 0.

Patentees and Sole Manufacturers.

OEIITURY MOTOR VEIIIOLE BO.
MANUFACTURIRS 0F

 

 

Steam, Electric

and Gasolene

SYRACUSE, N. Y.

 

wvvvvvv“

 

i MORE THAN THEY cosr.

'00...“0000000060000va

‘ 'Y

 

JENKINS & BARKER
Succussovts To CHAS. L. BURDETT

50 State St., HARTFORD, CONN.

Patents and

Patent Gauses

AUTOMOBILE PATENTS A SPEOIALTY

CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED

Automobiles, '

 

SMITH 8r. MABLEY,

3 I 3-3 I 5 Seventh Ave.. New York,

AUTOMOBILES.

vnvonrene

PANHARD. RENAULT.

DIITIIIU‘I'OIS

OIIARIIOII, OlRAROOl I IIOIOI (MRS AAOE III IAIIIIOA.

TIlE ioounonua [ItilllPlillY
OF‘ AMERICA.

7 East 42d Street, NEW YORK.

Agency comrgrndence may be addrelled to New York

0 ea or nearest Branch Ollee.

 

 

MALTBY

POWER AIR PUMP

MALTBY AUTOMOBILE

and MANUFACTURING Co.

IO CLINTON St BROOKLYNNY

   

 

AUTOMOBILES
srzxir, GASOLENE AND

ELECTRIC,

BOUGHT, SOLO, EXOHANOED, STORED

REPAIRED AND RENTED.

/

Accessories of all kinds furnished. Expert repainnen con~

stantly on duty. Bargains in slightly used automobilu, steam,

ganolene and electric. constantly on hand.

wAgents for all prominent makes of vehicles.

AUTOMOBILE EXCHANGE AND STORAGE CO.,

T33 135, 137 and 139 W. 58th St. YEW YORK.

Two doors Irorn Broadway.

 

?

Get a Good

Night’s Rest
THIS ALWAYS ASSU RED

When you use the

compartment Sleeping Oars

BINGINNATImto GHIBAOO

G H 8:. D “m. Monon

A room to yourself.

Regulate the heat, light

and ventilation to suit

your convenience.

Every necessary toilet

convience in your room.

Ask any ticket agent for train schedules,

or address

‘ D. (i EDWARDS, P. T. ILL, Cincinnati, 0.
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The WHITE Steam Carriage
  

AN AUTOMOBILE THOROUCIHBRED.

In the 5oo~mile Reliability Contest from New Yorlt to Boston and return, arranged

by the Automobile Club of America. three WHITE STEAM STANHOPES covered

the distance without stop or trouble of any kind—a perfect performance.

The White Steam Generator is absolutely non-explosiVe.gives pressure in five min

utes from cold water, and once in motion is self-regulating. In touring. the WHITE will

make 100 miles without adding a drop of water or fuel to the original supply.

Wrileforfullfarll'cularr, including Pro}. Thurston? report an (110' .rh'lun generrtlor,

and M: aflicr'al reports of I'm/aria”! endurance can/25k.

WHITE SEWING MACHINE CO.,

(AUTOMOBILE DEPARTMENT) CLEVELAND. OHIO.

a: Union Squire, New York, N. Y. 609 Main St.. Bufl‘alo, N. Y.

’09 Tremont St., Boston, Mass. 300 Rose Bldg.,Cleveland, Ohio.

300 Post St, San Francisco, Cal. 4:59 Ohve St, St. Louis. No.

I: Woodward Ave., Detroit, Mich. 176: Stout St., Denver, Colo.

5979 Centre .-\ve , East End, Pittsburg. Pa.

BANKERS BROTH E'RS COMPANY, Cor. Vine nnd Broad Sts., Philadelphia. Pa.

Wat-run C. Win-tn, European Representatives.

lg Princes St, Westminster, London, England.

 

 

  

 

Wise Buyers will look well into the merits ol the

SUCCESS ol the CENTURY

THE AMERICAN MODEL “A”

HYDRO-CARBON AUTOMOBILE.

BUILT EOD TWO DASSENGERS_

An AMERICAN

Product.

For American

ltoatis.

For American

Climate.

For American

Drivers

PLEASURE—BUSINESS_LADIES—DDIVING.

ELEGANT NOISELESS—ODODLESS "RELIABLE.

 

Send Ior Agency Proposition. Send lor Catalogue.

 

THE AMERICAN Moron CARRIAGE CO.,

ill-[520 East Prospect Street, CLEVELAND, OIIIO.

‘PAR DEE 8: CO., 140 -i406 Michigan Boulevard, Chicago, Ill.

DISTRIBUTORS: C. A. DL'ERR, :30 West 38th 5L. New York City.

(Rosssu. DRisKo, ,7 so" St., Boston, Mass.
  

 

domesoemooseoooooomooooosoooaoooo

THE HAYNES-APPERSON
is the only automobile that has been consistently

developed through [0 years of successful exper

ience on American roads.

  

The same development that has giun foreign cars their reputa

tion has given the IlaynesApperson its proved reliability. but because

of the more severe conditions under which it has been produced there

is no car of equal horse power that will last as long, handle as easily

and ride as smoothly on American highways as this American product.

Runabout. 7 horse wer 2 user! rs 81200.
Phlelon, 12 -- P0" '2 P " u ' 1500.

Surrey” [2 " “ 4 “ l800.

DELIVERY IN TEN DAYS ON IMMEDIATE ORDERS.

ASK OUR CUSTOMERS. GET OUR BOOKLETS.

See Our Exhibit at the New York and Chicago Shows.

HAYNES-APPERSON CO., Kokomo. Ind., U.S. A.

eeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeee

--

Our new model 20 h. p. Touring Car will

interest those who appreciate highest grade

construction and the embodiment of cleverest

ideas and genuine excellence in automobile

building.

It has new and elastic spring suspension,

new body design with high-back seats and

luxurious deep spring upholstery, three pas

senger tonneau, divided front seat, improved

ignition and many other superior features.

Complete with full brass side lamps, tools,

horn, etc. The price is $2500. It will be in

evidence at the New York, Cleveland, and

Chicago Automobile shows.

THE WINTON MOTOR CARRIAGE C0

Berea Road, CLEVELAND, OHIO.

O------

\i
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IgAUTOCAR

  

10 II. P. GASOLENE MOTOR.

Of course you have heard of the “AUTOCARK’ All

we ask is that you look it over before buying your machine.

We have appointed the following well-known agents, to whom

you should apply for catalogue and particulars. We manufacture,

but do not retail.

Agency list is full, if you desire to purchase or represent a

winner, apply to the nearest of the following:

DISTRIBUTING AGENTS :

NEW YORK, N. Y. A. G. SPALDING 8: BROS. 33 W. 42nd St.

PHILADELPHIA, PA. BANKER BROS. CO. Broad and Vine Sis.

BOSTON, MASS. H. B. SHATTUCK 6: SON 239 Columbus Ave.

WASHINGTON, D. C. NATIONAL CAP. AUTO. CO. "24 Connecticut Ave.

PITTSBURG, PA. BANKER BROS. CO. Baum and Beatty Sts.

CHICAGO, III. F. P. ILLSLEY 284 Wabash Ave.

DENVER. COLO. FELKER CYCLE CO. [535 Tremont St.

LOS ANGELES, CAL. HEINEMAN 6c PRATT 705 Main St.

THE AUTOCAR CO.,

ARDNIORE, PENNA.

  

H) H. P. OASOLENE MOTOR.
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When Ordering an Automobile Specify the “ Bribe ” Battery.

EXIDE BATTERY DEPOTS FOR FURNISHING, CHARGING AND CARING FOR EXIDE BATTERIES:

PHILADELPHIA, 250 North Broad Street. BUFFALO. 200 Pearl Street.

ST. LOUIS, 3937 Olive Street. DETROIT, l0] Woodward Avenue.

NEW YORK I48 Welt I8th Street.

CHICAGO, 264 Michigan Boulevard.

THEELECTRIC STORAGEBATTERYCO.
PHILADELPHIA.

NEW YORK. I00 Broadway.

BALTIMORE, Continental Trust Building, CLEVELAND, New England Building.

SAN FRANCISCO, Nevada Block. DETROIT, Michigan El. C0., l0l Woodward Ave.

HAVANA, CUBA, O. F. Greenwood Mgr., 34 Empedradu St.

PHILADELPHIA, Allegheny Ave. and l9th St.

CHICAGO. Marquette Building.

ST. LOUIS, Wainwright Building.

BOSTON, 60 State St.

  

 

  

    

@WFENCH ANDAMERICAN

iii-H.P.

  

Agents for  

  

- H661me AUTOMOBILES. PETE“

VEHIBLE co, Peugeot—Mors—Botteraau.
Long Island Endurance Tent.

 
  

the Central

Automobile 60.

I684 Broadway.

TELI'PNONI :

, 596 Cal.

\

  

 

"1-" P. PEUGEOT.

  

B-N- P- MOIS  

Prom pt Deliveries of

ill-H. P. CUTTEREAU

OPEN DAY AND NIGHT.

  

Prompt Deliveries of

  

it PEUGEOT, LARGEST AND BEST EQUIPPED AUTOMOBILE DEPOT “wag?”

  

ELEBTRIGS.
  

mons. ALL KINDS OF FRENCH AUTOMOBILE PARTS KEPT IN STOCK.

ELEBTRIBS GHARGED liiiil EPT iii FIRST-GLASS ORDER.

  

  

 

“'15 ARE MANUFACTURERS OF THE

Standard Electric Motors

‘_ THAT ARE NOW USED ON ALL

' THE MOST SUCCESSFUL ELEC

TRIC AUTOMOBILES in the country.

Our machine is the MOST EFFICIENT and

PRACTICAL OF THEM ALL—as demon ‘

strated by hundreds of them in daily use all >

over the country.

Converter for Charging Automobile P-atteries frum

Alternating Current.

=P ., “i i. I“\Y - gigging:
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GOODRICH

' Clincher Double Tube

Automobile Tires
  

will be the regular equipment on more Touring Cars

in 1903 than all other makes of motor tires combined.

Such a showing is reasonable proof that the use of Good=

rich Clincher Automobile Tires will add to the good

name of your machine and greatly lessen the tire

troubles that you may have experienced heretofore.

ALL REPAIR OR ADJUSTMENIS MADE AT THE FOLLOWING BRANCHES, WHICH CARRY A FULL

AND COMPLETE LINE OF STANDARD SIZES 0F TIRES AND' PARTS CONSTANTLY ON HAND.

The B. F.(ioodrich Company,
MANUFACTURERS, '

AKRON, = OHIO.

BRANCHES:

HI Lake Street, Chicago.

9 West Huron Street, Buffalo.

(iorham Rubber C0., San Francisco.

I699 Broadway, New York City.

922 Arch Street, Philadelphia.

80 E. Congress Street, Detroit. I444 Curtis Street, Denver.

MEMBER OF THE NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF AUTOMOBILE MANUFACTURERS.

[57 Summer Street, Boaton.

l

a
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The Agency for the

CADILLAC
next season will be

BE

Like Finding Money
Figure it out for yourself.

Did you ever see a car at anywhere near the price that compares with it?

Look it over.

  

No car at any price runs so smoothly, is better made, or will sell

better. Our faith in it is so strong, so sure, that we are now hard at

work preparing for a large output, for in quantity production only is it

possible to produce a car like the Cadillac and sell it at the price asked.

If you’re quick, you may be able to secure the agency. Better try.

 

CADILLAC AUTOMOBILE COMPANY,

WM. E. METZGER, Sales Manager. DETROIT, MICHIGAN.

QGGEGGQQQ'QQQQQBBBBBBEBBBEBBB
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THE ONLY AMERICAN»,
gasolene carriage to take part in the Commemoration IOU-Mile Non-Stop Run

held by the Automobile Club of Great Britain, on November 8th last, and in

competition with the latest English, German and French cars, the

o\\§o\e\~° Touring Car
proved that skillful and ingenious design, combined with the best of materials

and workmanship, make the Rambler the equal of the $2200 kind, though but

one-third the price. Out of I93 starters, 34 only qualified for the honors, the

Rambler earning a for a perfect run

of 100 miles without a stop. Held in a driving rain,the performance was remarkable,

proving our claim that the Rambler is lt10% good. Can we send you the catalogue

describing it?

THOMAS B. JEFFERY 8t (30., - Kenosha, Wisconsin.

   

 

  

 

 

NEW MODEL 6
 

Grestmnhile ... '

ELM®RE _ $550- ‘
FILLS EVERY NEED 0" EVERY ROAD.

- I SAFE. SIMPLE. RELIABLE.

   

 

GUARANTEED.

. SPEED*2O miles per hour.
DOUBLE C?L1IIE)QIS)M(¢O‘R‘tO for $2226- ACTION CAPACITY—loo ml'es'

EAsv T0 cowrizor. AT ANY SPEED. CLIMBS 575;? "II-,I-s' , ,_

THREE POSITIVE SPEEDS FORWARD AND REVERSE. WRITh FOR H1ch “ TO THE “MUN

A Blue Ribbon. IOO Per Cent., Proposition to Agents.

  

C0" Clyde, 0” U. S. A_ Broadway, Portland and Davin Streets, CAMBRIDGE, MASS., U. S. A.

The Automotor THE m. SEWAllll & son on.

 

 

MANUFACYUIIRI OF

CARRIAGE

A specially constructed,

powerful touring car,

designed for those who

pllce quality before price.

HARDWARE
AND

special Urgli Fnrzinls

Auiumuhiles
AND OTHER WORK.

WE EXHIBIT AT NEW YORK SHOW. We are prepared to make estimates from drawings or models

and guarantee first-class work.

()L'R OUTPI' l' IS LIMITED.

EARLY ORDERS MEAN

EARLY DELIVERY.

  

Correspondence invited.

AUTOMOTOR 00., Springfield, Mass.
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Why They Remain.

x

 

ESTAB LISH ED l884-.
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The Goodman Co., -.,. .. , H,,u|h

New York City. ;-~"
v

n l' ’ ' " '

Gentlemen:

With regard to advertising in the Motor World, would say

that the strongest endorsement any advertiser can give a medium is by

continuing to use its columns.

We were among the very first advertisers in the Motor World

when it was started. We believe at that time there were not more than

half a dozen others at the outside.

We have continued with the paper regularly ever since, and

so long as the paper remains as at present we undoubtedly will continue

to be in it.

We advertise in the World because we know that it appeals

to a certain class of the automobile industry that none of the other

trade papers do, as well astcovering the entire field, of course.

Yours truly,

Lem/reMJR. ' Weston—Mott Co,
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All Roads Alike and all Seasons the Same to

The Oldsmobile
\

This useful and handsome machine is the pioneer Runabout of America and while its success

and popularity has caused it to be widely imitated the Oldsmobile still maintains its position as

“ The Best Thing on Wheels."

1903 Improvements

make the Oldsmobile simpler and stronger than ever. Its sterling merit is testified to by E 000

satisfied users.

The best known automobile in America—the cheapest reliable machine in the world.

PRICE $650.00 AT FACTORY.

SELLING AGENTS:

Autovehlcle Co., Newark, N. J.

F. W. Stockbridge, Paterson, N. J.

Mississippi Valley Automobile Co., St. Louis, Mo.

George E. Harman, Denver, Colo.

Day Automobile Co., Kansas City, Mo.

Clark 8: Hawkins, Houston, Texas.

Hyslop Brothers, Toronto, Ont.

The Oldsmobile Co.—C. C. Moore Co., San

Francisco, Cal.

John W. Chester Co., Nashville, Tenn.

A. F. Chase 6: Co., l'linneapolis, l'linn.

J. E. Richard, Columbia, S. C.

WRITE FOR lLLUSTRATED BOOK AND INFODMATION T0

OLDS MOTOR WORKSfi-W—M:Detroit, Mich.

______

Oldsmobile Co., New York City, N. Y.

National Capitol Automobile Co., Washington, D.C.

Quaker City Automobile Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

H. B. Shattuck & Son, Boston, Mass.

Banker Bros. Co., Pittsburg, Pa.

Oldsmobile Co., Cleveland, Ohio.

W. E. l'letzger, Detroit, Mich.

Oldsmobile Co., Githens Bros., Chicago, Ill.

Fisher Automobile Co., Indianapolis, Ind.

Olds Gasoline Engine Works, Omaha, Neb.

W. C. Jaynes Automobile Co., Bulfalo, N. Y.

F. L. C. l'lartin Co., Plalntield, N. J.

Oldsmobile Co., Milwaukee, Wis.

Rochester Automobile Co., Rochester, N. Y.

Seager 6: Close, Tucson, Ariz.

F. E. Gilbert, Jacksonville, Fla.

Texas Imp. 6: Machinery Co., Dallas. Texas.

Abbott Cycle Co., New Orleans, La.

C H. Johnson, Atlanta, Ga.

Sutclifle 6: Co., Louisville, Ky.

Brown-Thompson 6: Co , Hartiord, Conn.

l'lason‘s Carriage Works, Davenport, la.

Adams 6: Hart, Grand Rapids, Mich.

Kline Cycle 6: Autov Co , Harrisburg, Pa.
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WHYS AND WHEREFORES

Of Stops Made in Reliability Contest—Elaborate

Report is Submitted.

At last. after many weeks of weary wait

ing, the book containing the complete record

of every car that started in the Reliability

Run of the Automobile Club of America

from New York to Boston and return, Oct.

9-15, is at hand. Looking it over one ceases

to wonder that it took a long time to pre

pare, and concludes that the publication

was worth waiting for. It is very thorough

and full of interest. Every car is recorded

on a page or pages of its own, even those

that dropped out. The make, entrant, horse

power, welght. tires, number of passengers,

style of engine and average speed per hour

of each is given, together with all the stops,

the cause and duration of them, the repairs

and adjustments at controls, the marks lost

and the reason for them.

In the following summary the most im

portant part of the recm'd of the cars that

finished the run is given. In explanation

it may be said that the report as given in

the book has been abbreviated as much as

possible. After the number and name of

the machine comes the rated horsepower,

and then an initial capital letter denoting the

power, “G.” for gasolene and "S." for steam;

next the weight and the total number of

marks accredited at the finish. The per

fect number of marks, it will be remem

bered, was 2,092. The number of stops, both

penalized and unpenalized, have been given

in the aggregate, and the total time lost by

them immediately follows the number. Next

to the time lost by stops is given the causes

of them, and after that the tinkerings at con

trols (not penalized), as reported by_ the 0b

servers. Finally the marks lost through

being late or early at controls or missing

them are given. Where no non-penalized

stops. or control repairs, or marks lost at

controls are mentioned, there were none, and

it is interesting to note that several ma

chines went through not only without a stop,

but also without being touched while in a

control. In this summary, the tire troubles,

which are grouped separately in the book,

are run along under the head of non-penal

ized stops and control repairs, but as they

invariably have been placed at the end of

the list under those headings, a little study

will reveal which machines suffered most

in this way and what a noteworthy num

ber got through without'any tire troubles.

In consequence of making a sum total of

(Continued on page 360,

Hildebrand to Sell Stevens-Duryeas.

G. C. Hildebrand has been appointed

General Sales Manager of the automobile

department of the J. Stevens Arms and Tool

Co., Chicopee Falls, Mass. Hildebrand is a

comparatively recent acquisition to the auto

mobile trade, he having been appointed man

ager of the New York branch of the Interna

tional Motor Car Co. less than a year ago.

He has a reputation for making a conspicu

ous success of anything he undertakes, and

his new position will give him the scope he

has heretofore lacked.

Receivers for Taunion Concern.

An assignment to Daniel L. Brownell was

made on Saturday by the Taunton Antonio

bile Works. Tanntcn, Mass. No statement

of the assets or liabilities has been given

out. The. concern was organized in 190].

Its operations have been of a local char

acter.

Death of Conrad_Co._'s President.

In California week before last. after an

illness of considerable duration. S. L. Fish

er, president of the (‘onrad Motor Carriage

(‘o.. of Buffalo. N. Y.. died of consumption.

The body was taken to Cincinnati, Ohio, for

burial.

Chain Makers Congregate in Cleveland.

The report that there is something brew

ing in the chain line was given added color

by the simultaneous appearance in Cleve—

land last Thursday of a number of the prin

cipal chainmakcrs.

 

 

Banker Bros. (‘o.. Pittsburg, have. just in;

creased their capital stock from $50,000 to

$100,000, all paid in.

CHALLENGE IS FORWARDED

America Elects to Contest for the Bennett Cup

—Winion One of Team.

 

Commendabie promptness has been shown

by the automobillsts of this country in re

sponding to the decision of the Automobile

Club of America to compete for the Bennett

International Cup. Within three days from

the time when the club declared itself a

competitor the necessary complement of

three contestants had applied for the privi

lege of representing the club and had posted

the money necessary to obtain recognition.

The three who have announced themselves

are Alex. Winton, Cleveland; L. P. Mooers,

Cleveland, and H. S. Harkness, New 'York.

Two others—Percy Owen, New York, and

(T. W. Matheson, Grand Rapids—have sig

nified their intention of applying for the

honor.

(in last Friday night therace committee

of the club had a meeting and decided to

formally accept the application of Alexan

der Winton and to nominate him as one of

the entrants to represent the club. in the

cup race. It is' understood that this positive

action was taken because Mr. Winton, who

at that time was the only one who had filed

an application and posted his forfeit, was

the first one to come forward in a way suiti

clently definite to enable the club to act, and

also in consideration of the fact that he is

the holder of the best recognized records

made by an American machine.

In view of the probability of there being

half a dozen or more candidates for the

team of three, the race committee of the club

has under consideration a plan to select the

two remaining cars by means of trial races

to be run here, following the same idea used

in selecting yachts to defend the America‘s

Cup.

The following statement and set of rules

were issued by the race committee after its

meeting:

The Automobile Club of America has ac

copied and nominated one entry for the

Gordon-Bennett Cup Race. They are open
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to receive further entries for that race (from

which two will be nominated) upon the fol

lowing conditions:

1st. Each entrant shall deposit with this

club the sum of six hundred dollars.

2d. The racing committee of this club shall

decide which of the entrants not yet accept

ed may compete in the cup race. This de

cision may he arrived at by a contest, or by

the committee without a contest.

3d. Any entrant who is not nominated by

the racing committee for the cup race shall

have his entrance fee returned to him.

4th. Any entrant who, after being nomi

nated for the cup race by the committee

does not start, shall forfeit his entrance fee

of six hundred dollars.

5th. If three entrants are nominated to

take part in the cup race, each entrant shall

have two-thirds of his entrance fee (after

deducting his proportion of the expenses

incurred in holding the race) returned to

him, provided he starts in the race.

6th. If two entrant only are nominated,

each of such entrants shall have one-half of

his entrance fee (after deducting his propor

tion of the expenses incurred in holding the

race) returned to him, provided he starts in

the race.

7th. These rules are supplemental to the

rules of the Gordon-Bennett Cup Race, by

which each entrant agrees to abide.

The machine of Alex. Winton will, of

course, be a Winton, not the "Bullet" or

"Pup," but a special car that will be built.

A special Peerless will be built for L. P.

Mooers, but the details concerning it are not

forthcoming yet. The plans of H. S. Hark

ncss are shrouded in mystery. When asked

by a Motor World man what car he would

drive Mr. Harkness laughed and replied that

it was a secret. He said it was not :1 Peer

less, as had been rumored, but a car being

especially built for him. What make it will

be. or what its horsepower he said he would

not reveal before April, for the reason that

if his first machine should not prove satis

factory he lnight want :0 give an order to

some other maker, and it was wise to avoid

the possibility of injuring u) y one by letting

it be known that one of it) machines was a

failure. He said frankly tiat his car would

not be either a Peerless or a Vi’inton, but

admitted that it would he‘turned out by an

established factory. Tint his_car will be

of about Is! horsepower might be inferred

from the fact that in discussing the pro

pOsed Mathcson mach me, Mr. Hnrkncss

expressed a very positive opinion that a car

developing 130 horsepower would not he

practicable. "it will tear itself to pie-es.

like those 70 horse} wer l’nnhards on the

other side." he said. “Fifty horsepower is

enough."

The Muthcson car is to be the ]il'u(1|](jt

of the recently formed Mattie-son Motor i'nr

l‘o.. 01’ Gram] Rapids. it is said that it will

hare {our H by it) cylinders and develop 150

horsepower. It is understood that two such

pinchines will be built, and that .l. B. Hedges

will be a candidate for selection by the com.

entice in the second one. " ' ‘

GRANDER THAN EVER

Paris Show Magnificent and Throngcd With

Spectators—Changes and Improvements.

 

 

Opened on Wednesday of last week in a

blaze of splendor, with an enormous list

of exhibitors, the fifth annual Paris autom0~

bile show is now half over. As was fore—

shadowed, no startling noVeltles, no radical

departures from the conventional, were to

Judging by the rather fantastic

cable reports, such cars as the Mot-s, the

Panhard, the C. G. & V. and the Renault,

among gasolene cars, and the Serpoliet

among the steamers, occupied the centre of

the stage. They have all undergone changes

of a minor character. Noiselessness, sim

plification of transmission gears—one car be

ing shown with but two speeds, one for

starting and the other for ordinary run

nings~the Germanlflcation, or Daimlera

tion, of radiating devices, mechanically

operated intake valves, weight reduction—

these can be extracted from the hodge

podge of matter cabled by so-called ex

perts.

The popularity of the erent was sufiicient

ly shown by the immense crowd that visited

the palais from about 3 o'clock of the open

ing day until the closing hour. The wide

alleys separating the rows of stands, and

the stands themselves, were packed so

densely that an inspection of the machines

exhibited was a difficulty, and progress,

save. at n snall's pace, was an absolute im

possibility

The most interesting exhibit at the Pan

hard stall was a new 35 horsepower ma

chine, which cannot be delivered for two

years. its salient features are four sepa

rate cylinders, to prevent heating up and to

facilitate repairs; a new auto-dynamo, an

ranged on the same shaft with the pump of

a Daimler, combining the system with a

fall behind the engine, and an entirely new

gas and spark combine on the wheel. Many

of these points will be found on the cars

of earlier delivery—for instance. a new

8 horsepower machine, which will have

three cylinders and will be delivered in

March. ,

In the Panhard exhibit is a regular gaso

lcne engine which drives a large dynamo.

Power is supplied to the electric motors for

the front wheels like the Kreiger system, so

popular in Paris. This machine is nothing

more than an electric car which manufact

ures its own electricity.

Special interest is taken in the new Scr—

pollet Vii) horsepower racing Chassis, which

is characteriZed by various changes and

improvements. leading to greater simplicity

in cast- of power and diminution of weight.

The rcsuhs acidified with regard to this

hitter dcinil may be imagined from the fact

that the [low -io horsepower model weighs

“"2" little more. than an old 6 horsepower

machine.r The latter type weighed about

be seen.

700 kllogrammes; tho new 40 woighs 850

kilogrammes.

Another most important change has been

made in the generator, the vital organ of

steam machines. The special form and dis

position of the generator in this new model

secures for it great increase of strength,

diminution of weight and about double the

heating surface that was available before.

This means a larger supply of wholly "dry"

or superheated steam, with lessened con—

sumption of petroleum for heating.

A new pneumatic tire which is supposcd

to diminish the chances of that awful bug

bear of .lutomoblling known as "skidding"

was shown. It has a flat surface, about two

inches wide, on an envelope of tire. “'hether

or not this will prevent skidding remains to

be seen, but several experts declared that

it will in all probability decrease the speed

of any automobile using it.

Herr Maybach, of the Daimler Co., was

interviewed on the future outlook. "I do

not think that any radical change in the

essential features of the automobile is likely

to be made in the immediate future,” he

said. “The general principle of the engine

will remain unmodified. In all probability

the same remark applies to the gear. Of

course, the improvement and the perfection

of the details are certain.

“The Mercedes model of 1903, for example.

contains many important modifications. The

cooler is of an absolutely new type. and

weighs 30 per cent less than the one now

used in the Mercedes, while presenting a

cooling surface about 40 per cent greater.

“The gear case is quite new. There is

only one lever, and changes of speed are

effected without noise. The motor, too, has

been altered very materially, with the re

sult that there is a notable diminution in

oil and essence consumption, with conse

quent lessening of running expenses. There

is not the slightest smell when the machine

is going slowly. The motor can run very

slowly in every speed, from 400 to 1.20"

revolutions a minute. But these modifica

tions only come under the head of improve

ments in and perfecting of the details."

 

Fournicr Equals Kilomclcr Record.

011 Thursday of last week, in spite of the

government interdiction of the Donrdan

road. Henry Fonrnier made a trial for the

kilometre record. He succeeded in equalling

the time of M. Angures, the record holder—

29 seconds. '

Automobile Club's Annual Banquet

The date for the annual dinner of the Au~

tomobile Club of America has been set for

January 24. It will be held at the Waldorf

Astoria, as usual. and invitations will be

sent to a list of distinguished speakers.

 

Quakers in New Quarters.

Rooms in the Penn Square Building have

been secured by the Automobile Club of

Philadelphia, and a formal opening and

smoker will take place on Friday.
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PRODUCED BY PIERCE

One New and One Improved Model Brought

out by Buffalo Firm.

 

From the famous little Pierce Motorette

comes the natural development of a larger,

more powerful and improved 1903 model,

and in addition an entirely new Pierce light

bigger and better ear, and one that has no

superior in its field. It is equipped with a

1i horsepower De Dion type 'of motor that

furnishes ample power. The wheel base

is longer, the body roomier and more com

fortable, and it has artillery wheels. Alto

gether the car has been wonderfully im

proved.

The same accessibility and simplicity that

characterize the present model are, of

 

 

   

 

i ' ' LIGHT TOURING CAR.

touring ear that incorporates ln'its construc

tional features points that seem. sure to ap

peal to the buying public. Both are the

product of the George N. Pierce Co., Buffalo,

.N. Y.

_' Chief among .them islthe admirable ar

wrangementi of 'the. accelerating and retarding

'speed‘ devices. All of the louder are under

the hand, while the latter are all under the

:foot. This in itself is a long step forward

_in the right direction, greatly aiding the

linuch to be desired “simplicity of control."

By this means confidence: that all imptrtant

factor in the novice. is begotten at the start.

I In appearance the car, which is shown

here for the first time, is very attractive.

Il‘he body lines are all on the same rake or

degree. This, in addition to making a sym

‘metrical whole,'hasf the added practical
walue oflgivlng greater water-carrying space,

-ihe added slant of the back of the bonnet

gambling a larger tank to be carried.

Power is furnished by a 16 h. p., 2-cyiin

'dcr upright De Dion" motOr, having direct

drive and giving three speeds forward and

a reverse. All speed changes are made with

‘the lever below steering wheel, thus doing

away with side levers.

. The car is 81 inches wheel base between

centres, is of standard gauge and weighs

1.500 pounds. Pierce quality of construc

tion marks it throughout, which is equiva

vlent to saying it is of the best. '

{ The new Motorette is a worthy compan

,ion to the touring car, and the logical suc

eessor of the little car which made such a
.Inume for itself in 1901 and 1902. it is a

course, retained and improved wherever

possible. Both the Touring car and the

Motorette will be shown at New York.

CLEVELAND’S cuams
 

Her Prominence asa Manufacturing Center War

rants Holding a show There.

A clear, concise and well printed little

booklet has been issued by the promoters

of the Cleveland‘(0.)' Automobile Show,

which will beheld at the Cleveland Grays'

Armory the week of February 9. _

To the question why Cleveland should

have an automobile show these are some'of

the answers returned:

Because Cleveland is the hub of the auto

inobiling manufacturing industry in Amer

ica. ' l H '

It has no less than thirty manufactories,

and among this number are the'largest and

most representative in the country.

"There are more automobiles in use upon

the streets of Cleveland, in proportion ‘to

population, than in any other American city.

George Collister, No. 317 Superior-t street.

Cleveland, 0., is the show secretary.

Reduced Railroad Fares to Chicago.

The Central Passenger Ass'2ciati0n, which

embraces practically all of the territory in

Illinois. Indiana. Ohio, Michigan and all

p ints east to Pittsburg and Buffalo, has

granted a rate of'a fare and a third on the

certificate plan for the Good Roads Conven

tion of the National Association of Antonio

bile Manufacturers. to be held at the Colis

eum during the (.‘hlcago show. February 14
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Employee Sues Eisenhuth.

Property of the Eisenhuth Horseless \‘e

hicle (‘o., Middletown, Conn., has been at

tached in the interests of Henry )Ietzger.

a former employe of the company, who has

brought suit claiming $10,100 damages by

reason of injuries received while in the em

ploy o[ the defendant company.

21. 1903. An application for a similar con

cession has been made to the Western Pas

senger Association and to the Eastern As

sociations. It islquite likely that the rate

will be offered froni'all parts of the‘ United

States. The convention will be held in the

hall on the second floor of the Coliseum An

nex.
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“ THT ODTHEDN IS A PINE CAD”

w. ,—-—-m" i i v‘a I is an expression that is frequently

\
‘

heard. Even competing dealers are

  

 

  

  

forced to recognize its merit.

Dealers who are handling the

Northern are securing the bulk of

discriminating trade in their section.

  

Its users make more customers

\ —better get in line NOW.
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& SCHULZ. rooth Si. and Broadway, also 3Bth St. and Broadww. Nun York. N. Y ALVAN T. FULLER. :6 Columbus Ave,

AIS & CO., Bristol, Conn, BANKER BROTHERS COM PANV. Philadel hia, ‘ R. . CONNERA

“ ' ur n , Cleveland, Ohio. NATIONAL AUTOMH l LE r . J

.

HOMAN Boston, Mass.

AGENTS::P. DESMAR \r Pa T, s h u,

0H|0 MOTO l l a: MA. UFAcTURERs CO,:6 Fremont $1, San

avannz , .

Francisco, Cal.

  

  

 

Why Use aTirc Originally Intended fcra Bicycle?

2.-----‘Q---------‘Q-------°-----

THE DOUBLE TUBE

ik Detachable Vehicle Tire
l _ IS THE RESULT DF AUTDMDBILE EXPERIENDE

  

AND MEETS EVERY DEMAND.

Fisk Rubber Company,

erte for Catalozue ‘ H.
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Bennett Cup Race Pseiiminaries

With the formal announcement by the

Automobile Co. of America of the rules

under which its team sent to compete for

the Bennett Cup will be selected, and the

similar regulations of the British club—the

French challengers having already made

their plan public—the matter is pretty well

outlined.

The German makers are the only formi

dable competitors left unrepresented, and as

yet no indication has come of their inten

tions.

Mercedes cars would undoubtedly add'

much to the interest of the race If they

should take part in it, and most sportsmen

will welcome their entering the ring should

they do so. But even without them a tine

contest is pretty well assured. The French

makers will undoubtedly strive fiercely to

regain the trophy that was snatched from

their unwilling hands so unexpectedly last

summer, while their British rivals will be

no whit behind them in striving to retain the

cup and, by a second victory, uphold their

claim to the possession of cars equal to the

Continental ones.

As to our own representatives, it is uric

lcss to deny that they have a prodigioust

difficult task bctore them.

Experience counts in automobile road rac

ing, as in cverything else. It took three

trials before Edge, the Englishman, wiped

out his defeats in victory. And to the

former he frankly ascribed the latter, say

ing that the “know how” acquired by him

was a direct consequence of unsuccessful

attempts.

At the same time we shall, if defeated,

have few excuses to make, and probably

none on the score of Improper or imperfect

representation. In common with the other

countries mentioned as having decided upon

the method of team selection, no effort will

be spared to select the best cars as well as

men. That the two go together is wisely

recognized, while at the same time undue

prominence is withheld from either. The mis

take made by the French organization last

summer—that of putting its eggs all in one

basket—will be avoided, and a team repre

st-ntative of the best makes selected.

In England some criticism is made of the

selection of two cars of the same make, and

this without a competitive trial and of the

severity governing the preliminaries.

The trials themselves are to be exhaustive,

as far as they can be on a mile course. To

compete in them a maker must pay $250

toward their expenses, and deposit $2,500

should he secure a place on the team. In

themselves these should effectually bar out

concerns in search of advertising.

Of the American team one member has

been nominated. The other two may be sc

lectcd with or without a trial. The latter

will probably be resorted to only In case

there are more than two applicants for the

position. The Automobile Club of America

has protected itself by requiring a deposit

of $600, and this will undoubtedly serve the

purpose.

Altogctlicr the 1903 running of this his

toric race, which was dcslgncd to promote

the production of cars manufactnrcti wholly

in the country in which they originated,

only such cars being permitted to compete,

bids fair to be the most important and suc

t-t-ssful as well as the most thoroughly in

tcruntlonal of all that have taken place.

Apropos of the course of the race, it has

become evident that friction has arisen be

tween the British and French clubs. The

former made every effort to find a course

that keeps within the strict letter of the

rules, but without avail. Then a course

that would do was found in Ireland, but

the French club refuses to abate a jot or

tittle of the letter of the cup rules; unmind

ful of the fact that in the last race it asked

for the consent of the British club to make

slight modifications, which request was ac

ceded to. At present a practical deadlock

exists, the only solution of which appears to

be the selection of a Continental course,

which is plainly the object sought.

Scores an Emphatic Success.

Success, with a great big S, only awaited

the opening of the Paris show to claim it as

its own.

Not even the great expectations formed of

the annual exhibition availed to discount its

attractions or to moderate the peans of ex

ultation that have been raised as a result

of the stupendous favor accorded what is

universally admitted to be the “finest ever,“

even in Paris, that scene of gorgeous shows.

An outpouring of interested slghtsecrs was

witnessed, and it went away satisfied with

the magnificence of what was submitted to

it for inspection and approval.

As to the lessons of the show, the real

meaning of the many changes made, only

the briefest summary is possible at this

time. The extraction of the essence is being

made, and in due course will be prcsentcd

At this time it can only

be said that changes and improvements have

been made, but none of them appear to be

of a major character. '

in these columns.

 

Some Comparative Figures.

How rapidly the automobile industry has

is strikingly evidenced by figures

complied showing outputs during the past

grown

sous-on of prominent concerns.

Only a year ago it was asserted by 11 En

ropcnn authority and nowhere denied that

up to that time no single company had yet

succeeded in turning out 1,000 complete cars.

Not even the immense French factories were

excepted from this sweeping characteriza

tion.

It is now stated that one concern—located

in the country mentioned—produced during

1902 no less than 2,000 cars and 5.000 motors.
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If this is trtte there can be little doubt that

others—probably several of them—exceeded

the even thousand, the charmed figure

which none had previously been able to

go beyond.

In this country there Is no matter of doubt

that the thousand mark has been very great

ly exceeded. One concern is credited with

producing in the neighborhood of 5,000 ve

hicles this year, and while no one else ap

proaches this, there is no question thaa the

foreign figures of a year ago have been sur

passed by more than one concern.

A year ago, too, it was a liberal estimate

that placed the number of cars In use in this

country at 5,000.

Now three times that number would prob

ably be within bounds. And for 1903 even

greater strides are likely to be made. We

may dismiss with a smile the optimistic pre

' diction of 40,000 cars. That is quite incon

ceivable, if for no other reason because of

lack of factory capacity. But it is quite cer

tain that the industry will again record a

. big Increase, an increase that will, as it was

this year, be general.

‘ It was inevitable that with the passing of

the experimental stage factory capacities

should undergo a great expansion. The

movement has only begun, of course, and as

long as the demand keeps in excess of the

production and repetition processes are more

and more used it must make rapid progress.

 
 

Are the Prices of Parts Too High?

When a comparatively new industry is con

cerned it is only natural that inequalities, in

. consistencies and, even injustices should oc

casionally obtrude themselves and do their

best, or worst, to cause trouble.

At the present time a case of the kind ex

ists. The complaint is made by both dealers

and users of automobiles—particularly the

later—that list prices of parts are entirely

too high—unreasonably so, in fact. It is just

here that the line \of cleavage will come.

Makers will probably admit that prices are

high, but they will deny that they are un

And it will take a lot of

convincing before either side is convinced

reasonably 80.

that it is in error.

Thelmatter is of no very great importance.

Yet it can easily be viewed too lightly. The

best proof of this is contained in the state

mcnt made to tts that users are beginning to

go to repair and machine shops to have some

parts made, instead of bttying them from

the makers of their cars. We are assured on

uneiceptional authority that such Is the

case, and that matters are liker to get much

worse before they get better.

It is, of course, obvious that it is not good

policy that such a habit should be contracted.

tnuch less permitted to grow until it be

comes a confirmed one.

No ont is so well equipped to make the

parts for a car as the manufacturer of that

car. He can not only make them better than

any one else, but he can (even if he doesn‘t)

sell them at a lower price than any one else.

Furthermore, he always has a stock of them.

and requisitions made upon it can be hon

ored much more quickly than new parts can

be made in any shop.

Even if this is acknowledged, however, it

is very easy to retort that the best judge of

the price of parts is the maker thereof. As

soon permit the user, or the dealer, to set

the price of the car as its component parts,

the maker may say. Yield on one point and

it would only be a question of time when it

would have to be done on the other.

Perhaps it would. And perhaps parts are

not priced any higher here than in other

countries. But is is quite as bad a horn of

the diemma to stand idly by while new parts

are made by outsiders, to the loss of the

maker of thee or and possibly to the detri

And dissatisfied custom

ers are not a very good investment.

The matter is worth looking into. at any

rate.

ment of the latter.

Spud Change Economy.

Very often the number of changes of the

speed gear made by a driver gives an excel

lent line on the ability of the driver and the

behavior of the car itself.

In a conversation last year, Henry Four

nier stated to us that in the Paris-Berlin

race he had driven the entire distance on

his highest speed. Even through the towns,

where a slow pace was necessitated, be con

trolled his pace by means or the throttle,

thereby being able to widely vary it with

extreme rapidity, as well as avoiding wear

and tear, with its incident danger of acci

dent, on the transmission parts.

This was an extreme case, but if a power

ful and speedy racing car could be driven

without recourse to gear changes it is obvi

ous that ordinary vehicles can be much more

easily manipulated, especially if they have

a greater range than is ft‘rnished'by the

minimum equipment of two speeds.

If a car will run 25 miles an hour under

normal conditions and owing to poor roads

or a desire to travel leisurely it Is possible

or desirable to go only 12 or 15 miles, these

is really no necessity for using the top speed

gear. If it is used, some measures must be

taken to cltct-k the speed by throttling, re

tarding the sparking or otherwise, the use of

one neutralizing the high gear. A better

plan is to use an intermediate gear, thus

not only aitording all the speed that is want

ed. but preparing the car to take moderate

hills faster and stcep ones without having

to shift to the slower gear.

Lack of flexibility is, of course, one of the

glaring faults of the gasolene car, and to it

Is due the necessity for a number of speed

It they were not necessary they

would not be provided, and being necessary

they must all be used at one time or an

other. But the ideal way to drive is to

use the dilferent gears as little as possible,

rttnning on one speed just as much as the

changes.

power of the meter and the character of the

road will permit.

Each change means bother, some delay,

and strains and wear and tear on the entire

vehicle. The transmission parts suffer most;

bttt the engine, the wheels and tires, the

springs and, In fact, every part, shares in

them and makes its protest, sometimes audi

ble, sometimes inaudible.

If a clutch begins to slip the driver should

be able to detect It almost immediately,

even although he may not be on the watch

for such an occurrence. If he is in doubt

about it, there need be little trouble in re

solving it. He has only to dismount, stop

the engine, and feel the clutch with his

hand. It will be quite hot if any slipping

has taken place.

The presence of oil on sparking plugs ar

gues that something is wrong. It is prob

ably due to the use of too liberal a quantity

of oil, In which case it is splashed too freely.

It may be caused by the use of the wrong

kind of oil, one that is too light or thin. In

eitlter case a remedy should be applied at

once.

'It is worse to know that there is trouble

impending. without being able to tell where

the seat of trouble is, than to be conscious

of the same approaching disaster with the

knowledge that it is the ignition or the mixt

ure or some other part of the complex

mechanism that has developed a weakness.

Always use brakes alternately going dorm

a long Itill, thus giving each one time for

cooling.
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DOUBLE TUBE DETACHABLE

Tire of This Type Produced by Fisk—Novel

Constructional Features.

With the submission of a Fisk detachable

tire, the well known Chicopee Falls con

cern is certain to become more than ever a

factor in the trade.

matter of construction marks the tire, in

addition to the quality that has done so

much to build up a reputation of the high

est class for its makers.

It has been known for some little time that

the Fisk Rubber 00., Chicopee Falls, Mass,

was at work on a double tube, detachable

tire, to supplement its offering of the well

known Fisk single tube tires. The growing

demand for a tire that would be an easy

riding one, and at the same time susceptible

of quick and permanent repair on the road.

was recognized, and plans laid to supply it.

Such a tire, it was believed, should possess

the same excellence of construction that

has won for Fisk single tubes their popu

larity, as well as merits peculiar to detach

able tires, but not always present in them.

All this has been accomplished in the

double tube Fisk detachable vehicle tire

here illustrated and now first shown. The

entire air space in this tire is wholly above

not only the rim, but also the entire clamp

ing devices, thereby securing maximum ac

tion in the tire, as no portion of the air

chamber is in any way confined.

The method of attaching used is entirely

new and novel. It depends in no way upon

the air pressure in the tire to hold it on to

the rim, and under no conditions can it

blow off from, or creep on, the rim until the

clamping bolts shall have been -removed.

The tire is attached to a perfectly flat rim,

which simplifies matters materially, both to

the wheel manufacturer and the maker of

complete automobiles. Simplicity is a qual

ity which has been developed to the highest

degree in this tire, and a glance at the cross

section is sufficient to give a clear idea of

the method of manipulation.

The design of the tire is such that the base

or the beads are held in such a position that

the inner tube cannot be pinched under any

circumstances, and there is no chance even

when handled by the most inexperienced of

any mistake being made in attaching, or of

the inner tube blowing out when the rings

and bolts are once in place. These rings

which hold the tires in place have an inside

angle surface, and the tire is so designed

that the beads play the part of an inside

cone wedge, serving two purposes—first, of

clamping the beads together, and, second,

of locking the base of the tire firmly to the

rim, and thereby preventing all danger of

creeping.

By the use of this method of attaching, the

necessity of using any heavy prying tools is

done away with, and any one who can use

an ordlnry S wrench can attach and detach

Genuine novelty in the

any sized tire with no exertion whatever,

and in a very few minutes. Perhaps sec

ondary to ease of riding, but certainly to an

extent never before equalled, is the ease

with which this tire can be removed from

and replaced on the rim, and in view of the

fact that all parts are visible during the op

eration there is no liability of failure. No

experience is necessary, as was proven in

Detroit a short time ago, when a boy who

had never seen the tire, and with no instruc

tions or having any one present, removed

the tire from the rim, took out the inner

tube, replaced and inflated in less than fif

teen minutes.

The method of manufacture is such that

the outer case, when off the rim, assumes

the same position as when attached, which

enables the operator to insert the inner tube

without fear of its being misplaced, pinched

or wrinkled while the tire is being attached.

  

The clamping bolts are designed with a

threaded washer and checknut, removing

thereby all liability of their working loose.

The material is identical with that used in

the well-known and fully proven Fisk single

tube tire, including the Fisk automobile fab

ric, a' fact which renders no further com—

ment upon quality and construction neces

sary.

The tire is fully protected by broad pat

ents, both domestic and foreign.

Toledo Concern Erects a Building'

The Toledo Motor Carriage 00., now at

Nos. 713 and 715 Jefferson street, Toledo,

0., are having a large three story building

put up for them, 44 feet front by 100 feet

deep. It is the intention to have the sales

romn on the first floor, and repair shop and

storage room on the second floor. The third

floor will be occupied by the Toledo Auto

mobile Club.

The 1903 line will comprise the Baker,

White. Electric Vehicle 00., Winton, Olds,

lIayncs-l'ipperson and International cars.

Mabbitt Opens Store at Rochester.

A. F. Mabbit, formerly of Bettys & Mab

bit. cycle dealers, has opened an automo

bile store in Main street, Rochester, N. Y.

He will take on the Century Motor Vehicle

Co.‘s line.
 

The Week's Exports.

iIavre—Motor vehicles and material, 6

cases, $875.

ASSAILS COCKS LAW

Rochester Attorney Asserts its lnconstitutionaliiy

on Entirely new Grounds.

 

Again the malodorous Cocks law is at

tacked on the ground of unconstitutionality,

it being contended that it discriminates

against the citizens of unincorporated vii

lages and towns.

The point, along with a number of others,

was brought up last week at Rochester,

N. Y.. by counsel for Harry S. Woodworth,

who appealed the case in which in May last

Mr. Woodworth was convicted and fined for

illegal speeding. A_rgument was heard be

fore the Appellate Division, Horace Mc

Guire representing the defendant.

The first point raised by Mr. McGuire

was that the judgment was against the

weight of evidence. He said that the peo

ple did not prove beyond a reasonable doubt

that the defendant was guilty of the crime

charged, and that he should have been dis

charged upon his motion to that effect.

“The people," he said, “to establish the

fact that the defendant was guilty of the

crime charged; that he operated an automo

bile on the highway in the town of Brighton

at a greater rate of speed than twenty miles

an hour, called several witnesses, who testi

fied that they observed Mr. Woodworth and

his automobile passing them upon the high

way. These witnesses were asked for their

opinion as to the rate of speed, and each

gave his opinion based upon observation,

and the opinions varied from twenty-five to

fifty miles an hour. Some put it high and

some put it low. They differed. At best

their evidence was speculative, guesswork.

Mr. McGuire called attention to the evi

dence of the chaufieur, Charles R. Smith,

who testified that with the lever in the

v“second speed ahead," the machine could

not possibly travel faster than nineteen

miles an hour, and that the lever was at no

time operated in any notches other than the

first and second “speed ahead," making it

an impossibility for the automobile to go as

fast as twenty miles an hour. John (J.

Ryan, formerly city engineer, testified to

measurements and speed tests that were

made under his direction, which showed

that Mr. Smith’s evidence was true.

“This unfairly discriminates against citi

zens of the State." said Mr. McGuire, “be

cause it makes the incorporation of a vil

lage the test of criminality; that is to say.

an act would be criminal if committed in

an incorporated village, and the same would

not be criminal if committed in an unincor

porated village. Our contention is that this

statute is unconstitutional because, instead

of making the built up portions of the high

way the test of criminality, it protects the

people of an incorporated village to the ex

clusion of the citizens of unincorporated vii

lages without regard to the built up portions

thereof."
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WHYS IAND WHEREFORES.

(Continued from page 353.)

the time lost by all stops, there are in a

few Instances apparent discrepancies be

tween the total time lost and the number

of marks deducted. This is due to the rule

that made any part of a minute cost one

mark. Thus a car might have three stops of

fifteen seconds, making a total of only forty

five seconds lost, and yet it would lost three

marks, one for each stop. This is shown in

the case of car C. 4., where 57 minutes

were lost, but 58 points deducted. The cars

that failed to finish do not figure in this

summary.

There were eighty cars entered for the

run. Seventy-five started and sixty-eight

completed the trip. Seventeen cars had

perfect scores, and tied for the president’s

cup. ' Three others that lost only one point

each were awarded respectively the Scarritt,

Chamberlin and Hill cups. Sixty-five ma

chines won first class certificates, one earned

a second class certificate and one a. third

class." Only one of the sixty-eight cars that

finished failed 'to qualify for a certificate,

and that was the Torbe'nsen car. which aver

aged less ‘than eight miles an hour.

An analysis of the total number of stops

frbm all causes due to the mechanism of

the car (and including tire troubles and stops

for water and gasoiene) of the sixty-seven

cars receiving certificates is as follows:

, _ ‘ '(iAsOLENE cans.

Forty-nine cars, six of which had no stops,

the remaining forty-three having stops as

follows:

Per

cent.

Ignition . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 26

Water circulation . . . . . . .i . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 11

Stalled motor . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 10

Tires . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10

Valves . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10

Accidental stops . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6

larburetter . . . . . . . . . . . .. 0

Transmission gears . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4

Springs . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ,_ . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2

his connections . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2

Out of' gasolene . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I; . . . . . . . 2

Lubrication . . . . . . . .1 . . . . . .- . . . . . . . . .. . . . 2

Wheel bearings . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .2

Philips . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2

Clutch . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2

Brakes . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1

Broken piston . . . . . . . . . . .. l

Crank shaft, mufiier, steering gear . . . . .. "

100

STEAM CARS.

Eighteen cars. one of which had no stops,

the remaining seventeen having stops as fol

lows: ~

Per

. . _ cent.

\Vater and gasolene . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 75

Tires . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .' . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9

Air pressure (all in one car) . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5

\Vatcr connections . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3

Lighting fires . . . . ._ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2

Low steam . . . . . . . . . . . . . , . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 1

\Y:|tvi‘-L'l:l.\'8 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..“ . . . . . . . . . 1

Lubrication . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 2

Brakes, chain. gasoiene connections..... 2

' 100

"Seven cars withdrew from the contest for

the following reasons: ' i

B-6 Foster—Broken crank shaft.

B-14 Autocar—Damaged gear shaft.

B-15 Ward-Leonard—Jaw couplings between

engine and speed gear broken; crank shaft

bent.

C-50 Neftel—Defective water circulation; hot

engine.

A-54 DeDion-Bouton—Broken steering gear.

B-69 Fredonia—Damaged transmission gear.

A-74 Buflaio—Broken connecting rod.

The summary follows:

C. 1., Packard 24 h.p. G. tonneau, 3955 lbs.,

2092 marks—Penalized stops, none. Non

penanized stops, 3; 1 min., 31 sec.; recover

ing hat, two punctures. Control repairs, 4;

Oct. 11, straightening spring, tightening

clutch and new spark plug; Oct. 12, new

clutch lever; Oct. 14, fixed joint of oil pump;

Oct. 9, new tire,

C. 2., Packard 12 h.p. G. tonneau, 2615 lbs.,

2089 marks—Penaiized stops, 1; min.;

tightening clutch. Non-penalized stops, 6;

14 min., 45 sec.; Nature, R. R. crossing,

Nature, wraps and Nature, R. R. crossing,

Nature. Control repairs, none.

C. 3., Packard 12 h.p. G. tonneau, 2690 lbs.,

2092 marks—Penalized. stops, none. Non

penalized stops, none. Control repairs, 2;

Oct. 9, fixed brake cable; Oct. 14, new brake

cable.

C. 4., Packard 12 h.p. G. tonneau, 2510 lbs.,

2034 marks—Penalized stops, 3; 57 min.;

covering contact points, cleaning contact

points, fixin ‘intake valve. Non-penalized

stops, 5; 1 min., 45 sec.; blocked traffic,

recovering seat cushion, blocked trafiic,

blocked by R. R., pumping tire. Control re

pairs, 5; Oct.,1(_), fixed contact spring and

throttle regulator; Oct. 11; adjusted oil

pump; Oct. 13, changed'battery connec—

tions; Oct. 15, brightened contact points;

Oct. 14, new inner tube for tire.

B. 5., Prescott, 41/; h.p. S. runabout, 1435 lbs.,

2092 marks—Penalized stops, none. Non

penallZed stops, 8; 29 min.; all for water.

(‘ontrol repairs, 4; Oct. 9, lubricated engine;

Oct. 10, cleaning thumb nuts; Oct. 12, ad

justed chain strut rod; Oct. 14, adjusted

chain strut rod.

B. 7.. Lane, 9 h.p. S. runabout, 1790 lbs.,

2092 marks—Penalized stops, none. Non

penalized stops, 14; 33 min.; ten for water,

three for R. R. crossing, one for Nature.

Control repairs, none.

B. 8., Lone 9 h.p. S. surrey, 1690 lbs., 2085

marks—Penalized stops, 2; 7 min.; replaced

pin valve stem of cylinder lubricator, tight

ened union in water pipe. Non-penalized

stops, 11; 1 hr., 4 min.; all for water. Con

trol repairs, 1; Oct. 12, new tire.

C. 10., Haynes-Apperson 9 h.p. G. surrey,

2140 lbs., 2077 marks—Penalized stops, 2;

14 min.; replacing broken chain, new igni

tion pin and lubrication. Non-penalized

stops, 4; 48 min., 5 sec.; Nature, blocked

traffic, blocked by R. R., new inner tire

tube. Control repairs, none.

B. 11., Haynes-Apperson 9 h.p. G. single

seater, 1945 lbs., 2092 marks—Penalized

stops, none. Non-penalized stops, 1; 5 sec.;

traffic. Control repairs, none. '

B. 12., Haynes-Apperson, 6 h.p. G. runabout,

1370 lbs., 1910 marks—Penalized stops, 2;

3 hrs., 1 min., 30 sec.; funnel fell against

magneto and closed circuit, repaired spring

hangers and center swivel damaged by run

ning into ditch to avoid collision. Non

penalized stops, 4; ‘7 min., 30 sec.; R. R.

crossing, recovering hat, blocked traffic, re

covering extra. tire. Control repairs, 4; Oct.

13, fixed first speed clutch; Oct. 13, fixed

clips on spring; Oct. 11, new tire; Oct. 14,

found nails in tires, but no leaks.

B. 13., Autocar 10 h.p. G. single seater, 1610

lbs., 2083 marks—Penalized stops, 1; 9 min.;

chain oi‘t pump. Non-penalized stops, 4;

28 min.; blocked traffic, Nature, Nature,

Nature. Control repairs, noneh

B. 16., Ward-Leonard 15 h.p. G. two-seater,

1875 lbs., 1974 marks—Penalized stops, 12;

1 hr., 30 min., 35 sec.; new spark plug, fixed

intake valve, new valve key, valve trouble,

changed battery, adjusted bearings, oil

valve in motor case opened and motor

stopped, accidentally opened igniter switch,

motor stopped while running in ditch to

pass steam roller, cleaned spark plug.

closed oil valve, cleaned spark plug. Non

penalized stops, 4; 1 hr., 35 min.; B. R

blocked, trafiic blocked, Nature, repairing

tire. Control repairs, 4; Oct. 15, cleaned

park plug; Oct. 13, repaired tires; Oct. 14,

repair”1 tire; Oct. 15, repaired tire. Marks

lost at controls—early, 5; late, 19.

C. 17., Apperson 16 h.p. G. touring car.lbs., 2070 marks—Penaiized stops, 1; 22

min.; repairing brake. Non-penalized stops,

6; 9 min., 5 sec.; R. R. crossing, Nature,

blocked tratfic, recovering hat. R. R. cross

ing, Nature. Control repairs, 2; Oct. 11, re

packing water pump; Oct. 12, water leak

soldered.

C. 18.. Brazier 15 h.p. G. tonneau. 2850 lbs.,

‘1893 marks—Penalized .stops, 9; 4 min.,

.30 sec.; motor stalled seven times, clutch

stuck, intermediate gear on pump shaft

stripped and was towed into Worcester.

Non-penalized stops, 5; 3 min., 23 sec.;

blocked traffic five times. Control repairs,

7; Oct. 10, fixed loose screw of speed clutch;

Oct. 11. adjusted speed lever; Oct. 13. re—

placed broken gear; Oct. 14, wired water

cooler, new spark plug, new nuts on gear

case, cleaned oil pump; Oct. 14, fixed

broken wagon spring; Oct. 15. cleaned ad

mission vaives, adjusted speed clutches and

spark coils, new spark plug; Oct. 15. ad

justed sparking apparatus. Marks lost at

controls—towed into Worcester, 191.

A. 19., Torbensen 5 h.p. G. runabout. 990 lbs.

1216 marks—Penalized stops, 33: 5 hrs" 13

min., 30 sec.; fixed broken wire six times,

fixed vibrator six times, ten stops due to

sparking trouble, loose water connection,

water, plug fouled, intake valve broken

twice, carburetter stopped, water pipe and

spark trouble, new battery, broken water

connection, broken steering knuckle. Non

penalized stops, 9; 1 hr., 14 min., 15 sec.;

Nature, Nature, frightened horse, R. R.

crossing, lighting lamps, puncture, pumping

tire, puncture, tire burst and machine

climbed sidewalk, wrecking a wheel. Con

trol repairs, 5; Oct. 10, pump connections

and vibrator cleaned; Oct. 11. new intake

valve and spark plug; Oct. 12, loose plug in

cylinder head; Oct. 13, new spark coil and

cable; Oct. 14, lengthened clutch rod. Marks

lost~at controls—late, 16; missed control,

191; late, 59; missed control, 223; late, 2;

late, 50.

A. 20., Pierce 41,5 h.p. G. motorette. 832 lbs.,

2088 marks—Penalized stops, 1; min.;

cleaning spark plug. Non-penalized stops,

4; 12 min., 30 sec.; Nature, pumped tire

three times. Control repairs, 10; Or-t. 10,

adjusted crank shaft bearings, adjusted

trembler and oiled transmission gear; Oct.

11, cleaned spark plug; Oct. 11, adjusted

spark plug; Oct. 13, adjusted spark plug

and trembler and oiled gears; Oct. 13. ad

justed spark plug and oiled up: Oct. 14.

cleaned spark plug; Oct. 14, new spark

plug; Oct. 15, new spark plug; Oct. 15. new

spark plug.

B. 21., Darracq 12 h.p. G. tonneau. 1612 lbs.,

2091 marks—Penalized stops, 1; 30 sec.; put

on emergency brake suddenly to avoid gully

and engine stopped. Non-penalized stops,

3; new inner tube for tire, replacing tire.

pumping tire. Control repairs, 3; Oct. 10,

new inner tube; Oct. 11, new inner tube;

Oct. 13, new inner tube.

C. 23., Apperson 16 h.p., 2690 lbs., 2021 marks

—Penaiized stops, 4; 1 hr., 9 min., 9 sec.;

clutch loosened twice, repairing pump and

water coils, repairing circulation pump.

Non-penalized stops, 3; 12 min., > see;

lighting lamps, recovering lamp top. R. R.

crossing. Control repairs, 2; Oct. 11. ad

justed speed change; Oct. 13, fixed circu

lating pump.

B. 24., White 6 h.p. S. stanhope. 1505 lbs.,

2092 marks—Penalized stops, none. Non

penalized stops, 2; 24 min.; water. fixing

tire. Control repairs, 4; Oct. 13, tightened

chain and set up tufldng boxes: Oct. 14,

opened fire regulator, cleaned gasolene pipe

and tightened joint in vaporizer; Oct. 15.

opened fire regulator.

B. 25., White 6 h.p. S. stanhope, 1475 lbs..

2092 marks~Penaiized stops, none. Non

penalized stops, none. Control repairs,

none.

B. 26., White 6 h.p. S. stanhope, 1675 lbs.,

2092 marks—Penalized stops, none. Non

penallzed stops, none. Control repairs,

none.

B. 27.. White 6 h.p. S. Stanhope, 1675 lbs.,

2092 marks—Penalized stops, none. Non~
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penalized stops, 1; 8 min.; replenished

water that jolted out. Control repairs, 8;

Oct. 9, 10, 11, 13, 14, 15, cleaned condenser

sponge; Oct. 14, cleaned water tank; Oct,

15, replaced tire.

B. 28., White 6 h.p. S. delivery wagon, 1690

lbs., 2088 marks—Penalized stops, 1;

min.; steam pressure too low. Non-penal

ized stops, 4; 1 hr., 50 min., 15 sec.; R. R.

crossing, puncture, pumping tire, new inner

tube. Control repairs, Oct. 11, new plunger

in air pump; Oct. 13, new inner tube; Oct.

13, fixed tire.

. 29., Locomoblle 12 h.p. G. touring car,

2340 lbs., 1895 marks—Penallzed stops, 2;

15 min., 15 sec.; broken intake valve,

changing gears. Non-penalized stops, 7;

24 min., 45 sec.; blocked traffic, rendering

aid after accident, blocked traffic, Nature,

lighting lamps, lighting lamps, recovering

cap. Control repairs, 7; Oct. 10, cleaned

governor valve; Oct. 11. new exhaust valve;

Oct. 13, new spark plug, and cleaned ad

mission valve; Oct. 13, new spark plug;

Oct. 14, new spark plug; Oct. 14, sheared

off six bolts in bevel gears and put on new

brake shoe; Oct. 15, two new spark plugs

and one new brake band. Marks lost at

controls—lea sthan eight miles an hour,

Hartford to New Haven, 181.

B. 30., Stevens 6 h.p. G. runabout. 1155 lbs.,

2091 marks—Penalized stops, 1; 30 sec.;

neglected to open cock between gaso

lene tank and carburetter. Non-penalized

stops, 4; 3 min., 9 sec.; R. R. crossing, traf

fic blocked three times. Control repairs, 2;

Oct. 9, pushed gear case back to prevent

rattle; Oct. 15, new tire.

B. 31., Stevens 6 h.p. G. runabout, 1180 lbs.,

2073 marks—Penalized stops, 1; 10 min.;

broken chain. Non-penalized stops, 2; 5

min.; R. R. crossing, Nature. Marks lost

at controls—~early, Oct. 15, 9.

B. 32., Rambler 6 h.p. G. runabout, 1112 lbs.,

2088 marks—Penalized stops, 2; 3 min., 30

sec.; dust-clogged vibrator, hot engine.

Non-penalized stops, 4; 7 min., 5 sec.; Na

ture, R. R. crossing, R. R. crossing, blocked

trafiic. Control repairs, 1; Oct. 11, ad

justed chain.

B. 33., Grout 61/2 h.p. S. touring car, 1130 lbs.,

2092 marks—Penalized stops, none. Non

penallzed stops, 10; nine for water, one for

train. Control repairs, 4; Oct. 11, adjusted

chain and tightened brake; Oct. 14, new

water glass; Oct. 14, cleaned check to

cylinder lubricator; Oct. 15, repaired iron

body hanger.

C. 34., Locomoblle 10 h.p. S. touring car,

3030 lbs., 2022 marks—Penalized stops, 1;

1 hr., 10 min.; new valve in top of water

pump. Non-penalized stops, 23; 5Ihrs., 52

min., 30 sec.; fifteen stops for water, four

new inner tubes for same tire; two fright

ened horses, blocked trafi‘ic: Nature. Con

trol repairs, 2; Oct. 11, new water glass;

Oct. 15, cleaned boiler gauge and adjusted

pump rod.

B. 35., Locomoblle 4 h.p. S. runabout, 1210

lbs., 2091 marks—Penalized stops, 1; to

light fire. Non-penalized stops, 13; eleven

for water, one for gasolene, one for pump

ing tire. Control repairs, 4; Oct. 13, piston

packed; Oct. 14, new connecting rod; Oct.

15, piston packed; Oct. 11, two new tires.

B. 36., Locomoblle 4 h.p. S. runabout. 1215

lbs., 1848 marks—Penalized stops, 1; towed

into finishing control at N. Y., water having

given out. Non-penalized stops, 20; 2 hrs.,

49 min., 17 sec.;. eleven stops for water,

six stops for Nature, R. R. crossing, gaso

lene, tire valVe leaking. Control repairs, 9:

Oct. 10, lubricated and adjusted; ,,Oct. 10,

took water and pumped air; O(t. 11, re—

paired and cleaned pump oil cup; Oct. 12,

fixed oil cup of air pump and put in small

piece of piping; Oct. 13, cleaned and lubri

cated; Oct. 13, lubricated and took water;

Oct. 14, lubricated and took water; Oct. 15.

lubricated; Oct. 15, new tire. Marks lost

at controls—late at Hartford, 15; late at

Springfield, 7; early at Worcester, 2; late

at Springfield 30-. towed to finish. 190.

B. 38.. Elmore 5 h p. G..runabout, 1280 lbs.,

2030 marks—Penalized stops. 70; 51 min..

59 sec.; one cylinder missed fire, rubber

apron blew into speed clutches three times,

engine heated up three times because of

leak in radiator. Non-penalized stops, one:

few seconds to recover cap. Control re

pairs, 5' Oct. 10, oiled up: Oct. 11,

oiled and adjusted and shortened brake

rod; Oct. 12, tightened chain, examined

pumped a tire. Marks lost at controls—

late at N. Y., 9.

B. 39., De Dion-Bouton, France, 8 h.p. G.

tonneau, 1395 lbs., 2082 marks—Penallzed

stops, 4; 12 min., 31 sec.; sooty plug, tight

ened inlet valve, broken trembler, adjusted

inlet valve. Non-penalized stops, 1; 3 min.,

35 sec.; open drawbridge. Control repairs,

1; Oct, 10, new inner tube for tire.

B. 40., Autocar 10 h.p. G. two—seater, 1430

lbs., 1867 marks—Penalized stops, '5; 3 hrs.,

26 min.; vaporizer flooded, broken stup

cock let out gasolene, gasolene feed tube

broken, broken wire and friction pulley to

pump, overheated engine. Non-penalized

stops, none. Marks lost at controls—early

at Worcester, 19.

A. 41., Oldsmobile 4 h.p. G. runabout, 860

lbs., 2070 marks—Penalized stops, 5; 21

min., 5 sec.; broken gasoiene pipe to mixer

and sulphured clutch, pump troubles, oper

ator's sleeve shut off spark, water in car

buretter, broken wire. Non-penalized stopS.

none. Control repairs, 7; Oct. 9, link re

moved from chain and clutch tightened;

Oct. 10, replaced cylinder head gasket; Oct.

11, the same; Oct. 11, adjusted vibrator

and cleaned contacts; Oct. 2, replaced

cylinder head gasket; Oct. 13, adjusted vi

brator; Oct. 15, adjusted vibrator, cleaned

carburetter and repaired brake.

C. 42., Fournier-Searchmant 8 h.p. G. ton

neau, 2200 lbs., 2092 marks—Penalized

stops, none. Non-penalized stops, 1’0; 20

min., 1 sec.; blocked traffic twice, Nature

five times, frightened horse, blocked by R.

R. train drawbridge open. Control repairs,

7; Oct. 10, examined spark plug and inlet

valve; Oct. 12, ground exhaust valves and

cleaned spark plugs; Oct. 13, examined

float chamber, added tension to commuta

tor spring and cleaned contact points; Oct.

14, cleaned contact points; Oct. 15, cleaned

contact points; Oct. 10, pumped tire; Oct.

11, pumped tires.

C. 43., Packard 12 h.p. G. tonneou, 2000 lbs.,

1815 marks—Penalized stops, 13; 4 hrs., 58

min., 50 sec.; leak in water system, igni

tion troubles, lubricator, broken wire, gas

feed choked, fixed carburetter float and ad

justed chain, gears examined, hot box and

bearing cup broken and spring leaves out of

bearing cup broken and spring leaves

out of line; same thing again, motor

stopped, spark trouble, short circuit, ball

bearing broken. Non-penalized stops

2; 2 min., 15 sec_; road blocked, Na

ture. Control repairs, 5; Oct. 12, changed

cells of battery and tightened hub dust cap;

Oct. 13, cleaned carburetter; Oct. 13, new.

bolt in strut rod of chain; Oct. 14, bolt

drilled out of strut rod and new one put

in; Oct. 15, new cone in front wheel. Marks

lost at controls—early at Norwalk, 14; less

than eight miles an hour between New

Haven and Norwalk, 148.

B. 44., Darracq 16 h.p. G. tonneau, 1885 lbs.,

1262 marks—Penalized stops, 4; 1 hr., 10

min., 12 sec.; short circuit, broken spark

connection, gasolene feed blocked, sooty

plug. Non-penalized stops, 1; R. R. cross

ing. Control repairs, 5; Oct. 9, new front

spring, new inlet valve, valves ground and

plug cleaned; Oct. 12, took in gasolene; Oct.

13, plugs cleaned and new connection to

plug; Oct. 14, cracked body spring fixed;

Oct. 15, fixed lamp bracket. Marks lost

at controls—missed control N. Y. to Nor

walk. 190: missed control Norwalk to New

Haven, 148 marks; missed control Spring

field to Worcester, 223; Missed control

\Vorcester to Boston, 191; early at Nor

walk, 6.

B. 37., Elmore 5-h.p. G. runabout, 1220 lbs.,

2087 marks—Penalized stops, 1; 5 min.; to

open holes in mufiier. Non-penalized tops,

none. Control repairs, 3; Oct. 10, tightened

bolts of cylinder head: Oct. 11, the same;

Oct. 13, tightened connecting rod of one

motor.

B. 45., Franklin 8 h.p. G. roadster, 1150 lbs.,

2086 marks—Penalized stops, 3; 4 min., 45

sec.; spark failed, spark failed. engine

stalled. Non- enalized stops, none. Con

trol repairs. 1 : Oct. 9, inspection: Oct. 10,

cleaning; Oct. 10, inspection; Oct. 11, clean

ing; Oct. 11, cleaning and inspection; Oct.

12, cleaned and adjusted; Oct. 13, inspec

tion; Oct. 14. cleaning; Oct. 14, two new

cells; Oct. 15, inspection; Oct. 15, adjust

spark plug and tightened belt on magneto;

B. 46., Knox 8 h.p.

Oct. 14, set up‘ igniter spring; Oct. 9.

ment; Oct. 10. new tire shoe; Oct. 12, new

tire shoe.

G. single-seater. 1465

lbs., 1798 marks—Penalized stops, 1; broke

crank shaft. Control repairs, 6; Oct. 9,

new oil cup on cylinder; Oct. 10, tight

ened chain and coupling of gasolene

feed pipe; Oct. 11, tightened crank pin

box and took up high speed clutch;

Oct. 14. tightened chain; Oct. 14, re

set ignition cam; Oct. 15, adjusted con

reset ignition cam: Oct. 15, adjusted con

tact points. Marks lost at controls—

missed control New Haven to Hartford,

121%; missed control Hartford to Springfield,

B. 47:, Knox 8 h.p. G. single-seater, 1435 lbs.,

2092 marks—Penallzed stops, none. Non

penalized stops, 1; slowed down for blocked

street and accidentally stalled motor. Con

trol repairs, 3; Oct. 10, tightened belt on

fan; Oct. 11, oiled and adjusted; Oct. 14,

adjusted connecting rod and ground ex

haust valve. ‘

B. 48., Knox 8 h.p. G. single-seater, 1425 lbs.,

2091 marks—Penalized stops, 1: 20 sec.;

stalled motor. Control repairs, 5; Oct. 10,

adjusted vibrator; Oct. 11, adjusted vibra

tor, fixed crank pin and cleaned spark

plug; Odt. 13, fixed crank pin; Oct. 13,

resin on fan belt; Oct. 14, tightened chain,

set up nuts.

B. 49., Flat 12-16 h.p. G. tonneau, 1920 lbs.,

1812 marks—Penalized stops, 1; 1 hr., 15

min.; repairing gear case and adjusting

valves and magneto. Non-penalized stops,

3; 40 sec.; lighting lamps, blocked traffic,

took wrong road because of arrows being

down. (‘ontrol repairs, 6; Oct. 10, engine

oiled and fan belt tightened; Oct. 11, gear

case repaired and adjustments made; Oct.

13, inlet valves adjusted; Oct. 14, tempor

ary repairs to one spring; Oct. 15. gear case

repaired; Oct. 11, new inner tube. Marks

lost at controls—late at Boston, 15; missed

control Norwalk to New York, towed in to

finish, 190.

B. 51., Stearns 8 h.p. S. touring car, 1620

lbs., 2027 marks—Penalized stops, none.

Non-penalized stops, 23; 1 hr., 39 min., 15

sec.; all stops made for water. Control re

pairs, 4; Oct. 9, new nipple safety valve

cock; Oct. 10, new bolt compensating gear

cover and new water glass; Oct. 12, re

paired mud guard and tightened" up stufiing

boxes; Oct. 15, fixed sight feed lubricator

and put clip on side box. Marks lost at

controls—early at Norwalk. 9; early at New

Haven, 3; early at Hartford, 10; early at

Worcester, 9; erly at Boston, 12; early at

Worcester, 8; early at Springfield, 10; early

at Norwalk, 4.

C. 52., Winton 15 h.p. G. tonneau, 2300 lbs.,

2090 marks—Penalized stops, 2; 30 sec.;

stalled on bill, flooded carburetter. Non-.

penalized stops, 1; adjusting lap robe. Con

trol repairs, 3; Oct. 10. pumped tire; Oct.

13, pumped tire twice.

B. 55., Long Distance 7 h.p. G. runabout,

1570 lbs., 2090 marks—Penalized stops. 1:

2 min.; oiling. Non-penalized stops, 4; 3

min., 25 sec.; recovered lost hat twice,

R. R. crossing twice.

B. Long Distance 7 h.p. G. runabout,

1010 lbs., 1918 marks—Penalized stops, 10;

2 hrs., 19 min., 15 sec.; Water, cooling

motor, cooling motor, examining front axle,

fixed broken steering knuckle, blew out

valve packing, hot motor, bumper under

spring fell out, tightened inlet pipe, replac

ing wooden bumper. Non-penalized stops.

1; 3 min.; Nature. Control repairs, 4:

Oct. 10, inspected crank case; Oct. 12,

' straightened axles and fixed bearings of en

gine; Oct. 14, tightened nuts; Oct. 15, re

placed wooden bumper under broken

spring. Marks ,lost at controls—late at

Norwalk. 32.

. 57., Pierce 5 h.p. G. motorette, 837 lbs.,

2085 marks—Pennlized stops, 1: 7 min.;

replaced broken inlet valve stem. Non

Penalized stops, 4; 1 min., 45 sec.; three

stops at R. R. crossings, one for frightened

horse. (‘ontrol repairs, 6; Oct. 10, cleaned

spark plug: Oct. 10, same; Oct. 11, same;

Oct. 11, new spark plug and tightened high

speed clutch: Oct. 13, cleaned plug; Oct. 14,

same. ,

. 58., Rambler 4 h.p. G. runabout, 1100 lbs.,

2022 marks—Penallzed stops, 12; 51 min.,

(Continued on page 364)
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Supposing you had a fine looking horse, one

who was all right in every way, only he

would occasionally bite off a groom‘s arm

or else deftly kick his brains out—do you

think it would add to your chance of selling

the animal if, when you came to advertise

him, you oflered in your advertisement to

present the purchaser with a steel muzzle

and an anti-kicking harness? Don’t you

think the possible buyer might be inclined

to think your desire to sell your horse and

to give away such peculiar equine toilet

articles as a bit suggestive? Seems to me

that is the way I would look at it, but I

suppose I must be an unusually suspicious

soul, because evidently other people haven’t

the same ideas, or else this advertisement

would never have appeared in Sunday’s pa

per: -

“FOR SALE—10 H. P. 4 Cylinder P——

Car, in Perfect Running Order; Practically

New, ~wlth full equipment, lamps, tools,

baskets, spare parts, &c.; also $10,000 Acci

dent Policy and $5,000 Insurance Policy;

owner's sole reason for selling is on account

of going abroad.”

Don’t it'strlke you that it would have been

money saved and suspicion unaroused if the

owner, when writing this advertisement, had

temporarily forgotten about those two in

surance policies? '

There are always two sides in any argu

ment regarding the building, designing or

using of a motor vehicle—the wrong side

and our side.

'I i t

It must be very annoying when one is fish

ing for suckers and when equipped with

tackle only of a strength sufllcient to land

these soft marks of angling to suddenly find

you have hooked a whale who declines

either to unhook himself or to allow you to

do it for him. This predicament was the

one that the rural road officers and their

'side partner, the justice of the peace, recent

ly found themselves in down on Long Island.

They had hooked a big semi-racing car and

had attempted to land the driver for the

usual shakedown, to be divided between the

constables arresting and the judge trying

the accused automobllist. After the pris

oner was given a chance to tell who he was

it dawned upon the conspirators that they

had hooked onto a whale. The accused was

a big politician and a millionaire with a po

litical and financial pull bigger than a

Brooklyn bridge cable.

The case was hastily adjourned by the

justice and an attempt was made to get the

accused to admit he had been violating the

speed ordinances, as the Waterbury-holding

constable had taken his solemn oath he had

seen him “wilfully” do. The automobilist

said he wasn‘t guilty, wouldn’t pay, and it

he was fined or annoyed he'd take the case

and those responsible for it to a court where

shakedowns were not recognized. Then

there was more trouble in the camp of the

sucker catchers. Nobody knows what, might

have happened had not the Justice, in read

ing over the charges, discovered that the

automobilist was charged by the Water

' buryer with having "wilfully" driven faster

than the law allowed. There was a hole for

the Judge and his partners to crawl through.

It was a small hole, but in such cases Long

Island Judges and Janissaries feel pretty

small themselves, so they crawled. The

Judge said it was not proven that the ac

cused was "wilfully" guilty, so the case was

quashed. Thus it comes to pass that Mr.

Uord Meyer, politician and man of alfairs,

was not a contributor to the Christmas

spending money of one Long Island Justice

and one Long Island constable.

a o ‘o

It is positively surprising how many things

about an automobile some .people do not

learn from experience.

U i i

The more I watch automobile users the

less I am able to understand why the pos

session or the driving of a motor vehicle

seems instinctively to rob one of all pride of

appearance; that "something" that makes

and marks the aristocracy of the horse.

Take the picture presented by a well

groomed man—and you never saw any other

kind—driving a tandem or a four-in-hand,

.and, no matter what you may say, you know

that the whole affair, from the well oiled

hoofs of the satin-skinned animals to the

silken lash of the well poised whip, is the

height of what for lack of a. better name is

termed “good form.” . .

Now take an automobile. Let it be the

finest money can buy and the driver of it

the very same man, if you will, whom you

so admired when he tooled the four-ln-hand

or the tandem team, and what is the diner

ence': Just about the same that there is

between the occupant of the box seat on a

Iour-in-hand and theoccupant of the en

gineer’s sent in the cab of a locomotive, 1

should say. But why? I don't know, but if

you can tell me I’ll be glad to make the se

cret one no longer. As it is, l have tried' to

figure the thing out until 1 am tired, and so

I turn the job over to you, if you want it.

I I U

After you start in to purchase automobile

experience you will generally find that what

you buy is not of the same quality as the

sample you selected it by.‘

- i i U.

Horse sense is a peculiar and very uncer

tain thing. Some high-strung animals ap

parently cannot become reconciled to the

sight of any moving vehicle which is inde

pendent of. their aid, while others shy when

they see a silent and motionless vehicle at

the curb. A mounted policeman, who, with

myself, formed a part of the audience which

a disabled touring car had attracted upon

Jerome avenue recently, told me when we

got to talking about this that he believed

that horses which were thus frightened be

came so through falling to see any pole or

shafts in front of the new vehicle. I failed

to get any facts from him which would

seem to substantiate his theory, and he con

fessed he hadn't any except that his ob

servation had led him to believe as he did.

i O t

It is a remarkable fact that when it comes

to running a motor vehicle the man who

knows all about it usually disagrees with the

other man who knows all about it. Ever

notice that?

O t I

Of course, I know it is an impertinence

to even think of such a thing, but even so, I

certainly ‘would like to know what the- real

rock-bottom'prlce is on some vehicles. I got

a letter recently from a concern, or rather

from an officer thereof, offering me a _5 per

_cent commission on every automobile made

by his concern-that I was instrumental in

selling. All I was expected to do was to tip

off the offer-maker whenever I learned of

any one who was inclined to purchase a

motor vehicle. After that the concern .-was

.to do the rest, and me, too, I suppoke. "Now.

if a. rank outsider like I am can, without

even asking for it, get a rake-off of one

quarter of the price, what do you suppose

an insider with a pull and the inclination to

exert it could get? ‘ '

i t y! .t l .

"She's sulky and won't do herself ‘Jtistice.

We might just as well turn around and try

to get home before-she refuses to move at

all." This was what a friend of mine said

who had taken me out in a big touring car

he owned, and of which he was very proud,

hence anxious to have it do its best. The

"she" was, of course, the car. It really did

seem as though the big conveyance was

protesting in every way possible against do

ing what was expected of it. Allwpleasure

of riding was absent,-and I myself felt in

an indelinable way that the harmony be

tween the driver and the driven waslack

ing. The experience was not by any means

a new one, however. There can be no, de

nying that there is a peculiar affinity be

tween an automobile and its driver.“v _There

are days when the two seem to work in

perfect unison, each a part of a complete

mechanism. There are other days when

either the driver or the vehicle is out of bar

mony'. Others there are when both are un

attuned. I am not sure just which condi

tion prevailedon the _o_ccas)lon I am writing

about, but I knowf‘she'f quit dead Just .after

we had passed over Central Bridge on our

way back, and we sat onthe dead one like a

coroner’s jury for more than an hour before

the man we had telephoned the storage sta

tion for arrived, and with a strong'arm and

equally strong language hanged y“her" into

submission. She carried us .back to the

storage place, but she creaked and groaned

and snorted and spluttered so that you had

no difficulty in discovering that it was no

willing service which,“she” was rendering.

THE COM-MENTATOR.

_ “‘5 m.
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BRITISH CLUB PREPARES

Adopts Rules Governing Preliminary Bennett

Cup Trials—Two Napier: Selected.

While the search for a suitable road in

Ireland‘on which to run the Bennett Cup

race is still being prosecuted by the Auto

mobile Club of Great Britain, the latter has

gone ahead and arranged for the selection

The formal chal

lenge from the Automobile Club of France

has already been received.

It has been decided that two Napier cars

shall he entered by their makers; but in do

ing so the club records that they do not wish

it to be taken as a precedent by which the

of a team to rcprcsent it.

  

from this will be calculated how long the

car would take, travelling at that mean

speed, to complete twelva miles. (2) There

will also be ascertained the average speed

made by the car on“ the six journeys over

the standing mile, and from this will be cal

culated how long the car would have taken

in covering three miles at that average

speed. (3) From the records made in the

three ascents of the bill it will be ascer

tained what was the average speed, and

from this will be calculated what would be

the time occupied, when travelling at this

average speed, in covering one mile. The

total time which would be occupied in cover

ing the sixteen miles above referred to will

thus be ascertained, and the car which

proves to have been the fastest over the six

tccn miles will be the winner.

CUP RULES CHANGE

Methods of Starting and Finishing, and a few

Other Details Altered.

 

It appears that the Bennett Cup rules now

in the possession of the Automobile Club of

America are the original set adopted by the

French club, and not the revised set. A

couple of important amendments have been

made to the first lot of rules, and the French

organization has been dilatory about for

warding these amendments. The tenor of

them, however, is known. Rule 7, the

original reading, as published last week in

the Motor \Vorld, fixes only a minimum

limit of weight of 400 kilogrammcs (882

 

GERMANIA ROOFING CO.

~.... - *_ _.._

BUILT TO CARRY THREE TONS OF ROOFING MATERIAL.

 

winner of the Gordon Bennett race in one

year should claim the right to enter two cars

in the following year.

Having thus decided as to two of thc. thrce

cars, the committee have laid down condi

ii an as to an cleminating test for the third

car. 'l‘hcir makch will have to contribute

at the rate of $250 per car toward the cost

of organizing the race, which will be run on

a mile track and on a hill—the location of

both to be announccd later.

This eliminating test will consist of three

runs down (the time to bc taken over the

flying kilometrci: three runs up (the time to

be taken over the flying kilometre); three

runs down (time to be taken over the stand

ing mile); thch runs up (time to be taken

ova-r the standing mile), and ihrce iiincs up

the hill.

To arrive at the results there will be as

ccrtained (1) the mean speed made over the

six journeys over the flying kilometre, and

Entrics for the elimination race must be

made bcfore noon on December 8, each en

try to be accompanch by a check for $2.500.

If a car entered is not at the appointed place

by an hour to be stated on April 10, or any

subsequent date which may be fixed by the

committee, the $2,500 will be forfeited.

Pressed Into Coal Delivery Service.

A surplus of snow on the strcets, combined

with a shortagc of coal and coal carts, wcrc

thc conditions on last Sunday that madc tho

Hudson (‘oal (‘o., of Jcrscy City. a convcrt

to the automobilc. It borrowcd an clcctric

truck, which was built to him] only ihrce

tons of rooting material, and loaded it with

live tons of coal to be takcn to Now York.

The routing truck hauled its PXL'cRS load all

right, and before the day was over had made.

three trips between the two cities and di—

lirered fifteen tons of coal. The next day

the coal company placed an order for three

trucks.

pounds), but this has been amended so as

to read that thc cars shall weight not less

than 400 kilos, nor more than 1.000 kilos.

the maximum limit bclng cquivalcnt to

2.205 pounds.

ltnh- 13 has been amended so that in

slond of calling for the vehiclcs to be started

simultaneously, it requires that they shall

bc started two minutes apart. Rule 14 has

litt‘l'l changed so as to conform to the plan

of starting. The altercd rule. instead 01'

rcnding that lhc first machine to cross the

line of finish shall be dcclarcd the winncr,

says that the machine which masz the best

time shall be tho winner.

 

Ono of the Societc Elu-ti‘omotiou's olcc

tllcal vehicles was recently driven from

Paris to Vernon and back, a distance of

ninety-four miles, on one charge of the bat

lcry. which compriscd ninety-six cells of the

Phoenix type.
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15 sec.; battery, water, ignition, gasolene,

engine stopped, setting valve, setting va'lve,

englne stopped, ignition, ignitionrjgndtion,

commutator cleaned. Non-penalized stops,

9; 11 min., 25 sec.; picked up hat five times,

traffic blocked, Nature, R. R. crossing. Con

trol repairs, 9; Oct. 9, cleaned plug; Oct.

10, cleaned plug and adjusted igniter; Oct.

10, vibrator adjusted and new battery put

in; Oct. 11, the same; Oct. 11, cleaned

valves; Oct. 13, new coil and new spark

plug; Oct. 13, new battery, carburetter and

cam fixed; Oct. 14, adjusted vibrator and

set up nuts; Oct. 15, vibrator and tight

ened chain.

C. 59., \Vinton 16 h.p. G. touring car, 2340

lbs., 2074 marks—Penalized stops, 5; 15

min., 31 sec.; spark, spring troubles, trem

bler, new trembler spring, new trembler

spring. Non-penalized stops, 8; 1 hr., 10

min., 12 sec.; open drawbridge, Nature,

Nature. getting cap, R. R. crossing, hat ott‘,

tire trouble, tire burst. Control repairs, 6;

Oct. 10, broken steering head; Oct. 10, new

pin in pump pinion and adjusted spark

plug; Oct. 11, pin in pump pinion; Oct. 12,

cleaning and replacing parts; Oct. 13,

strengthening steering head with clamps;

Oct. 14, two new tires.

B. 60., Grout 61/; h.p. S. touring car, 1145

lbs., 2087 marks—Penalized stops, 1; 5

'mln.; replaced water glass. Non-penalized

stops, 12; 1 hr., 35 min.; all [or water.

(‘ontrol repairs, 4; replaced water glass

four times; Oct. 11, twice, 14 and 15.

B. 01., Grout 6% h.p. S. touring car. 1100

lbs., 2081 marks—Penallzed stops, 2; 9 min..

35 sec.; put in water glass, low steam 0n

hill. Non-penalized stops, 13; 1 hr., 11 min.,

48 sec.; ten stops for water, two for R. R.

gates, one for blocked road. Control re

pairs, 4; Oct. 9, water glass replaced; Oct.

10. brake rod and chain tightened; Oct. 12.

the same: Oct. 14. chain tightened.

C. 02., International 16 h.p. G. touring car,

2915 lbs., 2079 marks—Penalized stops, 4;

8 min.; spark tailed twice, put in new plug

twice. Non-penalized stops, 2; 2 min., 20

sec.; traffic blocked, Nature. Control re

pairs, 4; Oct. 9, two new spark plugs; Oct.

11, three new spark plugs; Oct. 15, repaired

governor; Oct. 14, new inner tube. Marks

lost at controls—early at Springfield, 4.

A. 68., Oldsmobile 4 h.p. G. runabout, 945

lbs., 2092 marks—Penalized stops, none.

Non-penalized stops, 2; 3 min., 30‘sec.;

cpen drawbridge, motor stopped by sudden

swerve to avoid collision. Control repairs, 2;

Oct. 13, adjusted chain; Oct. 15, tightened

high speed clutch.

A. 64., Oldsmobile 4 h.p. G. runabout, 920

lbs., 2088 marks—Penalized stops. 1; 5 sec.:

carburetter flooded. Non-penalized stops,

2; 6 min.; drawbridge open. blocked trafflé

Control repairs, 3; Oct. 10, 14, 14, tightened

chain. Marks lost at controls—early at

Worcester, 3.

B. 65., Automotor 12 h.p. G. touring car,

1550 lbs., 2044 marks—Penalized stops, 4;

37 min.; tightened bolt on gear drive twice,

replaced pin on pump, adjusted commuta

tor chain. Non-penalized stops, 1; 30 sec.;

R. R. crossing.

C. 66.. Panhard 12 h.p. G. tonneau, 2T901bs.,

2082 marks—Penalized stops, 1: 10 min.;

repaired pump wheel. Non-penalized stops,

4: 2 hrs., 3 min., 35 sec.; "open drawbridge,

three tire repairs.

C. 07., Fournier-Searchmont 10 h.p. G. ton

neau, 2610 lbs., 2092 marks—Non-penallzed

stops. 2: 34 min., 15 sec.; hat fell in sprock

et and bent countershaft rod, chain broke.

Control repairs, Oct. 11, new pin in brake

band.

B. 08.. Fredonla 9 h.p. G. runabout, 1400 lbs.,

2002 marks—Penalized stops, none. Non;

penalized stops. 3; 1 min., 30 sec.; R. R.

crossing, Nature, puncture. Control re

pairs. 4: Oct. 13, tightened chain: Oct. 10,

iii-\Y innr-r tube: Oct. 11, new tire; Oct. 14,

rennin-(l puncture.

ii. 70.. Foster 4 h.p. S. touring car, 1500

lbs., 2092 marks—Penalized stops. none.

Non-penalized stops, 24; ten for water, R.

R. crossing, recovering record book, blocked

traffic, R. R. crossing. rain coat and light

ing lamps, R. R. crossing, Nature, fixed

111‘? that pulled or! six times, pumped tire.

Control repairs, 1: new tire,

A. 71., French De Dion-Bouton 6 h.p. G.

motorette, 920 lbs., 1885 marks—Penalized

stops, 5; 21 min., 30 sec.; new spark plug,

motor stalled, broken transmission. gear,

repaired spark plug, broke piston. Non

penalized stops, 1; blocked trafllc. Control

repairs. 3; Oct. 10. cleaned plug, trembler

and inlet valve: Oct. 15, new piston, and

new bushing at crank end; Oct. 15, repaired

broken casting. Marks lost at controls—

llaétle at Norwalk, 4; towed to New Haven,

B. 73., Foster 4 h.p. S. surrey, 1640 lbs., 1540

marks—Penaiized stops, 23; 6 hrs.; seven

times for air pressure, lighting fire twice,

repaired air pump three times, repairing

air tank twice, fixed iubricator, put on

chain, fixed broken nipple. getting up

steam, cleaning check valve, low steam

pressure, overtime taking water twice. let

out water from air tank. Non-penalized

stops, 27; 3 hrs., 30 min., 30 sec.; twenty

one stops for water, two for gasolene, Na

ture twice, blocked traflic, tire trouble. Con

trol repairs, 2; Oct. 12, repaired air tank;

Oct. 12, cleaned check valves and cleaned

machinery. Marks lost at controls—missed

control, Worcester to Boston, 191.

B. 75., Rambler 41/2 h.p. G. runabout. 1180

lbs., 2070 marks—Penalized stops, 2; 19

min.; battery connection, inlet valve pin

lost and short circuit. Non-penalized stops,

4; 29 min.; Nature, blocked traffic, Na

ture, funeral procession. Marks lost at con

trols—late, 1; late. 2. ,

C. 76., Fournier-Searchmont 8 h.p. G. ton

neau. 2065 lbs., 2092 marks—Penalized

stops, none. Non-penalized stops, 8; 7 min.,

44 sec.; R. R. crossing, interference by an

other contestant, R. R. crossing, Nature

three times, frightened horse, blocked trat

fic. Control repairs, 1; Oct. 12, repaired

muifier.

B. 77., Rambler 4 h.p. G. runabout, 1135 lbs.,

2084 marks—Penallzed stops, 1; 7 min.,

sec; lost split pin. Non-penalized stops,

4; 18 min., 30 sec.; R. R. crossing, recover

ing goggles, R. R. crossing, puncture. Con

trol repairs, 4; Oct. 9, tightened clutch;

Oct. 10, tightened nuts; Oct. 15, new spark

plug; Oct. 15, wired rear axle.

A. 79., Oldsmobile 4 h.p. G. runabout. 920

lbs., 1920 marks—Penallzed stops, 8; 41

min., 10 sec.; shutting pet cock, leak in

water tank, engine quit on hill, bad mix

ture, new spark plug, vaporizer trouble,

vaporizer trouble, gasolene supply all out.

Non-penalized stops, 2; 1 min., 20 sec.;

blocked traffic, recovering box. Control re

‘ pairs, 2; Oct. 12, adjusting and cleaning;

Oct. 13, adjusting and oiling. Mark lost

at controls—overtime in cleaning (excess of

two hours), 120.

B. 80., Foster 4 h.p. S. roadster, 1420 lbs.,

2880 marks—Penallzed stops, 4; 8 min.;

lighting pilot, lost pin in brake rod, light

ing pilot, new lock-nut screw on engine

bearing. Non-penalized stops, 16; 2 hrs.,

fill min.; eleven stops for water, two for

Nature, two (or railroad crossings, one for

resetting tire. Control repairs., Oct. 13.

fixed brake rod shackle and cylinder oller;

Oct. 14, adjusted cylinder oiler; Oct. 14,

adjusted automatic regulator; Oct. 15, ad

justed brake. Marks lost at controls—early

at Hartford, 5; late at Boston, 8.

Sample Stul Rail Road Finished.

\Vcdnesday afternoon General Roy Stone

and Major F. B. Jones arranged a little in

formal test of the new section of steel road

that has just been completed along one

block of Murray street, New York., be

tween Broadway and Church street. A

two-horse ashcart with a sheet iron hop

pcr body which weighed 3,700 pounds was

procured. The horses were unhitched and

a rope. fastened to the pole. About the

middle of the rope a bight was taken-about

either end of an ice-balance. that would

register 500 pounds. so .that .the amount of

the pull would be registered on the balance.

The rope was manned by lfllKil't‘P-S, and

Major Jones read the balance,

The cart was :1 little too wide for the

rails, and it was difficult to keep its wheels

from binding on the ridged edges of the

steel. Once when the wheels bound the

cart was started by a pull of 320 pounds.

Again 200 pounds started it. It was kept

moving over the rails by a pull that varied

from 80 to 120 pounds, or an average or 100.

Then it was tried pulling the cart sstride

the rails, so that the wheels ran over the

some grade on the granite blocks. The bal

ance would not register what pull was re

quired to start it. It was more than 500

pounds. To keep it moving the pull re

quired varied from 120 to 200 pounds, and

the average of 160 pounds is a fair one to

put down, for most of the time the indica~

tor hovered about those figures.

As the test demonstrated a lessening of

40 per cent. in the traction by the steel

rails, General Stone eXpressed himself as

much gratified. The city oiiicials and Auto

mobile Ciub otiicers will be invited to a

more formal demonstration to be held later.

 

Reunion Dinner and Testimonial.

Having raised a fund or $450. .the com

mittee appointed by participants in the Re

liability Run has purchased a valuable stop

watch, and will present it to Secretary S. M.

Butler, of the Automobile Club of America,

at a reunion dinner to be held at the New

York Athletic Club on Dec. B at 8 o‘clock.

W. E. Scarritt will officiate as toastmaster.

The tickets for the dinner are $2.50 each,

and can be procured by any one interested

from C. H. Gillette, 22 Burling Slip, New

York.

Recent Incorporation:

Bridgeport, Conn—Bridgeport Motor C0..

with $100,000 capital, to make launch and

automobile motors.

Chicago, Ill.—'I'he Standard Motor Vehicle

(70.. with $1,000,000 capital, to build motors,

commercial and pleasure vehicles, heavy

- trucks and streetcars. The officers are R.

W. Lyle, president; Parker R. Sercombe,

vice-president, and C. M. Paine, of Milwau

kee, secretary and treasurer.

 

Active Season Planned at Tarryiown.

For the purpose of taking an inventory

and making necessary repairs. the plant of

the Mobile Co. of America has been closed

for a short time. Operations will he re

sumed on a larger scale as soon as these

are completed.

Removed to 43rd Street.

The local agency for the Sterens-Duryea

cars, made by the .1 . Stevens Arms and Tool

Co.,' has been removed from 523 Fifth ave

nue to 54-56 West Forty-third street.

Every inch of space has been taken at the

.\iadison Square Garden show, which opens

on January 17. The total number of ex

hibitors is 122.
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BACTERIALOGICAL LORE

Ten Families of Microbes That lnlest Pneumatic

Tires Discovered.

An unexpected enemy of the pneumatic

tire has been discovered—n0 less than ten

ditIerent kinds of microbes. To M. Michelin

belongs the honor of bringing them to light

and telling of their nefarious work.

It is harmful, he says, to let wet penetrate

a tire. The cotton of which the fabric is

months the tiny destructors, which may be

called tire microbes, can work full time.

They may localize in one spot, or find sev

eral colonizing grounds as their nature di

rects for there are about ten different fami

lies iu the business.

But their work is always thorough. The

motorist one fine day takes out his car. There

are apparently only a few tiny gashes in the

tires, and with no indication of danger about

them. But he has not run many miles when

one or more of the covers burst. He is sur

prised at such a big burst taking place, but

an examination reveals that the cover is

practically ruined.

COMPOUNDED THE ENGINE

And Then it was Quite Ready to Climb the

Side oi a House.

They had come upon the hill unexpectedly,

and there was no reserve of steam to draw

upon. Consequently, when the grade became

steeper and steeper, until it bore a faint re

semblance to the side of a house, the gauge

showed a steady and alarming shrinkage.

From something over 200 pounds it dropped

 

    

 

 

AN AUTOCAR ON 'IHE BRINK (H? A liAlllildNG BROOK N

made up is quickly attacker] by destroying

agents when exposed to the wet. Experi

ments made with various types of cotton

placed in damp =ceilars showed that various

growths quickly -,battened on it, and took

away all its strength. Something analogous

happens with a tire. '

An unattended gash in the outer cover lets

the wet pcnertate to the layer of cotton, and

here it works its baneful efl‘ccts. When in

active use there is a chance—though a small

one—0f the damp being forced out, or of

dust or smne other drying agent getting in,

or of the sun. dry air, or the heat of the tire

destroying the moisture. But when a car is

laid aside in a damp place for weeks or

Q Q

EAR ARDMORE, PA.
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That Important Member. the clam

A most important thing is to keep the

clutch free from mud, as this, if it on'cc

gets into the leather, is very difficult toggt

rid or and is a very dirty joh. Indeed. when

this happens one is very apt to feel inclined

to tighten up the clutch until it gets grip.

Needless to say, this is a dangerous proceed

ing. The best thing to do is to wash the

leather with gasolene by means of an ordi

nary paint brush. which, by the way, is a

useful thing to carry about in the. car, as it

comes in handin for many purposes. Fui~

lcr's earth. powdered ordinary chalk (not

the French variety) or time should he used

to dry up the clutch leather.

4

. K .. _

to about Then'the car'came so near

stopping that the driver threw the lever

hack. shuttipg off steam entii'ely, and ap

plied the brakes as the car came to a stop.

.ile then dismounted and disappeared un

der the vehicle. Emerging in_about a min

ute. he remarked: .

“Well. I guessiwe will go up now, all

right. She is compound now. and it would

take more than a 50 per cent grade to stop

us."

And his boast was made good, for upon

the-journey being resumed the remainder of

the. bill. which turned out to be steeper than

the part already traversed, was scaled, slow

ly, to be sure. but none the. less certainly.

i'pon reaching the top the engine avas

changed back to simple again, and no further

trouble was experienced.
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In Sympathy With Movement but Vetoes Bill.

Although returning with his veto the ordi

nance passed by the Chicago City Council’s

requiring automobiles to display numbers

eight inches high on their backs, Mayor Har

rison declared himself to be in favor of the

measure.

He said that several months ago represen

tatives of the park boards had conferred

with the city on a uniform system of regu

lations for automobiles, and as the ma

chines used the boulevards as well as the

streets, he favored co-operating with the

park boards in passing an ordinance ap

plicable to boulevards as well as streets.

The veto was sustained, and the ordinance

was sent to the judiciary committee with

instructions to send for representatives of

the park boards when considering the meas

ure.

Bridgeport Club has fine Quarters.

Hereafter the Automobile Club of Bridge

port will make lts home in the automobile

building recently erected in State street by

W. S. Brandegee. At a meeting of the club

last week a proposition was made to Bran

degee to rent the front room on the second

floor of the station, and an olTer was made

for certain privileges for members. These

arrangements were agreed to, and the

recommendation that a lease be taken for

one year, with the privilege of renewal, was,

adopted unanimously.

Hereafter club members, by the provision

of the contract, will have free storage at

the station not exceeding forty-eight hours

at a time, and members will secure special

rates for monthly storage.

Automobile Railways in France.

A new system of railway communication

will be inaugurated in France on June 18.

cable dispatches say, consisting of the sub

stitution of automobiles for existing loco

motives and cars. Each automobile will be

the size of the present corridor carriages,

and will accommodate torty passengers and

their baggage. Speed will be sixty-one

miles an hour. The initial trip will be from

Paris to Dijon.

In a tour-cylindered engine try and keep

the tour cylinders running evenly. Keep all

the valve springs of the same strength, and

see that the tremblers on the coils are even

ly adjusted.

 

 

  

Style “ F," Type 6.

A flodel of Beauty! Strength!

Power and Durability!

Our Catalogues mailed on request

 

Banker Brothers Company—

Agents for Pennsylvania.

PlTI‘SBURG—Blum and Beatty Sim, East End.

PH lLADELPHlA——Broad and Vine Sls

BANKER BROTHERS COMPANY—

Agents for New York City, 50 West 43d Stand

141-143 West 3th St.

1. P. SCHNEIDER—IS7-ltlo Jeflerson Ave., De

troit, Mich.

A. C. BANKERflq Plymouth Place, Chicago. lll.

 

The 1903 PEERLESS TOURING CAR,

THE PEERLESS MllTllli OAR 00., Lisbon St, Cleveland, ll.

JOHN G. LOVELL—Panadena, Cal.

ELLICOTT EVANS—84 While Bldg. Buffalo. XX.

F. E. RANDALL—:45 Columbus Ave., Boston,

Mass, Agent for New England.

CANADA CYCLE & MOTOR (IQ—34 King St,,

Toronto, 0.

ROCH ESTER AUTOMOBILE CO.—i5o-|70 South

Ave., Rochester, N. Y.

NATIONAL AUTOMOBILE 8: fill-G CO.—:b

Fremont Street, San Francisco, Cal.

 

 

 

ARNS—That’s Made in Cleveland.

  

A REVOLUTION IN THE TRADE. A combination of all that is good and practical.

“’E ARE BOOKING ORDERS NOW, BUT WILL BE AT liO'l‘il NEW YORK AND CHICAGO SHOWS.

THE F. B. STEARNS CO., Cleveland, Ohio, U. S. A.

—

STERNS CARS ARB WORTH

MORE THAN THEV COST.
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AN IRISH MUFFLER

Inventor of Dunlop Tire has a Marvelloust El

fective Device—Its Construction.

 

There has been considerable curiosity felt

as to the construction of the muffler used by

J. B. Dunlop, the famous inventor of the

Dunlop pneumatic tire, and of late years an

ardent autoist. Remarkable results in the

way of silencing were known to result from

the use of the motor, but details concerning

it were not obtainable.

It is now stated that. after experimenting

with two mufilers, a third has been pro

duced, with equally good results. The prin

ciple is the converse to that of the ordinary

organ pipe. The one develops the waves of

sound, the other suppresses them.

The muflier consists of a comparatively

small cylinder, with a tube running through

the middle of it, giving an absolutely clear

passageway. In fact, there is no obstruc

tion whatever to the escape of the exhaust

gases, and there can be no back pressure.

This tube has three openings in its side into

the cylindrical chamber, each measuring

about 34, inch broad. The effect of these

openings is remarkable. They absolutely

suppress all sound, without in any way in

terfering with the escape of the exhaust

gases. This was tested in a simple and ef

fective way by shouting down the central

tube and then trying the same experiment

with an ordinary tube.

One very strange and interesting result ef

fected by this silencer is the cooling of the

exhaust, which Mr. Dunlop ascribes to the

absence of friction, which is usual in the

case of most silencers. He states that when

the hand is held against the orifice the issu

ing gases are very little warmer than the

ordinary air.

That there is no appreciable back pressure

Mr. Dunlop states the following test proves:

If the hand is put against the issuing ex

haust it will be found that it is ejected in a

series of sharp and distinct putts, whereas

in a silencer where there is considerable

back pressure the exhaust gases are

squeezed out, so to speak, and come out in

a more or less regular stream.

 

What is Shown at Paris.

The present Paris show is the fifth of its

kind, the first having been held in 1898. it

will continue for fifteen days.

The show embraces sixteen classes of ex

hibits, which are kept strictly separate, so

as to permit visitors readily to give special

attention to those branches in which they

are most directly interested. The admission

is set at one franc, except on Wednesday,

when it is three francs. The sum of five

francs is charged on special days. Follows

ing are the classes of exhibits:

1. Complete automobiles of all descrip

tions, including motorcycles, exhibited by

manufacturers only. An exception is al

lowed in the case of exclusive representa

tives of some foreign (non-French) machine,

who are admitted in this class it they agree

to exhibit only the one type which they rep

resent.

2. Cycles of all kinds.

3. Construction material and tools used in

manufacture of automobiles, bicycles, etc.

4. Tires for motor vehicles and cycles.

5. Chassis (running gear and frames),

6. Component parts and accessories.

7. Motors for automobiles and boats, stor

age batteries.

8. Automobile trade. This class is re

served for dealers exhibiting vehicles han

dled by them.

9. Navigation.

10. Aeronautics.

11. Applications of denaturized alcohol.

12. Divers sports and touring.

SARTORIAL ADORNMENT

l‘low Conventional Costumes are Replacing the

Outre’ Onu oi the Past.

The abandonment of conventional automo

bile toggery is becoming more and more

common. A few days ago, when the ther

mometer was at the freezing point, a well

known New Yorker was seen out in his own

tonneau car in company with another man

and two young women. The men were der

bies and ordin try walking attire and the

women were similarly clad. The most strik

ing feature of the party was the big hats

which the women wore, trimmed with white

plumes and other delicate material, which is

easily torn or soiled.

It seems to be getting to be something of a

   

 

13. Carriage body work for automobiles.

14. Dress and equipments for automobil

ists, cyclists and tourists.

15. Invitations and sundry matters per

taining to automobiles, cycles and sports.

16. Bibliography, photography, maps, pe

riodicals.

When to Use the Sprag.

If there is any doubt about the holding

power of the brakes, and a sprag is depend

ed upon to avert accident in case of their

failure, care should be taken to use it prop

erly. In ascending a hill the sprag should be

dropped at the beginning; then it becomes

automatic, and if the chain should break

the sprag digs into the ground the instant

the car stops. Before it has time to acquire

speed backward the sprag will be "biting"

hard enough to hold the car. 0n the other

hand, if the sprag is not dropped until the

stoppage. has taken place and the backward

movement commenced, it will take a stouter

bar of steel than is usually made into a

sprag to bring the car up standing.

  

fad for automobilists to show familiarity

with, or contempt for, automobiling by hop

ping into a car and going for a run in any

sort of dress. But is this really smart, in

good taste, or wise? The same persons would

not tolerate the thought of going out for a

saddle ride unless clad in the full equestrian

regulation costume, nor would they go for a

i'irlvie behind a horse unless properly dressed

or .

Mask, goggles, leather cap and coat are not

necessary always, but derbies and feather

trimmed hats and walking suits are ridicu

lous in an automobile. Some enthusiastic

motorist with a talent for dress can make a

lilt and confer a benefit by devising some

sensible, distinguishing and readily donned

and doflfed dress for automobilists.

 

Prowler: Make Their Appearance.

“Prowlers,” in the shape of bicycle police

men, dressed in plain clothes and otherwise

stripped of every vestige of their calling, are

the latest. They are to be turned loose on

Pelham avenue, leading out of this city to

the northeast, and hidden to make miserable

thedlives of automobillsts traversing that

roa .
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MECHANICS ARE MADE

Users of Automobiles Acquire Technical Know

ledge Almost Without Knowing it.

“'hile :1 Motor \Vorld man was sitting in

the office of one of the largest selling and

storage establishments in New York City

one of the hands came in with a part from

a machine of foreign make to ask what he

should charge Mr. So-and-so for fitting a

new shifting sleeve in it. A considerable

discussion ensued, in which the difficulties

of the job were explained, and it came out

that the chaufienr and utility man was to

make the needed part himself and fit it.

After the price had been fixed and the man

had left the ofliee tlze manager turned to his

visitor and said:

“Did you ever pause to think seriously of

how much the automobile is doing in the

way of spreading mechanical learning?

Now, that man. when he came here, hardly

knew enough to run an electric coach, but

you heard how glib he was about that job.

He has a very indifl’erent education, yet he

knows more about the practical end of that

job than 1 do. He had me going for a while,

and I'm a mechanical engineer.

“We have half a dozen men like that with

us—self-educated mechanics, and, so far as

automobiles go, you might almost call them

experts. After learning for themselves they

teach others, and the mechanical informa

tion of the working man in this country has

a much higher average than it had five

years ago. Once they get a smattering of

it, they go right ahead and do not stop at

automobiles. They might not be able to

pass a written technical examination, but

there are a lot of men now in this business

who in a plant could prove themselves to be

very practical mechanical engineers.

“Think, too, of what has been going on

among business men and men of wealth

and leisure. Some of them, although col

lege bred, never knew any more about me

chanics than enough to use a corkscrew, but

since they became automobile owners. look

at them, with black hands and torn finger

nails from tinkering their own machines.

And don't you think that they are bunglers,

either. There are a couple of men worth

their millions who store their machines with

us, who are as handy at making a repair on

the road and improvising a makeshift as the

foreman of a shop.

“Of course, the bicycle began it. You can

recall how astonishing it was to discover

how many persons there were. who didn't

know enough to use a wrench; how hun

dreds of riders would go to a bicycle store

to have their hearings adjusted, and even

to have their handlebars and seat posts

changed.> The early riders learned all the

tricks. and they became dealers and repair

men. Next they took to building their own

bicycles, and a few to sell, until it got so

that some of the best machines you could

buy were made in small shops. We have

some of that sort of men with us now; in

fact, the automobile business has been very

largely recruited from the ranks of such, as

you know.

“I suppose, too, that many of the genteel

and wealthy owners who are practical 0p

erators of machines began their education

by tinkering with their bicycles. They, like

the chaufi'eurs and the men who are repair

ing machines in the garages, have had only

a practical course in the school of expeL

rlcnce and experiment. That is the best

kind, too. even if it is not as thorough as

the curriculum of a college. The whole

course of education begins with the proper

handling of a screwdriver and a wrench.

but the automobile has carried it along un

til there are thousands who are now able to

grasp a mechanical proposition and solve

the workings of a machine that would have

completely ‘stumped’ them a few years ago.

The automobile is making the whole nation

to a certain extent mechanical. This is

more true here than abroad, because of the

American inquisitiveness and pertinacity in

trying to learn about new things which it

does not understand. Not but what there is

still a lot of dense ignorance regarding au

tomobile engines and driving gears, but the

learning that has been spread among the un

mechanical and crudely educated as well as

the uninformed men of culture is amazing."
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Dealers Can Control the Business

in their towns when they handle

iSpaulding
It puts money in your pocket and leaves more in those of your customers'

than any automobile you can sell them. You are both happy.

Happiness is catching; that's why SPAUI.DING owners have lots of friends

  

$650 THE PRICE. QUICK SALE THE RESULT.

WE WANT TO TELL YOU MORE.

WRITE US RIGHT NOW.

Spaulding t$°ttitt Company

BUFFALO, NW YODK.
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New York-Boston-Ncw York Reliability Run

Darracq Car

HILL TROPHY CUP.

  

Darracq passengers did not have to walk.

The cars climbed all hills, including Foster and Spencer “ Terrors."

Darracq Cars hold more records than any other make in the world.

IA'IAIEDIATE DELIVERY

AMERICAN DARR'ACQ AUTOMOBILE CO.

F. A. L\ ROCHE. Sales Manager, ,

652 Hudson Street, (Near ulh Sl- Stationwih Ave- "1"") NEW YORK.

IN TIIE

THE

WAS AWARDED TI‘IE

DARRAL‘Q anuusmx.
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KlllllllM llllSllllNl MOTORS.

lllllllllll llllllYllNl lllMPS,

AUTOMOBILE HURNS

SEND FOR CATALOGUE AND PRICES.

A. H. FUNKE, 325 Broadway, NerYork
 

GOLD MEDAL WINNERS

HIGHEST A WARD.

 

 

Look belurr you buy. See report of

.\'- York-Boston Run.

0011' Auromoles Mrc. CO.,

83 Chambers Street. New York.

Better Not . .

have any ignition outfit

than to have a poor one.

WE MANUFAGTURE NOTHING

BUT THE BEST.

 

WRITE FOR CATAOGU E.

  

 

Foreign View of Automobile Legislation.

Here is one reflection of what we are “as

others see us,” taken from The Car, 0! Lon

don:

“Legislation dealing with the automobile in

America is entirely chaotic. as several

States, including New York. Connecticut and

Massachusetts, have passed different laws

regulating automobile traffic. All are curious

examples of prejudice, ignorance and im

practicability. In some towns motor drivers

appear to be compelled to adopt about the

speed at which a smart young nurse would

wheel a child's perambulator along the foot

way of one of our London suburbs. It is, 0!

course, not very surprising that ignorant al

(lermen and councillors, excited by newspa

per diatribes, and absolute ‘greeuhorns' in

regard to automobiles and their mechanism,

should frame such absurd enactments, while

their notions as to locomotion limits are often

quite grotesque. The idea of restricting the

speed of motors to those which a pedestrian

walking rapidly, or a donkey when trotting,

could easily exceed, is manifestly absurd.‘

Yet these are the sort of ridiculous limits

that have been imposed in certain of the

American towns where alder-men and corpo

rations have been influenced by the ‘fee

faw-fum‘ stories in the daily press."

Wheels That Adhere to the Road.

A factory has been rented in Nashua, .\'.

EL, by H. '1‘. Stillman, in which to manufact

urc a new type of automobile wheels, which

(litter in many respects from those now in

use. The wheels are so made that they ad

hcreto tracks in slushy weather and also

reduce materially the cost of building track-a

They are adapted for use on automobile.

storage battery carriages or streetcars. The

wheels me now in use on one of the lines

in l"ii‘il| avenue. in New York.

  

THE AUTUGAS
DRY BATTERIES.

80 per cent. more effi

c’ency than any other.

Standard Everywhere.

WM. ROCHE, 42 Vesey St., New York.

DRY BATTERY

 

 

WUUIT WHEELS

Artillery or Compress Band.

W. K. PRUDDEN &. 60.,

408 Michigan Avenue,

LANSING, MICH.

 

 

 

 

 

  

Model 50—SpeCial PRICEI $l000

A Winner for 1903.

Over [00 miles on one charge over city streets.

The most powerful Electrlc RUNABOUT cm the

market.

AGENTS WAN'l'ED 1N ALL UNOCCUPIED

TERRITORY.

Catalogue upon application. .

NATIONAL VEHICLE $0.,

I400 East 224 Street. INDIA“ APO‘ IS, U. 5. A.
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The Week’: Patents.

715.302. Steering-gear for motor-carriages.

Henry A. Schryver and Fred 0. March, War

rcn, Ohio. Filed March 8, 1902. Serial No.

97.292. (No model.)

(‘laim.—1. In a steering mechanism, a

steering-shaft, steering-wheels, and interme

diate mechanism connected to said shaft and

wheels, the rotation of said shafe from its

normal position to a definite point producing

retarded angular movement of the steering

wheels.

715.305. Pneumatic tire. Edward H. Sed

don, Brooklands, England. Filed April 15,

1901. Serial No. 59,929. (No model.)

Claim—1. In a pneumatic tire the combii

nation of a tubular cover divided on its outer

periphery and formed with lateral dovetail

projections at the edges, a detachable tread

part adapted to fit over said dovetail edges

and having metal dovetail clips embedded in

the lndia rubber of said tread part and faced

with canvas and arranged transversely at a

short distance apart from each other.

715,361. Elastic tire for vehicles. Henry

II. Durr, New York, N. Y. Filed July 25,

1902. Serial No. 116,945. (No model.)

Claim—1. The combination of a hollow

metallic rim, a tire having elastic sections

and a flexible and non-frangible base com

posed of alternating layers of fibrous ma

terial and rubber, the whole being molded

and vulcanized into an integral structure,

transverse clamping-bars located on the web

of the tire between its sections and which

extend substantially from side to side of the

tire and a bolt or bolts for securing the

clamping-bars. for the purpose set forth.

715,411. Running-gear for automobiles.

Charles E. Neal, New York, N. Y. Filed De

cember 24, 1901. Serial No. 87,117. (N0

model.)

Claim—In a running-gear mechanism for

automobiles, the combination consisting of a

motor K; motor-shaft D'; clutch member L;

bearing E2; supported beneath the mobile

t'rame; shaft D; bearing E E; universal

joints F F; clutch member L'; constructed

to move back and forth on shaft D, through

sleeve M. and to revolve with said shaft D;

c. ilsprlng H, on shaft D, operating against

bearing E. and sleeve M, to throw the clutch

member L, into operative connection with

member L on shaft D; gear C; on shaft D,

and gear C, on axle-carrying wheels B;

ll‘.l'(‘lllllllSlll substantially as specified, for op

erating the friction-clutch. consisting of le

ver R. mounted upon shaft Q. running cross

wise beneath the aut'nnobile-i'rame, and sup

ported in bearings Q; forked lever P. locat

ed on shaft Q. at its outer end; sleeve M;

collar M; and pins 0; mechanism for operat

ing brakes. consisting of lever S. on shaft

Q. arm S, and lever 82, on pipe '1‘: pipe T

operating in bearings T T crosswise of the

automobile~frame A, and supported beneath

it. and arranged t) operate brake-bands 7V,

on wheels B. by means of a connecting cord;

all constructed. arranged and combined to

operate substantially as and for the purposes

hereinbciore specified.

715.412. Storage battery. Leonard Paget,

New Yr rk. N. Y., assignor. by mesne. assign

ments, to Charles Foster, New York, N. Y.

l-‘ih-tl September 8. 1899. Serial No. 729,836.

lSpccimcns.)

l‘luim.—]. .\ storage battery having an ab

sorbcnt inaicrizil for the clcctrolytc consist

mgofflmnhfltmn

'..'.. A storage battery in which sulpln'ic acid

forms the electrolyte of the battery and is

contained in a body of slilcated tufa.

715,430. Detachable pneumatic tire. Frank

A. Seiberling, Akron, Ohio. Filed March 12,

1902. Serial No. 97,855. (No model.)

(.‘laim.—1. The herein-described tire of the

class specified which consists of an endless

inner tube. an outer envelope, severed longi

tudinally on one side, in combination with a

metallic concave rim, a U-shaped outwardly

open metallic trough with outwardly and

downwardly turned sides, with its base se

cured lengthwise of said rim, and binding

rings, wedge-shaped in section resting be

tween said rim and envelope, and means for

contracting said rings, substantially as

shown and described.

715,559. Motor engine. David A. Decrow,

Lockport, N. Y., assignor of one-half to the

Holly Manufacturing Company, Lockport,

X. Y., a corporation of New York. Filed

October 19, 1900. Serial No. 33,540. (No

nirdel.)

(‘laim.—1. In a vertical motor-engine, the

combination of an elongated upright frame

structure, a crank-shaft supported at or near

the base thereof and provided with a crank,

cross-head guides disposed on said frame ad

jacent to said crank-shaft, a motor-cylinder

disposed on said frame high above said

crank-shaft, a low cross-head adapted to

slide on said guides near the base, a rela

tively short connecting-rod between said low

clause-head and crank, and an elongated pis

ton-rod connecting the piston of the motor

cylider with the cross-head.

715,562. Drive-chain. James M. Dodge,

Philadelphia, Pa., assignor to the Link Belt

Engineering C0., Philadelphia, Pa., a corpo

ration of Pennsylvania. Filed October 10,

1901. Serial No. 78,205. (No model.)

(‘laini.—1. In a driving-gear, the combina

tion of a sprocket-wheel having a series of

platforms on its periphery and recessed be

tween the platforms to form driving-teeth.

a chain made up of a series of links pivoted

together, said pivots resting upon the plat

f rms of the wheel, and having intermediate

driving members resting in the recesses be

tween the platforms and driven by one se

ries of teeth formed by the recesses, sub

stantially as described.

715,593. Wheel. Fred Lyon, Ithaca, N.

Y., assignor of one-half to William J. Ro

mer, Ithaca, N. Y. Filed May 28, 1902. Se

rial No. 109,282. (No model.)

(‘lalni.—1. In combination with a rim and

the. oppositely-arranged rocking clamping

jaws fnlcrumed in the rim and engaging the

inner and side faces of the tire and means

for engaging the jaws and rim simultaneous

ly rocking the jaws to engage the tire.

715,595. Driving mechanism for vehicles.

Lars G. Nilson, New York, N. Y., assignor

to Siegfried M. Fischer and Harry S. Fisch

er, New York, N. Y., and Huldah Anderson,

Des Moines, Iowa. Filed May 14, 1902. Se

rial No. 107,242. (No model.)

Claim—In a driving mechanism for ve

hicles, an axle, elongated hubs mounted to

rotate on the axle, bearings for said hubs,

springs supported by the bearings, gear

wheels attached to the hubs at the inner

sides of the springs. independent motors

having swinging connections with the axle

at the inner ends of the hubs, pinions on the

motor-shafts and engaging with said gear

wheels, casings inclosing the geanwheels

and pinions, and a frame connecting the two

motor-casings and in which the inner ends

of the motor-shafts have bearings.

715,670. Automobile-crane. Moses W.

Konns, Washington Court-House, Ohio.

rut-u September 13, 1902. Serial Nof‘123,

239. (N0 model.) v _ ,

Claim.—1. A motor-vehicle for ordinary

roads. comprising a load'platform, driving

and steering wheels on which said platform

is supported, a crane mounted on said plat

form, a motor, and means for connecting

said motor at will either with the driving

wheels or with the hoisting mechanism of

the crane, substantially as described.

715,725. Multiple-cylinder engine. Lewis

(‘. Worron and Abraham Vanderbeek, Hart

ford. Conn., assignors to said Vanderbeek.

Filed October 12, 1898. Renewed July 30.

1902. Serial No. 117,693. (No model.)

Claim—1. A circular group of cylinders

and pistons within the same and connecting

rods, in combination with the main shaft

and crank connection thereon, a crank-pin

and crank-pin-head connection between the

crank of the main shaft and the connecting

rods of the pistons, a trunnion-frame having

trunnions at its ends and mortised for the

passage of the crank-pin, a pin passing

through the crank-pin at right angles to said

trunnions and having projecting ends pass

ing into hearings or bosses on the trunnion

i'rame, substantially as specified.

715,094. Automatic Pump for Pneumatic

Tires. Charles S. Langton, Parkersburg, Ill.

Filed December 26, 1901. Serial No. 87,206.

(No model.)

Claim—1. The combination with a wheel

having a pneumatic tire mounted thereon, of

a pump for inflating the tire, a U-shaped

slide-link having the pump-piston connected

therewith, levers adapted to be operated by

the tire. and means connecting the levers and

slide-link whereby the pump-piston may be

reclprocated.

 

The Value of Kerosene Taps.

If your car is unprovided with means by

which kerosene can be injected into the cyl

inder, and the latter is not fitted with a com

pression tap. it is a good idea to have a kero

sene pump lubricator fitted to the dashboard

with a delivery pipe, or, in the case of multi_

ple cylinder forked delivery pipes to the

lubricating pipes, as close to the entrance of

the latter to the cylinder as possible. The

cylinder oil pipes must be provided with

cocks just above the junction of the kerosene

pipes, so that by turning off these before you

do your kerosene pumping on coming in

from your run, the latter oil is not forced

back. as it may be, into the cylinder oil tank.

Above all, do not forget to turn these added

lubricating oil cocks on directly after you

have flushed with kerosone. Forgetfulpess

in this particular may mean seizing, with all

its horrors.

 

If a Brooklyn paper is to be believed, the

cost of falling into the police traps in Suf~

folk County, Long Island, is now but 525.

as against $50, the former penalty. Dis~

trict Attorney Livingston Smith has even

issued a circular stating that the rate has

been cut.
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Baldwin Automobile Detachable Chain Go.

WORCESTER, MASS.

ARE THE PIONEERS.

  

PATENTED DEC. 18, 1900.

BALDWIN CHAINS

are the standard for

SIZE, WORKMANSHIP and FINISH

DeDion Bouton & Co.

PAR$,FRANCE

Standard Gasoline Motors and

Automobiles of the World.

De Dion Motors are used by leading manufacturers all over

the world.

THE TRADE SUPPLIED.

Address all communications to

K. A. SKINNER,

Sole United States Agent,

110 Clarendon 5t., (near Boylaton) BOSTON, MASS.

 

The

(Motor de Luxe

8 H.P.

4 Gvuuoraes.

Especially

adapted to

Heavy

Tonneaus.

MOTOR VEHICLE POWER OO.,

123| Spring Garden Street. PHILADELPHIA.

JENKINS 8e BARKER

Scccassolts To CHAS. L. BURDETT

50 State St., HARTFORD, CONN.

Patents and

Patent causes

AUTOMOBILE PATENTS A SPEOIALTY

CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED

YOUUAN 00 YOUR OWN REPAIRING.

THE

"esrreurro

Sorewllutting

5LATHE
I will do all your work.

7 Swings ro inches; 25

- , inches letvreen centers

r or longer Equipped

wrth Face Plate, Cen'

ten, Change C. an.

Prich quota! an app/imn'on.

  

 

 

  

 

i'eli HIGHIISS RNNINGIIHIRI

w

    

I New Features and is rip-t'o-dale.

Made in all sizes from runabouts to

transfer wagons.

\Ve are manufacturers of everything for

automobiles. Sn CA TALOGUE.

use no 830 South 18th so,

-, ST. LOUIS, U. 8. A.NEUSTAOT-PERRY O

 

Seamless Steel,

BOILER SHELLS,

PRESSURE RESERVOIRS‘

GASOLENE TANKS.

STEEL SHAPES snuweo on DRAWN.

IANNEY. STEINMETZ & 00., Philadelphia.

CARBURETTOR
MFG‘o BY

THE DOW PORTABLE ELECTRIC C0.

are chmorrr 5r. BOSTON.— n35 BROADWAY N.Y.

I9 LASALLEST.

  

CHICAGO-RU FILBERTST PHILA.

Member of the National Assoclatlon of Automobile Manufacturers.

  

 

K

'r
KLI NGER

G

E

R

GAUGES.

Stud for Catalogue “C.”

We have on hand a number of sec

ond-hand steam carriages which must :2. l j.

be sold before October rat to make

room for new stock.

Write for prices and particulars.

LOOKE REGULATOR 00.,

SALEM, MASS

  

 

The Tires

on an automobile either

increase or retard its

speed. Resilient tires

give additional power

and greater mileage.

G & J Detachable Tires

have been proven the speediest of

all vehicle tires, and they wear

longest. Descriptive Catalog and

full information on request.

6&JIIRIE Co.
INDIANAPOLIS, IND.

  

  

 

 

.; LEATHER

Automoblle

. '- Pl Coat.
Finest quality black leather. Iined with

leather Trousers, Gaps, Gloves, eto.

Imported Goggles, Horns, Spark Plugs, etc.

Catalogue mailed on request.

THE LARGEST AUTOMOBILE SUPPLY

HOUSE IN AMERICA.

OIIAS. E. MILLER. 97-99-101 Reade Sh. Ilevr Yorlr Olty.
 

 

EEP the auto up to

the top notch of

speed and ease of

running by using Dixon‘s

Graphitoleo. Ask for a

free sample and booklet 83

about it.

JOSEPH DIXON CRUCIBIJE. COMPANY.

JIRSIY Cr'rv.
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llo You Want Salisiaclion?

- The boiler proposition we have to ofler will

“ give it to you. Our boilers will caiise you no

trouble.

THEY ARE THE BEST!

IS RIGHT!

See our exhibit at Chas. E. Miller": spaces. 46,

47,48,49, 50 and 5r. at the Auturnobie Show,

Madison Square (Iarden, January next.

STEAM CARRIAGE BOILER 00., - listego, N. Y.

Improve Your Circulation

BY USING

THE LOBEE PUMP
Increases and gives a positive ctr

culsti'on to the cooling water for all

Gasoline Mfilltl'fl. Simple. Cheap

Durable, Efficient. easy to apply.

Sent on trial to responsible parties.

Lobeo Pump 8t Machinery 00.

120-135 Terrace Buffalo, N. Y.

MONOGRAM OILS AND GREASES
SPECIALLY ADAPTED FOR

AUTOMOBILE LOBRIOATION
WRITE FOR CATALOGUE AND PRICE LIST.

Ooiumbia Lubricants Co.. 22 Hurling Slip, New York.

GROUT srrnm ones
3 QUIETLY,

RUN , ECONOMICALLY,

ALWAYS.

Member of National Association of Automobile Manufacturers

GROUT BROS., Orange, Mass.

THE PRICE

  

  

 

Established 1858.

G. F.8PLIIDORF. l7 Vandewater St.,N.Y.

  

 

FOLLOW THE FLAG

  

Oeiroit Fast Trains

Throu h
grlczgol '3 ‘ ~ ~ Sleepiig Oars

' nus Dining Bars

Kansas Oily \ m cm Bars

0mm Free Reclining

Anti the West Chair Oars

THE ONLY LINE RUNNING FREE RECLINIIIG OHAIR BARS

BETWEEN NEW YORK AIIO CHICAGO.

FAMOUS “CONTINENTAL LIMITED," leaves New

York foot of Franklin Street at 2.25 p m., foot of West 42d

Street 2.45 p. m., arrives Detroit 7.30 a m., Chicago 3.30 p. in.

St. Louis 7.15 p. m., Kansas City 7 r5 second morning.

“ LACKAWANNA LIMITED," leaves New York not of

Barclay 0r Christopher Streets at I000 a. m., arrives Detroit

s.00 a. m., Chicago r0.5o a. m.. St Louis :00 p. m.I Kansas

City 9.30 p. m. next day.

" ONTARIO & WESTERN EXPRESS,” leavea New

York foot of Franklin Street at 5.40 p. m., foot of West 42d

Street 6.00 p. m., arrives Detroit 2.05 p. m., Chicago 9.30 p. m.

Also trains eav‘ing at 2.00 a. m., Loo p. In. ,5.ao p. m., 1.45 p, m,

For information in regard to ra'esl etc... apply to

H. B.W,

General Easbrn Agent,

387 Broadway. New York.

 

WANTS AND FOR SALE.
15 cents per line of seven words, cash with order.

 

AUTOMOBILES bought, sold and exchanged.

C. A. COE‘r' 8: CO., 53H Cottage Grove Ave...

Chicago, Ill.

 

it? SIMMONS @331

STEAM CARRIAGE

SPECIALTIES.
Attractive Catalogue sent upon application.

“0 Centre Street, New York City.

  

 

WANTED—By a web known Automobile

Tire Manufacturer a good salesman. Only

those familiar with the trade need apply. Address

A. B. (1., care of Motor World.

FIFTEEN HORSE-POWER WINTON

Touring car will carry six persons comfortably.

Boxes under tonntau seats will carry extra tires

and tools. Two new inner tubes and one rear

outer shoe tire go with machine. Never been used

for touring; always run in city on good roads. In

first-class condition; has been used about three

months. Reason for selling, want to buy racing

machine. First check for 81575.00 takes machine.

ROCHESTER AUTOMOBILE COMPANY.

JOSEPH J. MAxoi-titv, Proprietor.

150-170 South Avenue, Rochester. N. Y.

J. A. SCOTT MOTOR WORKS,

2i IO-l2-I4 Washington Ave.,

ST. LOUIS, MO.

Are building for lhe :\UTOIIlrilillE Trade the following sizes

and styles of Gasolene EnginQI, Single Cylinder

“4%. Double Opposed llorilontal. five sizes, 6, S, to, lg. i5

our

 

 

h i. Double Cylinder Vertical, 3 sizes, 6, 8, i5 h. p.

Cylinder Upriglit.4 sizes, is, 18, 2:. 30 h. p.

Write and tell us your wants. Remember that the quality

will remain long after the price is forgotten.

$550$206110
Special Circular. givir g Improvements.

THE MOBILE COMPANY OF AMERIOA,

TA RRYTOWN-ON-HUDSON, N Y.

Acme Safely Steam Throllle Valve
Steam sup lied gradually—Shuts off at either end of

lever orwarcl or backward—No wrong way—

Can be removed and reground without

disconnecting any pipe.

CAN BE APPLI ED TO ANY STEAM VEHICLE.

Write for descriptive circular.

NOLTE BRASS CO., Springfield, 0.

l‘atentees and Sole Manufacturers.

OEIITORY MOTOR VEHIOLE OO.
ANUFACTUREHS OF -

and Gasolene

SYRACUSE, N. Y.

THE lOOOIIlOOllE OOIllPllIll

OF AMERICA

7 East 42d Street, NEW YORK.

Agency cones ondence may he addressed to New York

Of’flce or nearest Branch Ofilce.

 

 

  

 

 

  

DYKE Improved

Circulating Pumps.

Grease cups fitted and adjustable

bravinss- Dyke Radiators

Discs, Etc.

A. L. DYKE, I402 Pine SL,

ST. LOUIS.

Send stam for Catalo ue.

 

 

SMITH a. MABLEY,
3I3-3I5 Seventh Ave., New York,

AUTOMOBILES.

ruvonnns

PANHARD. RENAULT.

DISTIIBUYORS

OHIIRROII, OIRAROOl ll ilOlOl OARO IIIOE IN AMERICA.
 

MALTBY

POWER AIR PUMP

MALTBY AUTOMOBILE

and MANUFACTURING Co.

l0 CLINTON St.BROOKLYN.N,Y.

AUTOMOBILES
STEAM. oasouns AND

ELECTRIC,

BOUGHT, SOLD, EXOHANGEO, STORED

REPAIRED ANO RENTEO.

   

 

Accessories 0! all kinds furniahsd. Ea rt repairmen coo~

stantly on duty. Bargains in slightly use automobiles. steam.

gasolosie aud elctric, constantly on hand.

WAgents for all prominent makes of vehicles

AUTOMOBLE EXONANEE AND STOlAiE 00.,

189 135, 137 and 189 W. 88th St. “W YORK.

Two doors from Broadway.

 

Get a Good

Night’s Rest
THIS A LWAYS ASSURED

When you use the

Bomparlmenl Sleeping Bars

OINOINNATIMIII OHIOAOO

C H 8:. D and Monon

A room to yourself.

Regulate the heat, light

and ventilation to suit

your convenience.

Every necessary toilet

convience in your room.

Ask any ticket agent for train schedules,

or address

D. G EDWARDS, P. T. M., Cincinnati, 0.
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The WHITE Steam Carriage

 

' >l ooeoeeoeeeoeeemo

NES-APPERSON
Is the only automobile that has been consistently

developed through lO years of successful exper

lence on American roads.

  

  

AN AUTOMOBILE THOROUGHBRED.

In the soc-mile Reliability Contest from New York to Boston and returnI arranged

by the Automobile Club of America. three WHITE STEAM STANHOPES covered

the distance without stop or trouble of an kind—a perfect performance.

T/u W/u'lz Steam Gnrrrator is abso utely non-explosive,gives pressure in five min

utes from cold water, and once in motion is self-regulating. In touring, the WHITE will

malte 100 miles without adding a drop of water or fuel to the original supply.

Wfit:forfullparticulars, including Pro]. Thurston? report on anr steam genera/0r,

and [he aficth report: (J imfinrtn n! endurance (antes-ts.

WHITE SEWING MACHINE CO.,

  

The same development that has given foreignlcars their reputa

tion has given the IIaynes-Apperson its proved reliability. but because

of the more severe conditions under which it has been produced there

is no car of equal horse power that will last as long. handle as easily

and ride as smoothly on American highways as this American product

Runabout, 7 horse Iver 2 non n 1200.Phaeton, :2 -- P0" '2‘“I " 8’ 'slsoo

(AUTOMOBILE DEPARTMENT) CLEVELAND, OHIO. Surrey, ,2 u t- 4 .. ‘80,:

a: Union Square, New York, N. Y. 609 Main St., Buflalo, N. Y. Y . .
M Tam?“ SS". BFonon' Magall 30° R6? msdgnsuelreland‘ Ohio. ASK I: TEN DA\ 5 ON IMMEDIATE ORDERS.

00 Post t., In rancisco, . 4259 iv: t, t. ouis, Ma. S 00! RS. GET 0 ,
is Woodward Ave., Detroit, Mich. r76: Stout St., Denver, Colo. UR BOOKLETS

5979 Centre A" , Em End, Pimburg‘ pm See Our Exhibit at the New York and Chicago Shown.

BANKERS BROTHERS COMPANY, Cor. Vine and Broad Sts., Philadelphia. Pa.

WAL'rnn C. Win-rs, European Representatives.

19 Prnces St., Westminster, London, England.

 

HAYNES-APPERSON co., Kokomo. Ind., U.S. A.

W
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DDODOSITION
We are making the BEST proposition to BUYERS

and AGENTS to interest them in the

GUARANTEED SUCCESS -

The American Gas°1¢n°

Automobile

DO you want the VERY

BEST automobile built

in America, next year ?

IF so,

Do not purchase until

you have seen the NEW

  

 
    

Only the

Best goes

AT THE

New York Automobile Show.

It you cannot attend the Show,

write to us tor inlormation

regarding our TYDE VII.

  

Any Man, Woman or Boy Can Drive It.

WHY NOT SEE ABOUT IT? GET CATALOGUE.

THE AMERICAN Moron CARRIAGE Co.,

Stir-$20 East Prospect Street, CLEVHAND, OHIO.

DISTRIBUTORS ."

PAR DEE & CO . “044406 Michigan Boulevard, Chicago, Ill.

Ci A. DUERR, 136 West 38th St., New Yorlt City.

ROSSELI. DRISKO. a? State St., Boston, Mass.

C. A. DUERR, Philade phia. Pa.

WM. RUDOLPH, 30: North Broad St., Philadelphia, Pa.

 

SEARCHMONT AUTOMOBILE C0.,

Suite 553, North American Bldg, PHILADELPHIA, vs».

Member of the National Association of Automobile Manufacturers.
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Our new 20-horse power model repre

sents more advantages than any other

high-grade car manufactured or sold in

America.

PRICE, COMPLETE, $2,500.

  

 

 

   

We have branches in New York, Chicago,

Boston and Philadelphia. Agencies in Bal

timore, Binghamton, Buffalo, Cincinnati,

Columbus, Dayton, Derby, Denver, Detroit,

Grand Rapids, Indianapolis, Keene, Lou An

geles, Louisville, Milwaukee, Minneapolis,

New Haven, Omaha, Pittsburg, Providence,

Rochester, San Francisco, St. Louis, Syra

cuse, Toledo, Troy, Toronto and Wash

The Winton

Motor Carriage

Company,

CLEVELAND, U. S. A.

  

 

  

 

 

Early Orders are Necessary

If you desire to possess a

.. CADILLAC ..
A 1001; ought to tell you why

  

It’s as good as it looks and will sell for

$750.00. Complete with tonneau, $850.00.

The agent who doesn’t secure it NOW, is

apt to hie himself to the woodshed a little

later, and gently kick himself all over

the place.

Will you be one of the unfortunates?

Now is the time to decide.

Badillao Automobile Company,

Detroit, Mich.
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When Ordering an Automobile Specify the “ 151’be " Battery.

EXIDE BATTERY DEPOTS FOR FURNISHING, CHARGING AND CARING FOR EXIDE BATTERIES:

NEW YORK I48 Welt 18th Street. PHILADELPHIA, 250 North Broad Street. BUFFALO, 200 Pearl Street.

CHICAGO, 264 Michigan Boulevard. ST. LOUIS, 3937 Olive Street. DETROIT, 10! Woodward Avenue.

PHILADELPHIA.

PHILADELPHIA. Allegheny Ave. and 19th St. NEW YORK. l00 Broadway. BOSTONI 60 State St.

CHICAGO, Marquette Building. ' BALTIMORE. Continental Trust Building. CLEVELAND, New England Building.

ST. LOUIS, Wainwright Building. SAN FRANCISCO, Nevada Block. DETROIT. Michigan El. Co., l0l Woodward Ave.

HAVANA, CUBA, (I. F. Greenwood Mgr., 34 Empedrado St.

  

 

 

.@W~FRENCH AND AMERICN¢©

  

 

 

  

  

  

:Eéim AUTOMOBILES. PEEEVEUT

VEHIGLE no, Peugeot—Mors-Goiieroau. “Willi-"3'53?

WINNER

Long Island Endurance Toot.

  

 

 

 

 
   

Tie/Geniral

Automobile Go.

l684 Broadway.

Tcuzvnon: :

596 COL

‘__/

  

lO-H P- PEUGEOT.

  

  
  

Prompt Deliveries of

Iii-H. P. CUTTEREAU

m ELEGTRIG VEHICLE

GOMPANY'S

ELEGTRIOS.

  

Prompt Deliveries of OPE” DAY AND NIGHT

5 AND 10 H. P.

PEUGEOT,

8 AND 15 H. P.

MORS.

  

LARGEST AND BEST EQUIPPEI] AUTOMOBILE DEPOT

IN THE UNITED STATES.

ALL KINDS OF FRENCH AUTOMOBILE PARTS KEPT IN STOCK.

  

  

  

 

WE ARE MANUFACTURERS OF THE

Standard Electric Motors

THAT ARE NOW USED ON ALL

THE MOST SUCCESSFUL ELEC

TRIC AUTOMOBILES in the country.

Our machine is the MOST EFFICIENT llld

PRACTICAL OF THEM ALL—as demon- ‘

strated by hundreds of them in daily use all "
over the country. I

  

A- m ,_____r

Converter for Charging Automobile Batteries from

Alternating Current.

THE ELWELL-PARKER ELECTRIC C0..

CLEVELAND, 01110.

  

. e

I. rig

Automo

Banana tron

Direct Cnrrnt
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Wheel Insurance
MEANS I

West0n=M0tt Wheels.

GET 'WITH US.

Postal from you—information from us.

WIRE OR ARTILLERY WOOD.

  

 

 

   

WESTON=IIVIOTT CO., Utica, New York.  

  

 

 
 

WWW moo

Dealers Can Control the Business

in their towns when they handle

liSpaulding
It puts money in your pocket and leaves more in those of your customers’

than any aulomubile you can sell them. You are both happy

DARRACQ CARS
Hold more records than any other

make in the world.

“crease 1e demanu.

  

Happiness is catching; thm‘s why SP .DI NG owners have lots of friends

who i

,A,
, .

IN AMERICA,

Weekly Importations insure Latest Styles

AND

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY.

AMERICAN DARRACQ AUTOMOBILE (30.,

A
$700 THE PRICE. QUICK SALES THE RESULT.

YOU WANT IO KNOW MORE. WE \VANI 'I'U 'I‘Iil.l YOL' MURE.

WRITE US RIGHT NOW.

i

i

i

i

I

E

O0.”..OO“000.60OOQOOOOO\“OOOOOOOMQOWO§

:— ° AUTOMOBILE

P. A. LA ROCHE, Sales Mannger, AND MOTOR652 Hudson Street, (near 14th St.Station,9th Ave. El.) NEW YORK. BUFFALO, NEW YORK.

 

 

WWQOWMWW
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DRICH

Clincher

Automobile

eTircs/e

THE ORIGINAL

AMERICAN 1'

CLINCHER v 4‘

  

   

 

Our construction, our pattern

and our style oi rim are re

cognized as the standard by

all licensed makers oi clincher

tires.

A pattern ior other manuiac

turcrs.

A model automobile tire.

 

All repairs or adjustments made

at lhc following branches, which

carry a lull and complete line oi

standard sizes oi tires and parts

constantly on hand:

  

. 1’
t. we,‘

“wa

DDANCHES:

THE D. F. GOODDICH COMPANY, ~Ew,;.%R.-,<.-...,_,_ . wee-L... ...m,
Bos'ig';'5ummer Street PHII'legiiimiigi

AKDON RUBBER wonxs, BUFFALO, - 0mm. " ~ ML

9 W. Huron Street. 80 E. Congress Street.

DENVER. SAN PR hClSCO,
AKRON, - - 0m0- [444 Curtis sum. (10:hnm Rubber Co.
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The Oldsmobile
“GOES”

This is the time of year the horses are “ turned out"—some of the

Automobiles are stored in winter quarters, but the useful OLDSMQBILE

still keeps “ on the go." All roads are alike and all seasons the same to

“The Best Thing on Wheels.”

PRICE, $650.00.

 

  

SELLING AGENTS:

'\

Oldsmobile Co., New York City, N. Y. Autovehicle Co., Newark, N. J. Oldsmobile Co.. Milwaukee, Wis.

Notion-l Capitol Automobile Co., Washington, D. C. F. W. Stockbridge, Paterson, N. J. Rochester Automobile Co., Rochester, N. Y.

Quaker City Automobile Co., Philadelphia, Pa. Mississippi Valley Automobile Co., St. Louis, Mo. Seuger 6: Close, Tucson, Ariz.

H. B. Shuttuck 8: Son, Boston, Mass. George E, Ham-mm Denver, com, F. E. Gilbert, Jacksonville, Flu.

Bunker Bros. Co., Pittsburg, Pu. Day Automobne Co_I Kim” any. M°_ Tex-l Imp. 6: l'llchlnery Co., Dull-s. Tex-l.

Oldsmobile Co., Cleveland, Ohio. Clark 5, H.,,kln,_ Houston, Tex“ Abbott Gym (30-. New Orleans. Lu

W. B. i'letzger, 0mm. flich. Hymn Bmthm‘ Toronto, on 0 "- Johfison- Atl-"h- 01

Sutclilfe 6: Co., Louisville, Ky.
Oldsmobile Co., (llthens Brom, Chicago. Ill. The 0|d5mobi|e Co__c_ ¢_ Moore CoH Brown-Thompson ace ".rflord Conn

Fisher Automobile Co., lndllnspolls, Ind. 5.“ Funds“. c.|_ “new. c-"hze work; DUI-"6°", I.

Olds Ousollne Engine Works, Omaha, Neb. John W. Chester Co., Nashville, Tenn. Adan" 5‘ “mm (land Rum“. Mldh

Wv C. Jayne: Automobile Co., Bull-lo, N. Y A. F. Chose 6: Co., Minneapolis, l'linn. Kn“: Cyde 5: Auto Col. "In-"burg. p-_

F. L. C. rill'lll‘l CO., Plslnfleld, N. J. J. E. Riohsrd, Columbia, 5. C. The Oldgmoblle Co" Lo. Angel“, Cfl,

Agency for Great Brit-in: THE OLDSMOBILE COMPANY OF GREAT BRITAIN, l00c Queen Victoria St., LONDON, E. C.

  

WRITE FOR ILLUSTRATED BOOK T0

OLDS MOTOR WODKS,WDctroit,Mich.
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DISPLEASED WITH RESULT

Reliability Runs are Empty. Says This Critic.

who Suggests an “All Round Championship."

 

 

“The reliability book? Oh, yes, I have

one. But, tell me, now, what good did it all

do to us, the manufacturers?" It was the

chief representative of a very prominent

maker who spoke. He continued: "1 can‘t

see where it has been of any direct benefit

to any one. There was not enough about it

that was tangible for the general public, and

that is what we are after. We are not

catering to the enthusiasts. We have them.

The general public does not know any more

which machine stood the racket best than it

did before the reliability run. All it knows

is that certain machines got in first, but

that a lot of diflerent ones got prizes and all

got certificates. It has a confused idea that

we were racing for points on some kind of

a complicated plan that it does not under

stand.

"1 do not mean to be narrow when I ask

what good it has done, for I know very

well that the run was a great boon for the

industry as a whole, and that the public

estimation of the reliability of American ma~

chines was elevated by it, but it has not

really helped any one to sell machines. I

suppose at the show there will be sixty-five

first class certificates displayed, and what

good will they do? The public will be more

confused than ever. I did not take the run

seriously, and I am glad I didn’t. it I had

I think I would feel very sore now.

“What we want is some kind of a contest

that will be decisive of something, will set

tle the question of speed or endurance or

controllability or whatever it may be; some

thing run in a way that will enable the

public to put its finger on some certain ma

chine and say: ‘This is the best.’

“The idea of the English club to have a

run of 1,000 miles with no stops that are not

penalized is a better one than ours. Of

course. there is luck in the matter of punct

urea and railroad crossings, but all start

with the same chances to take. The matter

of allowing for bats blowing oil and drop

pings things is a direct bid for taking. It

may be all right to allow a certain few min

utes for cleaning and oiling up, but what

a simple matter it is for a man to slip in a

bolt or two or fix some part while simply

oiling up? Yes, it’s better to take off a mark

for every stop and every minute of atten

tion given to the machine, and let it be seen

who can lose the fewest marks. Then there

will be more to the test; but it won‘t be

wholly satisfactory even then. Why couldn‘t

we have a competition on the plan followed

in athletic-5'! We could, I think, have a

series of contests extending through from

spring to fall. A speed test, a hill climb,

a fuel test, an endurance test, a real one,

and a few other sorts of tests. Points should

be allotted for each different contest, and

the best one at each game could be picked

by the number of points won in the iridi

vidnal contest, while at the end of the sea

son the all around champion could be se

lected by the total number of points won in

all the contests.”

 

Alters Name; Adds Gasolenc.

An important step is about to be taken by

the National Vehicle Co. of Indianapolis,

Ind. They are preparing to place on the

market a line of gasolene cars, which will

be sold under the name of the National. The

company's National electric vehicles will. of

course, be manufactured and sold as in the

past.

A change of title is also announced. Be

ginning with January 1 the National Motor

Vehicle (.‘0. will he the new name of the

present company. The change, which is, of

coin-Sc, one of name only. is taken to avoid

the confusion arising from the existence of

several concerns bearing the word “Na

tional" in their official titles.

 

ls Fisk's Own Tire.

Because of there having been recently

granted a license to manufacture tires un

der the G. & J. patents, the impression has

gained considerable currency that the new

Fisk detachable tire is made under that

grant. This. however, is not the case. The

Fisk tire difl'ers entirely from the G. & .l.

principle. air pressure not being necessary

to hold it in the rim, and is made under a

patent covering eight broad claims and

owned and controlled absolutely by the Fisk

Rubber Company.

RAINIER WlLL BUILD

First Structure Designed Specially for Automo

biles to be Reared on Upper Broadway.

Ground has been broken for the first build

ing to be planned and erected in New York

It is a

matter of no little interest that the concern

to project and execute this departure is

one that has made very little noise and yet

City exclusively for automobiles.

has been “sawing wood" in great Style on a

sawbnck which other makers have passed

bywthc commercial draught vehicle. It is

The Rainier Company, selling agents for the

Vehicle Equipment Company, that is to have

this first specially constructed building.

it will bc at the corner of Broadway and

Fiftieth street, and will be four stories high

above the basement, with an elevator for

vehicles, and every floor built to sustain the

weight of as many as it will hold. The

Rainier Company has taken the agency of

the Berg Automobile Company, and in the

new place will have showrooms and execu

tive offices for the full line of Bergs and

the output of the Vehicle Equipment Com

pany.

An extensive garage also will be conducted,

but pleasure vehicles only will be stored,

all trucks and delivery wagons must be

stored at the station the company now has

on '1‘wenty-sevcnth street, near Seventh

avenue. There an extra building, the same

size as the present one, 100x100, has just

been leased. in order to extend the facilities

to just double what they are there now.

Speaking of the new establishment on

Broadway, Mr. Rainier said to a Motor

\Vorld man:

“We intend to have the finest place of

the sort in this country. We will have the

host repair department, the best charging

plant. and every up-to-date appliance that

can be devised. There will be a special

waiting room for women and attendants

enough to give prompt service to every one.

We. will cater to the best classes, do the

best work, and. if it is a matter of interest

to you, we will charge the best prices."

The new building will have a frontage of

100 feet on Broadway and run back 500

feet on Flftieth street.
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A “MERCEDES SHOW”

The Advance Verdict of the Paris Function and

the Reasons for lt—Trend of Trade Outlined.

French Bureau Motor World.

2 Rue d‘Abbevllle.

Paris, Dec. 9.—That the fifth annual Au

tomobile Show, which opens to-morrow in

the presence of the President of the Repub

lic. is going to be one of the biggest things

in all directions, and now that the ranks of

nunmtacturers are swelling steadily the old

iirms find it necessary to fight to maintain

their lead. It is not that the supply is out

stripping the demand—far from it—but the

public will only have the best, and thus man

ufacturers are striving not so much to turn

out more than others, but to produce some

thing better.

It is this which gives so much interest to

the show. And the interest is further in

creased by the competition of foreign mak

ers, who, after being so long under the

We said just now that makers are striving

loss after quantity than quality. But this

needs some reservation. The cars are under

going such changes from year to year, and

even from mouth to month, and orders are

so numerous, that manufacturers find it

necessary to execute them as rapidly as pos

sible before they lose the first bloom of fash

ion. In these days buyers will not wait six

months, a year and even eighteen months for

cars, as they did in the earlier days of the

industry. There are now so many firms in

the trade that if they cannot get what they

  

 

 

yet held no one would venture to express a

doubt. l<3vcrytlling points to its being a

splendid manifestation of motor Vehicle

progress. and an object lesson in the enor

mous development which has taken place

in automobile manufacture, not only in

France, but also in other countries in Eu

rope and America. The demands for space

have far exvecded those on any previous oc

casion, and when drawing for sites eVen

some of the lcading firms haVe been obliged

to accept with as good grace as possible the

indifferent positions which chance has allot

ted to them. A great number 0t? new mak

ers have entered the industry during the

last year. New factories are springing up

  

BIRDSEYE VIEW OF THE PARIS SHOW.

tutelage or France. think that they are now

able to look after themselves, and are show—

ing their independence by boldly sending

their cars fol‘ comparison with the best that

Frille can turn out. For the first time the

show wlll be thoroughly international, in

the sense that it will include vehicles from.

all countries—America, England, Belgium.

Germany, Austria and Italy—but whether

these exhibits will be representative has yet

to be seen. The only foreign makers of im

portance abstaining are the Daimler Motor

Works. of (‘annstatt, and this seems to be

due solely to the fact that the 1903 cars are

not yet ready and will not make their first

appearance before the meeting at Nice,

3"

 

want from one they will go to another. The

progressive maker has therefore to lay him

so“ out to supply all that is wanted and get

out one series of cars before he is ready to

start upon the construction of new models.

Factories are thus being extended in all di

rections, and during the last six months sev

eral have doubled their productive capacity.

These are fine times for the machine tool

makers. who have shipped enormous quan

titics of machines to this country. and yet

the demand can be said to have only just

begun. There are probably halt' a dozen

makers on this side who during 1903 will

be turning out one car a day. and when it is

remembered what a vast amount o, work is
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put into a single vehicle—each taking six

months to construct—seine idea will be ob

tained of the importance of these plants.

Competition is spurring makers on to new

improvements. and the drawing offices are

kept perpetually at work on new designs. It

cannot be said that the improvements mean

in all cases a simplification and increased

efficiency of the mechanism, because if this

were so we should very soon see the de

velopment of an ideal type of motor vehicle.

The improvements rather converge toward

conventional types, which become a fashion,

and fashion has taken so firm a hold of the

automobile that very few firms can afl'ord to

strike out on original lines except in a ten

tative way. it is true that fashion is usual

ly to be commended for its excellent judg

ment, and, in fact. it can hardly go wrong

because it simply fixes upon the type of car

that pleases it best, and makers have per

force to dissect the vehicle and copy the

features which have secured for it the

favor of the public.

The vehicle which is held up for imitation

this year is the Mercedes, and the Paris

exhibition is becoming generally known as

a Mercedes show. The secret of the success

of the German car is its silent runnin;_r and

elasticity of engine power and the way in

which the motor can be slowed down to. say,

Zoo revolutions a minute. This is undoubt

edly a great point in the eyes of the pub

lic. They have had enough of noisy automo

biles which rattle and puisate when it is

necessary to stop the Vehicles. So long as

they were led to believe that a gasolene car

was necessarily noisy they put up with it

because they thought that nothing better

could be obtained, but when the Mercedes -

came and showed that a vehicle could be

not only eflicicnt, but silent. they insisted

upon silence as a valuable attribute to an

automobile. The thing could be done and

must be done, and thus the French makers

in a body began to dissect the Mercedes

and adopt its constructional features.

If the Mercedes is silent it is due largely

to the mechanically operated inlet valve.

Therefore the mechanical inlet valve is be

ing adopted by nearly all the French maint

t'acturers and all the motors have been re

designed to this effect, so that the engines at

the Paris show will be entirely different

from those seen at previous exhibitions. The

following is the description of a typical up

to date motor: The cylinders are cast in

l-airs, and the cranks are set in pairs at 180

degrees. The exhaust and inlet valves are

on each side of the motor. They are of the

same dimensions and are interchangeable.

Each valve is closed by a small independent

dog instead of the one big dog which for

merly went across the top of the motor and

closed down a pair of valve chambers. IIalf

time cam shafts, inclosed in casings. are

driven from the engine shaft for operating

the valves on each side. The motor is throt

tlcd automatically and by hand by a throttle

valve citiicl‘ ill the induction valve or on the

carillil't' :er. the latter being the system most

generally employed. Except Panhard et

Levassor and (.‘harron, Girardotaet Voigt

we are not aware of any firm using steel

cylinders, though possibly we may see some

exhibited at the show. In big motors steel

cylinders can only. of course. be bored and

turned out of a solid piece of steel, which is

a very costly operation, and their price is

necessarily considerably more than that of

cast cylinders. but owing to their lightness

and freedom from flaws they are likely to

become a valuable feature in the expensive

cars. Charron, Girardot et Voigt have

been experimenting with steel cylinder ino

tors on their racing vehicles during the last

year, and they are so well satisfied with the

behavior of these engines that they are to

be fitted to all the 1903 carriages.

There is naturally a good deal of contro

versy as to the merits of the mechanical in

duction valve. Apart from the facility it

offers for slowing down the engine, it ap

pears to possess no decided advantage, and,

moreover. necessitates an extra cam shaft

and valve gear. Some makers, therefore.

hope to attain the same end with automatic

valves by improvements to the carburettor,

and the most interesting development in

this direction is the carburettor which has

been invented by (‘omtnandant Krebs. the

technical director of I’anhard ct Levassor.

In this device. the gasoiene is sucked in

through the spray nipple by a piston of

which the rod is connected with the engine

governor. The travel of the piston varies

according to the speed of the motor, and

more or less gasolene is drawn in. But

where the device becomes interesting is the

method adopted for regulating the admis»

sion of air so that the mixture will always

be the same whatever may be the speed of

the engine. There are two air inlets, one

admitting a fixed quantity proportionate to

the spirit when the motor is running slow,

and another consisting of ports which are.

opened and closed by a second piston actu

ated by the suction of the piston driven

from the governor. The second piston is

kept up by a spring to close the air ports,

and as the suction increases it is drawn

down and the ports are opened more or less

according to the increasing quantity of gaso

lene drawn into the mixing chamber, Thus

the mixture is always the same. and the en

gine will run as slowly as required, at the

same time that its efficiency is increased by

the fact that the gas is always of the same

quality. There is undoubtedly a great deal

to be done in the way of designing carburet

tcrs on these lines.

Another prominent feature of the Paris

show will be the steel underframe stamped

out of steel plate U section and tapering

toward the ends. The usual armored wood

frame is still employed for the lighter ve

hicles. but on the cars of 20 horsepower and

more the steel underframc is becoming gen

eral. Its advantages over the wood frame

are greater strength and stiffness. and in

some cases it is claimed to be lighter, while

it is probable that the cost is also li‘e'et The

greater strength and rigidity, moreover, en

ables makers to suppress the secondary

frame to which the engine is usually bolted.

This is at present only done in a few cases.

but if those makers who are bolting their

motors to the main side members find that

the result is satisfactory there is no reason

why the system should not become general,

for the suppression of the secondary frame

undoubtedly means increased lightness. In

the way of transmission gears the universal

jointed shaft is being almost universally em

ployed on the light carriages. and in change

speed gears every one is adopting the

direct drive on the top speed. These are

the main tendencies of automobile construc

tion. and they will be dealt with more fully

in our report of the show.

l‘larkness to Build a Special Car.

()ne of those little birds who sometimes

carry secrets has been dying abound chirp

ing a story to the effect that the car which

11. S. Harkess expects to have represent the

Automobile (‘lub iu the contest for the Ben

nett (‘up, will be one especially built under

his supervision in a private machine shop.

it will follow closely the construction of the

Mercedes. sings the bird. but then what he

sings has occasiomiily been found to be

untrue.

Wheels Replace Levers on Electrics

The Vehicle Equipment (‘oinpany was the

first to recognize the inadequacy of the

lever on a carriage so heavy as a loaded

brougham. and a couple of weeks ago the

first of a new output of wheel steering

broughams was sent out fiom its shops.

They found ready sale. Now the Electric

Vehicle (fompauy and the first of its new

wheel steering broughams has been pur

chased by \\'iiiiain C. \Viiitney.

New York's Newest Film.

The latest concern to launch its craft on

the metropolitan sea with motors set for

sails. is that of Fickling & Fulton. two

novices. but enterprising young business

men who have opened at 248 West Fifty

fonrth street. They have storage facilities

for eight or ten machines. and a repair shop

on the second tioor is conducted by C. 1".

Keuerleber.

Peerless Adds 12,000 Feet.

Although the two additions to the plant of

the Peerless Motor Car 0)., Cleveland. 0.,

are now completed, adding over 12.000 feet

of floor space, other and larger additions are

planned. These may take the shape of an

additional factory or even a removal to

larger quarters.

 

Dates Set for Philadelphia Show.

March 2 to T, inclusive, at Horticultural

lIail. are the dates and venue, respectively,

decided upon for the forthcoming Pliiladeil

phia automobile show,
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“THE GREAT NORTHERN”
is what the famous NORTHERN TOURING RUNABOUT

is getting to be caUed.

. e The reason is that it combines just

a little more of everything that’s de

sirable than any other Runabout on

the market.

' a; It will be. exhibited in Madison

, ,' 'i-j’i " Square Garden by Homan 8E Schulz,

* spaces 19-20—21-22.

’~ Better make a note to see it.

NORTHERN MANUFACTURING 00., Detroit, Mich.
HOMAN & S ‘ ULZ. tooth St. and BroadWay, a so 38t . t. and Broa wav, Nnv York. N. V. ALVAN T. FULLER. 243 Columbus Ave., Boston. Mass.

AGENTS:§P. DESMARAI ‘ & c ., Bristol. Conn. BA KER RR ' HERS COMPANY. Philade in, Pa. R. v. CONNERAT, Savannah. Ga.

OHIO MOTOR CAR C .,317 Huron St., Cleveland, Ohio. NATIONAL AUTOMOBILE & MA. FACTURERS CO., :6 Fremont St., San Francisco, Cal.

FRANK P. ILLSLEY, 284 Wabash Avenue, Chicago, Ill.
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Why Use aTire Originally Intended fora Bioyole?

THE DOUBLE TUBE

lisk Detachable Vehicle Tire

i

i

  

IS THE RESULT OF AUTOMOBILE EXPERIENOE

ANO MEETS EVERY DEMAND.
  

 

  

Fisk Rubber Company,

' ‘ w.r......¢...r......~...~ concosz FALLSJVIASS.  
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Reliability Data and Morals.

Although so aggravatingly belated that

it has lost much interest, the data found in

the report of the reliability control commit

tee of the A. C. A. still retains its value.

It is very doubtful whether anything

more thorough could be compiled than the

detailed story of each car told in the report.

The tables lack some features that could

reasonably have been looked for, and the

lumping of the non-penalized stops—such as

for water and on account of tire troubles—

was a mistake, for it goes far toward vitiat

ing the entire table. The error is shown

most plainly in the steam division, where

84 per cent of the stops were for water and

gasolene or for tire troubles—matters that

should have been given under a separate

head. The control repairs are not figured in

the table, yet they are really the meat of

the report, for they alone are new.

By a computing process we find that no

less than 234 repairs were made at the

night controls. As thirteen cars have a clean

hill of health in this respect, those 234 re

pairs were made by fifty-five cars, so that

the average is 4.2 per cent. The steps range

from the maximum of thirteen for one to

A majority of these

In fact.

one each for four cars.

repairs were of a trivial character.

many of them were really adjustments, not

But the diflicuity of separating

them is a herculean one and it has not been

repairs.

made.

next year it should be attempted at least.

In these repairs, as well as in the stops

en route, it would have been much better

had the reports been clearer and more ex

Frequently they are so ambigu

ous that they possess little value. Such eX

planations as “motor stalled” or “spark

failed” do not explain. The cause of stall

ing or failing should be given as well as the

fact. The deficiencies of the observers were

to blame for many of these lapses, of course.

A careful perusal of the reports, with spe

cial reference to the control occurrences,

shows conclusively what was pretty well

known before—that no “rebuilding” of cars

took place overnight.

When it is remembered that in only about

half a dozen instances were cars that had

arrived at the night controls on time, or near

on time, late in starting, this will seem only

Yet a separation is desirable, and

planatory.

natural. Two hours only could be spent on

repairs, and frequently the dilatoriness of

the observer cut this an hour, or nearly

that much, short. Consequently nothing

very elaborate in the repairing line could be

done.

In point of numbers ignition troubles have

a long lead; but without a table showing

the duration of the stops it is impossible to

to more than guess at their seriousness,

Most of them were of a minor character,

easily located and quickly put to rights.

Nevertheless, on the face of it, they were

much more serious than tire troubles, al

though it is well known that the latter gave

vastly more trouble and took more time to

repair.

The mass of information contained in the

report cannot be digested in one sitting. it

will repay careful study.

  

Candidates for the Cup.

Probably there will be many points of cell

troversy raised before the three machines

to represent the Automobile Club of Amer

ica in the race for the Bennett Cup finally

are selected and shipped from these shores.

A man who is in no way concerned with

any of the candidates who have thus far de

clared themselves has already raised the

point that only machines which are the

product of responsible makers with estab

lished factories should be chosen by the

club.

This point was raised because of the re

port that certain candidates would offer ve

hicles which would be the first ones they

ever built.

While in one aspect this contention may

seem narrow minded, there is some ground

in it on which an argument could stand.

This will be the first time that America

has formally asserted its pretensions as an

automobile producer in competition with

It will be done

ceremoniously by challenge from the club

recognized abroad as the representative body

in this country. The eyes of the world will

be wide open to see what are the machines

that will be supposed to be the best pro

duced here.

Great Britain and Europe.

It will be taken for granted

that they come from the shops of our great

est manufacturers. Such will be the case

with regard to the venicles representing

England, France and Germany. Should it

not be so with the American machines?

Should not the competing cars from this

country represent the American manufact

urer? Should the car of a clever mechanic

who is able to build one that may be better

for the purpose of the race than any other

be sent to represent the club and country

when no such style of car exists as a regu

lar product?

On the other hand it may be very aptly

said that if such a car was built and 'sent

over, and it won the cup or made a very

creditable showing, it would not then be an

isolated specimen. There would be a de

mand for others like it ,and American en

terprise would see to it that such a demand

was supplied forthwith. To bar such cars

would be to put a damper on the spirit of

If a man thinks he has the

ideas that can bring into being a car to

brat all others he should not be robbed of

the incentive most apt to make him try to

inventiveness.

do it, and the winning of the cup would be

If a man could build

his first car well enough to show by prelim

sueh an inccnetive.

inury trials here its fitness to compete, why

should it not have an equal chance with all

Again, would it be just to discrim

inate against any one who is a member of

others ?

the club should he choose to use his private

Ameans in having a car built especially for

{this event along the lines of his own ideas?
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The question seems to be one worth consid

ering, but it plainly has two sides to it.

Coal stringency Alfords a Moral.

Many widely diverse elements work for

the motor vehicle, and, by a sort of cumu

lative process, make its almost universal

adoption only a question of a limited time.

During two of the four seasons convinc~

iug object lessons of its superiority over

the horse are taught and driven home, not

only to those directly interested, but to

others to whom the matter is of little direct

importance. In summer the torrid tempera

ture untits the placid and uncomplaining

equine for the work imposed upon him. lie

suffers lntolerably and frequently succumbs,

and business vehicular trufllc is hampered

and disarrunged, t0 the great discomfort of

Again in winter the

 

pcrspiring humanity.

same experience, aggravated, is gone

through with, until at times it almost seems

as it the limits of human endurance had

been reached.

With this good, old fashioned winter hurd

ly more than wcll started, and every indica

tion of worse and more of it being In store,

we have been brought up sharply and made

to face a situation without purullel. A coal

famine rages throughout the land, and relief

is bulked almost entirely by the inadequacy

of the facilities for making deliveries of the

precious anthracite by tutms. Horses are

worked until they can scarcely stand,

Trucks enough can be found and men to

take charge of them; or it' there is a luck

other whcclcd vehicles can easily be pressed

But where are the horses

to draw Diligent

search fails utterly to reveal them or to

hold out the slightest hope of relief.

into the service.

them to come from?

It may be said that the obvious remedy is

to gct more horses. .\‘ot so. The horse at

his best is inferior to the motor, and at his

“orsta-ns now—is so hopelessly distanced

that it requires at strong stretch of the im

agination to convince one that he is in the

race at all. His multiplication would nc

complish Iittlc In such cmcrgcncies as the

prcscnt.

The other horn of the dilemma is a much

more inviting onc. The motor vehicle docs

all that horscs can tltr—fllltl more—and docs

and lllltlit morc. expeditiously regularly,

with corrcsponding ndvnntngcs on the.

scores of spat-c, economy. clcunlincss and“

lessened wear and tear on the road surl’ cc.

That the truth of all this is being In to ‘

in on vehicle users is no secret. The pres

ence of increasing numbers of self-propelled

wagons and trucks leaves no room for de

nial. Such experiences as we are now going

through will hasten the day when the horse

will be banished from cities and regarded

in another light than that of drawcrs of

wheeled vehicles.

Silence now a Feature.

As long as users were contri' to put up

with the noise of gasolene curs no very

determined effort was made to silence them,

There were both difficulties and drawbacks

in the way, and with the many other prob

lems to be solved it was felt that the matter

of undue noise could well wait a little

while.

But the time for action has arrived, and

real efi‘orts to reduce the noise to a mini

mum are being made, and with no small

degree of success.

The movement, as far as big cars are

concerned, began early this year, when the

Mercedes Simplex—frequently sub-titled the

"silent model“—-made its appearance across

the water. Its marvelloust silent running

was much commented on, and, as the event

proved, the lcsson was laid to heart in many

quarters. Silcuccrs that really silence, in

place of mufflers that merely mutiic, wcrc

for the time neglected, and nu-chanically

operated intake valves taken up and worked

over.

If by moans of improved valves, etc., on

approach to ndiselessness can really be

rcachcd, as seems to be believed by not :1

t'cw makers, at big step forward will be

made.

To strive to remedy the trouble at the ox

haust end Is to run the risk of encountering

a boomerang. No one can mold the con

clusion that tho exploded charge must find

ready egress it back pressure is not to ro

the

be it will

suit. No muttcr how ingenious con

struction of the muffler- may

almost certainly be regarded with suspicion.

Loss of power will not be rendin put: up

with;

ninety-nine out of a hundred users will

if there must be a choice of evils

choose the noise—at least, until there is

some pretty convincing cvldcncc brought

forth on the other side.

The general public will welcome any

diminution in the volume of sound emitted

by the exhaust. I'scrs. more discrimimiting,

will first wont to know whcthcr It is an un

mixed blcssing.

L

 

THE HEART

OF THE

Automobile

WILL BE REACHED BY THE

SHOW

. NUMBERS

OF

THE

MOTOR

WORLD
JANUARY 15-22.

The buyer these days educates

himself by reading the automobile

press.

You can educate him to the

advantages your goods possess

by being prominently represented

in these issues.

RESERVE SPACE NOW.

THE GOODMAN Co.,

123-124-125 Tribune Building,

NEW YORK.
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"BAKER" CLEVELAND

The Motor World,

Tribune Bldg.

New York.

Gentlemen:

We enclose copy for your foreign edition, which you may

also consider a compliment as it is the first ad. of this kind we

~have placed.

t is due you also at this time that we should say we have been

well satisfied with results,from The Motor World. It certainly reach—

es those interested in automobiles and their sale.

' Yours very truly,

The Baker Motor Vehicle 00.
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Some kind soul, who probably thought

that in this merry Yuletide whirl I had part

ed with my small supply of common sense

along with the few spare pennies I owned,

has kindly sent me a prospectus of the Nov

elty Exhibition, Christmas Fair and Street

Carnival which is to occupy the arena so

lately the scene of a six day bicycle "race."

The prospectus starts ofl thusly:

“The object of the Novelty Exhibition is

to give the public an entertaining show, ap

propriate to the Christmas season, where

the latest inventions, novelties of all kinds,

may be seen at their best. Thomas A. Ed

ison intended placing his latest electric bat

tery on exhibition, but was unable to com

plete it in time."

If there is any “novelty” in that you can

use the ticket I’ll never buy to see it WILL].

O O 0

While I am on this easy money topic I'd

like to say just a few words about the finest

example of disposing of nothing for some

thing I know of. To save time and to get at

the subject quickly, the example is the pre

sent management of the National Associa

tion of Automobile Manufacturers. Here is

an organization which, were its officers in

the slightest degree representative of the

automobile trade, would be a model of its

kind. True, It is a model of its kind now,

but this particular kind is one which no

other trade would for a moment permit it

self to be mlsreprestned and misjudged by.

"Easy come, easy go!" The automobile

trade has waxed so great and so powerful

so quickly that the men who have made it

so have had no time to worry about what

its national organization was or whose its

officers were. A very natural thing has

happened. Those who could not in the in

dustry itself succeed, whose failures in the

automobile world have been monumental

and lasting, have been allowed by the suc~

ccssful men to get control of the national

organization with the result that the

N. A. A. M. has become a sight for gods

and men. Go over the list of national

executive officers and on it sec how many

successful and thoroughly representative

automobile manufacturers you will find

there. When you have discovered the suc

ccssos. then seek for the failures; it won’t

require any strain, mental or visual, to find

them, they are there plentifully and promi

nently enough.

In one way or another there is about

$10.00" per year being expended for and by

this aggregation of personal and official

i‘niluros. For what? For themselves chief

ly. What door. the automobile trade get for

this $200 por work? The asionishmcnt of

crory other trade organization at the kind of

people who say they rcprcscnt the auto

bile industry, is about all I can see. '1

  

one of the leading misrepresentatives whose

I-am-itness is chronic and mastodic, is

enabled to find some rcmunerative berths

for his old schoolchums and to further the

pecuniary interests of a publication in which

it is better than rumor that he has more

than a brotherly interest in, but that does

not benefit the automobile trade; to the

contrary, it is positively detrimental to it.

Why, then, should such a discreditable and

unprofitable condition of afiairs continue?

U 0

Passing from the personality to locality,

the executive board of officers is not by any

means representative. Draw a circle fifty

miles from Forty-second street, .\‘ew York,

and you will find that within it are located

the large and successful plants of a majority

of the board. The great West and New

England, the two real homes of the success

ful automobile makers. are only accorded a

minority representation. Why? Once again

you will have to answer your own questions.

I‘ve been triyng to discover an excuse for

such an injustice for a year or more now

and are no nearer finding it out to-day than

I was when I first bega] to wonder at the

stipthSs which has permitted such a con

dition of affairs to exist. It cannot con

tinue much longer; indeed, to my mind. time

has now come when the real automobile

trade can no longer permit its national or

ganization to misrepresent it in the persons

of officials who, whatever else they may be.

certainly are not representative successful

men in the trade, therefore arc- not fair

representatives of the trade which is one of

the most successful ones of the day. Pride.

self-interest, justice, good business and every

other potent reason which should influence

a man calls for a change and the call must

not remain unanswered. The officials of the

National Association of Automobile Manu

facturers must be representative men of the

trade and for the trade; they must be mcn

who by their prominence in the trade will

command the respect and the confidence not

only of the trade, but of the commercial

world; they must be men with no taint of

failure or smirch of lust for private gain or

personal animus upon them; they must repre

sent all the trade all the time, not them

selves always, and the trade scidom, if ever.

I Q

How is this to be brought about? Easily.

Let those who have made successes in their

own branches of the industry take enough

interest in the good repute and welfare of

their entire trade to see to it that they and

it are fittineg represented by a body of om

ce-rs which is thoroughly national in its

scope. Nominate only men who have shown

by their ability to manage their own affairs

that they are capable of doing the same for

theassociation, elect them, and then loyally

support them as they will deserve to be sup

ported, and everything and every one con

ncctod with automoblling will be the gainer.

Don't sit down and leave this to the other

man. Doing this is what has permitted the

organization to got into the hands of those

who at present control it, and who fritter

away its powers and possibilities for the

furtherance of personal pockets, pride or

prejudice.

t a

In this matter I hold no brief for any one.

What I have written is the result of no

personal grievance, but I have wearied of

seeing the association made an annex of

one man‘s business, and I shall free my

mind at any rate by saying just what I think

and by what is evident to any other man

who cares to see. There is a natural dis

like on the part of every one to be the

first to voice a protest against such a con

dition of affairs as at present prevails in

the management of the National Association

of Automobile Manufacturers. That there

exists a widespread dissatisfaction at the

way things have gone I know, and for those

who dissent and for myself I am entering

this protest. What must come and come

quickly, too, is a. radical change in the

affairs of the national organization and in

the pcrsonel of those in control thereof.

First, a broad-minded, successful man. must

be chosen as president. Preferably the ideal

man for the office should come from near the

geographical, population and trade centre of

the country, say, from around Cleveland.

Then he should be a man who has a thor

ough knowledge of men and affairs; he

must be a man who it will be a credit for

the automobile trade to have act as its

representative. Above all he must be a man

so securely placed in regard to his worldly

affairs as to make it no object for him to

view with any interested eye the emoluments

of his office, which he should look upon in

the light of the highest honor his fellow

tradesmen could confer upon him.

Q

Where is there such a‘man? Surely you don't’

mean by this that you think there is any

dearth of this kind of presidential timber in

the automobile trade! There is plenty of

just such men as are needed if you will

only open your eyes. Take George Weiss,

for example. Isn't he a man who is all and

more than I have said the next president of

the National Association of Automobile

Manufacturers must be? Then, why not

elect him to the office, and in doing so

honor the organization. the office, the man

and yourselves? You’ve got to face the

issue. You can‘t let things go on in the

way they have been going. You have got

to elect a man like the one I have named, it

you would be true to yourself and to the

host interests of your national organization.

which is in the end but another name for

your business. in the inspired words of

St. Tammany: “What are you going to do

about it?

I I O

I don't know that Mr. Weiss will thank

me for thus bringing him into the glare.

but I am not looking for thanks, and Mr.

Weiss. I feel sure, would prove the man for

the place. If he won’t have it. then he and

the men of his calibre should get together

and find a suitable man, and, having found

him, remove the office itself from its present

location to one far from schoolchum rolntion~

ship and "inspiration."

THE COMMENTATOIL
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ENGLAND’S l903 TRIALS

Rules to be Made More Stringent and Hill

Climbing to be Featured.

 

Already the ground has been well thresned

over and the outlines of the 1903 Brit

ish trials have been decided upon. A meet

ing of the Automobile Club of Great Brit

ain was held in London a couple of weeks

ago, at which twenty-live representatives of

(3) That the trial shall include as many

hill climbing records as possible.

(4) That the trial shall take place early

in September.

(5) That the total distance shall be 1,000

miles, comprised of eight runs of about 125

miles a day.

(6) That cars shall be. required to be

within the gates of the Crystal Palace by

12 noon on a Wednesday, the first run to

take place on the Friday, and the trial to

terminate on the following Saturday week.

(7) No manufacturer or seller to enter

be made, but one mark will be deducted in

respect of every minute during which the

car is stopped or during which the driver

or mechanic leave their seats for the pur

pose of adjustment, washing, repairs or re

plenishment.

(10) As the exclusion of the public trom

the storage building might interfere with

opportunities of (10ng business, arrange

ments should, it possible, be made by which

one exact duplicate of each car entered and

running may be shown in the upper part of

the palace.

  

  

 

 

C. AIRCOOIJZD BENJAMIN TESTING A FRANKLIN CAR DURING THE RECENT SEMI-BLIZZARD.

the industry were present, and the recom

mendations ot a special committee of the

club were discussed.

Some slight alterations in these were

made, and, as amended, they are as fol

lows:

(i) That the automobile club shall hold a

trial (generally on the same lines as the 650

miles reliability trial of 1902) in the year

1003.

(2) That the Crystal Palace shall be the

centre, and runs should be made to seaside

places at which there are numbers of visit

ors, such as Brighton, Eastbourne, h‘olke

atone, etc.

more than One car of a type in a class. No

duplicates.

(8) That the public should be given to un

derstand that the trial is a trial of trust

worthiness—not appearance.

(9) No washing shall be allowed, but the

car shall be driven straight into the storage

building, from which the public, the own

ers, drivers. mechanics and every one ex

cept the club's stewards shall be rigorously

excluded. In the morning, when the ob

server has taken charge of a car. the driver

and mechanic may be admitted to the stor

age building and the word will be given to

start. Adjustments and repairs may then

President A. R. Shattuck, of the Antonio

bile Club. says that the Committee of Fifty

in New York City, which steadily opposed

the passing of an ordinance permitting a

speed of ten miles an hour in the city, has

now agreed to recommend to the Board of

Aldermen that a speed of fifteen miles an

hour he allowed outside of the Borough of

Manhattan.

Beginning with the New Year the capacity

of the Winton plant will be increased to tour

cars per day. More than 250 of the new

to iring cars have been sold already, repre

ting a turnover of more than $600,000.
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The Subject of Ignition.

One of the most interesting problems in

connection with motor-cars has always been

the question of the most suitable ignition.

Incandescent platinum tubes held their

sway for years, and some of the best manu

facturers of automobiles would not hear of

any other system, and ridiculed electricity

as a means of igniting the explosive mixture

in the cylinders. Notwithstanding all op

position, however, electric ignition made its

way steadily and finished by entirely sup—

plantlng tubes, which are now a thing of the

past.

They have been banished for two reasons,

first, on account of bother with the burners

and the attendant risk of fire, and, second,

on account of the fact that tube ignition can

not be retarded or advanced. The only de

fect of the electrical ignition is, perhaps, the

attention required to the batteries and the

recharging or renewing of the same. in or

der to overcome this trouble dynamos and

magnetos have begun to replace batteries.

With the first there is the danger of burning

out the armature, if too high a speed be

reached, and the difficulty of getting a spark

at a slow speed for starting purposes. The

magneto, on the other hand, gives a current

at a low speed, and for all practical pur

poses cannot be burnt out. Hitherto with

the magneto the spark has been produced by

means of a sudden rupture of the circuit in

the cylinder. This necessitates a mechanism

more or less complicated, worked by the

cam shaft, and requiring several small

springs; the method of retarding or advanc

ing the ignition has to be applied to this

mechanism, which needs also provision to

prevent an accident, should the motor back

fire. All of this constitutes a certain diffi

culty, and adds to the cost and care of a

motor. It is, however, perhaps the most

satisfactory form of ignition, and as such is

adopted in most high-class cars on the Con

tinent

At the Standard Depot.

J. W. Chisholm, of the Standard Auto

mobile Company, 136 \Vcst Thirty-eighth

street, New York, is preparing for an active

spring campaign with the Decauville and

American cars, for both of which lines he

has the agency. The American cars will be

exhibited at the Eastern show by the

makers, but Mr. Chisholm will have a

special display of two Decauvilles, one of

eight, the other of ten horsepower, in a

separate space.

 

Receiver Still Mum.

Receiver Brownell of the Taunton (Mass)

Automobile Co. says that no figures of as

sets and liabilities can yet be given out re

garding the affairs of that company. Nor

will he say whether or not its continuance

is likely.

Open for an Agency.

The Metropolitan Motor Car Co., which

conducts an up to date automobile station at

No. 164 East Fifty-seventh street, New York

City, is open to taking on the agency for one

or two good makes of cars. ‘i ‘

Q

Q o

. l

Two new Types of Closed Cars.

Two entirely new vehicles which will al

most certainly attract a great deal of favor

able attention and meet with large sales are

just being marketed by the Electric Vehicle

Co. of Hartford, Conn. These are coupes

of similar design and construction, with the

eXception that one is operated from a driv

er’s seat at the rear, while the other is

driven from the inside, dispensing with the

necessity of a separate operator. Both of

these vehicles are built exclusively for pri

vate service.

The passenger compartment of .the rear

  

driven model is furnished to meet every re

quirement of elegance and luxurious taste.

and regularly accommodates two occupants.

If additional seating capacity is required

a hinged seat forward, facing the main seat,

may be lowered and brought into service.

The location of the operator at the rear

leaves the forward view from the compart

ment entirely unobstructed, a feature which

makes the vehicle an especially desirable

one for sightseeing or pleasure driving at

times when the use of an open carriage

might be undesirable. ln pleasant weather

the windows in front and in the doors may

be dropped, making the vehicle practically

  

an open one. The upholstering is in claret

_ colored broadcloth, and the interior furnish

ings include silk curtains, electric light in

dome fixture controlled from the inside, card

case with memorandum pad, a mirror and

a speaking tube connecting with the oper

ator. Every recent improvement is em

bodied in the electrical and mechanical

equipment. The weight of the divided bat

tery is distributed over both axles, and the

battery compartments have removable cov~

crings, so that the cells are accessible for

inspection without removing the trays. The

double motor equipment affords three speeds

forward and three backward. with a maxi

mum speed of fourteen miles an hour. There

are foot operated regular and emergency

brakes of the latest pattern, side lamps of the

most modern style, and other standard feat

ures include a combination voltammeter, foot

operated emergency switch and an electric

alarm gong operated by foot push. The

wheels are equipped with three-inch solid

rubber tires.

The inside operated coupe is similar ex

cept that the controlling, steering and

brake levers are within the compartment,

and there are large side windows at the

rear, making the sides practically all glass.

This vehicle has been produced in response

to a widespread demand for a new, thor

oughly up to date, closed in electric auto

mobile operated from the inside. it is pecul

iarly suited to physicians and others requir

ing a vehicle which may be used comfort

ably at all times without regard to weather

conditions.

Showing the Olds’s “lnsides.”

One of the exhibits at the forthcoming

New York show that is certain to be inter

esting and instructive is now to be seen at

the New York branch of the Oldsmobile

Company. 138 West Thirty-eighth street.

It is a regular stock Olds engine mounted

on a low stand, with sections cut away so

that every detail of every working part can

be watched and studied. A battery is cou

pled on, and when the crank is turned by

hand the movement of the piston inside the

cylinder can be seen and the spark in the

explosion chamber; it is easy to see how the

valves work and just at what part of the

stroke an early or a late spark occurs. This

is the sort of an exhibit of which there can

hardly be too many. The veriest numbskull

could be made to understand by such meth

ods just what it is all about and the why

of it.
 

The Good Roads Committee.

A committee to look after matters pertain

ing to the National Good Roads Convention

to be held in Chicago during the week of the

automobile show was last week appointed

by the executive committee of the National

Association of Automobile Manufacturers.

Messrs. John Brisben Walker, M. J. Budlong

and J. Wesley Allison comprise the commit

tee.

Kemble Coming Back.

Manager Kemble, of the Central Automo

bile Company, of 1,684 Broadway, N. Y., is

due here next week on the Philadelphia.

Mr. Kembie has been over to the Paris show

seelgng for things that are new and excel

lent in French manufacture. What he has

done in the way of contracts will not be

known until he arrives.

 

Remington Future in Doubt.

The future of the Remington Automobile

& Motor Co., Utica, N. Y., was discussed at

a largely attended meeting of the stock

holders held last week. No action was

taken, although it was the general opinion

that a reorganization and continuance of

the business was feasible.
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REBER IS READY

Reading Manufacturer now has Cars on Market

—Some of Their Features.

DQSigned upon the most approved mod

ern lines, the gasolene car shown herewith.

the product of the Reber Mfg. Co., Reading,

Pa. bears every appearance of possessing

quality of the kind that has made the Penn

'l‘he

Reber company has been at work on it for

sylvania city‘s manufactures famous.

some time, and now puts it forth with the

full confidence that it merits the approval of

autoists.

The concern has ample facilities for turn

ing out a first class car. It occupies the

plant of the Acme Mfg. Co., one of the fac

tories of the American Bicycle 00., being, in

fact, the legitimate successor of the former,

  

James C. Reber being the ruling spirit in the

present company, as he was in the former

one. The car was designed by James G.

Heaslet. whose experience in the gasolcne

manufacturing field has been long and ex

tcnsive.

The car, which is fitted with a removable.

tonncau. weighs 1.650 pounds. has a wheel

base of ti feet ti inches and a gauge of 4 feet ti

inches. It is propelled by a double cylinder

vertical gasolene engine. placed in from

under a bonnet, which develops 1'3 horse

power at 1,000 revolutions a. minute.

transmission is of the slide gear type, hav

ing three speeds forward and a reverse, the

gears being readily removed without dis

turbance. The speed is controlled by a

throttle governor and positive lubrication is

piovidcd.

'l‘ht- cylinders are water cooled, the circu

lation beingr effected by a centrifugal pinup.

.\ithougb incloscd and running in an oil

bath. the parts are readily accessible. 'l‘bir

ty-inch ball bearing wood wheels are used,

the rear ones of which are (il'lVPll'dil‘OCi by

double chains.

A foot brake on the differential and hand

emergency brakes on each rear wheel are

provided, the brakes being double acting.

The '

The engine is released from the running

gear by the application of either brake.

The frame is trussed, and the springs are

semi-elliptical. A positive wheel steering is

employed.

The Iteber company will be ready to make

deliveries by January 1.

 

Percy Owen's Good Work.

Parisian methods in handling advance

sales have developed in New York. The

1903 20-horse power Winton touring car is

selling at a premium. At least one has been

thus sold. The 1903 models are not quite

ready for delivery, but the forehanded Percy

Owen has taken orders for forty-one of

them. One of the purchasers was a prom

inent furrier of the city, who had a call on

one of the first dozen machines. A few days

ago the furrier sold his order claim at a

premium to a man more impatient than

himself.

The Harkness Way.

Although they are not yet being voted for

at church fairs, there are several ways of

obtaining an automobile beside making it.

One real nice way is that in which H. S.

Harkness recently acquired a 20~horse

power Mercedes Simplex. Mr. Harkness.

si'.. preparing to go to California for the

winter, decided to take a string of horses

and not his automobile, which, by the way,

is finished in a rich olive green and is about

as handsome a machine as there is in New

York (tity.

“I don't know what to do with the Mer

cedes." remarked Mr. Harkness. sr.

{Why don‘t you give it to me?" asked the

sm.

"But you have one."

"That makes no difference;

have it."

"Well. if you want it take it."

.\‘ow the handsome big machine is on the

market.

I'd like to

Grout Tonneau Coming.

it is understood that a Grout tonneau car

will be a feature of the Orange, Mass, con

ccrii's exhibit at Madison Square Garden.

The car will weigh about 2,500 pounds, has

large steam generating capacity, with a 12

horsepower engine. It will also be equipped

with a condenser.

WHY HE lNSURES

And in View of Present Conditions This Partic

ular insurance is Wise Precaution.

Referring to the comment in these columns

last week on the advertisement in a daily

paper of a it} ilOI'SOIiOVi'GI‘ Peugeot car, in

which the fact was mentioned that an acci

dint insurance policy was included with it,

a correspondent writes:

“I have a car of this make, which is my

seventh automobile, I having driven a car

for over the years. I have always insured

all my cars against lire just as I insure my

household furniture, house aiid other valu

able possessions. The accident policy men

tioned is not to protect the owner from loss

or damage caused by smashups to his own

car, but to protect him under damage stilts

which might be brought against hliii by own

crs driving fractious horses that might take

fright at the automobile.

"The manufacturing concerns in which i

am interested insure themselves in the same

manner against lawsuits which might be

brought against us by our employee who are

sometimes injured in the performance of

their duty, such injuries, however, being due

to carelessness, yet at the same time shyster

lawyers are always found in abundance to

undertake such stilts for damages. A large

number 01' my friends carry accident poli

cies to protect themselves in the manner 1

have stated. it does not mitigate in any

degree against the automobile because such

policies are carried by the owners. Anv

party purchasing the car advertised would

naturally insure it against fire, and would

have to pay the insurance just as the pres

ent owner has had to pay it. The accident

insurance is, of course, optional with the.

owner, though i believe it to be a safe and

conservative course to pursue so long as

Judges are found who will take the word of

anybody else against that of an automobil

ist.

“You take the stand that by advertising

the insurance policy the owner has over

come to a certain extent the dangers of au

tmnobiling. You might as well draw the

conclusion that it is dangerous to liVe be

cause so many people carry accident policies

against injuries in riding on trolley cars,

ti ains, steamboats, etc., and I do not then“

fore think your ground well taken in re

gard to it nor your criticism quite just."

 

Foul Weather Protection.

That the automobile is an all season, all

weather vehicle is evidently an article of

faith with the Automobile Equipment (30..

lndinnapolis, Ind. Rain aprons of all shapes

and sizes, chain boots. cnginc cases, anti

frcczing compounds, winter oils, ctc., are

timely articles described in a little pahph

let got out by them. it bears the catch

phrase, “"i‘is an idle sheet does no one

good."
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New Panhard Carbureticr.

In throttling a motor with inlet valves

actuated by suction, it is a matter of great

difliculty, it not an impossibility, to regu

late by hand the admission of air to the mix

ing chamber in a way to secure an absolute

ly uniform mixture when the motor is rrun

nlng at far below its normal speed.

To avoid this inconvenience, Major Krebs,

director of the Société Panhard et Levassor,

has designed a new system of carburetter.

in which the admission of air is regulated

automatically by the engine, so that, as the

mixture is always the same, and only varies

in quantity, the motor will run at a low

speed without danger ot stopping through

the admission of poor gas. This carburet

ter is regarded as of so much importance

for the economical and efficient working of a

motor that it was recently described before

the Paris Academy of Sciences.

As will be seen from the accompanying

drawing, it is designed in three parts. The

first consists of an air inlet A communicat

ing with the mixing chamber 0. The spray

nipple D descends into the receptacle E,

which communicates with the float chamber.

The second part forms a regulator consist

ing of a piston F moving in the cylinder G.

The piston rod H is actuated by the centrifu

gal governor ot the engine. The cylinder G,

moreover, is in communication with the mo

tor cylinders by the port I and the pipe J.

The third part is the extra air inlet, con

sisting of another piston K in the cylinder

L, which communicates with the chamber

0. The piston K opens and shuts the ports

M M in the cylinder L, and the rod R is

joined at its upper extremity to a piston P of

smaller diameter than the large cylinder 0
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in which it moves. The periphery of the pis

ton P is connected with the sides of the cylin

der by a loose elastic diaphragh Q. A small

aperture S admits air above the piston and

diaphragm. The piston is kept in position

by a spring N. Its operation is as follows:

The piston F varies in travel according to

the speed of the motor, the suction of which

draws spirit through the pulverizer D and

air through the orifice A, and at the same

time tends to draw down the piston K. and

uncover more or less the air ports M M.

which are closed when the piston P is kept

up by the spring.

When, therefore, the motor is running at

nigh speed the piston F has a long travel

and takes in a large quantity of spirit1 but

at the same time, as only a small fixed quan

tity of air is admitted through A, the piston

K is sucked down to uncover the ports M M.

which admit the necessary quantity of air

for the mixture. As the motor slows down,

the piston F, actuated by the governor, has

a shorter travel, and the ports M M are only

partially opened during suctional strokes;

and when the piston F is at its shortest

travel, the suction is insufficient to overcome

the resistance of the spring N. with the re

sult that the ports M M remain closed. and

air is only admitted through A in quantity

proportionate to the smaller admission of

spirit through D. The air is thus kept

strictly proportionate to the spirit, and the

mixture is uniform at whatever speed the

motor may be running.

 

Recent Incorporatiom.

Yonkers. N. Y.—-The Turbine Electric

Truck Company. with $100,000 capital, to

make electric motors. etc. Directors. J. D.

Sullivan. H. D. Crippen, J. J. Crippen, Wilt

iam 0. Dodge, New oYrk; F. A. Curtiss, Nut

ley, N. J.

Jersey City, N. J.—Thermobile Co. of

America, with $1.000,000 capital; to build

and deal in automobile-‘1. motors, etc. Cor

porators—William H. Lake, Z. Wirt and D.

M. Bell, all of Chicago.

 

  

A NE NATIONAL.

Has a record

of over 100

miles over

level city

streets on

one charge.

The most powerful Electric Runabout on the Market.

Gatalogue upon application.Agent.

  

MODEL 50, SPEC] AL.

10 other

Models,

all leaders in

their class.

BUNABOIITS.

STANI'IDPES.

PARKTRAPS.

  

J

The best line for the

Agents wanted in unoccupied territory.

NATIONAL MOTOR VEHICLE CO.,

See us at Space 124 Madison Square Garden, January 17-24.

(Formerly National Vehicle CO-,)

1400 East 22d 8h, Indianapolis, Ind.
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SYRACUSE CLUB ACTIVE

Selects an “ Official Attorney" and Starts Plans

for Road Reform and a Race Meet.

That the Syracuse (N. Y.) Automobile Club

is very much alive and aggressive these days

was convincingly demonstrated last week.

Arrangements for the annual meeting and

banquet, to take place at the Yates House

on January 5, were made, and the devising

of a plan for the betterment of roads and

for obtaining the permission of the State

Fair Commission to run a race meet nexr

September in conjunction with the fair set

about.

A good roads committee, with George S.

Larrabee as chairman, had been appointed

at a former meeting, and an official attor

ney, Henry Waters, was selected. An 0r

ranized effort for the improvement of the

neighboring roads will be begun at once.

The plan is to compel the toll companies

to live up to the charters by which they con

trol the roads—to force them, if they will

not do it of their own free will, to expend

the greater part of the earnings of the roads

upon improvements, or at least enough to

make them reasonably good. If this plan

does not succeed the club will be a factor

in a fight for State roads running parallel

to the present toll roads.

The toll roads will be asked to fall in line

with the farmers, the automobilists and the

Good Roads Commission in the interests of

bT-tter highways, as covered by the Itlgble

Armstrong bill, Chapter 115 of the Laws of

1598, by which a portion of the expenses

for the improvement of the roads is paid by

the State.

Chairman C. A. Benjamin, who, with See

retary Frederick H. Elliott, compose the

committee which is seeking the sanction of

the State Fair Commission for an automo

bile duy at the fair, made the statement that

the club‘s request will he presented to the

commission at a meeting to be held in Al

bany this week..

Given Justice in Jersey.

It is a. genuine satisfaction to set one com

mon sense decision in an automobile case

against the multitude of outrageous ones

that have been rendered in the last year.

At liackensack, N. J., last week Richard M.

Willis. a wealthy resident of Englewood,

was defendant in a suit for damages brought

by Herbert Quintihg and tried before Judge

Dixon. '

Quinting testified that Willis's auto scarcd

his horse and his wagon was upset, caus

ing injury to his wife and himself. Evidence

for the defence showed Quintlng was more

frightened than his horse, which he drove

into a ditch, causing the wagon to upset.

Mr. Willis stopped his machine, helped

Quintlng and his wife from the wreck,

ordered a carriage to take them home and

paid for all damage done the harness and

carriage. The jury non-suited Quinting.

Stewart Rushes Eagle Rock.

After standing for more than a year at 2

minutes and 43 seconds, a new record that

will probably hold for a long time was

made on Eagle Rock Hill last Tuesday when

W. J. Stewart, of the Automobile Club of

New Jersey, negotiated the mile long ascent

in 1 minute and 53 seconds, a cut of just

50 seconds.

"The record is otilcial in every way,” said

Stewart to the Motor World man just after

the ride. “I obtained sanction from the A.

C. A., and had a corps of officials, timers,

etc.. present. The road was in good shape,

and, barring a nasty head wind on one part

of the hill, the conditions were nearly ideal.

I think the mark set will stand. It is so

much better than anything I have been able

to do—aithough I have made several cuts of

five and ten seconds—that I think it has been

put where it will stay."

It will be recalled that on Thanksgiving

Day, when the New Jersey club held a hill

climbing contest on Eagle Rock, Stewart‘s

time of 22:53 was the best of the day, al

though a Stevens-Duryea car was at first

credited with having covered the distance in

2:45. Afterward it was announced that an

error had been made and that the correct

time. was 3:45. On both occasions Stewart,

who is the chairman of the A. A. A. racing

couunittce, used a steam car.

 

Butler Watched at a Dinner.

Last Monday night a “reunion dinner," ar

ranged by a few of the participants

in the reliability run of Ostober 9-15, was

partakeh (if at the New York Athletic Club,

and a most enjoyable evening was spent by

ncarly thrcc score of the contestants and ob

servers. The dinner was made the occasion

of a presentation to Secretary S. M. Butler

of a very handsome gold stop watch, tch

(1t red as a mark of the appreciation of his

services in connection with the run. Win

thop E. Scarritt acted as toastmaster, and

the following themes were responded to in

a happy vein: “The Automobile Club of

America.“ President A. R. Shattuck; "The

Reliability Contest." John A. Hill; “The t‘oh

testants." I‘cl'cy Owen; “The Observers," C.

II. Gillette; “The Press," Angus Sinclair:

"Free Lam-es." W. J. Stewart, E. iii. Britton

and J. Dunbar Wright.

 

Will Have Upright Engines.

The gossipy little bird that carries news

has :1 twitter to the ci’fcct that the \Vihton

machines which will be built to compete

for thc licnhctt (‘up will have four-cylinder

engines and that the engincs will be up

right

Motor League’s Annual Meeting.

The annual meeting of the American Mo

tor Lcaguo will be held in this city on Thurs

day. January 22, during the Madison Square

Garden Show. The election of otliccrs will

take place and routine business transacted.

CONVERTED TO FURS

Derided Them at First but one Ride in Open

Country Dissipated all Doubt.

Furs look just as good as they feel these

wintry days, and the more the autoist is

able to pile on himself the better he is

pleased.

"I really believe they take delight in zero

weather," exclaimed a man who had been

invited to ride with a friend in a big tour

ing car, “and would be thankful if they had

a blizzard every week or so. Then they

would be able to put on a few more thick

nesses of furs.

“When I came to take my ride I was, as

I thought. pretty well prepared for it. A

big, warm occrcoat of Irish frieze, heavy

gloves and a cap that could be pulled down

over my ears—that scented to me all that

was necessary. even though the thermom

eter was hovering around ten degrees above

zero. llut “0. Nothing would do but I

must put on half a hundredwelght or so of

wraps right off the reel. 'I’he pitying 100k

my friend gave me was enough to make me

submit tamcly.

“And. to be perfectly candid, it did seem

all right after I got into the togs. I had

only to sit down in a roomy, comfortable

scat. so that the weight and bulk of the cov

cring did not inconvenience me.

“When we got out in the open country it

StOll became plain that I was Weatherproof,

There was a pretty stiiI wind blowing, but

I was so bundled up that I did not feel it

and the cold never reached me at all.

"So i guess these furs, etc., are all right,

although they do look theatrical and seem

as if they were intended mainly to make

their wearers look ‘sporry."’

Adams Again Heads Long Islands.

On \Vednesday evening, December 17, the

Loud Island Automobile Club held its an

nual meeting and dinner at the Lincoln

("lub, Brooklyn. The following officers to

serve for the ensuing year were elected:

President. L. R. Adams; vice-president, Law

rcnce Abraham; secretary, Read IIalliday;

treasurer. Edwin Melvin; governors, Adolph

.\iolleuhauer, Read IIalliday, Nathaniel Rob

inson; L. A. Hopkins; F. G. “'cbb and Law

rence Abraham.

In President Adams‘s case the club re

turns to its old love, be. having been its first

president. serving until President Grant was

elected last year.

About twenty-tive members sat down to

the dinner. A. R. Pardington acted as toast

master. In. R. Adams spoke on “The Future

of the L. I. A. C.," F. G. Webb talked on

"The (‘lub and its Past," \V. W. Grant, the

retiring president, spoke on “The Prescnt_"

Conspicuous in the dining hall were three of

the prim-s awarded by the club at its races

on the Brighton Beach track last August.
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Nickel Steel for Motor Cars.

Nickel steel. in automobile work, for riv

ets. pins. exhaust valves. rods, shafts. axles

and springs is recommended by a transat~

lantic writer. Its chief merits are (a) Stiff

mss or resistance to deflection under im

pact. and toughness or resistance to fracture

umler repeated impact. Steel with 3 per

cent nickel shows 48 per cent greater stiff

ness. and 45 per cent greater toughness. than

similar carbon steel. “'ith 5 per cent nickel

the difference is even greater. (b) Elastic

limit.—'I‘he elastic limit of mild and medium

hard steel is usually taken as 46 to 50 per

cent of the ultimate strength. \Vith 3 per

cent nickel steel it is stated to be 63 to 74

per cent. (c) 'Tenacity.—In simple carbon

steel. :1 crack once formed quickly develops.

and the material breaks short. In nickel

steel the rend is gradual. The latter gives

warning. the former does not.. (d) Temper.—

.\'ickcl allows a reduction of carbon. makes

the steel more sensitive to temper and facili

tates the tempering of irregular shapes.

\Vhere a forging is too complicated for oil

tempering the requirement may be met by

using a somewhat softer and tougher steel

and introducing from 2’, to 4 per cent nickel.

te) Resistance to oxidation and heat—An 18

per cent nickel all y is said to be practical

ly incorrmlible. .\ high nickel alloy also

withstands well the action of heat. (ft Anti

frictional pro]tel-ties—The nickel renders the

wearing parts 4! machines which run on

other parts less liable to cut. the nickel ap

parently having the property of making the

surfaces smooth with wear. even though not

always properly oiled.

lndia a Land of Promise.

'l‘hcre is said to be a lilalglliliceltt future

for the motor car in India. The climate

kills the individual horse and delnoralizes

the breed. Added to this. a high speed car

on the splendid wide and unfrequentcd lnd~

ian roads would furnish an ideally cool

recreation. Everybme in India has "money

to burn.“ railway travelling is horribly hot.

India is a country of magniticent distances,

and nobody shrinks from long journeys. In

fact. the country. its customs ard its roads

fit the car bettet' than any other corner of

the globe.

DeDion's Big Business.

Rome idea of the magnitude of the De

hi n—Bouton business may he obtained from

the statement that the 1902 output of De

liion-Bonton cars and frames approximated

2.000. and that of engines 5.000. The total

number of cars or frames made to date is

moo. The total number of motors made to

date is 33.000; this. of course. inclrdes mo

tors of all kinds. from the old 11," )t. p. air

cooled tricycle engines of some years back.

The number of \vorkpeople employed is

2.150. independent of ottice statt‘. .vhich is

about fifty.

Court Sanctioned Law’s Violation.

In granting special dispensations for ex

ceeding the speed limit England has set the

fashion. in connection with a recent murder

trial at Ipswich the judge and jury ex

pressed a wish to see certain letters writ

ten by the prisoner during the period of his

im-arceratlon. In order to obtain these it

was necessary to send to Peasenhall—a dis

tance of t\\'ctit,\'-._seven miles. Counsel for

the defence promptly requisitioned a motor

car, which, started with the messenger at

11:34) a. m. The journey to Peasenhall and

back to Ipswich was made under three I]01]l'.\‘_

the return being accomplished in just orer

the hour. This speed was made possible by a

special permit for urgency and a tacit un

derstanding that no penalties should attach

to violations of the law as to the speed of

motor cars.

In this progressive country physicians go

ing on a “hurry call" in the city must not go

faster than eight miles an hour—if they use

an automobile. If they drive a horse hard

enough to cripple him it is another matter.

Salt as an Anti-Freeze.

.\n cfl‘ective and very cheap anti-freezing

solution is said to be made by putting three

quarters of a pound or thereabouts of ordis

nary salt well dissolved in each gallon of

\\tllll' carried by the car. Salt only costs

about a cent per pound. so the expense is
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THE AUTOCAhl

NEW YORK. N. Y., A. G. Spaldin F: Bros., 33 W. 42nd N.

. g boa. 23:) Lolumbus Ave.

I Blilfkti. P.-\.. Banker liroa. C0., Baum and Beauty Sts.

Dl-lNYr R. (ZULU. Felker Cycle Co, I535 Tremont bl. -

“It is better to be sure than to be sorry,”

as many men have discovered who overlooked the claims of the

Why be sorry when you can be sure?

learn our story and to examine our car and it may profit you

Why not do it ?

C0.,

much.

Ardnlore,

PHILADELPHIA. P.-\., Ranker Bros. & ('o.. llroad and Vine .qls.

WASHING FUN, l). C.. National Cap. Auto. C0., “24 Connecticut Ave.

CHICAGO. lLl ., F. P. lllslcy, 1H4 Wabash Ave.

LUS ANGELES. CAI... Hememan & l‘ratt, 705 Main St.

It costs you nothing to
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STEARNS CARS.
Everybody is Talking About Them !

WRITE FOR DETAILED INFORMATION, AND INSPECT THEM AT NE\V YORK

AND CHICAGO SHOW'S.

 

THE F. B. STEARNS C0.,

CLEVELAND, 0., U. S. A.
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| HOLLAND MOTORS. I

I None so Good. None so Cheap.

FOUR SIZES I

t-t-4 II. P., Air Cooled for Bicycles,

I also all Accessories for Mater Cycles. I

2-3-4 H. P., Air or Water Cooled. 6 H. P. Water Cooled.

I 10 a. r., Double Cylinder. Water Cooled. I

Send for Catalogue and Prlce List.

I THE H6LLPIND acre ('36., I

I 62 Van Winkle Avenue, JERSEY CITY, N. J.
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FOR RURAL DELIVERY USE

Unofficial Test Shows the Value of Motor Can

for That Public Service.

It is just beginning to be realized what a

splendid field the rural mail delivery service

affords for automobiles. No horse can com

pare with the motor vehicle in either speed

or endurance, and the balance inclines the

same way as regards economy.

Out in Montevideo. Minn., one day recent

ly, an Oldsmobile was put on the route of

a horse drawn vehicle, and the trip is thus

graphically described by F. E. Sharlow, the

owner of the cnr:'

"Not long ago the rural mail carrier of

Route No. 3 asked me to take him on his

regular twenty-six mile trip with my Olds

mobile. He wanted to give his horses :1

rest and also- see whether much time was

to be gained by delivering the mails with a

liorseless carriage.

“The morning was cool, with threatening

clouds overhead, and I was not pleased at

the outlook, for rain seemed almost certain,

While I had confidence in the ability of the

machine to go through almost anything, I

was not prepared for all kinds of weather

on this occasion. and hesitated somewhat be

fore deciding to liclp him out of his dith

culties. it was a generous thought; for I

felt that I might gct into difficulties of my

own. However, I would have company in

pulling him into it with me. .\t S n. in. I

was on hand, :tftcr replenishing the gaso

lcne, water supply, oiling up, ctr.

“On arriving at the postotiicc i found 1110

carrier equally as prompt, so we lost no

time in getting cii‘ at 8:03. Uncle Sam. as

you know, takes the right of way over

everything, so we didn't stop to observe

speed limits, and soon had the machine do

ing twcnty milcs an hour through the main

street of the villngc. Orcr railroad tracks.

through tlmhcrcd sections, across bridges.

along roads good and bad, uphill and down.

the faithful little Oldsmobile curried its

burdcn of 400 pounds In steady and speedy

fashion.

"My companion had arranged his bundlc

in live smaller packages to make sorting

easier en route, and yet he was kept busy

with both hands and teeth in order to have

each farmer‘s mail ready for the box when

we would reach It.

“First I would turn up toward the box on

the right, pull it open, in would go the mail,

shut it again and off to the next, perhaps

giving my friend an opportunity this time

to cxercise his skill in doing the act quickly.

“Well, we kept this up. box after box,

ycs, seventy-live of them, starting and stop

ping, nnd just once in our hurry did we

put mail in the wrong box, which necessi

tated our turning back to replace it with

tho propcr bundlc.

“Why be selected the busiest. morning of

the week for this trial I do not know. The

horses would have enjoyed so many hort

rests—I didn't, for I was anxious to make

as good time as possible.

“Such a morning surely gave us a. test or

what the machine would do any other day

of the week, and, too, the roads were not

the best. At one place, a new turnpike ex

tending one-half mile, was in construction.

Here we were compelled to go out in the

grass, through the slough ot er which the new

road was building. Talk about rough places,

well, we won‘t try to describe them here.

Again, three miles of sandy road, three to

six inches deep, made speeding impossible.

The best roads we found were tracks made

by one wheel following another without a

sod turncd or work of any kind. Where

they had ploughed up and scrnpcd into the

centre, at some time or other, the going

was quite rough and rutty. Such roads are

a waste of time and money. What they

should do is haul on the road, without

ploughing it, until they are able to construct

properly.

“We were bothered by teams but very lit

tle, however; it is aggravating to get behind

a string of heavily loaded wagons when

the width of the road will not permit you

to pass, and still more aggravating when

the road is smooth and level.

"As we pulled into town we looked at our

watches again to note the time “'0 had

made. The hands pointed to 10:20 a. m.

This was two hours and thirty minutes bot

tcr time thuu the carrier had ever covered

the territory with team.

“I think thc tcst :1 creditable one, and was

made without a missing, cxplosion or hitch

of any tlcsct'iption. At one hulfwny house

we nddcd a Iitilc cooling water and oiled

a tow bearings. not from ucccssity, but to

be on the sale side. The Oldsmobile was

in scrvit-c tho bnlnut-c of the day and cvcn~

lug. and is always rcatdy just for such trips."

Cuba as a Market.

Althouin nutomobilisin is in u vcry buck

wurd static in (‘ulnr, there is an opportunity

to do considcrablc busincss thcrc. Such is

l'lic conclusion of Goorgo .\I. Dickson, who

has just rcturncd front a trip to the island,

undcrtnkcn in the lntcrcsts of thc National

\‘chiclc t‘o., Indianapolis, Ind., where he so

curcd satisfactory rcprcscntntion for his cott

ccrn. 110 says there are very few automo

bilcs in use. Local conditions, ctrstonts

duties and luck of charging facilitics prcvcnt

tln-lr cxtcnsivo use, although .thc future

trndc :tt Havana and other points should be

considcrablc. 'l‘hc cutirc city possesscs but

twclvc or thirtccu :tutomobilcs. scvcrul of

them bcing old patterns and out of commis

sion: there are but two or three up to date

machincs in the city.

 

Darrecq's Big Profits.

Just under half a million dollars is said

to have bccn clcnrcd by the Darracq Co. on

the year‘s business.

7000 MILES ON ONE SET

And Affidavits are Ready to Back it up—The

Batteries as a Scapegoat.

 

If there is any scapegoat about the motor

vehicle, it is probably the battery. Although

usually unjustified whenever a man cannot

locate a cause of trouble, be promptly sus

pects it he does not outwardly blame the

battery. This weakness applies not only to

the car owner, but to many supposed expert

repairers; in fact, one of them recently

laughingly admitted that it was common

practice when “stumped” to throw the blame

on the batteries, "and," he added, “it really

is quecr 110w often a new set will make

things rights."

When this remark was repeated to Wil

liam Roche, the well-known maker of Auto

gns batteries, he stated that he was not

at all surprised.

"They have to appear wise," he said, "and

I suppose it is as easy to blame the bat

teries as to blame anything else. But the

right batteries are as dependable as any

other part ot_the machine. The trouble with

too many people is that while they will pay

or ask several hundreds or several thou

sands of dollars for a car, they will try to

save a few cents when it comes to the pur

chase of the batteries. You may take my

word for it that any man who is willing to

pay the price can get :1 good battery. Why, I

scvernl months ago sold a set to Mr. Harlan

W. Whipple and up to the time of the New

York-Boston reliability run he had got 3,800

milcs out or' them. When he entered the

run he bought a new set. Aftcr it was over

he rcpluccd the old one, and so far as I

know, he is still using it. I sold another

set to a Wall street man. Mr. Dcislnger, and

be uscd them for 7.000 miles. Yes, sir; seven

thousand milcs, and Mr. Dclslugcr told me

that it at any time I wanted affidavit to the

fact he would execute one. I repeat that

any one who pays the price can obtain a

good battery without any trouble at all."

Here’s an Oily Guess.

"What Is the annual consumption of oil?"

asks tltc (‘:i1', and gocs on to say: "It

reaches the respectable total of (230,000,000

tons, of which 170,000,000 are consumed in

tlic I'nitcd Statics, 148,000,000 by Great Brit

ain, 74.000.000 by Germany and 38,000,000

by Ir‘raucc. As 500 grammes of oil (1 1-10

pound :tvoirdupois) produces an energy 01’

one mcchnnicnl horsepower, and as this

equals in continuous effect the efforts of

twcuty-onc lncn._lt follows that the cott

sumption of oil by tho cntire World permits

of :1 power dcvclopincnt of 1,238,000,000

ltorscpowcr, which equals the work of ‘20,

000,000,000_.000 mcn.

Royal l'hclps Carroll will Icnvc New York

this wcck (1(‘t'0ililltllllt'tl by his twclvc-horsc

powcr I'nulutrd for a tour of scvvrnl months

in Italy, France and Spain.
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The White Delivery Wagon.

Just prior to the reliability contest last

October the White steam delivery wagon

made its first appearance. Almost immedi

ately two of these vehicles were started in

the famous run to Boston and return, and

the splendid showing they made is a mat

ter of history. If any doubt as to the prac

ticability of a vehicle of this sort had been

entertained to that time it was effectually

dispelled by this contest.
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Launched thus quietly, the vehicle has in

a short space of time demonstrated that it

is the equal of the regulation White car in

reliability and ctticiency. More than this

cannot be said.

This delchry wagon is intended particu

larly for the light retail trade, such as dry

goods, laundry, mail service and small

parcels of all kinds, the total of the load,

aside from the driver, not to eched 500

pounds.

The total weight of the wagon is 1,700

pounds. The carrying space in the body is

42 inches long by 44 inches in height by 32

inches in width, and its height is divided

in the centre by a rack, which can be re

moved if desired. The wheels are 30 inches

in diameter, and are fitted with 31,4; inch

clinches tires. The wheel base ll 6 feet 9

inches, the tread is 541/) inches. and the

total clearance from the dust caps on the

wheels is (it) inches. The car is 9 feet 6

inches in length over all.

The engine and steam generator in the car

are the same as in the regular White Stan

hope. the arrangement being diiIereut. the

engine being back of the generator. and is

the latest style of encased engine. All these

cars are equipped with condenser in order

to avoid any appearance of steam in the

crowded tratlic, where they are certain to

be used.

  

Glycerine to Prevent Freezing.

One part of glycerine to five parts of

water is a mixture that has a freezing point

of about 24 degrees Fahrenheit. and it would

seem a suitable one, provided no deleterious

action was established in the circulatory sys

tem by its use. In trial it has been found

to attack rubber tubes used to connect vari

ous pipes of the system, causing their fail

ure, but not to affect metal tubes.

While pure glycerine is decomposable by

beat, this mixture will be found stable at

any temperature short of the boiling point,

yet it must not be supposed that when a

glycerine solution has been put into the

cooling system it is only necessary to till it

up with pure water to uake up the loss

through evaporation. While it is true that

glycerine itself cannot be said to evaporate,

yet it is carried oi! in minute particles in

any steam which may be given off. There

fore, in the course of time, the proportion

of solution would so alter that the freezing

point would become higher, and unless more

glyceriuc were added to make up for losses

one might easily find the radiators frozen

after a little extra frost.

 

About Picric Acid.

Less than a year ago it was asserted that

picric ucid might knock gasoleue sky high,

since which time nothing has been heard of

it. Now a French chemist claims that five

parts of a saturated alcoholic solution of this

acid to ninety-five parts of gasoleue pro

duces an excellent working mixture, requir

ing considerably less air for its combus

tion and saving at least 30 per cent per

horsepower an' hour. Also that the result

ing exhaust is almost odorless. So gasolene

would still scent to be safe, as 5 per cent of

picric would not cut much figure any way.

Letts Explains Some Things.

W. M. Letts, of London, who sells Locomo

biles to contiding Englishmen. is in New

York for a short stay. but will return to

London in time for the show. Mr. Letts

offers the interesting statement that the

British are taking more kindly to American

machines and that there is plenty of room

there for good machines. He says that any

kind of a good machine will sell there, but

still he sold as many Locomoblles this year as

he did last. The chief demand in England

formerly was for French cars, but this, he

says, is now being changed and the Napier

is becoming the most popular, because of

S. F. Idge having won the Bennett Cup

with one.

(‘ouccrning the tale of the tubs told re

cently in The. Motor World, in which an

Englishman explained how ingeniously .\lr.

Letts avoided stops in the endurance contest

by having his carriage circle about tubs

while taking water. Mr. Letts said that it

“as all wrong. The. rules prohibited the use

of tubs. so he used pails, but they were not

set in a row along the. road, he said. Mr.

Letts took exception to the story, but did

not explain just how he did manage to get

a car through and get a certificate.

Lubrication in Cold Weather.

' l'yiiittleFoils-‘Fhich liavFiiJn—fohnduo

feed perfectly through drip feed lubricators

and their lcads during the warmer months

of the year will, in many cases. require to

be replaced by somewhat thinner oils when

the temperature is low. particularly if the

car is stored in a cold place and the oil tank

is so situated that it is not affected by the

heat radiated by the engine or water tank.

Cylinder oil. which, in use with drip feed

cylinder iubricators, dripped nicely at nine

to ten drops a minute in warm weather. will

only feed at half that speed in colder

weather. and it is necessary to use a thin

ucr variety. Automobile owners should look

to their lubricators and verify their action.

watch in band, now that the winter is here.

 

How They Help Fire Engines.

The boilers of the steam tire-engines used

in Hanover, Germany, while they are in the

stations are kept continuously heated-by gas.

The steam is maintained at a pressure of

nine pounds per square inch. On the engine

is a tank containing about twelve gallows of

methylated spirit connected with a cylinder

of liquid carbnic acid. _The pressure exer

cised by this drives the spirit into the fur

nace 0n the sounding of the fire alarm, and

in six minutes brings up the pressure of

steam to 84 pounds. Heating the furnace

during the run to the scene of the fire does

away with noise and smoke. Immediately

on arrival at the conflagration the ordinary

fuel is used to maintain the steam pressure.

For the Nice festivities next spring a

French concern, GobrorrBriilie, are said to

be building cars fitted with 100 horsepower

engines, four cylinders and eight pistons.
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is There Room [or her?

The feminine professional chauffeuse and

mecaniclenne—is there a field for her? Can

she be entrusted with the task of driving

and generally caring for the motor car of a

fellow woman with advantage to the latter

as well as herself?

These questions are brought up by the

plea. of an Englishwoman to be given a trial

in such a position.

Hitherto her family circumstances have

been easy and comfortable. She has driven

her father’s car during the past three years,

but his sudden death and the overwhelming

fact that they have long been “living above

their means” make it imperative for all

who are of an age to do so to turn out and

earn their own living.

“I have been trained to nothing which

would gain me a decent salary," she says,

‘but I understand our car through and

through, and if I could hear of a probable

post I would also try and get permission to

take a course of practical repair-doing at

some motor works.

“I have a natural taste and talent for

mechanics, and with a little more training

in the technical side of the car am sure that

I should make an excellent mecanicienne

and driver. I must live an outdoor lite, and

_ I do not see why a girl chauffeur should not

be as acceptable at a country house as a

girl gardener, many of whom find well-paid

employment. All the three years I have

driven the car I have never had one acci

dent, and I am ‘just as good as a man’ at

repairing tires."

Compression in High Altitude}.

A motor which shows a certain compres

sion at sea level will not. it carried to a

higher altitude, show so high a compression,

and the loss will increase with the height

above sea level to which it is carried. The

cause of this is obvious. Since the piston

displacement is constant, a full charge of

rarefied air. when compressed, will not reg~

ister as high a gauge pressure as would air

or greater density.

Since the spark ignites the mass of mixture

immediately surrounding it first, and the re

sultant flame must be propagated through

out the entire mass before complete ignition

takes place, an autoist suggests that sev

eral sparks occuring simultaneously at dif

ferent points in the explosion chamber would

be more ettectlve than anything yet devised,

especially in high speed motors.

 

rlis Idea of Price.

Being assed, “What do 'you consider a

moderate price for a car?" one maker is said

to have replied: “Any price is moderate for

a machine that will take you in one day

further than a pair of horses could pull you

in two days and will go back over the same

ground the next day, while your pair would

be in the bands of a veterinary surgeon.”
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WEARIED OF WATERING

Tried Using a Collapsible Pail and a a Syphon:

now Wants a Condenser.

“People advise me not to buy a steam car

on account of the bother of filling the water

tank so often," remarked a man who was

about to become an automobilist to 9. Motor

World representative, “but I can't see why

that should be sufficient objection.

"They tell me that it takes, roughly, a gal

lon of water for each mile travelled, and

that the water tank holds 25 gallons. Well,

that is sufficient for 25 miles running; or, if

you have to make a little allowance for the—

well, the optimism of the salesman—we will

say 20 miles. Now, why should there be

any great objection to that? You can't drive

a horse 20 miles without stopping to give

him water and other things as well. And

it is not often that you will want to drive

more than 20 miles without stopping for

something; and if you do stop what trouble

is it to put in some water?"

Fortified by these self-directed arguments,

the speaker bought his steam car. For

a while he was taken up with the task of

mastering the control of the car and of ac

quiring a fair knowledge of its construction,

and so did not take any long runs.

When the _period of his novitiate had

passed, he approached the water filling task

with enthusiasm. A collapsible pail was

carried and used to transfer the water from

the trough or other recepticle to the water

tank. By and by this became a little bother

some, and he invested in a rubber hose and

syphon. This was found a great improve

ment, as the water ran into the tank itself

after the arrangement had once been con

nected and started. But it was rather a

slow process, and by and by the autoist came

to the conclusion that the hose was too small

in diameter, so he got a bigger one, with

the result that there was some improve

ment.

Meeting him the other day, the Motor

\Vorld man brought the conversation around

to the water filling point.

“Do you know," the autoist confided, "this

water matter is about the worst thing in

connection with the steam cm'. In fact, it

is a confounded nuisance, especially in cold

weather. I am looking into the matter of

condensers, and if one can be fitted to my

car I think I shall try it."

Have a new Carburetter.

Homan 8:. Shulz, agents for the dapper

Northern, at No. 34 West Thirty-eighth

street, New York. have brought out a now

carburettor for light cars, which looks more

than good. Commendable enterprise on the

part of the agents is shown by their will

ingness, when it is desired, to put their new

invention on the Northern cars without extra

charge.

Goggles for Town and Country Use.

Much fun has been poked at goggled auto

mobllists, who are frequently accused of us

ing eye-protectors because they like to make

themselve conspicuous. Particularly is this

true when in cities. As a matter of fact, the

eyes need more protection in town than in

the country. In town the dust is unwhole

some and chemically injurious, and his dust

is kept in perpetual circulation by the traf

fic; but in the country the dust (when there

is any) is left behind, and a journey can be

made without the use of glasses, until al

most in town, when it is found that the eyes

begin to “smart.” Without goggles the eyes

"run" continuously, and at the close of a

long ride, and for several days afterward,

grit is found exuding from the corners of

the eyes, especially in the mornings, on

awakening from sleep. The wearing of the

glasses a portion of the day and then omit

ting to put them on might cause neuralgia,

and therefore if one can travel safely with

out their absence causing inconvenience it

would certainly be an advantage.

Carbonization of Lubricating Oils.

The question as to what the tendency of

'gas engine oil to carbonize should be attrib

uted is an exceedingly difficult one, and sug

gests a prior question, viz., whether the car

bon found in gas engines proceeds from the

fuel (gas, oil or gasolene,) or from the lubri

cant. In the case of a gas engine the rela

tions of gas and of lubricating oil used, gas

being reduced to actual weight in accord

ance with its known specific gravity, are

about 96 to 97 per cent of gas against the

oalance in lubricating oil. Analysis shows

that the composition of town gas, or of gases

from mineral oil or from spirit, closely ap

proximate one another, viz., hydrogen, say

84 per cent, carbon about 16 per cent; and,

on this assumption, it seems not unfair to

suppose that the bulk of the carbonaceous

deposits which are found in gas and oil en

gines is due to the fuel rather than to the

lubricant. ~

To Discuss Debased AlcohoL

Many applications are being received for

permission to take part in the forthcoming

International Congress at the Paris Auto

mobile Salon on the “Uses of Debased Al

cohol." The chairman of the organizing

committee calls the attention of applicants

to the necessity of specifying the section in

which they desire to be placed, viz.: automo

biles, fixed motors, physics, chemistry and

economical questions.

But it is the Proudest Moment?

“When a man has lain on his back on the

ground under an automobile and has been

thumping pipes and tightening clutches,

with the oil, grease and water trickling

down his neck, and he gets into the ma

chine, if it goes it is the proudest and hap

piest moment that can come to any human

being.” is the way Frank Miller, a member

of the Automobile Club of Bridgeport, Conn.,

sums the matter up.

CAN’T ABIDE CRANKS

User of Gasolene oar Sight for a Substitute for

Them in Starting.

“After all it is the little things that count."

remarked a man actively identified with the

manufacturing end of the industry. “A little

defect or shortcoming will frequently irri

tate more than a broken shaft, :1 smashed

wheel or some other serious trouble.

“To my mind the starting mechanism 01‘

n gasolene car is about the most indefensible

thing about it.

and wind up the machine every time you

To have to get out a crank

start is an infernal nuisance. Not even the

lnsignificance of the mechanism redeems it.

In the perfect car, the car of the future, it.

will have no place. Some one will come

forward with a device that will make the

That

I feel as certain of as I do that the gas en

stnrting as easy as pressing a button.

gine of that same future will be infinitely

more flexible and controllable than it is at

present.

“It positively makes me sick every time

I have to turn the crank. It is the work

of only a few seconds, of course. and when

the knack is acquired there is no trouble to

get explosions .nslde of half a dozen turns.

But it is distasteful to me to think that every

time that engine has to be started the crank

turning process is necessary."

 

Phenomena of Ignition.

Referrlhg to the temperature at which

gasolene, vapor and air would ignite, the

following phenomena is observable: 1st.

Failure of gasolene vapor and air to ignite

at even partial red heat. 2d. Ignition of

lubricating oil under similar conditions. 3d.

Automatic ignition of petrol charges in wa

ter-cooled motors at comparatively low tem

perature.

The conclusion to which these phenomena

point is, that the automatic ignition of gaso—

lcne charge is due, not to compression or

temperatures attainable'under running con

cooled motors because the oil used has a

comparatively low flash point; and it occurs

in air-cooled motors at a'higher temperature

because the lubricant employed has a higher

flash point.

The arguments that ascribe premature ig

nition to the flashing or burning of the lubri

cant, might be countered by ascribing it to

incandescent carbon in the cylinder or ports.

it is quite possible that this also may be a

cause of pre-ignition. But it does not fully

meet the case. 'As incandescence would be

continuous, it should also lead to continuous

pro-ignition; it should make pre-ignition in

dependent of the amount of lubricant used.

but the reverse is the case; it should confine

premature explosion to cases where such

deposit is present, but this is not in accord

ance with fact.
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KHEIIIIM IIISIIIENE MIIIIIRS,_

IUIIIIYII IIIHYIINE IIIMPS,

HUIIIMIIBIIE HIIRNS

SEND FOR CATALOGUE AND PRICES.

A. H. FUNKE, 325 Broadway, lleerork
 

GOLD MEDAL WINNERS

HIGHEST A WARD.

oer

  

. - you buy. See report of

1\ w York~Boston Run.

AGENTS ASSIGNED IN UNUCCUPIED TERRITORY.

- 0011' AUTOMOBILE MFc. Co.,

83 Chambers Street. New York.

Better Not . .

have any ignition outfit

than to have a poor one.

WE MANUFAGTURE NOTHING

BUT THE BEST.

\VRITE F( )R CATAOGU E.

‘ AMERICAN fit COMPANY
W. SOMERVILLE, MASS.

 

  

 

Touring in Algieria.

There seems a likelihood of the automobile

becoming for pleasure purposes at least a

“ship of the desert." Some time ago an en

terprising French promoter of tours mapped

out a motor car “circuit” through the North

African States. Now, writing from Mus

tapha, in Algeria, to the president of the

Touring Club of France, M. Le Normand rle

la Fosse states that the project is in good

shape for being realized. The suggestion

originated with Baron de (lrawhez and the

“winter committee” of the French colony on

the southerly shores of the Mediterranean.

Already steps have been taken to secure the

patronage both of the French Automobile

and Touring Clubs. M. de la Fossestates

that the Prefect of Algiers has given a report

in favor of the “Circuit”; he is awaiting a

report from the Prefect of Oran. which has

been laid before M. de Maisonseul, the Pres

ident of the Court of Assizes. .\I. de la

Fosse has further entered into negotiations

for the chartering of a vessel that will suit

admirably for the transport of the tourists

and their cars. This was the greatest diffi

culty to be overcome. If the “Circuit” is duly

authoized on both sides of the Mediterra

nean M. de la Fosse believes that numerous

tourists and constructors will respond to the

appeal for support. The advent of the auto

mobile in the domain of the sons of Ishmael

Is one which will cause many of the gray

heared Arab sheiks to open their eyes with

wonder.

To Help Steamers Start.

Should an engine prove refractory in start

lng in cold weather, gasolene squirted into

the cylinders very often overcomes the dif

ficulty: or, if the mixing chamber has a re

movable top with a cone, warming up the

colic will nearly always effect a ready start.

 

THE AUTUGAS
DRY BATTERIES.

80 per cent. more effl

c'ency than any other.

Standard Everywhere.

WM. ROCHE, 42 Vesey St., New York.

WUIIII WHEELS

Artillery or Bompress Band.

W. K. PRUIJDEN 8:. 00.,

408 Michigan Avenue,

LANSING, llIllCl-l.

ARTILLERY

W000

AUTOMDBILE

WHEELS.

ARTILLEliY

. \ STEEL

1 " AUTOMOBILE

; m WHEELS.

. _ o Drop Forged

Machined

Sleerlngiiorloes

STEEL RIMS for

both Wood and

Wire Wheels.

New Catalogue " E "

now ready.

I. i. YES'IOII 60.,
SYRACUSE, N Y.

IANESVILLE. N. Y.

  

[law S'rmnmu

WM'AS‘

Aschsntrus'Errr-mr
DRY BATTERY
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The Wuk'l Patents.

715,784. Puncture Healing Compound.

Lewis C. Grant, Cleveland, Ohio, and Nel

son B. Chester, Caldwell, N. J. Filed Au

'gust 15, 1902. Serial No. 119,785. (No speci

mens.)

Claim—A compound for the purpose de

scribed composed of asbestos, borax, mica

and cork, substantially as set forth.

715,954. Vibration Equalizing Support for

Motors. Adrien Bochet, Paris, France.

Filed March 23, 1901. Serial No. 52,501.

(No model.)

Claim—1. A motor vehicle having longi

tudinal frame members connected with the

axles thereof, transverse supports connected

with said frame member, a motor mounted

in said supports and adapted to swing later

ally, said motor being provided with later

ally arranged supplemental supports loosely

connected therewith and with springs which

are connected with the axle centrally there

of, substantially as shown and described.

716,081. Pneumatic Tire. Henry N. B.

Good, London, England. Filed March 17,

1902. Serial No. 98,574. (No model.)

Claim—1. In a pneumatic tire, the combi

nation with the outer flexible covering, of

an inner inflatable tube provided with a

plurality of slits, vaIVes inserted in said

slits and secured to the interior surface of

said tube, and means for closing said valves

for separating said inner tube into a plural

ity of inflated compartments.

716,065. Automobile. Joseph Ledwinga,

Chicago, Ill., assignor, by direct and mesne

assignments, to Imperial Electric Motor Co.,

Chicago, 111., a corporation of Illinoi. Filed

January 31, 19%. Serial No. 92,050. (No

model.)

Claim—1. In a vehicle, the combination

with one of the wheels thereof of a motor

member arranged at the inner end of the

wheel hub, means for mounting the motor

member so that it in effect forms a single

unitary structure with the wheel axle. and

a pivotal connection between said unitary

structure and the axle member, whereby the

motor member and wheel together can be

turned relatively to the axle member, sub

stantially as described.

716,076. Brake. Leo Melanowski, Cleve

land, Ohio, assignor to the Winton Motor

Carriage Co., a corporation of Ohio. Filed

June 6, 1902. Serial No. 110,525. (No

model.)

Claim—1. A brake of the character de

scribed, including a stationary member, a

brake band, a movable operating member

connected directly with one end of said

band, the opposite end of the band laterally

movably connected with said stationary

member, and a coacting surrounding brake

member.

716,083. Tire Repairing Compound and

Process of Preparing Same. Milton .\ic

Whorter, San Francisco, (3:11., assignor oi'

seven-tenths to James Uhler Hastings, Ed
ward McGary and l'sher IL. Davies, San

Francisco, Cal. Filed May 26, 1902. Serial

No. 109,077. (No specimens.)

Claim—1. A tire repairing compound eon

sistiug of a residue derived by distilling as

~ phaltic petroleum below 350 degrees Fahren

heit, of crude rubber and essential oil of

sassafras, substantially as herein described_

716,099. Tire for Motor Vehicles. Max

Polack, Waltershausen, Germany. Filed

June 9, 1%. Serial No. 110,942. (N0

model.)

Claim—1. A vehicle tire having a portion

of its sides constructed slightly convexo-con

cave in contour, the outer face of said con

vexo-concave portion adapted to straighten

when the tire is compressed.

716,113. Driving Mechanism of Motor

Cars. Albert Schmid, Havre, France. Filed

January 28, 1902. Serial No. 91,607. (No

model.)

Claim—Motor car driving mechanism com

prising an internal combustion engine, a

dynamo having a double wound armature

and driven by said engine, said dynamo hav

ing two commutators and two Sets of

brushes, a pair of electric motors connected

to the dynamo and arranged to drive the ve

hicle, and a controller arranged to change

the connections of the dynamo, substantially

as described.

716,168. Vehicle Brake. Augustus A. Ball,

jr., Lynn, Mass, assignor to Elihu Thomson,

Swampscott, Mass. Filed January 27, 1902.

Serial No. 91,299. (No model.)

Claim—1. In combination, a revolving ele

ment, a brake therefor, a motor which is sep

arate from the said element for applying the

brake,.a body of non-compressible fluid which

is independent of the motor for regulating

the setting of the brake, and a manually

actuated device by means of which the fluid

is controlled.

716,183. Steering Column for Automobiles.

Henry B. Brazier, Philadelphia, Pa. Filed

August 13, 1902. Serial No. 119,490. (No

model.)

Claim—1. In a steering column for ve

hicles, a standard or support, means for

operating the steering mechanism, means for

controlling the mechanism for changing the

speed of the vehicle, means for operating

the governor, means for controlling the cir

cuit breaker, and means longitudinally mov

ablc within the others for actuating the

alarm, said parts being arranged adjacent to

each other and freely movable with respect

to each other, and means for counterbalanc

ing the weight of the speed controlling

means.

716,314. Ignitcr for Hydrocarbon Engines.

\Villiam W. Tuck, Richmond Hill, and Au

gust Wassmanu, Astoria, N. 'Y., assignors

to Abbot Augustus Low, Brooklyn, N. Y.

Filed December 18, 1901. Serial No. 86,

356. (No model.)

Claim—1. The combination with the

ignition chamber of a gas engine, of an

ignition plate disposed centrally within said

chamber, with its outer edge substantially

concentric with the walls of said chamber

and having integral extensions passed

through insulated openings in the opposite

walls of said chamber, and electrical con

nections with the outer ends of said exten

sions. substantially as and for the purpose

specified.

716,143. Motor. Basil V. Szabo, Chicago,

Ill., assignor of two-thirds to Ferdinand

Siegel and Joseph' Alexander, Chicago, Ill.

l-‘iled March 5, 1901. Serial No. 49,833. (No

model.)

(‘laim—i. In a rotary motor, an axle or

shat't having two concentrically disposed

ilanges thereon, a drum eccentrically fixed

between said flanges, a cylinder inclosing the

space around the drum between the flanges

and having bearing on the shaft or axle out

side of the flanges. and movable plates held

against the surface of the drum and fitted

closely between said flanges.

A Fable and its Morals.

Once on a Time there were Two Young

Men, each of whom Bought an Automobile.

One Young Man, being of 3. Bold and Au

dacious nature, said:

“I will make my Machine go so Fast that

I will break all Previous Records."

Accordingly, he did So, and be Flew

through the Small Towns like a Red Dragon

Pursuing his Prey.

Unheeding all Obstacles in his Mad Career.

his Automobile ran into a Wall of Rock, and

was dashed to Pieces. Also, the young Man

was killed.

The Other Young Man, being of a Tim

orous and Careful Disposition, started oi!

with great Caution, and Rode at a Slow

Pace. pausing now and then Lest he might

Run into Something.

The Result was that 'l‘wo Automobiles and

an Ice Wagon ran into him from behind,

spoiling his Car and Killing the Cautious

Young Man. ‘

Morals: This Fable teaches Us, The More

Haste the Less Speed, and Delays are Dan

gerous—Carolyn Wells, in Smart Set.

"Chauffeur" too Much for Berry.

The word “chauffeur” has aroused the ire

of Alderman Berry, of Kansas City, Mo. It

is too “Frenchy” to suit him. In a discussion

of an ordinance pending before the board of

which he is a member the belligerent law

maker wanted an amendment to the ordi

nance designating the operators of the ma

chines as “gripmen.”

"That is something easy." said Berry, "and

hasn't got any frills to it."

 

ACME
llnePiece

iuinmohile Engines

ESPECIALLY

ADAPTED FOR

REPLACEMEN TS.

Acme Engines are all they ought

to be and a little more.

Prompt Deliveries .

If you are interested, bettei

WT“: US.

Ilochoslar Mauiilne Tool Wort:

Rochester. N. Y.

LOCKE REGULATOR CO.
Manufacturers of the ianious

LUGKE WATER LEVEL REGU ATOR,

Engnos. Boilers, Burners, Klingar Gauges. Eic., Etc.

Sand for Catalogue "C" ( 1903 Edition.)

100KB REGULATOR 00., Salem, Mass, U.S.A.

N900mmM0%.?

Q
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STEARNS BARS ARE WUBTH

MUBE THAN THEY 008T.
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Baldwin Automobile Detachable Chain Go.

WORCBTER, MASS.
  

PATENTED DEC. :8, 1900.

BALDWIN CHAINS
ate the standard for

SIZE, WORKMANSHIP and FINISH

TEMotor de

,- P’
, .

Luxe

8 H.P.

4 CYLINDERS.

 

  

Especially

adapted to

Heavy

Ton n ea us.

MOTOR VEHICLE POWER CO.,

123l Spring Garden Street. PHILADELPHIA.

JENKINS & BARKER
Succassolts To CHAS. L. BURDETT

  

 

50 State St., HARTFORD, CONN.

Patents and

Patent causes

AUTOMOBILE PATENTS A SPEOIALTY

CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED

YOU ‘OAN DO YOUR OWN REPAIRING.

‘ will do all our work.

‘ Swings to inches: 25

‘ . inches between centers

v or longer Equipped

‘ with Face Plate, Cen

ters, Change Ge arl.

Price: gualrd an application.

  

DeDion Bouton & Co.

PARIS, FRANCE.

Standard Gasoline Motors and

Automobiles of the World.

De Dion Motors are used by leading manufacturers all over

the world.

THE TRADE SUPPLIED.

Address all communications to

K. A. SKINNER,

Sole United States Agent,

I19 Clarendon 5L, (near Boylston) BOSTON, MASS.

'"i lilHllSS rrruourlrl
40A

 

  

New Features and is upto-date.

Made in all sizes from runabouts to

transfer wagons.

We are manufacturers of everything for

automobiles. Sn CA TALOGUE.

NEUSTAOT-PERRY O “mmsw‘mhs‘”
q ST. LOUIS, O. 8. A.

  

 

Seamless Steel,

BOILER SHELLS,

PRESSURE FQESEIQVOIRSI

  

GASOLEIIE TANKS

STEEL SHAPES STAMPED OR DRAWN.

 

F. FRASSE CO.,38 Cortland Sh, NewYork
IANNEY, STEINMETZ 8t 00., Philadelphia.

 

 

 

Member 0! the

National Association

of Automobile

Manufacturers.

I I3 5 BROADWAY. NY.

TH E DOW

rs THE BEST BY EVERY TEST; Hm, ,- gm
FOR PRICEQ AND PARTICULARS WRITETO

THE DOW PORT. ELECT. CO.

BIB TREMONT ST. BOSTON. MASS.

St. Louis, Mo.

I9 LA SALLE ST CHICAGO.

l1 l3 FILLERY‘ST. PHILADELPHIA, PA.

The Tires

on an automobile either

increase or retard its

speed. Resilient tires

give additional power

and greater mileage.

G & J Detachable Tires

have been proven the speedielt of

all vehicle tires, and they wear

longest. Descriptive Catalog and

full information on request.

GoJIlnnCo.
INDIANAPOLIS, IND.

 

  

  

 

 

_>, LEATHER

Isa Automobrle

- Coat.
I Finest quality black leather, lined withi ‘ anncl, $8.00 each.

Leather Trousers, Gaps, Gloves, elo.

lmporletl Goggles, Horns, Spark Plugs, elo.

Catalogue mailed on request.

THE LARGEST AUTOMOBILE SUPPLY

HOUSE IN AMERICA.

CHAS. E. MILLER. 97-99-101 Reade St.. New York Oily.

  

 

 

EEP the auto up to

the top notch of

speed and ease of

running by using Dixon’s

Graphitoleo. Ask for a

free sample and booklet 83

about it.

JOSEPH DIXON CRUCIBLE COMPANY,

JIRSBY Ct'rv.

 
 

 

  

 

OYKE No. I AUTO PUMP
is made of brasl, has a handle which

is not in the way and a hook Ior keep

ing the tubing in place. It is guar

anteed. $3.5 ,o

No. 2 REPAIRMAN PUMP
is perfect. ‘ I 2.00.

A. L. OYKE, - I402 Pine SL,

ST. LOUIS.

Ior Catnlo e.
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Do You Want Satisfaction?

. The boiler proposition we have to ofl'er will

" give it to you. Our boilers will cause you no

' trouble.

'I‘H EY ARE THE BESTI THE PRICE

IS RIGHT! I

See our exhibit at Chas. E. Miller’s s cea, 46,

47, 48, 4g, 50 and 5!, at the Automobt e Show,

Madison Square Garden, January next.

STEAM OMRIAGE BOILER 00.. - 0stego,N. Y.

Improve Your Circulation

IV USING

THE LUBEE PUMP
Increases and gives a podtive cir

culan'on to the coolin water for all

Gasoline Motors. ample. Cheap

Durable. Efficient. easy to apply.

Benton trial to responsible parties.

Lobce Punp & Machinery 00.

120-136 Terrace Buffalo, N. Y.

MUNUGRAM UILS nun GREASES
SPICIALLV ADAPTID FOR

AUTOMOBILE LUBRIOATION
WRITE FOR CATALOGUE AND PRICE LIST.

Oolumbia Lubricants Co., 22 Hurling Slip, New York.

GROUT srcnrn cnns

ARE NEVER STALLED.

That Is the klnd to buy.

GROUT BR08., Orange, Mass.

  

  

\‘ ~wc .

’ Tag.

lads It the SPLITDORF LABORATORY

' Established 1868. '

O.F.8PLITOORF, I7 Vandewater St.,N.Y. I

@
Ewe

  

 

  

FOLLOW THE FLAG

Detroit To Fast Trains

Chicago Through

Kansas City 6:8 mm

“mm Free Reclining

And the West Chair Cars

THE ONLY LINE RUNNING FREE REOLINING CHAIR CARS

BETWEEN NEW YORK MID CHICAGO.

FAMOUS “ CONTINENTAL LIMITED," leaves New

York foot of Franklin Street at 1.15 p. m., foot of West 41d

Street 1.45 p. m., arrives Detroit 7.30 a m., Chicago 3.30 p. m.

St. Louis 7.:5 p. m., Kansas City 7 is second morning.

" LACKAWANNA LIMITED," leaves New York oot of

Barclay or Christopher Street: at loan a. m., arrives Detroit

a.oo a. m., Chicago 10.50 a. m.. St. Louis 1.00 p. m., Kansas

City 9.30 p. rn. next day.

“ ONTARIO & WESTERN EXPRESS," leaves New

York loot of Franklin Street at 5.40 p. m., foot of West 41d

Street 6.00 p. m., arrives Detroit 1.05 p. m., Chicago 9.30 p. m.

Alao trains caving at 1.00 a. m., LOO p. in. Jan p. m., 7.45 p. m.

For information in regard to ra‘es, etc., apply to

HEW,

General Eaahtn Agent,

387 Broadway, New York.

 

more one run SALE.
15 cents perline of seven words, cash with order.

 

UTOMOBILES bought, sold and exchanged.

C. A. COEY & CO., 5311 Cottage Grove Ave.,

Chicago, Ill.
 

ANTED —- By a well known Automobile

Tire Manufacturer a good salesman. Only

those familiar with the trade need apply. Address

A. B. C., care of Motor World.
 

E have second-hand Toledos, Mobiles, Loco

mobiles, Steam ;—Columbia, \Vaverly, and

Woods, Electrics ;—Haynes-Apperson, Olds, Ram

blers, Fournier-Searchmonts, and Columbias, Gas

olene ;—at prices that must sell them—from $200.

up—write for descriptions and photographs. MISS

ISSIPPI VALLEY AU TOMOBILE CO., 3935

37-39 Olive Street, St. Louis, Mo.

FOR SALE or exchange. One three seated

steam auto in A 1 condition. Will sell cheap,

or exchange for Oldsmoblle. W. H. DAVEY

Niagara Falls N. Y.
 

AUTOMOBILE— Toledo steam carriage 1902

Model;in use three months; can be seen

and tested any afternoon except Thursday. THE

PETER BREII)T CITY BREWERY CO.,

Elizabeth, N. J.

AUTOMOBILE STORAGE.

We are thoroughly equipped for the proper

storage and care of all classes of Motor Vehicles.

We have special features which will interest and

benefit owners. Inspection Invited.

METROPOLITAN MOTOR CAR CO.,

l54 E. 57th St., New York.

Telephone 3473-38th St.

J. A. SCOTT MOTOR WORKS,

2t lO-l2-l4 Wnshlngton Ave.,

51. LOUIS, MO.

Are building for the Automobile Trade the following eiaes

and styles of Gasolene Englngp, Single Cylinder

“4%. Double Opposed Horizontal, five sizes, 6,8. 10,", 15

h . Double Cylinder Vertical, 3 sizes, 6, 8, 15 h. p. Four

Cy inder Upright,4 sizes, 1:, 18,2130 h. p.

Write and tell us your wants. Remember that the quality

will remain long after the price is forgotten.

$550fiabz'le
Special Circular, giving Improvements.

THE Moerus Uomnnnv or AMERIOA,

TARRVTOWN-ON-HUDSON, N. Y.

., AcmeSatcty SteamThrottleValve

 

 

 

  

,1 Steam sup lied gradually—Shuts 06 at either end of

7'1": lever orward or backward—No wron way—

i;- Can be removed and reground wit out
  

disconnecting any pipe.

iii- CAN BEAPPLIEDTO ANY STEAM VEHICLE.

" Write for descriptive circular.

NOLTE BRASS CO., Springfield, 0.

Patentees and Sole Manufacturers.

OENTURY MOTOR VEHICLE BU.
Steam Electric or .

and Iiasolene ALTOmObl I85,

svnacuse, u, v,

THE [UlilllllllllllE [iflllIPlllIY

OF AMERICA

7 East 42d Street, NEW YORK.

Anne] eonas ndenee may be addressed to New York

ce or nearest Branch Ofllce.

 

 

  

 

33’ SIMMONS @l

STEAM CARRIAGE

SPECIALTIES.
Attractive catalogue sent upon application.

"0 Centre Street. New York City.

SMITH 6r. MABLEY,

3| 3-3l 5 Seventh Ave., New York,

AUTOMOBILES.

II'ORTIIO

PANl-IARD. RENAULT.
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MALTBY

POWER AIR PUMP

MALTBY AUTOMOBILE

and MANUFACTURING Co.

to CLINTON St BROOKLYNNY

AUTOMOBILES
STEAM, GASOLENI AND

ELECTRIC,

BOUOIIT, SOLO, EXOIIANOEO, STOREO

REPAIREO IINO RENTED.

  

 

  

 

Accessories of all kinds furnished. Expert repaian coe

stantly on duty. Bargains in slightly used automobiles, steal.

gasolene and electric, constantly on hand.

rAgents for all prominent makes of vehicles.

 

III'T'OIOBLE EXCHANGE AND STORAGE OIL,

ISO 135, 137 and 139 II. 38th St. III YORK.

Two doors from Broadway.

 

Get a Good

Night’s Rest
THIS ALWAYS ASSURED

When you use the

Compartment Sleeping Bars

CINCINNATI-to OHIOAOO

C H 8!. D '"d Monon

A room to yourself.

Regulate the heat, light

and ventilation to suit

your convenience.

Every necessary toilet

convience in your room.

Ask any ticket agent Ior train schedules,

or address

D. G Enwaans, P. T. H., Cincinnati, 0.
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Our new 20-horsc power model repre

sents more advantages than any other

high-grade car manufactured or sold in

America.

FRI-6135,; COMPLETE, $2,500.

  

$2 have branches in New York, Chicago,

Boston and Philadelphia. Agencies in Bal

timore, Binghamton, Builalo, Cincinnati,

Columbus, Dayton, Derby, Denver, Detroit,

Grand Rapids, Indianapolis, Keene, Lou An

geles, Louisville, Milwaukee, Minnnpolis,

New Haven, Omaha, Pittsburg, Providence,

Rochester, San Francisco, St. Louis, Syra

cuse, Toledo, Troy, Toronto and Wash

ington.

  

The. Winton

Motor Carriage

Company,

CLEVELAND, U. S. A.
 

 

Early Orders are Necessary

If you desire to possess a

.. CADILLAC ..
A look ought to tell you why

It’s as good as it looks and will sell for

$750.00. Complete with tonneau, $850.00.

The agent who doesn’t secure it NOW, is

apt to hie himself to the woodshed a little

later, and gently kick himself all over

rhe place. ' '

Will you be one of the unfortunates?

Now is the time to decide.

Cadillac Automobile Gnmuany,

Detroit, Mich.

WM. E. METZGER. Sales Manager.
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V The WHITE Steam Carriage

  

  

{it"in SAG-inn: Reliability Contest from New York to Boston fiir‘tttrn, arranged

by they'Automobile Club of America. three WHITE STEAM STANHOPES cover

the distance without stop or trouble of any kind—a perfect perlormange: ‘ ‘

utes from cold water, and once in motion is self-regulating. In touringgthe WMB will

make loo miles without adding a drop of water or fuel to the original supply.;"

Wri/(fprfilll [arlz'cularr including Prq‘. T/mrxton': report on our .rterrm general”,

anti the a tin! repay-l: of Irnfiorm n! (ml/train: tar/tests.

WHITE SEWING MACHINE CO.,

(AUTOMOBILE DEPARTMENT) CLEVELAND, OHIO.

11 Union film", New York, N. Y. 609 Main St., Buflilo, N. Y.

509 Tremont St., Benton, Mus. 390 Rose Bldg.,Cleveland.Ohio.

300 Post St., San Francisco, Cal. 4259 Olive St , St. Louis, Mo.

u Woodward Ave., Detroit, Mich. iyor Stout St., Denver, Colo.

5919 Centre Ave , East End, Pittsburg. Pa.

BANKERS BROTH ERS COMPANY, Cor. Vine and Broad Sts., Philadelphia. Pa.

WALTKR C. WIIITI, European Representatives,

:9 Pr ncea St., Westminster, London,"I-‘.ngland.

 

"l in ' AUTOMOBILE Tnonouone 4:?
- >

Tlu White Steam Genrrator is absolutely non-explosive, gives pleasure in five min» ~

 

 

AiLI'ITLE IIIOIIT OFF THE TOP

. IS

ALWAYS

FOR

THE

PACKARD’S PERFECT RECORD.
_ The Bluost Ribbon and the Best Certificate in all these Leading

Contests have gone to the PACKARD.

400 Miles New York-Rochester.

IOO Mlles Long Island. lOO Miles A. C. A.

IOO Miles Chicago. 500 Miles New York-Boston.

ASK THE MAY WHO OWNS ONE.

PACKARD moron OAR COMPANY
FOIMIILV OHIO AUTOMOBILE CO.

WARREN, OHIO.

NEW YORK, Geo. Ii. Adams, Hana er, 317 W. 59th St.

PHILADELPHIA, Wm. F. Ru olph, 30: N. Broad St.

BOSTON. H. B. SHA‘I'TUCK 8;. SUN, 23o Columbus Ave.

LHICAUO. Pardee & Company, 1404 Michigan Boulevard.

LOS ANGELES, Norman W. Church, 439 S. Main St.

SAN FRANCISCO, H. B. Lanalere. 18:4 Market St.

 

we are making the BEST proposition to OUYEDS

and AGENTS to interest them in the

GUARANTEED SUCCESS -

The American Gas‘ilmc

Automobile
 

§Best goes

' into* it’s

Any Man, Womim or Doy Can Drive It.

WHY NOT SEE ABOUT IT? GET CATALOGUE

i Tn: AMERICAN Moron CARRIAGE Co,

515-520 East Prospect Street, CLEVELAND, OI'IIO.

. DISTRIBUTORS:

PAR DEE & C0 . 14044406 Michigan Boulevard, Chicago, III.

C. A. DUERR. 136 Went 38th St., New York City.

ROSSI-JJ. IlRlSKO, :7 State St., Boston, Man.

(I. A. DUI-IRE,- Philadelphia Pa.

WM. RUDOLPH, W North Broad SL. Philadelphia, Pa.

 

  

HAT is what our

friends call it,

who have been

using Autocars and

who have visited our

factory. To meet the

constantly increasing ( v ‘

demand, we are du

plicating our present

capacity.

Catalogue and full Information from any of the following

DISTRIBUTING AGENTS;

A. G. SPAI.DI_N(; & BROS, 33 West4zd Street.

Pmumnu-u rA, Pm, BAN K ER BROS. CO., . Broad and Vitie Streets.

8 STUN, MAss.. H. B. SHAT'I‘UCR &' SON, 13o Columbus Ajenue.

WASHINGTON, D. C.. NATIONAL CA I'. AU'I'O. CO. i124 Connecticut Avenue.

PIT'rsnunu. PIL, BANKER BROS. CO., Baum and Benny Streets.

CHICAGO. In... F. P. II.LSI.E\'. :84 Waba-h Avenue.

DENVER, Cor... FELKER CYCLE CO., 1535 Tremont Street.

Los Aucnurs, CA L.. HEINEMAN & PRA'IT, 705 South Main Street.

TIIE AOTOCAR C Anni",

Nlm' Ynmt'. N. Y.
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Wh Od' At b'l S '1‘ th “IEI‘IOCMBtt
en r ermg an u omo le pecly e a ery.

EXIDE BATTERY DEPOTS FOR FURNISHING, CHARGING AND CARING FOR EXIDE BATTERIES:

NEW YORK HS West 18th Street. PHILADELPHIA, 250 North Broad Street. BUFFALO, 200 Pearl Street.

CHICAGO, 264 Michigan Boulevard. ST. LOUIS, 3937 Olive Street. DETROIT, lOI Woodwnrd Avenue.

PHILADELPHIA. -_

PHILADELPHIA, Allegheny Ave. and 19th 5!. NEW YORK, 100 Brondwey. BOSTON, 60 State St.CHICAGO, Marquette Building. BALTIMORE, Continental Trult Building, CLEVELAND, New England Building.

ST. LOUIS, Wainwright Building. SAN FRANCISCO, Nevadl Block. DETROIT. Michigan El. C0., i0] Woodward Ave.

HAVANA, CUBA. 0. F. Greenwood Mgr., 34 Empedrado St. _ ‘ “p

 

   

@MFRENCH AND AMERICN

AUTOMOBILES. '
SOLE DISTRIBUTING AGENTS FOR

Peugeot—Mnrs-Bntteraau.

 

 

  

Agents for

THE

ELEOTRIO

VEHIOLE OO.

  

' PEUGEOT
4 Oylinder Front.

BLUE RIBBON

WINNER

Long Island Endurance Test.

  

 

 

  

 
  

Tie Genital

Automobile 00.

|684 Broadway.

TELEPHONE;

596 COL

  

  
  

LIL . .____;.;_-ML-  

 
 

10-" P- PEUGEOT. 7‘  

Prompt Deliveries 0T

lO-H..P. OOTTEIIEAU

*"D ELEOTRIO VEIIIOLE

OOMPANY'S

ELEOTRIOS.

OPEN DAY AND NIGHT.
  

Prompt Deliveries of

5 AND 10 H. P.

PEUGEOT,

8AM) 15 H. P.

MODS.

  

  

LARGEST AND BEST EOUIPPED AUTOMOBILE DEPOT

iN THE UNITED STATES.

ALL KINDS OF FRENCH AUTOMOBILE PARTS KEPT IN STOCK.

ELEOTIIIOS OI'IAROED AND KEPT IN FIRST-GLASS OIIDEII.

  

 

 

  

 

WE ARE MANUFACTURERS OF THE

Standard Electric Motors

THAT ARE NOW USED ON ALL

THE MOST SUCCESSFUL ELEC

TRIC AUTOMOBILES in the country.

Our machine is the MOST EFFICIENT illld

PRACTICAL OF THEM ALL—as demon- .(

strated by hundreds of them in daily use all _

over the country. .
“25.: QEQA.’ m...

Converter for Charging Automobile Batteries lrum

Alternating Current.

TI'IE ELWELL=PARKER ELECTRIC C0.,

CLEVELAND, OHIO.

  

Ior ng

Automo II.

Baueneo in I

< Direct Currey
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TRADE MARK

  

THE ORIGINAL

AMERICAN r

CLINCHER av @

 

 

Our construction, our pattern

and our style oi rim are re

cognized as the standard by

all licensed makers of clincher

tires.

A pattern [or other manufac

turers.

A model automobile tire.

 

All repairs or adjustments made

at the iollm: ing branches, which

carry a lull and complete line of

standard sizes 0! tires and parts

constantly on hand:

THE D. P. GOODDICH COMDANY, New “‘“w'iiicm

 

1099 Broadway. I-H Lake Street.

BOSTON, PHILA?2ELP|:I|A ,

I57 Summer Street. 9 Are Street.AKRON RUBBER WODKS, m BUFFALO, DETROIT,

9 Vs . Huron Street. 80 E. Coner Street.

AKRON - - OHIO DENVER, SAN FRANZISCO,
r .

1444 Curtis Street. Oorhuu Rubber Co.
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AL. I

l0 other

  

Has a record Models,

of over 100 '
. all leaders In

miles over _ their class.

level City U" B TS

streets on B $:A:||: PIES,

one charge. 0

  

MODEL 50, SPECIAL.

The most powerful Electric Runabout on the Market. The best line for the

Agent. @atalogue upon application. Agents wanted in unoccupied territory.

NATIONAL MOTOR VEHICLE CO.,
(Formerly National Vehicle 00.,)

see us at Space 124 Madison Square Garden, January l7-24. 1400 East 221’ SL, Indianapolis, Ind.

“M

  

 

Wheel Insurance
MEANS

Weston=Mott Wheels.

GET WITH US.

  

Postal from you—information from us.

WIRE OR ARTILLERY WOOD.

 

  

WESTON=MOTT CO., Utica, New York.
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The 1903 Peerless Touring liar
A 110ch of Beauty! Strength !

Power and Durability!

Our Catalogues railed on request.

THE PEERLESS MOTOR BAR 00., Lisbon St., Cleveland, 0.

Banker Brothers Company—

Agents for Pennsylvania.

PITTSBURG — Baum and Iiealty

Sta, East End.

PHILADELPH IA—Broad and Vine

Streets

BAN KER BROTH ERS

COMPANY—

Agents for New York City, 50 West

J O H N G. LOVELL—Puadena, Cal

. ELLICOTT EVANS—84 White Bldg.

Buffalo, N.\'.

F. E. RAN BALL—245 Columbus

Ave., Boston, Mass, Agent for New

England.

CANADA CYCLE & MOTOR CO.

—34 Kin St.,Tomnto, O.

ROCH ES ER AUTOMOBILE CO.

cl St. and r4i-i West 38th 5!, , —i5o-r7o South Ave" Rochester, N. Y.

1.4%. SCHNEID‘ER—iS7—189 Jefier- l NATIONAL AUTOMOBILE ‘&

son Ave, Detroit .Mich. Ml' G. CO.—16 Fremont Street, San

A. C, BANKER—17 Plymouth Place, Francisco, Cal.

Chicago. Ill. ‘ ‘

  

 

IN ’I‘HE

New York-Boston-Ncw York Reliability Run

I‘IE

Darracq Car
WAS AWARDED THE

HILL TROPHY CUP.

{Rim-1'

MANUFACTURERS or

f 10 H. P. Combination Two and

[ Four Passenger Bar.

20 H. P. Touring Bar.

20 H. P. Lighl Delivery Bar.

Our Exhibit at the New York Show “in be found in the “Basement”

Space 4.

From a standpoint of Quauty our Exhibit should be lozated on the

i‘carden Roof." Come DOWN and see our Exhibit while attend'

ing the show, or write us for Catalogue and particulars.

“Address Department “ F.”

,.THE 'SHELBY moron OAR 00.,
SHELBY, OHIO

  

DARRACQ Limousms.

Darracq passengers did not have to walk.

The cars climbed all hills, including Foster and Spencer “ Terrors."

Darracq Cars hold more records than any other make in the world.

IRIAIEDIA'I‘E DIELI\YERY.

AMERICAN DARRACQ AUTOMOBILE CO.

F. A. LA ROCHE, Sales Manager,

652 Hudson Street' (Near 14th St. Sintion,gth Ave. “i.,") NEW YORK_

Artillery Wheels.

. __ ‘ We are now prepared to furnish these Hubs, Ball-Bearing and Key-Seated, for Automobiles

' weighing from 500 to 4,000 pounds.

Front Hubs are Bali-Bearing and are assembled on our well—known Steering Axles.

Rear Hubs furnished with Ball—Bmfings or Key-Seated.

  

   

 

 

ALL RACFS ARE GROUND IN POSITION

IN HUBS. CONES AND CONE SEATS

ON SPINDLI'B ARE GROUND TO GAUGE.

Hubs and Spindles are machined Right and Left.

WRITE US REGARDING YOUR REQUIREMENTS.

THE AMERICAN BALL-BEARING COMPA Cleveland,

9 0hio,U.S.A.
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Illllt

THE ‘ ” l

PLEASURES OF AUTOMOBILING '

WILL BE GREATLY ENHANCED BY THE USE OF

: HARTFORD or DUNLOP

" PNEUMATIC TIRES vThe ORIGINAL and “MODEL” TYPES of SINGLE. 1,?

AND DOUBLE TUBE TIRE coNSTRucTIoN-j;

. _ , _ . s g
Appreciating the fact that requirements vary as to Single Tube and Detachable Tire 4 ‘- ‘ ' 'l 1

Construction, we ofier the most reliable of both types— The Honest Standardsp ' - lV 1

THEY WERE BEST YEARS AGO. AND YEARS OF INTELLIGENTLY PERSISTENT; ‘

CAREFULLY DIRECTED EFFORT HAS MADE THEM BETTER TO-DAY.

  

  

 

  

l

Where Quali is desired—where Comfort, Durability, and Protection against Annoyances is wanted—V _

where All-’ro Satisfaction is demanded—the tires should be adopted. Let us prove th' 0 you by '

ed 'sending ‘you sign statements from some of 6 most prominent makers and users in t countryvan"

The Hartford Rubber Works Company, Hartford, Conn.

in.

D
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The Choice. of

1903.

 

 

cnce in the manufacture of Gasolene Motors.

Oldsmobile.

PRICE, $650.00.

 

SELLING AGENTS:

Oldsmobile Co., New York City, N. Y. F. W. Stockbridge, Paterson, N. J.

Nation-i Capitol Automobile Co., Washington, D. C.

Quaker City Automobile Co., Philadelphia, Pl.

H. B. Shuttuck A Son, Boston, Mass.

Bunker Bros. Co., Pittsburg, Ps.

Oldsmobile Co., Cleveland, Ohio.

Oldsmobile Co., (lithens Bros., Chicago, Ill.

George E. Hsnnsn, Denver, Colo.

Dsy Automobile Co., Kansas City, Mo.

Clsrk & Hawkins, Houston, Texas.

Hysiop Brothers, Toronto, Ont.

The Oldsmobile Co.-C. C. Moore Co.,

Fisher Automobile Co., lndisnspolis, Ind.

Olds Gasoline Engine Works, Omshs, Nob.

W. C. Jaynes Automobile Co., Buiislo, N. Y.

P. L. C. l'lortln Co., Pisiniield, N. J.

Autovehlclo Co., Newark, N. J.

John W. Chester Co., Nashville, Tenn.

A. F. Chose 6t Co., Minneapolis, Flinn.

J. E. Richard, Columbia, 5. C.

Oldsmobile 60.. Milwaukee, Wis.

WRITE FOR ILLUSTRATED BOOK T0

Mississippi Valley Automobile Co., St. Louis, Mo.

San Francisco, Csl.

OLDS MOTOR WORKS,J.A.£ZS A...

The Oldsmobile
Pioneer among Runabouts, perfected by 23 years’ practical experi

Flattcred by outward imitation, but so simply and strongly con

structed that infringements only serve to show the superiority of the

Rochester Automobile Co., Rochester, N. Y.

Sesger 6: Close, Tucson, Ariz.

F. E. Gilbert, Jacksonville, Fla.

Tcxss imp. d: I'ischlnery Co., Dsllss. Tex-s.

Abbott Cycle Co., New Orleans, Ll.

C H. Johnson, Atlsnts, (is.

Sutclifie 6: Co., Louisville, Ky.

Brown-Thompson 6’: Co , Hartford, Conn

l'lsson's Carriage “orks, Davenport, ls

Adams 6: Hart, Grand Rapids, Mich.

Kline Cycle 6: Auto Co , Harrisburg, Pa.

The Oldsmobile Co., Los Angeles, Cal.

Agency for Great Britain: THE OLDSMOBILE COMPANY OF GREAT BRITAIN, 100:: Queen Victoria St., LONDON, E C.

  

Detroit, Mich.
  



THE MOTOR WORLD.
A WEEKLY JOURNAL DEVOTED TO THE AUTOMOBILE

AND KINDRED INTERESTS.

  

Volume V. New York. U. S. A., Thursday, January 1, 1903. No. l4

 

WHITE SPRINGS A SENSATION IN STEAMERS

Departs Radically From Preconceived Notions and Produces a Car Looking so Like the

Gasolene Model as to Render Recognition Difficult—Rumor That One of

Them May be a Candidate for the

The traditional methods of steam vehicle

construction have beep swept aside in de

signing the 1903 White touring car, shown

herewith.

It bears not the slightest outward resem

blance to the White car that has become so

familiar during the last two years. Not a

vestige of the horse drawn vehicle remains,

\.
\I W" |_.,

The shaftless carriage, as some one dubbed

the average steam vehicle, has gone, and in

its place is a car designed on the most ap

proved European lines-a long, low car of

massive construction. honneted, artillery

wheeled, tonneau bodied—in short, a car of

the type that has commended itself by a

sort of survival of the fittest evolution‘to

(‘outlnental automobile makers as “the best

and highest form of the art.

The ear does not come altogether as a

surprise. It was known that the White peo

 

 

ple had something good up their sleeve,

ready to be shaken down at the proper time— -

that period just before the show, when the

automobile world is hungry for novelties.

It is fitted with a compound engine, gen

erating 10 horsepower, and placed in front

under the bonnet. The time tried semi

flash system of steam generating is, of

  

course, employed, and water and gasolene

tanks of ample capacity—holding fifteen

and ten gallons, respectively—are carried,

the use of the well known White condensers

doing away with any necessity for frequent

refilling of the former. The arrangement

of the tanks and other impedimenta is so

made, the bonnet in front especially conduc

ing to this end. that there are no'unsightly

protuberauces to mar the harmony of the

lines or be in the way.

The strength and stability of the mr are

Cup.

self-evident. It has a wheel base of 6 feet

8 inches, and a tread of 4 feet 8 inches, 30

inch artillery wheels and 4-inch tires. The

extreme width of the car is 5 feet, the ex

treme height 5 feet 2 inches, and the Weight,

with tanks filled, 1,650 pounds.

The car is designed to seat four passen

gers comfortably, the tonneau body being

of the roomy. high hacked. finely upholstered

type found on the best foreign cars.

The price of the touring car has been fixed

at $2,000.

A peculiar significance attaches to the ap

pearance of this new car at this time be

cause of a rumor which comes from a very

trustworthy source to the effect that the

White concern is at work on acar that will

be a candidate before the race committee of

the Automobile Club for selection as a com

petitor for the Bennett Cup,
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THE WINTON OF I903

Best ol the Famous Line of Cars—Its Many

Features of Interest.

 

 

A bigger, better and more powerful car,

a vast improvement over even the notable

touring car of the present season, must be

the verdict of any candid person who ex

amines the new \Vinton prodttctlon.

It has become an axiom with the cou

nolsseur that an excellent racing car makes

it has proved

no exception in thc \Vinton case.

an equally excellent road car.

Last summer, when the Cleveland concern

put forth the subsequently famous "Pup,"

it was known that that car was really the

result of the skill and “know how" pos

sessed by the Winton designers and work

men, exercised to produce a car that would

be the fitting successor of the touring car

then in the heydey of its successful career

—in short, a new and improved touring car.

The expectations tints formed of the car

were not disappointed. It proved itself to

be on the track what its builders hoped it

would be; and the improving proeese con

tinued and the car itself rounded into a

perfected road vehicle, it is now presented to

the public for its verdict.

Like the 1902 model, and yet strikingly dif

ferent in some respects, the car impresses

one at first ight us it marked step forward.

It is handsomer, roomier, better finished,

tnore powerful than its predecessor—n more

finished product in fact.

The motor develops 20 horsepower, irr

stead of 15'». as in the present car. it is the

double opposed, water cooled, standard Wilt

ton type. with cylinders cost frotu the best

grade of hard, gray iron. a superior metal

for gas engine construction. The top and

bottom covers of crank pit are cast alumi

num. so alloycd us to combine lightness and

present echcdlng strength.

The cranks are secure within this housing,

and as a consequence no oil frotn the motor

will leak away and drip upon pavement or

carriage house floors, nor is it possible for

dust to work in and do injury to motor bear

ings. The cl'tlllk case cover may be easily

removed to pcrrnit a ready inspection of in

tel-ior.

The connecting rods are of drop forged.

open hearth steel, with phosphor bronze

bushings, and the crank shaft is forged in

one piece from open hearth steel, and is

sufficiently heavy to withstand any service,

The accurately proportioned crnnk shaft

bcnrlngs are of phosphor bronze. Pistons

are ground to size with micrometer gauges.

and the boring of cylinders is accomplished

in the some manner. Piston rings are cut

before being turned to size, accomplished

by tho use of special fixtures, insuring an

cfl'cctlvc tend-even bearing throughout the

entire circumference. The air putnp con

necting rod is well secured to n log. cust

solid within the forward tuotor piston,

With the transmission employed nearly

all of the power generated is transmitted to

the driving wheels. The transmission gears

are contained within an oil tight and dust

proof case. Steel gears opcrnte against

bronze, and the steel gears are cut front dr0p

forged disks. The phosphor bearings are

very carefully made and accurately propor

tioned. The tllITt-t'entinl gear is of the spur

type, contained within an oil tight drum.

The driving chain rcprcscnts a threefold

increase in strength and durability. The

sides and rollers are made of best cold

rolled open hearth stock, the pins of nickel

steel.

The new ignition system possesses many

features of merit. It is simple and wonder

fully eflicient. Everything in the circuit is

protected from electrical losses titre to the

presence of moisture and oil. The car is

  

ferentlal gears are lncased and packed with

solid lubricant.

With a centrifugal circulating pump and

an ample system of radiation :1 minimum

amount of water is required. The water

ptnnp is driven by gear and its action is

positive.

The steering gear is not rigid beyond the

point of preventing shock upon the guide

wheels being communicated to the steering

wheel, or causing the car to deviate from

its proper cottrsc. It is a development of

the worm and segment principle. Steering

joints are of the bail and socket type, ad

justing themselves to all uneven road con

ditions. Steering post is of extra heavy

gouge one and one-quarter inch steel tub

ing. Aside from the base bearing it has a

strong support in the floor of car eight

inches from the base. Steering wheel is

j.

l

 

 

cquippcd with too sets of lntttcricsione be

ing hcld in reserve.

There is but one coil uscd and no vlln'ntor

to bother about. The contacts on tho cir

cuit hrcnkcr both lnovc and are st'lf-rlllgll

ing and adjusting. 'l‘lrc typc of spring used

in the brcztkcl' is such as to preclude possi

bility of brcnkrtgc. (‘onttn-ts arc so con

structcd as to givc ]I()l~illl\'t' results. Thcy

will free themselves of any foreign deposit

which. if permitted to be present. would

cuttsc trouble. .\ heavy glass dinl upon the

ln-eaker'box makes it possible to observe

the operation of contacts without removing

box cover.

The transmission gears are int-used and

rttn in an oil bath. For the motor there is

a reservoir beneath bonnet lid which is con

nct-tcd with the float distributing chamber

by a brass tube. The float chamber is cast

solid with crank pit cover. From the float

chamber are feed pipes cotmecting with the

several motor bearings. anti the reservoir is

so much higher than the float chamber that

the gravity force makes a pump unneces

.snry. The float regulation intent-cs an chn

iced of lubricant to the bent-lugs, 'l‘ltc dif

hcnvy brass armed. with a mahogany fin

ishcd laminated wood rim. Post is hinged

hour the top so that wheel may be swung

forward to permit easy entrance to oper

ator's sent.

The frnmc ls of double single and sheet steel

st-curelv rlvctcd. with substantial cross

braces. The Htt'ong iron box corner connec

tions insure perfcct rigidity to joints lllltlvl'

all conditions of strain. The front nch is

forged solid frotn one piece of best axle

steel, and the steering heads contain phos

phor bronze bushings, which give bearing

to the pivot axles. The front wheels are

conipped with double ball bearings. The

rem- axle is of the tubular tri-strut typc.

the live :txlc extending through from each

rcnr wheel to the differential gear at the

centre, where it is secured by means of a

key and pin. The live axle revolves in par

allel anti-friction roller bearings.

Semi-eliptic springs. both front and rear,

are employed. Each spring is six inches

longer titan those in 11er construction. They

are also wider, tnttch morc elastic and so

attached as to prevent shit“ ing upon the

thlt‘fi, Tests with those springs have shown
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them to be admirably adapted for the spe

cial service impoed. They are very power

ful, and at the same time so elastic as to in

sure maximum comfort in riding.

A special wheel. of the artillery type, is

used. The spokes and felloes are of best

grade second growth hickory, and metal

hubs are used. The steel clincher rim is

shrunk upon the felloe, but as a means of

additional security tire bolts are used at

each telloe joint.

In addition to the emergency brake there

are two others, one acting upon each drum

cast solid with the rear wheel hubs. These

hub band brakes are operated by a single

lever convenient to the left foot. This lever

works against a ratchet, which permits of

brake being set to hold car, forward or back,

on the steepest incline.

The muffler insures a silence in motor op

eration that is altogether pleasing. It is

equipped with a relief slide for use on track

when it is desirable to “cut out." This slide

is controlled by hand from the operator’s

eat.

All lumber in the body is air seasoned and

of first quality. The ash frame mounts

panels of poplar. These soft and hard

woods are mortised securely with glue and

screws. All outside joints are carefully

avoided. The bonnet, excepting the side

panels, is made of sheet aluminum. Front

seat is divided, the divisions being stilli

ciently wide to insure comfort. ‘

The tonneau is especially roomy, and will

comfortably seat three persons. Backs are

very high, and the top of door is flush with

the top line of the tonnean. A third seat

tits in the door space when door is closed.

The lines of both front and tonneau seats

are especially graceful.

 

Momles is Out.

Theo. F. .\lerseles, vice~president of the

international Motor Car Co., has resigned

that office. the resignation taking effect to

day. He intends to devote himself to a

wholly different line of business. (‘olonel

Albert A. Pope is now president of the colli

pany. although .\. E. Schaat'. the former

head. continues in control of the factory at

'l‘oiedo.

Date oi N. A. A. M. Annual Meeting.

The annual dinner of the National Associ

ation of Automobile .\lauufacturers will be

held on Friday night. January 23. at the

\\'aldorf-.\storia. The annual lileetillg and

election will be on Saturday l’orenoon, .ian

uary 24, at Madison Square Garden.

Contraction in Canada.

Report has it that the. (‘anada (‘ycle and

Motor (‘0.. of Toronto, is to absorb the (.‘a

l-adiaa .\lotors, Limited, also of that city.

The latter named company does a consider

able business in electric vehicles and stor

age batteries.

.\ local show for Indianapolis, lad, is be

ing talked of among the makers and dealers

tin-re. So far it'has not got beyond the talk

ing stage.

HERE'S THE GENERAL

Designed for the Man of Modest Means and

Seems a Bargain at its Price.

From Cleveland, Ohio, that beehive of an

tomobile industry, there came a short time

ago another of that class of medium priced,

pleasingly designed and well constructed

gasoiene cars that have done so much to

make. automobiling a popular pastime for

people not millionaires, to wit, the General

automobile, formerly known as the Cleve

land, and-the product of the General Aut0~

mobile 8: Mfg. Co.

A roomy, comfortable, four passenger ve

hic'le. the General car here illustrated, is

propelled by a double cylinder horizontal

ignition is by jump spark and batteries.

The weight of the carriage equipped with

fenders, tools and all necessaries is approx

imately 1,100 pounds. The body is finished

in seventeen coats of paint in either royal

blue. automobile red, maroon or black. The

trimmings are brass or nickel plated. The

seats are upholstered in the best hand

bul'l’ed leather in red or black, tufted or

French style, to suit the purchaser. The

price of the car is $900.

J  

Electric Vehicle's new Depot.

The entire building at No. 134 to 138 West"

'l'hlrty-ninth street, this city, will be occu

pied by the Electric Vehicle Co. as a New

‘ York branch as soon as the work of fitting

up can be accomplished. It is expected that

it will be ready by January 17, the opening

day of the automobile show.

The building, which is just a few doors

  

engine, with 4-inch bore and lyrinch stroke.

giving 8 horsepower. The cylinders are

opposed, and so perfectly balanced there is

practically no vibration. The. transmission

is direct for the high speed, with an adapta

tion of the sun and planet system for the

slow speed. There are twu speeds forward

and one reverse. both of the former being

controlled by one lever. 01] the slow speed

the car will average a speed of from four

to twelve miles an hour. and from fifteen

to thirty on the high speed.

The steering is by wheel or side levcr.

The running gear is of the reachless pat

tern, with 72-inch wheel base and standard

thread. Four 28-inch artillery wheels are

titted with 34inch clincher tires, and are

equipped with roller bearings.

The oiling is accomplished by use of a

mechanical force feed iubricator, which

gives the proper amount of oil at all times.

All the gears are run in oil baths, and re

quire no attention cXcept an occasional re

newal of oil. The power is transmitted by

a roller chain to spur equalizing gear on the

rear axle. The water is cooled by a radi

ator in front, and the circulation is secured

by a Brown 8; Sharp torce pump. The

west of Broadway, has a frontage of 75

feet and a depth of \100 feet. it is an ideal

building for the purpose. being one story

in height, with immense windows and an im

posing entrance. It will be handsomely fit

ted up, and a full stock of Columbia ve

hielcs will be installed. There will be ac

commodations for nearly 100 of the latter.

Gasmobile Creditors get 10 Percent.

('reditors of the Automobile (flab of Amer

ica. Marlon, N. .i., will get a 10 per cent

dividend as a sort of New Year’s gilt.

Vice-Chancellor Stevens signed an order

on Monday allowing Henry (‘. Cryder, re.

ceiver ot‘ the company. to pay a dividend of

iii per cent to all creditors of the corpora

tion. The report of the receiver up to date

was offered for conlirmation. it showed a

total of lid-3.000 cash in hand. -

Sherrerd Depue. counsel for some credit

ors, agreed to the dividend proposition, but

he opposed the confirmation of the receiver's

report. The court adjourned the latter phase

of the matter for one week.

The gathering of chain makers in Cleve

land. Ohio, as noted in these columns last

week. did not take place for nothing. It

was inuaediatciy followed by an advance In

price. ‘

JL
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If you know a good Runabout

. whcn you see onc

you’ll probably agree with every

olhcr good judge in pronouncing

~ nNOI‘IhfiI'n
' ' ' . . the iinest on the Market.

Designed Righl, Built Right, Runs Right, and is All Right.

See it at the Madison Square Garden Show, Spaces 19, 20, 2]. 22.

NORTHERN MANUFACTURING 00., Detroit, Mich.
HOMAN & S ULZ, tooth St. and Broadway, also 38(h St. and Broadww, N:w York, N. Y ALVAN T. FULLER, 243 Columbus Ave., Boston.

AGENTS: P. DESMAR & c ., Bristol. Conn. BANKER BROTHERS COMPANY. Philadelphia. Pa. R. v. CONNERAT, Savannah, 0

OHIO MOTOR CAR C ,317 Huron SL, Cleveland. Ohio. NATIONAL AUTOMOBILE & MANUFACTURERS CO., 26 Fremont St, San Francisco, L l

FRANK P. lLLSLEY, 284 Wabaah Avenue, Chicago, lll.

Mass.

3.
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Why Use aTire llriginally Intended icra Bicycle? l

THE DOUBLE TUBE

lickelachable Vehicle Tire

MO---”

IS THE RESULT OF AUTDMDBILE EXPERIENDE

AND MEETS EVERY DEMAND.

Fisk Rahber Company,

Write for Cataloaue “ H." CHICOPEE FALLS,MASS
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NEW YORK, JANUARY 1, 1903.

The Year.

“If drunk with sight of power, we loose wild

tongues. .

Lest we forget, lest we forget.“

It is one of the customs of convcntionality

  

that is wholesome to pause before tearing

away the last sheet of the calendar and con

sider the- retrospect.

The small boy on his birthday feels his

muscle, squares his shoulders, stretches to

his fullest height and revels in thoughts of

how big and strong he is. He is proud to be

nhlc on and after that day to say, "I’m ten,

going on 'lr-vcli." and his mind is aglow with

fanciful pictures of the great things he will

do when he is a man. How like is the birth

day spirit of the small boy to that of a

youthful industry, such time as it completes

a calender year, and, vaunting its rapid

growth, steps forward with new models in

a confidence almost arrogant. The automo

bilc industry of America is yet in its ado

lescence. It has grown remarkably fast,

but it has not reached the adult plane. Like

the growing boy, it is swollen with pride

because of its growth, and is looking for

ward to swooping conquests. Beyond this

the comparison fails, for the youthful indus

try has some adult attributes of mind that

the boy has not. It is not possible for the

boy to rise in philosophy above his conceit

and reflcct upon how much bigger and

stronger he might have been at the year’s

end it there lay behind him less of wasted

opportunity. He cannot estimate the sig

nificance of his shortcomings and make the

appreciation of them a profit to him in the

future. The old head of the infant industry

can do this.

During 1902 giant strides of progress have

been made in automobile sport and manu

facture in the United States.

ple reason for the producers of motor cars

and for those interested in the sport to be

proud of what has been achieved. On the

threshold of the new year the country

There is am

stands a challenger in the competitive mar

ket of the world. American cars are being

forced into the markets of foreign nations,

and we are about to send three homemade

cars to champion the country’s claims in

contesting against an open field for the

trophy which

tional supremacy.

is emblematic of interna

Establishcd manufact

improved upon their

products, and new makers have sprung up

urers have greatly

with newer designs, and we are on the eve

of an exposition at which all the improve

ments will be shown and the progress made

will be vividly presented.

During the last year there have been many

performances in the line of sport also which

are causes for just pride. 0n track and road

the records for all classes of cars, except

the heavy gasolene type, have been re—

duced, and, in view of certain track perform

ances, it seems probable that lack of oppor

tunity for road contests is the single thing

that has prevented the straightaway record

for heavy gasolene cars from being held

by a vehicle of American make. Contests to

demonstrate reliability have returned re

sults not simply gratifying, but so excellent

as to be surprising to all engaged.

Yet in the contemplation of all that has

been accomplished, and of the radiant pros

pect, it is well not to "loose wild tongues"

of boasting. It is better to reflect upon the

advantages that were offered and wasted

and to consider how much is still lacking

and still to be achieved; better to recall how

much more might have been made of the

opportunities—“lest we forget."

American automobile manufacture began

with its European preceptor oiIering it live

years of practical expcrlence us an example.

it is the American way to overtake and out

strip its preceptors, but this has not yet

been the case in automobile production. No

doubt it will yet be done, for while we are

slow in getting under way, we gather head

way most rapidly, and take the lead going

into the stretch. But what a waste there

has been! If in humble spirit all the teach

ings of what Europe had learned had been

accepted, how much greater progress there

might have been.' The domestic manuifnct~

urer has little more than just begun to be

receptive of teaching. There is many a note

in the trade that does not ring true.

Most of the faultiness of American prod

uct is due not to inability or lack of resource,

The

American habit of mind is to approach a

goal by bounds. The essential truth of the

motto, "The more haste the less speed,"

has not been learned. Laboring feverishly

with a plethora of ideas, the mechanic tin

ishes imperfectly because of the impatiencc

to follow out some new thought. There is

such a thing as too much originality and too

much faith in the soundness of one’s own

inventions. The national character is that

of the workman who continually conccivcs

but to traits that are temperamental.

some new idea while working out an old

one and rushes his work, or even stops ill

it, in order to try the new. So it is too often

the case that American workmanship hicks

completeness, thoroughness and finish. No

man executes one idea to the fulness of its

possibilities it' another is being entertaincd

and developed while working on the ouc.

Such is the mental habit that begets tickle

ness and slouch work. American automo

Nov

elty and variety are in greater proportion

than substuiitiullty.

bilcs show some evidence of the trait.

More sincerity, more

patient-c, more faithful and receptive plod

ding will be better than more ambition,

Our

chines show this, and the history of the in

more novelty and more haste. mu

It would have becn bcitcr

if we had earlier learned to take what had

dustry shows it.

been done by foreign makers as u modcl, not

in servile imitation, but in the proper spirit

of tyros.

others, rupid improvement would have been

inevitable, and they would have had a se

cure foundation.

Building upon thc experience of

The scrap heap of our

early attempts at originality is a big one.

This is a lesson of the past.

It is not the time for bombast when a re
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trospect shows as much of failure as suc

cess. Even though success is often built

on failure, it is hardly the material to se

lect for foundation when choice is offered.

Much of the failure in motor vehicle con

struction can be traced to a wilful and head

strong attempt to depart from proven prin

ciples in order to experiment with self-co?

ceived theories. If the number of manu

facturers has largely increased during the

last year, there is a record of almost as many

who have experimented mechanically and

commercially to the end of their resources

and then dropped from sight. If there are

a greater number of exhibitors at the com

ing show than ever there was, who is there

to doubt but what several of them will be

missing in 1904? Enough new ones will

spring up to more than replace them, but

all goes to show that we are not yet through

with frivolity and waste. If there have been

new records made, more than one of them

has been made with vehicles not suitable

for mercantile offering, and the building of

which did not aid in practical constructional

_ progress. _ If there have been reliability con

tests which yielded highly praised results, it

is well to remember that the tests were but

child‘s play as compared with runs that in

Europe are accepted as commonplace. If

the social elements of the sport have been

well organized into clubs, and the regula

tion_ of racing begun, there is still much to

be desired in the spirit of the organizations,

in theconcentration of their eflorts for good

roads, and in the races, rules and methods

of their administration. If the manufactur

ers have been organized into a protective

and aggressive body, there is still very much

to be desired _in the harmonious, progressive

and effectiveconduct of its affairs.

All this in the retrospect can be reflected

upon without inducing a spirit of pessim

ism, and it is not mentioned with any such

spirit. In is well not to forget in order to

correct, yet there has been genuine and

commendable progress, and the outlook is
clearufor a 'Happy New Year.

 

In many respects the last year differed

markedly from It was

distinctly a year of progress, and. to a lesser

extent. of prosperity for the industry as a

whole. Experimenting was not entirely fore

But it played-a smaller part than

its predecessors.

L'Oilt’.

heretofore. Most makers knew at last what

was host or, pretty nearly the same thing,

what was wanted by the purchasing public_

(‘onsequcntly they set themselves to produce

it.

A rcsumo of the exhibits of makers at

the three New York automobile shows—

two already held and the third scheduled

for this month—will illustrate this pornt.

At the first show, that of November,

1000, twenty-eight makers exhibited, eight

of whom had withdrawn from the field

whether by failure, absorption or otherwise

—within a year. In 1902 there were thirty

six makers showing, only five of whom have

given up the ghost since, and most of them

were in distress at the time of the show.

For the forthcoming show fifty-six makers

have taken space, no less' than sixteen of

them having come into being within the

year. Of these, how many will haVe sur

vived when the roll is called twelve months

hence? But as

suredly some of them will fall by the way

side.

This unusual stability was unquestionably

due largely to the success—pronounced or

moderate—that attended the efforts to pro

duce the sort of cars that was wanted. The

demand has crystallized into two widely 0p

posing and diflering tendencies—the one a

runabout typo, cheap, simple and easily

handled; the other designed on European

lines, imposing in whatever aspect viewed,

locomotive, powerful,

Time alone can answer.

a veritable road

Speedy and costly.

To say that there is no room for anything

between these two types would be going

much too far and fast. There is consider

able between, and probably will continue to

be. But that does not detract from the ac

The lines

of demarcation have been drawn, and sides

are rapidly being taken. Runabouts at less

than $1,000, touring cars at $2.000 and up

ward—these are the chief lines of develop

curncy of the statement made.

ment, and along them much the greater por

tion of the industry will be found working

during the next few years.

These tendencies are radically opposed in

every way. One represents the European

way, the other what seems destined to go

down in history as th American method.

The former is extolled to the skies, claimed

to be the only defendable way, progressive.

logical, inevitable. The latter is defended

feebly and perfunctorily, acknowledged to

be out of “fashion"—and yet persisted in,

and, if anything, growing in popularity.

The truth of the matter is that there is

reason for the existence of both types. Each

has its advantages and disadvantages, its

This is proved

conclusively by the fact that each year the

advocates and opponents.

types get further apart. The features com

plained of in both are more and more em

phasized, their simplicity or complexity, re

spectively, for example, resolved into some

thing still more simple or complex than it

In this makers and users We

only logical. If a certain thing is good more

of it would be better, and this more is forth

with added. Consequentiy the gulf widens

perceptibly.

was before.

If the past year witnessed the initial

steps in the direction of adopting European

designs and methods, it also saw the prac

tical culmination of its opposite movement

embodied in the runabout type of car.

Two years ago such cars were underpow

ered and frequently underweighted; wheel

bases were too short, and in reliability, sta

bility and simplicity there was much to be

desired. At the 1901 show much of this

was changed, and during the last season

the alterations made were gIVen a working

trial and were abundantly justified by the

At this time comparatively few

shortcomings are properly chargeable

against them, so great has been the improveL

pvent.

ment.

Changes that mark epochs are sometimes

made with great rapidity. One short year

ago there were not wanting observers to

predict that the decline and fall of the steam

car had set in. Today it is pretty thorough

ly rehabilitated and strong in popular favor.

Mismanngement and mistakes gave it a bad

name; new methods and new cars have re

versed the situation.

In electric vehicles there was no lost

ground to recover, and the progress has been

steady. Battery efliclency plays the most

important part still, and while the great

strides noted at the end of 1901 have not

been duplicated, there has been undoubted

improvement.

During the last year we have been hon

ored with a most unusual share of the pub—

lic attention—a publicity that carried with

it penalties as well as privileges. All eyes

were on the automobile, or so it seemed,

and the iron hand of the law was also felt

all too frequently.

Nothing could exceed the severity of the

treatment accorded automobiiists at the

hands of a portion of the public. Provoked

by the actions of a few inconsiderate and

reckless users, an outcry, violent and long

sustained, was raised, starting with the yel

low Journals and participated in by others

that are not usually classed as saffron. For
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a time it seemed as if every man’s hand

was against the new road vehicle. A flood

of legislation, municipal and State, followed,

and was accompanied by petty persecution,

notably in Long Island, Yonkers and other

places.

Like all such ebellutions, this one partly

burned out in a comparatively short time,

spending itself largely by its own violence.

The automobile ceased to be a nine days’

wonder, and there came a lull, let us hope a

long one, in the tide of legislation. While

there is still much of a harassing nature

ahead of the automobile, it is reasonably

certain that it will in future be permitted

to take its place in the world‘s political econ

omy as a useful part thereof.

 

A year ago the exportation of American

made automobiles had not much more than

begun.

eign connections, and were just beginning

to perceive the possibilities of the trade.

Since then an advance all along the line

has been made. An established and stead

ily increasing trade has been built up in Eu

ropean and other countries. Shipments are

made almost daily, and the volume of busi

ness for the year bids fair to approach the

A few concerns had opened up for

million-dollar mark. Steam and electric ve

hicles have so far been the chief beneti‘

ciaries, although American gasolene cars

have also made a good name for themselves

in some quarters.

A notable change has come over the tire

situation. \Vhere ae year ago the detach

able type was in a decided minority, it has

advanced by leaps and bounds, until it now

falls but little short of dominating the

trade.

Whether or not this popularity is destined

to be permanent it is not easy to say. By

some it is regarded as but one more step in

the direction of recognizing the leadership

of Eul'OPc, where detachable tires have al

ways been altnust universal. A more prob

able explanation is the desire to find a

better tire titan was obtainable, a desire

seemingly gratified by the adoption of one

radically different.

detachable tires

form the equipment new most favored and

A year hence we shall be able

to forecast their future more accurately

than now.

However this may be,

most seen.

 

For the departed twelvemonth a better

showing in the way of speed trials, hill

climbing, reliability and other tests is af

forded than for any previous year.

The main interest, of course, centres in

the one-mile and one-kilometre. straight

away record, and those do not belong to

America. It was August, 1902, before the

record of 0:514-5 for the mile, made by

Fournler on the Coney Island Boulevard in

the fall of 1901, was shaded. It was W. K.

Vanderbilt, jr., who made the first cut in

the. record. He carried it to 48 2-5 seconds,

and made the kilometre in 292-5 seconds.

Four-nier lowered the figures in November

to 47 2-5 seconds, and a few days later "An

gieres" made it 46 seconds flat. The kilo

metre record of 29 seconds has been made

by both “Angieres” and Fournier.

On this side of the Atlantic glory enough

for a new industry has been gained. in

May the Automobile Club of America pro

moted a “non-stop" contest of 100 miles to

Bridgeport and back that was the first truly

successful endurance competition held. The

result was one that testified to a higher de

gree of etficiency and reliability in domestic

machines than had been supposed. Of the

titty-three starters forty-four covered the

entire course and twenty-eight got certiti

cates. This affair showed also a very low

percentage of gasoiene consumption.

On May' 31, the day after the reliability

run, came the only speed trials that were

held on the road during the year, the sad

accident that terminated them preventing

any further attempts for road records. Al

though these trials were interrupted and

not completed, the Baker electric vehicle

that ran antuck made the record of 361-5

seconds for a kilometre, while S. T. Davis

made a. record for a steam carriage of 1:12

for the mile and a record of 46 1-5 seconds

for the kilometre.

Through August, September and October

new world‘s track records were repeatedly

made by various classes of motor cars, and,

although the straightaway figures for the

mile and kilometre do belong to France

practically all others were made, in the

United States. The mile in 1:02, made by

Alex Winton, and the unaccepted record

of a mile in 1:01 1-5, made by Oldfield, war

rant the belief that either of these men

might be dangerous to the French road rec

ords if they could but try for them.

The finest showing for the American made

automobile came in October,

eight of the seventy-the ears that started

on the reliability run from New York to Bos

ton and return completed the trip, of which

when sixty

number sixty-tire earned first class certifi

cates and seventeen scored a clean bill of

health and were equal claimants for the

Shattuck Cup.

All of this is history that warrants an in

creased confidence in the home product, and

justifies a reaching out after greater things.

The American machine is ready for severer

tests on the road and on the track than it

has had. Very soon it will have one in

competition with the best products of the

world. Until the cars that will compete for

the Bennett Cup are made known it is im

possible to form any opinion on what will be

their chances to make a creditable showing

or possibly to win.

 

Variety is truly the spice of life, and no

one knows it better than the autoist. To

have too much freedom from accident—or

incident, which is frequently the same thing

-is only a degree less exasperating than to

enjoy (7) too much trouble. What is really

wanted is the happy medium—enough inci

dent to give spice to existence, enough suc

cessful effort at putting wrongs to rights,

to ieaven the monotony of life. And, it may

be added, the autoist usually gets this tillip.

 

No repairs or adjustments, except while

running, is to be one of the requirements

of the 1903 British trials. That is to say,

all time spent on the cars will be de

ducted from the running time. The rule is

severe but fair, for the car that somes

through without repairs is undoubtedly en

titled to more credit than one that has to

be tinkered with. Such a rule brings this

fact out.
 

 

Reports of mysterious cars being built in

secret to compete in the Bennett Cup race.

one being fathered by H. S. Harkness and

another of anonymous origin, smack strong

ly of America Cup preparatory methods. The

yachtsmen of the land appear to like the

ways of the devotees of Neptune.

 

An English autoist was arrested and fined

recently for driving his car at the rate of

ninety-seven miles an hour. The A. C. of.

G. B. should see that he is put on the Ben

nett Cup team.

 
 

Some owners have such bad luck that not

only automobiling, but life itself, seems like

one grand confidence game to them.

 

Snow several feet deep is not sutiicient to

feaze a well behaved car.
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Th0ugh Patriotic Frenchmen Fume, the D2

French Bureau Motor World.

2 Rue d’Abbeville.

Paris, Dec. 15.—-Ai the automobile indus

try is accurately reflected in the annual

show organized by the Automobile Club of

France so the growing importance of the

motor vehicle is to be judged by the in

creasing number oi.’ carriages exhibited, the

larger space devoted to the display of ve

hicles, and the remarkable interest taken by

the public in this annual exposition.

At each of the previous shows the industry

seemed to have about reached high water

mark so tar as it proved the popular suc

cess of the automobile, but on the present

occasion, at least, all previous manifesta

The Mercedes Car Sets the Fashion for l!

Valves and Improvement in Carburretters

Steel Frames, Steel Cylinders, Mechar

Favor—Mors Alter Engine, C. G. &‘

Change Speeds, and Panhard and

France, and it is a patriotic duty to support

the industry and show the world that this

country is successfully tackling the various

problems which are to change the whole

aspect of road locomotion.

 
 

BENL

The number of exhibitors is far more con

siderable than was the case last year, and

have had the

tions of the kind have been eclipsed. and in

the light of past eXperience it is by no

means certain that the Paris shows have

even yet arrived at the limit of their success

as one of the great spectacular events of the

year. Nothing, indeed, is more remarkable

than the way in which the automobile has

taken a hold upon the affections of the

French public. It is easy to understand

that they should be attracted to shows and

expositions of all kinds which appeal in

their artistic sentiment, and oifer some

thing which pleases their taste and are

looked upon as a convenient rendezvous or

the pleasure seeking classes, but with all

due respect to the automobile it is diflicult

to associate it in any way with the highest

forms 0! art, though as we shall show art

has taken a pretty big place in the Salon

de l’Automobile, and ii.’ the public flock to

the Grand Palais in their thousands it is

solely because they take an interest in the

vehicles themselves. The Frenchman is, in

fact, proud of the standing which the motor

vehicle occupies in his country. He regards

himself as the inventor of the automobile,

and having originated and developed Inc'

chanical road locomotion, he believes it to

be the duty of France to keep well to the

fore and maintain the supremacy which

nevertheless it does not seem in danger at

the moment of losing. The construction of

motor cars is the one branch of the engineer

ing trades which is really flourishing in

the organizing committee

greatest difficulty in finding room for them

all. Every available inch of space has been

taken up in the main hall, a vast glass cov

ered building upward of two hundred yards

in length, and all around the two circular

galleries the exhibitors are cramped for

space, and they fill up the annexes with

 
 

stands of motor cycles, tires and accessories,

and down in the basement there is a big ex

hibit or alcohol motors, and alcohol as a

heating and lighting agent has also taken

possession of the rear hall. Contrary to the

usual experience with shows of this kind.

the appearance of the main hall is extremely

picturesque with the great variety of artis

tic signs, for the committee have wisely dc

cided to encourage the artistic taste of ex

hibitors by offering special prizes for the

best arranged stands, with the result that

the artist and decorator have done marvels

in the way of providing beautiful settings

for the automobiles. Clement, for instance.

has a sign painted in relief representing

various automobile scenes. and De Dion ct

Bouton have called in the aid of the "new

art" with graceful sculptured signs, and

others have relied mainly upon the skili’nl

arrangement of plush drapery. This feat

ure of the show is well worth the attention

or foreign makers who will find that one of

the secrets of successful exhibiting is to
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make their stands as attractive as possible,

for though the man who goes to buy vehicles

may not be influenced by the way in which

the cars are staged an artitic show is a

very important factor in drawing the pub

lic, among whom are a large number of

prospective buyers who only need convinc
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ing to take a practical interest in the auto

mobile.

Another thing that may be mentioned as

proving the increasing vitality of the motor

vehicle is the considerable number of_cars

arranged outside the Grand Paiais. These

made a show of themselves. Most of them

belonged to private owners who were visit~

ing the Grand Paiais, and others were dupli

cates of the vehicles shown inside and were

intended for trial purposes. Manufacturers

are no longer content with merely explain

ing the mechanism of their cars. They are

anxious for the public to try them, and the

prospective buyer has now an opportunity of

going direct from the stand to the car out

side, instead of being required to go away

somewhere out in the suburbs to'the works.

when he will more often than not inten

tionally forget all about the appointment.

Again the show was formally inaugurated

Wednesday by the President of the Repub

lic. M. Loubet has certainly visited the pre

vious expositions. but he has never been

there to inaugurate, and, in fact, none of the

shows in Paris have ever been able to se

cure such a high distinction as to be of

square Bonnets now the Style—“Mechanical

Done Wonders for the Gasolene Engine”—

Operated inlets and Dynamos in High

v 8 Cylinder Motor and Dispense with

ville Contribute New Developments.

and they are proud of the part they are

playing in the development of the industry.

in our preliminary article on the Show we

covered most of the new features in motor

vehicle construction, and. in fact. what we

Show Proves Dominence of German Ideas

buretter are of course copied from the Mer

cedes, and it is a curious fact that even in

external appearance the new carriages have

a close resemblance to the Mercedes pattern.

Patriotic Frenchmen deplore this tendency

to copy the German machine, and copied, too,

with almost slavish imitation, since it seems

to show that the Gauls are no longer able to

rely entirely upon their own ingenuity and

are taking ideas from a country which has

never shone brilliantly in the automobile in

dustry, and, apart from the Mercedes, has

never produced a satisfactory pleasure car

riage. The influence of the Mercedes is real

and far-reaching, and is undoubtedly an ex

cellent one except that it appears to keep

the mechanical design of cars too much in

  

said then can only be repeated now as giv

ing a general idea of the constructional im

provements in the carriages exhibited. The
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ficiniiy inaugurated by the President. The

event is therefore one of the greatest im

portance as showing that the Salon de l'Au

tomobile is regarded by Paris society as

something more than a social function. The

French aristocracy and the wealthy classes

have, in fact, built up the automobile trade,

steel frames, motors with mechanical in

duction valves, and carburetters we have

already described, and with the combination

of the mechanical valve and the new car

buretter we have got a car which is as

silent as the most exacting user would wish.

The mechanical valve and throttied car

one groove. Whether this influence will be

permanent it is impossible to say, though it

is to be feared that the French makers will

be a long time breaking away from it, espe

cially in view of the fact that the Cannstatt

people are still keeping ahead. and will be

producing in 1903 certain improvements

which may once more put them in front of

the French cars. At the same time it must

not be overlooked that the Mercedes have

been copied in the essential features which

conduce to silent running, and having al

most entireiy suppressed the noise of their

motors they have got to a point when they

may give more attention to other parts of

the mechanism, such as increasing the ef

ficiency of the transmission gear

The French have indeed already begun to

successfully tackle a problem which is al

most, it not quite, of as much importance

as the suppression of noise. This is the in_

vention of the “compensating carburettor."

The difiicnlty with motors so far has been

in regulating the gas mixture, which has

always had to be done by hand. and even

the most skiifui driver is unable to do this

satisfactorily. With the new Krebs car

buretter, of which we gave a description in

the last show article, the proportion of gas

and air is regulated by the motor itself, and

an engine running in the alcohol section
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works with remarkable regularity and with

scarcely any noise at all. By using the

ordinary types of carburetters the quality

of the mixture is constantly varying with

the difference in the running of the engine,

and as the motor slows down the proportion

of air increases, with the result that the

gas becomes so poor that the motor stops.

\Vith the compensating carburettor the mixt

ure is always the same, so that the impact

on the pistons is the same, and some makers

employ carburetters in which the richness

of the gas is increased with the slowing

down of the engine, though whether there

is any advantage in using a. mixture with a

higher proportion of gasolene is open to

question. The improvements in carburetters

and the mechanical valves are thus tending

toward the design of motors of greater elas

ticity, and this is one of the features of the

Paris Show.

In dealing with the stands we will describe

first of all the novel features on the well

known types of cars. The Mors people have

entirely changed the delgn of their engines,

which are now cast with the valve chambers

on each side, and the inlet valves are

operated mechanically by means of half time

shafts driven from the engine shaft with

fibre spur wheels. They are still employing

the magneto, but are adopting a new

mechanical device for advancing and retard

ing ignition. The system of radiator has alsa

been changed, and the one adopted is on the

Mercedes principle, with small elongated

cells forming thin walls of water, and an

air circulation is induced by a fan behind.

The lubricating oil is fed under pressure of

the warm water ,(rom the motor before it re

turns to the tank, this system being used to

prevent the oil from getting thick in cold

weather. The employment of the radiator

tank has also changed the appearance of the

motor bonnet, which is now long and

straight, as is the case on nearly all the cars

employing this type of radiator. The crank

chamber is carried on arms which are bolted

to the main members of the steel frame,

which is of the section introduced by the

Mercedes and now being very largely

adopted by the French makers. While it

may be doubted whether there is really any

advantage over the armoured wood frame

from the point of view of lightness and

strength, unless the metal used is of special

selection, the construction of the steel frame

is certainly cheaper, and makers evidently

believe in the superiority of the steel frame,

since they are building it to a greater length

and in this way are allowing it to be fitted

with larger and more roomy carriage bodies.

In the carriages of Charron, Girardot et

Voigt we again see the steel frame of the

usual section, with the motor bolted to the

side members. As the result of their experi

ence with the racing cars which were fitted

with steel cylinder engines, the firm intend

in the coming year to build all their motors

with steel cylinders, and the cast motor will

be abandoned altogether. And here we must

rectify a statement we have made in previ

ous letters to the effect that the steel cyl

inder motor is more expensive to produce.

According to certain makers this is not the

case, and if some steel cylinders are more

expensive it can only be in the cost of the

material employed, as some manufacturers

give more homogeneity to the metal by sub

mitting it to a hammering process or to by

draulic pressure. The sole advantages

claimed for the steel cylinder are lightness

and the absence of blowholes. The new

C. G. V. engines have mechanically operated

inlet valves, the valves being on each side

of the cylinders, and every part of the engine

can be got at independently. The firm have

their usual transmission gear, modified to

give direct drive on the top speed, as is now

usual in most of the vehicles. Besides their

standard types of two and four cylinder

motors the C. G. V. concern exhibit a frame

with an incomplete eight cylinder engine of

forty horse power, with the cranks set at

45 degrees. This is an entirely new depart

ure in automobile construction, and it is in

to jump upon a new idea unless it is 3

proved success, and it is by no means cer

tain that the steel motor has any advantage

beyond lightness and freedom from blow

holes. The C. G. V. firm are the only people

who have decided on building all their en

gines upon this system, the other makers

preferring to leave the steel cylinders for

i the big engines of 50 and 60 horse-power

and employ castings for smaller motors.

As we have said, the similarity of design

observable in the vehicles is largely due to

the influence of the Mercedes. and even the

firms who have always taken the lead with

new improvements are adopting the features

of the German vehicle. 0n the Mors stand,

for instance, we see the U section frame

pressed out of steel plate, and the engines

have mechanically operated inlet valves.

The only change in this vehicle from the

usual practice is the method of advancing

and retarding ignition with the magneto,

which is done by a special form of cam.

and the carburetter has also been modified
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tended to do away with the change peed

gearing altogether, since the makers claim

that with the facility for running at any

speed from 200 revolutions up to 1,600 the

eight cylinder engine will allow of the car

being driven at any rate without the inter

vention of gearing of any kind, the speed of

course being varied by simply advancing and

retarding ignition. As the new vehicle has

not yet been terminated. the claims of the

makers can hardly be accepted without

reservation until the car has been put to the

test. The firm also exhibit a new war au

tomobile in the shape of an ordinary tonneau

armored with steel plate and carrying a

Hotchkiss gun. This is not the type of ve

hicle required for war purposes, as the

motor and tanks and every vital part need

quite as much protection as the man behind

the gun, who, however, gets very little.

With the concentrated fire employed in Con

tinental tactics an automobile would have.

little chance within range unless it were

armored all over.

The features of the C. G. V. cars are to be

met with on most of the other vehicles at

the show, with the exception of the steel

cylinders, which are still confined to a few

firms. \Vhether the steel cylinder will be

come general it is difficult yet to say. for the

French manufacturers are not usually ready

so as to secure a constant quality of gas

mixture, a condition which is very neces

sary in engines designed to run at a very

low speed. The usual method is to govern

the carburetter by the engine so that the

air ports are opened or closed by the action

of the governor, but in the Mors the gas

is always kept in proper proportion in the

mixing chamber, and the quantity only is

varied by ports over the induction valve. Of

course, the quality of the mixture can be

regulated by hand, if required. There is

no change in the type of transmission which

was adopted for the first time on the Paris

Vienna vehicles, and is now used on all

the firm's vehicles. The outward appear

ance of the Mors cars has been entirely

modified by the use of the tank radiator,

which fits in the end of the motor bonnet, so

that it is not rounded off, as formerly, but

is straight, with the top forming half of an

octagonal section. This gives a much neater

look to the vehicles, and, in fact, the radi

ator tank has done much to improve the

appearance of the automobile all around.

In the way of novelty it cannot be said

that the show has anything particularly

striking, for when makers begin to copy

standard systems they do not find much

scope for the display of their own ingenuity,

and, moreover, the failure of so many new
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and ingeniou systems in the past has made

inventors cliary about bringing out new

mechanisms unless they are designed upon

thorough mechanical principles. The “crank”

is beginning to lose ground in the annual

shows, and as the automobile passes the ex

perimental stage, and manufacturers see that

they have everything to gain in following

the best practice, they are not inclined to

trouble themselves with any startling inno

vations, which, however ingenious they may

be, are not' likely to have much success in a

road vehicle which calls for the greatest

possible simplicity and the suppression of

everything that may result in unnecessary

loss of power between the engine and the

driving wheels.

Still, on many of the stands there are a

good many interesting new devices, and

some of these are to be found in the De

cauville cars, the mechanism of which has

undergone a complete change the last few

months. Like all the other leading firms, the

steel frame carries a four-cylinder vertical

engine, with mechanically operated inlet

valves, and a special feature is the cast

ing of the crank chamber and gear case in

one piece, the two being connected by a sort

of well for the fly wheel. An advantage of

this arrangement is in getting a perfect

alignment of all the bearings. Another

point in the Decauville cars is the method

of applying the power to the rear wheels.

The universal jointed shaft is employed.

but instead of motion being given to the

rear axle, it is carried through the tubular

axle to the hubs of the wheels. The axle

is formed of two tubes forming extensions

of the differentiad box, and inside run two

shafts, each having a square end to fit into

the differential, and the other end has pro

jections fitting into the outside of the hub.

over which is screwed a cap to keep the

shaft in position. This is an entirely new

method of power transmission and it will

be interesting to see how it works. The idea,

of course, is to take any thrust off the axle,

which, in the case of shaft transmissions,

is very considerable.

Panhard et Levassor haVe evidently not

thought it desirable to follow the general

practice of building their frames with steel,

for they are still using armored wood and

the transmission gear has not undergone

any change, but there are several interest

ing improvements in the motors. They are

exhibiting two types of engines, a four

cylinder vertical engine of 60 horse power

and a three-cylinder motor of 8 horse power,

the latter being of a type introduced by sev

eral makers who aim at getting over the

noisy action of the two-cylinder motor by

setting the cranks at 120°. Any one who

has used a four-cylinder motor will never

return to the two cylinder, and by effecting

a compromise it looks as if makers were

getting the same sweetness of running with

the three-cylinder engine. It is probable

that the system will become very popular in

the future for light carriages. On these

smaller engines the induction valves are

automatic. but the results obtained with the

Krebs carburetter in the way of slowing

down are startling. In the alcohol section

there is a big four-cylinder with automatic

valves, coupled to a dynamo, and it is slowed

down to 200 revolutions with the greatest

facility, while even .when running at high

speed the noise is extremely small. The car

buretter is doing something wonderful in

the way of improving the gasoline motor,

and what with the mechanical valves and

carhurrctter a big advance is being made in

the production of motors giving a high elas

ticity of power. On this car another fea

ture is the steering wheel control, consist

ing of a cross piece fitted to the wheel and

forming three parts, so that the throttling

and ignition are controlled by pulling away

one or another of the tubes from the central

toothed ring, and on turning them as re

quired, letting them slip back to be fixed by

the teeth. 0n the big car the four-cylinder

engine with steel cylinders is carried on a

couple of steel bars passing through the

crank chamber and fixed- to the side mem

bers of the frame. The accumulators are

charged by a small‘ dynamo from the fly

wheel, as is the case in the Decauville and

other types of vehicles. The radiator tank

is also employed, with rectangular air chaml

hers on the Mercedes pattern. The firm ex

hibit some very fine finished cars in the form

of the coach,'li1nonsine and French cab.

The Georges Richard vehicles have been

entirely remodeled since the last show. This

firm formerly made a feature of voiturettes,

in which they used small air cooled engines

and belt transmissions, but when the busi

ness came under the management of Brasier,

the late engineer of Mors, the whole mechan

ism was changed and the firmvhave been

giving their attention specially to big cars.

These are. propelled by four and two-cylin

der motors, the larger ones developing 40

horse power. The makers have very closely

followed the .\iors pattern of transmission

gear with direct drive on the top speed,

though in certain respects it has been simpli

fied. Clement et Cie make an excellent dis

play of light carriages with motors of one,

two and four cylinders, and they are de

signed with either automatic or mechanical

inlet valves, the valves in the latter case be

ing on the same side and operated by the

cam shaft.

the governor. It has magneto ignition,

which, by the way. is very prominent at the

show, and this system seems likely to very

largely replace the battery in the future,

There are several new features in the Clem

ent cars, notably the expanding clutch

forming sectors which are expanded inside

the female cone, which has the advantage of

preventing any slipping action of the clutch

and at the same time allows of its being ap

plied progressively. The expanding clutch is

to be seen on the C. G. V., the Pascal, Ber

liet and several other vehicles.

An international flavor is given to the

show by the presence of a number of cars

of foreign origin. From England comes the

The carburetter is regulated by _

Napier and \Volseley; from Germany the

reconstructed Benz and the .\Ierccdes—thc

latter being cont‘ined to 1902 patterns shown

by a local agent; Belgium sends the Belgica;

Italy the Flat, and America was represented

by a lone steam car, which is not wholly

honored in its own country.

Following their usual custom, the Ser

pollct (‘ompany contributes a freak racing

car, "Le Torpilieur." It resembles an in

verted cofiin as much as anything else; it

has a section scooped out of the center, into

which the operator sits and directs the

progress of the car. The chassis is long and

low and the body overhangs the rear wheels

by several feet.
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GUESSING THE GRADIENTS

Hills, Like Speed, are not Always What They

Seem. as Witness These Examples.

As not one man in five can determine with

any degree of accuracy the speed at which

an autoist is travelling, so very few of the

latter have anything but hazy ideas of the

gradients of the hills they climb.

That a 30 or 40 per cent grade has been

ridden is often claimed—and really believed.

They do not stop to think, or to figure the

matter out and see how absurd such claims

really are. A 25 per cent grade—an ascent

of 1 foot in 4—is about as stiff a grade as an

automobile can climb, and then only if the

roadbed is good. Thirty and 40 per cent '

grades are utterly out of the question.

Nor is it motor cars alone that would

meet with failure on such excessive rises.

No horse drawn vehicles could surmount

them. No road builders would be so stupid

as to include such gradients in their plans,

knowing, as they do, that they would be en

tirely impracticable.

Ordinarily roads seldom reach a gradient

of 20 per cent; the exceptions being in moun

tainous regions, and even then it is doubtful

if 30 per cent is ever exceeded for more than

a few feet. The notorious Nelson Hill, near

Peekskill, N. Y , did not reach 20 per cent at

its steepest point, yet for miles around it

was looked upon as a formidable Hpimple,"

and one likely to cause many automobiles to

come to grief—as it did in the 1901 endurance

run. Since then, so excessive was the grade

considered, a new road has been built around

it.

On the Boston run last October the steepest

hill encountered in either direction did not

reach 20 per cent. Eagle Rock hill in the

Oranges does not reach this figure, either.

It would probably be difficult to find a hill,

unless in remote districts, that is as steep as

30 per cent.

It will be found, too, that ordinary grades,

such as the autoist encounters on the aver

age road, seldom exceed 10 or 12 per cent.

A grade of half this much would sometimes

be accounted “a pretty good hill."

Baltimore Park Officials Defy Law.

Baltimore autoists and park commission

ers are at logger-heads again. In defiance, of

the State law, which was passed with this

very matter in mind, the commissioners

have a rule which forbids the use of Druid

Hill Park to automobillsts. The rule bars

heavy vehicles and others not drawn by

horses.

A short time ago William Keyser, jr.,

president of the Automobile Club of Balti

more, invaded the sacred precincts for the

purpose of making a test case, and was

promptly arrested. The magistrate before

whom he was brought as promptly dis

charged him, citing the act of the legislat

ure.

Asked for an expression of opinion, Presi

dent Clendinen of the Park Board, who is

one of the most prominent of the auto

phobes, said:

“I am very much occupied with my pri

vate business, and I have no statement to

make concerning the matter.“

Carter's Runabout.

A good looking steam runabout is that

made by the Carter Automobile Company,

Jackson, Mich, and shown herewith. The

vehicle is equipped with a three cylinder en

gine possessing some novel features. A

rotary valve constructed on the same pdinci

   
  

 

ple as the slide valve is used, which will

keep seated at all times; \vt-ar will not affect

the valve in any degree. There are no stuff

ing boxes.

The body is hung very low, a construction

made possible by the fact that the shaft

runs through the engine with driving

sprocket on the side instead of through

the centre. By so placing it the chain

7   
  

 

passes alongside the boiler instead of under

the firebox.

The carriage has a low water alarm as

well as a gauge glass and try cocks, a

steam air pump and a 1146 inch bore to

boiler. The feed pump has two six gallon

tanks of gasolene, with separate cut outs,

which sets under front hood, or seat.

COLD WEATHER CARE

Small Attention: That Will Save Large Repair

Bills and Much Vexation.

One would think that-any autoist who had

the slightest regard for the value of his car

would take some simple precautions to ren

der sudden cold snaps harmless. To put a cut

away for a night, or nights, in a place but

little sheltered, without drawing the water

from the tanks, the pipes and the water

jacket is to invite an accident. A drop in

the temperature is all that is necessary to

precipitate it.

The winter has scarcely well set in, yet

there have been a number of cases reported

in which cracked cylinders and burst pipes

figure. The cars to which they belonged

had been left open to the attack of the frost

king just once too often; and the penalty

had been paid.

With water jacketed engines the best plan

is, of course, to use a non-freezing substance.

If this is not done not even the most assidu

ous care and attention will avail to keep off

Nemesis in the shape of a congealment or

the liquid that is almost certain to bring

havoc in its train. Circulation may be re

lied on to prevent this to a certain extent;

'but if a stop of any length is made freezing

is likely to occur, while in extremely low

temperatures this may take place even while

the car is running.

Many owners prefer, of course, to go

through the winter without using a non

freezing mixture, arguing that for the limit

ed use they make of a car it is not worth go

ing to the bother and expense.

On the comparatively few occasions when

the car is levied on a very little attention

given to the drawing off of the water will

prevent any trouble of the kind appre

hended. But pains must be taken to see that

the draining of the pipes, tanks. etc., is done

tliorougiy, for a few drops of water left he

hind wili do almost as much damage as a

large quantity. A burst is a burst, and it

will sometimes cost just as much to repair

the. ravages of one caused by imperfect

draining of the water receptacles as one due

to the neglect to take any precautions what

ever.

As long as a car is kept in commission

through the winter it ought to be looked

after properly; and there can be but one

way of thinking about the matter of freez

ing, i. e., that an ounce of prevention is

worth a pound of cure.

Olds Helps the Postmaster.

To relieve the congestion caused by the

accumulation of Christmas mall at Detroit

the Oids Motor Works placed three automo

biles at the disposal of the postmaster, and

they were put to good service in making de

liveries.
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PHILADELPHIA’S REQUIREMENTS

The Quakers Reduce Speed and Define What

Manner of Car Shall be Used on Their Streets.

 

By accepting the amendments proposed by

the Common Council the Philadelphia Select

Council last week advanced the vehicle

traflic ordinance calling for a maximum

speed of seven miles an hour one more

stage. It now requires only the Mayor's

signature to become a law, and that is con

fidently expected.

The ordinance passed provided that “no

person, driver or operator in charge of any

automobile or motor vehicle, or carriage de

scribed as above, hall drive, operate, move

or permit the same to be driven, operated

or moved on, over and upon any public

street, alley, highway, road or driveway in

the built up portion of the city of Philadel

phia at a rate of speed greater than seven

(7) miles per hour, and within all other

parts of the city of Philadelphia at a rate

of speed greater than eight (8) miles per

hour.”

In the original measure the rate of speed

beyond Vine, South and Sixteenth streets

was eight miles, and beyond Erie avenue,

Porter and Fifty-second street, first a speed

of fifteen, then of ten miles, was permitted.

In .addition to the regulation regarding

speed, the ordinance contains many pro

visions calculated to render the lot of an

automobilist an unhappy one. The Bureau

of Boiler Inspection is given control of an

tomobiles, and to it they must be submitted

for examination. Licenses and numbers will

be issued by this bureau upon the payment

of the required fees.

Before being passed by the bureau these

stipulations must be fulfilled by the various

vehicles:

The reservoirs, tubes and whatever parts

employed for the holding of explosive or in

flammable products shall be so constructed

as not to allow the escape or falling out of

any material which could cause an explosion

or a tire. The steering gear shall be so

grouped that the driver can manipulate the

same while watching his route. There shall

be nothing in front of the driver to ob

struct his view, and the indicating appa

ratus shall be placed where he can easily

see it. The vehicle shall be so arranged

as to respond readily to the steering gear

and to take sharp curves easily. Every part

of the steering gear shall be solidly and

safely constructed. Automobiles whose

dead weight shall exceed 500 pounds shall

be furnished with machinery for backward

motion.

They shall be provided with a good and

sufliclent brake, which brake, or a separate

or special arrengement, shall make it pos~

sible to check any forward or backward mo_

tion, and suitable bell, born or other audible

signal, which shall be rung or blown by the

operator only to warn other vehicles and

travellers upon the highways of his ap

proach or whenever there is danger of col

lision or accident. They shall also be pro

vided with all other appliances and appa

ratus, such as sufficient condensers to pre

vent the unnecessary escape of steam or

vapor, and improved mufliers, etc., to stop

any unnecessary noise in the operation or

management of said vehicle upon the high

ways.  

Improvements in the Spaulding.

The 1902 Spaulding runabout, manufact

ured by the Spaulding Automobile and Mo

tor Co..‘ot Buffalo, N. Y., is here shown for

the first time. In common with the general

tendency, it has longer wheel base, more

powerful motor and has also a new style of

ALAS! SAYS LETTS OF LONDON

lie Sells American Cars, but Doncher Know, he

Avers. They Have no Chance for the Cup.

A story calculated to fill the hearts of

American makers with awe is brought here .

about the wonderful prowess of the Napier

machines that will compete for the cup. W.

M. Letts, the Locomobile man of London, is

the courier. He said: "So you folks over

here think you will go over and lift the

cup?" Then he smiled as if the idea was

intensely amusing, and continued: “My. but

you have no chance. The new Napiers that

are being turned out are wonders, simply

marvels. Well, when I tell you they have

a machine now good for eighty miles an

  

  

 

 

body that gives it a very substantial, at

tractive appearance.

It is not expected that many will be seen

in this country, the bulk of them going

abroad, the company having taken a con

tract that will absorb nearly, if not quite, all

of this type they are able to produce.

They will, however, show a new 25 h. p.

tonneau touring car at the show that, ru

mor has it. is likely to be somewhat of a

revelation in construction and price. The

company are on the eve of important

changes, due to the accession of new cap

ital and men, all of which will be anounced

in due time.

 

Where the Credit is Due.

Through a slip of the memory it was made

to appear in the Motor World last week that

the Electric Vehicle Co. had but recently

begun to produce wheel steering electric

broughams. As a matter of fact, this con

cern was by many months the first one to

produce such a vehicle, having turned one

out as long ago as January, 1902.

hour, steady going, you can guess that it

will be hard to beat. And Edge always has

something up his sleeve. too."

In the course of further talk Mr. .Letts.

with the unqualified confidence 01' a loyal

Englishman, expressed confidence that the

Napier machine would again win the cup

against all comers. He does not think that

the new course in Ireland now being con

sidered will do, although it is ninety-tour

miles long, but expects to see the race held

in France, and he commented that the

Americans would have less chance there

than they would if the race was run in

Great Britain. One reason given by Mr.

Letts for his confidence that a Napier will

win is that S. F. Edge will drive one of the

two entered and Jarrott the other, and Jar

rott. says Mr. Letts, is the greatest auto

mobile operator on the face of the earth

to-day.

The house committee of the Automobile

Club of America has made arrangements

to keep “open house” to-day. New Year's.

and refreshments will be served to members

and their friends.
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New to the trade, but

thoroughly tested.

  

Alt-f v " 7". " * 1"“; __ \ MANUFACTURED §

7‘ " ‘ T by an established concern

with a reputation to sustain §

W

l ‘ Arrra'VJ-fst ~ ‘7.
.V._ ,_,t

EXHIBITS AT NEW YORK AND CHICAGO.THE KIRK MANUFAGTURING 60.,II TOLEDO, OHIO. ‘j

I; V

  

 

 

MADE FOR THOSE WHO

WANT THE BEST.

The corrugated tread G. & J. Tire is

detachable, double tube, and can always

be permanently repaired.

It is made from the best materials, is

easiest riding and longest wearing. The

best automobile tire is the cheapest.

GaJInanCo.
INDIANAPOLIS, IND.
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Talk about hitting the nail on the hen-(1:

\Vhy, judging from the indorsements I have

received of my last week's protest against

the Mlsmanaged Mutual Admiration Associ—

ation, that kick of mine must have banged

a kegful of nails and landed on the head of

each particular plank fastener therein. Most

of my correspondents seem to think I did not

make my protest sufllciently strong, and they

forthwith proceeded to supply me with am

ple proofs of more foolish actions on the

part of the N. A. A. M. that even I had

never known of. I cannot, however, allow

myself to be made the medium of publicity

for the many grievances which my corre

spondence shows me exists against the ex

isting mismanagement of the National As

sociation of Automobile Manufacturers. As

I said last week in this matter, I hold. no

brief for any one, nor will I. The injury

this alleged representation of successful au

tomobile manufacturers has caused the trade

and the pastime is so manifest to any one

who will for a moment look into the matter

that it would be a sheer waste of time and

space to make use of any of the proofs

thereof which my indorsers have so kindly

and so plentifully placed at my disposal.

The disease has bee-1 diagnosed, the remedy

for it is known and close at hand. Those

who believe that the automobile trade is

worthy of a representative organization, of

ficered by men who have succeeded, not

failed. in the automobile trade, have it in

their power to secure such an organization

and such officers whenever they will take

the small amount of trouble necessary to

relegate the present incompetents to the

back door of prominence and the front door

of a well earned and unregretted obscurity.

from which unfortunate circumstances haVe

temporarily detained them.

i i 8

The way of the speed trnnsgressor may

be hard, but that of his victim is generally

a little worse.

l t l

I went to a dinner rcccntly which was

given in honor of the New York-Boston re

liability run, wherein first honors were based

on "no stop" performances. Such is the

perversity of man, however. that the memen

to presented to the guest of honor at the

dinner. who had charge of the no stop of

fair, was a stop watch. This apparently in

congruous gift had been chosen for the very

good and sufficient reason that the otticlal

previously to the presentation had no stop

watch.

l I t

It is a mighty poor rule in regard to an au

tomobile that doesn’t work at least four or

five ways.

0 i ‘

While at the banquet above referred to I

was astonished to bear a prominent member

of the Automobile Club of America address

the diners in an impassioned appeal to or

ganize themselves into a vigilance commit

tee for the purpose of dealing out summary

punishment to the owners of the light Amer

ican type of motor vehicle. According to

the speaker, who is the owner of one of the

biggest and reddest foreign Vehicles, and

who, as he told the diners, has several times

been arrested for speeding at a rate which

he admitted was dangerous to the public,

the latter really finds no fault with being

run over or scared by an automobile, so long

as it be a big imported automobile. When,

however, the runner over or scarer is seated

in nothing but an ordinary American made

vehicle, then the public feels insulted and

raises ructions. I tried to follow the gentle

man's arguments in favor of his advocated

lynchings of all owners of light vehicles, but

I suppose my mental calibre was too small

to grasp the logic of the speaker‘s ideas, if

he had any, since it seemed to me like his

plea was nothing but a very silly attempt to

claim that only the owners of big and ex

pensive automobiles had any legal or moral

right upon the highways. I had previously

heard that among other foreign ideas some

of the members of the Automobile Club Of

America had sought to transplant here was

the one that the automobile was something

which was only for the rich, and for whose

exclusive use it should by all means he kept;

' yet I must confess before this speech I had

never heard any one unwise enough to pub

licly declare in favor of the idea. It takes

all kinds to make a world, and I suppose

because it does that this speaker has some

excuse for being here, even though it is

difficult to discover just what his excuse is.

i ¥ i

As a rule, the owner of an automobile who

possesses the largest stock of hard luck

stories is the man who possesses the least

practical knowledge of the vehicle itself.

i t i

All men are equal before the law! (if

course they are. and if you have any doubts

as to thcre being so 1‘" proceed to prove it

to you. Two ludlcs entered a public con

vcyancc and told the drivcr thcrcof to take

them to a neighboring theatre. The driver

—and he was liccnscd too. please note you

who are preaching liccnsing as a sovereign

remedy for automobile scorching—whippcd

up the poor beast from whosc torture he

lived, and at the risk of the lives- of his

passengers. and of every other uscr of the

public thorouglifnrcs. lic tore through the

streets and finally landed at the theatre.

The ladies. almost frantic with fear, sought

as quickly as possible to cscape from the

vchiclc, whcrcupon tho drivcr. liccnscd,

plcasc note, scizcd one of them by the throat_

flung her upon the pnvcmcnt and procccdcd

to amuse himself by kicking licr. Along

about this time n policcnnln strolch up and

arrested the licensed driver. Next morning

the gentle beast told the judge before whom

he was brought that he was so drunk when

he attacked his fnrcs that he really did not

know what he was doing. thrcupon the

judge pityingly fined him $5! And took

away his license, of course? Oh, no indeed;

you see, he was a cab driver. Now, had

he been a sober, respectable automobilist

proceeding along an unfrequented street en

dangering no one, he would have been fined

$50, perhaps imprisoned, and certainly de

prived of his license, if he had one. Equal

before the law are all men, eh? In story

books may be, but‘ elsewhere they are not.

'

Don’t do any worrying about break downs

in advance. The future never becomes real

ly serious until it is transformed into the

present.

‘ ¥ t t

There is a gentleman employed as a car

toonist on one of the yellow papers who

when he is not cartooning dons a yellow road

coat and races :1 trotting horse over the

$5,000,000 Speedway which a generous city

has provided for him and his kind. In Sun

day’s paper this cartooner has a scratchy

drawing which I preiaume is a cartoon. It

is entitled, "Which road will you take?"

To the left of the picture is a stony hill

labelled “Success.” Up this bill three hu—

man things are walking. To the right of

the picture is a broad, smooth road, leading

downward into darkness, and this is called

"Failure." Over the smooth road two eques

trians, one bicyclist and three automobilists

are proceeding, but not a single road wagon

or any other form of horsedrawn vehicle

is shown. \Vonder why? Can it be pos

sible that we can only go to failure on horse

back, on a bicycle or in an automobile? (Jer

tainly that seems to be this "famous" car

toonist’s idea, and yet the man who pays

him what every one else thinks is a ridicu

lous price for his scratchy picture allege

ments uses an automobile upon every pos

sible occasion. Evidently this is a case

where like master is not like 1min.

U t I

In his annual report the Secretary of the

Navy has this to say of the conclusions the

navy experts have reached after extended

experiments regarding the employment of

oil as fuel:

"That the best results are obtained by

atomization of the liquid fuel; that the oil

before being fed to the burners should be

heated; that the air requisite for combustion

should also be heated hcfore entering the

furnace, in order to assist the gasitication

of the oil product; that either air or steam

may be used for atonilzing purposes. but that

thermal efficiency is not increased by the use

of steam; that thc efficiency of an oil fuel

plant is more dependent upon the general

character of the installation of the auxil

iaries and fittings than upon the form of

the burner."

It is as sure as anything in the future can

be that the automobile of tomorrow is g0~

ing to look to the cheapest form of oil for

the generation of its propulsive power, and

such experiments as the ones the United

States government is making in the navy

will be the means of most quickly bringing

about this much to be desired condition of

affairs. THE COMMENTATOR.
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Driving on Rutted Roads.

After a hard frost it is well to drive very

carefully it the road is at all rutty. Es

pecially is this the case with small tires, for

a sudden twist in a rut may pull them oi!

entirely. Big tires fare better, for they will

override even the deep ruts, but the frozen

edges of the ruts will frequently cut the

tires and render them temporarily useless.

The Hotel Gregorian

A New Fire-proof

Hotel,‘upon

35th STREET, bet. 5th and 6th Aves,

TO BE OPENED

NEW YEAR’S DAY,

AVERILL ivenreonv,

[it THE YATES, Syracuse, N. Y.

To be the Automobile Headquartes

during the show.

Automobile Exchange

& Storage Company,

133 to 139 West 38th Street,

NEW YORK.

UNDER ENTIRE NEW MANAGEMENT.

Now making extensive alterations and improvements.

 

 

LOOK FOR SPECIAL ANNOUNCEMENTS AFTER

NEW YORK SHOW.

LOCKE REGULATOR CO.
Manufacturers oi the famous

LUGKE WATER LEVEL REGULATOR,

Engines, Boilers, Burners, Klinger Gauges, Elm, Etc.

\‘eud for Catalogue " LI" ( |qo3 Edition-)

LUGKE REGULATOR 00., Salem, Mass, U.S.A.

 

Alterations in the Exchange.

Another change has come over the spirit of

affairs at the Automobile Exchange and

Storage Company, at 133 West Thirty

eighth street, and this time it is one that

seems to promise prosperity. The present

officers of the company newly elected are:

John H. Robinson, President and Manager;

Rodney K. Haines, Secretary; Robert Sproul,

Treasurer. Manager Robinson has some en

terprising ideas, and has under way a num

ber of alterations that will result in decided

improvements. The second floor is being ex

tended so as to cover the hatchway space

next to the west door, and a stairway has

been built from the main floor up to the

front part of the upper story, where there

will be a show room for light vehicles, while

the rear will be partitioned olf for a shop.

A waiting room for women and one for men

are being installed and the office room cur

tailed. Presldent Robinson says he expects

to take on the agency for several lines of

American cars, and also two or three lines

of foreign make. The concern has engaged

M. Jarridge to look after the business in im

ported cars.

To Organize in New Orleans.

Autoists of New Orleans, La., have called

a meeting for the purpose of organizing a

club. There are about thirty cars in the

city. The objects of the proposed club are '

thus set forth in the call:

“To furnish a means of recording the ex

perience of members and others using motor

vehicles or automobiles; to promote original

investigation in the mechanical development

of motor carriages by members and others;

to arrange for pleasure runs and to encour

age. road contests of all kinds among own

ers of automobiles; to cooperate in secur

ing rational legislation and rules governing

and regulating the “Sc of automobiles in

city and country: to maintain the rights and

privileges of all forms of self-propelled pleas

ure vehicles whenever and wherever such

rights and privileges are menaced; to en

courage the construction of good roads and

the improvement of the public highways,

and generally to maintain a social club de

voted to the sport of nutomobilism and pro

tection."

Winton Will Protat.

it is understood that Alex. Winton is very

positive in the opinion that the Race Com

mittee of the Automobile Club should not

select any individual with a car that is his

first product to go abroad as a competitor (or

the Bennett cup. So earnest is he in the

matter that Mr. Winton proposes to ask per

mission to appear before the Race Commit

tee and present an argument to show that

only established manufacturers should be

recognized by the committee in making its

selection of entrants, in case the committee

makes its choice without trial races, as it is

now deemed likely that it may.

The stand taken by Mr. Winton is right in

line with the argument presented editorially

in the Motor World last week.

Recent lncorporations.

Camden, N. J.—The Reserve Automoblle

CO., with $50,000 capital; to manufacture all

kinds of automobiles. Corporators—Henry

J. Kingsbury, John A. MacPcak and James

F. Cotter.

New York, N. Y.—Westchester Automobile

00., with $15,000 capital. Directors—San

ford Robinson and L. E. Holden, of New

York City, and Thomas Holden, jr., of

White Plains.

Newark, N. J.—The Motor Car C0. of New

Jersey, with $50,000 capital. Corporators—

Inglis M. Uppercu, Richard T. Newton and

C. V. Childs.

Exports Still Expanding.

The exportation of American automobiles

continues to show gradual and encouraging

expansion. The returns for November dis

close shipments to the value of $55,473. as

against $39,383 in November of last year.

For the eleven months ending with Novem

ber the exports were valued at $026,083.

as compared with but $301,920 during the

corresponding period of 1901:

Seeking a Site.

Sag Harbor, L. 1., was visite last week by

E. Griswold, who said he represented the

Townsend Automoblle and Piano “"orks,

which was louklng for a suitable site for a

factory.

 

HERE IT IS!
 

 

The Hoffman Single

Gylinder ll Horse

Power Motor. : : :

PRIGE, $100.00.

H. L. HOFFMHN MOTOR ('29.,

30 West Randolph St., QHIQHGO, lLL.

  

 

THE F.

CLEVELAND, 0., U. S. A.

STEARNs CARS.
Everybody is Talking About Them!

WRITE FOR DETAILED INFORMATION, AND INSPECT THEM AT NEW YORK

AND CHICAGO SHOWS.

 

B. STEARNS CO.,
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TRIALS OF THE TESTER

The Ignominy to Which he is Subjected by his

Unsympathetic Townsmen.

 

“That a ‘prophet is never without honor

save in his own country,’ is often true of an

automobile maker, that is if you substitute

town for country." remarked a man who

should know to the Motor World representa

tive. “At least that has been my experience.

“When we first began to turn out com

pleted cars the testing department was. of

course, called upon to pronounce them right

—-or, as it frequently happened, wrong—be

fore they were shipped.

and there, or of telephoning to the factory

for help. ‘Vhichever he tried he came to

the conclusion that his choice was the worse

of the two evils. If he worked on the car

the crowd increased until it seemed as if

there was a fire or a riot, and the police

would politely inquire if they hadn't better

ring up an ambulance, while the front row

of spectators would offer suggestions gratis.

If another car was sent from the factory to

haul the ailing one home the agony was less

drawn out. but the ignominy was, if poasi

ble, intensified.

“That is, unless the second car should de

velop a perverse tendency also. That did

not happen often, but it did once or twice,

and you can readily conceive my poignant

  

7 ‘ " FAR FROM THE CITY’S BUSY STREETS."

“Now, there was but one way of giving

them a real test, and that was to send them

out on the streets and run them. Then we

could see what would happen. And, it must

be admitted, we did see, oftener than was

at all pleasant. Looking back at it now, it

was only natural; for how could any one ex

pect a complicated piece of machinery like

an automobile to emerge perfect from the

factory—like Venus from the foam flecked

sea. At any rate our cars did not.

“They went wrong-persistantly, and, as it

seemed to us, maliciously. And they seemed

to take delight in going wrong in the most

public manner possible. The most fre

quented places—where a huge crowd could

gather in the space of a second or so and

make unkind and facetious remarks, such as

‘there’s another~busted,’ suited them best it

seemed.

"\Vhen this happened the man in charge

had the choice of locating the trouble then

anguish when the crowd offered to haul the

two vehicles to the shop.

“But there was no help for it. We had to

test the cars before sending them away. and

there was no other place, except the country

roads outside the town, and these, in the

early stages of manufacture, were sometimes

difficult to reach, so chronic were the balky

habits of the cars.

“The men who tried them used to come to

me and complain of the hardships they un

derwent. They had; their lives almost

‘joshed’ out of them by would be facetious

onlookers. The now familiar ‘git a horse‘

had not come to the front then , but its

equivalent were numerous—‘ice wagou’

being the most popular. Indeed, it became

a synonym for our car in some quarters, the

harassed testers told me.

“ ‘Never you mind; you go ahead and at

tend to business without paying attention to

them,‘ I would say. ‘The work has got to be

done, and the best way is to do it with as

little fuss as possible. The time. will come

when you won’t have all this trouble.’

“This prediction proved true, for it is a

long lane that has no turning. But it

seemed an eternity before we reached the

end. By that time the car was utterly, and

as it seemed irrevocably, damned in the

place of its birth. Everybody knew of its

trials and tribulations, and the only way it

could have been made to go in that town

would have been by donating it with our

compliments; and I am not sure that even

then there would not have been some. decli

nations.

“Thus it happened that long after the car

had a good reputation elsewhere and sold

readily wherever we tried to push it, the

home market was closed tightly against it.

Recognizing the fact, we made no effort to

push it there. We went on building and

shipping away, testing as usual in the town,

but with much better results.

“As these testing cars were seen running,

instead of broken down as of old, and the

workmen kept telling of the popularity of

the car in other localities—as evidenced by

repeat orders—public opinion began to veer

around. People said that maybe our cars

had some good points after all, and after

awhile we got to the point where we could

sell one here and there.

“But it was an up hill job, and even yet

we have to work much harder to make a

sale here than to some one outside the town."

 

The Springing of Cars.

The proper springing of cars is a matter

of no small importance. When light, very

easily sprung cars are driven with but one

or two passengers on the front seat, the

plunging of the car over rough roads will

be found to alfth the gasolene feed to the

float chamber of the carburetter, The. plung

ing will cause the float to lift and flood or

drip, and shut off the feed, or vice versa, so

that for a few moments the engine is starVQd

of gas. This involuntary cutting out of the

engine, when gasolene is fed by gravity,

may be largely prevented by keeping the

tank filled.

 

Lengthening the Battery’s Life.

\Vhen the electrolyte or liquid in an ac

cumulator cell falls below the level of the

plates by reason of evaporation it should be

filled up with a little clean, soft water, dis

tiiled if possible. Further additions of sul

phuric acid are not required. The solution

should never be allowed to get beyond a

quarter of an inch below the top of'the

plates, as it may cause them to buckle. It"

for any purpose the acid solution is emptied

from the cells they should be filled up with

water to prevent the plates sulphating.

There is a probability of the Panhard peo

ple introducing a “mixed” car for 1903; that

is, one driven by both gasolene and electric

ity on the style of the Lohner Porsche Aus

trian cars.
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The Week's Patents.

716,382. Steam Engine. William S. Col

well, Chicago, Ill. Filed October 29, 1901.

Serial No. 80.403. (No model.)

Claim—1. The combination with a direct

acting engine having a reciprocating piston,

and a piston cylinder provided with valved

ports for supply and exhaust; of a vacuum

chamber; an attachment to the piston cyl

inder comprising a shell or casing having a

port connected with the train exhaust port

of the piston cylinder and branched to form

a couple of ports which are connected with

the vacuum chamber, and an intermediate

port arranged for discharge into the atmo

sphere; a rotary three way valve arranged

for alternately opening and closing the

branaches of the port which connects with

the. main exhaust passage, and operating

during each stroke of the piston to first di

rect the exhaust from the main exhaust pas

sage into the atmosphere and to then cut

ofl such exhaust and place the main exhaust

passage in open communication with the

vacuum chamber; and a valve actuating de

vice applied for operating said rotary valve

and comprising a crank connected with the

valve, a reciprocating rod for actuating the

crank, and connection arranged between the

reciprocating rod and the eccentric strap of

the engine and involving a vibratory lever.

716,388. Steering Mechanism for Motor

Vehicles. Charles Crompton, Worcester,

Mass. Original application filed September

25, 1901. Serial No. 76,548. Divided and

this application filed January 29, 1902. Serial

No. 91,659. (No model.)

Claim—1. In a motor vehicle, a steering

shaft, steering wheels a connection extend

ing directly from said shaft to the steering

wheels, :1 second connection between the

shaft and steering wheels, said second con

nection including gearing, and means to

render either of said connections operative.

716,492. Engine or Motor Louis Sterne.

London, England. Filed April 11, 1902.

Serial No. 102,446. (No model.)

Claim—1. In an engine of the type de

scribed, the combination with the pistols of

rollers and operative cam united by a guid

ing construction for holding the two devices

in the same vertical plane, substantially as

described.

716,497. Hydrocarbon Burned. Hugh L.

Warner and William H. Lonsdale, Dayton,

Ohio, assignors to the Dayton Motor Vehicle

Co., Dayton, Ohio, a corporation of West

Virginia. Filed July 25, 1901. Serial No.

69,679. |No model.)

Claim—1. In a hydrocarbon burner, a

burner the base of which has a series of

tubes projected therefrom, and the top plate

of which has a corresponding series of open

ings into which said tubes project, and a

washer of less diameter than said openings

mounted on the upper end of each of said

tubes within the openings in said top plate,

whereby there is provided a series of annu

lar gas jets surrounding said washers, sub

stantially as specified.

716,523. Multiple Expasion Steam Engine.

Jackson Deneal, Toledo, Ohio, assignor of

two-fifths to Stephen Brophy, Toledo, Ohio.

Filed March 9, 1901. Serial No. 50,503. (No

model.)

Claim—1. In a double acting multiple ex—

pansion engine. the combination of a series

of cylinders of progressively increased di

ameters respectively, connected together side

by side in the order of their progression,

with their axes in the same plane, compris

ing a valve cylinder, :1 high pressure cylin

der, and one. or more expansion cylinders, a

pair of ports in each of the division walls

between the cylinders, leading from cen

trally located openings in the smaller cylin

der, in opposite directions, to openings in the

larger cylinder, adjacent to its heads, that

are exhaust ports for the smaller cylinder

and inlet ports for the larger- exhaust ports

in the low pressure cylinier, located cen

trally of its length and opening into an ex

haust. a steam connection for the valve

cylinder, provided with a pair of branch

connections opening into opposite ends of

the valve cylinder, :1 piston in each cylinder,

adapted as a valve to close the exhaust ports

of its cylinder in the middle of its stroke,

and open them alternately at the end of each

stroke, the pistons being connected with

cranks of a common shaft, the crank for

the piston of the valve vylinder being set at

90 degrees from the centres of the other

cranks, which alternate at 180 degrees from

each other, and a manual valve in the steam

connection, adapted to progressively open or

close either or both the branch connections

to the valve cylinder separately or simulta

neously, substantially as shown and de

scribed.

716,57 .

gines. Carl N. Nelk, Palo Alto, Cal.

September 4, 1902. Serial No. 122.084.

model.)

Claim—4. A device for vaporizing liquids

comprising a casing having a closed top, a

conical diapragm located between the top

and bottom, means for delivering the liquid

upon the apex of the diaphragm to allow it

to flow downwardly and outwardly, a cham

ber located between the top .of the diaphragm

and the interior of the casing, and a dis

charge passage therefrom, a series of open

ended tubes connecting the chamber with

the space below the diaphragm, and having

openings coincident with the base of the

diaphragm through which oil may enter the

tubes.

Carburetter for Explosive En

Filed

(No

716,590. Joint Closer for Rubber Tire Set- "

ting Machines. Will C. State, Akron, Ohio,

assignor to the Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co.,

Akron, Ohio. Filed May 8, 1902. Serial N0.

106,413. (No model.)

Claim—1. An improved clamp for rubber

tire setting machines consisting of two oppo

sitely disposed hinged jaws having in their

inner faces grooves arranged diagonally with

reference to the line of the tire, substan

tially as shown and described.

716,610. Motor Vehicle. William 0.

Worth, Chicago, Ill., assignor of two-thirds

to William R. Donaldson, Louisville, Ky.,

and Henry W. Kellogg, Battle Creek, Mich.

Filed June 16, 1899. Serial No. 720,837.

(No model.)

Claim—1. In a motor vehicle, the combina

tion of a motor shaft, a pair of bevel pin

ions mounted thereon; a secondary shaft, a

pair of bevel gears mounted on said second

ary shaft both meshing with one of said

pinions, and a smaller gear on saeid second

ary shaft meshing with the other of said

pinions; with clutch mechanism substantial

ly as described, whereby power is transmit

ted from the motor shaft to the secondard

shaft through either of the large gears and

the pinion meshing therewith, or through

the smaller gear and pinion meshing there

with, for the purpose and substantially as

described.

716.615. Explosive Engine. Benjamin F.

Bain, New Brighton, Pa. Filed September

28, 1899. Serial No. 731,969. (No model.)

Claim—1. In combination with an explo

vafra

sive engine. a puppet valve controlling cylin

der port, and slide valve controlling oom

munlcation between exhaust and fuel ports

and said cylinder port, and connections for

positively retaining said puppet valve open

during the exhaust period and the suction

or recharging period, and successively open

ing the exhaust and fuel ports, substantially

as and for the purposes set forth.

716,593. Pneumatic Tube for Tires. Chas.

1'}. A. I-lrse, Ormskirk. England, assignor of

one-half to James Hamilton Cobley, London,

England. Filed May 16, 1902. Serial No.

107,670. (No model.)

(‘laim—l. An inner tube for pneumatic

tires, characterized by a long length with

closed ends overlapping each other, the

valve being placed near one end, and the

other end formed with an elastic sleeve so

lutioned all around the tube at one part, so

as to leave the extreme end free all around

inside the sleev to form a pocket for the re

ception of the opposite end of tube, and yet

permit the outer sleeve to be drawn back

so as to expose the‘end of the tube which

was previously inside the sleeve to enable

any repairs to be eflected.

716,656. Electric Battery Compound.

George Bastedo, Brooklyn, N. Y. Filed

March 28, 1902. Serial N0. 100,472. (No

specimens.)

Claim—The herein described composition

of matter consisting of dilute sulphuric acid

fifteen pounds, nitric.acid fifty drains and

bisulphate of mercury one ounce, substan

tially as described and for the purpose set

forth. '

716,664. Distributing Device for Steam or

Air Engines. Charles A. Brunner, Levallois

Perret, France. Filed July 13, 1901. Serial

No. 68,272. (No model.)

Claim—1. A steam engine having a cylin

der, a reciprocating piston, a valve chamber,

a valve mechanism comprising the combina

tion of a rotary valve, co-operating parts be

tween the valve and cylinder and a spindle

for the valve, a sector head on the spindle,

I journalled on said spindle, a. weight

on the frame, and a projection on thereclp

rocating piston to act on the frame, sub

stantially as described.

 

Where he got his Accent.

“Hello, Mulcahey! Well, well! How are

you?"

"Clever, old chap; quite clever. I’m jolly

well glad to see you, too.

you been?"

“Say, Tim, chop it! Where in blazes have

you been; over in London for a year? Where

did you get that accent, eh?"

"No, I haven‘t been away, you know.

Have I an accent, really?"

"Oh, drop it, Tim. What are you doing?"

“I am demonstrator in an automobile

establishment."

"0-0-0! I understand."

And how have

Their Ideas of Speed.

There‘s more truth than fiction in this

summarization by the Smart Set of automo

bile speeds as viewed by interested persons:

Miles.

Chauffeur's private opinion . . . . . . . . . . . 12

Chautfeur’s opinion for his friends... . 20

Policeman‘s private opinion . . . . . . . . .. 14

Policeman's opinion for the judge... . 28

Old lady’s opinion who was knocked

down. . . . . . . . .

Actual speed . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 8
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WHERE'S THIS WONDER?

Specifications of a Mysterious American Cup

Candidate That Come Via London.

 

’Round Robin Hood’s barn—that is, by '

way of London, comes an account of an

anonymous racing car that is being built on

this side to take part in the Gordon Bennett

Cup race. Premising its story with the re

mark that “the promises made in the name

of this prodigy are entitled to respect on

account of the standing of its sponsors" Mo

toring Illustrated goes on to say:

“The project of the constructor is to build

a vehicle which shall, by a mere alteration

of gear ratio, serve equally well for a ‘terriflc

racer‘ or for a comfortable, high class tour

ing car. Up to the present, he considers,

cars have been built to possess a certain

time or mileage, having accomplished which

they require to ‘go into shop’ for repairs.

‘The car we are building, and those to be

patterned after it,’ he says, ‘should run 25,—

and speedy travelling have been localized

with extreme care.

“‘Widc bearings, large wearing surfaces,

broad faced gears are the rule throughout.

“ ‘Experiments show a fuel economy at

the lowest throttling equal to that regis

tered at full speed and power. The motor

is of 50 indicated horsepower, but is capable

of developing 75.

“‘T’hrottled low, each of the four cylin

ders give less than one to two horsepower,

showing the enormous range obtainable by

perfect throttling.’ "

 

The Rambler of I903.

In the 1903 model of the Rambler touring

car, Model E, is presented a vehicle in which

are embodied all the excellencies by which

this make has commanded ready sale in the

past, together with a few improvements of

interesting character. To begin with, an

addition of two horsepower has been gained

by increasing the dimensions of the cylinder

one inch each in bore and stroke. The next

most important change is the adoption of

  

000 miles withotu needing more than ordi

nary attention. The following are some of

its chief features.

“'The motor is composed of 103 pieces,

far fewer than found in other four cylinder

petrol motors used in automobiles.

“ ‘Intake as well as exhaust valves are

opened and closed by positive mechanical

action.

“The composition of the explosive is in

variable; the compression variable. With

sharp throttling the mlxture at the end of

the compression stroke indicates little above

atmospheric tension.

“‘The petrol and air feed mechanism is

on distinctly new lines, but resembles that

of the Mercedes Simplex engine somewhat.

“ "The drive on the high speed gear is di

rect by longitudinal bevel gear shaft to bevel

gear on live “axle with differential gear.

The shaft and bevel gears are after the

Renault type.

“ ‘The rear axle is trussed, but is relieved

of all bending stresses by supporting its

quota of the weight 0fthe vehicle practical

ly in the planes of the wheels.

“ "i‘he front wheels are internally pivoted,

but the construction differs from that used

in European cars embodying this feature.

" ‘All severe stresses arising from rough

artillery wheels instead of wire wheels, but

the new ones have the Rambler stamp in

the width of the bearings. The hubs are

of steel, and have more space between the

ball cups than other wheels of similar size.

The wheel base has been lengthened six

inches the the body brought two inches

lower. The differential has been radically

changed; the whole case and sprocket is now

made in one piece, and an end thrust hear

ing provided for the rear axle so as to avoid

end play. A new carburetter with float feed

has been introduced, of which great things

are expected. The cooling system has been

enlarged so that there are now nearly 400

radiating tubes instead of 200. The axles

are heavier, and the front one has been rein

forced throughout its entire length. There

is a solid panel seat back to the new car,

and complete mud guards are furnished as

a regular equipment without extra charge.

While the body is of the same general type,

the lines have been softened and the rather

blunt appearance of the front bonnet has

been overcome. The tires used will be

three inches in diameter instead of two and

one-half inches, as were used last Year, and

the gasolene tank has been enlarged so that

it now has a capacity for 150 miles.

Three hundred of the 1903 Rambler cars

have been contracted for by John Wana

maker, who has taken the New York agency,

and It. A. Greene, who has charge of the

automobile department, expresses serene

confidence that they will all be sold.

ON RURAL ROUTES

Results of a Month‘s Test Demonstrate Motor

Car's Advantages tor Mail Delivery.

After a series of exhaustive tests over a

number of rural mail delivery routes in

Lenawee County, Mich., the automobile is

pronounced a success by the postmaster hav

ing charge of the tests, and he is likely to

send a strong recommendation to Wash

ington concerning them.

The tests, which lasted for a month, were

made in all kinds of weather, and were

wonderfully successful, failing only once,

when heavy snowdrifts over icy roads were

encountered.

One of these routes is twenty-nine miles

long, contains 140 boxes and accommodates

700 people. On this route the start is made

at 10 o‘clock in the morning, and the return

to the postoflice is made at a little after 1.

By using automobiles the carrier can leave

the postorlice much later than with his

wagon, and is thus enabled to deliver much

mail received on the later morning trains

that would otherwise not be carried until

the next day. In addition to this the routes

are covered in fully half the time required

by the wagon.

These are two strong points in favor of

the auto, yet there is still one other which

has been brought out, and that is the im

provement of the roads which would follow

the installation of an automobile system.

With the exeuse as a lever, that the rural

route will have to be discontinued over any

certain portion of road because of its poor

condition, a community would go to a great

deal of expense rather than have the threat

carried out.

An example of this can be cited. On route

No. 4 was a piece of road that was almost

impassable. Mr. Priddy went to one of the

leading farmers on the route and pointed

out that unless it was remedied they could

not expect to receive his mail by the auto.

Although the section referred to was quite

a distance from his home, Mr. Priddy's com

panion replied at once, “If those people will

not fix their roads I and some of my neigh

bors will.” And they did.

The following report of Postmaster Priddy

gives a good idea'of the work performed:

December 18, Route No. 3, Carrier E. H.

Hendcreson; length, 29 miles; number of

stops, 125; number of pieces delivered, 409;

pickup, 59 pieces; weather, clear; condition

of roads, partially frozen and very muddy;

amount of gasolene consumed, two and one

half gallons; time for delivery, three hours

and fifty-six minutes.

 

The Clemick-lesch Co.. Milwaukee, Wis,

makers of gasolene motors for launches, has

entered the automobile field, and expects to

have its first car ready by February.
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in the Autoniobile Trade

“STANDARD” RIMS
Clincher, Flat Base, Drop Center, Plain Crescent

always indicate the

Best Rims.
Manufactured by

THE STANDARD WELDING (10.,

EASTERN SALES AGENTS: WESTERN SALES AGENT:

MILLER, THORNBURGH & co., L. F. McCLERNAN,

I35 Broadway, New York, N. Y. 723 The Rookery, Chicago, Ill.

l'lember ol the National Association at Automobile Manufacturers.
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SEND FOR CA TALOGUB AND PRICES.

A. H. FUNKE, 325 Broadway, llerrYork
 

GOLD MEDAL WINNERS

HIGHEST A WARD.

  

.-. corr AUTOMOBILE MFG. Co.,

83 Chambers Street, New York.

Better Not . .
have any ignition outfit

than to have a poor one.

WE MANUFACTURE NOTHING

BUT THE BEST.

\VRITE FOR CATAOGU E.

AMERICAN fit 00MPANY
W. SOMERVILLE, MASS.

 

  

 

 

 

 
Franklin's Coal Scuttle.

Both seasonable and suggestive is the lit

tle Christmas remembrance which

Benjamin, of the H.

(I. A.

H. Franklin Manufact

uring Company, sent to a number of his

friends last week.

It was a match safe mode in the form of

a coal scuttle, and with it went a letter. part

of which follows: “Under separate cover we

are mailing you a reminder of a recent great

disturbance, the outcome of which has been

the cause of enough inconvenience and an

noyance to make a man swear like a pirate.

We trust you are not in this class. We sin

l-crely hope your coal bin is full to the limit

and your cup of joy is working overtime.

When you look at this little match safe, keep

in mind that no motor car of its class

matches the Frankling, and we hope things

will be red hot with you from now on."

How the Do

In order to test

Dion car, the well

Dion vwas Tested.

the new "Popular" De

known French concern

recently sent it round Europe on a course

whwich included Geneva. Turin, Florence,

Bologna, Venice, iVenna, Prague, Dresden,

Berlin, Hanover. Amsterdam and Brussels,

making 3,100 miles in all. The car had to

traverse the Juras and the Alps. and also to

climb the famous Semmering mountain near

Vienna. It also had to travel along the no

torious Austrian roads, with their deep ruts

running crosswise and dos dams, and had to

negotiate. the equally famous granite setts

of Belgium.

Using the Compression as a Brakr.

It the compression of-the engine. with a

slow speed in. is being used as a brake. take

care not to switch the spark on again sud

denly, as great strain will be put upon the

engine and gear.

broken in this way.

Crankshatts have been

  

THE AUTUGAS
DRY BATTERIES.

80 per cent. more effi

ciency than any other.

Standard Everywhere.

WNI. ROCHE, 42 Vesey St., New York.

WUUI] WHEELS

Artillery or 00mpress Band.

W. K. PRUDDEN 8. 00.,

408 Michigan Avenue,

LANSING, MICH.

ARTILLERY

W000

AUTUMUBILE

WHEELS. I

ARTILLERY

'- STEEL

fl AUTOM08|LE

' WHEELS.

Drup Forged

Maohlned

  

' r ‘ 2:“;

flaw Srmnurnarrow

A .

{minuur'turmr
nnv BATTERY

  

>M

 

 

 
 

 
 

STEEL RIMS for

both Wood and

Wire Heels.

New Gatalsgua “E”

nowlsdy.

I. ll. WESTON 00..

 

  

SYRAGUSE, N Y.

JANESVILLE. N. Y.
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Vague Ideas ot Chains.

"Some otherwie well informed autolsts

seem to have the very vagnest ideas about

chains." remarked a tradesman the other

day in conversation with-the Motor World

man.

“There are men who come in here and ask

for complete chains or parts, and a little talk

develops the fact that ‘pitch' is Greek or

Sanscrit to them. Even width is a sealed

book, as far as knowing how to medsnre a

chain is concerned. So many chains are

alike that we make out pretty well, but tre

-qnently we are quite unable to divine what

is wanted. ‘

“We try to impress on users of cars that

the pitch is the distance between link

centres, not. as some think, the length of

the open space into which the teeth of the

sprocket teeth fit. A one inch pitch chain

is Just as many inches long as it has links.

“Chain widths, on the other hand, are the

measure of the space or clearance between

the side links, not the distance outside of

links. With a car using a chain 1,1; inch in

width, for example, the teeth of the sprocket

wheel will be a scant 1/3 inch wide—just

enough scant usually to allow clearance so

the chain won't bind as it passes over the

teeth.

“If people would only hear these facts in

mind when ordering chains we should get rid

of a lot of trouble. and they would be better

served.“

It is an excellent idea. especially during

the winter, to protect the lower part of the

engines. It is surprising how much worK a

leather or similar material cover slung from

the sides of the frame and carried beneath

the engine flywheel and gear box will save.

Though such an arrangement is not a thing

of beauty. it is extremely useful, if not ab

solutely necessary.

How They Tricked Miller.

“Had a cute trick played on me last week."

remarked Chas. E. Miller, the well known

jobber, pulling a reluctant smile.

“A man came in and got a pair of lamps

‘on approval.‘ He paid cash for them~list

price—and was to return them if they did

not suit. A day or two later he brought

them back. and we paid him his money

without hesitation.

“Then by a mere accident we learned what

was back of the occurrence. The lamps had

been procured tor a competitive lamp con

cern—a big one, too—taken to a photographer

and ‘snaps’ made of them complete and in

parts and examined minutely. This was bad

enough. But it was adding insult to injury

to return them and get their money back.

“I guess I am too honest to cope with peo—

ple like this," concluded Miller with great

soberncss.
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UNITED STATES AGENTS FOR THEW' Georges Richard French Automobiles,

PANHARD. RENAULT AND MERCEDES CARS.

wm1 IMMEDIATE DELIVERY.

GARAGE AND sauasnoons: 33 m 39 East ssm Street, new YORK CITY.

SHO\\’.

 

1

HOLLAND MOTORS. |

None so Cheap.None so Good.

FOUR SIZES

1-1-4 H. P., Air Cooled for Bicycles,

I also all Accessories for Motor Cycles.

2-3-4 H. P., Air or Water Cooled.

Send Ior Catalogue and Price List.

I THE noLLano

62 Van Winkle Avenue,

6 ll. P. Water Cooled.

10 H. P., Double Cylinder. Water Cooled. I

AUTO 36.,

JERSEY clrv, n. J.

 

America’s

Leading

Automobile
 
 

ESTABLISHED I855

PHINEAS JONES & CO.

NEWARK, N. J.

ember ot the National Association at

Automobile Monuilcturerl.

i

i

i

  

 

  

YOU WANT TO KNOW MORE

WRITE U5 RIGHT NOW.

Spaulding thmi‘t‘il'i Company

BUFFALO, NEW YORK.

mm.M...................OWN...

O....................... ........ 0..... ........

Dealers Can Control the Business

in their towns when they handle

Efipaulcling
It put: money in your

an any automo

gecko! and leaves more in those of your customers’

lie you can sell them. You are both happy.

Happiness is catching; that’s why SPAULDING owners have lots of friends

who increase the demand.

-.........600000.......0.......(................

WE WANT TO TELL YOU MORE
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Baldwin Automobile Ootaohahlo Chain 00. DC Dion Bouton & C0,

WORCESTER, MASS. -

PARIS, FRANCE.

Standard Gasoline Motors and

Automobiles of the World.

De Dion Motors are used by leading manufacturers all over

the world.

THE TRADE SUPPLIED.

Address all communications to

K. A. SKINNER,

Sole United State: Agent,

179 Clarendon 5L, (near Bovlaton) BOSTON, MASS.

  

PATENTED DEC. r8, 1900.

BALDWIN CHAINS
are the standard for

SIZE, WORKMANSHIP and FINISH
  

The

(Motor de Luxe r—_—\

step. ii llliHllSS RUNNING Gill

4 UYLINOERS.

  
  

Especially

adapted to

Heavy

Tonneaue

MOTOR VEHIOLE POWER 00.,

l23| Spring Garden Street, PHILADELPHIA.

JENKINS & BARKER
Sucr‘nssons To CHAS. L. BURDETT

50 State St., HARTFORD, CONN.

Patents and

Patent Gauses

AUTOMOBILE PATENTS A SPECIALTY

CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED

YOU 0ANYOO YOUR OWN REPAIRING.

   

New Features and is up-to-date.

Made in all sizes from runabouts to

transfer wagons.

“'e are manufacturers of everything for

automobiles. Sr! CA TALOGUE.

 

NEUSTAOT-PERRY 00.,”s‘i‘.’ ’i’ioi‘éf‘iiiifii“
  

 

Seamless Steel,

BOILER SHELLS,

PRESSURE RESERVOIRS'

 

THE

_‘ STERLING
Sorewtlutting

LATHE
- will do all your work.

‘1‘ Swings 10 inches; 25

inches between centers

’ ._' or longer Equipped

with Face Plate, (fern

  

GASOLENE TANKS.

STEEL SHAPES STAMPED on DRAWN.

IANNEY, STEINMETZ 8t. 00., Philadelphia.

ters, Change Chars.

Pn'a: quota! on applicatiau.

F. FRASSE CO.,38 Cortland St.,NewYork

 

 

E BEST BY EVERY TEST

FOR PRICES AND PARTICULARS

WRITE TO

THE DOW PORT. ELECT. ,C0.

are TREMONT sr BOSTON, MASS.

n35 BROADWAY. N.Y .

|2l3 FILBERT 5T. PHIL. PA.

Member of the

National Association i

of Automobile

Manufacturers.

HARRY R. GEER

St. Louis, Mo.

  

l9 LA SALLE ST. CHICAGO. —

  

  

The Tires

on an automobile either

increase or retard its

speed. Resilient tires

give additional power

and greater mileage.

G & J Detachable Tires

have been proven the speedient of

all vehicle tires, and they wear

longest. Descriptive Catalog and

full information on request.

6&JIrmaCo.
INDIANAPOLIS, IND.

  

  

 

 

LEATHER_

Automoblle

Coat.
Finest quality black leather, lined with

flannel, $8.00 each.

Leather Trousers, Gaps, Gloves, oto.

Imported Goggles, Horns, Spark Plugs, oto.

Catalogue mailed on request.

THE LARGEST AUTOMOBILE SUPPLY

HOUSE IN AMERICA.

CHAS. E. MILLER. 97-99-101 Reade St. Now York City.

 

 

    

EEP the auto up to

the top notch of

speed and ease of

running by using Dixon’s

Graphitoleo. Ask for a

free sample and booklet 83

about it. '

JUSEI‘H DIXON CRUCIIlIE COMPANY,

jnksav Cr'rv.

  

 

  

 

_

I_—‘

- > Dyke’s Castmgs ot

a ,. Bike Engines.

$7.50 UP.

Full Line Bike Part1.

A. L. OYKE, I402 Pine St,

ST. LOUIS.

“""'“ Send stami for Callwne.
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[to You Want Satisfaction?

- The boiler proposition we have to offer will

’ give it to you. Our boilers will cause you no

' trouble.

THEY ARE THE BEST! THE PRICE

IS RIGHT!

See our exhibit at Chas. E. Miller’s s aces. 46.

47. 48. 40, 50 and 5t, at the Automobi e Show.

Madison Square Garden, January next.

STEAM CARRIAGE BOILER 00., - flswogo, N. Y.

Improve Your Simulation
IV USING

. THE LUBEE PUMP
Increases and gives a positive cir

culation to the eoolin water for all

Gasoline Motors. mple, Cheap

Durable. Efficient, easy to apply.

Sent on trial to responsible parties.

Lobee Pump & Machinery Co.

120-138 Terrace Buffalo, N. Y.

MUNDEBAM DILS AND GREASES
IPICIALLY ADAPTED FOR

AUTDMDBILE LUBBIBATIDN
WRIT! FOR CATALOGUE AND PRICE LIST.

Dolumbia Lubricants 00.. 22 Buriing Slip, New York.

GNIIlIT Steam Bars LEAD

ON THEANIJVIARKET

ON THE ROAD

GROUT BROS., Orange, Mass.

  

 

  

 

"ads at the SPLITDDIIF LABORATORY.

Established 1858.

I). F. SPLITDDRF. 17 Vlttdowater St.,N.Y.

'- Ara; ii -

  

 

  

FOLLOW THE FLAG

IIotroIt To Fast Trains

Th IIfirst:le Sleiiiiiitg Cars

Kansas Bill Diniiiiectiiis

Oahu Free Reclining

And the West Bill" cm

TI'IE DNLY LINE RUNNING FREE RECLINING CHAIN CARS

BETWEEN NEW YORK AIID DHIDASD.

FAMOUS “ CONTINENTAL LIMITED." leaves New

York foot of Franklin Street at 1.25 p m., foot of West 41d

Street 1.45 p. m., arrives Detroit 7.30 a m., Chicago 3.30 p. m.

St. Louis 7.t5 p. m., Kansas Ctty 7 r5 second rnomtng.

“ LACKAWANNA LIMITED," leaves New York not of

Barclay 0r Christopher Streets at 10.00 a. m.. arrives Detroit

_ 1.00 a. m., Chicago to.5o a. m.. St Louis a.00 p. m., Kansas

City 9.30 p. m. next day.

“ ONTARIO & WESTERN EXPRESS," leaves New

York foot of Franklin Street at 540 p. m., foot of West 41d

Street 6.00 p. m.. arrives Detroit 2.05 p. m., Chicago 9.30 p. to.

Also trains eaving at 2.00 a. m., Loo p. m. .610 p. m., 7.45 p. m.

For information in regard to race. etc.. apply to

H. B. McCLELLAN,

General Eastern Agent,

387 Broadway. New York.

 

WANTS AND FDR SALE.
t5 cents per line of seven words. cash with order.

 

AUTOMOBILES bought, sold and exchanged.

C. A. COEY & CO., 531] Cottage Grove Ave.,

Chicago, Ill.

~— 

FOR SALE or exchange. One three seated

steam auto in A 1 condition. Will sell cheap,

or exchange for Oldsmoblle. \V. H. DAVEY

Niagara Falls N. Y.

 

AU I‘OMUBILE— Toledo steam carriage 1902

Model;itt use three months;can be seen

and tested any afternoon except Thursday. THE

PE'I‘l'lR HREID'I‘ CI‘I'Y HREWERY CO.,

Elizabeth. N. J.

 

New GASOLENE RUNABOUT 5350. Less

than cast to manufacture. Photo and

description if you wish, but first draft takes it.

Greatest bargain ever offered. as we need the

room for 1903 stock. THE SI'ARIN CO.,

North To TILIWHTICIZA. N. Y.

   

J. A. SCOTT MOTOR WORKS,

2| I0-I2-l4 Washington Ave.,

ST. LOUIS, MO.

Are building for the Automobile Trade the following sizes

and sty‘es of Gasolene Engines. Fing'e Cylinder

"4% Double (lpnnscrl Horizontal. five sizes. 6. 8. IO, ta. t5

h t. I‘Ouhle Cylinder Vertical, 3 sizes, 6.8.15 h. p. Four

Cylinder Upright. 4 sizes, t2, t8. 2:. 30 II. p.

\\'rite and tell us your wants; Remember that the quality

will remain long after the price ts forgotten.

AUTOMOBILE STURAGE.
Small Carriages, St 2.00. fledlum, S l 5.00. Large. SI 8.00

Electric charging. as per meter

 

We have a thorough equipment. Inspectton invited.

METROPOLITAN MOTOR CAR 00..

I54 East 57th St.. New York.

$55052206179
Special Circular. giving Improvements.

THE MOBILE DOMPANY or Amanron,

TARRVTOWN-ON-HUDSON, N Y.

IomeSatety Steam Throttle Valve
Steam sup lied gradually—Shuts 05 at either end of

lever orward or backward—No wrong way—

Can be removed and regruund without

. disconnecting any pipe

2 F CAN BEAPPLIEDTO ANY STEAM VEHICLE.

': . Write for descriptive circular.

none anass 00.. Springfield. 0.

l’utetttees and Sole Manufacturers

BENTURY MUTUII VEHICLE [It].

Steam,Eleotrio or -

and Gasolene

SYRACUSE, N. Y.

Int Iooooiotut ltontutt
OF AMERICA

7 East 42:! Street, NEW YORK.

Agency corre ndence may be addressed to New York

0 ce or nearest Branch 0630c.

 

 

  

 

 

 

E SIMMONS “£1

STEAM CARRIAGE

SPECIALTIES.
Attractive catalogue sent upon application.

"0 Centre Street. hew York City.

SMITH do. MABLEY,

3I3-3I 5 Seventh Ave" New York,

AUTOMOBILES.

IMPORTIRI

PANHARD. RENAULT.

  

 

 

DISTIIIUTOR.

fillIRlllllI, GIRARIIOT I IOIGT CARS AIDE II IIEIIII‘A.
 

  

  

MALTBY

PUWER AIR PUMP

MALTBY AUTOMOBILE

_; and MANUFACTURING Co

“'2 l0 CLINTON St BROOKLYN NY

AIITDMDBILES
STEAM . GASOLENI AND

ELECTRIC,

BOUGHT, SDLD, EXDIIANGED, STDIIED

REPAIRED AND RENTED.

  

 

  

 

 

Accessories 0! all kinds furnished. Ea ert repairman eon

stantly on duty Bargains in slightly use aflomoblles, "OI-I.

gasoleoe and electric. constantly on hand.

Q‘Agents for all prominent makes of Yohidas.

 

AUTUIDBLt' EXCHANGE AND STDIAIE D...

133 135. 137 and 139 W. 38th St. III IDIL

Ton doors from Broadway.

 

 

  

Get a Good

Night’s Rest
THIS ALWAYS ASSURED

When you use the

Bompartment Sleeping liars

tilNUlNNATlMlo DHIDAGD

C H &. D and Morton

A room to yourself.

Regulate the heat. light

and ventilation to suit

your convenience.

Every necessary toilet

convieuce in your room.

Ask any ticket agent for train schedules,

or address

D. G EDI/urns. P. '1‘. IL, Cincinnati, 0.
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THE HAYNES-APPERSONi
Is the only automobile that has been consistently

developed through l0 years of successful exper

Ience on American roads.

 

The WHITE Steam Carriage

M:8

  

AN AUTOMOBILE THOROUGHBRED.

In the 5wmile Reliability Contest from New York to Boston and return, arranged

by the Automobile Club of America, three WHITE STEAM STANflOPEs covued

the distance without stop or trouble of any kind—a perfect performance.

T/u White Steam Generator is absolutely non-explosive,gives pressure in five min.

utes from cold water, and once in motion is self-regulating. In touring, the WHITE will

make 100 miles without adding a drop of water or fuel to the original supply.

lVri/tforfull farltt‘ulors. including Pro}. Thurs-Ian's refort on our .t/eam genera/0r,

and the afitial report: of I'm/arm”! endurance (auteur.

WHITE SEWING MACHINE CO.,

The same development that has given foreign cars their reputa

tion has given the IIaynes-Apperson its proved reliability, but because

of the more severe conditions under which it has been produced there

is no car of equal horse power that will last as long. handle as easily

and ride as smoothly on American highways as this American product.

Runabout, 7 horse wer, 2 "en rs, l200.Phleton, l2 “ pa“ 2 I" " I: 31500.

(AUTOMOBILE DEPARTMENT) CLEVELAND, OHIO. Surrey, :2 -- -- 4 H 180%

at Union Square New York, N. Y. 609 Main St., Buffalo, N. Y. ‘ ‘ - ~ - s , .. . .
$09 Tnmom sh, Boston, Maui 300 RUFF BMBUCIn/eland. Ohio: DELIVERY I.\ TEN D.-\\ 5 ON IM.\II.I)I.-\ I L ORDERS.

300 Foot St., San Francisco, Cal. 4:59 OIIVC St, St. Louis, Mo. ASK OUR CUSTOMERS. GET OUR BOOKLETS.

n Woodward Ave., Detroit, Mich. I761 Stout St., Denver, Colo.

5qu Centre Ave . East End, Pituburg. Pa. See Our Exhibit at the New York and Chicago Shows.

BANKERS BROTHERS COMPANY, Cor. Vine and Broad Ste., Philadelphia. Pa.

WALTIR C. \VHITI, European Representatives.

to Pr ncea St., Westminster, London, England. Q‘

a?

g;
I

t
g
g
I

I;

I

I

t
g

 

HAYNES-APPERSON C0.. Kokomo. Ind., U.S. A.

- Eéiééi
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HIGHEST POINT OF EXBELLENOE
PROPOSITION

We are making the DFSI‘ proposition to DUYEDS

and AGENTS [0 interest them in [he

GUARANTEED SUCCESS 7*

The American 6mm

Automobile

  

 
  

E1 exhibit at

t h e N e w

York Auto

mobile Show, spaces

number 80 and 81.

Only the

Best goes

into it’s
Catalogue and in

formation from any

of the following

  

110 H. P. (iasoumn Mo'rott.  

“we

Any Man, Woman or [lay Can Drive It. DISTRIBUTING AGENTS:

'Pw'ou'...'. .1.. '§' 5., 'saSre.IEIIILAH)IH.‘I‘H‘IVA,\I’IA., Lixbinzog HitI-Itlea‘ntltlr'in‘ezlreeu.

BosTuN, M \5~., H. II. SH AT'I'L'L'K &' SON, 230 Columbus Avenue.

\VAslilNG'l‘ON, I). C., NATIONAL CAI'. AU'I'U. CO. H“ Connecticut Avel-ne.

Pi'nsuuuu. PA., BANKER BROS. CO., - liaum and Beatty Streeli.

Cllll‘AGO, ILL, l-‘. P. ll.LSl.E\', 184 Wabash Avenue.

Dam IR, C01.., FELK ER CYCLE CO., 1535 Tremont Street.

Los ANGILKS, CAL, HEINEMAN & PRATT, 705 South Main .‘treet.

TI'IE ‘AIITOOAR Ii . 222:2",

 

THE AMERICAN Moron CADDIAGE Co.,

Sit-520 East Prospect Street, CLEVELAND, OHIO.

DISTRIBUTORS:

PAR DEE 8L CO . 1404-1406 Michigan Boulevard, Chicago, III.

C. A. I)UERR, 136 West 38th St., New York City.

KOSSEII DRISKO. :kState St., Boston. Mass.

WM. RUDOLPH, 30: orth Broad St. Philadelphia, Pa.  
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Our new 20-horse power model repre

sents more advantages than any other

high-grade car manufactured or sold in

America.

We have branches in New York, Chicago,

Boston and Philadelphia. ‘Agencies in Bal

timore, Binghamton, Buffalo, Cincinnati,

Columbus, Dayton, Derby, Denver, Detroit,

Grand Rapids, Indianapolis, Keene, 1.05 An

geles, Louisville, Milwaukee, Minneapolis,

New Haven, Omaha, Pittsburg, Providence,

Rochester, San Francisco, St. Louis, Syra

cuse, Toledo, Troy, Toronto and Wash

ington.

The Winton ‘

Motor Carriage

Company,

CLEVELAND, U. S. A. 

 

  

GASOLENE

A Salisiactory Runabout

~M- and Touring Car m—

$750. $850.

Has actual o l-Z horse power motor in which is incorporated the best thoughts,

the best efforts and finest construction of the master builders of gasolene motors.

The Cadillac is in a class by itself both in quality of workmanship and material.

The finish cannot be excelled and no car can run better or give more wear. Its speed

is from five to thirty miles per hour.

A catalogue costs nothing and is sent for the asking.

With

Tonneau

 
 

 

CADILLAC AUTOMOBILE CO., Detroit Mich.WM. E. METZGED, Sales Manager.
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*FRENCH AND AMERICAN‘

AUTOMOBILES. MO'gP-g
ELECTRIC _ _

VEHICLE no. Peugeot llors Renault. gamma“

/ " \\ PARIS AUTO SHOW.

_ / THE \

ounuuu

Automobile Co.)
I684 BROADWAY. //

\ /,

 

  
  

  

'SlllVdElll

  

  

Tnumou: :

 
s H, p_ MR5, ' ,iggkm" let it l'. PEUGEOT.

Prompt Deliveries of " Prompt Deliveries of

OPEN DAY AND NIGHT.a, ll, l8 H.P. —_ l_T

LARGEST AND BEST EQUIPPED AUTDMDBILE DEPDT cummwsm

ALL KINDS OF FRENCH AUTOMOBILE PARTS KEPT IN STOCK.

ELEDTRIDS DI'IARGED AND KEPT IN FIRST-GLASS ORDER.

 

If you are interested in making all Automobiles Safe and Safe Automobiles Safer

you must become interested in the

FOR BOILERS, MUFFLERS, AIR TANKS, GASOLENE TANKS.

THEIR SUPERIORITY OVER SOLDERED SHEET FIETAL l5 EASILY DBMONSTRATED.

For Particulars address RANDOLPH-CLOWES CO., WATERBURY. CONN.

BRANCH OFFICES:

7|! POII-I Tel. Building, NEW YORK. Cor. Oliver and Parthue 511., BOSTON. 602 Fisher Building. CHICAGO
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{DDRICH

Clincher

Automobile

veTiI'QS'ea'

THE ORIGINAL

AMERICAN r

CLINCI‘IER 1' @

  

 

  

TRAOE MARK

  

 

Our construction, our pattern

and our style of rim are re

cognized as the standard by

all licensed makers ol clincher

tires.

A pattern for other manuiac

turers.

A model automobile tire.

 

All repairs or adjustrents made

at [he lollowlng branches, which

carry a full and complele line ol

standard sizes at tires and parts

constantly on hand:

THE P. F. GOODDICI'I COMPANY, m “‘"cmiiimo.

 

l009 Broadway. HI Lake Street.

BOSTON,s ‘ P"|LA?2ELPHIA .

157 ummer Stree . 0 Arch Street.AKRON RUBBER WODKS, m BUFFALO. DETROW

, 9 W. Huron Street. 80 E. Contresn Street.

AKRON, _ _ 01110. DENVER, SAN FRANCISCU,

H-H_Curtll Street. Oorhnm Rubber Co.

V
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Has a record 10 Other

 
 

Models,

0f.0vel' ‘00 all leaders in

mll€S Over their class.

level city ' a N B -|

Streets 0" ' "Sll'lglllflls'lis

0“ Charge- Panxtnnns I

MODEL IDO

The most powerful Electric Runabout on the Market. The best line for the

Agent. @atalogue upon application. Agents wanted in unoccupied territory.

NATIONAL MOTOR VEHICLE CO.,
(Formerly National Vehlcle Co.,)

See us at Space 124 Madison Square Garden, January 17-24. 1400 East 22!! 8L, Indianapolis, Ind.

' M

 

A TRADE TERM:

"WESTON-MUTT QUALITY"

IN WHEELS.

ARTILLERY WOCDD or WIRE.

 

GET WITH Us. Space 56, N. Y. Show.

 

WESTON-MOTT CO., Utica, N. Y.
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THE NEW

KELLY GENERATOR

for Steam Vehicles is :1 Trouble Saver.

  

 
 

No Steam Car is complete without one. Does away with drip

cups and all annoyances. Perfected in every way and always reliable,

Strongly made with all connections outside. Easily adjusted.

No flaring or flashing in lighting, even in the strongest wind_

Main fire controlled at seat. Compact and neat in appearance and

enclosed in aluminum case.

ADAPTED TO ANY MACHINE.

THE NEW ONE=PECE CAST BURNEng

  

are greatly improved, both in volume and strength. There are no

swaged tubes in the construction. Easily cleaned.

  

WRITE FOR CIRCULAR.

KELLY HANDLE BAR COMPANY, == Cleveland, Ohio.

MWMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMW

WWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWVWV

 

MADE FOR THOSE WHO

WANT THE BEST.

The corrugated tread G. 8: J. Tire is

detachable, double tube, and can always

be permanently repaired.

It is made from the best materials, is

easiest riding and longest wearing. The

best automobile tire is‘ the cheapest.

6&JInna Co.
INDIANAPOLIS, IND.
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New to the trade, but

thoroughly tested.

MANUFACTURED
i by an established concern

with a reputation to sustain

El-llBS T NEW YORK AND CHICAGO. ..

" THE KIRK MANUFACTURING on, A
TOLEDO, OHIO. '_'

  

 

Chicago Automobile Show.

__ Every prominent maker of Automobiles, Parts and Sundries will I:

- exhibit. Morning sessions free to the trade. The opportunity of the ~

': year to see and show your customers all the new models under one roof. .1:

February 111 to 21.

The railroads have granted a rate of one fare and a third for the I:

& round trip, from all points between Cheyenne, Wyo. and Buffalo, N. Y., ~

.I for the good roads convention of the National Association of Automobile Manu

' facturcrs, which will be held at the Coliseum during the show. Full details

'2 on application toSAMUEL A. MILES, Manager, Monon Bldg, Chicago. Ill. 2.

_: ‘ D REDUCED RAILROAD RATES.
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are not required to operate it. It starts at thea first turn of the crank and runs until you stop 5

§ it, controlled by the pressure of the thumb. :

° 2

THIS DESCRIPTION FITS ONLY THE3 i

g ' 2
; - , ‘QD ?

~ m‘om .
a ' ' 3
. 1‘ I ;

g ‘ T C ;

5 DURING AR.é
2 0

§ Equal in appearance and service to the $2500 kind, but at one-third the price. Six horse power, 78-inch wheel base, §

5 artillery wheels, 3-inch tires, drum brakes on rear wheels acting independently of the chain, constanta level automatic carburetter; these are a few of the points that make it the :

: best value for the money on this or any other market. 3

.
.

PRICE, F. O. B. KENOSHA, $750.é ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE MAILED ON REQUEST. E

o . 3
o e
. F U

; THQMAS B. IEFFERY & CO., Kenosha, Wisconsm.SPACES 112 & U3 AT-NEW YORK, AND 87 & 88 AT CHICAGO.:...IO"IO.......II'QC......IIuoI.......o--|.......Ilno........-l"..........'I"I........I"........Ie--ol......I.--e........enn....:
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_ UNDER THE AUSPIQES 0F

madlso." Square % The Automobile Glub of America,

Garden, New york National Association of Automobile Manufacturers.

Madison Square Garden Gompany.

THIRD ANNUAL

Automobile Show

Exhibition of Parts and Accessories.

*2):‘

9)),

QEDESBEEDDEPEEDDEE

1El}::»:>:~»

(QC/(<71f/(K/
  

JANUARY 17th to 21lth, I963.

  

{/3
  

/(<
I \

FRANK W. SANGER, ; Trade admitted FREE-belore l P. M. each day

Manager. ‘ by registering at the Bureau of Information.

'<
I

\
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PLEASURES 0F AUTOMOBILING

WILL BE GREATLY ENHANCED BY THE USE OF

HARTFORD or DUNLOP

PNEUMATIC TIRES

The ORIGINAL and “MODEL” TYPES of SINGLE

AND DOUBLE TUBE TIRE CONSTRUCTION

Appreciating the fact that requirements vary as to Single Tube and Detachable Tire

Construction, we ofler the most reliable of both types— The Honest Sfandards.

THEY WERE BEST YEARS AGO. AND YEARS OF INTELLIGENTLY PERSISTENT.

CAREFULLY DIRECTED EFFORT HAS MADE THEM BETTER TO-DAY.

 

Where Quality is desired—where Comfort, Durability, (1 Protection against Annoyance 's wanted—

where All-’round Satisfaction is demanded—these tires uld be adopted. Let us prove 's to you by

sending you signed statements from some of the most prominent makers and users in this country.

The Hartford Rubber Works Company, Hartford, Conn.
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he Oldsmobile
THE BEST THING ON WHEELS

Will occupy the “center of the stage ” at the coming shows. The full

glare of the lime light will be turned on the entire construction of this

standard Runabout.

Visit our exhibit and see just how this machine is built to run and does it,

and the simple, practical working parts which leave “nothing to watch but

PRICE, $650.00.

the road.”

 

Oldsmobile Co., New York City, N. V.

National Capitol Automobile Co.,

Washington, D. C.

Quaker City Automobile Co.,

Philadelphia, Pa.

H. B. Shattuck 6: Son, Boston, Mass.

Banker Bros. Co., Plttaburg, Pa.

Oldsmobile Co., Cleveland, Ohio.

Oldsmobile Co., Olthens Hros., Chicago. Ill.

Fisher Jutoluobile Co., Indianapolis, Ind.

Olds tiasollne Engine Works, Omaha, Neb.

W. C .I -_vnes Automobile Co., Bullalo, NY.

P I, C I'lartin Co., Plainlield, N. J.

Autovehicle Co., Newark, N. J.

SELLING AGENTS:

F. W. Stockbridge, Paterson, N. J.

Mississippi Valley Automobile Co.,

St. Louis, Mo.

George E. Hannan, Denver, Colo.

Day Automobile Co., Kansas City, Mo.

Clark & Hawkins, Houston, Texas.

l'l slop Brothers, Toronto, Ont.

T e Oldsmobile Co.»~C. C. Moore Co.,

San Francisco. Cal.

John W. Cheater Co., Nashville, Tenn.

A. F. Chase 6: Co., Minneapolis, Flinn.

J. E. Rkhard, Columbia, S. C.

Oldsmobile C0.. Milwaukee, Wis.

Rochester Automobile Co.,

Rochester, N. V.

Sea er 6: Close, Tucson, Ariz.

P. . Gilbert, Jacksonville, Fla.

Texas Imp. 6e flachinery Co.,

Dallas. Texas.

Abbott Cycle Co., New Orleans, La.

C H. Johnson, Atlanta, Ga.

Statelille 6': Co., Louisville, Ky.

Brown-Thom n 6: Co , Hartlord. Conn.

flaaon's Carr age Works, Davenport, Ia.

Adams 6: Hart, Grand Rapids. Mich.

Kline Cycle 6: Auto Co , Harrisburg. Pa.

The Oldsmobile Co., Los Angeles, Cal.

Agency for Great Britain : THE OLDSMOBILE COMPANY OF GREAT BRITAIN, IOOC Queen Victoria Sl., LONDON, E. C.

WRITE FOR ILLUSTRATED BOOK TO

OLDS MOTOR WORKS
1332 Jellerson Avenue,

9 DETROIT, MICHIGAN.

%'

OWWO
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CUP COMMITTEE MEETS

Orders All Candidates to be Ready April ll—

Winton Enters no Protest.

 

In the action taken by the‘Race Commit

tee of the Automobile Club of America last

Monday. there was strong indication of a

desire and an intent to hold preliminary

trials for the international cup race candi

dates, it such a thing is at all possible.

The meeting of the committee was held

behind closed doors at the club, and it is

known that there was a lengthy discussion

of plans for a trial contest, and that various

What these

were would not he revealed by any of the

committee, ‘the. full quota of which was

present. The comprises G.

Isham Scott, chairman; DaVe M. Morris,

Harlan W. Whipple and A. R. Shattuck.

The oti‘lcial announcement made by the

terms of tests were considered.

committee

committee after the meeting was that all

candidates for the race team must have

their cars in New York (‘ity ready for what

ever call “me them the committee may

choose to make, by Saturday, April 11. Al

though this announcement was prefaced by

the explanation that the more was a precau

tionary one, due to the fact that under the

rules the race may be held as early as May

13. it was generally understood that there

is no likelihood of the race being held be

fore .lunc or July, and that the order was

issued because the committee had positively

decided to hold trial races. It was further

announch that no nominations would be

received after February

Messrs. Percy Owen and ii. S. Harkncss

both were present at the meeting and went

before the committee by invitation. The

nature of their mmmunlcations was said

to be confidential, but from what could be

gleaned it had to do with suggestions for

the contest, and in no way relatcd to a pro

lcst against the sclcction of cars not made

by established manufacturers. The fact

that a protest was not made by Alex, Win

New York. U. S. A., Thursday. January 8, l903.

ton or his representative, is a further indi

cation that the selection of the competitors

will depend upon a practical test. in which

case Mr. \Vinton has no objection to compe

tition against individual builders.

An announcement was made by the com

mittee that a second machine has been on

tered by C. W. Matheson, of Grand Rapids,

which makes six candidate cars in all, one

of which, that of Alex. Winton, has been

formally accepted. The other five from

which the committee has to select two, are

the two Matheson cars, and those of H. S..

lIarkness, L. l’. Mooers and Percy ()wcn.

Dame Rumor still has it that a White

steamer is apt to be a candidate before Feb

ruary 1.
‘

Blood from Kalamazoo at $400.

Organized with ample capital. a strong

board of directors. and having a $400 gaso

lene automobile almost ready to be placed on

the market, the newly incorporated Michigan

Automobile Co.. Ltd, Kalamazoi, Mich, will

undoubtedly prove a factor in the trade.

The concern will make the Blood automo

bile, the invention of M. E. and C. 0. Blood,

of the I\'alamazol (‘ycle Co. The vehicle has

been tested in an exhaustive manner, and

although the lightest as well as the cheapest,

on the market. weighing only 400 pounds, is

a thoroughly practical and reliable car. It

will be of first class construction, its sim

plicity accounting for its extreme cheapness.

Property. with buildings and four acres of

ground, has been purchased, and work will

be started at once. It is cxpccted that de

liveries will be made by April 1.

At a meeting of the B ard of Directors the

management of the company was pitted in

the hands of these active otiicers: Frank D.

Fuller, secretary and busincss manager; M.

Ii. Blood, treasurer and general superinten

dent. (J. D. li‘ullcr is chairman of the board.

 

Bullan to Hold a Show

(inc illoi'c city has bccn added to the list

of those that will hold local shows. \V. C.

.layncs. of lini’t'alo, N. Y.. announces that he

will hold an autolnobilc and sports-men‘s

show in Convention Hall during the second

week in Mfll't'll,

No. l5

GASMOBILE IS OUT

Reorganization Finally Fails *7 Pan-Am Buys

Machinery and Increases Capital to $500,000.

 

By the purchase of the machinery and

stock of the Automobile Co. of America the

Pan-American Motor Car Co. becomes pos

sessed of the principal remaining assets of

that company, and the latter will positively

not continue the manufacture of automo

biles. Incidentally, the Pan-American com

pany, in which A. C. Bostwick is largely in

terested, has been reorganized, its capital

stock increased and plans are on foot look

ing to the removal to a new factory.

Such is briefly the result of the llt'goiltl

tions that have been pending for some. little

time. between the two companies. and which

have been the subject of a number of more

or less misleading paragraphs in the news

There is

The Pan

.imericnu car will not be built at the Marion

plant, nor will the Rochet-Schneider or any

other cars be manufactured there. The lat-'

ter will be closed, and, if possible, sold.

To a Motor \Vorld man on Monday George

F. Chamberlin, who was applied l_o for an

accurate statement regarding the matter.

said:

"How the reports published got out is lic

yond me. But they are utterly wrong.

Speaking solely as counsel for the Pan

American company, I will say that these are

the facts:

“The capital of the Pan-American Motor

(‘0. has been increased from $100,000 to

$500,000. The company has just acquired by

purchase the entire machinery and stock——

the latter including both complete cars and

parts—0t the Automobile Co. of America,

Marion. )1. J. This machinery is of the

highest type, and cost a large amount of

money. It will be removed at once--thc

work has already begun- either to our pres

cni factor-yet blamaroneck or to a new one.

papers during the last few days.

no consolidation or combination.

‘(Iuniinued on page 45o)
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MORE FRENCH FEATURES

How Some of the Most Famous Makers I'Iave

Improved Their Cars—New Steering Gear

that Appears Sensational.

French Bureau Motor World.

2 Rue d’Abbevllle.

Paris, Dec. 21.~—Am0ng the other cars at

the show that bore evidence of no small

refinement was the Rochet-Schncidcr. They

displayed a four-cylinder, 16 h.p. petrol

car, with vertical motor placed in front

and with mechanically operated inlet valves.

The inlet and exhaust valves are inter

changeable and are situated on opposite

sides of the cylinders. There are, therefore,

two cam shafts. The valves can be re

moved or inspected by unscrewing a stirrup

which holds down a round plug slightly

larger in dimuctcr than the valves and

which, when removed, allows the valves to

be easily withdrawn. On the exhaust side,

these plugs contain the ignition arrange

mcnts, which can thus be instantly taken

out and examined. The ignition is obtained

by the rupture in the explosion chamber of

the alternating current from a magneto

which is driven from the cam shaft. In

order to produce the rupture there is a verti

cu] rod for coch cylinder, which is rotated

in one direction by a cam on the half-speed

shaft and in the opposite direction by :1

stch wire spring, which is coiled round it.

At the upper end of this rod there Is a little

hummer, which strikes a lever which is

pivoted on a center in the plug above the

exhaust valve. By the other end the lever

is hold in position by a spiral spring, which

maintains a contact in the explosion cham

ber. between the sparking plug and a con

tact finger, which is mounted on the same

shaft as the lever above mentioned. “’hen

the cum releases the vertical rod, after hav

ing rotated it, the spring brings it back

quickly and causes the little hammer to

’ strike on the lever, overcoming the pull of

thc spiral spring and breaking for an in

stunt the contact In the explosion chamber,

and thus causing a fat spark. The vertical

'rozls are free to move vertically, and over

the tops of the four rods there is a bar

working on eccentric slots,in such a man

ncr that when the bur is pushed forward

thc rods are depressed and the cams attack
lthctn earlier and causes the rupture to take

place sooner, thus advancing the ignition.

Should there be a back explosion and the

cnginc reverse, the cum pulls the vertical

rods into such a position that they cannot

strike the lovers, and so no harm is done,

The frame of the car is of armored wood,

and this is the only direction in which the

Mcrccdes practice has not been followed.

The change of speed is accomplished by

means of two sliding gcnrs, or “train hallu

dcur.‘I worked by two rods which project

from tho cud of the gear box and which

carry at the end of with n stirrup. The

change speed lever can pass between these

two stirrups only when it is in the center

position; that is to say, at the dead point.

It has a side motion, so as to be able to

engage with either of the stirrups, one of

which works the reverse and first speed

and the other of which works the second,

third and fourth speeds. It is therefore

possible to pass from the dead point direct

to any speed without passing through the

others. The transmission Is by chains. The

cooling of the cylinders is accomplished by

means of a tank radiator of the Mercedes

type, cooled with a fan placed just behild

it, the water being kept in constant circula

tion by means of a pump.

A new steering gear is just being put on

the market by Messrs. Malicit & Blin. The

first model is exhibited at the show, and

it promises to take the trade by storm and

replace all other existing systems. All gears.

racks, Sectors, double nuts and screws are

done away with in this motion, which con

sists in a coin movement. A V shaped cum

fixed to the steering pillar worksbackwards

and forwards the lever which moves the

front wheels. It transmits its motion

through two cortical rollers mounted on the

lever in question. When highest part of

the V shaped cam is on top of the conical

rollers the wheels of the car are straight.

and It is quite impossible to turn them, ex

cept by the steering wheel. As the latter is

turned in one direction or the other, the

V shaped cam forces the conical rollers to

the right or left, and thus turns the front

wheels. There is a total absence of play

or back lush, and the whole motion is ex

tremely simple and is inclosed in an oil

bath.

 

The Peugeot Company have definitely

abandoned the horizontal motor placed in

the rear of the car, and have replaced it by

the vertical cylinder placed in front, and it

is evident from the number of visitors

which were constantly attracted to this

stimd that this change of tactics is thor

oughly in favor with the customers. In

deed. the 12 h.p. and 1S h.p. chassis of 1903

made by the Peugeot Company follow very

closely the Mercedes lines of 1902. True it

is that Mr. Follow, the managing director,

claims that instead of copying the mechani

cally operated inlet valves from Cannstadt,

they were first in the field and had them in

experimental cars in 1901. The 12 h.p. and

18 h.p. cars of the Peugeot Company have

ouch four cylinders, four speeds and re

verse, and stamped stccl frames. Both

electric and magneto ignition is employed,

the former only having an arrangement to

advance or retard the sparking. The change

of spccd gear is of the usual type, with one

sliding slccve carrying three gears; the

fourth speed is direct, and is similar to the

Moi-s and Georges Richard type, adopted

lost your for the Paris-Vienna race. The

transmission is by chain, and there is a com

pensated brake on the hind wheels. which

is appplled, drawing forward a bar placed

across the car and pulled by its center; at

each end of this bar the brake rod of one

whccl ls attacked, in'such a manner that

the rod takes a position which compensates

the brakes and makes the friction on each

one of them the same. The 12 h.p. motor

givcs about 15 on the brake, and the 15

h.p. motor gives about 22 h.p. The ap

paratus for making the rupture of the

magneto current in the cylinder is cxcccd

ineg simple.

.\lr. Leon Serpollet still retains his place

at the head of the French manufacturers of

steam cars, and exhibits a new model for

1903.

Like the productions of the manufactur

ers of petrol cars. the power of the Gardner

Serpollct increases year by year, whilst at

the some time the weight decreases. strange

to say, without the construction being any

the less robust. Thus, whilst the 1902

moch 12 h.p. car weighed 1.000 kilos. the

1903 40 h.p. car only weighs 9'20 kilos for

the touring model and 100 kilos less for the

racing inoch. The new features are two

in number. in the first place, the pump

which supplies water to the boiler as the

steam is required is operated in quite a dif

ferent manner. It will be remembered that

in the old model a series of cams ,on a

shaft driven by the engine gave the pump

more or less lift, so that more or less \vntcr

was forced into the boiler to increase or dc

crease the speed of the car. as the case

might be. There were, therefore. three or

four distinct steps in the feed. correspond

ing to the different cams. This system.

which presents certain disadvantages. has

been replaced by an eccentric link and a

slide valve, which gives a more gradual and

easier regulation to the feed water. The

second improvement is in the lowering of

the boiler and the reduction in the number

of the elements, which at the same time re»

min the same heating surface as before.

The lowering of the boiler of course lowers

the center of gravity of the car, gives it a

smarter appearance and makes it easier to

mount the carriage work. On the Gardner

Serpollet stand there is also an omnibus,

with a 20 h.p. motor, arranged to carry 14

passengers, at an average rate of speed of

10 miles per hour.

 

The Darrncq car has been completely

changed. and the 1903 pattern presents most

of the features of the Mercedes“ car of 1902.

The most interesting of the new models are

the two-cylinder 12 h.p. and the four-cylin

der . 16 h.p., which both have frames

stamped out of U steel, throttle carburators

controlled by a lever placed in the steering

wheel, mechanically operated inlet valves,

and honeycomb radiators. It is claimed

that these cars are very silent and easy

running. Dnrrncq 8:. Co. have turned on:

over 1,000 cars during the year 1002. and

lmvo in hand it series of 1.200 cars for limit,

(Confiden’l’ 4561
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GASOLENE MOBILE COMING

Manager Gallaher Admits Truth of Reports—

Plans New System of Storage and Repair.

 

 

Without any blarc of trumpets or banner

bearing parade B. Gallaher, of the M0

bile Co. of America. has moved the eXecu

tive oflices of the concern' from Tarrytown

to New York and established them on the

second floor of the building at No. 1,700

Broadway. corner of Fifty-fourth st. After

February 1 the possession of the big corner

structure will be taken, but at present only

the second floor is used.

The new galeeue model which it has been

reported was to be an added Mobile product,

.\lr. Gallaher acknowledged, will soon be an

ncromplished fact. It will be a big car

with a lonneau, but it will not be finished in

time for the shows. _

Mr. (lullahcr has some ideas of his own

concerning the extensive business that the

firm proposes to do in the big building which

is so especially adapted to automobile uses.

He thinks that there is now too much uni

formity in the prices charged for storing

cars, and that this uniformity is the cause

of much dissatisfaction on the part of pa

trons. For instance, a man who owns a

runabout feels that it is not just that he

should pay as much for storing it as does

the man who owns a big touring car. An

investigation by Mr. Gallaher has satisfied

him that in many places there is a fixed

price of so much a month for storage with

out any distinction being made. between big

machines and small ones. it is Mr. Gal

laher's intention to remedy this, so far as

the new Mobile station is concerned, by ur

ranging a scale of prices, varied in propor

tion to the number of square feet that the

cars occupy on the floor of the garage.

'Ihirty dollars a month, for instance, will be

about the ruling price for touring cars.

ltunabouts will be stored for about $20, and

the cars of intermediate sizes will be scaled

at about $25.

Another idea of the enterprising manager

is that of having a special rate for repairs

also, in order to do away with the common

practice of promising every one to have a

job done "right away" and then keeping

the patron waiting an extra week. Mr. Gal

laher proposes to have his scale of prices

for regular repairs, which will be attended

to in their order. Repair jobs taken at the

regular rates will not he promised “right

away," but for those wuo are in a hurry

there will be accommodation in the way of

a “rush order" list. Those who want their

work done at once and are willing to pav

for it will be put on the rush list, and such

jobs will take precedence over everything‘

else in the place. For rush jobs an added

charge of 25 per cent on the face of the

bill will be made.

Regarding Future Reliability Tests.

Expressions of opinion have been asked

from its members by the National Associa

tion of Automobile Manufacturers regarding

future automobile tests.

French and British tests of the last year

are. touched upon at length, and the system

of marking used in the latter quoted. The

Motor World is also laid under contribution,

the interview with a well known automobil

ist criticising the recent reliability contest

and comparing it with the British event, to

the advantage of the latter, and suggesting

that every stop be penalized, are reproduced.

Proceeding, the following list of questions

is propounded by the association:

First—If 100 points he allowed as the max

imum for absolute perfection, how many

points do you think should be given for each

of the features, named in alphabetical order,

as follows: Appearance; comfort; condition

of car_at end of test; cooling system; gaso

lene consumption; hill climbing; noiseless

ness; power and weight; reliability; safety

(steering mechanism and brakes); simplicity

in handling. and speed?

Second—What other features, if any,

should receive points, and how many points

for each such feature?

Third—(A) Should the contest be over a

long course or a short one of, say, 100

miles? (R) If you favor the former, would

you support the proposal that there be a run

from New York to Chicago about October,

1003'."

Fourth—0r do you recommend a test last

ing several days, where the machines could

run from a central point and back each day

in preference to a long distance run?

 

Features of Vanderbilt's New Coupe.

Something new for New York in the line

of private motor carriages has just been

imported by W. K. Vanderbilt, jr. It is one

of the Moi-s coupes, and presents a striking

contrast to anything of the sort hitherto

seen here. It has the long, tapered hood of

the racing car in front, finished in red and

black, as is the. whole car. From the step

on the Illlltl guard one reaches a front plat

form on the right hand side of which is a

chauffeurs seat. From the left hand side

of the platform the coupé ils entered bythc

only door it has. The passenger compart

ment is glass incloscd on the sides and

front. A main seat for two runs across the

back, and there. is a little seat for a third

person on the. front side next to the door.

The interior is handsomely upholstered in

cream colored velour and corduroy. A flex

ible speaking tube with gutta percha mouth

pieccs runs from the inside to the chant

feur‘s seat, and the end next the chauffeur

is fitted with an adjustable whistle of the

old style that boys make. The car has a

four cylinder engine of 20 horsepower. It is

kept with the rest of the Vanderbilt motor

string at the garage of Barry & Hayes, at

No. 33 West Fifty—eighth street, and alto

gether is a leiy stylish looking carriage,

CRYDER HEADS MOYEA

 

Former Gasmobile Manager Organizes New

Company—Has Car and Capital in Hand.

While the Automobile Co. of America is

now definitely deceased, its receiver and fol" _

mer general manager, Henry C. Cryder, will

continuein the motor vehicle trade as head

of the Moyea Automobile CO., which will

make its formal bow in Space G at the New

York show.

The company was quietly organized this

week with a capital of $100,000. it will

locate, probably, in Middletown, Conn., but

this is not _yet definitely settled. Sidney

Dillon Ripley and several other of the

wealthy stockholders in the Automobile (.‘0.

of America- are identified with and are it

nancing the new Moyea Co.

its car will be styled the Moyea, and will

be practically a replica of the itochct

Schneider, one of which Mr. (.‘ryder has

had built in this country, and which has

been in commission for some little time.

Recent incorporatiom.

Béoria, Ill.——The Scheefer Investment 00..

with $12,000 capital; to make motor cars.

L'orporators—Giistnv Schcefer, Hugh Moody

and Judson Starr.

Boston, Mass—Park Square Automobile

Station, with $253,000 capital; to make and

deal in automobiles. President and treas

urer, Thornton Parker, Boston, Mass. ‘

Kalamazoo, Mich—Michigan Automobile

CO., Ltd., with $150,000 capital; to manu

facture automobiles. Corporators—Dallas

Boudeman, W. E. Upjohn, F. D. Fuller,

Charles S. Fuller, M. E. Blood, (Y. A. Dew

ing, J._H. Dewiug, P. L. Abbey, C. (I. Blood,

Ira Ransom, A. H. Rockwell, G. Vande

keeke. J. D. Schecll, E. H. Hinklcy and H.

II. Everard. ~

To Attend Cup Races.

Indications are to the effect that there will

be quite a large. party of Americans going

abroad next spring or summer to attend the

race for the Bennett Cup. Percy Owen, of

the Winth company, has already arranged

to take with him a party of friends, and

says he knows of one or two other parties

being formed. It might not be a bad idea

for the A. C. A. to get up a club excursion.

so that the American visitors might go in

a body and by arriving on the scene in force

demonstrate the interest in automobiling

that there is on this side of the pond. ‘

 

Dimmore Named as Delegate.

For the American delegate on the inter

national committee that will have charge

of the arrangements and the aplmintmcnt of

otticiats for tho Bennett Cup race, the Auto

mobile Ulub of America has named Clarence

Ray Dlnsmore,
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A WINNER ALL OVER—

“ eNorlhcrn
_- ’1»

THE KIND TO SELL

AND

THE KIND TO BUY.

 

Examine it at Spaces 19-20-21-22 at Automobile

Show, Madison Square Garden, January 17-24.

NORTHERN MANUFACTURING CO., Delroil, Mich.

HOMAN 8: SCHULZ, moth SI. and Broadway, also new St, and Broadway, New York, N. Y. ALVAN T. FULLER, 143 Columbus Ave., Boston, Mass.

AGENTS: P. Dl-ISMARAIS & 00., Bristol, Conn. BANKER BROTHERS COMPANY, Pliiladchhia, Pa. R. v. CONNERAT, Savannah, Ga.

OHIO MOTOR CAR CO ,3I7 Huron St., Cleveland, Ohio. NATIONAL AUTOMOBILE & MAi UFACTURERS CO., 26 Fremont St., San Francisco, Cal.

FRANK P. ILLSI.EY, 284 \Vabash Avenue, Chicago, Ill.

FISK TIRES
FITTED TO

Automobiles,

Bicycles or Carriages

ARE A SAFE INVESTMENT.

  

  

  

 

 

FISK RUBBER COMPANY, Chicopee Falls, Mass.

BRANCHES :

BOSTON, SPRINGFIELD, NBW YORK. PHILADELPHIA, CHICAGO,

‘04 Afllntlc Ave. 40 lelht St. 83 Chamber! St. 9th Arch St. 52 Silk S!

SYRACUSE, BUFFALO, UE'I'IIIOT. SAN FRANCISCO,

413 50. Clinton 5!. 28 W. (Ienesee 5! 254 .IeIIerlon Avr. “4 Second St.
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The Cup Race and Its Meaning.

If nothing else comes of it, the decision to

send an American team to contest for the

Bennett Cup next spring has served one

good purpose. It has aroused the spirit of

emulation, and made American manufactur

ers enter the field as competitors for inter

nationnl road racing honors. When it is

borne in mind that in the past these inter

national roud races have been' the “trying

out" ground for the changes makers con

templated incorporating in their cars, the

in; :ntnnce of the move will be seen.

it. is odd that the donor of the cup, an

American, although not often seen in the

country of his nativity, should have had to

wait until the fourth year of the competition

before seeing America. represented among

the competitors, especially in view of the

conditions of the race. Sight is often lost

01' the fact that the motives that actuated

James Gordon Bennett in oiTering the

trophy bearing his name were patriotic and

intended to stimulate the automobile in

dustry everywhere. It was expressly stipu

lated that each contesting car should be

the honest product of the country entering

it, the handiwork of its craftsmen, the

triumph of its designers. Lock, stock and

barrel, or, to be more accurate, from tire to

transmission gear, from bonnet to body,

from motor to mufller, it was to be entirely

of native origin. Not even parts of fittings

could be imported. Until the industry of a

country had so grown that it could produce

every iota of manufactured material that

entered into the composition of the car, that

particular country was barred from‘the con

test.

At first France alone was able to comply

with these drastic conditions. Then Ger

many joined issues with his old enemy, Gaul,

and was followed by that other foe across the

channel, the British, no less. Now America.

takes its place in the ranks. It has reached

the time when it could make its declaration

of independence and, disdaining help of any

kind, enter cars to contest on their merits.

A step like this always marks an epoch.

Whether \vc win or lOsc—and perhaps even

more if we tail to make even a respectable

showing—we are in the race to stay. We

cannot atl'ord'to take our hand from the

plough, but must, like England, extract eX

pcricncc from defeat, take the lesson to

heart, and eventually turn failure into suc

CESS

Relatively a Road of Roses.

“Yo’ talk about yo' coons a-havin‘ trouble."

-—Populur song.

“There are others."—Bowcry classics.

It is well occasionally to turn a really bad

thing over and search for a view that is not

quite so bad as the others, even if it cannot

be truly called a bright side. Holiday time

is a season for optimism, too.

There has been a. tremendous lot of be

wailing about the persecutions that the au

tomobllist has had to endure and in the main

it has been justified by the facts. The wail

ing and the resentment have been strenu

ous, but, after all, have the conditions been

so terrible as those that have bccn met with

by former innovations similarly radical? 0n

the whole has not the automobile with all

the undeniable intrinsic objectionability, its

noise and smell and early unreliability, made

its way rather easily? The steamboat and

the railroad encountered prcjudiccs and

hindrances a thousandfold greater than those

which have beset the automobile. Yet the

motor wagon on the highways is just as radi

cal a departure as either of the other inven

tions.

Even so recent an innovation as the bicycle

had greater opposition than the motor car

has met. In the anniversary number of the

"Bicycling World," published December 18,

in celebration of its twenty-fifth birthday,

there is a historical recital of the vicissitudes

of the early days in cycling that is calcu

lated to make not only wheelmen, but also

nutomobilists, open their eyes and reckon

that by comparison the motor carriage has

travelled over a rose strewn road. Emi

nently respectable taxpayers when they

mounted the early bicycles were struck by

the whips of. coachmen; they had dogs set

on them; they were stoned and even shot at;

they were arrested on trumped up charges;

they were driven first from the sidewalk by

one officer and then from the carriage way

by another. There seemed to be no place

for them on the face of the earth. They

were arrested for riding on Sunday. They

were arrested for riding at night, and they

were arrested for riding in the daytime dur

ing certain hours. It was ten years after

cycling became popular before the parks and

highways were thrown open to the new style

of vehicle. Before that wheelmen had to be

examined as to ability, licensed and taxed.

Tens of thousands of dollars were spent and

incessant battle waged for a decade before

the rights of whcclmen were recognized.

How has it been with the automobile?

Within three or four years after the appear

ance of the first practical, yet very faulty,

motor curs, laws were passed opening all

roads and parkways to them. Except in a

few places they have not had to submit to

license tax. The worst they have had to

encounter has been persecutions because of

speed by country constables, and in :1 meas

ure this has been a retribution brought upon

all by the recklessness of a tow.

All things considered, the road of the au

tomobile has not been unnaturally hard.

Comparatively, it ha been welcomed with

open arms. “The world do move.” The

prospect brightens and, entering a new year,

there is cause to rejoice that matters are as

well as they are and promising of better

days.

The Paris Show.

One thousand cars on exhibition, valued

at upwnrd of $5,000,000; thirty thousand peo

ple in attendance in one day! Opened by

the President of the republic, for ten days
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the Mecca of fashionable Paris, thronged

with sightseers and buyers, thecuimination

of a succession of shows of chr increasing

brilliancy and eciat! Such was the automo

bile function in the Grand Palais at the

French capital which came to an end two

weeks ago.

In 1901, and previously in 1900, it was

predicted that the pinnacle of popularity

had been reached; that public favor could

do no more than it had already done; that

the exhibits themselves could show no fur

ther advance.

But in each case the pessimistic prophecies

proved erroneous, and each succeeding ex

hibition was pronounced better than the

last. The latest show, the one under con

sideration, has come and gone without the

infliction of any prediction of the sort, so

certain does it seem that the tide still has

far to rise.

As has always been the case, the show at

forded much food for reflection. The me

chanical features of note, whether shown

then for the first time or there seen to have

been generally adopted, will naturally take_

a lot of thinking over. Are they destined

to become permanent, or merely of a transi

tory character, to disappear before another

show rolls around? Everything indicates

that the former is the case, but there have

been such indications in the past, only to

prove delusive.

Reviewing briefly the more important de

velopments, they have every appearance of

being distinctly good.

The steel frame. wood reinforced, was -

never anything but a makeshift, a hybrid

that could not last. Steel alone can be

made to do the work, and a U section is

emphatically the one to resist torsional and

other strains. The practice of having a sec

ondary frame to carry the motor was al

ways open to objection; and it was only a

question of time when a way would be dis

covered to fasten the engine securely and

rigidly to the frame.

found, in the opinion of a number of exhibit

ors. (‘arburetter improvements also figure

prominently, and the plan of automatically

securing a uniform mixture, no matter

whether the engine be travelling fast or

slow, is so obviously a step in the right di

i'cciioii that it stands a good chance of be

ing generally adopted in spite of the ad

ditional complexity necessitated.

.\s to mechanically operated inlet valves.

there seems no reason to doubt their event

uni success“. Brought out a year ago by the

concern that has almost succeeded in Ger

The way has been '

inanizing the French trade, it was apparent

that they were still in a minority at the

Paris show. But they'had made their ap—

pearance on dozens of stands, and the infor

ence is almost irresistible that they will

yet sweep the boards. Like the automatically

operated carburetter, the inlet valve adds

more machinery; but it also causes a posi

tive opening of the valve, and that is almost

sufficient reason for its being.

In short, we are forced to the conclusion

that the Paris novelties this year are fixt

ures, and not, as has sometimes been the

case, fads, ephemeral in their character.

Condensers Must Come.

No single problem confronting the makers

and users of steam vehicles exceeds in im

portance that of carrying sufficient water

for runs of reasonable length.

The time honored estimate of, roughly, a

gallon of water for each mile travelled still

holds good. As a rule, therefore, a car can

ries a supply of water sufficient to run it

about 25 miles, say 25 gallons. Occasion

ally extra large tanks are fitted, sometimes

having a capacity of 50 gallons, thus giving

a radius of action that is at least reasonable.

But tanks of this size take up much room,

and when filled with water considerable

Weight is added to the vehicle. Altogether,

this method of grappling with the problem

has many disadvantages.

Condensers offer an almost ideal solution,

as is well known, and the wonder is that

they have not been used extensively in this

country. I

There are, of course, disadvantages con

nected with their use—extra cost, added

complexity, the difficulty of effecting a sepa

ration of the oil and water.

there was no urgent demand for a device

of the kind these drawbacks could be

counted upon to turn the scale against them.

Similarly, when it becomes plain that con

densers must be fitted to thoroughly first

class steam cars, ways and means of doing

so will be devised.

As long as

In the British market the use of condens

ers is virtually compulsory, visible exhausts

Confronted with this condi

tion, it is always met by the employment of

being illegal.

condensers.

In the rehabilitation of the steam car, its

evolution from an underweighted, under

powered, poorly constructed piece of mech

anism to one adequate to all demands made

upon it—a rehabilitation that has been going

on for a couple of years— the condenser

must play-an important part. In this case,

willful waste makes wot'ul want, and users

will not go on indefinitely pouring water

into tanks only to have it passed out as

useless exhaust. It can be utilized again,

and this will eventually be done.

If the near future does not see the adop

tion of condensers by more than one con

cern, we shall be very much surprised.

 

Beware that Sprinkling Law!

Now that the holidays have passed and

the Board of Aldermen are meeting again it

will be well for the antomobiiists and other

organized bodies which are interested to re

member that there is in the hands of the

very honorable body a very obnoxious ordi

nance relative to street sprinkling. This is

the bill drawn by Alderman Marks, empow

ering the several borough presidents to make

new contracts with the author of the pres

ent sprinkling nuisance, the Street Sprinle

ling Association. It passed this ordinance

\vonid do nothing more than to widen the

sphere of the present contractor’s vile and

dangerous work.

It is impossible to believe that it this sweet

scented piece of "legislation" for the benefit

of a corporation that has been an offender

for ten years is enacted by the “honorable

body" Mayor Low will sign lt. Yet the

Mayor is a busy man, and, although the

jobbery in the bill is palpable to those fa

miliar with the situation, it behooves the

representatives of the automobile, driving

and cycling organization who do not enjoy

slimy and slippery asphalt to see that he is

acquainted with the facts of the situation.

Now is the time to act in this matter, for

the bill is apt to be in the hands of the

Mayor for signature within a few days. It

was made a special order of business for

last Monday’s 'meeting of the board, but did

not come up. It is apt, therefore, to he

brought up at the next meeting of the alder

men, which will be held on Tuesday, Janu

ary 13.

Senator Cocks—he who was the first Long

island antophobe, and who was defeated

for re-election last November—has issued

his vaiedictory. It is, of course, a defence

of the disgraceful law bearing his name and

of the deluge of anti-automobile legislation

that followed in its wake.

 
 

Now is the time for the exhibitors at the

Paris show to come forward and tell us

how many they disposed of. One c0n~

cern makes the modest claim of 2,000. Next!
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Not to put my own back, but I can truth

fully say that the remarks I have recently

made regarding the state of affairs existing

in the National Association of Automobile

Manufacturers has caused not only a flutter

in that dovecote, but have also caused a

“divil of a thinking” in other directions—for

example, on the part of at least some of the

associate members. Although the outside

world may not know it, they outnumber

the active about two to one, and as one of

them remarked to me last week, about the

only privilege they receive is the privilege

of paying $15 a year. ‘He admitted that he

had a prettily nickeiled sign and had been

requested to advertise the organization by

adding to all his advertisements and printed

matter the_ highly important fact that he

was a member of the N. A. A. M., but some

way or other he did not appear to think

that that was $15 worth or that the associ

ates were receiving their due. He acknowl

edged that he was being flooded with cir

cnlnr letters—advance copies of which are

mailed to reporters who “push along” the

secretary—asking a multiplicity of questions

which he had neither time nor inclination to

heed, and altogether conveyed the impres

sion that he thought that associate mem

bers were entitled to attend meetings, share

in the councils and make themselves heard

or felt, even if they were not permitted to

v'ote. It is not for me to say that the man

was reasonable or unreasonable. I simply

repeat his disgruntlement because it ap

pears to show a direction in which the wind

may blow.

a a :

And talking about the automobile manu

facturers' association, you may recall what

i told you would likely happen to the show

us a result of that indorsement of an al

leged "automobile daily" in which the I-am

of the association betrays such a suspicious

ly holy interest. Well, as the date of the

show approaches, let me add that unless

there is “something doing” for the legiti

mate New York dailies the snubblng of the

show that i predicted will be something to

remember. Never mind what I know, but

take my word for it, the editors and busi

ness managers are "wise," and unless a

great change comes over the spirit of their

dreams the trade will pay dearly for per

mitting itself to be “Joilied” by a clever,

wine opening foreigner, aided and abetted

by the I-am in question.- By the by, I hear

that the foreigner, as “a token of regard

and esteem,“ has presented the I-am with

one of his office rubber stamps. I certainly

can vouch for it that "puffs" of the l-am's

car have been sent to the press bearing the

rubber stamp of the foreigner‘s paper.

0 O i

In this connection I am also in position

to say that the I-am, having placed his “ap

propriation" with his great and good friend, -

the automobile daily, has a great scheme for

getting advertising in the legitimate dailies

during the show without paying for it. He

has engaged one of the New York news

paper men as his “press agent" for the

week. The duty of the press agent, a clever

fellow, will be, of course, to send cleverly

veiled stuff to the dailies, and if the dailies

are not on their guard they will he "landed"

good and hard. The Law, I understand,

first tried to hire the press agent of the

show to sandwich his masked ads. in the

show matter which he sends out, but to the

credit of the p. a., be it said, he declined

with several thanks.

til

Unless all signs fail there are going to

be not a few heartburnings over who shall

be chosen to represent America in the forth

coming contest for the James Gordon' Ben—

nett Cup. Furthermore, before the affair is

finally disposed of there is most certainly

going to be considerable very plain talking

indulged in, during which some inside facts

will be made public, which, however inter

esting they may be as showing the why and

wherefore of certain things, will not

tend to increase the public‘s already very

poor opinion of how automobile racing mat

ters are not managed in this country.

0 U U

Upon my calendar 1 find this memo:

“About this time look out for Edison inter

view." You see, I knew' when I wrote that

a year ago the thing was due to make its

appearance at certain intervals, and always

just about show time, hence this memo. of

mine. True to precedent, Sunday‘s papers

had the interview, and in it Mr. Edison an

nounced that his great New Year’s gift to

the world was to be—the storage battery on

which he has worked night and day for

four years. Of this wonder Mr. Edison is

quoted as saying:

“My storage battery is now ready for the

market. We have begun to make them for

sale, and they will be ofiered on the market

soon after the New Year. I’ve tried them

on three runabouts here for several months,

and one of our machines had done as high

as eighty-six miles on one charge. on, it

isn‘t perfect yet; you know we never get

those things exactly perfect, but it works,

and anybody can handle it. It solves the

traction problem.”

The more you think of it the more you

will be convinced that the year 1903, de

spite. the ill omen of its total of thirteen, is

going to be a great one if for no other rea

son than that it is to be the one in which

this great battery is to be placed upon the

market—perhaps.

i t I

A gentleman rejoicing in the name of

Obendorfer, and by profession a theatrical

treasurer, has Just applied to the New York

bankruptcy courts for relief from $3,906 of

indebtedness, to meet which he has neither

' that they do.

assets nor regrets. Onehalf of the amount

of the gentleman’s debts is for money bor

rowed, while almost 10 per cent, or, to be

exact, $189, of the remainder is “for repairs

to an automobile." There is a moral here '

somewhere if I had time to dig it out, but

as I haven‘t, suppose you do so.

0 U i

In connection with that little leaf turn

ing experiment of a week ago, it is well to

remember that the road which is paved with

good intentions generally has a disinter

ested friend at every corner of it.

i l t

He’s still at it. The “great” cartoonist to

whose kindly consideration of the automo

bile I referred last week has followed his

former libel with another. This time the al

leged drawing is entitled, “The whiskey pro

cession—where are you?” In this magnifi

cent drawing first comes an automobile with

a bewhiskered chauiIeur labelled “The Dis

tiller”; then an open landau with a smooth

faced, preacher looking chap ticketed “The

Wholesaler"; following comes a light side

bar, sporty looking, trotter drawn buggy

with a driver who wears a liverpad lettered

"The Retailer." In the background are a

lot of lunatics, hoboes, jailbirds, etc., hear

ing a banner upon which is blazoned "The

Consumers." In the printed matter which

always has to accompany the great works

of art drawn by this artist, so those who see

the drawings may know what they are, the

cartoonist says: “The man who manufact

ures whiskey has his fast automobile. .

Where is the automobile of the confirmed

whiskey consumer? If you are able

to ride in this procession in the automo

bile, the carriage or the buggy, we have

nothing to say." I wonder what it‘s all

about?

‘Ui

A great many people who will never enter

a race or indulge in a tour further than ten

miles from home and one mile from a repair

shop have wasted a lot of time thinking

about what might happen if they ever did.

Ufii

Chickens come home to roost, at least,

those who understand chicken etiquette say

Perhaps the French automo

bile chickens are seeking roosting privileges

at their home station, because after we have

heard so much about how all the world has

stolen the Frenchman's ideas of how to

make a first-class automobile, see what hap

pens. A German concern—it couldn‘t be

worse than that, you know—makers of the

most famous automobiles in the world, and

one which hasn't a single French idea in its

construction, refuses to exhibit any of their

new models at the automobile show in

Paris, because, as the German so naively

puts it, “of the way German ideas are an

nexed by French automobile makers"! Is

it in the power of any one to have given

French pride a blow which it would feel as

severely as this German one? I do not be

lieve so.

THE COMMENTATOR.
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GASMOBILE Is our.

(Continued from 361.)

on the New Haven road which we. have in

view.

“James E. Woodbridge, formerly with the

Pratt & Whitney Co., Hartford, Conn, will

we the vice-president and general manager

of the Pan-American Co. Designer and

Consulting Engineer Power has just re

turned from the Paris show, where he

went to examine the newest cars and to pur

chase parts and materials that cannot be

obtained here. In the new factory the

work of producing Pan-American cars will

be prosecuted vigorously and on a large

scale.

"There is no change of name, no consolida

tion or absorption. Beyond the purchase of

certain goods by the Pan-American company

from the Automobile Co. of America there

is absolutely no connection between the two

concerns."

Ever since the ill fated Automobile Co. of

America went into the hands of a receiver,

about a year ago, there has been much

speculation as to its future. It was stated

with the greatest positlvcness by those in

terested that it would be reorganized and

resume the manufacture of cars—either the

Gasmobile or others. The Rochet-Schneider

was most prominently mentioned as one of

the "others," and within a very few days it

was asserted by those who ought to know

that this would be done, everything being

_ ready to go ahead on them. Within a week

or two, also. rumors of dissensions among

the stockholders became peculiarly persist

ent.

To set the matter at rest the Motor World

representative asked and obtained an au

thoritative statement of the matter from a

gentleman closely identified with such heavy

stockholders of the Automobile Co. of

America as V. Everit Macy and Sidney Dil

ion Ripley, and who was an officer of the

company at the time the receiver took

charge. , _

“Mr. Chamberlin‘s statement is correct,"

he said. “As to the Automobile company, it

means that it will be closed up entirely. All

idea of manufacturing will be given np.‘

You may state this positively."

It was also learned from an equally au

thentic source that some of the stockhold

ers of the Automobile C0. of America haVe

acquired interests in the Pan-American

company.

A statement showing the condition of the

affairs of the Automobile Co. of America

has been filed in the Chancery Chamber at

Newark, X. J It shows that the profit and

loss account roots up to the smn of $18,

100.22. Among other items contained in

the report are the following:

CLAIMS I)lS.-\I.I,()WEI). ,

l’aul .\'. Turner . . . . . . . . ... . . . . . . $12,500 00

(‘imrles C. \Vest . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 5.000 00

John H. li‘laglcl' . . . . . . h. .. . . . . . . 17,069 3-},

.\nu-ricnn Motor (‘0 . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2,475 63

.los. Yohlcll (as a-mjfnju‘ctl claim) 2.00000

assrrrs.

Properly sold by receiver . . . . . . ..12351548

i'aid out by receiver . . . . . . . . . . . ..H2,0(i17()

Loss from sales of assets . . . . . . ...Ilfifl‘li') 15

Paid by receiver to creditors. . . . 105,747 77

Property and assets of the com

pany sold at auction sale . . . . .. 10.00000

Debts collected by receiver . . . . .. 6,888 44

Profit and loss account (loss). 18,166 22

Claims of creditors against the

company . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 244,203 90

Creditors who did not present

claims . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9,983 89

Inventory of assets at time of ap

pointment . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £43,229 99

There was also a mortgage of $248,229 99

on the plant of the company.

 

Forg's Burner and Generator.

Foyg automobile fittings have made for

themselves a good name wherever they

have been used. due to the exceptionally

  

higTilnu‘ality 0f the product of the maker, P.

Fol-g, Somerville, Mass.

The three compartment burner and gener

ator, both of which are shown, are excel

lent specimens of Forg quality.

These burners are of the reversed pattern,

and are made with two partitions, thus mak

ing a three compartment burner; as each

compartment is furnisth with a separate

  

mixing tube, either or all of the compart

ments can be used at will. _

The gasolene supply is carried through :1

pipe entering on the left hand side and pass

ing over the burner in a t) form, out on the

right hand side. where it paSses into the

generator box. The pilot consists of u '1‘

shaped casting secured to the top of the

burner between the gusolcne supply pipe.

,, In st'urting up a sinuli quantity of alcohol

is burned in the cup provided for this pur

pose at the bottom of the generator; the

heat from this generates gas for the pilot;

the supply entering at the bottom, or stem

of the T, throws a strong blue flame from

each of the upper branches of the '1‘ against

the gasol ~ne supply pipe; the heat from this

,blast raporlzcs the gasoléne as it passes

through the pipe; after the pilot has been

4

burning a short time the valves supplying

fuel for the burner itself may be opened.

The valve on the left,injects-into-theleft

hand compartment, that-on the right into

the right hand compartment; the injector

for the pilot, which it is intended should

passes up to the seat.a.pd,,Wliich also con

trols the entire supply of fuel; except that

for the pilot which it is intended'shouid

burn at all times, and which can be'shut off

by the valve at the centre of the generator

box. The rod passing up_t0 the seat is pro‘

vided. at the swiv‘elled point, with a wheel.

and can therefore be operated at this point

without reaching up to the seat.

The generator box is made of sheet steel

suitably perforated and so arranged that,

while the tire will burn freely inside of the

box, it will not blaze up on the outside, as

in the case with generators of other manu~

facture. A suitable bracket is provided for

use in attaching these generators so that

they may be rigidly secured and retained in

their proper position.

All connections are made outside of the

firebox and at points easy of access.

 

Buck’s Revolving Steam Engine.

\Vhat is termed a triple expansion, con

densing, revolving steam engine, for use

in propelling automobiles and other ve

hicles, has been invented by Henry A. Buck,

of Brooklyn, and is being shown in that

city.

Buck's dream has been to discover the

means of solving the moast difficult problem

of engineering—of saving the tremendous

quantity of energy that is lost by steam en

gines of the most improved type and of ap

plying the power direct.

He has now perfected an engine that he

is confident has solved these problems.

The engine itself is described as being so

simple that it seems to the layman impos

sible that it could even be what it is called.

but :1 brief examination of its method suf

lices. It is a cylinder—a mere steel shell

about twelve inches long and twelve inches

high.

Through it runs a central shaft. A cross

section would show that in the centre of

this shaft a steel disk is riveted, and to this '

disk are attached three metal cylinders upon,

which the power or steam is applied. These

three cylinders make the engine triple ex

pansion. and the surfaces of each, on which

the power is applied, are so arranged with

series of grooves that an enormous area on

which the steam acts is secured and the

greatest amount possible of the expansive

force in the steam is utilized.

The engine has no dead centre. no pistons,

piston rings or rods, no steam chest valve.

valve rods, eccentrics, cams. link motions.

sliding parts, reciprocating parts or any of '

these things common to the accepted type

of engines. It receives its steam at the

highest, temperature possible, and exhausts

it at 40 degrees lower than any other en

gine how in use.

A 100 horsepower engine of this style

made of cast iron steel, weighs about 300

pounds: is controlled by an ordinary gov

ernor, can be operated or placed in any pos

sible position, even if inverted and bolted to

the ceiling or against the wall. or horizontal

ly or perpendicularly, running absolutely

without vibration, can be instantly and

smoothly started, stopped or reversed.
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FAMOUS FRENCl'lMEN COMING

Not Only Fournier but Others DueieStories of

French Trade Tricks Preeede Them.

The news that Fournier is on his way here

and that he has managed to secure space at

the New York show has caused something

more than passing interest in some quarters,

because it was supposed that Fournler and

the line of cars that he handles were to be

represented in this country by a New York

concern.

Fournier cabled to the managers of the

show for space some time ago, and was an

swered that there was none to be had. It

was his intention then to come over here

and do business on his own account during

the show. After being refused space it was

reported from Paris that he had closed a

deal whereby he would have representatives

in this country, and that part of the Four

nier exhibit at the Paris show would be

shown here by his agents. Under these cir

cumstances it would seem something be

yond unnecessary for Fournier to take

space as he has done and bring over cars

himself, as it is reported he is doing, and a

few are speculating as to his object.

Fournier obtained Space N in the restau

rant of Madison Square Garden in a pecu

liar way. W. H. Webster, of the Webster

Automobile Co., 10 West Sixtieth street,

had taken Space N, but he found that the

new car he wanted to exhibit would not be

ready in time for the show, and having

heard of Fournier‘s disappointment, he

cabled to the Frenchman an offer to sell his

space. Fournler accepted promptly, and he

sailed for New York last Saturday on La

Bretagne, accompanied by his business asso

ciate, M. Rabourdan. On this Saturday’s

French steamer will be M. Charley, the

Mercedes agent; M. Clement, the automobile

and motor cycle maker; M. Neubauer, M. A.

Lumberjack, M. Lucas and M. Bertrand, the

last three of whom have been identified

with racing events.

In connection with the unexpected

action of Fournier in engaging space

at the show alter having given an agency,

some of the methods of the French mak

ers and dealers, as commented upon by

some of the Americans who visited the

Paris show are interesting. Commercial

practices are told about that are, to say the

least, complicated. A man who wanted to

place an order for some machines said he

found it impossible to deal with the manu

facturers, but that he could nevertheless

get what he wanted it he went to some

agent who was named by the maker. The

partiality shown by makers for certain of

their agents against all others, is most ex

traordinary it the makers have no interest

in the agents' establishments, says this

man. He tels how he went to a

manufacturer ready to put down cash

. other

' with an order, was refused, and when he

remarked that he would go to the manu

facturer’s agent "A," the maker hastily ad

vised him not to go to that one, but to “B,”

where he \vould got a better choice of de

livcrics.

Another intricate style ‘of dealing that

- hardly would be indulged in by any repu

table American concern is related by an

American buyer who went to a

French concern to place an order. They

told him that they could not sell him ma

chines for export because they had given

an exclusive agency for the United States.

When he seemed about to give up the quest,

the dealer, after having learned that it was

to be a “ready money" transaction, detained

him and explained that he might be able to

sell him if he would take ‘Paris delivery,”

but that he could not sell them to a man in

the United States. SQ it was arranged that

the goods should be billed and delivered to

the American's agents in Paris, who in this

cuss were‘his bankers, and the deal was

closed, and the scrupies of the dealer

against violating his contract with his

agents were overcome.

An experience related by another buyer in

the French market is that he went to a

dealer to get a lot of parts and emphasized

the fact that he wanted the latest things, as

no others would be of any use to him.

When he got the goods here he found, he

says, that they were stock a couple of years

old and useless to him. '

 

Foreign Courses in Doubt.

What closely approaches a deadlock exists

in regard to the course of the Bennett Cup

race. In refusing to accept the Irish route

the French Automobile Club betrayed its de

sire to have the race take place in France.

The British club is equally desirous of run

ning it in the United Kingdom, and neither

organization is disposed to give way. The

selection lies with the British club, but it

must conform strictly to the rules unless

the challenging clubs waives them. A de

cision must be reached by February.

Meanwhile preparations for the Paris

Madrid race grow apace. The announce

ment comes from Madrid that a decree has

been signed authorizing the race on Spanish

territory. French autoists are disposed to

fear that in France the necessary authoriza

tion may not come easily, although there is

no doubt it will be obtained in due time.

Railroad Rates to the Show.

With the exception of those of the New

England and Pacific Coast States all the

railroads have now granted reduced fares,

viz., a rate- of one and one-third, to the

Good Roads Convention to be held at Chi

cago 0n li‘clu'uury 14 to 21, during the auto

mobile show. The \Vestern Passenger As

sociation and the Trunk Line Association

last week followed the lead of thetCentral

Passenger Association in granting special

rates.

FEW MERCEDES CHANGES

Although not Shown at Paris That Famous Car

Said to Embody Nothing new for I903.

Since most of the French makers have

copied the 1902 Mercedes for their 1903

models, the question of what the Mercedes

people are doing for 1903 naturally has be

come a burning one. At the Paris show

only 1902 models of the famous German

car were shown, and so far as had been re

vealed no one knew what the Mercedes peo

ple might have “up the sleeve” for this

year.

It certainly would have been amusing it'

after all the efforts at imitation of the

“noiseless model." even to the square

nosed front bonnet, honeycomb radiator and

body lines. the makers of the pattern should

have departed from that model and brought

out for 1903 something entirely new that

would prove itself to be still a year ahead

of its imitators.

The Mercedes people are conservative,

however, and not the sort that change for

the sake of change, so there is nothing

revolutionary about their model for 1903.

From L. G. Herz. who until a couple of

months ago was one of the employes of the

Mercedes plant, something of what the Ger

man firm is doing has been -iearned. The

new machines will have a four cylinder en

gine of 60 indicated horsepower, but capable

of developing 70 on the brake. Their speed

clutches will permit of a shift direct from

the low to high, and there will be new

features in connection with the sparking

system and carburetter. The chassis is built

lower and the radiator system is retained

with the same style of front bonnet. The

firm will build only racing cars, and will

make about 400 of them, all of which have

been contracted for. Last year the product

of the factory, according to Herz. was 250

machines. Herz says that when he left the

new speed clutches were not working prop

erly, but that they would undoubtedly be

perfected before the first car is delivered,

which, he‘ thought, would not be before

April.

 

Openings in Brazil.

In Buenos Ayres a large number of rich

traders and planters are eager to purchase

motor vehicles at the first opportunity. A

French traveller arrived a few months slnct

with a number of cars and invited the Presi

dent and other notables for a tour through

the neighboring country. Each car found a

purchaser; other would-be motorists had to

be satisfied with placing orders, and these

eagerly await the arrival of the vlhicles.

Several planters in the interior visit their

ranches and plantations in automobiles, and

all find them extremely satisfactory.
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\ Demonstrating the Dynamo.

A novel demonstration which is certain to

prove interesting at the show, where it will

be on exhibition at the spaces of Charles E.

Miller, is now to be seen at Miller's won

derfully variegated showrooms at -No. 97

Reade street. It is an optical exploitation

of the difference in the spark furnished by

a magneto and a dynamo. The demonstra

tion is made very simply. A belt run by

an electric motor is connected with both a

magneto and an Apple dynamo, so that

each is operated at exactly the same rate I

of speed in order to make a fair compari

son, such as would be afforded by a car in

operation. The illustration shows a much

fatter spark to be given by the dynamo. of

course, but the way this is shown is one that

is more convincing than a volume of argu

ment. The whole story is in a simple, “See

for yourself."

Bidding for Show Visitors.

Nearly every man who travels knows “the

Yates Syracuse."

It stands for all that a good hotel should

be. There is an atmosphere of comfort

and freedom about it that appeals—a sort

of satisfying whole that makes the men

away from home wish there were more

hotels like it.

Therefore, it will be welcome news that

there is added one more like it, and that in

New York City, convenient to Madison

Square Garden.

The Gregorian is the name, and it is lo

cated on Thirty-fifth street, between Fifth

and Sixth avenues, and just off Broadway.

It is a handsome new structure, thor

oughly modern and fireproof, and will be

automobile headquarters for a large dele

gation during the New York show.

It is under the management of Averill &

Gregory, of the Yates, and their promise to

take care of autoists means much.

Accommodations can be reserved by writ

ing the Gregorian in advance.

 

Many Uses of Gasolene.

Casolene is not alone valuable for propell

ing an automobile. In a dozen other ways

it is little short of indispensable to users of

cars and their mecanicians, as well as in

the repair shop.

It acts like magic in removing gummed

oil from engine parts, such as valves, piston

rings, etc. It is infinitely superior to kero

sene for such purposes, as it leaves no de

posit. .\s a rubber solvent it is equally efli

caeious. it comes out strong as a cleanser,

removing grease stains from the hands in

double quick time.

Scarritt Will be Toastmaster.

A meeting of the entertainment commit

ice of the N. A. A. M. was held on Monday

evening to arrange details for the annual

dinner. which is to be held at the Waldorf

.\storia on January 23. Winthrop E. Scar

ritt was agreed upon for toastmaster, and

a partial list of speakers was agreed upon,

as follows. I“. 8. Fish, John S. Wise, F.

Smith and A. R. Shattuck.

Harliness Names Founder and Vanderbilt.

“There's a lot of knack in driving a car, and

especially a racing car, well," remarked H.

S. Harkness to the Motor World man not

long ago.

“But for skill of the first order there‘s

nothing like that displayed by the man who

makes speed changes while going at a fast

clip. He has got to know instinctively or

by intuition just when to make the shift.

Most of us learn in time to do this pretty

well, but there is always an infinitesimal

period of time during which we hesitate be

fore shoving the lever into place.

“There are two men, however, who rise

superior to this weakness, this indecision.

I refer to Henry Fournier and W. K. Van

derbilt, jr. With them the change from one

speed to another is, or seems to be, a small

matter, made with unconcem and decision

and without the slightest hint of hesitation.

As soon as the brain foresees the necessity

for a change the hand makes it. It is never

done bunglingly, either. Perhaps some day

the rest of us will acquire this knack, but

we haven't got it yet."

Club in the Crescent City.

A score of Crescent City automobilists met

last week and organized the Automobile

Club of New Orleans, the first distinctly

Southern club in the country.

The election of officers resulted as fol

lows: Albert Mackie, president; Theodore

Grnnewald, vice-president; Sam Stone, jr.,

secretary, and E. H. McFall, treasurer.

It was agreed that the meeting should

select the chairman of the several standing

committees, and that the president should

name the members later, thus giving him an

opportunity to perhaps name some who were

not present. The following were chosen:

Committee on laws and ordinances, Hewes

T. Gurley, chairman; membership, linder

Abbott, chairman; good roads, Charles U.

Kennedy, chairman; runs and tours, C. S.

Burt, chairman; racing, Palmer Abbott;

house and clubrooms, A. J. Nelson, chair

man. Board of governors to be composed

of the chairmen of the several committees.

Three Napiers Will Defend Cup.

Several weeks ago comment was made in

these columns on the severity of the require

ments imposed upon British makers who

contemplated competing for a place on the

Bennett Cup team. The deposit of $2,500

was required as a preliminary.

It transpires that the criticism has been

justified by the event. Although a number

of British makers announced their intention

of competing, none of them came to the

scratch with the necessary deposit. Conse

quently a third Napier car has been added

to the two already selected, and the British

team will consist of these cars exclusively,

The German team will probably be made

up of three Mercedes cars, while France

will have two Panhards and a Mors. Only

one of America's team, a Winton, has yet

been decided upon.

' and describing obsolete automobiles,

What Surprises bhattuck.

“I have been surprised and considerably

annoyed at the lack of interest in the Brown

low Good Roads bill, now before Congress.

displayed by some of the automobile jour

nals," said President Shattuck of the Auto

mobile Club of America to the Motor World

representative on Monday.

“They go on showing patent specifications

but

they have no space to derote to an impor

tant matter like‘thls Brownlow bill,” he

went on with some heat. “From the tech

nical press we expected something better

than this. '

“The importance of good roads to all users

of the automobile cannot be exaggerated.

For that reason every elfort should be made

to further the cause championed by the

Browulow bill. Every possible influence

should be brought to bear to insure its pas.

sage."

Why the Mechanical Inlet?

There is one point about the mechanically

operated inlet valve that is sometimes over

looked, in spite of the fact that it is very

important and, indeed, one of the chief

causes of the adoption of this feature. It

is obvious that as the engine slows down

the force of the suction will decrease, until

it will sometimes be insuifleient to open the

valve, thus causing the engine to stop.

With a cam opened valve, however, it

makes no diiIerence how slow the engine

may be running. The valve is opened and

the mixture sucked in, whether the speed

be 100 or 1,200 revolutions. That crying

need of the gasolene engine, flexibility, is

thus obtained in some degree.

For Good Roads.

A bill has been prepared and will be in

troduced in the Pennsylvania legislature de

signed to bring about an improvement of

the roads of that State.

The bill provides for the creation of a

State Highway Commission, to consist of

three persons, who shall be authorized to

appoint a State highway engineer. These,

working with the county commissioners.

will attend to the construction of roads.

The expense is to be divided equally be

tween the State, county and township. The

bill provides for a State appropriation of

$6,000,000, $1,000,000 of which is to be used

annually.

French Farmers Welcome the Speed Trials.

At the earnest request of the villagers the

French officials have lifted the interdict

placed on record breaking on the Dourdan

road near Paris. Instead of being unwel—

come visitors, the speeding automobilists are

welcomed with open arms, and no one re

gretted their banishment more than the

country people in the vicinity. This being

so, they requested that the ban be raised,

which was done. Now record breaking is

permitted three days in the week.
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SPEED RATE COMPROMISE

Ask Aldermen to Legalize Eight Miles in City,

Fifteen in Suburbs.

With unexpected celerity and without

warning of any kind the entire aspect-of the

speed controversy in this city has been

changed. The proposed amendment to the

local ordinance increasing the rate from

eight to ten miles an hour within the city

limits will not be pushed before the Board

of Aldermen. In its place an amendment

will be offered keeping the eight mile limit

in the greater part of the city, but permit

ting a speed of fifteen miles an hour in the

northern suburbs of Manhattan and The

Bronx and in the unbuiltup portions of the

other boroughs. In this shape it is antici

pated that the measure will go through with

a hurrah.

The new regulations are embodied in the

appended resolution, passed by a sub-com

mittee of the so-called Committee of Fifty:

Whereas, The Automobile Club of Amer

ica has submitted to this committee an

amendment to the proposed ordinance rela—

tive to the speed of vehicles in the city of

New York, the adoption of which amend~

> mcnt said club is prepared to advocate, pro

vided this committee and the Committee of

Fifty do not oppose the same; said amend

ment being in the following form:

Section 1. Speed of Vehicles: The follow

ing rates of speed through the streets of the

city shall not be exceeded: That is, eight

miles an hour by bicycles, tricycles, veloci

pedes, motor vehicles, however propelled,

other than streetcars, or by passenger and

pleasure vehicles drawn by horses or other

animals, except that, in the Borough of Man

hattan, on Broadway, north of One Hun

dred and Eighty-first street, on the Boule

vard Lafayette and on Washington avenue,

and in the boroughs of Brooklyn, Queens,

Bronx and Richmond, upon streets where

the buildings are at least one hundred feet

apart, a speed of fifteen miles an hour may

be maintained.

Sec. 2. No person riding, driving or in

charge of any vehicle on any street, avenue,

parkway or driveway in the city shall drive

the same at any speed greater than is rea

sonable and proper, having regard to the

traffic and use of the highways, or so as to

endanger the life or limb of any person;

and,

Whereas, This committee, after discussing

the provisions of said amendment, has con

l'llltll‘ll that the adoption thereof and its

Inclusion in the proposed ordinance, will

substantially accomplish the result to at

tain which the Committee of Fifty was

formed. and will provide adequate and rea

sonable safeguards for passengers and ve

hicles in the congested streets of New York

City; therefore, ~

Resolved, That this committee approves of

said amendment and recommends to the full '

Committee of Fifty its approval thcrcof, to

the end that said amendment may be adopt

cd, and the object of said committcc's work

accomplished.

To :1 Motor World man Sccrciary Parker

of the committee stated that at an informal

meeting between Messrs. A. R. Shattuck and

W. W. Niles, of the Automobile Club of

America, and three members of the Com

mittee of Fifty, held last week, the matter

was talked over and the foregoing resolu

tions agreed upon.

“Under the terms of these resolutions,"

said he, “the Committee of Fifty obtains all

it has fought for. It is perfectly satisfied,

having achieved the object which led to its

formation. We shall probably retire, now

that this has been accomplished."

President Shattuck was then sought, and

asked if the Automobile Club's attitude was

correctly stated.

“Yes, we have agreed not to press the ten

mile an hour .amendment," he said. “We

thought the matter over very carefully, and

came to the conclusion that such a compro

mise as has been reached was the wisest

course. It was doubtful whether we could

have won our fight on the original lines, and

it seemed to us that it was better to secure

a fifteen-mile rate in the suburbs than to

stand or fall by ten miles everywhere.

“As it is, we get a fifteen-mile rate on

upper Broadway, Lafayette Boulevard, the

Hoffman Boulevard and other frequented

roads. This more than offsets, it seems to

me, the failure to obtain a ten-mile rate in

the city proper."

No little surprise has been caused by the

sudden right about face. As was stated in

these columns a few weeks ago, there was

every reason to believe that the 10mile

amendment would be adopted finally. Ai-

dcrman Joseph Oatman took this view of

the matter on Monday, when he said to the

Motor World man:

“There was a very good chance of put

ting the amendment through as it stood.

Now that the Committee of Fifty has with—

drawn its oppposition, and an agreement

has been reached by all concerned, there is

not the slightest doubt of the passage of

this latest amendment."

 

Correct Your Records Accordingly.

Fresh investigation having shown the fol

lowing rccords to be the best in their respec

tive classes. they are given in place of those

contained in the table which appeared in the

Motor World December 4. In the steam

car class, competition, the records for one to

three miles, inclusive, stand in the name of

W. C. Buckman. At Detroit, Mich., on 0c

tober 25, 1902, he won a three-mile race, his

time for the distance being 1:34, 2:51 and

4:07 2-5, rc'spcctivcly. This supplants the

one-mile time of Griffin, made in 1900.

The electric care time, competition for five

miles, belongs to A. L. Riker, who covered

the distance in 8:47 4-5, at Brookline, Mass,

on Junc 15, 1901. The ten-mile record credit

ed to Rollin White, in the gasolene class,

under 1,000 pounds, is an error.

KIMBALL COMES BACK

Returns From Paris With a Fund of Interesting

Views of Foreign Cars and Affairs.

Among those who have recently returned

from Europcan trips with interesting views

about what is being done abroad, is E. 'i‘.

Kimball, of the Central Automobile Com~

pany, 168i Broadway, New York. He ar

rivctf' on the Philadelphia last week, with

his wholesome countenance denoting excel

lent health and spirits.

Concerning the situation in France at

show time, Mr. Kimball says that it was a

poor time to do business, and that he never

would go over for that purpose again at

show time. They were all “up in the air,"

inflated with highly inflammable gas, which

was the product of their notions as to the

importance of the French industry and the

demand that all the world was going to

make upon it. Their ideas were altogether

too large to admit of practical business

deals, thought Mr. Kimball. He says get

ting an exclusive agency at this time is out

of the question, but he did close a contract

for Mors and Renault cars, which his com

pany will handle this year in addition to tho

Peugeot. The Mors cars he expects to have

here ready for delivery in March, but two

models will be on hand for the New York

show. These will be an eleven horse power

car complete and the chassis of an cightccn

horse power, which are the new types of

Mors this year.

With regard to the exhibits at the show,

Mr. Kimball expressed some interesting

opinions on the cars. The Mercedes, hc

declares, is a superb car, developed to the

utmost point of serviceability for a thor

oughbred automobillst. It is hardly the car

though for the ordinary man who is not 0X

pert, because it has been developed beyond

the stage of simplicity, and there is a great

deal that must be looked after to keep it in

perfect order. The Mors, he thought, pl'c»

seated a better proposition for the average

man. It combines high eflicicncy with sim

plicity. and is best calculated to give all

around satisfaction. The l‘anhard, in his

opinion, seemed to be rather at a standstill.

It showed fewer improvements than othci's

and no advance in individuality. 'l‘hc

Renault is taking a strongcr hold than over

on the public and is bound to sell well. 'i‘hc

new models are thoroughly tlt‘Vl‘ltllIt'tl.

splendidly finished and furnished in i-nough

variety of styles, one, two and four cylin

ders, to satisfy any demand. The ltcnault

factory is being enlarged, so as to incl-casi

the capacity ‘from 300 to 1.200 machist

The Mors output, according to Mr. Kimball.

is about 250 or 300, and thc Panhard about

600.
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COCKS'S VALEDICTORY

The Defeated Senator Sounds a Parting Blast

in Defense of His Infamous Law.

In a long article in a Brooklyn daily, Sen

ator Cocks, the Nassau County (L. 1.) legis

lator, from whose fecund brain issued the

malodorous anti-speed bearing his

name, undertakes a defense of himself and

his bill. The defense come at an appro

priate time. The Senator‘s career at Al

bany is ended, he having failed of re-election

in November.

law

Hence these regrets.

Digressing for the purpose of urging that

something more than a speed limit is neces

sary to curb automobiles, which are as

serted to be “heavy machines of high power

capable of developing a $11001] of fifty or

sixty miles”—-presumabiy in one hour—the

Long Island sage goes on to say:

“The law regulating the speed of automo

biles on highways is a matter of great in

terest, and has caused considerable discus

sion since its enactment, and especially

since the more rigid enforcement of the law

during the past few months.

“Fer the observation of the driving of

automobiles upon our roads during the past

season, a great improvement has been no

ticed in many ways. Whilst occasionally

we see a machine going at a very rapid rate,

the majority of them do not much exceed

the speed limit. Almost all drivers are more

considerate than formerly; they blow the

horn less frequently. which was always a

source of great annoyance, as it indicated

by the manner in which it was blown and

the frequency of the blasts that the driver

of the automobile expected you to give him

a free passage on the middle of the road,

whereas, as a matter of fact, he had no

more right to the highway than the person

moving slowly in the vehicle, and one blast,

or possibly two, would have been sufficient

to warn the person that an automobile was

approaching and he would then be com

pelled by courtesy and by law to give him a

portion of the road.

“The first bill passed by the Legislature

regulating the use of automobiles on our

highways was a very ineifective law, as a

violation thereof was not made a criminal

offense, hence the only way or prosecuting

a violator was by a civil suit.

“In urging the passage of that first law,

the automobile people reprrsented that if a

speed limit was established by law, the

drivers of automobiles, being gentlemen,

would respect it, and that in their judgment

such a bill as that would be effective. Ex

perience has taught, however, that it is

necessary to have a law, the penalty for the

violation of which can be readily inflicted,

as most of the automobilists failed to re

spect the provision relative to speed. until

it. was made a misdemeanor to exceed it.

“All those who have Sought to regulate

the use of the automobile have realized that

it is here to stay, and most of them huVe no

desire to Interfere with its proper use, but

only e.\'pcct to so regulate their use upon

the highways that they shall not be a

menace to the safety of those who travel

upon them.

“As to the enforcement of this law on

Long island since it has been taken up no

tively by the District Attorney and by the

various village corporations, it has been

sometimes claimed by the automobile own

ers when arrested, that they were perse—

cuted, and made many excuses which

seemed to the average citizen to be ridicu

lous, but it must be remembered that there

had to be some fixed standard beyond which

it would be illegal to run the machine, and

if a man had exceeded the speed limit by

only a few seconds per mile, he, neverthe

less, was a violator of the law and therefore

subject to arrest. A great majority of the

citizens think that the fines imposed by the

Justices are utterly inadequate, some having

been fined less for the second and third

offense than the first, whereas, after the first

offense they can be punished by imprison

ment at the option of the Justice.

“The difi‘lculty in drafting a law to regu

late the use of automobiles on highways

will be appreciated by one, only when he

begins to draft such a measure. Last win

ter there was a great many suggestions

offered, but it was desired to have as sim

ple a law as possible, so that it could be

readily enforced. The automobile people

proposed that a different speed might be

allowed in certain portions of the country,

but after careful deliberation it seemed im

possible to draft a law making these pro

visions without vitiating the whole. Whilst

there may he places where it would be safe

to run automobiles at a greater speed than

twenty miles, it is difficult to incorporate

that into law so that it can be enforced

without great ditiiculty. It seems to the

average man that twenty miles an hour is

a reasonable fast rate to travel over roads

which horses and pedestrians use, and that

it should be a suflicient speed for all prac~

tical purposes. If the automobile people

desire a place for speeding, they should

build a speedway for that purpose.

“The various accidents that have happ

pcned since the passage of this act have

justified all claims made by the friends of

the measure. Such accidents as the Fair

tragedy in France, the one at Yonkers, and

countless others, have demonstrated that

great care should be given to running the

automobiles on highways.

“As to what should be the proper thing

to do when automobile meets automobile,

we are not discussing now, but it seems to

the average driver of the horse that to run

those rapidly moving machines past each

other as closely as they try to pass a team,

would be reckless to say the least.

"The drivers of automobiles must remem

ber that much of the ill feeling that is mani

fested from time to time is due almost en

tirely to the utter disregard of the rights of

others shown by some of the automobilists,

and consequently all have to suffer for the

selfishness and discourtesy of the few."

MUST BE DIVIDED

Patent Office Promulgates a Ruling Relating

how Motor Vehicle are Dealt With.

In an important decision just handed down

by the Commissioner of Patents it is held

that a division is “required between claims

covering a motor vehicle and claims cover

ing the steam power apparatus for use in a

motor vehicle."

The case hinges on the application of An

dred H. Tyson, filed May 7, 1902, No. 106:

336. On July 30, 1902, the examiner made

several minor criticisms of the specifica

tions and the claims, and then said:

“The case covers several distinct and in

dependent inventions, one of which, motor

vehicles, is classed in another division of

the office.

"Claims 1, 7, 10,_ 11, 12, 16 and 17 are to a

condenser; claims 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, S, 9 15 and 18

are to a feeder; claims 13 14, 11), 20, 21 and

22 are to a motor vehicle. Division is re

quired to be made before action on the

merits.”

The applicant appealed from this rulhig,

and petitioned that it be overruled. It was

finally held by the Commissioner, after

much argument and legal warfare, that "the

examiner is right in his requirement of di

vision between claims, 13, 14, 19, 20, 21 and

22, which cover a motor vehicle construc

tion, and the remaining claims in this case.

which do not relate in any way to the con

struction of a motor vehicle. Motor ve

hicles are recognized by inventors and man

ufacturers as a distinct subject matter of

invention and sale from the specific engine,

boiler or condenser mechanism which may

be used in such motor vehicles. This inde

pendence of invention has also been recog

nized by this office in its scheme of classifi

cation.

“With regard to the other two groups of

claims the examiner is in error in requiring

division. These two groups of claims are

held by the examiner to cover, respectively,

a condenser and a feeder. An examination

of these claims discloses the fact that none

of them is limited to a specific construction

of condenser or a specific construction

of feeder. All the claims, with the excep

tion of those held to cover a motor vehicle

construction, are drawn to cover combina

tions and sub-combinations of a general

steam power apparatus, and division should

only he insisted upon between claims 13, 14,

19 to 22, inclusive, and the remaining claims

in the application.

“The petition is granted to the extent in

dieated.”

When Steamers Stand Still.

if users of steam cars ever notice their

water gauge at a standstill while under

steam they should without delay try the

lower check valve to see that it has not be

come seated. These check valves have

above. them a small hand wheel, the screw

ing down of which releases the valve. It

is possible for this to happen, and the

boiler tubes to get burned in consequence.
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There is an import duty of 30 per cent on

cars brought into New Zealand.

 

There is talk of holding a hill climbing

contest at Boston in the spring.

 

Among the purchasers of Oldsmobiles in

this city last week was Harold S. Vanderbilt.

 

“'l‘he 'l‘ransportation Problem" will be the

subject of the evening at a dinner to be

given by the City Club on January 12.

 

Mayor Ashbrldge promptly affixed his

signature to the ordinance regulating auto

mobile tratlie in Philadelphia, and it became

a law last week.

 

Boston autoists are indulging in talk of a

local show. .\lany tradespeopie are said to

favor one, but no active steps have yet been

taken in the matter.

On January 1st E. A. Archibald, the foun

titl' of the Archibald Wheel Co., of Law

rence, .\Iass., retired from the colnpany,

which will be continued under the same

name.

Members of the Springfield, Mass, Auto

mobile ('lub will attend the Madison Square

Garden show in a bozly. They will leave

Springfield on Tuesday morning, January

20th. for this city.

The thorough good feeling that exists be

tween the lIaynes-Apperson Co. and its em—

ployes was shown just before Christmas

when the latter presented President Edward

Haynes a handsome chair.

Direct from W. l\'. Vanderbilt. jr., himself

eolnes confirmation of the fact that he has

enterezl for the races of the French Auto

mobile (‘lub this summer. and that he will

ti oi a .\lors racer in them.

 

Following are the latest additions made

to the membership of the Automobile Club

of America: Active, George I”. Baker, jr,,

II. S. Elliott and Henry S. Kerr; associate,

Edward ll. Butler and C. W. Mathcson.

Representative L. H. Johnson. of .\ilune

apoiis. .\[inn., is preparing a bill for presen

tation to the legislature of that State regu

lating the speed of automobiles in the cOun

try districts. Undue speeding is alleged to

be the cause

 

Few people. even autoists, stop to think

that very often the bad odor that accom

panies gasolene cars really comes from

burned or overheated lubricant. Such is

undoubtedly the case, and it increases the

difficulty of coping with the matter.

 

When a man reaches the “what's the use"

stage his case is pretty nearly hopeless. Au

tomobiilng, at least, has no place for him.

 

Showing Just how it Works.

A new window display that began immedi

ately to attract was set up a few days ago

in the Oldsmobile store at No. 138 West

Thirty-eighth street, presided over by R. M.

Owen. It was a new model of the Olds run

about, spick and span from the factory.

While the changes in this latest output of

the concern that waits for no date, but “im

proves as it goes," are of a character that

    

are not apparent on the exterior, the im

provement in the general finish is noticeable

at once. It is a handsomer vehicle through

out than the preceding machines. A new car

buretter has been adopted, and a modifica

tion of the explosion chamber introduced.

llcavler axles are employed, and they baVe

bcen reinforced by trusses. Steel sprockets

have been put on,' and wooden artillery

wheels have. been adopted as the regular

equipnu-nt. in place of wire ones; the horse

power has been increased one unit from

four to tire, and the body and seat widened

slightly.

lie would take. no pleasure in locating the

seat of trouble. titan which task there is

nothing more pleasant—wiu-n success crowns

his efforts.

 

Westward. the star of progress aml au

tomobile sens-o still makes its way. while

the ei'l'ete East is tied to the traditions of its

aldermanic forefathers. Out in Carrie Na~

tion's land, the city of Topeka has a speed

ordinance permitting sixteen miles an hour,

except in certain busy streets, where it is

limited to eight miles.

 

The patient telegraph operator has had

to bear the blame for many slips in some

of the marvellous pronouncements on the

Paris show that have been appearing in the

daily papers, while the intelligent translator

has not gone scathless. One journal speaks

of the “production of a comfortable, well

balanced and noiseless frame" as one of the

triumphs of the exhibition.

 

A second defeat has been encountered by

Harry S. \Voodworth, of Rochester, N. Y.,

who was arrested and convicted last May

charged with illegal speeding. The Appel

late Division of the Supreme Court last week

handed down a decision afllrming the con

viction. In spite of this it is probable that

Mr. \Voodworth will carry the case to the

Court of Appeals.

 

As the Governor of North Carolina said

to the Governor of South Carolina, it's a

long time between—the reports of the Leh

wiss globe glrdiiug expedition. It is now

well nigh a year since the doughty doctor

and his companions started on their long

journey, and they were last heard of at

Moscow several months ago. Evidently the

path of the automobile in the roadless coun

tries is not a pleasant one.

From Paris comes the story of a combina

tion automobile and flying machine that is

to astonish beholders. Arthur Ware, of

New York, an architect and engineer, is the

invent..r. “'are keeps the details of his in

vention a close secret, and declares that he

can rise easily from the ground and sur-l

mount obstacles without difi'lculty. He

promises to make a trial of his invention in

the Bois de Boulogne soon.

On her way from the steamship wharf to

her hotel last week .\Irs. Langtry was the

victim of an accident, hcr cab being struck

by a street car. Upon being extricated from

her unpleasant predicament the “Jersey

Lily" bewaiicd the fact that she had not

been in her pet automobile. "lillizabcth

would have got out oi~ the way.‘~ she said.

“She is so named because she is strong

minded and dependiblc, and not addicted to

escapades."

 

“we might as well try to keep out the

Atlantic with mops us try to stop this use

of high speed cars. In dealing with this

question we have to consider not only what

is taking place now. but what will go on in

tire or six years. Already the horse is being

superseded. He was master of the situation

for many years, and the progress of mechan

ical locomotion on our roads was stopped

out of deference to his whims and his fears,

Nowadays he takes no notice of motor cars,"

says English Engineering.
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MORE FRENCH FEATURES.

(Continued from page 444.)

De Dion 8:. Bouton are placing on the mar

ket a cheap one-cylinder car called "in

_l‘opulaire," and one of these little cars,

driven by Cormier, has just completed the

round tour of all the principal capitals 0t

Cut-ope. The motor is a 6 hp, placed verti

cally in front on the car. There are three

speeds and reverse in the gear box, placed

near the back axle, which is double. In

addition to the fixed axle, there is a double

live axle driving into internal crowns on

the back wheels. This little car is sold to

the public for 3,900 francs.

 

There were several combined electric and

petrol cars in the exhibition. but the most

remarkable of these is the one presented

by Ki'ieger & (‘0., who claim that they have

succeeded in turning out a completely suc

cest’ul vehicle. under a patent taken out

by Monsietm lirieger, who himself ex

plained to me the principle of his patent.

The diiiiculty with the "volture mixte," as

the combined petrolectric car is called ov‘er

here, has always been the question of hill

climbing, for on a steep incline the absence

of a low gear made the conditions of the

motor the Worst possible. By means of an

ingenious method of compound winding, M.

Krieger varies automatically the current

supplied by the dynamo. which is coupled.

in place of a fly wheel, to the motor, so as

to give a high voltage and a low current,

or a big current and a low voltage, the

motor turning always at its maximum speed

and utilising its power to the best advan

tage. according to the gradient of the road.

The car may even be stopped by jamming

on the brakes, and the motor will still con

tinue to turn, without injuring either the

dynamo or the electric motors. of which

there are two, one by the side of each

front wheel.

Amongst those who have followed most

closely on the heels of the (‘aunstadt

Daimler Co. is the firm of Cottereau & (30.,

of Dijon, who exhibit a car with a four

cylinder motor giving 16 h.p.. This car

is very compact, and has meclmuically oper

ated lnlet_valves placed on opposite sides

0! the cylinders t0 the exhaust valves. The

regulator is a throttle valve on the inlet,

and the ignition is by the rupture of a mag

neto current in the cylinder. A very excel

lent method 0! advancing the ignition is

provided with this motor with a spring

dash pot, which takes the blow oi! the rup

ture lever should there be a back fire. The

frame is of stamped steel, and the trans

mission is by chains, worklug through a

change of speed box containing four speeds

and reverse, the fourth speed being direct

and without any intermediate gears. Messrs.

Cottereau will bring out in February next

a new model one-cylinder, two-seated car

weighing only 350 kilos. The motor will

give 6% h.p., and will have a mechanically

operated inlet valve and all the improve

ments of the larger motor.

Win in the (mine.

It might have been the heat in the cafe

from which they emerged that made their

faces florid, or it might have been the cold.

They wore big automobile caps and fur

trimmed coats, and there was a suggestion

in their speech that their tongues, too, were

trimmed with fur. It was plain that they

had been out on the road and had experi

ences, for a chauffeur in attendance was car

rying-"a broken chain.

A takir on the sidewalk of Forty-second

street was selling mechanical toys, chief

among them being tin automobiles, with the

wheels set so that the toys would _run in a

circle on the pavement. The stout one

on his arm and ejaculated:

"Huh! There, that'sh the kind of machine .

y'oughter have. Thats'h just 'bout whatcher

could run. Huh?"

"Betcher that you couldn‘t runev’n one—

them!" retorted the other. ~

Just then, one of the toys ran a wheel in

the crack between the flagstones and over

turned.

“Sh‘s ‘ti‘tchcdl” exclaimed the bigger one.

“There, there’sh way yo‘d runnit. Say,

there, young fel, yo‘d better picker upper

th'won‘t be nutter gaslene let' to termaker

bighbol." _

“Say,” said the slighter man, “tell yer Bob,

get one .m' I’ll race yer on the p00’ table.

Go me?"

They proceeded to buy them each one of

the toys, and while the big man was coax

ingly laboring with the fakir to pick him out

the record holding machine, his companion

took out a knife, and after cutting away

the little leaden chautfeur, he proceeded to

cut oil the top and tonneau and sides.

Finally they started back for the hotel they

had left, the slighter man carrying his little

machine “stripped to the engine and wheels,"

the engine being a few clock wheels and

spring. Their chauffeur walked behind with

the grins of several bystanders reflected on

his own face.

Living Down Prejudice.

Even to-day, in spite of the convincing

demonstrations of its thorough practicability

that have been made, the automobile is on

trial as far as the general public is con

cerned. There has been so much emphasis

laid on its ability to go wrong at any and

every stage of its existence that many people

have come to believe that a state of trouble

is its normal one. The proofs of its relia

bility are received with surprise, sometimes

with incredulity. Of course, all this will

eventually disappear. A considerable sec.

tion of the people know better than this now,

and their number is being rapidly aug

mented. But the process must neces sarily be

a slow one. Prejudice is diiiicult to live

down, and there will be no exception in the

case of automobiles. Time and the improve

ment of the cars will accomplish wonders,

however.

Bowman Takes on Panhards.

Sidney B. Bowman, of No. 52 West Forty

third street, New York, is back from Europe

with a contract for a down Panhards in his

pocket and the stalling assurance that he

is in a position to fill orders for any and all

sorts of French automobiles. The Panhard,

though, is the one he will stake his money

on, because in his opinion it is the "old re

liable" model that has been found ever

trusty and true. He says that they are

still the standard machine in Europe, and

that you see more of them than any other

breed. Incidentally, Bowman intends to

have the agency of a good American car—

but s-sh! you can't tell what it will be until

the time of the show.
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SCHOOL FOR MOTORING

' British Institution that Turns Out Full Ficdged

Autoists in Eight Lessons. '

 

Of course. every dealer makes a practice

of teaching customers to drive a car. But

the desire frequently exists to take lessons

before making a purchase. or even before

deciding to buy a car at all. Such a desire

is one almost impossible 0t gratification.

it has remained for :1 Liverpool (England)

ll"

1 w

i

Benz car, which, as he says, combines many

of the principles or other machines, and in

the later stages he uses a 9 hp. Darracq,

which, he considers, has a similar advan

tage.

The first lesson is, of course, confined to

to the general principles of the motor and

the machinery. In the second lesson, it

generally happens that a good deal oi! re

capitulation takes place, and, besides that,

transmission is taught. In the third lesson,

the learner is allowed to drive the Benz car

at second speed, which is slowly increased

to about t0p speed. The fourth lesson in

v\RII
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is exercised is such as to prevent say unto

ward occurrence, and it may be said that

before the pupil is brought into town trattic

in the final lesson, he must sltow that he

possesses sufficient confidence and nerve to

face it without risk. One of the advantages,

indeed, of such a course of instruction is to

inculcate confidence.

The pupils come front all parts of the

Country, which is some indication of the

fact that there was room for such a school

as he has started. For teaching ladies. it

should be added, there is a covered enclos

ure.

"~’(utl/

\\Il

jun!11% ,

Smut s

‘

 

man to open a "School of Motoring." it

has been in existence only a few months,

but marked success has attended it.

The striking thing about the course of

teaching pursued is its brevity. it will be

something new to the non-motoring public

to learn that they can pick up in a week——

to be precise, eight lessons or about an

hour and a halt each—sufficient knowledge

of the motor and its working to face the

roads on their own account. In this brief

course, the proprietor of the school, Ford

by name, does not pretend to tell all that

is to be known, but he gives a. sufficient

grounding in the subject to permit any in

tclligcllt pupil to deal with anti manage his

own car.

For the purpose of tuition Ford, III

the early part of the course, employs a

troduccs the pupil to top speed and curves.

The latter are brought on gradually. They

are. at first, easy, but before the lesson is

done, the drlv2r is confronted with some

very sharp t'tn'IIPI'S, which he is encouraged

to negotiate on his own account. The fifth

lesson is devoted to grounding the learner

still further iii the knack of dealing with

the ditiicuitics of the road, which he has

now to take at increased speed.

In the sixth lesson, the pupil is brought

among moderate traffic at second speed, and,

in the seventh, he is again taken into trattic

at rather increased speed. The eighth, and

iinai, lesson of the course is a journey into

town, through the busy streets, and the man

who can face that is, comparatively speak

ing. full-fledged.

Asked if he had had any accidents, Ford‘s

reply was in the negative. The care that

Ray’s Anti-Rattlers.

'l‘hc ltay Automatic Machine 00., (‘levc~

land, tlitio. have undertaken the manufac

ture of a number of metal automobile parts.

such as loud guards, lmnncts_ tnutiiers.

tanks and radiators. 'i‘hc concerto is well

cquippcd for the business, and Mr. Ray.

who is in charge of the department, is

thoroughly conversant with the require

mcnts ot' the trade. having been identiiicd

with tltcit- inanui'm-turc for several years.

The Hay specialties contain a number of

patented improvements. among them being

a fastener for the mud guard, which does

away with the rattle, so annoying on most

guards, anti a similar lock on the hood.

The company is in a position to build any

design wanted, not lot-ing confined to :my

particular pattern.
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Threaten: to Loop the Loop.

Since. “Barney” Oldfield made such a

meteoric debut in the automobile racing

game last fall Detrolters think no deed too

ditticult or daring for him to tackle and ac

complish. Now it is proposed to have him

make his next spectacular entry in the role

of a “ioop-thelooper”—in an automobile, of

course. To "Tom" Cooper, in whose car

Oldfield raced, belongs the credit of propos

ing the feat.

"I don't see why it cannot be done," he ls

quoted as saying. “The greatest problem

would be the construction of a loop strong

enough to carry the ton of machine around

without collapsing. It don‘t see why we

can‘t make all our experiments without any

body in the machine, setting the steering

gear solid so that the machine will not

deviate from the course, and providing an

automatic shut off that will stop it after

the loop has been made. After we get

everything ready the rider can be strapped

in and the whole business let go. ‘ V v

“Maybe I won’t have the nerve to do it,

but if I don’t ‘Barney' will.. and we ought

to be the greatest attraction in loop-the

looping that ever came down the pike. ‘ y. _

“The St. Lonis‘Expositiun is coming,"

Cooper continued, "and 'we could have a

loop lmilt there that would be plenty 'solid

enough, if it has" to be constructed of_ma

sonry and steel. The ‘9‘.)9’ is the fastest

machine in the worldfand it will certain
ly be an attractionh'aione. When yo'n add

the sensational performanedof the loop-11

ought to be the greatest money coiner‘that _

-s
ever happened." ‘ v ,

s .

a

How the, Man Dodges. ; ' Q I;

"Did you ever watch a man dodge an

automobile? If not it is an interesting

study," remarked 0. mm who observes,

things. a _

"The average citizen will 'nneomplaluingly

step out of the way of a trolley car that

grazes his coat tails and gaze admirineg

at the pair of tlioroughbreds which nearly

run him down. He will even smile when he

is bumped into by one of those fiends who

persist in pushing a bicycle on the side

walk. .\Ian takes glee in running across

the railroad track in front of a fast train

and then turning around with a pleased

smile and lingering to watch the flying cn

ginc and cars. But just let the chauffeur

make his unearthly whistle croak and watch

the face of the citizen. -

“He will dance up and down and say

things that would cause an application of

the blue pencil right here were they inserted.

He will glare at the driver of the automo

bile nnd make remarks derogatory to the

social status of his ancestors hack to the

dawn of creation. Just why this condition

exists is hard to tell, but the man with the

disposition of a friendly puppy becomes a

glowcring demon of hate whenever he has

to get will of the way of an auto."

' ‘ sons.

Ncwncss in the Knox.

Wood wheels, :1 lengthened wheel base, a

more powerful engine and a general in

crease in strength mark the 1903 Knox

gasolene car, samples of which are now

being shipped to agents.

The Knox air cooled engine has been re

tained and improved in detail. The num

ber of cooling pins in the cylinder has been

increased, together with the size and speed

of the fan. The engine stroke has been in

creased one inch, making it, it is claimed,

the largest and most powerful successful air

cooled engine in the world. The folding

front seat of the body has been made wider,

deeper and much more comfortable in every

way. and will easily seat two grown per

Brass arm rails have been addedto

the sides. The finish andgtrlmming 0f the

‘body has been improved, and) an option of

two colors of paint will be given—dark red

with br'ack arimmings and gold stripe, or

dark Brewster green with black trimmings

and gold stripe. '

The wheel base has been lengthened to

six feet. Wood wheels and 30x31/_' inch

double tube tires are now used. Extra

large improved roller bearings have replaced

the ball hearings on -the running gear, 'and

all the plain hearings on the engine and

transmission have been made much larger

and hushed with the best anti-friction metal.

.\ll bright metal parts, including the lamps,

are finished in polished br'ass instead of

being nickel plated. The emergency hand

brake has been increased in size and is

much more effective.

The oiling system has been much simpli

ticd and made much more convenient. A

chain, with a guaranteed breaking strength

of 10,001) pounds is now used, and it may

be easily adjusted by turning a nut on the

rear end of the springs. A triple expansion

muffler is used, giving a quiet exhaust with

no back pressure. The high speed clutch

has been greatly improved and is now lo

cated inside the transmission easing, pro

tected from all dust and mud. it may be

quickly and easily adjusted from the side

of the car, and gives any degree of friction

with slight pressure on the clutch lever.

The starting of the engine has been made'

much easier and more positive by an im

provement in the priming device. Both the

front and rear axles and all other parts of

the car subject to strains have been made

much stronger and more durable, and the

weight is now 1,600 pounds complete. The

price has been increased from $1.100 to

$1,200.

 

A Small but Important Feature.

“Ever since I had a narrow escape from

a serious fall from the rear seat of a toman

car, through the door opening unexpectedly,

I have been nervous about the fastenings

of such doors,"<conflded an autoist to The

- .Motor .World _man recently.

“Consequently, I make it a practice to

notice how cars are fitted in this respect. It

has become almost a second nature for me

to glance at the door.

 
 

"-Asfla rule there is a locking device pro

vided. Infmyjcase, the door had only the

)ring catch, and it having been only par

tially closed,-not caught, my weight against

it, after I had settled myself comfortably,

forced it open and precipitated me through

the opening. Fortunately we were. not

going fast, and I came down on my feet.

“It is a wonder that serious accidents have

not happened in the past, however. Insutti

cicnt means of securing the door or careless

ness in closing it might each cause such an

accident. But with both a spring latch and

a lock of some sort, the danger is practically

eliminated.”

Have Booked at Chicago.

In addition to those already noted, the fol

lowing conccrns have taken space at the

Chicago Automobile Show, which opens on

February 14:

Motsinger Device Mtg. (70., Fournier

Searchmont Automobile C0., Wagner Cycle

C0., (Jrompton Motor Vehicle 00., Pope-Rob

inson (io_, Speedwell Automobile (70., J. B.

McGanna ('o., and [he Fischer Automobile

(Io.
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HALL HAS A WONDER!

"Six Cylinders on an Oscillating Disc” That

Plays hob, he says, With Existing Motors.

If one-quarter of the claims made for a

gasolene engine. for automobiles and

launches invented by F. E. Hall, of Portland,

Me, are borne out by its performance, Hall

has a fortune within his grasp, and the

world will be even more enriched than he.

Unfortunately, claims rather than facts, are

all that have yet been given forth.

The engine, it is claimed, “secures six

times the power given by the ordinary type,

with no increase of friction and a smaller

consumption of fuel.

“It is composed of six cylinders operating

on one oscillating disc which turns the shaft,

everything being inclosed in one large

cylinder so that when the engine is mounted

there are only the upper semicircle of the

casing and the lever which starts and stops

it, in sight. There are no valves, no pack

ing of any description, no balance wheel, no

noise, and the engine can be run at any

speed from twenty-five to a thousand revo

lutions, and can be reversed at full speed

with a single lever. The muffler is inside

the large cylinder.

"The 20 horsepower engine weighs only

330 pounds, is 28 inches long and 15 inches

in diameter. The engine of five horspower

is about the size of a large cotiee pot.

“My business,” Hall is quoted as saying,

“led me to frequently use an automobile,

for which, of course, some sort of a handy

engine had to be found. Not satified with

those on the market I began work on one of

my own, and this is the result. It has been

tried under nearly all conditions. It is noise

less, odorless, does not vibrate and requires

practically no room. It will run in any posi

tion, or under water.”

The Group in the Fifties.

.\ new clustering of automobile establish

ments has begun in and about the blocks

between h‘iftieth and Fifty-fourth streets,

Sixth avenue and Broadway. The Central

Automobile & Storage Co., with its big place

at .\'o. 1.684 Broadway, reaching through to

chcnth avenue, were the pioneers in the

m-ighborhood, but they have several neigh

burs now, and a few more are promised

whose size and importance are sufficient to

give the locality quite a character as an au

lulnulllle centre.

Already the Central concern has for neigh

bors .\lcx Fischer, in Fiftieth street; the

Knickerbocker Automobile Station, in Fifty

tirst street, and the newly launched concern

of Pickling & Fulton, in Fifty-fourth street.

Two big newcomers have engaged sites

close by. These are the Mobile Co. of Amer

ica. which will have its New York head

quarters at the corner of Seventh ave. and

ll‘ifty-l'ourih street, and the Rainier Co.,

which has begun the erection of a new build

iug at the corner of Fiftiel'b street and

Broad way.

 

To Prevent Crank-Kicking.

Cases are on record of autoists who have

suffered broken bones from the “kick of a

starting crank, resulting from back firing at

an unexpected moment. Such occurrences

are annoying, even when not attended with

such serious results.

To obviate them there was exhibited at the

Paris show just closed a starting handle

which automatically disengages itself at the

slightest attempt of the motor to back tire,

and so prevent these unpleasant and incon

venient experiences.

It is known as the “Anti-Shock," and, de

vised by an engineer named M. Duchene, has

just been put on the market.

It consists of a plate B, which is to be keyed

at A on a shaft of the engine. The handle is

pivoted on the plate 0, as is also at d1, the

  

short lever D, the end of which bears. owing

to the action of the spring E, against a stop

1“","5121‘iiEiTt'l‘y—off th'é'end of the-1mThe

spring E is so mounted that the effort ne

cessary to compress it is slightly above the

degree of compression of the explosive mixt

ure in the combustion chamber of the motor.

The operation is as follows: To start the

motor, turn the handle in the direction shoWn

by the arrow; if all goes well, the whole de

vice will turn as one piece; if, however,

there is any tendency to premature explo

sion, the force of the back fire is taken up by

the spring E, which, becoming compressed,

causes the lever Dd to be lifted off from the

end of the starting handle proper, the latter

thus becoming quite free and independent,

and receiving no shock whatever.

To put the handle in position for a fresh

atttinpt to start the motor, it is only neces

sary to give it one complete turn. The “Anti

Shock” starting handle costs about $10; it is

made in two sizes, one for motors under 8

h. p. and one for engines over that power.

The device can be fitted to any engine,

 

Serpoilet Steamer Here.

A new Serpollet touring car arrived from

France a few days ago for the use of L. C.

“'eir. of the Adams Express (‘0., who keeps

it at the Barry & Hayes garage, at No. 33

East Fifty-eighth street.

WHITNEY ON CHAINS

How he Came to Adopt his Standards and

Their Value to the Trade.

Au ardent advocate of the adoption of a

standard of driving chains for automobiles

is President Clarence E. Whitney of the

Whitney Mfg. 00., Hartford, Conn., who

has just returned from a most successful

trip throughout the Middle and Western

States. A large number of concerns have

adopted the Whitney chain, influenced by

its unusual merits.

More than a year ago the Whitney com

pany took up with automobile makers the

matter of standardizing chains, the idea

being to establish standards before the in

dustry had entered upon its period of rapid

growth.

To a Motor World representative Mr.

Whitney traced the course taken by his com—

pany.

“There should be a universal standard for

roller ch'ains,” he said. “We did not try to

force our standards on the market, but as

long ago as November, 1901, before roller

chains were used in quantities, drawings of

the Whitney standards were submitted to

automobile manufacturers, and a strong ap

pcal was made for ideas, criticisms and co

operation in determining the best dimensions

for rolls, bushings and rivets.

"Many automobile experts and engineers

have indorsed the Whitney standards;

others have refused to go on record with an

opinion, but up to date no one has criticised

them, with the possible exception of chain

manufacturers offering other standards.

“At present a number of chain builders are

making the Whitney standards, and it is

hoped that all automobile manufacturers

will give this important question serious at

tention.

“We claim for our roller chain standards

the best proportions; the largest rivets, which

give more bearing surface, lessen elonga

tion and give greatest strength (material be

ing equal); larger and thicker rolls that can

be well hardened without springing, and

will stand abuse without cracking, and will

revolve better than smaller or thinner rolls

and thereby wear the sprocket teeth much

less; the bushings sufliciently thick to hard

en perfectly without springing.

“Lastly. and a very important matter,

single roller chains of all standards will run

on sprockets cut for Whitney standard

chains in case of an emergency. This is not

the case if sprockets are cut for other stand

ards."

The Whitney chains are made in sizes from

iii-inch to 1%-lnch pitch, and 5-16-inch to a4

inch widths.

 

The Smith 8: Mortenson Co. will remove

from West Thirty-eighth street to No. 142

West Thirty-ninth street, this city.
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As to Motor Houses.

In building a motor house it should always

be remembered that the floor ought to slope

either inward toward a central drain or to

one side, so that in case of any leak the gaso

lene will run off and not get collected in any

quantity under the car. But in addition to

this, extra security may be obtained if de

sired by having two or three buckets of wet

sand in the corner of the shed—Wet sand is

by far the best extinguisher for any kind of

oil or spirit fire. This is always worth while

to remember.

Sawdust is also not a bad COVe!‘ for the

floor. but it is slightly more inflammable.

Either sand or sawdust helps to absorb any

oil which may drop out of the bearings. This

applies to a car in which oil and not grease

is used.

For roller bearings. and even for plain

bearings, oil is preferable to grease, and

there is no doubt of its superiority in the

case of those motor cars which are called

upon to do the hardest and fastest work.

 

Brakes That are Too Eifective.

There is such a thing as having brakes that

are too effective—or, at least, of making too

sudden application of them. An autoist

learned this to his cost a short time ago in

an experience that he will not forget in a

hurry.

On a. very steep hill he missed in changing

gear, and the car began ti run backward.

lt had gathered some speed before the rear

wheel brakes were applied, somewhat too

forcibly perhaps, and being heavy behind

with two paSsengers to one in front, it rose

straight up till the rear end rested on the

ground. In this position the starting handle,

which is a fixture behind, got twisted, so

that, after the passengers had gathered

themselves up and returned the car to its

normal position, the engine could not be

started. The use of some tools brought the

handle round far enough to start the engine,

and the car resumed its journey.

 

Soubrette, Monkey and Motor.

A soubrette on tour at New Haven, Conn,

while riding in an electric vehicle met with

a terrible misadventure last. week. She had

taken her monkey—a real one—for a ride,

and it suited the simian‘s fancy to seize hold

of the "ieVer" that controlled the power,

and, gripping it firmly with his tail, caused

the vehicle to dash into the curb. The ve

hicle was smashed t0 smithereens, of course,

but the soubrette was able to give her per

formance as usual that day.

 

The Tell-Tale Grease Spot.

A few drops of oil under the car make a

pretty good tell tale if you like to keep "tab"

on your nn-ehanhian. If he says he has oiled

or greased the bearings and the floor is spot

lt'SS, although the car has been standing in

the same spot, it is long odds that he is—

weii. prevaricating. If you want to be on

the safe side, have him do it again under

your own eyes.

Motor Truck for Telephone Use.

The all around usefulness and economy of

motor business vehicles were shown in this

city one day last week. A new truck had

just been delivered to the New York 'l‘eie

phone CO., and was being given its first real

test in‘ the hauling and handling of the big

cables.

Heretofore it has been necessary to cart

the cables, on their drums, to points of dis

tribution. There manually worked wind

iasses were secured in position and six men

put to work drawing the cable through the

underground pipes. The manholes are ap

proximately 280 feet apart, and it takes the

six men thirty minutes to pull a cable

through, in addition to the time used in set

ting up and taking down the hand wind

lass at each point of operation. With the

electric truck and its wintilasa the cables

are carted to the point of entering and then

the truck moves on to the next opening.

llt'l‘l) the. electric windlass is brought into

action and the 280 feet are negotiated in

seven minutes, this being as fast as the

cable can be fed. Once the cable is through

there is no time wasted in taking up, loading

and unloading.

Second-Hands His Specialty.

It‘s here at last. The automobile business

has 'truly “arrived.” Its coming was not

hailed by birds that were sweet harbingers

of spring exactly, but by a very wise bird

who is always found where crumbs are

likely to be thickest. In short, L. C. Jan

dorf. If you've a second hand machine to

sell or exchange, it doesn't matter what it

is. how old it is or hardly anything else,

Jandorf will buy it or trade you. If he

doesn't don't look any further; throw it

away or present it to your dearest enemy.

Jandorf is a born trader. Under the name

of the New York Automobile Exchange, No.

1,786 Broadway, a Motor World man dis

covered him last week. He has already

corraiied a storefull of second hand ma

chines. and business was in full blast.

Yes. he was ready to buy anything or sell

anything, and in addition expected to take

the agency for several makes of cars, he

announced between scurries from one end

of the store to the other.

About Mechanical Valves.

Although so many of the French makers

are fitting mechanically operated inlet

valves. it should be clearly understood that

several of them are not placing the valves

on opposite sides of the cylinder head. That

is to say, instead of having the exhaust

valves on one side of the engine and the

inlets on the other, with a separate cam

shaft to operate each set of valves, the

valves are all placed side by side, the ex

haust and inlet for each cylinder being on

the same side and operated by a single

shaft. This, of course, tends toward sim

plicity, but it has objections of its own, al

though the very fact that it obviates the

necessity of a second valve shaft and gear

is a strong point in its favor.

 

 

New Zealand's Sane Law.

(‘ommon sense plays a very large part in

the makeup of New Zealanders, as their

general legislation shows. Within a short

time they have tackled the automobile ques

tion, and handled it in a manner void of of

fence and worthy of emulation.

In effect the act, which was passed in Sep

tember, allows that automobiles may be

driven at any reasonable pace in the coun—

try, but in towns they are subjected to the

some restrictions as horse propelled vehicles.

which are controlled by local laws under

the supervision of the colonial secretary. It

has not been found necessary to define a

speed limit either for horse drawn vehicles

or automobiles. _

The only difference to the rate of speed is

the following: “The person in charge of a

motor car shall not permit such car to travel

along a road, street or public highway at

a greater rate of speed than is reasonable."

 

Keeping Pressure Applied.

Pressure should always be kept on screw

down feed lubricators serving heavy grease

to bearings and drivers should get into the

habit of giving the caps of the lubricators

an eighth, quarter or half turn frequently.

as overinuch is vastly better than too little

lubrication in these parts. When taking out

a new car it is best to make certain that the

grease cap has been filled and screwed

down, and filled and screwed down again

and again, until the grease is really serving

on to the bearing, 'for in some cars the pipe

leads from these lubricators are so long that

several charges of the lubricator are neces~

sary to fill the pipe before the grease really

reaches the bearing. New bearings have

often been jammed for lack of this precau

tion.

Too Lavish use of oil.

There is such a lavish use of oil'and grease

in connection with motor cars that it is al

most an impossibility to prevent its dripping

on the floor. While there it of course comes

in contact with the tires—that is, unless un

usual precautions are taken to prevent it.

But that these precautions are worth while

every one who has given the matter atten

tion knows. Rubber and oil are natural and

life long enemies. The former soon goes to

the bad if it is kept in contact with oil. The

latter soon rots the tire and destroys its life.

With tires at their present price a little care

in this respect will save a great many dol

lars. '

When a Chain Breaks.

Should a chain break and it cannot be re

paired. it is always possible to get home on

one chain. The free countershaft sprocket

must be prevented from revolving (this can

usually be done by winding the broken chain

round it and fixing it to the frame), and the

car can then be driven, but it must be noted

that holding one side of the differential

nearly doubles the speed, so the car must be

driven very carefully, or damage may be

done to the differential.
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LIGHT ON LUBRICANTS

The Good, Bad and indifferent Kinds Ductide

—Charcoal-F|itcred Oil.

That there are cylinder oils and cylinder

oils is a cold, concrete fact that is sooner

or later—usually sooner—borne in on auto

ists.

Unsuitable ones are at best a makeshift, at

their worst only a little better than water or

other similar liquid. A little experience

teaches the autoist which is the right and

which the wrong sort.

"Cylinder oils may be divided into three

groups." remarks a man who has made a

study of the subject.

“First, there are the transparent pale

amber-colored oils, produced by distillation

and treatment with sulphuric acid and soda,

from the tarry residuum contained in the

manufacture of petroleum burning oil. Oils

of this class were originally used for the

lubrication of steam cylinders, but their

use has now been almost, if not entirely,

abandoned on account of their deficiency

in respect to body and their low flashing

point.

Second, there are the opaque dark green

ish brown oils, prepared by settling crude

petroleum in tanks subject to heat, and by

filtration through canvas, wire gauze, waste,

or some similar mechanical medium, in

order to remove sand or grit, and by partial

distillation to remove the lighter and more

volatile fractions. As the cylinder oil pro

duced by this process is the portion which

remains in the still, it is evident that it

must retain all the tarry or bituminous mat

ter present in the original crude oil. but in

a larger percentage in proportion to the re

duced volume 'of the bulk. It is also evident

that when, as in steam cylinders (in some to

a greater extent than others), tarry deposits

are to be apprehended and deprecated, and

still more in the case of motor cylinders, in

which, from the intense heat, the produc

tion of such deposits may be promoted by

the partial destructive distillation of the

lubricant, the introduction of such a tarry

basis ought to be avoided. There is, how

ever, no objection to the use of such oils in

an oil-tight gear-case, or on ordinary bean

ings adapted for the use of oil, save the

general inconvenience of unnecessarily mul

tiplying the oils to be used on any car.

“Third, come the opaque dark amber col

ored oil, produced by the Cheescborough

vaseline process by the filtration of oils of

class 2 through beds or columns of animal

charcoal at a high temperature. The effect

of this charcoal filtration is to slightly re

duce the body or viscosity of the oil, but as

this reduction is due to the withdrawal of

the natural tar or bitumen, which can

hardly be regarded as a lubricant, I do not

think that the loss of this merltricious body

can in any way except favorably affect the

value of the oil.

Suitable oils accomplish their purpose. '

“On the other hand, it has been found

over and over again taht in cases in which,

from the construction of the cylinder, 01'

priming, or from other conditions, trouble

was occasioned by the use of natural un

filtered oils from the formation of deposits,

or from imperfect lubrication, these sources

of trouble have disappeared when charcoal

filtered oils—either pure or enriched by the

addition of a little fatty matter—have been

adopted.

“The reason for the removal of the de

posit difiiculty has been suggested above.

The reason for the superior lubricating prop

erties of charcoal filtered oils is probably

due to the greater facility with which they

seem to permit of more perfect diffusion

through steam, and consequently of their

more uniform and complete distribution

over the walls of the cylinder and the sides

of the pistons and valves. Someidea of

this effect may be obtained by allowing a

drop of each oil, natural and filtered, to fall

on a hot metal plate and by.observing how

much more rapidly the filtered oil spreads

over the surface.

“The characteristic differences of the oil

may also be seen in the behavior of natural

and of filtered oils in passing through the

glass tube of a sight-feed lubricator. The

natural oil, it will be seen, hangs on ten

acioust to the nipple, from which it parts

reluctantly in a pear-shaped drop, which

ascends through the water in a wobbling

manner, smudging and obscuring the glass

on its upward course. The filtered oli

breaks off sharply in a well-defined globular

form, and shoots directly to the top of the

tube without touching the sides.”

 

Willis Gets a Wonderful Plug.

Among other features in the line of im

proved ignition to be seen at the show will

be a newly patented spark plug of German

make that is claimed to be absolutely non

carbonizing, non-breakable and proof

against interference by oil. It will be ex

hibited in operation and giving regular

sparks while having oil dropped on it.

This plug is the invention of L. G. Herz,

who formerly was employed in the Mer

cedes factory. It is known as the Herz

plug, and the agency for the United States

and Canada has been taken by E. J. Willis,

of 8 Park Place.

Neither porcelain nor mica is used in

the construction of the plug, a composition

of stone being substituted. A representa

tive of the Motor World saw the merits of

the plug demonstrated recently, and the ex

hibition certainly was remarkable. The

plug was first covered with oil, and oil wa

put into the explosion chamber of a lieie

com engine. When the motor was started

a fat spark was given regularly, with never

a miss. The engine was run until the plug

was hot, and then it was removed and

dropped into cold water to show that it

would not crack. It did not seem to be in

the least injured. There is no platinum in

it, and the parts are interchangeable. The

plug is not an economical one, but it seems

to do the trick, and it is claimed that it

never has to be cleaned.

PAINT AND VARNISH

0n Motor Cars They Suiier Greatly From

Neglect and Severe Usage.

It is a somewhat regrettable but very

noticeable fact that the average autoist is

not so particular about the appearance of

his vehicle as is the average carriage owner.

He has, however, several excuses on his

side for deficiency in the matter of paint

and varnish, one at least being that how

ever spick and span his car may be at start

ing his journeys are seldom short enough

or over sufficiently clean roads for such a

decorative state to persist to their conclu

sion.

Another point, also, which deserves some

notice, is the want of durability of varnish

or paint under the conditions prevailinga

with a motor vehicle, which, though some

times due to lack of the laborious and pro

longed care given to the production of a sur

face on good coach work, seems to be more

justly attributed to the deteriorating effect

of road dust at high speeds. The efiect of

the "sand-blast” on such hard materials as

glass and porcelain is familiar, and there

can be little doubt that to a similar action

is due the want of durability of motor car

riage paint work. The principal effect will

usually be noticed on the paint at the back

of the car, where the inrush of dust-laden

air is most violent; and it is difficult to see

how any painted surface can be made to re

sist it.

Still, a good automobile is quite as worthy

of attention to its outward appearance as

any other carriage, and neglect of it pro

duces an unfavorable impression on the

uninformed public.

 

Why not Certificates for» Horsemen?

“Now that autoists are becoming so nu

merous on the road, 1 think it time to enter

a plea for the better regulation of horse

drawn vehicles," remarks a facetious user.

“At present, any one appears to be regarded

as competent to drive a horse and carriage,

with the result that accidents are frequent.

As it is becoming recognized that the 110136 is

a creature of uncertain temper, I do not see

why certificates of competency should not

be issued to drivers who have satisfied some

one appointed by the local authority that

they are sufficiently skillful to manage a

horse of ordinary habits. The idea may .

seem strange, but when we remember how

many accidents have been caused by shying

horses which have got beyond the control

_of incometent drivers we are justified in

the demand.

 

The Federal Manufacturing Company are

felicitating themselves upon having just

closed a deal that involves the equipment of

all Cadillac automobiles with Diamond driv

ing chains, 1 inch pitch, 1,6 inch wide.
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THE SHELBY MDTIIR GAR 00.

  

  

MANUFACTURERS OF

I 10 H. P. Combination Two and

' Four Passengar Bar.

20 H. P. Touring Car.

l 20 H. P. Light Delivery Gar.

Our Exhibit at the New York Show will be found in the “Basement”

Space 4.

From a standpoint of Quamy our Exhibit should be located on the

“Garden Roof.” Come DOWN and see our Exhibit while attend

ing the show, or write us for Catalogue and particulars.

Address Department “ F."

THE SHELBY MOTOR OAR OO.,

SHELBY, OHIO

  

  

  

 

DARRACQ CARS
Hold more records than any other

make in the world.
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IN AMERICA,

chkly lmportations insure Latest Styles

AND

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY.

AMERICAN DARRACQ AUTOMOBILE C0.,

F. A. LA ROCHE, SJ!” Mllllflr,

652 HUdSOI'I Street, (near 14th St. Station, 9th Ave. El.) NEW YORK.

 

 

 

Dealers Can Control the Business

in their towns when they handle

paulding
It puts money in your pocket and leaves more in those of your customers‘

than any automobile you can sell them. You are both happy.

Happiness is catching; that's why SPAULDING owners have lots of friends

who increase the demand.
  

$700 THE PRICE. QUICK SALES THE RESULT.

YOU WANT TO KNOW MORE “’15 WANT TO TELI. YOU MORE

WRITE US RIGHT NOW.

Spnulding 2$°Hfi3§ Company

BUFFALO, NEW VODK.
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You’ll Have to Hurry
In order to secure either the agency or the

possession of the new

Century

Gasolene Runabout.

, ' . t .

 

 

   

  

Li‘~ 2,

\f)

Here’s why. It lists at $700.00 and is the biggest and best

seven hundred dollars worth of automobile ever altered.

Contains a motor that develops 7 H. P. (actual) at 700 revolu

tions. Weighs 1,100 pounds, carries four people anywhere, and is

absolutely reliable and high-class in every respect. Write us—now

if you're wise. _

CENTURY MOTOR VEHICLE 60.,

SYRCUSE, n. Y.
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The Week's Patents.

716.907. Resilient Tire for \Vheels. Jean

P. Legrand. Levallois-Perret, France. Filed

March 26. 1901. Serial No. 52,982. (No

model.)

Claim—1. In a wheel, the combination of

a rim having bent over edges. a cover hav

ing enlarged and thickened edges which fill

said rim under its bent over edges. and a

series of hooks spaced from each other and

fixed to said cover at the outside. of said

rim, and extending within said rim, and

forming bearing surfaces for said rubber

cover against the edges of said rim.

710,917. Motor Vehicle. Hiram P.

.\iaxim. Hartford, Conn., assignor, by mesne

:lssiglnnellts. to Morton Trust Company,

trustee, a corporation of New York. Filed

Oct. 16, 1900. Renewed June 3, 1902. Serial

.\'0. 110,001. (No model.)

Clalm.—1. In a motor vehicle, a vehicle

body. a motor for propelling same, and'a

bodily removable dash or casing inclosing

a portion of the motor, ubstantially as de

scribed.

716,960. Metallic Tire.

son, Woodstock, Canada. Filed June 11.

1902. Serial No. 111,206. (No model.)

Claim—1. In a metallic tire the com

bination of the rim and a series of annular

sections secured thereto having their meet

ing edges overlapping to form the tread of

the tire and movably embrace the sides of

the body portions and provided with a series

of internal section spacing protuberanccs,

substantially as specified.

717,000. Internal Combustion Engine or

.\lotor. Charles E. Henriod, Neuilly-sur

Seine, France. Filed Nov. 9, 1898. Serial

.\‘0. 695,971. (No model.)

(‘laim.——'i‘he combination with a casing,

provided with air and fuel admission open

ings and a mixing chamber, of two valves

arranged one above the other with the mix

ing chamber between them, one of the

vaives controlling the admission of fuel to

th- mixing chanmber, and the other valve

i' nit-oiling the escape of the mixture of

t'rel and air from the mixing chamber, a

s;indlc on the last mentioned valve. a

William Thomp

hollow spindle on the fuel controlling valve

through which the first spindle loosely

passes, an adjustable abutment on the Gas

ing. an abutment on said hollow spindle

adapted to strike against the abutment on

the casing to limit the downward move

ment of the hollow spindle. and an abut

ment on the spindle of the mixture. con

trolling valve arranged above the abutment

on the spindle of the fuel controlling'valve,

all arranged for co-operation as and for

the purpose specified.

717.078. Muflfler. Charles E. Cln-istman,

San Jose, Cal., assignor to (‘hristman Motor

Carriage Co., San Jose, (3211., a corporation

of West Virginia. Filed Aug. 8, 1902. Serial

No. 118,881. (No model.)

Claim.—1. A muttier comprising an outer

and an inner cylinder, means for connecting

the exhaust with the inner cylinder, a pin

rality of condensing pipes located in the

inner cylinder and communicating with the

exhaust and with the outer cylinder. and a

plurality of discharge pipes located in the

outer cylinder and communicating with the

inner cylinder and with the atmosphere,

substantially as and for the purpose set

forth.

717. 079. Device for Transmitting Rotary

Motion to Vehicle Wheels. Oliver Cints,

Cuba, Iii. Filed Aug. 2, 1902. Serial No.

118,075. (No model.)

Claim—4 device for transmitting rotary

motion to vehicle wheels and for steering

the same, consisting of a revolving shaft

suitably journalled, a spindle swivvllcd to

said shaft, a hub fixed at its outer edge to

the outer portion of said spindle, a collar

interposed between said hub and spindle

and supported from a stationary point and

being adapted to swing in a horizontal plane

and a means for swinging said collar, :1

ball bearing interposed betWecn the outer

end of the collar and the spindle and a ball

bearing interposed between the inner end of

the spindle and the collar and the ball hear

ing interposed between the inner edge of

the hub and the collar, the hub and the

collar at all other points being disconnected

from each other.

717.107. Secondary

.\Iorrison, Chicago. 111.,

\Villium

King

Battery.

assignor to

Upton, Chicago, 111. Filed May 19, 1900.

Serial No. 17,206. (No model.)

Claim—1. In a storage battery, the com

bination of a suitable electrolyte, and posi

tive and negative elements immersed in said

electrolyte, one of said elements having a

paste containing finorin.

717,108. Secondary Battery. William

Morrison, Chicago, Ill., assignor to King

Upton, Chicago, Ill. Filed Aug. 5, 1901.

Serial No. 70,954. (No model.)

Claim—1. A storage battery, comprising

positive and negative plates and an electro

lyte, in which flourin is present.

2. A storage battery, comprising a nega

tive plate carrying a paste of minimum, a

positive plate carrying a paste of litharge,

and an electrolyte in which fiourin is

present.

717.165. Device for Inflating 'Ilres of

Vehicles. Ida B. Catlin, Philadelphia, Pa.

Filed June 28, 1902. Serial Nd. 113,082. (No

model.)

Claim—1. In a device for inflating the

tires of vehicle wheels, :1 wheel, an annular

chamber secured thereto and having an

opening in its side, combined with a non

rotatable plate covering said opening.

means for admitting air through the plate

into the chamber, and means connecting

the chamber with the inflatable tire.

717,250. Vehicle Body. Lewis 0. Mc

Louth. Hector J. Hayes, and Joe H. VViss

man, Cleveland. Ohio, assignors to the East

man Automobile Compuny, Cleveland, Ohio,

a corporation of \Vest Virginia. Filed April

22, 1901. Serial No. 56,800. (No model.)

Ciaim.—1. In a vehicle body, the combina

tion with a lower base frame constructed

from a continuous piece of angle iron, of a

continuous metal sheet having its lower

edge secured to said frame and forming the

sides and rear of said body.

717,263. Protector for Rubber Tires. IIer

bcrt Ii. Palmer, Cleveland, Ohio, assignor

ot one-half to Omar Stoppei. t‘leveland.

Ohio. Filed Aug. 27, 1901. Renewed June

0. 1902. Serial No. 110.510. (N0 model.)

l.‘laim.—l. A protecting covering for a
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vehicle tire, consisting of a flexible backing

carrying rivets whose heads are on the

outer side of the backing and are in stag

gered position and nearly abut but do not

overlap, and whose shanks extend through

the backing and are upset on the inner side

thereof, substantially as described.

717,264. Pneumatic Tire. Herbert R.

Palmer, Cleveland, Ohio, assignor of one

half to Omar Stoppel, Cleveland, Ohio.

Filed Oct. 11, 1902. Serial No. 126,862. (No

model.)

Claim—1. A pneumatic tire. comprising

an inner tube and an outer sheath vulcan

ized together, numerous rivets in the sheath

having their heads substantially flush with

the outer surface thereof, having their

shanks extending through the sheath, wash

ers on the shanks on the inner side of the

sheath, the rivets being upset beyond the

washers, substantially as described.

717,269. Lubricating Device for Vehicle

Wheels. William F. Probst, Chillicothe,

Ohio. Filed Sept. 13, 1902. Serial No. 123,

289. (No model.)

Claim—1. The improvement in wheels

substantially as herein described, compris

ing the hub grooved in its outer edge and

provided in its opposite faces at its outer

edge with the annular rabbets, the slide

plates secured at their inner edges in the

said rabbets and projecting outwardly from

the said hub, one of said slide plates being

provided with the radially extending groove

in its inner face, said groove being closed

at its outer end, the cushion ring seated in

the groove of the hub between the said

slide plates, and the spoke ring fitting be

tween the sllde plates and upon the cushion

ring and provided with an oil feed passage

and at its opposite faces with oil grooves

extending around the ring and supplying

lubricant to the hearing between the sides

of the spoke ring and the slide plates, and

said spoke ring being provided with the

radially projecting plate overlapping the

groove in the slide plate and extending to

the closed outer end thereof, and the roller

journalled to the spoke ring and overlapping

the oil groove in the side thereof, and oper

ating within the groove of the slide plate,

substantially as and for the purposes set

forth.

717,292. Throttle Valve. Charles I. Shaw

ver, Springfield, Ohio, assignor to Augustus

B. Nolte, Springfield, Ohio. Filed July 14,

[902. Serial No. 115,397. (No model.)

Claim—1. A throttle valve comprising a

casing having an inlet passage, a valve

chamber of larger diameter communicating

therewith at one end. and a valve seat at the

(hltlet end of the valve chamber, in combina

tion with a valve having an imperforate body

portion of less diameter than the valve cham

ber in which it is longitudinally movable,

adapted to fit the seat at the outlet end

thereof and having a hollow cylindrical ex

tension on its opposite side fitting within the

inlet passage, the wall of said extension hav

ing apertures thereto substantially as de

Scribed.

717,35]. Storage Battery. Charles H.

(Tlare, Quincy, Mass. Filed March 1, 1902.

Serial No. 96,222. (No model.)

(‘laim.—1. The, improvement in secondary

or storage batteries herein described, the

some comprising one or more units each con

sisting of indcpciuh-ni porous plates bearing

active material. lead plates held in contact.

with said active material. passage extending

llt‘l\\‘(‘l‘ll the porous plates. and means for

holding ilw porous plates against each other

and the loud plates comprising porous plates

protectiu;_r and insulating plates applied to

thc outer surfaces of the porous plates in u

manner to prevent the escape of the active

material laterally or downwardly therefrom

and also forming a protection for them.

717,394. Electric Battery. Henry Halsey,

New York, N. Y., assignor, by mesne assign

ments, to Halsey Electric Generator Com

pany, Jersey City, N. J., a Corporation of

New Jersey. Filed April 18, 1902. Serial

No. 108,641. (No model.)

Claim—1. The method of regulating the

output of a battery which consists of brush

ing one of the elements and varying the

rapidity with which said brushing is carried

on.

717,395. Electric Battery. Henry Halsey,

New York, N. Y., asignor, by mesne assign

ments, to Halsey Electric Generator Com

pany, Jersey City, N. J., a Corporation of

New Jersey. Filed Apr. 18, 1902. Serial No.

103,649. (No model.)

Claim.—1. In a battery, the combination of

a casing, a plurality of parallel elements sup

ported in said casing, each of said elements

having a recess in the upper portion thereof,

a cover for said casing, a shaft having its

bearings supported by said cover, said shaft

being located within said recess when the

cover is in position, a brush or brushes car

ried by aid shaft, and means carried by the

cover for rotating said shaft, substantially as

described.

717,416. Secondary Battery. Isidor Kitsee,

Philadelphia, Pa. Filed April 10, 1893. Se

rial No. 469,822. (No model.)

Claim.—1. An electrode for electric cells,

comprising a conducting strip bent so as to

provide a series of spaces capable of expand

ing, independently-formed blocks of active

material arranged within said spaces, said

blocks being provided with holes or aper

tures, and means surrounding the electrode

and located opposite the face-surfaces of said

blocks for holding said blocks in place.

717,417. Gasolene Engine. Ernest E. Ko

ken, St. Louis, Mo. Filed June 14, 1901. Se

rial No. 64,498. (No model.)

Claim—1. The combination with a high

and a low pressure cylinder and an inlet and

exhaust chamber; of a. rotary valve for the

high pressure cylinder adapted to serve as a

means for communication from the inlet

chamber to the said cylinder, and from said

cylinder to the low pressure cylinder and to

the exhaust chamber successively.

717,421. Steering Device for Vehicles. Her

bert .l. Leighton. Syracuse, N. Y. Filed Oct.

29, 1902. Serial No. 129,233. (No model.)

Claim—1. In steering apparatus for ve

hicles, in combination with a main axle hav

ing wheel bearing axles pivoted thereto,

lever arms secured to said pivoted axles, a

link connection between said lever arms, a

steering rod operatively connected with said

lever arms, and a steering shaft; a steering

pinion eccentrically secured upon said shaft.

and means between said pinion and said

steering rod connecting them in movable en

gagement whereby the turning of the pinion

moves the rod and wheels, said engagement

being at the minimum radius of the pinion

when the wheels are in position for running

in straight course, by which means the

wheels are locked against accidental shifting,

substantially as specified.

717,430. Transmission Frame for Automo

biles. llenry K. Milner and John M. Lans

dcn, _ir.. Birmingham. Ala. Filed Aug. 2.

1901. Serial No. 70.654. (No model.)

Claim.-»l. The combination with the body

portion of a lnotor vehicle provided with side

sills, and an axle. of a transmission frame or

carriage by which a free and constant sliding

connection is effected between the frame and

the side sills of the vehicle body, a motor lo

cated on said transmission frame or car

riage, a gear on the shaft of the motor, a

counter shaft, a differential gear thereon in

tcrmeshed with the gear on the motor shaft.

sprocket wheels on the counter shaft, wheels

in which the axle is supported and sprocket

chains extending from the sprocket wheels

on the counter shaft to sprocket wheels on

the hubs of the vehicle wheels.

717,508. Governor for Explosive Engines.

Harry H. Segner and Charles B. Segner.

Hagerstown, Md. Filed Sept. 13, 1901. Se

rial No. 75,245. (No model.)

Claim—1. In an explosive engine the com

bination of the reciprocating rod connected

with the exhaust valve, a latch pivoted on

said rod. a stationary catch on the frame ad

jacent thereto and adapted to directly en

gage said latch to hold said rod in position to

hold said valve open when the speed exceeds

that desired. and a sliding weight mounted

on said rod to engage with said latch and

hold it out of engagement with said catch

when the speed does not exceed that desired,

substantially as set forth.

2. In an explsovie engine, the combination

of the exhaust valve, a reciprocating rod for

operating it, a latch pivoted to said recipro

cating rod.

717,517. Engine and Driving Gear Support

for Steam Wagons. Paul H. White, India

napolis, Ind., assignor to White Steam Wag

on Company, Indianapolis, Ind., a corpora

tion of Indiana. Filed March 7, 1902. Serial

No. 97,114. (No model.)

Claim—1. The combination in a self-pro

pelling wagon, of suitable carrying wheels, a

frame composed of connected side bars car

ried by the wheelrl a pair of intermediate

bars parallel with and between the side bars

and supported thereon, a transmission shaft

20 supported in suitable bearings carried by

one of the side bars and the adjacent inter
mediate bar, an engine supported I on the

other side bar and the adjacent intermediate

bar with its shaft in alignment with the shaft

20, driving connections between the engine

shaft and shaft 20, a transmission shaft 30

supported in suitable bearings carried by the

two side bars and the first mentioned inter

mediate bar, driving connections between the

two transmission shafts, and a driving con

nection between the second transmission

shaft and the carrying wheels.

TRADE MARKS.

39,585. Certain Named Gas Engines. The

Dozier Motor Co. of New York, Plattsbur ,

Y. Filed July 10, 1902.

The representation of a wheel, across

which a plate is arranged, and two wings

which are represented as secured to and ex

tending from the lower right and upper left

hand corners, respectively, of said plate.

Used since 1897.

Alcool denature, denaturized alcohol, is

obtained by mixing together 10) litres of

ethyl alcohol at 90 per cent, 10 litres of

methyl alcohol at 90 per cent, containing not

less than 25 per cent of pure acetone, and

".5 litre of heavy benzine from 'coal tar dis

tillation. the boiling point of which varies

from 130 degrees to 225 degrees (3.; the spe

cific gravity of this mixture, at '15 degrees

(L, lies between .832 and .835; its thermic

value, calculated fronrthe chemical formuig,

is 5,297 calories (kgxl) per kilogramme.
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\\'E ARE MANUFACTURERS OF THE

Standard Electric Motors

THAT ARE NOW USED ON

THE MOST SUCCESSFUL ELEC

TRIC AUTOMOBILES in the country.

  

'1 ,\,_V.V.,...- ' over the country.

Converter for Charging Automobile Batteries from

Alternating Current.

THE ELWELL=PARKER ELECTRIC CO.,

CLEVELAND, OHIO.

Our machine is the MOST EFFICIENT ll‘ld

PRACTICAL OF THEM ALL—as demon

strated by hundreds of them in daily use all

ALL

 

 

B .iienen lfl‘ll'u

' Direct Cur-1n

 

 

WITH

BR EC HT’S

PATENTED

Rad i u s Rod 5

keeps the chain In proper tension,

AND OUR

Positive Wheel

Steering Device

. gives no back lash.

Manufacturers of ARTISTIC TOURING CARS and TONNEAU BODIES.

BRECHT AUTOMOBILE CO.,

BRECHT’S RUNNING GEARS.

  

 
 

I200 Cass Avenue. ST. LOUIS. MO.

Hoods, Fenders,

Radiatorslanks.

MUFFLERS.

Do you want the best on the market ?

YOU CERTAINLY Do.

Did you ever get angry and say things you might not [0. because that lender or hood

rattled when it had been on but a short time? Then it was because you did not have a RAY

ANTI-RA l TLER. Write Ior circulars. prices, etc.

ANY STYLE DESIRED.

RAY AUTOMATIO MAOI'IINE CO., I, 3 & 5 Water St, Olevelanrl, O.

  

  

  

 

1

. HOLLAND MOTORS. |

None so Good. None so Cheap. I

FOUR SIZES

i-i—4 H. P., Air Cooled for Bicycles,

I also all Accessories for Motor Cycles. I

2-3-4 II. P., Air or Water Cooled. 6 H. P. Water Cooled.

10 H. P., Double Cylinder, Water Cooled.

Send Ior Catalogue and Price Llst.

I THE neLthNi) more ea, - I

62 Van Winkle Avenue. JERSEY CITY, N. J.

---------J

HERE IT Is:
 

The Hoffman Single

Cylinder ll Horse

Power Motor. : : : :

  

PRIGE, $l00.00.

H. L. HOFFMAN-MOTOR CO.,

'30 West Randolph St" QHIGRGO, ILL.

 

“MOTOOYOLES AND- HOW

TO MANAGE THEM ”

BOUND IN CLOTH

 

REVISED EDITION

The only Book of the Sort in Existence

CONTAINS A MINE OF VALUABLE

INFORMATION

PRICE, ONE DOLLAR
 

THE GOODMAN OOMPANY

I23-125 Tribune Building, - New York Olty

 

 

BOUGIE HERZ

SPARK PLUG.

Money refunded, if after 30 days‘ trial the Plug is not

in every way satisfactory.

Guaranteed for Six Months

Tlie only spark plug ill the world guaranteed against anything and

everything. em a sledge hammer. Once in your motor it ne

needs to be en out. It is impossible to carbon' it. Will sp

jnst as well in oil. There are no points to brea or 1009211. Nu

mica to leak or porcelain to break. The BOI'GI E HERZ PLUG

is worth its weight in gold to any one owning a gasulene engine. '

USED EXTENSIVELY THROUGHOUT ALL EUROPE.

  

Latest Plug

A! used by the

Merit-ties

.md Ito-[lion type.

PRICE. $3 00

3O Uays' Trill FREE.

Sou Iuvronruv run U. 8. AND CANADA.

E.J.WILLIS, a Park Place. New York.
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SEND POR CATALOGUE AND PRICES.

A. H. FllHllE, 325 Broadway, Howlork

 

 

GOLD MEDAL WINNERS

HIGHEST A WARD.

  

I - you buy. See report of

l\ w York-Boston Ruu.

- co‘r'r AUTOMOBILE IVIFc. Co.,

83 Chambers Street. New York.

Better Not . .
have any ignition outfit

than to have a poor one.

WE MANUFACTURE NCTNINC

BUT THE BEST.

WRITE FOR CATAOGUE.

AMERICAN (EL COMPANY

W. SOMERVILLE, MASS.

ACME
line-Piece

Automobile Engines

ESPECIALLY

ADAPTED FOR

REPLACEMENTS.

Acme Engines are all they ought

lu beand a little mure.

Prompt Deliveries

If you are interested. belle.

write us.

 

  

 

Rochester Machine Tool Works

Rochester. N. Y.

  

  

 

kg" Georges Ri

Peck of Old Lyme Fennenis.

To Charles E. Peck, of Old Lyme, Conn.,

belongs the distinction of proposing a law

barring automobiles from the roads or the

rural sections. He calls on the legislature

of the Nutmeg State to enact a law contain

ills; this provision.

Arguing that automobiles “are a danger

ous as well as a most damnable nuisance,"

he wants a law making it a crime to operate

them on country roads. It the city cares to

run the risk of the plaguey things, .\Ir. Peck

doesn‘t mind, but. like a brave crusader, he

has put his lance in rest and started out to

drive them from the agricultural sections.

“There. are enough members of the legislat

ure from the country towns,” he says. "to

make just this kind of a law, and it will be

a benefit to the country towns and not a

curse. as all other laws have proved to be

in the past. Now let's have one law that is

good for something."

It is much to be feared that the aggressive

‘Peck will have his trouble for his pains.

Connecticut now {mssesses about the best

automobile law in existence, and it is not

probable that it will undergo any change.

The Centrally Placed Chain.

Although a centrally placed chain picks

up less dirt than double side chains, it is

well to take some steps to protect it. A

simple arrangement is to fix to the bottom

of the car a light irul] frame covering it

with leather laced or strapped to the frame

to permit of ready removal. With such an

arrangement, allowance must be made for

the movement of the (-arrinw body upon th.

springs. otherwise the gear case rapidly be

THE AUTOGAS

 

  
  

Nzw STANDARD

  “gorges? oor BATTERIES.
" - “$351???” 80 per cent. more effi  

c‘ency than anv otht r.

Standard Everywhere.

WM. ROCHE, 42 Vesoy St., New York.

NEW AND SECOND-HAND MACHINES

Bought, Sold and Exchangcm

If you're looking for a good car for little mom}

now is the time and this the place to get it.

If you hire a car to dispose of ditto. Cash or

trade. (Tall or write us.

NEW YOFK A'ITO EXOlAl'OE, 17.6 BTOAOWAY.

The Hotel Gregorian

A New Fire-proof

Hotel upon

35th STREET, bet. 5th and 6th Aves,

TO BE OPENED

NEW YEAR’S DAY,

AVERILL & GREGORY,

Ct THE YATES,Syraouse, N. Y.

To be the Automobile Headquartes

during the show.

 

 

WOOD WHEELS

Artillery or Compress Band.

W. K.-PRUDDEN &. CO.,

408 Michigan Avenue.

LANSING, MlCl-l.

  

 

 

 

ARTILLERY

WOOD

AUTOMOBILE

WHEELS.

. ARTILLERY

: STEEL

AUTOMOBILE

j WHEELS.

1 Drop Forged

l Machined

1t Steering Devices

1 ' 1 srrrr nms for

Iioth Wood and

Wire Wheels.

New Galalc ue ‘ E

now re dy.

l. r. onion co.
SlRAZUst, n v

iAilESViLLE. u. r.

  

 

BARRY & HAYES,

\\’ l‘: EJXllllll'l‘ A’l‘ "HE

UNITED STATES AGENTS FOR THE

chard French Automobiles,

PANHARD. RENAULT AND MERCEDES CARS,

wmr IMMEDIATE DELIVERY.

GARAGE AND soussaooms: 33 w 39 East 5er Street, NEW YORK cmr.

5111 )\\'- -
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Baldwin Automohllo Ootaohahlo Ohio Go.

WORCBTER, MASS.

ARE THE PIONEERS.

  

PATENTED DEC. :8, 1900.

BALDWIN CHAINS
are the standard for

SIZE. WORKMANSHIP and FINISH
 

The

(Motor de Luxe

8 H.P.

4 CYLINDERS.

  

Especially

adapted to

Heavy

Tonneaus.

MOTOR VEHICLE POWER CO.,

l23| Spring Garden Street, PHILADELPHIA.

JENKINS & BARKER
St‘tcnssons To CHAST L. BURDETT

50 State St., HARTFORD, CONN.

Patents and

Patent Gauses

AUTOMOBILE PATENTS A SPECIALTY

CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED

YOU KOAN 00 YOUR OWN REPAIRING.
THE

estrntmo
Sorewiiuliing

LATHE
will do all your work.A - .

., Swings in inches: 25

‘ _ . ‘ 3 inches between centers

- Q; g or longer Equipped

. 5‘ with Face Plate, Cen

ters, Change Gears.

Price: quota! an affiliation.

F. FRASSE CO.,38 Cortland St.,NewYork

 

 

  

  

  

 

DcDion Bouton & C0.

PARIS, FRANCE.

Standard Gasoline Motors and

Automobiles of the World.

De Dion Motors are used by leading manufacturers all over

the world.

THE TRADE SUPPLIED.

Address all communication! to

K. A. SKINNER,

Sole United States Agent,

I19 Clarendon 5L, ( near Bovlston) BOSTON, MASS.

iii RINIIHIISS RUNNING IIIIIR I

 

New Features and is up-to-date.

Made in all sizes from runabouts to

transfer wagons.

We are manufacturers of everything for

Sn CATALOGUE.

NEUSTAOT-PERRY O "Mir"? with)???"

automobiles.

  

 

Seamless Steel,

BOILER SHELLS,

PRESSU RE RESERVCMRSv

  

~ I |. ‘ ill"

GASOLENE TANKS.

STEEL SHAPES STAMPED on DRAWN.

JANNEY. STEINMETZ 81 00., Philadelphia.
 

  

Member 0! the

National Association

0! Automobile

Manufacturers.

TH E DOW

IS THE BEST BY EVERY TEST; “Anny R, m
FOR PRICEQ AND PARTICULARS WPITETO

THE DOW PORT. ELECT CO.
St. Louis, lo.

ZIB TREMONT ST. BOSTON. MASS.

IIJ 5 BROADWAY. NY.

I‘I‘l

  

:9 LA SALLE STCHICAGO.

t :"r. PHILADELPHIA, PA.

  

 

  

The Tires

on an automobile either

increase or retard its

speed. Resilient tires

give additional power

and greater mileage.

G & J Detachable Tires

have been proven the speediest of

all vehicle tires, and they wear

longest. Descriptive Catalog and

full information on request.

GsJIumCo.
INDIANAPOLIS, IND.

LEATHER

. q " Automobrle

: 5%, ' Coat.
finest quality black leather, lined with

flannel, $8.00 each.

toathor Trousers, flaps, Gloves, oto.

Imported Goggles, Horns, Spark Plugs, oto.

Catalogue mailed on request.

THE LARGEST AUTOMOBILE SUPPLY

HOUSE IN AMERICA.

ONAS. E. MILLER. 97-99-101 Reade St. New York Olly.

Noiseless Raw-Hide Pinions

are used on the best

makes of cars.

SEE THAT THEY ARE ON YOURS

They make for comfort and

longevity of gears.

NEW PROCESS RAW-HIDE OO.

ROCHESTER. N. Y.

 

  

  

 

 

 

 

 

EEP the auto up to

the top notch of

speed and ease of

running by using Dixon’s

Graphitoleo. Ask for a

free sample and booklet 83

about it.

jOSEPH DIXON CRUCIBIJZ COMPANY,

Jnsuv Crrv.
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. Do You Want Satisfaction?

- The boiler proposition we have to ofler will

. 7‘ give it to you. Our boilers will cause you no

-' trouble.

THEY ARE THE BEST! THE PRICE

IS RIGHT! '

See our exhibit at Chas. E. Miller’s 5 aces. 46.

41.43. 49. 50 and 5r. at the Automobi e Show,

Madison Square Garden. Jann..ry next.

STEAM CARRIAGE BDILEII 00.. - stego, N. Y.

Improve Your Circulation

IV UIING

rue LOBEE PUMP
Increases and gives a posidve cir

culation to the violin water for all

Gasoline Motors. unple. Cheap

Durable. Eflieir'nt. easy to spply._

Sent on trial to responsible parties.

Loheo Pump 8. Machinery Co.

120-136 Terrace Buffalo. N. Y.

MONOGRAM OILS AND GREASES
SPECIALLY ADAPTED FOR

AUTOMOBILE LUBRIOAIION
WRITE YOH CATALOGUE AND PRICE LIST.

Columbia Lubricants 00.. 22 Burling Slip, New York.

Gnour STEAM Duns.

BY REAL MERIT

We are retaining the high standing of

our vehicles.

ASK FOR OUR RECORDS WHICH ARE PROOF.

GROUT BROS., Orange, Mass.

  

 

  

 

..'. girl?" 7 7

Made at the snuroonr LABORATORY.
E Eullbliliht‘d IK'HS.

1 O. F.5PLITOOITF. 17 Vandewator St..N. Y.

FOLLOW THE FLAG

 

  

Detroit Fast Trains

Chicago pouch

St. Lou's leeplng Cars

K 0“ Dining Bars

was I Oate Bars

0mm Free Reclining

And the West Chair liars

THE ONLY LINE RUNNING FREE IiEGLINIriG CHAIR CARS

BETWEEN NEW YORII AIID GHIGAGO.

FAMOUS “CONTINENTAL LIMITED," leaves New

York foot of Franklin Street at 2.15 p. m.. foot of West 41d

Street 2.45 p. m., arrives Detroit 7.30 a m., Chicago 3.30 p. m,

St. Louis 745 p. in, Kansas City 7 I; second momrng.

“ LACKAWANNA LIMITED," leaves New York out of

Barclay or Christopher Streets at moo a. m., arrives Detroit

3.00 a. m., Chicago 1050 a. m.. St. Louis a.0o p. m.. Kansas

City 9.30 p. m. next day.

“ ONTARIO & WESTERN EXPRESS," leaves New

Yorlt foot of Franklin Street at 5.40 p. rn.l foot of West 4ad

Street 6.00 p. m., arrives Detroit 2.05 p. m., Chicago 9.30 p. m.

Also trains eaving at 2.00 a. m.. 1.00 p. l'l. ,6.ao p. m.. 7.45 p. m.

For information in regard to ra'es. etc.. apply to

H. B.W,

Gwen! Eastern Agent,

387 Broadway. New York.

I
..h

  

 

WANTS AND FOR SALE.
l5 cents per line of seven words. cash with order.

 

AUTOMOBILES bought. sold and exchanged.

C. A. COEY 8: CO., 5311 Cottage Grove Ave..

Chicago, Ill.

 

4 OR SALE—to h-p. Autocar Tonneau, 1903

model, new and in fine running order; cost

$1,825; with gas lamp. baskets. etc. Will sell

complete, reasonable offer considered. Address

AUTOCAR. 12 W. Read St., Baltimore. Md.
 

O R S A L E —- Columbia Electric Delivery

Wagon Mark XI. new and in perfect condit

ion. at a very low figure. satisfactory reason given

for selling. ST. PAUL MOTOR VEHICLE &

LAUNCH CO., St Paul. Minn.. 184 Westem Ave.

J. A. SCOTT MOTOR WORKS,

2| I0-I2-l4 Washington Ave.,

ST. Lours, mo.

Are building for the Automobile Trade the following sizes

and styles of Gasolene Englnoo. Single Cylinder

4x06. Double Opposed Horizontal. five sizes, 6. 8, :0. ta, :5

h. . Double Cylinder Vertical. 3 si1e5,6,8, r5 h.p. FourCyIJInder Upright.4 sizes, 12, IS. :2. 30 h. p.

Write and tell us your wants. Remember that the quality

will remain long after the price is forgotten.

AUTOMOBILE STORAGE.
SmnIICnrrlngel, $l 2.00. flodlum, $15.00. Large. $18.00

Electric charging, as per meter.

We have a thorough equipment. Inspection invited.

METROPOLITAN MOTOR CAR 00..

I54 East 57th St., New York.

$550$206110
Special Circular. giving Improvements.

THE MOBILE COMPANY OF AMERIOA,

TARRYTOWN-ON-HUDSON, N- Y.

Acme Safety Steam Throttle Valve
Steam sup lied gradually—Shuts of! at either end of

lever urward or backward—No wrong way—

Can be removed and reground without

disconnecting any pipe.

CAN BE APPLIED TO ANY STEAM VEHICLE.

Write for descriptive circular.

non: mass 00., Springfield, 0.

Patentees and Sole Manufacturers.

OEIITURY MOTOR VEHIOLE OO.
Steam,Electrtc or .

and Gasolene

IIIE [OOOIIIOIIIIE OOlIIPIIIIY'
OF AM ERICA

Agency contapondence may be addressed to New York

 

 

  

 

 

NEW YORK.

flice or neueet Branch Office.

 

Dyke’s Castings of

Bike Engines.

$7.50 UP.

Full Line Bike Parts.

A. L. OYKE. 1402 Pine St.,

ST. LOUIS.

Send .etana

  

 

  

 

33" SIMMONS 5251

STEAM CARRIAGE

SPECIALTIES.
Attractive catalogue sent upon applrcarion.

"0 Centre Street. New York City.

  

 

 

SMITH 8r. MABLEY,

3| 3-3l 5 Seventh Ave.. New York,

AUTOMOBILES.
Iteronrlns

PANHARD. RENAULT.

DISTRIBUTORS

OIIARROII, OIIlIRIlOI E YOIOT CARS AIIOE III AAERIOA.

MALTBY

POWER AIR PUMP

MALTBY AUTOMOBILE

and MANUFACTURING Co.

IO CLINTON St.BROOKLYN.NY.

LOCKE REGULATOR CO.

Manufactuan of the famous

LOOKE WATER LEVEL REGULATOR,

Engines. Boilers. Burners. Klinger Gauges. Etc.. Etc.

Send for Catalogue “ C " ( rqo3 Edition.|

LOOKE REGULATOR OO.. Salem. Mass, U.S.A.

Automobile Exchange

& Storage company.

133 to 139 West 38th Street,

NEW YORK.

UNOER ENTIRE NEW MANAGEMENT.

Now making extensive alteration: and improvements.

  

 

 

LOOK FOR SPECIAL ANNOUNCEMENTS AFTER

NEW YORK SHOW.

Get a Good

Night’s Rest
THIS ALWAYS ASSURED

 

When you use the

compartment Sleeping Dars

OINOINNATImlo OHIOAGO

C H 81. D “no Monon

A room to yourself.

Regulate the heat, light

and ventilation to suit

your convenience.

Every necessary toilet

convience in your room.

Ask any ticket agent for train schedules.

or address

D. G Enwanos. P. T. M., Cincinnati. 0.
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BEFORE BUYING EXAMINE THE

WHITE ’SFgUERINAé CAR

(0% F0Rl903 W  

  

THE WHITE IS A STEAM CAR WITH

THE DISTANCE OF A GASOLENE AND THE

EASE OF OPERATION OF AN ELECTRIC.

  

SPECIFICATIONS

PRICE, . $2,000.00

  

  

In the 500 mile Reliability Contest from

  
  

  

  

SEATING CAPACITY, . . . Four

New York to Boston and return; arranged by RATED HORSE POWER, _ _ Ten

the Automobile Club of America, three WHITE ENGINE, _ _ ' _ _ compound

STEAM STANHOPES covered the distance WHEEL BASE, _ _ _ _ 6 n" 8 in

without stop or trouble of any kind—a perfect TREAD’ _ _ _ _ _ 4 “n 8 in.

Pem'm‘m‘e- WHEELS, . . . 30 inches

TIRES, (Goodrich Clincher) . ' 4 inches

THE WHITE STEAM GENERATOR WEIGHT, (Tanks Filled) . . l650 lbs.

is absolutely non-explosive, gives pressure in EXTREME LENGTH, . . . I0 feet

five minutes from cold water, and once in EXTREME WIDTH, . . . 5 feet

motion is self-regulating. EXTREME HEIGHT, . . . 5 ft,, 2 in.

The same motive power which has been CAPACITY OF GASOLENE TAN I0 gals.

so successfully used in former White models CAPACITY OF WATER TANK, l5 gals.

 
 

will be used in the new touring car.

  

  

EQUIPMENT:

Write for full particulars, Including Professor

Thurston's report on our steam generator, and the CONDENSER, SIDE LAMPS, HORN,

official reports of important endurance contests. SET OF TOOLS, TOOL CASE

  

WHITE SEWING MACHINE COMPANY

(AUTOMOBILE DEPT.)

CLEVELAND, OHIO.

22 Union Square, New York, N. Y.

 

 

609 Main St., Buffalo, N. Y.

509 Tremont St, Boston, Mass. 300 Rose Building, Cleveland, Ohio.

300 Post St., San Francisco, Cal. 4259 Olive St., St. Louis. Mo.

' I2 Woodward Ave., Detroit, Mich. l76l Stout St., Denver, Colo,

‘ 5979 Centre Ave., East End, Pittsburg, Pa.

Banker Bros. C0., corner Vine and Broad Sts., Philadelphia, Pa.

Walter C, White, European Representative, l9 Princes St., Westminster, London, England.



A
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If You’re Not All Tied Up

  

  

fii§$ih

 

  

and know a Good Thing when you see it, better make the acquaintance ol the

CADILLAC without delay. Nothing ever produced begins to compare wilh it.

A Thoroughbred in Every Line and the smoothest running car in existence.

EVERY WISE AGENT WILL MAKE IT IIIS BUSINESS TO KNOW

MORE ABOUT IT WITHOUT DELAY.

fififififififififififififififi§fififififififi

 

fififi

Ii CADILLAC AUTOMOBILE Co.

DETROIT, MICHIGAN.

’fifififififimfifififififififififififififi

  

%

g

fififififififififififififififififififififiififififififi§

  

§
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THE PORTER BATTERY ENJOINED
NEW YORK, January 8, 1963.

Today the United States Circuit Court of Appeals filed an opinion again sustaining the Brush Storage Battery patent
 

owned by The Electric Storage Battery Company, and affirming the injunction granted by Judge Hazel, of Buffalo, against

The Porter Battery, which battery is manufactured by the Porter Battery Company of Chicago, and by whom this case has

been defended.

THE DECISION IS OF A MOST SWEEPING CHARACTER AND CONFIRMS THE RIGHT OF THE

ELECTRIC STORAGE BATTERY CO. TO ENJOIN ALL MANUFACTURERS OF INFRINGING BATTERIES.

THEELECTRIC STORAGEBATTERYCO.

 
 

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

A TRADE TERM:

“WESTUN-MUTT QUALITY"

IN WHEELS.

ARTILLERY WOOD or WIRE.

 

 

 

 

  

 

GET WITH US.

WESTON-MOTT CO., Utica, N. Y.

WE ARE MANUFACTURERS OF TIIE

Standard Electric Motors

THAT ARE NOW USED ON ALL

THE MOST SUCCESSFUL ELEC

, TRIC AUTOMOBILES in the country.

Space 56, N. Y. Show.

 

  

 

  

1‘

Our machine is the MOST EFFICIENT and

PRACTICAL OF THEM ALL—as demon

strated by hundreds of them in daily use all  

mt... -.. HM“ over the Country. .

Converter for 2:111:32?“ Auawgeb'ile Batteries from ix

r ng » . - . ‘

Q 1

THE ELWELL=PARKER ELECTRIC CO., 'tum... (if
CLEVELAND, 01110. i' ‘ ESTES?
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DRICH

lincher

utomobile'

@ iresaw

THE ORIGINAL

~ / AMERICAN:

'Y , -- _ CLINCHER ~ -

  

   

I

{t 1;?
 

Our construction, our pattern

and our style 0! rim are re

cognized as the standard by

all licensed makers ol clincher

tires.

A pattern for other manulac

- turers.

A model automobile tire.

 

All repairs or adjustments made

at the lollowing branches, which

carry a lull and complete line 0!

standard sizes 0! tires and parts

constantly on hand:

THE D. F. GOODDICI‘I COMPANY, ~Ew,,;,<;R;,-o_dw_,, “ANCn'il-icqsyw

 

m BOSTON, PHILADELPHIA,

AKRON RUBBER WORKS, m BUFéngt-mm" Street. DETD%%Amh Street.

I Y ‘

9 W. Huron Street. 80 E. Congre-s :1 a .

AKRON, e - Olflo, DENVER, sm FR “CIsCO,
“44 Curtll Street. Oorhlm Rubber Co.
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ISIDOR STRAUS.

NATHAN STRAUS,

“1220/1118 ~

WE HAVE SATISFIED R. H. MACY 81'. CO.

WE CAN SATISFY YOU.

Private Office of R. H. MACY & CO.

} Firm.

NEW YORK, December 23, 1902.

Dear Sir:

In reply to your inquiry, we are pleased to be able

to testify to the good service your Mobile Coaches have given

us between our old store at Sixth Avenue and 14th Street and our

new store at Broadway and 34th Street.

They have been in operation about one month and have trav—

eled full practically all the time, giving particularly good

service during stormy weather.

Very truly yours,

R. H. MACY & CO.,

per N. STRAUS.

TO JOHN BRISBEN WALKER, President.

GOOD AGENTS WANTED FOR 1903.

SEE OUR EXHIBITS AT NEW YORK AND CHICAGO SHOWS.

The “Mobile” Company of America,

EXECUTIVE OFFICES: Broadway and 54th Street, NEW YORK.

Branch Houses: BOSTON, CHICAGO, DENVER, SAN FRANCISCO, LOS ANGELES.

 

\V/é \

/n’/h\

   

CO0.00............OI......OOOOOIOOOOOOOO..........OOOOOOOOOOO...I.......I.........OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO//
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Westinghouse Automobile ‘

_ Charging Apparatus

For Station and Individual Use

In Standard Units from Well-Tried Apparatus.

Details of Established Excellence.

Send for Circular 1061, and see our Exhibits

Booth K, Madison Square Garden, New York

January 17th to 24th, I903

Cleveland Grays Armory, Cleveland, Ohio

February 2nd to 7th, 1903

Westinghouse 110 Volt Direct Current 800th .56, coliseumi Chicago, "'5'

Individual Charging Panel. February 12th to 22nd, I903

Westinghouse Electric 8: Mfg. Co., Pittsburg, Pa.

Sales Offices in all Large Cities

  

 

Standard Automobile Motive Power Equipments, Circular 1059.

  

 

 

 

WWWWWWVWWNWVWWWWWW

THE NEW '5;

KELLY GENERATOR

g for Steam Vehicles is 21 Trouble Saver.

;

  

 
 

No Steam Car is complete without one. Does away with drip

cups and all annoyances. Perfected in every way and always reliable.

Strongly made with all connections outside. Easily adjusted.

No flaring or flashing in lighting, even in the strongest wind.

Main fire controlled at seat. Compact and neat in appearance and

enclosed in aluminum case.

ADAPTED TO ANY MACHINE. ‘

THE NEW 0NE=PIECE CAST BURNERS
  

a”;_-'.‘_-'.'_—°:-':-':1:353.""ta
::::_':::-:‘:::':': it are greatly improved, both in volume and strength. There are no

{‘5::::: .._-,°:_:° swaged tubes in the construction. Easily cleaned.

’ , WRITE FOR CIRCULAR. g

KELLY HANDLE BAR COMPANY, = Cleveland, Ohio.

mitimmmmmmmmmmm
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New to the trade, but

thoroughly tested.

MANUFACTURED

7 r» by an established concern

~“> -’ with a reputation to sustain

EXIBS NEW YORK AND CHICAGO.

THE KIRK MANUFACTURING 00.,
.. TOLEDO, OHIO.

Mzzzzzzééézz :::§:"\:’:’:::.::::’:’:é€€:'::é€éég

  

:éég::’:ééee$ééé<é:’z:éég:146%::':::-'

 

 

WWW1

§TPRE?$'FPRAutomobiles §
NO EXPERT CHAUEEEUR NEEDED. ;

CAN BE RUN ANY DAY IN THE YEAR,

BY ANY MEMBER OF THE FAMILY.

  

rhllifiafrolrggspeeds, allowing an unusual smoothneson

All machines equipped with two brakes

STRENGTH 0F CONSTRUCTION s:::.z.*:.::.;::::z.12mm“ 0‘

  

yetflyv,‘

Studebaker Electric Automobiles will be exhibited at both the New York and Chicago Automobile Shows, and can be seen

at the following repositories of the

STUDEBAKER BROS. MFG. CO.
STUDEBAKER BROS. MFG. CO. OF NEW YORK,

STUDEBAKER BROS. MFG. CO., - ~ - 378 to 388 Wabash Avenue, Chicago, Ill

STUDEBAKER BROS. MFG. CO., — - — - - - Cor. 15th and Blake Streets, Denver, Colo

STUDEBAKER BROS. MFG. CO., - - - - - - 157 to 159 State Street, Salt Lake City, Utah

STUDEBAKER BROS. MFG. CO., — - - - - - 317 to 319 Elm Street, Dallas, Texas

FACTORY AND GENERAL OFFICES, SOUTH BEND, IND.

Broadway and 7th Avenue, Cor. 48th Street, New York City

WIDE TOURING RADIUS. m.rm.a:2;1:.:::1.:.:";:;:.:r;:vA SUCCESSFUL HILL-CHMBER. 21".;azzmmiamminer:mm

FIRST-CLASS AGENTS DESIRED IN TERRITORY NOT ALREADY COVERED. 2

_\
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a EQUAL I C) I HE $2,500 KIND, 5
:

.

' . but at one-third the cost. Easily said, buta as easily proven when you examine the 1903m‘dm‘g 1 T Q

OURING CAR;
g :

Replete with ingenious devices; ample power; long wheel base, 78 inches; artillery wheelsand three inch tires; oil tight gears and differential. Strengthened in all its parts to meet the in

i creased power, there is no carriage offers such values at the price, a

$750 F. O. B. KENOSHA, WIS.é OUR ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE EXPLAINS EVERY PART FULLY; MAILED ON REQUEST.3 :

THOMAS B. JEFFERY & CO., Kenosha, Wisconsm.

WE EXHIBIT IN SPACES 112 8: 113 AT NEW YORK, AND 87 & 88 AT CHICAGO.

g@@@@@@@©@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@®@@@@@@@©©@@©©@©@@go

 

ln Addition to a Complete Line of

VEEDER ()DOMETERS
We shall exhibit at the New York Automobile Show, spaces l3

and I4, and at the Chicago Automobile Show. space 124 our new

VEEDER TACHOMETERS
The TACHOl'lETER FORM A for use on Automobiles and in Electric Power Stations.

The TACAOl'lETER FORl‘l C for measuring revolutions of shutting, motors,

dynamos, etc.

These instruments mark a distinct advance in the speed indicator line, and we

invite the investigation of mechanical engineers, makers of motors and dynamos,

users and makers of Automobiles, and mechanical men generally.

Descriptive booklet free upon receipt of applicatlon.

THE VEEDER mm. 00.,
Counters, Tachometer:

and Fine Castings. HARTFORD, CONN.

@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@©@@@@@@@@@@@@©@@@@@@@@@®a

T@@@@@©@@@©@@©@@@@@@@@
/'R

E/@@@@@a @©@@©OO©@@@®@@©@@@@@@@@@@@@@

(6 Q

  

Y
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AMERICA’S LEADING AUTOMOBILE

  

(13>O-‘WITIZ

azozzoz>m
O O

  

I903 MODEL, TYPE VII.

UR new 1903 Model SEARCHMONT is a luxurious touring

car, built for intelligent, discerning buyers who want the BEST

and who appreciate style, comfort, modern improvements and conveni

ences. Double cylinder vertical motor situated forward. Four speeds

ahead, and reverse. Automatic governor controlling commutator and

carburettor. Ignition, dynamo and storage battery combined.

Call at our exhibit at the New York Automobile Show and let us

show you the car and explain its many advantages.

SEARCHMONT AUTOMOBILE co. NI
PHILADELPHIA, U. S. A.

A

U

T
AGENCIES :

JOHN WAN KER, New York and Phil-dolphla. O O

GITI'IENS B S. COMPANY, Chicago.

NI

0

B

I

CDZ"UJ>ITII—'

O O

H. B. SHATTUCK 6: SON, Boston.

W. . ETZGER, DotroIt.

ROC TER AUTOMOBILE CO., Rochester.

THEM T
L

AMERICA’S LEADING AUTOMOBI E

I'I'IF-WQZO-IC>.
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Wyoma Automobile

Gasoline Motors

French Type. Water Cooled.

8 H. P., Single Cylinder.

[5 H. P., Double Cylinder.

  

Equal in workmanship finish and service to the

best foreign makes.

Wyoma Transmission Gear
I3 speeds forward, I reverse. New System;

no bevel gears. (iears always m mesh. 4:05,,” NE .'

Ball thrust at each end of shaft. 'Enclosed N “M

in aluminum case. Will transmit up to

20 n. P. ‘ ' .

sWYOMA DIFFERENTrKs

SPUR GEAR
Manganese bronze bevel gear. Fitted for

either l'/4, MA; or I% inch axle.s 8 pitch.

60 teeth. For direct drive. Rod trans

mission.

  

  

We are also .manufacturers of Tubular Running Gears.

Radiating Coils, Aluminum and Brass Hoods. “00d and

Wire Wheels, Auto Mufflers and Carburettors.

READING AUTOMOBILE & GEAR CO.

Tenth and Exeter Streets, Reading Pa.

  

OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO''00'000000060000000

ooooooOOGooooooooooooooooooooooo-oooooooooooooooooooooooooo

> e v . . . . . 1 v w -
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1‘ Highest Class'French and

I American Automobiles.

PEUGEOT, FIORS,

RENAULT.
   

8 H. P. MORS. 10 H. P. PEUGEOT~

\Ve will show at Space 9, “Exhibition Hall,” Madison Square

Garden the II and 18 h. p. Mors, 1903 model that created such a sen

sation at the Paris Automobile Show.

WE ARE ABLE TO MAKE PROMPT DELIVERIES OF 8. I]

AND 18 H. P. MORS AND OF

I RENAULT CARS.

DON’T VISIT THE SHOW WITHOUT SEEING US.
 
 

United States and carry in stock all kinds of French automobile parts

and accessories.

AGENTS FOR ELECTRIC VEHICLE CO.

ELECTRICS CHARGED AND KEPT IN FIRST-CLASS ORDER. STORAGE.

REPAIRS OF ALL KINDS. OPEN DAY AND NIGHT.

l CENTRAL AUTOMOBILE COMPANY
I i

I IMPORTERS AND MANUFACTURERS AGENTS

\I

.]u

We operate the largest and best equipped automobile depot in the

TELEPYONEs} g COLUMBUS» 1684 BROADWAY, NEW YORK CITY.
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I 3 FIRST-CLASS COLD

CERTIFICATES and MEDALS

That Is the

Reoordi

for Absolute

Rellablllty

Established

by the

PACKARD MOTOR CAR
It has won the Highest Position of Honor in all these loading contests.

400 .\iiIes-New York-Rochester.

IOO Miles—Long Island non-stop. loo Miles~~A. C. A. non-stop.

loo Miles—:lihicago. non-stop. 500 Miles—N. Y.<Boston-N. Y_

$2,500.00.

WRITE FOR NEW CATALOG.

PACKARD MOTOR CAR COMPANY

WARREN, omo.

NEW YORK. EASTKRN DEPARTMENT, 317 W. 59th St.

PHILADELPHIA, Wm. F. Rudolph, 301 N. Broad St.

BOSTON, H. B. SHAT'I'UCK & SUN, 219 Columbus Ave.

CHICAGO, Pardee & Company, 1404 Michigan Boulevard.

LOS ANGELES, Norman W. Church, 43:; S. Main St.

SAN FRANCISCO, H. B. Larzalere. 18l4 Market St.

 
 

IN ’I‘HE

New York-Boston-Ncw York Reliability Run

Darraiq Car
WAS AWARDED THE

HILL TROPHY CUP.

7’.  

DARRA('Q LHMOUSINE.

Darracq passengers did not have to walk.

The cars climbed all hills, including Foster and Spencer “ Terrors."

Darracq Cars hold more records than any other make in the world.

Il\rl AlEl)! ¢\'1‘E DELIVERY

AMERICAN DARRACQ AUTOMOBILE CO.

F. A. LA ROCHE, Sales Manager,

652 Hudson Street, (Near um 5L Station. 01h Ave- “L-"J NEW YORK.

 

 

 

YOU
have no idea how much good there is in an

AMERICAN GASOLENE "

AUTOMOBILE 

Why not look into the matter, and get the most

solid comfort possible at a minimum cost? You wont

regret it. The best material money can buy goes into

the construction of this GUARANTEED SUCCESS.

You will be interested in terms to agents. Write

for catalogue.

THE AMERICAN Moron CARRIAGE C0.,

Sill-520 East Prospect Street, CLEVELAND, OIIIO.

DISTRIBUTORS:

PAR DEE 81 CO . “04-1406 Michigan Boulevard, Chicago, Ill.

STANDARD AUTOMUHILF. C0., 136 West 381h St., New York City.

I)RISKO, SNOW 8.: ROSS, INC, 43 Columbus Ave.v Boston. Mass.

WM. F. RUDOLPH, 30: North Broad St. Philadelphia, I'.l.

   

MANUFACTURERS 0?

t 10 H.P. Combination Two and

Four Passenger Car.

20 H. P. Touring Car.

20 H. P. Light Delivery Car.

()urExhibit at the New York Show will be found in the "Basement"

Space 4.

From a standpoint of Quality our Exhibit should be Io:ated on the

“Garden Roof." Come DOWN and see our Exhibit while attend

ing the show, or write us for Catalogue and particulars.

Address Department “ F.”

THE SHELBY MOTOR OAR C0.,

SHELBY, OHIO
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THE AUT®€AR

INDUGEMENTS ! !!

Points of merit only z—Safety, Relia

bility, Ease of Operation, Accessibility,

Beauty of Design, Abundance of Power,

 

 

  

~ ' I I l i

ii: H. P. GASOLRNR Moron.

  

DISTRIBUTING AGENTS:
Economy of Fuel, Freedom from Noise NW N_ Y"

A. G. SPALDING & BROS., 33 Westud Street.

' . 0 . PHILADELPHIA PA.,

and Vibratlon, Ease of Ridlng, Reason- B BngmmM-O. Whammmm...
os'ron, ass,

w H. 'B. SgAgTUCK & SONI 239 Columbus Avenue.

. asmus-ron, . .,

NATIONAL CAP. AUTO. CO. 11:4 ConnecticulAvenue.

PITTSBURG. PA.

  

 

DO not buy until you see u R.” CHICAEQILIEFR BROS. CO., Baum and Beaity Streets.

D F. ILLSLEY, 284 Wabalh Avenue.

- - 'IR, OI...Get Catalogue and information from any of the Lu‘AFELKu‘z: CYCLE c0., I535'I'remont 5m...

following ;_ OS iiciiliLigsilzn/ixi'd' 8: PRATT, 705 South Main Sum.

  

We Show at New York and Chicago.

Automobile Builders

Should visit our SpaCe N0. 42, where [they

WILL ABSORB VALUABLE lDEAS.

The Standard Welding Co.

CLEVELAND, OHIO.

Member National Association Automobile Manufacturers.
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NE thousand WINTON TOURING

CARS will be manulaclured during

the current year. Even with greatly

increased iacilities and a system for produc

tion not excelled by another automobile man

ulactory in the world, we cannot go beyond

the one-thousand mark and incorporate in

every car the standard of Winton excellence.

With this necessarily limited production we

cannot expect to meet demand, hence this

early opportunity to caution prospective

buyers upon the wisdom oI getting “ under

cover ” early with their orders.

  

 

WINTON SALES BRANCHES AND AGENCIES ARE IN NEARLY EVERY IMPORTANT CITY IN THE

COUNTRY. OUR NEW CATALOG IS SO FRFSH FROM THE PRESS THAT THE '

INK IS SCARCELY DRY. DO YOU WANT A COPY?

(the Winth (Iboth Glarriage 60.,cievelanb. o.

 

 

    

YOU’LL HAVE TO HURRY
In order to 'secure either the agency or the possession of the new

(Zefibury

(Iasolene Runabout.

Here’s Why. It Lists at $750.00

and is the biggest and best $750.00 worth of automobile ever offered.

 

 

  

Contains a motor that develops 7 H. P. (actual) at 700 revolutions. Weighs 1,100 pounds, carries four

people anywhere, and is absolutely reliable and high-class in every respect.

Write u5-NOW if you're wise.

CENTURY MOTOR VEHICLE COMPANY, Syracuse, N. Y.
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THE STEARNS cart.
1 a

 

'ur' py/Q, ,.
 

    

- ‘k "in", 'i'

.~ ' ',, 77-,1-"rl/5 v 

H TOURING GER IN THE STRIGT SENSE OF THE TERM.

Motor has twenty-five horse power, with three a e ds ahead and one reverse. Perfect 1 0 llc control, silent and without any noticeable vibration. l-Lvery part of the Motor

l ved or ad] 1 o the tonneauc ructiouis accessible at canbe reno ‘ttse without efiort. The body has arle u e carrying capacity, two in the r nt sent an ur in in t rfect

c m on n luxury. Tan have a road cagacity for 200 miles. The design, genera style, finish and equipment is the best. A guaranteed speed 0 0 miles per hour,and ' ed at

$3,000. . STAND No [6, NEW Y RK SHOW.

... wonir'ié‘.‘§i‘ih5$'ii..y ...t. The F. B. Stearns (‘26., @leveland. 0., U. S. A.

  

 

 

 

O NAL.

-- A 10 other

' ‘ Models,

all leaders in

their class.

nunaaours.

* ,~ STANHOPES.

tad? PABKTRAPS.

  

Has a record

of over 100

miles over

level city

streets on

one charge.

  

  

MODEL 100.

The most powerful Electric Runabout on the Market. The best line for the

Agent. Qatalogue upon application. Agents wanted in unoccupied territory.

NATIONAL MOTOR VEHICLE CO.,
(Formerly National Vehicle Co.,)

See us at Space I24 Madison Square Garden, January 17-24. 1400 East 22" St., Indianapolis, Ind.
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The Oldsmobile
“NOTHING TO WATCH BUT THE ROAD."

    

  

 

 

 

The most important evidence introduced to prove the OLDMOBILE'S claim to the title of “The Best Thing

on Wheels” is our exhibit at the New York Automobile Show.

See for yourself the improved and perfected construction of this standard Runabout, which enabled it to carry off

the highest honors in the Long Island and Chicago Endurance Runs and the A. C. A. Reliability Run, in addition to

15 cups in speed contests.

Let us prove just how the OLDSMOBILE is built to run and does it.

PRICE, $650.00.

SELLING AGENTS:

 

  

 

 

 

Oldsmobile Co., New York City, N. Y. F. W. Stockbridge, Paterson, N. .I. Rochester Automobile Co.,

Notion-l Capitol Automobile Co., Mississippi Valley Automobile Co., Rochester, N. Y.

Wuhlngton, 0.6. St. Louis, Mo. Sea er 6r Close, Tucson, Ariz.

Quaker City Automobile Co., George Ev i‘lsnnsn, Denver, Colo. F. Gilbert, .Iscksonvllie Fls.

Philedel his, Ps. Dey Automobile Co., Ksnsss City, Mo. Texls Imp. 6r l'lochlnery Co.,

H. B. Shuttuck A" Son, Boston, ass. Clerk 6: Hawkins, Houston, Texas. Dull-s. Texas.

Banker Bros. Co., Pittsburg, Ps. Hyslop Brothers, Toronto, Ont. Abbott Cycle Co., New Orleans, Ls.

Oldsmobile Co., Cleveland, Ohio. The Oldsmobile Co.—C. C. Moore Co., C. H. Johnson, Atllntl, GI.

Oldsmobile Co., Gllhens Bros., Chicago, Ill. San Francisco. Cal. Sutcliife & Co., Louisville, K .

Fisher Automobile Co., Indilnlpolis, Ind. John W. Chester Co., Nashville, Tenn. Brown-Thom n 6: Co., I'll 0rd, Conn.

Olds Gasoline Engine Works, Omaha, Neb. A. F. Chase 6: Co., flinnespolis, l'llnn. l'lsson's Csrr age Works, Duvenplort, In.

W. C. J. 'nes Automobile Co., Bull-lo, NY. J. E. RIC-herd, Columbia, S. C. Adams 6: Hart, Grand Rlplds, ich

F. L. C. srtln Co., Plslnlield, N, J. Oldsmobile 00.. Milwaukee, Wis. Kline Cycle 6: Auto. Co., Hsrrisbu?, Pl.

Autovehicle Co., Newark, N. J. The Oldsmobile Co., Los Angeles, sl.
  

Agency for Great Britain : THE OLDSMOBILE COMPANY OF GREAT BRITAIN, l00c Queen Victoria St., LONDON, E. C.'

WRITE FOR ILLUSTRATED BOOK T0

OLDS MOTOR WORKS, Detroit, Mich.
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FOR COMMERCIAL CONTEST

A. C. A. Committee Makes First Definite Move

and Fixes Meeting for Next Week—

Those Invited to Attend.

 

After much deliberation it has been posi

tively decided by the Automobile Club of

America to hold in the spring a contest for

commercial vehicles. This having been

agreed upon, the contest committee of the

club has prepared a letter and sent it to all

known makers of self-propelled trucks, de

livery wagons and other commercial vehicles

asking for their co-operation. The letter

calls upon the manufacturers who approve

of the idea and are willing to aid to meet

the committee at the rooms of the automo

bile club, No. 753 Fifth avenue, New York,

on the afternoon of January 22 at 4 o’clock.

As the date set falls during the week of the

show the attendance at the meeting should

be representative and the project set well

forward.

What the committee wants are sugges

tions concerning the plan and scope of the

contest and the rules under which it should

be run. There have been a couple of minor

contests of this sort in England, where the

vehicles competed in classes, each with

a proportionate load over a fixed distance,

with points deducted for stops, but it is the

aim of the club committee to arrange, it pos

sible, something more satisfactory than any

thing done hitherto.

Those invited to attend the meeting are

as follows: Morgan Motor Co., Motor Truck

& Vehicle 00., Vehicle Equipment Co., Elec

tric Vehicle Co., Mobile Company of Amer

ica, White Motor Truck Co., Thorp, Plait &

Co., Chicago Motor Vehicle Co., Fournier

Searchmont Co., International Power Co.,

Jenkins Auto 00., Adams Express Co., En

gineering Company of America, Daimler

Mfg. Co., Upton Machine Co., Trumbull Mfg.

Co., Fischer Motor Vehicle Co., H. Bartoi

Brazier, Manhattan Transit Co., Interna

tional Motor Car Co., White Sewing Ma

chine Co., Thorneycroft Steam Wagon 00.,

Paul White Engineering Works, Desberon

New York, U. S. A., Thursday. January l5, l903.

Motor Car Co., Milwaukee Automobile Co.,

Massachusetts Steam Wagon 00., S. D.

Sturgis & Bros, Union Motor Truck Co.,

American Bicycle Co., Locomobile Company

of America, Stanley Mfg. Co., Edward S.

Clark, Foster Automobile Mfg. Co., Conrad

Motor Carriage Co., Stearns Steam Carriage

Co., Grout Bros, Winton Motor Carriage

Co., Loomis Automobile Co., St. Louis Motor

Carriage Co., Chicago Motor Vehicle Co.,

F. B. Stearns & Co., A. L. Dyke, Knox Au

tomobile 00.. National Vehicle Co., Woods

Motor Vehicle Co. and American Electric

Vehicle Co.

Panhards to be Assembled I'lere.

Panhard automobiles are to be assembled

in this country for the American market.

The negotiations to this end have been con

cluded with the Panhard & Levassor Co., of

Paris, by A. C. Neuhauer, the representa

tive of Smith & Mabley, of New York.

Smith & Mabley are to do the assembling

work. The complete motors, gears and parts

comprising the chasis are to be imported

and assembled in a factory whose site will

probably be near New York. The bodies

are to be built by J. M. Quinby & Co., of

Newark, N. J. Under contract with the

French company the machines must bear the

Panhard & Levassor Co.‘s name plate, and

be identical in every respect with their car

as delivered abroad.

Another Dividend for Gasmobile Creditors.

Another dividend of 5 per cent. has been

declared, and is to be distributed among the

creditors of the Automobile Co. of America.

At Newark, N. J., on Tuesday, Vice Chan

cciior Stevens, on the application of Chaun

cey B. Parker, signed an order authorizing

Henry C. Cryder, receiver of the Automo

bile Co. of America, to make the distribu

tion. The Court also allowed some small

claims as preferred that had been contested.

Riggs .loins Metzger.

Frank C. Riggs, for many years promi

nently identified with the cycle trade in

Rochester, N. Y., has associated himself

with W. E. Metzger, the well known Detroit

automobile dealer, and henceforth will take

an active interest in the latter's big retail

emporium. Mr. Riggs is a clean-cut, ener

getic. likeabie man, who can scarcely fail

a; make his influence felt in his new posi

on.

No. l6

FOUR ARE RENOMINATED

N. A. A. M. Names Four Retiring Directors

to Succeed Themselves—I. ii. Page

the Only New one Chosen.

Five members of the executive committee

of the National Association of Automobile

Manufacturers are to be elected for the

three year term at the annual meeting of

that body on Saturday morning, January 24,

at Madison Square Garden, New York. The

full executive committee consists of fifteen

members, of whom five were originally

elected for three years, five for two years

and five for one year, so that each year the

term of one quintet expires.

In conformance with the provisions of the

constitution and bylaws, the present execu

tive committee met on Wednesday of last

week and renominated all except one of

those whose terms are about to expire. The

nominations were: H. Ward Leonard, Ward

Lconard Electric 00.; Windsor T. White,

White Sewing Machine 00.; Lucius T.

Gibbs, Vehicle Equipment 00.; F. S. Fish,

Studebaker Bros. Mfg. Co., and l. H. Page,

J. Stevens Arms &Tool Co. The first four

are renominations. I. H. Page is named to

succeed W. C. Baker.

At the same meeting new members to the

organization were elected as follows: Active

—Ajax Motor Vehicle 00., New York, N. Y.;

General Automobile & Mfg. Co., Cleveland,

Ohio. Associate—The Badger Brass Mfg.

Co., Kenosha, Wis; the New York Edison

Co., New York, N. Y.; the Fisk Rubber Co.,

Chicopee Fails, Mass; the K. Franklin

Peterson Co., Chicago, 111., and the F. W.

Devoe & C. T. Raynolds Co., New York, N. Y.

A special committee was appointed to

consider suggestions made for the standard

izing of lamp brackets.

The revision of the constitution and by

laws received lengthy consideration, and

several amendments were drafted which

will be submitted to the members at the an

nual meeting.
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FOURNIER FULL OF NEWS

Devoid of Press Agents' Challengers, he Brings

Over a Budget of Interesting lntonnation.

 

 

was the

coming to America given by Henri Four

He pro

"l’or business,"

nier on his arrival last Monday.

ct-edcd to get down to business by getting

into touch with the newspaper men right on

the steamship dock. Before the Bretagne

was fairly lashed to the dock Monsieur

Henri had issued a challenge to Alex Win

ton for a race on the Empire trotting track,

and under the influence of the same inspira

tion he went on and said that he would race

Barney Oldfield, or any one, at any time, if

the purse was big enough, and that he

would bring over the new 120 horse power

Moro freak racing machine he is having

built for the Bennett cup race. to contest

against the car of Winton or Oldfield.

After throwing out this grand “defi" to

the wide. wide world, Fournier went to the

Cafe Martin, and in his rooms there he and

his business partner, M. Edouard Rabour

din, held a reception for the newspaper

men. and told all about the cars they were

bringing over to delight the simple Amer

ican folk. In consequence the New York

morning papers of Tuesday burst forth with

skyrocket articles on the arrival of the

“Great Chauffeur." He could not have been

better heralded if he had been a wild beast

show with a statt of press agents.

After telling all about the machines he

will show here, Fournier took out his ham

mer and exercised a while on M. Augieres,

who beat his record for a mile on the Dour

dan course. Then, in the course of a gen

eral chat, he released some interesting infor

mation.

The Mors machine which W. K. Vander

bilt is having built for his use in the Paris

Madrid race on May 24, according to Four

nier, will be similar- to his own racer in

style, but of twenty horse power less. 1).

Wolfe Bishop is having a duplicate of the

Vanderbilt machine made for use in the

same race.

Fournier’s machine was described by him

with much graphic gesturing to illustrate its

shape. It will have a founcylinder engine

of 120 horse power, four speeds and a direct

drive on the high speed. The rear wheels

will be fitted with a new style of pneu

matic tire that is guaranteed to be proof

against puncture for 2,000 miles. To tell of

its shape Fournler said:

“it will be like a boat, only wrongside

out."

Then he put the palms of his hands fiat

together, with the finger tips in front, say

ing: “Sharp so in front; then back about

forty inches, so [spreading his hands so as

to make them convex on top, like the for

ward part of a round botto ned boat] then

like this [indicating the underside of an over

reason of his -

turned fiat-bottomod boat] back to where I

am. It comes about here on me [indicating

his nose]. Behind me, it goes far back and

in slowly, yes, yes, tapering, that is it; but

very long behind. No, not like the Baker

torpedo: we have beat that. It is more

blunt in front. The sharpness is only a

little at the end—prow, yes. It is found

that what is good for the resistance through

the water is good through the air. After

you break the air it comes rushing in be

hind and helps to push you, so that is why

you want a short front and a long tail, like

a fish."

Fournler expressed great confidence that

the Bennett cup race will be held in France,

in conjunction with the Paris-Madrid race

on May 24, and over that part of the course

lying between Paris and Bordeaux, a stretch

of 585 kilometres, or 362.28 miles, plenty

long enough and to spare for the cup course.

The distance from Paris to Madrid is 1,600

kilometres, or 993.28 miles. The first day’s

stage of the race will be from Paris to Bor

deaux, the second from Bordeaux to the

frontier line, and the third from the frontier

to Madrid.

Asked who would be in the race to repre

sent the different countries, Fournler re

plied that Germany would have Camille

Jenatzy and Baron de Caters. They will

drive specially built Mercedes racers of 100

horse power. When told by Jenatzy what

was wanted the head designer'of the Mer

cedes plant dubbed the machine an "Idiot,"

and by that name they will be known, ac

cording to Fournier. Fournier evidently has

great respect for Jenatzy, and he launched

into praises of him as being a pioneer rec

ord breaker and doing a nervy and wonder

ful thing when he went out three years ago

and made a mile in less than a minute with

his electric car, “le Jamais Content.” The

English Naplers, Fournier conceded, would

be managed by S. F. Edge and Charles Jar

rott. With regard to the representatives of

France he said: “Well, Fournier for one,

and I guess the others will be the Farman

brothers, Henri and Maurice. They will

drive Panhards and I my Mors."

Chatting at random, Fournier corroborated

the news printed in The Motor World last

week concerning the Mercedes of 1903. It

was true he said, that the regular touring

car pattern would be of 60 horse power and

built lower. Hc dwelt ecstatically upon the

new electrically regulated speed clutches,

the rights to which have been bought by the

Lainiler concern. This permits of the speed

changes being made with the utmost gradu

ation and as simply as by pressing a button.

Fournier says that just before he left France

the Di Dion people bought a license to use

this electric clutch.

Speaking of “Augieres.” the “Paris mer

chant" who beat Fournier‘s record for a

mile and now holds the world’s figures of

46 seconds, Fournier explained that the

name is not a nom de plume, as was re

ported, but that the man is a Parisian jew

eler, whose correct name is Emil Augieres.

Then the hammer was unsheathed. All

Angiercs ever has done and can do, accord

ing to Fournier, is to drive a mile straight

away, and “Poth That is nothing. Any

one can sit still when there are no corners

to turn. no bumps, and no balancing to be

done. lie was in all the big races, first the

Paris-Bordeaux, the Paris-Berlin, the Paris

Bordeaux again and the Paris-Vienna, but

he never went more the twenty-seven miles.

He either would break down or ‘fall down.’

Any one is liable to break down, but falling

down is different. He is good for a mile on

a straight road—viola! Poof !"

0n the St. Louis and the Cymrlc, both

due here this week, Fournier said he had

five cars. Two are Renaults, each of 9

horse power. One is on the pattern of an

English cab and the other is a landaulet

with a swing top that permits of the passen

ger seats being incloscd or left open. An

other is a 1902 Mercede of 40 horse power,

a double phaeton with the entrance in front,

King of the Belgians seats and finished in

pearl gray. The fourth car is a Mors of 18

horse power, of triple phaeton pattern with

a very low frame and a. seating capacity for

seven persons. The most: interesting of all

if the fifth car, a combination of gasolene

and electric power, known in France as the

“Mixte.” The car Fournier brings is one of

the original lot made by Lohner & Porsche,

of Vienna, who have since sold the patent

rights to Panhard & Levassor. A gasolene

engine of 28 horse power drives two dyna

mos, and the electric motors are so much a

part of the front wheel hubs that no chains

or gears of any sort are necessary. The

Frenchman thinks this car will make a hit

here. It is started by a switch, and has a

speed of forty-eight miles an hour.

Fournler‘s press agent challenge to “'in

ton was seized upon with avidity by the

saffron journals and telegraphed by the

papers to Winton, who replied that he was

too busy. It was plain that Winton knew

better than to take it seriouly. Naturally

Barney Oldfield was next turned to, in order

to continue the story.

Incidentally Fournier mentioned that he

had not received the cup for his mile in

5314-5 second on the Coney Island Boule

vard. Incidentally, also, it is mentioned by

an otficlal of the Long Island Automobile

Club that the club never has received Mr.

Fournicr‘s entry fee for that contest.

Date Set for Paris-Madrid.

The date for the Paris-Madrid automobile

race has been fixed for May 24.

The Automobile Club of France will begin

receiving entries on January 15, which will

be continued up to April 15, after which date

the fee will be doubled. The final closing

of entries will be on May 15.

The Automobile Club is organizing a com

petition for improved timing apparatus and

will give a prize of one thousand francs and

medals. Apparata must be submitted to

the club by February 9.
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SCARITT ENTERS THE TRADE

Becomes President of the Pan-American Co.—

"is Election in Nature of a Surprise.

 

 

One of the most interesting pieces of news

of the week came out Wednesday, when it

was announced that Winthrop E. Scarritt

had been elected president of the Pan-Amer

ican Motor-00., makers of the Panam cars.

As was told in the Motor World last week,

this company has been undergoing some

thing of a reorganization. The capital stock

has been increased and the machinery and

tools of the Automobile Company of Amer

ica purchased. The capital was raised from

$100,000 to $500,000, and James E. Wood

bridge, formerly with the Pratt & Whitney

00., Hartford, Conn., was made vice-presi

dent and general manager. It was not gen

erally known, however, that Mr. Scarritt

was even a stockholder in the concern until

the announcement of his election to the

presidency was made.

The Pan-American Co. was organized early

in 1902 with A. C. Bostwick as a stockholder

and supposedly the possessor of the con

trolling interest. Its product for the first

year was small, and it has attracted little

attention, but from the recent proceedings

it is evidently to be reckoned upon in the

future as an important factor in the indus

try.

The new president carries into the office

the sagacity, alertness and nervous energy

of a successful Wall Street man. He is

one of the members of the brokerage firm

of Chapman & C0., of No. 80 Broadway,

New York. Besides being a wide awake,

practical business man, Mr. Scarritt will

have the advantage of a broad acquaintance

with the automobile pulse of the public

and an intimate knowledge of the prevail

ing sentiment. This he has acquired as a

practical automobilist who has been actively

identified with the development of the motor

vehicle both in its sporting and social uses.

He is one of the governors of the Automo

bile Club of America, has served on various

committees, and is president of the Ameri

can Automobile Association. It would be

difficult to pick a man better qualified to

direct the policy of an automobile manufact

uring concern.

 

Smith Heads new Company.

One of the latest comers in the automo

bile field is the Premier Motor Mfg. Co.,

which has been organized at Indianapolis,

Ind., with a capital of $50,000, to build

gasolene cars. The moving spirit in the en

terprise is Harold O. Smith, until recently

vice-president of the G & J Tire CO., who

becomes president and manager of the new

company. Matters are in such a forward

state that it is expected that a car will be

ready for exhibition at the Chicago show.

Whipple Gets a Cup; Also Adams.

It was a jolly and congenial party that

assembled at Cafe Martin last Saturday

night, the occasion being the presentation

of a silver loving cup to Harlan W. Whipple

in commemoration of the New York-B0ston

reliability run and as a slight token of the

esteem and affection in which that prince of

good fellows is held. Winthrop M. Scarritt

was toastmaster, par excellence, of course,

and many and felicitous were the remarks

that went round the board.

The surprise of the evening came when W.

J. Stewart, in a witty speech, presented

George B. Adams with a burlesque cup, 8.

large porcelain one, with a handle on one

side only. This gift quite overwhelmed Mr.

Adams, who insisted, however, that it be

filled and passed around, as had been the

case. with “Whipp's” cup, which was finally

done amid much amusement.

Those present beside Mr. Whipple were

Edgar R. Beets, Charles McK. Leoser,

George B. Adams, William H. Bemick, J.

E. linobland, Richard A. Streit, A. J. Rice,

W. J. Stewart, J. B. Stewart, E. E. Schwarz

kopf, T. M. Hilliard, Roland R. Conklin,

Angus Sinclair, Winthrop E. Scarritt and

Frank W. Roche.

Receiver for German-American.

John C. Coleman was on Tuesday ap

pointed receiver of the German-American

Automobile 00., upon the petition of its

treasurer, James McNaughton.

There has been a quarrel among the offi

cers and directors and litigation has re

sulted in' order to determine the rights to

the possession of the books and other assets.

The issues were tried before Francis K.

Pendleton, as referee, and he has made no

report.

According to the petition of the treasurer,

the assets include a finished automobile,

valued at $2.500, and a quantity of parts of

machines. The company has temporary otfi

ces at No. 25 Broad street, New York. Wil—

liam H. Brearley is president, Thomas H.

Gillespie, secretary. It made a gasolene car,

but had never got much beyond the experi

mental stage.

Kimball and Fournier Complete Deal.

It was announced on Tuesday that a deal

had been consummated between Fournier,

of the Paris Automobile and the Central

Automobile Co., of No. 1,684 Broadway, New

York, whereby the latter will hereafter be

the exclusive representative in America of

the Paris concern, which deals in More,

Mercedes, Renault and Panhard cars. This

deal was begun in Paris when E. T. Kim

ball, of the Central company, was there, and

only the final terms of the contract re

mained to be completed here. Two More

cars that were at the Paris show are to be

exhibited by the Central company at Madl

son Square Garden, while Fournler will

show the special styles brought over by

him, and the New York firm and the French

one will work in harmony.

 

BIG ORDER FOR RIG CARS

Wanamaker Shows his Faith by Placing a Six

Figure Contract for Searchmonts.

It was the privilege of the Motor World

mun last week to see a contract eXecuted

between the Fournier-Searchmont Automo

bile (‘o., represented by W. D. Gash, gen

eral manager, and John Wanamaker, which

is unusually interesting for several reasons.

In the first place, it was probably one of

the largest bona fide contracts for big cars

yet placed in this country, and illustrates

the extent to which one large mercantile

establishment is going into the business and

the faith reposed in the Searchmont car,

which has been selected as the leader.

Not less interesting is the fact that the

contract is absolutely “clean.” It calls for

no accessories or sundries whatever, being

a straight agreement to take over $100,000

worth of automobiles in a given time under

the regular warranty of the N. A. A. M.,

and expressly stipulates that no sundries

or extras are to be included. The responsi

bility of the manufacturers ceases with the

placing or the goods on board the cars at

the factory.

In addition to the contract named aDOVe

a supplementary option for a large number

of machines, almost identical with the con

tract, with the exception that it leaves the

purchaser free to cancel the second order

before March 1, shows that the Wanamaker

establishment expect to dispose of even more

machines than the large number contracted

for. it is encouraging to the automobile in

dustry to note facts like the above, and, of

course, a large sized feather in the cap of

the newly appointed manager of the Search

' inont Automobile Co.

 

Chance for Remington.

There appears to be a good prospect that

the business of the Remington Automobile

& Motor Co. will be continued. At a meet

ing of the stockholders, held last week, re

ports were made as to the inventory and as

to the attitude of the creditors. The two

largest creditors were present. It seems

practically assured that the creditors will

consent to a reorganization plan, and the

stockholders present voiced their approval

by vote. The whole matter was discussed

at length, and a very thorough understand

ing reached. It was voted to direct Charles

H. Scarle, as attorney, to draw up the neces

sary legal papers for stockholders and credit

ors to sign. As soon as they are ready they

will be circulated.

 

Porter Battery Again Beaten.

In a decision handed down last week the

United States Circuit Court of Appeals again

sustained the Brush storage battery patent,

owned by The Electric Storage Battery CO.,

and aiilrmed the injunction granted by

Judge Hazel ot Brit!an agalnt the Porter

Battery Co.
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“TRYING IT ON THE DOG”
I

with the purchaser acting as Towser

is what happens in buying some auto

mobiles. Nothing of this kind when

you buy a '

Northern
> m You know what you’re getting.

Satisfied purchasers all over the country testify to its worth. Every car just alike and every

one absolutely reliable. See for yourself at New York Show, Spaces 19, 20, 21, 22, or if

you can’t get there write us or any one of our agents.

 

NORTHERN MANUFACTURING CO., Detroit, Michigan.

HOMAN 81 SCHUL'.. oolh St. and Broadway, also 381h . A and Broadw= , New York, N. Y. ALVAN Tr FULLER, 243 Columbus Ave., Boston, Mass.

AGENTS: P. DESMARAIS & ‘ ., rim]. Conn. BA ER BROTH s COMPAJ . Philach hia, Pa. R. v. CONNERAT, Savannah, Ga.

OHIO MOTOR CAR C .,3r7 Huron St., Clevela , Ohio. TION AUTOMOB I & MA. UF TURERS CO.I :6 Fremont St., San Francisco, Cal.

I" NK P. LSLE , :84 Wabash Avenue, Chicago, .

 

FISK TIRES
SINGLE TUBE and DETACHABLE

Designed Right

Made Right

Run Right

All Right

 

FISK RUBBER COMPANY, = Chicopee Falls, Mass.

BRANCHES :

aosron. smmomem, NEW YORK. PHILADELPHIA, cnchoo,

004 Atlantlc Ave. 40 owagm St. as Chambers 8!. 916 Arch St. sz sun sr.

SYRACUSE, BUFFALO. DBTRIOT. 5AM FRANCISCO.

42.! 30. Clinton St. 28 W. Genesee St. 284 Jollornon Ave. "4 Sound St.
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This Show and the Next One.

The show’s the thing.

There have been other shows, but none so

thoroughly “the thing" as this one. No dis

play that has gone before is comparable

with it. and with every available inch of

exhibition space occupied, it is difficult to

imagine how there can ever be a greater

one. i

If the show is to become an annual fixt

ure, either exhibits must be contracted,

Madison Square Garden enlarged or the

scope of the afiYair altered. From certain

viewpoints the latter is the best way out of

the difllculty, as we belieVe will gradually

dawn on those most concerned.

 
 

A. A. A., A. M. L and A. C. A.

During next week the American Automo

bile Association and the American Motor

League both will hold their annual meet

ings. Each has issued an appeal for sup

port, that of the A. A. A. being pitched in a

particularly high key.

Both organizations might, however, profit

ably ask themselves what they have done

and purpose doing to merit the support

which they seek. If we view their respec

tive records of the past year we find that all

that the Assoeiation did was to indorse the

oft-moole scheme of a transcontinental

highway, while the Loague fought the case

of an antomobilist on Long Island.

The objects of both organizations are the

One stands merely for the clubman,

the other for the automobilist at large.

What is good for the one individual is, how

A scattering of

fire and division of energy does not serve

SH me.

ever, good for the other.

to bring about effective accomplishment.

To our mind there is room for but one or

ganization, and short of the amalgamation

of the League and the Association neither

is likely to amount to the proverbial row of

pins. Nothing is gained by disguising the

fact or closing one’s eyes to it. One able

bodied organization is better than tWo lame

ones, such as now exist. False pride or nar

row views should not be permitted to block

the way.

More than this, and whether or not an

amalgamation is brought about, it is neces

sary if either the League or the Association,

or both, is to serve its purpose, that an un

derstanding be reached with the Automobile

Club of America.

club is essentially a New Yolk body, but one

that undeniably occupies the centre of the

national stage. It has largely taken to itself

the promotion of events and conduct of af

fairs that more properly come within the

spheres of the A. A. A. and the A. M. L.

Despite its name, the

That the A. C. A. will relinquish its place_

at the footlights is difficult of belief, but

that does not aft-{ct the fact that the League

and the Association must overcome their

listlessness and live more than a nominal

existence if they are to grow and prosper

and command the attention and respect of

the public.

Some Men on Some Stands.

At previous shows there has been a great

deal of dissatisfaction expressed at the

attitude of no inconsiderabie number of

stand attendants.

Thcsc lordly gcntlemcn appear to be under

the impression that they are paid to look

pretty, to ogle all the attractive looking

girls who come within their purview, and to

rebuke the temerity of people who come to

them for information regarding the cars

shown on their stands.

Some of them are incompetent, othcrs

merely indifferent. Which is the more ag

gravating it is not altogether easy to say;

but certainly both types are unprofitable.

The man who does not know anything about

the internals of the cars he is supposed to

extol, and is therefore unable to perform hTs

part of the contract entered into between

his employer and himself, has a. reason for

his unprofitableness, it not an excuse. But

his companion who is better equipped, and

yet makes no better use of his knowledge,

is more blameworthy at least. “The bird

that can sing and won’t sing should be made

to sing."

Now that the automobile industry has set

tled down to businesslike ways, and the

sprcadcngleism of past years is no longer

in evidence, it is fitting that the evil com

plained of should be eradicated also.

There was less complaint at the last show

than at the one of 1900. A further improve

ment would be both timely and welcome.

 

The Commercial Vehicle Contest.

Nothing more sensible nor of more vital in

terest to the automobile industry at large

has been done of late than the decision of

the Automobile Club of America to arrange

a contest for commercial motor cars. It is

to be hoped that the manufacturers of such

vehicles and the owners of them will see

the value of the proposition and respond

freely to the invitation to come forward

with suggestions.

As the commercial draught vehicle is in

the main employed for city traffic, it will

at once occur that any contest which leads

the cars simply over a stretch of rural road

would not be eminently satisfactory. What

the merchant wants to know about draught

automobiles is how much more work they

will do than horses and at what cost. The

efficiency of a truck or delivery wagon in

the city depends to a certain extent upon

the facility with which it can be stopped

and started in crowded streets, and upon

the ability of its driver to make the most

of the opportunities that OiIel'.

In consideration of these things the idea

suggests itself that a part of the course

the metropolis. In order that all might find

the same or similar conditions, the city

part of the course should be covered first,

should include some of the busy streets of

as otherwise the competitors would be apt
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to be straggling through at difierent times

and not find the same volume of traflic.

This plan, while desirable, is open to some

serious objections. One of these is that on

a. working day, when the streets would at

ford the conditions for a good test, the

owners of delivery wagons and trucks would

need them in their business and be unable

to spare them for any contest. As the man

ufacturers of such vehicles have not yet

reached the stage where they have stocks

on hand, but are building to order, it is

natural to suppose that vehicles in actual

service would have to be borrowed by the

makers for the contest or else entered by

the firms owning them. This would per

force compel the committee to hold the con

test on a holiday. Another objection that

might be raised to the plan of running

through city streets is that a number of con

testants would of themselVes crowd the

thoroughfares so that the test would not be

one made under normal conditions. If the,

competition was held on a holiday this ob

jection would lose its validity, and at any

rate the idea of including streets having

different sorts of pavement, instead of a

plain macadam road, is one that would, if

adopted, make the fairest all around test.

A well known firm of brewers that has

adopted some electric trucks recently made

tests for its own information, and found

that the motor wagons could carry -a bigger

load and make a trip three times a day over

a certain route that the horse drawn trucks

could cover only once. This was a test of

the most practical sort. It yielded just the

information desired, and all that remained

for the brewery firm to do was to figure

out the difference between the maintenance,

cost of horse trucks and the motor moving

ones and then determine their relative value

in work accomplished by rule of three.

This test suggests another thing which it

would be well to do, but which unfortunate

ly would involve a great deal of trouble

and carry the contest committee into compli

cations beyond its scope. The idea sug

gested is that of having the motor vehicles

competing compared by practical test with

horse drawn trucks, load for load and dis

tance for distance. The superiority of the

self-propelled cars would make a lasting im

pression if this could be done. And it might

be. It would require only one horse drawn

vehicle of each class, say, four or five, to

show what they could do under the same

conditions as the automobile.

Whatever is decided upon, the rules fixed

should be such as would bring the vehicles

into competition under practical work-a-day

conditions. Such a test can be made of

great practical value, a. help to those hesi

tating between the horse and the horseless

truck, and an encouragement to what in the

future is certain to be the most substan

tial part of the automobile industry.

 

Good Roads and the Brownlow Bill.

All the world agrees that good roads are

good things and deserve to be pushed along.

But when it comes to the how and why—by

whom the pushing shall be done and in just

what manner—diflerences at once arise and

aidor cools perceptabiy.

Theoretically all good citizens are in favor

of road improvement. Even the farmers—

those close-fisted sons of toll who formerly

viewed the movement hostilely, seeing in it

only a design on their p00ketbooks—have

come round and are taking a saner and

more sensible view of the matter. A little

practical demonstration of the benefits to be

derived from broad, smooth and solid high

ways has brought about their conversion.

But in spite of the fact that a beginning

has been made, it is only too plain that it is

the feeblest of feeble beginnings. Our coun

try is huge, its area vast, its distances stu

pendous. To link State to State, city to city,

village to village, as has been done by the

steel rails, and as must be done by stone

highways before we can really round out

our civilization, is a Titanic task, but one to

which we must resolutely address ourselves,

and the sooner the better.

A simple, comprehensive and wise plan to

this end is contained in the Brownlow bill,

now before Congress. it sets on foot a sys

tematic agitation for good roads, devises

ways of insuring that they will be right,

and, most important of all, provides some of

the means for obtaining them. Even twenty

millions of dollars is an insignificant sum

—a mere drop in the bucket—compared with

the milliards that must eventually be ex

pended for the purpose, but it serves to

start the ball to rolling, to dignity the un

dertaking, to insure the continuance of the

movement once it is inaugurated.

The bill has been widely and favorably

noticed. There is strength behind it, and

but little opposition. To crystalize the for

mer and bring it to bear in some concrete

and effective form, so that it will impress

our legislators with a sense of its force and

reason is the task now before us.

To its performance all friends and advo

cotes of decent highways—and they cer

tainly include all automobilists—should de

vote their energies.

 
 

Aid in Instruction.

It would seem to be a good plan for firms

who make a specialty of giving lessons in

driving to fit the cars used for instruction

purposes with duplicate pedals and brake

lever. The instructor, sitting by the side of

the novice, can always correct the steering,

if necessary, but there are times when the

safety of the car and its occupants would be

considerably increased if he could also ap

ply the brakes.

The time when this sort of control would

be so valuable would be just after the tyro

had begun to think he could drive. Many

when they have learned to steer and to work

the pedals and to change the gears are apt

to think that they have acquired the whole

art of driving, and instead of jogging along

quietly for a few days till every action be

comes automatic, they put on the pace very

early in their career. Luckily, they usually

scrape through all right, but they are very

apt to forget at the critical moment some

vital action, such as the depressing of the

brake pedal or the application of the side

brake, or, at any rate, they do not take in

stant steps to check the car, and an appreci

able amount of time is lost in doing what

they should instantaneously do. This is

where the prompt action of the instructor,

with his duplicate pedals and brakes, would

be of the greatest service.

01' course, this duplicate control should

' only be reserved for teaching, as it would

be worse than useless if fitted on an ordi

nary car.
 

 

It is the eve of the battle of the types.

American and European, gasolene and

steam, vertical and horizontal engine, motor

front and motor back—these and a dozen

other battles are about to be fought out

once more. And the types are getting so

inextricably commingled that it is no longer

an easy matter_to tell t’other from which at

first sight.
 
 

For nigh one hundred years rails have ab

sorbed all the energy and money the people

of this country were able or willing to de

vote to the development of wheeled vehicles.

Turn about is fair play, and the automobile

bids fair to set fairly in motion a movement

that will not halt until public stone roads

rival those private ones of steel that are the

marvel of the century.
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THE FORESHADOWS OF THE SHOW
GREAT GROWTH OF THE INDUSTRY WILL BE MADE EVIDENT, BUT NO MARKED TENDENCIES,

DEVELOPMENTS OR INNOVATIONS ARE IN PROSPECT—RADICAL ALTERATION IN BODY

DESIGN OF TWO STEAM CARS ONLY APPROACH TO THE SENSATIONAL—GASOLENE DOMI

NANT AND FOREIGN INFLUENCE STRONG—WHO'LL BE THERE AND WHAT THEY’LL DISPLAY.

 

 

When, on Saturday night, for the third

time, the doors of Madison Square Garden

open for an automobile show, it will be

seen that the industry had been shod with

Seven League Boots, and has made all pos

sible use of them during the past year and

a. quarter.

No evidence of material prosperity and

progress will be found lacking. The show

is a bigger and‘better one than would have

seemed possible in the earlier stages of the

business. The huge building that; has

housed so many imposing exhibitions, and

that is the city’s show place par excellence,

has thus early been found inadequate for

the accommodation of an industry that is

still in its infancy. By dint of going up

stairs and down—the boxes and the base—

ment-being alike levied upon-—the influx of

exhibitors has been provided for in some

fashion. But what of next year, and the

ones to follow?

It has taken only three years for this con

gested condition to be reached. The first

show, held in 1900. was a tentative efi‘ort,

no one being quite sm'e that the industry

had advanced sufficiently to warrant such

a show or make it successful. There were

but 28 manufacturers showing, and of the

number 8 had withdrawn from the field

within a year. Nevertheless, these 28 con

cerns, with a fair Sprinkllng of parts and

sundries people, made such a good show

ing, and the innovation was received with

such favor, that the experiment became at

once a permanent institution.

Although the next show, that of 1901, did

not undergo any

size, there being but 36 makers represented,

an increase of but little more than 25 per

cent, it settled definitely, the matter 01‘.

shows. They were to be continued; that

was certain. The date was pushed forward

from November to January, and the man

agement vested in the N. A. A. M., the A.

C. A. and the Madlon Square Garden Com

pany, thus securing united support.

remarkable increase in

Figures best show the tremendous growth

that has taken place in exhibitors at this

year's show. There are 76 makers, or their

-reprosentatIVes, showing complete cars, an

013 these one

shows electric, steam and gasolene cars; one

increase of over 100 per cent.

electric and gasolene, seven electric, twelve

and sixty gasolene. In addition,

there are ten concerns showing tires, and

fifty-seven showing fittings, supplies, sun

dries, etc. In all the exhibitors number 143.

There is cause for both regret and con

gratulation in the fact that the present show

more than any other has had its principal

novelties described and illustrated,

sometimes exhibited, in advance.

steam,

and

Some of the cars were kept invlolate until

 

the immediate pro-show time: then the

Fixtures of the Week.

Tuesday, January 20—Annual meeting

American Automobile Association.

Thursday, January 22—Annual meeting

American Motor League.

Thursday, January 22—Automobile Club of _

America meeting with manufacturers of

commercial vehicles.

Friday, January 23—Annuul banquet Na

tional Association of Automobile Manufact

urers. '

Saturday, January 24—Annual meeting

National Association of Automobile Manu

facturers.

Saturday, January 24—Annual banquet of

the Automobile Club of America.

 

secrecy was withdrawn and the public given

a view of the new models. The White and

Grout steam cars—both of them little short

of revolutionary in their design—are con

spicuous examples of this. Many others,

including a considerable number of gasolene

cars, have been shown or described in the

regular way, and their chief features made

known.

In consequence of this unusual publicity,

those who attend the show will go there

with some knowledge of the majority of the

cars, and ‘with the intention of making a

closer examination. Their task will be, not

so much to learn what is new, as to ex

amine that which they are already partly

acquainted with. It the freshness of their

appetite is gone, the preliminary glimpses of

what is to be shown have made them more

discriminating and, in some cases, intelli

gent. At the same time this publicity has

advertised the show and aroused curiosity

that can only be satisfied when the doors'

open on Saturday night.

To assume, however, that there will be no

novelties—nothing that has not already been

exploited~is to go much too far.

made

Inquiries

reveal a number of unexpected

changes, hints of which are given in the ap

pended stund-tostand forecast. Late as the

show is, by comparison with previous ones,

it comes too early for some makers, and

models have been rushed through for it or

the effort to get them here in time abun

doned. There is little reason to doubt, how

ever, that there will be many genuinely in

teresting cars in addition to those already

noticed. ‘

Outside of the cars themselves there is a

vast field, and one almost entirely uncan

vassed. For the intelligent worker in it

there is certain to be round in the many ex

hibits of fittings, sundries, etc., much that

will repay study.

In the present show there are but twelve

steam makers, or practically the same num

br as were found at the last show, although

the number of makers in the present exhibi

tion has more than doubled.

But this is far from being all. Five of

these twelve steam makers also manufact

ure gasolene cars, viz., International, Cen

tury, Steurlls, Conrad and Locomobile, and

a sixth, Mobile, is at work on one. With one

exception, the International, all these con

cerns have added gasolene cars since the

last show. Furthermore, three steam mak

ers showing previously, Steamoblle, Steam

Vehicle 00. and D. B. Smith & Co., have

retired from business, and a fourth, Over

man, has virtually followed suit.

Damaging all this is, but it must be ad

mitted that it quite overshoots the mark.

The steam vehicle industry is not in such

a parlons state as this would indicate.

While conceding this, it would be useless

to attempt to conceal the fact that the last

year has witnessed giant strides on the part

of the gasolene car. It was the fashion

then. It is even more decidedly the fashion

now. The public evinces a great liking for

the gasolene type of car. Makers see this,

and, after a more or less strenuous resist—

ance, bow to the inevitable and make, or
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prepare to make, gasolene cars. That is the

upshot of it. Whether the tide will continue

to run just as strongly in this direction or in

time ebb is another matter. There may be

predictions, but no one can speak with cer

tainty. There is nothing to'do but to wait.

Unlike the steam branch of the industry,

that devoted to electric vehicles has pros

pered in every way. Those exhibiting at

the show, seven in all, include one new

comer, the Studebaker. Coveringafleld en

tirely distinct from that in which the gaso

The car is equipped with a condenser, ren

dering it possible to run with but 10 or 15

gallons of water, although provision is

made for a capacity of 53 gallons.

The gasolene tank is large, and the ap

pliances include a steam air pump, steam

water pump, forced draught, and water lift.

The system of control is very good, and

powerful brakes on rear wheel drums are

fitted. The wheels are of the artillery type,

with 32x4 inch tires and plain bearings.

The tonnean body is designed to seat five

  

TH E WALTHAM BUCKBOARD.

lene car finds a place, the vogue of the lat

ter has not been disturbed at all.

Viewing as a whole the vehicles to be

shown at Madison Square Garden, it is ap

parent that they cover a much wider range

than ever before. There are lower priced

cars, as witness the new Waltham at $500.

as well as more costly ones, the extreme in

this direction being the Electric Vehicle

Co.’s gasolene car, priced at $5,000, while

cars at $3,000 and $4,000 are not at all un

usual. But at the same time the popular

priced cars—ranging in price from $500 to

$800—have increased in number and form

one of the features of the show; not, indeed.

to the same extent as at Chicago last March,

but still one that will stand out prominently.

Weights have undoubtedly undcrgon- :i

still further increase, although the Waltham

car, in addition to being the cheapest. is also

the lightest in the show, sealing but 1150

pounds. But steam and gasoieuc cars have

been strengthened almost invariably, and

frequently given more power.

Coming to the cars themselves, the steam

ers undoubtedly bear off the palm in point

of novelty, even sensationalism. The White

steamer, with its gasolenelikc exterior, has

already been described and illustrated in

these columns. A fitting companion to it is

the Grout steam tonueau, now shown for

the first time.

A rectangular frame of heavy angle iron

supports the boiler placed forward under a

bonnet, and an engine positioned horizon

tally under the foot board. The power is

transmitted to a Jackshaft containing com

pensating gear, thence to the rear wheels

by chains. This construction permits the

use of a dead axle of very heavy construc

tion, and a dish to the rear wheels similar

to that on the front ones.

persons comfortably, and is upholstered in

leather, with brass trimmings throughout.

The car will take the steepest hills, and run

at a very high rate of speed.

In addition to the White and Grout, the

Toledo steam car is for the first time fitted

with a condenser. By the use of a device

of this kind wonderful economy with the

water supply is obtained, and the incon

venience of having to fill the tank every few

miles is obviated. The Toledo condenser is

may fittingly be termed the gasolene car

type. Except in the case of the light run

about, which is realiy the distinctive Amer

ican development evolved to date, the type

mentioned is copied and acknowledged to be

that wonderful thing “the fashion."

But it is frequently followed more in ap

pearance than in reality. An inspection

will frequently reveal that the bonnet is an

ornament or a receptacle for water or gaso

lene tanks, as in the F. B. Stearns car, or

that a horizontal instead of a vertical en

gine finds a place there, as in the Autocar.

In short, although the vertical motor is

found on a number of cars that formerly

owed allegiance to the horizontal type, the

latter still finds more favor than was gen

erally expected. A few of them are single

cylinder, more are double. But the horizon

tal engine still has a commanding lead, and

at the present rate it will take more than

one year longer to oust it.

Cars like the International, the Peerless,

the Berg, the Stearns, the Pope-Robinson,

the Searchmont and the Moyea represent the

foreign type, so called. These are costly,

comfortable, substantial, the apogee of ad

vanced constructional ideas. They contain

many clever and ingenious devices and feat

ures, but outside of one or two square front,

Mercedes type, bonnets, the exhibit shows

no evidence of the Germanizing tendency so

evident at the Paris show. '

At the other extremity, with cars like the

Olds, the Crest, the Rambler, etc., even

greater simplicity has been sought after.

Such are the diverging lines along which

makers work.

One of the real novelties of the show will

be a lifthmnud two-passenger vehicle, listed

  

GROUT’S NEW STEAM CAR.

said to have been exhaustively tested and

found to be all right

The White touring car has a shaft and

bevel gear drive; the Mobile has a new

burner which is highly spoken of; and the

Toledo has what is rather vaguely described

as a new body on gasolene lines.

As was seen a year ago, the tendency to

follow the design in almost universal use

abroad for gasolene cars is still in evidence,

The long wheel base, the bonnet in front,

the wheel steer. the tonneau body—these are

seen on probably a majority of stands. They

at $500. and simple to a remarkable degree.

It is the product of the Waltham Mfg. Co.,

and is termed the “Backboard.” The illus

tration gives a good idea of this automo

bile in miniature.

As the makers point out, the vehicle is the

very simplest, lightest form in which it is

possible to construct a motor vehicle. The

power mechanism is as devoid of complexity

as a motor bicycle or tricycle, notwithstand

ing which the Backboard seats two persons

side by side.

The motor is 4 horse power, and is air
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cooled by a very ingenious blower working

directly on the motor shaft. The vehicle

can be driven at all speeds from 4 to 30

miles an hour by a slight change of pressure

on the foot throttle and movement of the

spark lever at the left of the seat. It will

climb hills up to 17 per cent. with two per

sons, and is in every way one of the most

practical, and probably the lightest power

vehicle in the world, the entire weight being

only 350 pounds.

The vehicle has an exceedingly long

wheel base, and the flooring or buckboard

frame is very long and flexible, making it

most luxurious. It is finished mostly in

natural wood, highly polished, with maroon

enamel and nickel plated trimmings. In

fact, the machine throughout is a very

rakish, stylish looking rig, splendidly

adapted for every purpose where a fast,

light mode of conveyance is required.

Although most of the exhibitors have “de

clared themselves" concerning what they

will have at the show, it is natural to expect

that a few surprises will be sprung, particu

larly by concerns hitherto unknown. Two

of the novelties already known about are

an electric runabout in miniature and a new

style of steam fire wagon.

The electric vehicle is the property of

George Gould's son, and will be exhibited

by Cole & Woop, carriage makers, of N0. 48

West Sixty-seventh street, New York, who

built the body of the car. The clever little

machine is only six feet long, four feet in

height and three feet in width, but it will

run twenty miles on one charge.

The fire wagon is the latest product of the

International Fire Engine Co., Elmira, N. Y.,

and is a remarkable construction. It is not

an engine such as is used to pump water

through a fire hose, but is more in the

nature of the salvage wagons run by the in

surance patrol. The body of the wagon has

seats on the side and a steel basket for axes

and other implements. On each side is a

brass cylinder about five feet long and a

four and a half in diameter, in which is

stored under pressure a chemically made ex

tinguishing fluid. At each end of these

cylinders is a coupling for a hose.

The wagon has a steam engine, and is

chain driven. There is a steam chest and

pistons and a chain on each side, and it is

said that a speed of seventy miles an hour

can be attained by the wagon. The chassis

is of steel throughout, and sustains in the

rear the water and gasolene tanks. The

boiler is in front, and hangs from the upper

frame of the wagon. The wheels are only

twenty-eight inches in diameter, of artillery

pattern, extra heavy, and are fitted with

two-inch solid rubber tires.

Until the show opens the display of fit

tings, accessories, etc.. is an unknown quan

tity. There is much that is both new and

meritorious. but it remains for the patient

investigator to discover them on the spot.

There is no reason to doubt that such

will be the case this year. Several kerosene

burners-that much sought adjunct to the

steam car—are announced, while gasolene

burners have not been overlooked, such con

cerns as Forg, Kelley, etc., having improve

ments to show.

Commercial vehicles will be found to have

made considerable headway. While this is

true as to the delivery wagon class, as

shown by the White and other productions,

it is inuch more so of the heavier Vehicles.

The Electric Vehicle Co.‘s truck is a marked

example of this. Both makers and public

are giving this matter more attention, and

the difficulties incident to the operation of

the vehicles are being more fully met than

in the past.

There will be much that is new in the

motor bicycles shown. Several, notably the

Merkel and the Thomas, have been much

changed, a spring frame and fork and a.

cushion frame having been adopted.

 

Summary of Exhibits and Exhibitors.

MAIN FLOOR.

Spaces 59 to til—The Mobile Co. of America.

New York—Eleven mobile steam cars, viz..

special runibout, standard runabout, dos-a-dos,

light surrey, heavy surrey. touring car, light

delivery wagon, wagonette delivery, wagonettc.

coupe and Victoria, the last three being entirely

new models. Also parts and specialties. A new

burner has been adopted. 1t has a flattened

cylindrical chamber, pierced vertically by many

one-half inch steel air tubes expanded into the

tube plates in the same manner as in the boiler.

Placed at intervals between these tubes and

screwed into the top plate are numerous per

forated raised steel tips. These tips elevate the

flames above the top plate, and consequently

prevent the overheating and warping of the

plate and the burning off of the air tubes.

Burners of this description are very economical.

The use of an automatic water level regulator

and low water signal renders a water glass un

necessary. A steam air pump maintains press—

ure on the gasolene tank.

Space 62, Foster Automobile CO., Rochester,

N. Y.—Foster steam automobiles.

Spaces 63 to 65, the Peerles Motor Car Co..

Cleveland, Ohio—Peerless gasolene cars. Feat

ures, square bonnet and new style radiating

tubes; transmission by universal shaft and bevel

gears, hardened and mounted on ball bearings;

the differential and bevel pinion are also mount

ed on ball bearings. The two cylinder vertical

engine now develops 16 H. P. at 800 R. P. M.

Spaces 66 and 67. Packard Motor Car (30., War

ren, Ohio—Packard gasolene cars. A new style

of body has been adopted. The large single

cylinder horizontal motor develops 12 H. P.

and the transmission is of the sliding gear type,

giving three speeds forward and a. reverse.

Space 68, the C. J. Moore Mfg. Co., Westfleld,

Mass.--Westfleld gasolene touring cars in three

styles, 8, 12 and 16 H. P., respectively, fitted with

two cylinder vertical motors. Loomls Automo

bile Co.. Westfleld, Mass.—Loomis gasolene cars.

Features, a. transmission that makes it impos—

sible to clutch two gears at once, new cooling

system. non-variable carburettor.

Space 69, Meteor Engineering C0,, Reading,

Pa.-—Meteor steam cars.

Space 70. the Automotor Co.. Springfield, Mass.

-Automotor gasolene cars. These cars are 0!

the tonneau body type, with vertical engine p0

sitioned in front under a bonnet._

Spaces 71 and 72, Olds Motor Works, Detroit,

Mich, Olds gasolene runabouts.—-The horsepower

has been increased from four to five, wooden

wheels substituted for steel ones, a. new car

buretter. a new and roomicr body and stronger

axles fitted. The single cylinder, horizontal

motor has been retained, together with the Olds

longitudinal leaf springs and other characteris

tic features.

Spaces 73 to 76, International Motor Car Co..

Toledo, O—Toledo gasolene and steam cars and

Waverley electrics. The gasolene cars are made

in three models, 12, 18 and 24 H. P., respectively,

fitted with 2, 3 and 4 cylinder vertical motors. A

new governing system, working on a. throttle in

accordance with the best foreign practice, cop

per water jackets (on the 24 H. P.), a new radi

ating system. a general refining of details and

an improved tonneau, with third seat in the

back, are the principle features.

The Toledo steam car has been much changed,

the particulars given out only whettlng the ap

petite for more. A condenser designed on scien

tific principles is used for the first time. With

It back pressure is entirely eliminated, even in

going up hills, and a. run of 38 miles has been

made on one gallon of water. A new flexible

frame and a new body, the latter being similar

to that employed on gasolene cars, have also

been adopted.

Spaces 77 and 78, Pan-American Motor CO.,

Mamaroneck, N. Y.—The Pan-Am. gasolene car,

a. 4-cylinder, vertical engine vehicle of approved

modern design.

Space 79. Knox Automobile CO., Springfield,

Mass—Increased power and strength, a. longer

wheel base and wood wheels mark the Knox

gasolene car. The single cylinder, horizontal

air-cooled engine, with a. fan as an auxiliary

cooling device. has been retained.

Space 80, The Autocar CO., Ardmore, Pa.—

Autocars, gasolene, have been much changed,

the double cylinder balanced horizontal engine

being retained, but placed forward under a

bonnet of the usual type. Especial attention is

called to the noiseless friction clutch and

transmission gear, a. positive pump drive for the

water circulation, etc.

Spaces 82 to 85, U. S. Long Distance Automo

bile CO., New York—Long Distance gasolene

cars are now equipped with 2—cyllnder, hori

zontal motors and the planetary type of trans

mission, with bevel gcar drive, gives three

speeds forward and a reverse.

Spaces 86 to 89, White Sewing Machine CO.,

Cleveland, O—The White Touring steam car,

an entirely new model, will be one of the fea

tures of the exhibition. In appearance it closely

resembles the modern gasolene car, the engine

being placed in front under a. bonnet, the trans

mission belng by shaft and bevel gears, and the

body of the well known tonneau type. A com

pound engine, a. condenser and the regulation

White generator mark the car, while the lubri

cating and other automatic devices so well

tested on the other White cars have been

adopted in connection with this one.

Spaces 90 to 93, Smith & Manley, New York—

American C., G. & V., Panhard, Renault and

other gasolene cars.

Spaces 94 to 97, The Locomoblle Co. of America

~Locomoblle steam and gasolene cars.

Spaces 98 and 99, The Baker Motor Vehicle Co..

Cleveland, Ohio—Baker electric vehicles. run

abouts, imperinis, stanhopes, etc. The beauty

and distinctiveness that has always marked

these vehicles has been even added to for the

present season, and the combination of light

weight and ease of running is present to a great—

er degree than ever.

Space 100, Vantham, Mfg. Co.. Waltham, Mass.

—The Waltham buckbonrd, weighing 350 pounds

and. listing at $500, will be one of the features

of the show. It carries two passengers, seated

side by sidel and is propelled by a vertical, air

cooled motor.

Spaces 101 and 102, Berg Automobile Co.. New

York—Berg gasolene cars will be seen at the

show for the first time. They are made In two

models, 8 and 15 horsepower, respectively, and

are of the multiple cylinder, vertical engine in

front under a. bonnet type, with sliding gear

transmission. Features upon which special

strcss is laid are a. new form of regulator, a. me

clianlcnl lubricating device and a new control

system.
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Spaces103to106,VehicleEquipmentCo., Brooklyn.N.Y.—Commerciaivehicles,broug

hams,coupes.etc.,electricallypropelled.

Spaces107and108,StudebakerBros.Mfg.Co.,
SouthBend,Ind—Fourstylesofelectricve

hicles,allwithtubularunderframes,withm0

torscentrallypositionedandwiththeExide
batteriescarriedinacompartmentattherear.

Otherfeaturesarethesidesteer,haltelliptic
frontspringsuspensionandaccessibilityofrun

ningparts.

Space109,B.V.Covert&Co.,Lockport,N.Y.
--Covertgasolenerunabouts,withcombined

clutchandbrakeslidinggeartransmlsion.
Flckiing8:Fulton.NewYork—Covertgasolene cars.UptonMachineCo.,NewYork—Upton

transmissiongears.

Space110,CrestMfg.Co.,Cambridge,Mass.—

TheCrestmobiie,whichhasundergoneconsid
erablechange.Thesinglecylinderaircooled motoriscarrierunderahoodinfront,andis spring“suspended;a.directshaftdrivehasbeen substitutedforthechainformerlyused,and

thepowerhasbeenincreasedfrom31,5to5

horsepower.SpauidingAutomobile&Motor

Co.,Buffalo,N.Y.—Spauldinggasolenecars.

Spaceill—E.R.ThomasMotorCo.,Buffalo,
N.Y.-—But'faiogasolenecarsintwosizes,with

hoodedfront,tonneuubody,etc.

Spaces112and113,Thos.B.Jeffery&Co.,

Kenosha.Wis—Ramblergasolenetouringcars havebeenfittedwithwoodenwheelsofthe artillerypattern,anauxiliarybrakeonrear
wheeldrums,afloatfeedautomaticcarburet— ter.n.longerwheelbaseandanextradetach

ablesentcarriedonthebonnet.Theignition

Asin

iscontrolledbyanautomaticgovernor.

glecylinder,horizontalenginedevaloping5%

horse-powerisused.

Space114,TheGeorgeN.PierceCo.,Buffalo.
N.Y.—TheArrowandtheMoterette.theformer

anentirelynewcar.Atwocylinderverticalmo
torIpositionedinfrontunderabonnet,furnishes thepower.Simplicityofcontrolisoneofits characteristics,theacceleratingdevicesbeing underthehandandtheretardingonesunderthe

foot.

Space115,TheStettrnsSteamCarriageCo.,

Syracuse.N.Y.—Stearnssteamandgasolene

cars.

Space116,“lard-LeonardElectricCo.,Bronx

ville,N.Y.—Knlckerbockergasolenecars.

Spaces117to120,WintonMotorCarriage00.,

Cleveland.Ohio—Wintongasolenetouringcar,

  

increasedfrom15to20horsepower.Thetwo
cylinderhorizontalmotor.centrallypositioned,

isretained,andmanyimprovementsindetail havebeenmade.Thetonncaubodyisroomier

andmorecomfortable.

Space121,SidneyB,BowmanAutomobile(70..

NewYork—Panhardgasolenecars.

Space122.Pope-RobinsonCo.,HydePark,
Mass—Robinsongasolenctouringcar,witha frictionclutchforeachspeed,watercooledcyl

inderheadandgravitygnsoienefeed.

Space123,SearchmontAutomobileCo.,Phila
delphia—Searchmontgasolcnecars,withatwo cylinder.verticalmotor.withadmissionvalves placeddirectlyovertheexhaustvalves.The controlisbymeansofa.ballgovernoracting

onthethrottleatthccarburettor.andsodo

,slgncdthatitdoesnotchangethemixture.
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Spaces 124 and L, National Motor Vehicle Co.,

Indianapolis, Ind—National electric vehicles,

many of them entirely new, and a. new gasolene

car.

Space 125, J. Stevens Arms 8: Tool Co., Chico

pee Falls, Mass.-—Stevens-Duryea gasolene cars

of the. two cylinder, horizontal opposed type of

engine, with lengthened wheel base, larger

axles and wider seats.

Space 126, Dury‘ea Power Co., Reading, Pa.—

Duryea gasoiene cars, having a more elastic

front running gear, better ignition, fittings, etc.

Space 127, Apperson Bros., Kokomo, Ind.—

Apperson gasolene touring cars.

Space 128, Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co., Akron,

Ohio—Single tube, detachable and solid auto

mobile tires.

Space 129, Gleason-Peters Air Pump Co., New

York—Tire rpumps, gauges, cocks, whistles, etc.

Space 130, International Fire Engine Co., Ei

mira, N. Y.—-Steam fire engines.

BALCONY.

Spaces 1 and 2, the Hartford Rubber Works

50., Hartford, Conn—Hartford single tube, Dun

lop detachable and Turner solid tires, together

with rubber specialties, such as mats, etc.

Space 3, the Badger Brass Mfg. Co., Kenosha.

\Vls.—Solar acetylene automobile lamps in a.

wide variety of styles and prices.

Space 4, the New Process Rawhide Co., Syra

cuse, N. Y.—Noiseless rawhide pinions, etc.

Space 5, Fisk Rubber Co., Chlcopee Falls.

Mass.~—-Fisk single tube and Fisk detachable

tires, vulcanizers, etc.

Space 5, Firestone Rubber & Tire Co., Akron.

Ohio—Solid tires for carriages.

Space 6, Gray & Davis, Amesbury, Mesa—Au

tomobile lamps.

Space 7, Metallic Rubber Tire Co., New York—

Pneumatic tires with a metallic tread.

Space 8—Baidwin Chain & Mfg. Co., Worces~

ter. Mesa—Baldwin patent chains for power

transmission, both roller and plain. Also Amer

ican Roller Bearing Co., Boston, Mass.; roller

bearing axles, etc.

Space 9, E. J. Willis, New York—Automobile

parts, fittings and sundries, including the Herz

spark plugs.

Space 10, Joseph Dixon Crucible Co., Jersey

City, N. J.—Graphite lubricants, graphite pipe

joint compound, brazing crucibles, etc.

Spaces 11 and 12, B. F. Goodrich Co., Akron,

Ohio—Goodrich single tube and detachable pneu

matic tires for automobiles, light carriages, etc.

Spaces 13 and 14, The Veeder Mfg. Co., Hart

ford, Conn.~Full line 01'. Veeder odometers, with

attachments for all styles of cars.

Spaces 15 and 16, the Post & Lester Co., Hart—

ford, Conn.—Automobile supplies and accessories

of all kinds.

Spaces 17 and 18, Rose Mfg. C0.—Lamps.

Spaces 19 to 22. Homan & Schultz, No. 1,784

Broadway, New York—Northern Gasolene cars,

[or which they are the metropolitan agents.

The car is a handsome one of the runabout

type, seating two persons and propelled by a

single cylinder horizontal engine centrally po

sitioned. _

Space 23, Consolidated Rubber Tire Co., New

York—Solid tires.

Space 24, G. & J. Tire Co., Indianapolis, Ind.—

The G. & J. detachable tire in a. wide range of

sizes.

Space 25, Twentieth Century Mtg. Co., New

York—Twentieth Century oil and acetylene au

tomobile and carriage lamps.

Space 26, the Ajax Motor Vehicle Co., New

York—Ajax light electric runabout, having a

single lever control and marked by the sim

plicity of its running gear.

Spaces 27 to 29, the General Automobile 8: Mfg.

Co., Cleveland, Ohio—"General" gasoiene run

about, a. two cylinder balanced engine car,

marked by simplicity and strength. All gears

run in oil, and a mechanical force teed lubri

cator effectually cares for this important mat

[61'

Spaces 30 to 32, Lane Motor Vehicle 00.,

Poughkeepsie, N. Y.—Three steam cars, one of
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them being a new four passenger car. The Lone

cars have been improved In detail, rather than

by the introduction of new principles.

Spaces 33 and 34, Automobile Supply Co., New

York—Supplies and fittings.

Space 35, R. E. Dietz Co., New York—Automo

bile lamps.

Space 36, A. H. Funke, New York—Kelecom

motors and parts, lamps, bells, horns, etc.

Space 37, C. F. Splitdorf, New York—Splltdorf

spark coil, spark plugs, etc.

Space 38, National Carbon Co., Cleveland, Ohio

—Batteries.

Space 39, Atwood Mfg. Co., Amcsbury, Mass.—

Lamps.

Spaces 40 and 41, Buffalo Gasolene Motor Co.,

Buffalo,N. Y.—Bui'faio gasolene motors.

Space 42, Standard Welding 00., Cleveland,

Ohio—Electrically welded steel tubing for radi

ators, steel rims, etc.

Space 43, American Ball Bearing Co., Cleve—

land, Ohio—Ball bearing axles, wheels, etc.

Space 44, The Whitney Mfg. Co., Hartford,

Conn—Whitney standard roller chain for auto

mobiles.

Space 45—The Dow Portable Electric Co., Bos

ton, Mass—Dow compound battery, induction

coils, etc.

Spaces 46 to 51, Charles E. Miller, New York

—Full line of automobile supplies, parts, fit—

tings, accessories, etc., of domestic and foreign

manufacture.

Space 52, Thos. J. Wetzel, New York—Parts,

fittings and supplies, for which he is manu

facturers' agent.

Space 53, The Midgeley Mfg. Co., Columbus.

Ohio—Midgeley tubular steel automobile wheel.

Timkin Roller Bearing Co., Canton Ohio—Roller

bearing axles, etc. Brown-Lipe Gear Co., Syra

cuse, N. Y.——Equalizing gears, etc.

Space 54, International Automobile Vehicle Tire

Co., Milltown, N. J.—“Fox" and other brands of

automobile and vehicle tires.

Space 55—Champlon Mfg Co., Brooklyn, N. Y.

—Champion transmission gears.

Space 56—Weston-Mott Co., Utica,

Wire and wood automobile wheels.

Spaces 57 and 58—The Diamond Rubber Co.,

Akron, Ohio—Diamond single tube and Diamond

detachable tires for automobiles.

N. Y.—

RESTAURANT.

Space A, Grout Bros, Orange, Mass—Grout

steam tonneau, described elsewhere, and one of

the features of the show.

Space B, the Conrad Motor Carriage Co., Buf

falo, N. Y.—Conrad gasolene touring car and

runabout, with two cylinder vertical engine in

front under a bonnet.

Space C, Haynes-Apperson Co., Kokomo, Ind.

—Haynes-Appereson gasolene cars, with new

suspension frame, newly designed body, new

clutch construction, new starting device, etc.

The two cylinder, horizontal balanced motor is

retained. ‘

Spaces D, E, F and I, The Electric Vehicle

Co., Hartford, Conn—Columbia. electric and

gasolene vehicles, thirteen in all. In the latter,

which is exhibited for the first time, the noise

less hunning, speed control and accessibility

features are especially dwelt upon. The car is

of the four cylinder vertical type, designed on

the most modern lines. The electric vehicles

comprise broughams, hansome, coupes, run

abouts, cabriolets, victorias, tonneaus and a

special service wagon and truck, the latter

being the latest type of commercial vehicles.

The Electric Storage Battery Co., Philadelphia,

will occupy part of this space and show Exlde

batteries, etc.

Space G, Moyea Automobile Co., Marion, N. I.

—An entirely new Moyea gasolene car, designed

along the lines of the Rochet-Schneider, with a

four cylinder vertical engine, Mercedes type

radiating system, etc.

Space H, l'nion Motor Truck Co., Philadel

phia—Motor trucks.

Space J, The Cleveland Automobile Co.,

Cleveland, Ohio—Cleveland gasolene cars, a

handsome, moderate prized car of the runabout

type.

Space K, Westinghouse Electric & Mfg. Co.,

No. 8 Bridge street, New York City—Electric

motors and charging apparatus.

Space M, Centaur Motor Vehicle Co., Buffalo.

N. Y.-—(‘entaur electric runabouts. Kirk Mfg.

(70.. Toledo, Ohio—Kirk gasolene cars, which

will be exhibited for the first time. They are

of up-to-date design, motor in front, tonneau

body, etc.

Space N, Paris Automobile, Paris, France—

Panhard and other French gasolene cars.

Space 0, Hoffman Autmobile a Mfg. Co.,

Cleveland, Ohio—Hoffman single cylinder gaso

lene cars.

Space P, Prescott Automobile Mfg. Co., New

York—Prescott steam cars, the principal model

being a runabout that has made a splendid repu

tation during the last year.

BASEMENT.

Space 1, H. B. Brazier, Philadelphia—Brazier

gasolene touring car, having a chainless drive

with solid rear axle, direct drive on top speed,

positive clutches, etc.

Space 2, vBrennan Motor Co., Syracuse, N. Y.—

Gasolene motors.

Space 2, Mechaley Bros, Stamford, Conn.—

But‘falo automobiles and kerosene burners.

Space 5, Elwin L. Smith, Boston, Mass—I. M.

C. steering checks.

Space 3, Century Motor Vehicle Co., Syracuse,

N. Y.—Century gasolene and steam cars. The

latter is new, propelled by a. single cylinder

horizontal motor, placed centrally, with piano

tary type transmission. The steam car remains

unchanged, experience having demonstrated

change to be unnecessary.

Space 4, Shelby Motor Car 00., Shelby, Ohio—

Shelby gasolene cars, with a double cylinder

motor. having two pistons in each cylinder, the

charge being exploded in the centre of cylinder.

it is claimed that 40 per cent more power is

gained by this method of construction. 4

Space 5, American Coil Co., West Somerville,

Mass—Spark coils, dynamos and ammeters.

Barber Manufacturing Co., Boston, Mass.—Kero

sene burners.

Spaces 6 and 7, H. H. Franklin Manufacturing

Co., Syracuse. N. Y.—The Franklin four cylin—

der vertical engine, air coiled, gasolene car. Al

though in use for some time the Franklin car

has not been on exhibition before.

Space 8, Cadillac Automobile Co., Detroit.

Mich—Cadillac gasolene cars, a new vehicle of

the medium weight type, designed to carry two

or four passengers. The engine is a single cyl

inder, horizontal one, and planetary transmission

is used.

Space 9, the Central Automobile Co., New

York—Imported gasolene cars, Peugeot, More,

Renault, etc.

Spaces 10 and 11, Kenneth A. Skinner. Boston.

-—French De Dion gasolene cars, with high

speed vertical motors, De Dion shaft and gear

transmission, etc.

Space 12, Conger Manufacturing Co., Groton,

N. Y.4tolz gasolene motors.

Space 13, 0. H. Keep, Jr., 1147 Broadway, New

York.

_ Space 14, Walters Car Co., New York—Walt

mobiie gasolene cars.

Space 15, Whitney Automobile Co., Whitney's

Point, N. Y.—-Whitney gasolene cars.

Space 16, F. B. Stearns & Co., Cleveland, 0.—

Stearns gasolene cars, including a new and

imposing looking car, closely resembling the

latest foreign models, but retaining the Stearns

double cylinder, horizontal engine, centrally po

sitioned. A new valve action to insure quiet

running, new small tube radiation, “Bois

d'Arme" frame and controls all on steering

wheel, are the special features.

Space 17, American Motor Carriage Co.,

Cleveland, O.--The American gasolene car, a

pleasing runabout type of vehicle, driven by a

single cylinder horizontal motor.

Space 18, Buckmobile Co., Utica, N. Y.—'1‘he

Buckmobile gasolene car.

Spaces 19 and 20, Matheson Motor Car Co.,

Grand Rapids, Mich.—An entirely new and as

yet unseen gasolene car, concerning which con

siderable curiosity is felt.

Space 21, American Georges-Richard (‘0.

(Barry & Hayes), New York.—Georges-Richard

gasolene cars.

Space 22, Warwick Cycle and Automobile Co.,

Springfield, Mass—Warwick gasolene run

about.

Space 23, Motor Cycle Manufacturing Co.,

Brockton, Mass.-—Marsh motor bicycles.

Space 24, Country Club Car Co., Boston, Mass.

—(‘ountry Club cars.

Space 25, Hall Motor Vehicle Co., Dover. N.

J.—Hall gasolene car, having a two cylinder,

horizontal self-contained motor. with gearing

necessary to make speed changes directly con

nected to rear axle.

Spaces 26 and 27, Lindsay-Russell Co., Indian

apolis, Ind—Parts and fittings.

Space 28, Backus Water Motor Co., Newark,

N. J.—Backus water motor.

Space 29, The Meriam-Abbott Company,

Cleveland, O.—Eiectric charging apparatus.

Space 30, Elmore Manufacturing Co., Clyde,

O.-—Elmore gasolene cars, with the Well tested

Elmore two cycle double cylinder, horizontal,

opposed motor.

Space 31, A. Clement Cycle Motor and Light

Carriage Co., Hartford, Conn—Motors and at

tachments for bicycles.

Space 32. Standard Anti-Friction Equipment

Co., New York Clty.—Anti-frictlon specialties.

Space 33, John H. Flagler, New York City.

Space 34, The Kensington Automobile Manu

facturing Co., Buffalo, N. Y.—Kensington gaso~

lene cars, with two cylinder motor on front

axle, flexible shaft transmission, etc.

Space 35, Standard Automobile Co.,

York—Decauville gasolene cars.

FIRST TIER BOXES.

Space 39. the Motor & Gear Mfg. Co., New

Yorlc—Gasolene motors, transmission gears and

other parts.

Spaces 41 and 43, Hyatt Roller Bearing C0..

Harrison, N. J.—Roller bearing axles, etc.

Space 45, Whitlock Coil Pipe Co., Hartford.

Conn—Coil pipe for radiating purposes.

Spaces 47, 49 and 51, Shelby Steel Tube C0..

Pittsburg, Pa.—Sheiby steel tubing for running

gears, etc.

Space 40, Mfg. & Selling Co. of America" New

York—Automobile supplies.

Space 42, Electric Contract Co., New York—

Electricai specialties.

Spaces 44 and 46, Desberon Motor Car Co., New

York—Desberon gasolene cars.

Space 48. Goodson Electrical Ignition Co., New

lurk—Electrical specialties.

Space 50, Edison Storage Battery Co., Orange,

N. J.-—Edison storage battery for electric au

tomobiles.

Space 52, Coler Woop, New York-Automobile

specialties.

New

Hyatt will Entertain.

The Hyatt Roller Bearing Go. of Harrison,

N. J., will give a box party at Weber &

Fields' on Wednesday evening of Show

week, same to be preceded by a dinner at

Mouquin’s, the latter given by a well-known

manufacturing concern.

Mr. Peter S. Steenstrup, of the Hyatt Co.,

has the arrangements in charge.

 

To Protect the Tim.

One of the novelties in the tire section at

the show will be the Cinch Tire Protector,

which will be exhibited for the first time

in the East. The device, which is made by

the Cummings Tire Mfg. Co., New York,

will be fitted to the Locomobile gasolene car.

 

Solar automobile lamps have “caught on"

in splendid shape, orders for no less than

560 of the big headlights having already

been booked by the Badger Brass Mfg. Co.
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I don't expect you to believe it, because

really I, who tell you of it, do not believe

it myself. but still the man who told me of

the wonder has I am certain a credit bal

ance on the truth side of the ledger kept

by the recording angel To cease beating

around the bush and come right out with it

—there is a paper published within five hun

dred miles of New York which has not as

yet announced its intention of publishing an

"automobile number" neither this week nor

next! My informant failed to tell me where

this peculiar paper was published or what

ailed its editor when he thus omitted to join

the mighty throng of “automobile number"

ers, consequently I am unable to verify this,

to me, highly improbable story of their being

any such a man or paper. I have seen an

nouncements that the ofliclal organs or so

ciety, horsedom, undertaking, prizetighting,

plumbing and every other walk, ride and

glide of life and death were to issue special

“automobile numbers,” and I cannot there-'

fore believe that there can be any editor so

dead to “graft” as not to have taken ad

vantage of this opportunity for a little soft

money.

0 t .

Although the fates may seem unkind

And we weary of the strife,

We never kick at the “dust” we find

In the broad highway of life.

i O t

The cashier of one of the biggest banks in

New York met me recently and began to

question me as to practicability. safety, etc.,

of the automobile. I soon saw from the in

telligent questions he put to me that he had

given the subject considerable thought and

was all ready, in theory, at least, a convert to

automobiling. I asked him why he didn’t

go to the show, look over the vehicles there

and then buy the one which suited him

best. “Because I am afraid somebody on

the street will hurt himself with it," was

the somewhat puzzling reply he made.

Asked to explain he did so in this way:

“There is a presumption that any man who

works for or in a bank has at his command

all of the funds of that institution; there is

a certainty among entirely too many people

that when, in addition to being a bank em

ploye. a man owns an automobile, he is

wealthy enough to pay all sorts of damages

for all sorts of things. Now, I’m no trolley

company. I know people in the Long Island

town where I live who would put them

selves in the way of being run over by me

if I had an automobile; and, what's more,

every jury, petty judge and rural policeman

there and elsewhere is solidly arrayed

against the motor vehicle and all connected

with it. When things change, as, of course,

they must and will, I am going to get an

automobile, sure; but as things now are I

cannot afl’ord it, thank you!" The worst

part of the whole affair is that this man

is only one of a great many who, like him

self, would be glad to purchase automobiles

had the legal status of the vehicle been

more firmly established from the beginning.

As it is, too many cooks, French ones at

that. have only succeeded in spoiling the

broth of the motor vehicle's road rights,

until even the cooks themselves can’t

stomach it.

t t It

All free advice may seem quite nice,

But if you'll think it o'er,

You’ll find it's worth about the price

You paid for it; no more.

1'!

Taking a really impartial view of my own

mental equipment, I believe I am fairly en

titled to classify myself as an optimist. l

- like to look at the right side of things and

I have unbounded faith in the ability of

man to accomplish almost anything. So, when,

even under these conditions, I find myself

unable to enthuse over a scheme or an idea

I have grown used to thinking that the pos

sibilities of their immediate accomplish

ment is a thing which is not quite so likely

as the failure thereof. Twenty years ago no

man was surer than I that I would within

a few years of then be able to mount a

bicycle at my door in New York and ride

comfortably over a hard transcontinental

highway to San Francisco. To-day, with

the memory of how two decades have passed

away and nothing been done to actually

build a single mile of this grand highway,

try as I may I find I cannot bring myself

to the belief that the whole idea is any less

a dream in 1903 than it was in 1883. I am

aware that the American Automobile Asso

ciation is fostering the scheme, but even so,

I still see no chance of this thing coming to

pass in your day or mine. Enthusiasm

and theory, when united, will often accomp

lish wonders, but I believe a 5,000mile bou

levard is a bit beyond the capability of any

combination, no matter what.

.‘Q

When she found that this adroit chauffeur

Had a good right arm to spare, for her,

This maid was very much amazed

(And possibly a trifle phased),

Protesting, timidly: “Oh, sir!"

i ‘ U U

All motors, just like all men, have their

faults. No matter what make a man se

lects as the best for his use, there are sure

to come times, plenty of them, too, when

he thinks any motor of any make or any

model would be preferable to the one he pos

sesses. Too much is expected of the power

supplyer of an automobile. People there are

a-plenty who really believe a motor vehicle

is the twentieth century edition of the won

derful one-horse shay. They think a motor

should always be at its best even though its

neglect should be of the worst. The best

engines on a railroad are thoroughly over

hauled by tralned experts each day, even

though they are never for a moment out of

the hands of any but experts. The machin

cry of an automobile, a dozen times more

delicate than that of a locomotive, is ex

amined, if at all, by a man who would not

be allowed to polish the brass work on a

locomotive, and this “expert” turns the ve- '

hicle over as perfect to a driver who too

frequently knows ten times less than he

does about the whole affair. The wonder

is that the vehicles run at all. Everything

considered, nothing could better demon

strate than this does what a world of igno

rant mistreatment and neglect the automo

bile can stand and does, and then despite of

it all go swiftly and safely on its way in a

manner little short of miraculous.

i i t

The patient sighed a trembling sigh,

And brushed away a tear,

Then cried in low and anxious tones,

"Oh! tell me, doctor dear;

When horses come to be replaced

By motor cars and such,

Do you suppose Hay-Fever‘ll be

Diminished very much?"

' U Q

Two wealthy gentleman, horse owners

and reputable citizens of Somerville, N. J.,,

on New Year‘s evening, while discussing the

affairs of state and more than likely the

deadly automobile, got into a barroom argu

ment as to the merits of their respective

trotters. The result was a let of $1,000 a

side and the teams for a race to Bernards

ville. The horses were thereupon driven

thirteen mlies over a pitch dark road in less

than fifty-eight minutes. Not considering

the brutality of such a contest, and looking

at it only from the standpoint of public

safety, what do you think of such an affair?

What do you suppose would have been the

action of the rural authorities, these same

gentlemen and the local metropolitan press

if the racers had been automobiles in place

of horses which were driven at their top

speed over that unlighted road?

l t i

Of course, many people when they come

to chose an automobile have many ideas as

to which is the best type or make thereof;

but it does really seem too bad that the

other fellows should so often be so radically

wrong in their selections, don’t it?

i O 0

Imagine a street sweeper the morning after

the night before. His head is racked with

pain, his throat is one long Sahara of crying

thirst and his pockets are as empty as the

can from which his katzenjammer came.

Imagine such a man in such a profession

and condition gazing at a lot of passing au

tomobiles. Can you not hear him say, in a

voice none too clear or loving:

“This automobile innovation,

This inflated, horseless creation

Is the curse of an honest nation,

Bringing a speedy termination

To my most worthy avocation."

The words he used might not be exactly

these; they might be a bit fewer and much

stronger. But still they would convey some

thing of the same idea as above; don't you

think they would?

THE COMMENTATOR.
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HONEYCOMB RADIATORS

Construction of the Famous Mercedes Cooler

 

and its Many Imitation: Described.

 

Since the Mercedes car set the fashion in

bonnet

bringing out their

shapes and radiator systems. by

“beehive” or

comb" pattern, makers, and especially the

"honey

French ones, have made haste to follow the

lead of the clever German concern. Orig~

inally made in one set form, the copyists

have varied this greatly, both as regards

the shape of the bonnet and of the radiating

tubes. In all of them, however, the prin

ciple is the same, that is, the tubes which

pierce the tank are surrounded by the hot

water as it comes from the engine, and this

runs around these tubes, and is cooled by

the circulation through them.

Equally of course, the principle of all radi

ators, coolers, or condensers is identical.

The heated steam or water which it is de

sired to condense or cool, as the case may

be, is passed either through or around tubes

exposed to the cooling influences of the at

mosphere.

The two illustrations will make the con

truction of such coolers clear. The fan

shown behind one of them is driven by the

engine, and its mission is to induce a cur

rent of air through the air tubes of the

radiator, so as to insure cooling. It is not

always necessary at high speeds or driving

against strong winds, but when the car is

hill-climbing or running very slowly arti

ficial circulation is imperative. These cool

ers take the form of a flat box Some three

or more inches thick, which is pierced by a

number of tubes. The genuine Mercedes

has square tubes packed Very closely to

gether, but there are numerous other sec

tions (round, square, diamond and lozenge),

and the principle in all is unchanged.

In the case of the flanged coils of radiators

which have hitherto been mainly used, the

water is pumped through the cooling pipes;

but with the honeycomb type the air pasSes

through the pipes, and the water surrounds

them.

As the lozenge type of air tubes was one

of the puzzles of the French show—peOple

being unable to understand how the circu

lation was obtained, an explanation of the

apparent mystery is timely. The tubes are

oblong in section. Both end are slightly

expanded, and at the centre on either side

a slight lip is formed. The tubes are then

nested together, as shown, and are soldered

together at the ends. Now the expanded

lips of the tubes coming close together leave

a space around each separate tube, as is de

picted by the heavy shading. The air spaces

-the interior of the tubes—are lettered A,

while the water spaces are lettered W. The

object of the central lip in the side of each

tube is to form an abutment for the tube

of air

lying next to it and its opposite one; in this

manner a very neat joint is secured, and

the lip on each tube being very slight it is

very difficult to detect any deformation. In

  

  

the illustration the water spaces are slightly

exaggerated in order to show them more

clearly; in reality they would be little more

than half the size shown. Though this is a

very small space indeed, it is claimed to be

sufficient for the purpose, and it certainly

 

 

 

  

  

results in a very large area of thin films of

water being exposed to the cooling surfaces

of the tubes. The tubes are all soldered in

position, and so far as appearance is con

cerned the lozenge form of radiator is very

neat, though it is questionable whether it

“'ullld prove so durable as the types with

the round or square tubes, in which greater

clearances are given.

 

Haynes-Appenon History.

The history of Haynes-Apperson cars and

the improvements made in them for 1903

are set forth in a little catalogue of pocket

size which has just been issued by the

l\'okomo firm. The fact that the manufact

ure of the first Haynes-Appetson was begun

at Kokomo in 1893 is not generally appreci

ated. The trip from Kokomo to New York

was made in 1899 by a Haynes-Apperson.

The cuts show a runabout, a "standard

model," and a surrey. The improvements

enumerated make a list of just a dozen, the

new starting device that renders easy for

a woman of ordinary strength to start the

car being one of the most interesting.

 

Some Ignition Statistics.

Statistics pertaining to the ignition de

vices used on cars at the recent Paris show

reveal the fact that the tube type has passed

away entirely, not one concern adhering

to it.

Of some fifty-two exhibitors no less than

forty have adopted accumulators—that is,

batteries. Five use both accumulators and

magnetos and seven magnetos alone. The

latter are as follows: Georges Richard,

Mors, Rochet-Schneider, Benz, Fiat, Mer

cedes and Dewald. The devotees of the

magneto alone are Cottereau, Dietrich, Peu

got, Louet and Aerocanthe.

 

Cltalog of the Century.

To “meet the popular demand for a me

dium weight touring car, carrying either two

or four passengers, with ample power to

drive it over average American roads safely

at a reasonable rate of speed," was the

avowed object of the Century Motor Vehicle

Co. in producing the Century Tourist gaso_

lene car. How the object has been attained

is set forth in detail in a well printed book

let just issued by the Century Co. The car

itself is propelled by a 7 horse power single

cylinder (horizontal) engine, and is long of

wheel base, massive in construction and

roomy and comfortable.

Autocar's Calendar.

One of the most effective and artistic cal

endare of the season is that just gotten out

by the Autocar CO., Ardmore, Pa. A road

side and brookside scene, with an Autocar

tonneau in the foreground, is flanked by

the cups won by the Autocar in recent

events, and by bunches of cattails in cream

and gold, the whole set in a background of

chocolate color that finishes it off most ef

fectively.
 

A French firm, Sautel & Sechaud, make a

cheap gasolene voiturette, the price of which

begins at $400. These cars are gear

driven. The gears are always in mesh, and

the drive is direct for each speed. One

change speed handle is fitted, and the driv

ing is said to be simplicity itself.
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BOSTON DEALERS ORGANIZE

Skinner Chosen President and Sanction for Show

Wlll now be Sought.

 

 

Boston's talk of a combination of trade

interests has crystalized, the result being a

permanent organization, which was effected

last week, under the name of the Boston Au

tomobile Dealers‘ Association. The follow

ing officers were elected: President, Ken

neth A. Skinner; vice-president, W. E. Eld

ridge; secretary, C. 1. Campbell, and treas

urer( A. P. Underhill.

The temporary committee on show, con

sisting of Messrs. W. E. Eldridge, F. E. Ran

dall and G. G. Reed. was made a perma

nent committee, and Messrs. G. H. Lowe,‘

Harry Fosdick and J. A. McAlman were ap

pointed to confer with the National Automo

bile Manufacturers’ Association, with the

idea of securing a sanction for the exhi

bitlon.

Mr. Fosdick, as chairman of the tempo

rary legislative committee, reported that he

had learned through President Soutter of

the Massachusetts Automobile Club that

that organization would co-operate with the

association in its effort to prevent the en

forcement of adverse legislation. Mr. Fos

dick further said that it would be necessary

to carry on a campaign of education and

that the members of the association must

stand ready to assist the automobile club

and its own committee by being prepared, at

twenty-four hours’ notice, to provide for a

series of speed and brake tests for the pur

pose of demonstrating to the legislators the

entire practicability of the automobile.

There is a strong probability that the as

sociation will decide to hold a local show in

March next, probably during the third week.

 

Recent Incorporations.

Dover, Del.—-The National Motor Car CO.,

with $256,000 capital; to manufacture motor

cars and automobiles.

New York, N. Y.-—Neftel Automobile Co.,

with $75,000 capital. Direcetors—William

lloey, Frank Sweeney and Knight Knettel.

New York, N. Y.-—The Electric Transit Co.,

with $5,000 capital; to operate vehicles pro

pelled by electricity or other power. The

directors are John Mills, Thomas Steeley‘

and Franak E. Taylor.

New York, N. Y.—Motor 8r. Gear Mfg. CO.,

with $251000 capital; to manufacture auto

mobiles and motor vehicles. Directods—

John Lever, jr., Inwood; Thomas Myers

and Alexander Howell, New York.

Minneapolis, Minn—Pence Automobile

Co., with $25,000 capital; to manufacture,

repair and deal in automobiles. The cor

porators are Harry E. Pence, D. Pence and

John TV. See.

New York, N. Y.—Centrnl Automobile Co.,

with $150,000 capital. Directors: Frank Bet

terton. Brooklyn; H. T. Randall, East

Orange, N. J.; C. J. Gleason, New York.

Cup Course Still in Doubt.

According to the latest advices, Great

Britain seems to be as far away as eVer

from being able to have the Bennett Cup

race held on its territory. A previously se

lected course having been rejected on ac

count ot its being only fifty miles in circuit,

the Automobile Club of Great Britain and

Ireland selected another course, 131 miles

long, which it hoped would comply with the

rules and meet the acceptance of the Auto

mobile Club of France. On this new course

the starting point is twenty miles from

Dublin, in the town of Maas. The main

distance is in the counties of Kildare and

Queens, there being a short stretch in

County Carlow. The road surface is re—

ported to be poor, but no worse than that

section of last year's course between Bre

genz and Innsbruck.

\Vhile the club was congratulating itself

on having found a course, Motoring Illus

trated wrote to King Edward, asking him

to aid the project and, according to the

Daily Mail, His Majesty has expressed dis

approval of the race being contested in

Great Britain, because it would necessitate

a suspension of the speed law of twelve

miles an hour.

The Men and Their Toasts.

The speakers and toasts at the annual

banquet of the National Association of Au—

tomobile Manufacturers, which will be held

at the Waldorf-Astoria on Friday, January

23, will be?

“City of New York," Jacob A. Cantor;

"Horses, Carriages and Motor Cars," F. S.

Fish; “National Aid to Road Improvement,”

George A. Peat-re; “What Lawyers Hope for

from Automobiles,“ John S. \Vlse; “Im

provement of Our Highways and Construc

tion of Automobiles," Albert L. Shattuck;

“Electrical Matters Pertaining to Automo

biles," T. C. Martin; “Various Phases of the

Automobile Industry," 0. 0. Barber; “Auto

mobile Literature,” S. A. Miles; “How to

Sell Automobiles,” F. L. Smith, and “West

ern Highways,” H. H. Gross. The toast—

master will be Winthrop E. Scarritt.

 

 

What the Moya is Like.

Although built in a remarkably'short time,

the new Moyea gasolene car, which :1 Motor

World man had a look at on Wednesday,

is one that reflects much credit on its build

ers, the Moyea Automobile Company, newly

formed. It is designed closely on the lines

of the Rocket-Schneider, and has a 4

cylinder, vertical engine, mounted under a

square hood. which also contains a Mercedes

honeycomb radiating system. The car has

already been given some lengthy test runs,

and develops a speed and power that is

very gratifying to its makers. The car will

be exhibited at the show.

The Kaiser's Speedway.

In the plans drawn by Emperor William

for transforming the Grunewald Forest into

a great public park for Berlin an automobile

speedway seven and a half miles long and

twenty-one yards wide is said to be a feat

are.

EXPERIMENTS WITH GRAPHITE

Some Interesting Results Obtained in Lubricating

Tests—Emulsions not Advantageous.

 

 

Pure graphite as a lubricant for steam

mot'ors has been made the subject of inter

esting experiments abroad. A 25 horsepower

steam engine was used, and in the first tests

the cylinder walls were lubricated by taking

06 the cover and strewing dry graphite

powder on the walls; the slide valve was

lubricated by blowing the powder through a.

screwhole in the valve box and turning the

engine by hand to expose all the parts in

turn. This method was not Very practical,

and next was tried an emulsion of graphite

and water, introduced into the current of

steam entering the valve 00x, a lubricating

pump, with mechanical mixing and stirring,

being employed. In spite of the energetic

stirring the graphite showed a great ten

dency to settle and choke the passages. The

experimenter concluded that in general

steam engine cylinders are lubricated exces

sively, and that with good construction and

fitting, and when the steam is saturated. lu

brication is not strictly necessary at all,

while for security quite a small quantity of

graphite is sufficient. The use of a graphite

oil emulsion offers few advantages, lubrica

tion with pure graphite being the method

to be aimed at, as, besides being cheap, it

gives an oil-free condenser water and great

er cleanliness. The best method of applying

pure graphite to surfaces to be lubricated

remains to be discovered. Experiments were

made with emulsions of oil and graphite,

and they were found to be expensive and Il

able to interrupt the working of the lubricat

ing arrangements owing to the graphite set—

tling in the passages.

The Life of a Dry Battery.

"The life of a dry battery?" said F. E.

Moskovics, who until recently was connected

with the Liberty Electric Supply Co., when

the subject was under discussion. “I'd like

to wage that it is possible to get 14,000

miles out of a good set. Yes, I mean 14,000

miles, but I do not mean that they will do

that anywhere or with any motor. But I do

believe that if a man sought to make a bat

tery record and selected a slow speed engine

and a level country like Chicago he would

not have a great deal of trouble in covering

the distance stated. It’s the hills and the

high speeds and high geared engines that

eat up battery power.”

 

"Chassis," Its Pronunciation and Origin.

Chassis—pronounced chas-sy—ls the under

frame of a car, and includes, in addition to

the running gear, the motor, transmission

gear, etc. The word was originally used in

connection with ordnance, and has pro

gressed from cannons to cars by a sort of

natural transition.

\
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About the Bakers.

Quietly as their dainty productions run.

the Baker Motor Vehicle 00., of Cleveland.

Ohio, has so strongly and surely intrenched

itself in popular favor that to-day "Baker"

comes naturally to mind whenever electric

carriages are mentioned. The natty light

runabouts, and the graceful, superbly de

signed stanhopes seem to attract equal at

tention, hundreds of the former being used

in all parts of the country by business men

to run about town, while the latter strongly

appeals for physicians' and ladies‘ use. _

As every one knows, the Baker resembles

no other electric carriage, being from the

ground up the creation of W. C. Baker, and

built, first, to demonstrate the correctness

of his theories, and, second, to refute the

charge that it was impossible and impracti

cable to make a lightweight, electrically pro

pelled runabout.

His theory was that great power, with the

attendant great weight and bulk, was en

tirely unnecessary, and that moderate power

applied to the driving wheels gave far bet

ter results. To attain this end the famous

Baker ball bearing anti-friction devices

were invented, and their success may be

fairly said to have marked a new epoch in

the construction of electric vehicles. In

the entire carriage there is not the slightest

detail of construction or design that is not

worked out theoretically perfect beforehand,

and afterward subjected to the severest and

hardest practical tests before it is incor

porated into the final construction.

The almost marvellous record of the Baker

cars is due largely to these facts, their per

formances being at total variance with what

has hitherto been considered the inherent

limit of lightweight electric battery capa

bility.

A complete exhibit of the “Baker beau

ties," in charge of Sales Manager M. L.

Goss. will be seen at Madison Square Gar

den, at space No. 98.

 

They List Nearly Everything.

One of the most complete and judiciously

arranged catalogues of automobile parts for

the trade that has yet appeared is the 1903

book of the Neustndt-Perry CO., No. 826

South Eighteenth street, St. Louis, Mo. It

is a well bound book of forty-eight pages

and tinted cover, of a folio size that affords

ample room for comprehensive illustrations

of the various lines of running gears, com

plete machines, gears, axles, brakes, wheels,

chains, radiators. dynamos, spark coils, en

gines, boilers, generators, pumps, valves,

fittings of all sorts, lamps, bells, horns and

sundries, and especially the Kokomo and

Fisk tires.

To mark the completion of their hand

some salesrooms at No. 141 West Thirty

eighth street, this city, the Banker Bros.

Co. have sent out invitations for a formal

opening to take place this afternoon at 5:30

o’clock.

The Professor on the "Problem."

Professor Frederick R. Hutton, Ph. D.,

dean of the faculty of applied science of Co

lumbia University, delivered an interesting

illustrated lecture on "The Automobile

Problem" at the Polytechnic College, Brook

lyn, last Monday night.

Professor Hutton said that if his hearers

had been bitten by the bacillus of automo

biiing. as he had, they would agree with him

that there is nothing like it. He would dis

cuss the automobile as a motor, not as a

carriage," and continued: “Here there

are two classes to be considered, the

storage system and the generating sys~

tem. An automobilist of sporting blood

has little or no use for the storage

system, because it is never so powerful as

when you stop. Another ditiiculty is that

' though a town may be but forty miles off,

and the machine have a capacity for seVen

ty-flve miles on a level, a hill or a sandy

road will use up so much power that to get

to your town you frequently have to have

a horse and $2. The storage machine the

lecturer thought suitable for the city, on as

phalt roads, for professional men and for

women.

"With the generating class of motors, it is

more possible to go over the parts of coun~

try where one wishes to travel, though it

takes a man who is something of a me

chanic to run one. It is light, safe, with an

intelligent motorman, and it is much more

speedy." With the aid of lantern pictures

the professor discussed the technical points

of motors at length.

 

At Every Show the ELMORE Stand Always

Looks like a Bee=liive
With appreciative agents and buyers buzzing around it.

$1.566

Small wonder, when we offer a

AUTO
JAnd this year add a.)

FOR $800

Tonneau Tourinq Qar at $1,469

A FEW FACTS ABOUT THE FAMOUS ELMORE MOTOR:

Its two cylinders have fewer parts than a single cylinder of any other type.

Either cylinder will propel car should the other be cut out.

Has Dynamo and Storage Battery.

The battery can be charged from dynamo while running. Taste

Motor will start and carriage will run on either.

three years.

A WINNER WHENEVER SHOWN.
Two first-class certificates New York-Boston Endurance Run.

See us at the New York Show, Space 30 “ Exhibition Hall. "

ELMORE MANUFACTURING CO., CLYDE, OHIO.
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FAVORS FREE STORAGE

A. C. Bostwick Lets Fall the Suggestion—Some

Trade Opinions of it. '

"If it is done in London successfully, why

cannot it be done here? I believe that if

some clever, enterprising man would open a

place here near the park, a big place, and

store cars free, depending upon the money

taken in on repairs, cleaning and oiling for

a profit, he would make a go of it. He

would get all the business he could handle,

that is certain. And why should he not

make it pay, the same as FI‘lSWell does in

London? I believe he could."

The speaker giving utterance to these sen

timents was Albert C. Bostwick—place, Au

tomobile Club of America; time, Friday af~

ternoon, January 9.

It is proper to explain that it was not Mr.

Bostwick's intention to go on record pub

licy as a champion for such a garage sys

tem, and he probably had no desire to do so,

but he was unintentionally overheard while

giving emphatic utterance to the expressions

quoted in the course of a chat with a couple

of other members of the club, who plainly

did not agree with him.

The suggestion naturally finds no support

ers among those now conducting garages.

The objections made to it by a few to whom '

it was mentioned were practical in nature

and strenuous. In the first place, it was

generally agreed there is very little, it any,

profit in a garage business pure and simple,

even at the storage rates that are now

charged. The manager of one of the largest

places in town said: ~

“Bless you, man! If any one undertook

that business here he’d be swamped before

he knew it. Repairs! Why he wouldn't

get enough out of repairs to pay his help, let

alone his rent. “'e have cars in here

that do not have a bit of repair work on

them month after month. Then we have

also a lot of machines that stand for months

without being used. A free storage place

would be a picnic ground for the owners of

such cars, and they would soon have it so

well filled that there would be no room for

live patrons of the sort that use their cars

frequently and do have oiling, cleaning and

repairing done occasionally. ~ No, siree!

None of that for me. I‘ll bet it is not prac

ticable here. Some one else may try it if

they want to, but I won't."

Said another man:

“Well, they do a great many things in

England that cannot be done here. It does

not speak well for English machines to know

that a man can pay for rent and light, heat,

store them free and yet come out ahead by

reason of the repair work needed on them.”

Still another comment made was:

“I would not want to put any car of mine

into a garage run on such a basis. I would

feel like a ‘cheap skate’ in the first place,

and, second, I would be in constant fear or

what might happen. It might be all right,

you know, but I have heard of peculiar do

lugs, and maybe I am cynical. I would ex

pect to find repairs needed on my car almost

all the time. I would be surprised if I went

any time to'tnke out the car and found it

ready to go without any tinkering. It would

be quite the regular thing, I fear, to have

the car go wrong while standing idle. I

have known of some queer doings, I repeat,

and I should quite expect to have a yearly

repair bill equal to the price of the machine

if I stored it in a free garage."

Gliddcn Malia a Prediction.

As an authority on both automobiles and

telephones Charles J. Glidden, of Lowell,

.\iass., ranks high. He predicts that the use

of the automobile will exceed the most sau

guine expectations of to-day, and that as a

means of transportation of humanity and

merchandise it will surpass in popularity

that of the telephone as a method of com

munication.

Four thousand carriage manufacturing

establishments in the United States are now

required to supply the demand for horse

drawn vehicles. More employes than are

now engaged in the building of carriages

and wagons will be required to keep pace

with the demands for the horseless vehicle.

The fact is rapidly being established that the

cost of transportation through the agency of

that automobile is much less than the horse

drawn vehicle, and when not in use the cost

of maintenance is practically nothing, there

fore thousands unable to pay the cost of

keeping a horse can own an automobile and

take their entire family to ride.

 

Whipple's Big Order for Oldsmobilcs.

An important deal was made last week

when R.'\\'. Whipple, Binghaniton, N. 1'.,

closed a contract to handle the Oldsmobile

as a distributing agency for ten counties,

including the towns of Elmira, Cortland,

Norwich, Cooperstown, Oneonta, Delhi,

Walton, lthaca, Owego, etc. All agents

within this territory will be supplied from

Binglmmton, where a stock will be kept

constantly in reserve. The first carload

will reach Binghamton on February 15, and

thereafter a cal-load will reach that town

every two weeks during the season.

Miller's Mammoth l'lorn.

\Vhat is claimed to be the largest automo

bile horn ever brought into this country—a

very colossus of horns—is being imported by

Charles E. Miller, No. i)? Reade-st, this city.

It is known as No. 400, measures eight

inches across the bell, and lists at $40. An

oval shaped funnel, fitted with a removable

strainer, is another novelty shown by the

Miller establishment.

 

New One in Newark.

The recently incorporated Motor Car 00.

of New Jersey, Newark. N. J., has secured

quarters at No. 12 Belleviile avenue, and

will sell Northern and Autocar gasolene cars.

SUBSCRIBERS MUST PAY

New York Supreme Court Rules on a Case In

volving a Motor Car Stock Company.

 

An important ruling has been handed

down by Justice Keneflck, of the Supreme

Court of this State, bearing upon the liabil

ity of signers of stock subscriptions.

it appears that James B. Brady and

others in January, 1900, signed an agree

ment' subscribing for the number of shares

set opposite their names in a corporation to

be organized for the purpose of dealing in

automobiles. The subscribers agreed to pay

for their stock whenever called upon to do

so by the corporation‘s directors. The com

pany was duly organized, all of the signers

to the subscription agreement, with the-e;

ception of Mr. Brady, becoming corporators.

He was not named in the certificate of in

corporation as a subscriber, nor was he

ever tendered his stock.

In an action by the company against Mr.

Brady to recover on his stock subscription,

after a non-compliance by.him with a de

mand by the directors, Justice Kenefick, of

the Supreme Court, has given judgment for

the plaintiff. “The distinction," said the

justice, “between an agreement to form a

corporation and subscribe to its stock and

an agreement to subscribe for shares when

the corporation is organized, which excel

lent authority says is ‘unsound in principle

and disappears as mere dicta upon a thor

ough sitting of the cases,’ has been clearly

adjudicated in this State in the recent case

of Yonkers Gazette Co. vs. Taylor, 30 Apt).

I)iv., 334, and the. agreement in the case at

bar falls within the former class.

“Of such an agreement Justice Hatch says

in the Taylor case: ‘This is absolute and

unconditional: it does not contemplate fur

ther action upon the part of those signing,

and must be regarded as final, when, being

unrcvoked, it is acted upon by the corpora

tion then in contemplation of formation.’ "

The only essential feature which distin

guishcd Mr. Brady‘s position from the Tay

lor case was the omission to name him as a

subscriber in the certificate of incorpora

tion. The question therefore arose whether

such omission was conclusive evidence of

an election by the corporation to reject Mr.

Brady as a subscriber, or was simply a

circumstance to be taken in connection with

other evidence in determining whether his

subscription was accepted. Justice Kcne

fick takes the latter view. He said:

"linder the very first call for the payment

of subscriptions, made twelve days after

the organization, the plaintiff makes a dc_

mand upon the defendant for the payment

of his subscription. Any inference of rejec

tion based on the omission of his name from

the certificate is overborne by this recogni

tion of his subscription."
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PLEASURES OF AUTOMOBILING

WILL BE GREATLY ENHANCED BY THE USE OF

HARTFORD or DUNLOP

PNEUMATIC TIRES

  

The ORIGINAL and “MODEL” TYPES of SINGLE

AND DOUBLE TUBE TIRE CONSTRUCTION

Appreciating the fact that requirements vary as to Single Tube and Detachable Tire

Construction, we offer the most reliable of both types— The Honest Standards.

THEY WERE BEST YEARS AGO. AND YEARS OF INTELLIGENTLY PERSISTENT.

CAREFULLY DIRECTED EFFORT HAS MADE THEM BETTER TO-DAY.

 

Where Quality is desired—whe Comfort, Durability, and Protection against Annoyances is wanted—

where All-‘round Satisfaction is manded—these tires should be adopted. Let us prove this to you by

sending you signed statements from some of the most prominent makers and users in this country.

The Hartford Rubber Works Company, Hartford. Conn.
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FOR PHYSICIANS' USE

One who has Used both Horse and Bicycle

Proves Superiority of Motor Cars.

 

Evidence of a cumulative character con

tinues to be offered re the remarkable su

periority of the automobile over the horse.

Whether cost or convenience be set up as the

standard, the decision remains unchanged.

One well qualified to speak with authority on

the subject is Dr. H. Cooper, of Amesbury,

Mass, who in the last fifteen years has had

exceptional opportunities for comparing the

horse drawn buggy, the bicycle and the mo

tor vehicle, having used them all profes

sionally.

"This city is known the world over as a

carriage. town. We do enjoy an enviable

reputation in that direction. We are nat

urally very proud of it. This was the home

of the Quaker poet—Whittier—and it is here

that another author of note has her home—

Harriet Prescott Spoflord. It is a beautiful

town, and contains a class of very conserva

tive people," he says.

“I was'the first to buy a gasolene car—in

fact, the first to own and use a motor car

of any kind. The townspeople, and the

other doctors especially, watched ‘my ex

periment,’ as they termed it, very closely,

Some of the I~told-you-so’s were really pro

voked at the end of the first month because

I had not been towed home by horse power.

“I have kept a very careful account of all

expenses, and give them for the benefit of

your readers. It had cost me for fifteen

years to keep a horse about $240—namely,

$200 for board and care, and from $25 to

$32 for shoeing, ,according to how much

sharpening was necessary through the win

ter. To this is to be added repairs to har

ness, carriages and sleighs, including repaint

ing, varnishing, etc. I had used a bicycle

for seven or eight years so as not to buy

another horse.

“After using a horse in my practice for

fifteen years at the above cost, supple

mented with 20,000 miles actually covered

on a bicycle, I sold the team, gave the bi

cycle to a boy and bought an Oldsmobile.

I began using the auto about April 1, nine

months ago. During that time I have had

a stable team twice and rode on the electrics

some in bad weather. I rode, as a matter

of choice, day or night: it mattered not, the

car was always ready to go. It never failed

to start or to stop. I never frightened a

horse, though I did compress four dogs. I

did all my work and all my pleasure, cov

ering miles in all. The cost was as

follows: For legitimate repairs, $1.95; gaso_

lene, $25.95 (160 gallons), batteries, $7.20; a

total of $35.10.

"There were some other expenses which

you could not rightly charge up to the car.

i attempted one day to pass over a road

when the street railway company were cut

ting down a grade. I got the automobile

into the sand so deep that both axles rested

on the sand. I tried to pull out, and as a

consequence stripped three teeth off the

rear sprocket. I ran into the corner of the

barn one day and twisted the steering de

vice, had some tire troubles, express charges,

did some experimenting, all of which cost

$25.10. Now, if any reader wishes to add

these two items they can easily see what

nine months’ automobiling has cost me.

“There is a chapter of great pleasure and

solid comfort that could be added. All this

labor and pleasure was not enjoyed by the

lone operator. Selfishness is not an attri

bute of the true automobilist. That broad,

inward manliness knows no bounds of pleas

ure when he is cognizant that he is making

others happy. The open country is ahead of

you, with a knowledge that your car ex

periences no fatigue. A winding ascent

makes the exhaust clear and resonant, but

there is no hill without another side. The

fragrant blossoms and bending clover of

spring but ushers you into the heart and toll

of midsummer. The poor beast of burden

halts beneath the inviting shade of the way

side elm. You cast a pitying glance at the

half dead animal while on rushes your beast

of steel. The summer breezes brush the

perspiration from your brow. The ten miles

falls into the embrace of the twenties, and

the fifties soon clasp hands of one hundred,

and it has been only a pleasant seven or

eight hours' trip. Home again, and would

you know you had inhaled so much pure

atmosphere?

“Dollars and cents is not all a man should

count. How much can you obtain of this

new element of life in addition to the dollars

and cents saved? The automobile rightly

handled on the road is an educator. The

frail man and timid woman are not going

to be killed outright. We can illustrate to

them that we want only a little piece of

the road and they can have the rest. We

will be on our way, with them forgotten,

while they are getting frightened. Go back

to the horse? No! Not while the automo

bile takes me safely over thirty miles of

country road by lamplight in two hours and

ten minutes without a single stop. For

what better service could you ask?

“The automobile is gently asking for bet

ter roads, for that is in exact accord with

what it is doing itself. Every time it passes

over your streets it improves the road there.

It is an educator in many directions, and

upon the shoulders of the operator rests the

responsibility whether we take from or add

to the results.

 

Studebaker’s New Salaroom.

The handsome new Studebaker Building,

at Broadway and Forty-eighth street, this

city, is nearing completion. The building

consists of ten stories, wrth lofty ceilings

and spacious warerooms, and has on the

eighth floor a large space which will be de

voted to charging storage batteries for auto

mobiles.

RECKONING THE COST

What it Means to Conduct a Metropolitan Gar

age—The Many Men Necessary.

 

What is the force required to “run” a

modern garage and salesrooin, say, in this

city?

and how are their duties apportioned and

the men kept busy and not allowed to “eat

their heads oiI "P

The questions suggested themselves to

the Motor World man last week as he was

looking at the new Banker establishment

in Thirty-eighth street, which was just hav

ing such finishing touches as rugs, etc., put

to it.

“How many men does it take to run the

place?" repeated Manager Wridgway. “Well,

at the present time we have twenty, and are

still adding to our force.

"They are divided into repalrlnen, storage

department men, salesmen, demonstrators,

etc., and each has certain duties assigned to

him. With regard to the repairmen, their

duties are explained by the name. The stor

age department men look after the cars left

on storage, wash and clean them, lubricate,

fill the supply tanks, etc.

"The salesman is almost always a demon

strator as well—that is, he can take a car

out and run it as well as talk it. But we

seldom send. out a demonstrating car with

only one man—besides the customer—in it

now. It. takes two men to do this right.

“Yes, it‘s too much to expect a man to do

both," interjected George A. Banker, who

had run over from Philadelphia for the

day. "If he gives his attention to the run

ning of the car he can‘t talk as he should,

and if he works it the other way, giving

his arguments the preference, he necessarily

neglects the management of the car; and it

is most important that it should be run Just

right at such a time.

"On this account we usually send out a

car with two of our men. One of them

runs it while the prospective purchaser sits

beside him. The ‘talker' takes the tonneau

seat, and by leaning forward he has the

buyer‘s ear. Thus he can talk as he pleases

—about automobillng in general, descend to

particulars or explain how the car is oper~

ated and controlled, the functions of the

various leyers, etc. We find that this way

works much better than the old one."

How many men must be employed

Koehler Enlarges.

Alterations now being made will double

the space which the H. J. Koehler Sporting

Goods Co., Newark, N. J., will devote to the

automobile branch of their business. Their

building has a depth of 190 feet, and half

of the two lower floors will be devoted to

the sale, storage and repairs of automobiles,

A complete stock of sundries, clothing, etc.,

is also carried. The Rambler and Waverley

cars are sold, and the concern is open to

take on another popular priced touring car.
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Conrad Gasolch Automobiles
Will be First Shown at New York Automobile Show, January

17 to 24, and Later at Chicago Auto Show, February l4 to 2|.
 

  

 

...RUNABOUT...

8 H. P. Double Cylinder Vertical

Motor in Front. Sliding Gear Trans

mission. 2 Speeds and Reverse. Wheel

Steer etc.'

PRICE, $750.00.

 

Touring Tonncau

12 H. P. Vertical Double Cyilnder Motor

in Front, Sliding Gear Transmission, 3

Speeds and Reverse. Wheel Steer. Wood

Artillery Wheels 30x3%. Detachable

Tires. PRICE, $1250.00.

2 MODELS

Will be Shown in

Detail in Subsequent

Issue of this Paper.

 

 

 

CONRAD HOTOR CARRIAGE COMPANY,

141 [-1417 Niagara Street,

CATALOGS AND AGENTS PROPOSITION WILL BE SENT ON REQUEST.

no. “'1' be. M

  

a. H.. ..3 ..3............. _ .

BUFFALO, NEW YORK.

 

 

  

 

  

MADE FOR THOSE WHO

WANT THE BEST.

The corrugated tread G. & 1. Tire is

detachable, double tube, and can always

be permanently repaired.

It is made from the best materials, is

easiest riding and longest wearing. The

best automobile tire is the cheapest.

0&JImr.Co.
INDIANAPOLIS, IND.
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CAUSES OF TROUBLE

 

Many of Them Due to the Operators as was

Brought Home to This One.

 

“it is frequently asked what part of an

This

can only be answered by saying that it de

automobile needs the most repairs.

pends on who is using the motor car, for one

person will wear one part, while another

person will wear the machine in an entirely

different part," says a well posted dealer.

"This is due to the method of handling.

This may sound strange, but I have found

it to be true beyond the slightest particle

of a doubt. I may cite an instance wherein

two of my customers placed an order for

two gasolene cars at the same time. They

were built at the same time, side by side,

and at the same place, and finished at the

same time and delivered together. Buyer

No. 1 hired some one to teach him how to

handle his auto and how not to handle it.

so that when he took his auto in hand he

had been instructed to such an extent that

he knew what he was about. While buyer

.\‘0. 2 said he would run his own and save

the expense of lessons, and did so.

“Buyer N0. 1 got through with very little

expense, while buyer No. 2 was always

breaking something, not a single week pass

  

‘M ADJUS YAIk‘

mu Q"

  

ing that he was not compelled to run his au

tomobile in the repair shop and pay for what

could have been saved by proper handling.

No. 2's bills were always high, and be com

plained to buyer No. 1 about it, when No. 1

said: ‘You certainly cannot be working cor

rectly; you had better get some one to go

with you to find out the faults and rectify

them.’ This was done, and after three

months of running without instruction and

falling into many errors which he should

not have learned, he finally gotgan experi

enced operator to find out his faults and

correct them.

“It. was a great revelation to him to see

his machine handled in an entirely different

manner to what he was accustomed to hand

ling it, and he was readily convinced that

he was to blame for at least two-thirds of

his breakages. For instance, he would rush

up to his stopping place at the rate of ten

or twelve miles an hour, then force both

the emergency brake and band brake and

stop within three or four times his vehicle's

length, the jar due to the sudden stoppage

  

of the machinery very naturally loosened

the parts which were not made to stand

such abuse, the emergency brake being on

only to be used in case a very sudden stop

were absolutely necessary. The parts which

had become loosened were left to run that

way, simply racking things to pieces.

“This is only one of the many things

which prevent an automobile from giving

satisfaction to the operator. Another very

bad habit was in starting to jerk on the

friction clutches of the auto in a very un

pleasant manner and jarring both the person

and the machinery to pieces. Imagine an

engineer on a locomotive starting a train

by throwing the throttle wide open and try

ing to run at the rate of twenty to twenty

five miles an hour in a few seconds from

standing place, and you can see wherein the

damage is ’tione.

 

B & 5': New Steering Connections.

An entirely new set of steering connection

has been brought out by the Billings &

at

“I;

,s
  

SYIIIIIIG Po"

RAPID I”

  

Spencer 00., Hartford, Conn, and will here

after be carried in addition to their already

extensive line of automobile forgings. The

new connections have been designed for

cars of the so-called French type, and em

body ail the desirable features of the French

patterns, together with several improve

ments in the way of adjustment. They are

drop forged from the best steel for the pur

pose, and machined and hardened so that

they reach the automobile manufacturer

practically ready to apply to the vehicle.

They are listed by the manufacturers in de

tail, so that users can get complete sets or

the individual parts, as may be desired.

These connections are manufactured under

Copeland’s patent, and are carried in stock

for immediate shipment.

 

The first of the cars completed at the new

works at Trainer, Pa.,‘a model G Search

ment, which had the finishing touches put

on last waak, will be sent to the show in

this city.

Several Haynes-Apperson cars, en route

from Kokomo, lnd., to this city, were burned

in a freight car last week.

 

lLLUSTRATED BY BULLET

Peculiar Cohesiveness of Metals and How it is

Avoided in Motor Carr.

 

“Take clean cut bullets and press the

halves together with a twist, and the result

will be the parts will stick together (coherc).

The principle is important and correct. The

machine designer has to see that in no case

will any two pieces of metal in his machine

be allowed to approach the condition of the

bullet—that is, to come together forcibly

and with a twisting motion, for what is true

of lead is presumably true of other metals.

Obviously the particles of a piece of metal

stick together by virtue of some force ex

erted between them," says a well posted

man.

“Assuming, then, the predisposition of two

similar metals to cohere or unite under fa

vorable circumstances—namely, the coming

into actual contact; that is, with nothing be

tween them—we see why provision has to

be made to keep them apart all the time.

We do this by interposing a continuous film

or layer of some substance that has the prop

erty of maintaining a very thin film under

considerable pressure, and at the same time

feed with facility through wicks, tine tubes,

etc., such substances being called lubricants.

“It seems quite rational to infer that dis

similar metals are less likely to cohere than

similar ones; water and oil, or mercury and

oil, will not mix as readily as parts of the

same liquid, and probably the same is true

of solids. Whatever the attraction between

the molecules, it seems plausible to believe

the attraction to be stronger between those

of a like nature. .

“It is a fact well known that metals of

the same kind will not work well together;

they are more likely to seize and out than

dissimilar metals. A journal and its bear

ings are never of the same metal; it may

be said that other reasons obtain—that the

bearing must be softer, to take the wear,

as being the easily replaced part, and also

that the bearing metal has to be chosen for

its heat conducting and anti-friction proper

ties. All this is true, but the fact remains

that where two are both made of hard

metal they are made unlike. Hub liners

are made of cast iron, bronze, etc., so that

the steel hub shall not have to work against

the steel box; also cast iron eccentric straps

do better on a wrought iron sheave than do

wrought iron straps; similarly cast iron

crosshead shoes work better on steel guides

than would steel shoes.”

 

Following the example of the Automobile

Club of America, the Rhode Island Automo

bile Club has completed arrangements with

the. storage station, corner of Pine and Gar

net streets, adjoining the club quarters,

whereby guests of the club may leave their

carriages without charge for a stated period,

and club members will be able to secure

many ,other conveniences.
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he Peerless Motor Car Co.

were the first American man—

ufacturers to adopt the Vertical

Motor, mounted in front. One

year hence all makers will follow

their lead.

SEE OUR EXHIBIT, NEW YORK SHOW.

“ * THE PEERLESS mm mm 00., Bleveland, Ohio

  

 

  liilii
“IT STARTS FROM THE SEAT.”

TH E

“STEVENS-OUIIYEA”

OASOLENE AUTOMOBILE
Is a Record Car for

Speed—Bellabllltr—Illll Ollmblng.

MAY BE FOONO AT

Space I25

Madison Square

Garden,

NEW YORK,

FROM JANUARY 17lh

TO JANUARY 24th.

Don’t fail to

see our

Gar.

OUR MOTOR IS 7 NOIISE POWER. HAS TWO OILINOEIIS, IS NOISELESS.

Price at Factory $1200.00

J. STEVENS ARMS 8:. TOOL COMPANY,

690 Main Street, CHICOPEE FALLS, MASS.

NEW YORK OFFICE: 54—56 West 43rd Street.

Dealers Can Control the Business

in their towns when they handle

iSpaulding
It put: money in your Eocket and leaves more in those of your customers'

than any autumn ile you can sell them. You are both happy.

Happiness is catching; that’s why SPAULDING owners have lots of friend:

who increase the demand.

 

  

  

  

 

$700 THE PRICE. QUICK SALES THE RESULT.

YOU WANT TO KNOW MORE WE WANT TO TELL YOU MORE

WRITE US RIGHT NOW.

Spaulding 2$°N%l%€ Company

BUFFALO, NEW YODK.

W000m...00...”.WWM

Artillery Wheels.

We are now prepared to furnish these Hubs, Ball-Bearing and Key-Seated, for Automobile:

l weighing from 500 to 4,000 pounds.

Front Hubs are Ball-Bearing and are assembled on our well-known Steering Axles.

Rear Hubs furnished with Ball-Bearings or Key-Seated.

ALL RACES ARE GROUND IN POSITION

IN HUBS. CONFS AND CONE SEATS

ON SPINDLFS ARE GROUND TO GAUGE.

Hubs and Spindles are machined Right and Left.

WRITE US REGARDING YOUR REQUIREMENTS.

THE AMERICAN BALL-BEARING COMPANY, 3213333.

MWOWOWOMOMMOOW oomoooO..”OOO.mOOOO60.0....00......0.000...M
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WHY THE SUDDEN FLOP?

After Flaying Automobiles. Hearst’s Paper now

Essays to Act as Their Champion.

 

“Certain citizens feel very proud when

they can interfere with the use of automo

biles. Not only hoodlums and roughs enter

tain this peculiar pride. The pride afiiicts

men who should know better—drivers of

trucks, motormen of streetcars and others,

usually intelligent working men,” says that

erstwhile autophobe, the Journal, which has

repented of Its evil ways—in this particular

—and is now cultivating the mechanically

propelled vehicle.

“If you throw a stone at an automobile

you prove, almost invariably, two things:

enable the small capitalist to compete with

the railroad and streetcar monopolies. Al

ready the automobile can carry passengers

on good roads more cheaply than they can

travel in the railroad cars.

“This cheapening of travel is important to

the poor man. The rich man does not care

what he pays for his railroad ticket, and

he can keep horses, no matter what the cost.

In a few years poor people will go on beau

tiful long trips through the comitry in cheap

automobiles. In a very few years millions

of men and women and children will reap

the benefit of the present automobile experi‘

ments.

“Millions upon millions of dollars have

been spent in devising and trying new au

tomobiles. ,Many millions more must be

spent. Who is going to spend that money if

you treat as a criminal the man of wealth

 

  
  

FUN IN AN OLDSMOILE.

 

If irst, that you are jealous of another man's

pleasure or prosperity; and, second, that you

are ignorant and do not look ahead.

“As to the jealousy—there is nothing to be

gained by preaching about that. Some men

make a plucky effort to achieve success,

and others, especially the most ignorant, try

to excuse their own failure by decrying the

more fortunate or able. It is to the igno

rance involved in attacks on automobiles

that we wish to call attention.

“The man who to-day buys and experi

ments with the high power automobiles is a

great public benefactor. He may not know

it, and he may have no desire whatever to

be of use to others. Nevertheless, he is one

>f the most useful of citizens.

“You must see clearly that in the future

the automobiles will be of greatest value to

the poorer classes of people. They will be

made cheaply and kept cheaply. They will

who buys and tries the immensely costly

machines that are now the forerunners of

the future automobile? True, the rich man

buys the ten thousand dollar automobile for

his own pleasure. But he need not be

treated as a criminal on that account. And

since his amusementmeans future welfare

for all, why not encourage him instead of

discouraging him.

"If you should succeed to~day in stopping

the use of automobiles for pleasure, the

automobile industry would die out, thou

sands of men would lose their work, and,

what is infinitely more important, the entire

people would be deprived in the future of a

great blessing.

"In less than fifty years from now the

working man, the mechanic and the laborer

will go to their work from their cottages in

the country in automobiles. You smile at

this? Don't smile too’confldently.

“Do you remember when the present

model of bicycles first came into fashion?

Who used and paid for the first bicycles at

$100 or more each? The rich men and

women. Who made fun of the first bicycle

riders, laughing at their sensible costumes,

throwing tacks on bicycle paths, doing

everything to delay the manufacture of the

cheap bicycle by discouraging those who

paid for the first experiments? You did,

you who now laugh, or throw tin cans at the

fast automobile. did the same for the bi

cycle not so many years ago.

“If the owner of an automobile is reck

less he should be punished. But he should

he considered and treated as we treat the

reckless driver or the reckless drunkard.

There should be no foolish ignorance or

jealously to discourage his attempts to im

prove the horseless machines. As a matter

of fact, the reckless automobilist will never

be very numerous. For his recklessness

threatens you only occasionally, whereas it

threatens him all the time.

“One of these days the automobile will

be the great blessing of the poorer classes.

One of these days there will be a great

union of highly paid, highly skilled mechan

ics making their living by the management

of horseless vehicles. In a few years the

millions of our citizens wil bless the makers

and the buyers whose energy, or skill, or

love of pleasure, or innate extravagance,

made the cheap, safe, eflfectlve automobile

possible.

“Therefore, when you see a man dressed

[11 his goggles and furs ploughing along in

his red or pink or purple or green machine,

do not be foolishly jealous or irritable. Say

to yourself: ‘That man is doing good work,

perhaps without knowing it. He is paying

for the future comfort of the people.’ if

he goes too fast or recklessly, complain of

him.

"But do not prove your own foolishness or

Jealousy by forcible interference, by vulgar

abuse or by trying in any other way to

check the growth of a great public neces

slty."

Spencer's Gasolcnc-Type Steamer.

W'ork on a steam car of thoroughly mod

ern design, intended for Raymond Good

rich, of Hartford, (John, and Captain C.

M. Spencer, of Windsor, Conn, has pro

gressed sufficiently to aiIord a good idea of

its appearance when completed. It is being

constructed at the Mansuy & Smith shops,

in Hartford, and closely resembles the gaso

lene type of car.

The new vehicle is one of particularly

long wheel base, ten'fect separating the for

ward and rear wheel centres. The tonneau

will carry four persons and two may ride

in the front seat. The capacity for oil and

water is large, and the vehicle will have

more power than most steam carriages, and

the engine and boiler will be located for

ward under a bonnet.

Captain Spencer’s engine arrangement and

driving device will be employed. and a boiler

of large capacity will furnish steam to the

engine.
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is unique. It Is Its own type. It has proved the best

lor American roads, better than Iorelzn types-better

than the so-called “American type" of motor car. It

Is the oldest make In America—one of the oldest ln
  

best foreign practice; also our band clutch. free front end~thrust.

ing Tm; Moron WORLD when you write. Catalogue free, too.

Runabout, $1200; Phaeton, $1500; Surrey,$1800.

TONNEAU—READY BY SPRING—PARTICULARS LATER.

t
r

r
r
r
t

g;

i

HAYNES-APPERSON c0., Kokomo. Ind., U.S. A. 3?;

eeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeemeemm : -: -: :

:1-2i: z;:::::_

THE HAYNES-APPER

It is interesting to note that the 1903 “Improvements” of the Paris I:

Show have all been features of the Haynes-Apperson Car for years.Our throttle control and sparker with magneto is superior today to the ~

We have issued (in addition to our regular catalogue) an interesting booklet that tellswhy it is the best. Shall we put you down for one? You will greatly oblige us by nam

Solar Motor-Lamps Show the Way
  

PHARE-SULAR, No. I. 1160 Candle Power.

We mate a Score of Other Styles.

BADGER BRASS MFG. 00.,

Space lo. 3, New York Show.

KEllIlSl-III, WIS.

 

 

LIGHT. POWERFUL.

FOR

Gasolene Motors

FOR TONNEAU AND EVERY

RELIABLE.
 

  

erte

BUFFALU IIASULENE MUTIIII 60.,

9 Bradley Street, BUFFALII, N. Y., U. 8. II.

EXHIBITAUTOMOBILESHOW.

  

 

 

STEADY. SPEEDY. ECONOMICAL.

'MOl-ISS-NVWSLHOcIS.LIElI—IXE

 

 

 

“wanmmunnwn.MM“Mun-“baron.

You Cannot (iet

Flore for Your Money

than by using $2.00 of it to

subscribe to

The Motor

World

In which each week appears a

record of all that is best,

brightest and newest in the

world of mechanical traflic.

O%%%“UJHJO’HWM%%%M%WA%%%WA

unnumumuawwUr.)“mummwwquw"

“UQWUQWWUQWUQ‘Q‘QWUQUQHQW
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CARE AND REPAIR OF TIRES

Little Things That may be Done to Lengthen

Their Life and Service.

 

Tire care and repair is a matter that

merits much more attention than it usually

receives.

After a car ha been run for a hundred

miles or so, there will be some cuts, some

large and deep, some small, in the tires.

An hour or so should be spent in cleaning

them out and plugging them with cotton

wool and solution, or, better still, with a

special rubber that can be obtained for the

purpose. If these cuts are neglected they

take in the wet, with the result that the

tread becomes loose about the spot and

peels OE, and the only remedy is- to send

the' cover away and have a new piece'vul

canized in, or, if the damage is Very bad

and in several places, to have a new tread

titted. All this costs money, and when one

recollects that the value of a set of aver

age tires is about upwards of $100, it is

hardly worth while to spend more money

when a little care would have saved it.

if a bad cut occurs leaving a fair size hole

in the outer cover, it is perfectly useless to

put on a piece of canvas only a little larger

than the hole. The repair must be thor

oughly effected in the following Way: Sup

posing there is an inch gash in the cover,

the space round the cut should be cleaned

for about six inches each way. Solution it

and leave to dry. Three pieces of canvas

will be required, and the first should meas

ure about 8 in. This should be affixed,

bringing the canvas down to the beaded

edges. The next piece should project an

inch or so over the first, lengthwise, but

need not go right down to the edges of the

cover—say about half an inch 08. The last

piece should project an inch or so over the

second and should also fall a little bit short

of the edges. Three thicknesses of canvas

are. now fixed, and, so far as the inside is

concerned, there is no more to be done. The

gash should be cleaned out and plugged

with special rubber. This kind of repair is

the only one that will eiTectually hold a

nasty cut (short of sending the cover away

to have it repaired), and it should be borne

in mind by those who put fancy little

pieces of canvas over big gashes.

Tube repairs require time to make them

a really satisfactory job, especially large

ones, so it is best to do these at home, car

rying spare tubes. It will be found a very

good plan, after cleaning the tube for a

patch, to rough it well; a very fine wire

brush is the very thing for the purpose.

This roughing will cause the solution to

sink slightly into the rubber, and conse

quently the repair is far stronger. Patches

supplied in repair outfits are always roughed

on the side intended for solutioning.

The security bolts, which help to retain

the cover in position, are very often neg

lected. They shoan be kcpi screwed up

tight at all times.

Dust caps should always be kept on valves,

as most valves leak slightly, and as the dust

cap has a washer inside, this leakage is

prevented. Automobilists who are fond of

applying the brakes suddenly should recol

lect that they have tires. Skidding a tire

along a rough road is one of the worst

things possible for a cover. Oil splashing

from the engine often reaches the front

‘ tires, and as oil is one of the worst enemies

of rubber, this evil should be remedied by

fitting up light guards. If these facts are

borne in mind and acted upon, it will be

found that pneumatic tires are not so black

as painted.

Looking Under the Paint.

That it is always a good idea to look

under the paint, i. e., to make more than

a superficial examinition of a car bought

at second-hand, is shown by the following

incident:

“We had a car brought into our garage

a few days ago to have some slight repairs

done to it," said a tradesman. “The owner

instructed us to send the car up to his house,

as he had only just purchased it and could

not drive it. The car was taken out of the

garage and the engine started, and just as

the man was setting off, the main arm of

the steering gear broke clean away. An

examination of this part showed that the

three-quarter-shaft, which controlled the

steering, had been recently broken off, and

it had been repaired by simply putting the

two surfaces together and soldering it

round the edges. or course, a repair efi‘ected .

in this manner is nothing short of criminal,

and the owner of the car may consider him

self very lucky indeed that it did not come

off when he was going at twenty miles an

hour."

The Motor Language.

“In motor language there has sprung up

some curious misuses of terms and forget

fulness of their meaning,” says a transat

lantic contemporary. “For instance, one

constantly hears the expression—‘chaufi‘eur,’

and we frankly admit it has appeared in our

columns on several occasions. But the word

‘chauifeur” is really the French term for

the fireman on the footplate of a locomo

tive, and designates what in English we call

the 'stoker.’ or ‘fireman.‘ So when we call

the lady motorist the ‘chaufi'euse’ we might

in English call her ‘stokeress,’ which does

not sound in the least pretty. We talk

about a sportswoman, or a fisherwoman;

why not talk, then, about a motorwoman?

Or, if we want to adopt a combination of

French and English, might we suggest a

word with a prettier sound—‘motoriste‘?

The only case in which the term ‘chaufleur’

might be correct is in the case of a Thorny

croft lorry, or any other motor car in which

live coal or coke is used.

LEGAL TEST OF GASOLENE

Demonstration Made for Court's Benefit Proving

Safety of the Fluid.

 

Evidence offered and accepted in court is

now on record to show that gasolene is not

the dangerous stuff which so many com

monly consider it to be. The evidence was

submitted in a case of lawsuit in England

in which the plaintiff testified that a lighted

cigarette had caused the ignition of some

gasolene that was being poured into a tank.

The defendant, a motor maker, oflered in

rebuttal a sworn statement of a list of ex‘

periments, and these were substantiated as

having been witnessed by an official from

the Royal School of Mines. The tests made

were as follows:

1. A lighted match placed at the opening

of a new two gallon can of gasolene merely

caused a small flame an inch long, which

could be extinguished with the point of a

finger.

2. Gasolene was then poured into an open

vessel and a lighted cigarette dropped into

it. Result: It was at once extinguished.

3. A lighted cigarette was then smoked

vigorously from within two feet above to a

quarter of an inch of the gasolene; also all

around and underneath the vessel, but no

ignition occurred.

4. A small quantity of gasoiene was then

poured on the cigarette while still smok

lnfg; still no ignition occurred. '

5. A case was then made hot and the

gusolene poured into it, so that it would

vaporize more quickly; a lighted cigarette

was then smoked into it, as in case No. 3.

but failed to cause ignition.

6. Two vessels were placed eighteen

inches apart, with gasoleue in each, so that

the afiinity of the vapor of the gasoiene

from one vessel to the other would meet; a

lighted cigarette was then smoked between

the two and at the likeliest part where the

gasolene vapors would meet, but still no

ignition occurred.

7. Gasolene was forced under pressure

through a fine hole, so as to spray the gaso

lene. and a cigarette smoked in the spray,

but still no ignition followed.

3. An explosive mixture was then made

up in a vessel, and a cigarette smoked

around and inside. No result; but a light

dropped in caused an explosion.

Each of the above experiments was tried

a great number of times, and it was impos

sible to light the gasolene by the fire or

sparks from a cigarette.

The vapors of gasolene. being heavier than

the atmosphere, never rise, but fail and run

along the ground or surface on which it has

been spilled.
 

For Gemran Army Use.

In the new Germany army estimates is an

item of $2? 000 for experimentation with

field automobiles, which are stated to have

shown themselves of permanent value.
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ABOUT ELECTRICITY

Some of the Rudimentary Why: and Wherefors

Making Plain the Process of Generation.

Electricity is a subtle form of energy

which may be called into existence in many

ways, but always at the expense of some

other form of expended energy or the de

struction or transformation of some other

substance.

Once generated the current tends to dis

sipate itself, and will take the first avail

able path to “earth,” so that to get useful

work from the current it is necessary to lay

conductors to the place where the work is

required to be done, and to prevent the cur

rcnt from leaking away from its proper path

the conductor is iucascd or otherwise pro

tected by insulation. All substances in nat

ure are conductors or insulators in a de

gree, but some are much more effective than

others; thus all the metals are conductors,

and, although copper does not rank highest

in the list, it is usually employed on account

of cost. 1. e., higher efllciency conductors are

only found atnong the precious metals,

though for some purposes, such as land tele

graphs, iron wire is used on account of its

still lower cost. Insulating substances in

principal use are india rubber, gutta percha,

porcelain, glass, vulcanite, ebonite, silk, etc.

Thus the conductor which may he of cop

per is wrapped with cotton or silk, and then

incascd in one or more layers of rubber or

glitta percha and further wrappings of cot

ton, according to the degree of insulation

required, or the wire may he carried through

midalr on porcelain insulators as in the

telephone. But whatever the method of

insulation, the object is the same, to convey

the current from the generating point to the

point where it has work to do with as little

loss as possible from leakage.

The next consideration is resistance, for

if the conductor is of insufficient area, and

of great length, the quantity of current can

not be passed. so that a thicker wire must

be substituted, and on short distances it is

policy to use wire of ample area, but where

the distance is great the cast of the copper

becomes prohibitive, and so the. quantity of

current is decreased and the intensity in

creased, the s'ante result being arrived at.

This decrease of current and incrcase of

intensity may be likened to water flowing

through a pipe; a pipe of certain size can

deliver only so much water an hour at a

certain pressure, but by increasing the pres

sure and causing the water to flow faster

the quantity discharged may be increased

according to the increase in pressure. The

electrical term signifying pressure or in

tensity is the volts, and the term ampere

denotes quantity, and the product of the

tvvo is the watt, thus with a given con

ductor it may be necessary to use a pressure

of ten volts to transmit tivc amperes ot cur

rent, equalling titty watts, or the dynamo

or battery may give a current oi! ten am

peres, at a pressure of five volts only, the

electrical energy expended being the same

in either case. Certain electrical phenomena

demand the employment of very high volt

ages, but small amount of current, the spark

which tires the charge in a motor being a

case in point.

The lighting of an arc lamp, on the other

hand, demands a considerable Quantity of

current compared with the pressure em

ployed, these variations in quantity and

pressure being accomplished by the manner

in which the battery is coupled up or the

dynamo wound. The most simple form of

electrical generator is a single cell in which

a n-etal tusually zinc) is consumed by an

acid, for if a zinc rod be immersed in dilute

sulphuric acid it will be rapidly consumed

with violent ehullition, and hydrogen gas

given off, and it a carbon rod be immersed in

the same Jar, but separated from the zinc,

and copper wires attached to each, an elec

tric current will flow from the zinc rod

through the liquid, which is a conductor, to

the carbon rod, and so through the wire

conductor to the zinc rod when the ends of

the two wires are in contact.

It now some instrument be connected to

the two wires the passage of the current

may be detected, but one cell will not give

any great amount of power for doing actual

work, though it may be made to ring a bell,

consequently the cells are multiplied until

the requisite amount of current is obtained.

and the manner in which the cells are con

nected will determine the ratio between

quantity and pressure.

0! course, the simple form of cell de

scribed is not what would be actually used,

but merely serves to explain the action.

Where large quantities of current are re

quired, or very high intensity, the battery

method is not suitable, as an enormous

number of cells would be required, and both

expense and trouble would be prohibitive,

so in this case a dynamo is used, and ac

cording to its size, speed and the manner

in which it is wound, any desired quantity

or intensity of current may be procured to

stilt the particular work in hand, whether

it he ringing a bell, lighting a glow lamp

or transmitting a thousand horsepower,

What Cause: the Outcry.

“Sometimes I almost think that the out

cry against automobilists is excusable, it not

justified,” exclaimed a man who is addicted

to the pastime to the Motor “'orld man the

other day.

“One reckless or inconsiderate chauiIeur

can do more to create an unfavorable im

pression than ninety-nine of us can to re

move it, try as we will. In tact, it is the

one oiTender and not the ninety-nine inno

cent users that occupies the centre ot the

stage and excites animosity. He does the

harm and usually goes scot free, while We

suffer for his misdeeds.

“There was an instance or the kind that

came under my notice a day or two ago. i

was walking down Broadway, and when

near the crossing of Sixth avenue and Thir

ty-third street an automobile shot down the

street at a speed that must have been very

close to twenty miles an hour—not a police

man’s twenty miles, nor yet a cliaui’t'eur‘s

when he wanted to show how fast his car

was, but a real mile in three minutes clip as

would have been shown by a Jurgensen

watch.

“Now, you know what that crossing is like.

There are three streams of traffic—street

cars, carriages, trucks and automobiles, and

pedestrians from the Macy, Saks and other

nearby stores, promenaders, etc, enough

to keep the policeman on guard at the cor‘

ners busy.

“All other wheeled tratiic was proceeding

at a slow pace. but this automobile—which,

as I afterward learned, came front one of

the group of garages in Thirty-eighth street

and was in charge. of a rather greasy look

ing, leather coated chaufl’eur—whizzed by as

it it had been an ambulance. or a fire patrol

wagon. In and out it weaved, cutting close

to trolley cars, frightened women and angry

men, while people on the sidewalk, myseii!

among the number, stopped to look after it.

“The comments were quite audible, and

i almost felt like adding some 01’ my own.

it the car, which was a big tonneau, with

only one man in it, had struck any one I

would cheerfully have borne testimony

against it."

AUTOMOBILE

MOUNTINGS

...IN...

Polished Brass.

Metal Mouldings, Tonneau Door

Fasteners (6 styles), Door Locks,

Key Hole Covers,

and many other

articles.

 

Inside Handle Finishing

Nuts and Washers.

  

No. 1, in two pieces.

  

3107.724.

TONNEAU DOOR HANDLES,

Manufactured by

THE ENGLISH 8; MERSICK CO.,

NEW HAVEN, CONN, u. s. A.
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GENUINE FRENCH SPARK PLUGS.

Considered the best plug on the market; $1.00 each,by mail. Special

price in quantities. French and American porcelain tubes for repairing;

Material, workmanship and finish guaranteed the finest on the market.

spark plugs, copper gaskets, etc., etc.

/

We handle other running gears, Brown-Lipe equalizing gears. transmis

sion and steering gears, steering wheels, etc.,etc.

 

 
 

‘ q ' We carry the largest assortment of lamps in- AU1OMOBILE CLOTHING

INITIAL HANGERS- cluding oil and gas headlights, side lamps, tail Leather coats $8.00; Leather trousers; $6.00; Caps,

Furnished letters or figures, mounted on pat lamps. etc., large and small, to be found in the $2.00; Gauntlet Gloves,$2.25 per pair. Largest assort

ent leather as required by law. $2.00 each. United States. ment of goggles imported to this country, etc., etc.

See us at the New York Automobile Show. Spaces 46. 47. 48, 49. 50, 51, January 17th to 24th. After that date on can find an Automobile Show, continuous performance, every

day in the year except Sundays and Holidays. at 97, 99, II" READE S‘I‘REE , NEW YORK CITY.

Our 1903 catalog, the largest and most complete catalog of its kind ever published, will be mailed on request.

New York, U. S. A.CHAS E. MILLER, Manufacturer, Jobber, Importer and Exporter,

 

 

 

 

If you are interested in making all Automobiles Safe and Safe: Automobiles Safer

you must become interested in the '

FOR BOILERS, MUFFLERS, AIR TANKS, GASOLENE TANKS.

THEIR SUPERIORITY OVER SOLDERED SHEET l'IETAL IS EASILY DEMONSTRATED.

For Particulars address RANDOLPH-CLOWES CO., WATERBURY, CONN.

BRANCH OFFICES:

Cor. Oliver and Purchase Sta" BOSTON. 602 Fisher Building, CHICAGO.7|! Postal Tel. Building, NEW YORK.
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Hoods, Fenders,

RadiatorsJanks,

MUFFLERS.

Do you want the best on the market ?

YOU CERTAINLY DO.

Dicl you ever get angry and say things you ought not to. hecause that lender or ltoocl

rattled when it had been on but a short time? Then it was because you did not have a RAY

ANTI-RAI'I'LER. Write lor circulars, prices, etc.

ANY STYLE DESIRED.

RAY llUTOMATlO MAOI'IINE 00.. l, 3 & 5 Water St., Cleveland, 0.

THE NEW

Crestmobiles
$600 AN” $750.

AIR 0001.50. GAN’T nae-£25.

no onnnvs. SHAFT DRIVE.

Simplest Car on the Market.

SPACE I to, NEW YORK SHOW.

Broadway, Portland and Davis Ste, calllUIIllgO, MOSS.

  

 

 

 

 

THE M. SEWAIIO & SON 00.
NEW HAVEN, CONN.

CARRIAGE

HARDWARE
AND

J! Special iirop Forgings
FDR

Automobiles
AND OTHER WORK.

We are prepared to make estimates from drawings or models

and guarantee first-class work.

HERE IT

  

 

 
 

The Hoffman Single

Gylinder ll Horse

Power Motor. : : . :

  

PRIQE, $I00.00.

H. L. HGFFMHN M6T$R (‘36.,

'30 West Randolph St., @HleHGO, ILL.

 

The Automotor
A specially constructed,

powerful touring car,

designed for those who

place quality before price.

OUR OUTPUT IS LIMITED.

EARLY ORDERS MEAN

EARLY DELIVERY.

  

Correspondence invited. i i

AU’l‘OM0T0R C0., Springfield, M855.

WE EXHIBIT AT NEW YORK SHOW.

  

BOUGIE HERZ

SPARK PLUG.

Money refunded. if after 30 days' trial the Plug is not

in every way satisfactory.

Guaranteed for Six Months.

The only spark plu iu the world guaranteed against anything and

ever thing, except a s edge hammer. Once in your motor it never

nee s to be taken out. It is impossible to carbonize it. Will spark

just as well in oil. There are no points to break or loosen. No

mica to leak or porcelain to break. The BOUGIE HERZ PLUG

is worth its weight in gold to any one owning .1 gasolene engine.

USED EXTENSIVELY THROUGHOUT ALL EUROPE.

  

Latest Plug

as used bv the

Mercedes

and DeDion type.

it . .

3:05:12: 9255 E. J. WILLIS, 8 Park Place, New York.

80L! lullon'rni ron U. S. AND CANADA.

  

 

 

HOFFMAN
MOTOR CAR.

‘ $800—$950.

Equal to any $2500 Automobile

made.

7-horse power gasolene engine, the sim

nlest, most easily controlled, and most rc~

‘ liable machine on the market.

‘ A combination single seat or double seat,

for two or four persons. Can be changed

in fifteen seconds.

Fills all requirementst thoroughly practical.

SALES AGENTS WANTED.

See our EXHIBIT at New York and

Chicago Shows.

Send for CATALOGUE and Complete Details.

The Hoffman Automobile & Mfg. Co.,

  

I520 Lake Street,

CLEVELAND, 0.

 

 

\

America’s

Leading

Automobile
 
 

ESTABLISHED I855

PHINEAS JONES& C0.

NEWARK, N. J.

ember of the National Association 0!

Automobile Mnnufoeturerl.
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rm Week's Patents. '

717,007. Electrode for Storage Batteries.

Leonard Paget, New York, N. Y., assignor

to Charles Coster, New York, N. Y. Filed

September 8, 1899. Serial No. 720,837. (No

model.)

Claim—1. A plate adapted to form a stor~

age battery electrode and consisting of a

thin corrugated plate of compressel abores

cent crystals or lead. substantially as de

scribed.

717,608. Method 0! Preparing Storage

Buttery Electrodes. Leonard Paget, New

York, N. Y., assignor to Charles Coster,

New York. N. Y. Filed October 19, 1899.

Serial No. 734.0“). (No model.)

Claim—1. The process_of making a plate

adapted to form a storage battery electrode,

which consists in pressing finely divided

lead into a thin corrugated plate, substan

tially as described.

717,609. Storage Battery Electrode. Leon

ard l’aget. New York, N. Y., ussignor to

Charles (.‘oster, New York, N. Y. Filed Jan

uary 10, 1900. Serial No. _911. (No model.)

Claim—1. A storage battery element con

sisting of a conducting support and finely

divided lead on said support compressed to

a density approximately that of sheet lead,

substantially as and for the purpose set

forth.

717,010. Storage Battery and Method of

Preparing Electrodes Therefor. Leonard

l‘aget, New York, N. Y., assignor, by mense

assignments, to Charles Coster, New York.

N. Y. Filed January 10, 1900. Serial N0.

M2. (N0 model.) '

(‘laim—l.

which the active material consisting of a

thin corrugated plate ct compressed arbor

esccnt crystals of lead and a frame of elastic

I‘Ollet'lllltlllt'IIllg'lllllIt'l'IflI about the edges of

the small plate. substantially as described.

7i7.tih'\‘. Gas and Air Regulating Valve.

l'Ilmer E. Kerns. Bradford, l’a. Filed May

ill. ioog. Serial No. 107,092. (No model.)

(‘lnim—l. The combination with a valve

casing provided with an inlet and an outlet

.-\ storage battery element in‘

opening and a valve plug rotatably mounted

within said casing and provided with gradu

ated openings adapted to be brought into

register with the outlet opening of the valve

casing; of a mixing chamber communicating

with the outlet opening of the valve casing

and provided with an air inlet opening, an

air regulating valve tor said mixing cham

ber. and a connection between the air regu

lating valve and the valve plug, whereby

when the latter is operated to regulate the

flow of gas through the outlet opening, the

air regulating valve will also be operated to

control the admission of air to the mixing

chamber. substantially as set forth.

717,753. Hydrocarbon Burner. William J.

Lane and George Lane, Poughkcepsie, N. Y.

Filed May S, 1901. Serial No. 59,328. (No

model.)

Claim—1. A hydrocarbon burner compris

ing a centrally disposed tube, having one por

tion of its length located outside of the com

bustion chamber in which the burner is sit

uated, a series of spaced lateral tubes so ar

ranged as regards each other as to permit

but thin currents of heated air to pass up

ward on each side of said tubes, and a tube

located out of the combustion chamber

within which the burner is situated, but in

such position as regards said burner as to

be heated thereby. said tube open at one end

to the atmosphere and communicating at its

opposite end with the portion of the cen

trally disposed tube which is exterior to the.

combustion chamber.

717,823. Steam generator. Jackson De

neal, Toledo, Ohio. assignor of two-fifths to

Stephen Brophy, Toledo, Ohio. Filed De

cember 226, 1901. Serial No. 80,014. (No

model.)

(‘lalm—l. In a steam generator. the com

binati ;n of an outer and an inner plate hav

ing equal centre. portions [audio] and hori

Zontal. and end portions of equal width, the

end portions of the inner plate being bent

at right angles to the central portion and

of the outer plate curved outward and

downward parallel with the end portions of

the inner plate: end plates closing the top_

side, and bottom openings between the outer

and inner plates and riveted thereto around

their edges, and forming with the. outer and

inner plates a boiler shell having vertical

nectangular water legs opening into the

water and steam space between the hori

zontal central portions of the outer and

inner plates; plates secured to end plates ot

the legs and forming with the inner plate a

combustion chamber for the shell; a fine for

the combustion chamber extending centrally

through the top of the shell; parallel rows

of inclined water tubes connecting opposite

legs; plugs in the outer plate opposite the

end of the tubes; staybolts at intervals

through the outer and inner plates of the

shell and secured thereto; a water teed pipe

connected to 'one or more legs of the shell

and a steam pipe or pipes tapping the

steam space.

717.902. Electric Igniting Device for in

lernal Combustion Engines. Frank It. Mc—

.\Iullin, Highland Park, Ill., assignor to Me

.\Iullin Motive Power and Construction C0..

a corporation of Illinois. Filed February 7.

1902. Serial No. 93,104. (No model.)

Claim—1. In an igniter for gas engines.

the combination with a stationary contact

of a movable contact, and means for mov

ing said movable contact. comprising a lever

in operative association therewith, a ratchet

arranged adjacent to the lever, a moving

member actuated by the engine. an adjust

able pawl carried by the moving member

engaging the ratchet, and an adjustable

pawl carried by the lever, likewise engaging

the ratchet.

7l7,!il3. Water Tube Boiler. Herbert H.

l‘enny, Minneapolis, Minn, assignor to W.

S. .\'ott (‘o., Minneapolis, .\Iiun., a corpora

tion. Filed March 7, 1902. Serial No. 197,

037. (No model.)

l‘laim—l. In a steam boiler. the combina

tion with outer and inner vertical shells

providing an annular water leg intermedi

ate. their lower portions and an annular

steam space intermediate their upper por—

tions. the outer shell being of uniform di

ameter throughout its height aml the inner

shell tapering gradually front its lntse to its

top; of a series of separately removable

lube se'tions arranged in parallel vertical

planes. each tube section comprising \‘-‘i'lic;l|

headers and connecting tubes; and lll(‘:lll_\'

for detachably connecting such tube sections

with the lower portion of the water leg and
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the upper portion or said steam space, sub

stantially as set forth.

717.827. Spring Tire for Vehicle Wheels.

William T. G. Ellis, Glasgow, Scotland, as

signor to Thomas Alexander Jebb, Glasgow,

Scotland. Filed December ii, 1901. Serial

.\'o. 81,800. (No model.)

Claim—1. The zigzag wire springs formed

with deep lateral indentations and project

ing edges for attachment to the rim 0! the

wheel; in combination with a suitable cover

in which said springs are inclosed and a

wheel rim formed with peripheral flanges

and channels into which the projecting

edges of the springs are sprung, substantial

ly as described.

717,914. Steam Generator. Herbert E.

I‘enney, Minneapolis, Minn., assignor to \V.

S. Nott Co., Minneapolis Minn, a corpora

tion. Filed April 26, 1902. Serial No. 10-1.

75-1. (X0 model.)

Claim—1. In a steam generator, in combi

nation; outer and inner concentric shells

providing a water jacketed firebox, the in

ner shell being the shorter and provided

with a crown sheet; a head and a dcpend~

ing funnel shaped smoke fine with a closed

base covering the outer shell and providing

an intermediate steam space; a series of re

movable tube sections arranged in parallel

vertical planes, each tube section compris

ing a pair of opposite vertical headers and

inclined tubes connecting them, the inclina

tions of the tubes being opposite in adjoin

ing sections; detachable pipe couplings con

necting the lower ends of the headers with

the water leg and detachable plugs connect

ing their upper ends with the crown sheet;

and a series of vertical flues connecting the

crown sheet and smoke flue base for the

passage of the products of combustion from

the firebox to the smoke flue, substantially

as set forth.

717.990, Valve Seat for Explosive Engines,

Winfred '1“. Harvey, Denver, Col. Filed

August 18, 1902. Serial No. 120,005 (No

model.)

Claim—1. The combination with a valve,

of a valve seat comprising a projection sur

rounding the passage to be controlled, two

rings applied to the opposite surfaces of the

projection and normally projecting beyond

the same, to form a groove or channel, and

a suitable packing located in said groove,

the rings being automatically adjustable by

the action of the valve, to compensate for

the wear of the packing. substantially as

described.

718.045. Electrical Storage Battery. Henry

K. P. Bar-ham, Portsmouth, England. Filed

December 2, 1901. Serial No. 84,489. (No

model.)

Claim—1. In a device of the character de

scribed, a series of strips of metal each

folded upon itself with saturated absorbent

material between the folds thereof, and

forming a tray intermediate the ends there

of.

718.061. Valve Gear for Gas Engines.

John C. White, Decatur, Ill., assignor to

William L. Oakes, Decatur, 111. Filed

March 26, 1902. Serial No. 100,133. (No

model.)

Claim—1. In a valve gearing for engines,

the combustion of an inlet valve, an exhaust

valve, a lever pivoted only to said valves,

to one valve at a point between its ends

and to the other valve at one end, and actu

ating means applied to the other end of the

lever.

717,754. Hydrocarbon Burner and Attach

ment. William J. Lane and George Lane,

Poughkeepsie, N. Y. Filed May 12, 1902.

Serial No. 106,972. (No model.)

Claim—1. A hydrocarbon burner compris

ing a casing, a mixing chamber, a portion

of which is within the casing and a portion

of which is external to the casing, a supply

tube for the mixed gas and air extending

through the portion within the casing and

into the portion external to the casing, and

a series of transverse burner tubes com~

municating with that portion of the mixing

chamber within the casing.

 

“'hen you come to reflect that in efliciency

almost halt of all the motors are below the

average. you are inclined to distrust them,

until you recollect that this is equally true

of everything else in the world, and then

you are angry because you never thought

of that.

 

 

  

"3"" Georges Richard French Automobiles,

PANHARD. RENAULT AND MERCEDES CARS.

wzm IMMEDIATE DELIVERY.

GARAGE AND saussaooms: 33 w 39 East 58th saw, NEW YORK CITY.

THE FORG

Gasolene Burner.
Best and Most Effective

Burner Manufactured.

PETER FORO, Somervilie, Mass.

CHAS. E. MILLER, Agent, New York.

At New York Automobile Show, spaces 46-51, January

17-24 inclusive.

A. L. DVKE Agent, 5!. Louis, Mo.

 

 

A Straight Line fromA

Madison Square Garden
 

 

Park Ave. Hotel

32d and 33d Sts. and Park Ave”

NEW YORK CITY.

()ne of the Finest Hotels in the \Vorld.

Make it your headquarters during the

Show. Reservations now being made.

REED 8; BARNETT, Props.

Our Spark Coil

 

 

  

' MANUFACTURED BY

Crescent Machine Co.

DETROIT, MICH.

 

GOLD MEDAL WINNERS

HIGHEST A WARD.

  

’ - you buy. See report of

w York-Boston Run.

AGENTS ASSIGNED IN UNUUCUPIED TERRITORY.

escort AUTOMOBILE MFc. Co.,

83 Chambers Street. New York.

  

 

3,500 Owners of Automobiles in the U. S.

1,300 Prospective Buyers from Maine to Cal.

Who have asked for

Prices and Catalogs In the past 60 days.

All neatly copied in bound book, in alphabetical order. The

best list in the US. and prepared by us carefully and corrculy

We guarantee the list satisfactory. Prlce. $l0.00.

FISHER AUTOHOBILE CO., INDIANAPOLIS, IND.

BARRY & HAYES, '

\vE

UNITED STATES AGENTS FOR THE

EXHIBIT A'l‘ CPI-IE SHO‘V
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ill

DeDion Bouton & C0.

PARIS, FRANCE.

Standard Gasoline Motors and

Automobiles of the World.

De Dion Motors are used by leading manufacturers all over

the world.

THE TRADE SUPPLIED.

Address all communications to

K. A. SKINNER,

Sole United States Agent,

119 Clarendon 5L, (near Bovlston) BOSTON, MASS.

WUUI] WHEELS ill lllllllliillNNlNGlilllllI

Artillery or iiompress Band.

W. K. PRUIIIIEN &. 00.,

408 Michigan Avenue,

LANSING, MICH

IENKINS 8C BARKER
Succassons To CHAS. L. BURDET'I‘

50 State St., HARTFORD, CONN.

Patents and

Patent causes

AUTOMOBILE PATENTS A SPECIALTY

CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED

YOU CAN IN] YOUR OWN REPAIRING.
THE

EQSIERLING
A m:

l .

* * vi, Sorewiluiting *'Q LATHE br

‘ will do all your work. II

I I swmg’ '° huh": ’5 GASULENE TANKS.

STEEL SHAPES STOMPED 0R DRAWN

IANNEY. STEINNIETZ 8t 00., Philadelphia.

Baldwin Automobile Dotaohahlo Chain Bo.

WORCESTER, mass.

ARE THE PIONEERS.

  

PATENTED DEC. :8, 1900.

BALDWIN CHAINS

are the standard for

SIZE, WORKMANSHIP and FINISH  

 

 

  

  

I New Features and is up-toclate.

Made in all sizes from runabouts to

transfer wagons.

\Ve are manufacturers of everything for

automobiles. Sr: CA TALOGUE.

NEUSTIIIJT-PERRY 00-. xii? iiiui‘é'f'iglhai'"

 

 

 

Seamless Steel,

BOILER SHELLS,

PRESSU RE RESERVOIRS.

 

  

  

.' {137" or longer Equipped
MF" ‘ ' wnh Face Plate, Cen

ters, Change Gears.

Prite: qua/ed rm app/[ration

F. FRASSE CO.,38 Cortland St.,NewYork

 

 

MembtroflheNational Association MFG’D BY

0! Automobile

Manufacturers.

2l8 TREMONT ST. BOSTON— l I35 BROADWAY NY.

l9 LA SALLE ST. CHICAGO-{213 FILBERTS'F. PHILA.

  

 

KlllillM Glilllllll Mllllllll,

Illllllllll lllllYlINI IIIMPS,

Illlllllllllllll HIRNS

SEND FOR CATALOGUE AND PRICES.

A. H. FUNKE, 325 Broadway, NewYork

Better Not . .

have any ignition outfit

than to have a poor one.

WE MANUFACTURE NOTHING

BUT THE BEST.

\N RITE FOR C ATAOGU E.

AMERIGAN (TO—IL oomrmrv
W. SOMERVILLE, MASS.

 

  

 

 

NEW PROCESS

PINIONS
Greatly reduce noise and vibration and make

a strong talking point in selling an

automobile. Better try them.

WE ALSO MAKE METAL GEARS.

The New Process Raw Hide Co.

SK’RACLISIC, N. x'.

  

 

 

 

 

 

  

EEP the auto up to

the top notch of

speed and ease of

running by using Dixon’s

Graphitoleo. Ask for a

free sample and booklet 83

about it.

JOSEPH DIXON CRUCIBHE COMPANY,

Jnrsrrv Cr-rv.
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Go You Want Satisfaction?

The boiler proposition we have to ofl'ér will

give it to you. Our boilers will cause you no

trouble. _

THEY ARE THE BEST! THE PRICE

IS "‘ t l
Site our exhibit at Chas. E. Miller's s ces. 46,

47. 48. 4o, 50 and 51, at the Autntrtnbt e Show,

Madison Square Garden, January next.

E CARRIAGE BOILER CO., - Osuego, N. Y.

M . y IIIIIII‘OYOBYOII’ISIEIGIGIIIGIIOII

Q}... IHE LOBEE PUMP

a Lain.accountant?

Mouoomu OILS nno BREASES

Incmees and given! positive dr

culation to the cooling:' water (or III

Gasoline Motors. Simple, Cheap

‘PICIALLY ADAPTED FOR 7 _

WRITE FOR CATALOGUE AND PRICE LIST.

Durable, Efllr'ir'nt. easy to apply.

Columbia Lubricants Co., 22 Hurling Slip, New York.

  

  

Sent on trial to responeible parties.

  

Gnour Smut Guns.
Be sure to see them at

NEW YORK SHOW.
They run just as well as they look.

GROUT BROS., Orange, Mass.

Made It the SPLITOORF LABORATORY. <Established was. "

O. F.8PLITDOIIF. I7 Vandevlatsr St.,N.Y

 

 

FOLLOW THE FLAG

  

Detroit Fast Trains

Chica o Thrill!in
g . Sleeping Cars

St. Louis _

G“ Dining Cars

Kansas I Gale Cars

0mm Free Reclining

Anti the West Chair Cars

THE ONLY LINE RUNNING FREE REOLINIrtG CHAIR CARS

BETWEEN NEW YORK AIID CHICAGO.

FAMOUS UCONTINENTAL LIMITED," .leaves New

York foot of Franklin Street at 2.15 p m.. foot of West 42d

Stree. ~..45 p. m., arrives Detroit 7.30 a m., Chicago 3.30 p. in.

St. Louis 7.15 p. m., Kansas City 7 15 second morning.

“ LACKAWANNA LIMITED." leaves New York oot ot

Barclay or Christopher Streets at 10.00 a. m., arrives Detroit

I.0') a. m., Chicago 10.50 a. m.. St Louis 2.00 p. m., Kansas

City 9.30 p. in. next day.

“ ONTARIO & WESTERN EXPRESS," leaves New

York font of Franklin Street at 5.40 p m., foot of West 42d

:‘treet 6.00 p. m., arrives Detroit 2.05 p. m., Chicago 9.30 p. on.

Also trains eavinz at Loo a. m., 1.00 p. In ,6.zo p. m.. 7.45 p. m.

For inlonmtitm in regard to ra es. etc.. apply to

H. B. McCLELl-AN,

General Eastern Agent.

387 Broadway. New York.

  

 

WANTS AND FOR SALE.
t5 cents per line of seven words. cash with order.

 

AUTOMOBILES bought, sold and exchanged.

C. A. COEV & CO., 5311 Cottage Grove Ave,

Chicago, Ill.
 

FOR SALE—to h-p. Autocar Tonneau, 1903

model, new and in line running order; cost

5t,825; with gas lamp, baskets. etc. Wi-l sell

complete, reasonable offer considered. Address

AUTOCAR, 12 W. Read St., Baltimore, Md.

 

Fora SA LE~Or will trade National I‘arlt Trap'

40 cell battery. A I condition, used but little

New extra large solid tires and artillery wheels.

Rig c0st as it stands over $1200. \Vill trade for

got-(l gasolene machine. MATTHEWS & CU,

Bascom. Ohio.

J. A. SCOTT MOTOR WORKS,

2| IO-l2-I4 Washington Ave.,

ST. LOUIS, MO.

Are building for the Automobile Trade the Iollowitn.t sizes

and styles of Gasolene Englnag, Single Cylinder

"456. Double ()pposed Horizontal, fivr sizes. 6,8. IO, 12, 15

It . Double Cylinder Vertical, 3 sizes, 6, 8,15 h. p. Four

Cylinder Upright,4 sizes, 1:, 18, 2:, 30 h. p.

\Vrite and tell us your wants. Remember that the quality

will remain long after the price is forgotten.

THE AUTOOAS
DRY BATTERIES.

80 per cent. more effl

c'ency than anv other.

Standard Everywhere.

WM. ROCHE, 42 Vosoy St., New York.

AUTOMOBILE STORAGE.
SmnIICarrlages, $12.00, I'Iedlurn. St 5.00, Large, 5| 8.00

Electric charglng, as per meter

\Ve have a thorough equipment. Inspection invited.

METROPOLITAN MOTOR CAR 00.,

I54 East 57th St., New York.

$550fizUbi/e
Special Circular. giving Improvements.

T11: Moan: COMPANY or Amemon,

TARRYTOWN-ON-HUDSON, N Y.

Acme Salety Steam Throttle Valve
Steam supplied gradually—Shuts 05 at either end of

lever forward or backward—No wrong way—

Can be removed and regrounrl without

disconnecting any pipe.

CAN BE APPLIED TO ANY STEAM VEHICLE.

Write for descriptive circular.

NOLTE BRASS 00., Springfield, 0.

l’atentees and Sole Manufacturers

NEW AND SECOND-HAND MAOHINES

Bought, Sold and Exchanged.

If you‘re looking for a good car for little money

now is the time and this the place to get it.

It you have a car to dispose of ditto. Cash or

trade. Call or write us.

NEW YORK AUTO EXCHANGE, I786 BROADWAY.

 

  

New Srmnruan

“REFER?
asacniuuuz'iucmt
nav BATTERY

  

 

 

  

 

  

Dyke’s Castings ot

Bike Engines.

$7.50 UP.

  

Full Line Bike Parts.

A. L. DYKE, I402 Pine St.,

S l‘. LOUIS

J' ‘ Send an ti for Cataloeue.

  

  

@ SIMMONS @

STEAM CARRIAGE

SPECIALTIES.
Attractive catalogue sent upon application.

"0 Centre Street, hew York City.

SMITH 6t. MABLEY,

3| 3-31 5 Seventh Ave., New York,

AUTOMOBILES.

mPon'rzno

PANHARD. RENAULT.

DISTRIBUTORS

OIIARRON. OIRAROOl K YOlGl Oller AAOE Ill AAERIOA.

  

 

 

 

  

l j MALTBY

POWER AIR PUMP

MALTBY AUTOMOBILE

and MANUFACTURING Co.

IO CLINTON St. BROOKLYNNY.

IllE lOOOlllllllllE [llllllPlllll

OF AMERICA

7 East 42d Street, NEW YORK.

nolence may be addressed to New York

ce or nearest Brunch Ofice.

Automobile Exchange

8. Storage Company,

133 to 139 West 38th Street,

NEW YORK.

UNDER ENTIRE NEW MANAGEMENT.

Now making extensive alterations and improvements.

  

  

Agency com

LOOK FOR SPECIAL ANNOUNCEMENTS AFTER

NEW YORK SHOW.

Get a Good _ ‘_

Night’s RéSt
THIS ALWAYS ASSURED

 

 

J

When you use the

Compartment Sleeping Cars

CINCINNATIMto CHICAGO

c H a. 0 en. Monon

A room to yourself.

Regulate the heat, light

and ventilation to suit

your convenience.

Every necessary toilet

convience in your room.

A

Ask any ticket agent tor train schedules,

or address

l I) G EDWARDS, P. T M , Cincinnati, 0.
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1’,

New to the trade, butthoroughly tested. "

MANUFACTURED

, / by an established concern

r. ‘ a . with a reputation to sustain

  

gyEXHIBITS AT NEW YORK AND CHICAGO. y
a

on
.

\..

  

THE KIRK MANUFAIITIIRING 60.,

TOLEDO, OHIO.  

 

 

Etieerning f hody ?'ldesign. ' y'upheb .

st at y.,’ f't’rrnish- '

ings. ete.

  

  

, of rigtnai body designs. amazing to those

' of design are exhaustedt

can? t ] BROADWAY. N. Y. CITY
Zeronv~¢uz )no‘ 3
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PLEASURES OF AUTOMOBILING

WILL BE GREATLY ENHANCED BY THE USE OF

HARTFORD or DUNLOP

PNEUMATIC TIRES

The ORIGINAL and “MODEL” TYPES of SINGLE

AND DOUBLE TUBE TIRE CONSTRUCTION
 

Appreciating the fact that requirements vary as to Single Tube and Detachable Tire

Construction, we offer the most reliable of both types— The Honest Standards.

THEY WERE BEST YEARS AGO. AND YEARS OF INTELLIGENTLY PERSISTENT.

CAREFULLY DIRECTED EFFORT HAS MADE THEM BETTER TO-DAY.

  

Where Quality is desired—where Comfort, Durability, and Protection against Annoyances is wanted—

where AII-‘round Satisfaction is demanded—these ires should be adopted. Let us prove this to you by

sending you signed statements from some of _ 0 most prominent makers and users in this country.

The Hartford Rubber Works Company, Hartford, Conn.
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BACK FIRING
is an impossibility when a properly designed

governor is a part of your motor carriage

That used on theequipment.

CKQMQV “3513‘g

  

has stood the test of a season’s use under all conditions, and gives

ignition at exactly the right moment. The new constant level

automatic carburetter ensures a perfect mixture, and the result is

ample power to carry the Rambler anywhere. Equal to the

$2500 kind for service and wear, but sold

F. O. B. KENOSHA, WISCONSIN, AT $750.

Our Catalogue Explains it in Detail; Can we Mail You a Copy?

THOMAS B. JEFFERY a—co. Kenosha, Wis.

New York Show, Spaces 112-113. Chicago Show. Spaces 87-88
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Clincher

Automobile

@Tires/a

THE ORIGINAL

AMERICAN 4'

CLINCHER r r

 

 

 

TRADE MARK

  

 

Our construction, our pattern

and our style oi rim are re

cognized as the standard by

all licensed makers of clincher

tires.

A pattern ior other manuiac

turers.

A model automobile tire.

 

All repairs or adjustments made

at (he lolloving branches, which

carry a lull and complete line oi

standard sizes 0! tires and parts

constantly on hand:

THE R F. GOODDICH COMPANY, “mmmnnnm.

w 605 O PHILADELPHIA,

AKRON RUBQER wow, m 157 Summer Street. 922 Arch Street.

 

BUFFALO, DETROIT,

9 W. Huron Street. B. Congreu Street.80

DENVER. SAN FRANCISCO

' '— 1444 Curtis Street. Oorhlm Rubber Co.
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Wyoma Automobile

Gasoline Motors

French Type. Water Cooled.

8 H. P., Single Cylinder.

15 H. P., Double Cylinder.

Equal in workmanship finish and service to the

best foreign makes.
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0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Wyoma Transmission Gear
3 speeds forward, 1 reverse. New System; I

no bevel gears. Gears always in mesh.

Ball thrust at each end of shaft. Enclosed

in aluminum case. Will transmit up to i ‘ ' _

20 H. P. .;. ,.
' “"l'i-jgf‘

1 .

I

at WYOMA DIFFERENTIAL

  

SPUR GEAR

Manganese bronze bevel gear. Fitted for

either 15/4, ls/g or 1% inch axles 8 pitch.

60 teeth. For direct drive. Rod trans

mission.

We are also manufacturers of Tubular Running Gears.

Radiating Coils, Aluminum and Brass Hoods. Wood and

Wire Wheels, Auto Mufflers and Carburettors.

READING AUTOMOBILE & GEAR C0.

Tenth and Exeter Streets, Reading Pa.

00000000000000000000000000000000000000000000
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NE thousand WINTON TOURING

CARS will be manufactured during

the current year. Even with greatly

increased facilities and a system for produc

tion not excelled by another automobile man

ulactory in the world, we cannot go beyond

the one-thousand mark and incorporate in

eve'y car the standard oi Winton excellence.

With this necesarily limited production We

cannot expect to meet demand, hence this

early opportunity to caution prospective

buyers upon the wisdom of getting “ under

cover ” early with their orders.

  

WINTON SALES BRANCHES AND AGENCIES ARE IN NEARLY EVERY IMPORTANT CITY IN THE

COUNTRY. OUR NEW CATALOG IS SO FRESH FROM THE PRESS THAT THE

INK IS SCARCELY DRY. DO YOU WANT A COPY?

(the "(lleinton (Iboth Carriage c0.,¢levelanb, o.

 

 

WWW

§TYRE§£FFRAut0m0bilcs
NO EXPERT CI‘IAUFPEUR NEEDED.

CAN BE RUN ANY DAY IN THE YEAR,

BY ANY MEMBER OF THE FAMILY.

A too; electiic vehicle with a battery. which is durable

' and will give a run of 40 miles on one charge.

A Our machines will climb grades which are not

‘ only steep, but covered vntlt sand and mud.

Controller has four speeds, allowing an unusual smoothness of

' operation in starting.

All machines equipped with two brakes

I‘Iuilt to be worthy in every point ol the

' Studebaker name and reputation.

 

  

at the following repositories oi the

STUDEBAKER BROS. MFG. CO.
STUDEBAKER BROS. CO. OF NEW YORK, - Broadway and 7th Avenue, Cor. 48th Street, New York City.

STUDEBAKER BROS. MFG. CO., - - - - - - 378 to 388 Wabash Avenue, Chicago, Ill.

STUDEBAKER BROS. MFG. CO., - — - - — ' - Cor. 15th and Blake Streets, Denver, Co'o.

STUDEBAKER BROS. CO., - - - - - - - 157 to 159 State Street, Salt Lake City, Utah.

STUDEBAKER BROS. MFG. CO., - " ' ' - ‘

FACTORY AND GENERAL OFFICES, SOUTH BEND, IND.

FIRST-CLASS AGENTS DESIRED IN TERRITORY NOT ALREADY COVERED.

W

E Studebaker Electric Automobiles will be exhibited at both the New York and Chicago Automobile ShoWs, and can be seen

317 to 3l9 Elm Street, Dallas, Texar.

 

 

W
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ln Addition to a Complete Line of

VEEDER ODOMETERS
We shall exhibit at the New York Automobile Show, spaces 13

and I4, and at the Chicago Automobile Show, space l24 our new

VEEDER TACHOMETERS
The TACHOHETER FORM A for use on Automobiles and in Electric Power Stations.

The TACAOl'lETER FORl'l C for measuring revolutions of shafting, motors,

dynamos, etc.

These instruments mark a distinct advance in the speed indicator line, and we

invite the investigation of mechanical engineers, makers of motors and dynamos,

users and makers of Automobiles, and mechanical men generally.

Descriptive booklet free upon receipt of applicatlon.

Cyc.°m.t";f.°f’52mm. THE VEEDER HFG. C0.,
Counters, Tachometer:

and Fine Castings .

@@@©©@@@@@@@@©@@@©©©@@@@@@@@@@@©@@©@@@@®©©@®®

@@@@@@@@Q@

(Q)

@©@

(Q)
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It you are interested in making all Automobiles Safe and Safe: Automobiles Safer

you must become interested in the

'- ' .-- a, ,17

- < ma“

FOR BOILERS, MUFFLERS, AIR TANKS, GASOLENE TANKS.

THEIR SUPERIORITY OVER SOLDERED SHEET HETAL IS EASILY DEMONSTRATED.

For Particulars address RANDOLPH-CLOWES C0.. WATERBURY, CONN.

BRANCH OFFICES:

7!! Postal Tel. Building, NEW YORK. Cor. Ollver and Purchale SLR" BOSTON. 602 Fllher Building, CHICAGO.
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AMERICA’S LEADING AUTOMOBILE

  

p-l

I
I'D

3>
(13>O—fim2

  

O Q

  

V'\._________,__.

l903 MODEL, TYPE VII.

“How can you sell such a car for $2,500 when others ask

$4,000 to $10,000 for a car so similar to yours?” is a ques

tion often asked at our exhibit in the New York Automobile

Show. We make them in large quantities and are content

with a reasonable profit. Read the description of the various

cars at the show, in the trade or daily papers and compare

the Searchment with the higher priced ones. Do not pay

$4,000 or more for an automobile until you have examined

the new Searchmont.

SEARCHMONT AUTOMOBILE C0. M
PHILADELPHIA, U. S. A.

AGENCIES :

JOHN WANAMAKER, New Y and Philadelphia.

GITI'IENS BROS. COMPANY, lcago.

H. B. SHATTUCK 6: SON, Boston.

W. E. METZGER, De t.

ROCHESTER AUTOM LE CO., Rochester.

THEM T
L

AMERICA’S LEADING AUTOMOBILE

@2—o>mr.

azozznn>m

O O

:OWDHTW)1111—1
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THE AUTOCAR ‘

It’s a marvel ! ! !

 

 

  

l0 H P. GASOLENE MOTOR.

We made the Autocar first.

The price after.

It is the finest piece of mechanism obtainable at any price; upon inves

tigation you will say THIS IS TRUE. We are the largest makers of

light touring cars in this country, and attend to the making only, leaving the

sales and agency end of it to the following, to whom you should apply.

They will be pleased to send catalogue and information.

DISTRIBUTING AGENTS:

New YORK, N. Y., - - A. G SPALDING & BROS., - - - 33 West 42d Street

PHILADELPHIA, PA., - - BANKER BROS. CO., - - - - 63r North Broad Street.

Boston, Mass, - - - H. B. SHA'I‘TUCK 8; SON, ~ - - 239 Columbus Avenue.

WASHINGTON, D. C., - - NATIONAL (TAP. AUTO. CO., - - - 1124 Connecticut Avenue.

PITTSBURG, PA., - - - BANKER BROS. CO., - - - - Baum and Beatty Streets.

CHICAGO, ILr.., - - - F. P. ILLSLEY, - - ~ . - - 284 Wabash Avenue.

Dranvn, COLO, - - - FELKER CYCLE CO., - - - - r535 'l‘remont Street

Los ANGELES, CAL, - - HEINEMAN 8: PRATT, - - - ~ 705 South Main Street.

THE AUTOCAR CO Ardmorc, Pa.O \D
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By long odds the most impressive automobile yet produced

in this country.

Designed for those who want the very best. There is not a

single detail of the MBYEH that has not been worked out

to the finest degree.

Built on the most approved lines and of the very finest

materials, it fairly

Bristles with Quality

and satisfies the most critical.

SEE IT BEFQRE YQU BUY.

unnn

M®YEA HUTMQBILE Q6"

3-5-7 West 2901 Street, NEW YeRK. D1

1:GEQEGQGGQGEQ 22222222222222
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YOU’LL HAVE TO HURRY

In order to secure either the agency or the possession of the new

CENTURY

Gasolene Runabout.

Here’sWhy. It Lists at $750.00

and is the biggest and best $750.00 worth of automobile ever offered.

    

  

Contains a motor that develops 7 H. P. (actual) at 700 revolutions. Weighs l,l00 pounds, carries four

people anywhere, and is absolutely reliable and high-class in every respect.

Write us—NOW if you’re wise.

CENTURY MOTOR VEHICLE COMPANY, Syracuse, N. Y.

h——

;fszr: _
\HIII_.""I‘ f: A

 

   

  

AL.

10 other

Has a record

Models,

  

Of-Over 100 all leaders in

miles over their class.

level city B T

streets on IIIIIIA O" 8.

one charge_ PARKTIIAPS.

MODEL mo.

The most powerful Electric Runabout on the Market. The best line for the

Agent. Gatalogue upon application. Agents wanted in unoccupied territory.

NATIONAL MOTOR VEHICLE CO.,
(Formerly National Vehlcle Co.,)

See us at Space I24 Madison Square Garden, January l7~24. 1400 East 22" 81., Indianapolis, Ind.

We“ '
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AGENTS BIG AND LITTLE
'(THAT IS, WISE ones)

All have their eyes turned toward

E‘iCADILLAC

 

 

$750 (WIIEN FITTED WITI'I TONNEAU $850).

The agency for it makes little agents BIG and big agents BIGGER.

You may secure it in your territory, it you are not already too late.

BETTER find out right NOW.

SELLING AGENTS :

THE CADILLAC COMPANY OF NEW YORK, New York City. OSCAR S. LEAR, Columbus, Ohio.

THE CADILLAC COMPANY OF ILLINOIS, Chicago, Ills. AMERICAN CYCLE MFG. CO., Providence, R. I.

JOHN WANAMAKER. Philadelphia, Pa. NEW JERSEY AUTOMOBILE CO., Newark, N. Y.

WILLIAM E. METZER, Detroit, Mich. CRESCENT ANTOMOBILE C0.. Jersey City, N. J.

THE PENCE AUTOMOBILE C()., Minneapolis, Minn. A. T. WILSON, Denver, Colo.

THE CONRAD MUELLER C0,, Indianapolis, Ind. R. V. CONNERAT, Savannah, Ga.

AMERICAN CYCLE MFG. CO , Bolton, Mass. MICHIGAN AUTOMOBILE C0.. Grand Rapids, Mich.

CLEVELAND AUTOMOBILE AND SUPPLY CO, Cleveland, Ohio. F. O. BAILEY CARRIAGE C0.. Portland. Maine.

AMERICAN CYCLE MFG. CO., Washington, D. C. THE HANAUER AUTOMOBILE CO., Cincinnati, Ohio.

(‘LN'I‘A [IR MOTOR VEHICLE CI)., Buffalo, N. Y. HOUGIITON IMPLEMENT CO., Grand Forks, North Dakota.

THE PECKIIAM CARRIAGE co., Dayton, Ohio.

CADILLAC AUTOMOBILE COMPANY,

WILLIAM E. METZGER, Sales Manager.
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l

SPACE 9 EXHIBITION HALL
l

I (Agents for PARIS AUTOMOBILE SOCIETE ANONYME, HENRI, FOURNIER, Manager.)

‘ WAS NATURALLY

A CENTRAL POINT OF INTEREST.

The 11 and 18 II. P. MORS

duplicating their success at the Paris Show and clinching

their great reputation as the best all-round, high-class

I French Automobile made. We import

RENAULT, PEUGEOT,

I MORS, MERCEDES.

ALL KINDS OF FRENCH AUTOMOBILE PARTS AND

‘ ACCESSORIES CARRIED IN STOCK.

AGENTS FOR ELECTRIC VEHICLE COMPANY. !

Electrics Stored, Charged and Kept in First-Class Condition. Largest and 1

Best Equipped Automobile Repository in the United States.

CENTRAL AUTOI‘IOBILE COI‘IPANY

IMPORTERS AND MANUFACTURERS AGENTS ‘

li “momma; COLUMBUSv 1684 BROADWAY, NEW YORK CITY.
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BEFORE BUYING EXAMINE THE

S T E A M

TOURINGWHITE

w FOR 1903

THE WHITE IS A STEAM CAR WITH

THE DISTANCE OF A GASOLENE AND THE

EASE OF OPERATION OF AN ELECTRIC.

In the 500 mile Reliability Contest from

New York to Boston and return, arranged by

the Automobile Club of Amelica, three WHITE

STEAM STANHOPES covered the distance

without stop or trouble of any kind—a perfect

performance.

THE WHITE STEAM GENERATOR

is absolutely non-explosive, gives pressure in

five minutes from cold water, and once in

motion is self-regulating.

The same motive power which has been so

successfully used in former White models will

be used in the new touring car.

Write for full particulars, Including Professor

Thurston's report on our steam generator, and the

official reports of important endurance contests.

 

CAR

(6.5%

SPECIFICATIONS

PRICE. $2,000.00

SEATING CAPACITY, Four

RATED HORSE POWER, Ten

ENGINE, Compound

WHEEL BASE, 6 ft., 8 in.

TREAD, 4 ft., 8 in.

WHEELS, 30 inches

TIRES, (Goodrich C 4 inches

WEIGHT, (Tanks Filled) 1650 lbs.

EXTREl'lE LENGTH, IO feet

EXTREl'lE WIDTH, 5 feet

EXTREl‘IE HEIGHT, . 5 ft., 2 in.

CAPACITY OF GASOLENE TANK, l0 gals.

CAPACITY OF WATER TANK, IS gals.

EQUIPMENT:

CONDENSER, SIDE LAl'IPS, HORN,

SET OF TOOLS. TOOL CASE.

  

WHITE SEWING MACHINE COMPANY

(AUTOMOBILE DEPT.)

CLEVELAND. OHIO.

22 Union Square, New York, N. Y.

509 Tremont St, Boston, Mass.

300 Post St., San Francisco. Cal.

l2 Woodward Ave., Detroit, Mich.

Banker Bros. Co., corner Vine and Broad Sts., Philadelphia, Pa.

609 Main St., Buffalo, N. Y.

300 Rose Building, Cleveland, Ohio.

4259 Olive St., St. Louis. Mo.

l76l Stout St., Denver, Colo,

5979 Centre Ave., East End, Pittsburg, Pa.

Walter C. \\ hite, European Representative, 19 Princes St., Westminster, London, England.
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PEOPLE PREFER THE

PRESCOTT
STEAM CAR

BECAUSE IT NEVER FAILS ITS OWNER.

NEW YORK AND BOSTON RELIABILITY RUN ONLY ONE ENTERED.

 

CLOSED—Two Passancsu.

IT'S A GOLD MEDAL WINNER.

 

 

 

No stops between controls. Not a nut or bolt had to be touched. No tire troubles (Fisk

tires). Passed everything on all hills. Same car won certificates on loo-mile endurance

test of the L. I. A. C. and A. C. A. Did a mile at Staten Island in 1.37 1-5. In a sixteen day

tour of New England covered 2023 miles without cost for repairs. Regular stock car.

PRESCOTTS ARE ALL ALIKE.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE AND OFFICIAL REPORT.

PRESCOTT AUTOMOBILE MFG. CO.,
83 CHAMBERS STREET, NEW YORK.

  

OPEN—Fork PA\SHNGRRS.

THE GOLD MEDAL WINNER.

 

 

 

  

 

THE NEW ORIENT.
MODEL OF 1903.

  

ORIENT MOTOR CAR No. 9. s H. P. PRICE, $l,200.

The Easiest Car to Operate in the World. Write for Descriptive Catalogue.

NOW [5 THE TIME TO SECURE THE AGENCY.

Waltham, Mass.

  

WALTHAM MANUFACTURING. co.,
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TOLEDO GASOLENE

TOURING CARSa:

Are superb in every respect. They fully meet every

requirement of a roomy, powerful road car, carefully

made and finely finished.

MADE BY

INTERNATIONAL MOTOR CAR CO.,

TOLEDO FACTORY. TOLEDO, OHIO.

 

 

 

WAVERLEY ELECTRICS 1

Represent the highest development of the electric

carriage. Graceful in appearance, always ready,

and giving a wide radius of action at good speed,

they are naturally in demand.

ORDERS BEING BOOKED NOW.

WAVERLEY DEPARTMENT,

INTERNATIONAL MOTOR CAR CO.,

INDIANAPOLIS, IND.
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ALL ROADS ALIKE TO

ThiOlclsmobile

The pioneer runabout of America, which stands to-day

  

as the most forceful example of mechanical simplicity and

perfection.

The OLDSMOBILE

is built to run, and does

Its working mech—

anism is true to a hair,

each working part is

made from solid steel iorgings, and the

improved carburetter is a step in advance

of the times.

No hill too high—no road too bad—no test too severe for

for the OLDSMOBILEQ“The Best Thing on Wheels."

PRICE, $650.00.

 

SELLING AGENTS:

Oldsmobile Co., New York City, N. Y. F. W. Stockbridge. Paterson. N. J. Rochester Automobile C0.

National Capitol Automobile Co., Mississippi Valley Automobile Co., Rochester, N. Y.

Walhlnfllon. I).C. St. Louis, Mo. Seager 6t Close, Tucson. Ariz.

Quaker City Automobile Co., George E. Hannan, Denver, Colo. F. E. Gilbert, JacksonvilleI Fla.

Philadelphia. Pa. Day Automoblle Co.. Kansas City, Mo. Texas Imp. 6r Flachlnery Co,

H. B. Shattuck 6: Son, Boston, Mass. Clark 6: Hawkins, Houston, Texas. Dlllll. Texas.

Banker bros. Co.. Plttsburg, Pa. Hyslop Brothers. Toronto. Ont. Abbott Cycle Co., New Orleans, La.

Oldsmobile Co.. Cleveland. Ohio. The Oldsmobile Co.—C. C. Moore Co.. C H. Johnson. Atlanta, Ga.

Oldsmobile Co., (lithens Bros., Chicago. Ill. San Francisco. Ca]. Sutclifie 6: Co., Louisville. Ky.

Fisher Automobile 00., Indianapolis. Ind. John W. Cheater Co., Nashville, Tenn. Brown-Thompson 6: Co., Hartiord. Conn.

Olds Gasoline Engine Works. Omaha, Neb. A. F. Chase 6: Co.. l’llnneapolia. fllnn. I'laaon's Carriage Works. Davenport. la.

W.C. Ja 'nea Automobile Co., Bultalo, NY. J. E. Rithard. Columbia. 5. C. Adam: 6t Hart. Grand Rapids, Mich.

F. L. C. artln Co., Plainiield, N J. Oldsmobile Co.. Milwaukee, Wis. Kline Cycle 6: Auto Co. Harrisburg. Pa.

Autovehlcle Co., Newark, N. J. The Oldsmobile Co.. Mohler 6t DeOresse, The Oldsmobile CO., Los Angeies, Cal.

Mexico City, Mexico.

Agency for Great Britain : THE OLDSMOBILE COMPANY OF GREAT BRITAIN. lOOc Queen Victoria St., LONDON, E. C.’

WRITE FOR ILLUSTRATED BOOK T0

Olds Motor Works,W'DCH‘OII,Mich.

h
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SMITlI & MABLEY SUED

Electric Vehicle Co. Institutes Proceedings AI

leging Infringement of the Famous Selden

and Two Other Patents.

On the eve of show week what is virtu

ally the first gun in gasolene ear patent liti

gation was fired. The concern behind the

gun was the Electric Vehicle Co., of Hart

ford. Conn., and Smith & Mabiey, of this

city, the well known importers of French

and German cars, were selected to receive

the charge.

Suit has been brought on two counts. The

first suit is that of the Electric Vehicle 00.,

owners of the well known patents of G. B.

Selden on gasolene vehicles, No. 549,160,

versus Albert D. P. smith, et al. The sec

ond is brought by the Electric Vehicle Co.

and the Morton Trust 00., the latter being

assignees of the Maxim patent, No. 699,543,

and the Maxim and Pope patent, No. 702,

448, versus Albert D. P. Smith and Carlton

R. Mabley, trading as Smith 8.: Mabley.

The last patents are those covering the

steering gear generally known as the "back

lock steering mechanism."

The suits acquire their importance from

being the first serious attempt outside of the

pending suit on the Selden patents to bring

to book concerns making or using goods

claimed to be an infringement on patented

devices. Heretofore patents have out little

figure in the automobile industry, or, at

least, the gasolene end of it. The fear of

infringement suits has seldom been seriously

entertained, and up to this time the feeling

of security has been warranted by the prac

tical immunity enjoyed.

Boston’s Show in Symphony Hall.

Symphony Hall has been secured by the

Boston Automobile Dealers' Association for

the holding of its forthcoming show, which

will take place during the week of March 16.

All but five of the spaces have been sold.

and Messrs. Kerrison and Foster are in at

tendance at the Madison Square Garden this

week booking exhibits. -

Cudell Enters the American Market.

That old established concern, Cudell & 00.,

Aix-ia-Chapelle, will have its goods handled

in this country, arrangements having been

made whereby J. C. Brandes will represent

them in New York. A garage has been

opened at No. 121 West Thirty-first street,

and an office at No. 28 West Thirty-third

street. The cars are built after the German

De Dion~Bouton patents, with a number of

the concern's own improvements. There are

two models, 16 and 16 horsepower, respec

tively. both of them being tonneaus, with

four speeds and a reverse, with single lever

contr'ols. These cars, together with delivery

vans of any dimensions and horsepower, can

be delivered within three weeks after re

ceipt of order.

In addition, orders for other foreign cars

will be taken at prices that are claimed to

be 20 per cent under those ruling in this

country. The special factory connections

possessed by Brandes renders this sealing

possible.

Moyea Elects Olficers.

On Monday the stockholders of the newly

organized Moyea Automobile (‘0. held a

meeting in Madison Square Garden and

elected otlieers as follows: Richard T. Wain

wright, president; Sidney Dillon Ripley. vice

president; Henry C. Cryder. secretary, treas

urer and general manager; directors. Richard

T. Wainwright, Sidney Dillon Ripley, H. C.

Cryder. Charles K. Beekman and S. Stan

wood Mcnken. At the time of the meeting

it became known that negotiations were

pending for the purchase of a factory within

the limits of New York (‘ity.

Oflices of the new Moyoa Automobile Co.

have been established at I; to 7 West Twenty

ninth street.

“Fournier” is Dropped.

IIenr-el‘orth it is the “Searchrnont Automo

bile Co.” and the “Searchmont” ear, the pre

fix, “Fournier.” being dropped. The change

is one in name only and will cause little sur

prise. 'I‘he "Fournier" part has been more

and more subordinated of late, and its final

disappearance was a logical step. Fournier‘s

connection with the company ceased more

than a year since.

CHASE SUCCEEDS SCARRITT

Rhode Island Physician the new President of

the A. A. A —— Racing Rules Revised but

Changes are Enfolded in Mystery.

After having run the organization during

the first year of its life, the Automobile

Club of America has relinquished the ex

ecutive office of the American Automobile

'Association to the Rhode Island Automo

bile Club. President Winthrop E. Scan-itt

was tendered a renominatien. but de

clined It.

The annual meeting was held on Tuesday

afternoon, January 21, in the rooms of the

Automobile Club of America. President

Scarritt was in the chair, and Secretary S.

M. Butler kept the minutes. The meeting

was not a very enthusiastic one, although

the treasurer, Jefferson Seligman, reported

a comfortable balance in the treasury.

The following clubs were present: The

(‘hicago Automobile Club, represented by

Frank X. Mndd; the Long Island Auto

mobile Club, represented by A. R. Pardlng

ton and Frank G. Webb; the Automobile

Club of America, represented by Jeiferson

Seligman and J. M. Hill; the Rhode Island

Automobile Club, represented by Dr. Julian

A. Chase and H. H. Rice; the New Jersey

Automobile Club, represented by W. J.

Stewart; the Grand Rapids Automobile

— Club, represented by C. B. Judd; the Cleve

land Automobile Club, represented by

Windsor T. White; the Automobile Club of

Philadelphia, represented by H. Bristol

Brazier.

The following clubs, not members of the

association, were also represented: The Al

bany Automobile Club, by Dr. Millbank and

C. M. Page; the Cincinnati Automobile Club,

by Max 0. Fleischmann; the Massachusetts

Automobile Club, by Dr. W. S. Shrigley; the

Berkshire Automobile Club, by S. G. Colt.

The question of deciding as to the compe

tiiiun between amateurs and professionals

was referred to the Board of Governors.

it was reported that the racing rules had

been thoroughly overhauled by the Race
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Committee, and they were submitted for

adoption, but before making them public it

was deemed best to refer them to the clubs

171- their approval. The most important of

the clmnges refer to track rules and to the

classification of machines.

The Albany Automobile Club and the Cin

cinnati Automobile Club were elected to

membership. The usual yearly reports from

the various committees were made. Fol

lowing is the list of officers elected:

President, Dr. Julian Chase, Rhode Island;

first vice-president, Honoré Palmer, of Chi

cago; second vice-president, E. E. Schryver

Reese. Cleveland; third vice-president,

Charles F. Judd, Grand-Rapids; treasurer,

Harlan W. Whipple, Automobile Club of

America; governors, Frank G. \Vebb, Long

island; Dr. Mlllbank, Albany; W'illiam J.

Stewart, New Jersey; F. C. Lewin, Phila

delphia; M. C. Fieischmann, Cincinnati; A.

R. I‘ardington, Long Island.

I97-454 Paid Admissions in Paris.

Paris, Jan. 1.—The close of the automobile

show was the occasion of a banquet, at

which about three hundred automobiiists

were present, and which was held in the

new theatre attached to the Hotel Pastoret,

which is the home of the Automobile Club

of France, in the Place de la Concorde. The

gathering, which was followed by speech

making and a theatrical performance, was

held on December 27, and was presided

over by M. Michel Lagrave.

Monsieur Lagrave is the government com

missioner chosen by the French Republic to

represent it at the St. Louis Exhibition, and

attended the banquet to represent the Min

ister of Commerce, and brought with him

decorations for two well known automobil

ists, Mr. Max Richard and Mr. Louis

Krieger. He also brought a. message from

M. Emile Loubet, the President of the Re

public, to say that in commemoration of the

exhibition he had signed a decree to the

effect that all those "chauffeurs" who were

condemned to suffer imprisonment for con

travening the law of the road, should be

pardoned unconditionally. Naturally, this

announcement raised the enthusiasm of the

meeting to its highest pitch, and great cheers

were given for the President.

In order to show the increasing vitality

and importance of the automobile trade in

lv‘rance. it is only necessary to cite the num

bers of paid admissions to the annual show

during the last five years. They are as fol

lows: ‘

lsas . . . . .. 81.400

lstm . . . . . . 83.700. . . .inerease 2.300

mm . . . . .. 88.900. .. .increase 5,200

1901 . . . . . .]2it).ti00. .. .Increase 41.700

1002 . . . . . .197,454. .. .Increase 67.000

This year the Grand Paiais was completely

packed with visitors each afternoon, and cer

tainly next year. both on account of the

visitors and on account of the exhibitors, the

building will be too small. Opposite the

Grand l’alais, on the other side of the Ave—

nue. Alexandre 111, there is the Petit Paiais,

and it may be found possible to join the two

by a covered way. but this will necessitate

stopping the traffic in the avenue during the

time the show is open.
4

RACING—0N PAPER

Fournier and Winton Have Chips on Shoulders

and the Cup Candidates Also Cause Comment.

 

It was natural that racing talk should be

rife during the week. It began on Saturday

night with the arrival of Alex. Winton, and

was continued every day. Much of it was

cheap talk, but the “yaliers” made the most

of it. According to some of the dailies.

Winton, Fournier, Oldfield, Mooers and

Matheson were as free with challenges and

"deiis" as pugllists who do not intend to

fight.

\Vhen Alex. Winton arrived last Saturday

he said that he was willing to race Fournier,

but would not contest for cash. The stake

must be ncup, and the date some time after

July 25. As he believes the Cleveland track

the fastest in the country, Mr. Winton stipu

lated also that the race should be on it.

Fast or slow. the track at Cleveland, or

rather Gienvllle, 0., would not do for a race,

because it would not be in line with the

plans of the press agent who first inspired

the challenge from Fournier to Winton.

Consequently Fournier replied, suggesting a

series of three races and naming the Empire

track at Yonkers, N. Y., for the first one, the

Cleveland track for the second and a neutral

course for the third if it proved necessary.

Fournier also disclaimed having over raced

for cash (he said nothing about receiving

“appearance money), and slyly hinted that

Winton having raced against a professional

(Oldfield) was not exactly a sainted ama

teur.

There the matter was allowed to rest for

the time being, and the attention of the

newspaper men was directed toward getting

statements from Henry Ford and L. P.

Mooers, both of whom were made to say

that he was willing to meet the winner of

the Foumier-Winton race.

Repeated efiorts were made during the

week to learn what the cup race candidates

are building in the way of racers, but they

were all very careful not to give out any in

formation of consequence. A Motor World

man in drifting about learned some things

of interest. however. Messrs. Mooers, Hark

ness and Matheson all were free enough to

admit that they would use four-cylinder en

gines, but would give no idea of their horse

power. Mr. Winton will use a horizontal

engine, but what its horse power or loeation

in the car will be he did not say.

From whisperings here and there it is be

lievcd that Mooers and Matheson will have

cars of very big horse power, something

probably in the neighborhood of 100. The

story about his building a car of 150 horse

power was laughed at by Mr. Matheson,

and he said that it did not originate with

him. He admitted though that his two cars

would be of high horse power. Mr. Hark

ness admitted that his car is being built in

New York city after designs of his own. It

will not be a replica of any particular make.

but will embody all the latest improvements.

From what he said he does not favor very

high horse power, believing it to be unneccs'

sary. Mr. Winton, the most reticent of all.

is understood to agree with Mr. Harkness

about high horse power being unnecessary.

One gratifying thing seems certain, which

is that none of the cars will be freaks.

From what could be gathered the Winton

candidate is apt to be the only one with a

specially designed racing shape of body. it

was rumored that the Winton car would be

like the “Bullet,” “only more so." The

Mooers car will be a true Peerless, and will

probably be run simply stripped, and the

same was given to be understood with re

gard to the Harkness and Matbeson cars.

Mr. liarkness said that his car would be

entered in the Paris-Madrid race whether

he was selected for the cup race or not, and

that a tonneau body would be shipped with

- the car, and he would prove that his car was

not a freak by fitting it to the racing frame

and going touring with it after the races.

Mr. Matheson was very enthusiastic and

very confident about the success of his car.

It would, he said, be very much like the

Mercedes, but not exactly. He said that the

frame would be the same as that of a tour

ing car only much lower, the flywheel being

only four inches from the ground; his car,

he added, would be on hand April 11. and

that he was willing to enter any contest

prescribed by the committee. if he broke

down he would not ask for a second trial.

If one of his two cars is selected, he will

drive it himself, and he, like Harkness, said

he would go over and enter in the Paris~

Madrid race it not selected for the cup.

Messrs. Mooers and Harkness and \Vinton

ail declared that they would be ready on the

date set by the committee to have the cars

in New York, and yet nearly all the candi

dates expressed doubts of the others being

ready on April 11.

Where the Limit is 25 Per Hour.

An extremely liberal speed limit, but rather

onerous restrictions in other respects, are

contained in an automobile ordinance that

has been adopted by the Board of Super—

visors of San Joaquin County, Cal.

It limits the rate of speed on the county

roads to twenty-five miles an hour, with the

provision that when within 500 feet of a

horse or other domestic animal attached to

a vehicle, the speed must be reduced to four

miles an hour, or, at the request or signal of

the person in charge of the animal. the ma

chine must be brought to a full stop. A bell,

born or other signal must be used on the

automobile, and when the machine is run on

the public roads between one hour after sun

set and one hour before sunrise one lamp

niggt be displayed in front or one on each

s .

For a violation of the ordinance is fine may

be imposed not to exceed $100.

Bristol Purchases a Plant.

The recently organized Bristol Motor Car

Co., Bristol, Conn., has purchased property

formerly occupied by a portion of the plant

of the Sessions Clock 00.. and will at once

commence the erection of a large factory

building.
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CANTOR’S QUEER ACTION

Call: an Unexpected Hearing to Advocate new

Speed Law. Which, However, Proves Sane.

 

A. Cantor of

York, on last Monday

moved upon the camp of the automobilists,

Borough President Jncob

Manhattan, New

cyclists, truck owners, crtbmcn and others

who for nearly a year have been seeking to

obtain the passage of an ordinance regulat

ing street trafilc that would embody n sensi

ble rule as to the limit of speed in the

metropolis, and the result of his move was

the complete rout of the organizations that

have been working for the passage of the

ordinance introduced last May by Alderman

Joseph Oatman, which has all along had the

support of the A. C. A. and the N. A. A. M.

This was accomplished at what looked very

much like a “snap” hearing before the Law

Committee of the New York Board of Al

dermen, called during the week of the Auto

mobile Show, when the automobilists were

not likely to attend. Altogether the hearing

had a strange and mysterious phase that

puzzled those who have been following the

traffic ordinance or “rules of the road" pro

ceedings.

The meeting was called by Borough Presi

dent Cnntor ostensibly for a hearing on “the

tratfic ordinance." The trafl‘lc ordinance

with which every one has become familiar

was not: discussed a little bit. This is the

one introduced by Alderman Oatman, to

which no objection has been made except

with regard to the clause concerning the

speed limit. Otherwise it was indorscd by

all as just the proper article. Instead of this

ordinance, or the speed clause in it, which

has been the only portion discussed, being

taken up, the talk turned entirely upon a

brand new set of “rules of the road," dran

by William P. Eno and introduced, presuma

bly as a substitute bill, by President Cantor.

Now, the ordinance originally introduced by

Alderman Ontman called for a uniform speed

limit of ten miles an hour throughout the

city, which was sensible and good enough to

satisfy the automobilists, drivers and all

others, but the Committee of Fifty had hys

tcrlcs over it and insisted upon the 01d limit

of eight miles an hour, established before

automobiles were common in the streets, be

ing retained. As a result a compromise was

effected in an amendment, to which the Au~

tomoblle Club and the Committee of Fifty

both agreed, making the speed limit eight

miles an hour in the populous parts of the

city and fifteen miles an hour in the outlying

districts.

The new ordinance, drawn by W. P. Eno,

who poses as “simply a public spirited citi

zen," returns to the original ordinance so

far as the speed limit is concerned, calling

for a uniform rate of ten miles an hour all

over the city. In other respects the ordi

nance is substantially the same as the Out

nran ordinance, but it is more brief and not

so explicit and legally well guarded in phras

ing, while it Is more strict as to the rules

with regard to blocking the strects, and more

severe in its penalties. It calls for a mini

mum fine of $1 and a maximum fine of $50

for violation, and this may be Imposed upon

a truckman who chances to delay a car while

unloading his truck during business hours.

The maximum penalty in tho Ontmnn ordi

nancer $10.

The hearing was peculiar in that it brought

to the front an entirely new contingent of

speakers. The regular advocates and ob

structionists of the former bill were miss

ing orstrangely silent. The Committee of

Fifty and the West End Association, which

so bitterly opposed the limit of ten miles an

hour heretofore, were absent, and so far as

the hearing went it looked like a. bill being

“rallroaded,” for no one spoke against It.

All present seemed to be friends of President

Cantor or Mr. Eno and his bill. As the ordi

nance is really a sound and sensible one,

perhaps this was just as well.

President Cantor started the bull a-rolllng

by saying that this was a concise and good

ordinance that should be passed and en

forced, and he recommended that the Board

of Aldermen after passing the rules should

address the Police Department requesting

that trained and efficient policemen should

be stationed throughout the city to enforce

the rules and prevent the streets from being

blocked by careless and obstinate drivers and

motormen.

W. W. Niles, counsel for the Automobile

Club and the N. A. A. M., said that the auto

mobilists and the Committee of Fifty favored

the amendment to the Oatmnn ordinance

which permits of a speed of fifteen miles an

hour in the portions of the city not built up.

He then left the room. After that half a

dozen men and one woman—a Mrs. Ralph

Trautman—took turns in extolling the new

set of rules and urging their approval by

the Law Committee. Alderman Oatman was

present, and so was Jeflerson Sellgman, but

the only part they took in the discussion was

to explain certain points in relation to the

new rules, which were the only ones to which

any reference was made.

A reprcscntative of the Road Drivers’ As

sociation, Railroad Commissioner Cole, Coun~

sellor Root of the Interurban Railroad and

Josiah C. Pumpelly, secretary 'of the City

Improvement Society, all new men at these

hearings, spoke earnestly in favor of the

new rules. Chairman Armitage Mathews

and his associates listened stolidly, as usual,

and gave no indication of what they would

report.

Boston Pioneer Dead.

Boston’s pioneer automobile tradesman,

P. 0. Lewis, of the Automobile Headquart

ers, 66 Stanhope street, died on Sunday last.

Out of respect for his memory, all the auto

mobile stores, garages, etc., in Boston were

closed on Tuesday afternoon from 2 to 3

o'clock, when the funeral took place.

cram ATTACKS GOVERNOR

New Jersey's Varnish-Making Executive Develops

Motorphobia and an Onerous law Follows.

New Jersey’s Executive is “ngln” the auto

mobile, or at least be strongly urch restric

tive measure of a drastic character, one rc

quiremcnt being the passingof a “suitable

examination" before being allowed to oper

ate a motor vehicle.

In the annual message of the Governor

these passages occur:

“The increasing use of automobiles, and

the record of accident and death caused by'

them, make it important that the legislature

should pass a law regulating their use. They

are machines which, as every one knows,

may go anywhere. If a man is to drive a

locomotive engine he must serve years of

apprenticeship as n fireman and undergo

successfully a rigid examination as to his

duties. And the locomotive engine is con

fined to a carefully built track, from which

it is never able to move very far. An auto

mobile, with its power to run wild, is now

allowed to be driven by men, women or chil

dren, who in the majority of cases have little

knowledge of machinery, and when the thing

goes wrong, as it frequently and suddenly

docs, they are helpless.

“A record of the accidents of the last year

would be u long and and one. In the in

terest of the lives and comfort of the com

munity, I ask the legislature to pasa a law

that will require a suitable examination to

be passed before any one may be allowed to

drive an automobile, and that no automobilc

shall be allowed in this State that is geared

to run at a higher speed than fifteen miles

an hour. If, because of the construction of

certain machines, this is lmpractlcnl, definite

speed regulations in such cases might be de

fined."

 

Immediately upon the convening of the

New Jersey Legislature at Trenton on Mon

day Assemblyman Scovel, of Camden, in

troduced a bill that provides for a Board of

Automobile Examiners, the five members

to be appointed by the Governor. Under the

terms of the bill each person who desires

to operate an automobile in the State must

go before the board and be examined as to

fitness for so doing. The license to be issued

will cost $5. The measure seeks to fix the

speed limit at fifteen miles an hour and a

fine for violation of the law.

Tinkering With Connecticut's Sane law.

Autophobes are endeavor-ing to change the

present highly satisfactory automobile speed

law in Connecticut. In place of the maxi

mum rate of fifteen miles per hour now per

rnitted, a speed of eight miles is proposed.

A bill was introduced in the legislature last

week by Assemblyman Warren, of Lyme,

providing that “automobiles or other horse

lcss vehicles shall not be run over the coun

try roads in this State at a rate of speed in

excess of eight miles an hour, under a pen

alty of a fine of not less than $50 nor more

than $100. As the present law is really a

model of charity and fairness, its alteration

would be a source of regret.
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AS WE ANTICIPATED

..THE ..

éNorthern
attracted more earnest, critical attention, than

any other runabout in the show.

 

 

  

‘7} ,_ "L

The general In a Cl

verdict was:

  

The sanest, simplest Automobile ever

built. If you would secure it write now. 
 

 

NORTHERN MANUFACTURING CO., Detroit, Michigan.

HOMAN & SCHULZ, tooth St, and Broadway, also 33111 St. and Broadmy, N.- York, N. Y. ALVAN T. FULLER, 243 Columbus Ave., Boston, Mass.

AGENTS: P. DESMARAIS & ‘ ., risml Conn. HANKhR HRO'I‘H ‘ s ' MPA ' '. Philadelphia, Pa. R. '. con. RAT, Savannah, Ga.

OHIO MOTOR CA ‘ ,317 Huron St., Cleveland, Ohio. NATIONA U'I‘().\lfill . I & MANUF ‘TURERS CO.,2 remon ‘ ., San Francisco, Cal.

FRANK P ILLSLI'IY, 284 Wabash Avenue, Chicago, .
  

 

  

Your Automobile

to be thoroughly satisfactory

should be equipped with

FISK TIRES

FISK RUBBER COMPANY, = Chicopee Falls, Mass.

 

BRANCHES .

BOSTON, SPRINGFIELD, NEW YORK, PHILADELPHIA, CHICAGO.

004 Atlantlc Ave. 40 leght St. 8.! Chamber! St. 9w Arch St. 52 Silt: SI.

SYRACUSE, BUFFALO, DE'I‘RIOT, SAN FRANCISCO,

423 So. Cllnton St. 28 W. (leneue St. 254 Jeflcnon Ave. “4 second St.
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The What's What of the Show.

Eye-opening the present show must be

characterized, and as the days pass and the

many genuine novelties are more closely

examined the wonder grows.

Not even those supposed to be “in the

know” were prepared for such a showing of

entirely new and advanced types ot cars.

For once factory secrets were well guarded,

and scarcely an inkling of them was per

mitted to escape. As a result the surprise

was all the more complete when the seal of

secrecy was at last removed and the cars

exposed to public view.

These innovating cars are not confined to

one stand, nor to two or three or half a.

dozen. The show is flooded with them. in

stead of being confined to any one power,

they embrace all three. They run the gamut

from radical reconstructions to comparative

ly unimportant changes.

they mark the closing of an epoch and the

bcginlng of a new era.

Taken as a whole,

Consequently there is little uncertainty

about the present show. The various ten

dcncics and trends are clean cut and unmis

luknblc. One can casily read the immediate

futnrc; and while there may be doubt as to

ultimate happenings, there is none about

present ones.

For the moment gasolene holds the centre

of the stage. It dominates the show and

oven the industry. It is the

fashion, the mode, Illt‘ craze of thc day. To

rage, the

it tnnkcrs bow down as before a devastating

storm. This extraordinary popularity is in

controvertible. But in spite of it electricity

has quite held its own, has gained some

ground even. Makers of electrics are full of

confidence, and their number has been aug

mented—a sure sign of prosperity.

Tonncnu bodicd, bonneted, long, low and

l'nkish looking stcam cars of the gnsolcnc

They

with enthusiasm, and their

type have made their appearance.

are received

niukcrs congratulate themselves on their per

spicacity in divining the trend and preparing

to meet the demand. No doubt is enter

tained that this will be large.

In the gasolene field a very pronounced

tendency is observable. The multiple cylin

dercd, vertical engine, placed front under a

with transmissions by shaft and

bevel gear or individual chains to wheels,

bonnet,

tonneau bodies and similar features that

have heretofore been found mostly on foreign

cars, are, for the first time, in a. majority.

This is true, even if cognizance is taken

only of American cars. With those of for<

eign manufacture—all of which, 0! course,

are of this type—included, the showing is

even more impressive.

Whether right 'or wrong, permanent or

ephemeral, this type of car is the favorite.

There is no dodging that fact.

foes alike must recognize and acknowl

edge it.

The horizontal motor—either single or

doublektype of car is a good second. The

light runabout claims most of the single

cylinder engines, and there is a considerable

increase in the number of medium powered,

medium weighted cars. Many of the latter

are fitted with blind hoods, used to stow

away tanks and supplies.

It is noteworthy that a decided and alto—

gether unexpected advance has been made

in the matter of commercial vehicles and

Friends and

closed cars.

The latter were seen on a little less than

a dozen Stands. Small as this showing is,

howcvcr, it is decidedly encouraging. As

the Motor World has frequently pointed out,

if the automobile is to become an all-the

ycar-n round vchicle, and not merely one usa

hlc during plcnsnnt weather, it must he built

with incloscd Imdics, thus making it an

actual compctltor of the horscdrawn Vehicle.

Sonic of the cars of this class shown lllt‘l'II‘t'tI

and elicited much praise.

It is made plain at last that the commer

cial vehicle is being taken up in earnest.

The number of vehicles shown is largo, and

in nearly every case they are contracted for

Heavy trucks make the best show

ing, but the light delivery wagons arc fnr

from being sidetracked. There is more wil

lingness shown by makers to undertake the

construction of vehicles of this class, as well

as a gratifying readiness on the part of com

mercial houses to invest in them, showing a

confidence on both sides that is undoubtedly

well founded.

or sold.

No one can turn from a survey of the show

without it feeling that it is one that in every

way reflects credit on the industry.

The improvement has been general. There

are some beautiful specimens of cars build

ing, and while even yet the refining process

has not set in to anything like the extent

that has marked it abroad, it is easy to see

that our makers are on the way.

In fact, the show is quite as important

for the promise it holds out as for what has

actually been accomplished. A year hence

there will be little to excuse and less to be

ashamed of, and infinitely more to praise

than even now.

Its Influence on the Man.

On more than one occasion stress has been

laid on the immense good the automobile

will accomplish by bringing home a certain

amount of mechanical knowledge to men in

the non-mechanical walks of life.

The man who does not know how to wield

a screwdriver or wrench, or even to tell the

dilIcrence between a worm and a spur gear,

has no business operating a motor Vehicle,

and, tried by such a test, the average intol

ligent Anlcrlcnn would emerge triumphantly.

He “knows his way about," as far as the

rudiments of mechanics are concerned, even

although he may never have done a stroke of

mechanical labor—professionally—in his life.

But much more than a knowledge of the

rudiments is required if one is to hnvc much

to do with an automobile—whether the rela

tion is to be that of salesman or user. The

more knowlcdge he posscsscs the better ho.

will get along. A smattering may answer

for 11 while; but sooner or later the conscious

ness is borne in upon one that at least a hair
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way acquaintanceship is necessary if one is

to be more than a pawn on the automobile

chessboard.

It is because of these facts that we see

to-day a determination shown to acquire the

requisite knowledge of automobile construc

tion.

Dealers and salesmen, demonstrators and

repairmen go to the factories to study the

subject at first hand. They want to know,

to team the how and why of things. There

are a hundred different points to be settled,

ah or them interesting, many of them impon

tant. To dissect, inquire, probe, to store up

facts that will prove useful in the future, to

acquire knowledge that will shed light on the

mistakes of the past—this is the work they

address themselves to, resolutely and with

hearty goodwill. I

The same thing—only, of course, to a lesser

extent—is going on among users or automo

biles. They soon learn their shortcomings

and to admit the value of overcoming them.

Knowledge is power, and in the case of the

automobile it is also an insurance against

breakdowns—a lightning rod erected to inter

cept and conduct to a place of safety unwel

come visitations in the shape of choked car

burcttcrs, imperfect-working ignition sys

tems, enigmatical engines, etc.

Out of it all will undoubtedly come an im

mense amount of good.

Cars will work better and give better re

sults in the hands of their operators; simple

troubles will be lessened, and when they do

develop they will be more quickly traced to

their source and put to rights. t'ars will

not be so subject to ill handling and abuse.

The intelligent driver will better :tlilrl‘ccitllt'

the limitations of the tine piece of mechan

ism that has been placed in his hands and

govern himself accordingly.

End of the Mysterious Era.

In former days State secrets were no more

jealously guarded than those of automobile

construction. We have only to go back in

memory to the time of the first automobile

show, held in 1900, to recall what a “holy of

holies“ cylinder dimensions, transmission

gears, carburetter-s, wheel bases and such

like details of construction really were.

There was a general and a very emphatic

disposition to keep these fundamental “se

crcts" locked up in the inmost recesses of the

maker's strong boxes. They were his stock

in trade, acquired at much cost, after great

expenditure of gray matter, and quite inval

uable. Should they be disclosed, rival makers

would discard their old, obsolete patterns

and begin making replicas of the ones just

placed within their reach.

was kept always, and not even customers

A close mouth

could prevail on their principals to violate

the sanctuary.

Even when the 1901 show took place—a

little over a year ago—matters in this rcspcct

had not improved very much. There was

still profound reliccncc preserved, the same

shocked :tstonisluncnt expressed :it the

thought of “giving up" particulars relating

to construction.

But what a change has taken place—a

change as complete as even the most inde

fatigable delvcr into the "innards" of cars

could desire.

There are to be seen at the present show

Working models of almost every part of the

motor car. Most of them are put up espe

cially for demonstration. purposes—to give

away the "secrets" that were at one time

guarded so closely. Chassis, engines, trans

mission gears, carburetters, boilers, ignition

devices, systems of control—all are there, In

such simple, scenblc shape that he who runs

may read, and. reading. ponder, digest and

understand.

Only in a few cases do "secrets of the de

signing room" still exist. The steadfast re

fusal to reveal them has been replaced by a

willingness, nay, an anxiety, to spread them

broadcast, to dwell upon them, and thus fur

ther the cause of educating the great public.

The change is a welcome one, and :is sen

The

information for a

siblc us the former attitude was silly.

the

nefarious purpose could always obtain it in

man who wanted

some manner; he had only to take :1 little

trouble and examine a car of the desired

make. or. at the most. purchase one and dis

sect it at Iii.\' leisure. The honest man. the

present i.I' prospective user, the student, the

pressmnn, on the contrary, thus rcbuti'ctl, 1.11

ten dcsistcd from the attempt to acquire the

desired knowledge.

It is significant that this fol-suiting of false

gods should be contemporaneous with the

present epochnl development in American

automobiles.

It is equivalent to serving notice that the

American car. like. the American locomotive,

machine tool or other production of the

metal worker, has no need of concealment,

no fear of competition. It stands on its merits

and invites, instead of repels, comparisons.

\Vho will deny that the _tlde has turned,

that the automobile is ceasing to be the ob

pect of popular execration'! A Connecticut

prosecuting attorney has ordered the re

lease of a man who for seven months has

been under the stigma of having committed

manslaughter, and the Journal and Ameri

can, of this city—that forefront of offending.

that yellowist of yellow journals—turns a

somersnult and lndulges in the most pyro

technic of culogies uncut the motor vehicle!

l'lninly, there is hope of rational consider

ation of this most wonderful and civilizing

of vehicles. It will soon become possible to

be an nutomobilist and yet remain a law

abiding citIZen.

As yet shows in this country lack some of

the spectin-ulnr features that mark them

abroad. The eclat of the opening—with the

President of the republic as sponsor—the

brilliancy oi‘ the scene, the throng of distin

guished and fashionable spectators, the elab—

orate, costly and magnificent stand decora

tions~these concomitants of the Paris tune

tionsarc not to be found here just yet.

But if the premier American exhibit loses

some of its lustre by comparison with its

l‘uris sister, it is still a solid, substantial and

almost wholly satisfying show.

This is true whether

it be gauged by the standard of dollars and

cents—as exemplified in the sales made—or

Both are of at

Its success

cannot be galnsaid.

that of its educational value.

pronounced order.

If the autoist who knows pretty well what

sort of a car he wants comes away from the

show without having made up his mind—as

sometimes happens—what chance is there

for his fellow who govs to the annual cx

hibition to have his doubts resolved? Each

cur examined leaves him more in doubt. It

is an invaluable salesman, then, who is able

to convince him that his car is the best and

clinch the sale on the spot.

An eight cylinder motor was on exhibi

tion at the Parts show, and from more than

one quarter we are promised cars rated at

between 100 and 150 horse power” for the

1903 races.

selves whether the mark has not been over

shot. These figures do savor of the im~

practicable.

But we cannot help asking our

 

We no sooner reach the stage of finality,

the period when further improvement is im~

possible, than lo! the air is full of changes,

of improvements of all kinds, and makers

fall all over each other to get In line.
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They are to be Found.

Eye~openingr is the term which best de

scribes the New York Automobile Show of

1903. '

Neither the President of the republic nor

the Mayor of the city was present to inaugu

rate the function by strewing flowers of

speech on the industry; but neither the show

The doors

of Madison Square Garden opened without

nor the industry felt the lack.

blare of any kind on Saturday evening last.

and the crowd flocked in, and, excepting

Sunday, of course, have continued to flock

It! is a

well bred, well dressed, well groomed crowd

—probably the most select of the many that

attend the succession of public functions

each afternoon and evening since.

held in the Garden, not even excepting the

Horse Show. While the latter is a thumb

marked “society” event, “society” is on show

in the boxes and the rubble Is attracted to

view the buds. blossoms and fading lilies

of the upper strata. "Society" is almost as

numerously in evidence at the Automobile

Show, but she is neither on parade nor is

she a boxed or advertised adjunct; and auto

mobiles, themselves having small attraction

snow Pnovrsl REVELATIIIN
Surprises of all Sorts Develop Showing Even Greater

Progress Than had Been Foreshadowed—Ncarly a Score of Un

expected Models Makc Their Appearance—Touring Cars Rampant,

and Closed Cars and Commercial Vehicles Conspicuous—Many new

Mechanical Features Also Uncovered *What They are and Where

  

for the “vulgar thorng." the “vulgar throng“

is conspicuoust absent; the result is

probably the best average crowd that the

Garden lights ever illuminated. The show

itself is far better ordered than its two

predecessors. There is an agreeable dimi

nution of the promiscuous horn-tooting and

gong-clanging that marked the previous af

fairs.

It is not the character of the attendance,

however, that caused the opening of eyes,

nor is it the eyes of the casual visitor that

have been opened. It is the trade's own

lids—th'e lids of those who presupposed that

they were familiar with the productions of

the industry and with what: the show would

hold that were lifted. Before the opening

some of these had canvassed the intending

exhibitors. but. shrewd fellows, not all of

these exhibitor-s told all they knew or de

tailed all that they would display.

As a result the show has proved rich‘in

surprises, and surprises of the sort that de

light the hearts of those who believed they

had seen the direction in which the industry

should trend, and in which, though appar
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ently plainly indicated, the trade seemed un

duly slow to turn, i. e., toward those classes

of vehicles that would make of the auto

mobile more than a fair-weather conveyance

of pleasure and persons.

The showing of closed cars and commer

  

AN “ AUTOMOBILE GIRL"—PERHAPS.

cial trucks and wagons is such as to indi

cate quite clearly that the trade is now in

clining seriously in those directions. Until

the present exhibition practically only the

makers of electrics had devoted themselves

to vehicles of the kind, and, though they

are still in the vanguard, both steam and

gasolene must henceforth be included in the

reckoning.

The Locomobile limousine, the Olds coupé

and the Berg coupé are genuine surprises in

the matter of gasolene vehicles; the same is

true of the Mobile coupé as regards steam.

These, with the electric coupes and ban

soms, to say nothing of the Locomobile,

Long Distance, Pope-Robinson and other big

touring cars equipped with tops and glass

fronts, make a brave array of closed and

semi-closed vehicles that point the way to

the general all-year-‘round use of the self

propelled conveyance.

In commercial vehicles the Columbia truck

and the splendid diversity of the Vehicle

Equipment Co’s heavy trucks and wagons

show that electrics point the way, but the

White, Mobile and Locomobile delivery

wagons—not the light, toylike creations of

previous years, but big, substantial counter

parts of the horse-drawn deliveries—are

steam developments that are not to be mini

mized, while the Long Distance wagon,

though smaller, and the Union truck are

evidences that at last there is more than

one American maker of gasolene vehicles

bent on tilling the field which has been so

often pointed to as the one promising the

richest reapings of the future.

Of course, the great predominance of run

abouts and touring cars dwarf everything

else, and perforce the closed car and com

mercial vehicle are not of prime public in

terest, but to people who are not given to

bird’s eye views or to casual consideration

these features'are full of meaning. They

make for general utility and for a stability

of the industry that cannot be eflected by

the whims of fashionables or would-be fash

ionables.

In the field of pleasure vehicles the ton

neau touring car is rampant. They are of

all sizes, all powers, all prices~large, small

and medium, gasolene, steam and electric.

'I'he maker who has not an out and out tour

ing car or who has not a tonneau attachable

to his runabout is the exception, and a rapid

ly lessening one, and all are inclining to the

touring car as a distinct model with with

cient power for the added load. The term

“touring car" in itself conveys pleasurable

suggestions of agreeable companionship and

extended jaunts, and its increased and in

creasing popularity is not surprising. The

Statistics of the Show.

COMPLETE VEHICLES snown, 253.

  

Gasolene . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 168

Electric . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 51

Steam . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 34

Delivery wagons . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 8

Bicycles . . . . . .. . 8

Trucks . . . . . . . . . .. 6

Child's automobile 1

Quadricycle .... .. 1

Ambulance . . . . . . .. .. 1

Other vehicles . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 228

— 253

big, richly upholstered, tonneau bodied

Columbias, Wintons, Yales, Steal-uses, Pack

ards, Searchmonts, Bergs, Autocars, Pan

Americans and Moyeas, to mention but a

tow, seem the pinnacle of inviting luxurious

ness in road cars. They are high powered

and high priced, and are fit to compete with

any car turned out in any country; in fact,

it is to be remarked that, whereas at the

previous show the foreign built Panhard, to

cite an instance, was the pivot on which eyes

and tongues turned, it is this year but one

of the many and no more talked about or

sought after than the American cars of its

class. The development of the steam touring

car also was more marked than had been

anticipated. The White and the Grout had

been forepictured, but the Toledo and the

Meteor were absolutely unheralded, nor was

it known that the Locomobile had one in

preparation until the photograph was dis

played. Of the medium sized, medium priced

touring cars the Conrad, the Thomas, the

Olds and the Elmore are good examples, and,

being within the means not only of the very

rich, but of the well do do, will doubtless

endure and be not of restricted sale. Cer

tainly touring cars of this type leave no field

for the stiff hacked and homely surrey.

The runabout also has undergone some

thing of a transformation. It no longer is

merely a box or buggy on wheels, nor is it

as lightly built or as toylike in appearance.

It has developed features of its own, what

might be termed the "nose" being the most

distinguishing feature. It is more than a

dash, it is less than a bonnet, and “nose” is

not a half-bad term, the shapes differing al

most as variously as the human probiscis.

although in one case, the Conrad, the frame

and body is projected sufliciently far for

ward to permit the use of a full fledged

square bonnet.

Delving deeper than mere shapes or ap

pearances, the show proves how advan

tageous is the annual gathering under one

roof of all vehicles, to a new industry at

least. No man who has engaged in such

delving but that will leave New York or

remain in New York with a higher regard

and greater respect for the automobile in—

dustry of America. Heretofore he has had

it so dinned in his ears that the home pro

duct was flve years or so behind the for

eign article that he has either half or whol

ly believed it. Because of the fact he has

been more intent on awaiting and examin

ing and remarking and exploiting the feat

ures of the European cars. It is not to be

denied and no attempt is made to deny that

the American trade has assimilated for

eign ideas. The tonneau body, the vertical

motor, bonnet front, direct drive and other

things came from abroad, and are freely ac

knowledged. But only a month ago were

came that mechanical valves constituted a

sensation of the Paris show and straight

way the comment again went the rounds re—

specting the backwardness of American

manufacturers. But, bless you, here is this

show in Madison Square Garden proving

that the Oldsmobile, the Rambler and other

cars have been using those very valves for

more than a year, and no great furore was

made about it. The same reports from

  

“ REAL TH I NGS."

Paris said that square bonnets, compensating

carburetters and honeycomb radiators wert

developments. But there are square b0n~

nets, compensating carburetters and honey

comb radiators on several of the American

cars in the Garden, and they were In ex
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istence long before the Paris show opened

its doors. The cables told us also that a

combined gasolene and electric car was an

other Paris sensation. There is one in the

Garden and it has been on the roads here

abouts for six months or more. It is prob

able that lf a French maker or a. German

maker had had half the success the Elmore

people have had with their two-cycle mo

tor another cabled sensation would have re

sulted and Americans generally be discuss

ing or developing two cycle motors.

The American manufacturer is not five

years nor five months nor one month behind

his European rival. In the Mers, the Pen—

geot, the Renault, the Darracq, the Fiat,

Europe has some of its most admirable pro

ductions side by side with those of America,

and few there are who will maintain that

the latter suffers by comparison, indeed, it

is safe to say that in the means and meth

ods of throttling and control, and in the

elimination of the bothersome starting crank.

in readiness of access to valves and spark.

plugs and other ignition apparata as ex

emplified in the Columbia, the Toledo, the

Pan-American, and the Locomobile, are de

velopments that Europe may well turn to

its profit as some of its ideas have here been

advantageously adopted or adapted.

Dating from this year's show the Ameri

can industry will “feel its oats” and cease

to consider itself second to any.

That the decision is justified nearly all who

digest the volume of description which is

spread on the pages which follow must

agree. The Motor World has delved deep

and thoroughly and has not sought to deal

in platitudes or generalities, or to summar

ize or gloss over the wealth of development

and progress that is contained within the

show. It has dealt with the subject ex

haustively and those who are seeking light

and who would learn what a splendid and

inspiring revelation the show really is will

discover it in these pages. The revelations

relate not merely to the dominant gasolene

power, for it will be found that the White,

with its new compound engine, and the Mo

bile, Grout and Prescott contribute in vary

ing degree to the improvement of the steam

vehicle, while all of those makers who deal

with electrics have, without exception.

made substantial developments. The famen

Gee-Whizzard of Menlo Park and his unripe

and newspaper exploited battery has been

having a bad time endeavor-ing unavailingly

to “make good" and which, were the Edison

reputation less glowing and reporters less

guiliible, would long since have ceased to

be heard of.

It is not alone in vehicles, that newness

and ingenuity are to be found. In the tire:

and accessories and sundries much is to be

learned or seen that was not known before.

The Diamond Rubber Company's non-bloom

ing inner tube is one important "find"; the

G. 8: J. tire with smooth tread, that is,

minus its long familiar corrugations, is an

other, less important, but still of interest.

The Goodson igniter and A. H. Funke’s

pointless spark plug and his interchange

able candle and carbide lamp are but in

stances oi the novelties that the show has

brought into the full light; they are but .\.

few of the many that are dealt with in de

tail in their respective departments of the

succeeding pages. To recount them here

would be tautology.

As a spectacle the show is brilliant, but

not impressive. The roof of the Garden is

half hid by alternate loopings of white and

lemon-hued hunting and the same color

scheme aided by festoons of the national

flag and national color; also the French col

ors (sub-rosa, most of the decorations was

left over from the so-called French ball of

the week before), is carried into the base—

ment, styled the “Exhibition Hall" by the

management, nicknamed the "sewer" by

some of those whse exhibits are “down be-

low." But few of the exhibitors have In

dulged in such ornate and artistic signs and

railings and elaborate decoration as photo

graphs show and visitors have said marked

the Paris show. And incidentally, M. M.

Clement, Charley Fournier and several of

his colleagues from across the pond are

much in evidence. Fournier, with a mous

tache having upward tendencies which indi

cate that it is not alone French cars that

bear evidence of Germanization.

Of the exhibits, that of the Mobile Com

pany of America, is the most striking. Col

umns of white and gold surmounted by milk

white globes surround the space and dis

tinguish it from’all others. Baker, Winton,

the International Motor Car Company, and

a few others spell their names in electric

lights, and also with others employ potted

plants to set 01? their exhibits, but other

wise ali is commonplace. This applies to

the main hall. In the basement, the Central

Automobile Exchange makes a brave effort

with festoons of evergreen, but here, as in

the crowded restaurant, the ceilings are too

low to make decoration effective or worth

while. '

There is a praiseworthy effort to enlighten

the public and make plain “just how it

works." The chassis is numerously in evi

dence that all may see the location and dis

position of the various fundamentals, while

magnetos and spark plugs and Splitdori‘s

big coil are shown sparking. The ban on

gasolene forbids the operation of motors in

doors, but by employing dynamos the Whit

ney Chain Company, shows a series of their

chains, each of different size, in motion. C.

E. Miller shows the operation of a water

pump, and the Vecder Mfg 00. exhibit the

operation of not only their odometer, but of

the tachometer or speed indicator;

Outside the Garden, many of the exhibitors

keep each a car or cars for practical demon

stration, and despite the agreement to the

contrary “free rides” are the rule.

The attendance, too, is a record breaker.

Up to Wednesday night, according to Secre

tary Young, of the Garden Company, the

pan admissions were three times greater

than for the corresponding period of last

year, while the sale of “trade tickets" then

totalled 8,600, as against but 1,900 during the

entire show of 1902.
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Bristllng with genuine novelties as the

show is, it is the gasolene our section in

particular that is filled to repletion with

them. They demonstrated impressively the

great advance that has taken place, and

more than hint of the mighty strides that

will be made by the time another year rolls

around.

Little more than a year ago a distinguished

French autoist, thoroughly versed in the best

foreign constructional practice, who visited

this country, remarked in a disparaging if

not contemptuous way that American auto

mobiles were tive years behind those of Con- _

tinental origin. Since then no inconsiderable

number of other and almost equally distin

guished foreigners have visited this country

and examined the product of our factories.

Without exception they have echoed the

opinion quoted, and thought, and sometimes

expressed, similarly uncomplimentary things.

Not until American makers forsake their

idols and adopt the practices in vogue abroad

will they progress, they said in effect.

Judged by this standard—which is, of

course, an arbitrary one, made to fit a con

dition that exists chiefly in France—the

American motor vehicle has at last been

emancipated, and to-day there are American

cars that are worthy to be placed alongside

the best product of foreign factories and

compared, point by point, with them, with

out the slightest fear of snfl‘cring by com

parison.

All of which may be much more tcrsely

expressed by saying that many American

designers have taken by the bull by the

horns, produced cars of the extreme foreign

type and improved upon them.

Such cars have undergone Americaniza

tion. The influence of the Gaul and the

Teuton is there, but underlying it, and at

times pressing it hard, is American ingenu

ity and the dislnclination to call a halt be

fore the goal is reached. Consequently

Americanisms abound. The innovator has

been busy, and some of his work is of an

eye-opening character, calculated to start an
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American movement to take its place with

the German one that is so much in evidence

just now.

It is undeniable that in the battle between

the types the so-called foreign car is very

much in evidence—perhaps too much so. It

\ t

I {ah

  

The mechanically Operated intake valve is

seen on two widely differing classes of cars.

One, of which the Olds is the most con

spicuous opponent, always has used this

method of opening the valve. The Olds half

time shaft has cast on it two cams, one

Iv

OLDS TOURING CAR.

is as if the American makers had, after be—

ing for years taunted by Frenchmen with

being unable to produce the French type of

car, at last turned to and beat them at their

own game, had out-Heroded Herod and

“gone them one better."

The result is a number of cars that are

real road locomotives—big, powerful, speedy,

heavy and costly. The best foreign cars—

Mercedes, Mors, Panhard, etc—have been

taken as models and closely followed; but

instead of stopping short there the designers

have gone on and incorporated feature after

feature having as their object greater cun

venience, accessibility or utility.

American mechanical ingenuity -seems to

have been given full swing, and the result

is both remarkable and gratifying. These

cars for the moment overshadow all others.

They rivet attention. are examined closely

and discussed freely. For the time being

they dwarf everything else.

In view of all this one almost loses sight

of the fact that as far as the American cars

at the show are concerned they are almost

equally divided between the vertical and the

horizontal cylinder types. At the same time

the single cylinder is in a hopeless minority,

as is the centrally or rearwardly positioned

motor to a somewhat less extent.

Only the light cars—the runabouts—are

now equipped with single cylinder motors,

the Olds, the Rambler, the Cadillac, etc.

Others of greater weight, such as the

Haynes-Apperson, the Antocar, the Elmore,

the Century, the F. B. Stearns, employ the

double cylinder horizontal type of motor.

These cars really form the mainstay of the

opposition to the vertical cylinder motor,

and demonstrate convincingly that power

and Speed. as well as reliability, can be ob

tained without having recourse to the ver

tical motor.

In short, ’

working the exhaust and the other the inlet

valve. The Rambler and several other light

cars use systems very similar. The other

cars referred to are the latest, most ad

vanced type, such as the Pan-American, the

Electric Vehicle car, etc.. and they use the

same method as the Mercedes car of a year

favor—carburetters with variable air supply.

the use of hot water pressure on the lubri

cating oil tank or of oil heating devices,

such as placing the tank near the motor or

exhaust; the absence of secondary frames.

the use of longer wheel bases, etc. in short.

there are but few of the much heralded

novelties of the Paris show that are not

found on one or more of the cars on exhi

bition at Madison Square Garden. Steel cyl

inders are almost the only exception, while

on the other had there are a number of

features here that are certain to be copied

and find their way into accepted practice.

Chief among the features which distin

guish the most advanced American practice

from that of European builders are the

greater flexibility of governing the greater

accessibility of motor control, and the

greater interchangeability of parts of the

former.

Until recently foreign gasolene cars have

been hand governed, either by the spark

lead or the use of the throttle. The Pan

hard people first made use of an automatic

governor, and were followed by Mors and

other makers. At the present time the use

of governors is general, abroad as well as

here. But American builders make a much

more extensive use of hand appliances.

either to retard or accellerate speed, chang

ing the action of the governors or suspend

ing their operation entirely. Hence, they

have a better command of the engine with

out having to resort to such frequent use

  

LOCOMOBILE LIMOUSIN E.

ago and the leading French cars seen at the

Paris show.

That other Mercedes innovation, the direct

drive on the high gear, is also employed

quite numeroust. The same is true of the

honeycomb radiator in some of its many

forms, throttling the mixture at the intake

valve—exhaust throttling being quite out of

of the speed changing gears. At the show

under notice, conspicuous examples of this

tendency are the Packard, the Berg, the

Locomobile, Columbia, PopeRoblnson and

Pan-American cars.

In accessibility of engine parts the Colum

bia touring car is the striking example, its

detachable valves and plugs being unique.
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But several other concerns have given the

matter thought, and the result is seen on a

number of stands.

Interchangeability is the great characteris

  

as to permit the- front wheels to turn at a

sharper angle.

Unrest and even uncertainty seems to pre

vail in the matter of ignition systems. Dry

UNITED STATES LONG DISTANCE CAR.

tic of American machine practice. Conse

quently, its influence is seen at Madison

Square Garden. If an American maker

makes a split or three part shaft he designs

it so that either end will be the left hand

one; that is, both ends are alike. The same

distinction to make two or more‘diiferent

pieces where one will do for all, is seen.

This simplifies replacements, of course.

The high speed engine still exists, but it is

the low speed one that is found on a vast

majority of the stands. It is probable that

600 revolutions per minute is rather above

than below the average. In the case of the

Winton, for example, the mean speed is less

than 400 revolutions. '

Owing, perhaps, to the number of power

ful and speedy cars shown, the sliding gear

type of transmission is seen to have gained

ground at the expense of the individual

clutch. It is not always accompanied with

chain drive to the rear wheels. In several

instances, the new Packard being a notable

example, shaft and bevel gears to a_ live rear

axle take the place of chains. This, of

course, raises the old controversy of chain

versus bevel gear drive, and it is just as im

possible of settlement as it ever was.

The sun and planet type of gearing, being

confined chiefly to the light and medium

weight cars, has quite held its own. Its

comparative simplicity and suitability for

cars not requiring a large number of speeds

insures such a result.

Reaches and tubular frames have under

gone a great dimunltion. The steel channel

or l‘rectangular frame, sometimes rein

forced with wood, is very popular. It is

frequently narrowed at the forward end, so

batteries, accumulators, magnetos, dynamos

—all are in evidence—and none of them

appear to be losing ground. Gains made in

some quarters have been offset by losses met

hicles undergo little change in price. But

the big ones more than even matters up, for

they have been placed high. The $7,500

Packard, the $6,000 Locomobile and the

$5,000 Columbia cars are striking examples

of this tendency. \Vith them weight have

also rien. The big cars run from 2,000 to

3,000 pounds, with the moderate priced cars

1,000 less and the runabouts going down to

500. It is noticeable, too, that the tendency

is to get the centre of gravity down low, so

as to insure stability.

The artillery wheel has made immense

strides; other types are merely “scattering.”

The roller bearing, too, has gained ground.

The detachable tire has the field pretty much

to itself, the single tube variety having taken

a seat very far back. Equal sized wheels

and large tires are almost universal. The

tonneau body is extremely popular. It

marks the touring car, which is really the

feature of the show. Makersmay disagree

about motor positions and types, but they

are as one when it comes to the matter of

touring cars. All admit the demand for

them, and the addition of a little power and

the substitution of a tonneau for a two

, seated body is frequently all that is neces

sary to effect the change from runabout or

phaeton to touring car. If touring is not

pursued with avidity this year it will be

cause for surprise.

Three cars of one general type—long

based, bonneted, with wheel steering, artil

lery wheels, etc. And the bodies are usually

  

OLDS COUPE.

A maker who formerly used

a magneto or a dynamo is found to have re

turned to batteries; while another exactly

reverses this procedure.

The runabouts and medium

with in others.

weight ve

comfortable and roomy, sometimes triumphs

of luxuriousness.

In covered gasolenc cars the collection is

really an impressive one. The Olds physi

cian‘s car, the Locomobile limousine and
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the Berg closed tonneau were all unheralded

and genuinely novel. The cars with glass

fronts and canopy tops—the Pope-Robinson,

the Locomobile, the Long Distance, etc.~also

show an appreciation of the demand for all

All these are of home manuweather ca rs.

under forced circulation induced by a posi

tive gear driven pump. No water tank

other than the honeycomb cooler is used.

A very novel ignition system is to be seen

on this vehicle, and is known as the Eiser

mann. While this system is comparatively

new, and it is believed appears upon this ve

  

COLUMBIA TOURING CAR.

facture, the foreign cars—De Dion, Darracq.

Central Automobile (30., etc.~bringlng the

total of closed gasolene cars up to 15.

 

Electric Vehicle 00.. Hartford—While the

Columbia electric vehicles obtained well

merited attention, the gasolene touring car

shown for the first time is an important con

tribution and development. This car ex

emplifies what long continued and careful

study of the engineer, Mr. Fred A. Law,

and the unlimited resources of the com

pany, can do toward producing for the

American market a machine ready to com

pete both in appearance and general use

fulness with the high grade foreign built

machines. It is in truth, a "car," and while

conforming in general appearance and de

sign to the style of the foreign cars, it has

many features of improvement exclusively

its own that well deserve the attention of

those who are prone to rush abroad for their

ideas.

From an aesthetic point, it is a handsome

creation. It is long on its wheel base, which

is 93 inches. with a 56-inch tread, and is

provided with a “King of Belgium body"

made in two pieces, the tonneau section be

ing readily removable upon loosening four '

bolts. The wheels are all 34 inches in di

ameter with 4-inch detachable tires, and

are connected to the body on the front axle

through half elliptical springs, while full

elliptical springs are arranged over the rear

axle. These latter are pivoted to the body

instead of being secured through a rigid

spring clip, and thus give extraordinary

ease of action. The engine is of an ap

proved form specially designed, having four

cylinders 5 inches in diameter with a 5-inch

stroke, giving a rated horsepower of 20 and

a 26 brake horsepower. This engine is

mounted, or rather suspended, from an

angle iron frame thoroughly trussed in such

a manner that all lines of strain upon the

frame during its flexing action are about

the axis of the main engine shaft. Its ignit

ing plugs and valves may be removed by

merely turning the key or lever a quarter

turn. and in each instance these parts are

bodily removable, and may be opened at

will and in the shortest possible space of

'-'ime without even the use of a wrench.

The engine is, of course, water cooled, and

a cooler of the honeycomb type with a fan

driven by the main engine shaft provides

ample cooling means for the water, which is

hicle as the only example in the show,

great things are claimed for it. The whole

mechanism, including the contact devices

for igniting the compressed charges in the

several cylinders, is contained in a single

structure. and requires the use of but a

single spark coil for the four cylinders with

out necessitating the use of a battery. A

battery is provided, however, with a switch

conveniently located upon the seat by which

the engine may be started by simply throw

ing a switch and without necessitating the

use of a crank. The gauge in the dash

shows at an instant‘s glance whether or not

the water about the engine cylinders and

heads is circulating properly. A gasolene

tank with a capacity for 150 miles is lo

cated under the front seat, and all neces

sary water for a 150-mile run is stored in

the cooler. The engine has an automatic

throttle governor of the ball type, the gov

ernor being arranged at the extreme front

of the engine, and this governor will ab

solutely govern the engine to 500 revolu

  

in connection with the carburetter is an au

tomatically adjusted mixing valve, compris

ing a counterbalance vein opening directly

from the atmosphere, while the main supply

of air is taken from a tube located adjacent

to the heat engine surfaces. This latter tube

has an auxiliary sleeve with perforations,

the registering position of which may be

varied with relation to the main tube, thus

tempering the air passed to the carburetter

to any desired degree. The oiling system

for the engine is admirable in every detail;

strainers are interposed both in the oil cir

cuit and the water circuit, with readily re

movable traps, which upon being withdrawn

take with them any dirt or sediment which

may have inadvertently found its way either

into the oil or water system. The splash

system of lubrication is used in connection

with a direct feed, and the engine shaft has

upon it rings or plates which, through cen

trifugal action, co-operate with gutters or

drains arranged to catch the drip from the

main portion of the cylinder, and insure

proper lubrication of the parts, at the same

time preventing the passage of oil out

through the main bearings. The oil for the

main oil system is fed to the engine under

pressure, which pressure is induced by a

shunt tube connected with the muffler. In

addition to the automatic adjusted mixture.

there is the hand justifler, the lever for

which is mounted upon the steering wheel

support, together with a lever for adjusting

the ignition and accelerator for vary

ing the action of the throttle governor.

Wheel steering is used, with a particularly

tine arrangement of tilting steering wheel

and inclosed rack and skew gears, the lat

ter inclosed in a single casing and immersed

in oil. The main clutch, which is of the fly

wheel pattern. merits particular attention.

The movable member of this clutch has in

its outer surface a series of spring pressed

blocks, which normally extend above the

surface of the clutch member and are the

first to come in contact_with the rather fast

flywheel. This clutch is certainly unique,

and by its construction it is claimed to be

possible to throw it in without a particle of

shock being trasmitted to the vehicle. On

the other hand, by easing the clutch off it

may be slipped without danger of burning

parts. Two sets of very powerful brakes

muons TOURING CAR. '

tions 11 minute. The engine drives through

a sliding gear system of transmission, with

a direct drive upon the high gear to a coun

tershaft, with individual chain drive to each

of the rear wheels. This transmission, giv

ing four speeds forward and one reverse,

with a maximum speed of forty-live miles

an hour, is controlled by a single lever

which passes through a slotted plate, the

latter being provided with a lock for pre

venting unintentional throwing of the lever

into the reverse position. A unique feature

are provided, one set upon drums arranged

upon the rear wheel sprockets and the other

arranged upon drums adjacent to the

sprockets of the eountershaft. The clutch

pedal is interconnected with the regular

brakes of the countershaft, so as to insure

a release of the clutch upon an operation of

the brakes. The emergency brakes are con

trolled by a lever, which automatically locks

as it is pushed forward and is arranged just

at one side of the steering post.
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Locomobile Co., of America, Bridgeport,

Conn., heretofore apostles of steam, make a

display of gasolene cars so formidable and

so extensive as to demo! strate etiectively

that their venture into the new field is

neither equivocal nor half hearted. They

showed four striking models, a 26 horse- .

power touring car with King of Belgium

The water tank is carried on the front of the

dash just under the bonnet. The lubricat

ing tanks are secured to the water tanks and

project along the side of the cylinders. A

unique feature in the lubricating system is

an interconnection between the main valves

and the igniter switch, which insures turn

ing the oil on and oil? as the igniter switch

is thrown either into operative position or

  

MOYEA TOURING CAR,

body, a Limousine (the first American car

of the sort), and a touring car with canopy

top and glass front. The chassis is made

in two styles, equipped with either two or

four cylinder motors of improved construc

tion. In both motors the centre section of

the engine casing is the one which

is supported from the iron shaft

frame, thus permitting the drop

ping of the lower section to give access

to the crank chamber, and, if necessary, the

removal of the upper or cylinder section.

All valves are made most accessible. The

exhaust and inlet valves are removable

through the same opening, and are held in

place by a very simple arrangement of yoke

and single bolt. A ball governor operates

directly upon the throttle, which is of unique

pattern, consisting of two concentric mem

bers, one of which is movable by the ball

governor, while the other is rotatable with

relation to this, and is controlled by a hand

lever upon the steering position. The jump

spark is used in the igniter'system, with

both gear driven generators and storage

batteries. Two batteries are used in con

junction with the generator, and a novel ar

rangement of automatic switch controls the

charging of the batteries from the generator

when its potential has reached a predeter

mined height; thus the batteries are always

fully charged, and may be used, or used only

for starting, and for running the machine

until the generator has attained a predeter

mined speed. The instant of ignition is con

trolled simultaneously with the variation in

position of the throttle by the throttle gov

ernor. In addition to this automatic igniter

governor there is a hand adjustment through

a lever on the dash. The sliding gear type

of transmission is of very compact form, and

gives three speeds forward and one reverse.

with a direct drive from the engine to the

countershaft on the high gear. All changes

of speed in the change gear are secured by

the movement of a single lever. The regu

lar brake is pedal operated, and acts directly

upon the countershatt, while the emergency

brake acts upon the drums of the sprockets

of the rear wheels. The latter are lever

operated. An irreversible steering mechan

ism of the worm and segmental type is used.

The wheel base is 84 inches with 51-inch

tread. Forced circulation is used, induced

by a centrifugal pump, which is gear driven.

out off position. Oil is fed directly to the

crank cases, and the splash system of lubri

cation is used entirely. Another novel feat

ure is an air mixing valve located back of

the earburetter and adjustable for any varia

tions oi! hot and cool air. Thus air of any de

sired temperature _may be admitted to the

t-arburetter. A novel form of cone clutch is

used, obviating all end thrust. It is leather

faced and mounted upon a long sleeve, and

has its spring members arranged exteriorlv

and on opposite sides of the sleeve. Any do

sired type of body may be used on the com

plete chassis.

 

Pan-American Motor Co., Mamaroneck,

N. Y., who exhibit for the first time, show

two attractive cars and a standard chassis,

shaft to the rear wheels. The engine has

some novel features, particularly in the ar

rangement of exhaust and inlet valves.

which are formed concentric and both re

movable by simply loosening a retaining nut.

The inlet valve is arranged to cover the

stem of the exhaust valve, the stem of which

is hollow, thus giving an unusually large

exhaust valve with all the benefits of the

incoming charge as a cooling medium. The

engine is normally governed by a centri

fugal governor controlling a throttle valve

arranged adjacent to the carburetter, which

is of the float feed type. This throttle valve

is also controlled by a foot pedal, which acts

as an accelerator. In addition, another throt

tle, governed by the handle lever on the

steering column, may be used to cut the mo

tor out entirely if desired. A unique lubricat

ing system is employed, in which the main

oil tank, which is carried adjacent to the

cylinders of the engine, has its oil forced

into the sight feed lubricator on the dash

board by water pressure induced by the cir

. cuiating pump of the cooling system. All

parts of the contact device for the ignition

circuit are inclosed in this arrangement upon

the outer end of the cam shaft and may be

readily removed. The ignition is controlled

by a hand lever arranged upon the steering

column. Two brakes are provided, one pedal

operated and acting upon the differential,

while the second is lever operated and acts

directly upon the sprocket drums of the rear

wheels. The sliding gear transmission gives

three speeds forward and one reverse, all

of which are controlled by a single lever.

Un high speed, drive is direct from the en

gine to the countershaft, with no intermedi

ate gears. The reverse lever pulls up just

in front of the heelboard. The crank cases

are spherical in form, and by using pickups

on the. crank the splash system of lubrica

tion is used, dispensing entirely with an oil

feed to the cylinder. All parts are thor

oughly encased, even to the cam shaft and

operating earns. To provide for the neces—

sary flexibility between the engine and trans

mission gears a universal coupling is pro

vided just in rear of the movable clutch

member. The clutch interlocks with the

brake, necessitating a withdrawal of the

  

MATHESON TOURING CAR.

which was built under the supervision of Mr.

James E. Woodbridge after the design of

Mr. \Vllliam M. Power, the well known gas

olene engineer, to display the well arranged

disposition of the mechanical parts. Both

vehicles are of the tonneau type, and have,

respectively, 84 and 96 inch wheel bases.

Four cylinder motors are used, with a slid

ing gear transmission drive from a counter

clutch upon application of the brake. The

framev of the chassis is set very low, giving

a rakish body and low centre of gravity.

From an aesthetic standpoint, the design and

appointments are elegant and received well

merited attention.

 

Packard Motor Car Co., Warren. Ohio,

exhibit. in addition to their regular tonneau
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machine, a car showing radical departures

from their well known product. It is, strict

ly speaking, a machine built on the Mors

plan, having a complete chassis with re

movable tonneau and detachable front body

portion. A four cylinder vertical engine,

giving 25 horsepower, with novel govern

ing system, is used. This engine is arranged

at the extreme front of the machine, and is

ordinarily controlled by a ball governor,

which controls the lift of the inlet valves

and simultaneously advances or retards tlle

ignition. A lever traversing a segment ar

ranged conccntric with the steering \VIlOi-I

is connected with the governor, and may be

used to neutralize its effect. This lever may

be used to accelerate the speed of the en

gine beyond the. governorllmit, or may be

used to retard it. It, of course, simultane

ously varies both the instant of ignition and

the opening of the inlet valves. The Pack

ard sliding gear transmission is used, and

an interlock is provided between the change

gear lever and the clutch pedal, necessitat

ing the throwing of the clutch before chang

ing the gear. The regular brake is arranged

directly upon a drum' carried on the main

driving shaft at the rear of the change gear

box, and this shaft is provided with a “lil

versal coupling and drives through bevel

gear to the differential upon the rear axle.

All parts are thoroughly incased, and, as far

as possible, run in oil. The oil is fed to the
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engine cylinders and main bearings under

pressure induced by a pump arranged in the.

case of the oiier and driven from the cam

shaft. The regular Packard carburettor is

provided, with a single float feed chamber

and two carburetter chrmbers, each one ar

ranged to take care of two cylinders. A

forced circulation of water is used for cool

ing, and is secured by a positively driven

gear pump. The water tank is located at

the extreme rear and the gasoicne tank

under the front seats. A novel arrangement

of space or distance bars is used upon the

rear axle, and lies Just under the half elliptic

springs, and is connected at its forward

ends with the spring shackles. Tile wheel

base is unusually long—9i inches. Thirty

six-inch wheels are used, with 4-inch detach

able tires. In addition to the engine oiler

a hard grease oiler ls arranged upon the

dash, with feed tubes connecting with the

bearings of the transmission system. The

ignitor circuit may be cut of! by depressing

a push button arranged in the frame of the

steering wheel, and in addition a two way

switch. with bodily removable handle. con—

trols the circuit from either of two batteries.

A gauge on the dash shows at a glance

whether or not the water is circulating

properly.

This car embodies the finest features of

mechanical construction, and lts'detaiis are

particularly well worked out. It is fair to

presume that the new model will become. if

possible. even more popular than the excel

lent machine heretofore so successfully

marketed. ' .

The Berg Automobile Co., New York. ex

hibitors for the first time in this year‘s

show, display four very handsome models of

gasolenc vehicles, one of them a closed car,

the inclosing portion being removable. They

conform closely to the general type of fot~

eign machines, and are. provided with the

tonneau, charrette, and tonneau with de

tachable top bodies. Two styles of chassis,

varying very little except as to dimensions,

length of wheel base and trend, are used

with these various bodies, practically the

only difference being ill the power and motor

equipments.

The tonneau, with and without t0p, each

has a four cylinder engine, while the other

tyue has but two cylinders. The chassis

comprises a wooden frame, reinforced with

steel side and corner plates, and the for

ward axle is dropped and of a form to give

it a trussed strength. Half elliptic Springs

are used forward with semi-elliptic at the

rear. The cooling coil has a novel feature,

inasmuch as the side plates, which close

in the sides of the tube headers. are remov

able and any of the tubes may be cleaned

at “'ill. a

,The water tank is located just under the

body and forward of the rear axle. A cen

trifugal pump, driven from the flywheel.

produces forced circulation. The lubricat

ing system for the engine is a direct feed,

purpose of this weighted spring is to in

crease the tension between the contact mem

hers as the speed of the engine increases.

As the spring not only has its own force.

lnlt the centrifugal action of the weighted

member, it produced a firm rubbing con

tact. The steering gear, instead of using

the worm and segment or rack, has ur

ranaged within an oil tight casing a nut

_ which traverses the screw threaded end of

the. steering post; this has upon its outer

surface a rack meshing with a pinion, fast

upon a short shaft. which bears at its end

the steering arm affording direct connec

tion with the individual pivoted wheels. An

interlock is provided between the regular

brake and clutch and the emergency brake

and clutch. This necessitates reieaeslng the

clutch upon application of the brake.

‘TIle regular brake is controlled by a pedal

and acts upon the cam shaft, while the

emergency brake acts directly upon drums

upon the rear wheels. In the. two cylinder

machine a direct bevel gear drive is used

between the change gear mechanism and the

compensating gear of the rear axle. In the

four cylinder machine individual wheel

drive is secured from a counter shaft

through sprocket and chain drive. Alto

gether the Berg is of simple and admirable

construction. and has omitted many of the

automatic devices which are liable to give

more or less trouble. All valves are acces

1903. TOLEDO TOURING CAR.

and a novel arrangement of piston driven

pump is used for forcing the oil into all

parts of the mechanism. This pump is in

ciosed within the oiler casing. and is driven

by a belt drive. A rather unique style car

buretter is used. which might be styled a

compensating carburetter. It comprises the

ordinary float feed chamber, having at the

outlet a valve automatically controlled by

a ball governor arranged forward of the

engine and adapted to throttle the engine

to predetel'nline speeds. Upon the steering

pillar there is a lever, connected with this

valve mechanism, by which its position may

be varied to throttle the engine to any de

sirable degree independent of the action of

the governor. A pedal is also provided at

the right of the steering pillar, which per

mits throwing this valve wide. open for the

purpose of quick acceleration. In the

throttling action of the carburetter vaIVcs

the supply of air is also automatically va

ried, thus changing the mixture to corre

spond to variations in position of the throt

tle valve. A sliding gear type of transmis

sion is used. controlled by a single lever,

giving fotlr speeds forward and one reverse.

Tile secondary ignition system which is

used is controlled by hand through a lever

arranged upon the steering pillar. The con

tacting device used in the ignition system is

novel, and comprises an insulating ring

with contacts arranged upon its inner sur

face. The cooperating contact member is

carried upon a cam shaft. and comprises a

weighted spring member, which is dragged

over the contacts of the ring member, The

sible, and ample provision is made for in

closing the several parts of the mechanism.

The four cylinder car carries a supply of

gasolene for 200 miles, while the small one

has a tank capacity of 150 miles. The maxi

lillllli speed of the heavy machine is forty

fivc miles an hour. while the lighted one is

designed for speed up to tlllrty~fivc miles

an hour.

 

The Olds Motor “'orks, Detroit, Mich,

show, of course, the famous Oldsmobile

runabout, the one that set the fashion to the

world and the success of which induced a

host of others to embark in the manufacture

of runabouts. But it was not the runabout

that caused knowing visitors to blink, nor

even the tonneau car. of which there had

been hints and which was exhibited for the

first time—it was the presence of an Oids

coupe. of which no intimation had escaped;

none had reason to even imagine that the

Olds people had a closed car in prospect.

and its unexpected appearance was probably

the biggest surprise of the show. It is a

handsome little creation with rounded front

and two seats. and is operated froln the in

side; it is of 5 horse power and priced

$1,100.

The new touring car—price $1,250-also

marks a radical departure. The tonneau

has side entrances on both sides, and the

original curved dash of the Oldsmobile has

been retained behind the helmet. The. motor

is of the two-cylinder, opposed type, and of
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eight horse power. The remainder of the

chassis is of the Oldsmobile side spring

construction. The new Oldsmobile carbu

retter is used, the transmission gears run

ning in oil although only one controlling

lever is used, making the car easy to handle.

a wheel or centre lever for steering being

furnished as options.

In the single cylinder runabouts of the

reachless type, with side springs, few

changes have been found necessary in its

construction, the main ones l1eing truss

front and rear axles and improved car

bureter, eliminating the use of the gasolene

pump and having only one connection with

the tank, and giving greater power with the

mixture. They still use mechanically oper

ated valves for both the inlet and the ex

haust, both being operated on the one shaft,

so that the timing is bound to be accurate.

While the appearance at the Paris show of

mechanical valves started the world talking

about them, the Olds is evidence that they

did not originate abroad.

 

The new Moyea Automobile 00., New

York, have done themseleves proud in their

touring car, one of which is exhibited. It is

an impressive creation. It weighs approxi

mately about 1,900 pounds. Wood lined steel

frames, with steel hangers, live rear wheels

and solid forged front'and rear axles are

used, the engine and gear case being fast

ened on a false steel angle frame. The mo

tor is of a four cylinder upright type, 4-inch

bare by EPA-inch stroke, of 16 horsepower,

which is transmitted by cone friction clutch

at 1,200 revolutions a minute. Slide trans

mission gears are ~ used, first and second

speed and reverse six pitch; third and fourth

speed, eight pitch, on a train balladeur style.

The atomizer is of a special type of constant

level float, which is never regulated, the air

only being regulated by variable ignition and

independent from each other. The atomizer

regulates the speed of the engines. Cylin

ders are cooled by water and fan driven by

the motor, which has a water jacketed in

take, exhaust valves and cylinders; a centri

fugal pump is used, but without radiating

coils, but has a water tank, which is at the

same time a water cooler, is at the front

of the car, and consists of a nest of banked

tubes, which give a very thin water surface

 

with a maximum of air cooling surface. The

ignition is by a high tension current. The

gasolene is fed by gravity, and carries fif

teen gallons. Two outside band brakes are

furnished and one. inside on differential. All

the brakes are double acting, and when ap

plied release the driving clutch. A spark

advancer and accelerator are attached to the

steering pillar under the steering wheel. The

upholstering is of genuine pigskin, and is

luxurious to the highest degree.

 

The Pope-Robinson Co., of Hyde Park,

Mass, exhibit three unusually tine cars, em

ploying the well designed four cylinder mo

tor formerly used, but which has been im

proved in several details. In place of the air

cooled head, a water cooled head and cylin

der are now used. The motor is governed

by a ball type of governor acting directly

upon a throttle valve. The governor may be

thrown out of operation or varied at will; a

single Longumare carburetter is used for the

four cylinders, in place of the four carburet

ters formerly used. The change gear mech

anism is of distinctive design. Both the

gears on the main shaft and countershaft

are in mesh, and either train of gears giving

three speeds forward and one reverse may

be selected and used by bringing into en

gagement its corresponding metallic clutch

member. On the high speed all gears are idle,

and a direct drive is secured between the

engine shaft and the counter shaft. The

ignition system, as heretofore, is a touch con

tact spark, and by mounting the lower end of

the contact rod in a pivoted

instant of ignition may be changed at will

by varying the position of the yoke rela

tively to the operating cam. This does not ‘

in any way affect the speed of the engine

unless the accelerator is in use with the gov

ernor cut out. All vehicles of this company

are made on a standard chassis, having a

channel iron frame, which was adopted by

them more than three years ago. and which

is now almost universally used by the best

makers of gasolene cars, in place of a rein

forced wood frame. On the whole, the car

has many features to commend it. Its con

trol is easy and elastic, free from shocks, due

to its peculiar change speed mechanism.

which is practically noiseless.
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Conrad Motor Carriage (30.. Buffalo, X. Y..

show a new type of runabout costing $750,

with a full square bonnet and a folding or

disappearing seat in the rear, and which em

bodies an entirely new and fetching prac

tice for this class of vehicles. It is fitted

with double cylinder upright engine of the

De Dion type in front, connected for drivingr

by sliding near transmission, which in turn

is connected with the rear axle by sprocket

chain. The size of the engine is 3542x3145, and

at 950 revolutions develops 8 horsepower.

It is fed with new water cooling attach

ment, consisting of a top and bottom tank

separated by a rotating coil. which is placed

squarely in front of the machine and above

the axle, and is covered by a Mercedes type

of head. The frame of the machine is of

bent angle iron with full elliptical springs.

It has wheel steering gear, with all throt

tling and controlling levers on the steering

pillar at the fluger's end. The foot brake

disengages the clutch before the brake is

applied. To all appearances this car is a

simple runabout. but the rear apron opens

upward, disclosing a seat which enables

the car to carry four passengers. This is a

very taking feature of the show, and is at

ti acting much attention. The tonneau car

has a double cylinder. 12 horsepower, up

right. vertical motor 4%X41/é, developing 12

horsepower at 900 revolutions. The drive

is by means of the sliding gear transmis

sion typo. three speeds forward and one re

verse; fitted with 30-inch wood wheels and

31,4;inch double tube detachable tires. It is

claimed that this car embraces all the best

features of the high priced machines, its

price being only $1,250. The tonneau is de

tachable, and a wooden apron is provided

to replace the tonneau for speeding pur

poses.

 

Matheson Motor Car 00., Limited, Grand

Rapids, Mich., exhibit for the first time at

- this year's show an attractive car of the

four-cylinder type, which is as nearly as

possible an American Mercedes car in frame,

running gear, transmission motor, and cool

ing system. One distinguishing feature and

one different from the Mercedes costruction

is a direct drive through bevel gears to a di

vided rear axle having universal joints each
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side of the differential. to give the required

dish to the driving wheels. A ball race is

formed just back of the teeth on the bevel

gears to take up all thrust. The engine is

controlled asto speed entirely by the throt

tling system. manipulated by hand lever on

the top of the steering wheel. The ignition

is also hand adjusted for various speeds

and from the same place. One of the new

features of the engine is the intersected

thread on the igniter plug, which permits re

moval of the plug upon a third turn of the

plug. Both the exhaust and inlet valves,

which are mechanically operated, are remov

able on the intersected thread principle. The

valve seats are taken out with the valves

and may be replaced in a very few moments.

The cylinders are turned. both within and

without. to a uniform thickness of metal,

aml the water jacket is shrunk on to the

outside, which insures a light cylinder and

and the speed of the motor accelerated. The

instant of ignition is controlled by the hand

lever arranged concentric with the steering

pillar and having its operating rod carried

through it. The carburetter is of the float

feed type, and has the usual adjustments for

varying the mixture. An Apple igniter belt

driven from the flywheel is used. Splash

feed is used in the crank case, with mechan

ical feed for the lubricating oil of the cylin

ders. In addition there is provided a grease

cup, which furnishes the necessary lubrica

tion for the change gear mechanism, the

gears of which always run in oil. A unique

housing is provided for the igniter coils and

oiicrs, all of which are located in a. tight

box dash. to which the bonnet is hinged. In

addition to the Apple generators there is

also provided a. battery. A three way switch

is used for cutting out both the generator

and battery or cutting in either of them.

 

 

  
 

 

BERG TOURING CAR.

one which will maintain perfect form even

under excessive heats. A driving shaft for

the back wheels runs inside a sleeve which

‘carries the back wheels on ball bearings.

The wheel base is unusually long. being of

95 inches and standard tread. Great ease.

of riding is claimed with contemplated

springs, which are a combination leaf and

coil spring.

starting crank. Machines are equipped with

25 H. P. motors and started by air pressure

from the seat. This same air pressure

forces the gasolene into the carburetter and

does away with the shunt muffler used by

the Mercedes.

international .\iotor (‘ar (‘0.. Toledo, Ohio—

The 24 horsepower Toledo touring car, can

pioying an improved motor of the four-cyl

inder upright type. has as noch features

copper water jackets for the cylinders and

bodily removable heads. in which are ar

ranged the inlet and exhaust valves. Both

these valves may be readily removed by

pulling out a locking pin and turning back a

ldngcd yokc. .\ centrifugal governor acts

upon the throttle valves. of which there arc

two, one for each pair of cylinders. .\ link

connection is also i'ol'mcd between the throt—

tle valves and a foot pedal. by which the

operation of the governor may be modified

Alternating magneto is used

starting on the first half revolution of the.

The brake pedal and clutch pedal are inter

connected. necessitating the throwing of the

clutch upon application of the regular brake,

which acts upon a drum upon the-counter

shat't. The change gear is of the sliding

gear type. giving a direct drive of the en

gine to the countershai‘t on the high speed

without intermediate gears. The several

gear changes are made through single lever,

which gives three speeds forward and re

verse. A very novel and effective lock is

provided for the change gear lever. This

lever moves on a notched sector. and has a

defeat for positioning it for the various

speeds. A handle for operating the detent

is provided, with a pin which, in the for

ward speeds. engages a projection extending

outwardly through the handle from a thumb

operater push button. To secure the reverse

position of the handle this button must be

pushed down. and thereupon the pin of the

detent handle passes over it and permits

pulling the lever backward into the reverse

position. [i secures an absolute lock for

preventing unintentional movement of the

change gear leVer from the go ahead to the

reverse position. The cooling coil is of the

honeycomb type. combined with the water

tank and closing the forward end of the

bonnet. ill addition to the pedal operated

brake there is a lever operated emergency

brake acting upon the drums of the rear

wheels. This leVer is automatically locked

in any position by the notch sector method.

The touneau body, which is of the King of

Belgium type. is most luxuriously appointed

and attracted more than ordinary attention,

The upholstery is unusually deep and high

backs are provided throughout. A special

locking device is provided for the tonneau

door. which absolutely insures it against ac

cidental opening.

 

The Winton Motor Carriage Co., of Cleve

land, Ohio. exhibit this year four vehicles—

two of the tonneau type. one chassis, and

the "Winton Bullet." The same general

lines of construction used so successfully

by the Winton company have been carefully

adhered to. with many minor improvements

and an increase in the power of the engine,

which is now made 20 horsepower. It is

horizontally disposed, and of the two-cylin

der type. Where formerly some of the oper

ating parts were mounted upon the body,

they are now without exception carried upon

the frame of a complete chassis. The steer

ing wheel is now hinged to the steering pil

lar. and may be tilted forward or securely

locked in operative position. The engine, as

heretofore. is governed by the air pressure

system. controlling and varying the opening

of the inlet valve, and being controlled by a

tow button or auxiliary hand operated valve.

All parts of the mechanism are completely

inclosed, and water. gasolene and oil tanks

are arranged under the bonnet. Forced circu

lation is used with direct driven gear pump.

line of the latest features on this year's

machine is a modified contact device of the

same. general principle as heretofore used.

but now arranged with a vibrating member

having a cam surface acted upon directly

by a cam on the end of the cam shaft. This

contact member is carried in a box having a

glass face and revoluble with relation to

the cam shaft for adjusting the instant of

ignition. The parts are thoroughly inclosed

ami yet visible at all times. and so arranged

as to preclude possibility of the admission of

all foreign substances. The regular Winton

planetary gear system is used. controlled by

two levers. giving two SIN eds forward and

one reverse. line of these levers is con

nccted with an emergency brake acting di

rectly upon a drum upon the main shaft of

the engine, and easily applied as the high

speed gear is thrown out. The mnflier is

arranged to he opened directly to the atmos

phere. where noise is not objectionable. The

bronze connecting rods heretofore used

have been discarded and drop forged steel

rods, with bronze bushings. adopted. The

batteries for the. ignitor circuit are inclosed

in a tight. galvanized iron box. lined. to pre

vent short circniting, and are arranged in

two sets. either of which may be thrown

into use by a two-way switch arranged on

the heeiboard. The battery box is secured

upon the frame at the extreme rear. and is

accessible by raising a trap in the fioor of

the touncau.‘ The tonneau body is of the

“King of Belgium" type. which is coming

into almost uuchrsai use by automobile

builders. The water pump is inclosed in

a casting having a movable face plate.

which casting forms the bottom of the crank

case. A removal of the face plate gives

easy access to the interior of the pump.

 

.I’eerless Motor Car (‘0.. Cleveland, Ohio.

whose cars are staged by the Banker Bros_

Co., of New York and Pittsburg. exhibit a

finely finished chassis mounted on four

wooden pedestals about sixteen inches high_

They also show complete cars, one of a hog

four cylinder oo horse power. with vertical

motor, of course. the Peerless having been

one of the earliest to adopt that type.

The frame is of channel steel with a drop
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centre for the purpose of making the parts

and mechanisms more accessible. Both

front and rear wheels are pitched inward,

after the manner of all vehicles not run on

prepared tracks. The pitch of the rear

wheels is made possible by a flexible axle.

Last year's motor consisted of two separate

cylinders, but in the new model the two

cylinders are combined into one casting.

making the motor a twin cylinder and doing

away with the crank disks in the crank

chamber, by using a one-piece. crank with a

single throw. Two hami holes are placed

in the bottom of the crank case for inspec

tion or replacement of conuectiong rod

bushing. An automatic throttle governor on

the intake is used which makes the motor

very flexible. Ignition is by jump-spark,

with their own patented mechanical vibra

tor. The water circulation is furnished by

a centrifugal pump driven by gears. The

lubrication is by force feed. The starting

crank is stationary in front of the car, and

is operated by a dog clutch instead of chain,

the motor being started by a half turn of the

crank. The drive is by means of a universal

shift, and bevel gears mounted on bail bear

ings. The differential is also mounted on

ball bearings, so that the end thrust of the

bevel gear is provided for. The bevel pinion

is mounted between two sets of ball bear

ings, which takes up the end thrust in the

bevel pinion. Power is transmitted to speed

gear by means of a cone clutch, which is en

gaged by means of a spring and disengaged

by means of foot pedals or brake lever. The

speed gear is connected to the driving gear

by a universal shaft. On the high gear the

motor is connected directly to the rear axle

with no gears in use. It is assumed that as

the car is used about 90 per cent. of the

time on the high gear, this greatly lengthens

the life of the gear. The change of speed

motor is eflected with an automatic locking

device which prevents the shifting of gears

unless the cone clutch is disengaged. A pow

erful brake on each rear wheel is operated

by a lever at the right, which disengages

the clutch and is held by a ratchet until re

leased. A foot brake operates on the drum

between the motor and the compensating

gear, and also disengages the clutch. By

means of a knuckle joint and sleeve the

upper part of the steering column is broken,

throwing the steering wheel away from the

operator when taking or leaving the seat.

All the wheels are ball bearing, and this fact

is to be noted here, together with the fact

that the shaft and bevel gear and differen

tials already mentioned are also mounted on

ball bearings, which makes this one of the

most advanced types in the show.

 

The Autocar Co., Ardmore, Pa., exhibited

two complete Autocars and a chassis, one a

tonneau, and a runabout with top.

The engine, as heretofore, is of the two

cylinder. horizontal, double opposed type ar

ranged transversely at the body and at the

forward end under the bonnet. It is of 10

horsepower at 1,000 revolutions. The change

gear mechanism is of a simple form of slid

ing gear with direct bevel and spur gear

drive to the rear axle. A universal coupling

is provided in the main line of shaft be

tween the change gear and rear axle to pro

vide the necessary flexibility; the trunnions

of this coupling are hollow to provide for

oiling. A water tank is arranged below the

bonnet on the dash, and the lubricating oil

is carried in a tank secured to the water

tank. All parts are thoroughly encased, and

splash lubrication is used wherever possible.

.\ unique form of clutch is shown, compris

ing two co-nt'ting clutch members embracing

an inserted cork tin projecting from the. in

ner face of the rear flywheel. The main fly

wheel is carried forward of the engine. This

clutch is controlled by a lever arranged at

the left hand side of the seat. and the

handle of the lever has a rotary movement,

which controls the throttle of the engine.

In addition to this throttle control, the ig

niter controlling lever and the change. gear

lever are. carried upon the steering stanchion.

The change gear gives three speeds forward

and one reverse. all controlled by single oper

ating lever. Two brakes are provided. one

a regular brake, foot operated and acting

upon the drums of the rear wheels, the

other an emergency brake. also pedal oper

ated and acting upon the main pinion of the

rear driving construction. a novel feature.

The compensating gear upon the rear axle is

of the spur type. and is driven by a pinion

mounted in the same case with the main

spur gear. and in turn is driven by a bevel

gear drive from the main driving shaft.

End thrust on the intermcshing bevel gears

is taken up by ample ball bearings. which

are adjustable. To' prevent pounding and

knocking;r ot‘ the springs when the vehicle is

under a heavy load the two elliptical springs

at the rear are (‘iit'il provided with an auxil

iary bow spring. which comes into action

and upon heavy jounccs prevents the usual

pounding. A direct chain driven centrifugal

pump induces a forced circulation through

an ample cooling coil. and as the water tank

is located above both the engine and the

cooling coil, the centrifugal pump permits a

natural circulation when the machine is not

in operation. A novel mufiier. having twelve

rectangular compartments, with the perfor

ations between one compartment and an

other staggered with relation to each other,

gives an exceedingly compact and practical

ly noiseless muffler. All parts of the mechan

ism are. accessible, simple in construction

and of sufiicient strength to secure great

durability and at the same time give many

features of interchangeability.

One unique feature of the Autocar exhibit

was the placing of a mirror below the entire

length of the chassis, thus showing every de

tail of the mechanism from below.

 

Thomas B. Jeffery Co., Keuosha, Wis.—

Rambler cars.

A touring car at $730,- single cylinder, 5x

6; 6 horsepower, Weighing 1.200 pounds,

with both valves mechanically operated by

the same shaft; float feed carburetter with

auxiliary inlet, ' which is automatic and

flushed from the seat; planetary gears; one

lever control, with thumb throttle control

on steering bar: automatic governor for

spark; drum brake on both rear wheels,

which is auxiliary and regular on transmis

sion; thermo-syphon system for water cool

ing; detachable gasolene tank with safety

reservoir holding one gallon, which is shut

off from the rest of the tank so that when

the regular tank is exhausted a gallon of

gasolene is always in reserve for twenty

tive miles; fur full elliptic springs.

A decided improvement has been made in

the design of the body; it is six inches

longer, has removable air shutters in the

rides, the shape of the bonnet has been

altered, fenders have been added and a solid

back high seat; the color of the body is

auto red; an automatic grease cup displaces

last year‘s gravity feed on the main shaft;

centre steering with transverse lever. The

governor and the two to one gears are cov

- ered, and the gears run in oil, so that the

only slight trouble had with the governor

in the New York-Boston reliability run is

now obviated. Artillery wooden wheels of

their own make, with 1%-iuch spokes, are

used with single tube tires. The water

reservoir is a large. brass tank with about

380 feet of three-quartcr-inch brass radiat

ing tubes.

 

. mixture, etc.

The Searchmont Automobile Co., of Phila

delphia, Pa., exhibit two cars of attractive

design and embodying features that are not

to be denied. An armored frame, in the

chassis is used, and is provided with a snh'

frame of angle iron. upon which are

mounted the motors and driving gear. Two

cylinder motors are used, of improved pat

tern, having cylinders 41,4; inches in di

ameter, 5-inch stroke and with ample pro

vision for getting at the interior of the

crank cases by simply removing side plates.

The inlet valves are arranged on top of the

extension projecting from the cylinder. and

the exhaust valve is arranged immediately

underneath, making both accessible and

providing ample water space about the

valves and cylinders. Forced circulation is

used. induced by a direct driven geared

pump. The motor is controlled by a ball

governor, which acts upon the throttle and

simultaneously varies the instant of the

ignition. In the main rod connecting the

governor with the throttle valve i inter

posed a spring cushion embracing the end

of a lever, which permits varying the igni

tion by hand adjusted means independent of

the action of the governor. A foot pedal is

used for accelerating the speed of the en

gine by varying the working position of the

governor or cutting it out of operation. A

unique oiling system is provided for the

engine. which comprises a main oil tank,

having some ten piston pumps arranged

within it and actuated by a sliding cam

connected directly with the cam shaft. Each

of these pumps is connected to one of the

main bearings of the engine, the cylinder or

the change gear mechanism through inde

pendent tubes, thus securing a forced feed

of oil. A float feed carburetter is provided,

with the usual adjustments for varying

The sliding gear type of trans

mission is used and controlled by a single

lever, securing four speeds forward and one

reverse. An interlock is provided between

the clutch pedal and the emergency brake,

assuring the throwing of the clutch upon the

application of the brake. The regular brake

is pedal operated, and acts upon the coun

ter shaft, while the emergency brakes are

lever operated and act upon the indepen

dently driven rear wheels. An Apple gen

erator is used and a novel drive is provided

for it. It is secured to the frame of the

chassis at one side of the flywheel, and an

intermediate spring pressed friction wheel

transmits motion from the flywheel to the

generator wheel. The struts for holding this

driving member are adjustable, giving am

ple provision for taking up all wear. It is

a most ingenious contrivaence. The water

tank is located at the extreme rear and be

low thc body, provision being made for till

ing this tank from the outside of the body.

A novel five seat arrangement is secured

.in the tonneau body by extending the door

upholstery clear to the bottom and leaving

it loose from the centre down. By simply

raising the end of this upholstered portion

the base of the seat drops down from the

back, and is covered by the loose portion of

the upholstery filling in the door space.

A novel form of emergency “cut out" and

means for locking the vehicle consist of a

press button arranged in the frame of the

steering wheel and co-acting with a remov~

able plug, which breaks the igniter circuit

and thus makes the vehicle inoperative.

—

Shelby Motor Car Co., Shelby, Ohio, exhibit

two new cars, incorporating some new and

original features. Two models are shown,

one, having a single cylinder, being' a single

seated carriage with a combination drop

seat; the other having a tonneau body with

a double cylinder motor. The motor has an
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open end cylinder fitted with two pistons.

The two side connecting rods connect the

back piston to the crank shaft with the cen

tre of the crank shaft connecting the front

piston to the same, the explosion, of course,

then being placed between the two pistons,

driving both pistons in opposite directions

at the same time, but both pistons transmit

ting the power simultaneously to the one

crank shaft, making a perfectly balanced

motor. Great economy is claimed for this

method of exploding the. gases in about half

the time that is taken in an ordinary single

motor with the same. amount of stroke. The

pump operating from the flywheel of the

motor cools it by circulation to the radiator

in front of the car. Jump spark operated by

batteries and magneto. Generators furnished

when desired. Planetary transmission gear

is used, giving three speeds forward and one

reverse through one set of gears only, and

direct transmission on the high speed. When

the car stands still and the motor is in mo

with the high gear, the foot throttle con

trols it perfectly with the aid of this car

buretter. It is a balanced carburettor, so

constructed that the gasolene stands at a

constant height irrespective of any tilting

position the car may have; the needle valve

is so adjusted that the supply of air and

gnsolene is controlled by the same operation

at the same time. Regardless of the position

of the throttle the percentage of the mixture

is always the same.

 

Cadillac Automobile 00., Detroit, Mich,

show one complete vehicle of the runabout

type with a detachable tonneau and a com

plete chassis. An angle iron frame sup

ported on half elliptic frames fore and aft

and of unusual length supports, under the

forward seat, a single cylinder horizontal

motor of 73-10 horse power, which drives

through transmission chain to the differen

tial of a divided rear axle. The Cadillac car

Tl'IE GENTLEMEN FROM FRANCE.

out necessitating the grounding of either side

of the circuit. A carburetter of the needle

valve type with an intake actuated baflie

plate sci-ures a positive feed of gasolene

without the use of the ordinary float feed

chamber. This is made easily adjustable.

though it is claimed it requires little change

in ordinary running. The car, which, as

stated, is featureful and attractive, weighs

with tonneau body about 1.200 pounds, and

is unusually low priced, selling for less than

$1 per pound.

 

George N. Pierce 00., Buffalo, N. Y., ex

hibit their well known Motorettc, which

has not been materially changed from last

year's model, save that a 5 horsepower mo~

tor is now used. A new model, however, is

shown, the Arrow touring car. It has a

tonneau body mounted on a tubular steel

under-frame made of very heavy tubing, the

whole of which is supported by four extra

  

M. Lucas. A. Clement.

tion the gears are all idle. \Vliecl steering

is employed, with a telesecopic pillar rod, so

that it can be adjusted to the height of the

operator. The driving car is of the same

general construction, having two sets of cyl—

inders, with tour pistons, and furnishing 20

horsepower. A reversible steering gear,

which is interlocking, is used. It has a bell

shaped worm, engaging the pinion of the

steering rod, so that no shock on the road

wheels is carried to the steering wheel, but

the steering wheel readily controls the front

wheels. All the supply tanks, such as water,

oil and gasolene, are carried in front under

the hood, so as to be very accessible, :1

gauge being on the dash showing the amount

of oil, water or gasoiene that is on hand at

all times, also showing any leakage of the

water supply, a special feature of this sys

tem being that should any leakage in the

water supply occur the operator would in

stantly notice it on the gauge. The oil sup

ply is placed immediately over the water

tank, which leaves the oil hot and limpid.

A carburetter of their own design, an in

vention of their Mr. Leppo, which throttles

so as to give practically the same action as

the throttle on a steam engine, enabling the

operator when running in a crowded street

Hart 0 Berg. M. Melinssky. M. Clement's Nephew.

is entirely new and shown for the first time

at this year‘s show. The low speed gear

runs in an oil bath, and, in fact. the. entire

gear system is thoroughly inclosed. The

main engine cylinder is smooth as to the e!

terior, and provided with a flange or cup

- which is provided with a water intake for

the cooling system. A spun copper water

jacket may be clamped to this flange and dis—

penses with the use of all gaskets, as the

lower end of the copper shell is flanged and

itself serves as the gasket. The inlet valve

is mechanically operated and the main con

trol of the engine is secured by a hand

throttle combined with hand adjusted igni

tion of the jump spark type. A single band

lever gives the high speed forward and the

reverse. which lever in the several positions

may be used as an emergency brake. The

low speed is secured by a foot pedal. A

pedal operated hand brake operating on the

differential is also used. A unique form of

sparking plug is shown in this engine, and

consists of a main plate or support held in

place by a yoke and set screw. This support

bears two insulated sections, forming really

a double plug, and augularly disposed. so

that the inner ends lie adjacent to each

other and thus a circuit plug is secured with

M. Clement‘s Secretary. Henry Foumier.

long semi-elliptic springs. The motor is a

genuine De Dion, 15 horsepower, double

cylinder, with a water tank placed in front

of it; a ball bearing transmission gear, slid

ing type, is used, with a single cone clutch

in the flywheel and bevel gear transmission

on the rear axle and special ball thrust

bearing and flexible shaft to gear box. The

car when loaded weighs 1,650 pounds. Ball

bearings are used on the front and rear

wheels, which are of the artillery type. Two

double acting hub brakes are furnished, as

well as a transmission shaft brake, which is

also double acting. The brakes are all inter

locked with a friction clutch, so that when

any of them are used the motor is discon

nected. A motorctte Stanhope model is also

shown,

 

The \Valtham Mfg. (‘30., “'altham, Mass,

show their new medium weight Orient car.

having a single cylinder motor rated at eight

horse power, and of the high speed type.

making from 1,200 to 1.500 revolutions. in

addition to the carburetter they supply an

air valve for regulating the motor for at

mospheric changes without disturbing the

adjustment of the carburetter. It is oper
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ated by a lever at the left of the seat. ,The

transmission gear is on a direct shaft from

the motor and operates on a hand brake

principle. They also have adopted the idea

of driving direct from the motor at high

speed without the operation of any inter

mediate gears. The controlling mechanism

is one of the simplest in the show, and as a

matter of fact the tendency throughout the

show seems to be. in the direction of sim

plicity in the controlling mechanism, a mul

tiplicity of both hand and foot levers which

require a great deal of ambldexterity, and

foot looseness not being as popular now as

it was a year ago, when we copied so freely

from foreign ideas. The Orient controlling

lever is located on the left hand side of the

car. In the normal position the lever is not

in action and the motor is free to run quietly

while the car is at rest. To start the car

the lever is pushed forward gently a few

inches, which causes the slow speed gear to

operate. starting the car slowly forward. A

further movement of the lever forward will

engage the direct gear and the car will then

take the speed according to the pressure

given by the foot on the foot throttle. To

stop the car the foot is simply lifted from the

throttle and the lever pulled quickly back as

far as possible against the reverse,- which /

acts as a powerful brake until the car stops,

and then, if still held back, will cause the

car to move lowly backward until the lever

is allowed to take its naturally. upright posi—

tion. When the car is running backward

a slight pressure of the lever forward will

also act as a brake and stop it. The car is

also provided with a powerful emergency

brake acting upon the rear axle, but this it

is seldom necessary to use except to lock the

car fast when standing alone, the controlling

lever being ample to handle the car under

all ordinary circumstances. Of course, the

driver during the various operations is ex

pected to use judgment in pressing the

throttle to give the motor the necessary

power that may be required. A small spark

lever is placed at the left of the seat, and

when it is desired to leave the motor run

ning free this is moved back, setting the

spark hack and slawing the motor to about

250 revolutions per minute, at which speed

it will run for eome time without attention.

A lever operates an auxiliary air valve to

regulate the mixture. A tubular running

gear is used on this car, but having the con

structive novelty of transverse elliptical

springs front and rear. it is also peculiar

in being the only car in the show havmg

wire wheels with wood rims. The 350

pound Orient Buckboard, with a four horse

power air cooled motor, cooled by a revolv

ing fan fixed directly on the motor shaft,

attracts a great deal of attention at this ex

hibit. The speed is controlled by the oper

ator by pressure on the foot throttle and

movements of the brake lever. For so eim

ple a vehicle it has a rather long wheel base

of eighty inches, and appears unusually low.

The tread is but three to six inches, the

wood work is finished in natural oak, and

the wire. wheels, like all the other Orient

product, have wood rims. It has no change

speed gears, nor can it be reversed. The

well known Orient motor bicycle is also

shown. Only a few minor changes in the

details of construction have been made in it

since last season, one of the main ones

being an improvement in the belt tighten

ing device.

The (‘rest Mfg. (‘0., Cambridge, Mass,

show their (‘restmoblle, so radically changed

as regards the position of the motor and the

shape of the body as to be hardly recogniz

able. The new mollel “D” has the motor be

himl the front axle, hung on springs, with

a bonnet front, quite a change from the old

fine with a piano box body and the motor

exposed in front of the axle. The single

cylinder, vertical motor, is still, however,

air cooled, but with an increase to 5 horse

power, and the wheel base of the carriage

has been increased to six feet. The shaft

drive, with two speeds and a reverse with a

direct drive on the high speed without any

other gears in motion has been adopted in

place of the chain drive. - Their original idea

of a special lift on the exhaust valve from

the seat has been retained, as has also their

method of starting from the seat. Wire

wheels have been discarded for the popular

artillery wheels with detachable tires.

Naturally enough, with all these improve

ments, the weight is increased to 750

pounds. and the car is sold for a_dollar a

  

pound, indeed the cariage is now styled a

light touring car. Another new model "F"

is of the runabout style, with a bonnet

front, having a 31/, horse power air cooled

vertical motor, with a shaft drive for speeds

forward and reverse. All the controllers in

both these models are done from the seat,

and all the mechanism is hung in a frame,

so that the body is independent of the motor

vibration.

 

The J. Stevens Arms and Tool Co., Chico

pee Falls, Mass, show the Stevens-Duryea

car, equipped with a two-cylinder horizontal

opposed typ motor of seven horse power, em

ploying an extremely simple valve. a single

:am operating the valve of both cylinders.

ery little water is required for cooling pur

poses. the circulation being maintained by a

gear driven valveless pump. Four gallons of

water only were carried during the trip from

New York to Boston and return in the late

reliability test, during the six days of con

tinuous use, but one half, or two gallons of

this water was used. The motor is started

from they seat. The transmission gives three

speeds forward and one reverse, all operated

by one lever. The clutches are of the ex

pansion shoe type. Lubrication is efiected

by use of an automatic oiler, it being only

necessary to keep the oil tank full. The

steering is a modification of the wheel

steering idea, but the Stevens-Duryea people

believe that the use of an entire wheel is

unnecessary, and therefore use a steering

post surmounted by one spoke of the wheel

on y.

 

The Automotor Co., Springfield, Mass, ex

hibit their large touring car having a four

eylinder vertical motor under a square b011

net, with slight swell on top running to a

square cooler in front in a diamond shape

design. modelled somewhat on the Mercedes

plan. A genuinely novel gear drive, which

is direct on the high gear, has been adopted,

but with the valuable addition of oiltight

cases, so that the car can be driven 150

miles without oiling. The transmission gear

is of a novel design, being a combination of

the sliding and planetary styles, so that in

ordinary running, that is to say at a medium

speed, the change of speed is made without

thevuse of sliding gears. The aluminum

body is mounted on a channel iron frame

resting on a full set of platform springs. such

as are largely used in this city on business

trucks. The full platform_spring gear is

one having two half-elliptical side springs

and one half-elliptical rear spring, the

springs all being connected together by the

use of shackles and clips, differing from the

half platform spring type, having body

irons, which is so popular. The steering

wheel instead of carrying gears on the end

of the upright shaft, carries a separate gear

in the steering wheel itself, which allows

the placing of the steering post high up in

the centre of the dash, leaving a clear floor

space for the foot pedals and robes for the

comfort of the operator. The steering rod

at its base is fastened directly to the steer

ing rod. The make and break commutator

is on the dash in front of the operator, a

method that is becoming very popular, with

the reason too, as one can readily under

stand who has ever attempted to regulate a

commutator under the body of the wagon

among the heat. dirt and oil.

 

Hoifman Automobile & Mfg. Co., CleVe~

land, Ohio, show their “general utility" car,

with its adjustable tonneau body. It has- an

8 horsepower, single“ cylinder, horizontal

motor, so constructed that the cylinder and

cylinder head are cast in one piece, and the

water chamber passes around the cylinder

head. covering the valve mechanism and

keeping both the. cylinder and the valves

cool. The valve mechanism is readily re

moved by taking away two nuts. The trans

mission gear is of the clash type, the speed

being changed by means of a shifting gear

which shifts from side to side. The slow

speed is in the centre, and the high speed at

one end of the case and the reverse speed at

the other._ The entire mechanism for all three

speeds is operated by one clutch. When the

operator desires to change the speed he shifts

the clutch lever to the centre of the quad

rant. which releases the clutch, the quadrant

being titted with a safety device which re

leases only when the main clutch is released.

The speed case is mounted on a swinging

shaft. which allows the mottom of the speed

case to be moved forward or backward by

means of a strut rod, which Is fastened to

the. rear axle. (fooling water coils are placed

in front of the body. Circulation pump of

bronze is attached to the crank face and it is

gear driven.
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Thc Ward Leonard 00., New York, show

what is probably the most composite car in

the show. that is to say, it is composed of

more French ideas of different makers ill"

ranged together than any other car dis

played. On a large tonneau body, which is

mounted on an armored wood frame, is used

a copy of the Buchet four-cylinder vertical

24 horsepower motor, which is cooled by the

water circulation system known as the

'lhermo-syphon system. The gasolene sup

ply is, of course, modelled on the Buchet

system, which consists essentially of an ex

tremely large supply pipe without any sharp

elbows, thus being the full size of the pipe

to the inlet port and getting a feed from

both drives. so that the middle cylinders do

not get any less than the end cylinders.

This supply pipe being run around in a circle

continually, the exhaust valve and plugs are

on top of the cylinders. The side feed lubri

cator is used to each hearing by force pres

sure from the exhaust. The Renault change

gear is used, in which the gears are moved

into mesh, face on instead of edgewise,

which takes away all chances of chipping

the edge of the gears and also obviates the

noise of the gears as they slide into the

mesh. A notable feature is the small size

and light weight of the gear boxes, three

speed and reverse being furnished. The

bevel phiion can be readily removed in a

few minutes for the inspection of the back

axle and gears by merely removing the four

bolts. The brake is on the Rochet-Schneider

plan, which has four copper shoes on a band,

and when the brake is reversed it is impos

sible for it to touch on the drum when not in

use. The factor of strength in the rear axle

is increased three times over the Renault, in

order to adapt it to the more rugged Amer

ican conditions. Steering is by the usual in

clined wheel, with control of the admission

and the advance of the brake on the Renault

system. These and the throttle control are

by three levers placed on the steering

pillar. The speed gears are made by

big side levers, and an additional lever

is furnished for a brake. The cone

clutch is operated by a foot pedal and an

other foot pedal brake, which also opens the

clutch. Roller bearings are used not only in

the wheels but in the speed boxes. The

body is of the King of Belgium type, a

most extreme design, having a‘very graceful

front hood, the body itself being made of

hammered aluminum. A German Magneto

is used which is a novelty in this country

and which has been recently adapted by the

Daimler and Panhard Co. This Magneto

gives a jump spark even when turned at the

slowest possible speed by hand, and by its

use it becomes possible to dispense with the

battery for starting. The action of this

Magneto is as follows: As the shaft is

turned, developing an electro motive force,

the armature is short circuited by the plati~

num contacts until the circuit rises to its

maximum amount, then the platinum con

tacts are separated suddenly by the cam.

The interruption of the current by the pla

tinum contacts causes the current to dis

charge into the primary of the special in

duction coil, the secondary of which sup

plies the spark plug. This gives an elec

trical effect while turning the crank at slow

speed, which is equivalent to a sudden

strong mechanical impulse. The price of

this car is $5,000. A 16 horsepower two

cylinder motor, with perfectly balanced

cranks set at 180 degrees, is shown in a car

tonneau body, having the Limousine top,

which is removable and has a glass front.

A special patented four-speed gear is used

in which the direct drive is upon the third

speed

_-_-_

Kirk Mfg. Co., Toledo, Ohio, show the Yale

touring car, with detachable tonneau, hav

ing a wide rear door, an item worth remark

ing. The motor is of the double cylinder

opposed type or 10 horsepower. Planetary

transmission is used, handled by one lever.

A novelty is the method of steering. A

wheel is used, and the steering bar carries

on its post a plain compound gear which

works on an L shaped crank. The adjust

ment of the various valves are such that

there is nothing to turn on or off when start

ing 01' stopping, excepting the operating

levers. A rota-'y force pump is used in con~

nection with the radiating coil. A new car

buretter is furnished, but of which they de

cline to furnish details at present owing to

some patent complications. The entire mech

anism, with the exception of the wheels and

rear axle. is lubricated by the McCahna

hydrostatis system, which is positively

driven and stops and starts with the engine.

An electric switch key is provided, so that

the car can be securely locked during the

operator‘s absence. At the price—$1,750—

the Yale is splendid value.

United States Long Distance Automobile

00., Jersey City, N. J., exhibit six complete

vehicles, a complete chassis and a Standard

Marine engine, built after their special de

sign. The chassis attracted more than un

usual attention and was hung in such man

ner as to be operated by electric motor,

showing the. complete operation of the driv

ing mechanism and also the special arrange

ment and operation of the several engine

parts. The chassis is of the angle iron type.

supported upon half elliptics, both at the

rear and forward. The engine is of the

double cylinder 12 horse power upright type,

and is in the bonnet and hung on an inner

angle iron frame just in advance of the

water tank. A simple arrangement of yoke

and single bolt provides for the easy removal

of the inlet and exhaust valves, both of

which are mechanically operated. An in

genious governor consists of a weight

pivoted to the flywheel and thrown outward

against the effect of a dash pot, automatic

ally varying the position of the collar on the

main shaft and through link connections

controls a throttle valve of the butterfly type.

The ignition is hand adjusted. The governor

also has a hand adjusted means for varying

its operation and accelerating speed of the

motor. Forced circulation is used with the

centrifugal pump driven directly from the

main shaft. The change gear mechanism

is of the planetary type, giving three speeds

forward and a reverse and controlled by a

single lever and a foot pedal, the latter giv

ing the reverse. 0n the high speed the drive

is direct from the engine to the diflerential

arranged upon a divided rear axle. An

equalizing rod of unique construction is an

ranged between the case of the balance gear

just overlying the main driving shaft and

connected to a cross member of the frame

near the change gear mechanism through

double pivot connection. This construction

provides a warpable frame which will flex

only about the axis of the main driving

shaft. A pedal operated regular brake of the

expanding type operates upon the inside of

the rear wheel drums, while the emergency

brakes grip the outside of the same drum

and are lever controlled. A very pretty

equalizer for the pedal operated brake of

simple construction provides ready adjust

ment for the brake, by merely taking up

two lock nuts on the main brake lever. A

unique oiler is used on this machine in

which there is a disk having a series of pins,

which disk is rotated by the engine and,

during its rotation, picks up on its several

pins a quantity of oil, which is wiped ofl

into the tubes connected with the bearings.

This insures positive feed of uniform quan

tity. A 12 horse power delivery wagon with

two-cylinder engine, designed for R. H. Macy

Co., was exhibited. This machine has been

run on an average of eigl ty miles per day

for over a month.

 

The General Automobile and Mfg. t‘o.,

Cleveland, Ohio—The General: A runabout

with bonnet front having lockers; price $000;

with detachable tonneau, $1,000; 8 horse

power; two cylinder opposed type of motor,

4x41/2 stroke and bore; both valves are me

chanically operated, being on the same cam

shaft, and are readily removable; mechani

cal force feed lubricator; semi-elliptic

springs front and rear; no reaches; artillery

wheels with roller bearings and detachable

tires; carburetter of mechanical valve type,

with diaphragm adjustment, which when

once set needs no further adjustment for all

speeds under throttle; throttle control, which

varies the compression from 15 to 125

pounds; planetary transmission; 200 mile

tank capacity.

 

Century Motor Vehicle CO., Syracuse, N. Y.,

exhibit a gasolene car of entirely new de

sign, which is driven ‘by a 7 horse power

single cylinder horizontally disposed motor,

hung upon the I-beam fram and driving

through chain to the balance gear of the

rear axle. A planetary gear system is used

in the transmission, giving two forward and

two reverse speeds, all controlled by a single

lever. The engine is controlled by a pedal

operated throttle and pedal operated ignition

device. Forced circulation is induced by a

direct driven centrifugal pump. The gaso

lene and water tanks have a capacity re

spectively of fifteen and seven gallons, giv

ing, it is claimed, a running capacity of 250

miles.

A specially designed carburetter is used

provided with a float feed chamber and mix

ing chamber with an adjustable valve. It is

connected through a throttle valve directly

with the inlet valves of the engine. A unique

arrangement of brakes is provided, of which

there are two, arranged upon drums on

opposite sides of the balance gear and open

ated in unison. An equalizing arrangement

with improved adjustments secures proper

simultaneous action of the brakes. A novel

form of starting device is shown with cr'ank

arranged at the side of the seat and a chain

and sprocket connection driving to the chain

shaft. The sprocket upon the. main shaft is

normally unclutched, and a foot lever con

trols its position on a shaft. After the foot

lever is depressed the sprocket member is

clutched in and is then in position to turn

over the engine shaft. As soon as the en

gine is turned over the sprocket is released,

and thus insures the operator against back

kicks. One-half inch ball bearings are used

throughout, with wooden wheels and 3-inch

detachable tires. A luggage box is provided

in the box dash at the front, and the vehicle

is specially designed as a light and low

priced machine, unusually strong, and, al-.

though of light weight, making a very good

touring machine.

 

Central Automobile Company, ‘New York,

distributing agents for Mots, Mercedes, Re

naults and Peugeots, upholds the honors of

Europe with an attractive exhibit including

three cars, a two cylinder ten horse power

carriage, and a four cylinder ten horse pow

er touring car and a chassis of the 1903

eighteen horse power Mora car.

All these vehicles are so well known to

the trade as distinctively foreign vehicles.

that a detailed description is hardly neces

sary.

The particularly new features shown in

the Mors chassis are the adoption of a me
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chauically operated inlet valves upon one

side of the cylinder in place of the suction

valves formerly employed. A new honey

comb form of radiator is used, combined

with a fan driven from the main engine

shaft. A governor of the ball type driven

directly from the cam shaft gives

an automatic control of the engine

and this may be corrected by lmnd

adjusted means. A pedal operated ac

celerator is also provided for cutting

out the governor and accelerating the speed

of the engine. The regular pressure feed

lubricator is used, its pressure being sup

plied by a shunt from the muffler. A new

and very simple form of sliding gear is used,

giving four speeds forward and a- reverse.

with a direct drive through a positive clutch

on high speed. The several speeds are con

trolled by a single lever. The regular brake

is on the drum of the counter-shaft, while

the emergency acts on the drum of the rear

sprockets. The latter are lever controlled.

are of Mors pattern of double shoe type, and

actuated by a backward pull on the lever

in place of the forward movement which was

formerly used. A unique feature of connec

tion is shown for the spark plugs, and con

sists of an insulated bus bar running along

the top of the cylinders, and have inoted

thereon the contact connectors, which may

be forced down over the propecting end of

the contact members of the igniter plugs.

 

F. B. Stearns Company, Cleveland, Ohio,

exhibited two attractive cars of the tonneau

type. very rakish and powerful appearing;

one, a tw cylinder twenty-five horse power

machine. and the other a single cylinder

twelve horse power. The engine in the

larger machine is of the double cylinder op

poscd horizontal type and has its shaft ar

ranged transversely of the vehicle, and

driving into a chain gear mechanism. This

mechanism gives three forward speeds and

one reverse with double lever mechanism

and the differential of the dividend rear axle,

Brass water tanks are used on the engine.

and a forced circulation of water is indUced

by a centrifical pump frictionally driven by

a fly wheel. The engine is governed by the

throw of the inlet valves which are con

trolled by a wedge cooperating with the

valve stems. A hinged adjustment may be

used to set the valves for any predetermined

speed up to forty miles per hour. Two car

lmretucrs are used. one for each cylinder

and each of the tiost feed type. The ex

haust and inlet valves may be easily re~

moved by taking out two bolts. Forced

feed is used on the oil of the lubricating sys

tem and is belt driven from the engine

shaft. The gusolenc tank, having capacity

for 18 gallons. the water tank and the

radiating coil are all located forward and

under the bonnet. .\ novel form of con

tact device is used comprising two hinged

contact members held towards the cam by

a single spring and provided back of the

cam with platinum contact pieces. As the

hinged members drop of! the- cam, contact

members are very forcibly brought together

high speed a direct drive is secured to the

differential of the rear axle with all idle

gears out.

 

IIayncs-Appcrson Co., of Kokomo. Ind.,

makers. show their popular and well known

cars. but with a great many changes in de

tail, among them‘ being a new bonnet for

locker use. The body lines have also been

improved. Iloller bearings are used in the

transmission; in fact, every bearing in the

vvholc vehicle is a roller bearing except the

main bearings of the motor. The ends of

the main shafts of the motor, however, are

roller bearings. A new aluminum radiator is

furnished, which consists of tubes and wash

ers made of aluminmn. the washers being

slipped over the tubes. The radiator is

rectangular in form. and has a hundred

square feet of radiating surface. The ends

of the radiator are also of aluminum in a

box shape, and it is believed to be the only

aluminum radiator in the show. Its weight

is about thirty-three pounds. The clutch sys

tem of transmission is used, but they still

continue to use the horizontal motor of 12

horsepower, of 5-inch bore, 6-inch stroke,

and pin their faith to it as being the cor

rect thing. The new steering rod consists

of the usual steering post surmounted at the

top by a wheel. Its novelty consists in the

steering box, which is attached to a tube

crossing the car a short distance below the

floor line in such a manner that the steering

box, which is attached to the steering post,

rotates about this tube. By this construe

tion the operator may push the wheel for

ward so that the steering post stands in a

vertical position, or it may be drawn back

to any desired position by the operator and

fastened by means of a small toe latch at

any angle desired. The steering post, just

before piercing the floor, passed through a

ball of brass, which rotates pivotally on pins

piercing it at opposite sides. These pins are

attached to a brass sliding plate. which

moves backward and forward through a

grooved brass guide, which insures the steer

ing post a steady position at all times.

 

American Motor Carriage Company, of

Cleveland, Ohio, exhibits two runabouts

having some novel features. The engine is

a horizontal type single cylinder, develop

ing seven to eight horse power. This is lo

cated just under the seat, and through a

transmission gear of the planetary typc

transmits through the chain and sprocket to

a differential on the rear axle. The jump

spark igniter is used and controlled by an

automatic bail governor. The speed of the

engine is controlled by a foot operated

thr..tlc, carbaretucrs are of the float feed

type. .\ gcnr pump mounted directly on the

main shaft of the engine produces a forced

circulation of water through a tank pro

vided with radiating fines and also through a

radiating coil. 'l‘wo expanding brakes are

used on the druln of the rear wheel, ill ad

dition the. reverse lever may be used if dc

sircd. as an emergency brake. The car is

extremely simple. having i'cw parts. and is

substantially c:nstructcd and gives a light

touring car at a comparatively small cost.

The brakes are controlled by flexible con

nections and luch equalizing devices to a void

skiding. The battery controlling switch

insures a proper contact under all condi

tions. A steel armored wood frame is used

on the chassis with particularly long fiat

springs for giving easy riding qualities. The

wheel base. is unusually long, 96 inches, and

helps add to the car’s distinguished ap

pearance.

 

Elmore Manufacturing Company, of Clyde,

Ohio, have two fetching and splendidly sim

ple cars, one with tonneau body, having a

double cylinder engine of the vertical type,

giving ten horse power, the other having a

double. cylinder vertical engine of six horse

power, engine under the seat, the Elmore

two cycle motor being used in each. The

touring car is the latest product. It con

sists of a complete chassis with removable

tonneau and hinged bonnet. The two cycle

engine. the only our in the show. is almost

certain to command increasing attention. it

is valveless and a single carburetter of an

improved float fect type bolted direct to the

engine frame is easily controlled. The

shaft of the engine extends transversely of

the body, and drives through sprocket and

the chain to the change gear mechanism,

which is also located transversely of the.

body and is of the planetary gear type.

Three speeds forward and reverse are se

cured through the manipulation cf a single

lever and the reverse may be used as an

emergency brake. All pinions of a plane

tary system are mounted on roller bear

ings and unusually large clutch bands are

used throughout. From a shaft of the plane

tary gear system the drive is through chain

and sprocket, through the differential of a

dividend rear axle, thoroughly trussed to

give additional strength. An apple (‘1) igni

tcr is used and forced circulation is secured

by a belt gear pump. The chain gear

mechanism it is claimed, need only be used

in shifting gears for hill climbing, and un

der ordinary circumstances the high speed

gear may be immediately thrown in and en

tire control of the vehicle secured by a

throttle lever acting upon a throttle valve

arranged in the carbaretuer and adopted to

vary the volume of the charge passed to the

\cylinders. The runabout has the same

type of engine with simply modified ar

rangements of part, necessitated by mount

ing the engine under the seat instead of

under the bonnet as in the case of the ton

neau.

 

K. A. Skinner, Boston, Mass, United

States sole agent of the De-Dlon, Bouton

(‘o.. has an unusually attractive exhibit of

the excellent production of the famous Dc

liion (‘ompany seven vehicles, comprising

a rockaway, brougham, tonneau, surrey.

phaeton. in addition to the above there are

exhibited four or five lie-Dion motors and

a very compact gasolene driven isolated

electric plant for use in charging batteries

or for isolated lighting plants. The excel

lence of the lie-Dion work on these motors

needs no mention and is quite up to the

standard so long nminlaincd by the com

pany. (if the vehicles the phaeton shows

the latest design and is provided with can

opy top and adjustable glass face plate.

thoroughly protecting the operator when

used in conjunction with drop side. cur

tains. ii is equipped with a two-cylinder

water coolcd motor. mounted under the hon

nct and in very compact form. The De

liion (‘ompauy still adheres to hand adjust

ment for the throttle and ignitcr. and no

automatic ball governors are used in connec

tion with the engine controller. The rcgu

lar lie-liion transmission system is used.

with a special clutch, and has a double

clutch in the new motor. which niakes it

possible to secure threee speeds forward

and a reverse. All changes of speed are

controlled by a single operating lever. All

parts are stamiardized and made inter

changeable.

 

Thc Motor Cycle Mfg. (‘o., Brockton,

Mass. show the Marsh motor bicycle, so im

proved as to be barely recognizable. The

size and power of the motor has been almost

doubled; it is now rated at 3 horsepower and

is made an integral part of the bicycle being

incorporated where the crank hanger for

mcrly existed; the cranks are now carried

behind the bottom bracket joint. A flat belt,

11,4; inches wide, a ball-bearing idler. a sight

feed oiler and fuel tank of increased capa

city arc among the other Improvements.

The price of the machine. $12.1. is not the

least interesting feature of the machine.
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Byron V. (.‘overt 8: C0.. of Lockport, N. Y-v

show a little light gasoline single cylinder

upright motor runabout which sells for $300,

and which they call the Covert Motorette.

It weighs less than 450 pounds and is made

to carry two passengers. It has a tubular

running gear and all the principal machin

ery, such as the motor, transmission gear,

etc., is attached direct to the frame. so that

the body is relieved of all vibration, the

main frame being connected to the front axle

with a swivel connection. Four full ellip

tical springs are used, made from Swedish

steel, with single leaves of taper stock, and

they look so light and small that the ques

tion is naturally asked whether they are

which is secured to the motor shaft, and by

pressing the foot pedal still further a

leather band on the clutch comes in contact

with a drum acting as a brake. This aiIair

is fitted with a spring which causes the

clutch to return to its place immediately

upon releasing the foot pedal. This spring

also takes care of the end thrust of the con

necting drive shaft. The cardan joint is

fitted with ball bearings that reduces to a

minimum the end thrust of the clutch. The

change gear is the sliding gear pattern and

is attached directly to the rear axle housing

and drives direct on the high speed. A

radiator is placed in front of the motor,

which has been carefully tinned after being

also peculiar and original, being of the plane

tary type, worked by compressed air taken

from the motor cylinder and stored in a

small receiver alongside of it. Three small

cylinders in which pistons are operated by

compressed air control the transmission

gears, and these are located on the left

hand side of the body directly behind and

underneath the seat. On the left of and out

side of the seat is a sh0rt crank lever which

controls these small cylinders and pistons

by a toothed segment, and any desired gear

can be used and locked in the required notch

and held in position until released. Three

speeds forward and reverse are provided.

All the mechanism is inclosed in a body, and

    
  

 

 

strong 01' DOI. To this query Mr. Covert said

that they never had one returned which was

broken. The motor is a single cylinder type.

water cooled. The whole construction, while

light, is evidently of good material and well

designed, and is one of the best $500 ve

hicles of the show. They also Show another

car called the Covert Chainless, costing $750,

which has an angle iron frame with four

semi-elliptical springs. The motor is of De

Dion type, with water cooled single cylinder,

and is placed transversely in front of the car

under the bonnet. It has a 4%, stroke, 3%

bore. and 1,500 revolutions, and will give

five horse power under brake test. At

tached to the motor is an additional alumi

num case containing a combined brake and

clutch. By pressing the foot pedal slightly

the clutch is disengaged from the flywheel,

assembled, so as to prevent any leaky joints

and rusting. A small push button in the

floor of the body controls the reverse, so

that it is an impossibility to throw on the

reverse gear without first pressing this but

ton.

 

Country Club Car C0., Boston, Mass, show

the most original Yankee car in the show;

certainly nothing in its construction is copied

either from the German or the French. It

has a double cylinder opposed 10 horsepower

horizontal motor, 5-inch stroke and 5-inch

bore, using a scavenging charge of air. The

valve, or valves, is mechanically operated,

and is practically one, being of a piston type

operated by a cam and rocking lever from‘a

short secondary shaft. The transmission is

therefore dust proof and easy of access, so

that there is.never any need of going under

the body. The water radiator cooler is in

front, and is operated by a centrifugal pump,

which is worked by a friction disk on a fly

wheel. The sides of the body form the

water tank. The ignition is by make and

break, and the oil is fed mechanically by a

ratchet working from the motor, which turns

a nut on a screw and forces a plunger

through the oil receiver. The car weighs

1,400 pounds and costs $1,200.

 

H. H. Franklin Mfg. 00., Syracuse, N. Y.,

are attracting a deal of attention because

of their having the only car in the show

having a four cylinder air cooled motor. A

complete chassis is shown, and also two fin
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lshed cars. The body. which carries a regu

lation bonnet in the front, although single

seated, has divided seats with rounded backs,

giving a peculiar tonneau effect to the single

seated body. The frame is of angle iron

with wood reinforcements, and is carried on

four full elliptical springs. The motor, as

has already been mentioned, is a four cylin

der air cooled. of the vertical type, but the

cylinders are not arranged in pairs, all four

being carried in a straight line laterally

across the front. Both the inlet and the ex

haust valves are on the top, or head, of the

cylinder, and both are readily detachable

by removing two bolts. The oii is fed from

a large reservoir, which carries about three

quarts of oil, to a smaller reservoir con

nected with a pump which is driven by an

 

and flanged edges or grooved sides to add

strength to it and to carry 01] to the bear

ings. A square, hollow casting containing

four inlet pipes is bolted to the cylinders, and

a large brass pipe enters this casting in the

centre from the mixer, so that the middle

cylinders get as large a supply of gasolene

as the end ones do. there being no loops or

joints to interfere with the rapid passage of

the gas. The. throttle to the gasolene supply

pipe is on the wheel steering pillar, as is also

the spark advancer, which consists of a gear

driven shaft having four cams. and which

actuate springs for each wire connection, and

on the end of this shaft is a combination

fibre and brass disk. having two contact

ing points, which produce a make and break

spark. it is one of the most ingenious spark

  

readily responds to the throttle as a steam

engine does. An ingenious system of water

circulation is employed, using a pump which

is gear driven. The water flows to the

pump by gravity and then is forced from

the radiating coils. For ignition a, magneto

is used, supplemented by a storage battery

of large capacity, using the advance spark

system, with a make and break contact.

The lubrication is by a powerful mechanical

force feed pump, mechanically operated,

which has ten feed pipes. The speed con

trolling geals are of the shaft gear type, and

the four speeds are controlled by one lever.

One flywheel clutch of the taper cone pat

tern drives the car and is thrown out of

gear at all times except when the car is in

operation.

 

 

eccentric from the motor, so that the sup

ply of oil is regulated by the speed of the

motor. The ignition is by a dynamo oper

ated by a cone friction drive on the flywheel

and controlled by a governor. As an auxil

iary a storage battery is used. which is

charged from the dynamo by using the eX

t-t-ss of current generated. The crank shaft

differs from the ordinary crank shaft of the

four cylinder construction by having five

bearing points instead of three. The trans

mission is of the planetary, or epicyclic, type,

without any bolts, the five little pinions tend

ing to take the strain off. A long chain

drive is used to the rear axle, and the popu

lar fad of driving direct on the high speed is

used, of course. The spur gear differential

is made specially for this wagon by the

Brown-Rize (‘0. In the motor a very heavy

connecting rod is used, having large bosses

Two brakes are

provided, one on the differential and one. on

:nlrancers in the show.

the transmission. The car weighs about

1.100 pounds and costs $1.300. It certainly

is a high powered car for two passengers,

being immeasurably more powerful than

many of the tonneaus shown.

 

Apperson Bros. Co., Kokomo, lnd., show a

24 horse power touring car with a horizontal

motor of the double cylinder opposed type.

Each cylinder is located on the opposite

sides of a central crank'chamber and one

vaporizer is used on each cylinder, both

being controlled by one lever which is oper

ated by a foot pedal. The speed of the

motor can be regulated in this way from

200 to 1,200 revolutions per minute. and as

lIall Motor Vehicle (‘0.. of Dover, N. J..

show a handsomely finished tonneau car

mounted on a reinforced wooden frame with

the popular half-elliptical springs, with body

hens in front and rear. A horizontal double

cylinder opposed motor is in the rear of the

car. cooled by a rotary, pump with a radia~

tor in the front under the hood. The cylin

ders are. But; inches, of 20 horsepower at

1.000 revolutions. A make and break spark

is used, operated by a spring actuated rod

working on the secondary cam shaft. In

operation this rod is positive in its action,

and is not affected by the oil and is very ef

fective even at a very low speed. A system

of direct spur gearing is used for transmis

sion, the plnions being on the main shaft or

sleeve of the motor, having an intermediate

spur gear between that and the spur gear

on the rear axle. the differential being car
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ried inside the larger spur gear on the differ

ential; the speed gears are of the planetary

system, so that it will be readily seen that

the object of placing the motor in the rear

of the body and over the rear axle is to pro

vide a close connection between the main

shaft of the motor and the rear axle of the

system of spur gearing employed. Mr. Hall

says that while this system of spur gearing

is new to the shows. his experimental car

riage has been run on the roads of New Jer

sey for two years with great success. It is

also to be noted that the rear part of the

motor rests firmly on the rear axle, and the

front part of it is carried to a cross sill on

the main frame. A disk containing a suit

able number of holes is placed over the en

gine, and oil feed pipes lead from them to

various oil ports, and the oil is pumped me

chanically to a tank covering the holes in

this disk, the pump being connected with

the rear axle so that when the car stops the

oil ceases from flowing, and so is not wasted.

The spark is advanced by a foot pedal. All

the controls are operated from the seat, and

the foot brake operates on the rear wheels.

A foot button on the right side of the car

advances the spark, the object of this being

to avoid danger in starting the engine, the

foot button always being in normal position

for starting when the engine is on centre.

,The price of the car is $5,000.

 

E. R. Thomas Motor 00., Buffalo, N. Y.—

A new tonneau at $1,400; 8 horsepower;

single cylinder; having four piston rings

grounds to one—thousandth-inch. with. me

chanically operated valves, both operated

by one cam. French system of slide trans

mission witho'it bevel gears; thrcc speeds

forward, one reverse; pressure oil lubrica

tion; one lever control; steel frame tapered,

reinforced with angle iron; aluminum fend

ers; a foot lever disengaging the power. and

when the brake is applied the motor also

runs free; detachable sprocket for racing on

hilly countries; a new mixer of constant

level type. changing both the air and gas

at the will of the operator; any quality of

gasolene can be used in any weather; artil

lcry wheels with roller bearings and detach

able tires; spark and throttle control on

steering rod; lubricating pump geared to the

motor; rear axle trussed in front and under

neath; double acting brake. Body of London

smoke color. with tufted leather upholstery

of best quality of hair and springs. The

whole construction is substantial and of

great simplicity; a Complete. chassis is

shown; also the. well known Thomas mo

tor bicycle, incorporating three great im

provements—the spring truss fork, hygienic

cushion frame and combination leather and

steel chain belt that gives the elastic quail

ties of a belt with the unstretchable nature

of a chain. The belt is a round twisted one

of one-half-inch diameter, into the hollow

core of which is drawn a block chain about

oneeighth inch in size. It looks as if the

question of belt or chain drive was solved

by this combination, and that thc rigidness

of the chain can in this way be overcome by

the ylchling nature of the belt.

 

Northern Mfg. 00., Detroit, Mich—The

Northern, exhibited by Homan & Schulz,

New York City. A runabout at $800; single

cylinder; 5 horse-power; both valves me

chanically operated from one cam shaft;

starts from seat with one turn of starting

l-andle: new design of carburettor under

throttle control; planetary transmission, with

1%, face bronze and steel gears to prevent

slipping; large side springs, with elliptic part

spring; the body is hung on a balanced

swivel so that the vibration and dip of body

from the motor is not imparted to the. body,

as in other forms of side spring construe

tion; artillery wooden wheels with ball bear

ings and detachable tires.

 

Foster Automobile Co., Rochester, N. Y.—

The' Foster, a light gasolene touring ton

neau at the low price of $1,400; a departure

for this concern, which heretofore has made

steamers only. It has a i) horsepower up"

right, two cylinder, water cooled motor,

under front bonnct; all parts of motor and

gear cases oiled from central oiler; ignition

by jump spark system; two speeds ahead

and a reverse; clutch is inclosed with com

pensating gear in oiltlght case; artillery

wheels, detachable tires: long wheel base;

platform springs; wheel steer; bevel gear

shaft drives; tonneau body complete with

fenders, baskets. horn, three lamps, brass

trimmings; weight, 1,100 pounds; also Show

a combustion light roadster steam wagon

for two or four passengers, with detachable

front seat, which, when detached, has a

bonnet front; reachless running gear. which

gives low centre of gravity; platform

springs, with artillery wood wheels, ball

(lensing coils in front; new 6 horsepower

engine; fuel capacity of thirteen gallons for

175 miles; water capacity eighteen gallons

for two days’ use with condenser; platform

springs with artillery wood wheels, ball

bearing and detachable tires; flaring fend

ers; black body with red running gear.

There is also shown a substantial steam

delivery wagon.

Sidney B. Bowman, New York, shows three

cars. :1 Thomas tonneau. a l'anhard and a

moch of the new La France touring car,

built by La France Fire Engine (‘0., of El

mira. X. Y.. which is of the medium tour

ing type. The upper part of the body is of

aluminum. the base of wood and having a

set of continuous wooden fenders over both

wheels. The body of the tonneau style is

the product of .T. M. Quimby 8: (30., of

Newark. The frame is of the armored type,

with wooden sills having broad steel plate

reinforcements. very broad in the middle and

tapering at both ends similar to the familiar

bridge type of construction. The front axle

is solid and curved and fitted with half ellip

tic springs. wnizh are hung to the body irons,

as are also the rear springs; the rear axles

are solid and of a square section. “'0oden

artillery wheels. fitted with 3ilx3'/_i-inch de

tachable tires, are used. The motor is of

the four cylinder vertical type, 20 horstL

power, with induction and exhaust valves

that are both mechanically operated by sep

arate cam shafts driven by gear wheels on

the main shaft. A three tier, double coil,

four row radiator is in front of the frame

between the projecting front spring ends.

The. ignition is by dynamo and storage cells,

which are fed by the dynamo, so that there

is no danger of these being fully discharged

at any time. The motor is lubricated by a

liquid oil gravity feed. The transmission

gears are oiled by solid Albany grease feed

from a cup and valve operated manually.

The water circulation is fed by a pump at

tached t0 the motor by a gear wheel. A

numbered pressure gauge with a needle on

the dash shows by its position and fluctua

tion how fast the engine is running by the

pressure of the water on the gauge. Four

speeds forward and one reverse are con

trolled by one lever at the right of the oper

ator. Another lever being for the emergency

brake, a foot lever brake is also attached,

and a foot lever is supplied to throw the

clutch out of gear, and when either brake

lever is applied the clutch is thrown out of

gear. There are three two toothed sectors

on the steering pillar underneath the steer

ing wheel, to which three short toothed

handles are attached. One controls the gas,

another the spark and the third one the air.

The bevel drive is to a differential counter

shaft, and from there by a double chain

drive to the driving wheels.

 

The Buckmobiie ('o., Utica, N. Y., as its

name implies. has a backboard car. A pair

of flat Wooden reachesr about six inches wide

and one and one-half inches thick run from

the front axle t0 the top of the truss 0n the

rear axle. A pair of wooden sills cross these

wooden reaches about fifteen inches from

each axle, and extend about three inches on

each side of the broad reaches. These sills

are fastened on each side to long lcavc

springs on the automobile style, and on top

of these the body rests. The front axle is

solid, and the rear axle is live with a differ

ential spur gear. The body is ash, with

recessed veneered panels of curly white

wood, the dash being made of the same ma

terial. A double cylinder vertical motor of

10 horsepower is carried under the. seat. The

drive is direct on the high speede. The car

weighs about 900 pounds. The wheels are

of the wooden artillery type, fitted with

detachable tires. Two brakes are fur

nished. one on the rear axle differential and

the other on the transmission. Lever start

ing is employed from the centre pillar.

 

The Standard Automobile Company, of

New York, show the Dccauville (French)

cars, giving respectively ten and twenty

horse power; one, atwo cylinder and the

other a four cylinder. both of the tonneau

type. A new feature of this year is the

automatic governing by a centritical gover

nor, which throttlrs the :lillriillt of mix

ture passed to the cylinders. The speed of

the vehicle ls controlled entirely by the ad

Justment of the spark. which is hand con

trolled. Another feature is the use of a dy

namo igniter combined with a storage but

tery, and provided with an automatic cut~

int and cut-in which assures full charge of

the battery. This is used until the ma

chine ' has obtained a speed sufficient

for generating the necessary current for

the igniting generator systtm. Sliding

gear transmission is used with the di

rect drive of the third speed. ,A new

feature of the twenty horse power car is a

double rear axle conciruction. The inner or

main shaft it which may be removed with

out disturbing the whccl adjustments or

outer tube which extends from both sides of

the casing of the differential gear. New

springs have "is" been adopted over the rear

axle of the half platform type. giving easier

riding qualities.

 

The Walter car, New York, attracts some

little attention and disclosed several novel

features. Three complete cars are shown,

one a four-cylinder and the others having

two cylinders. One of the features of the

machine is a chassis frame of tubular con

struction, supported on half platform springs

at the rear and half elliptics forward.

This frame forms a positive support for the

engine and all driving mechanism. The

engines of special design are secured to the

frame and a direct drive with universal

couplings is provided between the change

gear case and divided rear axle. Sliding

gear transmission is used. giving three

speeds forward and one reverse, all con

trolled by a single levcr. .\ novel arrange

ment of clutch is used. comprising a main

clutch member of conical form cooperating

with a conically shaped co-operating mem

ber, secured to the rear of the fly-wheel. A

depression of the clutch pedal drives the

movable member of the clutch forward to
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ward the fly-wheel to release it. The en

gine is governed by a centrifugal governor,

operating directly on the throttle. Either

mechanically operated or poppet inlet valves

are provided. in addition to the automatic

throttle governor. there is a hand adjust

ment for varying the amount of gas passed

to the engine. This does not affect the action

of the governor. The carbureter is of the

float feed type, with usual adjustments, and

the water circulation is induced by a friction

ally driven centrifugal pump, hinged to the

tnlmlar frame and spring pressed against

the tiy-wheel. Two brakes, pedal operated,

one acting directly upon a drum upon the

main driving shaft and the emergency

brake acting upon the brake drums of the

rear wheels. The emergency brake is inter

connected with the clutch and insures throw

ing it upon application of the brakes.

t‘levcland Automobile Co., Cleveland,

Ohio, shows two tonncaus, one surrey and

two runabouts. One of the tonneaus has a

detachable body with a false back. The

other olle has side doors, but the step is too

high except for a giant. They have also a

complete chassis showing their single cylin

der construction, and another complete

chassis containing half the front part of a

body, with a two cylinder horizontal type

of opposed motor, with a 5-inch bore, 6-inch

stroke and of 16 horsepower. The oiling is

done from the exhaust and is operated by a

large cam. The carburetter is jacketed and

heated by the exhaust. When the brake is

thrown on the clutch is thrown out, which

now appears to be very common and a good

practice.

 

 

The Loomis Automobile Co., Westfield,

Mass, display a big touring car with de

tachable. touneau. A powerful two-cylinder

upright motor is used, having thirty-two

square inches of piston area cooled by a

forced system of water circulation passing

through a number of 7,4; tubes, forming a

radiator. The water is always above the

cylinder and the radiator below, hence no

vacuum can be formed. The transmission

is by an individual clutch system. so that

any gear can be picked up without checking

and without passing tluough any other

gears. Three speeds forward and one re

verse are provided, all accomplished with

one lever to which is attached a hand latch

which locks itself, so that no mistake can

he made in using the gear. The control of

the motor is by a throttle and sparking de»

vice, and is without a vibrator. It is claimed

that no adjustment of it is ever needed, as

it has a rolling contact like a trolley on a

trolley wire. and having only a primary cir

cuit there is no danger of a short circuit. In

fact this trolley is kept covered with oil, as

it operates better with oil than without it.

 

Knox Automobile Co., of Springfield,

.\iass., show a chassis without wheels,

standing on end, so that the motor is ver~

tical, with the crank case cover removed

and a hand crank attached, so that its opera

tion may be readily noted. Its new features

this year consist of a larger cylinder, one

inch having been added to the bore, the

sil'okt- remaining the same. The belt driven

pinion is somewhat smaller and its shape

ha i been somewhat altered. The weight of

the whole car has been increased about 200

pounds. A new disk clutch for high speed

has been furnished. and twenty-four inches

of tubing has been added to the muffler.

making three tubes instead of two, as last

yinr. Another important change is the em

ployment of wooden artillery wheels in

place of the direct spoke wire wheels that

\vcrc formerly used.

The Spaulding Automobile and Motor Co.,

of Buffalo, N. Y., show, in addition to their

runabout. a touring car of 25 horse power,

with double cylinder vertical motor in front

in a brass bonnet. The extreme novelty is

the method of starting the motor from'thc

seat. By pressing an electric push button

on the dash a spark is produced which

starts the motor without any preliminary

cranking, a charge being retained in the

cylinder under atmospheric pressure, it being

necessary, of course, to leave the motor in a

certain predetermined position to permit of

this. The controlling system is also differ

ent from any other car in the show, being

actuated by a crank lever on top of and

working through a tixed upright or stanch

ion in the centre of the car and intended

to be operated by the left hand of the oper

ator. The usual wheel steering device being

to the right of it, it having a hinged steer

ing pillar for easy access to the seat; a

clash system of transmission gears is used

with a direct drive on the high speed and a

double chain drive with plain bearings at

rear axle. The foot brake also acts on the

transmission.

 

O. H. Keep, New“ York, shows the Fiat, an

Italian car, one of the main features of

which is the transmission system, the gears

always being in mesh and controlled by one

lever giving three speeds forward and a re

Verse. The gears are perfectly noiseless,

and after their long use show no signs of

wear. The motor is a four cylinder upright,

with 16 horsepower, having a double chain

drive to the rear wheels. A make and break

spark is used. furnished by a magneto, and

the spark is advanced by a governor on the

main shaft, which varies it according to the

speed of the motor. A combined cooler and

water tank, composed of a nest of small

tubes giving a very minimum water surface

with a maximum air cooling surface, is used,

and which are additionally cooled by a fan

behind it which is driven off the main shaft.

The oil feed is by water pressure, which goes

to the oil tank, causing it to overflow and

fill the supply pipes. If the oil should cease

to flow a sight feed on the dash indicates

it to the operator. and he knows at once that

the water is not moving and requires his at

tention. A square front bonnet of the Mer

cedes shape is used with this cooler and fan.

 

Kellsmgton Automobile Mfg. Co., Buflalo,

N. Y., has a tonneal with a 12 H. P. Kelecom

double cylinder vertical motor, having double

opposed vertical cylinders of 4-inch bore and

4-inch stroke. The motor is fitted with a

balance wheel, the interior rim of which is

cone shaped. A leather covered pulley iits

into this rim, forming a clutch, which is re

leased by a foot pedal. A shield prevents

the oil from entering the clutch and causing

it to slip. The clutch connects with the

transmission shaft. being fitted witb’three

stationary gears of different diameter, which

mesh with three sliding gears, also of dif

ferent diameter. upon a parallel shaft con

necting with a flexible shaft. The shaft

drive is of the compensating, bevelled gear

make on a live axle. All the gears are fit

ted with ball bearings. The radiator has

sixteen copper coils, with copper disks, and a

rotary pump connected with the lnotor shaft

to keep the water in circulation.

 

H. Barthol Brasier, Philadelphia. Pa.,

exhibits one car of rather attractive de

sign cqnipped with a tonneau body with

canopy top with enclosing curtains. with

adjustable glass front guard. The engine is

two cylinder type. 15 horse p nver. A unique

feature of control is shown including a wa

ter pressure operated throttling valve. The

circulating pump which is of the direct

drive gear type, creates under varying speed

different pressures which, acting upon a

diaphragm, controls the pressure of the

throttle. lts lever is arranged over the

steering pillow and controls a bye-pass,

which, of course, varies the pressure. The

ignition is governed entirely by hand. The

change gear mechanism giving three speeds

forward and one reverse is controlled by

a single lever. The gears are always en

meshed, and several sets are thrown into

or out of commission by shifting clutches.

The igniter lever is inter-connected with the

main oil supply, thus insuring the oil being

turned on and of! as the vehicle is started

and stopped. Just back of the main gear

shaft is a ratchet wheel, and instead of

using a sprag to prevent retrograde move

ment of the machine, a pawl is dropped into

this ratchet absolutely locking the driving

mechanism.

 

Smith & Mablcy, New-York, manufactur

ers of the American U. G. V. and importers

of Panhards. Moi-s, Renaults and Mercedes,

have, as usual. :1 very attractive exhibit on

the main floor, including the foreign made

machines, together with the American 0. G.

V.: in all some twelve vehicles are shown.

including one complete chassis of the C. G.

V. type. It is unnecessary to say that the

foreign built machines are all elegant in

every appointment and quite up to the

standard so long maintained by the foreign

builders.

 

Sa-ndusky Automobile Co., Sandusky, 0., a

newcomer. shows a new light gasoline run—

about. having a piano box body, with a

rounded bonnet front on top of the dash. It

weighs about 600 lbs. and has a horizontal

single cylinder motor of 4 horsepower. The

water circulation is of the natural type,

without pump, the tank being elevated; the

water is fed by gravity to the top of the

lnotor and returns to the tank by another

pipe from underneath the motor, and when

the car is at rest the circulation is reversed.

which prevents it from freezing. It has a

double chain transmission drive without

gears. it being claimed for this system that

should a chain break it is easily repaired,

whereas a gear which is once stripped re

quires a new one in its place. The gasolene

control is by a foot push button. and there is

also an exhaust cut out. The body is

mounted on long leaf side springs, resting on

sills wholer outside the body, which gives

a low centre of gravity.

Whitney Automobile Co., Whitney Point,

N. Y., has a runabout with a single horizon

tal water cooled motor of 6 horsepower,

using a “make and break" spark, governed

by a foot lever changing time of ignition.

The motor and all other rrechanism are at

tached to a set frame, which is put together

with hot rivets. The transmission gears are

in two cases arormd the main shaft of the

motor. and of the friction clutch type; when

the high speed is thrown in all of the gears

are out of use and the power is transmitted

directly from the main shaft. The mutilei'

has a cut out valve that is operated by the

foot pedal. The cooling system consists of

a large radiating coil, with a rotary 'circulat

ing pump driven by chain transmission from

the main shaft of the motor. The carburet

ter is of the float feed style, and has a sight

feed. so the quality of the mixture can be

easily seen and is controlled by a lever oper

ated from the seat. The rear axle has a

roller bearing under each back spring; also

a roller bearing near the middle of rear axle

attached to the strut rod, which relieves the

strain from the driving chain.
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American Georges Richards 00., repre

sented by Barry & Hayes, New York, have

an attractive display of three vehicles, a 24.

a 10 and a 12 horse power. In addition to

these two vehicles, they exhibited W. i\'.

Vanderbilt Jr.’s Renault racer of 26 horse

power. The particularly new features of the

Richards is the adoption of the magneto

generator system for the ignition in place

of the old battery system. The same driving

shaft operating the magneto actuates a

mechanical lubricator. The engine is gov

erned by a throttle, either by automatic

governor on the Morse plan or by a hand

operated lever. The ignition is hand ad

justed. Improved grip detents are provided

on brakes and change gear levers.

 

Duryea Power 00., Reading, Pa., is again

showing its three wheeled runabout with

Duryea's famous three cylinder vertical mo

tor and single hand control. No changes

have been made in the general appearance

and detail of the carriage, excepting that

new and improved springs have been added.

and an automatic spark advancer, which is

run from the cam shaft which operates a

governor that varies the speed. making it

particularly easy for starting. The motor

has a new connecting rod which is flanged

or grooved so as to catch the oil and econo

mize in its use. Duryea still uses the ham

mer break spark with a naked wire, having,

however, a new brass double spring 'clip for

fastening the wire to the plug without a nut,

and is readily detachable, and which, since

Duryea has brought it out, has been adopted

by Mors, of Paris.

Warwick Cycle & Automobile Co., of

Springfield, Mass, exhibit their Warwick

cars, which are very similar to their product

of last year, save that wooden artillery

wheels replace the wire wheels and a longer

wheel base is provided. Larger and more

comfortable seats are used, and the details

of the centre pillar steering have been im<

proved, the motor is now hung on springs

instead of on the running gear; a larger and

stronger chain is used. .\ Warwick motor

bicycle, a chainlcss. is also shown.

Henri Fournier, Paris, France, displays a

big 60 horsepower Mot-s. which is ticketcd as

having been sold to “'illiam it. licarst. A

Mors magneto, driven by spur gcar from a

dynamo, is shown in open Si‘t'fiUl] so that

the operation of the sparking may be s-cn.

An ingenious method of making contact be

tween the wire and plug is shown by a

forked prong end system of contact. '

 

Mcchaley Bros, Stamford, t‘oun., show an

assembled car using a Brennan double cyl

inder opposed motor of 12 horsepower and

the Champion differential spur gear. It

weighs 1,450 pounds and costs $1,500.

 

@
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That mechanically operated valves are

novel, or confined to foreign motor practice,

is an assertion the fallacy of which is easily

proved by an examination of a number of

American-built motors. 0f the concerns

showing motors alone, four, the Buffalo, the

Rutauber, the Conger and the Auto-Supply

Co., all use such valves. No especial virtue

is claimed for this practice, beyond the fact

that it is thoroughly mechanical, and novelty

Buffalo Gasoiene Motor 00;, Buffalo, N. Y.

—The specialty for the coming season is

what is termed the Tonneau Motor, a four

cylinder, vertical water cooled 8 H. P. en

gine of fine appearance and containing a

number of excellent features. Chief among

these are mechanically operated inlet valves.

All motors are equipped with metal enclosed

bases, with sufficiently large detachable

panels so that access to all adjustments are

easy. The valves are solid steel forged, ac

curately ground. There are five heavy bear

ings in base of motor, assuring firm journals

for crank shaft. These bearing caps are all

held in proper place by double lock nuts and

split keys, consequently there will be no

trouble of lost nuts and loose bearings.

There is no packing excepting antler the

water jacket plate, and with this there is

no trouble, as there is no pressure to blow

it out. The sparker plugs on top of motors

all have a double seated ground point. abso

lutely compression tight. The cams operat

ing inlet and outlet valves are all on one

shaft, and they are pinned on the shaft, as

suring posrtiveness in opening the valve at

absolutely the right time. Just above the

valves, in center, are valve plugs. Should

any valve leak, it can be taken out in thirty

seconds, reground and replaced and ready

to run in two minutes. All the four cylinders

are fed with one vaporizer through one inlet

casting. The cylinders are 3 7-16 x 5 inches,

and the motor runs at a normal speed of

700 It. P. M.

Conger Mfg. Co., Groton, N. Y.——Stolz gaso

hnc motors. Both from the wide range of

patterns and the abundant evidences of fine

workworkmanship and finish, this exhibit is

notable. The vertical motors are made with

one, two. three and four cylinders, and the

horizontal with one and two, the latter of

is about the last thing thought of. The Con

ger people, for example, have used it for

three years.

It was formerly said that American motors

were much inferior to those of foreign manu

facture. Such impeachment no longer holds.

There are motors at the show that in work

manship, as well as design, are marvels.

All crudity has disappeared. The product

ls highly finished and thoroughly efficient.

If foreign motors are selected it is for rea

the well-known opposed type. The cylinder

dimensions are 4x4 and 4%x41/_, inches,

either size being given, while the single

cylinder horizontal motor is 4=igx6 inches.

Mechanically operated intake valves, or

non-automatic, as it is termed, are employed,

both actuated by cams mounted on the sec

cndary shaft. The sparking device com

prises unique and practical electrical prin

ciples involving “jump-spark," or "make and

break," system employing commutator, and

transmitting current in two distinct and sep

arate directions, tnaking ignition assurance

doubly sure. This method positively avoids

failure to properly charge cylinder and exert

proportionate energy at each impise. The

valve must unseat no matter how otherswise

influenced. No failure of explosions is liable,

owing to double point of contact closing cir

cuit that sends sparks to ignition chamber

from two sources simultaneously.

Brennan Mfg. Co., Syracuse, N. Y.-Bren

nan standard gasolene motors. Of these

motors their makers frankly say that the

horizontal type is the favored one; a double

cylinder vertical motor has been added. how

ever. The regulation motor is of the double

cylinder opposed type, water jacketed, hav

ing cylinders with double thrown cranks

180° apart. The pistons are on a horizontal

line on opposite side of shaft. The rods be

ing on separate cranks, balance the recipro

cating parts, giving an impulse alternatedly

one per revolution, entirely eliminating vi

bration.

The valve chamber, cylinder head and cyl

inders are cast integral and are full water

jacketed, being in one piece there are no

joints to leak water or compression.

To facilitate inspection, the top of the case

can be removed without disturbing any of

the adjustments, giving full access to the

crank case for inspection or adjustment of

 

sons other than the inability to secure good

ones of home manufacture.

Seven motors in all are shovVn separate

front cats—the four already mentioned and

the Brennan. the Kelecom and the De Dion,

the last two being, of course, of Belgian and

French make. Of these the Brennan, the

ltutcnber and the Conger are furnished in

both the vertical and horizontal forms. The

remainder are shown only as vertical en

glues.

parts. The crank shaft rods, and pistons,

can be lifted out if desired. The case is dust

proof and oil tight. There are no joints in

the bottom part of the. case for the oil to

leak out. \

 

(‘harlcs E. Miller, New York—Exhibits the

Rutenber motor, made by the “'estern Motor

(‘0.. Logansport, Ind. The principal models

are the 2 and 4 cylinder, vertical water

c oled motors, althought a 4-cylinder air

cooled is also carried. Mechanically oper

ated intake valves mark these motors. By

their use a full charge at each suction and

full exhaust of the charge at its proper in

terval is secured, and no valves ever stick

to prevent the proper action of the motor.

The valve b..xes are so constructed that

all valves may be easily removed or re

ground to their seats without disconnecting

any of the parts of the motor.

K. A. Skinner, Bostmi. Mass—De Dion

Bouton Motors. The product of the famous

French house, the apostle of high speede ver

tical motors, is shown in a variety of styles,

ranging from the 1 to 15 h'irsepower. Up

to and including 9 horsepower, the motors

are single cylinder; the 12 and 15 H. P.

sizes have two cylinders. The changes arc

mainly in detail, a quickly detachable com

mutator plate and a small button shaped

valve on top of the intake valve taking the

place. of the compression tap formerly used.

 

-.

.\. H. Funke, New York—Kelccom Belgian

vertical motors. Although used in this coun

try for loss than a year, these motors have

made an enviable name and are oeing used

on a number of well-known cars. The sizes

in'portcd range from 13.1 to 11 horsepower,

those from 5 II. P. up being water cooled,

and the Si and ii ll. 1‘. sizes having two

cylinders.
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That the electric vehicle is no passing

fancy and is an art in vehicle construction

which is here to stay and grow to unusual

proportions is amply indicated by this year‘s

show.

While no very radical departures have

been made in the bringing out of particu

larly novel apparatus for the electric vehicle.

the show in both heavy and light electrics

is better perhaps than ever before. The

general advance movement seems to be to

ward simplicity, increased capacity of oper

 

Co.. a divided underslung battery is used,

with the motor hung between the two bat

tery sections. In this carriage the reachless

frame is used, with side spring body suspen

sion. The Studebaker Co. have this year

been added to the list of electric vehicle

manufacturers, and show a rcachless frame,

having a flexible tubular construction

t \ ..1‘"

 

ation, and as low weights as are consistent

with good practice.

The lighter vehicles of the runabout type

are adopting ball bearings both in motor

equipment and for the wheels. On these

vehicles the body suspension of motor with

chain drive is the most popular. The efti

cicncy of motors has been greatly increased,

but this, of course. is due to the advances

made by engineers in adapting well known

types of motors to vehicle uses. The number

of poles on the motors have been increased,

and where originally the. two-brush motor

appeared the four and even six-pole motor

is now being adopted.

The under-slung battery is, of course, popu

lar and proper on the heavy vehicles, with

individual motor drive direct on the rear

wheels. in one instance, however, that of

the light runabout ot the Electric Vehicle

the New York Telephone Co. in their cable

truck.

While considerable furore has been created

by the proposed Edison storage battery, its

adoption is not confirmed by an examination

of the vehicles in the show, and the almost

universally used Exide type of battery seems

as yet to be the best storage battery system

available. Private carriages, including

broughalns, hansmns and victorias, are gain

ing popularity, and in lmost every instance

use the underslung method of battery sus
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hearing all weights and supported over

the springs. The electric brake is becom

ing more popular, and the controllers are

much simplified. The \Vestlughouse Electric

Mfg. Co. appear this year with standardized

parts, and will materially aid the growth and

popularity of the electric vehicle.

For heavy truck work the electrics are

more popular than any other type, and the

growth in this direction is undoubtedly stim

ulated by the ease of operation, which per

mits the use of ordinarily skilled operators.

The electric was, of course, one of the earli

est vehicles in the field, and naturally the

commercial world looked first to it for the

solution of the transportation proposition.

In this field it certainly is not only holding its

own, but growing to unusual proportions. It

is a labor saver, and therefore economic for

heavy work, as is shown by its adoption by

pension giving light weights. The light elec

tric runabout is evidently growing in popu

larity for city use.

 

The Electric Vehicle CO., Hartford, Conn.,

has one of the largest and most attractive

exhibits. containing some thirteen out of

the twenty different types of Columbia au

tomobiles listed in the company‘s catalogue

for 1903, and including both gasoleue and

electric vehicles. As showing the new de

parture of the company in electric vehicles,

the most noted examples are the Columbia

inside operated coupe, the Columbia light

runabout and the Columbia truck. The

gasoiene car is treated of in the depart

ment devoted to that form of power.

The coupe is designed to meet the demand

for a thoroughly closed car operated from

the inside and to dispense with the neces

sity of a driver. It is particularly adapted

for physicians' use. When the windows are

raised the occupant is thoroughly shielded
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from the weather. although all windows are

arranged to be dropped, giving what is prac

tically an open vehicle. The controlling,

steering and brake levers are all convenient

ly located within the compartment, A di

vided battery is used, one portion being lo

cated over the front axle while the other is

arranged at the rear boot.

The. light runabout also incorporates radi

cal departures. The base. or frame. of the

body is of angle iron, and is supported upon

side springs extending between the forward

and rear axles. Each of these springs is

divided into two sections, each having inde

pendent leaves, and both spring sections be

ing joined to the body at or near its centre.

L'pon one side the spring is connected to

the body through a pivot, which gives the

very necessary three point support for the

vehicle body and will permit an elevation

of a wheel to the height of some. seventeen

inches without bringing undue strains upon

any of the parts. The battery is of the

underslung type, provided with means for

easily dropping it from the battery com

partment, and is arranged in two sections.

each having Exide cells fore and aft the

centre of the body, thus distributing the hat

tery weights with relation to the two axles.

A motor of special design which weighs but

one hundred pounds, and for its weight has

an extremely high efficiency, is located be

tween the two battery sections. and through

a double reduction gear and chain drives to

the balance gear, which is arranged upon the

rear axle, which is a live axle. The parts

of this axle are thoroughly inclosed to ex

clude dirt, the hubs of the wheels being

recessed and extending over the outer casing

of the live axle. The wheels are all of the

same size and run upon ball bearings. A

controller of the Rheostat type controls the

various speeds of the vehicle, and is pro

vided with five positions, the last two giv

ing, respectively, twelve and fifteen miles

an hour. The brake is equipped with the

latest form of wooden block mechanical

brake arranged upon the differential, and in

addition there is an electric brake operated

directly from the control. In connection

with the mechanical brake lever, which is

operated by the foot, there is shown a

unique form of cut out. which at the same

time locks the brake lever when it is set.

This cut out consists of a level propecting

rearward from the box dash, and having on

its end adjacent to the brake pedal a series

of notches for engaging and holding said

lever in any desired position when the

brakes are applied. This lever has a move

ment in a horizontal plane, and when thrown

into position to engage the brake pedal

opens a switch located in the box dash and

thereby opens the circuit between the bat

teries and the controller. This is an essen

tially new feature in electric vehicle con

struction, and excludes any possibility of

moving the control and turning on the cur

rent while the brake is locked. The wheel

base is unusually long, 65 inches, and the

weight 1,000 pounds. A side steering lever

is also used. The side spring suspension of

the body with one of its members pivoted

to the body is really most unique, and,

while giving easy riding qualities, provides

absolute flexibility of the axle members

with relation to the vehicle body, at the same

time removing all severe and dangerous

strains.

In addition to these vehicles there are

also exhibited two electric broughams. The

extension front pattern provides accommo

dation for {our passengers, while the

straight front pattern accommodates two.

The forward seat of the extension pattern

is hinged. and when not in use. may be.

dropped. leaving a clear space. Both these

vehicles are richly appointed, and are fitted

with every convenience and appointed in a

most approved manner. Large wheels are

used on these vehicles. which contribute

greatly to easy riding, durability and econ

omy of operation. The controller is on the

operator‘s left, and the vehicles are steered

by a wheel. Both foot operated. regular

and emergency brakes and a foot operated

safety cut off switch are conveniently lo

cated to be under the control of the driver,

in both cases the underslung battery is

used, and comprise forty-four Exide cells

with a capacity of 140 ampere hours at a

thirty-five ampercs race discharge. giving

forty miles trivel on one, charge. In these

vehicles the reach members of the under

running gear frame are still maintained.

Little need be said about the Columbia

electric hansom, the ("olumbia electric rear

boot coupe. the ('olumbia electric cabriolet,

the victoria, the tonneau. the special ser

vice wagon and the (‘olumbla electric run

about known as Mark XXXI. These ve

hicles have all been shown, and are too

widely knuwn to require comment.

The Electric Vehicle Co.‘s (iolumbia elec

Baker Motor Vehicle 00., of Cleveland,

Ohio—This exhibit is shown by the Ameri

can Automobile Storage Co., the New York

representatives. As usual, it attracted more

than ordinary attention, the new models, in

cluding the Newport and physician‘s chapel

ette. being strikingly attractive.

The same elegance in design which has

brought the Baker car to the front is ad

hered to in the new models, and, while the

general lines of construction have not been

nnlterinlly changed. the body designs have

been made. if possible, more eye pleasing

than in former models. The tubular run

ning gear of the flexible type is used, with

wire wheels mounted upon Baker ball bear

ings. The batteries are in each instance

carried under the seat, giving free body

space in the rear boots. and the motor is

hung directly below the centre of the body,

driving through a chain and differential gear

on the rear axle. The vehicles are. regularly

supplied with twelve cells of the Gould bat

  
   

 

ELECI‘RIC VEHICLE COMPANY'S TRUCK.

tric truck is no small contribution to the

growing family of commercial vehicles. It

has a load capacity of 5,000 pounds, and is

provided with underslung batteries, all con

tacts for which are automatically made as

the battery is raised into position and en

gages the hangers in the battery compart

ment. Perhaps the most important feature

of this truck is a novel three point body

suspension, which relieves the frame from

all warping strains. No reach members are

used, and the forward end of the vehicle is

supported upon the transverse spring mem

ber of a half platform spring through a

pivot. The forward ends of the elliptic

side members of the platform spring are

shackelled to the forward end of the ve

hicle, and these half elliptic springs, of

course, rest directly upon the axle. A

double motor drive is used, giving indepen

dent drlve to each of the rear wheels, and

two very powerful brakes are provided,

each foot operated and one acting upon the

outside and the other upon the inside of the

driving gear. The control is of the general

type known as the “vertical controller."

and follows closely upon the lines of the

regular street railroad car controller. This

provides four speeds ahead. one reverse and

an electric brake. In addition to the main

operating means of the controller. there is

a small reverse lever. which upon removal

locks the main controller drum in the "off"

position. The Collingc type of axles are

used. with wooden wheels 36 inches in di

ameter and 4-inch solid tires. Forty-two

cells of Exide battery. arranged in a single

tray, complete the equipment.

tery. A special controller of very compact

and simple construction is used. giving three

speeds forward and reverse. This controller

is absolutely non-arcing, and has no fixed

step by step positions, but may be used by

a novice with impunity. To secure a re

verse a heel press is provided in the heel

hoard, and an interlock connects this press

with the main controller drum to prevent

throwing the controller from a go ahead to

a reverse position without first bringing it

to the zero, or cut off, point. A motor of

most improved type, equipped with ball

bearings throughout, is hung directly under

the body, and its main shaft is provided

with a brake drum, the brake band of which

is controlled by a backward pull on the con

troller lever. In addition to this brake, a

powerful foot operated brake is arranged on

the drum of the differential. It is needless

to say that the Baker carriages are distinct

ly in a class by themselves, and are the light

est vehicles combining necessary strength

and durability in the show. The. body de~

signs and the color effects are up to date,

and the finish is truly of the highest type.

 

The Studebaker Mfg. Co., South Bend,

lnd., who exhibit for the first time, display

four electric vehicles, two runabouts and

two stanhopes. ‘

One of the attractive features of these

machines, from a mechanical standpoint. is

the tulmlar frame. supported upon half ellip

tical springs over the front axle and full

elliptical springs over the rear axle. One
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0f the latter springs is pivoted to the tubu

lar frame. thus giving all the necessary and

desired flexibility and freedom of movement

to the axle members. All battery weights

are supported directly upon this frame. or

gear, and the motor is also hung from the

frame midway between the axles. and drives

through chain and sprocket transmission to

the rear axle. The batteries. twenty-four

cells, which are of the Exide type. are car

ried in the rear boot and sup] orted directly

upon the tubular frame. The controller,

which is of the series parallel type. gives

four speeds forward and four reverse. The

reverse is secured by-a heelpress arranged

in the heelhoard. and an interlock is pro

vided between the heelln-css and the main

controller drum, making it impossible to

throw the. controller from a go-ahead

position to the reverse without first cutting

oti' the current. Two brakes are- provided.

the main brake operating upon drums car

ried upon the rear axle. while the emer

gency brake acts directly upon the motor

shaft. Both of these are controlled by foot

pedals. A side steering lever is used. alnl

the operator sits on the left of the vehicle.

The motor is of the “'estinghonsz- ty] c. and

gives the usual high efficiency of this type

of machine. A novel cat out switch havingr

a removable handle. and adapted to be

thrown into three positions. gives absolute

control of both the clmr:in_r circuit between

the charging plug aml battery and the cir

cuit between the battery and motors. The

arrangement is such that when the charging

circuit is thrown in the circuit between the

battery and motors is absolutely cut out.

thus permitting an cx'unination of the Ino

tors at any time. even while the battery is

on charge. without endangering the work

man. By supporting the weights above the

tubular frame aml above the spring suspcic

sion it is possible to maintain high rates of

speed over rough roads. The usual ele

gance of'tlesigu in every appointment of the

Studebaker cars is quite up to the standard

of the company which has so long been

maintained in their well known carriages.

'lhe international Mott-r Car 00., of Ind

ianapolis. lu:l.. display some cievcn vehicles,

gasoiene. steam and electric. The electrics.

the Waverley. include several new body de

signs. viz.. the Stanhope, the Chelsea. the’

light. uncovered delivery wagon, the ton

rcau touring car and a surrey.

Among the special features of the \Vavcn

icy vehicles is their light yet strong con»

struction. “'ood \vhccls have been adopted

throughout. and the bodies are in every case

supported on full elliptical springs over the

rear axle, with a cross springr pivotI-d to the

forward spring shackles and forming an

auxiliary support for the batteries. which

are located in every inslance. except in the

case of the delivery wagon and tonneau. in

the rear booth. in the two latter cases the

underslung battery suspcnsion is used. giv

ing free body space aml low weights. Both

double motor and single motor drives are

used. depending upon the weight of the ve

biclc. .\ unique form of suspension is shown

in the double motor drive. A trusscd rear

axle of the divided type has supported upon

it and upon an auxiliary framc two motors_

cach driving to one of the independent scc_

tions of the rear axle through "herringbone"

gears. giving a mos-t ciiicicut and absolutely

noisclcss drive. (if the new types shown

for the first time at this show the ionncaa

and Sianhopc arc |~crhaps the most attrac

tivc. .\ very simple form of l"i|lll'U|l(‘l' is

osc-l in all lhcsc vehicles. and givcs thri'i

spccds forward and a rcvcrsc. .\ separate

rcvcrsing switch controlled by the lover pro<

jtcling through the hoclboard is convenient

to the left hand of the operator. A back

ward pull upon the main controller handle

applies an electric brake. which becomes

more or less powerful. dependent upon the

speed of the vehicle. The controllers in

every case have contacts of the knife switch

pattern. All of the Waverley vehicles of

this exhibit demonstrate the advantages of

the rcuchiess running gear. By the rear

method of spring suspension above described

and the use of an iron reinforce wheel in the

b dy aii reaches are dispensed with. The

.s‘tanhape body is of the recognized Stanhope

typc. with swell panels and a gracefully

curved box dash. The wheel base is un

l'svally long. being 72 inches, giving easy

riding qualities. in addition to the electric

brake there are two others. one acting upon

the armature shaft and the other. including

two expanding brakes. acting upon the in

terior of drums carried upon the rear wheels.

The vehicle design. and in fact every ap

loiutment of these vehicles. is all that could
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be desired. anti is quite up to the standard

formerly maintained by the company. Exlde

and Gould batteries are used. and are cur

l'ied in trays for convenletne of handling.

In the larger vehicles forty cells are used.

while in the lighter machines t\vent_v.-four

coils are used. giving. respectively, eighty

and forty-eight volts.

 

Ajax Motor Vehicle (70., New York, ex

hibited two electric vehicles, one a light

runabout with top. and one without top.

The, top is made detachable. and may be

easily put in place. Wire wheels are used

with ball bearings throughout. and in fact

ball bearings are. used on the motor bearings.

'l'i c tubular running gear is used. with two

rcach members extending between trussetl

axlcs pivoted at opposite corners to give the

desired flexibility to the axle members. Two

hrakcs are used. one controlled by the con

troller handle and operating directly on the

armatnrc shaft: the other foot operated and

acting tlll'i‘i'il_\' on the drum of the diti'eren

ii:il. ii‘or cut out lock a Yale lock is used,

which absolutely locks the vehicle. The con

troller is of .i special design, having unique

features. It is of the rheostat type, and the

first contact is made through abutting car

bon contact, which absolutely precludes all

arcing. The sacceeding contacts are made

by two sliding members of the knife switch

pattern. engaging with co-operating spring

contact members. These cut out the resist

ance in sections, and finally cut out the

shunt, giving the high speed. which is fit

teen miles an hour. All parts of the con

troller are mounted on a slate or marble base

and thoroughly insulated with mica. It is

a most perfect mechanical and electrical

structure in every respect. The method of

securing the reverse is also worthy of more

than passing remark. It consists of a solo—

noid having two magnetic members arranged

within it and controlled by a circuit manipu

lated by a press button in the controller

handle. As the press button closes the cir

cuit through the solonoid, the tWo sections

within the solonoid adhere and form a. direct

connection with the reversing switch. The

controller may now be moved forward

through the succeeding reversing speeds. and

upon being brought back to the cut off. or

zero, position mechanically throws out the

reversing switch. This is really the most

unique controller in the show. The motor is

below the centre of the body. and swings

between buffers. which act with a cushion

ing effect to prevent jar upon steering and

stopping. Batteries in each instance are car

ried under the seat, and consist of twelve

cells of either Gould or Exide. as preferred.

Altogether this is a very attractive vehicle.

showing as unique features in the way of.

control as anything in the show. The con~

trol is as simple as possible. and may be.

operated even by a novice.

 

The Vehicle Equipment Company, Brook

lyn. .\'. Y.. represented by the Rainier Co.,

exhibited the heaviest vehicles of the electric

type in the show. They comprised eleven

(ehicles of the following types: The naasont.

coupe broughen. and extenrion brougham,

rear boot Victoria. three light delivery

wagons of 1.000 and 2,000 pounds capacity.

two tive ton trucks. one of which is a brew

ery design to] titty half barrels; the New

York Telephone truck. of five tons capacity. ‘

with an electric hoist utilized for hauling

cables through conduits. and an ambulance.

Among the newest designs and those first

exhibited at this year's show is the hansom

and victoria. both models of perfection as

to every appointment. The. marked feature

of all the vehicles shown is the running

gear, which is (.f the pedestal type. with

full elliptical springs, both fore and aft.

'l‘he yokcs inclose the sliding blorks of the

axle members and give a universal move

ment with all desired flexibility to said

members. The battery. as far as possible.

is of the untierslung type, cradled, and ar

ranged in sections. each section compris

ing a separate tray. making a very con

venient means of removing the several bat

tery sections. and entirely doing away with

the necessity of hydauiic lifts. The batter

ies are introduced from the side of the com

partments. The double motor drive is used.

the motors being of the general electric type

pivotally hung (II the rear axle and driv

ing directly to the spur gears of the rear

wheels. Expansion brakes are used on the

rear drums of the wheel. The controller is

of standard general electric type. of the

series parallel trder. giving four speeds

ahead aml two reverse. with an interlock

between the reverse lever and main con

troiler drum. The Equipment (‘olnpanv still

maintains the general design of horse drawn

vehicles as far as possible. While this

company primarily turned its attention to

heavy trucks and vehicles, they are. now dc~

parting in so far as they are making colli

paratively light victorlas of magnificent de
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sign. The whole design of the vehicles

bends toward simplicity, strength and dura

bility.

 

Centaur Motor Vehicle CO., Buflalo, N. Y..

shows an electric runabout having the usual

piano box straight front dash type of body.

carried on full elliptic springs in the rear

and half elliptic springs in the front, which

are attached to the body with body irons.

Wood rim, wire spoke wheels are furnished.

A ball bearing \Vestinghouse motor is used.

The motor winding is arranged in two

halves, allowing of a four speed series paral

lel system of conirol and reducing parallel

ing of the batteries to a minimum. The speed

reduction is through the medium of a brass

shrouded, rawhide pinion. meshing with

bronze gear on a ball bearing countershaft

in a dustprooi' case. Power is transmitted

to the rear axle by roller chain, the pull on

which is resisted by adjustable radius rods

on either side. The battery consists of four

teen large capacity cells assembled in two

trays for ease of handling. A new form of

battery indicating instrument is the Very

ingenious device in which the complications

of the ordinary anuncter are eliminated,

but as the exhibitor was'unable to give a de

scription of It its detail cannot be. here

stated. Positive. double acting brakes are

used. which, when idle, do not rest upon

the brake drum. The. controller is so ar

ranged as to be interlocking at the point be

tween forward and reverse, so as to avoid

unintentional and sudden reversals of the

motor. The cut out switch can be thrown

either by foot or hand in case of a broken

controller. handle or other accident. \Vhile

the battery is being charged the motor and

controller circuits are cut out so that any

interference with the motor, controller or

wiring can have no damaging effect.

 

National Motor Vehicle CO., Indianapolis.

Ind., exhibited five vehicles, including run

about. stanhope and a park trap, using thir

ty-two cell Weston storage battery and sixty

four volt motor. The runabouts are equipped

with 21,4; horsepower motors of special con

struction. A reachlcss gear is used through

out. and the bodies are supported on full

elliptic springs over the rear axle and new

pattern (‘ springs in front. The batteries

are carried in the rear boot and under the

seat. The motor in each instance is mounted

upon the rear axle and drives direct to the

differential gear. The controller is of the

series parallel type. giving four speeds for

\\:\rd and four reverse by compressing a
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button on the end of the controller lever.

This reverse is only operative when the con

troller is in the off position, thus prevent

ing throwing the controller from the for

ward running position into the reverse po

sition without first cutting off the main mo

tor circuit. The special feature of this ex

hibit is a runabout which is equipped with

thirty-six Weston storage battery cells,

which, it is claimed, have given a run of

118 miles on one charge without destruction

or injury to the wagon. Two brakes are

provided, both pedal operated. one acting on

the motor shaft, and the other acts upon the

drums of the rear wheel hubs.

 

One of the most unique vehicles of the

show is the Neftel combination gasolene and

electric carriage, shown in the booth of the

Vehicle Equipment Co. This vehicle from

its novelty invited unusual attention. Upon

a complete chassis of heavy construction and

at the forward end is mounted a two cylin

der 10 horsepower gasolene engine direct

connected to a specially wcund dynamo,

the two combined forming a generating unit

which is capable of keeping the batteries

fully charged at all times. Provision is

made for easily cutting out the. generating

unit if desired. and just as easily starting

the gas engine'in the manipulation of a

single switch. which automatically and

simultaneously controls the oil feed. the

ignition and generator controlling parts of

the engine. An underslung battery of forty

four cells of the. l'Ixide type is used for fur

nishing the source of power [or two motors

driven directly upon the rear wheels through

spur gear transmission. A series parallel

type of controller is used, giving four speeds

forward and two reverse. The entire engine

is little. if any, larger than the conventional

type of tonneau machine. and. having its

generating plant always with it, needs no

local charging stations.

 

The Electric Storage Battery Co. of Phila

delphia. makers of the almost universally

adopted Exide ccll, have an attractive exhibit

adjacent to the space occupied by the Elec

tric Vehicle (30., the largest electric vehicle

exhibit in the show. The Exide cell has be

come so popular and is so well known to the

general trade as to need no recommendation

or detailed’description. It is used by the

majority of electric vehicle constructors. The

exhibit is tastlly arranged and designed with

special reference to the instruction of those

not familiar with storage battery cells.

Numerous plates of different styles and type

give at a glance a go' (1 idea of the construc

tion employed by the company. A new soft

rubber plug is now used on the cells. which

is much handler and does away with the

old style hard rubber screw plug. 1t pre~

vents all acid slop. Chloride. accumulators

also are shown.

 

The. much talked of Edison storage bai

tcry, exhibited in Section so. naturally at

tracted lunch attention. While the Edison

battery d0es not appear in the vehicle prod

uct of the show, the display at the Edison

booth was designed to show the scycrul dc

taiis of construction. The cells are made up

of alternate plates of steel. two and one-half

thousands of an inch thick. provided with

small rectangular pockets. arranccd to re

ccive the metallic oxidcs of iron and liirklc.

'l‘hc oxides are introduced in the rectangular

openings in powdered form. and are citile

in by pcri'oraicd cups forced into the plate

by hydraulic prcsslll'c. 'i‘lic coniplctc cclis

are three and one-half by five aml one-half

by fourteen inches, and weigh about four

teen pounds, a capacity of twa hundred

“’att-hours is claimed, giving 3% horsepower

per hour. The several cells are sealed with

special valves, which prevent the solution

of distilled water and potash from slopping.

The delay in bringing out the Edison bat

tery has naturally caused many doubts re

garding its commercial practibility.

 

The \Vestinghouse Electric & Mfg. CO.,

Pittsburg, Pin—A surprise was in store for

the automobile trade at this show when that

most conservativc firm, the \Vestinghousc

Electric & Mfg. Co. opened its exhibit in

Space K, in the restaurant, with a most

complete line of electrical apparatus for

electrically propelled Vehicles. Their ex

hibit includes motors, controllers, battery in<

dicating meters, cut-out switches, charging

rcceptaclcs, charging plugs and connectors.

motor generating sets. complete individual

switchboards for charging vehicles, and

charging outfits for stations.

This is the first appearance of the Westing

house Eicctric & Mfg. Co. in the automobile

field. and it is safe to say that the future of

the electric vehicle will be much stimulated

and improved by the wonderful mechanical

facilities and unusual engineering ability of

the concern. This will undoubtedly be more

marked as this branch ‘of the company’s

enormous interests is under the immediate

influence and experienced guiding hand of

Lieutenant Harold 11. Eamcs. Lieutenant

flames. as is well known. is a pioneer in the

automobile industry, and has been most

closely allied with it from the beginning of

the development of the electrically propelled

vehicle. The \Vestinghouse (‘0. have stand~

ardized all parts. and it is safe to say that

vehicles using their equipment will be sur

passed by none. Every detail has been cart»

fully worked out. and all of their apparatus

appears to partake of the reliable and sub?

stantial character which marks this com—

pany's product in general.

 

American (‘oil (‘o.. West Somervillc. Mass

—l'}lcctrical supplies. New: An automatic

spark coil that gives a vibrator spark and

automatically changes to a single make and

break spark. The Little Wonder llynamo is

one with a system of storage in its base

which does away with batteries for starting

purposes. The American l’ocket Ammctcr.

a reliable instrument for the pockct.
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The steam vehicle has not stood still. New

impetus has been given to it by the adoption

of marked improvements hith in the style of

vehicles and the more finished details of

their construction.

The number of exhibitors is perhaps not as

large heretofore , and the gross number of

vehicles exhibited has declined somewhat.

There are some eleven exhibitors, showing

a gross number of thirty-three vehicles, in

cluding twenty-three carriages, four wagons,

five tonneaus and a stage. It is safe to pre

dict that the steam vehicle will become

more popular as the kerosene burners are

perfected, and gasolene as a fuel is dis

carded. The makers undoubtedly recognize

this as is shown by its adoption by the

Mobile Co. of America and its contemplated

use by the Locomobile (30., and possibly

others. The present product is much more

perfect than heretofore. Details of engine

construction and controlling systems have

The White Sewing Machine Co., Cleve

land, Ohio, unquestionably the banner bear

ers in the steam class, exhibited, of course,

their Stanhopes and delivery wagons, but

they were dwarfed in interest by the ton

neau bodied, bonnet fronted touring ears,

one finished in white and the other in black,

not to mention those used out of doors for

demonstrating purposes. The cars bore out

the illustrations and specifications that had

preceded them.

At the forward end of the hood, or bon

net, in place of the ordinary cooling coil of

the gasolene machine there is arranged a

condenser of ample capacity to take care

of the exhaust steam, giving the greatest

possible economy in water consumption. The

water tanks, having a capacity of fourteen

gallons, give a hundred-mile run. In place

of the simple engine of last year, there is

employed a compound engine, with a high

and low pressure cylinder. developing 10

horsepower. This engine is hung directly

on the frame of the car, and is thoroughly

inclosed and run in oiltight casing, 'splash

lubrication being used. The main shaft

drives directb' through a universal coupling

to the differential upon the rear axle, and

just in advance of this universal coupling is

a drum on the engine shaft, arranged to be

acted upon by a brake band controlled by a

foot pedal. In addition there are two very

powerful expanding brakes, acting directly

upon the interior of drums upon the two

rear wheels. These two brakes are con

trolled by a lever, at the right of the oper

ator, and just outside a second lever, which

controls the reverse for the engine, which

is accomplished through change of the links

altering the lead on the valves of the en

'gine. A foot pedal is also provided for

throwing the live steam directly into both

cyclindcrs, thus making a direct acting, sim

ple engine. The engine works either as a

compound or simple engine. The exhaust

steam is carried through the condenser, and

a positively driven pump carries this con

dcnscti water back through an oil separator

in which the oil is separated from the water.

The water, of course, is carried back to the

main tank. On the same piston rod with

this pump is a second pump, actuated by the

been carefully worked out in a most me

chanical manner, and conform to the best

steam practice. All delicate parts are being

nude more accessible.

One of the striking features of the show,

and one which will go far toward maintain

ing the demand for steam vehicles in the

future, is the adoption by several of the

manufacturers, including Grout Brothers,

the White Sewing Machine Company, and

the Locomobile Company. of a complete

chassis, giving a touring car simulating in

appearance the standard type of gasolene

cars.

By using the complete chassis it is possible

to materially increase the strength of the

parts, 'and without spoiling the aesthetic de

sign of the cars, to provide in proper and ac

cessible positions the latest devices of the

steam engineering art. These secure elas

tic control and great economy in operation,

necessarily giving increased touring capacity

same means, and comprises the main pump

for forcing water from the tank to the

boiler. At the extreme front of the engine

there is a pivotedly supported air pump, the

position of which may be varied by de

pressingapedal. As it is thrown into an up

right position the hooked end of its piston is

engaged by a pin projecting from the cross

head of the engine through the engine cas—

ing, and thus the air pump, for giving the

necessary pressure upon the gasolene tank,

may be thrown in or out at will, and a suf

ficient pressure easily maintained. Wheel

steering is used, and is of the well known a

worm and segment type. Extending through

the upright shaft of the steering pillar is a

rod, hearing at its lower end a short lever

which controls the throttle valve of the

engine, and is provided at its upper end

with a small hand wheel concentric with

the main steering wheel. In addition to the

positively operated pumps for the water and

air, there are provided, just in front of the

heelboard, two hand operated pumps, one

for air and the other for water. A unique

arrangement is shown in connection with

the tonneau bodies for thoroughly venetilat

ing the boiler compartment and carrying off

all odors and excessive heat. A tube is ar

ranged on each side of the vehicle body, and

really inclosed by the fenders, which, at or

near the centres, connect with the interior

of the body and the boiler compartment and

draws off all excessive heat. In every case

aluminum bodies are used, and the water

tank conforms to the outline of the dash.

It is directly behind the bonnet. The special

type of White boiler is used, giving unusual

steaming qualities.

The weight of the car is 1,600 poimds, and

is adapted for speeds up to thirty-five miles

an hour. To give added strength artillery

wheels are used throughout, 30-inch diam

eter, and are provided with 4-inch double

tube detachable tires. The White possesses

a compound engine, the only one exhibited,

and, it is believed, used in an automobile.

 

Mobile (‘0. of America, Tarrytown, N. Y.,

has the largest display of steam vehicles in

the show. The general design of the Mobile

products has been materially changed, and

on a given charge of fuel and water. The

condenser and the compound engine are ma

terially adding to the efficiency of the steam

car, and the semi-flash boiler with its quick

steaming capacity is in vogue.

Steam operated air pressure ami water

pumps with automatic control used in con

junction with hand operated pumps are be

ing arranged in most accessible positions;

and in one case in particular, that of the

Mobile Company of America, are of particu

larly unique and finished design.

To summarize, it might be said briefly that

wheel bases are increasing in length. Wooden

wheels, with heavier construction strongh

out, are naturally following; steam economy

is being looked after, and the general design

of steam cars in conforming more and more

closely to the gasolene type, which at pres

ent appeals so strongly to the public.

Even the lighter runabouts have their

bodies provided with box dashes for lockers

or enclosing an extra seat.

several new models, including the victoria,

the coupe and the merchants‘ delivery

wagon, have been added. Among the old

models are the touring carriage, the wagon

ette, light delivery, light surrey, heavy

surrey, runabout and dos-a-dos. The general

arrangement of the mechanism is the same

or practically so for all of these cars. The

flexible tubular running gear is still main

tained. with the body springs supported over

it, and a chain drive is used in every case

from the engine to the diiferential on the

rear axle. The newest features of the Mo

bile is a kerosene burner in connection with

their regular tubular boiler. In this burner

the kerosene is fed through a coil lying di

rectly over the centre of the burner and of

fering a large heating surface. The oil is

here vaporized and passed into the mixing

tubes at the bottom of the burner pan. The.

burner base, or pan, is made up of a chamber

having on its upper surface a series of raised

nipples perforated at their upper ends, and

intermediate of these several nipples there

are air tubes. which pass through the upper

and lower plates of the burner chamber.

This construction insures proper combustion

at the nipple burners, and at the same time

supplies a sufficient amount of air at a point

which insures the upper plate of the burner

chamber against excessive heat. The heat

coil or vaporizer, of course, must first be

heated by a hand torch until the kerosene

has been vaporized to a sufficient degree to

be used in the auxiliary burner torch. It is

not claimed that this burner will run more

than twenty or thirty hours without accumu

lating a considerable quantity of carbon

aceous substance, but a direct steam connec

tion is provided between the boiler and the.

burner which provides a means for blowing

out the burner and dissipating all carbon

aceous deposits. The engine, as heretofore,

is of the two cylinder, double acting type

and hung just under the seat. The ca

pacity of the fuel tanks and water tank has

been increased. The two fuel tanks are lo

cated directly over the footboard. while the.

water tank is carried in the rear bonnet

ilill'k of and around the sides of the boiler_

A diaphragm operated needle valve, con

trolled by the pressure in the boiler, deter
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mines the amount of fuel which is passed to

the burner. The main water pump is con

stantly operated from the crosshead of the

engine, and when the water rises to a prede

termined point in the boiler an automatic

regulator permits of free circulation of water

back to the water tank. This regulator is

of novel form. and consists of a chamber

within which is arranged a tubular copper

float mounted on the end of a pivoted lever,

which controls a needle valve. Below this

tubular copper float is a counterbalance ball,

also acting upon the supporting lever of the'

When there is plenty of water in the -float.

boiler the pressure drives the water into

the float chamber. filling the copper float and

overbaiancing the ball, thus opening the

valve or hy-pass back to the water tank.

When the water in the boiler reaches the

low level steam is passed into the chamber

adjacent to the tubular float, evaporates the

of the runabout type and four gasolene ma

chines of the tonneau type. comprising three

distinct models. varying in horsepower from

12 to 24, and have a seating capacity of five

persons. The Toledo steam car is of a dis

tinctively new type with this company, hav

ing the general lines of the gasolene ma

chine and a lowered bonnet inclosing the

water tank, and having at its front end a

large condenser of the honeycomb type. A

new form of under running gear has been

adopted in this carriage, comprising a truss

rear axle of the divided type, with an A

shaped reach frame extending to the for

ward axle and horizontally pivoted thereto.

This gives a running gear of great flexibil

ity. A 71/;- horsepower, two-cylinder, double

ncting' engine is hung under the seat, and

drives through chain transmission to the bal

ance gear of the rear axle. The engine is

hung, as heretofore, from a large ball joint,

and wheel steering device, and a steam ton

neau. which is shown only in photograph.

This could not be finished in time for the

show. In addition a number of the older

models of the company are exhibited. In all

the steam machines shown the flexible un

der running gear is still maintained although

it is proposed to use a complete chassis much

on the order of the gasolene type and of the

reachless form. The most noted changes

and improvements in the steam carriages

of this year are the following: The placing

of the steam operated air and water pumps

just below the footboard and in a most :10

ccssible position. The engine has been made

much heavier and larger, and provided with

roller bearings throughout. A unique im

provement is a ratchet device which permits

tightening the packings on the valve stems

and pistons even while the engine is in oper

ation.
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water contained therein and permits the

counterbalance ball to close the by-pass, thus

forcing the water directly into the boiler.

A device of similar construction is arranged _

to provide an alarm by showing a jet of

steam at the side and front of the vehicle

when the low water limit is reached. An

other very novel feature on these machines

is the combined steam and hand operated

water and air pumps. Both pumps together

with the steam operating means are ar

ranged in a single casing on the back of the

dash and the main shaft, which is driven by

the steam engine section of the pump, is ex

tended across the vehicle and provided with

a crank, which may be thrown into engage

ment with the shaft when it is necessary to

use the air and water pumps without the

steam. Ordinarily the turning of one of sev

eral small cocks will thrown into commis—

sion either the steam operated air section or

the steam operated water section of the

pump, or both. Wherever possible pipe tit

tings have been dispensed with and annealed

tubes are used in lieu thereof.

 

The International Motor Car Co., Toledo,

Ohio, exhibited one Toledo team carriage

giving universal movement for flexibility and

at the same time providing the main steam

inlet. A new device, on the engine is a side

lever controller for the link throw; this may

be used very effectively to economize in

steam by varying the stroke of the valves,

which are. of the piston type. The side

steering lever has been adopted in place of

the combined pump and steering lever here

tofore used. The exhaust steam from the

engine is carried directly to and through an

oil operator, provided with a relief valve,

which automatically opens and takes care

of all execssive back pressures. From the

oil separator the steam is carried through

the condenser. and finally back to the main

water tank. The vacuum pump, constantly

operated from the~crosshead of the engine,

circulates this condensed water. The boiler

is of the improved Morgan type, and gives

a semi-flash effect. All pressure gauges are

provided with electric illuminators.

 

Locomobile Co. of America, Bridgeport,

Conn., show these new steam models: The

box front runabout, the light delivery wagon,

improved Stanhope B, with wooden wheels

Other notable features of this year‘s cars

is the interconnection between the main

lubricating cup and the throttle lever. which

insures turning the oil on and off as the ma

chine is starting or stopped, and the dis

pensing with the use of the torch for firing

up. By opening a small by-pass into a small

perforated tube a supply of oil can be se

cured for heating the vaporizer tube, which

is perforated and has fins, giving a very

large heating surface. This tube may be

heated up by merely applying a match to

the little burner casing, and when once the.

vaporizer tube is heated a full fire may he

turned on at the main burner for the boiler.

The method of control is the same as here

tofore used, and with the exception of the

small vehicles an irreversible wheel steer

has been adopted in place of the side steer

ing lover. The old form of spur differen

tial gear with round axles has now been

displaced by a style of improved bevel gear

differential, the gear of which is mounted

on roller bearings united to the drive mem

bers through square ended axles.

 

Stearns Steam Carriage Co., of Syracuse,

N. Y., exhibit four steam vehicles, two tour
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ing cars, a Dos-a-dos trap and a Victoria top

Stanhope. The remarkable features of under

construction of the Stearns vehicle are the

hickory reach members, extending between

the front and rear axle members and secured

to them. This construction gives a flexibility

to frame and at the same time gives a side

spring effect. The same general design, ex

cept in minor detail is still adhered to by the

Stearns Co.. and certainly these vehicles haVe

met with great succeSs. The construction

of these vehicles is slightly heavier than the

corresponding types of other makers. Double

cylinder engines are used of special design,

bung directly over the seat and driving to

the balance gear on the rear axle and vary

ing in horse power from 8 to 12 for the dif

ferent ears. The boiler capacity has been

increased a little over last year’s ears, and a

pilot light is used for steaming up.v A sight

feed iubrlcator is now used for the main

engine bearings. which is under forced feed,

induced by steam pressure conducted to the

oil chamber through a shunt tube from the

boiler. The brakes, which are arranged

upon drums upon the rear wheels, are of the

expanding type, and completely inclosed

against the action of mud and water. The

steam is thoroughly superheated, thus dis

pensing with the use of a condenser. Fires

are automaticain controlled, dependent upon

the pressure in the boilers. The water pump,

actuated directly from the crosshead of the

engine, is coupled up with a by pass which

permits pumping directly back to the tank

and circulating the water when a sufficient

amount has been Secured in the boiler. A

low water alarm is provided.

THE WHITE EXHIBIT.

The Meteor Engineering (30., Reading, Pa.,

uncovered a surprise in their steam tonneau,

with aluminum finish and blue and gold

stripping and brass trimmings. The frame

is of angle iron, with four full elliptic springs.

Artillery wood wheels, with 30x31/2 inch de

tachable tires are used. Both axles are

square and solid and are connected by tubu

lar swivelled reaches from the centre of the

front axles to the shoulder or collars of the

rear axles. The boiler is of the fire tube

style, with 713 half-inch copper tubes located

in front under a bonnet. A 20-inch throe—

eolnpartment burner is used, fed by a vapon

izer first filled with alcohol, which is ignited,

and after the gasolene is sufficiently vapor~

IZt‘tI in the auxiliary coil the auxiliary valve

is shut oil”, feeding back then through the

main nozzle. Forty-five gallons of water and

13% gallons of gasolene are carried. The

gasolene is fed by steam and air pressure.

Water is fed to the boiler by crosshead

steam and hand pumps. The forced draft

also is used. All of the valves are within

easy reach of the Operator, being on the

brass covered dashboard in front of him.

The engine is of a two-cylinder 10 horse

power siide valve link motion, placed hori

zontally under the footboard, where it is

easy of access. and is covered by a casing

to protect it from road dirt and mud. The

drive is by a chain through a compensating

counter-shaft, and from there by two chains

to the rear driving wheels. The chains are

adjusted by tWo radius adjusting rods, and

there are also two similar rods on the engine.

The countershaft is hung to the centre of

the frame by a rocker plate, and is not at

tached by either end of the frame or the

body. thus taking the strain off the body.

0n the wheel steering the throttle is oper

ated by a small brass wheel, which work

through the centre of the steering posts. The

whole construction in its external appear‘

ance resembles the gasolene vehicle. Two

other models of steam_carriages are shown,

there being no change in them since last

year.

 

The International Fire Engine 00., New

York, exhibit one of-the novelties of the

show in a steam propelled fire engine built

by La France Fire Engine Co. This Ve

hicle has an unusually heavy nnderrunning

gear, consisting of channel irons pivoted

to the forward and rear axles. The main

boiler, of the fire tube type, is located at

the forward end under the driver‘s seat, and

supplies steam for two separate engines.

which give an independent drive for each of

the rear wheels. Each of these engines is

of the double cylinder, double acting type, and

both are controlled by a single throttle lever

operated from the centre of the seat. Either

engine may be cut out of operation it re

quired. Wheel steering is used, and con- '

sists of a worm with-traverse block or

nut, operating directly through a bell

crank upon the steering wheel connections.

The vehicle carries at either side a chemical

tank of thirty-five gallons capacity and 150

feet of chemical hose. It also has body

space for 1,000 feet of 2%-inch hose. The

gasolene and air tanks are automatically sup

plied with pressure from directly operated
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pumps. Provision is made for keeping up

steam in the boiler by connecting with an

ordinary illuminating gas supply, with an

automatic cut off, which breaks the connec

tion and frees the vehicle as it starts on a

run, the fire being subsequently maintained

by gasolene burner of special construction.

The speed of the vehicle is twenty miles an

hour.

 

The Prescott Automobile Mfg. Co., New

York, exhibit their famous steam car which

made such a great record in all the tests of

last year; also an entirely new steam wagon.

This has a tubular running gear with wooden

reach rods, wire wheels, specially con

structed rear axles—that is, instead-of the

usual arch, it is trussed underneath. Four

full elliptical springs are used. The body

has a combination drop seat front. The

boiler is a dry plate Tonquin, with super

heating coils. The burner is a special burner,

embracing several novel features, including

a pilot light, which is part of the main

burner, fed by an independent mixing tube.

This pilot light will maintain full steam pres

sure for an indefinite period. With this boiler

and burner full pressure is maintained under

any and all conditions. The engine is a

Mason 255x324; inches of the latest type.

Lubrication is by automatic forced feed. It

has a capacity of ten gallons of gasolene fed

under air pressure; thirty-two gallons of

water, and is equipped with a steam water

lift. A‘single charge of water will run the

car forty-five miles under normal conditions.

The gasolene supply is sufficient for upward

of 100 miles. It has a crosshead water

pump, a Marsh steam water pump and a

hand lever pump. It is also provided with

a Marsh steam air pump and the usual hand

pump. The common method of reversing by

a hand lever is dispensed with, the reversing

being done by a foot pedal, and the fire is

controlled by a hand ratchet valve from the

seat. Certainly a strong, substantial, well

finished steam car.

 

The Hoffman Automobile & Mfg. 00.,

Cleveland, Ohio, display a steam runabout.

It is of the usual type, with tubular running

gear'and with an extra folding seat in front;

A flash steam system of generating is used. '

which obviates the need of a water glass.

fusible plugs, water alarms or anything of

like character, there being no water level to

maintain.

 
 

Tires
  

 

 

All told, the tire changes seen at the show

are of remarkable interest. The number of

them leaves no 'doubt about there having

been unusual activity among the makers dur

ing the past year; and the character of them

marks the emphatic tendency toward the use

of double tube detachable tires that has set

in. At every space occupied by one of the

makers of recognized standard goods was to

be found something new, and in some in

stances the new things marked a radical

departure in the firm‘s product, or a truly

novel invention. All were agreed that the

demand for double tube tires is heavy, while

that for single tubes is almost nil.

In tire making the most remarkable

achievement in recent years is that which

was announced and exhibited at the show by

the Diamond Rubber Co., at spaces 57-58.

The non-blooming tire produced by this con

cern is a distinct and radical departure. The

blooming out through the tire of the sulphur

in the rubber to the surface has been the

bete noir of all users of pneumatic tires ever

since they were invented With the sulphur

Hartford Rubber Works Co., Hartford,

Conn—Hartford single tube, Dunlop detach~

able and Turner solid tires. New: A radical

departure in the construction of the Dunlop

tire has been made by having the fabric

vulcanized instead of put together by hand

as heretofore. Red inner tubes as well as

gray ones are now furnished in the automo

Lile tires, and these are of six-ply rubber

that can hardly be torn. In the endless, one

piecc Turner tire a modification is shown by

the greater rounding of the edges instead of

leaving them nearly square. The demand

for this tire, which is bolted to a flat rim

surface with protecting side flanges, is in

creasing steadily. The universally known

Hartfords have not been changed, presum

ably because of there being no way to im

prove them.

Diamond Rubber Co., Akron, Ohio—Dia

mond single and inner tube tires.

This exhibit is splendidly manned to at

tend to a volume of business in brisk style,

as its sales managers from all the large

cities are on hand to assist the New York

on, no cement made will make a plug in a

hosepipe or a patch on an inner tube “stick

tight,” and every one who has tried it knows

how difllcult it is to remove the sulphur and

make a good job of a repair.

The Diamond Rubber Co. has only just as

sumed the role of makers of double tube

tires, but they have come to the front with

something revolutionary. The “blooming” of

the sulphur through the tire after the vul

canization is prevented by an ingenious

process which removes the sulphur at a cer

tain stage of manufacture, after it has served

its purpose. With no sulphur “bloom” upon

the inner tube, patches can he slapped on

with little delay and the assurance that they

will stay. This will be a boon to every

automobilist, cyclist and driver using such

tires, and should result in a boom in the

business of this progressive firm of manu

facturers.

This process promises a solution of the

problem encountered by the rubber manu

facturers in making satisfactory bulbs for

motor car horns—bulbs that will not bloom

manager, 0. J. Woodward, who, with D. W.

Nutter and G. J. Bradley, is in charge. Al

though in use for several months, the Dia

mond detachable is staged for the first time,

and interest in it is heightened by the use of

a new development in inner tubes, i. e., one

that is absolutely non-blooming. The sul

phur is all eliminated at a certain stage of

the manufacture. There being no sulphur to

bloom out, patches when put on have a firm

seat. This is an absolute novelty.

 

Fisk Rubber Co., Chicopee Falls, Mass.»—

Fisk single and double tube tires. New:

A double tube detachable tire that is fitted

to a flat rim and held in place by a clamping

ring that fits over a cone wedged shape head

on the bottom of the shoe. The ring not only

clamps the bead together, but binds the tire

to the rim so as to prevent creeping. The

rubber head of the tire has a flat bottom

that fits the rim, and when the clamps that

hold the fastening ring are removed, the

whole slips of without prying or tugging. A

great virtue in this new tire is in the fact

that the air chamber is entirely abovethe

rim and positively cannot be pinched. In

i i
v

and check. It is claimed by the Diamond

people that non-blooming bulbs can be made

if people are willing to pay the money—171'

them.

The G. & J. shows a radically new step be

ing taken on the part of its makers by the

offering for the first time of a smooth tread

tire. 'The corrugated tread will continue

to be made, the new article being only an

addition to the line.

The Fisk shows another instance of a firm

that has decided to respond to the demand

by adding a detachable tire to its line, and

in this case it has been done in a remarkably

clever and novel fashion, as shown by the

description further on.

The Hartford Company has made a radical

departure in the method of constructing its

Dunlops, the International is offering a

hose pipe with two vulcanized inner tubes,

the Goodrich people show a new fastening

clip, the Goodyear :1 new clincher of ellipti

cal shape and so on through the list. Sev

eral comparatively new puncture proof tires

are shown, a couple of them being on the

freak order.

the well known Fisk single tube tire more

rubber has been added to the tread and a

layer of fabric has been taken out and re

placed by a layer of rubber. The patented

fabric of the Fisk company with its soft

woof of cotton that prevents the threads of

the fabric from cutting is used in all the

tires.

 

The B. F. Goodrich Co., Akron, Ohio

—Goodrich Clincher tires. New: A change

has been made in the clips of this popular

pneumatic by adding a new and simpler clip

that works with a lock nut and washer and

dispenses with the thumbscrew of the

former clips. Both styles are still made,

however, the “Lock washer" covered with

leather and canvas and the “Thumbnut” not

covered, being designed for tires that have

no flaps.

 

Cummings Tire Manufacturing Co., New

York City—Cummings Cinch Tire Protector.

This is a new puncture proof strip for the

tread of tires made of waterproofed leather

with a base of heavy duck. It is cinched
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around the tire by means of wires. It is

claimed that it is resilient, yields better trac

tion and prevents skidding.

 

International A & V Tire Co., Miiltown,

N. J.»—The widely known A & V tires, both

single and double tube.

New: An Endurance hosepipe tire of

splendid workmanship and superior tinish

ing, made with two vulcanized inner tubes.

 

The G. & J. Tire 00., Indianapolis, Ind.—

G. & J. inner tube clincher tires. New: A

tire with a smooth tread is shown as a new

T

 
  

 

 

 

feature on this standard product and the

whole line has been standardized to Good

rich and Diamond rims.

 

Standard Anti-Friction Co., N. Y. City—

"Be-No-Ca" tires. New: The whole tire is

novel. being built with a continuous series

of solid rubber trusses on the inside. It is

claimed that it is resilient and it certainly is

non-collapsible, for it is not pneumatic.

Firestone Tire and Rubber Co., Akron,

Ohio—Firestone solid rubber tires. New: A

contract with the Interstate Transit Co. of

St. Louis to equip all their automobiles run

ning between St. Louis and East St. Louis

with Firestone tires.

 

Consolidated Rubber Tire (30., N. Y. City-—

Kelly-Springfield tires. New: A traction

   

 

  

tire of solid rubber, having a continuous cen

tral tread with alternating buttons or square

blocks of rubber on opposite sides of it.

 

Metallic Rubber Tire 00., New York—The

concern's pneumatic tire, with its tread

studded with metal studs, is shown, and an

object lesson given of its work on an inclined

plane, intended to represent a slippery street.

 

Goodyear Tire and Rubber 00., Akron,

Ohio—Goodyear clincher detachable tires.

New: A clincher tire made with eliptically

shaped shoe.
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This year the exhibit of supplies, parts, ac

cessories and sundries has been dwarfed by

comparison. The great number of complete

cars throws a deep shadow over the supply

stands, and yet there are three score of them,

and when thoroughly investigated they are

C. F. Splitdorf, New York City__Splitdorf

spark coils. New: A vibrator on the outside

of the coil box that has a thumbscrew ad

justment for increasing or lowering the ten

sion oi! the vibrator and so multiplying the

vibrations and intensity of the spark. An

attractive and instructive feature at this ex~

hibit is a. display of a giant spark from a

giant Splitdort coil. The spark demon

strates the perfectness of the Splitdorf in

sulating system by leaping in a lurid flash

from one copper wire tip to the other across

a gulf of eighteen inches. It could be made

to jump twenty‘iive inches, but what is

being done is sufficiently convincing for

those who want a coil that absolutely does

not leak. A complete coil for motor bicycles

was shown on a 1903 "Indian." in the bi

cycle coil a new feature is an insulation of

sheet rubber inside the outer tube of fibre.

This gives perfect insulation from the frame

of the machine without danger of there

being any breakage as is the case when the

casing is made of hard rubber. The features

of silk covered wire. with silk paper and

beeswax between each layer, peculiar to the

found to contain enough of interest to make

a small show by themselves.

Outside of motors and tires, there are any

quantity of new things and changes in gears,

lamps, spark-plugs, batteries, coils, wheels,

bearings, bells, lubricants and similar goods.

Splitdorf coil, are retained and also the feat

ure of having the primary and secondary

coils and condenser all in one box. so that

they are less affected by the vibrations of

the vehicle. '

 

The “'eston-Mott 00., Utica, N. Y.—

Artillery and wire wheels, front and rear

axles. New: The superior character of this

firm’s work is so widely recognized that any

addition to their output is assured of sup

port. The firm now offers a new rear axle

complete, in which there. is one truss to re

sist the chain pull and another truss to sus

tain the load. Hyatt roller bearings are

used and the compensating gear has no eas

ing in which dirt can be boarded.

are made for both the front and rear end of

the body and are for their strength ex

tremely light. A new pattern of artnlery

,wheel is shown which is unusually light and

'very, natty in appearance. It is made up

with; the standard crescent rim instead of

the brdinary rim with flat base. lending

strength as well as sightlincss.

'
\

J 'i

The axles '

The new things in the ignition line are of

particular interest and indicative of a gen

eral striving toward improvement in this

respect. Even in horns there is something

new in the way of a thin sheet rubber cover

ing for the mouth.

Charles E. Miller, New York City—Acces

sories and supplies. New: The Rutenber

gasolene motors, two and four cylinder

water cooled on French lines from three to

eighty horse power. The Fox valveless

steam engine, which is shown in action by

means of steam piped up from the cellar; in

this the pistons cut off at one-half stroke and

travel the balance of the stroke by expan

sion. The principle of operation is that one

‘cylinder and piston acts as a valve for the

opposite one, both for the exhaust and inlet.

This is reciprocated as the position of the

pistons change. No mechanism of any kind

is in the cylinders—only an arrangement of

ports.

The Moore automobile boiler feeder and

air pump is another new article, a pump of

record breaking power, of which it is said

that it never refuses to do its work. This

pump is the second working exhibit at this

space. which is one of the most varied and

interesting among the supply dealers. An

other working exhibit is that of the Apple

Dynamo and Apple Magneto, both of which

are. run by a common belt from the same

~
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electric motor so that they have equal speed.

By this means it is shown that the dyna

mo gives the superior spark. Some of the

specialties shown at this Space are: Sala

mandrin boilers. of which there is one

which was made to order for the Brit

ish War Department and awaiting ship

ment; Pignolet voltmetres, ammetres and

volt ammetres, Kingston carburetters, Cor

son bicycle stands, Whitney roller chains,

Miller gasolene motors. Turner torches,

Franz burners, “F. & 0.” belt dressing,

fenders and hoods, motor castings, gas light

ers, lamps, bells, goggles, coats, caps, lubri

cants, etc.

Muncie Wheel and Jobbing Co., Muncie.

Ind—The “Bann-Auto" wheel. This is a

new invention that presents some striking

improvements on the common type of wood

artillery wheel. There is a wood hub inside

the metal hub. The spokes have long ten

ons reaching to the wood hub and these are

mitred into place. Instead of being held

by rivets only thereis a double row of riv

ets and bolts around the hub. the rivets hav

ing the lower line and alternating between

every other pair of spokes with the bolts.

By this method it is made next to impos

sible to rip out a spoke or loosen it, and one

loose spoke would not cause the others to

loosen. This seems undoubtedly a perfect

traction wheel for automobiles. The manner

of keying the wheel to the ordinary driving

axle or axle and sleeve is such that the

drive comes on both flanges equally through

a common square key. With this construc

tion the axle can be left full size through

the back flange and almost through the

front flange, which adds greatly to the

strength of the driving axle.

 

The Electro Magnetic Speed Changing

Gear Co. exhibit one of the novel features of

the show. In place of shifting or sliding

gears, with side operating levers for giving

the various speed changes forward and re

verse, an electro-magnetic clutch' is used.

This is controlled by a very simple switch

device.

The several changes for acceleration or re

tardation of motion to any desired rate are

made without disagreeable jarring and with

little surface wear, the bearing surfaces

being run in an oil bath. It is impossible to

strip gears as in the case of the sliding gear

transmission now almost universally used.

The electro-magnetic friction clutches con

stitute the flywheel of the engine, and the

two gears of the speed changing contrivance

are utilized in the operation of the motor

valves. The motor and speed changing gear

form a self constituted unit, may be tested

as a unit, and may be applied to a direct

bevel gear drive or counter shaft drive with

chains. The gear is always in mesh, and

drives or runs free with relation to the driv

ing shaft dependent upon the action of the

electro-magnetic clutches.

 

A. H. Funke, New York City—Kelecom

motors, Autolyte acetylene lamps, spark

plugs and imported horns.

New: The Baldwin spark plug, which is

designed 'so as to prevent carbonizing and

short circuiting; and this is done in a very

novel way. The plug is made with a porce

lain insulator, and the outer collar, which

screws into the engine, is of steel.- There is

no tip or special sparking point "on the-plug.

The connecting wire that passes through

the plug is attached to a mushroom head of

nickel steel. This head is made so that it

fits down over the porcelain insulator and

prevents it from sooting and short circuit

ing. The spark jumps from anywhere O"

-a line field of light.

- a candle attachment for the lamps._ These

the lower edge of the umbrella or mushroom

head to the metal collar, and, both of these

being circular, the plug has 360 points at

which to spark. Seeking the path of least

resistance. the current, if it finds one place

clogged with soot, jumps and makes the

spark at the next easiest point. Another

feature about the plug is that of the carrying

wire not being cemented to the porcelain,

as is usually done, but is held in place by a

set nut, and at the bottom of the porcelain,

   

 

EXHIBIT OF WHITNEY CHAINS.

between it and the steel wire, there is a

small spiral spring which takes up what dif

ference there is between the expansion of

the metal and that of the porcelain, so that

the latter rarely if ever cracks.

Seven new models of the Autolyte lamp

are shown for 1903, making eight styles in

all that now are offered. Two novel feat

ures have been introduced in connection with

the lamps. One of these is the lnaking of a

   
 

 

 

AMERICAN BALL BEARING CO. DISPLAY.

separate generator, which can be stowed

away in some convenient part of the ma

chine and the gas generated carried to the

lamp through a rubber or brass pipc. By

this means a small lightweight lamp can be

used which will burn a long time and give

The other innovationjis

are made to hold an ordinary house candle

and fit into the socket occupied by .the gas

' I
i

l
a

burner, which is removable. ‘ The idea in

this is that for a short trip about the city a

candle which will last about three hours

can be used and the gas lamp not dirtied.

There is a place at the back of the lamps

where the idle gas burner or candle holder

can be carried when the other is in use.

The now well known Belgian-made Kelecom

motor, noted for the strength and beautiful

finish of its castings, is part of the exhibit

that is a. staple attraction. One other in

teresting novelty shown by this concern is

a mouth covering for horns, made of thin

rubber, instead of wire gauze, so that the

reed is absolutely dustproof. The rubber

distends when the horn is tooted, and the

tone is not impaired.

\‘eeder Mfg. Co., Hartford, Conn—One of

the most interesting, as well as showy, ex

hibits is that of the well-known Hartford

calculating instrument makers. Odomoters

and their attachments, counters and tacho

meters comprise it. the first being shown

mounted on stands and run continuously by

dynamos at prodigiously high rote of speed.

They are made in both the single and trip

form. and to fit all sizes and shapes of

wheels.

The Tachometer has been in use during

the past season, but is now exhibited for

the first time. Its ingeniousness is only

equalled by its simplicity. Two discs with

centers slightly depressed so as to form a

reservoir for a colored liquid, and with spur

toothed circumference. are mounted on a

similarly toothed wheel affixed to the front

wheel of the car. The inside of the re

volving disc is ribbed. and as it turns these

ribs churn the liquid and by centrifugal force

cause it to ascend into a tube which leads

to a thermometer-like indicator placed on the

dashboard or bonnet. Obviously, the faster

the Vehicle wheel rerolves the greater will

be the centrifugal force agitating the liquid

and the higher it will rise. The liquid be

ing colored is easily seen on the indicator.

 

E. J. Willis, New York City—Motors, sup

plies and accessories. New: The Merkle

1903 motor bicycle, with cushion frame.

Also the Herz spark plug. which is shown

giving a fat spark when covered with oil.

This is a German invention in which a com

position of stone is used for the insulating

sleeve instead of porcelain. It can be thrown

when hot into cold water without being

cracked. It is said to be absolutely non

carbonizing, and seems to be so. Another

new article in the Willis line of goods is the

Perfection Magneto made with a movable

base, so as not to suffer from jarring. An

other new thing with Willis is the lamp of

the Standard Carriage Lamp 00.

 

C. J. Moore Mfg. Co., of \Vestfield, Mass,

exhibit an unfinished car in the white with

a filler coat, ready for power. It is of the

runabout type, with a bonnet front, arranged

for either eight. twelve or fourteen horse

power motor, with a tubular gear and tubu

lar body frame and a wheel steering rod

which tilts at the base of the steering rod.

They also show a vehicle finished complete

known as their .\[odel "J," with a tonneau

body_ of detachable type. equipped with a

two-cylinder 16 horse uower vertical Fris

ble motor. The transmission gears are of

the sliding type, with friction clutch inside

of case. The frame is a tubular and truss

one, having long 36-inch platform springs

with solid steel braces on rear axle arch. A

bevel transmission shaft is used. The foot

pedal brake is combined with the hand lever.

which locks a ratchet and releases automati
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cally through an upright pillar on the right

hand side of the car. Two vertical speed

levers are in the centre of the floor of the

car, to the left of the wheel steering.

Auto Supply Co., New York—Running

gears, motors and parts.

New features: Three speed transmission

gear, three speeds forward and one reverse.

The drive from the high speed is direct, and

all the teeth are engaged at once by reason of

telescope gears being used. Thus danger of

stripping gears is abolished. Motor with

mechanically operated valves, made from

one to four cylinders. Three cylinder single

acting steam motor, all cylinders operated by

one rotary balanced valve; there are no

links or stufilng boxes; it has a reverse oper

ated by gears which permits of instanta

neous reversing at a speed of 2,400 revolu

tions without perceptible jar; the cylinder

casting is provided with a chamber for muf

fling the exhaust, so that no separate muflier

is needed.

 

Lane Motor Vehicle Co., Poughkeepsie.

N. Y.—A steam touring car, with two seats,

$1,500, and a runabout at $1,075.

 

Desberon Motor Car Co., New York, ex

hibit a 7 horse power car with a two-cylinder

vertical motor. The cylinder is alr cooled.

but runs up into a water cooled head for

about two inches, which is a solid casting

without gaskets; the water is fed by a m

tary pump actuated by gears from the main

crankshaft. The radiators are of tubing

wound with wire in loose inter-meshing

rings in a brush form in rows. A bevel

gear drive is used, and sliding trans

mission. The front axle is curved

downward between the front springs in

order to clear the motor, and comes within

seven inches of the ground. On the wheel

steering pillar are located the airbrake and

the gasolene control by three small levers,

having the pin- arranged to drop into suit

able slots on a brass plate. The speeds are

also controlled by a thumb lever underneath

the steering gear wheel. An upright lever

with hand lorking device disengages the

clutch and brakes on the rear wheel. A foot

lever also disconnects the clutch and puts

the break on.

 

Twentieth Century Manufacturing Co.,

New York City—Twentieth Century Lamps

for all purposes. New: The newest thing at

this space on Wednesday was a cold in the

head of “Ex-Gov." F. E. Castles, but it was

not so bad but what he could talk about the

“La Belle" gas lamp, a brand new creation

with an eight inch front of which Mr.

Castles said: “I wish you could tell me how

to get 10,000 of them to deliver, that is all.

We have the orders." The “La Belle" is

of 1,500 candle power and on the same

plan as a locomotive headlight with a true

parabola reflector and is guaranteed to

throw a better light than any other lamp on

the market. A new line of tail and side

lamps also have been added to the catalogue.

Whitney Mfg. Co., Hartford, Conn—This

well known chain making concern have a

space titted up quietly and in good taste.

In addition to a showing of Whitney roller

and block chains, a dozen chains on sprocket

wheels are mounted on a stand, each pair

of sprockets being connected with the next

one by means of a continuous shaft, the

series being so arranged that a large

sprocket is alongside a small one, thus gear

ing first up and then down. The workman

ship and finish of the Whitney standard

chains are of the highest class, and the Judi

cious solving of the problem of using the

most advantageous sizes of rollers, etc., is

to be commendable.

Badger Brass Mfg. Co., Kenosha, Wis.-'

Solar gas and oil lamps. New: A patent

automatically operated valve which regu

lates the supply of both water and gas. The

gas. when a certain quantity has been

made, backs up against the water and

prevents and further generation until

the pressure of the gas is reduced by

consumption at the tip. Oil lamps for side

and rear signals are also being made now

in the well-known Solar patetrns that have

been standard since gas lamps first came

into use. Seventeen ditferent models of the

Solar are now produced.

 

Joodson Electric Ignition Co., Providence,

Mass.—Magnetos and spark plugs. New: An

alternating magneto generator, provided

with a little spring attached to a crank on

its armature shaft which is put under ten

sion and tripped into action by the engine,

rotating the armature within the magnetic

field, producing a single electric impulse and

at the proper time to produce the spark. It

is capable of being rocked on its base to

change the time of ignition at will. In con

nection with the magneto is shown an auto

matic plug comprising an electo magnet with

a sparking armature.

 

Electric Contract Co., New York City——

Steam gauge and speedometer lights, spark

ing batteries, safety lights, wire terminals.

etc.

New: A little two candlepower incandes

cent light. made in one piece. with a ring

for holding a speedometer. The incandes

cent lamp has a reflector back of it, and is

so inclined over the rim that it will shine

on the face of the speedometer; it is inciosed

in a steel thimble to prevent breakage, and

a bull's eye is cut in the thimble in front.

 

American Ball Bearing Co., Cleveland,

Ohio—Artillery wheels, ball bearing steering

wheels, rear axles.
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New: A rear axle on which the compen

sating gear cover, the outer cups and the

hubs are drawn from sheet steel and elec

trically welded, thus doing- away with all

brazing; also a new ball bearing artillery

wheel in which the spoke line is over the

bearings and is as close as possible to the

bolt in the steering head.

Cole & Woop, New York City—Carriage

bodies for automobiles.

New: An electric runabout made for

George Gould, jr. It has twelve cells,

weighs 390 pounds, is about four feet long

by three wide, and three and one-half feet

in height. It is fitted with three speeds—

three, five and twelve miles—and is said to

be capable of thirty-five miles an hour. It

has been run three thousand miles.

 

Gleason Peters Air Pump 00., New York

City—Air pumps, cocks, guages, etc. New:

A hand oller with a reservoir cylinder eight

inches long and a curved stem five inches

long to oil bearings that cannot be reached

with an ordinary oil can. A triple cylinder

pump to be run by an electric motor or at

tached to shafting for storing air pressure

in tanks and a tank for the dashboard are

other new things.

 

Shelby Steel Tube 00., Pittsburg, Penn.—

001d drawn seamless steel tubing. New:

Square drawn tubing in all gauges and of

all lengths for bedsteads, the interior of ele

vators, decorative work, etc. The full

product of this, the largest steel tubing con

cern in the country, is too varied to be men

tioned at length and too well known to

need it.

 

Thomas J. Wetzel, New York—Mldgeley

tubular steel wheels, Brown-Lipe spur, equal

lizing gears and Timken roller bearings.

New features: Mldgeley chariot wheel

made to i00k like a wooden artillery wheel;

a N0. 9 model Brown-Lipe gear for bevel

gear shafts; a new divided axle with Timken

roller bearings.

 

Hyatt Roller Bearing 00., Harrison, N. J.

—Hyatt roller bearings. These bearings con

sist of hollow flexible rollers which are self

compensating and can be used without jour

nal hearings or raceways at the end, there

by elimlnating two wearing points. They

are made with a hollow oil reservoir and a

spiral oli conveyor.

 

American Roller Bearing CO., Bos

ton. Mass—Roller bearings 1' Jr vehicle

wheels and machinery. New: The newest

thing in relation to this product is the in

creasing popularity of it attested by the fact,

that last year there were only eight or ten

makers at the show using them and at the

present show there are just twenty-eight.

 

Standard Welding 00., Cleveland, Ohio—

Electric welded tubing and parts.

New features: A seamless clincher rim.

the welding of engine cranks, of tubular axle

housings and field rings, and the making of

seamless steel bottles for laughing-gas, etc.

 

Baldwin Chain &. Mfg. 00., Worcester,

Mass—Baldwin chains. New: A muflier, just

on the market, that is giving great results.

A full line of the standard Baldwin chains is

shown.

 

The New Process Raw Hide 00., Syracuse.

N. Y.-Noiseless pinions and accurate metal

gears. There has been no change in these

goods, the only news concerning which is

that they are giving satisfaction.

National Carbon 00., Cleveland, Ohio—

Liquid and dry cells for ignition batteries.

New feature: A Rex wet cell with closed

circuit and a new quadruple autocell bat

tery.

Dixon Crucible 00., Jersey City, N. J.—

Graphite lubricants. New: A compound for

motor chains, composed of special graphite

and animal and mineral lubricants. It is

made up in three pound cakes.

Champion Mfg. 00., Brooklyn—Champion

transmission gears.

New feature: A high speed clutch. in

which all the wear is on two hard fibre

washers which can be easily replaced.

The Post & Lester 00., Hartford, Conn.—

Supplies and accessories. New: The 1903

Clement bicycle motor of 1%. horsepower;

“Billy” French lamps.

Motor & Gear 00., New York—A chassis

in the rough is shown, having a two~cylinder

veritcal motor of modern design, and a trans

mission with sliding gears.

The Whitlock Coil Pipe 00., Hartford,

Conn—Radiator coils and radiators. New:

A radiator of the honeycomb type for use

with a fan.

Atwood Mfg. 00., Amesbury, Mass—“Stay—

Lit" lamps.

New: A ball shaped rear lamp.

The Dow Portable Electric CO., Braintree

Mass—Spark coils, batteries and plugs.

R. E. Dietz 00., New York City—Regal

oil and Lucifer gas lamps.

Baker 00., Newark. N. J.—Jump spark

terminal wires and platinum ignition tubes.

George W. Condon, Newark, N. J.—Con

don’s roller tube expanders.

Wheel Within Wheel 00., New York City

—Wheel within Wheels.

Rushmore Dynamo Works, Jersey City,

N. .I.—Acetylene searchlight lamps.

Lindsay-Russell 00., Indianapolis, Ind.—

Transmission gears and other parts.

Merriam-Abbott 001, Cleveland,

Charging plants.

-Barber Mtg. 00., Boston, Mass—Kerosene

burners.

Elwin L. Smith, Boston—I. M. C. steering

O.—

' checks.

Rose Mfg. Och—Lamps.

Gray & Davis, Amesbury, Mass—Lamps.

 

  

Some Souvenirs oi the Show.

Souvenirs are not plentiful at the show,

but a few of the exhibitors added a touch

of interest by giving out trifles. The souve

nir joke of the week developed on Wednes

day, when the mail brought from Philadel

phia a bundle of big envelopes addressed to

different persons at the Garden. The outside

of the envelopes indicated plainly that they

contained advertising matter. There was

one cancelled two-cent stamp on each en

velope, and also a two-cent “due postage"

stamp. After glancing at the envelope,

many to whom they were addressed decided

that they did not want them enough to pay

the due postage and tossed them back to the

youth at the Information Bureau, who had

(ciliarge of distributing the mail in the Gar

en.

Inside of every one of the envelopes was a

piece of cardboard with a publisher’s ad

vertisement on it beginning with the expres

sion of “A Ten to One Shot." The souvenir

gift consisted of an illustration of this catch

phrase made by placing a bright new dime,

fresh from the Philadelphia Mint, at one

edge and a new one-cent coin at the other.

Now, the boy who was distributing the

mail was a bright one, with money-making

instinct. He knew what was inside the en

velopes, because he had seen some of the

recipients open theirs. He did not tell the

nature of the contents to those who objected

to the due postage, but just kept the whole

missive. He thought that if the one ad

dressed did not want their mail that it was

all right for him to take it. Of course, he

had to make good for the due postage, but

he collected 137 envelopes with eleven cents

in each, and after he paid the due postage

had a net profit of $12.33. Then, alas, some

one discovered what he was doing and forced

him to disgorge.

A souvenir that is the source of much fun

is a lead pencil given out by the Dixon

Crucible Company. The leaded end is con

cealed in a cap, but at the other end it looks

just like a sharpened pencil. Those who try

to write with the business-like appearing

end find that the "lead" is a thin piece of

round, black rubber.

The Olds people are giving stickplns repre

senting the Olds mobile. The Apple dynamo

makers have distributed several barrels of

nice eating apples, the Dixon concern gives

away, besides the pencils mentioned. a little

tin box containing five dice. The Shelby

Steel Tube 00. hand out their catalogues

in steel mailing tubes.

an L
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Well! Well! Well! I have just seen the

first issue of that much touted “automobile

daily," and I have wept. If, after having

seen it, the gentlemen who “indorsed” it in

advance have been able to hold back their

tears they are, indeed. a lot of hard hearted

wretches. Although I have said he is clever

and that he is a wine buyer (did you notice

the big champagne ad. in the “daily” '2), and

that he. knew how to "jolly," the foreign

father of the publication has, notwith

standing. I understand, described me as a

“kuocker.” To prove that I‘m nothing of

the sort I’ve racked my brain for words fit

to describe his “daily” effort, and when I

term it a gold brick I am trying to pay it

the highest possible compliment. I am only

an ordinary American hack writer and a

graduate from the bicycle school (hear

(‘oughschwartz hissi), unversed in the ways

of Parisian and Hungarian journalism, but

--eXcuse their tears. I'm too full or them

for further utterance. I‘ve never seen a

"daily" like that one, and really it is too

march for me. I don‘t wonder that Cough

schwartz intends to buy wine for the news

paper crowd. I’d never stop buying it dur

ing the week if I had made so much “easy

money" by selling such a gold brick to the

automobile trade, and “stood next" to the

champagne people themselves in the bar

gain.

t i t

Perhaps it is because I lack artistic per

ception, or it may be that I have not the

peculiar appreciation of art, which causes its

possessor to lose all idea of everything but

color. I shall not attempt to say what the

cause is, but the result of it all is that when

I look at that fluffy haired, white garbed

young woman who is shown on the poster

announcing the Automobile Show it makes

. behind the scenes in the racing game.

me shiver. Here is a poster supposititiously

intended to advertise an exhibition of the

very latest in mechanically propelled car

riages; and how does it proceed to do it?

A woman, about as inappropriately dressed

for automobiling as she well could be, is

shown seated in, and presumably driving, an

automobile or a type which prevailed when

Brooklyn was a field of motor exploitation

from which was garnered the finest crop of

expensive failure and costly experience the

automobile or any other trade ever saw. At

the price the manufacturers of genuine auto

mobiles pay to make this Madison Square

Garden exhibition thereof a gold mine for

the owners of the Garden, and a few others,

it seems to me that .the manufacturers are

entitled to something a little bit more in

keeping with the times and the vehicles of

to-day than this scarecrow of years ago. It

the management and other beneficiaries can

not afford the expense of an up-to-date poster

they can at least retire the one they have

now used for three years, since it acts only

to recall unpleasant recollections of those

days, when an automobile was a thing for

promoters to get rich from and purchasers

to become bankrupted by.

It i t

Did you ever hear of old Mr. Appearance

Money? No? Well, you'll not very long re

main unacquainted with him it you ever get

This

wily gentleman. Mr. A. P., originally made

himself extremely prominent in the days

when people broke their legs trying to be

first in the rush to see bicycle races. The

drawing cards in these races, the best known

riders, were “amateurs"—God save the

markl—and therefore raced for sport alone.

No money for them. Oh, no, indeed! But it

wasn’t long before the promoters of race

meets found that the stars did not care- to

race on tracks where Mr. Appearance Money

was never on hand to greet the best friends,

trainers, managers or nearest relatives of

the stars. Keep your eyes open, and you

will see that this very winning individual is

not dead; to the contrary, I have every rea

son to believe that he will cut quite as wide

a swath in the racing of automobiles as he

formerly did in the racing of bicycles, and

in the not far distant future, either.

i G i

I am not, I think, betraying any confidence

when I say that the metropolitan police do

not like automobiles nor those who own

them. In the first place, the automobile is

the complete antithesis of everything the av

erage policeman has been taught to look

upon as “the real thing." The political boss,

the ginmill keeper, the gambler, the sport of

every kind, are one and all horse worship

pers to a man. These people are to the

policeman what the “smart set” are to the

socially ambitious—a something to be

studied, admired and, when possible, imi

tated. Naturally, then, policemen do not

like automobilists, and the worst enemies or

the. police will not accuse them of having dis

guised their feelings, since the automobilist

has been frequently and expensively made

acquainted therewith. Originally this anti

automobile feeling on the part of the force

was an abstract thing; that is to say, the

average policeman had no personal grievance

against the automobile—he simply reflected

the. feelings of those higher up. To-day all

this has changed. and the policeman, from

roundsman to inspector, has a personal

hatred of the automobile. With the coming

of Captain Piper from the superintendency

of an automobile factory to the control of

the police. the little love the police never

had for the motor vehicle was turned to

dislike. Bad as this was, worse was at

hand. General Greene was placed at the

head of the police, and what is the first thing

he does? Jumps into a big semi-racing auto

mobile and rushes around the town, finding

police everywhere unprepared for his ap

pearance. Actually inspected six hundred

saloons in one Sunday afternoon, all be

cause of the speed of that devilish automo

bile in which he rode! Could any policeman

love an automobile after that? Certainly

not! Is there any exception to this rule or

dislike? Not a single one.

THE COMMENTATOB.
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‘ Schrader Universal Valve,
rTradomark Registered April 30, l895.)

SIMPLE AND ABSOLUTELY AIR TIGHT.

 

Made in four lengths as shown, and supplied to the

trade by every tire manufacturer.

 

A. SGHRAIJER’S SUN. 30 -& 32 Rose Street, New York.
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C. F. SPLITDORF

I7-25 Vandewater St., NEW YQRK
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IT’S ALL THE SAME TO us.

We can supply either or both and the kind we make, whether wood wheels

or wire ones, are the kind to be proud of.

We'll be well pleased to receive an opportunity to particularize

and to submit quotations.

WESTON-MOTT 00., Utica, N. Y.
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DEVELOPED TO THE HIGHEST STATE OF PERFECTION I

Through more then a Million Miles of Experience, including single journeys of a thousand miles

over such rough country as that from Seattle to San Francisco, and the carrying of more than

 

 

50,000 passengers by a single Company using Rapid Transit Vehicles.A $550 ‘fMobile I’M, for Two Persons. . “Mame”

A $l,080 Delivery Wagon for Merchants. l Think

Twenty-four styles of carriages, including coupe's, touring wagons, Victoria runabouts, omnibuses, 0f

many styles of delivery wagons, surreys, etc. I

Do Not Fail to Send for

The 1903 “Mobile” Catalogue

GOOD AGENTS WANTED 1903.

THE “MOBILE” COMPAMY OF AMERICA.

Executive Offices, Sales and Storage Rooms: Factory .

“MOBILE” BUILDING, BROADWAY & 54th ST., PHILIPSE MANOR STATION,

NEW YORK. N. Y. C. & H. R. R. ON-THE-HUDSON.

Branches: BOSTON, CHICAGO, DENVER, SAN FRANCISCO, LOS ANGELES.

 

 

 

mfiocofiiobile

STEAM TONNEAU.
We are disappointed in not being able to exhibit our steam tonneau at the New

York Show, but photographs can be seen there and the mechanism of the car ex

plained to all those interested in the same. Our factory is now working on the parts

for these cars and we will be able to make deliveries this Spring. We will be very

much pleased to furnish by mail specifications and details of this new model.

In writing, state if you are a Locomobile owner, and, if so, the style and number of

the car you are using.

THE LOCOI‘IOBILE COFIPANY OF AMERICA,

OFFICES: 7 East 42nd Street, NEW YORK.
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DE DION-DOUTON @
, MotorsmAqumobilcs

THE MUNICIPAL COUNCIL PRIZE,

THE HIGHEST AWARD OF THE PARIS SHOW HAS BEEN GIVEN TO THE g

 

DE DION-BOUTON COMPANY,

WHICH THUS REMAINS KING OF THE INDUSTRY IT CDEATED.

1903 MODELS NOW READY.

KENNETH A; ASKINNE , 5°51}? 179 Clarendon St., Boston, Mass.

_ @160wiebileg
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. _ ' ff a RDERS have been com

 

 

 

  

 

  

ing in at such an as

tonishing rate that we strongly

advise all prospective custom

ers to order at_once. DO IT

NOW. A delay in ordering

means a delay in delivery.

  

 

  

THE l6 H. P LOCOMOBILE GASOLBNE TONNEAU.

THE LOCOMOBlLE COMPANY OF AMERICA, Offices: 7 East 42nd Street, New York.
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Stands for Perfect Construc

D tion, Durability, Comfort in i

g Riding, Style and Finish.| “Ask the Man Who Owns One.”

  

"-oO..,..Qomu...@..oom

PRICE, $2,500.

IT HAS WON THE HIGHEST POSITION OF HONOR IN ALL THESE LEADING CONTESTS.

.

o

O

O

400 Miles—New York-Rochester. IOO Miles—Long Island non-stop. IOO Miles—A. C. A. non-atop. :

_ 100 MiIes—Chicago, non-stop. 500 Miles—N. Y.-Boston-N. Y. 2

i WRITE FOR NEW CATALOG. i

8 —. . a

0 . g

; PACKARD MOTOR CAR COMPANY, = - Warren, Ohio. :

5 NEW YORK, EASTERN DEPARTMENT, 3|7 W. 59th St. CHICAGO, Pardee & Company, 1404 Michigan Boulevard. 2

: PHILADELPHIA, Wm. I“. Rudolph, 30: N. Broad St LOS ANGELES, Norman W. Church, 439 S. Main St. Z

Q BOSTON. H. B. SHA'I‘TUCK 8: SUN, 23:; Columbus Ave. SAN FRANCISCO, H. B. Larzalere. 1814 Market St. :

' C

:Qn-MuOOQOn-mull.Ooon-quQQQu-mnt.Coon-"coo. '00-» not. .0»----u0...,".--."......"--0......a".“....n----n....n...

 

TI-IE SI-IELBY M®T®R QHR QQ.
  

10 H. P. Bombinaiion Two and Four Passenger Bar. 20 H. Touring Car. 20 H. P. Light Dilivery Gar.

Our Exhibit at the New York Show will be found in the “Basement” Space 4.

From a standpoint of Quallty our Exhibit should be located on the “Garden Roof." Come DOWN and see our Exhibit while

attending the show, or write us for Catalogue and particulars. Address Department “ F."

TI-IE SHELBY MGTQR GAR 36., Shelby,, 6M0.
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MECHANICAL VALVES

Their Advantages and Disadvantages Exhaus

tively Dissected and Discussed.

“The craze of the moment is undoubtedly

the mechanically operated inlet valve, and

the ranks of motorists are pretty evenly

divided into two camps—those who sup

port the re-introduction of this system—

tried in the early days of motoring, and dis

carded—and those who believe in the auto

matic opening or the valve by suction," says

that eminently practical journal, the Motor

News.

“Before discussing the advantages and

disadvantages of both systems, there are

two fallacies which we would like to dispel.

The Mercedes proved itself last season to

be the most noiseless car on the market,

and the public at once Jumped to the con

clusion that this was wholly due to the

mechanically-operated inlet valve.

It has been urged that in the case of the

ordinary style the suction is not sufilcient

to open the valves when the engine is work

ing at slow speed. Consequently, when lit

tle work is required, the automatic throttle

is brought into operation. At one moment

the valves remain shut and no gas enters,

the next moment they open and a pretty full

charge is admitted with the result that the

engine runs with a series of spurts, and

much noise is caused. This theory is incor

rect. Even at a slow pace the inlet valve

must open save in exceptional cases when

stuck down by a gummy deposit, which, of

course, cannot occur after the engine has

been once started.

“The cause of the change is really to be

found in the carburetter. The old type is

set to give a perfect mixture at normal

speed when there is a powerful suction, and

consequently a properly proportioned mix

ture. As the speed drops the rush of air

past the spraying nozzle 'decreases, conse

quently the supply of vapor becomes less,

and the proportions of air entering, from

above greater, until- at last'th'é'mixture be

comes so weak that it is non-explosive. and

the engine will stop altogether unles the

pace is accelerated.

“In the Mercedes carburetter, the second

ary air inlet supply is controlled off the gov

ernor so that as the speed of the engine

drops this air inlet is closed. The suction

then acts directly on the spray and draws

up a supply of petrol in proportion to the

supply of air, thus giving an explosive mix

ture even when the amount reaching the

combustion chamber is greatly decreased.

No explosions, therefore, are missed, and

the engine can be run at a slow, and at the

same time, uniform pace with the result

that noise is reduced to a minimum. 7

"We would advance the following evi

dence of the truth of this contention. The

Panhard and Levassor Co. still use the old

type of inlet valves in all their cars under

16 horse power, but in the Krebs carburetter

have introduced the principle which was

adopted in the Mercedes, and with exactly

the same result. The engine now runs

silently.

"Then again, we tested the matter by a

simple experiment. Taking an old pnticrn

Daimler, we, reduced the speed of the on

gine gradually until finally it came to a

standstill. We then half closed the aper

tures to the air cylinder, and were able to

start the engine with the acelerator in the

same position which it occupied before it

came to a standstill, and after that further

reduced the speed without causing a stop

page. .

“Most motorists have found that partly

closing the air inlet facilitates starting. The

cause is the same. The slow pace produced

by the starting handle gives a vitlatcd mix

ture which will not explode, and to remedy

this the air inlet is partly closed until the

engine gets going. '

"The other fallacy arises from the fact

that the piston speed is greater than the

speed of the valves, and wrong conclusions

are drawn therefrom. It is urged—(1) that

as the inlet valve does not open until the

piston has begun to descend, consequently

. such a big charge is not admitted as in the

case of the mechanically operated inlet

valve, which opens exactly at the right mo

ment. (2) That as the spring of the inlet

valve is not sufliciently strong to close it

before the piston begins to ascend on the

compression stroke, consequently part of

the charge is' forced back through the valve.

It is therefore concluded that the mechanic

ally operated inlet valve gives much more

power than the ordinary style.

“And now to deal with (1). It must be

borne in mind that when the piston begins

to descend the suction is very slight and

consequently even if the valve did open at

once the amount of mixture drawn in would

be small. Also, owing to the slow speed of

the engine the mixture (except the new

carburetter is fitted, as in the case of the

Panhard) would consist mostly of air. With

the automatic valve the suction when it

comes is sudden and strong, and from the

moment the valve opens the maximum

quantity of perfectly proportioned mixture

is drawn in. Consequently on this score

the advantage in favor of the mechanically

operated valve is trifling,

"As regards N0. 2, the piston certainly

begins the compression stroke before the

inlet valvc_closes, but in this connection

there are two facts which must be boren in

mind. First the compression at this point

Is almost inapprcciable, and secondly, there

is still a strong rush of mixture through the

induction pipe which oiIers resistance to

the effort of the semi-compressed mixture

to escape for the minute fraction of a sec

ond which it takes the inlet valve to cldse

in. Whetheva minute portion of the mix‘

ture does escape from the combustion cham

ber or not we cannot say, but these theories

are backed up by practical experience, for

leading firms in the trade have tested the
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Distributors of
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WE HAVE GUNSTANTLY 0N HAND

CHOICE BARGAINS

IN SECOND-HAND MACHINES.

A full line of standard French

and American accessories

carried in stock.

STATE YOUR REQUIREMENTS. WE CAN

MEET THEM, IF ANYBODY BAN.
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same engines with both systems, and the

difference in the power generated was al

most inappreciable, except in the ease. of

large engines. It is for this reason that

Messrs. Panhard & Levassor only fit the

mechanically operated valves in cars titted

with engines of 16 horse power and upward.

There may be a slight advantage in favor

of the mechanically opened valve, with

smaller engines, especially if the Mercedes

type of carburetter is fitted, but the ad

vantage is certainly not great.

"Having now pointed out these two falla

cies, we shall proceed to deal with the genu

ine advantages and disadvantages of which

there is no question.

“Starting Facilitated—Ditticulty is often

experienced in starting through a gummy

valve sticking to its seating, so that no

charge can be admitted, or (in the old type

of carburetter) even it the valve does open,

but tardily, such an attenuated charge is ad

mitted that is not explosive. With the me

chanically operated inlet valve, the valve

must open, no matter how slowly the handle

is turned, and with the new carburetter the

mixture must be correct. Consequently.

the engine starts at once.

“Certainty 0t Action.—In the old style the

valve opens sluggishly it the valve seating,

valve stems, or valve stem guides are fouled

with gummy matter. The mechanically

operated valve must open at the correct

moment under every circumstance. Then

again in the old style the tension or the

valve springs must be kept correct and must

be equal, or nearly so, in all the cylinders.

If the spring is too strong, the valve will

open too late; if it is too weak, it will shut

too slowly. A compromise has to be arrived

at which is not absolutely correct either for

opening or shutting. The new system gets

over this trouble.

“Then again, the springs are liable to

break or lose their temper through an over

heated engine, so that the tension becomes

incorrect. Iu fact, in the old style, the

springs require a good deal of attention, and

often give trouble.

"Simplicity.—From a constructional point

of view there is increased complication, but

for the beginner or man who is not expert,

the mechanically operated valve will simpli

fy matters in another direction. There is a

good deal of skill required to keep the valve

springs in the old style of correct tension.

\\'ith the mechanically operated valves no

adjustments are necessary, neither are there

any trivial derangements. It a failure does

occur it will be a serious matter which can

not be set right on the roadside.

"Additional complication from a construc

tional point of view. and additional cost of

manufacture are almost the only serious de

fects. It means an extra cam shaft with

additional gear wheels, wearing parts in the

engine, joints and connections, and in

creased difliculty in getting at the valves.

Even in the best made cars the exhaust

valve cam shaft may cause trouble of a

serious nature. The addition 'of another

cam shaft just doubles this risk.

“So much for the general principles hear

ing on the matter. The size of the engine,

however, is a factor which 'must be taken

into consideration, and this we now propose

to examine.

“Earlier in this article we mentioned that

experiments had shown that the difference

in power gained from the mechanically

operated inlet valves was almost lnappre

ciable in the case of cars of comparatively

small horse power. The theory is simple.

In the small cylinder there is much less

compression space. The least downward

move oi’. the piston causes a very consider

able vacuum pressure which opens the inlet

valve almost at once, and as thespace to be

filled is small, it is filled almost instantly.

“In the larger cylinder, on the other hand,

the compression space is naturally very

much greater, and the downward'motion of

the piston does not expand the large quan

tity of exhaust gas or air in the combustion

chamber, enough to cause a vacuum sufli

clent to open the valve until the piston has

descended further on its downward stroke,

than in the case of the smaller cylinder.

“Then again, in the case of the large

cylinder, the valves are necessarily very

heavy, and require a powerful spring to

shut them quickly enough, and on this ac

count they open tardily. In the small cylin

der the valves are so light that a very light

spring will close them quickly. Messrs. S.

F. Edge & 00. who do not believe in the me

chanically operated inlet valve, have got

over this difficulty, in the Napier car, by

fitting a three-port valve, and consequently

very light springs. Thus the valve opens

almost at once.

“Finally, in the small cylinder the suction

is so quick and so strong that it induces

very great motion of gas in the teed pipe,

which has a greater tendency to continue to

force and compress gas into the cylinder,

even after the piston has begunits compres

sion stroke, than in the case of the large

cylinder. In the latter the picton sucks

more slowly, and does not generate the same

force in the gas of the teed pipe.

“It seem, therefore. to us that while a

mechanically-operated inlet valve is un

doubtedly advantageous in the large cars,

the question still remains to be decided

whether or not, in the case of the smaller

cars, the advantages counterbalance the

drawbacks. This time alone will tell."

The Week's Exports.

British possessions in Africa_1 case motor

vehicle and material, $956.

British Australia—1 case motor vehicle,

$450.

British East Indies—1 case motor vehicle,

$160.

British West Indies—2 cases motor vehicles

and parts, $1,053.

China—2 cases motor vehicles and ma

terial, $1.910.

Liverpool—7 cases motor vehicles, $9,800.

Mexico—1 case motor vehicle. $80.

Malaga—l case motor vehicle, $500.

An automobile said to be valued at $1,500

was chanced off at Dunkirk. N. Y., last week

during a fair held by the local Maccabees

order. Twenty thousand tickets were sold.

High-Glass Spark Dolls Only
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I
HOLLAND MDTUBS.

None so Good.

FOUR SIZES

l M H. P., Air Cooled lor Bloyoles,also all Accessories lorMolorCyolos

I

I 254 H. P.,lllr or Water Cooled,

I 6 H. P.,Walor Cooled.

_ 10

I

I 62 Van Winkle Avenue,

None so Cheap.

H. P., Double Cylinder, Water Cooled.

Semi for Catalogue and Price List.

THE HGLLHND AUTO (‘50.,

JERSEY CITY, N. J

- - - - - - - - -

108 Pages.

 

LI

“Tlrell.B.C. of Eleolrloily”

will help you understand many

things about your car which may

now seem hard of understanding.

50 Gents Par Copy.

THE GOODMAN COMPANY,

r24 TRIBUNE aunomc, NEW YORK.
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al/ “TRUE AS STEEL”
film or . —'1W has an extra significance when IF 2;__-_ applied to ,
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We manufacture them both In Crescent 8,

and Clincher types. II” 4‘ .

NUT ANI] 00H] IlllllEll HUUP, STRIP AND BAR STEEL. IB— '2#'“,_ Ti

Tubing and Rims for Automobilesand Motor Cycles.

Nickel plated “copperized ” and nickel plated automobile ollers.

LAMPS AND ENGINEERS' SETS. DROP FURSINS, SHEET STEEL STAMPING.

THE AMERICAN TUBE 8» STAMPING BIL.
Successors to WILMOT 8:. H0888 MFG. CO.,

BRIDGEF’ORT, CON N., U. S. A.

 

 

 

 

Cllncher Rims.

 

 

 

 

 

  

Automoblle Cans. Steel AMPRU“

No automobillstl can afford to be without one. Will carry gasolene enough to run a vehicle ten miles. Automobile OIIOI'.

m
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The Largest Automobile Supply House in America.

 

 

 

 

 
 

GENUINE FRENCH SPARK PLUGS.

Considered the best plug on the market; 8!.00 each,by mail. Special . ' 7price in quantities. French and American porcelain tubes for repairing;

spark plugs, copper gaskets, etc., etc. MILLER'S ARTI'LLERY RUNNING OEA R.

Material, workmanship and finish guaranteed the finest on the market.

We handle other running gears, Brown-Lipe equalizing gears. transmis

sion and steering gears, steering wheels, etc.,etc.

  

  

 

  

- We carry the largest assortment of lamps in- AL" OMOBILE CLOTHING

lNlTlAL "ANGERS- eluding oil and gas headlights, side lamps, tail Leather coats $8.00; Leather trousers; 86.00; Caps,

Furnished letters or figures, mounted on pat- lamps. etc., large and small, to be found in the $2.00; Gauntlet Gloves,$2.25 per pair. Largest assort

ent leather as required by law. $2.00 each. United States. ment of goggles imported to this country, etc., etc.

See us at the New York Automoblle Show. Spaces 46 47. 48, 49, 50. 5|, January l7lh (0 14th. After that date on can find an Automobile Show, continuous performance, every

day in the year except Sundays and Holidays. at 97, 99, [0| READE 5| REE , NEW YORK CITY.

Our 1903 catalog. the largest and most complete catalog of its kind ever published, will be mailed on request.

CHAS E. MILLER, Manufacturer, Jobber, Importer and Exporter, New York, U. S. A.

 
 

 

 

For DeliveryWagons, Pleasure Coaches, Cabs, Etc.

12 Turner Endless Solid Tire

IS THE IDEAL EQUIPMENT.

In use three years, and has proven its superior

worth.

The Turner Endless Solid Tire among other

severe tests has been used on the electric cabs

of the New York Transportation CO., undergo

ing daily the hardest kind of service, and

giving entire satisfaction.

    {/W/ 2/ v

/ //”/

  

is the only Successful Tire for Heavy Vehicles.

MANUFACTURED BY

THE HARTFORD RUBBER WORKS CO.,

HARTFORD, CONNECTICUT.
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Qonrad Gasolene

$75Q—RUNABQ-UTSi—$75Q

$l25Q—T6URING @ARS—$125Q

  

  

The Biggest Value Ever affered for the Money.

The Runabout is equipped withtan 8 horse power, 2 Cylinder Vertical Motor, is wheel

steer?ri§"and up-to-date in every respect.

.il‘he Touring. Car has. a 12 horse power, 2 Cylinder, Vertical Engine, 9. Slide Gear

Transitfiigsionfgiving1three' speeds forward and one reverse, is fitted with artillery wood

wheels and ["1-2 {M30 detachable tires.

s

0. _

I
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THEBEST SELLING LINE on

THE MARKET.

a
I

‘ AN HGBNC'ZY PRGPGSITIQN—RND H @661) QNB.

 

\‘

Qonrad Motor Qarriaqe Qo.,

BUFFALfi, N. Y.
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INTRODUCING

GROUT STEAM TONNEAU
  

First Steam Tonneau put on American l'larket.

We built the first factory for manufacturing Automobiles in the United States.

GROUT BROS, Orange, Mass.

Write for catalogue and descriptive matter. of other styles.

  

 

 

THE STEHRNS €HR
Received a lot of very favorable comments at the show.

_ ' q” I' 3'" .053»
.tl ‘) ’ 1

"'""h/) ' """H‘ ',.,

“1"!!! I

J

  

The style and eneral design is right. The mot 's vyerful, with a perfect throttle, and r 5 silemtl and wtth no vibration. The attachments on the duh and controls at the

whee are good points, too. The small e r later is ahead of the tiltie,and Cons' ring all l tings. SI'EARNS CARS II‘Q Wflfll'l more than they Cul

m.%:fl3;l:&.323:°¢..55301.at..'.L'::..,.c.. F. B. Stearns (‘30., @leveland, 6.
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4,9999

YOU
have no idea how much good there is in an

AMERICAN
GASOLENE 4'

AUTOMOBILE 

regret it. The best material mone can buy goes into
the construction of this GUARAN'IYEED SUCCESS.

You will be interested in terms to agents. Write

for catalogue.

Tue AMERICAN Moron CARRIAGE 00.,

Sit-$20 East Prospect Street, CLEVELAND, OHIO.

DISTRIBUTORS:

PARDEE & CO . 1404-1 06 Michigan Boulevard, Chicago, Ill.

STANDARD AUTOM BILE CO., I36 West 38th St., New York City.

DRISKO. SNOW & ROSS, Inn, 43 Columbus Ave" Boston, Mass.

WM. l". RUDOLPH, 30: North Broad St. Philadelphia, Pa.
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THE HAYNES-APPERSON
is unique. It is its own type. It has proved the best

for American roads, better than foreign types—better

than the so-ealled "American type" of motor car. It

Is the oldest make in America-one of the oldest In

the world— the most thoroughly developed.

' ‘ z '\

  

It is interesting to note that the 1903 “Improvements” of the ParisShow have all been features of the Haynes-Apperson Car for years.()ur throttle control and sparker with magneto is superior today to the -~

best foreign practice; also our band clutch, free from end-thrust.

We have issued (in addition to our regular catalogue) an interesting booklet that tells

why it is the best Shall we put you down for one? You will greatly oblige us by nam- ~

ing 'l‘mt Mo-ron WORLD when you write. Catalogue free, too.

Runabout, $1200; Phaeton, $1500; Surrey,$1800.

TONNEAU—READY BY SPRING—PARTICULARS LATER.

HAYNES-APPERSON CO., Kokomo. Ind., U.S. A. .
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Don’t Forgethfi

THE

SECOND ANNUAL

Automobile Show

AT PHILADELPHIA,

MARCH 2nd to 7th, inclusive,

UNDER THE AUSPICES OF

The Automobile Club of Philadelphia

and

The Automobile Dealers Association of Philadelphia.

Write at once for diagram, to

SCHLICHTER &; LE CATO, Managers,

712 Girard Building, PHILADELPHIA.

 

 

 

“THE TALK OF THE SHOW.”

THE

“ STEVENS-DUBYEA ”
CASOLENE AUTOMOBILE

The Most Popular Runabout on the Market.

 

It starts from

the seat.

It has a two

cylinder, 7

H. P. Motor

which runs

without noise

or vibration.

  

 

lT SFATS TWO OR FOUR PASSENGRR§.

Not Surpassed in its class for

Speed—Reliability-—~llill climbing.

Price at Factory $1200.00.

J. STEVENS ARMS & TOOL COMPANY,

690 Main Street, CHlCOPEE FALLS, MASS.

NliW YORK OFFICE: 54—56 \Vest 43rd Street. SPACE NO. I25.
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1

THE NEW

Darracq Car

1903 MODEL.

20 and 24 horse power.

Embraces every modern feature heralded from the

Paris Show.

4 Cylinders, Honeycomb Radiator.

Mechanical Operation of Valves.

Automatic Lubrication.

Noiseless and without Vibration.

Motor starting from seat.

Luxuriously Appointed.

Large Wheels, Enlarged Seating Capacity.

An Ideal Motor Car.

Will receive first shipment about January 20, 1903.

AMERICAN DARRACQ AUTOMOBILE C0.

652 HUDSON ST. NEW YORK.

 

 

 

The “Bann-Auto” Wheel

A PERFECT AUTOMOBILE WHEEL.

(FRONT VIEW.)
  

PATENT PBNlthG.

U. B. BANNISTER, Patentee and Sole Owner.

MADE EXCLUSIVELY BY

MUNCIE WHEEL AND JOBBING C0.,

 

  

 

40l Boyce Avenue, MUNCIE. INDIANA.

 

 

SOLAR -§_

Motor = Lamps

Show the Way

Phare Solar No. I. 1160 Candle Power.

We make a score of other styles and

models of Gas and Oil Side Lamps, Head

lights and Tail Lamps which are scien

tifically and substantially constructed.

In operation are Simple, Safe and Satis

factory, All fully guaranteed. Write

for new catalog.

BADGER BRASS MFG. Bl].
KENOSHA, WIS.
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All Doubts Dispelled....All Arguments Answered

The success of the

ELMORE TWO=CYCLE MOTOR

as applied to the Elmore Runabouts and Touring Cars

HAS LEFT THE SCEPTlCS NOT A LEG TO STAND ON.

Runabout TouringCar

7 H. P. l0 H. P.

1450 POUNDS.

1200 POUNDS.

$1400.

$800. ,}

  

While the Show proves Complication in l'lotor Cars is on the increase, the Elmore stands out as the one in

which simplicity and understandabllity rules. it bristles with exclusive features. The two-cycle motor is but one

of them. We’ll be glad to send you full particulars.

 

ELMORE MFG. COMPANY, = Clyde, Ohio.

 

Naturally Takes High RankA

“THE GENERAL”

There was no car at the New

York Show that attracted more

favorable attention. Small

wonder; the combination of

quality and price is unequalled.

Here are a few specifications:

8 H. P. double cylinder engine,

mechanical lubrication requiring

no attention.

Built to go anywhere, and does

it. No vibration and no trouble

anywhere.

Price $900 and immediate de

livery. Agents now being ap

pointed.

THE GENERAL AUTOMOBILE & MFG. CO., CLEVELAND, OHIO.
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Chicago Automobile Show

COLISEUM, FEBRUARY l4=2|.

REDUCED RAILROAD RATES.

The Central Passenger Association

Western Passenger Association

 

 

Note These Instructions Carefully.

On purchasing ticket for the tri to Chicago, ask the ticket agent fora certi

Trunk Line Association ticate on account of the Good R0 1 Convention of the Nntlonnl Anocll

ntlon ol Automolblle hb‘lflllllldlll'tfl- I I I I

' ' On your arriva at t e Co iseurn present it at once to t \e rai road agent w \o wil

New ASSOCIathn be in attendance from Monday to Saturday. He will certin that you have been in

attendance. but it ls necessary for hirn to know that there are at least Ioo holders of

certificates, hence the necessity of delivering them to him immediately on arrival.

have granted reduced rates an account 0f the (100d Roads Your cenificate, when presented at the depot, will entitle you to buy your return

convention 0' ‘he National Assoc‘auon 0' AutomODHe nanu- dCkgl‘izltggeI-di'nxtuiiHiEui'hiygilrh? furnished only on certificates dated not more

‘lCtlll'Cl'S, [0 be hCId It "18 Coliseum, ChICGKO, during III: than three days before the opening of the convention. uor more than two days after

Chiclto Automobih Show, F¢b- 14 10 2| I 1903» Zifiseflis'sgiliia§fdilen§iiie$i2k23ispgiiefii'iilfiiiil'l 23:33.11 fifJé‘ZEZ‘SQZIJI

These associations c0ver all the territory between Cheyenne. or after the clos'ng date, and all return tickets will be {or continuous

  

wyo.,(lncludlng all Points In Colorado) and the Atlantic coast.

EVERY PROHINENT l'lAKER WILL EXHIBIT.

Morning Sessions Free to the Trade.

SAMUEL A. MILES, Mgr., Monon Bldg-., CHICAGO.
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AUTOMOBILE SHOW, CHICAGO, FEBRUARY l4~21.

GOOD ROADS CONVENTION, CHICAGO, FEBRUARY 14~21.

BICYCLE IOBBERS ASSOCIATION MEETING, CHICAGO, FEBRUARY 14—21.

To secure the greatest degree of

COMFORT IN TRAVEL

arrange to take one . ., . '

of the fast trains

of the

MICHIGAN

CENTRAL

Tn: NIAGARA FAus Roure

Through Sleeping Cars

from

BOSTON, ~ y. . _NEW YORK . -"f' ‘_' " ' ~ _

and BUFFALO to ' ' ' '

CHICAGO.
For rates and information

call on lacal agents or write

W. H. UN DERWOOD,

G. E. P. Agt., Bufialo.

O. W. RUGGLES, _

G. P. & T. Agt., Chicago.
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See Where We Lead and watch Others Fnllnw.

Amenrnnn Aurnnlnrle SPARK Gnu
Operates Automatically as either a Vibrator or Plain Coil.

The “American” "v p . American

System at Ignition “is \ jf' L .2 Pneket Ammeter.‘

LEADS /- - I. 11:11-? 1 ‘ V e NOT A TOY.

T H E WORLD. .

Gives output of batteries

You take no chances. ~/' “ 'i '11.; ‘ CORRECTLY.

‘ T _ .V in .13?“ - L. a

AMERIDAN DDUBLE INSULATED MIDA DDIIED SPARK PLUG

And a full line of up-to-date jump spark ignition apparatus.

If you desire the best, write for our catalogue. See our exhibit at New York Automobile 5how

Basement, Space No, 5.

AMERICAN COIL 60., WEST SOMERVILLE, MASS.

 

  

THE NEW

KELLY GENERATOR

for Steam Vehicles is 21 Trouble Saver.

 
 

No Steam Car is complete without one. Does away with drip

cups and all annoyances. Perfected in every way and always reliable.

Strongly made with all connections outside. Easily adjusted.

N0 flaring or flashing in lighting, even in the strongest wind.

Main fire controlled at seat. Compact and neat in appearance and

enclosed in aluminum case.

 

 

1s The New One-Piece Steel Tubular Burner

with entirely new casing. Has no gauze or holes in the bottom, the

air being taken in from the ends, Absolutely eliminates all danger of

fire under-lapping. there are no air-tubes through the continuous
' i i i' stop-tube the burner even if red-hot canth back fire. One of the most

" r 33;" 9a .1 important improvements yet made. Thoroughly tested—as are all our

lee ct“ ‘ / products. Write for circular.

pKELLY HAN LE BAR COMPANY, - Cleveland, Ohio.
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ADAPTED

TO ANY

MACHINE
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LICHT. POWERFUL. RELIABLE.

F'OR

Casolene Motors

 

FOR TON-NEAU AND EVERY

OTHER STYLE VEHICLE.

 

  

Write

BUFFALO OASOLENE MOTOR CO,

9 Bradley Slreel, BUFFALO, N. Y., U. S. A.

ECONOMICAL.

EXHIBITAUTOMOBILESHOW.

'MOHSS.NVV\IS.L¢EIO=IS.LIEll-IXE

  

 

 

STEADY. SPEEDY.

 

THE BILLINGS & SPENOER

ADJUSTABLE

AUTOMOBILE WRENOI-I
IS WITHOUT A RIVAL.

   

DROP FORGED FROM BAR STEEL.

THREE SIZES—l0 inch, I4 inch and I8 inch.

FINISHED IN TWO STYLES. CASE “ARDEN FINISH.

NlllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllSlllllllllllllllWllllllllllllSWllllllJll.

\\’e have added largely to our stock Automobile Forgings and

illustrate them in our new Circular A, which is mailed on request.

OROP FOROIIIBS OF EVERY DESCRIPTION AID FOR ALL PURPOSES.

THE BILLINGS & SPENCER 00., Hartford, Conn, U. S. A.

No. 8 Long Lane, .Aldersgate Street, LONDON, E.C

CONTRACTORS TO M. u. GOVIRNMINT.

 

 

mm“OWM.00m”.OM.0%.:

Dealers Can Control the Business

in their towns when they handle

Spaulclin
It puts money in your {locket and leaves more in those of your customers‘

than any automo ile you can sell them. You are both happy.

Happiness is catching; that's why SPAULI)! NG owners have lots of lriendl

who incr as: the demand.
  

$700 THE PRICE. QUICK SALES THE RESULT.

YOU WANT TO KNOW MORE, WE WANT TO TELL YOU MORE

\VRITE US RIGHT NOW.

Spaulding ROWE Company

BUFFALO, NEW YORK.

MW.“‘ .OO”WW

l

g

i

l

 

  

 

 

 

We have

added largely

to our stock

AUTOMOBILE EOOIPME
and New Circular A tells the story. Mailed on request.

DROP FOROINOS
OF EVERY DESCRIPTION

TO SPECIFICATIONS.

TIIE BILLINOS & SPENOER 00.,

HARTFORD, CONN., U. S. A.

No 8 Long Lane, Aldersgnlc Street, LONDON, E C.
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OIL AND GAS

AUTOMOBILE

SIDE LIGHTS—TAIL LIGHTS

HEAD -LIGHTS.

See l003 Catalogue.

20th Century Mfg. 00.. 17 Warren Street, New York.

A FINE LINE EXHIBITEU AT AUTO. SHOW. N. Y., SPACE N0. 25, FIRST GALLERY.

he Peerless Motor Car Co.

were the first American man

ufacturers to adopt the Vertical

Motor, mounted in front. One

year hence all makers will follow

their lead.

SEE OUR EXHIBIT, NEW YORK SHOW.

THE PEERLESS MOTOR GAR 60., Cleveland, Uhio

_‘

  

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

THE

SPERRY BATTERY

WILL BE READY FOR DELIVERY IN MARCH.

WRITE FOR PARTICULARS. |

NATIONAL BATTERY COMPANY, - BUFFALO, N. Y. I
    

 

Standard Electric Mmms :

  

. _r'-’,-.

. 1., I

. _, 7' 7",
I . :7 13' ~_ , "purl-’

/ / _Q'_ ' ‘ .

THAT ARE NOW USED ON ALL

THE MOST SUCCESSFUL ELEC

TRIC AUTOMOBILES in the country.

  

Our machine is the MOST EFFICIENT and

PRACTICAL OF THEM ALL—as demon- H

stratu- by hundreds of them in daily use 1]] ‘

over t1: country.

 

 

. kw .

In

obile Batteries from

  

Converter for (Alarming Aut

t .emanng ‘urrent.

THE ELWELL=PARKER ELECTRIC co.CLEVELAND, 01-110. ~ < Dime-".1"
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Hoods, Fenders,

RadiatorsJanks.

MUFFLERS.

Do 'you want the best on the market ?

YOU CERTAINLY DO.

Did you ever get angry and say llllngs you ought not to, because that tender or hood

rattled when it had been on but a short time? Then it was because you did not have a RAY

ANTI-RATTLER. Write for circulars, prices, etc.

ANY STYLE DESIRED.

RAY AUTOMATIO MAOIIINE 00., l, 3 & 5 Water Si., Cleveland, 0.

THE NEW

Crestmobiles
$600 AN” $750.

AIR cools-o. GAN'T FREEZE

NO CHAINS. SHAFT DRIVE.

Simplest Car on the Market.

SPACE IIO, NEW YORK SHOW.

00., Broadway, Portland and Davis Sis., Cambridge, Mass.

  

 

 

 

 

BRECHT’S RUNNING GEARS

Don’t Buy

before you see our

display at the

Chicago Show,

Feb. r4-2r.

  

 
T . -.

a] See some of the

" " ow Features.
r’I/rmlwr: .Vafl'umr/ Armcialr'an of Aulnmolu'lr 1\’rxr/lrfle.mrI-r_\'.

BREGHT AUTOMOBILE 00.,

I200 Cass Avenue, ST. LOUIS. MO.

 

 

 

 

HERE IT IS!
 

 

The Hoffman Four

leinder 16 Horse

Power Motor. : : : :

  

PRIGB, $250.00.

H. L. HOFFMAN MOTOR ('26.,

30 West Randolph St" GHIGHGO, ILL.
 

 

The Automotor
A specially constructed,

powerful touring car,

designed for those who

place quality before price.

OUR OUTPUT IS LIMITED.

EARLY ORDERS MEAN

EARLY DELIVERY.

  

Correspondence invited. .

AUTOMO'POR CO., Springfield, Mass.

we EXHIBIT AT NEW YORK snow.

 
 

BOUGIE HERZ

SPARK PLUG.

Money roiunded, If after 30 days' trial the Plug is not

in every way satisfactory.

Guaranteed for Six Months.

The only spark plu in the world guaranteed against anything and

everything, except a 5 edge hammer. Once in your motor it never ,'

needs to be taken out. It is impossible to carbonize it. Will spark

just as well in oil. There are no points to break or loosen. No

mica to leak or porcelain to break. The BOUGIE HERZ PLUG

is worth its weight in gold to any one owning a gasolene engine.

USED ENTENSIVELY THROUGHOUT ALI. EUROPE.

  

Latest Plug

as used by the

Mercedes

and DeDion type.

PRICE. $3.00

30 ans' Trial FREE.

80L: lMPom-lzn ron U. 8. AND CANADA.

E. J. WILLIS, 8 Park Place, New York.

  

 

 

HOFFMAN
MOTOR CAR,

$800—$950.
Equal to any $2500 Automobile

made.

7-horse power gasolene engine, the sim

plesl, most easily controlled, and most re

‘ liable machine on the market.

A combination single seat or double seat,

for two or Iourcpersons. Can be changed

iri fifteen secon s.

Fills all requirementsds thorougth practical.

SALES AGENTS WANTED.

See our EXHIBIT at New York and

Chicago Shows.

Send for CATALOGUE and Complete Details.

The Hoffman Automobile & Mfg. Co.,

  

l520 Lake Street,

CLEVELAND, 0.

 

 

THE M. SEWAIIO &. SON 00.
NEW HAVEN, CONN.

MANUFACTUIERS OF

CARRIAGE

HARDWARE
AND

ld‘P.'P.El'JP§
We are prepared to make estlmates from drawings or models

and guarantee first-class work.
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The Week’s Patents.

718,072. Running Gear for Vehicles. Alfred

S. Baldwin, Syracuse, N. Y. Filed November

23, 1901. Serial No. 83,450. (No model.)

Claim—1. In a running gear for vehicles,

front and rear axles supporting trusses and

reach bars connecting the same, the rear

truss comprising separated lengthwise bars

and separate tie bars uniting the ends of the

lengthwise bars, said tie bars having sub

stantially central openings and annular bear

ings, separate sleeves secured in the open

ings, in combination with separate axles

journaled in the bearings and having their

inner ends provided with a driving member,

and removable wheel supporting flanges se

cured in the outer ends.

718,076. Battery. Louis Begeman, Cedar

Falls, Iowa. Filed January 7, 1902. Serial No.

88,753. (No model.)

Claim—1. An electric battery comprising in

combination a containing vessel adapted to

form a positive pole electrode, 'a depolariz

ing agent forming a lining for said cell, a

lining of wire gauze or netting in the inter

sticcs or meshes of which said depolarizing

agent is partially embedded and supported, a

protecting shield covering said gauze or net

ting, and a negative pole electrode situated

within said vessel.

718,096. Vehicle Wheel. Lewis J. Cook,

Battle Creek, Mich. Filed September 22, 1902.

Serial No. 124,311. (No model.)

Claim—1. In a vehicle wheel, a hub sleeve

having external right and left threaded por

tions near each end, a pair of spoke collars

engaging therewith provided with crotch logs

and set screws, a felly provided with spoke

thimbles and end sleeves, each sleeve em

bracing a spoke thimble riveted within the

same, a tire provided with an inside rib en

gaging a corresponding groove in the telly,

together with a set of spokes having lugs,

collars and tents, the whole made and ar

ranged substantially as shown and described.

718,097. Motor Vehicle. Charles Crompton,

Worcester, Mass. Filed September 25, 1901.

Renewed December 3. 1902. Serial No.

133,778. (No model.)

Claim-1. A motor vehicle including a

driven axle, a vertical driving shaft con

nected thereto and having a universal joint,

:1 driving gear mounted in bearings rigid

with the vehicle body, said shaft extending

through said gear, a flexible connection be

tween the driving gear and the driving shaft,

and a motor carried by the body and con

nected to the driving gear.

718,131. Mufiier for Gas or Gasolene En

gines. Joseph F. Kurtis, Springfield, and

Herman F. Miller, Dayton, Ohio, assignors to

George J. Ihrig and Ernest C. Ihrig, Spring

field, Ohio. Filed July 21, 1902. Serial No.

116,329. (No model.)

Claim—1. A mufller comprising a receiving

head adapted to be connected with the ex

haust pipe and provided with internal battle

plates and with means for regulating the ad—

mission of the exhaust gases, a discharge

head also provided with internal baflie

plates, a‘plnrality of pipes connecting the re

ceiving and discharge heads, and means for

regulating the escape of the exhaust gases

after passing through the discharge head,

substantially as described.

718,161. Motor Vehicle. Oscar H. Schild

back, South Bend, Ind. Filed March 28, 1902.

Serial No. 100,496. (No model.)

Claim—1. In a motor vehicle, the combina

tion with the body portion having upon its

under side a motor support, said motor sup

port consisting of parallel bars grooved upon

their miter sides, and a motor the upper end

portions of which are provided with lugs 0r

projections adapted to be adjustably and re

movably mounted in the said grooves of the

parallel bars.

718,213. Motor Vehicle. \Viliiam Norris,

Preston, England, ilSSigIIOI' to T. Coulthard &

CO., Limited, Preston, England. Filed July

22, 1902. Serial No. 116,517. (No model.)

Claim—1. In a steam propelled road vehi

cle, a front platform of the vehicle, a boiler

carried thereon, a fuel bunker immediately

in front of the boiler adapted to form a.

buffer in case of a collision, and a driver’s

seat, steering wheel and controlling lever at

one side of the boiler, substantially as and

for the purpose set forth.

718,231. Motor Vehicle. William E. Whit

bread, Godalming, England, assignor of one

lialf to Robert Corkling, London, N. W., Eng

land. Filed June 7, 1902. Serial No. 110,650.

(No model.)

Claim—1. In a vehicle the combination of

a frame carrying a leading wheel and two

following wheels, a resilient support on the

frame for the fore part of the vehicle, a rod

forming a pivotal connection between the

frame, the support and the vehicle, and serv

ing also as a steering spindle and operative

connections between the spindle and the

front wheel.

718,244. Supporting Shoe for Vehicles

with Air Tires. Leon Combrun, Clichy-on

the-Seine, France. Filcd August 25, 1902.

Serial No. 120,993. (No model.)

Claim. A supporting shoe for vehicles

with pneumatic tires composed of two angle

irons and a connecting plate bearing on the

ground and having lateral arms, one pair of

which is rigidly secured to one of the angle

irons, the other pair bcing pivoted to the

opposite angle iron, each arm being provid

cd with a profile to tit the sides or edges of

the rim and being provided with means to

clamp the arms against the rim substantial

ly as described and for the purpose set

forth.

718,275. Wheel for Road Vehicles. Glen

cairn S. Ogilvie, Woodbridge, England.

Filed March 19, 1902. Serial No. 98,879.

(No model.)

Claim. In a whch having a continuous

outer ring or tire separate from the telly and

movable circumfei'cntiaily thereon, stops

such as projecting from the telly and projec

tions such as from the outer ring in combina

tion with elastic balls or their equivalents

intcrposed between them to constitute an

elastic driving medium between the telly

and the outer ring,- substantially as de

scribed.

718,299. Valve for Gas Engines. Edwin E.

Arnold, Pittsburg, Pa, assignor to the West

inghouse Machine Company, a corporation

of Pennsylvania. Filed May 22, 1902. Se

rial No. 108,541. (No model.)

Claim 1. The combination with a hollow

valve having a horizontally projecting stem,

of an internal, tubular bearing for said stem,

and means for supporting said bearing inde

pendently of the stem.

718,824. Means for Locking the Steering

Mechanism of Motor Vehicles. Edward Dev

lin, Paterson, N. J. Filed September 18,

1902. Serial No. 123,864. (No model.)

Claim 1. In a steering gear for motor ve

hicles, the combination of a locking member,

a steering spindle slidable through the lock

ing member and connected therewith for

both parts to turn together at all times, a

movable locking member arranged for en

gagement with said turnable locking mem

ber, and means for controlling said movable

locking member.

718,334. Igniter Apparatus for Gas En

gines. William P. Flint, Pittsburg, Pa., as

signor to the Westinghouse Machine Com

pany, a corporation of Pennsylvania. Filed

June 26, 1902. Serial No. 113,374. (No

model.)

Claim 1. In igniting apparatus for gas en

gines, the combination with a dynamo, a sec

ondary battery and an igniting device, of a

switchboard having a spark coil and

switches so constructed and arranged as to

connect either or-both ~ of the Sources of

energy with the coil and igniting device.

 

  

 

/

’
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718,482. Cooling Means for Explosive En

gines. Fred A. Law, Hartford, Conn., as

signor, by mesne assignments, to Morton

Trust Company, trustee, a corporation of

New-York. Filed June 26, 1899. Serial No.

721,882. (No model.)

Claim 1. The combination with an explo

AUTOMOBILE

MOUNTINGS

Polished" Brass.
Metal Mouldings, Tonneau Door

Fasteners (6 styles), Door Locks,

Key Hole Covers,

and mam,r other

articles.

sion engine, of a steam supply and a con

ductor between the steam supply and the ex

haust chamber of the engine. the outlet or

said conductor being arranged in proximity

to the exhaust valve, whereby team is con

tantly supplied to the exhaust chamber so

as to impinge against said valve and the ad

Jacent valve parts when the exhaust valve

is closed, substantially as described.

 

The Autolytc Novelty

ACETYLENE HEADLIGHT,

With Candle Attachment. Do not fail

to see it.

  

Inside Handle Finishing

Nuts and Washers.

  

Send for catalogue of Kelecom Motors,

Imported Horns,

Baldwin Spark Plugs.

A. H. FUNKE,

No. 325 Broadway, NEW YORK.

TONNEAU DOOR HANDLES,

Manufactured by

THE. ENGLISH 8 MERSICK CO.,

NEW HAVEN, CONN, u. s. A.

 

 

 

THE h‘ORG

Gasolene Burner.

Best and Most Effective

Burner Manufactured.

PETER FORG, Somerville, Mass.

CHAS. E. MILLER, Agent, New York.

At New York Automobile Show, spaces 4h-5r, january

17-24 inclusive.

A. L. DYKB Agent, 5‘. Louis, Mo.

 

  

  

Ullll SPARK PLUG

m
Watch for our

Spark Boil Next Week.

Crescent Machine Co.,

DETROIT, MICH.

 

 

ACME
line-Piece

Automobile Engines

ESPECIALLY

ADAPTED FOR

REPLACEMENTS.

Acme Engines are all they ought

to be and a little more.

Prompt Deliveries.

If you are interested, better

write us.

lioohesiar Machine Tool Works

Rochester. N. Y.

  

 

ARTILLERY

WOOD

AUTUMOBILE

WHEELS.

ARTILLERY

STEEL

WHEELS.

Drop Forged

Machined

v. SieeringDevlees

' STEEL RIMS for

both Wood and

Wire Wheels.

New Bat-2F“ ‘ E

now ready.

I. l. WESIUN 00..
SYRACUSE, N Y.

MIESVILLE, N. Y.

  

i

‘1

i

BARRY & HAYES,

UNITED STATES AGENTS FOR THE

-' i Georges Richard French Automobiles,

PANHARD. RENAULT AND MERCEDES CARS,

WITH IMMEDIATE DELIVERY.

GARAGE AND SALESROOMS: 33 i0 39 East 58th Street, NEW YORK CITY.

\vm EXHIBIT A'l‘ THE SHONV.
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Baldwin Automobile Dotaohablo Chain Bo.

WORCESTER, MASS.

ARE THE PIONEERS.

  

PATENTED DEC. 18, 1900.

BALDWIN CHAINS
are the standard for

SIZE, WORKMANSHIP and FINISH

WUIII] . WHEELS

Artillery or Compress Band.

W. K. PRlllIlIEN 8:. 60.,

408 Michigan Avenue,

LANSING, MICH.

 

  
 

 

 

Ask the Man who rides

. The General Runabout if he is

satisfied. Ask the Agents about

their sales. Ask us for full in

formation and descriptive catalog

 

THE GENERAL AUTO. & MFG. G0.

 

YIIU CAN DO YIIUR OWN REPAIRING.
THE

.lsrrnrrrro
Screwllutting

LATHE
will do all your work.

~wings lo inches; 25

riches between centers

r r longer Equipped

' with Face Plate, Cen

ter», Change Gears.

Price: quofnl on application.

F. FRASSE CO.,38 Cortland St.,NewYork

a! \ t'l
  

  

 

DcDion Bouton & C0.

PARIS, FRANCE.

Standard Gasoline Motors and

Automobiles of the World.

De Dion Motors are used by leading manufacturers all over

the world.

THE TRADE SUPPLIED.

Address all communications to

K. A. SKINNER,

Sole United States Agent,

I79 Clarendon 5t., (near Bovlston) BOSTON, MASS.

 

'—

IIIIR

40h

-_-—\

IIIIIHIISS NING GIIIR '

is}

I New Features and is up-to-date. I

Made in all sizes from runabouts to

transfer wagons.

“'e are manufacturers of everything for

Sre CA TALOGUE.

NEUSTADT-PERRY ITO-twsii‘.’ we???“

automobiles.

 

Seamless Steel,

BOILER SHELLS,

PRESSLJ RE IRESERVCDIRSI

"rth

GASOLENE TANKS.

STEEL SHAPES STAMPED OR DRAWN.

IANNEY. STEINMETZ 8t 00., Philadelphia.
 

 

 

Memb: r of the

National Association

of Automobile

Manufacturers.

ii

THE DOW'STH

  

  

E BEST BY EVERY TEST

FOR PRICES AND PARTICULARS

THE DOW PORT. ELECT. ,CQ.

are TREMONT sr. BOSTON, MASS.

r r|35 BROADWAY. N.Y

r9 LA SALLZ $1 CHICAGO. —

  

WRITE TO HARRY R. GEER

St. Louis, Mo.

I213 FILBEPT ST. PHIL. PA.
  

   

All Sizes and Shapes,

also fitted with flex

ible metal tubes.

Finest Quality Bulbs. Clear, tourt Tones.

NICKEL PLATED on Pousth onnss.

Send for iIlustratetl list and bust terms.

EUGEN BAEDEKER,

I7 Newcastle Street,

Farrlngdon Street.

LONDON, E. C.

 

 

NEW PROCESS

PINIONS
Greatly reduce noise and vibration and make

a strong talking point in selling an

automobile. Better try them.

WE ALSO MAKE METAL GEARS.

The New Process Raw Hide C0.

SYRACLISE, N. X’

 

 

 

 

 

EEP the auto up to

the top notch of

speed and ease of

running by using Dixon’s

Graphitoleo. Ask for a

free sample and booklet 83

about it.

jOh'lil'll DIXUN (.‘RUCIBIJE COMPANY,

Jar:qu ClTV.
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llo You Want Satisfaction?

_ The boiler proposition we have to offer will

' give it to you. Our boilers will cause you no

trouble.

THEY ARE THE BEST! THE PRICE

IS RIGHT!

See our exhibit at Chas. E. Miller‘s spaces, 46,

47,455,“), 50 and 5t, at the Automobi e Show,

Madison Square Garden. January next.

STEAM CARRIAGE BOILER CO., - Oswego, N. Y.

  

 

Improve Your Circulation

BY USING

THE LOBEE PUMP
Increases and gives a PUNITIVE cir

culation to the CUUIII'II! Witter for all

Gust-line Mirtrmr. Simple. Cheap

Durable, Efllt'iout. easy to apply.

Sent on trial to responsible pnrtiea.

Lobae Pump 8 Machinery Co.

120-136 Terrace Buffalo, N. Y.

MONOGRAM OILS AND GREASES
SPECIALLY ADAPTED FOR

AUTOMOBILE IUBRICATION
WHITE POI CATALOGUE AND PRICE LIST.

Columbia Lubricants 00., 22 Hurling Slip, New York.

JENKINS 8C BARKER

Succsssons To CHAS. L. BURDE'I‘T

50 State St., HARTFORD, CONN.

Patents and

Patent Gauses

  

 

 

AUTOMOBILE PATENTS A SPECIALTY

CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED

FOLLOW THE FLAG

 

  

Detroit Fast Trains

cm“ 0 M Through

St Lfiuls \ Sleeping Cars

' la Dining Cars1, l -.

Kansas titty n cm Gm

Omaha Free Reclining

And the West Chill 9m

THE ONLY LINE RUNNING FREE RECLINIIIG CHAIR OARS

BETWEEN NEW YORK AIID CHICAGO.

FAMOUS “CONTINENTAL LIMITED," leaves New

York foot of Franklin Street at a.a_r, p. m., foot of West 41d

Street 0.45 p. m., arrives Detroit 7.30 a m., Chicago 3.30 p. in.

St. Louis 7.15 p. m., Kansas City 7 is second morning.

“ LACKAWANNA LIMITED," leaves New York act 0!

Barclay or Christopher Streets at iooo a. m., arrives Detroit

3.00 a. m., Chicago io.5o a. m.. St. Louis 1.00 p. m., Kanaaa

at! 9.30 p. in. next day.

l'ON'I‘ARIO & WESTERN EXPRESS," leaves New

York foot of Franklin Street at 5.40 p. m., foot of West 41d

Street 6.00 p. m., arrives Detroit 2.05 p. m., Chicago 9.30 p, in.

Also trains eaving at 2.00 a. m., 1,00 p. in. ,6.20 p. m., 7.45 p. m.

For information in regard to rates, etc., apply to

H. B. McCLELLAN,

General Euhrn Agent,

37 Broadway, New York.

 

  

WANTS AND FOR SALE.
15 cents perline of seven words, cash with order.

 

AUTOMOBILES bought, sold and exchanged.

C. A. COE't' & CO., gr I Cottage Grove Ave.,

Chicago, Ill.

 

FOR SALE—i0 h-p. Autocar Tonneau, 1903

model, new and in fine running order; cost

$1,825; with gas lamp, baskets, etc. Will sell

complete, reasonable offer considered. Address

AUTOCAR, 12 TV. Read St., Baltimore, Md.
 

NNUAL SALE—Fine second hand Mobile,

5375. Elegant new Mobile with top, 5700—

or make offer. C. O. REICHERT. New Haven,

Conn.
 

3,500 Owners of Automobiles in the U. S.

1,300 PI‘OSDCCIIVC Buyers from Maine I0 Cat.

Who have asked for

Prices and Catalogs In the past 60 days.

.\ll neatly copied in bound book, in alphabetical order. The

best list in the US, and prepared by us carefully and correctly

We guarantee the list satisfactory. Price, $I0.00.

FISHER AUTOI'IOBILE CO., INDIANAPOLIS, IND.

THE AUTOGAS
DRY BATTERIES.

80 per cent. more effl

cloncy than anv other.

Standard Everywhere.

WM. ROCHE, 42 Vesey St., New York.

J. A. SCOTT MOTOR WORKS,

2| lO-I2-l4 Washington Ave.,

sr. Loots, me.

Are building for the Automobile Trade the following sizes

and styles of Gasolene Englnee. Single Cylinder

“454. Double Opposed Horizontal, five sizes, 6, 8, to, 1:, :5

li . Double Cylinder Vertical, 3 sizes, 6, 8, i5 h.p. Four

Cylinder Upright, 4 sizes, l2, i8, :2, 30 h. p.

Write and tell its your wants. Remember that the quality

will remain long after the price is forgotten.

ELECTRIC STORAGE.

We are specialists in this line, our organization being thor

oughly experienced, and the Station completely equipped with

every modern devrce for proper maintenance.

l'letropolitan Motor Car CO.,

I54 East 57th Street, New York Clty.

Telephone 3473 33th Street.

home Safety Steam Throttle Valve
Steam supplied gradually—Shuts 05 at either end of

lever orward 0r backward—N0 wrong way—

 

 
  

, New STANDARD

answer
MAASQOASOl-INEIENGINE

nav aar'rrnv

  

 

 

 

> Can be removed and reground without

~ disconnecting any pipe.

i F CAN BEAPPLIEDTO ANY STEAM VEHICLE,

‘ ' Write for descriptive circular.
I

if: none snass oo., Springfield, 0.

Patentees and Sole Manufacturers.

NEW AND SECOND-HAND MACHINES

Bought, Sold and Exchanged.

If you‘re looking for a good car for little money

now is the time and this the place to get it.

If you have a car to dispose of ditto. Cash or

trade. Call or write us.

NEW YORK AUTO EXCHANGE, 178G BROADWAY.

  

 

 

Dyke’s Castings of

Bike Engins.

$7.50 UP.

Full Line Bike Parts.

A. L. OYKE, I402 Pine St.,

ST. LOUIS.

Sand stain for Catalo e.

 

it?” SIMMONS “£11

STEAM CARRIAGE

SPECIALTIES.
Attractive catalogue sent upon application.

  

"0 Centre Street, New York Clly.
 

 

SMITH do MABLEY,

3i 3-3 I 5 Seventh Ave.. New York,

AUTOMOBILES.

IMPORTERS

PANHARD. RENAULT.

DISTRIBUTORS

CHIRROII, GIRIIRIIUT l Y0llll CARS NlIll III IIIIRICII.
 

  
  

MALTBY

POWER AIR PUMP

MALTBY AUTOMOBILE

and MANUFACTURING C0.

  

 

  

 

 

  

IO CLINTON St. BROOKLYNNY.

IIIE [IllilllllllllllE IlllllPlIIIY

OF AMERICA.

7 East 42d Street, NEW YORK.

A eney ooneefindenoe may be addressed to New York

8 0 ea or nearest Branch Ofioe.

Automobile Exchange

& Storage Company,

mm 139 West 38th Street,

NEW YORK.

UNOER ENTIRE NEW MANAGEMENT.

Now making extensive alterations and improvements.

  

 

 

LOOK FOR SPECIAL ANNOUNCEMENTS AFTER

NEW YORK SHOW.

 

Get a Good

Night’s Rest
THIS ALWAYS ASSURED

When you use the

Gomparlment Sleeping liars

CINCINNATlmto CHICAGO

O H 8:. D “no Monon

A room to yourself.

Regulate the heat, light

and ventilation to suit

your convenience.

Every necessary toilet

convience in your room.

Ask any ticket agent lor train schedules,

or address

D. G Enwanos, P. T. M., Cincinnati, 0.
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White __S_team Touring Car

Is a Steam Car of Chassis Construction with the Distance of

a Gasolene and the Ease of Operation of anElectric.

 

To the principle of producing

great power and wasting practically

' none of it is due much of the suc

cess of the “White.” which of all

automobiles has to its cred t four

first awards in the New York

Rochester endurance test oi 1901;

four first awards in the New

York-Boston-New York reliabil

ity run of 1902, and its perfect

scores for reliability in the great

English 650-mile reliability

trials of 1902. But one other car

acliieved this distinction in the

English 'l‘iials. 'l‘hese marvelous

t-iumphs may be taken as an ac

curate criterion of the “White’s”

supremacy.

  

PRICE. $2,000. 00

SPECIFICATIONS.

SEATING CAPACITY, . . FOLII‘ EXTREME W'IDTI'I, - . ~ 5 feet

RATED HORSE POWER, . . Ten i EXTREI'IE HEIGHT, . . . 5 TL, 2 in.

ENGINE, ‘ . . . . Compound CAPACITY OF GASOLENE TANK, I0 gals.

WHEEL BASE, . . . . 6 IL, 8 in. CAPACITY OF WATER TANK, I5 gals.

TREAD, - - - - - 4 It. 8 in- i Condenser, Two Independent Set of Brakes,

WHEELS. - - - - _ 30 “lanes i Automatic Cylinder and Engine Lubricator.

TIRES, (Goodrich Clincher) . 4 inches _

WEIGHT, (Tanks Filled) . . I600 lbs. , EQUIPMENT z—Condenser, Side Lamps, Set of

EXTREME LENGTH, . . . l0 feet Tools, Horn, Tool Case.

SUCCESS in every-day use, in reliability contests, in races, and in record-trials, has proved the “White” system of motive

power to be the most noteworthy achievement of automobile developments. The 1903 “White” is equipped with

every improvement which our experience has shown would be of advantage to the car. Greater power and economy,

and greater ease of operation, combined with the noiselessness, has always characterized it.

These advantages are secured by means of a compound engine, the “White” special condenser, a chainless drive,

automatic'cylinder and engine, lubrication, two independent sets of brakes, and a variety of minor improvements,

which assure the “White” purchaser that his vehicle possesses a system of producing and conserving energy unexcel ed in

the automobile realm.

Salety is the “White” keynote. The “White,” as is now well understood, has no boiler, and a boiler expiosion IS,

therefor, impossible. The power of the “White” car is produced in a generator, in which the possibility of accident is non

existent. '

The working parts being entirer encased, the “White” is impervious to mud and (lust ; while its operating parts are so

arranged that a lady need have no fear of soiling even a glove in running the car.

WHITE SEWING MACHINE COMPANY

(Automobile Department.) CLEVELAND, OH“).

22 Union Square, New York, N. Y. 609 Main St., Buffalo, N. Y.

509 Tremont St, Boston, Mass. 300 Rose Building, Cleveland, Ohio.

300 Post St., San Francisco, Cal. 4259 Olive St., St. Louis. Mo.

2l2 Woodward Ave., Detroit, Mich. l76l Stout St., Denver, Colo,

5979 Centre Ave., East End, Pittsburg, Pa.

Banker Bros. C0., corner Vine and Broad Sts . Philadelphia, Pa.

Walter C. White, European Representative, 19 Princes St., Westminster, London, England.
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PLEASURES OF AUTOMOBILING

WILL BE GREATLY ENHANCED BY THE USE OF

HARTFORD or DUNLOP

PNEUMATIC TIRES

The ORIGINAL and “MODEL” TYPES of SINGLE I

AND DOUBLE TUBE TIRE CONSTRUCTION

Appreciating the fact that requirements vary as to Single Tube and Detachable Tire

Construction, we offer the most reliable of both types—The Honest Sfandards.

THEY WERE BEST YEARS AGO. AND YEARS OF INTELLIGENTLY PERSISTENT

CAREFULLY DIRECTED EFFORT HAS MADE THEM BETTER TO-DAY. 1

  

 

 

 

Where Quali is desired—where Comfort, Durability, and Prot ‘on against Annoyances is wanted—

where All-’rou Satisfaction is demanded—the tires should he opted. Let us prove this to you by

sending you signed statements from some of e most prominent makers and users in this country.

The Hartford Rubber Works Company, Hartford, Conn.
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Specify the “Bribe” Battery.
EXIDE BATTERY DEPOTS

NEW YORK 148 W“! 18th Street. CHICAGO, 264 Michigan Boulevard.

PHILADELPHIA, 250 North Broad sum. FOR FURNIWINO AND CARING FOR I ST- LOUIS. 3931 Olive Street

BUPPALO, ZOO POII’I Street. V EX|DE BATTER|55_ 2 DETROIT, IO] WWW-I'd AVENUE.

ROCHESTER, 150 South Avenue.

THEELECTRIC STORAGEBATTERYCo.

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

NEW YORK, 100 Broadway. BOSTON, 00 State St.

BALTIMORE, Continental Trust Building, CLEVELAND. New England Building.

SAN FRANCISCO, Nevada Block. DETROIT, Michigan El. CO., 10! Woodward Ave.

HAVANA, CUBA, G. F. Greenwood Mgr., 34 Empadrado St.

PHILADELPHIA. Allegheny Ave. and 19th St.

CHICAGO, Marquette Building.

ST. LOUIS, Wainwright Building.

 

  

  

New to the trade, but

thoroughly tested.

 

I

MANUFACTURED

by an established concern

with a reputation to sustain

WE EIIIBIT AT THE cnchoo snow.

THE KIRK MANUFABTURING 00.,

TOLEDO,

.~
’

' . 1;,

7' ~ I _ ' ‘ -

. t" -" ' | -

' ' I '_ .

I , ‘ a > .

I - , -. -. . Y I

t , I

I / ~

/ Q

-

I

 

 

    

Si?

OHIO.

 

WE ARE MANUFACTURERS OF THE

Standard Electric Motors

THAT ARE NO“! USED ON ALL

THE MOST SUCCESSFUL ELEC

TRIC AUTOMOBILES in the country. _ h ‘ ,._n

a ‘ I:
Our machine is the MOST EFFICIENT and C. . . h 1, .7:

. , -_ ,, PRACTICAL OF THEM ALL—as denon- _ - '
\ . _ V I i. _ _ L \‘ . .

W_~_ ¢ .

Converter for Charging Automobile Batteries from Q

Alternating Current. ‘ '

THE ELWELL=PARKER ELECTRIC co.

  

over th. country. _

CLEVELAND, OEIIO. “uh.
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' ABOUT TIRES.

EXTRACT EDOM WINTON MOTOR CARRIAGE C0.

1903 CATALOGUE:

TIRES—The matter of tires is an important one

and the quality recommended and used by us is the

best product oi the [ire manufacturing industry. In

Jr specifying tor our lire equipment we demand, above

A

as
IQQQQGQGQGQQQWQQG‘ZGC‘E2222222222222222222‘

2222.
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@3 all else, the very highest quality—price is an utter

consideration. The results are to our complete satis

_ Iaction, our tirc being one back 0! which its manutac

turcrs stand. It is 0! the double tube, clincher type.“

\\
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Goodrich Clincher Automobile Tires are regular

equipment on Winton Cars for 1903.

THE D. F. GOODDICH COMPANY,

AKRON RUBBER WORKS,

€€€€€€8€6€6€€

'G

for?as:

G!
Manutacturcrs Original American Clincher,

{-33%
. NEW YODK, CHICAGO, SAN FDANCISC , DOSTON,

DraDChcs- 1699 Broadway. IIII Lake Street. 392 Missio reel. 157 Summer Street.

BUFFALO, PHILADELPHIA, DETROIT, DENVER,

9 West IIuron Street. 922 Arch Street. 80 East Congress Street. It“ Curtis Strcct.

38685865’388888 22222222222222it

fl‘éZe’KéZ
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THE AUTOCAR

It’s a marvel l! !
  

10 n. Pjaksa‘LEm—e .._

We made the Autocar first.

The“ price after.

It is the finest piece of mechanism obtainable at any price; upon inves

tigation you will say THIS IS TRUE. We are the largest makers of

light touring cars in this country, and attend to the making only, leaving the

sales and agency end of it to the following, to whom you should apply.

They will be pleased to send catalogue and information.

  

‘< QQISTRIBUTING AGENTS:

NEW YORK, N. Y., - - ' - ART; SPALDING 8: BROS., - - - 33 West 42d Street

PHILADELPHIA, PA., ’ - - BANKER BROSQCO" - - - _ - 631 North Broad Street

IlOS'l'ON, MAss., - - - H. B. SHATTUCK & SON, ~ - — 239 Columbus Avenue.

WASHINGTON, D. C., - - NATIONAL CAP. AU'l‘O. CO., - - - 1124 Connecticut Avenue.

PITTSBURG, PA., - — - BANKER BROS. CO., - - - ~ Baum and Beatty Streets.

CmCAGo, ILr.., ‘ - - - F. P. ILLSLEY, ‘ ~ - - . - ~ 284 Wabash Avenue.

Drawn, Coco, ' - - FELKER CYCLE CO., - - - - 1535 Tremont Street.

L05 ANGELES, CAL, - - HEINEMAN & PRATT, - - - - 705 South Main Street.

THE AUTOCAR CO., Ardmorc, Pa.
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CONSERVATIVE IMPROVEMENT

in every detail, perfect riding qualit' simplicity of construc

tion and in manipulation, absolute iability under all con

ditions, serve to make the Model “E”

( c?on

TOURING CAR

theInorth star in the automobile firmament. Wheel base increased to 78 inches; artillery wheels and

three inch tires; full elliptic springs; an auxiliary brake on drums attached to the rear wheels; an

automatic constant level carburetter that delivers a perfect mixture at all times, are but a few of its

features. Our catalogue explains everything, shall we mail you one?

THOS. B. JEFFERY & CO., Kenosha, Wisconsin.

SPACES 87 AND 88 AT CHICAGO AUTOMOBILE SHOW.

 

 

A TRADE TERM =

“WESTON-MUTT QUALITY"

m WHEELS.

ARTILLERY WOOD or WiRE.

 

GET WITH US.

WESTON-MOTT CO., Utica, N. Y.
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“£0coilobile

STEAM TONNEAU.
We were disappointed in not being able to exhibit our steam tonneau at the New

York Show, but photographs can be seen here and the mechanism of the car ex

plained to all those interested in the sam. Our factory is now working on the parts

for these cars and we will be able to make deliveries this Spring. We will be very

much pleased to furnish by mail specifications and details of this new model.

In writing, state if you are a Locomobile owner, and, if so, the style and number of

the car you are using. '

THE LOCOl‘lOBlLE COMPANY OF AMERICA,

OFFICES: 7 East 42nd Street, NEW YORK.

 

 

 

 

 

  

If you are interested in making all Automobiles Safe and Sale Automobiles Safer

you must become interested in the

FOR BOILERS, MUFFLERS. AIR TANKS, GASOLENE TANKS.

THEIR SUPERIORITV OVER SOIJJERED SHEET FIETAL IS EASILY DEMONSTRATED.

For Particulars address RANDOLPH-CLOWES CO., WATERBURY, CONN.

BRANCH OFFICES:

7|! Pout-I Tel. Building, NEW YORK. Cor. Oliver and Purchale Sta" BOSTON. 602 Fisher Bulldlng, CHICAGO.
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RDERS have been com

ing in at such an as

tonishing rate that we strongly

advise all prospective custom

ers to order at once. DO IT

NOW. A delay in ordering

means a delay in delivery.

  

W6“ 

THE l6 H. P. LOCOMOBILE GASOLENE TONNEAU.

THE LOCOMOBILE COMPANY OF AMERICA, Offices: 7 East 42nd Street, NW York.

 

 

 
 

Looks the part in every line and, better still, acts it.

If you’re wise you’ll act immediately and endeavor

to secure the agency. We’ll furnish full information.

SELLING AGENTS .

TllE CADILLAC COMPANY OF NEW YORK, New York City. OSCAR S. LEAR, Columbus, Ohio.

THE CADILLAC COMPANY OF ILLINOIS, Chicago, Ills. AMERICAN CYCLE MFG. CO., Providence, R. I,

JOHN WANAMAKER. Philadelphia, Pa. NEW JERSEY AUTOMOBILE CO., Newark, N. Y.

WILLIAM E. METZGER, Detroit, Mich. CRESCENT ANTOMOBILE CO., Jersey City, N. J. 4

THE PENCE AUTOMOBILE CO., Minneapolis, Minn. A. T. WILSON, Denver, Colo.

THE CONRAD MUELLER CO., Indianapolis, Ind. R. V. CONNERAT, Savannah, Ga

AMERICAN CYCLE MFG. CO . Boston, Mass. MICHIGAN AUTOMOBILE CO., Grand Rapids, Mich.

CLEVELAND AUTOMOBILE AND SUPPLY CO., Cleveland, Ohio. F. O. BAILEY CARRIAGE CO., Portland, Maine.

AMERICAN CYCLE MFG. CO., Washington, D. C. THE HANAUER AUTOMOBILE CO., Cincinnati, Ohio.

CENTAUR MOTOR VEHICLE CO., Buffalo, N. Y. HOUGIITON IMPLEMENT CO., Grand Forks, North Dakota.

THE PECKHAM CARRIAGE CO., Dayton, Ohio.

 

“"LL'A'" E'MBT§EEM.,,,,,,_ CADILLAC AUTOMOBILE CO., Detroit, Mich.
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.__FRENCH AND AMERICAN___.

Etlilflitlt} " UTOMSMBILES' "logs

Fatielutcn'cbile SccieteAncngrre, l903 Model

' 60‘ Hm“ F°“'"““' MG" Attracted speclal attention

” _ PARIS AUTO SHOW. 

THE
5: \ x i L // ,r . I; , f ' i; ‘ E .23,

. h i‘ I -_ . 77 ' ‘ ~' I / I . _ 1. fly-i"?

_ .- 7' 3.: 1.1! I " . ‘ I- .p

’ . M ’ v 1

‘$_"I.J_Ai‘o‘w._.y',,.~.a-2'.1

I

  

“(Automobile Oo.
|684 BROADWAY.

.-/'—

\\ TELEPHONE:

 

. 13 ' l
13:“ C°"‘ ,-/ IO 11. P. PEUGEOT.

a n. P. MORS. if/

Prompt Deliveries of prompt Deliveries of

open DAY AND monr. RENAL.) LT.

a, n, l8 H.P. _—

LARGEST AND BEST EQUIPPED AUTOMOBILE DEPOT PEu°E°T$

IN THE UNITED STATES.ALL KINDS OF FRENCH AUTOMOBILE PARTS KEPT IN STOCK.

ELEOTRIGS GHARGEII AND KEPT IN FIRST-GLASS ORDER.

  

 

Naturally Takes High RankA

_“THE GENERAL”
There was no car at the New

York Show that attracted more

favorable attention. Small

wonder; the combination of

quality and price is unequalled.

Here are a few specifications:

8 H. P. double cylinder engine,

mechaniCal lubrication requiring

no attention.

Built to go anywhere and does

it. No vibration and no trouble

anywhere.

Price $900 and immediate de

livery. Agents now being

appointed.

THE GENERAL AUTOMOBILE & MFG. CO., CLEVELAND, OHIO.
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You don’t need a Magnifying Glass

to see the good points of the

The highest class car built.

Its quality is apparent in every detail and in every

line. It is designed and built for those who want the

very best and to whom price is a secondary consideration.

Cur output is naturally limited. If you would possess

one of these superb cars now is the time to say so.

MGYEH HUTGMfiBlLE (‘36., 3-7 W. 29th St., New York, N.Y.
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THE STEHRNS OAR
Received a lot of very favorable comments at the show.

  

The style and general design is right. The or i rowerful. ' h a perfect throttle, and runs silently and with no vibration. The attachments on the dash and controls at the

wheel are good points. too. The 5m tu radialoris cad of the time, and considering all things. STEARNS CARS are worth more than they cost.

an fi?.fi§ll‘§.fll'.,‘°e.-E2a $1.!.'.l.'n....... F- 3- Steams (‘30-, eleveland, 9-_

  

 

 

 

Toledo Gasolene

Touring Cars

Are superb in every respect. They fully meet every requirement

of a roomy, powerful road car, carefully made and finely finished.

INTERNATIONAL MOTOR CAR C0.,

TOLEDO FACTORY. as TOLEDO, OHIO.
 

Waverley Electrics
Represent the highest development of the electric carriage.

Graceful in appearance, always ready, and giving a wide radius of

action at good speed, they are naturally in demand.

ORDERS BEING BOOKED NOW.

WAVERLEY DEPARTI'IENT,

INTERNATIONAL I'IOTOR CAR CO»
INDIANAPOLIS, IND.

  

 

—::_——_=: V,
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CUNRAD GASULENE nineties.
The Biggest Value Ever Offered for the Money.

 
  

, The Runabout is equipped with an 8

‘ horse power, 2 Cylinder Vertical Motor,

is wheel steering and up-to-date in every

respect.

The Touring Car has a 12 horse power,

‘ 2 Cylinder, Vertical Engine, a Slide Gear

Transmission giving three speeds for

ward and one reverse, is fitted with artil

lery wood wheels and 3 1-2 x 30 detach

able tires. -

The Best Selling Line

on the Market.

 
  

LiL

AN AGENCY PROPOSITION—AND A GOOD ONE.

CONRAD MOTOR CARRIAGE COMPANY, - Buffalo, N. Y.

 

 

A NEATIONAL.

\ 10 other

7 ,1. Models, '

all leaders in

their class.

  

Has a record

of over 100

miles over

level city

"mit.
h . - . v.once arge PARKTBAPS.

MODEL 100.

The most powerful Electric Runabout on the Market. The best line for the

Agent. @atalogue upon application. Agents wanted in unoccupied territory.

NATIONAL MOTOR VEHICLE CO.,
(Formerly National Vehicle Co.,)

1400 East 22d 8h, lmllanapolls, Ind.
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The test of every day use proves the OLDSMOBILE to

be a practical realiZation of the ideal—man’s masterpiece of

mechanical simplicity. All roads alike to

The Oldsobile.
   

PRICE, $650.00.

This popular runabout is the child of necessity, amply filling the demand for

a reliable, speedy and safe Automobile at a popular price.

Its advantages are evidenced by the satisfaction of its 7000 drivers. Imita—

tions always lack the perfection of the original—the pioneer runabout is THE

BEST THING ON WHEELS.

 

SELLING AGENTS:

Oldsmobile Co.. New York City, N. Y. P. W. Stockbridge, Paterson. N. J. Rochester Automobile Co..

National Capitol Automobile Co.. Mississippi Valley Automobile Co.. Rochester. N. Y

Washington, D.C. St. Louis, Mo. Sanger A Close, Tucson, Ariz.

Quaker City Automobile Co.. George E. Hannan, Denver, Colo. P. E. Gilbert, Jacksonville, Fla.

Philadelphia, Pa. Day Automobile Co., Kansas City, Mo. Texas Imp. & I'lachlnery Co.,

H. B. Shattuck & Son, ton, Mass. Clark 6: Hawkins, Houston. Texas. Dallas. Texas.

Banker Bros. Co., Plttaburg, Pa. Hysl Brothers, Toronto, Ont. Abbott Cycle 60., New Orleans, La.

Oldsmobile Co.. Cleveland, Ohio. The amoblle Co.-C. C. Moore Co., C H. Johnson, Atlanta, Ga.

Oldsmobile Co.. (lithens Bros., Chicago. Ill. San Francisco. Cal. Sutcllfle & (20., Louisville, K .

Fisher Automobile Co.. Indianapolis, Ind. John W. Cheater Co., Nashville, Tenn. Brow -Thom n 6‘: Co., HartTord, Conn.

Olds Gasoline Engine Works, Omaha, Neb. A. F. Chase 6: Co., fllnneapolls, Flinn. Mason's Carr age Works, Davan rt, Ia.

W. C. Ja nea Automobile Co.. Builalo, N.Y. J. E. Rit hard. Columbia, 5. C. Adams 6: Hart. Grand Rapids, ch.

P. L. C. rtln Co" Plalnfleld, N .I. Oldsmobile Co.. Milwaukee, Wis. Kline Cycle & Auto Co.. Harrisbu , Pa.. The Oldsmobile 60., Mohler 6t DeCtresse, The Oldsmobile Co., Loa Angeles,rgal.

Mexcio City. Mexico.

Agency for Great Britain: THE OLDSMOBILE COMPANY OF GREAT BRITAIN, lOOc Queen Victoria St., LONDON, E. C.

Autovehicio Co.. Newark, N. J

WRITE FOR ILLUSTRATED BOOK T0

OLDS MOTOD WORKS,1332 Mm Detroit, Mich.

___ .._. ._ I
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THE MOTOR WORLD. =

A WEEKLY JOURNAL DEVOTED TO THE AUTOMOBILE

AND KINDRED INTERESTS.

 
 

Volume V. New York, U. S. A., Thursday. January 29. 1903. ' No. i8

  

N. A. A. M. IN SESSION

Reports of Year's Work Presented and Five Di

rectors Chosen—Rebates to Members in View—

Plan of next Reliability Contest Discussed.

 

Except for a discussion of reliability con

tests. which was precipitated by H. Ward

Leonard, the annual meeting of the National

Association of Automobile Manufacturers,

held last Saturday morning in the assembly

room of Madison Square Garden, New York.

was very tame. The room was bitterly cold;

it was the night after the dinner of the N.

A. A. M., and the attendance was not very

large. The concerns represented were:

Active members—Ajax Motor Vehicle Co.,

New York; Apperson Bros. Automobile Co.,

Kokomo, Ind.; the Automotor Co., Spring

field, Mass.; the Baker Motor Vehicle 00.,

Cleveland, Ohio; Crest Mfg. Co., Cambridge,

Mass; D‘uryea Power 00., Reading, I‘a.;

Electric Vehicle Co., Hartford, Conn.; the

General Automobile & Mfg. 00., Cleveland,

Ohio; Thomas B. Jeffery & Co., Kenosha,

Wis.; the Mobile Co. of America, New York

City; Olds Motor Works, Detroit, Mich.;

Peerless Motor Car Co., Cleveland; the

George N. Pierce Co., Buffalo, N. Y.; Search

mont Automobile Co., Philadelphia, l‘a.;

Stearns Steam Carriage 00., Syracuse, N. Y.;

Studebaker Bros. Mfg. 00., South Bend, Ind.;

Ward-Leonard Electric Co., Bronxville, N.

Y.; White Sewing Machine Co., Cleveland,

Ohio; the Winton Motor Carriage Co., Cleve

land, Ohio; Woods Motor Vehicle Co., Chl

cago, Ill.

President S. T. Davis read a long and com

plete report of the year’s doings, which in

part was as follows:

Organization and Growth—This associa

tion was formed at the close of the automo

bile show in Madison Square Garden in No

vember, 1900. It started with thirty-eight

members, and at the end of the year 1901

had a membership of eighty-seven; the mem

bership at the close of last year was 129,

embracing practically all of the active man

ufacturers in the automobile business, both

of completed vehicles and accessories.

matrices—The organization started and

operated for two ye 11's on its small receipts

for initiation fees and dues. Last year it

shared in the profits of the automobile show

in Chicago, receiving therefrom as its share

$4,347.26, after all its expenses in connection

with the show had been paid, including the

expenses of the secretary in Chicago for two

months.

Automobile Shows—One of the principal ex

penses saved to the manufacturers has been

saved through the eiIort of the association to

have only two automobile shows in the United

States during any one year. To that end the

association made arrangements with the Au

tomobile Club of America and the Madison

Square Garden Go. to hold shows in New

York City jointly, the association sharing in

the profits to the extent of 30 per cent, after

paying all eXpenses, being equally with the

club, the Madison Square Garden Co. taking

40 per cent of the profits, after paying all

running expenses. The association has also

made arrangements with S. A. Miles, of

Chicago, and the Automobile Club of Chi

cago to hold a show in the West. in the city

of Chicago, from which it receives one<half

of the profits. The association expects to

receive from these two shows during the

year about $15,000 in the aggregate. 1 ex

pect that at the end of the current year the

association will have. sufficient funds, after

paying its running expenses, to enable it to

rebate to its members a portion of the ex

penses which they incurred during the auto

mobile shows at New York and Chicago,

probably in proportion to the space occupied

and paid for. in promoting these two shows

the association has enabled the members to

show their product in the two large trade

centres of the United States, and has made

it unnecessary for them to exhibit anywhere

else, thus saving the annoyance and expense

of small shows in other cities.

Standardization of Parts—The association

has endeavored to standardize those parts

that all manufacturers use, such as lamp

brackets, single tube tire lugs and rims,

clincher rims and chains. The first one

taken up was the standardization of the

( ContinueflolfiNext Page)

MAKERS MEET COMMITTEE

And Approve Projected Contesiior Commercial

Vehicles—Will Probably Occur in May—The

Motor World's Suggestion Finds Favor.

It was interesting to note at the meeting

of the contest committee of the Automobile

Club on last Thursday, at which the makers

of commercial vehicles were invited to be

’present and make suggestions regarding

plans for a test of commercial vehicles, that

interest was manifested on the part of sev

eral concerns who were not known to be

making or preparing to make wagons or

trucks.

were the Vehicle Equipment Co., American

Steam Carriage Co., Daimler Mfg. Co., Trum

ble Mfg. Co., Fischer Motor Vehicle Co., H.

Bartol Brazier, Union Motor Truck Co. and I

Locomoblle Co. of America.

Letters in which the idea of a commercial

vehicle contest was commended were re

ceived from the Morgan Truck Co., Electric

Vehicle Co., Fournier-Searchmont Co., Adams

Express Co., Upton Machine Co., Trumble

M fg. Co., Thornycroi’t Steam Wagon Co..

Stearns Steam Carriage Co., Grout Bros., St.

Louis Motor Carriage Co. and Chicago Motor

Vehicle (30.

The contest committee, consisting of John

A. Hill, chairman; Emerson Brooks and

Roland it. Conklin, explained that it was

deemed desirable to hold a contest some time

in May which will demonstrate to the public

at large the practicability of the motor truck

and delivery wagon and their superior value

for business purposes. As outlined at the

meeting, the contest will be one of two or

three days' duration, open to business cars

of all types, and in accordance with the sug

gestion made in the Motor World of Janu

ary 15 a goodly portion of the course will be

through the crowded streets of the business

part of the city. It was decided not to com

plete the plan for the contest until after

more suggestions had been received from

manufacturers who were not present.

Those represented at the meeting
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single tube tire lugs and rims. After con

sulting with the tire manufacturers and the

members of this association this was accom

plished. We expect that at an early date

the clincher rims will be standardized as

net] as the rims for solid tires. We haVe

communicated with the lamp manufacturers,

and hope at an early date to be able to give

to the members a standard lamp bracket, to

which all lamp manufacturers will make

their lamps conform.

Standard Warranty—The public demand

for a guarantee with each machine for a

definite length of time has been so persist

ently asked for by purchasers of automobiles

that the association got up a standard war

ranty, which is now used by its members.

Legislation—The association has endeav

ored in a quiet way to prevent adverse legis

lation wherever possible. To this end we

have co-operated with the diflerent automo

bile clubs in the different cities of the coun

try, and our joint efforts have in most cases

been reasonably successful. Some of the

States and cities have even gone so far as

to threaten to legislate for certain require

ments on automobiles, such as two sets of

independent brakes and certain requirements

regarding muffler, etc.

Transportation—The association has been

working for some time endeavoring to re

duce the freight rates, which at present seem

to be unnecessarily high, and the railroad

companies seem to discriminate particularly

against carrying automobiles. Our inquiries

to the manufacturers have proven that the

claims for damages against the railroads

have been practically nothing at all. Not

withstanding this fact, the only thing we

have been able to do was to prevent a con

templated rise in the freight rate on auto

mobiles and more stringent regulations. This

is only a step, but in the right direction, and

we hope by concert effort to accomplish more

in the coming year. In this same line we

have, taken up the insurance during transit,

and have had the ocean insurance rates re

duced to about one-half, and we are now

working on the railroad insurance rates.

Foreign Trade—Through the efforts of the

association in Washington the United States

Government has instructed all consuls in

foreign cities to furnish a complete state—

ment of the condition of the automobile in

dustry in the city in which each is stationed,

and \to keep the department informed re

garding the matter regularly, as he does in

other lines'of industry.

General—There are a number of impor

tant topics that it has been impossible for

the association to take up and to consider

fully during the last year, owing to their

number and the lack of time. One of the

most important is practical automobile tests,

such as endurance runs, hill climbing con

tests, stopping contests, races, etc. i think

these matters should have the earnest con

sideration of the members of the association

and their recommendations made to the vari

ous organizations that give these contests.

The secretary of the association has been

gathering information for the last few

months, with the idea of putting before the

members a plan for a directory of storage,

repair, charging and apply stations through

out the United States, the information to be

supplied by the members and their agents.

A committee of the association is now work

ing on a method of giving to employes of

manufacturers a certificate of competency

when they leave the firm, the object being

to state on the certificate that the individual

named has been employed for the company

for —— number of days, months or years,

and that they are competent to operate or

to repair, or to operate and repair machines

of their manufacturers. This certificate would

be forwarded to the secretary and the seal

of the association put on it, and would ex

pire at the end of a year. Of course, there

are further details in regard to this matter,

but something will eventually be worked out

which, I think, will be of value to manufact

urers, dealers and the purchasers of auto

mobiles. .

r The report of Treasurer Percy Owen, read

by Secretary Harry Unwin, showed that the

year 1902 had been entered upon with a

deficit of $370.48, which was quickly made

up by the receipts from dues, and at the

close of 1902 there was a balance of $1.419)”

on hand, with accounts payable amounting

to $717.94.

On a motion made by Percy Owen the elec

tion of five new members of the executive

committee for a three year term was taken

up, and by a unanimous vote the sccrotary

was directed to cast one vote for the five

previously nominated, as follows: H. Ward

Leonard, Ward Leonard Electric (30., New

York City; Windsor T. \Vhitc, \Vhitc Sewing

Machine (30;, Cleveland, Ohio; Lucius T.

Gibbs, Vehicle Equipment Co., New York

City; F. S. Fish, Studebaker Bros. Mfg. CO.,

and I. A. Page, J. Stevens Arms & Tool 00.,

Uhicopee Falls, Mass. Mr. Page succeeds

W. C. Baker. All ,the others were re-elec—

tions.

H. Ward Leonard launched the talk about

reliability runs by saying that plans for such

contests should be considered by the manu

facturers and suggestions made to the clubs

that promote them, because the manufact

urer is more practically interested than any

one else, and has more at stake. A reliabil

ity run with a limit of fourteen miles an

hour, he declared with emphasis, was a

farce. He also scored the observer system,

saying that it was not just to have the manu

facturers competing adjudged by a lot of un

known men of uncertain competency. His

idea was that one of two sorts of contests

should be adopted—have the cars compete

in a contest that will embody every sort of

test, including speed, hill climbing and gaso

lene consumption, or else have them join in

an affair such as is held in France, where

the first car to finish is the winner. Windsor

T. White said he favored a run of 1,000 miles

in length.

After a little more discussion Mr. Leonard

made a motion that the association should

favor a contest on similar lines to the Cir

cuit dc l‘Herault, held annually in France.

In this contest the course is about 100 miles,

and a total of thirty marks is awarded, as

follows: Gasolene consumption, 10; relia‘

hility, 8; hill climbing (including brake test).

5; comfort and appearance, 5; speed, 2.

John Brisben Walker called attention to

. the half mile of road that extends north

from the Harlem Speedway. This, he said,

would make a fine place for a contest, which

should begin at the Kingsbrldge_ Road and

lead to the top of the hill and down again.

it should be a speed contest to the top of the

hill, and coming down there should be a

couple of stops made. A motion that such

a contest should be recommended to the Au

tomobile Club was carried.

With regard to the proper time for holding

shows there was some difl'erence of opinion

as to whether it should be later or earlier,

but the preponderance of opinion was in fa

vor of continuing to hold them at the pres

ent time. Mr. Penning, of the General Auto

mobile & Mfg. Co., said that in view of the

crowde conditions of this year‘s show in

Madison Square Garden he thought that in

the future it mlghe be found advisable to ex

clude the supply and parts dealers from the

complete vehicle shows and let them have a

separate show of their own, either before or

after the exhibit of motor cars. This is in

line with the suggestion thrown out by the

Motor World of January 15. The matter was

finally referred to the executive committee,

with the recommendation that the views of

all the members he obtained.

It was suggested by Mr. Penning that

another measure of relief which it might

be well to adopt would be that of allowing

every applicant just one space until every~

one was cared for, and then divide what

space there might be remaining among

those who wanted more on some equitable

plan which might be devised.

President Davis said the present show

would yield a gross profit of nearly $40,000,

of which the N. A. A. M. gets 30 per cent,

the Automobile Club 30 per cent and the

Madison Square Garden Go. 40 per cent. At

Chicago the N. A. A. M. gets one-half the

profits. Out of the gross profit $10,000 has

first to be paid for the rent of the Garden,

and the percentage allotments are paid out

of what remains, the Garden company get

ting the $10,000 first and then 40 per cent

of what remains.

In the course of hi preliminary remarks

Mr. Davis suggested that a plan should be

devised under which a portion of the profits

from the shows can be rebated to the ex

hibitors in proportion to the prices paid by

them for rent of spaces. Another sugges

tion by the president was that the associa~

tion should do something about arranging

for a display at the St. Louis Exposition.

The executive committee will meet on

February 4 to elect a president and other

officers from among their own number.
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N. A. A. M. BANQUETS

Good Fellowship and Fair Speeches the Rule.—

Scarritt’l Vivid Word-Picture oi the Future.

There was a roundup of the “good fel

lows" of the trade. at the annual dinner of

the National Association of Automobile Man

ufacturers at the Waldorf-Astoria in New

York on last Friday night, and yet withal

the dinner suggested the inadvisabiiity of

introducing social festivities during the show

week. Every one was tired, the dinner did

not begin until an hour and a half after the

time set. and it was in the small hours that

it was concluded. The following morning

every one who had attended it was more

tired than ever—some of them had headaches

and felt illy fitted for the. work of the last

day, to say nothing of the Automobile Club’s

dinner on Saturday night.

About two hundred and fifty went to the

dinner, which was notable for the fact that

it was very wet in some parts of the room

and very dry in others, for it was left to

every one to buy his own wine. The repre

sentatives of the big New York papers were

directed to go into the room and select a

table for themselves, and that was the last

attention paid to them. Before the dinner

was concluded most of the reporters left

without waiting for the speeches, and there

was scant notice of the affair the following

morning. .

President S. T. Davis, jr., presided, and

Winthrop E. Scarritt was toastmaster. There

was much informality throughout, and some

of the interruptions of the speakers created

great amusement. President Davis, while

making his preliminary remarks, was called

upon to “open your muffler.” Mr. Scarritt

read a very interesting speech with oratorl

cal effects. It made a great hit when he

brought out with elaborate emphasis the

phrase “we manufacturers." In part Mr.

Scarritt said:

“Gentlemen: My first sentence must be one

of hearty congratulation on the splended

progress you have made in your chosen in

dustry during the year which now marks its

close. The great ep0chs in industrial his

tory have always been preceded by long

periods of preparation. Not until the dawn

of the twentieth century was man prepared

for the automobile. In the realm of motion

the modern motor car stands on the dividing

line between the amoeba and the arch

angel. It is a far greater cry from the 0x

of the ancients to the automobile of today

than it is from the modern motor car to the

glistening airship of the future. A combina

tion of the best material known to mod

ern science and the highest mechanical skill

of the age are necessary to create a vehicle

upon the integrity of which human life de

pends every moment it is in use. This em

phasizes the fact that we, as manufacturers,

should provide our cars with every possible

safeguard. They should be equipped with

double brake, with efficient mufflers and With

every known dev-ice tending to make them

strong and safe.

"This is one of the most religious bodies in

the world, not in words, perhaps. but in that

higher test of worship, deeds. It was the

great Benjamin Franklin who said, 'Wor

ship most acceptable to God is service to

mankind.’ Measured by this high test, you

are doing a great religious work because you

are advancing an industry which some

great day is to take the burden off the

shoulders of humanity. Permit me a con

crete illustration:

“Take the present congested condition of

our streetsin this great city. Think what

it would mean if selflpropelled cars could

be substituted for horse drawn vehicles.

First, it would mean clean and sanitary

streets. This reason alone would be sufli

cicnt to justify the exchange. Second, con

sider the additional space that could be

saved if all the horses on our streets were

instantly removed. That would mean prac

tically doubling the width of the streets.

Third. it takes a horse drawn truck one.

hour to drive from the Battery up Broad—

way to Forty-second-st. A motor car would

do this in exactly one-half the time and

carry double the load. That would be equiv

alent to taking out of the streets one-half

of all the vehicles all the time. What a

godsend this would be to our congested city.

"Gentlemen, I do not believe that the wild

est dreamer of us all has for a single mo

ment got the faintest glimpse of the great

place the automobile is to fill in our modern

life. The coming of the motor car is to

mark an epoch in civilization as did the dis

covery of steam, the sewing machine, the

electric telegraph and the telephone. You,

gentlemen, are laying the foundation of a

structure whose massive walls and towering

minarcts will some day be seen and known

and appreciated by all men.

The band played “He's a Jolly Good Fel

low" when this speech was ended. Borough

President Cantor was introduced as “one of

the original good roads men." and three

cheers were given for him. When a tiger

was called for a voice said, “The Tiger

doesn‘t go with him."

Mr. Cantor called attention to the fact that

Captain Miles O‘Reilly was abroad in the

Tenderloin—this,-he said, was by way of

caution to some of the guests. He said that

he owned an automobile, and had thought

on two occasions that it was an airship. In

speaking of good roads, he said that the bi

cycle rider was the first man who had con

sidered the subject of good roads with any

seriousness, and that the automobillsts

should do much more than the cyclists had

been able to do. '

F. L. Smith, who was down to speak on

“How to Sell an Automobile," said that he

wanted to proclaim that the main thing to

be remembered by the automobile trade at

this time was the “great doctrine, ‘don‘t

knock.‘ " He said that the doctrine of not

knocking was not understood by all present,

but that the advice was of the same order

as that of don't monkey with the business

end of the mule, for the solar plexus is al‘

ways open for business.

'1‘. C. Martin was introduced by Mr. Scar

ritt as “the bald poet," and in retortlng good

naturediy he said that “before Mr. Scarritt

is much older in the manufacture of auto

mobiles he will be a damned sight balder

than I am." He continued: "I have lived

through many vicissitudes of electricity, and

I still believe in the future of the electric au

tomobile, and that the time is near when 75

per cent of all trafllc business will be done

by electric _automobiles."

John S. Wise, of Virginia, spoke in a hu

morous strain, saying that he had had a de

lightful dream of a lot of persons who had

been crippled and maimed by automobiles

coming to him in a stream to institute suits

and that he had won the suits. That he

dreamed as a lawyer, but he was an auto

mobillst, and as such knew that the dream

was silly.

At the conclusion of the set speeches Mr.

Scarritt proposed a toast to the American

team that is to compete for the Bennett Cup

with the hope that one of the team would

win it. This toast was hailed with loud ac

claim, and after the meeting had formally

broken up Messrs. Winton, .\looers and

George Banker spoke when called upon. Mr,

Winton said he hoped an American would

win the cup; Mr. Mooers said he was sure

an American car would win; he thought it

would be a Peerless, but if it proved to be

a \Vlnton he said he would be the first one

to go up and shake hands with Mr. Winton.

George Banker counselled that there should

be no jealousy between the memberr of the

team, but that each should go over with the

one idea of having an American car win, and

be willing to help his companions, if neces

sary, to gain a victory.

White Probably next President.

When the directors of the National Asso

ciation of Automobile Manufacturers meet

on Wednesday next, Feb. 4th, to elect of

ficers, it seems likely that the selections will

be made harmoniously and unanimouly.

The only- man mentioned for the office of

’president is Windsor T. White, of the White

Sewing Machine Co., of Cleveland, Ohio,

and the consensus of opinlop of the directors

makes it appear that he will be elected

without opposition.

Mr. White has charge of the commercial

end of the White Sewing Machine Co., which

is one of the most substantial manufactur

ing concerns in the country. He is presi

dent of the Cleveland Automobile Club, and

has a large circle of acquaintances through

out the country and is a. high grade man,

both socially and commercially.

For the three vice'presidcnts are mentioned

M. J. Budlong, of the Electric Vehicle Co.,

Hartford, Conn.; Charles Clifton, George N.

Pierce Co., Buffalo, and Ward Leonard, New

York, all representative men.

Percy Owen, of the Winton company, will

undoubtedly be elected treasurer, a position

which he has filled in a satisfactory manner

during the last year.
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The Verdict.

It was a great show—,so great that it is

ditiicuit if not impossible to conceive how

time can ever be a greater one, it matters

not from what standpoint it may be viewed.

flow the Show was Handled.

They say that great occasions make great

men; inferentially, great occasions also make

grrtlt newspapers or trade papers.

The automobile show was in the nature of

:1 great occasion—the greatest probably that

has yet occurred in the world of automobil

ism. It is interesting, ti'i'crct’ore, to remark

how the automobile journals handled the

subject and proved themselves equal or un

equal to the occasion.

Horsciess Age—Briefly summarized the
featureslof less than one-quarter of the ex

hibits; probably will finish its report before

July 4 next.

The Autornobilc—Dcnlt not

inurics of features, but with the glittering

with sum

generalities of only a part of the exhibits.

Motor Age -— After against

“puffs” am “write ups," devoted itself to

nothing else save amplification of statistics.

Automobile Topics—A hodgepodge of noth

invelghlng

ingness.

MOTOR \VORLD—A complete and de

tailed report, not of summaries or of gen

eralities or “write ups," but of every ten

dency, every car and feature of it, every

new sundry and accessory and their features

—all those were sought for, and when found

—they were found in plenty—were brought

out and described, each in its separate dc

partment, while the superiority of its illus

trations and the newness and importance of

the cars and other subjects of illustration

are apparent to all who have eyes to see

with. And this full report did not interfere

with the gathering and publication of the

current news of the week—most of it exclu

sive news.

“The Motor World had the only report

worthy the name," was the way an old news

paper mun expressed it, and added, “If you

are not proud of it you ought to be. It

developed the real greatness of the Amer

ican trade; the trade should be able to see

and appreciate the service." '

The Motor World is proud. We trust the

trade is appreciative.

Tearing Oars and Ionneaus.

Twin fcutnrcs of the show, the touring

car and thc tonneau body, were seen every

where. In gusolcne cars the number of

makers who did not produce something of

the kind were so few as to be almost neg

ligible. Even with steam vehicles there

was a fair sprinkling of the combination,

and they were not unknown among the mak

ers of electrics. .

To fully understand this wonderful vogue

of the tonneau body—for it and the touring

type of car are to all intents and purposes

synonymous—it is necessary to review the

history of this body and to touch upon its

real and acknowledged merits.

Like so many other good things pertaining

to automobiles, the tonneau body came from

France. Two years ago it was ail‘the rage

in Paris and the provinces, possibly to an, I

even greater extent than it is here now. A

year later, that is, at the Paris exhibition of‘

1901. its extinction was threatened by the

introduction of the double phacton.

on the scorc of the latter they appear-t0 be

dissipated; for the double pimcton made but

But‘ ‘

whatever fours may have been cntertuincdv

little progress, and was barely mentioned at

the show held in Paris last month. Thus

even in the changeable city on} the Seine the

new has not succeeded in supplanting the

old. The reasons are not far to seek.

The tonneeau body scores heavily on looks.

With it the seating capacity is greatly in

creased; there are many more square feet of

cushion surface than in the double phaeton

or any other type of body. As with seating

so with baggage stowing capacity.

There is, or seems to be, an infinity of room

for the bestowal of odds and ends of all

kinds. The body swells out, sideways and

backward, until a prodigious amount of

space is made available.

area,

From the construction of the motor in front

type of car, the-rear seats are necessarily

positioned between and over the rear wheels,

Hence access to these seats must be had

from the back, as with a tonneau body, in

stead of from the side, as would be the nat

ural way with the double phaeton type, with

the front and rear seats parallel. If the

latter style is adopted some method must

be provided whereby the occupants can en

ter. from the side, a matter of most diflicult

accomplishment. With a tonneau body the

door in the back arrangement is most nat

Thcre is no wheel to climb over or

Instead an easy and

urai.

come in contact with.

natural method of ingress by means of a

door in the back, with a broad and low stcp

lending to it. To these solid advantages there

is to be added some that are such more in

.uppcurancc than in fact.

The tonneau body is pleasing in appear

ance and a welcome change from the usual

straight parallel seats of the horse drawn

carriage. It looks like a touring car. as

no other typeof automobile or other vehicle

does. The glimpse of the interior, caught

through the open door, impresses itself upon

one, with its luxurious seats, high back and

changeable position, it being possible to face

either forward orsideways.

it is these things that make for the suns

ccss of the tonneau and enable it to con

tinue its vogue. Because of them the tou

ncau now dominates the American automo-.

bile as it has done the French, German and

British ones for years. It does not seem

even yet to have reached the height of. its

popularity; rather it is increasing it, until'

,therc bids fair to be nothing else in cars do

; signed to. carry more than two passengers. .

Of ,Jthe tonneau bodies themselves it can be

said without hesitation tlmt they show a

vast improveman Even yet there are

bodies that are toylike, with tiny doors,
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through which no autoist of more than

average avoirdupois can squeeze without

trouble; and even if the door obstacle be sur

mounted, it is found that in the seats one is

cramped and confined to an almost intoler

ahie degree. .

But the majority are free from these short

comings. Roomy and comfortable, well

springed and upholstered, frequently with

an extra seat, rendered available by the clos

ing of the door, thus making a phaeton‘ rear

body, they are as luxurious as can be de—

sired. If anything can insure the perma

nency of the tonneau it is such examples as

these.

Where Interest Lags.

The interest displayed in and created by

the annual meetings of both the American

Automobile Association and the American

Motor League last week was distinctly de

plorable. No one, not even the newspapers,

seemed to care what they did or how they

did it, and the paucity of numbers and lack

of enthusiasm on the part of those who did

attend was far from inspiriting.

The League to our mind made a very false

step and alienated support by~choosing for

its head a man who is not, and never was,

an antomobilist, and who has served the in

tcrests of automobilists only when he was

paid for it, and who then lost the one case in

which he was engaged. His only claim to

attention is that he served as president of

the League of American Wheelmen during

its boom days, and employed brass band

and circus methods to increase its member

ship, and while posing as a patriot drew a

fat salary from the treasury, and created

others for his henchmen in the Tammany

ized ring that he builded within the now

impotent organization. Going outside the

ranks of automobillsts for a president con

veys some unpleasant suggestions.

The Necessity of Racing Revision.

At last the hybred racing rules inflicted

on the automobile public in a bygone age are

to be revised. Americanized and brought up

to date. A heritage from a former control

ling body, based on the French Jockey Club

rules governing horse racing; rambling,

vague, inconclusive and provocative of dis

pute and protests, they have survived until

now, despite the fact that they never were

usvful, far less satisfactory.

Again and again the absurdity of this con

gionieration of words dubbed “rules” has

been acknowledged and a revision promised

But nothing that could be dignified by this

name has ever taken place. As a result

whatever progress racing has made has been

in spite of rather than with the help of these

rules.

Now, however, the sponge is to be passed

over the slate, the present rules expunged

and new ones adequate for the purpose

framed.

With the assistance of the large calibred

men who have the matter in charge, the en

deavor is certain to be crowned with success.

The Week After.

After the show was over, after the strain

was removed, then came the reaction most

natural, when the lists of the sick ones

waxed fat and no one would work lest he

had to, and even they funked at that.

This has been the week of the Big VVeari

ness for all and of the Big Loaf, for such as

could take it. Those who could not lay up

and recuperate recalled the proverb that

“half a loaf is better than no rest," and

shirked the best they could.

Everywhere in the trade was heard the

same story of unmitigated tiredness, and

more than a few actually took to their cots

and called the doctor. President Shattuck

was reported to be ill at home early in the

week. At the club it wa just about as live

ly as in a hospital. and even in the haunts

of the newspaper men, who are supposed

never to tire, there was a strange lethargy.

Automobile news was not wanted. Rest

was the sole damnd.

It was ever thus, but cheer up; the show,

like Christmas, comes only once a year.

 
 

Law-Tinkering Rampant.

With the assembling of legislatures the au

tomobile comes to the front, but in an unde

sirable manner, 1. e., as the subject of re

strictive legislation. Already two States—

New Jersey and Connecticut—have moved

against it, and a third, Pennsylvania, will

shortly follow their example. It is well

known that this State is to witness a battle

over the infamous Cocks law, in which the

entire ground will be gone over, and, it is

hoped, it reasonable basis of legislation

agreed upon. Massachusetts and other

States are known to have bills impending or

amendments to present laws.

Altogether it is plain that both the foes

and the friends of the mechanically propelled

vehicle are awake to the importance of a

settlement of their differences. The bitter

ness 0! the former has somewhat abated—or

perhaps it is only slumbering—but there can

be no doubt that oppressive measures will

be advocated by them. On the other hand

time works in favor of the automobile. It is

much stronger to-day than it was six months

ago, and a quasi-friendly feeling has been

developed among people formerly inditler

cut or hostile, but now mildly interested.

It is as certain as the day that if injurious

legislation can be prevented this year it will.

not be enacted in the ones to follow. 7

As thirsty as Sahara's sands are many per-7

sons who are entering the industry or pas

time at the present time for knowledge re

garding the automobile. ‘Its construction

and practical working are being studied with

the keenest interest all over the country by

people who have turned students for the

nonce and are determined to master the 1m

tricacies of this—to the superficial observer—

intricate modern locomotion development. It

is not difficult to foresee the end, nor will it

be long coming, so rapidly are the students

learning their tasks.

Lost, Strayed or Stolen—Several unwrit

ten manuscripts by W. K. Vanderbilt, Fox

hall Keene and Wilberforce Jenkins; also

several undrawn cartoons by Homer Dav

onport and others, dreamed of for use in

an “automobile daily.” One large gilded

brick, or $1,000 (stage money), will be given

for their discovery and conviction. Address,

Evan Escent CoughscwartzL care White

Steal Champagne Co., New York.

 

While reflecting on the great growth of

the vertical engine it is well to bear in mind

the fact that the horizontal ones in use great

ly outnumber them. In stationary engine

and launch work the horizontal type is al

most But in France, where it

was once a great favorite for automobile

work, it has almost disappeared.

universal.

In buying a horse the first place examined

is his mouth—the only part of his internals

that is accessible. In buying a second hand

automobile the “innards” are no less impor

tant. There are more of them, and, what is

more to the point. they can be got at. They

tell the tale of value as nothing else can.

Tubular frames have lost ground visibly.

0n the heavier cars they are now rarely

seen. Reaches, too, are even worse off. A

year ago they were a factor; now they are

seldom seen.
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“DOOLEY” AT THE DINNER

Makes his Appearance in a Runabout—Song

he Sang and the Others who Spoke.

An‘ electric runabout. rolling along under

the power of its own motor in the big ball

room of the Waldorf-Astoria, was an fund

ration at the annual dinner of the Automo

bile Club of America, held last Saturday

night, that took everyone by surprise. Yet

this was not all of the treat of unexpected

originality enjoyed by the guests at the din

ner. From the electric car stepped a “Mr.

Dooley" in costume, and sang a para

phrased version of "Mr. Dooley," adapted

to fit or burlesque the leading personalities

present. It was Will T. Carleton, the actor,

who impersonated the famous creation of

F. P. Dunne, and the song that he sang was:

Oh! Shattuck is a President who never can

be beat,

At least by anything around that travels

on four feet.

The auto-crat of Auto-Town, chauffeur of

high degree,

To whom the amateur and “fesh” must bend

the humble knee.

Says Mr. Dooley. says Mr. Dooley,

I’ve told friend Shattuck what he ought to

do.

Stick tight to Panhard; get down to hard

pan.

And rule like Mr. Dooley—ooley—ooley—oo.

Dave Morris, Astor, Vanderbilt,

chauffeurs gay and game.

Dispute with Bostwlck, Bishop, Wright, your

laurel wreaths of fame.

True, sportsman’s blood is theirs, my boys,

tingling to flying heels;

But running faster as they steer some

“Devil’s” flashing wheels.

Oh! Mr. Dooley, Oh! Mr. Dooley.

From hayseeds and clam-diggers give ’em

rest;

What scentence crueller:

er?"

With Mr. Dooley—ooley—ooley—oo.

those

“Ten or the cool

Soon will our autos fly the air, and sail

around the moon.

‘Twill be because on public roads they can't

find elbow-room.

Lacking the pull of politics and graft of

corner heeler,

You will not dare go round with Berg in

hansom or four Wheeler.

. Like Mr. Dooley, like Mr. Dooley.

This island‘s owned by drays and trolley

tracks:

“I’ve got a free hand" shouts nervy Vree—

land, .

'l‘o poor old Dooley—~ooley—ooley—oo.

Chauffeurs are bold, we’re often told, for

right ahead they forge;

But they never yet cried “Out of the road!"

to grand old Father George.

Still Cantor says G. W. must clear his

statue from subway.

Pick up his duds and make a move about

the lat of May. .

Unless Mr. Dooley, Mr. Dooley.

Prevents this awful, sacrilegious crime

And winks to Cantor “You surely banter!"

Or scoot with Dooley—ooley—ooley—oo.

0h! Mr. Dooley, Oh! Mr. Dooley,

The swiftest man the country ever

knew;

He's auto-crntic, yet democratic,

Is Mr. Dooley—coley—ooley—oo.

Carleton was costumed in a County Gal

wny coat and high hat: and a yellow waist

coat, sprinklcd with green shamrocks. The

runabout was whirled about the aisles to

the dismay of the waiters until suddenly

W. E. Scarrltt, dressed as a country con

stable, appeared and arrested “Mr. Dooley”

for running backward faster than the law

allows. Mr. Scarritt had on a pair of

whiskers from which the hayseed dropped,

he wore a long linen duster and carried a

hilly and a warrant, which he said had been

issued by “Journalist-Justice" Wallace, of

Hempstead.

This all happened after President A. R.

Shattuck, acting as toastmaster, had made

his preliminary remarks, and State Senator

W. W. Armstrong and Simeon Ford had

made their addresses.

It was the most largely attended dinner

ever given by the club, about 350 persons

sitting down to the rcpnst, which was as

flue as it should be at $10 a cover..

At the speakers’ table sat Winthrop E.

Scarritt, Elliott C. Lee, Willard A. Smith.

Simeon Ford, Colonel Albert A. Pope,

Colonel John Jacob Astor, the Hon. W. W.

Armstrong, the Hon. Theodore F. Kluttz,

President Albert R. Shattuck, the Hon. J.

P. Allds, W. Plerrepont White, Job E.

Hedges, the Hon. Edward A. Bond, Charles

E. Adams, J. A. Ockerson and W. T. Carle

ton.

President Shattuck, before introducing the

first speaker, told of the growth in auto

mobiling and the good-roads movement

which it had caused. He said that a bill

had been introduced in Congress to appro

priate $20,000,000 for good roads, the money

to be distributed in nccordance‘with the

population of the State. Under that rule,

he said, New York will receive as its share

$2,000,000 on' condition that the State ap

propriates an equal amount. If the bill

goes through, he said, the United States

will have 5,000 miles of splendid object les

son.

State Senator' W. W. Armstrong, of

Rochester, the first speaker, owned up that

the only automobile he possessed was a

little tiu' one.

He said the day is coming when an au—

tomobile will be able to traverse good roads

all over the State.

Simeon Ford was the next speakef, and

his remarks caused much merriment. For

nearly an hour Mr. Ford kept his hearers in

a constant roar of laughter. General Roy

Stone, Colonel Albert A. Pope, Theodore F.

Kluttz, State Senator J. P. All'ds, W. Pierre

pont White, Job Hedges, Edward A. Bond

and J. A. Ockerson also spoke.

Three A's New Racing Board.

The new race committee of the American

Automobile Association for 1903 is composed

as follows: W. J. Stewart, chairman; Wind

sor T. White. H. S. Harkness, S. A. Miles

and- A. R. Pardlngton.

r

PATCHING THE SPEED LAW.

Shaituck Makes Suggestions at Albany and Finds

Governor Fairly Disposed.

During the week of the show President

Shuttuck of the Automobile Club took a

trip to Albany, and on Wednesday, together

with Congressman Townsend B. Scudder, of

Hempstoad, L. I., had a talk with Governor

Odell concerning automobile legislation.

Three proposed amendments to the Cocks

law were submitted, two of which, it Is

said, found favor with the Governor.

One changes the speed requirement of

eight miles an hour in corporated villages

and twenty miles an hour in unincorporated

villages to eight miles an hour within one

mile of a postflice. Sign posts are to be'

placed designating the distance-to the post—

office.

The second makes an automobilist's fail

ure to top on signal a misdemeanor instead

of making him liable to a civil action for

damages.

The third amendment, which is still in

ubeyunce, provides for the licensing of all

professional chall‘eurs. If a chafleur vio

lates the law he shall be liable for suspen

sion on the first oflense, and on the second

his license shall be revoked.

 

For a Speedway in Florida.

A movement is on foot to establish a speed

ing ground for automobiles on the famous

Dnytona and Armand beach in Florida. This

stretch of sand is about thirty miles long

and as hard and smooth as a billiard table.

and would be the best place in America,

probably in the world, for making straight

away records of a mile or more. The last

day of the automobile show saw the incep

tion of the Florida Automobile Association,

having for its purpose the development of

the big beach as a speeding ground. The or

ganization has the co-operation of certain of

flciuls of Southern railroads. The idea is to

arrange annual tours to Florida for auto

mobilists and a week-long tournament of

racing on .the beach in March. A commit—

tee of the new association is to go to Florida

in a few days to test the beaches and or

range the details for a tournament during

the second week in March.

 

Moumful Meeting of Motor League.

A small attendance marked the annual

meeting of the American Motor League.

which took place on last Thursday afternoon

In the concert hall of Madison Square Gar

den. After listening to the reports of the re—

tiring otiicers, the election of'new ones was

proceeded with, and resulted as fOIIOWSI

Isaac B. Potter, New York, president;

Charles E. Duryea, Reading, Pa., first vice

president; W. G. Murray, Chicago, second

vice-president; F. B. Hill, Boston, treasurer,

and S. W. Merrihew, New York, secretary.

Resolutions were introduced protesting

against the bills now before the Connecti

cut and New Jersey legislatures hostile to

automohllists. An adjournment was taken

to the Chicago automobile show.
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WILL YOU

pay two thousand, five hundred dollars for a genuinely good automobile which represents the present

highest standard of excellence in design and manufacture?

  

If you do not appreciate the vital difference between superficial perfection and construction that

is honestly good and thoroughly scientific from wrist‘pins clear out to the last coat of finishing varnish,

then you will not be especially attracted by the new twenty horse-power '

WINTON TOURING .C
We hope, however. that you will recognize our latest successful efforts and accord this new

model the consideration it deserves. You who have been conscious of the rapid development of the

successful American automobile, who have watched it through its various stages since the time—years

ago-when Mr. Alexander Winton ran upon the roads his first “hOfSCleSS carriage," will recognize the

great strides we have made toward the goal of perfection in automobile building, and can appreciate

in no small sense the genuine pride we feel in this latest triumph.

  

It is not intended as a. "sensation." It does not incorporate a vast number of- rare features for
  

which we, in justice, can claim no more than theoretical excellence. lts construction does not em

body a vast number of untried experiments, and we do not, therefore, ask anyone to share in a manu

facturer‘s gamble. In presenting this model we give the very essence of practical and thoroughly tried

out experience.

  

Consider the matter of delivery: During the current season we will be ab‘e to manufacture just

one thousand of these twenty horse-power Winton Touring Cars. A liberal percentage of the total

output has already been sold. Supply will not meet the demand, of this we are quite sure. Would

it, therefore, not be an act of wisdom to file your order early and allow some one else to be disap

pointed as the result of procrastination?

THE WINTON MOTOR

CARRIAGE C0. 2232311 3313055

CLE\’ELAND, U-S-A-_
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TENDENCIES, IMPRESSIONS AND QUESTIONS

we we DEVELOPED BY THE SHOW we we

 

 

The impressions or lessons of the show?

The casual observer at the show probably

carried away impressions of the general

appearance of the machines and their

growth “in size," appointment and finish,

as there‘is no doubt but that the tonneau.

touring car of all sizes, powers and prices

is b.;th popular and impressive. These are

not limited as heretofore to gasolene cars,

but include the steam and electrics, and nat

urally these are the cars which appeal to

the novice.

The more interested observer might ask

why the tonneau type is so much in vogue.

Has it been adopted for its aesthetic points

of excellence, or is it possible that the ar

rangements of mechanical parts permitted

by the tonneau has caused its almost uni

versal adoption?

There is no question but that both influ

ences are at work, and it must be admit

ted that the tonneau has points of suprem

acy from a mechanical standpoint. With it

the complete chassis is the strong feature.

This is admitted even by the steam manu

facturers, who are adopting the general

lines of construction and make their heav

ler touring cars conform to the general

standards of the gasolene tonneaus.

To the careful observer and student of the

show this certainly is not the predominating

feature of advantage in automobile con

struction, although the steam manufactur

ers in adopting the tonneau have certainly

made the greatest departure from practices

heretofore adhered to. By doing so they

have been able to make improvements hith

erto practically impossible. The compound

engine of the White car mounted under the

bonnet and with its condenser at the for

i'vard end in place of the ordinary cooling

coil of the gasolene machine is certainly an

instance of the sort, 'and bids fair to be a

type of steam car which will attain marked

reputation. The complete chassis has also

been adopted by Grout Bros. and the Loco

mobile 00. In fact. .the whole general ten

dency 08 the steam vehicle is toward sim

‘ plicity, economy in operation, great accessi

bility and the perfection of all delicate parts

with increase in speeds and weights. De

tails of engine construction are more care

fully worked out and conform to the best

steam practice. The wheel bases have been

increased in length, and wooden wheels with

heavier general construction will naturally

follow on the steam touring car. Even the

light runabouts will hereafter assume the

general lines of the gasolene car if only by

the adoption of box dashes for lockers or

enclosing an extra seat. The water and air

humps will _be of the steam operated type,

with either automatic or hand control ar

ranged in more accessible positions and of

improved type. The Mobile Company of

America had the most unique arrangement

of this part of the mechanism, and provide

both a steam operated water and air pump

_ driven from the same crank shaft and pro

vided with a crank when it is necessary to

nae them as hand pumps. These are lo

cated on the inside of the dash in a most

accessible position. The Locomobile Co.

arrange their pumps directly under the foot

board, where they may be reached by rais

ing a trap. It is not' to be inferred that the

light runabouts will not continue to be pop

ular, but it might be predicted with almost

absolute certainty that the heavier type

with compound engines, condenser and

every accessory used in the best steam prac

tit-es will become more and more popular.

The Mobile Compapy have the most in

genious form of regulator for the boiler

water. It is a counterbalance, positive in

its action and dependent for operation upon

the evaporation .by steam of a small quan

tity of water which ordinarily keeps the

regulator in balance.

The exhibit of the steam fire engine of

the International Fire Engine Company il

lustrates the possibilities in steam practice

t) quick acting machines of large power de

signed to be handled by men conversant

with the steam engine. The absence of

steam operated trucks and fewness of deliv

ery wagons would indicate that steam will

not be popular in this class of machines; in

fact, there is little to expect in the delivery

line outside of the electrically propelled ve

hicle.

Electricity certainly has its best foot for

ward, so to speak. Nothing could be more

beautiful or perfect in operation than the

light electric runabouts of the Baker, Ajax,

(‘olumbia, Studebaker and the others. Their

control is flexible, yet positive, and they

may be handled with impunity even by a

novice. To be sure they are not touring

cars, and will never be used for touring

purposes; but for light city use and for

traction' purposes they will undoubtedly

grow to magnificent proportions. Although

the electric vehicle was one of the first in

the American field, no very radical depart

ures in general practice were brought out at

this year’s show. There are, of course,

tendencies, and these, generally stated, are

along the line of perfection. Motors are be

ing more condensed and made of greater ef

ficiency. The general movement is toward

simplicity, increased capacity of operation

and as low weights as are consistent with

the required practice. Ball bearing motors

- erage comprehension.

are popular on the light runabouts, and

these in almost every instance use the chain

drive to a divided rear axle. The disap

pearance in many cases of the under run

ning gear with reach construction indicates

that the reachless gear will probably meet

with favor. The underslung battery on

heavy vehicles solves the problem of secur

ing full body space, giving very low weights

and obviating all troubles from acid slop.

The divided battery will also be popular

in the tonneau cars, and gives distribution

-of weights over both axles which is almost

essential. In the matter of commercial ve

hicles, the adoption of electricity is assured,

for heavy trucking particularly. There is

no question but that with the limited speed

of these‘trucks and their ease of control

they are the only ones which can be in

trusted to drivers of ordinary skill and av

No matter who is

the man, if he is given comparatively

high speeds and high powers he will abuse

tmm, and will have trouble in operation.

With the electric vehicle there is little for

the operator to do except use his controller

lever with ordinary discretion and see that

his batteries are on charge as often as con

venient. For truck work the batteries may

be kept fully charged by simply inserting

the charging plug whenever the ve

hicle is standing before the warehouse. Con

trollers are being very much simplified, and

are of the rheostat type to a great extent.

The electric vehicle is certainly becoming

more popular, and with it an unusually

quick control of the vehicle may be main

tained. As yet the Exide battery seems to

be the prevailing type, and is almost univer

sally used.

The entrance of the great Westinghouse

Manufacturing Co: to the automobile field

assures an unusual growth for the electric

vehicle. This company, one of the largest

manufacturers of electrical apparata, are

designing special motors and all necessary

equipment of the electrical sort for vehicles.

Their product will without doubt be of the

reliable and substantial sort, which has se

cured success in the electrical field.

Without doubt the greatest advance in the

automobile art is _in the gasolene car. It

certainly is featureful, and although the re

ports of the Paris show echoed here indi

cated marked improvement of the foreign

car, the New York show proves that Amer

ican manufacturers have not only assim

ilated such advantageous features of the for

eign built car as were necessary and desir

able, but have improved on the details of

foreign creations.

Generally speaking, there is a distinct ten
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dency toward greater accessibility. ~ 01!

course the four cylinder upright type of en

gine is a predominating feature of new big '

cars, and with the sliding gear transmission

and automatically controlled engine gives a

vehicle control of unusual elasticity. The

complete chassis is, of course, the vogue,

and by its use all parts of the mechanism

may be disposed to the best advantage, and

in the most accessible positions. It would

appear that the foreign builders are not

quite up to American standards in this re

spect. The latest American builders are

placing their valves and igniter plugs where

they may be removed and inspected in an

instant.

Slow speed engines are the rule, and the

automatic regulation of the engine is as—

sured. American builders of touring cars

almost without exception will use some

form of automatic governing, probably the

bail type, and will govern either by con

trolling the lift of the inlet valves or by

throttling. In some instances the ignition

is governed automatically and simul—

taneously with the throttling, but in any

instance of automatic governing the accel

erator will play an important part. What

could be more ungainly than the racing of

a four cylinder engine when the gear and

clutch are thrown out? There is no neces

sity for it. The governor will take care of

engine speeds up to certain limits. and by

combining with it a hand operated adjust

ment or correction for the governor and ig

nition the speeds of the vehicle may be

readily accelerated. Except on the lighter

vehicle of the runabout type, the planetary

system is on the decline and the sliding

gear with single lever control and direct

drive upon the high gear is being almost

universally adopted.

The divided rear axle is again a bone of

contention among gasolene vehicle builders.

Much is said for and against it both when

used in connection with the driving chain

or with a universally coupled shaft and

bevel gears. The divided rear axle has cer

tainly not yet taken the place of the c..unter

shaft and individually chain driven wheels.

0n the contrary, notable improvements

have been made in countershaft construc

tions. Wherever possible the parts are

made interchangeable, and drop forged

squared couplings are used between the dif

ferential and the driving sprockets. The

gear cases must have some support, and

why not support them on the countershaft,

giving it all the necessary strength of sup

port and enclosing all of the driving mech

anism except the sprockets and chains?

While the four cylinder upright type of

motor is popular on the heavier cars, the

horizontal engine is, if anything, gaining

on lighter cars of the runabout type, 'and

in one instance a double cylinder two cycle

motor is to be found. These all point to a

general advancement of the light runabout,

and it can almost be stated with warrant

that while the heavy touring cars are for

the time popular and the predominating

feature, it is but a' question_of time when

American practice, urged on by the general

demand, will produce light runabouts of the,

gasolene type, which will be low in price,

in weight, and will have little, if any, com

plications. The most fascinating work_ in

the gusolene vehicle will be in the produc

tion of the light runabout. Its details will

assuredly be worked out to a nicety, and

every part will be made as nearly as pos

sible interchangeable, and as of compact

and light form as will be consistent with

the duties and work demanded of it.

The furore created abroad by the me

chanically operated inlet valve, which was

echoed here, had all its substance removed

by the show here. The number of Ameri

can builders who are employing valves of

 

Those Doll-Size Doors.

  

During the show it was abundantly demonstrated b the dis

colnhliue of many that there is as much truth as caricature in

this illnslnlion. The doors of some of the touring cars were

no arenily dc lg‘K‘d t'or dolls—and 'ii did not r uire a pani

cu ar | lump | ersnn to ‘siick" in them. The antics of people

in such p0 iuons was a source of no little amusement.

the sort was clearly br..nght out, and

amazed even many in the trade. in one

marked instance the maker even dispensed

with the ordinary cam method of opening

the exhaust valves. This is on the Colum

bin car. in place of the ordinary cams, ec

centrics are used, which open and close the

exhaust valves with positive movements,

there being absolutely no pounding and con- '

sequently no noise. With the present lines

of engine construction in view, it seems very

doubtful that the mechanically operated

inlet valve will be universally adopted.

All makers are placing their valves in ac

cessible positions; they are well made, or

dinarily kept cool, and there is little liabil

ity of their sticking; but even if they do,

their stems usually protrude through the

engine casing so that they may be "tickled"

and released.

The carburetter situation is another much

mooted question, yet a careful examination

of the entire show indicates that the float

feed type of carburetter is that most gen—

erally adopted. To be sure, in some of the

smaller vehicles a “Phoenix” type, using a

baffle plate and needle valve, which oper

ates the oil vcnt on the suction stroke, but

these were isolated instances. There is one

feature of the carburettor, however, which

is evidently new and is bound to stay. it.

is the so-cnlled compensating type. The

Berg car has one of the most perfect ex

amples, and. of course. while using the float

feed and mixing chamber it also provides a

ntcans of automatically varying the inlet

urea connecting direct with the atmosphere

as the position of the throttle_and conse

quent speed of the engine is varied. 0n the

Berg the compensating carburetter is con

nected up to the engine governor, which is

of the ball type. Several diflerent methods,

varying slightly in construction, aroused by

others, securing the same general result. An

ingenious form of compensating device is

that used in the Electric Vehicle Company’s

gusolene touring car. A direct air inlet is

normally closed by a counterbalanced vein

and is swung backward and forward to a

greater or less degree dependent upon the

suction of the engine.

The reinforced wood frame in the chassis

constructions will undoubtedly give place to

the angle or channel iron frames of com

paratively light yet rigid construction. The

general tendency for the coming year’s busi

ness is indicated, so far as gasolene ma

chines are concerned, by the very radical

departure of the Packard Company. For

merly they were close adherents to the hori

zontal motor, now they exhibit a most per- ‘

fect type of four cylinder upright motor, a

complete chassis, and well worked out driv

ing mechanism throughout. Of course there

is no doubt that the Linonsine type of

body or its equivalent, the canopy topped

tonneau with glass front guard, will be

come popular. For touring curs there

should be increased demand for vehicles

in which the occupants are somewhat

closed in and protected in extreme weather.

The marked preference for the honeycomb

type of cooling coil, used in many instances

ior forced circulation of air induced by a

fun, and the tendencies toward wheel steer

ing, wood wheels and detachable tires were

so apparent as to scarcely require remark.

 

Tralnload of Exhibits Shipped West.

A special freight train of fourteen cars,

piacarded with the names of the auto

mobiles they contained, pulled out of New

oYrk City on Tuesday morning, en route

for Chicago and the show that 'opens there

on February 14. it was the train specially

chartered by the N. A. A. M. to carry the

exhibits West from the New York 'show.

The schedule for the train included stop

overs at night at Albany, Syracuse, Buflalo

and Cleveland. Four cars will be dropped at

Cleveland.
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The Show a Gigantic and Unmarred Success

Large Attendance and Unexpected Heavy Sales Leave Every

Onc Satisfied and in Good Humor What the Exhibitors Report.

 

 

What was unquestionably one of the most

successful and impresive industrial shows

ever held in this country came to an end at

Madison Square Garden on Saturday night.

A considerable measure of success had been

looked for;_but it proved to be entirely in

adequate. From the opening of the show

until its end the tide r0se and swelled, until

it set a mark so high as to seem beyond the

reach of any subsequent one.

Everything necessary for a successful ex

hibition was there. No such showing of an

tomobiles, parts and accessories has eVer

been seen_here. It was marvellous, a revela

tion of the progress that has been made in

fifteen months, and even more significant as

an indication of what is to come.

recognition of its astonishing character the

trade and public poured into the Garden

from one Saturday night to the next, both

bent on business. Consequently sales Were

made at a rate almostundreamed of pre

viously, and the trade received a fillip that

will spur it on to fresh and hitherto un

heard of exertions.

No one expected such an out of town at~

Asifin'

teudance as was present. The. hotels were

overrun with applicants for rooms. Only

Horse Show week afforded a parallel for it,

and the most popular class of hotels filled

early and were obliged to ‘turn applicants

away.

Figures showing the paid attendance each

day tell the story eloquently. There were

30,292 paid admissions, as follows:

Saturday, January 17 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 1.773

Monday, January 19 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3,432

Tuesday, January 20 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4,522

Wednesday, January 21 . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 5,006

Thursday. January 22 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5,483

Friday, January 23 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 5,165

Saturday, January 24 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 4,911

Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .30.292

There were in addition some 14,000 trade

and complimentary tickets sold and issued,

the bulk of them being the former, thus

bringing the total to nearly 45,000. At the

last show, in November, 1901, the attend

ance was less than one-half this. '

Of this attendance the most remarkable

_ in droves.

part was that of trades-people. Trey came

Day after day they thronged

the Garden and besieged the booths of ex

hibiting concerns. Old agents wanted to

renew contracts, new ones begged to be al

lowed to enroll themselves. All were clam

orousfor- automobiles. City and country

‘vied with each other in the endeavor to ob

tain an adequate supply. Some were

obliged to depart unsatisfied; but the ma

jority met with better fortune.

All along the line the story of; excellent

business done is the same. No exhibitor

with novelties or meritorious goods lacked

for customers. Before the week was over

there was almost an embarrassment of buy

ers, and aSsertions of outputs sold were fre

quently met with. The buying was not con

tined to dealers in automobiles, etc., but em

braced the outside public—the individual

users—as well. '

From a round of the show during Satur

day afternoon and night made by Motor

World representatives, the appended impres

sions and expressions of opinion were ob

tained: ‘

 

Thronged as the entire Garden was, it

seemed throughout the week as if the crowds

in the restaurant were bigger than anywhere

else. The magnificent exhibit of Columbia

vehicles, made by the Electric Vehicle 00.,

was, of course, one of the chief centres of

attraction there, and it is not easy to de

termine whether the electric types or the

new gasolene ear received the most atten

tion. ' '

(.‘ertaiu it is, however, that the latter, one

of the noteworthy cars of the show, was

critically examined; and equally certain that

it elicited only encomiums. Whether viewed

as a whole or in detail this was true. The

many ingenious devices, designed to add to

the efficiency or convenience of the car,

were commented on, and the attendants were

kept busy showing and explaining the hand

removable valves and spark plugs.

The company has every reason to feel sat

isfied with the material outcome of- the

show. Sales aggregating a very large amount

were made, all classes of vehicles sharing

in this popularity. President Day and Sec

retary Budlong expressed themselves as be

ing highly pleased with the result.

Success of a pronounced character re

warded the efforts of Thomas B. Jeffery &

CO., makers of the Rambler touring car, to

bring home to show attendants the merits of

their new model. “Factory output sold,"

was the familiar cry befits the week was

'over, and in this one it was based on fact.

The concern had to refuse orders, and from

now on the entire factory efforts will be de

voted to turning out cars enough to fill the

orders already in hand.

“Our only trouble now will be to get the

goods through the factory," said T. B. Jeff

ery in confirmation of this. “We have sold

all we can possibly make, and could have

sold double the number.”

“We have sold 400 cars here, and could

have made it 1,500 just as easy,” confirmed

Sales Manager Bennett. “In fact, it would

frequently have been less trouble to take

orders than to explain that we had none to

sell. Each order has been accompanied with

a deposit, as this is the only way we do busi

ness."

Even when the jam seemed thickest in the

Garden there was one stand where it was

worse than anywhere else. This was at the

Olds booth, the “daddy” of runabouts hav

ing, it anything, grown more popular than

before.

The Oldsmobile chassis was, of course, a

centre of attraction. When early in the

week a belt was attached to the flywheel

and the engine run slowly by means of a

dynamo, it became a difficult matter to get

near enough to it to examine it, so great

was the eagerness to see a model gasolene

engine in operation.

The slow running enabled an excellent

view of the engine to be obtained. The ac

tion of the valves—both the intake and eX-‘

haust being actuated mechanically “by two

cams mounted on the same secondary shaft

was so simple that it could be seen at once.

Second only to the chassis in interest were

the Olds tonneau and physician's car. They

were examined by large crowds throughout

the week, and received much favorable com

ment. The Olds souvenir, a stickpin having

mounted on it a miniature Oldsmobile, was

eagerly sought and given out freely.

In the matter of sales the Olds record was

a remarkable one. As otiicially given out,

they comprised 3,500 cars of the runabout

and 450 of the tonneau type, or considerably

in excess of $1,000,000 worth. In the face

of such an impressive showing the emphatic

success of the show cannot be questioned.

 

“Well, after looking over all the novelties

in improved and complicated construction

I‘m back to buy a Winton. There are a lot

of splendid cars here, and it stands to rea

son that many of them are all right and will

stand up. At least I think so; but with the

Winton i know it is all right. It has been

proved reliable year in and year out, and

when I get it I feel satisfied that 1 am

taking no chances. It has improvements

enough and is a sure stayer."

A Motor World man overheard a man
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speaking substantially as above to Percy

Owen at the Winton space, and later‘h'e

asked Owen if he had manv customers like

that.

“Bless you!" answered the ever pleasant

Owen; “they come here just that way every

day. It is an old and familiar song to us

now, that one. It is natural that it should be

so, too. Don't you recognize the fact? We

were pioneers in the field, and have kept to

the front; The speed and stability of the

Winton have been demonstrated in so many

hundred different ways that it would be

strange if persons did not come to regard

our product as standard."

Naturally the Winton space, with the rec

ord holding “Bullet” and “Charley” Shanks

and Percy Owen and Alexander Winton him

self there, was a centre of interest day and

night. The public eye, caught and focussed

by the genius of Shanks, was kept upon the

Winton cars all the week, and if the con

cern had wanted to permit of speculative

dealings in the vehicle there is no telling

how many cars might have been sold. The

Winton policy, however, is opposed to selling

in quantity to agents who want to speculate

on deliveries. The idea is to protect the

public from the exaction of premiums. As

Percy Owen put it: “We do not deal with

agents, so far as letting them place orders

ahead is concerned. Those who want to buy

have got to have a bona tide cash customer

ready for every car. This is pretty near to

retailing, and yet we sold 150 cars during

the week; those cars, you understand, are to

go directly into commission. They are not

to form stocks for any men. They are to

go direct to the consumer, or from an agent

direct to a customer who is waiting."

In spite of all the talk of racing that was

buzzed into his ears, Mr. Winton found abun

dant time to explain the details of the new

touring car, and if the mechanism of any

car in the show was set forth more lucidly

it was not discovered.

 

A show without an exhibit of “Baker Beau

ties" would be almost like “Hamlet” with

the melancholy Dane left out. The usual

admiring comments upon the clear cut lines

and superb finish of the Baker electrics were

heard throughout the weekLand were fre

quently followed by more substantial evi

dence of approval.

“We are very well satisfied with the show,"

said Manager Goss in reply to the Motor

World man‘s question. “We have done good

business, and a great deal of it. Just how

much we cannot tell until we have rounded

up. It has come from both the trade and

the public, too, which is the gratifying part

of it."

 

“There is only one thing we have to com

plain of, and that is too much business,"

was the exclamation of W. A. Iiichwine, of

the Autocar Co. in reply to the stereotyped

inquiry. '

“We have sold all the cars we can make,

and the demand is nowhere near filled. As

you know, we sell our product to eight large

agents, each of whom has considerable ter

ritory. We apportioned our cars among

them, giving each as much as we could, and

now they want the allotment increased. One

of our agents is getting three cars a week

through the winter. At the show he came

to us and said he wanted six. Now, to give

them to him we would have to take them

from some one else, and how are we going

to do that when the others want more cars

instead of less? '

“Here at the show we have been booking

orders for our agents, and the number of

these orders and the range of country cov

ered by them show how general the de

mand is."

 

No one anticipated anything else than a

superb exhibit from a firm of such national

reputation in carriage building as the Stude

baker Bros. Mfg. CO., but there was some

thing even more delightful about the ele

gance and finish of these cars and the ad—

vanced features of construction in them than

could possibly have been anticipated. The

tubular frame, with its elliptical springs in

the rear and the semi-elliptical springs in

front, and the method of pivoting the rear

spring to the frame so as to give freedom to

the axle movement, was a constructional

feature that made a hit with the mechanical

sharps. . The name of the concern itself, and

the knowledge that it 'was their first ap

pearance at a show, were enough to keep

the space crowded. Two runabouts and two

Stanhopes were exhibited, and orders for a.

total of 250wehicles were taken during the

week.

 

The one stand in all the show where the

three difierent forms of power were offered,

that of the International Motor Car 00., was

like a beehive all the week. It was the

refuge of both those who were “wise” and

those who wanted to learn, because it was

a space where all differences and virtues of

the respective powers was explained with

out “knocking.” - Eleven machines were on

show, one steam and four gasolene Toledos

and six Waverley electrics. The gasolene

vehicles were of two, three and four cylin

ders, and replete with striking improvements.

Manager Schaaf had wisely divided the

booth into two parts, with the electric ma<

chines taking one-half and the others on the

opposite side. The four-cylinder car of 24

horsepower, with copper water jackets, with

removable cvlinder heads and valves that

can be removed about as easily as a hood lid,

attracted continual attention, and 8. Motor

World man tried probably a dozen times

.without success to catch Manager'Schaaf at

leisure to have a chat. He did not know

what leisure was during the entire week,

and it was small wonder that on Saturday

night he could report bona 'fide sales of 200

cars. '

Novelties are always good drawing cards,

as was shown at the White stand during the

show. The steam tonneaus were undoubted

ly the centre of attraction, although the de

livery wagon and the time tested White

Stanhope were far from being neglected.

The stand was thronged all the week, and

excellent business was done, both the trade

and the user being in evidence. The gather

ing of the White forces was, as usual, an

imposing one, including Windsor T. White,

Manager Deming, of New York, and Man

ager Lowe. of Boston.

 

“Our sales totalled $300,000, and were

pretty evenly divided between steam and

gasolene," was the way Advertising Mana

ger Kingman of the Locomobile Co. of Amer

ica summed it up for the Motor World rep

resentative. "

It was only necessary to watch the attend

ance at the Locomobile stand to obtain a

good idea-of the favor accorded the goods

shown. in addition to the delivery wagon

and other steam novelties, the limousene and

canopy top gasolene cars were carefully in

spected, and the way they bore the-inspec

tion must have been highly gratifying to

A. L. Biker, who designed them and super

intended their construction. President S. T.

Davis, jr., was also a frequent attendant.

 

One of the first American makers to adopt

the vertical engine in front type of car, the

Peerless Motor Car 00., reaped the reward

of their foresight last week. Their fine

showing of modern cars, leading up to the

60 horsepower monster, attracted wide at

tention, and was followed by a more sub

stantial result in the shape of orders. Gen

eral Manager Kittridge and Messrs. Morri

son of the Peerless company, and A. L. and

G. A. Banker and O. G. Wridgway, of the

three Banker establishments, looked after

the visitors. The former stated that he was

more than satisfied with the sales made dur

ing the week.

 

The Haynes-Apperson car has a clientele

of its own, and no greater enthusiasts than

they can be found anywhere. At the show,

therefore, the exhibit of the well known Ko

komo concern was an object of much interest.

One of the oldest and most thoroughly satis

factory cars on the- market, the changes

made in this year's models seemed to hit

the public taste. Consequently President

Ellwood Haynes and his corps-of assistants

were kept busy during the week, and a grati

fylng sheaf of orders were in hand at the

end to lend substance to the encomiums pro

nounced upon the cars.

 

Good lamps, designed on the most modern

lines and pushed by such adepts as'Messrs.

Wells and Keck, could not do otherwise than

sell readily, which is another way of saying

that these gentlemen from remote Kenosha

are entirely satisfied with the way Solar

lamps “caught on" at the show.

Only a single car was exhibited by the

Moyea Automobile CO., but it was one of

the most admired at the show. It was as

much as President Cryder and .his corps of

assistants could do to satisfy the curiosity

of indulrers who wanted the features of the
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car explained. It. was a car for the con

noisseur, although even the uninitiated could

scarcely fail to be impressed by its thor

oughly modern design and superb finish.

Consequently, good business was done, and

the car will undoubtedly find its way into

the possession of users who are looking for

something out of the ordinary.

 

No harder worked man was at the show

than General Manager Van Wagoner of the

(‘eutury Motor Vehicle Co. He was kept on

the jump all the week explaining the good

points of the new Century gasolene run

about and demonstrating its running quali

ties outside the Garden. The substantial

appearance of the car, together with its low

price. made it one of the best sellers of the

show, a number of British orders being

booked along with the domestic ones.

“We have sold our output, and more than

that no one could possibly expect,” said See

retary F. H. Elliott, confirming the report

of good business.

 

That the F. B. Stearns ears are good value

has become almost an axiom, and the at

tention they received last week proved that

the fact was generally recognized. Big,

powerful, comfortable iooking- cars, the

soundness of their construction was appar

ent. The factory capacity has been in

creased, but it will be taxed to meet the de

mands made upon it in consequence of the

batch of fat orders that were secured at the

show. The well known F. B. Stearns and

Sales Manager McCrea departed from the

show well pleased with the business that fell

to their share.

 

“Pleased with the show?" repeated Gen

eral Manager W. D. Gash, of the Search

mont Automobile Co. “We certainly are.

We have sold a gratifying number of cars,

so many that. it will be all we can do to

turn them out.

“We have made unexpected sales, too," he

went on. “Now, here is an order for live

cars from So-andSo," mentioning a dealer in

a Western city notable for the number of

its automobile makers. “We had no idea of

securing representation there. But the

dealer wanted our cars, and this is his signed

contract."

 

For a concern making its initial appear

ance at an automobile show, and with a new

car, the Kirk Mfg. Co., makers of the Yale

gasolene car, did remarkably well. A con

siderable number of bona tide sales were

made, and General Manager Ezra E. Kirk

was Jubilant over the result.

“We are delighted with the show," he said.

“Why, we even sold the two cars we had on

exhibition, their purchasers being deter

mined to run no risk in the way of deliv

cries."

 

To many of those who visited the show

lust mm]; the Darracq chassis was a revela

tion. just as it was one of the features of

the exhibition. It made plain what a really

modern French car is like, and cannot fail

to extend the sale of the Darracq car in this

country. Messrs. (100k and La Roche ex‘

pressed themselves as pleased with the show,

the latter stating that a gratifying number

of sales had been made.

 

When Colonel Pardee started out to sell

the output of American gasolene automobiles

made by the American ~Mot0r‘ Car Co.,

Cleveland, the task seemed a formidable

one.

known, and it looked then as if the only

trouble would be to make the selling

end keep pace with_ the producing

end. A few months of hard work has

changed all this, however. The show evened

up matters, and any further marked increase

in sales will put the shoe'"on the other foot.

In addition to Colonel Pardee, Engineer Dun

hani of the American company was in at

tendance. '

 

The only two cycle engine at the show, the

Elmore, naturally attracted a lot of atten

tion. . But that fact is not the sum and sub

stance hf its exeellences, although the genial

J. H. Becker never tires of extolling this

feature. The car is a good looker, stanch,

and reliable, and at the same time low

priced. Not even its late arrival—for which

the New '1ork Central Railroad must yet an

swer to the irate Beckerl'preveuted sales be

ing made to a gratifying extent.

 

Over 4,000 toy automobiles were given

away at the show by C. F. Splitdorf, they

fairly dividing honors during the latter part

of the week with the much talked of giant

spark demonstration. The latter attracted

wide attention, as, indeed, it could scarcely

fail to do. .

With soundly constructed goods to back

this brave show. it is not surprising that

business was done. Such was the case, C.

F. Splitdorf being authority for the state

ment.

 

On price alone the General tonneau tour

ing car woud prove a ready seller. It is not

often that such a car, fitted with a double

cylinder motor, retails for $900,and when,

in addition, it looks well and acts well, the

result is easy to prophesy; “Out of the first

twelve demonstrations we gave outside of

the Garden," said Manager Penning, “twelve

customers were secured and twelve sales

made. I need hardly say, therefore, that I

am much pleased with the show."

To say that the new Packard car created a

sensation is to simply state a fact. Messrs.

Packard and Weiss were kept busy respond

ing to congratulations extended them. Many

who came to criticise remained to praise.

But the old reliable models were not lost

sight of. On the contrary, they were crit

ically examined and sold freely. Advertis

ing Manager Walden was one of the busiest

men at the show—a large statement, but a

true one. He did everything but sleep in

the Garden, and never tired of explaining

the merits of the Warren company's prod

The car was new and almost un-d

uct. Good business was done in both the

old and the new cars.

 

Good business is reported as being done in

Northern cars, represented at the show by

Homan & Schulz. Sales Manager Gunder

son, who was in attendance. expressed him

self as being decidedly pleased with the re

sult. The fine appearance of the Northern,

combined with its low price, makes it an at

tractive pr0position, and one not apt to be

overlooked. A. T. Fuller, Boston agent for

the Northern, was also in attendance.

 

There were no long faces at the Waitham

stand on Saturday night. The new Orient

buckboard scored a popular success, its sales

being so large that a halt was finally called. >

The new touring car was also a good seller,

and General Manager Gaylor expressed him

self as being highly pleased with the net re

sult of the week’s selling.

 

With runabouts at $750 and touring cars

at $1,250, it is not surprising that the Con

rad gasolene cars, made by the Conrad

Motor Carriage Co., should “catch on.” It

did, and a. goodly number of sales resulted.

traceabie' directly to the many excellent

features possessed by the cars. President

Conrad, Secretary Puget and Sales Manager

Olmstead were all in attendance. and were

kept busy looking after the host of inter

ested inquirers who thronged the booth.

 

Berg. cars made a hit, and before the week

came to an end President Berg stated that

the entire output was sold, and it had been

decided not to show at Chicago in view of

the inability to accept further orders.

The plan of selling the chassis alone, giv

ing the purchaser the option of selecting his

own carriage body, “caught on" at once. and

the policy bids fair to be adopted by a num

ber of other concerns.

 

In view of the career of the Stevens-Dur

yea car in the recent past, it was only nat

urai that it should-attract much attention at

the show. With this initial advantage, and

such a strong factory representation as

President Page, Superintendent Duryea and

Sales Manager Hildebrand to look after it,

the satisfactory business resulting was fair

ly to be expected.

 

The drawing power of parts or fittings in

motion was strikingly shown at the Veeder

stand. Odometers run at an astonishing ve

locity by dynamos, and the new Tachometer

proved magnets that drew crowds. The lat

ter is a distinct advance in speed indicators,

and the attention given them demonstrated

that their merit is recognized. D. J. Post

was in charge of the exhibit, as usual.

 

The aggressive policy conducted by Grout

Bros. has borne good fruit. Their great

courage in producing such a radical innova

tion as a steam tonneau was recognised and

rewarded last week. The car that stood for

the modern idea in steam construction—the

tonnean already described and illustrated in

these columns—was the cynosure of all eyes.
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Its clean cut lines, with brass tube protectors

for the condenser and other delicate mechan

ical parts, which caused it to be dubbed the

"locomotive." compelled approving com

ments, and must have done much to warm

the cookies of the hearts of the Messrs.

Grout, both of whom were present. This

car, and also the regulation steam models,

which have met with such a ready sale

abroad, as well as here, met the taste of

steam vehicle users, and some very gratify

ing contracts were booked as a result.

Some interesting features reveal them

selves on a close inspection of the tonneau

car, which is claimed to have been the first

one produced, although one of another make

had been, pictured the previous week. The

throttle is attached to the steering rod un

der the steering wheel, and consists of a

wheel a size smaller than the former and

directly under it, arranged to slide up and

down on the steering rod and locked by a

foot latch in position. The device is a most

ingenious and mechanical one. The reverse

is by foot lever instead of the usual hand

side lever.

The boiler is placed in front under the

bonnet, while the engine is positioned hori

zontally under the footboard. The drive is

by individual chains from a counter shaft to

the rear wheels. The boiler has a fusible

plug, which prevents the burning of the

boiler.

 

At the last show the Prescott steam car

was almost unknown to the general public.

To-day its reputation as a time tried, thor

oughly reliable and dependable medium price

car is firmly established. Consequently the

task before Frank F. Weston last week was

a much easier one. From his vantage point

in the restaurant he worthlly upheld the

cause of steam, and found many to listen to

him.

“We did business both with agents and

with individuals,” said F. F. Weston. “In

the latter case the sales were made on be

half of the agents, of course, in one case

four sales being booked for the account of

one agent. You may say that we'are very

well pleased with the show, and since it

have closed some deals that were pending

when the show closed.” -

 

One of the few departures from the stand

ard types of gasolene engines was found at

the stand of the Shelby Motor Car Co., and

as a consequence it attracted much atten

tion. The greatly increased power claimed

for the engine, which has two opposing pis

tons in. a single cylinder, makes a good

“talking point,” and the substantial appear

ance of the car caused it to make a favorable

impression. President Beardsley of the

company was much pleased with the recep

tion met with. -

With two such drawing cards as the Dia

mond single tube and detachable tires, and

a real novelty in the shape of a non~blooming

inner tube, the Diamond Tire 00. did not

lack for business. A census of the tires

made by the Diamond Co. showed that 41

per cent. of the rats exhibited were fitted

with their tires.‘ Consequently they are in

high feather, and point to this remarkable

showing as proof of their claims of super

iority. Among the officials and others in at—

tendance were Messrs. W. B. Miller, 0. S.

Tweedy, Sam. Randolph and 0. J. Wood

ward.

 

During the show last week an impromptu

testing ground was made of the little hill

over the New ¥onk Central Railroad at

Forty-eighth street. The grade is only fairly

steep, ranging from 22 to 26 per cent, but

the car must approach it slowly and under

a disadvantage. Among the few cars to sur

mount it was a Kenslngton, fitted with a

Kelecom motor. To demonstrate its capac

ity it was driven up the hill, first frontward

and then backward, a feat that resulted in a

sale on the spot.

 

All the “tire companies were well repre

sented, the show - being made a meeting

place for sales managers and salesmen from

all over the country. The Hartford Rubber

\Vorks (‘03s new , metropolitan manager,

Robert P. Parker, was there, as was the re

tiring manager, Brandt, and President L. 1).

Parker and Sales Manager Gilson. Hart

ford, Duulop and Turner tires were all in de

mand, an extremely satisfactory business

being done in them.

"Whitney standards" become better known

each year, as well as better liked. An ex

amination of the chains produced by the

well known Hartford concern explain why

this is the case. The excellence of the de

signing and the soundness of the workman

ship lnsure the best results. Hence the

Whitney order book is bulkier than it was

beforethe show.v .

 

The Fisk Rubber 00. showed its detachable

tire for the first time, and it scored an in

stant success. The method of attachment

is novel, the tire being held in place on a flat

rim by a clamping ring. making a secure

fastening and insuring easy attachment and

detachment. Messrs. Fisk and Dunn were

in attendance, as was E. Broadwell of De

trolt. ~

 

There was no lack of visitors or business

at the stand of A. H. Funke. Kelecom

motors, Autolyte lamps and Baldwin spark

plugs were in demand throughout the week,

and Mr. Funke was so pleased with the net

results that he engaged space for the 1904

show.

 

“Our sales will not fall very far short of

$100,000, including some deals that were

practically made but have yet to be closed.

That being so we cannot make any com

plaint, but on the contrary are very well

pleased."“was the way Manager Kimball

of the Central Automobile Co. put it.

 
At the Good'richjib'ooth Messrs. Howard E.

Raymond, Otis E. Cook and Cy. Tullls took

i,-.§‘
i“;

, thing besides price to recommend it.

care of the trade visitors. The “original

American Clincher" tire, as the Goodrich is

termed, was pushed to the full limit, and a

very satisfactory volume of business was

transacted.

 

Messrs. Harry 0. English and J. G. Zeig

ler, who looked after the interests of; the

Reading Automobile & Gear 00., reported

that Wyoma motors and gears had met with

an excellent reception.

“Business has been all that we could ex

pect," was the summing up of Mr. Zelgler.

 

Although new to the trade and public, the

“Bonn-Auto” wheel made a favorable im

pression, its peculiar construction seeming

to insure more than ordinary efficiency.

I'atentee and Owner Bannister has the great

est falth in the wheel, and considers that

its reception at the show warrants it.

 

With two exhibits—one in the restaurant

and the other on the main floor—to look

after, the National Motor Vehicle Co. were

kept busy. With eleven models of National

eleetrlcs, many of them new, it was to be

expected that good business would be done,

and Sales Manager Hay stated that such ex

pectations had been reallred.

 

To get acquainted with the trade was the

task of President Ray of the Ray Automatic

Machine 00. set himself last week, and he

succeeded admirably. The Bay hoods, fend

ers, mufflers, etc'., are better known as a

result, and that great desideratum, orders,

followed quite naturally.

 

“Sperry batteries will be ready for deliv

ery in March," such was the cry of General

Manager Devlne of the National Battery

Co., and the interest with which the an

nouncement. was received augurs well for

the sales of this well known storage bat

tsry.

 

The Hoffman gasolene car is something of

an eye opener, price considered, and Presi

dent L. E. Hoffman, as positive as ever, was

present to make plain that there was some- _

He

succeeded to his entire satisfaction.

Diamond chains were found on many cars

at the show last week, and as a result of the

vigorous campaign conducted by President

Gal-ford, Sales Manager Colt and Advertis

ing Manager War-drop, all of whom were

present, an increase in the number is likely

to take place.

 

“Yes, we'have done a fine business, ten

times as much, in fact, as at the last show."

Such was the emphatic assertion made by

Charles E. Miller to the Motor World man.

“The sales have been on all lines of goods.

No, we have no ‘klck' coming."

 

Both from its size and its striking Colonial

decorations, the Mobile stand was an atten

tion-compelling one. The many new pat

terns of steam cars shown added to its at

traction and drew crowds of interested users

to that vicinity throughout teh week.
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“We did business," said General Manager

Gallaher of the Mobile CO., “and it was

about equally divided between the trade and

the individual users."

 

In spite of its large factory capacity, the

Cadillac Automobile Co. is sold out. By the

middle of show week the order went forth

to decline further orders, and thereafter ap

plicants were “turned down" ruthlessly. Sales

Manager Mitzger was naturally elated at the

success attending a venture launched within

a year, and, like so many other sales man

agers, will henceforth turn his attention to

getting out the goods. He was ably as

sisted at the show by F. C. Riggs, a recent

addition to the Cadillac selling forces.

 

As purveyors of such fittings as wood and

wire wheels, front and rear axles, steel rims,

etc., the Weston-Mott Co. always merit and

receive respectful attention. The show under

notice was no exception. Under the capable

direction of Fred. G. Mott, jr., buyers were

taken good care of, and the result was re

flected in the sales.

 

The two big motors shown by the Buflalo

Gasolene Motor Co. were about as good argu

ments in favor of the company’s product as

could have been found. They looked ex

tremely business like, and in no small meas

ure accounted for the very considerable

number of sales made.

 

With customers passing over the cash for

Herz spark plugs in plain sight, it did not

require the assertion of E. J. Willis to make

it plain that be was doing business last

week.

 

In addition to the old reliable corrugated

tread tire that has entered into wide use,

the G. & J. Tire Co. showed for the first time

one with a smooth tread, which is likely to

have a considerable sale during the coming

season.

 

One of the. earliest dealers, representing

one of the oldest makes of cars, Kenneth A.

Skinner, and his De Dions, were very much

in evidence. A good showing was made of

both complete cars and motors, and Skinner

expressed himself as being very well pleased

with the business done.

 

Greatly changed and improved, the new

Crestmobiles are still‘marked by simplicity

and low price. This accounts in great part

for their continued popularity, which was

demonstrated anew last week. President

Davis and Manager Adams expressed their

satisfaction with the result.

 

President F. C. Philips, smiling and

dehonair, talked Elwell-Parker electric mo

tors, and was remarkably successful in con

vincing his listeners of their superiority. Re

sult, a nice sheaf of orders.

“Yes, we did business, and lots of it." was

the reply of “Governor” Castle of the Twen

tieth Century Mfg. CO., and his tone and

manner showed that he meant what he said,

and that Twentieth Century lamps were

going well.

 

Although the Automotor Co. are not seek

ing large orders, the Messrs. Smith, who

looked after the company's interests at the

show, were well pleased with the reception

accorded to the new Automotor, and the

orders that followed in its train.

 

Shows without the Kelley generator and

burner, and the ubiquitous C. E. Weaver to

dwell upon their good points, would lose

much of their naturalness. The one of last

week possessed all three, however, and all

around satisfaction prevailed.

 

Manager Folger of the American Coil Co.

was another member of the vast army of

pleased exhibitors. The concern's spark

coils, plugs, etc., had a great run, and there

was satisfaction felt as a result.

 

I“. C. Billings and Wallace Post, of the

Billings & Spencer Co., were both in attend

ance and wore satisfied smiles at the end of

the week.

 

“We are here mainly to educate people to

the advantages of electrically welded tubing

and rims." was the way W. H. Pirrong, of >

the Standard Welding Co., expressed it, “and

are content with what we have done."

 

With the ballbearing idea firmly rooted in

the public mind, it is not strange that the

American Ball Bearing Co. were able to

hold their heads high.

 

Barry & Hayes had in the Georges-Richard

car an attraction that kept their stand well

filled.

 

re!
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WINTON AND FOURNIER SIGN

Series of Three Races Finally Arranged—First

One for Set July 25th.

On Wednesday night Alex. Winton con

cluded to accept Fournier's terms for a race,

or rather the compromise of his terms sug

gested by Winton on January 17. In fact,

Mr. Winton declared that he would race

Fournicq under any conditions, and that he

was willing to post $5,000 to bind the match

at once. Accordingly it was arranged by the

promoters of the races that there should be

first one meeting at the Empire track, at

Yonkers, N. Y., and then one on the Glenville

track, at Cleveiand. Should each win a race

it _was arranged that the third meeting

should be on the track which had showed the

faster time.

On Saturday night the representatives of

the challengers and those promoting the

contest' got together at the show and the

following articles of agreement were signed:

We hereby agree to compete in two autos

mobile races, and, if a tie results, to have

a deciding contest—the first race to be at

the Empire City track, Yonkers, N. Y., and

the second at the Cleveland Driving Park,

Glenville, Ohio.

Saturday, July 25, 1903, shall be the date

of the first race, with July 27 or the next

available date in case of postponement. The

distance of this event shall be twenty-five

miles, standing start, contestants to start

on opposide sides of the track, one at the

wire and one at the half-mile posts, po

sitions to be decided by toss of the coin;

the winner to be that operator who com

pletes the distance in the fastest time. .

Should there be an accident to either mif

chine in the first mile the race shall be

stopped and restarted.

A date between August 1 and 12, to be de

cided by March 1, shall be the date of the

second race, with the next available date in

case of postponement. The distance of this

event shall be twenty-five miles. standing

start, machines to start on opposite sides of

the track, one at wire and one at the half~

mile post, positions to be decided by toss of

coin; the winner'to be that operator who

completes the distance in the fastest time.

Should there be any accident to either ma

chine in the first mile the race shall be

stopped and restarted.

The winner of two races of the series shall

receive a $1,000 cup, same to be supplied by

the Empire City Trotting Club and the Cleve

land Driving Park Association.

Should a third race be necessary the track

shall be selected on which the fastest time

is made in the two previous races. It is un

derstoodthat Fournier and Winton shall

not meet in a match or open automobile rac

ing in the United States previous to this

series. -

Sanction and rules of the Automobile As

sociation shall govern these races.

On either of the tracks named the race

will be a terrible test of skill and nerve.

The tracks will not hold the machines at

their utmost speed, and it will be a question

of which man can drive faster and make

the corners safely. It will be a great race,

with a severe temptatiOn to the men to risk

life and all in crowding the limit of safety.

' 1,200 pounds.

Will Veto Marks Sprinkling Law.

Just at the time of going to press it is

learned that Mayor Low, of New York City,

after a hearing, has decided to veto the

Marks' street sprinkling ordinance, passed

by the Board of Aldermen on January 20.

Tihs is the ordinance against which The

Motor \Vorld has fought. It would preserve

the present system of sprinkling, instead'of

having the work turned over to the Depart

ment of Street Cleaning, as was urged by

the automobilists, horsemen and wheeimen.

The ordinance was opposed before the

Mayor by Counsel W. W. Niles, for the A.

C. A. and N. A. A. M.; by the League of

American Wheelmen, the Associated Cy

cling Clubs, Merchants’ Association, West

End Association and the City Improvement

Society. Mayor Low said the sprinkling as

done has been very bad, and that he though

it never would be properly done until placed

in charge of the Street Cleaning Depart

ment. He found several defects in the

Marks ordinance and volunteered the state

ment that he would return it without his

approval. A shipment of soap seems to be

due now.

Parker Succeed: Brandi.

It became known during the last days of

the show that E. H. Brandt, the manager of

the two New York City branches of the

Hartford Rubber Works Co., was soon to re

tire from all connection with the rubber com

pany after a service of nearly a dOZen years

with it. Mr. Brandt resigned, and on Tues

day last he left the Hartford company and

stepped into the position of manager of the

United States Fastener Co., which by pur

chase and co solidatlon now practically con

trols all patents orf the various styles of clasp

fasteners for “gloves, pocketbooks, shoes, etc.

In his new capacity Mr. Brandt will haVe

his headquarters in Broome street, New

York. He is succeeded in the rubber com

pany by Robert B. Parker, who comes from

the Hartford factory equipped with a thor

ough familiarity of the product of the con

cern and a business ability and disposition

calculated to retain old friends and win new

ones.

New Maker in Terre llath. lnd.

A new comer in the manufacturing field

is announced from Terre 'Haute, Ind. It is

the Standard Wheel 00., which has begun

to turn out machines for which the bodies

are built by the Terre Haute Carriage Co.

The first machine turned out is built on the

general lines of French .cars, and weighs

It is expected that the fac

tory will be running in full swing by the

middle of February and have a capacity of

three cars a week.

Making Automobile Bodies.

The Springfield Metal 4 Body Go., Spring

field, Mass., has absorbed the business of the

Springfield Cornice Works, of the same place.

The concern is prepared to quote prices on

all styles'of automobile bodies on receipt of

specifications. .

BAlTlNG EDISON’S BATTERY

A Pastime of Show Week—When it is now due

to Appear—Delay " Explained."

 

The men in charge of the Edison exhibit

at the show had a week of much-mixed

pleasure.

the crowd, the tradespeople, remembering

While the name Edison caught

keenly how the newspaper exploitation of

the unripe battery had filled the public

mind with false ideas to the great detri

ment of the business, fairly baited and bom

barded the Edison representatives almost

from the beginning until the close of the

show. They were called on to answer many

direct and embarrassing questions by men

whom they did not know but who did know

whereof they asked.

When a Motor World man took his turn

at the quizzing operation, the Edison at

tendant, a most gentlemanly and agreeable

chap, soon grew red in the face. After the

latter had spoken his little piece narrating

how the Edison battery had been used on 9.

Baker runabout and accomplished 80-0dd

miles without recharging, the reporter in

quired:

“Have the Baker people themselves ever

used the battery?"

“No.”

“Has any one else ever used it?"

“No, I can‘t say that they have."

“Then you yourselves are the only ones

that have had it in operation?"

_ “Yes? You see. we have to do the test

ing."

“When will it be on the market?"

“The first set will be delivered and ap

plied within two weeks to a delivery wagon

of B. Altman & Co., the New York dry

goods merchants.”

“What has been the cause 01‘ the delay

in marketing the battery?"

“It takes a long time to make dies and

tools, you know.”

“But it is now more than a year since the

battery was first shown to the public.

Surely it does not take that long to make

the necessary tools, does it?"

“It takes a long time."

“But I have known whole factories to be

built and equipped and producing goods re

quiring dies and tools in less than a year,"

ventured the reporter.

“That may be. But it takes a long time,

as I have told you."

Nothing more could be drawn out of the

young man, whose face by this time was of

a lobster hue, and whose discomfiture and

desire to escape wore only too apparent.

From another source the Motor World

learns that there has long been a “kink”

of some kind, and that recently one of the

highest priced electrical experts in the coun

try had been engaged to, among other

things, discover and, if possible, remove the

kink from the battery, which exteriorully

looks not unlike a gallon can of gasolene.
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EAMES ON MOTOR WAGONS

Dclivcrs an lnstructive Lecture. but deals only

With Electrics—Fair and Fallacious Tests.

A comparatively small audience was on

hand in the parlor of the Automobile Club

of America, in New York, last Tuesday

night, to listen to Hayden Eames of the

Westinghouse Electric and Mfg. CO., of Pitts

burg, Pa., speak to the text, “Comment on

the Progression of the Commercial Auto

mobile." It was noticeable, though, that

the attendance comprised the more practical

element of the club, rather than the sport

following and social elements. President A.

R. Shattuck was absent, and Winthrop E.

Scarritt presided. Mr. Eames spoke, with

out notes, in a conversational style that was

interesting'in itself.

The thing most emphasized by the lecturer,

who reverted to it again and again, was

that the electrical and mechanical difiicul

ties of the storage battery for motor vehicle

use have been overcome, and that the great

est obstacle which now exists to the general

adoption of the electric delivery wagon and

truck is the ignorance-concerning the prac

ticable stage which they have reached, and

a timidlty about innovation which leads

possible purchasers into asking unreasona

ble tests to be made. The talk of Mr. Earnes

was confined to the electric delivery wagon

and largely to the experiments of a certain

express company in Pittsburg. In substance

he said: ’

“This company, when about to organize,

was earnestly advised by a storage battery

concern that storage batteries would

not do the act. The express company

went ahead and built delivery wagons

with iron tired wheels. I have here

the statement of the foreman of the stables

of that company, showing the actual cost

for one year of three wagons and four horses

and the yearly cost of one electric delivery

wagon which does the same amount of work.

In this statement the hire of drivers, deterio

ration of stock, interest on money invested

and everything is figured in.

“The cost of the horses and wagons for the

year was $3,460.40, and that of the electric

wagon $1,998.50—a saving of $1,461.90 made

by using the motor wagon. Now, in that

calculation I found that the things charged

to the electric wagon included a full cycle

of repairs, so that the batteries had been

completely replenished. No horses were

reckoned upon as dying, which they would

do in other years and so add to cost of the

horse drawn wagons, while the batteries

would be as good as new every year, so that

this cost for the electric wagon would be

the same every year.

“In this relation I want to call your at

toniinn to one respect in which we have ad

vain-ed greatly in the understanding of stor

age batteries and how to use them. They

used to make us believe, four or five years

ago, that when the positive plates of a bat

tery were worn out it was time to throw the

battery away. Now we know that we can

renew all the plates and have a battery as

g.0d as new, that the battery will last in

definitely, and that the cost of running is

the cost of renewing the plates.

"A case in which I know the figures to be

facts is that of an Adams Express wagon.

which cost in one year $200 to opereate, and

that includes renewals and charging. Of

course,'every wagon cannot be operated so

economically, but this shows what actually

has been done.

“The technical and mechanical problems of

the storage battery have been so overcome

that it is wholly practicable; the dimculty

now in the way of their introduction is the

misapprehension of those who should be

purchasers. All that any truckman or ex

pressman has to do is to substitute a motor

wagon for a horse drawn wagon for a while

and note the work done and the expense,

and that will settle it. Most curious 0b

jections are made to the use of the wagons.

vI am reminded of an army report made upon

the use of a new magazine rifle. The new

firearm was received and a battle won

against a superior force, and the victory

was admittedly due to the use of the new

repeating rifle. In making his report to

Washington the general wrote that the new

arm was in every way superior to the old

one, that the battle had been won because

of its rapid firing possibility, that it did not

choke up or exhaust the ammunition as was

feared, but that in spite of all this he re

gretted that he could not recommend the

adoption of the gun, because it was impos

sible to ‘support arms' with it. That re

port actually exists and I have seen it, but

it is no more amusing than the reason the

manager of the trucks at a department store

gave for refusing to recommend the adoption

of a motor wagon. He had tried one and

admitted that it did the work of more than

two horse wagons, and cost less to maintain,

but, he said, it had to be charged at noon,

and that interfered with his routine.

“Another case of absurd testing is that in

which a certain department store indulged.

It took a wagon and sent it fifteen miles

with one package. The wagon went and re

turned all right, and the firm next day gave

an order for $8,000 worth of such wagons,

which it now wants to get rid of. That

was an insufficient test. Another, just as

wrong in the other direction, was made by

a man in Rochester. He ordered a. wagon

for trial. He did not ask what was its

radius of use, but made up his mind that if

it would not go fltty miles straightaway he

did not want it. He sent the trial wagon

out to go titty miles. It would not do it, and

he sent it back. That man's trucks and

wagons, it was positively learned, never

were sent more than, twelve miles on one

trip.

“Another illustration of the mental confu

sion and unfairness that exist with regard

to the motor wagon happened in Pittsburg, _

where one of the iron tired delivery wagons

was pitted against the horse drawn wagons.

It was three or four weeks before Christ

mas, when the streets became covered with

ice. Now, the iron tires will take hold on

wet asphalt when rubber tires will lip;

they will take hold through soft snow, but

on hard, smooth ice they will slip when the

rubber tire would not. The company had

a set of iron tires made that were sharp

shod. It took threequnrters of an hour to

have the sharp shod tires shrunk on, and

every one derided the poor motor wagon

that required so much trouble. Next door to

the wheelwright shop where the sharp shod

tire was .put on was a farrier's, and there

every day during the icy weather there was

a string of horses in that shop from 3 o’clock

in the morning until midnight. They were

being sharp shod, and every day three-quar

ters of the horses there were animals that

had been there two days before. A team

would wait 'for several hours hehre being

attended to, but that was all right. That

was something to which every one was

.accustomed. It had been done for years. It

cost more and took more time than the

change of tires on the electric wagon, but

that was nothing. Meanwhile the motor

wagon went on without being tinkered any

more, and did the work of three or four of

the wagons drawn by sharp shod horses.

This illustrates the queer mental attitude of

many which is yet to be overcome."

A number of questions were put to Mr.

Eamcs after the talk, one of them being with

regard to his opinion of the Edison battery.

Mr. Eames said that the merit of the battery

was something of which no one could speak

properly except those on the inside.. “Now

that we have storage batteries with which

the only question is of a renewal of the

plates," he added, “the Edison battery, or

any other, to be desirable must be almost

as cheap as first cost, and must give more

per pound of its weight. The Edison bat

tery in its present form costs a great deal

more than others. and even it it is better—

which I very seriously doubt—there is noth

ing revolutionary about it.”

 

Motor Trucks in Railroad Service.

The Long Island Railroad is said to be

having several automobile trucks made to

\

be used in the express service. At present

the wagons from downtown New York cross

to Long Island City on the James Slip

ferry. It is figured that automobile trucks

could run uptown on the New York side to

the Thirty-fourth street ferry and pick up

considerable business on the way.

 

Haynes-Appmon in Chicago.

An office has been opened at 381-885 Wa

bash avenue, Chicago, by the Haynes-Ap

person Company, with L. W. Smelser in

charge. This will be occupied until May 1,

when it is expected that a new building at

1.420 Michigan avenue, which is being

erected especially for them, will be ready.

Fischer Incorporates With $2,000,000.

Jersey City, N. J.—Fischer Motor Vehicle

(.‘o., with $2.000.000 capital. Corporators~

William H. Burnett, Charles H. Stewart and

William H. Crolins.
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AGAINST CANTOR-ENO LAW

Aldermanic Law Committee Understood to'Favor

the Original Ordinance with IS miles Clause.

 

it has been reported on excellent authority

that the low committee of the Board of

Aldermen in New York will report favorably

ttpon the original traffic ordinance introduced

by Alderman Oatman, with the amendment

with regard to speed that was agreed upon

as a compromise by the Automobile Club

and the Committee of Fifty. This is the

amendment fixing a limit of eight miles an

hour in the busy parts of the city, with a

limit of fifteen miles in the outlying districts.

This action by the law committee will

the women and children of the city would be

slaughtered if such an ordinance were passed,

but there were present several matronly

women, some of them gray haired, who

calmly approved of the Eric ordinance with

the terrible speed of ten miles an hour and

all.

The amended section, which will be re

ported favorably and probably become a law,

shows just what the rules will be for all.

It is as follows:

Article II, Section 1. Speed of vehicles—

The following rates of speed through the

streets of the city shall not be exceeded—

that is, eight miles an hour by bicycles, tri

cycles. velocipedes, motor vehicles and

streetcars, however propelled, or by pas

senger and other vehicles drawn by horses

or other animals. except that in the Borough

 

  

THE OLDSMOBILF. AS A WINTER VEHICLE.

render of no avail the "snap" hearing called

by Borough President Cantor a week ago

last Monday, which was “loaded” with per

sons who had not been to any former hear

ings on the subject, but were on hand to

favor Mr. Cantor by advocating the ordi

nance drawn by William P. Eno. The only

quibble in relation to the traffic ordinance

has been with regard to speed. The Com

mittee of Fifty and the West End Associa

tion had a frightful lot of spasms because

it was originally proposed to fix the speed

limit at ten miles an hour for all parts of

the city. The compromise mentioned was

effected after several weary hearings, and

then along came Mr. Eno, with his bill pro

posing a uniform limit of ten miles an hour.

The dear gentlemen of the Committee of

Fifty and the West End Association were

\ot there to again tell in tearful tones how

of Manhattan, in Broadway north of 181st

street, on the Boulevard Lafayette and on

\Vashington avenue, and in the boroughs of

Brooklyn, Queens, The Bronx and Richmond,

upon streets where the buildings are at least

100 feet apart, a speed of fifteen liillt‘S'iill

hour may be maintained.

Article II, 869,;- 2. No person riding, driv

ing or in charge of any vehicle on any street,

avenue parkwti'y or driveway in the city

shall drive the same at a speed greater than

reasonable and proper. having regard to the

traffic and use of the highway, or so as to

endanger the life or limb of any person.

Article II, Sec. 3. Exceptions—Nothing in

this article shall apply to the apparatus and

wagons of the Fire and Police departments,

the fire patrol, ambulances, emergency re

pair wagons or street railroads and vehicles

carrying the United States mail.

REMODELED RACING RULES

To be Completely Overhaulcd. says Stewart—

Revlsions Drafted but Still Carefully Guardui.

After many half hearted attempts to revise

them, the so-callcd racing rules of the Amer

ican Automobile Association are to be

thrown overboard and a new set compiled.

The rules were a legacy from the Automo

bile Club of America, having been drafted

by a committee of the club when automobil

ing was a young thing that was not sup

posed to know much. Consequently the rules

of the French Jockey Club were used almost

bodily, and much trouble has resulted at

race meetings since by reason of their short

comings and inconsistencies.

To a Moth World representative last week

Chairman W. J. Stewart of the race commit

tee of the A. A. A. stated that a new set of

rules was being prepared.

"The old rules were handed down to us by

the A. C. A., you know," he said, “and while

we have made several efforts to change them

and bring them up to date our efforts haVe

not been successful.

"Now, we have asked the clubs and indi—

vidual autotnobilists interested in racing to

oli'er amendments to the rules. Thirty days

nrc given for this purpose, and meanwhile

we are at work on a complete new set. We

expect to have everything in hand and put

in shape before the opening of the racing

season.”

It is proposed to make the rules concise,

clean cut and explicit. There will be a ruc-‘

ing vocabulary and a glossary of many

terms added. -

One proposition is to have a triple classifi

cation of cars. The first class will be with

out linrlt, and include any four wheel mu

Llllllo that runs on a track by a motor. The

second class' will be confined to standard

stock machines. practicable for any day use.

The third will be known as the manufactur

ers” class, and is intended to encourage mak

ers to prove their transmission and bear

lugs.

The cylinder area, piston stroke, gearing

and Weight are the factors now being calcu

lated by :1 Scientific student as the basis of

a fixed handicap figured down to feet and

inches.

Knox's Expansion

A fivefold increase of factory space was

made last week, when the Knox Automobile

CO., Springfield, Mass, purchased the Sebas

tey plant in that city. It immediately ad

joins their prcsent factory, and the two will

be operntcd in conjunction. The Schastey

factory is a two storied brick building 300

by 130 feet. and is completely stocked with

wood working machinery. Most of this will

he sold, and will be replaced as soon as

orders can be filled with more available ma

chinery. Six weeks will probably be needed

for restocking the building.
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: Calculation of Horsepower.

To calculate the horsepower of a gasolene

engine on the basis of its stroke, bore and

revolutions per minute. the mean effective

pressure during the working stroke, which is

exerted on the piston by the explosion of the

compressed gases, may be assumed as about

75 pounds per square inch.

The horsepower is, then, the product of

this mean pressure by the length of the

stroke in feet, by the area of the piston in

square inches. and by the number of work

ing strokes or explosions per minute. the re

sulting prcduct of these being then divided

by the number 33.000. The area of the

piston is obtained by squaring or multiplying

the diameter by itself, and the product thus

obtained by .7854.

For a single cylinder engine the working

stroke is one out of every four strokes, i. e.,

one out of every two revolutions of the

crank shaft. For a double cylinder engine

there is a working stroke every revolution,

and for a four cylinder engine two working

strokes per revolution.

To Prevent Skiddlng.

British autoists are interested in a device

to prevent side slip. it consists of two flex

ible wire hoops, one on each side of the

wheel and of slightly larger diameter than

the rim. The hoops are connected by steel

chains passing diagonally from one hoop t0

the other round the tire. The hoop, or ring,

on the inside of the wheel is endless, but

the outer hoop is supplied with a right and

left hand screw coupling, which aifords a

ready means for adjusting the non-skidder

to the tire. The diameter of the hoops is

such that they cannot pass over the periph

ery of the tire, and it is claimed they cannot

come off even when it is deflated.

The non-skidder is not fitted tightly enough

to impress the tire visibly, and in running

“creeps” slightly, so that the chains never

hear on the same point of the cover at any

two consecutive revolutions.

The Subiect of Governors.

To the non~mechanical governors are a

scaled book until they give the matter a lit

tle thought and investigation, and then they

are, or at least the principle is, as plain as

the proverbial pikestai‘f. The familiar ball

governor found on all steam engines, or

even on the top of many elevators, once

seen illuminates the subject. An upright

shaft, to which the arms containing these

balls are hinged, revolves, and the centrif

ugal force causes the balls to rise and actu

ate a valve, thus regulating the supply of

steam or explosive mixture. As the speed

diminishes the governor bails fall, of course,

and the valve is opened again. The con

struction of these governors varies widely,

but in principle they are identical.

The Banker Bros. Co. have arranged to

handle the new Century gasolene car attheir

establishments in Pittsburg, Philadelphia

and this city.

Some Cadillac Characters.

Brimf'ul of good, clever features the Cadil

lac is, as its wonderful sales fully attest.

In constructing it the Cadillac company have

  

not asked how cheaply a part can be con

structed, but how good. That they have suc

ceeded in keeping quality to the fore a close

  

examination of the car will demonstrate. An

instance of this is found in the extensive use

of steel drop forgings, many parts usually

  

made of castings being in the Cadillac forged

and then machined.

As showing the care given to details, the

Cadillac spark plug can be adduced. This is

furniflied either in the double form, an illus

trated, or with the regulation single plug.

It is held that by making a special spark

plug, and careful wiring. the usual sources

of trouble are practically eliminated. The

amount of insulating material is double that

generally used. The inner ends of the in

sulated sparking points are in close proxim

ity to the inlet valve, so that the incoming

charge of cold air keeps them free from any

deposit of soot, a very frequent source of

trouble.

The compactness of the transmission gears,

which are of the well known sun and planet

type, giving two speeds forward and a re

verse, will be scen by a glance at the illus

tration.

The accessibility of the' shaft bearings and

the ease with which they can be removed if

necessary is another noteworthy feature.

The illustration shows the bearing, with cap,

removed and the lower part of the bearing

lining partly out. The removal of the cap

permits this lower half to rotate in the

frame, and as a half revolution brings it on

top of the shaft it then may be lifted out,

and by a converse operation a new one easi

ly put in its place. restoring the original per

feet alignment and proper fit of the shaft

hearings in a few minutes, no matter how

long the old ones have been used._ This is

accomplished without disturbing in any way

any other part of the motor.

De Dion's Ignition Discovery.

It is a well known fact in physics that

gases are heated by compression, but it has

been left for the De Dion-Benton Co. to

make use of this natural law in connection

with internal combustion engines. The com

pany has invented a method of ignition based

on the law in question, which, if all that is

claimed for it is fact, will go a long way to

overcome one of the autoist's most serious

troubles.

Briefly. an auxiliary cylinder and piston

are supplied with a charge of gas which they

compress to flame best, when it communi

cates by means of a tube with the combus

tion chamber of the main cylinder.

Assuming the possibility of heating to the

flame point by the compressive power of an

ordinary motor, it is evident that the motor

must first be started, and the temporary use

of electric ignition would therefore appear

to be necessary. But the chief diflieulty

would probably be in so regulating the firing

charge as to insure that it should flame at

the right-moment. ‘

Packard’s School oi Employes.

Some little time ago the Packard Motor

Car Co. began to give a series of lectures to

such of their employes as were interested in

the principles of construction and operation

of the parts which go to make up a com

plete automobile. The experiment has been

attended with unexpected success. An aver

age of sixty pupils attends the lectures, and

the classes display great interest.
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LATE COMERS AT THE SHOW

Tardy Exhibits that Contained Much that was

Novel and Interesting.

 

 

Among the usual late comers at the show

were several notable exhibits, descriptions

of which were necessarily omitted in last

week‘s review. Ainong these were the

Wick, an unexpected addition to the number

of high priced gasolene cars of American

manufacture, and the Clement and Darracq

These, and particularly the former,

are magnificent specimens of the most ap

chassis.

proved French con'structibnal methods, and

were examined with keen interest and pro

nounced to be the finest exhibits of the kind

ever shown here.

These and a few other unnoticed exhibits

are reviewed below:

The A. Clement Co., Paris, France, hav

ing a branch factory at Hartford, Conn.,

showed one light tonneau car and a com

plete chassis. The motor of the tonneau is

of the two cylinder vertical style, develop

ing 10 horsepower. Both valves are me

chanically operated. The ignition is by

magneto, and the transmission is of sliding

gear type, direct drive on top speed, the

clutch having expanding segments. The

drive has a longitudinal shaft, having only

one universal Joint. The frame is of wood,

having steel flitch plates. The water cool

ing is done by a centrifugal pump working

direct through the engine circulating the

water through a tubular radiator. The mo

tor of the chassis is of a four cylinder type,‘

developing 14 horsepower, the general de

tails of construction being the same as on

the finished car exhibit. The water cooling

is done through a centrifugal pump circulat- .

ing the water through a beehive radiator of

small square section and a rotary fan, which

is actuated by a belt with a grooved pulley

on the end of a secondary shaft,- which oper- Y

ates mechanically also the induction and ex

haust valves.

 

The Union Motor Truck Co., of Philadel

phia, Pa., exhibited a motor express wagon

which has a body like the regulation horse

drawn express wagon. With the exception

of the batteries, which are carried under the

seat, the body is entirely free, so that its

carrying capacity is as large as any ordinary

wagon. Heavy wooden wheels with solid

tires are used. The front and rear axles are

connected by a framework of 53-inch channel

iron rivetted with steel castings, those of

the rear axle'taking the form of hearings

in which the axle revolves. The front cast

ing is dropped to accommodate the height of

the front axle, by which it is pivoted by a

steel bolt; an auxiliary thrust brace is also

used. The three steel castings are provided

with the usual block plates to carry the

wooden springs and ,clips. The motor and

all the machinery is carried on this. frame

‘ or increase it further.

'gage on the opposite =incline. .

work. The motor is what is known as a vtwo

cylinder Otto cycle, having copper water

jackets. The stroke is eight inches and the

piston five and one~half inches in diameter.

An electric ignition of break spark is used.

The valves are of the poppet type, and are

vertical, and in starting the exhaust valves

are held open during part of the compression

stroke. No gears, belts or chains are used

in transmitting the power, but instead a

. “silent reversible roller ratchet” is used on

the rear axle, and a variable throw crankpin

in the flywheel of the engine. A hydrauliv.

pump is used for forcing oil into the piston,

driven by a side shaft of the engine on a

3-inch bronze gear, which engages in the

8-inch gear on the friction clutch. The

wagon is operated as follows: The engine is

instantly started by a hand ratchet on crank

shaft. The engine being under way, the

silent, reversible roller ratchet being in its

normal go ahead position, the operator de

sires to stop his wagon, possibly heavily

loaded. IIaving hold of the hand lever, he

pushes it forward a few inches, when the

friction clutch starts the pump, and, like a

hydraulic jack, the crankpin begins to move

off of centre. As there is no lost motion in

the roller ratchet, the vehicle begins to move

instantly, although the pin may be only one

quarter of an inch oil! of centre. In this po

sition the leverage is greatly in favor of the

engine, and its stupendous starting torque

is developed at the rear driven axle. For

each second of time the pump acts the pin

advances approximately one-quarter of an

inch, and the wagon rapidly accelerates until

the desired 'speed is obtained, all of. which

may occupy from two to ten seconds, accord

ing to the speed desired. Having attained

the desired speed, the lever is brought back

to normal position, the pump disengages and

ceases work and,‘ the crankpin being oil

locked, the wagon maintains a constant

speed until the driver desires to slow down

To back the wagon

the reversing lever is thrown over,‘ which

causes the cage to recede and the rolls en

4

_

Upton Machine Co., Beverley, Mass, who

are the makers of the familiar and popular

Upton transmission gear, showed for the

first time a complete tonneau touring car,

having an aluminum body with a channel

frame. The motor is of the four cylinder

vertical type, of great simplicity, developing

16 horsepower. On the car shown the motor

has automatic inlet valves, but on a larger

size that they make the mechanically oper

ated valve is used. All of the motor con

nections are of heavy brass tubing fastened

by couplings which are readily disconnected.

The exhaust pipes are of very large capacity,

connected to a large tube, which is supple

mentary to the regular muffler, making a

very quiet exhaust. The radiating coil is

of copper, with copper corrugated web fins;

the water is forced through it by a pump

actuated by a sprocket and a chain from the

main. shaft. The oiling is by a positive

plunger pump, having a glass cylinder so

that the quantity of oil can be seen. The

ignition is by jump spark and vibrating coil.

Of course, the Upton transmission gear is

used, of the 1903 model, which gives a much

'faster low speed, and having a ratio of

two and one-half to one. In this gear the

controlling gears are now done away with,

the drive being by plain spur gears in the

slow speed. The driving is by a bevel shaft

to a countershaft on the Panhard style, driv

ing on the rear wheels by two chains. The

throttle control is from a small side lever in

side of the seat on the left hand side. On

the steering pillar are arranged two small

hand levers and rods, one to arrange the

proper mixture of gas, the other to advance

or retard the spark. The two main operat

ing cluech levers are on the left hand side

of the car. If the car is under full speed a

foot pedal can be thrown on, which operates

the brake for disconnecting the clutch

through the side lever, back into its normal

position and stopping the car. Another foot

pedal is for reversing, and a third one is for

the slow speed. The slow speed pedal can

also be used as an auxiliary brake if de

sired. The car weighs 2,500 pounds and

costs $3,000. The trimmings on the car are

all of brass, and are beautifully finished.

 

H. B. Wick & Co., Youngstown, Ohio, ex

hibited a big tonneau touring car. This car

has an aluminum body, with a frame of I

beam steel construction. Iialf elliptic

springs with body irons are used. Both

axles are cranked, or dropped between the

spring clips so as to lower the frame and

produce a low centre of gravity. The mo

tor is of the four cylinder. upright type of 28

horsepower, having a 41/4-inch bore by (Mach

stroke. Both valves are mechanically oper

ated by a single cam shaft working on the

main shaft with a rocker lever to the supply

valves. This rocker arm is held down by

a spring. The exhaust valves have a very

powerful coil spring, and the inlet has a

very light spring, so that when the lower

end of the rocker arm drops into the lower

part of the cum a supplementary spring

pushes up the other one. Artillery wooden

wheels with 34x04; inch detachable tires are

used, the axle bearings being full Collingc

type. Every bearing on the transmission

gear and the transmission and the cross

shaft is of an open ring oil pattern, the same

as is used on high speed dynamos. The elec

tric ignition is controlled by a small notched

circle and toothed wheel on top of the steer

ing wheel. The throttle for the vaporizer

is also controlled on the steering pillar by a

notched segment. The water cooling is done

by a pump operated by a sprocket and

chain on the main shaft, which forces the

water through a set of radiating coils in

front of the chassis, immediately behind and

above it, being a brass tank with 105 half

inch square holes, giving 1,500 square inches

of radiating surface. A McGanna hydraulic

oil pump is used to oil all the bearings and

the cylinders. Ignition is by regular make
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and break spark, storage battery being used

for starting and a magneto afterward. The

transmission is of the slide gear type, three

speeds forward and a reverse, all operated

from one lever having a safety touch device.

so that they cannot be thrown in unless a

foot pedal is used, which releases the coni

cal friction clutch on the flywheel. An emer

gency brake with an inside expanding ring

is used on each rear wheel. A double chain

drive with a_bevel drive shaft is used for

the rear wheel traction. The price of the

car is $8,000.

American Darracq Automobile 00., who

are the United States agents for the D. Dar

racq & Cie., France, exhibited two tonneau

cars, one being a 12 horsepower; price,

$3,250; the other, with a limousine top, of

20 horsepoweh; price, $7,500. A superb

chassis was also shown, which has already

been noticed. 0n the Darracq cars of 12

horsepower and over some new features are

shown. The motor, as is well known, is the

Mercedes type, with twin cylinders cast in

one piece, having valve motion mechanically

operated on both the inlet and exhaust

valves, and which are operated by gears

from the main shaft. A honeycomb style of

radiator and water tank is used, with an ex

haust fan to induce an extra draught of air.

The oiling system is automatic, the oil be

ing kept warm so as to feed readin In cold

weather. The regular brake consists of two

friction shoes operating on a drum of the

driving shaft, the emergency brake being

operated by a hand lever working on the rear

hubs. The setting of either brake throws the

clutch out. A vibrator is used with batter

ies. The bodies of these cars are very much

larger this year, having todneaus capable of

taking six passengers without crowding.

'l‘he upholstering is luxurious, and the finish

is beautiful to an extreme degree. An en

tirely new governor, so arranged that it is

under perfect control at all times, ls used,

together with a contact breaker entirely pro

tected from mud and wet.

 

The Backus Water Motor CO., Newark, N.

J., exhibited a new, medium weight touring

car, Stanhope body, for two passengers,

using semi-elliptical springs with long body

irons to carry the ‘body, with a horizontal

single cylinder motor located under the seat

‘ of 515-inch bore, 8-inch stroke, developing 12

horsepower. The motor is air cooled by

fifteen copper rings one and one-half inchs

wide shrunk on the cylinder and eighteen'

copper bevelled vanes projecting. It is

claimed for the use of these copper rings

that copper possesses 2.4 times the heat ab

sorbing capacity of iron. The motor is fur

.her cooled by a powerful forge blower,

which is operated by a flat rubber belt from

the flywheel. Another peculiarity of this

cooling arrangement is that the motor and

the cooling rings are inclosed, and the air

is forced through by the flanged blower from

the front to the back of the car. The motor

is started from the seat by a ratchet, and

has mechanically operated valves, operated

by cams on a secondary shaft which is part

of the transmission. The transmission is of

the back spur gear type, such as is used on

a lathe, with bevel gears introduced into the

pinions for the reverse. The clutches are of

the disk style, eight inches in diameter with

fibre washers one-eighth inch thick between

the surfaces. The frame is a plain rectangu

lar one of machine steel. Price, $1,100.

The First Steam Coupe.

One of the steam carriages that attracted

an unusual amount of attention at the show

was the new Mobile coupe. It was pro

nounced by carriage makers who visited the

Garden to be the finest coach job there.

' The vehicle is substantially built, hand

some in appearance and luxurious in ap

and a gasolene engine that can be reversed—

this is the work done by a Netherwood

(.\‘. J.) man, J. W. Tagger-t by name.

Particulars are wanting. the imaginative

reporter of the local jourral omitting these.

but asserting that Taggert has outwizarded

the Wizard of Menlo Park in producing rer—

' lutionizing automobile inventions.

“By a simple though ingenious method tLe

inventor reverses all the general laws gov

erning the building of gas engines, and has

cast aside all precedent and has simply re

versed the engine and makes the cylinder

work the same as the piston usually does,"

the description says. “In other words, he

takes the piston and makes it stationary and

works the cylinder back and forth over the

piston. Reinforced by an ingenious method

  

pointmcnt. It is designed to carry from six

to nine passengers, weighs 3.000 pounds and

costs $3,000. It is equipped with a simple

two cylinder engine, developing 10 horse

power and having 3%,x4 inch cylinder dimen

sions and mounted on an angle iron frame.

The boiler measures 17%x14% inches, and

has a capacity of nine and one-half gallons.

The new Mobile burner of the Bunson

type, with special steel tip, is used, and gaso

lene is employed as the fuel.

The wheel base is 7 feet, and 30-inch

wheels, either wood or wire, with Interna

tional tires are fitted. Lever steering and

chain drive are employed, and two double

acting band brakes. The tanks have capaci

ties of seventy-two and sixteen gallons of

gasolene and water, respectively. A water

regulator, low water alarm and fuel regu

lator are supplied.

Outwhizarding Edison.

To invent and construct a rotary steam

engine for which $1,000,000 has been offered,

 

of controlling the gas, compression, explosion

and exhaust, he secures power at every revo

lution of the machine."

The steam engine, which can be made of a

size to “propel a baby carriage or a steam

ship," is a “rotary engine that will develop

power at only five pounds of steam pressure

to the square inch, and at twenty-five pounds

of pressure a speed of 7,000 revolutions per

minute can be attained and 30 horsepower

secured. What is more, the entire machine

when running can be rested on a man's

shoulder with the greatest ease, and even

when running at that great speed will not

suffer the least Jolting."

The secret of the machine is jealously

guarded by the inventor. The fundamental

principle is the revolving cylinders and the

absence of any sliding pistons or eccentrics.

It is worked on the general plan of the tur

bine, excepting that this engine, when run

ning at a speed of 7.000 revolutions a minute,

can instantly be reversed without a single

jolt or jar.
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Extont of France’s Trade.

Some interesting figures regarding the

French automobile trade were given by

Baron Rothschild at a dinner given in his

honor at the Automobile Club of Great Brit

ain. After pointing out that the imports

have never yet reached more than $100,000,

he showed the exports to be as follows:

1900 . . . . . . . . . 7259,000 francs : $1,450,000

1901 . . . . . . . . . 13,414,000 “ : $2.ti$2,800

1902 . . . . . . . . .26.?»‘31900 “ : $5,310,200

In giving these figures the Baron pointed

out that the sums quoted did not nearly rep

resent the gross amounts receiVed by the

French trade. for the reason that the imports

and exports are valued by weight by that de

partment of the French Government which

does the appraising on these goods. The

vehicles. parts, etc., are appraised in lmlk

at 10 francs. or $2. per kilogramme, the

Thus carskilogramme being 2.2046 pounds.

titions the builders had made efforts to im

prove thelr vehicles which most assuredly

they never would have made for private in

dividuals.

lakingStagc Building Easy.

Appreciating the steadily increasing de

mand for automobile stages, the Brecht Au

tomobile Co., St. Louis, Mo., recently de

signed and brought out the one shown here

with. It has given great satisfaction to its

purchaser. and it will hereafter be carried
as a regular stock vehicle. I '

The stage is made to carry eight or ten

passengers. one in front with the operator

and the others sitting facing each other. It

is shown in the white, ready to be equipped

with either steam or gasolene power. The

frame is of angle iron, and a positive wheel

steering-device is fastened in front, with

Brecht's patented radius rods on each side

 

  

weighing 500 kilogrammes are set dOWn at

the value of francs ($1.000), 750 kilo

grammes at 7.500 francs ($1.500), and so on.

which, from the point of view of the actual

selling price. is absurd. Cars weighing 1.000

kilogrammes, and racing cars of crack mann

facturc. have. been frequently sold on a basis

,of $3 a kilogramme.,

The Baron then went on to state that the

total number of firms engaged in the con

struction of automobiles in France was sev

enty, having turned out 12,000 cars, and em

ploying no less than 45,000 hands. Taking

into account the number of men employed

in accessories and the tire trades, the total

overtopped 180,000, earning an average wage

of $360 per annum. In 1902 tires to the value

of $3,000,000 and $600,000 had been sold in

France by the Michelin and the Continental

firms, respectively.

By the above showing he thought he might

claim that in France the construction of an

tomobiles and their appurtenances had In

the last few year developed into a national

industry. The great strides in perfecting the

vehicles were due to the encouragement of

racing; .for in order to shine in speed compe

of the running gear, which keeps the chain

in proper tension at all times. Double act

ing brake bands. with foot lever attachment

and a canopy top, is also furnished, if de

sired. 'l‘he. vehicle has artillery wood wheels

with full metal hubs, and 21/9132 inch solid

rubber tire, ll/Iinch front roller bearing axle,

Pia-inch rear axle revolving in roller bear

ings under springs.

Schooling their Agents.

80 many dealers and their employee have

visited the factory of the National Motor

Vehicle Co., Indianapolis, Ind.. of late that

a miniature school may almost be said to be

established there. At one time a week or

two ago there were between tWenty and

twenty-five men familiarizing themselves

with National construction

 

Willis Gets a Good Man.

F. E. MoskOVics has been added to the

staff of E. J. Willis, the well known New

York jobber. Mr. Moskovics has been cap

tain of the New York Motor Cycle Club and

Is well versed not only in motorcycles but

In all that pertains to automobiles.

 

H. B. SHATTUBK

8r. SUN,

BOSTON, MASS.

Distributors of

Oldsmobile,

Packard,

Auiccar,

Searchmcni

WE HAVE GDNSTANTLY [IN HAND

CHOICE BARGAINS

III SECOND-HAND MACHINES.

A full line of standard French

.and American accessories

carried in stock.

 

STATE YUUR REQUIREMENTS. WE BAN

MEET THEM, IF ANYBODY (IAN.
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lnereaseloi Electrics in England.

That the electric vehicle has not stood still

in the years since it was introduced is well

known. Some figures prepared by an Eng

lish investigator bring the matter out in a

particularly clear light. In 1806 the weight

of a battery to give 2 brake horsepower for

six consecutive hours Was twenty-one hun

dredweight; it is now only seven hundred

wclght, the efficiency, too, having increased

from 70 to 90 per cent, he says. Motors

have been reduced in weight, as has also

the total weight of the vehicle, while the an

nual cost of maintenance and the charges, ,

for current have been materially reduced.

The Catalog of the Packard.

“With the same care and attention the

Packard motor car will give better results

than any other automobile made," is the

opening statement of the new Packard cata

logue, and it is put right up in front where

the reader cannot miss it. h

The publication is striking looking in its

red and gold cover, and is well printed, in

colors, in bold, handsome type on heavy cal

endared paper, with illustrations of complete

cars, chassis, etc., and factory scenes. Alto

gether it is one of the handsomcst publica

tions of the year.

 

Test oi Tire Detachability.

To show the rapidity with which a detach

able tire can be taken off and replaced, a test

was recently held at Paris, a Continental tire

100 mm. by 125 mm. being used. M. Tam

pier, oificlal timekeeper

France, held the watch, and M. Albert

Sougelin proved the winner. lIe completely

removed the tire from one wheel and re

placed and inflated it to a pressure of four

atmospheres in the short space of 5 minutes

63 2-5 seconds.

Exidea in Rochester.

A new Exide battery depot has been

opened at Rochester, N. Y., by the Electric

Storage Battery CO., Philadelphia. It is lo

cated at the establishment of J. J. Mandery,

at No. 158 South avenue. Owners of elec

tric vehicles equipped with Exide batteries

in this district can now use this depot for

any matters requiring information or atten

tion.

 

to the A. C. oi?v

How the Kelly has been Bettered.

Never content to let well enough alone, the

Kelly Handle Bar Company, of Cleveland,

Ohio, with their usual alertness to take ad

vantage of every possible chance to improve

the already satisfactory Kelly burner, have

got out a new one piece steel tubular burner,

with an entirely new casing. This casing is

constructed with no gauze or holes in the

bottom, the air being drawn in from the

ends. This, it has been found, prevents all

  

underlapping of the fire—a much to be de—

sired improvement.

'l‘he burner, too, being constructed without

air tubes, through the continuous stop tube,

makes it utterly impossible for the burner to

back fire, even if it were to become red hot.

The advantages in this respect are obvious.

This form of construction has been thor

oughly tested, having been in use on a num

ber of cars the past year, and in no case

have they ever given the slightest difficulty

or other than entire satisfaction. Users of

steam cars will find the latest Kelly Handle

Bar Company‘s eflort a most welcome aid,

increasing the etiiciency of steam vehicles.

 

One oi Dixon's Toots.

To the task of reducing friction to a mini

mum the Joseph Dixon company address

themselves, and how they succeed, as far as

automobiles are concerned, is fully set forth

in “A Toot for Dixon’s Graphite," a little

booklet Just issued by the well known Jersey

City concern, The "tooting" is supposed to be

done through an automobile horn shown on

the front cover. The virtues and uses of

Dixon‘s graphite are set forth attractively

and convincingly.

Deals with the General.

General ruuabouts, in their two passenger

and detachable tonneau bodied form, are de

scribed in detail in the catalogue just issued

by the General Automobile & Mfg. 00.,

Cleveland, Ohio. These cars, which were

formerly termed the Cleveland, are good

specimens of the type of medium powered,

medium weight, gasolene vehicles at a popu

lar price that are attracting so much 'atten

tion just now. The catalogue is well printed

and contains marginal illustrations of typi

cal road scenes.

 

Repair of a Leaky Pipe.

A good temporary repair for leaking water

pipes or radiators is effected by covering

the pipe around the fracture or joint with

white lead and binding with tape. The tape

should be well smeared with the lead as it is

wound around the pipe, the edges of the

bandage being well leaded. When dry this

makes quite a good repair, and one which

has been known to last for a considerable

time.

Halsey on Vandeventer Avenue.

The Halsey Automobile Co., St. Louis, 310.,

is erecting a $20,000 garage on Olive street

near Vandeventer avenue. The building is

to be 50 by L20 feet in area, two stories

high, of brick and terra cotta, with stone

trimmings. It will have a large office and

spacious salesroom.

Cadillac will Carry Nationals.

Arrangements have been made whereby the

National Motor Vehicle Co.'s goods will be

handled in Chicago by the Cadillac Automo

bile Co. of llllnols, at the latter's new estab

lishment, 1312 Michigan Boulevard, which is

nearing completion.

 

Williams's Spark Coils.

Spark coils in a number of styles, and

especially adapted for gasolene car work,

are described and illustrated in a catalogue

issued by E. Q. iVilliams, N0. 535 South

Clinton street, Syracuse, N. Y.

The Week’s Exports.

British Possessions in Africa—4 cases motor

vehicles, $1,635. > - ~

Mexico—1 case motor vehicles, $2.580.

Southampton—1 case motor vehicles, $1,500.

 

“

 

  

VW

PEERLESS TOURING CAR.

AN AMERICAN

FOR AMERICAN PEOPLE.

BANKER BROS. CO.

LARGEST DEALERS IN AMERICA.

PITTSBURG,

Baum and Beatty Sis.

CAR

THE CAR DE LUXE.

PHILADELPHIA,

629-33 N. Broad St.

NEW YORK,

14: & I43 West 38th St.

‘ 50 West 43d St.
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CENTURY TOURIST

Gasolene Car.

w 7 H. P. GUARANTEED -
  

Sie$750, With dos-a-dos seal

Derlection in every Detail. Sallslaction to every purchaser.

Century Motor Vehicle Co., Syracuse, N. Y.

‘ nonucrras;
\

New York Citv. Banker Brothers Co., Buffalo, N. Y., 602 Main St., _

New York Philadelphia and Pittsburgh J. A. Cramer.

Chicago. Ill.. :93 Wabash Ave., Providence, R. 1.. v

Ral h Tenn ale 8; Austrian Co. H. C. Martin & Co.

Brooklyn, N. i, 488 ancock St., Asbury Park, N. 1., -

Lewis Automobile Co. A. A. Taylor Co.

London, England. R. Reynold, Jackson Co., Proprietors of The Century 'I‘ounst Car Co.

of America. Albert Gate Mansion. Knightsbridge,

  

 

horn

MEDALS

Thai is the

Record

for Absolute

Reliability

Established

by the

BAR
It has won the Highest Position of Honor in all these leading contests.

400 Miles—New York-Rochester.

loo Miles—Long Island non-stop. roo Miles—A. C. A. non-stop.

roo Miles—Chicago non stop. 500 Miles—N. Y.-Boston-N. Y.

$2,500.00.

WRITE FOR NEW CATALOG.

PACKARD mo'ron can COMPANY

WARREN, OHIO.

NEW YORK, EAS’IIRN DEPARTMENT, 3r7 W. 59th St.

PHILADELPHIA, Wm. F Rudolph, 30: N. Broad St.

BOSTON, H. B. Shattuck & Son, ago Columbus Ave.

CHICAGO, Pardee & Co., 1404 Michigan Boulevard.

LOS ANGELES, Norman W. Church, 439 S. Main St.

SAN FRANCISCO, H. B. Larzalere, r814 Market St.

FIRST-GLASS

GERTIFIGATES and

 

TIMKEN ROLLER BEARINGS
H Easiest Steering Easiest Running

Lightest Weight QGre’atest Strength

:

TIMKEN ARTlI-LERY HUBS

are made entirely of steel. except dust caps, which are brass, making the LIGH'I‘I‘ZST and at

the same time the STRONGEST artillery huh on the market.

All sizes from | in. to 2 in., either in finished steering knuckles or complete frontaxles.

either solid or tubular. -

TIMKEN BEARINGS for all kinds and sizes of rear axles; also all kinds and sizes of

complete rear axles.

TIMKEN BEARINGS are WARRANTED FOR TWO YEARS. and the only roller

hearings in which ALI. WEAR CAN BE TAKEN UP. Dissatisfied users of other style

bearings should consult us.

Man of the leading automobiles at the New York and Chicago shows will be equipped with

TIMKER ROLER BEARINGS. See our full line exhibit at both shows.

TIMKEN ROLLER BEARING AXLE 00., GANTIIN, UHlll.

“TheA.B.ii. of Electricity”

will help you understand many

things about motors which may

now seem hard of understanding.

 

  

 

108 Pages. 50 Cents Per copy.

1""- ' 120mm" COMPANY;

‘ new Yomt.mun“!
\ .

 

MANUFACTUHIRS OF

y 10 H.P.iiombinationTvro and

'Four Passenger Car.

,/ 20 H. P. Touring Bar.

20 H. P. Light Delivery Car.

From a standpoint of quality there are few cars in the Shelby class

and none embodying more original and meritorious features.

Send for catalog.

Address Department “ F "

THE SHELBY MOTOR CAR 00.,

SHELBY, OHIO.
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‘ THE

SPERRY BATTERY

WILL BE READY FOR DELIVERY IN MARCH.

WRITE FOR PARTICULARS.

NATIONAL BATTERY COMPANY, '- BUFFALO, N. Y.

 

WYOMA WYOMA WYOMA

Automobile Gasolene Transmission Differential Spur

MOtOI'S- Gear. Gear.

  

3 speeds forward, one reverse.

New system; no bevel gears. Manganese bronze bevel gear.

Gears always in mesh Fitted for either 1%, 1% or 1%

inch axles 8 pitch.

  

French Type. I/Vater Cooled.

  

8 H. P., Single Cylinder. Ball thrust at each end of shaft.

15 H P Double Cylinder . . 6° teeth

' " ' Enclosed 1n alummum case. For direct drive

Equal in workmanship, finish and service _ '

to the best foreign makes. Will transmit up to 20 H. P. Rod transmission.

We are also manufacturers of Tubular Running Gears, Radiating Coils, Aluminum and Brass

Hoods, Wood and Wire Wheels, Auto Mufflers and Carburettors.

READING AUTOMOBILE 6t GEAR COMPANY, Tenth and Exeter Streets, READING PA.

Artillery Wheels.
We are now prepared to furnish these Hubs, Ball-Bearing and Key-Snted, for Automobile:

3—. l weighing from 500 to 4,000 pounds.

Front Hubs are Ball-Bearing and are ambled on our well-known Steering Axles.

Rear Hubs furnished with Ball-Bearings or Key-Seated.

ALL RACES ARE GROUND IN POSITION

IN HUBS. CONES AND CONE SEATS

ON SPINDLES ARE GROUND TO GAUGE.

Hubs and Spindles are machined Right and Left.

WRITE US REGARDING YOUR REQUIREMENTS.

THE AMERICAN BALL-BEARING COMPANY, Shift'fi‘lt.
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The Largest Automobile .Supply House in America.

 

 

 

 

  

GENUINE FRENCH SPARK PLUGS.

Considered the best plug on the market; 8!.00 each,by mail. Special

pricein quantities. French and American porcelain tubes for repairing; MILLER,5 ARTILLEY RUNNING GEAR

  

spark plugs, copper gaskets, etc., etc.

Material, workmanship and finish guaranteed the finest on the market.

We handle other running gears, Brown'Lipe equalizing gears. tranlimisw

sion and steering gears, steering wheels, etc.,etc.

  

' _ _ We carry the largest assortment oi lamps in

INI "AL HANUbkb- clutiing oil and gas headlights, side lamps, tail Leather coats $8.00; Leather trousers; 86.00; Caps,

Furnishld letters or figures, mounted on p \t- lamps. etc., large and small. IO be found in the $2.00; Gauntlet Gloves,$2.25 per pair. Largest assort

ent leather as required by law. $2.00 each. United States. ment of goggles imported to this country, etc., etc.

You can find an Automobile Show, continuous performance, every day in the year except Sundays and Holidays. at 97, 99, 10! RBADB 5‘! REET, BEW YORK CITY.

Our 1903 catalog, the largest and most complete catalog of its kind ever published, will be mailed on request.

CHAS E. MILLER, Manufacturer, Jobber, Importer and Exporter, New York, U. S. A.
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THE NEW

KELLY GENERATOR

for Steam Vehicles is :1 Trouble Saver.

No Steam Car is complete without one Does away with (lrip

cups and all annoyances. Perfected in every way and always reliable. ,

Strongly made with all connections outside. Easily adjusted.

No flaring or flashing in lighting, even in the strongest wind.

Main fire controlled at seat. Compact and neat in appearance and

enclosed in aluminum case.

 
 “WWWWWWWW

ADAPTED

TO ANY

MACHINE

  

 

1a The New OliC-PlCCC Stccl Tubular Burner

with entiiely new casing. Has no gauze or holes in the bottom, the

air being taken in tiom the ends. Absolutely eliminates all danger of

fire under-lapping. As there are no air-tubes through the Continuous

stop-tube the burner even if red-hot cannot back fire. One of the most

important improvements yet made. Thoroughly tested—as are all our

_ products. Write for circular.

KELLY HNDLE BAR COMPANY, - Cleveland, Ohio.

WWMMMMHMRMMMMMMM
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The Oldsmobile
THE CAR WITH A RECORD.

To see one is to admire its. appearance; to own one is to thoroughly appreciate its splendid

perfection.

Made in the largest and best equipped automobile factory in the world. Each detail of its strong

and simple construction is the result of 23 years’ experience in gasolene motor building. Each work

ing part is made from the best Drop Forgings, with the result that the OLDSMOBILE is " The best

t M on w a 3' omen, $050.00.

Every part of this mechanical marvel is made or finished in our own factory by the most skilled

automobile specialists. Built on unique lines under patents covering all the essential parts, its sterling

merit cannot be copied by imitators There is nothing problematical in the OLDSMOBILE—it “goes”—

it gives absolute satisfaction and is still the cheapest reliable automobile in the world.

Our statements are proven by the evidence of the OLDSMOBILE'S 7000 drivers. Practical every

day service means more than all the theoretical argument and experimental efforts of the “paper

manufacturers.” ‘

SELLING AGENTS :

F. W. Stockbridge, Paterson, N. J. Rochester Automobile Co.,

Mississippi Valley Automobile Co., Rochester, N. Y

St. Louis, Mo. Seager 6': Close, Tucson, Ariz.

George E. Hlnnln, Denver, Colo. P. . Gilbert, Jacksonville, Fl.

Day Automobile Co., Kansas City, Mo. Texas Imp. 6: l'lschlnery Co.,

Clark 6: Hawkins, Houston, Texas. Dlllll. Texas.

Hyslop Brothers, Toronto, Ont. Abbott Cycle Co., New Orleans, La.

The Oldsmobile Co.—C. C. Moore Co., C H. Johnson, Atlanta, Ga.

San Francisco. Col. Sutclltfe 6: Co., Louisville, Ky.

John W. Chester Co., Nashville, Tenn. Brown-Thompson & Co., "or! 0rd, Conn.

A. F. Chase 6: Co., l’llnneapolis, l‘llnn. Flason's Carriage Works, stonxlort, In.

J. E. Richard, Columbia, 5. C. Adams 6: Hart, Grand Rapids, Ich.

Oldsmobile (10.. Milwaukee, Wis. Kline Cycle 6‘: Auto Co., Hurrisbur , PI.

The Oldsmobile Co , Mahler 4‘: DeGresse, The Oldsmobile Co., Los Angeles, ll.

Mexclo City, Mexico. 7

Oldsmobile Co., New York City, N. Y.

National Capitol Automobile Co.,

Washington, D. C.

Quaker City Automobile Co.,

Philadelphia, Pa.

H. B. Shattuck 6: Son, Boston, Mass.

Banker Bros. Co., Plttsburg, Ps.

Oldsmobile Co., Cleveland, Ohio.

Oldsmobile Co., Githens Bros, Chicago. Ill.

Fisher Automobile Co., Indianapolis, Ind.

Olds Gasollne Engine Works, Omaha, Neb.

W. C. J: nes Automobile Co., Buffalo, NY.

F. L. C. lrtin Co., Pluinlleld, N. J.

Autovehicle Co., Newark, N. J.

Agency for Great Britain : THE OLDSMOBILE COMPANY OF GREAT BRITAIN, 100‘: Queen Victoria St., LONDON, E. C.

WRITE FOR INFORMATION AND ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE T0

01.05 MOTOR WORKS, earnest:
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BUDLONG MADE PRESIDENT

Premonde Slate Goes Through at N. A. A. M.

Election—Explusion and Censure Dealt With.

 

Milton J. Budlong, vice-president and

treasurer of the Electric Vehicle Co. of Hart

ford, is. the new president of the National

Association of Automobile Manufacturers.

Mr. “slate” that was

slipped through at the well oiled meeting of

the Executive Committee on Wednesday.

The full ticket of officers elected is as fol

lows:

M. J. Budlong, Hartford. president; H.

Ward Leonard, New York, first vice-presi

dent; Windsor T. White, Cleveland, second

vice-president; Charles Clifton, Buffalo,

third vice president; Percy Owen, New

York, treasurer. The appointment of Harry

Unwin as secretary, made on January 7 by

the old executive committee, was ratified.

0f the fifteen members of the executive

committee fourteen were either personally

present or represented by proxy. R. E. Olds

was the only absentee. Those present were:

Lucius T. Gibbs, Vehicle Equipment (30.;

Windsor T. “'hite, W'hite Sewing Machine

Co.; C. E. Duryen. Duryca Power Co.; John

Brisbcn Walker. Mobile Co. of America; I.

H. Page. J. Stevens Arms and Tool 00.; M.

J. Budlong. Electric Vehicle Co.; Frederic

M. Landc. U. S. Long Distance Co.; Charles

Clifton. George- N. Pierce 00.; J. P. Taylor,

proxy for F. S. Fish, Studebaker Bros. Mfg.

v00.: J. Wcslcy Allison, Woods Motor Ve

hicle (30.; H. \Vard Leonard, lVard Leonard

Electric Co.; S. T. Davis, Jr., Locomobile

(‘0. of America; Percy Owen, proxy for

Ach. Winton, Winton Motor Carriage (30.;

George B. Adams, proxy for J. W. Packard,

Packard Motor Car C0.

8. T. Davis, Jr., presided, and when the

time came for the election of officers he sug

gested pleasantly that it was customery to

appoint a nominating committee, and thereL

upon appointed H. Ward Leonard, Percy

Owen and J. Wesley Allison as a nominating

body. After retiring for a very brief in

terval they returned with the ticket pre

pared. -

“The committee appears to have taken

good care of itself on the ticket," smilingly

remarked the presiding oflicer,

Then a motion was quickly made that the

Budlong headed a

secretary cast one ballot for the ticket, and

this was done. Gentlemen present who dur

ing the show had led Windsor '1‘. White to

allow his name to be used as a candidate

concealed whatever embarrassment they felt

and quietly acquiesced in the simple little

programme.

Concerning the location of the officers, that

matter was left to the discretion of the

president and secretary. After the meeting

it was officially stated by the secretary that

the oificcs would remain where they now

  

M. J. Budlong, President, N. A. A. M.

are, at 7 East Forty-second street, New

York. _

The question was brought up concerning

the expulsion of Automobile Topics for hav

ing attacked Mr. Shattuck and others and

also for having. during the New York show,

declared Automobile Topics Daily to be the

official organ of the N. A. A. M. The matter

was referred to a committee. The manager

of the Chicago show was also censured for

making that publication his official organ.

No one laughed except the secretary.

It was decided to have the Association in

corporated, and a special meeting was called

for March 18 in New York, to revise the

constitution and bylaws.

The recommendation from the main body

that a contest should be held over the Fort

George Hill was approved and referred to

the Technical Committee for the arrange

ment of details.

SPAULDING WILL QUIT

Action Begun to Dissolve Buffalo Concern—

Protection of Creditors Given as the Cause.

 

Proceedings were begun in the Special

Term of the Supreme Court at Buffalo on

Thursday last asking for a voluntary disso

lution of the business of the Spauiding Au

tomobile & Motor CO., of that city. On the

application of a majority of the stockhold

crs Justice Chllds appointed Nelson P. Baker

temporary receiver, fixing his bond at

$12,000.

Mr. Baker is the secretary of the company.

The action will excite surprise chiefly be

cause of its suddenness. It was known by

concerns having dealings with the Spaulding

company that there was something wrong.

Payments were belated, and very little satis

faction wns forthcoming to those desiring

__ \ settlements.

The Spnlding company was of compara

tively recent formation, and did not out much

figure in the trade. It made a car of the

gnsolene runabout type.

According to Mr. Spaulding himself the

proceedings were instituted as a matter of

protection for the general creditors, all of

whose claims, he stated, will be eventually

settled in full.

It is understood that the liabilities of the

concern are more than $20,000 and the as

sets less than $5,000.

 

Joyce Retires.

James J. Joyce, jr., general manager of the

International A. & V. Tire CO., Milltown,

N. J.. has presented his resignation, to take

effect on March 1. Mr. Joyce has been con

nected with the company for a number of

years. He has several propositions under

consideration, but will not decide upon his

future connection for some weeks.

 

At the expiration of the lease of the pres

ent quarters on Forty-second street, this

city, the general offices of the Locomobiie Co,

of America will be removed to the factory

in Bridgcport. President Davis made the

nnnounccmcut during the N. A. A. M. meet

ing yesterday.
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STARTS ON SUNDAY

And Why That Day was Chosen for Paris-Made

rid Race~Cup Race in Belgium'I—ljaris‘s

Newsstand Most Remarkable Road.

French Bureau Motor World.

2 Rue d‘Abbeville.

Paris, Jan. 21.—The start of ‘the Paris

Madrid motor car race has been definitely

fixed for Sunday, May 24. Two principal

_.--considerations_ haye weighed with the com

: intttee ot the A. C. F. in fixing the start on a

In. the first place. there will be

iiiucli._les_s traflic on the, roads and hardly

any farmers’ carts, and as the route from

Paris.to Bordeaux, which will form the first

day’s run, lies over the most populated por

tion of the whole distance, it is most im

portant to have the roads as free as possible

both on account of the danger and also to

allow the obtaining of the highest speeds.

'In' the second place the public take a very

great interest In road racing and it is the

desire of the A. C. F. to make this sport as

- popular as possible and Sunday is the only

day on ‘which the working population will

be able to turn out and witness the great

international events.

The entries for the race opened on Jan

uary 15, and all entries received between

' that date and February 15. will have thei‘r

position at the start of the. race decided by

ballot. Entries received after February 15

will be set down to start in the order in

which they are sent in. There will be four

classes, namely: motor cycles (up to 50 kilos)

entrance fee 50 francs; voiturettes (250 to

400 kilos). entrance fee 200 francs; light cars

(400 to 650 kilos), entrance fee 300 francs,

and heavy cars (650 to 1,000 kilos), entrance

fee 400 francs. After April 16 the entrance

fees will be doubled and the lists will be

irrevocably clrsed on the evening of May 15

at 6 o'clock.

In addition to the four classifications

specified about there will be a competition

in each class for regularity. Each manu

facturer will have the right to name a

set of four of his cars in each or any class,

which he desires for the regularity trial.

but he must name the four not later than

the evening of' May 20 at six o'clock and

after that date no change whatever can be

made in the set he has named. The set

of cars in each class which does the best

average time will he thc winner of tho rcgu~

larity trial of its class.

. Sunday

 

'l‘he Paris municipal council has decided to

build what will be most important and cer

tainly the most uniquc road in thc world.

It will start from the .\rc dc 'l‘l'iomphc and

forming a straight linc with the (‘hamps

Elysccs, l'llll right into the middle of the

ancient forest of St. Germain to thc (,‘i'oiX

dc .\'oai|lcs. a total distance of a little more

than eleven miles. The road which will be

its capabilities.

about forty yards wide, will contain twenty

footpaths for pedestrians, two paths for cy

cles, a road for horse~drawn vehicles. a road

for automobiles and an electric railway in

the middle. The cost of the construction of

_. the road will be upward of 1,160,000 francs,

and as it will be seen by the above descrip

tion, each form of modern transport will be

able to circulate on it quite independent of

the other and no doubt at a speed suitable to

 

Among the latest victims to the French

police and with three days prison hanging

over his head, is the Baron Henri de Roth

schild, and strangely enough while he was

being condemned by the magistrates in

Paris, he was lecturing to the members of

the English Automobile Club on the prud

ence with which they should temper their

speed. It seems, however, that the Baron

committed the terrible crime of refusing to

show his papers to the police when called

on to do so and although he is appealing

against the judgment it will hardly be pos

sible for him to escape from the clutches of

the law in this case.

 

The statistics of the City of Paris, for the

first three months in 1902, has just been

published and in the chapter entitled acci

dents, there appears the following interest

ing figures:

Accidents caused by horse-drawn vehicles,

597: deaths, 23.

Accidents caused by falls from a height,

30; deaths, 18.

Accidents on the river, 50; deaths. 9.

Accidents caused by bicycles. 30; deaths. 0.

Acchlcnts caused by automobiles, 92;

deaths. 1.

liivcrs accidents, 369; deaths, 40.

By these figures it is_clcarly shown that

next to bicycles automobiles have the least

percentage of fatal accidents. namely, 1.08

per cent, while horse-drawn vehicles are

more than three times more dangerous for

their,pcrccniagc of fatalities is,3.S, and not

n‘illlslainiing thcsc telling tigurcs. the self

propclh-d traffic is the subject of constant

and vcxatinus prosecution and persecution

by tho police and autoists arc obliged to

carry a distinguishing numhcr_ whilc the

horse-drawn trathc. consecrated by custom.

is allowcd to run its own frcc will without

iutcrfcrcnce.

 

'l‘hc choicc of a rontc for the Gordon Bcn

not (‘up is occupying the attention of at

lcast thrcc liuroin'an clubs. The A. (‘. l“..

of coursc, wants the racc to llc run in France

and in connection with the grcat rzicc of the

year fr: In Paris to Madrid. and in favor of

this plan thcl'c is much to Inc said. for the

roads in Franco and cspccinliy the Paris

liordcaux road is pcrhaps the most suitable

in thc World for high spccds. it is \vidc.

wcll laid and has i'cw sharp bonds, and in

addition to this lhcrc arc comparativciy t‘cw

largo towns on the route. and conscqucntly

lcw ncuti'alizatious. The cars which are be

ing prepared for this international struggle,

will certainly be faster cars than anything

that has ever yet been on the roads, so that

a good course is more than ever necessary.

(in the other hand the English Club would

prefer to meet its French competitors on

neutral grounds, if it is found impossible to

have the race run on British soil. In view of

this the Belgium Automobile Club has al

ready several times hinted that it would be

very glad to make arrangements for the

race to be held in Belgium, which country

has not challenged the cup this year, and is

not therefore a competitor. The English club

has now made a formal request to the Be!

gium club to organize the cup race over the

Circuit des Ardemes, which is a route par

ticularly suitable to the struggle. though it

is not at all certain yet if the French

club will consent to this arrangement.

Six-Hundred Cars at London Show..

Although opened without the slightest

eclat, with society conspicuous by its ab

sence, and with the spectacular accompani

ments that marked the Paris show entirely

lacking, the British automobile exhibition.

which began at the Crystal Palace, London,

on Friday last, is a distinct success. Except

that of the Paris function referred to, no

equal showing of cars has ever been made.

There are more than 200 exhibitors, showing

more than 000 complete cars. Outside the

Palace were 120 more cars. used for demon

strating purposes. Business, with a big B,

is the kcyuotc of the show, as while the ad

juncts of fashionable functions may be them

later, they were not in evidence at the open

ing.

No startling novelties, no radical depart~

nics. were to be seen. The growth of the

fonr-cylimlcr ("‘J‘, and the parallel pc-pu

larity of the small, medium priced cars,

were the most noticeable features.

Amcrican makers are pretty well repre

scntcd. TheWhite, the Baker, the W'inton,

the Locomobile and the Duryea all had a

good showing, and their light weight and

moderate prices attracted much attention.

The Baker "Torpedo" was also on exhibition.

l‘i'clll'll cars were also a noticeable tea

turc. most of the leading makers being rep

rcscnted.

The show was opened by Sir Albert R.

Rollil, .\i. l’.. who reiterated the complaints

against thc British backwardness compared

with Ann-rican cntcrprise in the use ot‘ labor

saving machine! y.

Referring to the show in Madison Square

Garden, New York, he said he hoped the

British manu'acturers did not intend to re

tirc from su-~h international contests. Sir

Albert expressed the opinion that they

should bc strongly represented at the St

Louis Exposition and that the British Par

liamcnt shouh' assist them in so doing, as

thc Hcrman ll ichstag did in the case 01'

ticrman manufzn-turors. The speaker also

said hc thought that Parliamentary inter

t'crcncc was largely responsible for tirellt

Britain‘s lulclnval'dness in automobilism.
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TWO SHOWS IN BOSTON

Blackballing Start: a Lively Row and a Rival

Organization With Pretentious Plans.

Boston autoists are at loggerheads, and no

Capulet and Montagu feud was more bitter

than this one promises to be. The trades

men are in one camp, the clubmen in an

other. Two associations are now in exist

ence, two shows seem to be assured. Each

faction ignores the other, and says it will go

its own way regardless of its rival.

The trouble all arose, it is said, over the

_blackballing of two prominent members of

the Dealers’ Association who had applied for

admission to the Massachusetts Automobile

Club. Instantly there were threats of re‘

taliation, and the two organizations forth

with swung far apart and have since been

_moving along parallel lines.

The clubmen have formed the New Eng

land Automobile Association, which “will

have for its purpose the furtherance of mat

ters pertaining to the automobile.” Although

having no official connection with the Massa

chusetts Automobile Club, many of the pro

moters are members of it. The gentlemen

'whose names are most closely identified

with the new association are Colonel James

. T. Soutter, E. C. Lee, F. H. Tudor, Jr., New

ton Crane, F. L. D. Rust and E. H. Clements.

The association proposes to hold an automo

bile show in Mechanics’ building the week

commencing February 24, and will establish

a circuit of race meets, with races in the

leading cities of New England. a

In the matter of legislative work, the as

sociation proposes to be prominent. It will

be represented at all the hearings at the

State House in which automobile interests

are concerned.

The Boston Automobile Dealers have al

ready completed arrangements for their

show at Symphony Hall, during the week of

March 16. Speaking of the rival show,

. (‘hairman Eldredge of the show committee

of the Dealers‘ Association is quoted as say

ing: “The formation of the New England

Automobile Association and the announce

ment that it will hold a show in Mechanics’

Hall during the month of February will not

’ disturb the plans of the Boston Automobile

Dealers' Association in the least. We shall

continue our arrangements and will hold our

show in Symphony Hall on the date sched~

uled, the Week commencing March 16. Inas

much as all the automobile dealers in this

section have secured space for our show, I

cannot see wherein the proposed opposition

show will injure us in the least. Not only

have they secured the space mentioned, but,

in the majority of instances, have paid for

the same, and there is really no reason why

our show should not be the success we have

anticipated since we first determined‘and

announced our intention of holding it."

0n the other hand, President Soutter of

the Massachusetts Club presented the new

organization’s side in this wise:

"The show in Mechanics' Building is in

tended to educate Boston people to take live

lier interest in the automobile. Space has al

ready been engaged by certain exhibitors,

Some club members will exhibit machines,

and manufacturers will be invited to send

exhibits. But there will be a programme of

interesting events for show week, such as

brake tests, obstacle races for autos, and

automobile ‘stunts,’ to make the show some

thing like the horse show in its interest for

the public. We have no sanction from the

National Association of Automobile Manu

facturers, but none will be needed for this

will be only an association aflfair. A consid

erable amount of money to carry out the

plans has already been pledged in subscrip

tions.”

Entries for Trial Cup Races Close.

The entries for the team were formally

closed on Saturday with L. P. Moocrs, H. S.

Harkness, Percy Owen and C. W. Matheson

the candidates for the two vacant places on

the team.

With regard to a trial contest for the can

didates there is no doubt but what a test
will be held. There islreason to believe also

that the character of it has been planned

by the committee, although it steadfastly re

fuses to reveal what its plans are. Said one

member of the committee;

“When th0se cars arrive here on April 11

they will be tested, and well tested. You

may be sure of that, but because the com

mittee doesn’t choose to announce its plans

it is no reason to infer that it has none and

does not know just exactly what the test

will be. 0, no!"

 

Not Liller to Build Motor Cars.

There appears to be little truth in the

widely published report last week that the

General Electric 00. would enter the auto

mobile field with a gasolene car that it hasv

been experimenting with for some time.

That the company did build one such car'is a

fact. It was seen in Boston last October

during the reliability contest. It is also it ue

that the General Electric Co. may make an

tomobile parts. But as to complete vc

hicles, the Motor World representative was

told by a gentleman having unusual means

of ascertaining the facts that there was ab

solutely nothing in it.

 

To Sell Oldsmobiles in Detroit.

One more local Olds company has been

formed, the Oldsmobile C0., of Detroit, with

the well known W. C. Rands & Co. as man—

agers. The Olds product will, of course. be

handled. For the present the business will

be conducted at No. 254 Woodward avenue,

but it is proposed to erect on one of the

principal business streets :1 comntodious gar

age, where cars will be displayed, sold!

stored, repaired, etc.

IN BELGIUM OR IRELAND

Course for Cup Race in one Country or Other

but British Cable Adds to Doubt.

Latest indications point to a probability of

the race for the international challenge cup

being held on Irish soil, with the neutral

grounds of the Ardennes Circuit, in Belgium,

offered as an alternative, and the date some

time early in July.

On Tuesday the Race Committee of the

Automobile Club of America made it known

that it was in receipt of a letter from the

Automobile Club of Great Britain and Ire

land, in which it was explained about the

course that had been found in Ireland which,

it is believed, complies with all the required

conditions of the cup race rules.

According to the letter the proposed course

has been somewhat changed from that first

reported by the special committee sent to

Ireland. As finally decided upon its circuit

is 126 miles. The route embraces in order

Naas, Kildare, Stradbally, Ballyroan, Athy,

Kilcullen, Carlow, Athy, Kilcullen and Naas,

The letter from the British club to the

A. C. A. was signed by David Solomons,

chairman of the Committee on Foreign Re

lations, and it states that the Irish course as

a whole has a finer roadbed than the course

over which the race was run last year. Mr.

Solomons writes that the A. C. G. B. I is

naturally anxious to have the race run on

British territory if possible, and that it

hopes to obtain official permission to use the

course selected. Falling in this it will have

to choose between turning over the contest

to the French club or to the Belgium club,

which has written to the English organiza

tion offering it the use of the course over

which the Ardennes Circuit was run last

July. Mr. Solomons says that the French

club would naturally mrlke the cup race a

part of the Paris-Madrid race on May 24,

and that this date is deemed too early.

Replying to the letter the A. C. A. declared

itself heartily in sympathy with the desire

of the English club to have the race on the

Irish course, and hoped that this could be

done. It agreed with the sentiment that

May 24 would be too ea~ly and that July

would be a better time for the race.

After the exchange of these epistles and

before the British organization had time to

receive the reply of the A. C. A. there was

received on Tuesday a cablegram from Lon

don asking:

“Is 9th July satisfactory, Gordon Bennett

race?"

To this answer was sent saying “July 9 is

satisfactory.”

The inferences taken from this query were

that either the English club has obtained

permission to run the race or that it has

been refused permission and is negotiating

for the use of the Belgium course. Of the

two inferences the former one was the morev

favored by the members of the A. C. A. Rat-o

Committee, which met specially on Tuesday

to consider the communications mentioned.
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_Ruged Northern
‘ Conveys some idea of the way the

71 1‘71"“ 5i! Northern Tourin Runabout is built.
/ , g

' Handsome in appearance, it backs up

its looks with a construction that

, .ch enables it to withstand the severest

' ' shocks without injury.

5 It’s the right vehicle for the average

‘ ' man. Made by

    

    

  

  

H 't ‘ I .~“"' >

UA~ ._ - V 7-,

I O O

NORTHERN MANUFACTURING CO., Detrort, Michigan.

HOMAN & SCHUL , 100th SL and Broadway, also 38th St. Ind Broadwwy, an York, N. . ALVAN T. FULLER, 243 u umbus Ave., Boston, Mus.

AGBH‘S: P. DESMARAIS & ., Bristol. Conn. BANKER HROTHE COMPANY. ind: in P R. . NNERAT, Savannah, Ga.

OHIO MOTOR CAR CO ,317 Huron 51., Cleveland remont SL, San Francisco, Ca].

, a.

, Ohio. NATIONAL TOMOIHIJC & MA. FACTURERS CO., 2

FRANK P. ILLSLEY, 284 Wabash Avenue, Chicago, Ill.

Exhibited at Chicago Show by Frank P. lllsley, Spaces 97-98.

 

             

1 TIIRES

SINGLE TUBE AND DETACHABLE,

 

Will be the popular equipment on high=grade
 

cars. Why accept any other ?

 

FISK RUBBER COMPANY, = Chicopee Falls, Mass.

BRANCHES :

BOSTON, SPRINGFIELD, NEW YORK, PHILADELPHIA, CHICAGO,

604 Atlantic Ave. 40 Dwight St. 83 Chamber! 5!. 0l6 Arch St. 52 St.“ St.

SYRACUQE, BUFFALO, DETRIOT, SAN FRAMISCO,

423 50. Cllnton 5t. 28 W. Genesee $1. 254 Jellemn Ave. "4 MI“
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“We congratulate you on your report of the

New York show. Everything you claim for

it is true."—-F. G. Mott, Jr., Weston-Mott

Co.. Utica, N. Y.

Hands Off This Law!

Of all the laws afiecting automobiles that

are in existence there is not one so brief, so

simple, so sane, so fair, so thoroughly un

derstandable as that on the statute books of

the State of Connecticut.

It is a model of clarity and comprehensive

ness and of equal and exact justice that safe

guards all interests and yet does not assume

the automobilist to be more of a malefactor

or criminal than the man who drives a

horse.

To tamper with such a law would be little

short of a crime; certainly, it would be pro

foundly deplorable. \Ve sincerely hope that

the efforts to that end will meet with the

defeat that they deserve.

Of participation in the anti-automobile hue

and cry that has been created throughout

the country, Connecticut has been happily

It is the best evidence

that the law as it exists is sudicient.

free, or almost free.

What it means and one of the most elo

rendered to the

It was

given by the Bridgeport doctor who, arrested

qucnt testimonials ever

State grew out of this same law.

in New York, where miserable class legisla

tion aimed at automobilists is in force, ex

claimed feelingly:

“Thank God, I live in Connecticut."

When a law can inspire such pride of citi

zenship, the legislator who would alter i_t

merits being cast into the darkness of 0b

scurity. As it stands it is a tribute to the

progressive common sense and clearheaded

It would not be pleasant

to be called on to revise such a high opinion.

ness of the State.

The Sizes of Tim.

Tire sizes are yet very far from being

standardized.

made for 1903 is undoubtedly in the diree

tion of larger tires, but there are not want

ing those who say that there is still plenty

of room for improvement in this direction.

Whatever change has been

Primarily tire sizes and the weight they

have to carry have a close and intimate re

lation. There are other considerations, of

course—the weight and thickness of the en

Veloping' walls, the weight and weave of the

fabric, the shape of the tire and the rim, the

character of the roads to be traversed. But

they are of much less importance than the

weight of the car to which the tires are to be

be fitted.

For several years the belief has been grow

ing that large tires were the only proper

ones to use.

To-day the tire sizes range from 28 to 36

inches, with sectional dimensions of from

2% to 4 inches, just as they did a year ago.

But no makers have gone backward, i. e., re

duced the dimensions, while many have in

creased them, sometimes the cross diameter

and nearly always the sectional dimensions.

Both reasonable

limits, steps in the right direction. The be

lief, once entertained in some quarters, that

changes are, within

pneumatic tires would give way to some

thing less expensive has been shown to be a

fallacy. Vibration intercepting devices of

the kind are absolutely necessary, both for

vehicle and passengers, and instead of de

creasing the size of the air cushion it is like

ly to be increased.

For anything except the lightest runabouts

tires smaller than 3 inches are unsuitable,

failing to intercept the vibration to anything

like the extent that is desirable. Cars of

1,500 pounds or more are better 06 with

tires of more than 3-inch diameter, and for

the heavy touring type 4 inches will be found

to more than compensate for their cost by

, reason of the great luxuriousness that fol

lows iu their train.

The Course for the Cup RaceJ

'With the coating of February, and the

closing of the lists to aspirants for places

on our team, the Bennett Cup race seems to

The cryptic cable

gram from the British club, which seems to

point to a July race in Ireland, also appears

he appreciably nearer.

to add definiteness to the approaching strug

gle.

It should be borne in mind that the selee

tion of the course lies entirely with the

Automobile Club of Great Britain, as the

holder of the trophy. Out of courtesy, the

French and other clubs entering teams are

asked to approve the course selected; but

their approval is not necessary. Provided a

“stretch” of “not less than 99%, miles" is se

lected, it must be accepted, whether the

other clubs like it or not. On the other

hand, the British club can turn the race over

to the French club, to be run in France, if

it so desires or is unable to run it in Great

Britain. To run it outside of Great Britain

or France—in Belgium, for example—consent

of the contesting clubs must be obtained.

It will be seen, therefore, that the British

club is master of the situation up to a cer

tain point. If it cannot find a course in its

own country, or the Government will not ac

cord permission, then it must go to the

French club and negotiate further.

Under the rules, the race must be run be

tween May 15 and August 15. The date

may be named as early as February 1, and

must be named thirty days in advance of the
race. There is, therefore, still plenty yoi'

time for this.

The Bevel Gear Drive.

One of the most interesting developments

of the day is the increasing popularity of the

shaft and bevel gear drive to a live rear axle.

This popularity is undeniable. No maker

abandons the use of this method, while an

increasing number adopt it every year, the

number for 1903 being much larger than

usual.

The movement is not confined to any type

of car. The steam and the gasolene car

both employ this method of transmitting the
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At the recent show at Madison

Square Garden its appearance on heavy

gasolene cars was one of the notable fea

tures.

drive to the rear wheels was overshadowed,

the number of bevel gear driven cars even

outnumbering it. Never before had they

done more than make a respectable showing.

Consequently their sudden leap into promi

power.

nence was the more attention-compelling.

Opinions will, of course, differ as to the

respective merits and demerits of the two

systems. the long

standing nature of the dispute indicates how

impossible of settlement it is. Chain drives

and bevel gear drives always have had and

probably always will have their advocates

as long as machinery that calls for one or

the other is used.

As a matter of fact,

The defects of the chain are mainly on the

surface, and, therefore, notorious. It con

tains a multitude of parts, all subject to

wear and consequent deterioration; it is al

most necessarily dii'ty, owing to the diffi

culty of protecting it from_ the mud and

dust; and it is particularly liable to break

On the other

hand, it'is, when properly made and in good

ages. sprocket jumping, etc.

order, a remarkably efficient, reliable and

accommodating power transmission medium.

The bevel gear, on the contrary, has “talk

ing points" that make it a winner at first

sight. It is clean, sightly, thoroughly me

chanical. It is in keeping with the remainder

of the transmission mechanism, which is

largely made up of shafts and gears. But

there is offered in objection to it the old

theory of power lost in “turning a corner,"

of binding and breaking teeth, even of twist

ing shafts. In simple justice to it, it may be

said that modern methods of construction,

with their wonderful systems of gear cut

ting, fully meet these objections.

A year ago chains to the wheels were re

garded as the only method of transmission

to use with big gasolene cars. As in so

many other things, French fashions were ac

cepted without much demur, and the fact

that nearly all the big French firms, together

with many German and English ones, used

chains was suflicient to cause them to be

looked upon as the proper thing.

Now, however, a number of additions have

been made to the ranks of foreign makers

using bevel gear drives. No break has yet

taken place among the oldest and most

prominent concerns, but of the newer or

more progressive ones, the bevel gear drive

has undoubtedly gained ground.

The time honored individual chain _

The same tendency is noticed among our

Coinciding, as it does, with

the foreign movements, it shows that there

is no indication of a desire to copy slavishly;

instead, designers strike out on lines of their

own and do their own investigating,

own makers.

Economy of the Direct Drive.

One of the features of the show that at

tracted an immense amount of attention

was the direct the high

speed. Cars or chassis with open gear boxes

drive on

were fairly numerous, and crowds collected

around them to examine this interesting

variation of the regulation slide gear speed

change method. The most popular type

showed the drive direct through the main

shaft, with. its bevel gear pinion on the rear

end. The forward gear wheel on this shaft

was in mesh with one on the countershaft,

but the power was not transferred to the

latter, it merely running idle. Of course,

when it becomes necessary to change to a

lower speed the two gear wheels mentioned

are thrown out of mesh and a main shaft

gear slid along to engage the desired one on

the countershaft, the power being, of course,

transmitted to the main shaft again. The

importance of using the high speed wher

ever possible, aud consequently of having

an excess of power in the engine, is readily

apparent. The direct drive is wonderfully

economical, just as the indirect one on the

lower speeds is wasteful by comparison.

Officials who Offend.

That “the king can do no wrong" is a

mooted point in these modern days, and con

stitutional kings are careful not to put the

matter to a test too often.

What the autoist-persecuting English

“Bobby” would do to his king if he caught

the latter “scorching” at faster than twelve

miles an hour is terrible to contemplate, s0

fierce would be the conflict ‘twixt respect

for his sovereign and disrespect for the lat

ter's automobile. But the odds are that he

would be looking the other way if he got a

“tip” in time.

fore, that King Edward should have cov

ered eighteen miles in forty-tive minutes the

other day, and yet gone scot free.

Our Mayor Low, and yet more frequently

Commissioner Greene, enjoy a similar im

munity when they go automobiling. The

latter can inspect widely separated station

houses at the rate of a dozen or so an hour,

and yet no alert othcer hiuls him in for ex

It is not surprising, there

ceeding the archaic eight miles an 'hour

which is still the maximum speed lh this

city. .

The trouble is more with the law than

with such lawbreakers as those mentioned.

It was General Grant who said that the

way to do with a bad law was to enforce it,

and if this were done with the antiquated

traffic rules—horse drawn as well as mechani

ically propelled ones held strictly to them—it

would not be long before the demand for a

reform would be heeded.

 

The Bonus for the Chauffeur.

It is the Chinese, so the story runs, who

pay their physicians only when they are

well, holding that as it is their task to ward

off illness they are derelict when it comes in

spite of them. There are some owners of

automobiles who think this plan, or some

modification of it, would be a good one to try

The

latter don't seem to realize that they are suc

ccssful only when they ward ofl the car’s

ailments. It is worse, of course, when their

carelessness is to blame for mishaps or

troubles than when some functional derange

ment of the car takes place. But the latter

can frequently be guarded against and

avoided if the caretaker puts his mind to

it. Hence a system of rewards or bonuses

with their chauifeurs or mecaniciens.

when nothing goes wrong, and its cessation

at other times, might be tried with some

hope of bringing about an improvement. It

could do no harm, at least.

Two more legislatures have turned their

attention to automobiles—New Hampshire

The latter has had presented to

it a very sensible measure. Such speeds as

eight and twenty miles cannot reasonably

be objected to, and the stated desire, i. e., to

cover the subject by a State statute rather

than by a multitude of local ordinances, with

all the injustices and inequalities that mark

the latter, is an excellent one. A little more

legislation of this kind would be welcomed.

and Maine.

 

How terribly discouraging must have been

the experience of that autoist who last week

advertised that he would exchange his auto

mobile—name not given—for a lot in Green

wood Cemetery! How many breakdowns,

collisions, accidents and even runaways

must the unfortunate man have encount

ered to cause him to prefer the grave to the

exhllerating auto!
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Windsor White as president of the N. A;

A. LL! That's something like it. And the

association, if it honors White, will honor

itself. If it comes about—pleaso note the

“if"—I wonder if that journalistic gentleman

with the delightful Weberfieldian dialect

whose specialty is wine buying will draw

as many corks as usual. When during the

show Mr. White was mentioned he was

heard to exclaim: ~

“Vhitel Ah! dc steam boom ees explo—

sioned. He vill not do."

The salaried secretary of the association,

too—the prospect must fill him with a con

flict of emotions. Whoever he is and what

ever else he does, the new president will do

well to whisper a few words in Mr. Secre

tary‘s ear—if the present Mr. Secretary is

retained. He's a very affable chap, but a

u an representing an organization of the sort

can‘t afford to play favorites with New

York newspaper men as he has done. He

has one in particular who mentions him

oftenest in print, and he truckles to him as

he should not be permitted to truckle. He

not only sends him advance copies of re

ports and runs to his office with "tips," but

carries the thing' to excess. I know posi

tively that on one occasion a reporter called

up Mr. Secretary and sought information,

and no sooner was this telephonic conversa

tion over than he hurriedly rung up his

friend on the other paper to let him know

that others were “wise” and had a certain

story in prospect.

“Didn’t I tell you not to give out that in

formation to-night?" demanded the friend.

The secretary made some sort of explana

tion. ‘

“Well, I don’t care. I told you not to give

it out. 1 don't want to work to-night."

Judge for yourself.

I Q U

I am not going to criticise or praise the

show, either in part or as a whole. It cer

tainly was the biggest and the most profit

able of any ever held in this country, and I

am content to let it go at that, leaving my

more competent brethren of the technical

press to supply you with facts as to why all

this was so. One thing I did notice, how-~

ever, which I think is worthy of comment.

There was very little attempt to make the

affair a “social function" through the don

ning of evening dress by the employes of

the exhibitors. Of course, there were a few

misguided ones who thought that the wear

ing of a crush hat with a tailess silk-faced

coat and a decollete waistcoat so disguised

them as members of New-York’s most aris

tocratic circles. Perhaps the editors of Flat—

bush and Hackensack society-papers would

never have known that the disguised ones

were not the real thing had it not been for

their being confined within the small railed

in space wherein the exhibit of their em

ployer. was. , I ,

This question of costume had in .most

every instance, however, been wisely settled

and well. Those whose duty it was to show

and to explain the wares of their own or

others’ manufacture were dressed for the

part they were to play, and they played it,

too. The very first impression the visitor got

when be sized up the human part of the ex

hibition was that it was for business, and

with this plainly before them the visitors at

once proceeded to talk business. The passing

of the very foolish inclination to open the

horse show and turn the automobile show

into a cheap clothes and millinery exhibition

speaks volumes for the ability of those who

have already succeeded in making the man

ufacture and marketing of mechanical car

riages a veritable miracle of rapid progress.

That the public appreciated this was

shown not only by the numbers who

paid to see the show, and who, far

in excess of any horse show, paid

there and then to own samples of the

vehicles they had come to see and study.

Had the automobile show done nothing else

but establish its drawing and it selling

powers without any attempts at cheap cos

tuming it deserved all the success it has

achieved.

' o a a

While all of the papers were filled with

automobiles stories last week, it was but

natural that some of those whose sole ambi

tion in life it is to get themselves and their

performances into print should have had

their envy excited by the apparent ease with

which the automobile rolled rapidly into the

centre of the stage where the limelight of

publicity was fiercest. Among others who

were thus affected was a society fringeite

whose name is a combination of that of a

signer of the Declaration of Independence

and the chilly requisite for sleigh riding

which some much debated poet once wrote

about as “beautiful.” This owner of a

_wealthy and weatherly name summoned her

chauffeur and bade him hear her speedily to

Lakewood. The chauffeur speeded so swift

ly that it was eighteen hours later when

he and his employers arrived at their desti

nation. The condition of the eighty miles of

road over which this wonderful example of

what an automobile failed to do is best

judged by comparing the eighteen hours the

automobile took with the eight and one-half

hours that were required for a four»horse

coach to be driven over the same route on

the same day.

But I haven't the slightest doubt the lady

who took the automobile ride was satisfied,

because next day her trip was duly written

up in all the dailies, and the story of her ad

ventures was given a scare head the size of

which Certainly must have made even the

prize lighters a_nd chorus ladies on upper

Broadway green with envy. In describing

the thrilling experiences of this wonderful

trip I don‘t think I ever read anything more

thrilling than where in the course of her

story the fair owner of the automobile tolLd

of how she, the automobile and the chaufil

-feur finally reached a little New-Jersey road

side hotel, and filter considerable "trouble

had succeeded in waking up the landlord,

only" to be informed- by him that'th‘atihotel

wasn’t-doing-anysort of busineSB, particu

larly automobile business, at 3 o’clock on a'

winter‘s morning. Said the. ladyto the re

porter when he interviewed her about_the

affair: “Our whiskey flask was empty by

this time, and you can imagine how we

felt." '

It would be a mighty queer reporter who

could not imagine any one‘s feelings under

such soul harrowing conditions of empty

flaskucss as the lady had set forth.

i i 0

Capital and labor would commingle very

much more freely in the automobile business

if there weren’t so many men in it trying

to get capital without labor. Think that

over.

0 O m .

A man who has lived in Europe for many

years told me recently that the American’s

hypocritical fear of ‘.'the continental- Sun

day" had done more toward making the au

tomobile a success than any other one thing.

He said that when he first came back to this

country he lookedforward to the approagh

of Sunday with dread; there was no place

for him to go and nothing to do in the way

of amusing himself. Looking out on Fifth

avenue from the windows of his club and

studying the Sunday promenade there soon

suggested a remedy, however. He noted

there was a regular hegira of automobiles

out of the city on Sunday mornings and re

turn thereof on Sunday evenings. He was

not slow to take the hint and to join the

procession, with the result that he, like the

others, is now happier and healthier, all be

cause of the freedom begotten of the auto

mobile's ability to get away from unpleasant

surroundings while carrying its fortunate

owners along with it.

0 t u

“I was hit by a scorcher," he said with a

curse,

When the men with the ambulance found

him, '

“And if I had my way he’d be scorching still

worse,

With a strong smell of brimstone around

him."

t t t

I won't mention any names, but it seems to

have dawned upon some of those wonder

workers who are anxious to tell the reporters

the marvellous things they are going to do

in the way of vehicular propulsion that it is

much easier to let a thing go than it is to

make it go; Automobiles are not exceptions

to this rule.

. i t

I quite agree with the gentleman who told

the members of the N. A. A. M. at their an

nual meeting that a leisurely fourteen miles

an hour procession of motor vehicles over

fairly good roads is not an “indurance test"

of anything, unless perhaps it be of the pa

tience of their drivers. Still, there are a

few automobiles that can‘t survive even such

a Jaunt. THECQMMENTATOR.
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GOOD ROADS AND CANALS

The Argument in Favor of one Appropriation

tor Both—A Long wm Otherwise.
 

On the last day of the show in Madison

Square Garden State Senator J. P. Allds met

the Hon. George R. Bidwell in one of the

aisles, and the talk between them turned at

once to the subject of good roads. Senator

Allds said he thought that any bill asking

for several millions of dollars under the

ngbie-Armstrong law would die in commit

tee. The farmers would be against it. Under

that plan the farmers had to feel the tax

twice, and they would fight such an appro

priation, but would support one which did

not involve a direct tax on them. Senator

Alids said he was of the opinion that the

State should build the main roads anyhow

and leave only the crossroads from the main

highways to the county seat to be built by

the farmers under the ngbie-Armstrong

law. He recommended that the good roads

people make a bold move and ask for an

appropriation of $50,000,000, incorporated

with the canal appropriation. This, he said,

would be a measure that the farmers would

support.

The suggestion seemed to be well received

by those to whom Senator Allds mentioned

it, but after his remarks had been published

the Herald, of New York, criticised them

editorially. It was fair, however, and the

following day printed in full a letter from a

reader who took exception to the editorial

remarks. This letter contained such a sen

sible presentation of the situation that it is

worthy of being read by all those who are

working for improved highways in this

State. The letter follows:

“To the Editor of The Herald:

“In your editorial this morning entitled

‘Killing Two Birds with One Stone-Good

Roads and Canals,’ you refer to the coupling

of the cost of canals and good roads together

as a tricky and preposterous scheme, saying

that this propositibn for the betterment of

roads is not made in good faith, but that it

is made with the intention of killing both the

Canal bill and the Good Roads bill.

“I desire to take issue with you in this

matter. According to the report of the State

Engineer and Surveyor of New York State,

December 31 last, he had received petitions

from forty-six counties asking for the im

provement of 2,061 miles of highway. The

counties and towns either had appropriated

or were ready to appropriate their share of

this expense; amounting in round figures to

$8,000,000. The State last year appropri

ated $795,000 as its share, and if it continues

to appropriate this sum each year it will

take all of ten years before it can have ap

propriated the whole $8,000,000 required.

“The farmers throughout the State are

not willing to wait ten years for the build

ing of these roads, and, indeed. there are

many counties and towns that are desirous

of sending in petitions, but they are de

terred because there seems, unless the State

binds itself to build the roads, but little pros

pect of their wants being filled.

“It has been claimed that a proposition

covering two things cannot be submitted to

the people at the same time; that a plan to

bond the State [or $82,000,000 for canals and

.$50,000,000 for roads would not be legal.

Why not submit a proposition to band the

State for $132,000,000 for internal improve

meats—582.000fltl0 for canals and $50,000,000

for roads? Are they not both internal im

provements?

“I am sure that many farmers of the State

will admit that.the cities of New York and

Buffalo, paying as they do a large propor

tion of the taxes, ought to have the canal,

but they also feel that the Republican party

owes a great deal to the farmer vote. What

did the city of New York do for the Repub

lican party at the last election? The Demo

cratic majority in greater New York was

122,633, and had it not been for the Repub

lican vote up the State, which gave but a

narrow plurality of 8,803 votes, thus over

coming the great Democratic majority in

New York City, the State would have gone

Democratic. The farmer feels that on this

occasion he saved the State, and that there

fore the Republican party owes it to him to

give him the good roads which he needs. It

is a fact that according to the last United

States census the value of farming lands in

this State during the ten years preceding

1900 decreased $80,000,000, and I believe,

any many others believe, that if the commer

cial supremacy of this State is to be retained

it must be by improving the farming values

by the building of good roads. There is no

question but what the building of these State

highways improves the value of properties

near them. I know of one instance where

because of the building of a State road in

Westchester County a farm which was of

fered for sale at $3,500, and could not be

sold, was recently sold for $7,000. I was told

the other day by one of the board of super- .

visors of Orange County that farm values

had increased over 25 per cent wherever a

State road was built.

“I am sure that the up State farmer does

not object to New York and Buffalo having

the canal improved, although_it brings the

Western farmer into competition with him

by bringing his produce to this State at a

low rate, provided he at the same time se

cures better means of transportation over

his country roads. The estimated cost per

ton per mile over these roads is now 25 cents.

If this can be reduced, not only is the farmer

benefited, but the dweller in the city is also

helped because the cost of transportation of

foodstuffs to the city is reduced.

“A BELIEVER IN IMPROVED ROADS."

As the question of the good roads appro

priation in New York State for 1903 is now

pending before the State legislature, and

President Shattuck of the Automobile Club

and other prominent workers in the cause

are at Albany seeking to obtain the best

possible concessions, the facts about jthe

situation in the State are of peculiar interest

at the time.

While New York State leads all the other

States in many things, yet she stands but

seventh in the matter of railway mileage,

having only 8,114 miles of railroad. .1 The

States of Illinois, Pennsylvania, Iowa, Ohio,

Texas and Michigan have more miles 01

railway than this State. During the year

1901 the State of New York only increased

its railway mileage by nineteen miles, while

the State of Illinois increased hers by 180.

the State of Ohio by 126, Michigan by 148

and Texas by 574 miles. This small increase

is due to the fact that the railways of this

State are controlled by a few great corpora

tions, which are not at all interested in de

veloping the resources of the State of New

York, but simply care to develop their West

ern connections so as to bring produce to

New York and have it compete with what is

raised by the New York farmer.

In this State, according to the State En

gineer‘s estimate, there are approximately

75,000 miles of highway—that is, wagon

roads—and to maintain the commercial su

premacy of the State it is essential, as the

railways do not develop the State by build

ing more miles of track, that those highways

should be improved so that the farm produce

may be more economically taken to the

towns and railways.

Farming communities are unable to pay

the cost of this improvement unaided, and

the State therefore passed a law called the

Higbie-Armstrong law, under which the

State undertakes to pay half the cost of im

proving our roads. Since this law went into

operation, some five years ago, 186 miles of

State road have been built and 167 miles are

in process of construction. As was pointed

out by the Herald's correspondent, petitions

have been received by the State Engineer for

the improvement of highways amounting to

2,001 miles, and the towns and counties have

appropriated, or are ready to appropriate,

the sum of $8,000,000 for this improvement,

and are only waiting for the State to ap

propriate a like amount so that these roads

may be built. Last year the State appro

priated for this purpose the sum of $703000,

and if each year from now on a similar

amount is appropriated it will take about ten

years to complete all the roads petitioned for.

Many of the farmers of the State feel that

they cannot wait so long a time to have their

roads improved.

Governor Odell seems to appreciate the

great demand for improving the roads in

this State, for in his last message to the

legislature he said: .

“The building of good roads has continued

during the last year with gratifying results.

So great is the demand for State aid that it

will soon become necessary to have recourse

to bond issues to meet these increasing ob

ligations. If, therefore, any extension of

time for the payment of bonds is authorized

for canal improvement it should be made

applicable for this purpose also."
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ATTACKS COCKS LAW

One of its Victims Assails its Contitutionality—

Court Reserves Decision.

 

For a statute that has been attacked on

nearly every possible side, the malodorous

Cocks law possesses remarkable vitality.

This week it came up agah, and its consti

tutionality was assailed on a new ground—

that of its contravention of the Fourteenth

Amendment.

In the Appellate Division on Tuesday ex-As

sistant District Attorney John D. Lindsay,

in arguing an appeal taken by Francois

iuichane, Archer Milton Huntington's chauf

feur, from a judgment of the Court of Spe

cial Sessions, convicting him of a violation

of the automobile speed law, attacked the

statute on constitutional grounds.

Mr. Lindsay contended that the law con

travened the Fourteenth Amendment to the

United States constitution in that it denied

to persons within the jurisdiction of this

State the equal protection of the laws. While

the law, said he, provided for the punish

ment of drivers of horses drawing vehicles

or the operators of motor cars along public

highways at excessive speed, it permitted

any one else not within those two classes

to drive or travel on the public roads at any

rate of speed. He called attention to the

fact that the law was silent in regard to

everything except vehicles drawn by horses

or motor vehicles. No penalty was provided

for driving horses not drawing vehicles. The

statute made no provision for the punish

ment of bicycle riders or the operators of

other similar vehicles not coming within

the motor vehicle class.

A statute, continued Mr. Lindsay, which

forbade one man or class of men to do an

act which other men or class of men were

left at liberty to do, clearly would be invalid

as not constituting due process of law, and

that was precisely the sort of discrimination

wrought by the law- under discussion. De

cision was reserved.

To Oppose Connecticut Repeal.

Connecticut autoists are not going to sit

supiner by and have the admirable law of

the State relating to automobile speed

changed. Pointing to the fact that it has

worked perfectly since its adoption nearly

two years ago, and is regarded as a model

in other States, a determined effort is to be

made to preserve it and defeat the bill in

troduced in the legislature cutting the maxi

mum speed down from fifteen to eight miles

an hour. The Hartford Automobile Club op

poses it, and has taken step to make its

opposition effective. On Monday the Auto

mobile Club of Bridgeport took action also.

it decided to send a committee to Hartford

to co-operate with the club of that city in

opposing the passage of the bill.

Foster Reorganization Effected.

Negotiations that have been pending for

some little time looking to a reorganization

of the Foster Automobile Co., Rochester, N.

Y., have been brought to a successful conclu

sion, and the reorganization is now’ an ac

complished fact. New capital has been sub

scribed and a new and vigorous policy will .

be at once inaugurated.

Meads' Eccentric Steering Device.

An ingenious steering device possessing

some novel features has been patented and

is being marketed by W. L. Mead, South

Orange, N. J. With it in the centre position

the wheels of the car will run steadily and

without deflection, while but little pressure

on the lever is required to turn the steering

wheels to the right or the left.

The method of construction is as follows:

  

An eccentric disk fastened to the lower end

0: the steering post is surrounded by an ce

centric strap, which form part of a lever to

which the links for the steering knuckles

are connected. The lever is provided with

an elongated slot, through which passes a

pin or bolt fastened upon the front axle,

which bolt acts as a pivot.

As shown, the device is applied to a lever

steering gear. But it is equally applicable

to wheel steering, and its advantages are

equally apparent.

The " Goodrich Girl."

The “Goodrich girl” of 1903 represents

“Aida.” who comes from out of the dim

past and from the Far East, and is the

daughter of a king and princess of the blood

royal. In courtly phrase she suggests in the

announcement that accompanies her beauti

ful likeness that “The King's court will re

main in the state apartments in the royal

palace night and day, to receive your orders,

which can only reach the throne when ad

dressed to The B. F. Goodrich (30., Akron,

Ohio." The picture is exceedingly attrac

tive and is a valuable addition to the bean

tiful series to which the Goodrich Company

adds each year.

 

Solar in the East.

An Eastern office has been opened by the

Badger Brass Mfg. Co., of Kenosha, Vi'is.v

at No. 11 Warren street, New York. A full

stock of Solar lamps and parts will be car

ried in stock.

\Villiam Morgan, formerly sales manager

for the A utocar Co., has been appointed man

ager of the Philadelphia branch of the Loco

mobile Co. of America.

YEAR’S EXPORTS TRIPLED

“ Infant industry" Makes a Good Showing for

Twelve Months, Although December was“oii."

For an “infant industry" the American

automobile trade is doing uncommonly well

in obtaining increasing recognition in for

eign marts. The export returns for the year

1902, which have just been issued, show our

foreign trade to have increased nearly 300

per cent. during the twelve months—from

$367,371 in 1901 to $1,069,782 in 1902. The

closing month was one of the very few that

failed to develop a gain, the shipment aggre

gating in value $43,699, as against $65,451 in

December, 1901. As yet the export statis

tics as they relate to automobiles are lumped

under one head, and the exact distribution

of the year's shipments is not, therefore,

made plain.

Injured Employe Loses Suit.

After a trial lasting two days the B. F.

Goodrich Co., the well known tire makers,

of Akron, Ohio, on Monday of last week

won a case of interest to manufacturers gen

erally.

David Davis, an empioye of the company,

was injured while working at a calender in

their factory on April 10, 1899, with the re

sult that his left arm had to be amputated.

He sued for $30,000 damages early in 1900,

and the case came on trial on January 21

last. Davis alleged that it was through the

negligence of the company and defects in the

machinery that he was hurt. The defence

was that he knew the nature of his work

and of the machinery on which he was em

ployed, and was hurt by his own negli

gence. Davis preferred a contest to a set

tlement out of court, but failed to prove to

the jury that the machinery was defective.

Recent Incorporation.

East Orange, N. J.—Tennant Auto-Tire Co.,

with $300,000 capital, to manufacture pneu

matic tires. Incorporators: Fred. L. Palmer,

Chas. O. Geyer, Frank C. Ferguson.

Cranford, N. J.—United Motor and Vehicle

Co., with $300,000 capital, to manufacture

motor vehicles. Incorporators: Eugene W.

Austin, Austin E. Kirby, Wm. Hughes.

Gillette Incorporates.

With a capital of $3,000, $1,000 of which

has been paid in, the Gillette Athletic Goods

Corporation has been organized at Hartford,

Conn. A retail business in automobiles, bi

cycles and athletics goods will be trans

acter. Norman Gillette is \president and

treasurer, H. B. Freeman, jr., vicepresi

dent, and J. J. McKone, secretary.

 

Ghanges its Name.

In order to avoid confliction with other con

cerns with somewhat similar titles, the

Reading Automobile & Gear 00., of Reading,

Pa., has changed its name to the Relay

Motor Car 00. The change does not other

wise affect the concern.
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MOBILE’S GREAT GARAGE

Features ot the Biggest Storage Place Yet

Opened—New Ideas to Be Used.

 

Spaciousncss, style and completeness of

appointment are characteristics of the latest

automobile depots established or projected.

and the indications are that before long there

will be in New York City several garages

and snlcsrooms as well equipped as those of

Europe.

of different sizes. many of them two-horse

brougharns, surreys, etc. It is calculated

that beside the room used for offices, show

rooms, repair shops and' so on, there will be

room aplenty for 200 automobiles.

From the Fifty-fourth street side there is

a driveway directly on to an elevator-that is

'roomy enough to take on the largest sort of

touring car. If the car is to be washed it

goes down to the cellar, where a washing

table, 23 by 27 feet, has been just completed,

The cellar is cemented and exceptionally

dry, and it, as well as the floors above, will

factory, with power machinery, painting and

varnishing rooms and npholstering rooms.

which are already there, having been built

by the former tenant. - I . .

An idea of General Manager Galleher that

will be put into operation in this big and

elaborate establishment: is that of having

every car carefully inspected by expert

workmen every time it is brought into the

garage. No charge will be made for this.

but it will serve the purpose of informing

the manager and the owner of the condi

tion of the car when brought in from the

 

 

  

TN CENTRAL PARK IN JANUARY.

  

Among the latest places to be opened, the

metropolitan headquarters of the Mobile

Company of America, at Broadway and

Fifty-fourth street, will be one on a scale

hard to rival. Possession of the building

was obtained by the company on February

1, and it will be formally opened on Febru

ary 15. Through the courtcsy of General

Manager E. B. Galleher, a Motor World

mun made a tour of the building on Tues

day and had indicated to him how the big

place would be laid out for work. The

building has seven stories above a basement

and a cellar, and the size of its floors may be

imagined from the fact that on the third and

fourth floors, which are being temporarily

used by Burr & Co., the former tenants,

there are now standing eighty-six carriages

be used for storage. Another part of the

collar is set apart for the use of chauffeurs,

with lockers and wash room for them.

It is striking totind the floor plans and fit

tings of the building as perfectly adapted to

the requirements of an automobile establish

ment as if it had been especially built for

the purpose. This is due to its having been

laid out for a carriage repository by Burr &

Co. The show room will be on the main

floor, which is lighted by windows on two

sides. Here are found already installed two

comfortably arranged and heated waiting

rooms.

The second floor will be used for offices

and the third, fourth. fifth and sixth floors

for storage. On the seventh floor will be a

repair shop almost as extensive as a small

road. If a cracked gearcase, loose flywheel

or any other trouble is found that may have

escaped the notice of the owner, he will be

promptly notified by card of the repairs

needed and an estimate of the cost of them

will be sent to him at the same time, so that

he will not unwittingly have the risk of

taking out a car that is in unflt condition.

A. S. Robinson, lately with the Searchmont

Company, has joined the Mobile forces as

the personal assistant of Manager Gnlloher.

Fournier says the authorities here should

allow at least one long-distance speed test

every year on the road. He is quite correct.

and there probably will be it properly ap—

proached and proper safeguards against

accidents are assured.
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‘ BRANDES AND THE CUDELLS

Who he is and Something About his German

Cars—Big Order Booked for Wagons.

 

.Therc are not many men who compress

into. but little over a score of years so much

activity and industry as stands to the credit

of J. C. Brandes, who came to this country

a short time ago to represent Cudell & Co.,

of Aix-la-Chapeiie.

On the one hand, he has behind him a ca

reer with the Krupp and the Maxim-Vickcr

companies, those gigantic concerns which

stand for so much in the foreign industrial

world; on the other, he has served an ap

prenticeship in the German army, having

been wounded during the march to Peking

quality—probably as much as 20 per cent.

The illustration shows one of the 12 horse

power cars, which differs slightly from the

later models of this size. In the latter, as

well as future shipments of cars, the ton

neau body is longer and more roomy, the

steering column has a more pronounced rake

and in other respects improvements have

been made. There will be four speeds for

ward and a reverse, all operated by one

lover.

Although in this country but such a short

time Mr. Brandes has been hard at work.

One day last week he drove a car 180 miles

on the Boston Post road, giving a prospec

tive purchaser a splendid demonstration of

the good qualities of the car.

In the commercial vehicle line a contract

has already been closed with one of the

largest department stores in the city for a

  

in the Chinese war—and still holds his com~

mission as lieutenant, ready to accept ser—

vice at the Kaiser's call. In each capacity

the qualities of brain and body are called

upin to do their utmost, and the graduate

from such schools is, ipse facto, stamped as

a man of unusual parts.

Having made, in addition, a thorough

study of the automobile business, Mr. Bran

des is remarkably well equipped to make a

success of his undertaking. A pleasing per

sonality, and a quiet, confident air, backed

by goods of acknowledged merit, all tend to

lesson the difficulty of his task, and the

amount of success that has already fallen

to him is assurance that the matter is in

safe hands.

Some misconception having arisen con

cerning the matter, it is timely to say that

Mr. Brandcs is the sole United States agent

for Cudell &. Co., Ai‘t-la-Chapelle, one of the

largest automobile concerns in Europe. With

offices at No. 28 West Thirty-third street,

and garage at No. 121-123 West Thirty-first

street, this city, he will market 6, 8, 12 and

16 horsepower gasolene motorcttes and tour

ing cars, and also delivery wagons and

trucks. The first consignment is 'already

here, and large shipments are on the way.

These cars will be sold at prices consider

ably lower than other cars of corresponding

number of Cudeli delivery wagons, which,

if its terms were known, would astonish

many people in the trade.

Claimed Better Than Throttling.

"The Panhard idea of supplying extra

power just when it is required is better than

merely working a large engine very much

throttied down, which means an increased

cost in running, as a considerable amount of

wear and tear, to say nothing of unneces

sary friction, is taking place,” remarks 0.

transatlantic writer.

“If, instead of gearing, there was the

power to throw into action one or more ad

ditional cylinders when hill work or bad

roads are encountered, and if the mechanism

were so arranged that when not required for

use these cylinders should be entirely at rest,

the result might be better. A further ad

vantage would be that in the event of a

breakdown occurring to what may be called

the main engine, it would be possible to run

the car with the extra cylinders by a very

simple alteration of the machinery. The cost

of constructing a small motor of about 2

horsepower is not great, and if two or three

of these were so arranged that they could be

brought into action to assist the main engine

when the latter dropped below a certain rate

the result would be better, and the cost not

much greater than the very expensive gear

boxes now provided."

SOURCE OF WEAK SPARKS

Little-Suspected Cause of Trouble, Where to

Seek for and how to Correct it.

In setting up a new sparking plug the first

thing to be seen to is that the ends of the

platinum sparking points are flat and par

allel. In cutting off the wire for these points

a. pair of cutting pliers are used, with the

result that the ends are left in the shape of

a broad V. Now, as the sharp edge of the

V are likely to be at any angle to one an

other, it generally happens that the actual

sparking areas are but little more than equal

to the diameter of a very small pin. The

natural result is that a weak spark is pro

duced, and the novice may look for a very

long time before finding the real cause of it.

“mat is required for the highest point of

efficiency is two flat surfaces parallel to and

opposite one another—simple conditions, but

difficult to fulfil.

To attain the best conditions for the spark

ing plug points it is first necessary to re

duce the V points to a flat surface, and this

is best done with a jeweller’s or any thin

flat file. Having got the points up flat and

parallel, they must next be set up to their

correct distance. This distance is variously

given as one millimetre, one-thirty-second of

an inch and the thickness of a visiting card

—\vhatcver that may be—but the distance

rem— depcnds upon the power of the coil

and the resistance offered by the compres

sion of the cylinder charge. Naturally, a

powerful coil with a good voltage behind it:

will give a “fat” and hot spark, but this may

easily be offset to a certain extent by high

compression. The best practice is, then, to

find by experiment the most efiicient position

of the points and to have a permanent guide

in the form of a gauge to set them up to.

This gauge may be a piece of sheet metal,

and once obtained should be religiously pre

served.

To set up the sparking points correctly a

pair of flat nos-ed toggle jointed pjliers are re

quired. This type of tool is specified as its

jaws are always parallel, and by its use the

points may always be set correctly In line

without trouble, while for other purposes

they are equally useful. The keeping of the

points parallel vertically is a matter of judg

ment by the eye, while the gauge looks after

the distance. It is advisable to always set

up and test spare plugs before putting them

into the "spares" compartment in the car or

tool bag, as this will frequently save time

and trouble on the road.

To charge the average runabout battery

there are required about seventy-five ampere

hours of electricity a day. An ampere hour

is one ampere fi'owlng for one hour.

The Cadillac gasolene car will hereafter

be handled by John Wanamaker at his New

York and Philadelphia stores.
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Electrical Device From Somervillc.

Several electrical devices of more than or

dinary interest have been brought out for

the 1903 season by the American Coil (30.,

West Somerville, Mass. Among them are

an entirely new automatic spark coil, a new

dynamo called the Little Wonder and a

pocket ammeter.

The automatic coil is so constructed as to

operate both as a vibrator and plain coil—

that is. it operates as a vibrator coil giving

a shower of sparks for starting and up to a

speed at which the common vibrator coil

would refuse to operate, when it automati

cally changes to a plain coil giving a single

make and break spark, and the engine may

be speeded to any speed desired without the

coil refusing to work, and as soon as the

engine is slowed down the coil again be

comes a vibrator coil, as before. The ad

vantages of such a coil are apparent, as the

make and break device used with this coil

is the same as that used on a plain con,

having short contact and a quick break,

while the contact on the ordinary vibrator

coil must have a long contact in order that

the engine may be run at a fairly high rate

of speed. This long contact is very hard on

the batteries, while the short contact al

lowed by the use of the new coil brings the

battery consumption down to that of the

' plain coil. There is little liability of vi

brator sticking, and even if it does stick, in

stead of refusing to spark, as is the case with

the ordinary vibrator coil, this one works

right along as a plain coil.

The Little Wonder dynamo is Very com

pact, and has a system of storage in the

base which does away with all use for extra

batteries for starting, as the engine is started

from the storage, while this storage is kept

constant by the dynamo. The storage is

very compact, all being confined in the small

base of the dynamo, which is only 11/; inch

by 4 inches by 6 inches. The dynamo, stor

age and all will weigh less than fourteen

pounds. The bearings of the dynamo are

very long, and the oiling is done by rings

running in oil cups.

The pocket ammeter measures up to fit

teen amperes, and is claimed by the com

pany to be the only reliable pocket am

meter on the market. While not as abso

lutely correct as an instrument costing $100

or $150, it will measure the output of a set

of cells within one-half ampere, and this is

near enough for all practical purposes.

Every owner or operator of a gasolene car

using electric ignition should have one of

these little instruments, as by its use he is

able to tell the exact state of his batteries

at all times.

The Week's Exports.

Cuba—1 case motor vehicles, $553.

London.-—12 cases motor vehicles, $845.

Liverpool.—2S cases motor vehicles, $13;

305.

Two Big Tournaments in Prospect.

Plans are on foot to inaugurate automobile

racing on an extensive scale at Charter Oak

Park, Hartford, Conn., and Oakley Park,

Cincinnati, Ohio, both owned by Andrew

Welch, of the former place.

It is proposed to start off at Charter Oak

on May 30 and at Oakley on July 4, Henry

Fournier to be the star on both Occasions

if he can be induced to come here in time.

Big purses, variously stated as amounting

from $10,000 to $50,000, will be offered, and

the best racing men of this country and Eu

rope secured.

“What they have in France is what we are

going to have right at Charter Oak," \Velch

told 11 Hartford reporter. "I took breakfast

with Fournier the other morning in New

York. ‘I am out for the money,’ he said.

‘You hang up big purses and you will find all

of the cracks at Charter Oak.’

“Now, that is just what we are going to

do. The meeting will attract from all over

the country, will be the only big one, and

the attendance will justify the posting of

$50,000 worth of prizes.”

Locomobile’s New Branch in Boston.

Having outgrown their old quarters at No.

332 Boylston street, Boston, the Locomobile

Co. of America has been obliged to remove to

No. 13-15 Berkeley street, where, instead of

being confined to a single floor and baSement,

the entire building is occupied.
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iChicago Automobile Show

g coussum, FEBRUARY 14=21.

z REDUCED RAILROAD RATES.

The Central Passenger Association

Western Passenger Association

Trunk Line Association

New England Association

have granted reduced rates on account of the Good Roads

Convention of the National Association of Automobile l‘ianu

lacturers, to be held at the Coliseum, Chicago, during the

Chicago Automobile Show, Feb. 14 to 21, 1903,

These associations cover all the territory between Cheyenne,

Wyo.,(includlng all Points in Colorado) and the Atlantic coast.

EVERY PROHINENT FIAKER' WILL EXHIBIT.

  

  

 

passage.

 

Note These Instructions Carefully.

On purchasing ticket for the trip to Chicago, ask the ticket agent for: certi

floats on account of the Good Roads Convention of the National Associa

atlon of Automobile Manufacturers.

On your arrival at the Coliseum present it at once to the railroad agent who will

be in attendance from Monday to Saturday. '

attendance. but it is necessary for him to know that there are at least [00 holders of

certificates, hence the necessity of delivering them to him immediately on arrival.

Your certificate, when presented at the depot, will entitle you to buy your return

ticket at one-third of the regular fare,

Tickets Ior return journey will be furnished only on certificates dated not more

than three days before the opening of the convention, nor more than two days after

the first day of the convention, and presented within three days after convention

closes. Sunday will not be reckoned as one of the three days either before the open

ing date or after the dos ng date, and all return tickets will be for continuous

He will certify that you have been in

 

 

 

  

Morning Sessions Free to the Trade.

SAMUEL A. MILES, Mgr., Monon Bldg, CHICAGO.
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TALKED OF THE SHOW

A. C. A. Members Exchange Views and Exiol

American Cars—Electrical Makers Blamed.

 

 

A call for the informal Tuesday night talk

at the Automobile Club Of America this

week was responded to by a score of mem

bers, who wanted to hear others talk about

“Lessons from the Automobile Exhibition.”

In the absence of President Shattuck, who

was at Albany, busy looking after the pro—

posed changes in the automobile laws, First

Vice-President W. E. Scarritt presided, and

he launched the discussion.

Mr. Scarritt extolled the exhibits at the

show and the affair as a whole in lavish

terms. He laughineg remarked that while

many undoubtedly lied cheerfully about their

sales, there was no doubt but what the sales

were tremendous, and he predicted unflinch

ingly that within three or four months there

will be a great dearth of machines. Both in

his preliminary remarks and in those which

he dropped when calling upon different

members to speak, Mr. Scarritt repeatedly

referred chidingly to the proneness of Amer

icans to pay exorbitant prices for foreign

made cars. He said:

“A man buys a Mercedes for $12,000, six

dollars a pound mark you. Forty-five per

cent. of that is for duty, 25 per cent. more is

for the agent and another fat percentage is

for the name. It is a grand car, the greatest

in the world—l wish I had three or four of

them—but what a lot of money to pay for

what is not in the car. What an encourage

ment it is to American manpfacturers to

know that such an amount of money will be

gladly paid for a perfect car! In this is the

greatest reason to urge America only to build

the best. The assurance is at hand that

plenty are willing to pay for it. I believe

that the American maker is even now on the

eve of bringing out cars as good or very

nearly as good as any made abroad.”

George A. Adams said that in his opinion

what 1s wanted is greater simplicity in the

American car, because there are not many

who can afford a highly complicated ma

chine and a high priced chauffeur to take

care of it. His idea was that a car of one

or two cylinders which the ordinary man

can handle himself is what is wanted, ard

he stated that in this respect we are ahead

of the foreigners and should keep ahead.

He called attention to the fact that in the

Boston endurance run the cars of simpler

construction got through better than the big

multi-cylinder affairs. He thought that the

show was a grand one which revealed the

fact that the majority 0': manufacturers are

trying to make a standard article.

Fred. G. Bourne said he was impressed at

the show with the progress made by Amer

ican makers in copying foreign machines.

He was himself a Mercedes man, and he

dwelt euiogisticaiiy upon the beautiful run

ning qualities of that car. He admitted

though that he had seen many cars at the

how which were close seconds to the for

eign built cars, and told of a trip with A. L.

Biker in a gasolene Locomobile, which, he

said, was a revelation to him, for it could be

run fast or slow with an ease and noiseless

ness nearly equal to that of the Mercedes.

E. '1‘. Birdsall said that while it might

seem that there was a fad at present for me

chanically operated valves, steel frames and

multi-cylinder engines, he believed that the

four-cylinder type of engine had come to

stay.

A. L. McMurtry, fresh from the Paris

show, was inclined to scoff at American con

struction and to believe that the work done

here in no way equals that of the French.

He said that in castings, in ignition devices

and even tires we are far behind the Euro

peans. The American maker is badly handi

capped, he thinks, by the peopie in the elec

trical business, who are to blame for not

having arisen to the occasion. It makes no

difference whether we build one, two or tour

cylinder engines and have mechanical valves

or not, in his opinion, so long as our ignition

devices remain as faulty as they are. He

condemned the dry cells, of which he said

he had not seen one in Paris, and be con

deinned the poor spark coils and the careless

methods of wiring, using a breakable copper

wire for the entire reach and then twisting

the end of it about the spark plug. He also

condemned the tendency of American mak

ers to cling to sun and planet gearing, which

he contends gets hot very quickly when the

car is being run on the low speed gear.

Under questioning about mechanical valves

and other technical matters, Mr. McMurtry

was very interesting.

Emerson Brooks said he believed the alu

minum body had come to stay, and in his

opinion the time is near at hand when the

American manufacturer of automobiles will

follow the example of the French and sell

the chassis only, allowing the customer to

get his own carriage body anywhere he

chooses. _

Robert L. Niles in a very humorous talk

said he was disappointed in the show be

cause there was nothing there for a poor

man.

A luncheon followed the talk.

 

First Run Called.

The first run for 1903 of the Automobile

Club of America will be held on Monday,

February 23, and it will be from Lakewood

to New York. The members are to report

at the Lakewood Hotel on the Saturday

night before at 6 o’clock. Sunday will be

spent in making short trips through the ad

jacent country, and presumably the private

speedway recently constructed near there

will be tested. .

The start for New York will be made at 9

o’clock Monday morning. This is an un

usually early date for a club run, and the

idea is that it will prove to the public that

the cars of the club members are not sim

ply fair weather vehicles

COMPETING WITH STREET CARS

.lohn Brisben Walker's Enlarged Rapid Transit

Plans—No Standing in his Motor Cars.

 

With John Brisben Walker and the Mobile

Company of America behind it, a plan is

being developed for an addition to the rapid

transit facilities of New York City that will

surprise the residents.

The Mobile Rapid Transit Company has

been formed, and a bill has been introduced

into the New York State Legislature by

Senator Foley, defining the privileges of

companies operating stage lines. This bill

is supposed to be largely in the interest of

the Mobile Rapid Transit Company.

The plans, as far as formulated, are for

the company to put into operation five thou

sand steam coaches, each capabie of seating

fourteen passengers, and operating these on

a number of different direct routes. The

cars will run in the main lines of travel, but

will be operated differently from stages, in

that they will not be constantly stopping to

let ofl.’ or take on passengers. No more pas

sengers than there are seats for will be

taken aboard at any time, and when the

cars are filled they will not stop en route to

take on another fare, but they will =let of!

passengers who do not want to go (the length

of the route. ‘

The routes will be between points of travel,

such as ferries, railroad stations, the Bridge

and so on. Lines will probably be operated

from the shopping district up Fifth avenue

to 110th street, from the Grand Central

Depot to the various ferries and across town

between railroad ferries. It is probable also

that the stage lines operated by Mr. Walker

something more than a year ago, from Wall

street ferry to Courtlandt and Twenty-third

street ferries, will be revived. This was run

long enough to demonstrate the practicabil

ity of the plan, although no money was

made from the venture. '

Mr. Walker says he is satisfied that auto

mobile coaches must solve the problem of

the overcrowded streets and railway cars of

New York. In his 'busses there will be no

straps, for no one will be allowed to stand.

 

“New” Things That are not Now.

Many alleged new things are really old

ones rejuvenated. An instance of this is the

three cylinder motor, which was brought

out with such a flourish of trumpets at the

Pari show. It is well known that the Gas

mobile and the Duryea used the triple cyl

inder motor for years, and now it has been

"discovered" that a French car, the Can

noise, with a similar engine, was built and

in use five years ago. In this case its de

signer had experimented with four and tvvo

cylinder motors, but dropped both, being

convinced that the three or six cylindered

engine alone could be properly and eiTective

ly balanced.
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METEORS FROM READING

Steamers all and a Tonneau Amongst Them—

Some of the Features Incorporated.

 

One of the steam makers who possess the

courage of their convictions and carry

through an aggressive policy is the Meteor

Engineering 00., Reading, Pa. This enter

prising concern not only proceeds along

sound lines, but it had the foresight to see

the opportunity that exists for a type of

car out of the ordinary, and by grasping it

place itself in a highly advantageous po

sition.

In addition to its runabout and touring car

models, the Meteor company is now produc

ing a steam tonneau of the most approved

modern type. In appearance it is scarcely

distinguishable from a gasolene car, it hav

vice and is an unusually simple method for

starting the fire, no auxiliary torch of any

kind being required. The car is fitted with

the Overman steam water and air pumps, as

well as a forced draught and steam syphon,

or water lift. The non-breakable Klinger

water guage, steam and air gauges, as well

as the valve wheels for operating syphon,

forced draught, water and air pumps, gaso

lene and auxiliary throttle valves, are di

rectly in front and within easy reach of

the operator. The lubricator is also in a

very convenient place. directly in the centre

of the carriage on the front of the footboard.

This is a positive feed to the cylinders, con

nected to the water pump plunger, and is

sure to feed oil it the car is driven by steam

pressure, coasting, or otherwise.

The piping throughout is of one-quarter

inch diameter, thus preventing any pos

sibility of their clogging. The gaso

lene tank, of twelve gallon capacity, is

placed in the front end under the seat. The

  

ing the some long, low and massive appear

ance, with bonnet, wheel steering and other

paraphernalia formerly always associated

with the forengn cars. This model received

a very large amount of attention at the

Madison Square'Garden show, and bids fair

to prove extremely popular.

This car, which has detachable tonneau

seats and divided front seats, lists at $2,000.

It is fitted with a 10 horsepower engine

having 3%:(4 inch cylinders, of slide valve

Stevenson link motion type. which is placed

in a horizontal position under the footboard,

making it very convenient and easy of ac

cess. It is covered with a dust proof case

from the bottom, and protected from the

top by the (outboard. The boiler is placed

in the front under a bonnet, as is all the pip

ing. The boiler is of 20 inches diameter,

with 713 fines, and three-sixteenth inch steel

shell, and has a heating surface of about 100

square feet. The burner is of large di

ameter, and is fitted to the boiler in a very

neat manner; the shell of the boiler extends

down considerably beyond the crown sheet,

which answers for the burner case. The

burner is a three compartment burner. with

three mixing tubes.

The starting apparatus is a patented de

water tank, of forty—five gallon capacity,

extends from the rear end of the front sent

down under the footboard of the tonneau

seats, and extends four inches under the

sills of the body. The filling caps for both

water and gasolene tanks are under the

left cushion of the front seat. The car is

fitted with a combined feed water heater

and muflier.

The driving is done from the engine to a

counter-shaft by a heavy roller chain, and

from the ends of the counter-shaft to each

rear wheel by separate chains. The equal

izing gear is directly in the centre of the

counter-shaft. A very desirable feature of

the counter-shaft is the flexible manner in

which it is hung, and not bolted to the

body or chassis on both ends. The counter

shaft is hung at its centre on a rocker plate,

fastened to a cross section of angle iron.

The feature of this construction is that the

counter-shaft bearings and sprockets are al

ways in perfect alignment with the rear axle

bearings and sprockets. and are not affected

by the vibration and twisting of the body,

which is sure to result with a long wheel

base in driving over uneven places, no mat

ter how strongly the car may be supported

by angle or channel iron.

There are two double acting band brakes

on each rear hub connected to a single lever.

The lever is of a locking and ratchet variety.

which locks the brake in a fixed position

without compelling the operator to keep his

foot on same continually. The steering is

done by a wheel, and the main throttle is

operated directly in the centre of the large

steering wheel. The reversing is done by a

lever on the side of the car, and the by-pass

is placed just outside of the body.

The wheels are of the popular artillery

pattern, 30 inches in diameter, with 3' inch

detachable tires. The front and rear wheels

have ball bearings of large diameter, of a

construction used for years with perfect suc

cess. The angle iron frame of the chassis is

mounted on four eliptic springs.

Single Cylinder's Doom Predicted.

“It does not need much foresight to see

that the days of the single cylinder engine,

even for small cars, are numbered. Nobody

who has had experience of the double cylin

der type can fail to admit the great advan

tages which that pattern gives, not only in

comfort, but in actual wearing powers,” says

an advocate of the multiple cylinder type of

car.

“It is now pretty well admitted that. even

for a small car at least 5 horsepower or ti

horsepower is required, and. although mo

tors of greater horsepower than this are

constructed with single cylinders, the strain

which such engines put upon the working.

parts of the car, and also upon themselves,

is so great that the cost of upkeep—that is

to say, of necessary repairs and replace

ments—is a considerable item, and would

be saved, to a great extent, were a twin

cylinder motor employed. Indeed, the ten

dency in France is to use four cylinders f0r

even small cars.

“It may next be asked whether the cylin

ders shall be horizontal or vertical. and in

this opinions diifer very widely. So far as

the high speed motors are concerned, the

rule. is to place the cylinders vertically, and

there can be no doubt that with this po

sition a better system of lubrication can be

adopted. 0n the other hand, with slow speed

engines the horizontal position is usually

favored for the reason that it greatly reduces

vibration and does not tend to set up that

jumping action, when the car is running

slowly, which is apparent with the vertical

class of motor. But the slow speed engine

is given to wear badly, so far as the bear

ings are concerned, owing to the thumping

action to which they are subjected, and,

therefore, they require more looking after."

 

Mors Workmen on Strike.

A strike, with a resulting lockout, has oc

curred at the More factory, at Paris, and if

of long continuance will entail serious de<

lays in deliveries. The trouble arose over

the attempt of the workmen to obtain the

dismissal of an unpopular foreman. The

management stood by him and the men

went out.
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BAY STATE’S DRASTIC BILL

Forbids use of Cars Capable oi Better Than 20

Miles and is Otherwise Obnoxious.

 

What the Bay State soions do not know

about automobiles is indicated by a bill in

troduced in the Massachusetts legislature

last week, one of the provisions of which

prohibits the licensing of any car that can

.travel at a rate in excess of twenty miles

The bill is a drastic one, as this

clause indicates.

The measure, which has been referred to

the Committee on Roads and Bridges, pro

poses that all automobiles and operators in

the commonwealth shall be licensed by the

Massachusetts Highway Commission, which,

by the provisions of the bill, really becomes

the supervisor of automobiles. The bill pro

vides that no one shall use an automobile

unless he or she is registered, which, if liter

ally interpreted, will prevent in a great

measure visitors from other States touring

through Massachusetts. ’

The provision that is apt to cause the

greatest trouble is, however, the section

which provides that no automobile having a

maximum speed of over twenty miles an

hour, “or at that rate for any part of an

hour," shall be licensed. Whether the claim

of the maker, or user, or actual test will de

termine this is not stated.

"The speed at which an automobile can be

run outside city or town limits is placed at

not exceeding fifteen miles an hour, and

within city or town limits to eight miles an

hour.

The bill further provides that all automo

biles shall carry on the sides and back lio

man numbers not less than four inches in

height, and to correspond to the registra

tion number granted by the Highway Com

mission. The penalty for violation of the

registration clause is a fine of $100 or im

prisonment for ten days, or both; the pen

alty for the infraction of the speed limit is

a fine of $200 or imprisonment for a term not

exceeding ten days.

The measure is only the first of a number

of bills that are being prepared for presenta

tion to the legislature. One has been pre

pared by the law and ordznance committee

of the Massachusetts Automobile Club. It

contains two sections,_one limiting the speed

' to not over twenty miles an hour outside the

city limits, and the other forbidding a town

or city to limit the speed to less than twelve

miles an hour, and giving park‘cOmmlssion

ers authority to make their own rules and

regulations.

A second bill has ‘been prepared by the

club, and is of greater scope, although the

speed requirements are practically the same.

as in the first bill. This bill requires all

machines to have good and sufficient brakes,

hell, horn or other signalling device; the

owner's initials on each side of the ma

an hour.

chine. It provides that automobilists shall

not be required to take out a license.

Another proposed bill, which it is under

stood was filed, provides ,for a uniform law

throughout the State, the registering of all

automobiles, numbers properly displayed,

carrying of lamps in front- and rear of ma

chines, speed limit of twenty miles an hour

in the country, fifteen miles an hour in open

streets of cities, and eight miles an hour in

the business section.

It is probable that still other bills will be

introduced under a suspension of the rules

when the legislature reconvenes.

Is President of Two Clubs.

It is not often that the nine man is presi

dent of two automobile clubs, but through

his election as president of the Pasadena

Automobile Club Ellicott Evans has that dis

MAINE'S REASONABLE MEASURE

Law introduced That is at Once Simple and

Fair to all Concerned.

'I'hat rare thing, a bill drawn in the in

terests of autoists, rather than aimed at

them, has been introduced in thebiaine legis

lature. It provides for speeds of eight and

twenty miles in the towns and country, re

spectively, uniform throughout the State.

No license clause or other irksome and in

judicious features are embodied in the meas

ure. and it will in consequence be heartily

supported by autoists through the country.

"The bill is good, cleanly drawn and fair,

and we have great hopes that it will be

passed," said A. M. Spear, of F. O. Bailey

     

 

AN OLDSMOBIIJZ IN A PICTURESQUE'SETTING.

tinction. He is president also of the Budalo

Automobile Club.

The other otilcers of the California organ

ization are as follows: King Macomber,

vice-president; C. B. Scoville, second vice

presideut and treasurer; J. T. Pugh, secre

tary, and the following. with the officers, :1

board of governors; J. T. Pugh, ,Tracy

Drake, II. '1‘. Kendall, H. J. Macomber, R.

_H. Gaylord and J. B. Miller.

One of the objects of the club is to dis

courage and, if possible, eliminate reckless

speeding, and another object is to induce

the City Council to moderate the speed laws,

which at prcscnt declare that the auto shall

not travel faster than eight miles an hour

inside the city limits and four miles an

hour across street crossings. They would

like to have these rates of speed made

twelve and eight miles. respectively" They

_will invite the councilincn to go riding with

them, and will attempt to demonstrate that

the speed limits are now too slow.

& (70.. Portland. “There is surely great ill—

tcrcst behind it, and it will be of signal

benefit to motor carriage owners. At the

legislature it was introduced by C. P. Hatch,

of Portland, and there was also present at

its introduction a considerable delegation

from other towns and cities.

“\Vc. have hasthch to present the bill be

cause of the fear that some other parties

 

blight put in another which would deprive

automobile drivers in this State of the rights

and privileges which hould be- theirs by

right. Were this bill passed it would bring

to our State large numbers of tourists who

have hitherto refrained from coming owing

to the want of privileges which haVe existed

in Maine.“

A trial jury at Pittsburg, Pa., has dis

agreed and been discharged after listening

to a case brought against the owner of an

automobile by the occupants of a buggy

whose horse became frightened, ran away

and threw them over a bridge. The case

was that of C. C. Smith and J. L. Smith

and wife against Thomas Wittner. The jury

was out twenty-four hours.
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Preparing for Cold Snaps.

These are the days when it is wise to

have ready in one's motor house, and stored

away in glass or earthenware vessels for

preference, suflicient anti-freezing solution to

till up one's water tank in case of a sudden

cold snap. Frost usually finds one unpre

pared, whereas if the anti-freezing mixture

is all ready for use it is a very simple mat

ter to fill up the water tank with it.

As is well known, there are two excellent

solutions for this purpose. One of these may

be a mixture consisting of one part of glyce

rine and one part of water. It is expensive,

but quite efficient. Another and less expen

sive solution can be made up as follows: To

every gallon of warm water add four pounds

of commercial calcium of chloride (the chem

ical formula being Ca Ch). It should be

thoroughly stirred while mixing. Care must

be taken that chloride of lime (Ca 0 Cl!) is

not obtained by mistake, as this has, of
course a very deleterious effect on Imetals.

It has been proved by careful experiment

that a solution of calcium of chloride has no

bad effect on either the metal of the cylin

ders or of the tank, except in the case of

tanks made of galvanized iron or zinc, so for

cars fitted in this way it is better to use the

glycerine solution.

Club Formed in Pittsburg.

I‘ittsburg autoists to the number of more

than one hundred met last week and formed

the Automobile Club of Pittsburg. Great

enthusiasm prevailed, and the large num

ber of charter members is indicative of the

great progress the pastime has made in the

Smoky City.

The organization meeting was held at the

Hotel Dorset. with George H. Flinn in the

chair. Little time was lost in clinching the

suggestions of the committee on permanent

organization, the members of which were

Robert Pitcairn, jr., Robert King and Lin~

ford Smith. The following officers were

elected:

President, George H. Flinn; first vice-pres

ident, J. F. Burke; second vice-president, W.

C. Temple; third vice-president, D. H. Hos

tetter; secretary, Thomas B. Hartley; treas

urer, Reuben Miller, jr.; the board of gov

ernors, Class I, their term expiring in one

year, are Reade W. Bailey, W. L. Elkins and

Dr. .T. A. Hawkins; Class II, with term of

two years, includes A. R. Neeb, Dr. H. \V.

llrllng and George IIailman; Class Ill. term

of three years, is composed of E. B. Byers,

W. Linford Smith and B. W. Lewis.

 

Jarrott Will Challangc.

Whether Winton defeats Fournier or the

fortunes of war are the other way, the win

ner will have his hands full if he wishes to

accept the challenges that will be showered

upon him. In addition to the American chal

lenges already announced, Charles Jarrott,

the Englishman who won the Ardennes race

last year, has announced that he Will shy

his castor into the ring as soon as the con

tests are decided, and ask for a race with

the winner.

Protection From the Elcmmtl.

The question of how best to protect the

occupants of a car from the elements has re

ceived little attention from the manufactur

ers, who may perhaps excusably plead that

they have been employed in more important

work. Coachmakers, too, from whom some

thing might have been expected, have been

unable to divorce luxury from weight. Hence

it is that _many attempts at solution have

been due to the ingenuity of private owners.

The mere addition of a hrougham body to

a car produces, as a rule, an intolerable

horseless effect, and even worse is the

adaptation of a hansom cab top—about as

inappropriate a combination as could well

be imagined. The solution is not so difficult

if passengers alone are to be protected. leav

ing the driver exposed; but as most owners

drive themselves, the real problem is to sat

isfactorily cover the front seats. The chief

desidcrata are: First a hood, capable of be

ing half raised tto protect the back of the

head in dusty weather, a point much ap

preciated by women), and, when raised, to

be able to carry an open canopy as well as

an entire coveriiig'(both being held on the

lightest possible framework), and a front

glass. '

Here another point comes -in— it must be

of such a form as not to be easily obscured

by snow and rain, and not too far from the

driver’s face. It has been suggested that a

V shaped glazed frame, forming a “prow,”

would be far less liable to obscuration than

a flat'front glass, and could be more flrinly

attached. And if glass could be replaced

by some lighter and less fragile substitute

it would be. all the better. Celluloid would

probably be unsafe, but the non-inflamma

ble material used in some substitutes for

goggles. possibly an-insoiublegelatine, wouldr

he just the thing. It would need, however,

to be very cheap and easily replaced, as the

surface would not be very durable.

About Stool Frames. .

“The chassis embouti, or pressed steel

frame, may be lighter. stronger and ulti

mately cheaper than the old form of frame

construction. From the point of view of the

manufacturer, the question then arises

whether the time has come for the standard

ization of frames, in view of the fact that

so many purchasers of cars wish to have

widely differing varieties of bodies unsuit

able for a single standard of frame. At any

rate, for the present, standardization, like

the alleged economy. is out of sight. From

the point of view of the owner, there is the

question of the sequel to accidents. \Vill

the frame resist the fancy manoeuvres of an

inexperienced user“? Neither type of frame

will withstand such abuse, but while the

brokm portion of a built up frame can be

repaired, the pressed steel frame has to be

replaced as a complete whole. This replace

ment means the complete dissembling and

subsequent reassembliug oi' the car." says a

well posted autoist.

Polio: Commissioners “liit it up."

Thirty miles in two hours, and one stretch

of three miles in the alleged time of four

minutes, such was the way Police Commis

sioner Greene trampled on the speed law in

Brooklyn Borough on Saturday last. In his

“big French" automobile, he dashed from

one police station to another on a tour of

inspection. The eight mile an hour injunc

tion was handled ruthlessly, especially in the

outlying suburbs, such as Fort Hamilton,

Bath Beach and Coney Island, and when he

got through it was little more than a name

except for the ordinary everyday automo

bilist, who oversteps the limit at his peril.

Strange to say, the Commissioner, who was

accompanied by Deputy Commissioner Eb

stein, was not molested by any of the vigi

lant oflicers encountered.

The stretches covered at the highest rate

of speed were the Fort Hamilton Road and

the Shore Road to Bath Beach, both of

which are smooth. level and speed con

ducive. On them the automobile was “let

out" and the inspection party proceeded at

in] speed.
 

Rhoda Islanders Eat and Elect.

In connection with the annual meeting of

the Rhode Island Automobile Club, held at

the Crown Hotel, Providence, R. I., last

week, the club's second banquet took place

and proved highly successful. President J.

A. Chase of the club acted as toastmaster.

Oflicers to serve for the ensuing year were

elected, as follows: President, Dr. Julian A.

Chase; first vice-president, James E. Blake;

treasurer, R. Lincoln Lippitt; secretary, Her

bert H. Rice; assistant secretary, Benjamin

ll. Clark; board of officers, to'serve until

1905, H. Anthony Dyer; to serve until 1906,

Lowell. Emerson and R. Lincoln LippitL.

Secretary Rice‘s report showed the club

to have a membership of 100, and eighty

carriages owned. A brief review was made

of the runs and smokers held by the club

during the last year.

Treasurer Lippitt’s statement showed the

club to be in an excellent financial condition.

 

Good Roads at Chicago.

The committee in charge of the Good

Roads Convention, which is to be, heid_in

Chicago on February 20 by the N. A. A.

M., in conjunction with the Western show.

has decided to issue invitations not only to

those prominently identified with the good

roads movement, but also to all the United

States Senators and Representatives. The

convention has received the sanction of the

National Highway Commission, the National

Good Roads Association and W. P. Brown

low, author of the $20,000,000 good roads bill

now before Congress.

The board of governors of the National

Highway Commission is made up- of John

Brisben Walker, Colonel A. A. Pope, General

Roy Stone and John Jacob Astor. Colonel

W. H. Moore, of St. Louis, is president of

the National Goods Roads Association.
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FIFTY STROKES AND BORES

Summary oi Motor Dimensions Giving Varying

Horsepower: and an Interesting Average.

‘I

 

‘si-v-e

An interesting subject, and one much dis

:cuased in the aisles and booths; oi! the

“Garden during the show,'.was the sizes of

.motors and their horsepower. 'g Some of the

’iow priced tonneau cars, with small hori

zontal motors, were ticketed with big horse

'powers, and on some of the big ears hav

ing vertical motors only acomparatively

'low horsepower was announced“ . 33

It is worthy of remark that some of those

attending booths were ignorant of the stroke

and bore of their motors, while a smaller

number declined to give the information.

Making Valves and Plugs Accessible.

' .One of the most commented on features

'in the Madison Square Garden show were

the hand removable valves and spark plugs

' of the Columbia gasolene cars. Accessibility

could be carried no further than has been

done with them. No wrench or tool of any

kind is' needed to enable the operator to

take out either of the valves or any of the

The annexed tabulated statement nanny ' '

(50) separate makes of cylinder-tired, gases”
hf?“

'-lene motors, or complete cars,v taken at the

show, reveals a wide divergence in the

horsepowers claimed. This is, it is fair

to assume, largely due to the variations in

revolutions per minute, and to the varying

amount of compression. assuming the mix

ture to be the same in all cases and the

close fit oi! the cylinders and piston rings.

It is of course perfectly obvious to those

familiar with the art that a multiple cyl

inder motor with a light; flywheel having

an almost constant tongue, must show a

greater percentage of power per square

inch of piston area than a single cyl

inder motor carrying a heavy flywheel to

give it momentum during three-quarters of

the operation, the motor only working one

quarter of the time. ‘

The comparisons are, nevertheless, of in

terest and value, and as an item of curiosity

a composite motor made up from the figures

develops a motor of 12 horsepower with 5

inch bore and 5 inch stroke and two cyl

inders:

 

 

  

  

  

   

Name. lBore. IStr'keifi. P. [Cyl'dr

D ea........... . . . . . . .. 4% 4% 10 3
' Augw....n.....-u-...... g 3% 1% %

Rambler

4% ti 8 l

5 4% 25_ 2

. Hi 3% 5 1

.. 4 1—16 6 2-1 4

. 4% 5 10 2

4% 4'.~'_- 7 2

5% 6% 24 2

4% ti 5 l

41/: 4% it) 2

6 6% 12 1

4% 6 16 2

4% (i 5 1

459 5 16 4

4 4% 8 2

5% 8% 10 1

3% 4 10 2

5 6 12 2

4 5 16 4

t 4 4V: 8 1

. . . . . 2% 222 13% 1

Toledo Hal 5% 18 3

. . . 5% 8. S ;

Conrad . 4 4 .41 10

Haynes—Apperson . . . . . . . . 5 6 12 2

Columbia. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5 5 , 24 4

Moyea . . . . . . . . . . . . . . g 16 4

' Mo 0 Truck 0. . . . -_ -—Union t r 5 6 m 2

4% 4% 10% 2

5 8 7% 1

8% 5% 15 4

5 8 16 2

4% 6 28 4

5 6 7 1

6% 5 10 2

3% 3% 10 4

5 5 6% 1

4% 6 6 1

- a. “3‘. i3 2Buckmobile . . . . . . . . .. 4

Matheson . . . . . . . . 3% 4% 25 4

Country Club Car. 6 5 10 2

Hall . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6 6 2" 2

Backus . . . . . . . . . . .. . . 5% 8 12 l

Elmore (2 Cycle) . . . . . . . . . 4 4 6 2

Kalamgton . . . . . . . . . . . 4 4% 12 2
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spark plugs, examine, clean and return them.

It is all done in an instant, and no one who

has labored over the regulation plug and

valve can fail to appreciate the improve

ment that has been made. The illustration

shows the construction of the spark plug,

which is operated in this manner:

Holding the plug in the hand with the

wrench arm in a vertical position, insert

the threaded end of the plug into the hole

in the cylinder provided to receive it, until

the shoulder of the plug is fair against the

shoulder in the cylinder. Then turn the

wrench arm to the right (which will engage

  

the threads of the spark plug with those in

the cylinder casting), continuing the motion

of the wrench arm to the right until the

spark plug is as tight as it would be

screwed up in case an ordinary thread was

used. The idea 01' the plug is to provide a

thread which is exactly the same as would

be the case if a continuous thread was used.

The idea of cutting away the thread on the

plug and in the cylinder' is to simply pro

ride a means by which the spark plug may

be inserted until the shoulders engage by a

forward motion of the hand and tighten in

place by a rotary motion, which, in any

case, will not exceed 50 or 55 degrees

FLOUTS MECHANICAL VALVES

Here’s an American Maker who Stands for Auto

matic Intakes—French Going too Far?

 

Mechanically operated intake valves have

their detractors as well as advocates. The

former assert that they are neither new nor

good. Their advantages are admitted, but

drawbacks are pointed out and claimed to

more' than counterbalance the former. A

well posted tradesman, writing to the Motor

‘World, makes the tollowlng points against

them:

“Generally where the sheep leads the herd

will follow, so I suppose it is useless to try

to stem the tide in favor of mechanically

operated inlet valves. It would be a poor de

vice that did not have some advantages, but

more certain running at slow speed is cer

tainly not one of them. To control the motor

the charge is throttled lower and lower until

the desired speed is reached, and if the

throttle will not admit the charge no amount

of opening an inlet valve will do so, so the

advantages stated by you are unquestion

ably imaginary ones; but, since fashion

knows no law except its own sweet will,

they are probably as good as scientific rea

sons.

“As a matter of fact, motors run with

automatic valves much higher than is good

mechanical practice, and the automatic valve

opens and closes more accurately at all

speeds than any mechanically operated valve

can possibly do. For all ordinary service,

therefore, it is unquestionably better, but for

the highest possible speed, such as in a rac

ing machine, it is possible to make the me

chanical valve do the best work, and this

accounts for its adoption by some people.

For those to whom the automobile is a rac

ing toy, the mechanically operated valve

should appeal, but to practical people wish

ing a carriage for every day use it should

possess no beauty.

“However, fariners buy Norman draught

horses for their own use and raise trotters

to take prizes at the county fairs. Bicycle

makers built racing machines for their

models, and sold them to people to use on

the road. They had such small tires, stiff

frames, harsh pedals and high gear that

there was no Inn in riding. Automobile

makers in France followed the racing game

until a restriction became necessary, which

was placed by limiting the weight. They

are succeeding in spite of this limitation in

going far beyond the practical, and good

sene will unquestionably demand a further

limitation in the near future." ’

New Firm in Boston.

Boston’s newest retail automobile firm is

Drisko, Snow & Ross, incorporated, N0. 43 -

Columbus avenue. They have become New

England agents for the American and Reber

cars, made by the American Motor Carriage

00., Cleveland, Ohio, and the Reber Mfg. 00.,

Reading, Pa., respectively.
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WILL YOU

pay two thousand, five hundred dollars for a genuinely good automobile which represents the present

highest standard of excellence in design and manufacture?

If you do not appreciate the vital difference between superficial perfection and construction that

is honestly good and thoroughly scientific from wrist-pins clear out to the last coat of finishing varnish,

then you will not be especially attracted by the new twenty horse-power

NTON TOURING C
We hope, however. that you will recognize our latest successful efforts and accord this new

model the consideration it deserves. You who have been conscious of the rapid development of the

successful American automobile, who have watched it through its various stages since the time—years

ago—when Mr. Alexander Winton ran upon the roads his first “horseless carriage,” will recognize the

great strides we have made toward the goal of perfection in automobile building, and can appreciate

in no small sense the genuine pride we feel in this latest triumph.

It is not intended as a “sensation.” It does not incorporate a vast number of rare features for

which we, in justice. can claim no more than theoretical excellence. Its construction does not em

body a vast number of untried experiments, and we do not, therefore, ask anyone to share in a manu

facturer‘s gamble. In presenting this model we give the very essence of practical and thoroughly tried

out experience.

Consider the matter of delivery: During the current season we will be able to manufacture just

one thousand of these twenty horse-power \Vinton Touring Cars. A liberal percentage of the total

output has already been sold. Supply will not meet the demand, of this we are quite sure. Would

it, therefore, not be an act of wisdom to file your order early and allow some one else to be disap

pointed as the result of procrastination ?

THE WINTON MOTOR

CARRIAGE C0. 2231211 333%

CLEVELAND, U-S-A._'
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HORIZONTAL VS. VERTICAL

Some Stern Truths Regarding the Much Dil

cusud Subject of Motor Position.

“There is a tendency in some quarters to

speak as though the horizontal engine for

motor cars was a thing of the past, and that

anybody using such an engine was hopeless

ly out of date. Others in discussing the

question recognize the fact that it is largely

one of fashion which has brought the verti

cal engine into such prominence; but very

few recollect that the very fact of the pre

dominance of the vertical engine has re

sulted, with a few exceptions, in the great

proportion of the latest improvements be

ing embodied in it instead of in horizontal

engines, as many of the makers of the latter

type have, when redesigning their patterns,

decided to follow the stream and to make

vertical engines,” says the Autocar.

“Consequently all their improvements

have been embodied in the upright pattern,

and the new car has been a great advance

on the old one. This has been attributed to

the position of the engine instead of to the

higher power and numerous detail improve

ments which might just as well have been

' introduced into a horizontal motor had the

makers deemed it advisable. Besides this,

the transmission—in fact, every part of the

car—is improved, but often the vertical en

gine gets all the credit.

“it should be clearly understood at the mo

ment that we are not proposing to discuss

the merits of the two types, but merely to

point out that the present wide use of the

vertical engine is due to a very general fol

lowing of certain prominent makers rather

than to any special virtues possessed by it

and not equally enjoyed by the horizontal

type. as the two objections which are nearly

always raised against the horizontal motor

do not hold good if the engine is properly

designed. We mean to say the majority of

those who condemn the type assert that it

is inaccessible, and that there is difficulty

with the lubrication. These are objections

which need not weigh for an instant, as there

is no good reason why a horizontal engine

should be inaccessible, and lubrication cer

tainly gives no trouble with a properly de

signed engine, whether it is horizontal or in

any other position.

“As this is the case, we take this oppor

tunity of recording our opinion that the hori

zontal engine is a very long way from fall

ing out of use for automobile propulsion.

In fact, at the present time we know of a

new and very promising type or vehicle

which is being designed with a horizontal

enegine, and that by a very experienced en

gineer who ha designed more than one of

the most successful vertical engines in use.

We believe that there is room for both pat

terns. and that the predominance of one or

the other will be largely a matter of fash

ion at the moment, although, of course, it

_will depend on developments and improve

ments which may be more applicable to one

pattern or the other.

“Again, suppose a year or two hence the

Gordon-Bennett and one or two other impor

tant races were to be won by cars fitted

with horizontal engines, many who now conv

demn the type would be surprised to find

how many hidden virtues there were in the

horizontal engine after all."

 

America's Cup Delegate Abroad.

One of the keenest automobillsts to be

found anywhere is Clarence Grey Dinsmore,

who has just been selected by the Automo

bile Club of America to represent it in Paris

in connection with the Bennett Cup race.

Being an American permanently residing in

AUTOMOBILIST oars DAMAGES

Sun a Connecticut City for Accident due to

Bad Streets and Wins—Court’s Comment.

 

An important ruling fixing the responsi

bility for accidents arising from imperfect

streets was made by Judge Roraback in

the Superior Court at New Haven, Conn..

Damages in the sum of $400

who had

last week.

were awarded George Lavigne,

brought suit against the city.

It appears that while he was running an

automobile at the corner of Howe and

Chapel streets, it was swerved from its

course by reason of a hole in the pavement

between the trolley tracks, and struck a

tree. Lavigne was thrown out and injured.

 
    

 

Paris, he is particularly well fitted for the

post.

It will be recalled that last summer Mr.

Dinsmore bore oi! the honors in what is

known as the Semmering run in Austria.

He also won the Austrian Automobile Chal

lenge Cup last fall, awarded for the fast

est time made in all classes. Mr. Dinsmore

uses a 40 horsepower Mercedes car, and the

illustration depicts him in this, with Robert

Katzenstein, a Frankfort banker, in the ton

neau. The chauffeur, Werner, who in 1901

won the race from Nice to Salon and re

turn, occupies the front seat with the owner

of the car.

That Sweet-Scented Marquis.

It reports be true, the Marquis of Anglesea

is a most picturesque peer. The story cur

rent a little time ago, viz., that he used

scented gasolene in his automobile, appears

to be the truth, but not the whole truth. it

is now stated, with the gravity that is

meet, that when Lord Anglesea drives the

scent distributing car he has his hair tied

up with ribbon to match the particular scent

distributed on the day—violet, rose or prim

rose, as the case may be.

The hole in question was four feet long,

seven inches wide and four inches deep.

Judge Roraback found that, while under

a State laW'the railroad is responsible for

the condition of the pavement between and

near to its rails, the statutes do not release

the city from the statutory liability to the

traveller, but simply make the railway

company also liable to him, or answerable

to the city when compelled to pay. The

municipality is primarily liable, although

an injured party may proceed against it or

the railway corporation.

 

For Mail Service in Switzerland.

Along with its excellent roads, Switzerland

has many exceedingly steep gradients, up

which horse drawn vehicles are taken with

difficulty.

The ubiquitous automobile, however, prom

ises to'change all this. The mountain re

public is destined to become, it is asserted,

the land of automobiles. In three years it

is expected that every horse connected with

the coaching and mail services will have dis

appeared. In the coming spring the first

steps will he taken in bringing about this

great change. '
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Motor Wagon: in Indianapolis.

How much of it is due to the fact that

Indianapolis has-a number of automobile

manufacturing concerns is not easy to 'say,

but certainly the Hoosier city is partial to

the mechanically propelled vehicle. Further

more their use is said to be extending very

rapidly.

Although there are many vehicles used

solely for pleasure, it is the utilitarian aspect

of the matter that is attracting the great

est attention. Physicians have a decided

partlality for the electric carriage, it being

estimated that nearly 50 per cent of timse

used are in the service of medical men. Dr.

llcnry Jameson was the first to adopt the

automobile. more' than two years ago. He

grew enthusiastic at once. Since then many

men of his profession have followed his ex

ample.

Around the Newton' Claypool Building,

where “Doctors‘ Row” has been transferred,

there is a string of automobiles at all hours

of the day. L

At the present time, however, it is the de

livery wagon that is attracting the most at- .

tention. Merchants have not been slow to

take advantage oi! the delivery facilities ot

tcred by the automobile. The New York

store, Ayres's, Rink’s, Deschler‘s cigar store,

Coflfy, the tea merchant; Flanner & Buchan

an, undertakers; the Indianapolis Dress

Pleating Co., Merritt's woollen mills and

e

many others all use motor driven delivery

wagons now.

Several of them are considering increasing '

their automobile service, and it is probable

that many new wagons hearing some of the

same names will appear on the streets with

in a short time.

“Almost to a man the merchants that have

used automobiles for their delivery wagons

would never think of returning to horses,"

a local tradesman is quoted as saying.

“Those that still use horses are thinking of

relegating them to the barn and using autos

altogether. Automobiles are more economi

cal in the long run—they are surer, quicker

and more advantageous in many ways."

The concern that uses more automobiles

than any other in Indianapolis is the Frank

Bird Transfer Co. It is now running eight

hansom cabs, two broughams are in Chi

cago awaiting orders to be delivered, and

the company is considering the advisability

of doing away with its horse coach service

altogether..__ ‘ ' ,
 

Palmer a Sweet President.

A lively row broke out in the Chicago

Automobile Club when its president,

Honore Palmer, alder'man and society lead

er, introduced an ordinance before the city

fathers requiring all automobiles to carry

white numbers four inches high on a black

background, under a penalty of a fine of

from $5 to $25. The club bitterly opposed

the ordinance. and Alderman Palmer sent

in his resignation as president of the club,

which was promptly accepted.

'4.

Something About the German Cup-Lifters.

In -a- talk on the coming seashn's racing, the

terrific speeds that. will be.se_en were touched

on by Baron Henri de ftothschlld, the fa

mous French autoist.

He had been shown the new 40 horsepower

vehicle in course of construction by M. Ser

poliet; which had been tried, and which had

travelled at a speed ot ninety-two miles an

hour. On the Promenade tles Anglals at

Nice M. Serpoliet hoped to achieve a rateot

progress equal to one hundred miles an hour.

\Vith regard to vehicles propelled by com

bustion engines, he had just returned from

Stuttgart, where he had been shown the new

engines constructed for the Gordon Bennett

cars. They were of 100 horsepower, and

would be fitted to vehicles which wouldbe

very terrible instruments to look at. The

cars would be over ten feet long, the driver

would sit above and in rear of the back axle,

and the inclination of the steering pillar was

such that the steering wheel was quite ver

tical.

These vehicles were expected to travel at

a speed of one hundred miles an hour; but

he had discussed the question of the conduct

of a fast car at speed with his friend the

Chevalier Rene de Knyfl—the finest and most

courageous driver in the world—and it was

his opinion that the limit of human control

was reached, or very nearly reached, at a

speed of ninety-eight miles an hour.
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OIL-DEFYING SPARK PLUGS

Electrical Eccentricity Thai Serves Many Good

Ends—How it be Employed.

For about a year past the workmen whose -

duty it is to'test the engines in the Pan

hard & Levassor works have been in the

habit of arranging the high tension wires

which are usually attached to the ends of

the sparking plugs in such a way as to set

the end of the wire about one or two milli

metres from, but not attached to, the outer

end of the conductor wire of the plug. The

men found that this arrangement afforded '

them two advantages. In the first place,

they are able to see if the current is passing

properly to the plug; and, in the second, they

benefit by the interesting and hitherto unex

plained fact that when the current passes

to the plug, as already explained, the spark

jumps the interval between the platinum

points within the cylinder, however much the

same'lnay be covered with 011. As new

motors under test are, for obvious reasons,

very liberally lubricated, this strange freak

on the part of the electric current saves the

testers much delay and annoyance.

It was quite by chance that the above lit

tle electric eccentricity was discovered.

Messrs. Panhard and Levassor conceived the

idea of protecting the exposed ends of spark

ing plugs by an ebonite cap A (fig. 1). In

the under dome of the cap was fitted a me

talllc boss B, the cap itself being attached to

the sparking plug as shown. A light copper

spring connected the boss B with the end of

the plug for the conduct of the current.

One day, upon taking off one of these ebon

ite caps it was found that the copper spring

conductor was absent between C and D,

but, notwithstanding the cylinder to which

the apparently faulty plug was fitted, fired

perfectly. This was not particularly re

marked at the time, as the spark given off

by the coil at atmospheric pressure was

something like fifteen millimetres in length,

and the distance it was required to leap by

the absence of the conducting spring was

not more than three millimetres. But what

did astonish was the fact that no matter

how much the particular sparking plug

served by this apparently faulty connection

was drowned in oil, it sparked as well as

if not better, than ever. '

In “La Locomotion” M. Baudry de Saunier

relates how this curious feature was dem0n

strated to him at the time by a complete

connection being made to the oil soaked plug,

when it altogether failed to spark, but re

commenced to do so merrily when the con

nection was again interrupted in the'manner

that is indicated, and the spark obliged to

jump once more within the ehonltc cap.

We leave, says M. Baudry de Saunier, the

explanation of this phenomenon to the pro

found» electricians, and he goes on to show

his readers how they may adapt their plugs

to permit of the oil defying jumping spark.

Reference to figure 2 will demonstrate this;

E is a shaped collar made in ebonite, or

better in some substance which is at one and

the same time a non-conductor of both heat

and electricity. This collar is screwed on to

the plug as shown. It carries on its little

projecting arms a small copper angle piece

,drilled and tapped for the attachment by a

screw C and lock nuts of the secondary wire.

The end of the screw is made to approach

the end ot-the plug wire within one or two

~ millimetres. To arrive at the sparking points

on the cylinder end of the plug the current

is obliged to leap the little gap of one or two

millimetres which exists between C and D.

This mounting of the plug, says M. de San

 

 

  

 
 

 

 

 

 

  

Fll. 2Fig. 1.

Figure 1-—A, vulcanite cap; B, contact

boss; C and D, metallic points between plug

'and B.

Figure 2—C, screw part of terminal; D,

head of insulated pin in the plug; E, vul

canite collar.

nier in conclusion, not only increases the

power of the engine, but, as has already

been stated, causes the plug to spark prop

erly within malgré any amount of overiubri

cation of the cylinder.

Excursion Rates to the Chicago Show

An advantage which has not been hereto

fore enjoyed by exhibitors from Eastern

States in connection with the automobile
show,v which opens in Chicago on February

14, is the opportunity of securing a special

rate on the certificate plan from all Eastern
points. I

In connection with the show the Boston &

Albany, New York Central & Hudson River

and the Michigan Central railroads will sell

excursion tickets commencing February 11

for continuous passage to Chicago. When

purchasing tickets ask for a certificate to the

“Good Roads Convention” and “Automobile

Show” via Michigan Central, and pay.full

fare going. The certificate will return you

to the starting point for one-third the regular

rate.

Trains for Chicago leave Boston at 2 p. m.,

4.15 p. m. and 6 p. m.; New York at 8.451

a. m., 1 p. m., 4 p. m., 6 p. m. and 12.10 a. ll].

Sleeping car reservation can be secured by

addressing the passenger agent of any of

the above lines.

 

H. B. SIIATTUCK

8c SUN,

Distributors of

dldsmdhilc,

Packard,

Aurccar,

Scarchmcnt

WE HAIIE CONSTANTLY [IN HAND

CHOICE BARGAINS

IN SECOND-HAND MACHINES.

A full line of standard French a

and American accessories

carried in stock.

STATE YCUR REQUIREMENTS. WE CAN

MEET THEM, IF ANYBODY CAN.
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DATES CENTURIES BACK

Discovery of Petroleum Untraceable—What it

is and how its By-Products are Obtained.

 

Petroleum was known in very remote ages,

centuries before the Christian era, in fact.

The Greek historian Herodotus speaks of it,

as do the later Plutarch and the Roman Pliny.

Plutarch calls it naphtha, and the wonder

ful fires at Baku, which were merely ignited

gas or oil fountains, were worshipped as

things supernatural. Another famous his

torian—Marco Polo—mentions it in his book,

and speaks of it rather as a medicine for

camels afflicted with skin diseases than as

a combustible material.

Various references can be found in later

but still ancient works, which form satisfac

tory evidence that petroleum was well

known many centuries before it became at

all largely used. It was a thing to wonder

at even as late as the middle of the eigh

teenth century. To-day the supply is enor

mous and the wells appear almost inexhaust

ible.

As it proceeds from the well crude petro

leum consists of a mixture of gases, easily

volatile liquids. heavier liquids such as ordi

nary paraffin, and, dissolved in this mixture,

solid material like paraflin wax. All these

substances are chemically related to one

another, and are made up of the elements

carbon and hydrogen. The difference be‘

tween the gaseous portion of crude petro

lcum and the liquid or solid portions is sim

ply that in the molecules or smallest possi

ble portion of the substance, the gas will

have a comparatively small number of atoms

joined together, and the liquid and solid por

tions will have considerably more.

It has been long agreed that crude petro

leum is a mixture of what is known as the

paraan series of hydrocarbons, The num~

her of carbon and hydrogen atoms varies in

the different substances, but it is a recog

nizcd fact that in all the member-s of the

paraffin series there are twice as many plus

two hydrogen atoms as there are of carbon.

To make it clearer, if there be twenty carbon

atoms, there are forty-two hydrogen atoms.

For instance, in the very simplest constitu

ent of petroleum—marsh gas—there is one

atom of carbon and four atoms of hydrogen.

Qome of the solid portions of crude petro

leum may contain in the molecule up to sev

enty atoms of carbon and 142 of hydrogen.

The chemical properties of the various pe

troleum products, of which “motor spirit" is

one, are very similar. Their behavior under

certain conditions is practically the same,

except that they boil at different tempera

tures, the boiling point rising with the in

crease in the number of carbon atoms in the

molecule. '

The various products of crude petroleum

are obtained by what is known as fractional

distillation. if a certain oil be required for

a particular purpose it is necessary to sep

arate out from the crude petroleum just that

portion which will exactly fulfil the condi

tions required. The crude petroleum is taken

and, after a certain preliminary treatment,

is distilled. The low boiling portions of the

liquid are given off first, and so on until

the heavier oils are reached and paraffin

wax is left in the retort. The particular oil

required is given off at a certain period in

the course of distillation, and can be se

cured and so separated from the other prod

ucts. To obtain a purer article still, this

separated oil is distilled again, and it is

partly to this fact that motorists must look

for the reason why “motor spirit” is expen

sive in comparison with other crude petro

leum products such as common benzolene.

It is essential for mctor purposes that the

oil should have the correct specific gravity,

and that it should evaporate at the right

temperature and leave no residue.

The problem of the origin of crude petro

leum is a most interesting one, and still

awaits conclusive solution. One school of

scientific thought holds that petroleum is

the result of contact in the interior of the

earth between water and molten metallic

carbides. The water is supposed to per

colate through the earth till it reaches the

molten carbides, and to be formed into pe

troleum as the result of the reaction. This

resembles the method by which acetylene

gas is manufactured from calcium carbide

with water. Another school of chemists

holds that petroleum is the result of the de

composition of organic material. The fact

that petroleum is found in almost all geo

logical formations favors this theory, but

this school of thought is divided against it

self upon the question as to whether the

organic material from which petroleum is

said to be derived is of marine animal origin

or of vegetable origin.

Whichever of these theories is correct, the

conditions favorable for the natural storing

of the oil seem to be the same whatever the

quality and general surroundings. The oil

is absorbed by porous rock which is protect

ed by a covering of hard rock from oxidiza

tion and displacement by water. The cause of

a “gush” of oil is variously explained. The

weight of overlying strata is sometimes said

to force the oil up through the well, or this

may be effected by the pressure of accumu

lated gases or by water pressure. The press

ure in either case must be enormous. The

oil is sometimes flung to a tremendous

height, and the pressure is maintained for a

lengthened period. A recent “gusher” in

Texas, for instance, was said to have 8. ca

pacity of 200,000 gallons of oil a day, and a

still greater stream is recorded of two of the

Baku fountains, which each flung into the

air with tremendous force nearly 30,000,000

gallons of" oil in a month. It is needless to

enlarrc upon such facts as these to show the

extent of the pressure which is exerted from

some cause around the petroleum deposit.

As a source of energy petroleum would

appear to have a great future before it, and

yet it is not certain that the supply of petro

leum is inexhaustible. The contingency of

the supply failing must always be reckoned

with. Especially is this the case as the

origin of petroleum is an unsettled point;

and consequently it is uncertain as to

whether the supply of petroleum is or is not

being continually replenished. Even a re

duction in the amount of the present gener

ous supply would make a difference in the

price, and so afl'ect the position of petroleum

in the competition with other sources of

energy such as coal and the power of wind

and water. But apart from such a catas—

trophe it is safe to say that petroleum will

always play a large part in the supply of

mechanical energy for the world. It has

many advantages over coal. It is readily

portable, comparatively clean, efficient, and

in many cases more economical; and if it

should one day become rare, motorists will

be able to fall back on alcohol as fuel for

their engines. or—and this is perhaps more

within the horizon of the probable—alcohol

may supersede gasolene.

 

The "Joys" of Being Towed Home.

Can you imagine anything more woebe

gone than the appearance of an outfit that

has become en panne, as the French say—

that is, broken down, and has to be towed

home? There is a dogged, resentful, look

on the chauiTeur‘s face, and a mournfui, pa

thetic air about the vehicle that almost com

pels sympathy. In the interval of waiting

for the rescuing vehicle a crowd gathers

and asks a hundred and one questions more

or less pointed. They range from disserta‘

tions on automobiling as a development of

present day civilization to the merits and

demerits of automobiles in general, and de

scend by natural graduations to the recal

citrant automobile in question. From specu

lation upon causes of trouble, they pass to

direct questions as to what ails this par

ticular car, and guesses as to when it will

start up again. .

When the welcome relieving car heaves in

sight, and a stout rope is made fast to the

convoy, the excitement increases and cul

minates when the two cars get slowly under

way.

As they pick their way cautiously through

crowded streets the contrast between the

two operators is a singular one. The face

of the first wears a smirk, and he seems to

chuckle inwardly, although not too openly,

seemingly mindful of his own liability to

meet with such a mishap. The unfortunate

chauffeur, however, attends strictly to busi

ness. guiding his car with eircumspection

and striving to keep the rope always tight.

Should the other car have to slacken speed

the brakes would be applied to the second

to check its impetus also, and released in

ample time to prevent its being started with

a jerk.

When the garage is reached there is 110

gladder man than the chauffeur of the dis

abled car. Some of the blame for its going

wrong seems to attach to him, and he feels

it keenly, even when it is not his fault.
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MAYOR WON'T SIGN

Trenton’s Executive Vetoes an Anti-Automobile

Ordinance and Give his Reasons.

 

_ In returning without his approval an auto

mobile ordinance passed by the Trenton

(N. J.) Common Council, Mayor Katzenbach

commented on the unsatisfactory character

of the present wheeled vehicle law of the

State.

"On April 9, 1902, there was approved an

act entitled ‘An act to regulate the use of

wagons. carriages and similar vehicles, and

to require uniformity of ordinances affecting

the same,’ which was designed to give au

thority to cities and other municipalities to

regulate the use of automobiles, although the

word 'automobile’ does not appear in the

net. This act was modelled after an act

passed in the year 1896 (P. L. 1896, p. 21) to

remlate the use of bicycles, but, unfortunate

ly, does not deal with the subject of regu

lating the use of automobiles as fully as the

act of 1896 ‘did with the use of bicycles. In

deed, the act of 1902 leaves much to be de

sired and omits many matters which would

seem essential to the proper regulation of

the use of automobiles." He said:

"However, it is clear that it is the intention

of this act of 1902 to secure uniformity in

ordinances of the character of the one you

have passed, and, therefore, so far as the

act of 1902 goes, your ordinance will have

to conform to its provisions in order to be

valid." >

He goes on to point out wherein the ordi

nance is inconsistent with this law:

“Since there is no provision in the act of

1902 regarding the speed limit, and there is

no express power conferred by the charter

to deal with this subject, the inquiry is natu

rally suggested as to whether this subject

can be regulated by ordinance, or, if regu

lated, so dealt with as to make a speed regu

lation which will aflfect automobiles only and

not the rate of speed of carriages and other

vehicles using the public highways. I leave

these questions for your future considera

tion,” he concludes. ' I

It is probable that the incoming legislature

will be asked to pass a bill regulating auto

mobile traflic.

Tale of Two Phlladclphiam.

The following story is told by two automm

bilists who were driving from New York to

Philadelphia. In a town near Philadelphia

they were stopped by a police officer and

charged with the customary crime. They

offered to drive him to the police station,

where their names might be taken and the

charge be formally made. When he was

on board they set off at high speed to a

road house near Philadelphia, and did not

afford him a chance of dismountiug in the

mean time.

He 7. ls somewhat confused by the unac

customed speed, and on his arrival at the

inn was invited topartake of an excellent

dinner and overwhelmed with other atten

tions, which had the effect of still further

confusing him. He was then driven back to his

home town at a pace which his official capa

city hardly approved, but which seemed to

complete the psychological revolution begun

by the first journey and continued by the fes

tivities in which he took part at its close.

Either Philadelphia scrapple or the rapid

movement through the air removed all traces

of the offence from the policeman's mind.

Perhaps he was too much of a sportsman,

or perhaps he was to some extent a con

senting party, a thing that has been known

to occur in other instances of abduction. In

any case, nothing has been heard of the af

fair.
 

Modifying New Jersey’s Measure.

Material modifications are likely to be

made in the Score] bill regulating automo

one traiiic, introduced in the New Jersey

legislature last week, as exelusively noted

in the Motor World.

Its introducer, Assemblyman Scovel, of

Camden, appears to realize the imperfections

of his measure. He said on Monday that he

would modify his bill regulating the use of

automobiles in the State so that it would

not work any serious hardships on the auto

mobilists.

The proposition to have a State board of

examiners will be eliminated, he says, and

the licenses to automobilists will be issued

by the State Controller upon the applicant

answering certain questions under_ oath.

These questions will relate to the experi

ence of the applicant. Upon taking out a

license the automobilist will receive a num

ber, which will be registered by the Con

troller. .

1m its original form the bill provided for

a maximum speed of fifteen miles an hour,

and for the institution of a State board of

examiners, before which all automobillsts

must appear and apply for a license before

being permitted to operate their cars. The

disposition to concede something to the users

of these cars is gratifying, but unless the bill

is shorn of more obnoxious features than is

indicated by the remarks of Assemblyman

Scovel it will still be vigorously opposed.

 

Vanderbilt’s Alibi.

Having disconcerted the prosecution by put

ting in an alibi. counsel for W. K. Vander

bilt, jr., succeeded in having postponed his

client's trial for “scorching,” which came up

this week at Paris. The alleged oifence

was committed last summer, when the mill

ionaire-autoist was in this country. Never

theless, he was sentenced in default. He

took an appeal, and on the hearing his coun

sel stated that Mr. Vanderbilt never drove

an automobile himself, and in this instance

he was not even in the vehicle. This con

tention was supported by an affidavit by

the Duke of Marlborough, and the judge

postponed further hearing of the case to

February 13 for further testimony.

COCKS BOBS UP

He Inspires Long Island Farmers' Club to Define

Their Ideas of Automobile Legislation.

 

Farmers and—well, the others who are

members of the Long Island Farmers' Club—

have wrestled with the question of having

some new legislation at Albany to further

restrict the use of the automobile, and after

wrestling with it have turned the whole

matter over to former State Senator

Cocks, the father of the notorious Cocks

law. Mr. Cocks was recently defeated at

the polls, but according to the news from

Mineola, L. 1.. where the Farmers’ Club

met recently, he is still hunting for auto

mobilists’ scalps.

The discussion resulted in the adoption of

a resolution referring the whole subject to

the wisdom and discretion of ex-Senator

Cocks, with the views of the club as to

what should be done embodied as follows:

“That the present law regulating the

speed at which automobiles may be driven

be not disturbed, but that additional stat

utes be enacted providing that all opera

tors of automobiles be required to obtain a

license; that a failure to comply with that

part of the automobile law—chapter 631, of

the laws of 1901—referring to the equip

ment of the machine and stopping on signal

be made a misdemeanor, punishable by a

line or imprisonment, or both, and that

numbers be substituted for initials, and

that they be placed on the lamps as well as

on the machine, and be in plain figures.”

Lovely place, Long Island! Salubrlous!

Several insane asylums and cemeteries

there not doing half the business to which

they are entitled.

 

Case Against Du Puy Dropped.

After having been held under bonds for

nearly seven months Harry W. Du Puy, of

Allegheny, Pa., a Yale student, has had the

case against him dropped. He was held ac

countable for the death at New Haven of

Dr. Thorpe Munro, a civil engineer, who

was riding a bicycle on June 19, 1902, when

he ran into an automobile operated by Du

Puy. Munro died several days later of the

injuries he received. Prosecutor Williams

said that in his own opinion and that of the

court a jury would not have found Du Puy

criminally responsible in the matter, the cir

cumstances of the accident being considered.

 

Orange oi the Right Sort.

Citizens of Orange, Mass, have signed a

petition drawn up for presentation to the

Senator and Representative in the legislat

ure, praying them to vote against legisla

tion adverse to the automobile, on the ground

that it would be in effect a blow at the town

industry.

Evidently there is no desire on the part of

the Orangeites that automobiles, and espe

cially Grout automobiles, should be injuri

ously affected by adverse legislation.
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EXPULSION OF THE EXHAUST

It and the Admission of Fresh Charges Depend

Chielly on Valve E liclency.

 

 

The importance of as nearly as may be fill

ing the cylinder and combustion chamber of

an internal combustion motor with fresh ex

plosive mixture of gas and air in proper pro

portions, and as nearly as may be complete

ly emptying the space referred to of the

products of combustion remaining from the

previous discharge of power stroke, must be

apparent to every student of motor design

and construction.

A very small contamination or adultera

tion of the new charge of gas by the resi

due of the last charge may be of little mo

ment, provided it be confined to this same

very small adulteration, but actual experi

ence tends to prove that any individual en

gine, as designed by its makers, will not for

long continue to exhaust its originally de

signed proportions of the useless products of

combustion, but will from various causes

gradually deteriorate in this respect, and so

lessen the quantity of fresh explosive mix

ture presented to the ignition spark, with

consequent weakening of the explosion and

the engine power.

It is, of course, impossible by the mere

direct action of the piston to expel all the

remains of the burnt or partially burnt gases

from the cylinder, as under existing condi

tions there must remain always a certain

body of foul gas equivalent to the space of

the combustion chamber, and, further, this

residue must in all or most cases be under

some degree of compression, so that the

entry of fresh explosive mixture does not

commence (under the present method of

piston suction) until such pressure has been

relieved, by which time the piston may have

performed nearly half its suction stroke, par

ticularly if the exhaust valve, either from

false setting or wear, or any other cause, is

subject to the fatal fault of closing some

what too early.

Supposing, however, that in the original

design as commonly employed, the workman

ship has been such as to secure a minimum

amount of loss from this cause, it then de

volves 0n the user of the motor to ‘naintain

something like the original order of things

and so secure the maximum explosive ef

fect of which the particular design admits.

To do this there are some three or four

points to be watched; first in importance is

the suction power of the piston and the ready

opening of the inlet valve; next is the proper

closing of the exhaust valve, and these tWO

conditions can be maintained only by fre

quent and careful inspection of the inlet

valve spring, and the amount and direction

of wear in the exhaust valve and the cam

mechanism operating it; out any fault in

either direction may'as a rule—be roughly

diagonzed by the falling away in the degree

of compression exhibited by the motor on

turning the starting handle; or, in the case

of the motor cycle, on pushing the machine

along the ground and noting the resistance.

Irregular strength of inlet valve springs

and indifferent timing of exhaust valve open

ing and closing may be blamed for the ma

jority of troubles incidental to poor compres

sion and poor explosive force of the mixture,

for if the inlet valve spring be weak it opens

readily enough when the back pressure is re

lieved and the piston sucker takes effect,

but is somwhat tardy in closing, with con

sequent loss of a portion of the charge; if,

on the other hand, the inlet spring is too

strong, the valve fails to open until late in

the piston's stroke, and so the charge is di

minished. -

Add to either of the above conditions an

exhaust valve which opens too soon and

closes too soon, you have a set of circum

stances which entirely precludes the en ine

or motor from doing its best work, because

in this case the bad inlet valve influence

with its resulting poor charge and poor com

pression is aggravated by a too early re

lease on the exhaust in the first instance

and a back pressure on the piston when com

pleting the exhaust stroke.

If, on the other hand, the exhaust valve

both opens and closes ton late, then there is,

as a first result, a certain amount of back

pressure on the ascending piton 0r“ou the

exhaust stroke, followed by a loss of new

mixture due to the law” of suction action of

the piston where the exhaust still remains

open after the piston has turned_the dead

centre.

The mechanically operated inlet valve,

which is at present being exploited as a

novelty in automotor construction, but which

in stationary gas engine work has been quite

common for a number of years, is the first

practical step toward the elimination of the

faults referred to, but although the positive

ly operated inlet valve would appear to be

likely to become general, and indeed must

become so, it is highly probable that future

developments will continue further in the

same direction by causing a fixed quantity

of explosive mixture to be injected or forced

into the cylinder at every charging stroke.

In the Diesel system the engine compres

sion deals only with pure air, the quantity

of necessary gas being injected afterward

to form the desired explosive, but it is not

in this direction that future advances are

likely to take place; it is more likely that

the requisite explosive mixture in proper

proportions of gas and air will be formed as

at present, outside of the engine proper, and

such mixture will be pumped or otherwise

assisted to forcibly pass through the open

inlet valve, and so fill the cylinder and com

bustion chamber to a greater extent that is

at present practicable with ordinary suction

or mere atmospheric pressure valves.

. The subject of increasing the efliciency of

the modern motor by providing a more com

plete and more uniform charging rate in

combination with a more thorough exhaust

and relief of all back pressure, is one of the

questions of to-day, the solving of which

will do much to increase the somewhat poor

efl'icieucy now shown.

Tested in the Desert.

The following letter from Cairo, Egypt, to

“The Brooklyn Daily Eagle" is interesting,

but would have been much more so if the

correspondent had told what sort of a motor

was used, and had given some description of

the wagon:

“The Egyptian Government, seconded by

the British motorist enthusiasm on the Cairo

staff, has successfully completed a series of

experiments in desert travelling by motor.

A desert motor wagon, conveying forty sol

diers at Abbassieh, spun down the Suez

‘Road,’ negotiating the rough passage in

fine style. On getting into the desert the

real trial began.

"Where the sand was fairly firm, good

running was made. The wagon was fitted

with tires having broad flanges, which

gripped well and drove the machine onward.

Where the sand was loose the going was

difficult, the wheel occasionally churning

sand without progressing. This fault will

be removed by the use of broader tires.

“Hill climbing experiments were made in

Cairo, and a wagon carrying a freight equal

to three tons covered the great citadel hill

in fourteen minutes without a stop. The rep

resentatives of the ministry and the army

were well satisfied with the general effici

ency of the wagon for transporting troops.

Trial was also made of a desert transport

wagon for camel, horse, mule or motor trac

tion."

Taking Care of the Valves.

The admission and exhaust valve should

work freely, and need very little attention,

Through too free oiling or too rich a mixture

they may become clogged with soot, when

the valve should be removed and washed in

gasolene. The spring should be freed, and

the valve turned several times on its seat

by means of a screwdriver, adding a drop

of gasoleue. Should the seating of the valve

show a bright ring all round its circumfer

ence the valve and seat may be replaced,

but if. this bright ring does not show, the

valve must be ground in with the finest

emery flour and oil, and the whole carefully

wiped clean and replaced.

Now Teaching the Children.

One of the primary schools of Paris fur

nlshes regular instruction in the art of driv

ing automobiles. Children of both sexes re

ceive these instructions and take so much

interest in them that the teachers are afraid

some of their other studies will be neglected

on account of them. .

The correct manner of driving an automo

bile is clearly explained and all requisite in

formation in regard to motors and the con

struction of the vehicle is also given. Ex

act models are used for this purpose, and a

textbook is now being prepared for the use

of children in other schools.
 

WANTED — A position as chauffeur: seven

year‘s experience; thoroughly understands

the construction of gasolene cars and capable of

making all repairs. References furnished. Address

G. HUSZAR, care of Motor World. 1
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§TV25§$KFRAut0mobiles i

 

 

 

NO EXPERT CHAUEPEUR NEEDED.

CAN BE RUN ANY DAY IN THE YEAR,

BY ANY MEMBER OF THE FAMILY.

WIDE TOURING RADIUS- em.legriiiits'it‘artt;:.r:::u:?;:l " M“

A SUCCESSFUL HILL-CLIMBER- 8:;sawmill:lirirr‘izzrlifl‘red?“

oCsétrtarteitllierhl‘tasstgpeedsmllowing an unusual smoothness of

RELIABLE. DRAKE comm. t.tm..hi.......ipp.d..~.hM...

STRENGTH 0F CONSTRUCTION Ee‘lzbaraat’z‘rnrainwater "r

Studebaker Electric Automobiles will be exhibited at the Chicago Automobile Show, and can be seen

at the following repositories of the

  

7. //' ' “42179.; ~ 7 r

STUDEBAKER BROS. MFG. CO.
STUDEBAKER BROS. CO. OF NEW YORK, > Broadway and 7th Avenue, Cor. 48th Street, New York City.

STUDEBAKER BROS. MFG. C0., - - - — - — 378 to 388 Wabash Avenue, Chicago, Ill.

STUDEBAKER BROS. MFG. C0., - — - — - - Cor. 15th and Blake Streets, Denver, Colo.

STUDEBAKER BROS. CO» - - ~ - - - - 157 to 159 State Street, Salt Lake City, Utah.

STUDEBAKER BROS. MFG. C0., - - - - - - 317 to 319 Elm Street, Dallas, Texas.

FACTORY AND GENERAL OFFICES, SOUTH BEND, IND.

FIRST-CLASS AGENTS DESIRED IN TERRITORY NOT ALREADY COVERED. §

 

 

  

ME
THE NEW

KELLY GENERATOR

  

 
 

' for Steam Vehicles is 21 Trouble Saver.

No Steam Car is complete without one. Does away with drip

cups and all annoyances. Perfected in every way and always reliable.

Strongly made with all connections outside. Easily adjusted.

No flaring or flashing in lighting, even in the strongest wind.

Main fire controlled at seat. Compact and neat in appearance and

enclosed in aluminum case. ADAPTED

TO ANY

MACHINE

we The New One-Piece Steel Tubular Burner

with entirely new casing. Has no gauze or holes in the bottom, the

air being taken in from the ends, Absolutely eliminates all danger 0i

fire under-lapping. As there are no air-tubes through the continuous

stop-tube the burner even it red-hot cannot back fire. One of the most

important improvements yet made. Thoroughly testedi—as are all our

products. Write for circular.

KELLY HNDLE BAR COMPANY, - Cleveland, omo.

  

WMRWMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMW
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AUTOMOBILE SHOW, CHICAGO, FEBRUARY 1421.

GOOD ROADS CONVENTION, CHICAGO, FEBRUARY 14 '21.

BICYCLE JOBBERS ASSOCIATION MEETING, CHICAGO, FEBRUARY 14—21.

To secure the greatest degree of

COMFORT IN TRAVEL

arrange to take one

of the fast trains

of the

MlGHlGAN

CENTRAL

Tn: NIAGARA FALLS ROUTE

Through Sleeping Cars

from

BOSTON,

NEW YORK

and to

CHICAGO.

For rates and information

call on local agents or write

W. H. UNDERWOOD.

G, E. P, Agt., Buffalo.

0. W. RUGGLES,

G. P. & T. Agt., Chicago.

|

l

‘
- ‘..1'<I\\\\

 

For DeliveryWagons, Pleasure Coaches, Cabs, Etc.

Ills Turner Endless Solid Tire

IS THE IDEAL EQUIPMENT.

In use three years, and has proven its superior

vvorth.

The Turner Endless Solid Tire among other

severe tests has been used on the electric cabs

of the New York Transportation Co., undergo

ing daily the hardest kind of service, and

giving entire satisfaction.

It is the only Successful Tire for Heavy Vehicles.

 

MANUFACTURED BY

THE HARTFORD RUBBER WORKS Co.,

HARTFORD, CONNECTICUT.
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THE AUTOCARTHE NEW

Darracq Car

1903 MODEL.

20 and 24 horse power.

Embraces every modern feature heralded from the

Paris Show.

4 Cylinders, Honeycomb Radiator.

Mechanical Operation of Valves.

Automatic Lubrication.

Noiseless and without Vibration.

Motor starting from seat.

Luxuriously Appointed.

Large Wheels, Enlarged Seating Capacity.

An Ideal Motor Car.

Will receive first shipment about January 20, 1903

AMERICAN DARRACQ AUTOMOBILE C0.

652 HUDSON ST. NEW YORK.

IO H. P. GASOLINI MOTOR.

It’s a marvel ! l !

That is what they all say—to cut a long story short,

look it over. Any of the following agents will send

catalogue, and even give you a trial spin.

DISTRIBUTING AGENTS:

NEW YORK, N. Y. A. G. SPALDING & BROS., 33 Wrstud Street.

PHILADELPHIA, I’A., BANKER BROS. CO., Broad and Vine Streets.

. BOSTON, Mass“ H. B. SHAT’I‘UCK 8: SON, :39 Columbus Avenue.

\VASHINGTON, D. C., NATIONAL CAP. AUTO. CO. r124 Connecticut Avenue.

Pnrsaurw. PA., BANKER BROS. CO., Baum and Beauty Streets.

CHICAGO, ILL , F. P. ILLSLEY, 284 Wabaih Avenue.

DENVER, COI... FELKER CYCLE CO.I i535 Tremont Street.

Los Auolurs, Car... HEINEMAN & PRA'lT, 705 South Main Street.

THE AUTOCAR CO., Ardmore, Pa.

  

 

YOU
have no idea how much good there is in an

AMERICAN GASOLENE -
AUTOMOBILE

.

 

Why not look into the matter, and get the most

solid comfort possible at a minimum cost? You wont

regret it. The best material money can buy goes into

the construction of this GUARANTEED SUCCESS.

You will be interested in terms to agents. Write

for catalogue.

Tue AMERICAN Moron CARRIAGE Co.. .

Sit-520 East Prospect Street, CLEVELAND. OI'IIO.

DISTRIBUTORS:

PAR DEE & CO . r4o4-r o6 Michi an BouIevard, Chicago, Ill.

STANDARD AUTOM HILE 80., 136 West 38th St., New York City.

DRISKO. SNOW & ROSS, Inc, 43 Columbus Ave.. Boston, Mass.

WM. I“. RUDOLPH, 30: North Broad St. Philadelphia, Pa.

H. B. LARZELERE, 18" Market St., San Francisco, Cal.

  

 

 

 

_TI'IE——

Largest Automobile Supply

..I-louse in America.
  

DOUBLE THROW No. 50»

 

SINGLE, No. 40.

TT'iTT
ASSORTED VALVE S'I‘EMS.

We handle the largest assortmrnt oi Automobile Forgings to be found

in the U. S. A. We have found it necessary to make changes in our

catalog and same will be mailed as soon as issued, on request only.

CHARLES E. I‘IILLER.

Manufacturer, Jobber, Exporter _ and Importer,

97, 99, 10] Reade St.,} New York City.

  

ROD ENDS.
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Radiators,

Tanks,

Mufflers.
  

aU0Oi
MAAUZKW

Write to us for circulars, prices, etc.. or send us blue prim and specifications.

THE RIIY AUTOMATIC MACHINE OO.,N0.1 Water St., Olllllillllii, O.
 

 

THE NEW

Crestmobiles
$600 AN” $750.

AIR GOOLED- GAN’T FREEZE.

N0 CHAINS. SHAFT DRIVE.

Simplest Car on the Market.

00., Broadway, Portland and Davis Sis... Cambridge, MOSS.

HERE IT IS!

The Hoffman Four

Gylinder 16 Horse

Power Motor. : : : :

 
 

  

PRIGE, $250.00.

H. L. HQFFMHN MGTGR (‘36.,

'30 West Randolph St., GHIGHGO, ILL.

BOUGIE HERZ

SPARK PLUG.

Honey refunded, if after 30 days' trial the Plug is not

in every way satisfactory.

Guaranteed for Six Months.

The only spark plufi in th orld guaranteed_against anything and

everything, exc pt a s edge mmer. Once i our motor it never

needs to be t n out. It is im sible to car nize it. Will 5 k

just as well in oil. There are p into to br k or loosen. o

mica to leak or porcelain to break. ' e BOU E HERZ PLUG

rth its weight in gold to any one owning a gasolene engine.

 

  

is wo

Latest Plug

a sad by the

ercedcs

and DeDion type.

PRICE. $3.00

30 Ilays' Trial FREE.

USED EXTENSIVE“ THROUGHOUT ALL EUROPE.

Sou: IllAlIOnTen ron U. 8. AND CANADA.

E. J. WILLIS, 8 Park Place. New York.

 
 

 

 

 

The Automoto

A specially constructed,

powerful touring car,

designed for those who

place quality before price.

OUR OUTPUT IS LIMITED.

"ii

EARLY ORDERS MEAN

EARLY DELIVERY.

  

Correspondence invited.

\

AUTOMOTOR (30., Springfield. Mass.

WE EXHIBIT AT NEW YORK SHOW.

 
 

 

SEWARII 8o SON OO.
EW HAVEN, CONN.

THE M.

MANU'AOYUIERS OF

CARRIAGE

HARDWARE
AND

~ ' Special liroll Forgings

Y o Automobiles

1* " AND OTHER worm.

We are prepared to make estimates from drawings or models

and guarantee first-class work.

  

 

FlloLLllrlo morons.
None so Good. None so Cheap.

FOUR SIZES l

1% H. P., Air Cooled iol Bioyclss,also all Accessories iorMotol Cycles

I 2% H. P.,Air or Water Cooled, I

I 6 H. P.,Waier Cooled. I

10 H. P., Double Cylinder, Water Cooled.

l I
Send for Catalogue and Price List.

THE HSLLHND HUTQ 86.,

Van Winkle Avenue. JERSEY CITY, N. J.J

L62--------

 

“TileA.B.C. of Electricity”

will help you\ understand many

things about motors which may

now seem hard of understanding.

108 Pages. 50 Gents Per Copy.

THE GOODMAN COMPANY,

I24 TRIBUNE BUILDING, NEW YORK.
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The Week’s Patents.

719,072. Spark Igniting Mechanism for Ex

plosive Engines. Charles G. Annesley, But

falo, N. Y., assignor to the Buffalo Gasoleno

Motor Co., Buffalo, N. Y., a corporation of

New York. Filed September 13, 1901. Serial

No. 75,274. (No model.)

Claim—1. In an explosive engine, the com

bination of a sparking device, a shaft hav

ing a cam adapted to actuate said sparking

device, an outer sleeve adapted to be rotated

directly by the engine, an interior adjusting

sleeve to which the outer sleeve is splined,

said adjusting slccve turning with and

adapted to be shifted in the outer sleeve, and

a pin projecting from the shaft and adapted

to enter an inclined slot in the walls of the

interior sleeve, all arranged so that when

the adjusting sleeve is shifted in the outer

sleeve the shaft and cam secured thereto

may be turned with respect to the adjusting

and outer sleeves, whereby the relatiVe po

sition of the cam with respect to its coact

ing part for actuating the sparking device

may be varied, substantially as and for the

purpose set forth.

719,171. Steering Mechanism for Motor Ve

hicles. Herbert Austin, Erdington, near

Birmingham, England. Filed April 23, 1902.

Serial No. 104,411. (No model.)

Claim—1. In a steering mechanism for a

motor car or vehicle, the combination with

a steering spindle mounted to rotate axially

in a part which is rigid with the framing of

the vehicle, and the said part, of locking

mechanism carried by the fixed axle of the

vehicle, gearing operated by rotation of said

spindle, adjustable connecting menus be

tween the said gearing and the locking

means, whereby the latter is operated from

the spindle, and means intermediate the

steering wheels of the vehicle and said lock

ing mechanism for operating said wheels.

719,179. Vehicle Tire. Frank P. Briniug,

Westgrove, Pa. Filed July 3, 1902. Serial

No. 114,180. (No model.)

Claim—1. A telly having an annular groove

formed in the same, a ring of soft rubber se

cured within said groove, undercut grooves

formed in the walls of the groove, :1 rubber

tire, bevelled edges or tongues formed upon

the tire adapted to fit within the undercut

grooves, an opening formed through the tire,

a slit formed from the opening to the inward

face of the tire. pins arranged at intervals

in the tire and extending laterally across the

slit, hooks extending through the folly and

also through the soft rubber ring adapted to

be hooked upon said pins, menus for drnw

ing said hooks t0\va:d the telly for the pur

pose of binding the tire to the telly, as and

for the purpose specified.

719,199. Internal Combustion Engine.

Charles E. Dawson, Hythe, England. Filed

December 10, 1900. Serial No. 39,427. (No

model.)

Claim—l. In an internal combustion en

gine of the two stroke cylinder type having

an air displacer discharging into two reser

voirs communicating with a chamber con

nected to the engine cylinder through open

ings situated above each other, a valve con

trolling the passage from the upper opening

of the. chamber, above a second valve con

trolling the passage from the lower opening

to the engine cylinder, the upper valve hav

ing a hollow stem, and guiding the lower

valve, substantially as described.

719,249. Explosive Engine. Bert Niles,

Ci'oswcll, Mich. Filed April 20, 1901. Serial

No. 56,782. (No model.)

Claim—1. In combination, a motor cylinder

having a piston, 11 valve for controlling the

admission of exploded gases under pressure

to said cylinder, a reservoir for storing such

gns. an ignition chamber connected with the

resorvoir and provided with a piston, a rod

connecting the pistons of the motor cylinder

and ignition chamber, a cylinder head mov

able to close the end of the ignition cham

ber by the pressure of gas in the reservoir

and movable to open position by the pres

sure of exploded gases in the ignition cham

her, a compression cylinder connected with

the ignition chamber, and means under the

control of the pressure of gas in the ignition

chamber for igniting an explosive charge

therein.

719,315. Storage Battery. Claude II. Ever

ett, Atlanta,~(ja. Filed July 8, 1901. Serial

No. 67,404. (No model.) '

Claim~1. In a storage battery plate. the

combination of a support. arms extending

laterally therefrom, said arms being uncon

nected at their outer ends, and shoot metnl

strips mounted on said arms.

719,320. Cooling Means for Explosive Eu

gincs. Herman Gross, Lafayette, Ind. Filed

November 14, 1902. Serial No. 131,411. (No

model.)

Claim—1. The combination with the cylin

der and piston of an explosive engine, of an

auxiliary cylinder of larger diameter than

the main cylinder. an annular flange carried

by the piston and fitting within said auxil

iary cylinder, a plurality of ribs arranged

on the surface of the cylinder, a jacket sur

rounding the ribs to form a plurality of air

passages, and radial ribs disposed on the

head of the cylinder, there being an open

  

ing in the jacket for the passage of air, subs

stautially as specified.

719,329. Vehicle Tire Fastener. Jacques

C. Haines, Chicago, Ill., assignor of two

thirds to William E. Huber, and Chester

Haincs, Chicago, 111. Filed May 1.0, 1902.

Serial No. 107,918. (No model.)

Claim—The combination with a laterally

divided rubber vehicle tire having a circum

ferential perforation. of a retaining wire

therein joined at its ends, and a pair of sep

arator. reinforcing bushings 6, surrounding

the joint, each bushing comprising a sheet

metal cylindrical structure of uniform size

throughout its length, pivoted at one end

with a laterally projecting flange adapted

to bear against one of the severed ends of

the tire. and also provide with a series of

longitudinally extended perforations spaced

throughout its length and adapted to receive

protruding portions of the surrounding tire.

substantially as set forth.

 

  

All Sizes and Shapes.

also fitted with flex

lble metal tubes.

Finest Quality Bulbs. Blear, loud Tones.

morn PLATED on POLISHED muss.

Send for illustrated list and best terms.

EUGEN BAEDEKER,

17 Newcastle Street,

Flrringdon Street.

LONDON, E. C
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THE AIITOliAS

DRY BATTERIES.

80 per cent. more effl

c‘ency than anv other.

Standard Everywhere.

WIIII. ROCHE, 42 Vosoy St., New York.

 

MALTBY

POWER AIR PUMP

MALTBY AUTOMOBILE

and MANUFACTURING C0.

IO CLINTON St. BROOKLYNNY.

 

 

 

  

OUR SPARK PLUG

 

  

ARTILLERY

""1"" mmAUTOMOBILE ‘

_ Watch for our

IIRTILLEIIY .
e. STEEL Spark Ooll Next Week.

EAUTUMIIBILE -_

WHEELS' Crescent Machine Co.,

' mull HIE" osrnon', MICH

‘ Machlned _

, SIeerIngIIevlcas

. GOLD MEDAL WINNERS.slftfllwflfinf' HIGHEST A WARD.

Wire Wheels.

“23%;” 4

Hmfiblgm NEVER BUR‘N O'l' BOILER

liaiflsgfffélm ND NEVER S ORT OF STEAM.

Look below you buy. See report of

f\ w York-Boston Run.

AGENTS ASSIGNED Ill UNOOOUPIEO TERRITORY.   

 

  

THE FORG

(iasolene Burner.

Best and Most Effective

Burner Manufactured.

PETER FORO, Somerville, Mass.

arms. E. MILLER, Agent, New York.

A- L. DYKB Agent, St. Loull, Mo.

PR corr AUTOMOBILE MFc. Co.,

83 Chambers Street. New York.

  

 

 

“STEVERSHfll—IIRYEA"

GASOLENE CAR

IS AT THE HEAD OF ITS GLASS.

J. Stevens Arms 8t Tool Co.

690 im Street, OHI’OPEE FALLS, MAss.

 

 

 
 

 

  

.--\.

BARRY & HAYES,

UNITED STATES AGENTS FOR THE

JF’ . .

" '5 Georges Richard French Automobiles,

._ _i= PANHARD. RENAULT AND MERCEDES CARS,

WITH IMMEDIATE DELIVERY.

GARAGE AND SALESROOMS: 33 to 39 East 58th Street, NEW YORK CITY.

 

  

IEIILMIRME

By all means the most attractive agency in

the country for I903.

A Runabout with 6 H. P., actual at $800.

A Touring Car with It) H. P.. actual at 1,400

SEE US AT SPACE 48 ANI) 49v COLISEUM. CHICAGO.

EL MORE MANUFACTURING I CO., Clyde, 0., U. S. A.

 

METEOR AND READING

STEAMERS f

proved a revelation at the New York Show.

They are new all overI embodying everything the ordinary steam

car has lacked. Built on latest approved gasolene car lines,

boiler in front and horizontal engine. 'l‘onneaus and runabouts.

We have been handling agency systems for years and know

how to treat good. live agents. Send for our proposition.

I‘IETEOR ENGINEERING CO.,

Reading, Pa.
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Baldwin Automobile Doloohahlo Chain Bo.

VORCESTER,MASS.

ARE THE PIONEERS.

  

PATENTED DEC. :8, 1900.

BALDWIN CHAINS

are the standard for

SIZE, WORKMANSHIP and FINISH

Dc Dion Bouton & C0.

PARIS, FRANCE.

Standard Gasoline Motors and

Automobiles of the World.

De Dion Motors are used by leading manufacturers all over

the world.

THE TRADE SUPPLIED.

Address all communications to

K. A. SKINNER,

Sole United States Agent,

119 Clarendon 5L, (near Bovleton) BOSTON, MASS.
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Arlillory or Bompross Band.

W. K. PRUUIIEN 8o 00.,

408 Michigan Avenue,

LANSING, lVllCH.

Better Not . .

have any ignition outfit

than to have a poor one.

WE MANUFAUTURE NOTHING

BUT THE BEST.

.

WRITE FOR CATAOGUE. 1

AMERICAN (fit commit
W. SOMERVILLE! MASS

YOU BAN 00 YOUR OWN REPAIRING.
THE

*T"'Y"STElillNli

Sorewiiuiling

LATHE
will do all your work.

, Swings l0 inches: 25

‘ inches between centers

, or longer Equipped

with Face Plate. Cen

ters, Change Gt are.

  

 

 

  

 

  

Price: quafcd an application.

THIS MACHINE YOU

UAN PUT TOGETHER

YOURSELF.

  

I. N. N. Galolene

Touring Dar. _

Remova BLB Ran SEATS.

All the parts of this machine. or any or all the arts of

any machine, we will sell you at tactory prices. \ e manu

iacture or carry in stock absolutely

EVERYTHING FOR AN AUTOMOBILE

_ It you have any design of your own, send us specifica

tions, and we \vill suppl you everything necessary to build

it, ready to be put toget er. _

Our r903 Catalogue of automobile parts, .profusely illus

trated, containing eve thing you can possibly want [or an

automobile. Write for it. Free.

EXPORT AGENTS.

CHAS. T. HOWE 8t 00.,

51 Hudson 5t., New York

NEUSTADT-PERRY CO.,

826-830 5. l8th Street, ST. LOUIS.

  

  

 

 

F. FRASSE CO.,38 Cortland St.,NowYork

 

KililillM illillllll LHlllURS,

llllilllil lilillllNl llMPS,

llllllMilBlll HllRNS'

SEND FOR CATALOGUE AND PRICES.

A. H. FlillKE, 325 Broadway, lloleork

THE MOBILE GHMPAllY liF AMERICA
has rented the building CORNER BROADWAY AND 54th

STREET, heretoiore occugied by the Burr Carriage Factory.

The offices have already een moved to the second floor. On

January 3 mt, The Mobile Company will have possession of the

entire building and will OCI npy the Broadway floor as a sales

room. the second floor as offices and the remaining five floors

with one of the most complete storage and repair establish

ments in New York.

 

 

If interested in the best coils, spark plugs,  

etc.,write to THE DUW PORTABLE ELEC

TRIC C0, for catalogue and particulars.

Home Office 6: Factory, Braintree, Mass.

Baltic" OFFicusz—aiS Tremont Street, Iioston, Mass; [135 Broadway,

New York, N.Y.: to La Salle St., Chicago, Ille.; Harry R. Geer, St.l..ouis, Mo.

[Hemler q/ the Natianul Association of A ulamaltile illrrrmfitrmrerr.

  

Headquarters

FOR

Automobile

Mountings

Polished Brass.

'paiunz)pu'ethieus

Tonneau Door Handles and

Fasteners, Door Locks, Key Hole

Covers, Metal Mouldings, etc. etc.

Manufactured by

The English 8: Mersick Co..

new HAVEN, CONN.

NEW PROCESS

PINIONS
Greatly reduce noise and vibration and make

a strong talking point in selling an

automobile. Better try them.

WE ALSO MAKE METAL GEARS.

 

 

The New Process Raw Hide C0.

 
 

SYRACUSE, N. Y.

 

 

 

  

 

EEP the auto up to

the top notch of

speed and ease of

running by using Dixon’s

Graphitoleo. Ask for a

free sample and booklet 83

about it.

JOSEPH DIXON CRUCIBLE COMPANY,

JIRsav Cr'rv.
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Do You Want Satisfaction?

The boiler proposition we have to ofier will

‘ give it to you. Our boilers will cause you no

trouble.

THEY ARE THE BEST!

IS RIGHT

STEAM CARRIAGE BOILER CO., - Dsttego, N. Y.

THE PRICE

  

 

Improve Your Dlrouiatlon

EV USING

. THE LDBEE PUMP
Increases and gives: positive c'ir

culation to the coolinsg water for all

Gasoline Motors. mple, Cheap

Durable. Efficient, easy to apply.

Benton trial to responsible ponies.

Loboo Pilnp 8t Machinery Co.

120-136 Terrace Buffalo, N. Y.

MONOGRAM OILS AND GREASES
IPECIALLV ADAPTED l'Ol

AUTOMOBILE LUBRICATION
WRITE FOR CATALOGUE AND PRICE LIST.

'Columhla Lubricants Co., 22 Burling Slip, New York.

JENKINS 8L BARKER

SUCCISSORS To CHAS. L. BURDETT

50 State St., HARTFORD, CONN.

Patents and

Patent Causes

  

 

 

AUTOMOBILE PATENTS A SPECIALTY

CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED

FOLLOW THE FLAG

 

  

Detroit Fast Trains

Chicago ghlolltll

8" “Ms leeplng Cars

8' Dining Bars

Kansas Ll Date Dans

0mm Free Reclining

And the West Chair Dans

THE ONLY LINE RUNNING FREE REOLINING CHAIR CARS

BETWEEN NEW YORK AIIO CHICAGO.

FAMOUS “ CONTINENTAL LIMITED," leaves New

York loot of Franklin Street at 2.15 p m., foot of West 41d

Street 1.45 p. m., arrives Detroit 7.30 a m., Chicagu 3.30 p. m.

St. Louis 7.:5 p. m., Kansas City 7 :5 second morning.

- “ LACKAWANNA LIMITED," leaves New York out of

Barclay or Christopher Streets at no.0o a. m., arrives Detroit

1.00 a. m., Chicago 10.50 a. m.. St Louis 200 p. m., Kansas

City 9.30 p. in. next day.

“ ONTARIO & WESTERN EXPRESS," leaves New

I'ork toot uI Franklin Street at 5.40 p. m., loot of West 41d

Street 600 p. m., arrives Detroit 1.05 p. m., Chicago 9.30 p. in

Also trains caving at 2.00 a. m., LOO p. m. ,6.20 p. m., 7.45 p. m.

For information in regard to ra'es. etc.. apply to

H. B. McCLELLAN,

General Eastern Agent,

387 Broadway, New York.

WANTS AND FOR SALE.
i5 cents perline of seven words, cash with order.

 

AUTOMOBILES bought, sold and exchanged.

C. A. COEY & CO., 53i I Cottage Grove Ave.,

Chicago, Ill.

 

Q SIMMONS @

STEAM CARRIAGE

SPECIALTIES.
Attractive catalogue sent upon application.

"0 Centre Street, New York Clty.

  

 

OR SALI'I CHliAl’.—-Thomas Tonneau Tour

ing Car. New; fine condition. A bargain.

T. SHEROW, Millbrook, N. Y.
 

OR SALE — Second Hand Automobiles.

'l'oledos, steam, $550.00 up; Mobiles and

Locomobiles, steam, $250.00 up; Spaulding, gaso

lene, $550.00; Olds, Columbias. both gasolene and

electric; Haynes-Appersons; Fournier-Searchmonts;

Whites; \‘Javerleys; at equally low prices. Send

for our catalogue of second hand machines.

Mississir-Pi VALLEY AUTOMOBILE 01.,

3927-3039 Olive St., St. Louis, Mo.

A LARGE MACHINE SllDP
fully equipped with the latest machine tools, loca

ted near New York City would be glad to under

take the manufacture of a quantity of automobiles

or parts for the trade.

They have in their employ 2L force of' men who

thoroughly understand thr design and construction

of gasolene, steam and electric automobiles and

are therefore thoroughly competent to properly

handle such business on a large scale and in a

first-class manner. Address

J. L. O., BOX 649, NEW YORK.

Gnour Sienna CARS.
BY REAL MERIT

We are retaining the high standard of

our vehicles. '

ass FOR OUR RECORDS WHIt‘H \RE PROOF.

GROUT BROS., Orange, Mass.

 

 

 

J. A. SCOTT MOTOR WORKS,

2| lO-l2-l4 Washington Ave.,

ST. LOUIS, MO.

Arc building [or the Automobile Trade the following sizes

and styles of Gasolene Englngl, Single Cylinder

4X4‘A. Duuble Op osed Horizontal, fivu sizes, 6, 8, to, i2, i5

Ii . Double Cylinder Vertical, 3 sizes, 6,8,15 h. p. I-‘our

Cylinder Upright,4 sizes, 12, t8, 22.30 h. p.

Write and tell us your wants. Remember that the quality

will remain long after the price is forgotten.

ELECTRIC STORAGE.

We are specialists in this line. our organization being thor»

onglily experienced. and the Statinn completely equipped With

every modern device for proper maintenance.

Metropolitan Motor Car Co.,

l54 East 57th Street, New York City.

Telephone 3473 3Rili Strut-l.

AcmeSatoty Steam ThrottloValvc

 

 

Sit-ant supplied gradually—Shuts ofi at either end of

lever forward or backward—No wrong way—

Can be removed and reground without

disconnecting any pipe.

CAN BF. APPLIED'I‘O ANY STEAM VEHICLE.

Write Ior descriptive circular.

NOLTE BRASS 00., Springfield, 0.

Patentees and Sole Manufacturers.

NEW AND SECOND-HAND MACHINES

Bought, Sold and Exchanged.

If you‘re looking for a good car for little money

now is the time and this the place to get it.

If you have a car to dispose of ditto. Cash or

  

 

 

i trade. (‘all or write us.

NEW YORK AUTO EXCHANGE, I786 BROADWAY.

 

 

SMITH do MAB-LEY,

3| 3-3l 5 Seventh Avo., New York,

AUTOMOBILES.

innolt'rznn

PANHARD. RENAULT.

DISTRIIUYOI‘

OIIIIRROII, OlRARllOi 8 WITH CARS MOE III INERIOA.
 

Made it the SPLITOERF LABORATORY.

Established ions.

.F.SPLITOORF. I7 Vandewatsr St. NY.

:37,

  

 

Automobile Exchange

& Storage Domnany,

133 to 139 West 38th Street,

NEW YORK.

UNDER ENTIRE NEW MANAGEMENT.

Now making extensive alterations and improvements.

LOOK FOR SPECIAL ANNOUNCEMENTS AFTER

NEW YORK SHOW.

 

@

Get a Good

Night’s Rest
TH IS A L\VAYS ASSU RED

When you use the

Dompaitment Sleeping Dars

DINDINNATlmto DHIDADD

C H 8:. D ’"a Monon

A room to yourself.

Regulate the heat, light

and ventilation to suit

your convenience.

Every necessary toilet

convience in your room.

Ask any ticket agent for train schedules,

or address

D. G EDWARDS, P. T. M., Cincinnati, 0.
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White Steam Touring Car

EFOR 1903:—

Is a Steam Car of Chassis Construction with the Distance of

a Gasolene and the Ease of Operation of an Electric.

 

 

 

ity run of 1902, and its perfect

scores for reliability in the great

English 650-mile reliability

trials of 1902. But one other car

achieved this distinction in the

English Trials. These marvelt u.

triumphs may be taken as an ac

curate criterion of the “White’s”

supremacy.

To the principle of producing

great power and wasting practically

none of it is due much of the suc

cess of the “White,” which of all

automobiles has to its cred.t four

first awards in the New York

Roehester endurance test of 1901;

four first awards in the New

York-Boston-New York reliabil

  

  

PRICE, $2,000.00

SI’ECIFICATIONS.

SEATING CAPACITY, . . Four EXTREME WIDTH, - . - 5 feet

RATED HORsE POWER, . . Ten EXTREI'IE HEtoH'r, . . . 5 ft., 2 in.

ENGINE, - . . . . Compound CAPACITY OF GASOLENE TANK, IO gals.

WHEEL BASE, . . . . 6 a, s in. CAPACITY OF WATER TANK, 15 gals.

TREAD, . . . . . 4 a, s in. Condenser, Two Independent Set of Brakes,

WHEELS, - - - - - 3“ imhes Automatic Cylinder and Engine Lubricator.

TIRES, (Goodrich Clincher) . 4 inches ‘

WEIGHT, (Tanks Filled) . . l600 lbs. | EQUIPMENT :~Condenser, Side Lamps, Set of

EXTREI‘lE LENGTH, . . . IO feet I Tools, Horn, Tool Case.

SUCCESS in every-day use, in reliabi ity contests, in races, and in record-trials, has proved the “White” system of motive

power to be the most noteworthy achievement of automobile developments. The 1903 “White” is equipped with

everyrimprovement which our experience has shown would be of advantage to the car. Greater power and economy,

and greater ease of operation, combined with the noiselessness, has always characterized it.

These advantages are secured by means of a compound engine, the “White” special condenser, a chainless drive,

automatic cylinder and engine, lubrication, two independent sets of brakes, and a variety of minor improvements,

which assure the “White” purchaser that his vehicle possesses a system of producing and conserving energy unexcel ed in

the automobile realm.

Safety is the “White” keynote. The “White,” as is now well understood, has no boiler, and a boiler exploswn IS,

therefor, impossible. The power of the “White” car is produced in a generator, in which the possibility of accident is non

existent.

The working parts being entirely encased, the “White” is impervious to mud and dust ; while its operating parts are so

arranged that a lady need have no fear of soiling even a glove in running the car.

 

WHITE SEWING MACHINE COMPANY

(Automobile Department,) CLEVELAND, ()l-"O_

22 Union Square, New York, N. Y. 600 Main St., Buffalo, N. Y.

509 Tremont St, Boston, Mass. 300 Rose Building, Cleveland, Ohio.

300 Post St., San Francisco, Cal. 4259 Olive St., St. Louis, Mo.

2l2 Woodward Ave., Detroit, Mich. I76l Stout St., Denver, Colo,

5979 Centre Ave., East End, Pittsburg, Pa.

Banker Bros. Co., corner Vine and Broad Sts., Philadelphia, Pa.

Walter C, White, European Representative, l9 Princes St., Westminster, London, England.
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PLEASURES OF AUTOMOBILING

WILL BE GREATLY ENHANCED BY THE USE OF

HARTFORD or DUNLOP

PNEUMATIC TIRES

The ORIGINAL and “MODEL” TYPES of SINGLE

AND DOUBLE TUBE TIRE CONSTRUCTION

Appreciating the fact that requirements vary as to Single Tube and Detachable Tire

Construction, we offer the most reliable of both types— The Honest S/andards.

THEY WERE BEST YEARS AGO. AND YEARS OF INTELLIGENTLY PERSISTENT.

CAREFULLY DIRECTED EFFORT HAS MADE THEM BETTER TO-DAY.

 

Where Quali is desired—whe Comfort, Durability, d Protection against Annoyances is wanted—

where All-'ro Satisfaction is manded—these tires ould be adopted. Let us prove this to you by

sending you signed statements from some of the most prominent makers and users in this country.

The Hartford Rubber Works Company, Hartford, Conn.
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. Specify the “)EJZib6” Battery.
EXIDE BATTERY DEPOTS

NEW YORK 148 West 18th Street. CHICAGO, 264 Michigan Boulevard.

PHILADELPHIA, 250 North Broad sum. FOR WWI-"mm AND CAR'NG FOR I ST. LOUIS. 3037 01m sum.

BUFFALO, 200 POII'I Street. EX|DE BATTERlES. I DETROIT, Iol WOOdWlfd Avenue.

ROCHESTER. 150 South Avenue.

THEELECTRIC STORAGEBATTERYCO.

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

PHILADELPHIA, Allegheny Ave. and l9th St. NEW YORK. 100 Broadway. BOSTON, 60 State St.

CHICAGO, Marquette Building. BALTIMORE, Continental Trust Building, CLEVELAND, New England Building.

ST. LOUIS, Wainwright Building. SAN FRANCISCO, Nevada Block. DETROIT, Michigan El. Co., l0! Woodward Ave.

HAVANA, CUBA, (I. F. Greenwood Mgr., 34 Empedrado St.
 

ELEGANCE IN DESIGN.

$1750.

N0 VARIATIONS.

THOROUGHNESS IN

WORKMANSHIP.

RESULTS at the NEW YORK snow Provethe “YALE” MOTOR CAR a Success.

A RATIONAL VEHICLE, SIMPLICITY—

STRENGTH.

. AT A RATIONAL PRICE,

  

WE HAVE APPOINTED THE FOLLOWING AGENTS AND WILL CONSIDER A FEW M‘ORE:

THE DU BOIS COMPANY, Ltd.. London, England. W. E. METZCIER, Detroit, Mich. JAMES LUCEY Troy, N. Y.

PARDEE 6: COMPANY, Chicago, Ills. F. J. READ, Newtonviile, Mass. HVSLOP BROTHERS. Toronto, Ontario,

CENTAUR MOTOR VEHICLE COMPANY, Buffalo, N. Y. QUILLINO BROTHERS, Cleveland, Ohio. N. W. CHURCH, Loa Angeies.Cal.

 

  

\VE ARE MANUFACTURERS OF THE

Standard Electric Motors

THAT ARE NOW USED ON ALL

THE MOST SUCCESSFUL ELEC

TRIC AUTOMOBILES in the country.

Our machine is the MOST EFFICIENT ard

PRACTICAL OF THEM ALL—as dtl‘ibn- _
strut“. by hundreds of them in daiiy use '11] ,‘T'f

over th. country.
"4‘ arkmmy,“ . k

  

Converter for Charging Automobile Batteries from

Alternating Current. ‘

THE ELWELL=PARKER ELECTRIC c0. 1... CLEVELAND, OLIIO. ‘»\Y~_;,___ niLT3$T$
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GOODDICH

Clincher Automobile Tires

Original American Clincher Leads.

There were more Goodrich Clincher Double TubeAutomobile Tires fitted to machines

on exhibition at Madison Square Garden Automobile Show Jan. I7-24, than any

other individual make of Clincher Double Tube style of tire.

HERE IS THE RECORD.

Winton l'lotor Carriage Company . .

White Sewing Machine Company .

Peerless Motor Car Company

Pan-American Motor Company .

Pope-Robinson Company

The F. B. Stearns Company

Packard Motor Car Company

Smith 6: Mabley Company

  

m ichines.

H

6‘

6‘

H

u'

Berg Automobile Company . H

The Walter Car Company

Franklin Mfg. Company .

The Shelby Motor Car Company

Americs'n Motor Car Compahy .

Hoffman Automobile 6': Mtg. Company .

Fredonia l'tfg. Company . . .

U. S. Long Distance Automobile Company, Locomobile Company, (ieo. N. Pierce Company,

Spaulding l‘lotor Car Company, H. P. Hall l'lotor Company, l'loyen Automobile Company,

one machine each.

Baker Motor Vehicle Company, 6 machines, ALL fitted with Palmer SpecialSpeed Auto

mobile Tires. OUR l‘lake. Ajax I’totor Company, 2 machines, fitted with Goodrich Single

Tube l‘iotor Tires.

6‘

u

(I

u

u

u
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“Qtscstscacstsatsatscstsag
RECAPITULATION.

Goodrich Clincher Tires equipped . . 47 machines

Palmer Special, H H . . - , . o "

Goodrich Single Tube “ “ ' . . . 2 H

55

'POTAI4 55 D14\Cl IINES.

IMPORTANT.

With hardly an exception, all machines at show using our Clincher Tires, were Heavy Touring Cars of

High Power and Speed, requiring Tires of exceptional strength and quality, That is why Goodrich

Clinchers were made the Tire equipment. They have been thoroughly tested and their superior merits

acknowledged. Write for booklet of testimonials. Mailed to any one upon application.

THE D. F. GOODDICH COMPANY,

FACTODIES, AKRON, OHIO.

_ NEW YORK, illCAGO, SAN FRANCISCO, BOSTON,

Drand'lcs- oo-oa Reade Street. in Lake Street. 392 Mission Street. 157 Summer Street.

wwwmm BUFFALO, DhiLADELDilIA, DETROIT, DENVER,

9 West Huron Street. 922 Arch Street. 80 East Congress Street. it“ Curtis Street.[‘1

Q LONDON, ENGLAND, 7 Snow Hill, E. C.

6’83858388688‘5622222222222923

‘5!
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fiThe Me)th
‘ FQLLQWS NO STANDARDl
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‘ BUT SETS ITS own ANI] sers IT men

I
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Qt

ADE for the critical and for those

M to whom quality is the first

Y consideration.

Truly a Triumph of American

1" mechanical ability, incorpor

ating the best foreign practice, with a

refinement of detail and construction

never before attempted.

If you would possess one of these superb‘}cars,!now is theltime

to speak.

Movea Automobile (‘30.

3:7 West 29th Street,

[new YORK errv.
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DETACHABLE 1 '

AUTOMOBILE -
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The New 9 H. P. Gasolcne Locomobilc

HIS car has all the novel features of the 16 H. P. Locomobile, such as the Throttle

on‘Steering' Wheel; Valves easily removed and replaced; Kerosene Pumps Slide

Gear Transmission; also the steel Chassis Construction which makes it possible to

attach any desired style of body. Write for full description. \' x. \' \' a! x'

The Locomobile Company of America,

N.Y. SALESROOMS, Broadway, cor. 76th St. Factory, Bridgeport, Conn.

 

i—‘—— -Branches in Chicago, Philadelphia, Boston, London and Paris.

~£0001ii06ile I
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fin Open Letter

to flutomobile

Dealers

You are in the business to make money.

“3‘.

Your profits depend upon Automobiles sold

by you in your territory. Why confine

-your selling efforts to any one kind of

  

power ? All powers have their advantages.

The Electric embodies many features of practical worth with a minimum of trouble. NflTIONflL

ELECTRIC! represent that which is best in the Electric field. To add our line, you. are only

showing good businessjudgment. Electrics are going to sell. Why spend your time talking other

powers when a customer wants a NHTIONflL'? The National agency will prove to be a most

valuable asset and money maker. Think it over and write us about our prices, terms and catalogues.

National Motor Uehicle C0. 53”?)9122’303}, m».
>

fi‘s“8\8888$SSS.\88\\SS\SS\SSSSXSL\S\SSSS\§S§SS\S\8\X\\§\\\; mm“SSS$XSX\\\\\W\SS%SX\S\$\SS$$S$S$§X\

!
 

It you are interested in making all Automobiles Safe and Safe- Automobiles Safer

you must become interested in the

FOR BOILERS, MUFFLERS, AIR TANKS, GASOLENE TANKS.

THEIR SUPERIORITY OVER SOLDERED SHEET l'lETAL IS EASILY DEMONSTRATED.

For Particulars address RANDOLPH-CLOWES CO., WATERBURY, CONN.

BRANCH OFFICES:

7|! Polhl Tel. Building, NEW YORK. Cor. Oliver and Purchule 515., BOSTON. 602 Fllher Building, CHICAGO
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$750.
With Tonneau, $850.

THE FOLLOWING AGENCY LIST PROVES IT:

Cadillac Aut obiie Co. of Illinois, Chicago, Ill.

Cadiii c C0. New York, New York City.

John 'anamaker, Philadelphia, Pa.

\Vlliiam E. Metzger. Detroit. Mich.

Penc Automobile C ., Minneapolis, Minn.

Conr Mueller Co., dianapolis, Ind.

American Cycle Mfg. Co., Boston, Mass.

American Cycle Mfg. CO., Providence, R. 1.

American Cycle Mfg. C0.. Washington, D. C.

Cleveland Automobile &Su Iy C0..Cleveland,0.

Oscar S. Lear, Columbus. hio.

Centaur Motor Vehicle CO., Bui'taio, N. Y.

Crescent Automobile Co., Jer ey City, N. J.

New Jersey Automobile Co., ewark, N. J.

A. T. Wilson, Denver, (‘11.

R. V. Connerat. SavannaJ, Ga.

Michigan Automobile Co., Grand RaRIds, Mich.

Houghton Implement Co., Grand For 5, N. D.

Peckham Carriage Co., Dayto . Ohio.

The Hammer Automobile Co.. nclnnati, Ohio.

F. O. Bailey Carriage Co., Portland. Me.

Norman W. Church. Los Angeles. Cal.

R. W. Whipple, Bin h ton, N. Y.

Theodo Jonas. M a e. Wis.

Adolph . Gelsel. Springfl , Mass.

Birney A. Robinson, Wlorcester, Ma .

Ja s Lucey, Albany nad Tro , N. .

Fr A. Mabbett & Co., Roches r, N. Y.

Irvin W. Dill Carriage Works. Harrisburg, Pa.

Bro , The on & CO., Harttord. Conn.

Cha 5 E. hitten. Lynn, Mass.

Munphy Bros. Erie, Pa.

Hyslop Bros.. Toronto, Ont.

Elmira. Arms CO., Elmira~ N. Y.

B
CADILLAC AUTOMOBILE CO., Detroit, Mich.
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g The Feature Of the Accessory Exhibits
@ ATTHE

NEW YORK AUTOMOBILE snow

VEEDER TACHOMETER
It is placed on the dash directlyin front of the driver and indicates at all times, in plain

figures, the rate of speed er hour at which you are traveling. IT IS SIMPLE, DUR

ABLE, AND ACCURA E.

Special attaching fixtures are necessary for different makes of automobiles and it requires

time to make them. Better send for a descriptive circular and place your order promptly.

Numerous orders have already been booked and all will be filled In their turn.

6......1‘2fi2i‘3'......... THE VEEDER I‘IFG. CO.,
e@©@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@©@@.

I

53:"EiZZ’EZiII’SZt"' HARTFORD, CONN.

@

@

@©@

@

@@@@@@@@@@

@

@@@©

@
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_FRENCH AND 'AMERICANE

AUTOMOBILES.
AGENTS FCR

Paris Automobile Societe Anonyme

Hymn} Founmrn, Mon

    

  

Agents for

THE

ELEOTRIO

VEHIOLE OD.

ii&l8

H.P.

MORS
, |903 Model

Attracted special attention

PARIS AUTO SHOW.

  

  

  

THE

 

  

[0 H. P. PEUGEOT.  

8 H. P. MORS.

  

Prompt Deliveries of

RENALJ I_T,

PEUGEOTS,

MOTOOOOS.

  

Prompt Deliveries of

8, ll, l8 H. P.

MURS

  

OPEN DAY AND NIGHT.

LARGEST AND BEST EQUIPPED AUTOMOBILE DEPOT

IN THE UNITED STATES.

    

  

ALL KINDS OF FRENCH AUTOMOBILE PARTS KEPT IN STOCK.

ELEOTRIOS OIIAROED AND KEPT III FIRST-GLASS ORDER.

 

 

 

that [here is a runabout selling ior a moderate

price that is a reliable, handsome and service

able machine.
You may not know

Let us send you a catalog oi

  

FOR ALL SEASONS.

Our 1903 Model possesses many distinctive leatures and advantages. The power is lurnished by an 8 II. D. double cylinder gasolene engine.

our: cnruou EXPLAINS FUl LY. AGENTS IN PRINCIPAL cmes.

THE GENERAL AUTOMOBILE & MEG. (10., Cleveland, 0.
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i 0/

5 IO 0 o

g Nine Searchmonts

were entered in En

durance Contests in

1902, and all made

100 0/0 Records.

é
I

i
2
3;

The NEW Search

‘ on mont retains all the

g good features of the old ones and has many improvements. It can

\

  

be seen at the Chicago Automobile Show. Better examine it before

purchasing.

GHHENS BROS, CO" Searchmont Automobile Co.,
1412 MICHIGAN AVE" PHILADELPHIA, u. s. A.

Chicago Agents.

WX§§$\$\\S§\\\S\\\“\\\\\\\\S\8\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\X\\X\\SS$XSSS3“

‘£§<§§§§\\\SSS8§§S\‘§\X\§S$§\\§\\\\\\\\\\\SS\§§S§§§§S§XX§S\

 

  

WNW-War

  

CAN BE RUN ANY DAY IN THE YEAR,

A SUCCESSHIL “ILL-CUMBER. 821§-';1f'§.“§3,“§$l2" z, 1:m: ."0'

STUDEBAKERA b'l i

-----ELECTRIC_---- UtOIllO I CS

é 4 BY ANY MEMBER or THE FAMILY.

g $31331}:allilijgargspeeds, allowing an unusual smoothness of

_ Ifl'fl. !

>.\ a

1

NO EXPERT CHAUEEEUR NEEDED.

wmmovnmfi RADIvs. i.313%flffié’iitfi‘lit'Zotlllé,“oi“£§£tlfllliil‘All machineecqnippcd with two brakes

“ ’3'" Built be \vortlt_~ in eve point of the

Muilc a or name. reputai n.

Studebaker Electric Automobiles will be exhibited at the Chicago Automobile Show, and can be seen

at the following repositories oi the

  

STUDEBAKER BROS. MEG. CO.
STUDEBAKER BROS. CO. OF NEW YORK, Broadway and 7th Avenue, Cor. 48th Street, New York City.

STUDEBAKER BROS. MFG. CO., - - - - - 378 to 388 Wabash Avenue, Chicago, Ill.

STUDEBAKER BROS. MFG. CO., - — - — - Cor. 15th and Blake Streets, Denver, Colo.

STUDEBAKER BROS. CO., - - - - - - 157 to 159 State Street, Salt Lake City, Utah.

STUDEBAKER BROS. MFG. CO., - — - - — - 317 to 319 Elm Street, Dallas, Texas,

FACTORY AND GENERAL OFFICES, SOUTH BEND. IND.

FIRST-CLASS AGENTS DESIRED IN TERRITORY NOT ALREADY COVERED.

WWWMMMNWW
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THE eranns ear:
Received a lot of very favorable comments at the show.

'"I' n" ,

  

Thc ster and general design is ri t. The mot r is powerful, with a per throttle, and runs silent nd with no vibration. The attachments on the dash and controls at the

The sm l is she side

 

wheel are good points. . al be radia or ad of e time, and con ring al ings, STEARNS CARS are worth lllore thln they cost.

@adlllac Auto Go. of Ills. »
IJIZ I‘Ilchlgnn Avenue, Chicago, Western D’lstrlct. F. 8' Stearns 80" eleveland, 0'

 

 

 

 

Elmore Exclusiveness
rests not alone in the successful use of the ELMORE TWO-CYCLE MOTOR, but in many

other features of equal merit.

IT IS A DISTINCTIVELY AMERICAN CAR.

Men may pay more, but they cannot get a better one.

7-H.P.

Runabout.

12()O Pounds.

$800.

lO-I'l. P.

Touring

Car.

1450 Pounds.

$1400.

  

(TONNEAU venomous.)

MAY WE SEND YOU CATALOG AND PARTICULARS?

ELMORE MFG. COMPANY, = Clyde, Ohio.
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-A HIGH GRADE CLIMBER.
HILLS AND BAD ROADS ARE NO OBSTACLE WHEN TOURING IN THE NEW

THOMAS TONNEAU, MODEL No. l7.

\

 

   

Simplicity of operation and

ideal comfort represent only

two of the many exclusive and

splendid improvements, which

are enjoyed in the use of

this car.

Why consider buying an ex

periment, when you can secure

a model No. 17, a car nhieh

has been tested through thou

sands of miles of all kinds

of roads.

The victory and popularity

gained by these machines at

New York will be repeated at

the Chicago Show.

Prompt delivery and an at

tractive proposition for agents

making early application.

PRICE, $1,250.00.

Emmetattortilfretefirrx:9:,‘ézrmtirt. E_ R. THOMAS MOTOR COMPANY,"lflr'ltt3f‘$‘lf°“

 

_ Conrad Gasolene Automobiles
  

HERE’S ONE . R . l V C i 8 H. P.
OF THEM. w xii-"9‘35 f,’ VERTICAL

s "’f DOUBLE CYLINDER

ENGINE.

SLIDING GEAR

TRANSMISSION.

TWO SPEEDS

AND

REVERSE.

WHEEL STEERING.

CONRAD GASOLENE RUNABOUT, $750.

12 H. P. Touring Car with Tonneau, $12.50, will be illustrated In next Issue.

.THE CONRAD MOTOR CARRIAGE COMPANY, 1411-1419 Niagara SIICCI, Buffalo, N. Y.

NEW YORK CITY—Pennsylvania Electric Vehicle CO., 152 West ISth SL: BOSTON—Bates Iirothcrs, r45 Colnrnbus Ave.; PH ILADEHIJ’H lA—Penns luania Electric Vehicle 00-.

250—256 North “mad 5L; PlT'l SBURG—L. 0. Martin CO., 528—530 Grant. St.; MINNEAPOLIS—Northern Cycle Supply Co., |r6 South‘hrxtlLStq ROLH :5 l I‘IR—F. A. Mabbcfl, 66

East Ave; BINGHAMTON—Binghamron Automobile Station, 259 Water St.; D E'I‘ROIT—W. H. Weber, :88 Woodward Ave.; DENVER—k clker (,ycle Lo.
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Robinson Touring Car

Fully equipped with canopy

top, baskets and everything

necessary.

    

Engine, 4 cylinders, 16

horse power.
  

Price, $5,000. .
  

 
a- _. —-.. .

 

 

 

 

<7,-.

CO.,

  

’>~L...i&1hmaw—~

POPE=ROB NSON

  

Hyde Park, Hass.

 

You would not travel

from

i ~~ i‘lame

' ,1" A ‘ t0

. -»‘;;\. California
I “2:1 in anything but a

* ~ ' T “ " ' ' palatial train,drawn

Closed, 2 Passengers.

BY STEAM.

WHY?

Because it is Reliable.

Then Why hesitate between the known and

unknown power. Steam as applied to the

(Told Medal Prescott is Perfection

Flexibility of control. Hill troubles eleminated. Everything controlled

from the seat, even the fire—and you can’t burn the boiler. Steam, air

and water pumps. Foot reverse. Automatic lubrication. Water lift, etc.
 

Everything perfect. (let its specifications and record.

FACTORY, PRESCOTT AUTO MFG. CO.,
PASQMC' N‘ J' 83 Chambers Street, New York, N. Y. n Open, 4 Passengers.
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A III'.

TAUTOC 15"
E had two demonstrating cars con

stantly at work during the New York

. z; _ Automobile Show, each car averaging

thirty trial spins daily, number of passengers

‘ i carried during week nine hundred, proving

to this number of show visitors that the

a “AUTOCAR” is worthy of the praise and

| high position it now holds as A FIRST-CLASS

SILENT AUTOMOBILE.

THE AUTOCAR C0.,

ARDMORE, DENNA.

  

 
 

The demonstrating Autooars outside Madison Square Garden. We exhibit and demonstrate at the Chicago Show.
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e Oldsmobile
THE CAR WITH A RECORD.

  

  

a.”

\,/—\

 

 

  

  

.
b /

  

The satisfactory service of this world standard runabout means more than all the claims

of its imitators. 7000 machines in daily use for the past three years prove more than the the

oretical arguments and experimental efforts of the “paper manufacturers.” The OLDSMOBILE

is built to run and dois it.

The development along the most practical lines of this mechanical marvel marks the most ad

vanced stage of automobile construction and keeps the OLDSMOBILE “ The best thing on wheels.”

PRICE, $650.00.

Each working part is as simple as skill can devise, as strong as the best Drop Forgings can make

it and as efficient as mechanical perfection can produce. There is nothing problematical in the

OLDSMOBILE.

  

 

 

SELLING AGENTS:

  

Oldsobiie Co., New York City, N. Y. Mississippi Valley Automobile Co., Rochester Automobile Co.,

National Capitol Automobile Co., St. Louis, Mo. Rochester, N. Y

Washington, D.C. George H. Human, Denver, Colo. Sea r 6: Close, Tucson, Ariz.Quaker City Automobile Co., Day Automobile Co., Kansas City, Mo. P. gtt'lilbert, Jacksonville, Fla

Philadelphia, Pa. Clark 6: Hawkins, Houston, Texas. Texas Imp. 6r l'lachlnery Co., -

I1. B. Shattuck & Son, Boston, Mass. H slop Brothers, Toronto, Ont. Dallas. Texas.

Banker Bros. Co., Plttsbur , Pa. T e Oldsmobile Co.—C. C. Moore Co., Abbott Cycle Co., New Orleans, La.

Oldsmobile Co., Cleveland, hio. San Francisco. Cal. C. H. Johnson, Atlanta, Ga.

Oldsmobile Co., Githens Bros., Chicago. III. John W. Chester Co., Nashville, Tenn. Sutclilfe & Co., Louisville, Ky.

Fisher Automobile Co., Indianapolis, Ind. A. F. Chase & Co., flinneapolis, l'Iinn. Brown-Thom n 6: Co., Hartford,Conn.

Oids Gasoline Engine Works, Omaha, Neb. J. E. Richard. Columbia, 5. C. l‘iason's Carr age Works, Daven rt, la.

W. C. Ja nes Automobile Co., Bulialo, N.Y. Oldsmobile Co., Milwaukee, Wis. Adams 6: Hart, Grand Rapids, ich.

F. L. C. rtin Co., Plalniield, N. J. The Oldsmobile Co., Los Angeles, Cal. Kline Cycle 6: Auto Co. Harrisburg, Pa

Autovehicle Co., Newark, N. J. The Oldsmobile Co., W. C. Rands Co., The Oldsmobile Co , Mohler 6r DeGresse,

F. W. Stockbridge, Paterson, N. J. Managers, Detroit, Mich. Mexcio City, Mexico

Agency for Great Britain: THE OLDSMOBILE COMPANY OF GREAT BRITAIN, IOOc Queen Victoria St., LONDON, E. C.

WRITE FOR INFORMATION AND ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE T0

OLDS MOTOR WORK grams;
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WANTS CONTEST ABANDONED

N. A. A. M. Votes Against—Commercial Vehicle

Test—But it Will Probably Occur.

Among other things done at the meeting

of the Executive Committee of the National

Association of Automobile Manufacturers,

which was held on February 4 to elect oth

ccrs, was the running through of a resolution

stating that the organization was opposed to

the holding of any contest for commercial

motor vehicles this year. The resolution

embodied a clause providing for a copy of

it being sent to the Automobile Club of

America. which, as is known, has been

planning to hold such a contest this spring.

The news of this action was not given out I

promptly, and after an inkling of what had

happened had been obtained it was impos

sible to get a copy of the resolution from the

secretary or any information about the pro

ceeding beyond the admission of the fact

that such action had been taken, and that

the vote had been unanimously in favor of

it. The pompous secrecy aiTected by the re

intrenched secretary concerning the doings

of the association prevents the name of the

father of the resolution from being known,

and also whatever of reason for it might

have been offered.

The resolution was forwarded to the Auto

mobile Club, and there, for the present, it

rests, no official action having been taken

on it.

Inquiry among members and oflicials of

the club brought out expression of the senti

ment that it was not likely that the reso

lution would lead to any alteration of the

plans of the club to hold a contest. As one

man put it:

"The club went into this thing at the

solicitation of certain manufacturers. The

N. A. A. M. as an organization was not

asked what it: thought about it, but letters

were sent out to all the various manufact

urers asking them to confer with the Con

test Committee of the club and express their

views. It the manufacturers do not want

to enter such a contest the club does not

want to hold one. The club has no axe to

grind, and seeks to do only what it believes

to be for the good of the sport and of the

industry. The manufacturers individually

do seem to want such a contest, however,

for on January 22 representatives of eight

firms met with the committee at the club

l'ooms, and all seemed to be unanimous in

favor of the proposed event. At the same

meeting letters of approval were at hand

from half a score of other concerns, and

since then further indorsements of the plan

have been received by mail. I see no reason

why the club should abandon its plan, and

I think it will not do so. To some it looks

as if those who now have the ‘cal’ on the

commercial vehicle business wanted to pre

vent a contest, because it might bring into

prominence the cars of some other concerns

now lesser known, and I shouldn’t wonder

if those who think this way are more than

halt’ right. At any rate, that is the view

the general public is apt to take of such pro

cecdings."

l‘laveQJoined the N. A. A. M.

The Hoffman Automobile CO., of Cleveland,

and the Neftel Automobile CO., of New

York, were elected active members of the

National Association of Automobile Manu

facturers at the last meeting of .the execu

tive committee. The American Coil Co., of

Somerville, Mass, was elected to associate

membership.

Conrad Names Directors.

Notice was filed in the County Clerk’s

office in BulTan last week by the Conrad

Motor Carriage Co. to the effect that M. M.

Drake, F. P. Conrad, G. W. Atterbury, E. B.

Olmstead and W. E. Pengot had been

elected director.

Miller Going Abroad.

Charles E. Miller, the well known New

York jobber, has booked passage for Europe.

He has several irons in the fire on the other

side.

Slusser Appointed Sales Manager.

R. W. Slusser has been appointed sales

manager of the Fredonia Mfg. CO., Youngs

town, Ohio. He assumes the duties at once.

CLEMENT DEFERS MANUFACTURE

French Maker Will Send Over Complete Carr

now and Establish American Factory Later.

Prior to sailing for France last week, M.

Clement came to a decision regarding the

plans of his American company, the Clement

Cycle Motor & Light Vehicle 00. The manu

facture of complete automobiles at Hartford

will be postponed for a year. During 1903

Clement cars will be imported, and mean

while preparations will be made to produce

them in their entirety next winter, so they

will be ready for the 1904 market.

The postponement was necessitated by the

impossibility of making the necessary addi

tions to the Hartford plant in time to pre

pare for the approaching season. Machinery

will be laid down on an extensive scale, M.

Clement’s predilection for the best obtain

able in this line being well known. The

Clement cars have met with a ready sale,

and this has led to an enlargement of the

French plants as well as to the determina

tion to manufacture in this country.

Before sailing M. Clement expressed him

self as being much impressed with the im

mensity of the American market for auto

mobiles, and stated that his plans were

largely due to this fact.

McCrea Resigns.

J. W. McCrea, sales manager for the F. B.

Stearns CO., Cleveland, has resigned that pd

sition. As he is lacking neither ability nor

popularity, he is certain to be heard from

shortly.

White Sold up to June.

“The demand for our touring car is simply

remarkable," said Windsor T. White, of the

White Sewing Machine Co.. when in the city

last week. “We are sold right up to June,

and the orders are still coming."

To Enter Automobile Field.

According to a press dispatch the Eckhart

Buggy CO., of Auburn, Ind., will manufact

ure automobiles.
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WHY FRANCE WANTS IT

Acquaintance With Course a Big Factor in Cup

Race—Mercedes Features; Pemanent Show

Proposed—Scrpollct's innovation.

 

French Bureau Motor World.

2 Rue d'Abbevllle.

Paris, Jan. 26.—No decision has yet been

arrIVed at as to where the Gordon Bennett

race shall be held. The A. C. F. is more

than anxious that the race should be held

over the French roads, which are not only

the best, but which are also the best known

to the French competitors. It is a. very im

portant factor in a race to know the road

perfectly, for not only is there no hesitation

and consequent slowing down to decide

which turn to take, but also, if one knows

the road perfectly, one knows where the

highest speed may be indulged in without

risk, and where it is necessary to slow down

and go carefully. The French chauflenrs

know every inch of the Paris-Bordeaux road,

and therefore the A. C. F. is making most

strenuous efi'orts to have the race held in

connection with the Paris-Madrid race.

 

The details with regard to the Mercedes

cars of 1903 pattern are beginning to leak

out. In the first place, the Cannstadt Daim

ler Co. are making a special racing model

which has nothing in common with the tour

ing cars they intend to turn out. The racing

cars, it is said, have motors of 100 horse

power situated ln the middle of the car, in

stead of in front. The driver is to be seated

over the back axle, which, it is said, is to be

a live axle. The greater part of the weight

of the car will therefore be situated over

the driving wheels, which will therefore bite

the ground much more efficiently. The steer

ing pillar is aid to be almost horizontal. In

the touring cars the Mercedes 1903 models

are four in number, viz., 18, 24. 40 and 60

horsepower; and there are several impor

tant changes in the details. The ignition ar

rangements where they make the rupture in

the cylinders are to be placed on the front

of the cylinders, instead of on the side, as

in the 1902 model. They will therefore be

much more accessible; otherwise they are

practically the same as in the old model. A

plug hole is left, however, and in this an

ordinary sparking plug can be placed for

electric ignition by means of a high tension

spark. The admission valves are very large.

and are placed on the top of the cylinders in

the same position as the inlet valves on the

Buchet motor. The change of speed gear,

instead of being worked by means of racks

and pinions. is worked by cams which are

actuated by a slotted disk. The clutch is

completely transformed, and rather re

sembles the Clement clutch. Instead of

winding around the driving shaft, as in the

f‘, 1902 model, the clutch consists of a steel

1 band which expands and presses against the

inside of the large hub of the flywheel; the

outer portion of the flywheel, outside the

hub, forms. as usual, the fan which sucks

the air through the multitubular radiator.

 

Paul Meyan in the France Automobile

makes the suggestion to open a permanent

exhibition of aautomobiles in the Palais

Royal. It will be remembered that the

Palais Royal. situated behind the Avenue de

l'Opera and close to the Comedie Frangaise,

used to be the centre of attraction in Paris.

It is an immense building, making the four

sides of a square and surrounding a large

garden. It used, as it name indicates, to be

a royal residence, but gradually, as the city

of Paris grew, the aristocratic residential

quarter went further and further westward,

and the Palals Royal was let off for shops

and offices. It then became the most fash

ionable resort, and the best jeweller shops

were to be found there, and in the gardens

there was always music to a fashionable au

dience of promenaders. Gradually, however,

the shops drew out westward, first to the

Avenue de l’Opera, then to the Rue de la

Paix, and lastly to the Rue Royale, and the

Palals Royal fell on evil times. At the

present day most of the shops are to let,

and those that have tenants sell only imita

tion jewelry, photographs and cheap articles

of one kind or another, and the passages

and gardens are mostly deserted. Fashion

able Paris hardly knows where the Palais

Royal is. Paul Meyan’s idea. is to turn it

into an “automobile city," and certainly it

would be an ideal place for the business, and

worthy of the great trade which has de

veloped with such rapidity during the last

decade. The question is being studied care

fully by those interested ln the trade, and

shortly a scheme will be put forward to

accomplish this happy result. '

 

Mr. Leon Serpollet, of the firm of Gardner

& Serpollet, the makers of steam cars, is at

present at work on autocars for use on the

railroads. Mr. Serpollet, after long experi

ments, has found it possible to make an

autotraln ’which can run at an average

speed of 75 miles per hour, including stops,

and the Paris. Lyons and Mediterranean

Railway Company has given an order for one

of these cars, to run between Paris and

Marseilles, with thirty passengers. The dis

tance is 437 miles, and the journey takes at

present eleven and one-half hours, whereas

the autotrain will accomplish it in less than

six hours. The motor and boiler will be of

250 horsepower, and will be placed very low

down, in order that the car may be stable

around the curves; they will be placed at

the front end of the carriage, which will

have a wind shield in front. The car will

be 17 metres, or 18% yards, long, with a

distance of 141,4 yards between the axles.

There will be five compartments, each hold

ing seating room for five passengers, and the

rear part of the car will be formed into an

observation car. The introduction of these

autotrains, if successful, will lead to a

great change in the future in railway travel

ling. Special autotralns will be much more

accessible to the public, and it will be pos

sible at a comparatively small cost to have

one’s own special autotrain fitted up with all

one’s comforts and conveniences.

 

It has been suggested that it would be a

good idea for the French Automobile Club

to fix the dimensions of the motors to be

used in the great races. The idea has been

officially brought before the Chambre Syn

‘dicale de l’Automobile, and may become a

part of the “Circuit” which they are or

ganizing for the summer season. No new

rule could, it is asserted, be more beneficial

to the trade, for it will enable one to judge

with precision the relative merits of the

methods applied by different makers. For

instance, in order to have a certain volume

in the cylinder, the stroke and bore may be

varied almost indefinitely. Some makers

claim that equality in here and stroke gives

the best result; some, on the other hand,

prefer a. long stroke and a small bore, whilst

others again adopt a wide bore and a small

stroke. It is almost impossible to tell which

of the three system is the best, for in al

most every case the volume varies. If, how

ever, in a big race the volume is fixed be

forehand, one will be able to Judge fairly

accurately and choose the best arrangement.

 

Cold Weother Activity.

During the few days of cold but clear

weather that New York City has enjoyed re

cently there was abundant evidence that an

tomobiling activity is not a matter of sea—

son. At various stations visited it was

found that there was plenty of action among

the "boarders," the hands being kept fully

busy attending to the cars going out and

coming in. At more than one garage the

floor looked so empty on Monday as to pro

voke comment, and the condition was ex

plained not by a lack of patronage, but by

the fact that the cars of patrons were being

used by them.

About nine-tenths of all the cars kept on

storage in public stations are in active com

mission all winter, according to the state

ments of those in charge. The signs of this

activity are noticeable in a casual glance

about the stations, at the number of cars

equipped with glass panels in front, canopy

tops and side curtains. At the Automobile

Exchange in Thirty-eighth street the big

Mercedes of H. S. Harkness stands thus

rigged every day, ready for a call at any

time. and it is only one of scores of car

riages kept in similar readiness by well

known operators. At the station of Barry

& Hayes, in East Fifty-eighth street, it was

noticed that the Winton touring car with a

canopy top belonging to Reginald Vander

bile had received a new coat of white paint

and looked fit for a trip of any sort up to a

bridal tour. I

From \Vindsor Castle to High \Vyconlbe,

eighteen miles in forty-five minutes, is the

record established last week by King la‘d;

ward in an automobile. This figures out

twenty-four miles to the hour, just double

the legal limit. No arrests followed.
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AWAKENED CLEVELAND

Show Performed a Good Service Locally. Many

Actual Sales Being Made—Two New Cars

Shown and one of Them Tested

 

Cleveland, Feb. 8.—Despite the conspic

uous absence of several prominent local

manufacturers, the Cleveland Automobile

Show, held at the armory of the Cleveland

Grays, which closed last night, was a pro

nounced success. The show was promoted

by Captain Shupe. George Collister, W. F.

Sayle, and “a fellow named Hanks,” the

latter no less than the redoubtable Chas. B.

—Winton Banks, of course.

From all reports a surprisingly large

amount of business was done, the attendance

during the week being good and of a high

class, and the management of a kind that

other local shows would do well to pattern

after. Incidentally, the value of local shows

in crystallizing opinions and in transform

ing possible purchasers into actual buyers

was eye-opening.

It is strange that despite the prominence

of Cleveland as an automobile manufactur

ing centre, sales locally have not been any

where near what might be expected. The

same reasons why a prophet is not without

honor save in his own country is probably

responsible, so many prominent cars being

made here that proximity to them and

familiarity with their names resulted in in

difference and apathy.

The show has changed all this and may

be said to have waked up Cleveland to a

true appreciation of what it has been miss

ing and what the rest of the world has real

ized for some time. The result was a rush

of orders, Winton selling many more cars

than had been apportioned to the city, while

the other local cars exhibited, such as F.

B. Stearns, General Auto & Mfg. 00., Hot

man, and others, were jubilant over the

volume of business done.

Even the non-exhibitors like Baker, White,

Peerless and American felt the stimulus in

a sudden and unlooked for increase of local

orders.

As a sample of the business done by out

of town exhibitors, the Shelby Motor Car

Company sold four big touring cars and six

of their combination two and four passenger

vehicles, whereas up to this time they had

been unable to get a foothold in the city.

Better known cars did correspondingly bet

ter, among them being the new gasoline

Locomobile touring car, Yale, Autocar,

Searchmont and others.

Of the smaller cars Oldsmobiles, of course,

Northern, Elmore and Cadillac led the way

and interested an army of buyers. Simi

larly, in the electric class the Columbia.

National and Waverly in addition to the

Baker, all did well.

Most of the exhibits were by local agents,

that of the Cleveland Auto & Supply Co.

being most imposing. This concern showed

Columbia, Waverly and Studebaker electrics,

Locomobiles in gasolene and steam, Search

mont, Cadillac, an Orient backboard, a

motor bicycle and an extensive line of sun

dries and parts.

The Ohio Motor Car Company, with a fine

display of Northerns, Nationals and others,

also made a brave showing.

The tire makers on hand were Diamond,

Goodrich, Fisk and Hartford, while among

accessories and parts Kelly generators, Vee

der, 20th Century, Westinghouse and others

shone forth.

In novelties a new four-cylinder chassis

with balanced motor placed crosswise and

a direct drive, the shaft being placed at an

angle that caused much shaking of heads

among the sharps, was shown by Rogers

& Thacher Mfg. Co. The motor was said

to deliver about 35 horsepower, and the ex

hibit was a rallying place for the curious

during the week.

There was also exhibited for the first time

the “Union” automobile, made by the Union

Automobile Company, of Union City, Ind.

It has been thought best to mention this

separately first, because of its being a new

comer in the show line, and, second, because

of the truly marvellous demonstration it

made with a Motor World man as a pas

scnger.

First, the car is a heavy, even clumsy

looking vehicle of the convertible two and

four passenger style, a cross somewhere be

tween a runabout and a touring car, in

clining more toward the latter with its big

34-inch wheels and great weight. However,

if handsome is that handsome does, the

Union must be accorded a high place, for

in the Lambert engine and transmission it

has a motive power that will literally take

it almost anywhere with absolutely no fuss

or trouble.

This engine is of 8 horsepower, two-cyl

inder, four cycle balanced type.

The crank is carried in the centre of the

engine with a cylinder of both ends. Both

cylinders act on the one crank-shaft, which

is of the double-throw type. By this ar

rangement one piston balances the other,

one connecting rod balances the other, and

the shaft balances itself. Therefore, no

weight is needed on the flywheel to balance

these parts. The Lambert is a truly bal

anced engine and there is an absolute free

dom from vibration of any kind at any

time.

The transmission is of the much-discussed,

much-maligned friction system, but it does

the business. The flywheel of the engine

is of the disk variety, its face covered with

a patented composition plate of special fric

tion qualities.

The friction wheel is set direct on this

plate, the shaft which carries it being placed

parallel with the centre, the wheel being

moved in either direction on the shaft and

across the face of the friction plate by

means of the controller lever.

With this engine and this transmission a

Motor World man was taken first up the

Water street hill, from the Erie depot, next

down the hill by the viaduct to where the

Detroit and Buffalo boat landings are. Two

thirds down this latter hill the engine was

reversed and the car easily backed the en

tire way up the hfll, never faltering for an

instant or making any fuss whatever.

To anyone who knows this grade the per

formance can be appreciated. Suflicient to

say it is one of the steepest to be found

anywhere.

After this the Lake Shore depot bills were

easy, though they both are climbs of the

severest kind. No attempt whatever was

made to “rush” them, the car simply keep

ing on its way up the same even rate of

speed of which it had been travelling.

There was absolutely no vibration, no

pounding, no strain. The facts speak for

themselves, and are given simply because

they are facts,and of the kind that are

thought worthy of recording.

With the faults of style and uperstructure

corrected the Union would seem to have

possibilities.

 

A pleasant feature of the show week was a

smoker and vaudeville given on Thursday

evening after the close of the show. One

hundred and twelve of the exhibitors and

visitors attended, and all had a good time.

 

If Alexander Winton is “mentioned” for

President of the United States don't be sur

prised. What he doesn't get in the way of

press notices isn't worth getting. During

the Cleveland show a few of the newspaper

men were told—sub-rosa, of course—that the

' three warring Republican factions of Cleve

land—the Hannaites, the Kissonites and

some other ites—had hit. upon Winton as

the very man to unite upon and defeat the

terrible Tom Johnson, that they had but the

very evening before sent emissaries to Win

ton urging him to accept the nomination,

pointing out that the very fact that Winton

was not a politician was all in his favor, that

he was the best-advertised man in the city,

etc.

Perhaps the fact that Winton would out

red-devil Tom Johnson’s famous red-devil

campaign might have had something to do

with it: and again, perhaps the fact that

Alex Winton has, in the person of one

Charles B. Shanks, a press agent that a

prima donna. might envy, may have had

something to do with the story.

However, the report had it that Winton,

like the canny Scot he is, turned a deaf ear

to the entreatles of the politicians, resisting

all their blandishments, and gently but firm

ly declining to be interrupted in his work

of building the cup-racer by such a trifle as

running the city of Cleveland.

It the Bennet Cup race does not take place

in Ireland it will not be the fault of the

Irish people. They heartily favor it. A poll

has been made of the Irish members of

Parliament, and without a single exception

they have promised to vote for a bill legah

izlng the race.
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Splendid Tributes to the Northern Worth
ARE HEARD ON EVERY SIDE.

'31 V _ The Northern Ronabout has fairly

compelled the admiration of everyone.

No one thing does it. It’s the excel

 

 

i 1 1 ‘- .3 lence of every detail making the

' " v superb whole that has placed the

.1 r _‘ Northern in a class by itself.
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“Inadvertently I allowed my subscription

to The Motor World to lapse, but I have just

renewed it through an agency in Boston. I

value it too highly to wish to go without it.

as I think it the most independent of them

all. But the price is too low; you ought to

charge $5 per year."—Elli0tt C. Lee, Brook

line, Mass.

Let the Contest go on!

A great deal of speculation as to the mo

tircs that inspired the action has been

stirred up by the adoption of the resolution

by the N. A. A. M. against the holding of

a contest for commercial vehicles this year.

Foremost among the speculations has been

that of whether or not the action was in

spired by fear of open competition.

A certain few concerns represented on the

vxvcutivc committee of the N. A. A. M.,

illitkillg mostly electric trucks and delivery

wagons, now have almost a monopoly of the

business in motor vehicles. They are broad

spirited and progressive concerns, to whom

the imputation of petty jealousies and fears

of rivalry would seem unjust, but such is

the tendency of the public mind that this

will be the most natural course for it to

take.

It is true that there are known now to be

in the field several manufacturers of steam

and gasolene trucks who probably would

welcome a contest open to all in which

they could show the superior radius of dis

tance that such vehicles have over electric

trucks. It is generally understood also that

there are others, as yet hardly heard of, who

are experimenting in this field, and who

would in all likelihood be brought out by

such a contest. The development of

newer trucks and wagons cannot be pre

vented hy any such course, nor can their ex

istence be kept from the knowledge or the

public by any narrow minded attempt to

suppress a contest that is in line with the

public sentiment. Such a course can only

react upon those who incite and support it.

The folly of the action quite justifies the

general condemnation it has received and is

certain to receive. It is not only futile, but

unnecessary. There is certain to be a de

mand [or business wagons and trucks hav

ing a wider range of service than can be

given by electric vehicles, and this demand

is just as certain to be supplied. No eiIort

of the electrical manufacturers can stop it.

It is simply silly for them to fear it. The

electric truck and wagon, like electric run

abouts, have a sphere of their own in which

they cannot be displaced, but vehicles of

other power must do what they cannot do.

Horse drawn delivery wagons now carry

goods to places twenty miles away from the

metropolis, and motor delivery wagons must

be supplied to do the same, and incidentally

climb the hills of the suburban roads.

The electric truck has no call to play dog

in the manger, because the electric motor

has one feature of superiority for commer

cial use that seems likely to keep it ever in

the van for hauling goods about the city or

within a limited radius. This feature is its

simplicity of operation and control. Always

the steam and gasolene engine will for busi

ness uses be handicapped by the fact that

they require an operator somewhat superior

in intellect to the average truck derer, or at

least one with eXperiencc, while the most

ordinary sort of workman can be sent out

with an electric motor after very brief in

struction. He needs no mechanical ingenuity.

This fact alone assures the electric wagon

and truck a permanent and probably pre

dominant place in city hauling.

hope to have the long distance cross conn

try work. \Vhy should its sponsors seek to

prevent the long distance wagons from

demonstrating what they can do? It is a

short sighted policy, truly.

The contest committee of the Automobile

Club has proven itself too wise and just in

the past to warrant any fear that it will

ask anything that is unreasonable in the

It cannot

way of a test. The club has no axe to grind

in this matter. It undertook to promote the

test in response to the requests of some

Its proposition to hold a

contest was indorscd by a number of promi

nent makers. The N. A. A. M. was not asked

for its opinion. It was quite natural that

the adoption of the resolution and the for

warding of it to the club should be regarded

The club is an organi

zation quite capable of acting independently

of the N. A. A. M. and proceeding with its

plans. It should do so, and it seems quite

likely that it will do so. If the manufact

urers who fathered the impcrtinent resolu

tion do not want to go into a competition

open to all it is their privilege to stay out.

The business public that is interested in the

demonstration of commercial vehicles will

be at liberty also to draw its own inferences.

There is no reason why a contest could not

be arranged to suit all styles of business ve

hicles. The committee of the club has al

ready announced that a good part of the

course will be through city streets. This

would be just the thing for the electrics. If

the steam and gasolene vehicles seek for a

test involving distance and hill climbing sep

arate classes easily can be arranged for

them, and the electrics can gracefully with

draw.

Both the virtues and the limitations of the

electric wagon are pretty thoroughly under

stood now. An attempt by the electrical

makers, who now have the trade, to keep

manufacturers.

as an lmpertinence.

the steam and gasolene trucks in the shadow

would fool no one.

By all means let the A. C. A. proceed and

arrange a contest that will show what each

class of vehicle is capable of doing. .There

The demand for commer

cial vehicles is here. The business public

wants to know what they can do. For the

good of the sport and the industry, and in

the name of progress, hold a contest. and

is room for all.

show them.
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Future of Big Touring Cars.

One of the subjects much talked about of

late concerns the future of the expensive,

expansive, high powered touring car. None

doubts its impressive magnificence; indeed,

it is this very magnificence, unmistakably

conveying suggestions that such cars are

only for the rich, that has given rise to dis

eussion.

With so many makers engaged in their

production there are those who are fearful

that overproduction may ensue, and it is

not to be denied that there are some grounds

for caution of the ort, if not for fear.

To undertake to estimate the number of

people to whom cars at from $2,500 to

$6,000 are possible would smack of wild

guesswork; but it is reasonably safe to say

that the number is limited, if not narrowly

limited, then limited at any rate. It follows

that the production of cars that appeal to

this class must be, or should be, limited.

Happily their construction is such that they

cannot be turned out in great numbers, but

as the touring car is now in the ascendancy

there may in some quarters exist a disposi

tion to force production, and to reckon with

out regard to the future. We prefer to be

lieve, however, that makers are fully aware

that there can be but a comparatively lim

ited demand for big cars, and have reckoned

and are reckoning accordingly. We take

small stock in the fear that a glut will re

sult or stagnation follow.

The touring car i so inviting and so com

panionable that its future must within rea

sonable bounds continue to enlarge. In

time, the natural lowering of price will make

for this enlargement, but at present there

is no sign of or reason for it, and as com

paratively few manufacturers have all their

eggs in the one basket, the danger or over

production and the troubles which it carries

in its train is more oi sound than of sub

stance. f

The maker who produces a high priced

article of any sort and does not see that the

demand must necessarily be of relatively

narrow and narrowing limits, is a poor man

ufacturer, and a poorer merchant, and

should seek some other sphere.

 
 

Common Sense in the A. A. A.

Up to date the American Automobile Asso

ciation has been chiefly remarkable for what

it has not done. The same is true of the

American Motor League, the latter’s most

notable performance being its recent selec

tion oi a man who is not even an automo

bilist as its president. And yet the numer

ous successive waves of adverse legislation

and good roads movements never offered

more fertile fields for useful and effective

labor.

The first glimmer of hope, and, we may

add, of common sense, that has been dis

ccrnible since the organization of either

rests in the suggestion discussed by the di

rectors that membership in the association

be thrown open to individual automobillsts,

a suggestion which we offered and urged at

the time of its formation. The club limita

tion is a narrow one, and makes the asso

ciation untrue to and unworthy of its title.

The aims and objects of the Association

and the League are identical. Why there

should exist two weak and commonplace

organizations when one strong one could

work to so much better purpose, is beyond

us. There is no reason for it. What is good

 

“We desire to congratulate you on the com

pleteness of the Motor World's New York'

show number. It covered the ground con

siderably better than any other paper pub

lished, and established a record for com

pleteness of work that will be difficult to

beat."—(Thomas B. Jeffery & Co., G. W.

Bennett, sales manager.

 

for the individual is good for the club mem

ber, and there is no reason why they should

not work in harmony for the common good.

We believe they will do so, and as the

stronger of the two, the American Automo

bile Association is the one to show the way.

The long and short of it is that the League

and the Association should consolidate. As

the former is living not more than a nominal

existence and has forfeited hearty support

by choosing a man not an automobilist for

its head, it has little to lose, and the one

stronger organization that should result

from amalgamation should accrue more sub

stantially to the interests of automobillng

than has the weak and divided and half

hearted efforts of the past.

=

Automobile Instruction.

l‘cdagogic instruction in automobile con

struction and operation is apt to he looked

upon askance by some who pin their faith

utterly to the efliciency of the school of ex

perience. The fact that Columbia Univer

sity has decided to introduce a course in au

tomobile engineering is not one to be re

garded lightly, however. It is an eminently

proper move, and one apt to be far reaching

in its results. The knowledge to be gained

through the medium of a course oi lectures,

however ably illustrated they may be, will

not be the same for practical purposes as

the knowledge gained in the shop and 011

the road, but in some respects it may be of

wider scope and more thorough, and may

better prepare a man for unusual exigencies

than the knowledge possessed by the aver

age operator, whith too often is limited to

the features of his own machine. A thor

ough theoretical knowledge of the subject is

a splendid aid to the scientific imagination

when it is called upon to conceive of what

the difliculty is in a strangely new piece of

trouble.

In Paris, it is said, the operation of auto

mobiles ls being taught to children in the

primary schools. Thls looks like carrying

the matter a bit too far, but it would not

be a. bit bad if the policemen of our big

cities were compelled to know a thing or

two about automobile engines. More than

one policeman has run amuck trying to take

a stray machine to the station house, and in

the future, when the automobile is in gen~

eral use, the need for proper knowledge of

them by policemen will be multiplied. It is

a sight worth stopping to watch when a

giant policeman of the Broadway squad in .

New York starts in to straighten out a tangle

of obstinate and profane truckmen. The

policeman cannot be “jollied” by the driv

ers. The horses are yanked this way and

that by their bridles and the road quickly

cleared. But what would the same big po

liceman do with a tangled blockade of motor

trucks and wagons of steam, gasolene and

electric motors? If he knew no more than

he does now he would be helpless, and have

to accept any sort of absurd excuse the

truckmcn might give for being unable to

“back up" or “slew around."

the near future some questions on practical

automobillng will be included in the Civil

Service examination for policemen.

Perhaps in

 

In sacrificing everything to the high speed

some makers produce cars that are noisy

In ii:

uoring this they seem to‘looso sight of the

and disagreeable when going slowly.

fact that cars cannot always be driven on

the high gear. in city driving particularly

this is true, and a noisy car will attract

more attention there than any other place.

As the costlincss of the horse, no less than ‘

his lack of efficiency, becomes better known

by reason of the more extended use of the

self-propelled vehicle, he is certain to be re

garded as a luxury instead of, as now, a

necessity.
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DETROIT SHOW OPEN

Music, Motor Cars, Dogs and Sporting Goods

Cominglc and Draw Good Crowds.

Detroit, Feb. 9.—The second annual Auto—

mobile and Sportsman‘s Show opened to—

night to the strains of the Metropolitan Or

chestra and the haying of the dogs that

comprise the Bench Show, which is included

in the affair. .

The decorations, generally speaking, are

tasteful, and with cars, dogs, guns and the

like in evidence it cannot be said that the

show lacks variety or that there is not plenty

to be seen.

The crowd that is in attendance to-night

argues well for the week.

The exhibitors are as follows:

AUTOMOBILES.

The Oldsmobile 00., Detroit, W. C. Rands

& Co., managers, had their brougham that

attracted so much attention at the New York

and Cleveland shows, their new touring

car and, last but not least, their regular

runabouts. Their booth was always

crowded, and W. 0. Hands, Roy Chapln and

James Brady, with a corps of assistants,‘

were kept busy.

W. E. Metzger, Detroit, had one of the

largest exhibits, comprising the Winton,

Cadillac, Toledo, Peerless, Baker, Waverly

and Columbia cars. Besides Mr. Metzger,

Messrs. Riggs, Newman, Brady and Hurl

burt were on hand to take care of visitors.

J. P. Schneider, Detroit, showed the new

models of the Elmore, Northern, National

and Marr autocar. One of the features of

the exhibit was the Northern racer, in which

Mr. Maxwell, of the Northern Co., turned a.

somersault at the Grosse Pointe races.

W. H. Weber, Detroit, had his new lines,

comprising the Searchmont, Conrad, Orient

and Rambler. The Orient buckboard came

in for lots of attention. The Searchmont

medals for reliability were also shown.

White Sewing Machine Co., Detroit, had

two of their regular model runabouts and

their new steam touring car. They were all

in white, as usual; they reported the first

sale of their touring car in Detroit to H. S.

l’ingree, son of the late Governor of Michi

gan. Mr. Robinson and Messrs. Grant and

Wright were in charge.

Wheeler Mfg. Co., Detroit, a newcomer in

the auto world, exhibited a touring tonneau

and runabout. It can be said truthfully

that their designer and builder has started

right, for two neater looking cars have never

been shown.

Kirk Mfg. Co., Toledo, Ohio—The Yale has

been so favorably commented on that little

remains to be said. This car always draws,

and Mr. Kirk's rotund face is always smil

ing. Mr. Bragg is also on hand to assist

Mr. Kirk.

Flint Automobile 00., Flint, Mich., are show

ing their Roadster model. Mr. Hardy and

Mr. Mcl’hillips are always on hand dwelling

on its merits.

Jackson Auto 00., Jackson, Mich—The

Jaxon steamer, a clever machine, reflecting

a great deal of credit on B. J. Carter, its

designer, who is in attendance.

The Autocar Co., Ardmore, Pa.—This com

pany, through its Chicago agent, F. P. Ills

ley, showed two cars of this popular make.

The booth was always surrounded by an ad

miring crowd.

Sandusky Automobile Co., Sandusky, Ohio,

had their sign up with a card stating to ask

the R. R. man. Their car is expected to

arrive to-morrow.

The Ide-Spomeg-Huber Co., Detroit—This

firm showed the built over News-Tribune

electric delivery wagon. They have put a

four cylinder upright engine into it, so it

can carry its papers all over the city.

Tom Cooper’s “999” is shown, and this al

ways has a crowd of the curious around it.

AUTOMOBILE ACCESSORIES.

Fisk Rubber 00., Detroit Branch, showed

a complete line of single and double tube

automobile tires. The latter is the one that

created so much comment since its introduc

tion. Its merit is apparent at a glance, and

its success is positive. Manager Broadwell

and his assistants, Messrs. Lutz, Lambe and

Kercliotfer, were in charge.

Twentieth Century Mfg. Co., New York—

What would a show be without “Governor”

Castle and the 20th Century lamps? All

styles are shown, of course.

Hussey Auto & Supply Co., Detroit, are

showing their well known radiators, tilting

wheels, running gears, etc., and, naturally,

that old timer. P. L. Hussey, is in charge.

Briscoe Mfg. Co., Detroit—This firm are

showing their radiating coils, tanks, etc.

B. F. Goodrich Co., Akron, show their

complete line of pneumatic and olid tires,

in addition to part of their art gallery, with

the beautiful Kate and Aida.

Diamond Rubber Co., Akron, Ohio, show

their solid, single tube and clincher tires.

and of course their now famous "non-bloom

ing" inner tube. Mr. Perrett and Mr. Sny

der are in attendance.

Those who show sporting goods are as fol

lows: The Fletcher Hardware Co., Union

Metallic Cartridge Co., Winchester Arms 00.,

Marlin Arms Co., Hunter Arms Co., A. J.

Reach & Co. and Jas. A. Marks Co.

Gas engines and launches were shown by

Charles A. Strelinger Co., A. L. Melvin,

Truscot Boat & Launch Co., Bloomstrom

Launch Co., M. Dingfelder and L. C. Steers.

Florida Speed Trials Likely.

It seems to have become a settled fact

that there will be a series of straightaway

races on the Florida Beach at Ormond dur

ing the week of March 9. The Florida Auto

mobile Association, projected at the time of

the New York show, has been successfully

organized, the railroads and hotels of Flor

ida have stepped forward to help, and the

plan now appears to be assured of success.

W. J. Morgan, the father of the scheme,

and W. J. Stewart, chairman of the Race

Committee of the Automobile Association,

are now in Florida having the course sur

veyed and attending to the necessary pre

liminaries.

MAY BECOME DEMOCRATIC

A. A. A. Directors Sensiny Consider the Logical

Enlargement of Their Organization.

There is a prospect of serious rivalry and

perhaps a clash between the American Au

tomobile Association and the American

Motor League, which were organized dur

ing the same week a little less than a year

The clash, however, it it

comes, is apt to be something like the meet

ing of a trolley car with a peanut on its

tracks, the League in this case being the pea—

nut.

Promise of the conflict is found in the idea

that has come into the head works of the

A. A. A., to extend the scope of the organ

ization by admitting individuals to mem

bership.

When the A. A. A. was formed it was laid

out on the basis of a federation of clubs,

and it has clung to that idea ever since. It

has taken the control and regulation of

the sport, and grown in power and wealth.

in order to increase its popularity and let

in the little clubs, the dues recently were

reduced from $3 a head to $1 a year for

every member in the clubs belonging to the

organization.

The American Motor League may be said

to have been started in direct opposition to

the American Automobile Association, on

the theory that the A. A. A. would be an

aristMatic and exclusive body that would

be dwarfed by a popular, democratic organ

ization formed on the basis of unit member

ship, open to all, whether club members or

not. The League has done nothing beyond

theorize, however, and now the body that

has waxed strong threatens to open its doors

to individual members the same as the A.

M. L.

This was the chief theme of discus

sion at the regular monthly meeting of

the directors of the A. A. A., held on Tues

day at the Automobile Club. Of course, the

directors could take no positive action in the

matter, for it would necessitate a change in

the constitution that would have to be voted

upon by the members at a general meeting.

There was enough sentiment in favor of it,

however, for instructions to be given to the

secretary to investigate and see what

changes in the constitution and bylaws

would be necessary for the association to

admit individual members and establish

them and the clubs on an equitable voting

basis. This is the attitude which the Motor

World recommended the A. A. A. to take at

the time of its formation.

Dr. Julian A. Chase, of the Rhode Island

Automobfle Club, the new president, occu

pied the chair at the meeting, and others

present were W. E. Scarritt, representing

the Automobile Club of New-Jersey; A. R.

Pardington, Long Island Automobile Club,

and Harlan W. Whipple, Automobile Club

of America.

ago at Chicago.
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Suppose you may have seen in the papers

that they had a railroad accident over in

New Jersey recently which resulted in the

deaths of a number of passengers. The acci

dent is believed to have been the result of

the engineer of the colliding train passing a

danger signal without seeing it, because he

was at the moment of passing it attending

to a leaking valve or something else of the

same kind. With so excellent an opportu

nity to do something for “the peepul," one of

the yellow papers has introduced a bill in

the New Jersey legislature which aims to

make railroads in future employ two engi

neers on each locomotives. If such a law is

passed you may expect the same idea to be

extended until the automobilist of the future

will be compelled to employ two licensed

chauffeurs each time he goes upon the Pun

lic thoroughfares. The argument the yellow

paper makes for the necessity of two engine

drivers can be made to serve equally well

when employed against the automobile; be

sides, just see what a glorious opportunity

this affords for a blather-skits legislator to

win at one swoop the eternal gratitude of

the horseman, the farmer and the chauffeur!

i t i

When you fear something is going to hap

pen to yourself or to the vehicle you are

riding in, remember trouble is like money-—

it is better to save it than to borrow it.

i I U

What is the matter with the city of New

York? \Vhat does it mean by neglecting the

comfort of the owners of several thousands

of trotting horses of varying degrees of

speed? After spending a beggar-1y $6.00t),000

for a speedway for the sole use of these citi

zens and their trotters, the city has now

neglected to keep that miserable little con

ccssion to the most cultured and modest of

its citizens in a way entirely satisfactory to

them. What matters it if the city is short

handed, and that the common, ordinary citi

zens are forced to go without proper street

cleaning. etc.? Is that any reasnn why the

city should neglect the pleasure and corn

fort of the trotting-horse owner, by not see

ing to it that his especial roadway is swcpt

and kept according to his liking? Well. I

wot: not! Vide this complaint from “An

()idtlme Road Driver" in a Saturday evening

paper:

“Instead of being maintained in its proper

form, the Speedway to-dny is a disgrace to

the city, and unless some improvement is

soon made it will be the means of driving to

other places the horsemen from this and

other cities who have made it a practice of

visiting the Speedway daily."

(‘onid nny grcutcr calamity bcfnll New

York than that it should be boycotted by

the owners of trotting horses because the

city had neglected to spend a few more

millions for the trotters‘ exclusive benefit?

Now, if it was the owners of automobiles—

but why mention such intruders when one is

dealing with the only thing which has any

right at any time upon any road, the trotter?

t t it

I’ve great faith In the ability of the

ground hog t0 foretell what the length of

the winter is going to be. It is not neces

sary for me to explain why I have this

faith, because you wouldn‘t understand it if

i did. Suiiice it to say that a week ago

Monday the ground hog over in The Bronx

came out of his cyclone cellar, looked around

for his shadow, failed to see it and at once

returned to his collar, with the certainty

that in six short weeks from that day spring

will have sprung. Now you are warned,

don't wait to order that new vehicle you've

bcen thinking about buying, or, if you won’t

do that, send your old one to the factory and

have it put in apple-pie order, because you’ll

need it, remember, in about only a month's

time from when you read this.

i i O

Somehow it seems as if the more valuable

experience the owner of a motor vehicle ac

cumulates, the less energy and inclination he

has to make use of it.

i I ‘

Should you chance to see any fashionably

dressed gentleman proceeding on his way

looking extremely miserable, though wrapped

up in the heaviest of garments, don't pity

him until you know what ails hitn. Tire

chances are he is only experiencing an im

aginary “motor chill.” This is the very iat

' est fashionable complaint, and was first in

troduccd only last week by King Edward,

who is said to have caught one from riding in

an open motor car while wearing only a light

cvcrcoat. The result of Albert Edward's

imprudcnce was a “motor chili,” and so

those in this country who look upon him as

the arbiter of :11] fashion and elegance are

now suffering from the same complaint,

though in most cases the only motor car

thcy have cvcr ridden in is the kind which

has a bell at each end with a conductor and

nrotorlnan in between.

t Q t

When it comes to capturing a race like the

one for the Gordon Bennett Cup promises to

be this year, add a "p" to luck and you have

the true sccrct of the winner's success.

# t i

I know a ruuu who holds the responsible

position of private secretary to a millionaire,

and he tells me this: An inventor, who, by

the bye. always wants it to be known that

110 is a “scicntiiic discoverer,” applied to the

millionaire for aid to perfect and place upon

the markct an automobile which was to be

something miles in advuncc of anything yet

dcviscil in the motor vehicle linc. Now the

millionaire was like most of his kind, nn

owncr of scvcrn! antornobilcs, and was the.

posscssor of a very fair working knowl

mlgc of the construction of each of them,

but wlrcn lrc I'HIIH‘ to rch the spcciiicntions

ol' illtl ncw St'it‘liiilil' tliscchl'y Iic Wits :lskctl

to play anch for he could not make either

head or toll thereof. As much as he could

understand was that the chief claim was for

a wonderful transmission which delivered

100 per cent of the power given to it by the

motor. But even this claim was so obscured

by the quasi-scientific terms employed by

the “discoverer” in his description of it that

the secretary was told to write the seeker

after funds and ask him to be a little bit

more explicit in his claims. Evidently the

“discoverer” was not pleased, for his reply

was that “the ultimate and persistent char

acteristic and potency of all the combined

terms I have used in describing my grand

discovery is pervasive reciprocal modifica

tion, without regard to specific affinities and

influences superimposed upon their funda

mental attitude and operation." This is

where the case stands at the time this is

written. What it all means no man know

eth, not even the “scientific discoverer" him

self, I bclicve.

I O U

Get into an argument with a rabid motor

phobe and you will find him absolutely with

out either reason or common sense when he

is brought face to face with the unques

tioned good points of a mechanically pro

pelled vehicle. In him you Will see the liv

ing evidence that no man is quite so obsti

nate as the man who knows he is in the

wrong. The mule’s kick is nothing but a

protest against his family, but he can upset

a belted earl if he is given a fair chain-c.

and there's a deal of satisfaction in that.

l U O

In looking over the advertisements in a

Sunday paper I ran across this one:

"Automobile leather and silk for the smart

set; made any design. Automobile."

The vagueness of this excited my curiosity,

so I wrote to the advertiser saying I had

long wanted something of this very kind, but

never knew where to get it until I had seen

the advertisement, but as an evidence of

good faith. and not necessarily for publica

tion, I asked him to mail me a few particu~

iars. When I had done this I forgot all

about the thing. Coming home a few days

later the servant infortned me that the man

had been there to measure me. I could not

learn from her what man it was, nor what

1 was to be measured for. All she knew was

that a nran was bent on taking a measure

of me. The next night a visitor came, and

when ire was shown in he deposited a pack

the size of a load of hay on the floor, and be

fore I could stop him had taken from it the

wildest collection of alleged garments you

ever saw. In a language which I suppose

he thought was English he informed me that

ire was prepared to measure me there and

[iron for any of the automobile garments I

saw before me. I felt kind of sorry for the

fellow because I really never meant him to

be put to all the trouble he had, so I ques

tioned him about his business, and he in

formed rrrc that my reply was the only one

he had rcccivcd to his advertisement. I was

rroi astonished at this. but as a sort of salvc

to my own conscicncc i wrotc hiln :ln ln t-Zii

gr-nt advcr-tiscmcnt and ll..<vl'i(‘(l it at my

own expense. THE CUMMENTA'I‘UR.
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NOW FOR CHICAGO’S snow

Most of the Exhibits Duplicates of Those at New York but Several New W'estern Cars

Will be in Evidence, One at Least of Much Promise—Friction Drives a Con

spicuous Feature—The Exhibitors, Their Wares and Locations.

Undoubtedly the Chicago show, which

opens on Saturday next, will be a great func

tion from the Western standpoint. From the

Eastern point of view, and the viewpoint

of the manufacturing trade, its glory and

much of its interest have been dimmed by

the New York show that went before, and it

cannot, perforce, be “writ large," or at least

as large as would otherwise be the case.

_ With few exceptions the cars and acces

sories that will be shown in the Coliseum

are no longer new. Their every part and

feature has been exhibited and is known and

has been dilated on.

Of the exceptions few are large or impor

tant. Indeed, most of them are unknown or

practically unknown, and are the product of

Western concerns who, so to speak, will

make their debut at Chicago. In all there

will be fifty exhibitors at the Western show

who were not represented at New York. 01'

the number but fifteen are manufacturers 'of

cars, and of the remainder several are mere

ly local or territorial agents.

Of the fifteen only the Woods Motor Ve

hicle 00., Friedman Automobile 00., St,

Louis Motor Carriage 00., Fanning Mfg. Co.

and the Buffalo Electric Vehicle 00. are of

long establishment and are the only ones

whose names and fame have penetrated far

beyond their local confines. 0f the others

 

 

nearly all are of limited resource and ca

pacity, and have yet to win their spurs. J.

0. Brandes, with his German Cudeli cars

that did not arrive in time to be shown at

New York, will be able for the first time to

display and introduce them to the American

public, and of the other newcomers the Wis

consin Wheel \Vorks, of Racine, whose

Mitchell bicycles and motor bicycles are

known to fame, and who have a big fact0ry

and a plenitude of William Mitchell Lewis

money behind them, is likely most deep

ly to impress those who go below mere

appearances and who do not judge

things from one car, a sign and a decora

tion of colored bunting. It is known

that the Wisconsin people have something

new not only in motor bicycles, but in the

line of popular priced motor cars that prom

ises to prove a revelation as to price, con

struction and appearance.

While to those who visited or digested the

New York show, the Chicago affair will lack

novelty, all of the cars that made the East

ern event notable will be in evidence for

Western gaze and inspection. There is not

more than one notable car absent. To men

tion them would be to call the roll of the

entire trade, and if the magnificence and im

pressiveness of such an aggregation of tour

ing cars does not quicken the Western pulse

and heighten the demand for more than the

popular priced runabouts, to which the West

 

The exhibitors who did not show at New

York are as follows:

Spaces 17 and 18, Wood Motor Vehicle 00.,

Chicago—Woods electric vehicles.

Space 29, J. C. Brandes, New York—Cudeli

gasolene cars, made by Cudell & 00., Aix

1a Chapelle, Germany; motorettes, tour

ing cars, delivery wagons and trucks.

Space 30, Fanning Mfg. 00., Chicago, Ill—

Fanning electric vehicles, and also a new

gasolene car.

Spaces 49 to 52, Ralph Temple & Austrian

00.. Chicago, Iil.—Standard Motor Vehicle

C0.'s line of Standard cars, embodying sev

eral new features.

Spaces 77 and 7S, Friedman Automobile 00.,

Chicago—Friedman gasolene runabout,

with friction drive.

Spaces 97 and 98, Eckhart Carriage 00.,

Auburn, Ind.—Gasolene cars.

Space 99, Marble-Swift Automobile 00., Chi

cago—MarbIe-Swift gasolene car, with a

novel form of friction drive, employing

two discs instead of one.

Spaces 101 to 103, Wisconsin Wheel Works,

Racine Junction, Wis—Mitchell motor bi

cycles and a new gasolene car.

Space 107, Pittsburg Reduction 00., Pitts

burg, Pa.—A1uminum specialties.

 

Spaces 108 and 109, Jackson Automobile 00.,

Jackson, Mich.—Jaxon steam cars, having

three cylinder engines of novel construc

tion.

Space 111, Chelsea Mfg. 00., Chelsea, Mich.

—Chelsea cars.

Spaces 116 and 117—Louis M. Grant, Chi

cago.

Spaces 118 and 119, Columbus Motor Vehicle

00., Columbus, 0.—Columbus gasolene

cars.

Space 137, Briscoe Mtg. 00., Detroit, Mich.

Space 143, Carl Fisher, Indianapolis, Ind.—

Storm aprons, etc.

Spaces 140 and 147, K. Franklin Peterson,

Chicago—Cleveland-Canton Spring 00.,

Canton, 0., springs.

Spaces 148 to 151, P. J. Dasey & 00., Chi

sago—Western Motor 00., Logansport,

1nd., Rutenber gasolene motors.

Space 152, Brecht Automobile 00., St. Louis,

Mo.-—Running gears and automobile parts

of all kinds.

Space 157, Motor Development 00., Chicago.

Space 158, Warren Differential Gear 00.,

Muncie, Ind—Warner spur differential

gear. made in tour sizes,

Space 159, Barton Boiler 00., Chicago—Flash

boilers.

ern folk have so strongly inclined, then the

Western pulse—or pocket—must be in a bad

way.

The attendance at the show also should

prove in the nature of an index to the real

extent of the West’s awakening and interest

in automobiles. It is regrettable, but it is

nevertheless a fact. that none of the previous

shows at Chicago attracted the numbers that

were their due.

Viewed from this distance at this time, It

cannot be said that. coming after New York,

the Chicago show, whatever its influence 10

cally and tcrritorially, will add much, if any

thing, to the information of the trade or gen

eral public. The presence of three cars pro~

polled by friction drives, the Friedman, the

Union and the Swift-Marble, stand out as

the most distinguishing feature of the show,

and the one in which it differs most from

New York. But the principle of the friction

drive is not new, and the cars in question

will interest chiefly because they are unlike

the vast majority.

Excepting the Wisconsin Wheel Works car,

which has never been seen or shown, it

would seem that surprises or developments,

if any are discoverable, must be sought for

and dug out of the mass of smaller things

that will be displayed by the thirty-odd ex

hibitors of parts, sundries and accessories

whose wares were not displayed in New

York.

Space 161, Porter Storage Battery 00., Chi

cago—Porter storage batteries.

Space 162, Speedwell Automoblle 00., Mll

wuukee, Wis.~Speedwell gasolene cars.

Space 163, John F. McCanna 00., Chicago-—

Mechanical oiling machines.

Space 104, American Gasolene Motor 00.,

Chicago—Transmission gears.

--'I‘anks, mufflers, coolers, etc.

Space 166, Bartholomew 00., Peoria, Ill.—

Glide gasolene cars.

Space 167, Flint Automobile 00., Flint Mich.

—ltoadster gasolene runabouts.

Space 167, imperial WheelJVorks, Flint,

Mich—Imperial wheels.

Space 168, T. L. ’Iincher, Chicago.

Space 160, Chicago Motor Cycle 00., Chi

cago—Caloric hot air engines and vehicles,

Space 170, St. Louis Motor Carriage 00., St.

Louis, lilo—St. Louis gasolene cars.

Space 171, \Vagner Cycle 00., St. Paul, Minn,

—Waguer motocycle.

Space 17-, Standard Anti-Friction Equip

ment 00., New York—Be-no-ca tires.

Space 173, Mead Cycle 00., Chicago—cycles.

Space 174, Waterloo Gasolene Engine 00.,

Waterloo, Iowa—Gas engines and Duryea

gasolene cars.

Space 175, Union Automobile 00., Union City,
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Ind—Union gasolene cars, with a friction

drive that has been favorably commented

on.

Space 176, Chicago Storage Battery 00., Chi

cago—Storage batteries.

Space 178, Standard Carriage Lamp 00.,

Chicago—Lamps.

Space 179, Irwin, Tennant, Springfield, Ohio.

Space 180, G. W. Russell, Springfield, Ohio.

Space 182, Kammann Mtg. 00., Chicago.

Space 185, Racine Boat 00., Racine, Wis.—

Launches.

Space 186, Buffalo Electric Vehicle 00., But

i'alo, N. Y.—Electric vehicles.

Space 187. Lozier Motor Works, Plattsburg,

N. Y. — Lozier gasolene motors and

launches.

Space 188, Westerfield Motor 00., Anderson,

Ind.—Gasolene motors.

Space 193, Western Storage Battery 00., Ind

ianapolis, Ind—Storage batteries.

The following concerns which exhibited at

New York will also show at Chicago:

Spaces 1 to 4, Winton Motor Carriage 00.,

Cleveland, Ohio—Wiuton gasolene cars.

Spaces 5 to 8, Pardee & 00., Chicago—

Packard, American and Centaur gasolene

cars.

Spaces 9 and 10, F. B. Stearns 00., Cleve

land, Ohlo—Stearns gasolene cars.

Spaces 11 and 12, Geo. N. Pierce 00., But

falo, N. Y.—Pierce and Arrow gasolene cars.

Spaces 13 and 14, Studebaker Bros. Mtg.

00., South Bend, Ind—Studebaker electric

vehicles.

Spaces 15 and 16, Peerless Motor Car 00.,

Cleveland, Ohio—Peerless gasolene cars.

Spaces 55 and 56, General Automobile &

Mtg. 00., Cleveland, Ohio—General gasolene

cars.

Spaces 19 and 20, E. R. Thomas Motor 00.,

Buffalo, N. Y.—Buffalo gasolene cars.

Spaces 21 to 24, Electric Vchicle 00., Hart

ford, Conn—Columbia electric and gasolene

cars.

Spaces 25 to 28, Locomobile Co. of Amer

ica—Locomobile steam and gasolene cars.

Spaces 31 and 32, Apperson Bros. Automo

bile Co., Kokomo, Id.—Apperson gasolene

cars.

Spaces 33 and 34, Lindsay Automobile

Parts 00., Indianapolis—Running gears and

parts.

Spaces 35 and 86, Fredonia Mfg. 00.,

Youngstown, Ohio—Fredonia gasolene cars.

Spaces 45 and 46, Knox Automobile 00..

Springfield, Mass—Knox gasolene cars.

Spaces 47 and 48, Elmore Mtg. 00., Clyde.

Ohio—Elmore gasolene cars.

Spaces 49 to 52 and 65 to 68. Ralph Temple

& Austrian 00., Chicago—U. S. Long Dis

tance, Franklin, 0., G. & V. and Panhard

gasolene cars.

Spaces 53 to 56 and 69 to 72, International

Motor Car 00., Toledo, Ohio—Toledo steam

and gasolene and Waverley electric cars.

Spaces 57 and 58, Olds Motor Works, De~

trolt, Mich—Olds gasolene cars.

Spaces 59 and 60, Haynes-Apperson 00.,

Kokomo, Ind.—IIaynes-Apperson gasolene

cars.

Spaces 61 to 64, Cleveland Automobile 00.,

Cleveland, Ohio—Cleveland gasolene cars.

Spaces 75 and 76, Moyea Automobile 00.,

New York—Moyea gasolene cars.

Spaces 79 and 80, Prescott Automobile 00.,

New York—Prescott steam cars.

Spaces 81 and 82, Sidney B. Bowman, New

York—La France and Panhard gasolene cars.

Spaces 83 and 84, Frank P. Illsley, Chi

cago—Autocar and Northern gasolene cars.

Space 85, Shelby Motor Car 00., Shelby,

Ohio—Shelby gasolene cars.

Space 86, J. Stevens Arms and Tool 00.,

Chicopee Falls, Mass.-Stevens-Duryea gaso

lene cars.

Spaces 87 and 88, Thomas B. Jetfery, Ke

nosha, Wis—Rambler gasolene cars.

Spaces 89 and 90, National Motor Vehicle

00., Indianapolis, Ind—National electric ve~

hicles.

Spaces 91 and 92, Cadillac Automobile 00.,

Detroit, Mich.—Cadillac gasolene cars.

Spaces 93 and 94, Brandenburg Bros. &

Alliger, Chicago—Parts and fittings.

Spaces 95 and 96, Matheson Motor Car 00.,

Grand Rapids, Mich.—Mathes0n gasolene

cars.

Space 100, Kirk Mtg. 00., Toledo, Ohio—

Yale gasolene cars.

Space 106, Hartford Rubber Works 00.,

Hartford, Conn.-——Hartford, Dunlop and Tur

ner tires.

Space 110, Crest Mtg. 00., Cambridge,

Mass—Crestmobile gasolene cars.

Spaces 112 and 113, Conrad Motor Car

riage 00., Buffalo, N. Y.-—Conrad gasolene

cars.

Spaces 120 and 121, Jones-Corbin 00., Phil

adelphia, Pa.—Gasolene cars of handsome

appearance and novel runabout design.

Space 122, Electric Contract 00., New York

—Steam gauges, speedometer lights, etc.

Space 123, Electric Storage Battery 00.,

Philadelphia, Pa.——Exide storage batteries.

Space 124, Vecder Mtg. 00., Hartford,

Conn—Vecder odometers and tachometers.

Space 125, Shelby Steel Tube 00., Pitts

burg, Pa.~Shelby weldless steel tubing.

Space 126, Firestone Tire & Rubber 00.,

Chicago—Firestone solid rubber tires.

Space 127, Whitney Mtg. 00., Hartford,

Conn—Whitney Standard and Wizard

chains.

Space 128, Standard Welding Co., Cleve~

land, Ohio—Standard electrically welded tub

ing and parts.

Space 129, Grey & Davis, Amcsbury, Mass.

—Lamps.

Space 130, Joseph Dixon Crucible 00., Jer

sey City, N. J.—Lubricants.

Space 131, Rose Mtg. 00., Philadelphia,

Pa.—Lamps.

Space 132, Timken Roller Bearing 00.,

Canton, Ohio—Timken roller bearings.

Space 138, 20th Century Mtg. 00., New

York—20th Century oil and acetylene lamps.

Space 134, Fisk Rubber 00., Chicopee

Falls, Mass—Fisk single tube and detach

able tires.

Space 135, Brennan Mtg. 00., Syracuse,

N. Y.—-Brennan gasolene motors.

Space 136, R. E. Dietz 00., New York—

Lamps.

Spaces 139 and 139, Hoffman Automobile

Mtg. 00., Cleveland, Ohio—Hoffman gaso

lene cars.

Spaces 140 and 141, B. F. Goodrich 00..

Akron, Ohio—Goodrich detachable and single

tube tires.

Space I42, Badger Brass Mtg. 00., Keno

sha, Wis—Solar acetylene automobile lamps.

Spaces 144 and 145, G & J Tire 00.. In

dianapolis, Ind.—G & J detachable tires.

Spaces 146 and 147, Franklin K. Peterson.

Chicago—Baldwin chains, Brown-Lipe gears,

American roller bearings, Midgeley tubular

wheels.

Spaces 148 and 151, P. J. Dasey 00., Chi

cago—Dow coils and spark plugs, Apple ig

niters, Champion gears, Rutenber motors

and Sulamandrine boilers.

Space 153, Diamond Rubber 00., Akron,

Ohio—Diamond single tribe and detachable

tires.

Space 154, Merkel Mfg. 00., Milwaukee,

Wis.—Merkel motor bicycles.

Space 155, National Carbon 00., Cleveland,

Ohio—Columbia dry batteries.

Space 156, Westinghouse 00.'s Pub. Dept.,

Pittsburg, Pa.—-Westinghouse electric charg

ing apparatus.

Space 158, Muncie Wheel 8.: Jobbing 00.,

Muncie, Ind.-—Bann-Auto patent wheel.

Space 160, H. W. Johns-Manville 00., New

York—Asbestos specialties.

Space 165, Pope-Robinson 00., Hyde Park,

Mass.—-Pope-Robinson gasolene cars.

Space 177, H. B. Wick & 00., Youngstown,

Ohio—Wick gasolene cars.

Space 181, Searchmont Automobile 00..

Philadelphia, Pa.—Searchmont gasolene cars.

Spaces 183 and 184, American Darracq

Automobile 00., New York—Darracq gas0~

lene cars.

Space 189, E. J. Willis, New York—Motors

and parts and flora spark plugs.

Space 190, Motsinger Device Mtg. 00.,

Pcndleton, Ind.-—Auto-sparkers.

Space 191, Sandusky Automobile 00., San~

dusky, Ohio—Sandusky gasolene cars.

Space 192, A. H. Funke, New York—Kele

corn motors, Autolyte lamps, horns and

spark plugs.

Good Roads on a Great Scale.

Arrangements have been practically com

plcted for the Good Roads convention which

will be held at Chicago on February 20. The

preparations are on a most extensive scale.

The immense Auditorium has been engaged,

and 20,000 people are expected to attend. In

vitations for seats on the platform have been

sent to 2,000 people, among them being

nearly everybody 0t prominence politically

or officially in the country. Beginning with

President Roosevelt, the list goes down

through Congressmen, State legislators, mu

nicipal otficials, editors, railway officials, etc.

The list of invited speakers includes Con

gressman Brownlow, of Tennessee, intro

ducer of the Brownlow Good Roads bill; Sec

retary Leslie M. Shaw, Senators M. A. Han

na and Chauncey M. Depew, General Nelson

A. Miles, Sir Wilfrid Laurier, the Canadian

Premier; President W. H. Moore of the Good

Roads Association and Colonel Albert A.

Pope.
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AN AUTOMOBILE AIR SLED

Not' an lrridescrnt Dream But a Craft That

Really Moles and Totes.

It has been the subject of quip and jest

and has been joked about in the comic

papers ever since the donkey cart began to

be held up for m laugh as a “horseless car

riage,” but it is actually here at last—the

icc automobile

It is not the dream of a demented gnrret

inventor either, but u very practical con

trivnnce based upon sound scientific prin

ciples, and mechanically well constructed.

It is something that really promises a solu

tion to the problem of transportation in the

Frozen North.

It does not travel upon wheels, but, like

an iceboat, goes upon runners. It is driven,

like an airship, by a. screw propeller, beat

ing against the air, and this in turn is oper

ated by chain and sprocket transmission of

power from a. De Dion motor, like an every~

day, respectable automobile.

Hearing of the combination of such things

as airship, iceboat and automobile, one

would naturally be led to expect a foolish

"freak," but this new vehicle seems to have

all the essential qualities of a successful in

vention for practical use. It goes and it

carries passengers. Only one model has

been made, but this has carried three full

grown men at the rate of fifteen miles an

hour about a lake with only a 2% horse

power motor.

The combination creation ls the product

of J. B. Macduff, a staid, middleagcd Scotch

man, who has invented various successful

machines and is now in the real estate busi

ness in Brooklyn. It was an idea worked

out in his leisure time. He is not filled with

big ideas about it, and patents were not

taken out until it was found that it would

actually “mote” and some of the possibilities

of it were conceived. After it had been

tried and proven Mr. Macdutf christened it

the “pneumoslito,” meaning air sled, slito

being the German term for sled.

The original model was a little triangular

affair, with two propellors run by an electric

motor. The trial horse, so to speak, is a

car that has a platform twelve feet long by

four feet wide, one propellor four feet in

diameter and a 2% horse-power De Dion

motor. This was built for Mr. Mac-duff by

A. K. Schaap, in his automobile repair shop

at 1,740 Fulton-st, Brooklyn, and was com

pleted only a couple of weeks ago. A gen

eral view of it is shown in the accompanying

cut made from a photograph of it taken

while it was in use on the ice of a lake at

Iildgewood, L. I. The floor of the body is

made of stout wooden slat work, and a nar

row plank seat runs from the motor and pro

pellor to the front end, where the steersman

sits nstride the plank and guides the craft

by means of an ordinary pair of bicycle

handlebars. The flooring ls mounted upon

fonr'blg wooden skates, with steel blades in

them, and the front pair are constructed so

as to respond to the steering gear independ

cntly of the body. Levers for the sparking,

the mixer and the clutch are within reach

of the steersman, who sits with his legs pro

tected behind a wind shield, shaped like a

plough. The propellor is mounted in a

frame above the motor, and is connected by

a chain and sprocket gearing, geared one to

three. The four blades of the propellor are

rimmed at the periphery by a flat band of

their own width, which is riveted to the

blades, and revolves with them. This outer

rim and the shape of the blades or pitch of

the screw are the vital features of the con

struction, and hold the secret of the success

about it more enthusiastically than the in

ventor himself. He says that when it was

tried on the lake at Ridgewood it seemed

to make no difference whatever whether

there were two or three or half a dozen per

sons on it. It was run at the rate of about fif

teen miles an hour, and it is the opinion of

Mr. Schaap that twenty miles an hour can

be attained with it. When asked about run

ning against the wind or crossways to it,

Mr. Schaap remarked:

“Now that is one of the many pecuriar

thing about the aflair, and there are a lot

of queer phases to it. It seems to run just

about as fast across or into the wind as

against it, but when it goes into the wind

   

 

ful operation of the machine. According to

the inventor the construction prevents the

waste of any particle of air, every bit of

atmosphere which comes in contact with the

pl'opellot‘ being utilized for propulsion.

In getting under way the motor is started

at slow speed, and the clutch thrown in.

The propellur begins to revolve slowly, and

gradually gains headway. thn it has at

tained a certain velocity of revolution the

pneumoslito starts slowly, and it gains head

way as the propollor does, until the maxi

mum vclocity of revolution has been

reached, which in the case of this trial mn

chinc is 500 revolutions per minute. It is

impossible to start the craft with a. jerk, and

if the motor is simply stopped the vehicle

will come to a stop gradually and gently.

A brake is provided, however, that enables

the operator to bring the car to a stop in a

very short distance. '

Mr. Schaap, when he built the machine

to specifications, was frankly sceptical as

to its over being able to move itself, but he

has ridden on it since then, and he now talks

the number of revolutions increase, and the

motor runs faster. Another odd thing Is that

the propellor does not draw the air through

it, but seems to cut it out in chunks and

hurl it backward from it."

The latter remark was demonstrated to

a Motor World man by setting the motor

and propeller in motion as the machine stood

on the floor. Behind the propellor there was

a strong but fitful draught, as if the air

truly was being thrown backward in lumps,

but on the forward side of it there was no

perceptible suction.

The Motor World man found Mr. Macduff

busy with his real estate affairs, at 1,367

Broadway, Brooklyn. He is a quiet, untalk

ative man, seemingly wanting in enthusi

asm. He was asked what he proposed to

do with his “air-sled,” and replied:

“Well, if I get time, I would like to take

it up on the Hudson, where I could try it for

a mile straightaway. If I don‘t do this I

will take it up to Lake Hopatcong, where

I have a. place, and run it on the ice there.

This is a very crude affair, though, and I
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havedcsigns drawn for two others, with

steel propellor blades, one with an eight

horse-power motor and another with two

big motors and two propellers. This model

has wooden screw blades, metal bound, or

armored, as you might say. The pitch is

about right, though, and the rim works just

as it should, economizing every bit of air.

It Stevens had a propellor like that on his

airship it would work differently. That

propellor will do three or four times the

work that any of those used on any air

them for pleasure purposes, the same as ice

boats?"

“They are good enough for pleasure, but

there is a more practical side to them. I

am ivestigatiug the conditions of travel up

north, where there are seas of ice all the

year around. There is the Yukon River

frozen solid eight months in the year. There

is no reason why the pneumoslito should

not be introduced and made to revolutionize

travel in countries of that sort. They will

haul passengers and freight in a couple of

locity. The air would have to be travelling

faster than it does in a hurricane not to be

caught and used by the propellors. The

only trouble going against the wind will be

the resistance offered by the body of the car

and the passengers. The propellor oflers no

resistance, and there is almost a total ab

sence of friction in running over ice. With

the car built low and shaped to cut the

wind there will be very little holding back

by the wind."

“Why don’t you organize a company to

 
 

AS A CAR—SlDE-VIEW.

ship yet made will do. All my ideas are

not worked out in this machine though.

Surprised to find that it would run, were

you? Well, I suppose that it because it is

new to you. There is no reason why it

shouldn't run. I knew it would as soon as

I had time to have one built. No, I never

built anything in the airship line before,

but that can be done, now that motors hare

been so well developed. I have made a

number of inventions in machinery, and this

is an idea I have had for a long time. Those

other drawings, of the boat and the car are

just different adaptations of the idea, but

I haven’t had them built yet."

“What do you propose to do, just make

Siniz to Enlarge.

Plans are on foot to greatly extend the

operations of the Sintz Gas Engine CO.,

which was removed from Grand Rapids to

Detroit about a year ago. To carry out the

plans the present capital stock of $65,000

will be increased and other Detroit capital

ists interested. At the annual election of

the company, recently held, Directors E. E.

Barber and James Bayne, of Grand Rapids.

who were active in the company before its

removal, retired. Ora J. Mulford was suc

ceeded as secretary by E. B. Finch.

 

Trying to Organize in Scranton.

Efforts are being made to organize an au

tomobile company at Scranton, Pa. J. H.

Brooks, A. P. Bedford, C. M. Florey and

others are interested in the movement, the

purpose being to conduct a general auto

mobile business. The intention is to haVe

a salesroom, livery and repair shop, and

ultimately to possibly engage in the manu

facture of automobiles.

Making an Effort in Aitlcboro.

Efforts are being made to organize a com

pany at North Attleboro for the manufact

ure of gasolene automobiles. Capitalists in

Providence, Pawtucket and Attleboro are

said to be interested in the project. The fac

tory may be located at P'lainville, which is

two miles from North Attlehoro.

FRONT Vl EW.

hours further than dogs can take them on

sleds in a day’s journey. As I have said, I

am investigating the conditions of travel in

the icebound regions, to see what the difli

culties are and what facilities there are for

craft of this sort. There are thousands of

miles of frozen rivers and lakes in the north

we know, and lines of travel now closed

could be opened and maintained over tracks

made ready by Nature, connecting many

cities and towns by air-sled rapid transit."

“Will it travel against a stifl wind?"

“Well, you have seen how the air slides

through it in front. Propellors run by ten

horse-power motors would run at 1,200 rev

olutions a minute, and that is hurricane ve

Raised Duty on Clement.

Reappraisements have been made on a

number of the machines that were brought

into the country at the time of the show and

passed hurriedly through the Custom House.

A. Clement is one the principal victims of

the readjustment. One of the Clement 16

horsepower machines that was entered at

10.300 francs was advanced in value by Ap

praiser Whitehead to 11,200 francs, and this

has been sustained by the Board of General

Appraisers. There were similar advances

on other machines. the total of increase in

assessments amounting to $531.

 

Nelson. Incorporates in Iowa

Among recent newcomers in the manufact

uring field is the Nelson Gas Engine and

Automobile Co. of Harlan, Iowa. Articles

of incorporation for this concern, with a cap

ital of $50,000, have just been filed with the

Iowa Secretary of State.

 

Banker Lease: a Building.

Largely increased facilities have been Se

cured by A. U. Banker, the Chicago dealer.

He has leased the six story and basement

building at Nos. 456 to 460 Wabash avenue,

and will hereafter use it for his entire busi

ness.
 

Toledo and Conrad cars will hereafter be

handled by the H. J. Koehler Sporting Goods

Co., Newark, N. J.
A.j_

AS A BOAT.

built them for practical purposes of trans

portation, as you suggest?"

“Well, I haven’t got that far along yet.

I haven't given much time to the matter,

but all that will come in time."

The accompanying cuts show a side view

of the car mentioned, with the propellors at

the rear, a front view of the same and a

side elevation of the boat, designed to be

used in conjunction with the car in the open

seas of the polar regions. In the photo

graphic cut the propellor is running, and the

machine is just getting under headway, and

it will be seen by the way the overcoat of

on the man in the rear is blowing that the

sled is moving obliquely in the wind.

One More in Cleveland,

The Star Automobile Mfg. Co. is a recent

addition to the number of Cleveland, Ohio,

manufacturing concerns. It has just leased

property at No. 184 Kinsman street. There

it will build the Star gasolene car, an 8

horsepower single cylinder horizontal engine,

The officers are H. H. Hodell, president;

James A. Matthews, vice-president; W. A.

Dutton, secretary and treasurer; G. R. A1

baugh, superintendent, and J. H. Van Dorn

and F. Schneider, directors. '

P“ New Station in Buffalo.

An automobile station has been opened at

No. 59 Franklin street, Buffalo, N. Y., by

the Centaur Motor Vehicle CO., of that city.

A general agency business will be con

ducted, and all types of cars will be looked

after. The station is entirely separate from

the company‘s manufacturing department.

Cadillac and Yale cars will be sold, and per

haps several other lines.

 

Indianapolis Show Abandoned.

Indianapolis dealers having been unable to

find a suitable building in which to hold an

automobile show, the project has been aban

doned. The Fischer Automobile Co. will,

however, hold a show of their own. Their

new establishment, in North Illinois street,

will be completed next month, and April_1

has been set for an elaborate opening.
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MERCEDES FEATURES

Despite Effort at Secrecy Some Details Leak out

but They are not Strikineg Novel.

 

Profound secrecy has hitherto been pre

served regarding the new Mercedes cars. The

automobile world has been all agog over

them. and rumors of various kinds have

been circulated. Would they this year, as

they did last, come forward with new feat

ures worthy of being extensively copied?

From the Allgemeine Automobil Zeitung

comes the first illustrated details that can

by any means be regarded as authentic.

1'53' are meagre enough, and touch on only

a few features. As far as these go—wlth

the exception of the readily removable in

take valves—there is nothing revolutionary

or even particularly startling in them.

Two models, i. e., a 60 and an 18 horse—

power, are receiving much attention. In

both the engine is of the four cylinder type,

cast in pairs. A noticeable alteration is the

placing of the inlet valves directly in the

centre of the cylinder head.

of unusually large size, as will be seen by

a glance at Fig. 1. in which the valve in one

cylinder is shown in place, while that of the

other is lying on the ground. The inlet

valves are mechanically operated, but the

actual details of the arrangement adopted

have not yet been made public. The placing

of the inlet valvct in a central position is

'claimed not only to concentrate the force

of the explosion on the piston, but leaves one

side of the cylinder free for the magneto

ignition gear.

A new carburettor is being adopted; this is

smaller than the 1902 pattern, and, while

giving a perfect mixture, allows the motor

to be run at even a slower speed than last

year’s type. Owing to the patents not yet

being secured, no information with regard to

its construction can as yet be given.

Passing now to the transmission mechan

ism. the clutch has been entirely remodelled.

Figs. 2 and 3 show the arrangement so clear

ly that little description is necessary. The

flywheel, it will be noticed, is still made in

the form of a fan, while the clutch is of

the expanding segment type. As the sleeve

on which the male cone is mounted is pushed

forward by means of the clutch pedal it is

at the same time. by the action of spiral

guides. given a rotary motion, this being

conveyed through the toothed segments to

the clutch, which is thus expanded or con

tracted as desired.

It is the intention of the Cannstatt con

cern to build a number of racing Mercedes

ears. These will have four cylinder engines,

developing 80 horsepower at a speed of from

1,000 to 1.200 revolutions a minute. the di

ameter of the cylinders being 177 millimetres

by 150 millimetres stroke. The capacity of

the cylinders in the 40 horsepower car is

1.640 cubic centimetres. in the 1903 60 horse

power car it is 2.052 cubic centimetres, and

The valves are 7

in the 80 horsepower racers 3,404 cubic centi

metres: it will thus be seen that the motor

of the new racer has a capacity of more than

  

COOLlNG FAN.

double that of last year‘s 40 horsepower ve

hicle.

The weight of the frame, springs and axles

has been further reduced. and at the same

time the strength and rigidity of the same

  

ENGINE SHOWING INTAKE VALVES.

have been increased. The cooling surface

of the radiator has been doubled by a new

method of arranging the tubes without in

creasing the volume.

The 60 horsepower car will have four cyl

  

CLUTCH.

inders. the diameter being 140 millimetres

by 150 millimetres, as compared with the

118 millimetre by 150 millimetre cylinders of

the 1902 40 horsepower engine. In addition

to the 60 horsepower car already referred to,

an 18 horsepowar vehicle is being introduced

for the 1903 season; it will be fitted with a

four cylinder engine, developing from 18 to

25 horsepower, the car, complete with ton

neau body, weighing 750 to 800 kilos.

The frame will be. as in 1902. of the

pressed steel type. The axles undergo a

change, being 'i‘ shaped instead of round. In

view of the demand for Mercedes cars the

Cannstatt company are making preparations

for considerably increasing their output, and

instead of building fifteen cars a month, as

at present, they will soon be able to turn

out forty.

Carburetters in Cold Weather.

If any difficulty is experienced with the

carburetter during raw weather it will prob

ably be remedied by bringing it closer up to

the engine. In cases where it is placed at

some distance away and low down a draught

of a heavily laden moist atmosphere is drawn

into the carburetter, and on its passage to

the cylinder becomes~drled to some extent

and thus gets rid of the moisture contained

in the air. This moisture, in the form of

water, drops to the bottom of the carburet

ter, and in a short time accumulates suiti

ciently to interfere seriously with its work

ing.

If the gasolene tank can be raised to a po

sition high enough to feed the spirit by

gravity to the carburetter a great advan

tage will he gained by shortening the pipe

so as to bring the carburetter nearer to the

heads of the cylinder, where, by the heat

given off, the air becomes drier and more

capable of taking up the spirit than a damp

atmoSphere. In making any conversion of

this description it is always well to have all

necessary curves made as broad as posible,

avoiding all short bends, whereby the induc

tion power of the motor is decreased, thus

considerably affecting the power of the car

buretter when of the jet spray type.

 

Morgan Talks Motor Trucks.

At Worcester, Mass, last week the Suc

cess Club of the Y. M. C. A. enjoyed a talk

on motor vehicles. The speaker was Ralph

Morgan. of the Morgan Motor Co., who con

fined his remarks to heavy vehicles for

trucking purposes. He was listened to with

close attention, and at the close the mem

bers of the club asked many questions re

garding constructional details.

 

Waverley Touring Car Coming.

It is understood that the International Mo

tor Car Co. is about to place on the market

an electric tonneau car. It was not com

pleted in time for the shows, but will make

its appearance in a few weeks.

Wells no Longer With Prescott.

II. M. Wells is no longer with the Prescott

Motor Carriage Co. He severed his connee

tion with the Passaic concern several weeks

ago.

The Pioneer Automobile Co. will occupy

the entire four floors of the building at No.

(A West Thirty-eighth street, this city.
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Stop and Think

of the necessary qualifications of a good automobile,

and you will have an accurate description of the

TOUG CAR
RELIABILITY—ACCESSIBILITY—SIMPLILJTY

are it’s earmarks. You may pay more money but you

cannot buy a better carriage than the Rambler for

$750.

Equal in service to the $2,500 kind, but a one-third the

price. Our catalogPue fully explains its merits; shall

we send you one

THOMAS B. JEFFERY 8: CO.,

KENOSHA, WISCONSIN.

Spaces 87 and 88 at Chicago Automobile Show.
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ROAD RACING RIVIVAL

Long Island Automobile Club Plans a One

Hundred Mile Evmt.

 

 

Although the accident of last year at the

speed trials on Staten Island put a blight

upon road racing for the rest of 1902, there

is no reason why it should continue to do so.

Railed locomotives run amuck and slay hun

dreds, jockeys are killed on the horse

tracks, the trolley and the truck claim their

victims regularly in greater number than

the automobile, as has been shown by statis

tics in the Motor World. One unfortunate

accident oes not p'ressage any more, but

rather guarantees greater precaution against

them. The straightaway road test is the

natural and eminently the fittest one for an

automobile. The highway is its province,

and the track is not.

Automobilists have not tried to get per

mission for road races since last May, but

there is no reason why they should not do

so and why the permission should not be

granted. Road races are almost necessary

in the development of this now most im

portant industry. The great interest taken

in them is evident from the manner in which

European contests are watched. It is a re

buke to the American spirit of progreSS and

liberallty that all the contests of this sort

should be held on the other side of the At

lantic.

Considering these things, it is good news

that the Long Island Automobile Club is

planning a road race for the spring. The

news of this was learned by 9. Motor World

man in a telephone conversation with one of

the officials of the club, the tenor of which

was in this wise:

“It’s getting along toward April. Is the

Long Island Club going to have any reli

ability run this spring?”

“Oh, no! Reliability runs are out of fash

ion now, you know. There will be some

thing else doing this spring, though.”

“What is that, a race meet?"

“Something of the sort.”

“Where, at the Brighton track?”

“0, dear, no—on the road, I guess."

“On the road! On Long Island?”

I‘Yes‘II

“\Vliat distance?"

“One hundred miles—the course will prob

ably be one of flfty‘miles, with a turn."

“Is that settled?”

“Well, we are Working on it now—working

to get the permission, that is—and it looks

very hopeful at present.”

Street Sprinkling Reform Likely.

According to the latest gossip from the

statesmen of the New York City Hall, there

will be no attempt made by the Board of

Aldermen to pass the Marks sprinkling ordi

nance over the veto of Mayor Low. It is

deemed more probable that the ordinance

will be amended or a substitute introduced

conforming to the ideas of the Mayor, which

are in a line with the provisions of the Oat

nian ordinance placing the sprinkling in

charge of the Department of Street Cleaning.

The difficulty is that to make the desired

change a new bond issue for about $500,000

will be necessary, and the present adminis

tration does not. want to increase the tax

rate by doing so this year. In the mean

time there is no provision tor sprinkling the

city after next May, but this probably will

be provided for by a bill authorizing the

Street Cleaning Department to make con

tracts for the work for one year only, so

that next year a bill putting the whole mat

ter in the hands of the Commissioner can be

again introduced. An efiort will be made,

however, to overcome the objections to mak

ing a bond issue and to take the Oatman

ordinance out of committee and have it

passed.

TO DOWN THE DUST

Test for That Purpose Suggested—Factors in

- Creating Discomfort on the Road.

It has been suggested by English autoists

that a series of trials with seven or eight

cars for the purpose of thoroughly investi

gating the dust nuisance would be oi! great

interest, and possibly add to the sum of

knowledge upon the subject. It is pretty

generally rec0gnizcd that a very low built

car, any serious deviation from truth in the

tires or wheels, a bent frame which causes

the wheels to drag, very large tires and an

exhaust which beats upon the ground are

all causes which add to the raising of dust,

but it is equally certain that a car which

possesses none of these particular features

will also raise a great deal of dust.

If a small car is taken which possesses

one or more of the dust raising properties it

may, in an extreme case, make almost as

much dust as a large car, but speaking of

the average, there is no doubt Whatever that

the larger and faster the car the greater

will be the dust cloud.

There appears a tendency in some quarters

to infer that the small machines are worse

than the large ones. This, unfortunately,

is not the case.

In some respects these suffer more than

any other users of the road, as they may be

running at five-eighths the speed of the fast

car which overtakes "and passes them, and

the consequence is they remain In its dust

very much longer than slower moving traffic.

In fact, it is a common thing to see the own

crs of the lower paced vehicles slackening

down to walking speed for a quarter of a_

mile after being passed by one of the dust

lifting monsters, so as to get out of its track

as soon as possible. '
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LOOK TO THE GEAR!

Why They Require Occasion inspection and the

Sort of Attention They Merit.

 

 

Speed change gears are a part of the car

that should be looked after intelligently. An

inspection will show whether this has been

done. The teeth of the wheels should show

a brightly burnished surface on the faces,

but not necessarily on the tops and bottoms.

By “faces” is meant the breadth of the teeth

which engage with the opposite wheel. If

they show as brightly here as they do on

the faces they have been intermeshed too

deeply in the first place, and there is lively '

to be excessive wear. If they show dark or

lightly touched surfaces, they have been

correctly set, and they should be in good

running order; in fact, they will probably

be better than new. Each of the wheels

should be looked at all the way round to

ascertain that no teeth are broken.

If the sliding type of gear—that is, a type

where the wheels are slid into engagement

sidewise—be in the car under notice, the

edges of the teeth should be looked to. If

the car has been in good hands the teeth

will show brightly on their engaging sides;

but if the driver has been at all clumsy it

will probably be found that the teeth are

badly chipped at these points. The speed

changing movements should all be closely

watched while manipulating the actuating

lever. The wheels on the sliding sleeve

should move deliberately and accurately into

their corresponding wheel—that is, provided

the teeth are not opposite one another. The

edges of the wheels should be in a perfect

line, not one overhanging the other; if this is

the case, it indicates a lot of lost motion in

the connections between the sleeves and the

actuating lever.

A certain amount of latitude is permissi

ble here. but the movement should not be’

more than what might be termed “a little

free." If there is a lot of "backlash" there

is something wrong somewhere, and it

should be carefully looked for with a view

to correction. If the total width of one

wheel exceeds that of the other, as is some

times the case, particularly with the revers

ing gear. then it does not follow that some

thing must necessarily be wrong.

 

Ei'lect of Oil on Rubber.

Much has been said about the injurious

effect of oil on rubber, and fears have been

expressed that oiled roads would ruin the

tires of automobiles that pass over them.

It is, however, only certain classes of oils

that are deleterious. and mineral oils are

not among the number. A German rubber

expert found that all the effect that mineral

oil had on a vulcanized rubber made from

90 per cent. pure Para and 10 of sulphur

was to cause it to swell to such a small

extent that after five days' complete con

stant immersion it had only increased about

42 per cent.; in other words, a cubic inch

had swollen to one and two-fifths cubic

inches. This was, however, the mere in

terposition of the particles of oil in the

pores ofthe crude rubber, and which, no

doubt, could easily be expelled through

squeezing it.

It is quite a different matter, however,

as regards rancid animal and vegetable oils

and fats, which act very energetically and

dcleteriously on rubber. Even linseed oil,

by inducing oxidation, causes rubber to

resinify.

 

Columbia Institutes a Course.

After repeated rumors to the effect that

Columbia University is to have an automo

bile course have been circulated and de

nied, it is now officially admitted that such

a course is to be introduced in the near

future. The course will be designated as

that of “Traction Engines and Automobile

Carriages." It will consist of three lectures

a week delivered by Professor Frederick R.

Hutton, dean of the School of Applied Sci

ence. The lectures will deal with rolling

stock, self-propelling road engines, railway

engines and automobiles of all sorts.

Among the special subjects to be treated

are signal systems, bell, whistle and head

light, capacities and structure, effect as

limitations on power or haul, drawbars and

couplers, water stations and motors other

than steam.

The course will begin with an estimated

enrolment of thirty students. If the attend

ance justifies it the course will be extended

next year.

 

Keeping Down Repair Bills.

Repair bills are usually a pretty good in

dex to the care and intelligence bestowed

upon a car. It is the first duty to learn how

to keep down expenses. When the multi

plicity of parts that are in a car are con—

sidered, you can readily understand that

when one part (which is always connected

to another part) becomes loose or shaky that

it in turn 'will loosen or destroy the accurate

working of another part, which in turn will

make a bad working engine or machine.

Every part should be gone over at least

(.nce a day to see that everything is tight

or properly adjusted, for the reason that

when a looseness is discovered and reme

died im'mcdiately it has saved a repair bill.

lf you fail to do this you must expect to

pay your repair man more than necessary

to keep your automobile in proper repair,

and the repairsman is not to blame for it.

 

Helps get the Explosion.

In starting a car after a cold night it

should be remembered that every ineffectual

turn of the crank does some good. The

congealed oil causes the engine to respond

slowly, but a few turns warms it sufficiently

to enable the welcome explosion to come

finally.

DELIVERIES FREER

Cart now Coming Through in Good Shape—

New York Stores Able to Meet Calls.

 

 

Stocks, ready for immediate delivery, are

in somewhat better supply in New York

City now from what they were a few weeks

ago. Especially is this true with regard to

imported cars. The new Mors cars can be

had promptly from the Central Automobile

00., of No. 1,684 Broadway; Barry & Hayes,

of No. 33 East Fifty-eighth street, have half

a dozen of the new Georges Richard cars

nearly free of the Custom House formali

ties; the American Darracq 00., of No. 652

Hudson street, have a shipment due in a

few days, while Smith & Mabley have Pan

hards ready for the road at short notice.

No new Wintons can be kept on hand by

Manager Owen at the Winton branch in

East Fifty-eighth street, but shipments are

being made regularly from the factory. At

the Banker Bros.’ handsome place at No. 141

West Thirty-eighth street there are a dozen

of the new model Peerless cars ready to be

taken right away by the purchaser, though

the stock has been reduced by the sale of

eight cars within the last few days. One of

the buyers of the 35 horsepower 1903 Peer

less is Milo M. Belding, jr., of the silk trust,

who ran a 1902 car last year. The demand

for Oldsmobiles is as steady as a rainfall in

the store at No. 138 West Thirty-eighth

street, but prompt shipments are being made.

Homan & Schulz, at No. 134 West Thirty

eighth street, are having a brisk demand for

the rugged Northern runabout, but manage

to make prompt deliveries. The demand for

the gas Locomobiles is crowding the factory

to its utmost, but the capacity of this big

plant is elastic. Ramblers are coming along

in good shape to the Wanamaker store, as

are also Searchmonts and so on. \Vithout

enumeration, it may be said that at present

there is a goodly number of the New York

branches ready to make immediate or very

prompt deliveries, but the demand is quick

ening, and those who want cars for use in

the early spring will be 'unwise to be dila

tory in placing their orders.

 

Echo of the Bubble-Burst.

An echo of that gigantic fiasco known as

the International Power ()0. was heard last

week. Deputy Sheriff Campbell, of this

city. recch'ed an attachment for $39,350

against the Pioneer Power Co. of London

in favor of Walter H. Knight, of New York,

on assigned claims for ten electric vans, one

\‘it‘tOl‘ltl. two broughams and one omnibus.

sold to the company on May 16 last by

Joseph II. Hoadley for $27,350, and for three

steam auto-trucks sold to the company by

the International Power Co. for $12,000, no

part of which has been paid. The attach

ment was served on C. S. Drummond, a di

rector oi’ the Pioneer Power 00., and on Mr.

Hoadley.
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HARKNESS IN PARIS-MADRID

Cabicd his Entry This Week—His Specially

Built Car Rapidly Nearing Completion.

It is evident that H. S. Harkness, of New

York, expects to have his new cup race car

finished in ample time for the contest, should

he be selected by the committee, for he has

cabled to France his entry for the Paris

Madrld race of May 24. Mr. Harkness bids

fair to become one of the foremost of this

country's automobile racing enthusiasts. He

made his debut in the sport at Brighton

Beach last August, where he drove his 40

horsepower Mercedes to victory in several

races. He is now having built a car of

special pattern designed by himself.

With the possible exception of Barney

Oldfield, no man ever came more quickly to

the front as a daring and skilful chaufleur

than Harkness. Until the Brighton Beach

meeting last August he was entirely un

known.

In common with many other drivers of this

kind—Fournier and W. K. Vanderbilt being

notable examples—Harkness runs his car in

a manner that seems to be reckless and even

careless. Yet accidents almost never hap

pen to such men. They take chances, but

only when there is a margin of safety, and

then it is their marvellous manipulation of

their cars that brings them through in safety,

Nothing escapes them and every move is

carefully calculated.

“Sporty blood” runs in the Harkness veins.

Harkness senior is a Standard Oil magnate.

who views his son’s proclivities with a par

tial eye. The junior has followed many

branches of sport, among them, some years

ago, being bicycle racing, he having had

quite a career on the track. He has thrown

himself into automobile racing with the en

thusiasm that characterizes him, and is very

much in earnest in his desire to contest for

the Bennett cup.

Racing and Talk of Racing.

There is considerable talk of racing in the

air, and prospects for a lively season in this

respect. Messrs. Fournier and \Vinton

started the big racing talk, but these

worthies are not to have the field to them

selves by any manner of means. The idea

very properly has got into the heads of a

number of manufacturers that racing their

cars will be a good thing, and, while no one

at present cares to speak definitely of his

plans. it is expected that most of the new

concerns. such as the Moyea, Matheson, Pa

nam, and also several of the older makers,

will be to the front with racing machines.

It is known that the Peerless people are

having built a duplicate of the car that has

been entered for the cup race—and, by the

by, this will be of about 80 horsepower»- and

that this car will be on hand ready to get

into anything there is going in the way of a

race meet. This duplicate car will be de

livered in New York in about a month to

Manager 0. J. Wridgway, of the Banker

Bros.’ store. and will be kept there, stripped

to racing form, “just to run errands," as

Manager Wridgway puts it. “'Waily" Owen,

0f the Moyea company, is another who is

likely to be seen on the racing track during

the year. John Wilkinson, of Syracuse, is

another who promises to break into the

game with a special racing car, which he

says he will be willing to back against Four

‘ nier. “’inton, Jarrott or any of them. In

fact, it looks as if there would be. plenty of

material to justify the formation of a racing

circuit.

 

To Philadelphia, not Lakewood.

Owing to the probability of the run to

Lakewood and back, as projected by the

Automobile Club for February 21-23, leading

through a sea of red New Jersey mud, the

programme for the first outing of the year

has been changed by the Tours and Runs

Committee of the club. It was learned

that from Old Bridge to Lakewood, a dis

tance of about thirty-five miles, there is a

stretch of road which after a thaw breaks

up into a bog of red mud, deep and heavy

enough to mire the lighter class of automo—

blles. It was thought discreet, therefore,

not to take chances on the weather and run

the risk of having the trip spoiled by mis

haps in the mud.

The destination for the first run has ac

cordingly been changed from Lakewood to

Philadelphia. The trip from New York will

be an informal one, each participant start

ing when he pleases and going by any route

he prefers. The route suggested by the com

mittee, though, and the one likely to be

taken by most of the members, is by way of

the Twenty-third street ferry to the Hudsnn

County Boulevard, then to Bergen Point,

across the ferry to Staten Island, along to

Tottenville. and by ferry back to New Jersey

again at Perth Amboy, and then through

New ,Brunswick and Trenton to Camden and

Philadelphia. The participants will rendez

vous at the Bellevue Hotel on Saturday

night, where a banquet will be served. Sun

day will be spent in trips about the city, and

the run to New York will begin on Monday

morning. The run will have a pacemaker,

and arrangements are to be made by which

the members will be spared annoyance from

the. police on account of the new license law

of the Quaker City.
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HIS KINGDOM FOR A HORSE.

RIFLES FOR “ RED DEVILS ”

Connecticut Legislator Waxes Wroth at a Meet

ing Called to Consider his Bc-Gosh Bill.

It is peculiarly appropriate that Represent

ative Warren, the introducer of the bill in

the Connecticut legislature restricting the

use of the automobile, places himself on rec

ord in the matter. He declared last week

that it might be a “good idea to use a rifle

in some. instances to bring the Red Devils

down to a proper speed."

His remarks, which were made in the

Hartford Capitol at a meeting of about sixty

of the “farmer” members of the legislature,

met with general approval, according to the

Hartford Post.

The meeting was held to discuss in an in

formal manner the advisability of having

the law in regard to the speed limit on coun

try roads amended so as to give greater pro

It was

enlivened by very general remarks on the

tection to farmers and their teams.

part of the members present regarding the

recklessness of drivers of automobiles in

running them at a high rate of speed. The

indifference of the autonlobilist was gener

ally condemned. and Representative Warren,

of Lyme, who has introduced a bill in the

House for licensing and regulating the speed

of automobiles, suggested that each ma—

chine bc numbered on the rear as a means

of identifying it in case of any damage be—

ing caused by horses becoming frightened

or other accident happening through the

high rate of speed at which they were run.

He. remarked that it might be a good idea

to use a rifle in some instances to bring the

"Red Devils" down to a proper speed. His

remarks met with general approval.

A committee of four Representatives was

appointed by Representative Bowen, of

“’ondsiock. who presided, to formulate a

bill on the matter and to take under con

sideration any other mailers of interest

which may come before the General As

sembly.

The. following is the committee appointed:

Representatives Savage, of Mansfield; Staub,

of New Milford; Case, of Barkhamsted, and

“’arren, of Lyme.

 

Sixty Within the Hour.

Speeds at the rate of more than a mile a

minute have frequently been reached on an

automobile. the mile of M. Angueries being

but slighin under ninety miles an hour.

l‘ntii last summer, however, sixty miles

within an hour had not been accomplished——

at least not over a measured course and

with uninlpcachahle timing. In the Ar

tll‘llllt‘S circuit race Baron Pierre de (h'aw‘

hcz accomplished the feat, although he

failed to finish the race.
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SENSIBLE LAW IN JERSEY

A Substitute Introduced for the Scovei Bill That

Seems Fairer All Around.

Bowing to the storm of protests raised on

the presentation of his automobile measure

in the New Jersey legislature, Representa

tive Scovel, of Camden, is willing to com

promise the matter. At a meeting held on

Monday a new bill was roughly blocked out

and will shortly be introduced. It will con

tain a registration clause and a clause re

quiring autoists to stop on signal. In other

respects it is an admirable measure, calling

for speeds.0f ten miles in the towns and

twenty miles in the country. It appears to

be satisfactory to all concerned, and sure of

passage.

The conference was held on Monday night,

when Representative Scovell met Karl G.

ltoebling and John S. Broughttm, represent

ing the New Jersey Automobile Club. The

result of the conference was practically an

agreement to have the committee which now

has the custody of the Scovel bill report a

substitute which will atford ample protection

to the users of the public highways and not

work hardship to the automobilists.

On public highways in the built up por

tions of cities the rate of speed is not to ex

ceed ten miles an hour, and in rural districts

the maximum rate of speed is to be twenty

miles an hour. Physicians and surgeons,

while actually going to or returning from

professional calls, are not to be restricted to

this speed when the emergency may require

them to go at a faster rate.

Under the projected law every operator of

a motor vehicle shall, at the signal from a

person riding or driving a restive horse or

team, cause the motor to _remain stationary

so long as may be necessary to permit the

team to pass.

It is provided that the term “motor Ve

hiele" shall include automobiles and all

other vehicles propelled otherwise than by

muscular power, excepting the cars of elec

tric and steam railways and other vehicles

running only upon rails. Bicycles, tricycles

and other vehicles propelled exclusively by

muscular pedal power are specifically ex

cluded.

Every resident of the State who owns a

motor vehicle, and every nonresident owner

whose motor vehicle is driven in the State,

shall file in the office of the Secretary of

State a statement containing the owner's

name and address, together with a brief de

seription of the character of the machine,

and shall pay a registration fee of $1 for

each vehicle. In return a certificate will be

issued by the Secretary of State for each ve

hielc.

Besides this certificate the owner must

have the initials of his name and the num

ber of his license upon the back or side of

each vehicle, so as to be plainly visible, the

letters to be at least three inches in height

and the number to be not less than two inches

in height. Every motor vehicle will be re

quired to carry from one hour after sunset

until one hour before sunrise at least two

white lights, visible at least 200 feet in front

and at least one red light, visible from the

rear. Every vehicle must also be provided

with g00d brakes and suitable bell, horn or

whistle.

By complying with these requirements the

owners of motor vehicles are to have the

same rights and privileges as are accorded

to the owners and drivers of carriages pro

pelled by horses. Automobllists cannot be

prohibited from the use of any public streets,

avenues, roads, driveways, parkways [or

other public place by any local regulation.

For violating any provisions of the act the

offender will be fined $25, to be paid to the

Overseer of the Poor. Justices of the peace,

police magistrates and recorders shall have

jurisdiction to try and punish all offenders.

An appeal may be taken to the Court or

Common Pleas.

Licensing and Tagging the Quakers.

Philadelphia automobile owners are com

plying very slowly with the requirements of

the ordinance approved by the Mayor on

December 26 last, which make it mandatory

upon owners of automobiles to take out li

censes from the Bureau of Boiler Inspec

tion. Up to the end of last week only fifty

three of these licenses had been issued, and

blue enamelled signs, seven inches long and

four inches wide, were given to such of the

owners and chaufi’eurs as applied. In one

corner is the year and in another the num

ber of the license.

These licenses and signs are to be issued

annually in the future, and the bureau of

ficials are anxious that automobile owners

comply with the requirements of the law.

The matter of the inspection of the machines

themselves, as manufactured, has not been

undertaken as yet, as it was thought to be

more important to attend to the licensing of

the operators themselves.

 

Globe-Girdling Tour Abandoned.

An inglorlous ending of the globe girdling

expedition of the “Passe Partout" has come

about. The car is stranded at Nijni-‘iov

gorod, Russia, and the trip has been defl

nitely abandoned. No other outcome could

have been expected. With perfect manage

ment even the scheme was a visionary one;

but it seems to have had no chance what

ever, being lacklng in every requisite for

success, even the sinews of war—money—not

having been provided.

It is rumored, too. that Dr. Lehwess. the

leader of the expedition. has been brought

low by one of Cupid‘s darts. A fair Musco

vite maiden is, so it is said. to be led to the

altar, which may account in part for the

doctor’s willingness to call the trip oil.

VISCIOUS QUAKER LAW

Excessive Tax Proposed in Pennsylvania Under

the Guise oi a Good Roads Bill.

In a “good roads” bill introduced in the

Pennsylvania legislature is nasty blow at the

automobile is aimed. This bill, which failed

of passage last year, has been prepared by

Arthur Kirk, of Sharpsburg, Pa. Any merit

it may possess as a measure intended to

further the cause of road betterment is viti

ated by the savage attack it makes on the

mechanically propelled vehicle.

vSection 38 of the bill provides that “every

owner or user of an inanimate motive power

propelled, road travelling vehicle shall annu

ally pay to his or her county treasurer (ex—

cept makers) $20 on or before the first day

of April each year, or $3 per month for any

fraction of a year. For which he or she

shall be given a licensed figured plate by

his county engineer, which must be conspicu

ously attached on the left side of the ve

hicle so that its number ,can be easily read

while the vehicle is in motion, and if the

above license fee is not paid before the

tenth of each year 50 cents for each month

or fraction of a month. The above license

fee, with cost of collection and all penalty

for non-payment of license shall be paid to

the informer who made information that ii

cense for that year has not been paid."

The bill is a good one to mark for defeat,

or at all events for amendment.

 

Senator Grim, of Bucks County, last week

introduced a bill in the Pennsylvania legis

lature providing for the registration of an

tomobiles, licensing the operator and limit

ing the speed to eight miles an hour. The

bill requires the operator to take out a cer

tificate in every county through which he

runs his machine.

 

Wisconsin Legislature Hard at it.

Legislators of the Badger State are now

trying their hands at automobile laws. Last

week Assemblyman Moldenhauer, of MI]

waukee, introduced a measure providing for

the registration and regulation of automo

biles. All such vehicles are to be registered

with the Secretarv of State. and whenever

approaching a team drawn by horses must

either come to a full stop or proceed slowly

so as not to give fright. They must be

equipped with bells or horns and carry red

lights at night. Reckless drivers are to be

punished.

 

His Honor’s Sound Sense.

It was a very sensible observation which

Councilman Glili‘liifil, of Trenton, N. J., made

last week. Mayor Katzenbach’s veto of the

recent automobile ordinance was taken from

the table. Some action had been suggested,

but Mr. Gniehtel said laws were now pending

in the legislature affecting automobiles. and

that the city better wait till one of those

laws pass. "Then we will have something

tangible on which to work.” he added.
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BAY STATE PREJUDICES

Massachusetts Solons Have Seven Bills Before

Them—The Chief of Them.

No less than seven bills relating to the use

of automobiles have been presented or pre

pared for submission to the Massachusetts

legislature. They range, of course, from

good to bad. Most of them betray the ex

istence of the feeling so general at this time

that the self-propelled vehicle should be

hedged around with restrictions of all kinds

—-their owners compelled to register, undergo

examinations, carry numbers, etc. In short,

they are viewed as being entirely distinct

from other wheeled vehicles and under sus

picion merely because they are automobiles,

Of these bills the most lengthy and care

fully drawn is the Cox bill. Except in the

particulars referred to—in its assumption of

a paternal tone—it is a good bill. Under its

provisions :1 speed of twenty miles in the

country and twelve miles in the towns is al

lowed. The bill provides that the Governor,

with the advice and consent of the Council,

shall constitute an automobile registration

board. It then goes on: ‘

Section 3. Every owner of an automobile

or other motor vehicle, either personally or

by some one in his behalf, before such ve—

hicle is Operated under his ownership upon

any public street or way, shall file with said

hoard a written statement setting forth the

upon a public street or way, shall file with

said board a. declaration in writing duly

name and residence of the owner, a fair dc

scrlption of the vehicle containing data suffi

cient for identification, such as type and

style of vehicle, seating capacity and type

and power of motor used.

Sec. 4. In case an automobile or other m0

tor vehicle described in the statement filed as

aforesaid shall not in the opinion of said

board be lacking in the possession 0f good

qualities of construction and of sufficient

safety appliances, said board shall issue to

said owner a certificate of registration, con

taining reference to the vehicle sufficient

for identification and containing a serial

number to belong to such vehicle only and

to be signed by said board.

Sec. 5. Every person, before operating an

automobile or other motor vehicle in motion

signed by the declarant, to the effect that

he is in fact an expert automobile driver,

and such declaration may be made in general

terms or with such qualifications as to style

and type of machine, or otherwise, as the

declarant may deem fit.

Sec. 6. In case a person who files a decla

ration, as provided for in this act, shall not,

in the opinion of said board, he so lacking

in physical and mental and other qualities

as to render him a person unfit to be in

trusted with the care and control of an aut0<

mobile in a public street or way, said board

shall issue to such applicant a certificate of

registration to the effect that such applicant

is registered as an automobile driver, with

such forther designations and limitations or

provisions as to the board may seem appro

priate.

Sec. 7. Said board, before issuing any cer

tificate of registration as aforesaid, may re

quire the applicant to submit to such rea

sonable trials, tests and examinations as

laid board in its discretion may require.

Sec. 8. Each certificate issued under the

provisions of this act shall be good and valid

for the term of one year from the day of its

date, and for no longer period. Due notice

of the date of expiration of each such cer

tificate shall be sent by said board to the

last known address of the owner or driver

respectively, not less than one month and

not more than two months prior to such

date of expiration.

Sec. 9. For filing the statements and dec

larations and for the issuing of the certifi

cates of registration, and for the examina

tion, trials and tests as provided for in the

above sections, such fees shall he paid by

the applicants as may from time to time be

determined by the Governor and Council.

Such fees shall be paid to the board, and

shall be forwarded by said board to the

treasurer of the commonwealth. There shall

be allowed and paid to the members of said

board by the treasurer of the commonwealth

from the fees received under the provisions

of this act such compensation as the Gov

ernor and council shall determine; and there

shall be allowed and paid to the members of

said board by the treasurer of the common

wealth from time to time, upon the approval

of the Governor and council, such sums of

money as may be certified by the chairman

of said board to be required for its expenses.

Sec. 10. In any case where application is

made for registration as aforesaid of either

vehicle or driver or both, such driver or

such vehicle being then duly registered in

another State or country under provisions

of law substantially similar to those con

tained in this act, or in any other case where

such action may seem to said board to be

proper, said board may in its discretion issue

temporary certificates of application for reg

istration, to be valid for a definite period of

time to be expressed therein, and such tem

porary certificates may be further extended

or renewed from time to time in the discre

tion of said board.

Sec. 11. No automobile or other motor ve

hicle shall be run on any public street or

way unless either valid certificates of regis

tration or valid temporary certificates of ap

plication for registration as aforesaid, both

for such vehicle itself and as driver for the

person then in charge or control of it, are

then outstanding.

Sec. 12. No automobile shall he run on any

public street or way unless such vehicle is

equipped with two efficient brakes, at least

one of which is efficient for backward motion

as well as for forward motion, nor' unless

such vehicle is also equipped with efficient

locking device for control of lever or other

effiective means for locking the vehicle if

and while left standing, nor unless the steer

ing gear is reasonably efficient and in good

working order. '

Sec. 13. No automobile shall be run on any

public street or way unless such vehicle shall

carry upon a vertical plane perpendicular to

the longitudinal axis of the vehicle to the

rear of the rear axis of the vehicle and so

located as to be always in view, the same to

be efficiently illuminated at night, the serial

number of such vehicle corresponding to the

serial number given in the then valid certifi

cate of registration, such number to be in

figures 01' white on an effective dark back

ground, and each figure thereof to be not less

than four inches in height and two nches in

width, the strokes to be of uniform width

of not less than one-third of an inch, and

successive figures to have between them a

free space of at least one inch; provided,

that the provisions of this section shall not

apply to an automobile run under a tem

porary certificate of application for registra

tion as aforesaid, unless so required by the

terms of such temporary certificate.

Sec. 14. During the time subsequent to one

hour after sunset and prior to one hour be

fore sunrise no automobile or other motor ve

hicle shall be run on any public street or way

unless it shall be equipped with efficient and

lighted lamp or lamps showing white light

from the front, and from the rear showing

red light.

Sec. 15. No automobile or other motor ve

hicle shall be run on any public street or

way at any greater rate of speed than is rea

sonable and proper with due regard to the

reasonable use of such street or way by other

persons then and there, whether in the use

of other vehicles or as pedestrians or other

wise, nor so as unreasonably to annoy or

endanger any person. ,

Sec. 16. No automobile or other motor ve

hicle shall be run on any public highway

outside the limits of a city, fire district or

thickly settled or business part of a town

at a rate of speed exceeding twenty miles

an hour. and no such vehicle shall be run

on any public way within the limits of a city,

fire district or thickly settled or business

part of a town at a rate of speed exceeding

twelve miles an hour.

Sec. 17. Every person having control or

charge of an automobile or other motor ve

hicle whenever upon a public street or way

and near any vehicle drawn by animal

power, or near any animal upon which a per

son is riding, shall so operate, manage and

control such automobile or other motor ve

hicle as to exercise every reasonable protec

ttion of any and all persons near by. And

if such animal or animals appear to be

frightened, the person in control of such an

tomobile or motor vehicle shall reduce its

speed, and if requested by signal or other

wise by the driver ot such animal'or ani

mals shall not proceed further toward him

unless such movement be necessary to avoid

accident or injury, or until such animal ap

pears to be under the control of its rider or

driver. -

Sec. 18. Upon approaching a crossing of

intersecting ways and also in traversing the

crossing or intersection the person in control

of an automobile or other motor vehicle shall

run it at a rate of speed not greater than is

reasonable and proper and with due regard

to the traffic and the use of the intersecting

ways, however slow such reasonable and

proper rate of speed may be

Sec. 19. No person having control or charge

of an automobile or other motor vehicle as

driver shall fall to stop upon signal from a

police officer or constable in "uniform, o!

from any person whom such driver has rea

sonable cause to believe to be a constable or

police officer. and no such driver upon such

signal shall fall to remain long enough to

give to any constable or police oii'lcer so

signalling ample opportunity to make rea

sonable inquiries as to the name and resi

dence of the owner or driver, and no such

driver shall fail to make true answers to
such inquiries.v

Sec. 20. No owner of an automobile or

other motor vehicle then present and no

driver of such vehicle then in charge or con

trol shall take flight for the purpose of escap

ing responsibility for any injury to person

or property caused by collision between such

vehicle and any other vehicle or person or

thing. .

Sec. 21. No person, whether or not the

holder of a certificate of registration as an

automobile driver, shall wilfully put in mo

tion upon a public street or way any auto

mobile or other motor vehicle without au

thority from the owner or driver or other

person in charge or control of the same.

Sec. 22. The term “motor vehicle" in this

act shall include all vehicles propelled by

any power other than muscular power ex
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cepting railroad and railway locomotives

and cars and excepting motor vehicles run—

ning only upon rails or tracks.

Sec. 23. Cities and towns shall not make

any ordinance, bylaw or regulation incon

sistent with the proviSions of this act.

Sec. 24. Whoever violates any or the pro

visions of this act shall be punished by a

fine of not more than $200 or by imprison

ment for not more than ten days, or by both

such fine and imprisonment.

Sec. 25. Chapter. 315 of the acts of the

year 1902 is hereby repealed.

Sec. 26. For the purposes of the appoint

ment and organization of said board and 0!

registration of persons by it hereunder this

act shall take effect upon its passage, and

shall take full effect on the first day 01! the

calendar month next succeeding the month

in which the terms of office of the members

of said board shall begin.

 

Sprags of Recent Origin.

it is interesting to recall that in the early

days of automobiling sprags. and similar de

vices were unknown. In 1895 the Pugeot

people employed cliquets or ratchet wheels

on their cars to prevent them running back

on a hill owing to the motor stopping or the

driving missing the gear in changing speeds.

At that time no other maker used a device

of the kind. Sir David Salomons met with

a slight accident due to melting snow on a

steep hill when the cliquet did not act.

As a result be devised an arrangement to

avoid such troubles in future that was a sort

of double sprag. It was the first application

of the bequille, or sprag, to a motor car, and

resulted in its adoption by French motor

car builders universally, '

Radiators and Condensers of all Sdrts.

If it is anything in the radiating line—coil

radiators or the more showy honeycomb type

—the Whitlock Coil Pipe 00.. Hartford.

Conn.. make it. Radiators are the concern's

specialty. three grades of coils being made.

These coils are made up without the use of

castings, the return bends being made of

bent tubing, which are beat by means of spe~

eial patented machinery without flattening

or injuring the tube in the least. This

makes a very superior radiator of greater
  

strength than is possible when made with

castings of the same weight.

These radiators are made up complete.

ready to attach to the car, and the finished

dimensions can be such as to suit any de

sired space. The coils are painted dead

black. and are secured by means of hard

wood straps and spreaders. bound with pol

ished brass straps. presenting a very hand

some and substantial appearance.

At the recent automobile show at Madison

Square Garden several honeycomb radiators

made by the Whitlock people were seen. This

ingenious transatlantic type of cooler is illus

trated in vone of its multifarious forms, from

which a good idea of the principle of its

construction—whereby currents of air are

passed through the body of water—can be

obtained.

Economy of Electric Fire Wagon.

Some interesting facts are brought out re

garding an electrical fire wagon which is

being experimented with by the Berlin Fire

Brigade authorities. It is capable of attain

ing a speed on the level of twelve and one

halt miles per hour, and is driven by two

electric motors, each of which is rated at

9 horsepower, but which can. on occasion,

develop 12 horsepower without fear of dam

age. The vehicle, complete with battery,

firemen, hose, ladders, etc., weighs seven

tons. The cost of such a car is stated to be

$3,000; the annual cost of upkeep and

energy is put down at $625, this including

5 per cent. interest on the first cost. and 5

per cent. for depreciation and renewal. The

average cost per kilometre works out at

2% marks (about 62 cents). which is stated

to be less than that oi! animal traction.

The Week's Exports.

Argentine Republic—3 cases motor vehicles

and parts, $785.

British Possessions in Africa—3 cases mo.

tor vehicles and material, $861.

London—10 cases motor vehicles and ma

terial, $5,670.

Liverpool—4 cases motor vehicles. $3,086.

BUILT FOR AMERICAN ROADS.

The U. S. LONG DISTANCE

TOURING CAR
Our book is of unusual interest to Automobilists. Sent tree on request.

  ,  

TYPE C—TONNEAU. Two Cylinders. Vertical Engine.

U. S. LONG DISTANCE AUTOMOBILE CO.,

llii-ll4 West 41st Street, New York.Factory, 307 Whiton Street, Jersey City,

Are Preeminent for Speed.

Safety. Reliability and Economy.

Built for service, long runs and hlll climbing,

simply operated, free from vibration, each

part easily reached, no intricate machinery

to get out of order.

Type A—Runabout, $1,250.

Tyye B—Tonneau,

Type C—Tonneau,

I .500.

2,500.
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FOR FIRE DEPARTMENTS

Vehicle and Figures Brought to Bear That

Show Many Far-Reaching Economics.

In fire department work efliciency is the

great desideratum. Next come cost of main

tenance and space economy. in all three

particulars the horseless type of vehicle

scores heavily, as is shown by a comparison

made of the cost of operation of the La

France combination chemical engine and

hose wagon and a horse drawn vehicle of

similar character.

The combination wagon is of massive con

tion. The wagon is fitted with hand and

tire brakes.

A chemical tank is carried on either side,

having a capacity of 35 gallons each; while

150 feet of chemical hose is carried, and there

is space for 1,000 feet of 21/9-inch hose. Both

the water and gasolene tanks are made of

copper; the capacity of the gasolene tank is

15 gallons, of the water tank 30 gallons.

Provision is made for keeping up steam in

the boiler by connecting with an ordinary

illuminating gas supply, with an automatic

cut-oft, which breaks the connection and

trees the vehicle as it starts. The speed of

the latter is 20 miles an hour.

“The use of horses involves constant ex

pense for the following items, none of which

regards maintenance, shows an average sav

ing of $300 per year.

“Assuming an average life of an apparatus

of either type to he twenty years, which is

conservative, the following table shows the

result:

“Original cost of horse combination

wagon . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..$2,000

“Original cost of automobile combina

tion wagon . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5,000

“Saving in maintenance for twenty

years at $300 per year. 6,000

"In other words, the saving in the cost of

maintenance for a term of twenty years will

more than cover the entire original cost of

the automobile apparatus by $1,000. 01',

looking at it in another way:

 

  

 
  

 

 

struction, and designed with extreme care.

The running gear has an 8-foot wheel base

and 58-inch tread: the axles are 2* inches,

and perch rods are made of 3-inch channel

steel. These rods are connected at each end

in such a manner as to make the entire run

ning gear very flexible. The wheels are 36

inches in diameter, with 4-inch solid rubber

tires. The body is mounted on tour elliptic

springs.

Two separate steam engines supply the

power, giving an independent drive for each

rear wheel. Each of these engines is of

the double cylinder type, high speed and

double acting. and both are controlled by a.

single throttle lever operated from the centre

of the seat. Either engine may be cut out

of operation it required. Wheel steering is

used, and consists of a worm with transverse

block or nut, operating directly through a

bell crank upon the steering wheel connec

are chargeable to automobile apparatus,” the

La France people, whose factory is in El

mira, N. Y., say:

“Horses; feed; shoeing; harness; harness

repairs; bedding; blankets; brushes and

hostlers’ supplies; veterinary surgeon; veter

inary surgeon‘s supplies; stalls and fittings;

stall floor renewals; horse pole; harness

hangers and quick hitching straps, and inci

dental expenses due to runaway horses.

“The following items 'of expense charge

able io an automobile apparatus are not in

curred with' the use of horses. Gasolene.

heating device for boiler, and repairs of ma

chinery.

“The following items of expense would be

common to apparatus of both types: Gen

eral repairs, chemical supplies, and operator

r1r driver.

“Based on the reports of ten flre depart

ments in this country, the automobile, as

“Saving in» maintenance for twenty

years . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $6,000

"increase in first cost . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 3,000

“Net saving. . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . 3,000

"In this estimate $1,000 has been allowed

for miscellaneous repairs and parts in con

nection with the boiler, engines, etc., of the

automobile wagon.

“There is a further saving in automobile

apparatus, which has been omitted entirely

from consideration, as it would be difficult

to make an accurate estimate. Nevertheless

this saving is actual.

“We refer to the saving which could be

effected in the construction of tire houses,

viz.: (a) The dispensing with a horse pole

shortens the apparatus about nine feet,

which represents a floor area of about fifty

four square feet; (b) the saving in stall space

would be about ninety square feet; (0) no_h_ar

ness or hangers being required, the ceiling

of the apparatus room could be at least

three feet lower."
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CAUSES OF SKIDDING

Parts Played by Tires. Differentials and Brakes

and the Manner of the Resulting Slips.

 

 

“it is said that a carriage skids when it is

thrown off its momentum, and its back

wheels lose grip because of the slipperiness

of the soil. In some cases it slides, in others

it turns round and round, or waltzes. The

principal cause of sideslipping is the car

riage itelf, the secondary cause being the

soil," says M. Leon Auscher, of Rothschild

et Fils.

“With rare exceptions all French automo

biles have the two following characteristic

features: (1) The motive force is transmitted

from the small pinion shaft to the back

wheels, which are therefore the drivers; (2)

the pinion shaft is supplied with a 'diiferen

tial,’ a piece of mechanism which allows the

carriage to turn, permitting the back out

side wheel, at a turning point. to revolve

faster than the interior wheel. When travel

ling in a straight line the revolutions of the

inside and outside back wheels should be

the same.

“These two features point to two results:

An automobile is propelled from behind. As

long as the direction is absolutely rectilinear

all goes well, but should there be a devia

tion, from one cause or another, from the

straight line, the ‘back' tries to get in front,

and if at this moment the grip of the wheels

ceases, on account of a greasy road, then

the automobile attempts to describe a circle,

pivoting on one of its front wheels. The

differential is an appliance which should,

theoretically, govern the two back wheels,

which, when travelling in a straight line.

should turn at the same rate. Practically

such is not the case, and it is easy to under

stand that the slightest irregularity in the

regulation of these two wheels would cause

a difference in their rotations, and when this

occurs a skid is more than possible.

“Skiddings caused by the ‘differentlal' have

one peculiarity~they are automatic and at

times occur in a most unexpected manner

when the vehicle is pursuing a straight

course. And, apart from the ‘dii'ferential'

and the soil. there are two other important

factors which bring about skidding, . and

these are the pneumatic tires and the brake.

The pneumatic tire, without an anti-skidding

band, has a larger bearing on the road than

a solid india rubber or iron tire, and the

pressure on the surface of the earth is there

fore weaker, and consequently the grip is

less.

“The brake also plays an important part,

for it is evident that if, at the moment of

putting it on, the effect on the two back

wheels is not identical :1 skid similar to

those caused by the ‘differentlal’ is likely to

occur. the difference in the rotary movement

causing the carriage to slip at the side on

which the wheel is most checked. There is

not, however, a point upon which all auto

mobilists agree. The majority say that one

must put the brake on after disconnecting.

I am not entirely of this opinion, for I have

often remarked that a progressive ‘braklng’

without disconnecting has a less ‘skiddish'

eifect.
 

To Keep the Feet Warm.

While a spin on one’s car during the win

ter is most exhilarating, there are many

autoists who suffer from cold feet. To over

come this difficulty, a Frenchman has, states

La Locomotion, fitted to his car an arrange

ment which accomplishes the purpose. It

consists of an extension of the water-cir

culation pipes, the water heated by the

motor being made to circulate under the

floor of the car. Small grids are provided at

the places where the passengers’ feet rest,

and to increase the heat radiation, the por

tions of the pipes under the grids are pro

vided with radiating fins. Suitable valves

are fitted, so that the water circulation

under the body portion of the car may be

opened or shut off as desired.

A similar arrangement has been fitted to

a number of Benz cars. A tap is inserted

in the water pipe leading from the engine

to the tank; a branch is taken from this

pipe on one side of the tap, and is led to

a grid, made of copper tubing, placed on

the footboard of-the car, thence returning

to the other side of the tap above referred

to. By shutting off,this tap the water is

made to travel through the copper pipe

forming the grid, the heat given 011 from

this keeping the feet of the passengers

warm. if it is required to throw the foot

warmer out of action it is only necessary

to turn the tap, when the water will return

direct without passing round the grid.

The best position of this grid is a few

inches from the floor of the car, so that

the feet can be placed, not on it, but be

neath it, the feet being kept warm from

above and not through the soles of the boot,

as is generally the case. The arrangement,

in conjunction with a rug or apron, will

keep the occupants on the front seat of the

car perfectly warm, even during severe

weather. Of course, a similar grid can be

provided in the tonneau at the back of the

car. The arrangement can be fitted at a

very small cost, and has also the advantage

of helping to keep the water cool, acting

as a radiator as well as a footwarmer.

 

Test of a Slhenos.

An interesting trial of a Sthcnos carburet

ter was made recently, which showed its

wide range of action. A 1% horsepower

motor fitted with one of these carburetters

was arranged to drive a dynamo for the pur

pose of testing its output. The carburettor

was then supplied in turn with gasolene, al

cohol and kerosene, and ran well under each

of these conditions, giving a constant output

from the dynamo. It is further stated that

the exhaust was devoid of smell with all

three fuels.

CARING FOR THE CAR

Abuses to Which it is Subjected by Beginners

and the Expense Bills That Ensue.

“In running an automobile of either steam

or gasoline I have found a great number of

things one must learn to do. For instance,

in a steam motor one must not force the

throttle or starting lever suddenly, for fear

of jerking the automobile almost from under

one or tearing the engine from its fasten

ings," says an experienced autoist.

“While an automobile is made to stand a

great deal of abuse, they, of course, cannot

stand treatment which will break up any

machine built. A beginner almost invaria

bly has unnecessary repair bills, due entirely

to the fact that he does not understand

what not to do. I recall an instance in

which a. customer bought a second-hand

steam carriage which had not been used

for more than six or seven weeks, and it

was fully as good as new, yet in one month's

time he had paid about $100 for repairs.

lIe, of course, blamed the motor for the

enormously high bills for repairs, stating

that the machine was no good. Had he

been familiar with machinery he could have

been taught more easily how to handle it,

and would have had no trouble with his

automobile.

“He would forget to oil his machinery,

and wonder why it would not run. The

consequence was a very badly cut cylinder

and badly cut crosshead guides. This neces

sitated the removal of the engine fromthe

carriage and reboring of the cylinder. Of

course, this was the fault of the machine

and not the operator. ()n his next trip he

forgot to look after his water, and in con

sequence of this had to pay for a badly

burned boiler. This, of course, made it

necessary to again tear the machine apart.

This performance was gone through for a.

whole month. By this time the owner was

thoroughly disgusted and ready to sell out

for almost nothing, but was induced to try

again. Now he can get along without his

enormous monthly bills, and is fully satis

iied that he was to blame.

“Another thing beginners must learn is

that an automobile is a machine and needs

attention the same as any other machine.

One customer will say, ‘I want an automo

bile that I do not have to oil and take

care of.’ Still another is willing to oil up

every hundred miles or so, while if you

want your machine to last you must oil

every fifteen or twenty miles, for the less

oiling you do the sooner your machinery

will cut and wear out; the better attention

you give your car the longer your machinery

will last, and the less it will cost for re

pairs. This rule holds good in all makes

of automobiles, for no manufacturer has as

yet succeeded in overcoming this difllculty

of giving it proper attention."
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CAN BE CLEANED TOO MUCH

How Cars are Injured by Unwise Washing—The

Care Necessary in Painting.

“Carriage painting and varnishing is a deep

It is said a prom

inent carriage builder of Kentucky, one of

the kind who does not sit down and curse

his varnish maker for all the mishaps which

and momentous subject.

occur to his work, both before and after it

leaves the shop, told the following story

illustrating the fact that in some instances

at least it is not the use, but the abuse, of

the varnish which spoils the work," says a

correspondent of the Hub:

“ ‘Yon see, our soil plays the deuce with

varnish, spotting it and sometimes entirely

removing the gloss if allowed to dry on.

Well, every now and then a customer whoe

wagon is under a cloud from this cause

walks in and pitches into us for not under

standing our trade or using bad varnish. We

protest and explain, and sometimes—once

As it'

this was not enough to contend against, we

in a great while—make ’em see it.

were called out one morning to examine a

physician's phaeton which we had finished a

short time previous in our very best man

ner. Paint and varnish were entirely gone

from some parts, the rest looking as though

the job had been varnished with muddy

water. The irate doctor suggested that we

do that job right over again, saying he “al

ways supposed you knew how to paint," but

"take in your shingle now," etc.

“ ‘We asked for a few days to inquire into

the cause of this paint wreck, as we could

not at the moment account for such an ex

treme case, and we know the paint and

varnish were all right and properly applied.

Our painter and myself passed different

views on this subject, but were unable to

solve it. We chanced to see the stableman,

and we inquired with an assumed careless

ness of manner how he always kept the car

riages under his care looking so much

cleaner than those of the neighbors, He at

once swelled up with pride, put on that ap

pearance of vast intelligence which the

darky so well knows how to assume, and

said: “\Vhy, yer see, I dcs takes soap and

hot water and dese yer tother fellows uses

cold water, he! he! be!" “()h, I see. Well

now, Samuel, don‘t you tell anybody of

your new idea. You're entitled to keep that

all to yourself." When the doctor called

again we convinced him that his phaeton

had better be done over, but not at our ex

pense.’

"A case once came under my own experi

ence," continues the correspondent. “A doc

tor had a stanhope buggy, built of the best

material that market could produce. Care

had been taken in applying each coat of

paint and varnish. In about three months

it was brought back, and I would never

know it was the same buggy. Every joint

in the body was swelled apart and paint

had sealed off. The doctor claimed he had

been cheated and would never have any

more work done at that shop. An inquiry

revealed that it had been washed two or

three times every day and never had a

chance to dry out. The body had to be re

moved from gearing and placed near a tire

to dry out before fastening down the joints.

It never could be fitted up as it was before

unless by repainting. Too much washing

is injurious to the varnish, and more espe

cially when it has lately been turned out.

Care should be exercised in applying each

coat to see that the coat already on should

be perfectly dry before another is applied.

“Go where we may among manufacturers

of all styles and kinds of carriages and ask

the question, ‘In what part of your business

do you experience the most annoyance? the

universal answer will be, ‘The paint shop.’

The same condition of things has existed

for years, in fact as far back as carriages

were deemed worthy of being painted; yet,

knowing all this, there has been but little,

if anything. done that would remedy the

evil. '

“If the paint on a carriage fails to give

satisfaction the white lead, oil or varnish

is blamed, but the idea of looking into the

manner in which the paint was applied is

scarcely ever entertained, except in a few

of our leading factories. A good foreman is

supposed to be all that is required. He may,

however, be provided with the worst class

of help and occupy a shop no better adapted

to carriage painting than a barn would be.

The youngest apprentice, who knows noth

ing about the nature of paint or how it

must be applied. except that the wood nmst

be covered, is selected to lay the foundation

coats, or priming. He applies it to the wood

without brushing more than is necessary to

cover, and in all degrees of thickness.

“The same class of help sandpapers. and,

in fact. does everything up to and including

the rubbing of the rough stuff; after which

the painter is expected to produce a good job.

if he fails, the man who sold the materials

employed commonly receives the blame.

Good painting can only be secured by the

employment of skilled labor and the use of

good materials; without the former even

the latter is of but little advantage.

“There are, however, extremes to be

avoided in carriage painting even when the

best material is at band. One, the excessive

use of turpentine; the other, the excessive

use of oil. Another is the excessive use of

japan."
 

“ Garage ;" its Origin and Meaning.

Two years ago scarcely one American in

a million knew what garage meant. Strictly

speaking, a garage is asiding into which

vehicles are shunted, such as the railway

sheds in which one sees engines lying by.

In France it has usually been used to de

scribe the place in which boats are put

aside while not in use. When automobilism

came along somebody employed it to de

scribe what might be called the coach house

in which motor cars are sheltered, and it

caught on. The word, like many other

French works—serviette, table d’hote, chic,

for instance—was taken up in this country

and looks like staying here.

 

Squalu From Dry Springs.

It frequently happens that a lot of squeak

ing and grinding arising from a car is due

to the fact that the springs are very dry—

that is to say, the grease between the leaves

of the springs having become dried up or

pressed out, the leaves themselves are hear

ing harshly upon one another. A simple

way of remedying this is to jack up the

car body and to open the springs slightly

by means of a screwdriver, and Working in

some gear box grease by the aid of a thin

bladed knife. The superfluous grease which

will be pressed out of the springs upon

lowering the body should be immediately

removed, otherwise it will be apt to collect

dustand work in between the leaves, thus

causing an objectionable grinding noise.
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Added to A. C. A. Roll.

At a meeting of the Board of Governors of

the Automobile Club of America on last

Tuesday it was decided to send delegates to

represent the club to the convention of the

National Road Makers, which is to be held

at Detroit February 13 and 14. and also to

send delegates to the convention of the Na

tional Good Roads Association, to be held at

St. Louis, April 27,

Nineteen new members were elected.

William Rockefeller, James A. Burden, Jr.,

Lawrence Waterbury, Henry Randolph Sut

phen, Dr. James C. Ayer, J. McMillan Ham

ilton, James E. Woodbridge, John B. Trevor,

Carleton \V. Nason, William E. Harman, E.

Virgil Neal and Frederick Glassop, of New

York City, John W. Thompson, Yokohama,

Japan, and E. H. Bennett, Bayonne, N. J.,

were added to the active list. W. E. Hart

ness, Cleveland; Clifford B. Harmon,.Phila

delphia; S. D. Waldron, Warren, Ohio; Wil

liam H. McKelvy, Easton, Pa._. and Alfred

\Veed. Providence, R. I., were placed on the

associate roll.

Bridgeport’l New Quarter: and Commlllm.‘

The new quarters of the Automobile Club

of Bridgeport were opened last week with a

smoker. It was attended by about forty

members, and was a great success.

A legislative committee was appointed,

consisting of Messrs. Frank T. Staples.

Thomas Fish, Dr. Dow R. Beebe, Gregory

S. Bryan and A. McNeil, jr.

A resolution was passed protesting against

the change in the present Connecticut auto

mobile law, and it was decided that a com

mittee from the club should appear at Hart

ford hcfare the committee on public safety

in conjunction with representatives of other

automobile interests to oppose the passage of

the bill.

A good roads committee was also ap_

pointed. It consists of Frank Miller, \V. S.

Teel, jr., and Roderick P. Curtis. They were

instructed to appear before the Board of

Apportionment and urge the necessity of a

liberal appropriation for good roads.

After the transaction of this business the

evening was given over to an interchange

of experiences, chiefly of a humorous nature.

Fincd Scorchcr and Manufacturer.

Parisian ways are frequently quite beyond

understanding. A chauffeur was recently

arrested and sent to prison for two days for

excessive speeding. Then a plate on the

body of the vehicle revealed that M. Pieper

was the manufacturer of the criminal car,

and he was promptly fined for building 0. ve

hicle capable of such delinquencies.

Highly indignant at this new rendering of

a manufacturer's liability, he took the mat

ter to the Appeal Court. Their decision is‘

that the maker of an automobile is not neces

sarily criminally responsible for the speed

it attains. There is a nasty reservation

about that word "necessarily," which will

doubtless lead to the. matter being refought

in the courts.

Motor Cars vs. lcc Yachts.

With a broad sheet of smooth ice for a

roadbed automobiling possesses, in addition

to its other charms, that of novelty. C. A.

Benjamin, of Syracuse, has been testing the

matter this winter, and is enthusiastic over

it. He makes use of Onondaga Lake, and

is so impressed with the speed possibilities

of the course that he believes the world’s

mile straightaway record could be broken

on it. He says that he has no trouble what

ever in running his car straightaway at top

speed over the frozen lake’s surface. He

said he also got a lot of fun out of racing

against ice yachts. He could go straight

away to a given point, and they would ham

to tack. Under these conditions It made a

pretty even match.

Provcd its Value In Postal Scrvicc.

Whenever the Oldsmobile is spoken of be

fore the Detroit (Mich) postal authorities

they smile broadly. These little cars did

much to get rid of the excessive accumula

tion of Christmas mail, completely overshad

Good Roads; Poor Prospects.

H. 'l‘. Eisenberg, of Chicago, has just re

turned from the Island of Jamaica and re

lates some interesting automobile experi

ences which he had while there, but does

not hold out much hope of the demand that

vis in prospect. He made one run from

Kingston to Newcastle over the Military

Road. The run is a hard climb of twelve

miles, 4,000 feet being ascended in this

distance. Mr. Eisenberg made the run with

a friend, in a Locomobile runabout, in just

four hours. Another trip was made to Port

Antonio, from Jamaica, in four hours, being

a little less than the railroad running time

between these points.

Mr. Eisenberg states that the Locomobile

created a great deal of excitement on the

Island, but that so far as business is con

cerned, there are few people who have

money to invest in automobiles. Most of the

army officers live well up to their income.

The roads on the Island are very good,

although there are many curves which make

very high speed impossible.

 
 

owing the horse and wagon method of de

livery. Indeed, the postmaster was so en

thusiastic over their work that he declared

his belief that three Oldsmobiles will do the

work of fifteen horses. The illustration

shows one of the ..regular stock runabouts,

equipped with a mail box and ready to

start on its route, fearing neither snow nor

any other of the many varieties of weather

the Detroit winter produces.

First of French Road Races.

February 22 has been fixed by the Auto

mobile Club Bernais for the Palois reunion.

The race will be from Fan to the Depart

ment of Hautes Pyrenees, then back to Pan

and along the Bordeaux Road to the limit

of Gers, back again to take the Bayonne

Read up to that of the Landes at Puyoo.

The finish will be at the entrance of the

National Park, altogether a run of 225 kilo

metres.

thn Fuel Cost Varies.

“It is remarkable what a difference there

'is in the consumption of supplies when my

chauffeur is in charge of my car and when

he is away," remarked an autoist to the

Motor World man the other day.

“My bills for gasolene and lubricating oil

are rather high, it seems to me, and when

1 take the car out for a day’s run there is a

big difference. A fifty-mile run, for example,

will be accomplished without half emptying

my gasolene tank, while if my chauffeur

drove it would not last the run out. That

is to say, a very rough calculation of the

miles run and the gasolene purchased would

indicate such a. result. I never see the tanks

refilled en route—that is always done in the

garage.

“It does look odd, and some day when I

have a little spare time I am going to look

into the matter."
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From Berlin to Vladivostoek.

MR. GUDELL is now crossing EUROPE and ASIA from

BERLIN to VLADIVQSTOGK on one 0! these machines.

  

 

—n HIGH=€LASS GERMAN em:—_

The QHAINLESS ‘

..'l

?

  

Noiseless One, TWO and Four Cylinder Types. 6 and 8 Horsepower Motorettes, 3 speeds and reverse. l2 and 16

Horsepower. Tonneau, 4 speeds and reverse. Bevel gear, direct drive on high speed, gasolene tank and can made

non-explosive by safety device .as used in German army, all steel parts made of Krupp steel, four oiling

devices. We invite inspection. Instruction given to intending purchasers. Compare our prices with others. All

duplicate parts in stock. All cars single lever control, double suspension. Trucks and Delivery Vans.

 

 
QFFIeE—m

J. Q. BRANDES, 28 w. 33d 51., NEW YoRK
U. 5. Agent for GUDELL & ('20., Aix-la-Qhappelle.

TELEPHONE, 2754 Madison. AGENTS WANTED EVERYWHERE.

Garage: The Motor Vehicle Repair 8: Storage (‘30., l2l-l23 W. 3lst Street.
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WILL YOU

pay two thousand, five hundred dollars for a genuinely good automobile which represents the present

highest standard of excellence in design and manufacture?

If you do not appreciate the vital difference between superficial perfection and construction that

is honestly good and thoroughly scientific from wrist-pins clear out to the last coat of finishing varnish,

then you will not be especially attracted by the new twenty horsepower

NTON TOURING c
We hope, however. that you will recognize our latest successful efforts and accord this new

model the consideration it deserves. You who have been conscious of the rapid development of the

successful American automobile,who have watched it through its various stages since the time—years

ago—when Mr. Alexander Winton ran upon the roads his first “horseless carriage," will recognize the

great strides we have made toward the goal of perfection in automobile building, and can appreciate

in no small sense the genuine pride we feel in this latest triumph.

It is not intended as a “sensation.” It does not incorporate a vast number of rare features for

which we, in justice, can claim no more than theoretical excellence. Its construction does not em'

body a vast number of untried experiments, and we do not, therefore, ask anyone to share in a manu

facturer's gamble. In presenting this model we give the very essence of practical and thoroughly tried

out experience.

Consider the matter of delivery: During the current season we will be able to manufacture just

one thousand of these twenty horse-power Winton Touring Cars. A liberal percentage of the total

output has already been sold. Supply will not meet the demand, of this we are qulte sure. “’ould

it, therefore, not be an act of wisdom to file your order early and allow some one else to be disap

pointed as the result of procrastination ?

THE WINTON MOTOR

CARRIAGE C . E‘éfiii'll Silica

CLEVELAND, U-S~A-_I
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JURY FAILED TO AGREE

Long Island Motorphobes Balked by Strong

Testimony But Case Will be Tried Again.

 

Much interesting testimony anent the cru

sade of the Long Island Highway Protective

Association against automobilists was

brought out at Hicksville, L. I., last week.

The case of Paul Verget, Chauffeur for Cord

Meyer, was being tried, and even a Long

Island jury was unable to agree as to his

guilt. He will be tried a second time on

February 20. .

One of the deputy sheriffs who made the

arrest testified that out of 1,000 automobiles

he had timed only seventeen had exceeded

the legal limit. Another deputy testified that

he had been hired to watch automobiles

only, leaving horse driven vehicles alone.

A surveyor said that the measured course

where the alleged offense was committed

was No. 35. For the defense it was claimed

that the car was coasting when the arrest

was made.

The trial took place in the Hicksvilie

Town Hall before Justice Augustus T. Rem

sen and a jury. This was the second time

Verget has been arraigned before Justice

Remen on the same charge of violating the

automobile speed law. The first time he

was brought before the Justice it was found

that there was a clerical error in the com

plaint and it was withdrawn and a second

complaint sworn to and the warrant issued

and served.

Ex-Judge Joseph Stelnert appeared for

Verget and Meyer and George B. Stoddart

represented the Long Island Highway Pro

tective Association. The first witness sworn

was William H. Seaman, of Glen Cove, the

civil engineer and surveyor, who laid out

the one-eighth-mile course over which Meyer

is alleged to have exceeded the speed limit.

Seaman said that this course was No.

35 and had been surveyed by him and was

correct; he said it commenced on the Jericho

Turnpike about 95 feet west of Huhbs’ lane

and ended in front of John White’s resi

dence.

Daniel V. Titus, a. special deputy sheriff,

testified that he was stationed at the east

end of the course on November 1 and gave

the signal to Deputy Sheriff John Garvin

just before Mr. Meyer’s automobile crossed

the line. He said he waved a handkerchief

on the end of a pole. He stated on cross

examination that he was seated on the

ground inside of the fence and was not in

the open highway. When asked if he was

paid by the protective association he said

that he was not to his knowledge, but re

ceived his pay from Mr. Meehan, of the

District Attorney’s office, and supposed that

the money came from the District Attorney.

He said that he had not been told to watch

for any violations of the speed law as re

gard horses.

John Garvin, a special Deputy Sherifl’, of

Oyster Bay, testified that he was stationed

at the central stake or the one~eighth of a

mile point and it was hi duty to time the

automobiles, and that on the day referred to

he had received the signal from Titus, and

when Mr. Meyer‘s automobile crossed the

line he saw that his stop watch gave the

time for the one-eighth at 151,5 seconds, and

that he signalled to Officer Bloxsom at the

west end of the course to arrest the chauf

ftur. When cross-examined he said he was

not on the highway, but in the yard of

John White. He denied that he knew that

he was paid by the protective association.

His watch was an ordinary stop watch and

was tested every two or three days by Mr.

Meehan, who possessed a better timepiece.

II could not say how fast an automobile

was going without the aid of his watch

and would not swear to the speed and re

lied solely upon his watch. He said he had

timed about one thousand automobiles and

out of that number only about seventeen

exceeded the speed limit. He acknowledged

that just prior to Mr. Meyer passing another

automobile had gone over the course at a

forty-mile clip, but the chauffeur was not

arrested, as he would not stop for Officer

Bloxsom when ordered to do so.

Counselor Steinert asked the Justice for

an interpreter for Verget, as he could only

speak French. Counselor Stoddart recalled

Officer Garvin to prove that Verget could

speak broken English, as he had done so in

Justice Franklin‘s court at Oyster Bay.

Justice Remsen refused an interpreter for

Verget and Counselor Steinert refused to

place him on the stand.

Cord Meyer was the last witness, and the

only one for the defense. Mr. Meyer said

that he had driven his automobile from

New Suffolk that day, starting at 9 A. M.,

and had stopped one-half hour at Smithtown

for lunch, and that it was about 2.30 P. M.

when he was arrested at Jericho. showing

that he had not traveled more than four

teen miles an hour on the entire trip. He

said the machine was an eight-horsepoweu

and not capable of traveling more than

twenty miles an hour and that at the time

he was stopped the machine was thrown

out of gear and was simply coasting, as they

had come down a small hill before arriving

at the staked course. He could not swear

that he was going more than twenty miles

an hour at the time.

The jury, composed of Henry F. Huettner,

Peter O’Brien, Frank Marrs, Adolph Fleisch

 

  

A GERMAN lDEA OF THE Sl'l‘UA'l'lON.

aurer, William Braun and James H. Sea

man, were not charged by the Justice, al

though Counselor Stelnert asked that certain

points should be made clear to them. The

jury was out nearly an hour and finally re~

ported that they could not agree, four stand

ing for conviction and two for acquittal.

The jury was excused and another jury

drawn. The next trial will be held on Fri‘

day afternoon, February 20, at the same

place.

Mr. Meyer said that he had never had any

trouble in his own town and he always

made it a point to give the driver of a horse

the benefit of the best part of the road and

thought that was proper at all times. He

said that he had to suffer for the reckless

driving of others, as the people looked upon

all as bad because a few were.

 

Timid l‘lom; Sympathetic Jury.

Common sense appears to have had little

to do with a verdict for $600 rendered at

Portland, Me, lastweek in an alleged auto

mobile runaway suit. The pluintiff was a

woman, described as young and pretty, and

she asked for $2,000 damages for injuries

received. Testimony was introduced show

ing that the horse which ran away with her

was one not safe for a woman to drive.

But the intelligent jury found for her, al

though for only $600.

The suit was brought by Mrs. Lombard, of

South Portland, against Flavel A. Chaplin,

of Portland.

Mrs. Lombard’s story, told after the jury

had been escorted to the junction of State,

Congress and Pine streets, to take a view of

the location, was, in brief, that on the day

mentioned in the writ she and her mother,

Mrs. Thomas, were driving up State street

in a box buggy. Their horse was of a kind

disposition and under perfect control. When

they were passing through State street they

saw the defendant‘s automobile turning the

corner of Pine street and coming toward

them. Mrs. Lombard called for the whip,

but finding that the automobile was not less

ening its speed she returned the whip and

kept a tight grip on the reins. Just before

the machine passed, making a noise and

emitting steam, the horse pranced, and as it

passed she swerved, bolted toward the side

of the street and ran away. Turning into

Congress street, the wheels struck the car

track and the carriage was overturned.

On cross-examination Mrs. Lombard said

that once when the horse was fastened by

a hitch weight in Middle street she was

frightened by an automobile and ran away.

The defence put in its evidence, and many

witnesses were called to show that the acci

dent was due to the horse, which was said

to be not a proper animal for a woman to

drive. L. A. Goudy and Adam P. Leighton,

who had owned the animal, testified that

they did not regard the horse as safe for a

woman to drive who was not an expert

horsewonmn, and that they had found the

animal easily frightened and had sold her

on that account.

Counsel for the defendant stated that the

case would be appealed.
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OII. AND GAS

  

  

AUTOMOBILE I

HEAD-LlGHTS.’ f

SEE 1903 CATALOGUE.

20m Oeniury Mfg. Co., 17 Warren St., New York

A FINE LINE EXHIBITEO AT AUTOMOBILE SHOW, OHIOAGO, SPAOE 133

iliiiiiiiiis m iii'iis BUFFALO
-. - _ A. i y Thai is the

Automobile

Eiii'iil'ii % Sportsmen’s

liAOKAIIO MR don m e ~

It has won the Highest Position of Honor in all those loading contests.

MADCI'I 9th to 14th.

400 Miles—New York-Rochester.

TRADE SESSION MORNINGS.

  

IOO Miles—Long Island non-stop. lOO Miles—A. C. A. non-stop.

100 Miles—Chicago non ~<top. 500 Miles—N. Y.-Boston-N. Y.

$2,500.00.

WRITE FOR NEW CATALOG.

PACKARD MOTOR CAR COMPANY

WARREN, omo.

NEW YORK, EAsTIRN DEPARTMENT, 3:7 W. 59d: 5!.

PHILADELPHIA. Wm. F Rudulph, 30: N. Broad St.

BOSTON, H. B. Shamlck & Sun, 230 Columbus Ave.

CHICAGO, Pardee & Co., I104 Michigan Boulevard.

LOS ANGELES, Norman W. Church, 439 Main 51.

SAN FRANCISCO, H. B. Larzalere, 18:4 Market 5!.

Nearly every prominent maker ha's space.

Address all communications

MMMMWM

W. C. JAYNBS, Dullnlo.

  

£0.WWW.MM“.

Artillery Wheels.

We are now prepared to furnish these Hubs, Ball-Bearing and Key-Seated, for Automobiles

‘ weighing from 500 to 4,000 pounds.

Front Hubs are Ball-Bearing and are assembled on out well-known Steerlng Axles.

Rea: Hubs furnished with Ball-Bearings or Key-Seated.

ALL RACES ARE GROUND IN POSITION

IN HUBS. CONFS AND CONE SEATS

ON SPINDLES ARE GROUND TO GAUGE.

Hubs and Spindla are machined Right and Left.

WRITE US REGARDING YOUR REQUIREMENTS.

THE AMERICAN BALL-BEARING COMPANY, 35335123.

 

 

  

- P? '._l»
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For Lubrication oi the Chain.

in addition to their graphitolco for gears

and flake graphite for, motors, the Joseph

Dixon Crucible Co., Jersey ,City, N. .l., re

port a growing demand for their graphite

motor chain compound, which, being Put up

in threepound cakes, is of a size and shape

for general and convenient sale and use.

The compound is designed not only for ap

plication to the face of the chain, but to

reach the wearing surfaces of the pivots.

It is applied in this fashion: First thorough

ly clean the chain by repeated immersion in

naphtha or benzinc. When dry place in a

flat pan large enough to receive the chain

when coiled up somewhat loosely, and then

melt in the pan enough of the motor chain

compound to entirely cover the chain. The

temperature of the melted compound should

be at least 180 degrees, to insure sufficient

fluidity, so that it will reach the interior

wearing surfaces of the chain. The chain

should be moved about as much as possible

to aid the composition in reaching the fur

thest crevices. Removing the chain, allow

ing it to cool and again immersing in the

compound will aid materially in bringing

about this result. When finally removed the

surplus compound is wiped 01! and the chain

allowed to become cold. Never use the chain

before perfectly cold, as the material would

then be forced out of the joints. This treat

ment will surround each pivot with a bush

ing of excellent lubricating quality, hard and

durable.

Deals With the Autocar.

In style befitting a handsome product, the

merits of the 1903 Autocars are set forth

in a catalogue that it is a pleasure to pick

up. It is simple and tasteful and gives con

cisely all the details of construction. At

tention is called to the improvement in

the transmission gear and the enlargement

of the tonneau. This is one of the chainless

types, using a bronze bevel gear. The drive

from the transmission case to the rear axle

is by means of two steel cardan joints (with

a hollow bronze cross piece for receiving

lubrication), with the shaft 'having the bevel

gear. Five models, a tonneau, a top run

about with rumble seat, the same without

the top. a runabout with top and a rear

boot and the same without the top, are

shown by the cuts, and a splendid top view

of the chassis also is shown.

Look to the Brakes.

The brakes of an automobile may in vari

ous respects be compared to the safety valve

of a steam boiler. Both are safety appli

ances, and must, to be reliable, be adjusted

perfectly and kept in perfect repair. In sta

tionary steam plants the safety valve is

periodically lifted off its seat by the engi

neer or fireman to insure its not sticking to

the seat by rusting and thus giving a false

sense of security. Similarly the brakes of

automobiles, especially those running in hilly

districts, should he-examlned periodically by

their owners.

Labouchcre on Speed Limits.

So excellent :1 person as Henry bailout-here

is now advocating that the speed lilnit for

automobiles in England be raised. In Lon

don Truth he says:

"Has not the time come when the twelve

mile limit of speed ought to be reconsidered

altogether? On many a country road, with

a clear course and no danger from side turn

ings, there is no danger in twenty-five miles

an hour. The present maximum limit is

absurd, because it takes no account of the

fact that a properly built automobile is far

better under control and can be stopped

‘dcad’ more quickly than any horse vehicle

going at the same pace.

"My impression is that the safety of the

man in the street would be quite as well,

and probably better, provided for by impos

ing severe penalties on reckless driving,

with heavy responsibilities for accidents so

caused, and leaving the questionlof reck

lessness to be judged entirely by the circum

stances of each case, than by setting up a

statute as an arbitrary standard of maxi

mum speed."

Draught oi Honeycomb Doubled.

“The statement that the induced draught

or honeycomb type of radiator is more effi

cient than the old pattern is one not justified

by experience, when the car is in motion,

whatever may be the heating on a stationary

 

Ivehicle," says a doubter of this Mercedes

feature.

“Its use reduces the quantity of water car

ried, but that is not necessarily an increase

in efficiency. The old system of radiator

has reached perfection, so far as efficiency is

concerned, and the advantage must be

sought in other and secondary considera

tions. There are authentic cases of the dis

tance of 500 miles being covered without

any necessity for refilling the tank, during

the whole of which distance the water has

kept perfectly cool. That is complete eiii

ciency. Weight may be reduced, but compli

cation and risks of injury inevitably enter

when air is induced through a honeycomb

by a fan."

Road not Owned by Rockefeller.

John D. Rockefeller, jr., on his father's

estate at Pocantico Hills, frequently orders

automobile drivers to leave the place. Large

signs have been erected hearing this notice

in large black letters: “No motor cars al

lowed.” I

Young Mr. Rockefeller and his wife, driv

ing, to the Tarrytown station recently, met

Postmaster George E. Johnson, of North

Tarrytowu, in an automobile. They were

on the old Bcdford Road, which passes

through the Rockefeller property, hilt which

was recently deeded to the village. Young

Mr. Rockefeller evidently forgot that. He

stopped the postmaster and informed him

that no motor cars were allowed there.

Mr. Johnson replied: “I beg your pardon,

sir, but this is a public highway."

Mr. Rockefeller looked around in surprise

and drove on without a word.

 

H. B. SHATTUBK

8b SUN,

BOSTON, MASS.

Distributors of

Oldsmobile,

I Packard,

Auincar,

Searchmont

WE HAVE BONSTANTLY 0N HAND

CHOICE BARGAINS

IN SECOND-HAND MACHINES

A full line of standard Freud"

and American accessories

carried in stock.

 

STATE YOUR REQUIREMENTS. WE CAN

 

MEET THEM, IF ANYBODY BAN.
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‘ Westinghouse Automobile

Charging Apparatus

1 For Station and Individual Use

 

  

In Standard Units, Asssem Well-Tried

Apparatus. Details of E ‘ Excellence.

Send for Circular 106, and see our Exhibit

Booth 156, Coliseum, Chicago, Ills.

February 14th to 2lst, I903

 

llllllllllllllllllllll|.

Westinghouse Electric 8: Mfg. Co., Pittsburg, Pa.

Sales Offices in all Large Cities

 

Standard Automobile Motive Power Equipments. Circular l059.

  

 

 

 

  

A TRADE TERM:

“WESTON-MUTT QUALITY"

IN WHEELS.

ARTILLERV WOOD or WIRE.
 

GET WITH us.

WESTON-MOTT co., Utica, N. Y.
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esT-HE a: -

YOU

Afififiifi‘figzi‘é‘éiféi‘é , Century Iounst

AUTOMOBILE

‘w Gasolene Car.
a - r 7—

7 Brake Horse Power Guaranteed.

 

 

Why not look into the matter, and get the most

solid comfort possible at a minimum cost? You wont

regret it. The best material money can buy goes into

the construction of this GUARANTEED SUCCESS.

You will be interested in terms to agents. Write

for catalogue.

Tm: AMERICAN Moron CARRIAGE 60.,

SIL-SZO East Prospect Street, CLEVELAND, OHIO.

PARDEE & c0.14°4-t4060niiihri:;|81iithfgjij Chicago,lll. THE STANDARD CAR, $750, for TWO PCOPIC'

  

  

 

  

 

 

STANDARD AUTOM ILE ‘ ., W h S ., N Y k " .DRISKO. snow & 1182s, who43 '331unilii13iivefnosfoh 132$” WITH DOS-A-DOS SEAT, $800, for Four People.

WM. F. RUDOLPH, z N h Broad St. Philadelphia, Pa.

H. B. LARZELERE, 4 M et St., San Francisco, Cal.

— Iq _

HAS MORE

POWER

FUEL CAPACITY,

TALKING POINTS,

ADVANCED IDEAS,

LUGGAGE SPACE,

CARRYING CAPACITY,

EXCLUSIVE FEATURES,

HILL C LIMBING ABILITY,

SUPERIOR CONSTRUCTION,

ORIGINALITY IN DE SI G N,

SIMPLICITY IN OPERATION,

MINUFACTUHIRI OF

10 H.P.GomhinationTwo and '
i Four Passenger Car. For the Price any Car

  

  

  

  

~ 2“ l'|- P- Tflllllflg liar. EVER PRODUCED IN THE WORLD

20 HI PI Dame” ca" You may substantiate this claim by inspecting and

riding in the
From a standpoint of quality there are few cars in the Shelby class

and none embodying more original and meritorious features. CEN | l IRY

Send f°'°1ml°g-S Em“ inh- At any of our General Agencies.

“9 °‘" ‘ a '"g°' CENTURY MOTOR VEHICLE co, smug, N.Y., u. s. A.

AGENCIES:
Address Department H F_" New York City, Banker Brothers CO., Bufialo, N. Y. 60; Mam St..

THE E CO., New York, Philadelphia and Pittsburgh Providence, R. In“ G M J,- Agiramer.

. . artm ‘0.
Brooklyn, N. Y., 488 Hancock St.,

k . ..Lewis Automobile Co, ASbury PM ’ N JA_ A_ Taylor Co_

London, England, R. Reynold, Jackson CO., Proprietors of The Century Tourist Car Co.

of America. Albert Gate Mansion, Knightsbridge,

SHELBY, OHIO.
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OF COURSE,
every-one who knows anything about automobiles knows

that we supply most of the finest tubing and rims used in the best cars.

()UR SUPERB

Swednh Spring Steel Rims
fi/gl‘ for

in both Crescent and Clincher types are famous haw-7’”

the world over.

They do much in increasing the all important

“factor of safety ” as well as saving tire wear by re

taining their shape under all stress and strains.

Most makers are wise enough to use them—if

they do not specify them.

We also manufacture all kinds of hot and cold

k— 8, I rolled hoop, strip and bar steel, etc.

peg$figdmnmmwauummu

Successor to the Wilmot & HObbl Mfg. 00..

BRIDGEPURT, DUNN, U. S. A.

 

 

 

 

 

THE NEW

KELLY GENERATOR

for Steam Vehicles is a Trouble Saver.

No Steam Car is complete without one. Does away with drip

cups and all annoyances. Perfected in every way and always reliable.

Strongly made with all connections outside. Easily adjusted.

No flaring or flashing in lighting, even in the strongest wind.

Main fire controlled at seat. Compact and neat in appearance and

enclosed in aluminum case.

 
 

ADAPTED

TO ANY

MACHINE

1a The New One-Pleee Steel Tubular Burner

with entirely new casing. Has no gauze or holes in the bottom, the

air being taken in from the ends. Absolutely eliminates all danger of

fire under-lapping. As there are no air-tubes through the continuous

stop'tul)e the burner even if red-hot cannot back fire. One of the most

important improvements yet made. Thoroughly tested—as are all our

products. Write for circular.

KELLY l-lNDLE BAR COMPANY, - Cleveland, Ohio.

WWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWW

  

WWWWM
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I their lead.

.2
i

he Peerless

were the first American man—

ufacturers to adopt the Vertical

_\ Motor, mounted in front.

“‘3; year hence all makers will follow

Motor Car Co.

One

THE PEERLESS MTITTTTT on 00., Gleveland, Ilhio
 

 

  

 
  

TENTH AND EXETER STREETS

READING, PA.

MANUFACTURERS 0F

Our Motors are oi French Type. Water Ccoied. and Equal In

Finish and Service io Best Foreign Makes.

RELAY MOTOR CARGO.

GASOLINE MOTORS, DIFFERENTIAL SPUR GEARS,

TRANSMISSION GEARS. TUBULAR RUNNING GEARS,

RADIATING COILS. MUFFLERS. ALUMINUM AND BRASS

HOODS. WOOD AND WIRE WHEELS. CARBURETERS.

  

WYOMA DIFFERENTIAL

SPUR GEAR

8 pitch, — 60 teeth.

 

 

The Difierential Gear has Manganese Bronze Bevel Gear.

Fitted for either 1%, 1% or 1% inch axles. It! made {or Di

rect Drive, Rod Transmissron, and also with Chain Sprocket.

WYOMA GASOLINE MOTOR

Sinzie Cylinder. B H. P., 135 pounds

Double Cylinder. l4 H.P-. 205 pounds.

 

 

tem. No Bevel Gears. Gears always in Mesh.

Ball Thrust at each end of Shaft. Enclosed in

Aluminum Case. Will transmit up to 20 H.P.

\ The trnnsmission Gear is built on a new sys 

 

 

 

We make a Tubular Running Gear for Ton

~ I . neaus that is a marvel of workmanship. finish

i whide > - ' .'_ l and construction. All material is of the best

r 4‘ w. ‘3" ‘ _q n_ J and the Bearings are extra heavy. The Differ

ential on this is fitted for either Sprouet or

TUBULAR RUNNING GEAR FOR TONNEAUS.

\

3'

 

  

.__,

‘ IS

I 7W," QEAR

 

 

Bevel Gear.

80-inch “heel Base. 54-inch Tread.

'1

’0" 4(~‘

er..

WYOMA TRANSMISSION GEAR

3 Speeds forward and 1 Reverse.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

and pat Reverse.

  
 

 

  

 

Space 86 It Chicago Show.

.1. s-revens ARMS & TOOL co.,

 

“ STEVEN-SH-EDURYEA ”

GASOLENE AUTOMOBILE

No Car has made a better reputation than ours.

for Speed-Reliability and Hill Climbing.

7 Horse Power Two Cylinder Opposed l‘lotor made.

PRIGE AT FAOTORY $1,200.00.

No. 690 Main St., Chicopee Falls, Mass.

Holds records

Has the most powerful

Has 3 Speeds
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STocK FORGINGS

Autohiijbiles.
FRONT AXLE CENTERS, REAR AXLES, PERCH

HUBS, STEERING KNUCKLES and FRONT AXLE ENDS

and MACHINED STEERING EQUIPMENT.

( Palenled December I6, 1590.)

 
  

These Forgings are for Heavy and Light Vehicles.

DROP FORGINGS FOR ALL PURPOSES.

 

See New Clrcular A. whlch we mail on request.

HARTFORD, CONN., U. 5. A.

No. 8 Long Lane, Aldcrsgale Street, LONDON, E. C.

 

THE BILLINGS & SPENCER COMPANY

  

Thc “Bann-Auto” thcl

A PERFECT AUTOMOBILE WHEEL.

(FRONT VIEW.)

  

PATKNT PENDING.

U. B. BANNISTER, Pilenlee and Sole Owner.

MADE EXCLUSIVELY BY

MUNCIE WHEEL AND JOBBING CO.,

40] Boyce Avenue, MUNCIE, INDIANA. 

 

 

AUTOMOBILE SHOW, CHICAGO, FEBRUARY 14~21.

GOOD ROADS CONVENTION, CHICAGO, FEBRUARY 14 '21.

BICYCLE JOBBERS ASSOCIATION MEETING, CHICAGO, FEBRUARY 14~21.

To secure the greatest degree of

COMFORT IN TRAVEL

arrange to take one

of the fast} trains

ofthe

MICHIGAN

()ENT3A_L

Tm NIAGARA FALLS ROUTE

Through Sleeping Cars

from

BOSTON,

NEW YORK

and Io

CHICAGO.

For raw: and inlormalion

call on local agents or write

W. H.‘UNDERWOOD.

G. E. P. AgL, Buffalo.

0. \V. RUGGIJES, '

G. P. & T. AgL, Chicago.
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'u00......v-IOOOQ...OIu--..l....0----"0....." "000.... ".00..

IN ’l‘lIE §. . . 2 THE HOME OF RELIABLE CARS ;

New York-Boston-Ncw York Rcllablllty RunTHE . .

2 i sDarracq Car BANKER “05"?” 5
i i

WAS AWARDED THE : g

HILL TROPHY CUP. ir " ~- 2 a

3 :1
O O»

2 2?

i , i
Q F5

2 2

D L 141-143 West 38th St., New YorKARKACQ uMousina. : g

' 'e 0 ma . 2 2Ehlriilgsialis;:ljiélslldh‘illl:?in:lllidi:lg Potter and Spencer " Terrors." F mDarracq Cars hold more records than any other make in the world.nuluEDIA'rE DELIVERY. : :

_________ Q - .

AMERICA1§_Pfifiglggljj-HIQHPBILE 60- g ...:.::.:::::e.. iii,;2"§?if.€i"£:652 Hudson Street' (Near um 51. Station, gtll Ave. "1.9) NEW YORK_ 50 West 41d :1. i

:.-.........m......... -n‘.‘......-oo.....'.....a...‘ ......."...:

..........Q...‘............‘QQ......O...‘.....

—THE-—

Largest Automobile Supply

House in America.
  

Sl NGLE, No. 4...

with
ASSORTED VALV E STEM

  

We handle the largest assortment of Automobile Forgings to be found

in the U. S. A. We have found it necessary to make changes in our

catalog and same will be mailed as soon as issued, on request only.

CHARLES E. FULLER,

Manufacturer, Jobber, Exporter and Importer,

97, 99, [0| Reade St., New York City.

 

 

 

I......QQOOQQ......“IOOQIOICOQQQOOPI......O.IQOQODOOI...

I

Seven Years Experience
_ BUILDING

/ "' ' ACETYLENE

GAS LAMPS

M A K E S I T

P O S S I B L E

FOR US TO

Guarantee

. THE 1903

MODELS OF

seui Meme LAMPS
TO BE THE PEERS OF ANY

PRODUCED.

The most Stylish, Sensible and Complete line of Side

Lights, Head Lights, Tail Lights, Generators, and

Lamps ever produced.

BADGER BRASS MFG. 00., KENOSHA, WIS.

We shall Exhibit at the Chicago Automobile Show.

......‘Q...C 8"...Q...... ...................

  

...............UOOOOOIOOOOOOI......QIIOOO..GIOOUI...Q...’
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' THE

SPERRY BATTERY

WILL BE READY FOR DELIVERY IN MARCH.

WRITE FOR PARTICLJ LARS.

NATIONAL BATTERY COMPANY, -
 

BUFFALO, N. Y.

 

RADIATORS and CONDENSERS

for (iasolene Cars. for Steamers.

OUR FACILITIES

and experience are such that

we can produce high grade

radiators and condensers at

prices that please. We'll be

pleased to submit quotations.

 

Whitlock Coil Pipe Co.

HARTFORD, CONN.

  

 

  

s\

\w —

CREST nFo. co., cAMBRioiiE, mxss.

  

HERE IT IS 2v

 
 

 

'The Hoffman Four

Horse Power Run=

about Motor. : : :

PRIC'ZE, $550.00.

H. L. HOFFMAN MOTOR (‘39.,

METEOR AND READING

STEAMERS

proved a revelation at the New York Show.

  

They are new all over, embodying everything the ordinary steam

car has lacked. Built on latest approved gasolene car lines,

boiler in front and horizontal engine. Tonneaus and runabouts.

We have been handling agency systems for years and know

how to treat good. live agents. Send for our proposition.

I'IETEOR ENGINEERING CO.,

Reading, Pa

 

 

The Automotor

A specially constructed,

powerful touring car,

designed for those who

place quality before price.

OUR OUTPUT IS LIMITED.

EARLY ORDERS MEAN

EARLY DELIVERY.

Correspondence invited.

  

 

 

 

 

THE M. SEWARD & SUN 60.
NEW HAVEN, CONN.

— e E. MANUFACTURER! OF

CARRIAGE

HARDWARE
AND

I“ 1 Special [Imp Forgings

  

. Auioliihhiles . it

AND OTHER WORK.

  

We are prepared to make estimates from drawings or models

and guarantee first-class work.
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The Week's Patents.

719.327. Transmission Gear Mechanism.

Ralph B. Hain, Los Angeics, Cal., assignor

to Auto Vehicle Co., Los Angelcs, 0111., a

corporation of California. Filed July 30,

1902. Serial No. 117,651. (No model.)

Claim—l. In a transmission gear mechan

ism of the character described, the combina

tion with the main drive shaft, a pinion fix

edly held thereon, a central drum loosely

mounth on said drive shaft, and having a

laterally extending hub, 11 pair of drums dis

posed one at each side of the central drum,

the drum bcing loosely mounted on the drive

axle, the drum being loosely mounted on

the hub of the central drum, n sprocket pili

ion on said hub, a sprocket rim on the body

of the drum, brake devices co-operating with

the drums, the central drum having a num

ber of transverse journal bearings, a shaft

in each of said bearings, a large gear on

one end of the shafts, a small gear on the

other end. and held to mesh with the pinion

on the drive shaft, the drum having an in

ternal annular gear rim, held to mesh with

the large gear on the shaft mounted in the

central drum, an axial gear on the drum

held to mesh with the small gears on the

central drum supported transverse shafts,

all being arranged substantially as shown

and described.

719.328. Governor and Throttle Valve (Jon

trolling Mechanism. Ralph B. Hain, Los

Angeles, Cal., assignor to Auto Vehicle Co.,

1.0s Angclcs, 0:11., a corporation of Califor

nia. Filed July 30, 1902. Serial No. 117,

652. (.\‘0 model.)

Claim—1. A mechanism of the character

described, comprising in combination with

the engine drive shaft, and the engine throt

tle valve. a governor device mounted upon

and operated by the crank shaft, and a

manually operatabie lever mechanism sepa

rate therefrom, said governor device and

lover mechanism having a common connec

tion with the throttle valve, and each being

arranged to operate independently of the

other for opening and closing the said throt

tle valve, as set forth.

719.407. Combined Regulator and Safety

Mechanism for Explosive Engines. Leonidas

G. Woolley, Kenton, Ohio, assignor to the

Magneto Electric Co., New York, N. Y. Filed

February 28, 1902. Serial No. 96,192. (.\‘0

model.)

Claim—i. In an electric generating mech

anism of the character stated, the combina

tion with the igniting means including the

member 2, the terminals 1 1n mounted there

_ on. and the lever 3 having a. bridge carrying

contacts to engage the terminals 1 In, said

levcr being pivoted near its outer end where

by to normally gravitate to bring the con

tacts to a (-10er position, the outer end of

said lever terminating in a heel portion 3a;

of themain shaft, the centrifugal governor

mechanism connected thereto and controlled

by the rotation thereof, the vibratory lever

U, said lever having an arm u. and the lever

5 detachably connected with the lever arm

n, and having its outer end arranged to en

gage the heel of member 3 when the speed

of the shaft becomes excessive or beyond a

predetermined point. a valve regulating

means comprising the shifting lever u' rigid

ly connected to the vibratory lever U, and

extending downward, the disk s engaged by

said shifting lever, the cam r x, and the ‘

valve, all being arranged so that the valve

is shifted at the same time the lever u en

gages the heel of the member 3, as set forth,

substantially as shown and described.

719,418. Electric-Accumulator Plate. Au

guste Bainvillc. Nunterre. France. Filed

July 14, 1902. Serial No. 115,462. (.\‘0

model).

Claim—An electric accumulator consisting

of a number of rods separated from each

other by a removable corrugated sheet of

perforated insulating material arranged in

such maimcr as to cover the face of one rod

and the back of the next.

719,420. Steam Boiler. Robert \V. Barton,

Chicago, Ill., assignor of fifty-one one-hun

dredths to Evert Rich, Chicago, Ill. Filed

Oct. 16, 1902. Serial No. 127,535. (No model.)

Claim—1. A steam hoilcr composed of a

plurality of units, each formed of two coils

of pipe. the central or inner portion of the

iowcr coil of each unit being continuous

with the central or inner portion of the up

per coil of each unit. while the outer por

tion of the upper coil of each unit is con

tinuous with the outer portion of the lower

coil of the adjacent unit, substantially as

described.

719.425. Process of Making Self-Mending

Tires. John W. Blodgett, Chicago, 11]., as

signor to the N Tire Co., Chicago, 111., a cor

poration of lllinois. Filed July 1, 1902.

Serial No. 113.977. (No specimens.)

Claim—The method of inserting a self

mcnding material in a pocket in a tire which

consists in placing the deflated and flattened

endless tube having the pocket therein in a

trough~like mould whose available inner

width is equal to the thickness of the en

tire tubc at that time plus the desired thick

ness of the layer of self-mending material.

said mould being heated to a temperature

at which the self-mending material can be

pumped; and in forcing the self-mending

material heated substantially to the same

temperature into such pocket while the tube

is in the mould and until the pocket is filled

at completely as the width of the mould'

will permit, substantially as described.

719.486. Carburetor for Internal-Combus

tion Engines. Frederick H. Mcssinger, New

York, N. Y. Filed Oct. 19, 1901. Serial No.

79,225. (No model.)

Claim—1. In a carburetter for internal—

combnstlon engines, the combination with a

vaporizing chamber through which the air

is drawn upwardly. a vaporizing nozzle in

said chamber, a fluid supply for said nozzle.

:1 horizontally arranged partition in said

chamber below said nozzle, air passages

around said partition, and an opening in the

centre of said partition in line with the

nozzle for directing a Jet of air upwardly

upon the nozzle, substantially as set forth.

719.536. Vaporizer or Carburetter for Ex

plosive Engines. Henry W. Tuttle, Phila

delphia, Pa., assignor to John M. Scott.

Philadelph‘a,Pa. FiledJan.13,1902. Serial

No. 89,449. (No model.)

719,547. Explosive Engine. John Wil

loughby, Brooklyn, N. Y., nssignor of 0nr~

half to George W. Baylcy, Brooklyn, N, Y.

Filed Mar. 26, 1901. SerialNo. 52,924. (No

model.)

Claim—1. An explosive engine having two

cylindcrs arranged opposite and at an in

clination to each other and provided with

food and exhaust ports, pistons therein, a

crank shaft and connecting rods extending

bctu'ccn the crank shaft and the pistons,

the said cylinders each having an air chum

her and the pistons having supplementary

parts working in said air chambers, to draw

the air into air chambers and to force it

therefrom, an air reservoir connected with

the air chambers, and receiving compressed

air therefrom, unobstructed passages lead

ing from the air reservoir in opposite direc

tions and connected with the feed ports of

the respective cylinders, and a fuel reservoir

connected with the passages leading from

the air reservoir at a point adjacent to the

cylinder fecd ports.

719,562. Steering Gear for Automobiles.

Alanson P. Brush, Detroit, Mich, assignm

of one<half to Cadillac Automobile Co., De

troit, Mich. a corporation of Michigan. Filed

Nov. 21, 1902. Serial No. 132,220. (No

model)

Claim—In a steering gear the combination
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with a steering pinion of a rack bar mesh

ing with said pinion, a frame in which the

l'il('k bar reeiproeates, and an eccentric bush

ing in said frame about the rack bar, said

bushing cut away intermediate its extremi

ties and having a limited rotation about the

rack bar to adjust the rack bar against the

pinion.

39,707. Automobiles and Parts Thereof.

The Pan-American Motor 00., Mamaroneek;

N. Y. Filed December 11, 1902.

The word “Pauum.” Used since June 1,

1901.

 

Are you satisfied with the system of

Ignition you are now using ?

CALL AT TIIR

P. J. Dasey Co.’s Exhibit

The “ ECOWWICAL

IGNITERS,

DYNAI'IOS,

MAGNETOS

BATTERIES,

COILS,

PLUGS,

SWITCHES.

“APPLE”
  

  

THE DAYTON ELECTRICAL MFG. 60.,

DAYTON, OHIO, U. s. A.

 
  

S

Write to us for circulars. prices. etc. or send us blue print

and specthcations.

THE BAY AUTOMATIC MACHINE 00., No. I Water St, Cleveland, 0.

BOUGIE HERZ,

The only-Spark Plug

WORLD THAT IS GUARANTEED

For 6 Months.

RUNS JUSTAS WELL IN OIL

You cannot carbonize it; why

not try it ?

Money refunded in

satisfactory.

80L: IMPon'ruu won U. 8. AND CANAnA.

E. J. WILLIS, 8 Park Place. New York.

RADIATORS, TANKS,

l\IUFFLERS.

 
 

IN THE

30 days if not

MWZIW

 

 

 

“

  

 

THE FORG

(iasolene Burner.

Best and Most Effective

Burner Manufactured.

PETER FORG, Somerville, Mass.

CHAS. E. MILLER, Agent, New York.

A. L. DYKE Agent. 5!. Louis. Mo.

 

 

 
 
 

MANUFACTURED BY

Crescent Machine Co.

DETROIT, MICH.

  

THE AUTUGAS

DRY BATTERIES.

80 per cent. more effi

c'ency than anv other.

Standard Everywhere.

WM. ROCHE, 42 Vesey St., New York.

flaw Sunnmn

$93.93?
AS Fonsuuuc'insm:
DRY BATTERY

  

  

 

 
 

  

MALTBY

POWER AIR PUMP

MALTBY AUTOMOBILE

and MANUFACTURING Co.

I0 CLINTON Si. BROOKLYNNY.

  

 

  

 

-
‘ '

,
“We”. N, v.

 
 

 

 

 

Georges Ri

BARRY & HAYES,
UNITED STATES AGENTS FOR THE

chard French Automobiles,

PANHARD. RENAULT AND MERCEDES CARS.

WITH IMMEDIATE DELIVERY.

GARAGE AND SALESROOMSI 33 t0 39 East 58th Street, NEW YORK CITY.
 

America’s

Leading

Automobile
 

 

ESTABLISHED [855

PHINEAS JONES& C0.

NEWARK, N. J.

ember ol the National Association oi

Automobile Manufacture".

 
 

  

BRECHT’S RUNNING GEARS

vs 

 
 

filemlver: National Ass-Mini:be of Automobile Nnuufnchrren'.

BRECHT AUTOMOBILE 00.,

I200 Cass Avenue,

Don’t Buy

before you see our

display at the

Chicago Show,

Feb. I 4-2 I .

 

See seine of the

New Features.

 

ST. LOUIS. MO. 
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Baldwin Automobile Detachable Chain 00. DC Dion Bouton Headquarters

ARE THE PIONEERS PAR'S’ FRANCE F0“ "

Standard Gasoline Motors and Automoblle

Automobiles of the World.
.

De Dion Motors are used by leading manufacturers all over M uthe world. 0 n ngS

N

  

THE TRADE SUPPLIED.

PATENTED DEC. 18, 1900.

BALDWIN CHAINS alt-SKIN“, Polished Brass.

Address all communications to

are the standard {or Sole United States Agent,

179 Clarendon St., (near Bovlston) BOSTON, MASS.

SIZE, WORKMANSHIP and FINISH  

 

 

  

 

THIS MACHINE YOU

CAN PUT TOGETHERwooo WHEELS f

Artillery or Oompress Band.

BRASSHINGES

I: H. N. Gasoiene

Touring Car.

REMOVABLE Rum SlA'rs.

'paiunDprreoqfigens

  

& All the parts of this machine, or any or all the parts of

any machine, we will sell you at tartory prices. We manu

WI Kl I, Iacture or carry in stock absolutely Tonneau Door Ha nd les and

. . EVERYTHING FOR AN AUTOMOBILE
MIChlga" Avenue! _ lfyoudhave desiign of your \‘i‘fa'l‘l, send us specific-{rd Fasteners, LOCks!trons, an we w supp you everyt nng necessary to ur ,

LANSING, M IC H . it. ready to be p'm loge: er. , _ Covers, Metal Mouldmgs, etc. etc.
Our r903 Catalogue of automobile parts. profusely illus

trated, containing everything you can possibly want for an Manufactured by

- RH» Write for it. Free. . .

EXPORT AGENTS. The EflgIlSI‘l & Mersrck CO..

  

 

 

e O CHAS. T. HOWE & 00., NEW HAVEN, CONN_

I . 5! Hudson St.,New York

_ _ _ NEUSTADT-PERRY (30.,

have any ignitIOI'l OUtflt 826-850 5. 18th Street, ST. LOUIS.

than to have a p00r one.WE NIANUFAOTURE NOTHING

BUT YEW- KiiifiilM (liSIlliNl MillilRS, PINIONS
\VRITE FUR CATAOGU E.

AMERICAN 61hr. conpnnv iiiliillili illiiiniNi lilMPS, “mmi’sifi‘léiiifiiill“£.¥“?.§“22h2"i."““

automobile. Better try them.

w- SOMERVILLE, "'Ass
WE ALSO MAKE METAL GEARS.

YOUR OWN REPAIRING, The New Process Raw Hide Co.

_ SEND FOR CATALOGUE AND PRICES.

L A. H. runxmzo Broadway, NewYork

‘ $206119
q ‘ or longer E ui ed

' with Face Plaile, Ego

ters, Change G.ara.

 

  

  

 

 

  

   

 

 

 

We make over Twenty Types of Cars.

Write for Catalogue.

Price: qua/rd nu app/kalzlm. M ' I ‘

ohlle company of Amerma, EhP the auto u to
F- FRASSE (30-138 c°mand $t-,NewYork Broadway and 54th Street, New York City. the top notchp of

 

_ speed and ease of

If interested in the best coils, spark plugs, runmng by usmg Dlxon 5

etc., write to THE now PORTABLE ELEC- Gmphiwleo- Ask for ‘1

TRIC CD, for catalogue and particulars. free sample and b00k16t83

" about 1t.

JOSEPH DIXON CRUCIBIJE COMPANY

JIRSIY Cr'rv.

Home Office 6: Factory, Braintree, Mass.

Thuncrr OFFlt‘ISI—le Trenmnt Street. Iioston, Mass; n35 Broadway,

New York. N.Y.; lg La Salle St., Chicago, llls.-, Harry R. Geer,5t.Louis, M0

john Wannanrnker, Philadelphia, Pa.

iM'méu-x q/ flu National A nucr'rrlidu of A utamubi/lr .‘llar/q/adurert.
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[to You Want Satisfaction?

The boiler proposition we have to ofl'er will

' give It to you. Our boilers will cause you no

trouble.

THEY ARE THE BEST!

IS RIGHT

STEAM CARRIAGE BOILER CO., - Oslego,N. Y.

  

THE PRICE

 

Improve Your Circulation

BY USING

THE LOBEE PUMP
Increases and gives a positive cir

culation to the coolin water for all

Gasoline Motors. imple, Cheap

Durable, Efficient, my to apply.

Benton trial to responsible parties.

Lohee Pump It Machinery Co.

120-136 Terrace Buffalo, N. Y.

MONOGRAM OILS AND GREASES
IFECIALLY ADAPTED FOR

AUTOMOBILE LUBRICATION
WRITE FOR CATALOGUE AND PRICE LIST.

Columbia Lubricants Co., 22 Buriing Slip, New York.

JENKINS 8L BARKER
Succussoks To CHAS. L. BURDET'X‘

50 State St., HARTFORD, CONN.

Patents and

Patent causes

F'A

 

 

AUTOMOBILE PATENTS A SPECIALTY

CORRFSPONDENCE SOLICITED

FOLLOW THE FLAG

 

  

Detroit Fast Trains

Chicago Through

St. Lou's Sleeping Cars

K on Dining Cars

"as ' Cate Cars

0mm Free Reclining

And the West Chair Cars

THE ONLY LINE RUNNING FREE RECLINING CHAIR CARS

BETWEEN NEW YORK AIIO CHICAGO.

FAMOUS “CONTINENTAL LIMITED," leaves New

York foot of Franklin Street. at 3.15 p. in, foot of West 41d

Street 3.45 p. m., arrives Detroit 1.30 a m., Chicago 330 p. m.

St. Louis 7.r5 p. m., Kansas City 7 r5 second morning.

“ LACKAWANNA LIMITED," leaves New York oot of

Barclay or Christopher Streets at 10.00 a. m., arrives Detroit

1.00 a. m., Chicago i0.50 i. m., Stv Louis 2.00 p. m., Kansas

fity 9.30 p. in. next day.

“ ONTARIO & WESTERN EXPRESS," leaves New

York foot of Franklin Street at 5.40 pv m., foot of West 41d

Street 6.00 p. m., arrives Detroit 2.05 p. m., Chicago 9.30 p. in

Also trains eaving at 2.00 a. m., too p. rn. ,6.ao p, m., 7.45 p. m.

For information in regard to ra'es, etc., apply to

H. B. McCLELLAN,

General Eastern Agent,

387 Broadway, New York.

  

 

WANTS AND FOR SALE.
15 cents per line of seven words, cash with order.

 

FOR bargains in used automobiles but as good

as new, address C. A. COEY & CO., 531i

Cottage Grove Ave., Chicago, Ill.

 

33" SIMMONS ‘21

STEAM CARRIAGE

SPECIALTIES.
Attractive catalogue sent upon application.

"0 Centre Street, New York City.

  

 

FOR SALE CHEAP.—Thomas Tonneau Tour.

ing Car. New; fine condition. A bargain.

T. SHEROW, Millbrook, N. Y.
 

OR SALE — Second Hand Automobiles.

Toledos, steam, 5550.00 up; Mobiles and

Locomobiles, steam, $250.00 up; Spaulding, gaso

lene. $550.00; Olds, Colunibias, both gasolene and

electric; l-laynes-Appersons; Foumier-Searchmonts;

\‘Vhites; Waverleys; at equally low prices. Send

5 cents in stamps for our catalogue.

MississiPPi VALLEY AUTOMOBILE Co.,

3927-3939 Olive St., St. Louis, Mo.

A LARGE MACHINE SumI

fully equipped with the latest machine tools, loca

ted near New York City would be glad to under

take the manufacture of a. quantity of automobiles

or parts for the trade.

They have in their employ a force of men who

thoroughly understand the design and construction

of gasolene, steam and electric automobiles and

are therefore thoroughly competent to properly

handle such business un a large scale and in a

first'class manner. Address

J. l. 0., BOX 649, NEW YORK.

Gasolene Motors

ALL SIZES.

BUFFALO GASOLENE MOTOR COMPANY,

BUFFALO, N. Y.

 

 

J. A. SCOTT MOTOR WORKS,

2i lO-l2-i4 Washington Ave.,

ST. LOUIS, MO.

Are building for the Automobile Trade the following sizes

and styles of Gasolene Engingg, Single tjyiiuder

414%. Double Opposed Horizontal, five srzes. b. S, to, la, 15

h . Double Cylinder Vertical. 3 sizes, 6,8,r5 h. p. Four

Cylinder Upright, 4 sizes, r2, '8, n, 30 h. p.

Write and tell us your wants. Remember that the quality

will remain long after the price is forgotten.

ELECTRIC STORAGE.

.We are specialists in this line, our organization being thor

onghly experienced, and the Station completer equipped with

every modern devrce for proper maintenance.

Metropolitan Motor Car Co.,

i54 East 57th Street, New York City.

Telephone 3473 38th Street.

Acme Saiety Steam ThrotiieVatve
Steam supplied graduaIIv—Shiits OR at either end of

lever forward or backward—No wrong way—

Can be removed and reground without

disconnecting any pipe.

CAN BF. APPLIED TO ANY STEAM VEH lCl.E.

Write for descriptive circular.

NOLTE BRASS CO., Springfield, 0.

Patentees and Sole Manufacturers.

NEW AND SECOND-HAND MACHINES

Bought, Sold and Exchangcri.

If you're looking for a good car for little money

now is the time and this the place to get it.

If you have a car to dispose of ditto. Cash or

trade. Call or write us.

NEW YORK AUTO EXCHANGE, 1786 BROADWAY.

 

 

 

 

 

 

SMITH 8r. MABLEY,

3l3-3l 6 Seventh Ave., New York,

AUTOMOBILES.

iuwonrznl

-PANHARD. RENAULT.

DISTRIBUTORS

CHIRROH, GIRAHDOT l YOIGT CARS AIDE IH AIERICI.
 

Made it the SPLITOORF LABORATORY.

Established lass.

C. F.8PLITOORF, 17 Vandevlatu St.,N.Y

  

 

Automobile Exchange

& Storage Company,

133 to 139 West 38th Street,

NEW YORK.

UNOER ENTIRE NEW MANAGEMENT.

Now making extensive alterations and improvements.

LOOK FOR SPECIAL ANNOUNCEMENTS AFTER

NEW YORK SHOW.

 

  

Get a Good

Night’s Rest
TH IS ALWAYS ASSU RED

When you use the

Compartment Sleeping Cars

CINCINNATI-to CHICACC

C H 8:. D and Monon

A room to yourself.

Regulate the heat, light

and veniilation to suit

your convenience.

Every necessary toilet

convience in your room.

Ask any ticket agent for train schedules,

or address

I D. G EDWARDS, P. T. M., Cincinnati, 0. I
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THE SEARCHMONT
 

  

American Engineers American Ingenuity

American Methods American Material

American Mechanics American Workmanship

American Brains American Money

Combined with American Enterpl‘ise have produced

1903 MODEL TYPE VII. '

and the price is only $2,500, not $5,000 or $10,000

NEW SEARCHMONT BEFORE PURCHASING

SEARCHMONT AUTOMOBILE CO.,

PHILADELPHIA, U. S. A.

AGENTS:

\ JOHN WANA IA ER, New York and Philadelphia. CLEVELAND AUTO. & SUPPLY CO., Cleveland.

H B SHAT'I‘ I & SON, Boston. W. H. WEBER Del i

ENS BR . CO., Chicago. ERci'rn

IT WILL PAY YOU To INVESTIGATE THE M

. m I.

ROCH EST AUTOMOBILE CO., Roch ster.

  

 

H

E

S

E

A

’ R

C America’s Leading Automobile

H

M

O

N

THE SEARCHIVIONT
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PLEASURES OF AUTOMOBILING

WILL BE GREATLY ENHANCED BY THE USE OF

HARTFORD or DUNLOP

PNEUMATIC TIRES

The ORIGINAL and “MODEL” TYPES of SINGLE

AND DOUBLE TUBE TIRE CONSTRUCTION
 

g Appreciating the fact that requirements vary as to Single Tube and Detachable Tire

_ Construction, we ofier the most reliable of both types— The Honust S/andards.

THEY WERE BEST YEARS AGO. AND YEARS OI“ INTELLIGENTLY PERSISTENT

CAREFULLY DIRECTED EFFORT HAS MADE THEM BETTER TO-DAY.

Where Quali is desired—whe Comfort, Durability, (I Protection against Annoyances is wanted—

adopted. Lewhere All-'ro n Satisfaction is manded—these tires uld be r us prove this to you by

sending you signed statements from some of the most prominent makers and users in this country.

The Hartford Rubber Works Company, Hartford, Conn.

/ wry
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THE STEHRNS GAR
Received a lot of very favorable comments at the show.

'"""/ff// ‘ til.7 we” I' q

 

b 1 ii i ‘9‘; H, !

  

The style and general design is r' t. The or is p erful. with a per! throttle. and runs silcn I and with no vibration. ‘l he attachments on dash and con 5 at the

wheel are good points. 0 . The sn tube r 'atorisahead of l time. and considering hings, STEARNS CARS are worth more If! they so .

l3l2 rcizicah‘igiiiiagvezlliigoéhigg; gtstlei-iisb'mrm. F' 8‘ Stearns 80'! elevelandi 0'

  

 

 

  

Elmore Exclusiveness
rests not alone in the successful use of the ELMORE TWO-CYCLE MOTOR, but in many

other features of equal merit.

IT IS A DISTINCTIVELY AMERICAN CAR.

Men may pay more, but they cannot get a better one.

IO-H. P.

Touring

, a r N Car.

. 1450 Pounds.

$1400.

7=H. P.

Runabout.

1200 Poenncls.

$800.

  

(TOANEAU DETACHABLE.)

MAY WE SEND YOU CATALOG AND PARTICULARS?

wELIVlORE MFG. COMPANY, = Clyde, Ohio.
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GOODDICH

Clincher Automobile Tircs

Original American Clincher Leads.

3 There were more Goodrich Clincher DoubleTube Automobile Tires fitted to machines

Q on exhibition at I'Iadison Square Garden Automobile Show Jan. I7-24,_ than any

other individual make of Clincher Double Tube style of tire.

HERE IS THE RECORD.

Winton l‘lotor Carriage Company . .

White Sewing Machine Company

Peerless Motor Car Company

Pan-American Motor Company .

Pope-Robinson Company

The F. B. Stearns Company

Packard Motor Car Company

Smith 6: Mnbley Company

Berg Automobile Company .

The Walter Car Company

Franklin Mfg. Company .

The sheiby Motor Car Company

American Motor Car Company .

Hoffman Automobile 6r Mtg. Company ,

Frodonia l'iig. Company . .

U. 5. Long Distance Automobile Company, Locomobile Cl mpmiy. Geo. l\. Pierce Company,

Spauidin: l'lotor Car Company, H. P. Hall l'lotor Con-.pm _\ , Fit 3 cu Automobile Company,

one machine each.

Baker l'lotor Vehicle Company, 6 machines, ALL fitted with Palmer SpecialSpeed Auto

mobile TIres, OUR flake. Ajax flotor Company, 2 machines, fitted with Goodrich Single

Tube l‘lotor Tires.

BBBBBEBBBBEE

“D

22

machines.

Al

H

H

U

Cl

‘0

‘6

5|

0‘

AA

‘0

NNMMNwNw-wwsena

RECAPITULATION.

Goodrich Clincher Tires equipped . . . 47 machines

Palmer Special, “ “ . . - , . 6 “

Goodrich Single Tube “ u - . . . 2 “

55

'I‘OTAI4 55 NIACXIINES.

IMPORTANT.

\A’ith hardly an exception. all machines at show using our Clincher Tires, were Heavy Touring Cars of

High Power and Speed, requiring Tires of exceptional strength and quality, That is why Goodrich

Clinchers were made the Tire equipment. They have been thoroughly tested and their superitr merits

acknowledged. Write for booklet of testimonials. Mailed to any one upon application.

THE D. F. GOODDICH COMPANY,

FACTODIES, AKRON, OHIO.

. NEW YORK, lilCAGO, SAN FRANCISCO, BOSTON,

DPZIDChC-S- oo-os Reade Slrcet. m Lake Sireel. 392 Mission SIreeI. 157 Summer sum.

BUFFALO, PHILADELPHIA, DETROIT, ' DENVER,

9 West Iluron Street. 922 Arch Street. 80 East Congress Street. it“ Curtis Street.

LONDON, ENGLAND, 7 Snow Hill, E. C.

s aaaetaaaeraaaaes22222222222922 n

IEQGGGQGQGQGQGQGQGQGQGGWBBBBBBBBEBBBBBBBBBEB

B€€€€€€€$€€€€€€56€6€6€‘55$2929
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There were three engines of similar size and type to the

6&0;me
exhibited in motor carriages at the recent New York Automobile Show. Their makers claimed

for them respectively, seven and seven and a half horse power. That claimed for the

%m‘6m~°
is six brake horse power. There were four engines of SMALLER size in similar

types of carriages, all claiming GREATER horse power than the _

W"

  

There were two tonneaus, carrying four or more persons, with SMALLER engines, but

each claiming more horse power than the

Ckm‘dm"

All of these engines are of the medium speed variety, and tested—when they are tested—

under the same conditions and with similar apparatus. Excepting only the body, tires and

spark coil, every part of the

(\kom‘oev’
TOURING GAR is made in our own factory, subject to every test and supervision that

experience has suggested. Every engine is tested before being assembled in the carriage

and it is impossible to build a better or more powerful engine of its type and size than used

in the '

Ckxo‘mec’

Is it necessary to say any more about horse power ?

i
l SHALL WE SEND YOU OUR NEW CATALOGUE ,' IT EXPLAINS THE A

hl‘ CARRIAGE FULLY? WRITE FOR BOOKLET “ W." \

-I
II);OE11 9" Lm

I!'71

’I"U
-< O.9

II

R
('D
5Om5"F I}!ga.nODQ. IP
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TI RES,

Chara/amour". '

_ , ' TIRES, '
v),- afilm/g M50” _
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l’l‘HE COMPANY

 

 

.17
  

The New 9 H. P. Gasolene Locomobile

THIS car has all the novel features of the 16 H. P. Locomobile, such as the Throttle

on Steering Wheel; Valves easily removed and replaced; Kerosene Pump: Slide

Gear Transmission; also the steel Chassis Construction which makes it possible to

attach any desired style of body. Write for full description. \' \' v? \' \- \'

 

The Locomobile Company of America,

N.Y. SALESROOMS, Broadway, cor. 76th St. Factory, Bridgeport, Conn.

Branches in Chicago. Philadelphia, Boston. London and Paris.

 

 

 

 

E£0601706ile
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\

n Open Letter

to flutomobile

Dealers

You are in the business to make money.

 

 

1?

Your profits depend upon Automobiles sold

by you in your territory. Why} confine

your selling efforts to any one kind of

power? All powers have their advantages.

The Electric embodies many features of practical worth with a minimum of trouble. NflTIONflL

ELECTRIC! represent that which is best in the Electric field. To add our line, you are only

showing good businessjudgment. Electrics are going to sell. Why spend your time talking other

powers when a customer wants a NflTIONflL ? The National agency will prove to be a most

valuable asset and money maker. Think it over and write us about our prices, terms and catalogues.

National Motor Uehicle C0. li‘iefl‘iriioiis, mo.

W§XW§SS$888883358888$$Xb888§88§§8888888835338“

5
 

‘ See Where We lead and watch Others Follow.

Amenrenn Aurenrnrle Sennn Boll
Operates Automatically as either a Vibrator or Plain Coil.

The “American” 4 I American

System of Ignition e Pocket Ammeter.

LEADS
NOT A TOY.

THE WORLD.

.7 L ~. g . A Olves output of batteries

You take no chances. 3* 5 y :17 I'll-p ~ ' i 7. ‘ '\ CORRECTLY.

44». /-" 7‘ y \‘L

.‘7

nnrenrenn DOUBLE insur. nnen eonen SPARK ewe
And a full line of up-to-date jump spark ignition apparatus.

If you desire the best, write for our catalogue.

AMERICAN COIL CO., WEST ISOMERVILLE, MASS.
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$750--u%.. $850.
  

The Best Proposition for 1903

THE FOLLOWING AGENCY LIST DDOVES IT:

Cadillac Automobile Co. 0: Illinois, Chicago, Ill.

Cadillac Co. of New York. New York City.

John Wanamaker, Philadelphia. Pa.

William E. Metzger, Detroit, Mich.

Pence Automobile Co., Minneapolis, Minn,

Conrad Mueller Co., Indianapolis, Ind.

American Cycle Mfg'. Co., Boston, Mass.

American Cycle Mfg. Co., Providence, R. I.

American Cycle Mfg. Co., Washington, D. C.

Cleveland Automobile & Supply Co., Cleveland,0

Oscar S. Lear, Columbus, Ohio.

Centaur Motor Vehicle Co., Buffalo, N. Y.

Crescent Automobile Co., Jersey City, N. J.

New Jersey Automobile Co., Newark, N. J.

A. T. Wilson, Denver, (301.

R. V. Connerat, Savannah, Ga.

Michigan Automobile Co., Grand Rapids, Mich.

Houghton Implement Co., Grand Forks, N. D.

Peckham Carriage 00., Dayton Ohio.

The Hammer Automobile Co., Cincinnati, Ohio.

F. O. Bailey Carriage Co., Portland, Me.

Norman W. Church, Los Angeles, Cal.

R, W. Whipple, Binghamton, N. Y.

Theodore Jonas, Milwaukee, Wis.

Adolph A, Geisel, Springfield, Mass.

Birney A. Robinson, Worcester, Mass.

James Lucey. Albany and Troy. N. Y.

Fred A. Mabbett & Co., Rochester, N. Y.

Irvin W. Dill Carriage Works. Harrisburg, Pa.

Brown, Thomson & Co., Hartford, Conn.

Charles E. Whitten, Lynn, Mass.

Murphy Bros, Erie, Pa.

Hys op Bros., Toronto, Ont.

Elmira. Arms Co., Elmira, N. Y.

Catalog tor the Asking.

CADILLAC AUTOMOBILE COMPANY

DETROIT, MICHIGAN.

WILLIAM E. METZGER, Sales Manager.
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__FRENCH' AND AMERICAN___.

Agents for

H. P.ELTEIEETBIG AUTOMBPILES' MORS

Paris Automobile Societc. Anonyme l903 Model

HVEHIBLE Bu, 7 m... M.

\

y \ .II”0ENTRM\

_ g" 1’

Attracted special attention

PARIS AUTO SHOW.
 

[Automobile U0.
\ l684 BROADWAY. ,9

/

/

 

Mi) S lo H. P. PEUGEOT.

8 H. P. R .

Prompt Deliveries of Prompt Deliverie8 of

OPEN DAY AND NIGHT. RENALJ |_T.

a, II, la H. P. _—

MURS LARGEST AN" BEST EQUIPPED‘ AUTOMOBILE DEPUT PEucso-rs.

IN THE UNITED STATES.ALL KINDS OF FRENCH AUTOMOBILE PART$.KEPT IN STOCK

ELEBTRIGS GI'IARGED AND KEPT IN FIRST-GLASS ORDER.

  

 

 

 

is what you are looking Ior

is an automobile.

You get both if you buy

THE ENEDAL.
w ‘\ I“ \ .

  

11‘OR ‘\]4I4 SEASONS.

Our 8 II. D. Gasolene Runabout is constructed with a view oi iurnishing an absolutely reliable machine» “one that can be depended

upon ior service at all times and on all roads.

AGENTS IN PRINCIPAL CITIES. WRITE FOR OUR CATALOG.

THE GENERAL AUTOMOBILE 8 MFG. CO., Cleveland, 0.
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$2,000 Buys this Touring Car
  

.”

12

_ i . Brake Horse Power

'" - ‘ " Gasolcnc‘louring Car

  

Seats 5 people. Runs 125 miles on one charge. There’s not an automobile on the

market today equal to this at anything like the price.

“ TOLEDO ” quality throughout from the smallest screw to the superb finish of the body.

We operate the largest automobile factory in the world. Our models are time tried,

successful and reliable.

INTERNATIONAL MOTOR CAR CO., ““jvi'i‘lEM Toledo, Ohio

OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO

 

O000OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO OOOOOOOOOO'OO'OOOOOOOOOOOOOO

O

 

 

You would not travel

from

Maine'
.> to

California

’ ;' (l in anything '3‘“ 8.

‘R1?/ palatial train, drawn::/-—/‘" ' ' ' 7 7

7 Closed, 2 Passengers.

BY STEAM.

Because it is Reliable.
Then why hesitate between the known and I

unknown power. Steam as applied to the

Gold Medal Prescott is Perfection

Flexibility of control. Hill troubles eleminated. Everything controlled

from the seat, even the fire—and you can’t burn the boiler. Steam, air

and water pumps. Foot reverse. Automatic lubrication. Water lift, etc.

Everything perfect. Get its specifications and record.

FACTORY, PRESCOTT AUTO MFG. CO.,

PASSMC’ N“ J' 83 Chambers_ Street, New York. N. Y. _ K Open, 4 Passengers.
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THE NEW

KELLY GENERATOR . ~
 

 

for Steam Vehicles is a Trouble Saver.

% No Steam Car is complete without one. Does away with drip

cups and all annoyances. Perfected in every way and always reliable.

Strongly made with all connections outside. Easily adjusted.

No flaring or flashing in lighting, even in the strongest wind.

Main fire controlled at seat. Compact and neat in appearance and

enclosed in aluminum case. ADAPTED

TO ANY

MACHINE

 

in The New One-Piece Steel Tubular Burner

with entirely new casing. Has no gauze or holes in the bottom, the

air being taken in from the ends. Absolutely eliminates all danger of

fire under-lapping. As there are no air-tubes through the continuous

_ stop-tube the burner even it red-hot cannot back fire. One of the most

3’ important improvements yet made. Thoroughly tested—as are all our

"7 " ' products. Write for circular.

%KELLY HNDLE BAR COMPANY, - Cleveland, Ohio.

  

  

(\

/

l\t -W

‘ =.-.o'H WWW

 

  

The Feature of the Accessory Exhibits
ATT'HE

NEW YORK AUTOMOBILE SHOW

WAS EASILY THE

VEEDER TACIIOMETER
It is placed on the dash directlyin front of the driver and indicates at all times, inplain

figures, the rate of speed r hour at which you are traveling. IT IS SIMPLE, DUR

ABLE, AND ACCURA E.

Special attaching fixtures are necessary for different makes of automobiles and it requires

time to make them. Better send for a descriptive circular and place your order promptly.

Numerous orders have already been booked and all will be filled in their turn.

THE VEEDER MFG. CO.,
Counters, Tachometera

and Fine Castings
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“NUFF $50”

. C. F. SPLITDORF' ' I iY" "ii-“\éii l7-25 Vandewater St., NEW YORK . ._ \ ‘
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From Berlin to “Vladivostock.
MR. QUDELL is now_ crossing EURQPE and ASIA from

BERLIN to VLADIVSSTQGK on one of these machines.

 

_———H HIGH=€LHSS GERMAN @HR—

The QHHINLESS .
  

Noiseless One,Two and Four Cylinder Types. 6 and 8 Horsepower Motorettes, 3 speeds and reverse. 12 and 16

Horsepower. Tonneau, 4 speeds and reverse. Bevel gear, direct drive on high speed, gasolene tank and can made

nonexplosive by safety device as used in German army, all steel parts made of Krupp steel. four oiling

devices. We invite inspection Instruction given to intending purchasers. Compare our prices with others. All

duplicate parts in stock. All cars single lever control, double suspension. Trucks and Delivery Vans.

 

 

  J. (‘3. BRANDES, 28 w. 33d siiieivew veRK

U. 5. Agent [or @UDELL & ('30., flix-la=€happelle. ,

TELEPHQNE, 2754 Madison. AGENTS WANTED EVERYWHERE.

Garage: The Motor Vehicle Repair & Storage (‘30., l2l-l23 W. 3lst Street.
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J

(The MQYEA

_—“J—

ADE for the critical and for those

M to whom quality is the first

consideration.

Truly a Triumph of American

"2" mechanical ability, incorpor

ating the best foreign practice, with a

refinement of detail and construction

never before attempted.

If you would p0ssess one of these superb cars, now is the time

to speak.

Moyea Automobile 80.
3-7 West 29th Street,

NEW YQRK GITY.
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THE AUTOCAR
  

4/7"" “

SHOWING MOTOR. I0 H. P. GASOLENE MOTOR. REAR VIEW.

Is a Harmonious Whole.

It is not successful because of the excellence of any one feature, but because it is a better combination of carefully

worked out details, a symphony of mechanical construction, the most satisfactory automobile production of the

year—and the price is equitable. Catalogue and information upon request.

THE AUTOCAR COMPANY, = Ardmore, Pa.

TWO ENTIRELY DIFFERENT PROPOSITIONS:

AN ABIUALABTIVE GAPABITY NUW PRUBUBING AUTUMUBILES.
A Capacity (largely on paper» to Produce Actual Automobiles.

We belong lo rhe tirsl.

We are making Goods.

We have Goods to

deliver.

OUR FAGTURY IS RUN

NING FULL AND HAS

BEEN SINCE LAST

SUMMER.

CAN YOU MAKE MONEY

and hold your customers

without filling orders?

 

Can you afford to run this risk?

You are cordially invited to

visit out Factory; such an in

spection will convince you that

Our proposition

Is a safe and

profitable

one' Thomas Tonneau, Model l7. Price, $l,250.00.

E. R. THOMAS MOTOR COMPANY, - l200 Niagara Street, Buffalo, New York.
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SOLAR

Motor - Lamps

Show the Way

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

1160 Candle Power.Phare Solar No. 1.

We make a score of other styles and

models of Gas and Oil Side Lamps, Head

lights and Tail Lamps which are scien

tifically and substantially constructed.

In operation are Simple, Safe and Satis

factory. All fully guaranteed, Write for

new catalog.

Badger Brass Mfg. Co.

KENOSHA, WIS.

 

 

are THE a:

Century Tourist

Gasolene Car.

7 Brake Horse Power Guaranteed.

 

  

  

 

THE STANDARD CAR, $750,er Two People.

WITH DOS-A-DOS SEAT, $800,er Four People.

ECENTURYE
HAS MORE

POWER

FUEL CAPACITY,

TALKING POINTS,

ADVANCED IDEAS,

LUGGAGE SPACE,

CARRYING CAPACITY,

EXCLUSIVE FEATURES,

HILL CLIMBING ABILITY,

SUPERIOR CONSTRUCTION,

ORIGINALITY IN DE SI G N,

SIMPLICITY IN OPERATION,

-—AND MORE VALUE—

For the Price Than any Car

EVER PRODUCED IN THE WORLD

You may substantiate this claim by inspecting and

riding in the

CENTURY TOURIST,

At any of our General Agencies.

CENTURY MOTOR VEHICLE C0,, Syracuse, N.Y., U. S. A.

AGENCIES:

New York City, Banker Brothers Co., Buffalo, N. Y. 602 Mam St.,

New York, Philadelphia and Pittsburgh J. A. Cramer,

Brooklyn, N. Y., 488 Hancock SLR _ Asbury park, N‘ J"

Lewis Automobile (.0. A. A_ Taylor Co.

London, England, R. Reynold, Jackson Co., Proprietors of The Century'l'ourist Car Co.

of America. Albert Gate Mansion, Knightsbridge,

  

  

  

Providence, R. 1.,

H. G. Martin & C0.
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§ RESULTS at the NEW YORK SHOW Prove?

i the “YALE” MOTOR CAR a Success.

I

WE DEMONSTRATED TO ALL COMERS AND DID BUSINESS.

A RATIONAL VEHICLE. SIMPLICITY—

STRENGTH.

fi AT A RATIONAL PRICE, ..

ELEGANCE IN DESIGN. II

I $1750.
A

n

a

b

.

a

I

o a

o

n

e

0

e

o

o

THOROUGI-INESS IN

WORKMANSHIP.

  

-

\

N0 VARIATIONS.

  

WE HAVE APPOINTED THE FOLLOWING AGENTS AND WILL CONSIDER A FEW MORE:

  

 

TI‘IB DU BOIS COMPANY, Ltd" on on, England. W. B. METZCIER. Detroit, MICh. JAMES LUCEYI Troy, N. Y.

PARDEE 6': CO NY, cage, I. . J. RB , New nville, Mars. HY P BROTHERS. Toronto, Ontario.

. CBNTAUR MOT YEI‘I B COMPANY, Butlalo, N. Y. LLIN ROTH , Cleveland, Ohio N. . CHURCH, LOI Angeleeflal. ' '

i TH E KIRK l'IANUFACTURING COFIPANY. Toledo, Ohio.

  

 

 

A TRADE TERM:

“WESTIIN-MUTI QUALITY"

IN WHEELS.

ARTILLERY WOOD or WIRE.

  

 

GET WITH US.

WESTON-MOTT CO., Utioa. N. Y.
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mmmmmw

Where can you find its Equal l
 

 

i

t

t

CONRAD GASOLENE i

TQRIG CAR

Mt \ .

  

  

  

(TONNEAU DETACHABLE.)

\THE}

BEST—VALU E

B 1 ~ORE TI— 1 AMERICAN PUBLIC.

FAIRLY BRISTLES WITH UP-TO-DATE FEATURES.

AND WE HAVE THE VERY UP-TO-DATEST 8 H. P. RUNABOUT AT $750 TOO.

   

 

    

 

t
 

WE’LL BE PLEASED T0 FURNISH PARTICULARS.

 

 

THE CONRAD MOTOR CARRIAGE COMPANY, 1411-1419 Niagara Street, Buffalo, N. Y.

NEW YORK ClTY—Pennaylvania Electric Vehicle Co., 152 West I lh FL: BOSTON—Bates Brothers, 145 Columbus Ave; PHILADELPHlA—Pennsylvania Electric Vehicle Co.,

50—256 North Broad St; PlT'l‘SBURG—L. . Martin Co., 528—530 ; in St. lNNEAPOLlS—Nnrthcrn Cycle Supply Co., 116 South Sixth SL; RUL'H ESTER—F. A. Mabbelt, 66‘

but Ava; BlNGHAMTON—Binghamlon tomobil ‘ E'l‘ROl'l‘—W. H. Weber, :88 Woodward Ave.; DENVER—Felker Cycle Co.

  

(‘ra : M

Au 1: Station, 259 Water St.; I)
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e Oldsmobile
NOTHING TO WATCH BUT THE ROAD.

DDICE, with Mud Guards, $650.0

   

 

  

EXDEDIENCE VS. EXPERIMENTS.

The motor is the one great essential of

the Automobile, and 23 years of gasolene

motor building enables us to put into the

Oldsmobile all the practical knowledge possi

ble to get from EXPERIENCE.

The successful record of this pioneer Run

about has led to many untried machines being

placed on the market. These will be sold to

unwary purchasers, and after the test of use .

has shown the manufacturers their mistakes

they will try more EXPERIMENTS.

Do you want a machine that has proven its reliability by three years’ hard service, or do

you want an EXPERIMENT?

SELLING AGENTS:

Oldsmobile Co., New York City, N. Y.

National Capitol Automobile Co.,

Washington, D.C.

Quaker Clty Automobile Co.,

Philadelphia, Pa.

H. B. Shattuck & Son, Boston, Mass.

Banker Bros. Co., Pittsburg, Pa.

Oldsmobile Co., Cleveland, Ohio.

Oldsmobile Co., Githens Bros., Chicago, Ill.

Fisher Automobile Co., Indianapolis, Ind.

Olds Gasoline Engine Works, Omaha, Neb.

W. C. Ja nes Automobile Co., Bultalo, I'LYv

P. L. C. artIn Co.. ll‘IaInIlekiI N. J.

Autovehicle Co., NewarkI N. .I.

F. W. Stockbridge, Paterson, N. J.

Mississippi Valley Automobile Co.,

George E. Hannan, Denver, Colo.

Day Automobile Co., Kansas City, Mo.

Clark 6: Hawkins, Houston, Texas.

Hyslop Brothers. Toronto, Ont.

The Oldsmobile Co.—C. C. Moore Co.,

San Francisco. Cal.

John W. Cheater Co., Nashville, Tenn.

A. F. Chase 6: Co., i'llnneapolis, flinn.

J. E. Richard. Columbia, 5. C.

Oldsmobile Co., Milwaukee, Wis.

The Oldsmobile Co., Los Angeles, Cal.

The Oldsmobile Co., W. C. Rands Co.,

Managers, Detroit, Mich.

Rochester Automobile Co.,

Rochester, N. Y

Sea er 6: Close, Tucson, Ariz.

P. , Gilbert, Jacksonville, Fla

Texas Imp. & flachinery Co.,

Dallas. Texas.

Abbott Cycle Co., New Orleans, La.

C. H. Johnson, Atlanta, Ga.

Sutcllfle 6': Co., Louisville,Brown-Thompson & Co., Ila ord, Conn

flason's Carriage Works, Daven rt, Ia.

Adams 5: Hart, Grand Rapids, Ieh.

Kline Cycle 6: Auto Co., Harrisburg, Pa.

The Oldsmobile Co , Mohler 6: UeGressa,

Mexeio City, Mexico.

5!. Louis, Mo.

Agency Ior Great Britain: THE OLDSMOBILE COMPANY OF GREAT BRITAIN, 1006 Queen Victoria SL, LONDON, E. C.

WRITE FOR ILLUSTRATED BOOK TO

01.05MOTOR WORK
1332 Jefferson Avenue,

) DETROIT, MICHIGAN.
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BUYS GASOMOBILE PLANT

Pan-American Will Manufacture in Marion, N. J.

but Will 30 Slowly. Says Scarritt.

The Pan-American Motor Co., has purchased

the remainder of the property formerly be

longing to the Automobile Co. of America,

located at Marion, N. J. It consisted of the

ground and factory buildings, and the price

is understood to have been $100,000. This

is a sequel to the purchase a few weeks ago

of the machinery, stock, etc., of the defunct

Marion concern.

As a result of this purchase the Pan-Amer

ican company is gradually closing out work

and transferring

It 'is the inten

latter place, and

manufacture the

at the Mamaroneck plant

its effects there to Marion.

tion to concentrate at the

for the present, at least,

Panam car there.

To a Motor World man President W. E.

Scarritt of the Pan-American company

said on Tuesday when asked for a con

firmation of the report.

"Yes, we have acquired the property. You

see. it is this way: The stockholders of the

two companies are closely connected in a

business way. It seemed advantageous to

make this deal, and it has gone through, al

though with a proviso. It awaits confirma

tion by Mr. Bostwick, who is now in the

South on his yacht and will not return until

April." '

“Has the title to the property passed to

the Pan-American company?" he was asked.

“Yes, title has passed; but it. must be con

firmed by Mr. Bostwick," was the reply.

“Do you propose to manufacture the Pan

am at Marion?" Mr. Scarritt was next asked.

“Such is our intention. We are preparing

to close down at Mamaroneck' and to devote

our energies to the work at Marion. In

fact, we have no intention of securing any

other factory—at present."

In reply to the inquiry as to the extent

of the business the company expected to do

this season Mr. Scarritt said:

“You have probably noticed that we are

not advertising. Neither are we looking for

business. We could sell many times the

number of cars we shall turn out this year

without effort of any kind. What we are

trying to do is to build one car perfect—as

near perfect as is humanly possible. That

done we shall make ready for next year."

 

Phelps is Reorganized.

Announcement is made that the newly or

ganized Phelps Motor Vehicle Co. has ac

quired the property, patents, etc., or the

Phelps Motor Co., of Stoneham and Boston,

Mass. The manufacture of vehicles under

the Phelps patents will be continued at

Stoneham, as heretofore. The officers are

as follows: President, Elliot C. Lee, of

Brookline, Mass; treasurer, A. T. Harris, of

No. 28 State street, Boston; general manager,

L. J. Phelps, of Melrose Highlands, Mass.

The treasurer‘s ofiice is located temporarily

at No. 28 State street, Boston.

 

Lewis’s Death Causes Changes.

Owing to the death of P. G. Lewis, of the

Automobile Headquarters, Boston, Mass,

formal notice of the dissolution of the part

nership existing under that name has been

given. The firm‘s affairs will be settled by

Orpha 0. Lewis, while Ralph C. Lewis will

conduct the business under the same name

and at the same place, No. 66 Stanhope

street. The two partners of P. G. Lewis.

George G. Reed and Arthur P. Underhill,

will open a store and repair shop at No. 41

Stanhope street.

Auctioned oii Remington Remains.

Pending the eiforts to reorganize the Rem

ington Automobile & Motor Co., the property

of that concern was sold at auction at Utica,

N. Y., last week. John B. Wild bid it in on

behalf of the company. Two lots were put

up, and were knocked down for $7,500 and

$1,200, respectively.

 

Close Will Make Cars.

The Close Cycle Co. 'Olean, N. Y., will

manufacture automobiles also. They are at

work on a car that will be ready for the

market in a short time.

WILL ABSORB DURYEA

 

iiis Patents Acquired and New Company Now

Negotiating ior his two Factories.

An undertaking of large scope came to the

surface last week when a temporary organ

ization was aifected of the United States

Rapid Vehicle Co., of this city. Temporary

quarters were secured at Nos. 7 and 9. War~

ren street.

The concern has for its objects the acqui

sition of the patents of Charles A. Duryea.

and the manufacture—ultimately on a very

large scale—of cars built in accordance with

them. One hundred of these cars, to be

equipped with the Duryea three cylinder

motor and transmission gear, but in other

respects to differ materially from the well

known Duryea designs, are already under

way. It is expected that they will be ready

for late. spring delivery. These cars will

carry two or four passengers, being de

signed with a disappearing front seat, which,

when closed, will have the appearance of a

bonnet. The price will be $1,200.

The present company was formed largely

to prosecute the work on these cars and to

make a start. The capital is $100,000, and

the officers are Francis D. Carley, president;

Charles E. Duryea, vice-president, and Henry

Van Arsdale, secretary and general manager.

It is a part of the project, however, to ac

quire the Duryea companies at Reading,

Pa., and Waterloo, Iowa, and to float a com

pany with an immense capital by offering

the stock to the investing public. Francis

D. Carley, who will be remembered in con

nection with former automobile stock flota

tions, is back of this end of the plan. It is

understood that while public subscriptions

are earnestly desired. the floating of the

company is not dependent upon them.

The company’s temporary offices are in

charge of Secretary Henry Van Arsdale. To

9. Motor World man who saw him on

Wednesday he said:

“Everything that has been done is of a

tentative nature. We do not know yet what

the name of the company will be. Until

Mr. Duryea returns from Chicago nothing

in this connection will be known, I have

simply been installed here with power and

funds to get the work started on the first

one hundred cars."

\
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START MAY BE VEXATIOUS

So Many Entries in Paris-Madrid Race That a

new Problem Results—Day of Rest Proposed.

French Bureau Motor World.

2 Rue d‘Abbeville.

Paris, Feb. 6.—'1‘he entries for the Paris

Madrid motor car race, which is to take

place on May 24, are coming in steadily, and

have already nearly touched a hundred, al

tl‘ough the actual course which the competi

tors will follow has not been definitely de

cided on. There will imdoubtedly be much

larger numbers of starters than in any road

race hitherto organized. and the question of

the length of time occupied by the starting

will soon become a very serious one. The

two minutes which are allowed between

each competitor will have to be reduced to

one minute or even less, for in th Paris

Vienna race from three to four hours were

occupied with the start, and in the Paris

Madrid there are likely to be upwards of

two hundred starters, in which case it will

require from six to seven hours to start

them all, and the last starters being under

the serious disadvantage of only being able

under the best conditions to reach the end

of the stage by nightfall. It will also neces

sitate the. controls being kept open very

much later and strict attention paid to the

times or the late arrivals, for it may be

quite possible for a winner to arrive at

sundown. when generally the controls be

come somewhat disorganized.

As far as the Spanish frontier the route

has now been definitely fixed, and it is on

the whole very good. From Bordeaux the

route will pass through Casters, Bayonne

and Saint Jcan dc Ludy, reaching the fron

ticr at Bcliobil. Here there is the bridge of

Bidassoa and there is only a hundred yards

distance bctwccn the French and the. Span

ish custom houses, so that the formalities

can he carried out most readily without any

dclay.

There is a scheme before the A. (‘. F.

rut-ing committee for allowing a day's rest in

Bordeaux, and it is quite likely that. this

plan will be ndoptcd~ for at the speeds at I

which motor cars can now travel the fatigue '

to the driver. who has to have his attention

absolutely directed to the road, is very sc

vcrc. .\ day‘s rest in Bordeaux will give the

drivers :1 rest and enable the public to see

the cars. which. of ('Oill'Si'. will be safely

quartered so that they may not be tampered

with.

After Bordeaux. and for the first time in

the annals of road racing there is a stretch

of 108 miles of road Without any agglomera

tions, and, therefore. any restrictions. The

highest speeds can be indulged in and there

are sure to be some remarkable records

made. Mr. Tampicr, the popular timekccpcr

of the A. C. F., who has gone over the

roads from, Paris to, the frontier, and made

the selection which the racing committee

has adopted, reports that all along the road

there is the greatest enthusiasm with re

gard to the race. the authorities of the dif

ferent towns and villages vieing with each

other to facilitate matters and to have the

competitors pass through their localities.

Revised Scoring for Reliability Runs.

Having drawn up a formula, the sub-com

mittee of the Automobile Club of Great'Brit

ain recommends that the marking for the

1903 trials shall be as follows:

Trials commended that: (1) Marks shall

be given for "accuracy of advertised horse

power," which is to be taken from the best

performance of the car on any one hill; (2)

three marks a mile are to be awarded for

each day’s run as reliability marks, deduct

ing one mark a minute for stoppages, as be

fore; 1.500 marks allotted for "cleaning, ad

justments and replenishing," deducting one

mark a minute, as usual, to apply to Crystal

Palace deductions only; (3) marks—3,000 for

reliability, 1,500 for cleaning, etc.; 1,500 for

hill climbing, 500 for condition, 500 for speed,

250 for brakes, 250 for steering, 250 for

silencer, 250 for vibration, 250 for dust, 250

for restarting on hill, 250 for vapor or smoke,

250 for appearance. 250 for accuracy 01'

horsepower. and 250 for fuel consumption;

(4) fuel consumption marks to be—full marks

for thirty miles per gallon for car weighing

one ton laden; iuurks for ten miles per gal;

Inn for car weighing one ton laden. Full

marks for [Ol'tydive miles per gallon for car

wcighing halt a ton laden: marks for fifteen

miles per gallon for car weighing half a ton

laden. (3) For price deduct from the grand

total one mark for every £1 sterling above

the minimum of the class at which the car

is entered. (6) Hill climbing formula:

S X (P + 6) A X C

a______ __—__,

(i + 2,000) N

S I speed in miles per hour on hills; P =

number of passengers carried; fl : price in

pounds; N : the number of hills on which

trials are hold; A = the average gradient in

pcl'ccntugc; C is a constant (717). (7) Form

uln for speed :—

S x (P + 0)

»-~ -___~ >< 3.000 '

(ii i 2,000)

 

 

Looks Like Ireland.

Irish stock is rising. There is at last a

rcal prospect that the Bennett Cup race will

be run in the Emerald Isle. Cable dispatches

from London, under date of Tuesday, state

that the Hon. J. S. .Montagu. who drew up

the bill which will besubmitted to Parlia

mcnt authorizing the race, was informed by

the Premier and the Chief Secretary for Ire

land that the government is heartily in favor

of it, and should any opposition be oiTered.

which is not anticipated, the government

will usc its influence to‘overcomc it.

That this practically assures the holding

or the contest in Ireland is the view taken

of the matter in Great Britain.

CONTEST WILL GO ON

Automobile Club Ignores Manufacturers' Queer

Objections and Makes First Formal Move.

It became apparent on Monday that the

resolution adopted by the National Associa

tion of Automobile Manufacturers, declaring

opposition to the holding of a contest for

business vehicles, had not caused any com

motion in the Automobile Club of America,

let alone interfering with its plans. The con—

test committee of the club proceeded as calm

ly to go for vard with its arrangements as

it there was no N. A. A. M. in existence.

Only there was a subtle swerving in the

direction in which the plans were being laid

that was very significant.

Officially the club has taken no action on

the resolution adopted by the executive com:

mittee of the N. A. A. M. and sent to the

club, beyond acknowledging the receipt of

the communication containing the resolution

and the statement that it had been referred

to the board of governors. The governors

have not met since then, and probably will

not do so until next week.’ 01? course it has

been known to the contest committee, how

ever. all about the resolution and what the

sentiment of the governors is concerning it.

and undoubtedly the action of the contest

committee in drafting a_ letter and sending

it out to business concerns in New York

(‘ity was “inspiret” and is a foreshadowing

of what the action of the governors will be

with regard to the resolution.

It was said by a member of the club, who

was quoted in The Motor World last week,

that there was no reason why the club

should not go ahead with its arrangements

and let the manufacturers enter or stay out,

as they liked. It would seem that this senti

ment had been entertained by the contest

committee when it drafted a letter which

was sent to seventy-rive business firms in

New York, for the communication plainly

manifests a decision to turn the back upon

the would-be dictators in the N. A. A. M.

and look to those who own and operate m0

tor trucks and wagons for the filling of the

curry lists. The letter sent out lays a pc

culiur emphasis on the fact that the contest

committee is proceeding under instructions

from the board of governors. It reads as

follows: -

"The Automobile Club of America, as you

perhaps know, is an organization, one of

the purposes of which is to encourage the

introduction and use of all types of self

propelled vehicles. To this end the club has

fiom time to time held contests for automo

biles to demonstrate their reliability as a

pleasure vehicle.

"The board of governors of the club have

now instructed their contest committee to

hold a contest in the spring, probably llli

May. for commercial vehicles of all types,.

including heavy trucks and delivery wagons;
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as well as light delivery wagons, propelled

by gasolene, steam or electricity.

“It is the intention of the club to deter

mine by this contest whether the time has

arrived when it can be satisfactorily demon

strated that self-propelled vehicles can be

used in commerce at less cost and to greater

advantage than the present horsedrawn ve

hicles.

“We believe that this question cannot fail

to interest you, and the contest committee

is anxious to secure the views of gentlemen

who are in charge of the deliveries for large

commercial institutions in the city, with a

view of making the contest cover the ground

most desired by the companies delivering

goods in New York and vicinity.

“If your company would have the gen

tlemen in charge of your delivery depart

ment meet this committee at the clubhouse,

753 Fifth avenue. New York, on Thursday.

February 19, at 4 o’clock in the afternoon,

and talk over the‘ matter, we think it would

he of mutual interest. -

“Will you kindly advise us whether you

will send a representative, and oblige, yours

truly, THE CONTEST COMMITTEE.

P. S.—We 'wish to learn what are the gen-'

erai requirements for a long as well as a

short haul. and for both light and heavy

vehicles."

The. contest committee of the club consists

of John A. Hill, chairman; Emerson Brooks

and .Ir.hn R. ('onklin.

Clement Invades England.

, An industrial combination fraught with

momentous consequences for the British au

tomobile trade has been formed in England.

The prime movers are M. Clement, the great

French maker; the Earl of Shrewsbury, D.

M. W'eigcl and Charles Garrard.

.\I. Clement may be said to be the head of

the automobile industry in France, and is

largely interested in the firm of Panhard 8:.

Levassor, Clement-Gladiator and in the

Clement Cycle and Light Carriage CO., in this

country. The Earl of Shrewsbury is one of

the shrewdest and most enterprising busi

ness men in London; Mr. Weigel, who has

been associated with the Earl of Shrewsbury

for some time, is a man of great ability and

energy, and has made himself thoroughly

master of all that pertains to motoring; while

Mr. Charles Garrard has already given proof

of his engineering abilities in connection

with his own business in Birmingham. Gi

gantic works are being laid down, and the

new combination will undoubtedly occupy an

exceedingly important position in the Eng

lish trade.

First Run Called Off.

On Tuesday, when all the night before the

north wind had blown and it was known that

it “had snown," the touring committee of the

Automobile Club of America decided to call

off the run to Philadelphia and back, which

had been announced for this coming Satur

day, Sunday and Monday. It was concluded

that not so many as a corporal's guard could

be induccd to start

NAPOLEONIC CLEMENT

Engages Norris Mason as American Manager

and Outlines Far-Reaching Plans.

A deal of magnitude that promises to com

pletely change the condition of affairs in the

United States with regard to several of the

best known foreign machines has been con

summated, and its workings will begin to be

seen in April. A. Clement, who without

question is the man with the biggest and the

most extensive automobile interests in the

world, concluded while he

launch forth in America in a way that is apt

to atIect seriously the concerns now dealing

in three well known French machines.

As is known to some persons, M. Clement

has a one-quarter interest in the Panhard

factory. u onethird interest in the More

establishment, and a one-third interest in the

Renault concern, besides owning the Clement

automobile factory at Levallois, the Gladia

tor and Clement bicycle plants, in Paris, hav

ing an interest in the manufacture of Miche

lin tires and being the senior partner in the

famous body building firm of Clement &

Rothschild. With his connection with the

Mors, Panhard and Renault factories, M.

Clement can obtain machines direct from

them. and now has options on deliveries

from them.- As is well known in the trade,

the French machines now received here

travel first throuin the hands of several

agents before they reach the American

dealer. M. Clement being able to deal di

rect with the factories, as other dealers here

are not, calculates that he can sell Panhards,

More, Renault and Clement machines less

the amount of several commissions. This

he has decided to do.

While here M. Clement engaged Mr. Norris

Mason to be the manager of all his interests

in America, including his factory at Bridge

port, Conn., where motor bicycles are now

being made and where he contemplates

building Clement motor cars for 1904. Mr,

Mason was until recently the chief room

clerk at the Waldorf-Astoria. He is a young

mun from St. Louis, only twenty-six years

of age, and yet a pushing, capable business

man, with manners well calculated to win

success. He is not strange to the automo

bile business, as might be inferred from the

position he held at the Waldorf, but is thor

oughly familiar with motor cars and well ac

quainted with the people who deal in them.

During the three ycars'he was at the Wal

dorf Mr. Mason established an enviable ac

quaintance with the representatives of for

eign factories who came to this country, and

also with the wealthy men in this country

who are the buyers of expensive machines.

In this way he became acquainted with M.

Clement two years ago. He also formed the

acquaintance of MM. Duplau, Lucas, Char

ley and other French automobile men. He

became best acquainted with M. Clement

was here to

and his partner, M. Lucas, through having

tried to put through a deal to have Panhards

manufactured here in the old Gasmoblle fac

tory at Marion, N. J. He had J. H. Flagler,

Sidney Dillon Ripley, V. Everit Macy and

others interested here and ready to finance

the scheme, but itv fell through because the

Panhard company wanted too much cash,

too much stock as a gift and 20 per cent

on the machines besides.

Later Mr. Mason, through the offices of M.

Ernest Cuenod, joined with H. C. Tuxbury

and Alex Fischer in forming the American

Georges Richard company and obtaining the

exclusive control for those machines in this

country. With his partners, Mr. Mason has

been selling the Georges Richard machines

here for a year past, and it was through him

that Barry & Hayes, of N0. 35 East Fifty

elghth street, obtained the New York agency

for them.

A Motor World man had a frank, interesting

talk with Mr. Mason on Tuesday night Just

before he left New York for a visit to the

Clement factory at Hartford. He left the

Waldorf-Astoria some time ago, and has en

tcred actively upon his duties as the Ameri

can representative of the great Clement.

From Hartford he goes to Chicago, and on

next Tuesday he sails for Europe on the

Crown Prince. He said:

“We have rented a place at No. 1‘2 East

Twenty-seventh street. which will be opened

us the New York headquarters as soon as I

get back from France. The store in 'l‘wcn

ty~scventh street is 30 by 45 feet, and we

will have two floors. The interior will be

entirely remodelled, and work has begun 0!]

it already. When I return I will bring with

me a couple of the latest Moi-s machines and

one or two Renaults. Toward the end of

April the younger brother of Lumberjack,

the chauffeur, who was here. during the show

and who is a promising racingr man himself,

will come over with two new specially built

Clement racing cars of 60 horsepower each

and race them here. challenging every

prominent racing man in this country.

“IV. G. Allen, the head of the Hartford

factory, is going to France with me. and I

will spend a month in the Clement factory

at Levnllois studying every detail in the con

struction of the Clement car. About the.

manufacture 0f Clement cars here. that has

been proposed, but it is not settled. The.

new factory in London, in which Ian-d

Shrewsbury is to be a partner with Mr.

Clement, is to be opened about April 1. and

I am going to stop there on my way back.

This new factory will take so much of the

time of M. Clement that M. Lucas, his part

ner, is opposed to the idea of beginning to

make cars here, so we may for a while yet

do only a business in imported cars. M.

Clement is a most particular man about the

thoroughness of work and the finish of

everything. He must inspect every new car

himself. He would have to see any car

turned out in America, and when he was

here he said that if the cars built here were

not in every respect equal to the French

product they would be broken up and thrown

in the scrap heap and a new start made.

That is the sort of a man he is. He is enter

prising. and cures nothing for the expense

if only he can get everything just so. He

has spent $4.000.000 in the last two years

for new machinery. He spent $250,000 while

he was here this last time with Brown,

Sharpe & Co. for machinery,
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The magnet that attracts critical buyers—

QTi‘iNorthcrn Runabout

\ V

  

  

THE REASON IS PLAIN:

Built right, it rides right, wears

  

HOMAN & SCHULZ. | th St. and Broadway, also 38th . . and Broadway, N: York. N. Y. ALVAN T. FULLER, Columbus A ., Bolton, M .

AGENTS: P. EsMARAIs & CO., Bristol, Conn. BA BROTHERS MPANY, Philadelrhia, Pa. R. . CONNER , Savannah, .

O 0 MOTOR CAR CO ,3I7 Huron St., Cleveland, Ohio. TIONAL AUTOMOBI ‘ & MA. UFACTURERS CO.,zb Fremont St., San Francisco, Cal.

FRANK P. ILLSLEY, 284 Wabash Avenue, Chicago, Ill. MOT CAR C0. of N. J. Newark, N. J.

Exhibited at Chicago Show by Frank P. lllsley, Spaces 97-98.

right, and is all right. v 7
a...“Made by NORTHERN MANUFACTURING CO., Detroit, Mich.

 

Single Tube and Detachable

AUTOMOBILES.
 

PISK RUBBER CO., - Chicopee Falls, l‘iass.

BRANCHES :

BOSTON, SPRINGFIELD, NEW YORK, PHILADELPHIA. CHICAGO.

604 Atlantic Ave. 40 Dwight St. 8.3 Chamberl St. 916 Arch St. 82 State St.

SYRACUSE, BUFFALO, DETRCIT, SAN FRANCIS“),

423 50. Clinton St. 28 W. Geneoee St. 254 Jetiorlorl 5t. Ill Second St.
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Action of the Right Sort.

Well done, Automobile Club of America!

The issue between the manufacturer with

selfish ends in view and disinterested pro

moters of competitions, having in aim solely

the benefit of the industry and the sport at

large, was sure to come. It came when the

manufacturers endeavored to prevent the

holding of the contest for business vehicles

which was projected by the club. It was

made quite squarely by the executive com

mlttec of the National Association of Auto

mobile Manufacturers, and it is to be as

squarely met by the club. This is made

plain by the letter of the contest committee

which was sent out last-Monday to seventy

fivc business firms in New York city, and a

copy of which is printed on another page.

The board of governors have taken no action

in the matter as yet, but an indication of

what their course will be is sufficiently furn

ished by what the contest committee have

done.

The letter sent out may be considered al

most as a definite snub for the N. A. A. M.,

and the sympathies of those familiar with

the history of events in connection with the

proposed contest will be wholly with the

club. Before making any definite move in

the matter, the contest committee invited all

the manufacturers to meet with them and

discuss the project. Nothing could have

been more considerate and polite than this

course. At that meeting was the time for

manufacturers to Intake their protests. That

would have been the gentlemanly course.

Instead of there being any objections raised

there was a general approval of the project

by the manufacturers at their meeting with

the contest committee. The strange and

suspicious circumstance is that several of the

some concerns represented at the first meet~

ing, where approval of the contest was given,

were present also at the meeting of the

executive committee of the N. A. A. M.,

when the resolution opposing such a contest

was udoptcd. This made it look as if some

one or ones with an axe to grind could mau

ipulute the N. A. A. M. 0n the whole it

is not surprising that the club should con

sider the sending of the resolution to it as

an impertincnce.’ It would haVe been better

if the N. A. A. M. had been satisfied with

letting the resolution go on record as one of

the minutes of the organization, and re

frained from sending it to the club, as if it

were something which the club should heed.

The contest committee has acted wisely

and with commendable firmness. It is to be

hoped that the policy of the club will be

always as clearly defined as it has been

in this matter.

It is not the general policy of the Motor

World to arrogate credit to itself. Probably

the committee would have recognized of it

self the fact that the users of motor wagons

and trucks are the ones from whom entries

must be sought, which was pointed out by

the Motor World some time ago, at the

some time that it was explained why it part

cf the course should be through city streets,

but it is gratifying to note that what was

suggested agrees with what is being done.

The manufacturers of power trucks and

wagons build to order, and few of them have

any spare cars to enter in a contest. Cars

that have seen service will, moreover, give.

a better account of themselves than new

ones.

It will be of decided benefit for the firms

who use motor delivery wagons and trucks

to have it advertised by a public contest

that they are progressive enough to do so,

and of greater benefit to the successful com~

petitors for it to be known that they have

the most efi'icicnt cars of their type. For

those rcnsons the business firms of the city

should comply with the request of the club

and should enter freely into the contest and

the spirit in which it is given.

that they may enter the lists and compete

In order

the contest should be held on a holiday,

when the wagons will not be required for

delivering goods. or perhaps a Saturday at

tcrnoon druing the early closing period after

tllc first of June might do. it is probable

that the new comers in the manufacturing

field will be only too glad to enter, and that

certain manufacturers will swell theuiists. It

does not matter whether the “Men-Afraid-of

Rivals" do or do not.

It is time to bring the motor truck and

wagon from the background.

Let thc contest go on.

 
 

Ceylon vs. American Civilization.

To hold up as an example of equal and

cxact justice the ruling of a court in more or

less benighted Ccyion is reaching far out,

but the language of the Colombo magistrate

is so pertinent and so like real justice that

it would be well were it possible to brand

the words on the brains of all those in

iighly civilized America who have to do

with the making and the application of the

law.

“Horse-d carriages." said the Ceylon sage.

"have no greater right to the use of the

public roads than have motor cars. and it is

not inconceivable that at some distant day

they will be as extinct as are Sedan chairs

now. I see no reason why the defendant in

this case should be niulcted in damages than

why the first man who used an umbrella

in London should have been assaulted by the

The defendant was driving

a. legitimate vehicle in a legitimate way, and

mob as he was.

I cannot therefore hold him legally respon

sible for accident due to the timidity of the

horse."

In America the man with the automobile

is like the man with the umbrella—it is

the fashion to assault him. and the mob is

composed not of rowdies, but of “start-s

mcn" in legislatures.

Merit That is not Appreciated.

For a vehicle that is peculiarly fitted to

cope with snow and ice, the automobile has

been singularly unfortunate in not having

Fair

I'scd

only for pleasure. when the skics are cloud

less and the roads hard and dry, their own

the fact brought borne to the public.

weather vehicles _,most of thcm are.
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ers seem to lose sight of the fact that they

are fit for all weathers. Supplied with tops

or closed bodies, and with the engine and

other parts properly protected, .they are

proof against .the wintriest brand of

weather found anywhere. When of the

gasolene variety cold only makes the motor

more eflicient. Rain and mud, sleet. snow

and ice, these interfere but little with their

progress—certainly to nothing like the ex

tent that similar conditions affect the

equine drawn type. The fiting up of a coil

or two of pipe furnishes ample warmth,

and safely esconced behind glass walls, with

steering and other levers within easy

reach, the autoist is able to laugh at Old

Boreas and his storm bearing companions.

On streets of sleet, as on snow encumbered

ones, the motor vehicle rarely falters. The

contrast between it and the horse-drawn

kind, with the patient, pathetic brutes slip

ping and sliding, held to their work only by

tight rein and mercilessly wielded lash, is

eye opening. But it fails to accomplish all

that it could, owing to the limited number

of all-weather cars. Most of them are

withdrawn at the first hint of inclemency.

Were they used more, come rain, come

shine, it would undoubtedly hasten the com

ing of the day when for all utilitarian pur

poses the horse will pass into “innocuous

desuetude."

The Tilting Steering Wheel.

Frequently the simplicity of a device is

apparent only after it has been invented.

As it was with the egg of Columbus, it

seems very easy, and everybody wonders

why it was not thought of long before.

The tilting steering lever is a case in

point. A year ago it was new, being seen

on but one or two cars. It was even re

garded with suspicion, many people believ

ing that it would give trouble—was of the

"freak" order, in fact. Where it was not

adversely criticised it was viewed with in

difference, and no feature seemed less likely

to met with general approval.

There is no manner of doubt, however.

that it has “caught on," and for a very good

reason. It fills a want, and its popularity

S"(‘lll.\‘ assured.

It is obvious that the operator of a car

should be able to easily reach the steering

wheel when settled firmly back in his seat.

To do this would interfere with his in

gress and egress, particularly if he be at all

portly. In arranging wraps, when these are

used, the wheel is also in the way. The

greater slant given to steering columns

further complicates matters, and altogether

a considerable amount of inconvenience is

caused. That it can be put up with is in

controvertable, for a very considerable ma

jority of cars are still built with immovable

columns and wheels, but no operator who

has used a tilting wheel will go back to the

old kind unless there is something unme

chanical about the particular device used.

 
 

Trap the Motorphobes.

It was humanly natural that the automo

bilists who have been so persistently perse

cuted under the Cocks law by the Scudder

brand of motorphobes on Long Island would

retaliate some day, and it is calculated to

cause a spasm of unholy glee in the bosoms

of all automobilists to know that they have

done so and have caught a number of horse

men at Seaclifl? “dead to rights" under the

same Cocks law.

It is not to be recommended that automo

bilists should adopt the undignified, unman

ly and contemptible tactics of hiding in the

woods and lying in wait for unsuspecting

horsemen and others who travel faster than

eight miles an hour on the road, but turn

about is fair play, and it would be a truly

wholesome thng for some concerted action

to be taken by automobilists toward an

equitable enforcement of the law. There

are probably a dozen horsemen and bi

cyclists who violate the eight miles an hour

speed for every automobilists who does so.

There would be plenty of material for the

making of examples it the automobilists

would for a brief time undertake to tight

the cranks with their own weapons. To

cause the arrest of a few farmers. pleasure

drivers and cyclists would bring out strong

ly the absurdity of the eight mile restric

tion, and it might possibly lead the motor

phohcs to pause in their invidlons selection

of automobilists for victims.

 

For Univmal Lights.

It Would probably be a waste _of effort for

They

As a matter

autoists to object to carrying lamps.

would have to do so anyway.

of fact, horse drawn vehicles are the only

ones that are admitted to have an inalien

able right to perambulate the public high

All other wheeled ve

hicles. to say nothing of every conceivable

ways without lights.

manner of craft that ploughs the water,

must he provided with lamps.

It is just as well, therefore, that autoists

They admit the desirabil

ity. if not the tiecesssity, of lights, and aid, in

are complniseent.

stead of atempting to hinder, their carriage.

Universal lights would be a more logical cry

than lights for automobiles, and the day will

undoubtedly come when they will be re

quired. 'i'hen people will wonder why such

a natural step was not taken long before.

and the user of horse drawn vehicles will

inquire why they were ever so stupid as to

oppose a measure of such undoubted wis

dom.

 

Come to think of it, we don’t hear as

much as we used to of the chronic habit

of the automobile to break down ’steen miles

from anywhere, and leave its hapless pas

sengers in the lurch—or in the ditch, do

we? The wits still turn their atention to

the self-propelled car, but it is its swift

ness, power, awe-inspiring qualities that

appeal to them most. Being indicative of

progress, we can aflord to regard the

change with equanimity.

 
 

The injunction to drive on the direct gear

is getting to be more and more the slogan

of foreign and other makers of big cars. It

was inevitable that sooner or later energetic

efforts should be made to avoid the enor

mous wastage that takes place with the

usual systems of transmission. A big step

forward has been made by the change re

ferred to.
  

As a counter balance to the man who

wanted to exchange an automobile for’ a

graveyard lot, there is his fellow who ad

vertises that he will trade a merry-go-ronnd

for a motor car. In face of this who can

doubt the popularity of the mechanically

propelled vehicle?

 
 

In his eagerness to have the Bennett Cup

race run in France M. Georges Prade chal

lenged the right of. the British club to hold

it in Ireland on the ground that Edge, the

holder of the trophy, is an Englishman! In

reply it is pointed out that Edge was born

in Australia!
 

 

The annual game of tag, with the autoist

as "it," has been started, and before the

spring comes it is long odds that no state

that has automobiles within its borders

will be without its bill designed to legislate

them out of use.

 
 

A Camden, N. J., paper pillories opponents

of the Scovell automobile bill and a meas

ure forbidding live pigeon shooting, holding

that they are birds of a feather. Of a

verity, this is the most unkindest cut of

all.
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SDLENDID As A SPECTACth DOUDTFUL As A MART or

Chicago Show Falls Short of. Antigipations, Buyers; Being Few and Unfavor

able Weather Keeping Down Attendance— Several New Cars

in Evidence, also Several vOut-Falisofiing Batteries.

Chicago, Feb. 16.-—It: may be too early to

pass judgment on the show which opened in

the Coliseum here on Saturday night, but it

is fair to say that unless it Improves in sev

eral respects before the doors close next

Saturday it will fall short of what fancy

painted.

The incompleteness which marked previous

shows marks this one; there are many va

cant spaces, and delays in transit scarcely

account for all of the vacancies, as several

of them are chargeable to local and nearby 21.410 evideme of improvement

The indifferent attendance 7space holders.

both of the public and of dealers is also

again a matter of remark. It may be

that as the week advances, as was the

case last year, the show will improve

in these regards, and naturally the wish is

day night, there is small cause for enthusi

asm or congratulation. Nothing is_ to 'be

gained by disguising the unpleasant truth.

As a spectacle the show is far ahead of

any ever held here, and compares faVorably

with the New York affair; in one respect,

indeed, it is more impressive. The exhibits

arc not cut up or scattered; they are all on

one floor, and as the management has this

time not been content with bare rafters and

walls, but has made a really pretentious ef

fort at decoration, the general effect on en

tering the hall is distinctly pleasing. Green

and yellow is the prevailingv color scheme,

looped streamers of those suggestive hues,

from which American flags are pendant, con

cealing the roof of the hall, while the'same

colors and groupings of flags of all nations

on the sides of the building add to the eye

pleasing effect of the exhibition. The Chi

cago papers, which hitherto have been, if

not unfriendly, then very lukewarm, have

warmed up to the occasion, and are giving

~1

 

 

ihe show columns where inches were pre

viously its portion. This increased publicity

ha not, however, materially increased the

attendance, which would seem 'to argue that

Chicago is not yet what may be styled “a

centre of automobile interest."

In round numbers, there are 150 exhibitors

here, including practically all of the cars

that wereshown in New York: the most

c
 

Chicago, Feb. 18 [By wire].—Thc show gives

‘ The snow and

stinging cold weather are keeping down the

attendance, and out of town buyersare not

sufficiently. numerous to account for any

conoiderabie volume 'of sales. The manage

, ment has, however, issued an order permit

father to the thought; but, writing this Mon- ' ‘

ting the operatipn of motors within the

building, and the result is noise and action

that add-to the life of the affair.

A 

notableinbsentecs are. seyen foreign exhibit

ors who showed there but; who did not come

West. In'exact numbers there are fortyv,

four stands of complete cars that are practi

cally duplicates of New. York exhibits, and

thirty-one displays of cars here that were

not 'seen in the metropolis, all of them West

ern cars save the German Cudell exhibit.

The only other-foreign exhibitor is the Dur

rncq 06. Of those that were in evidence in

the East three. the Packard Motor Car CO.,

the National Motor Vehicle Co. and.the In

ternational Motor Car- (30., are exhibit

ing 'latc additions to their line, the first

named a Limousine car and the other two

each an electric touring car.

While big touring cars are prominent, they

do not dominate this show; the popular

priced runabout still retains its popularity in

the West. Gasolene, is of course, predominant,

but there are more electrics here than at

New York, and, incidentally, more electrical

batteries. The latter really' constitute a

feature of the show, and the claims made

for them—in the neighborhood of one hun

dred miles on one charge—are sufficient to

make even Mr. Edison rub his eyes and

thank ‘his stars that the Western battery

makers are lacking such press agents as are

apparently at his command.

As the Motor World forecasted, friction

driven cars constitute a minor feature of

this show, and of those in evidence it is to

be said of the Marble-Swift that it is not

only ingenious mechanically,-but is beauti

fully made and finished. The Chicago hot

air car is also here, and is an exhibit that

excites wonder, although it has not ad

vanced since last year, and the claim that

it requires “only” fifteen minutes to heat the

air and thus start the motor is still made

with charming innocence. There are sev

eral other kindred “wonders” also to be

found. >

The Wisconsin Wheel Works, that made

their debut here as automobile manufact

urcrs, did so With two striking runabouts,

one at $600, the other at $850, and, what

was moI'qurprising and of which there‘ was

no hint, they are using two cycle motors.

They also show another unexpected prod

uct, a motor bicycle with a two cycle motor;

’ this in addition to their two other models of

the standard four cycle type.

The other most remarkable development

of the show is the $3,500 touring car ex

‘hilritcd by J. L. Tincher, which, among other

things, incorporates an air brake.

Of the vehicle makers who engaged space

but whose booths are still vacant are Mathe

son, Wick and Speedwell. In addition there
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are a number of accessory makers in the

same category.

In addition to those already noted.

all of the “old reliablcs" of the trade are

here. howcvcr, and displaying their cars to

good advantage—Olds, Electric Vehicle to,

Winton, Moyen. Searclnuont, Locomobile.

Baker. Autocai', IInynes-Appcrson. Yale.

(‘i'cst. t‘ndillac, Rambler. Northern, lich

crnl. Stearns, Conrad, Thomas, Prescott.

Pope-Robinson. De Dion, Elmore, l’ccrlcss,

Shelby. Stevens-Duryea, American and Long

Distance. The best known tires. Diamond.

Hartford. Dunlop, G. 8r. .I.. Fisk and Good

rich. are. as always, prominently in evidence,

while Solar lamps, Vcedcr odolncters, Whit

ney chains, Standm‘d electrically \vclded

parts and Kelly generators, Funk lumps and

horns, Splitdol‘f coils, all well known stand

bys. are displayed and contribute to the

completeness of this show, as they con

tributed to the New York function. “

These concerns and their wares, and the

features of the wares, that were not pre

yiously in evidence at the New York

Show are as follows:

National Motor Vehicle CO., Indianapolis,

cxhibit in addition to their runabouts and

surrcys. :1 fetching electric touring car with

tonneau ntt-uchmcnt that was not shown at

New York. It follows closely the lines of

the gasolene cars. having a bonncttcd front

and being a wheel steerei'. It has four

speeds both ways; front levct' brake on rear

wheels; springs half front full rear; artil

lery whecls, JinPJ/z; foot plunger cut-out;

control handle left sent with button for re

verse: the motor and differential arc in

closcd within one dust and waterproof case,

which forms part of the rear axle housing.

The batteries are divided—sixteen front.

. twenty rear. At its price, $1.000, this car

should not want buyers.

The Packard Motor Car (‘0., Warren, Ohio,

are showing the cars that were at New York

and in addition a Limousine model that

would probably cause the Frenchmen to

scratch their heads. It has an armored

frame. half cliptic springs. artillery wheels,

.‘t-ix-l. French bonnet; four upright cylinders,

bevel gcnr shaft drive, four speeds and re

vcrsc; side levers for speeds and emergency

brake: pedals for clutch and brake; auto

matic intake with throttle on intake poppet

stems: forced feed lubrication; motor on

sub-frame: squared radiation coil placed low

down in front.

National Automobile and Motor Company,

of Oshkosh. \\'is., show two particularly

attractive cars, one a $1.450 light touring car.

with a tonneau attachment. the other a full

touring tonneau car at $2.500, the latter car

rying an option on either surrey or tonneau

rear. The former has a 72-inch wheel base,

and the latter a base of 80 inches. Both types

have nnglc iron frame, supported on semi

clliptlcnl springs. Two cylinders giving 8

H. P. are usod n the light car. and

. four cylinders, giving 16 horse power. on the

_ihc bottom tanks.

large model. The motors are of the upright

type. Transmission is through sliding gear,

tin-cc forward and a reverse, running direct

on the high speed to a bevel gear driver

with spur ditfcrentinl. The drive is con

trolled by a band lever at the side of the

steering column. The bevel pinion of the

driver has front and rear thrust bearings.

.\t the back of the bevel gear is a roller that

acts as a bearing to prevent any spread of

the pinion and gear due to driving thrust.

(in the column carrying the driver control

lever are the controls for the air carburetter

and the spark. Steering is by wheel,

through worm gear attached to the upright

post. There are three foot pedals, for re

vcrscs, the clutch and the brake on the

drive shaft. The action of the brake throws

in and out the cone clutch at tiy wheel. The

emergency brake on the rear hubs is op

erated through a side lever. Cylinders are

4-inch bore and fi-inch stroke. ("ylindcrs

and valve housings are cast in one piece

on both sizes. One half-time shaftoperates

both intake and exhaust valves. The main

WATER

WATER
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crank shaft has bearings between each

crank. All take-ups are easily reached by

removing a plate flint opens the entire side of

the crank case. Large brass cap screws are

l-cmovable to take out the valve poppets.

Ignition is by jump spark. with shifting cam

for the contacts. On the half-time shaft is

n ball type governor flint controls the speed

of the engine by throttling the mixture feed.

For each two cylinders a separate exhaust

pipe runs to the muffler. having it cut out for _

use when desired. Lubrication to cylinders

is by a rotary pump placed above the cylin

ders and driven by a chain off the motor

shaft. (frank lubrication is by splash. Float

fccd carburetter. made in aluminum, with

but one leVer. for air; gnsolene regulation is

by thumb screw for varying quantities.

Something new in water radiator is shown

on these cars. The shape is of the new up

tight flat box type, and it Is made up of

:1 number of one-cigth inch brass tubes, laid

side by side. Each pipe runs complete from

the top to thc bottom water radiators, weav

ing buck and forth in parallel lines, making

half turns fit each side. Each pipe thus

bends back on itself, and has only two sol

dct-cd joints one at the top and the other at

Between the parallel

coils are placed sheets of brass bent to a.

herring bone line. This construction gives

a larger number of thin circular water

stieams well separated for the action of the

air circulation. Buck of the radiator is a

fan. The gasolene tanks hold twelve gal

lons, and thc water tanks eight gallons.

\Vntcr circulation is by rotary pump. On

the light moch 30x3 inch wheels are used,

and on the larger cur 32x4 arc the sizes.

Full regular equipment of lamps, horn, tools,

etc., are included in the prices. All parts

are standardized and made interchangcahlc.

'1‘. L. 'I‘lncher, Chicago, exhibits a tonneau

with individual seats, 2,000 pounds, $3,500.

It is a wheel steerer and has four cylinder

vertical engine with mechanical inlets, rotary

pump, box steel wheel frame with hickory

core, artillery wheels, 30x4; sliding gear.

four forwards and reverse; side chain drive;

one side lever; spark and throttle and air

brake on steering column; square bonnet;

pedal band brake; independent foot pedal for

throwing out clutch; air brake mechanism is

a compressor, -un ofl motor shaft and works

on internal expanding rings on rear hubs.

Fredonia Manufacturing Company, of

Youngstown, Ohio. exhibit a runabout, a

,tonneau and a clnssis. all with single cylin

der horizontal gasolene motors. The run

about weighs 1,300 pounds, and is priced at

$1.00). The tonneau figures are 1,450

pounds, and $1,250. The main frame is of

3-inch channel steel, supported by 1%x30 full

elliptic springs. The channel is in one piece,

starting from the clip of one of the front

springs, running to the back, across, and

then forward to the other front spring clip,

giving plan resembling a large square II.

A little more than half way forward is a

cross channel tie-piece of the same section

as the main frame. Count-cling this with

the rear cross section of the main frame

is another 3-inch channel piece, running par

allel with left sidc main channel plate and

spaced about seven inches in the clear. in

the parallelogram thus formed is placed the

rcm-wardly pointing motor. To the right

of the crankease is the 200 pound fly-wheel,

and to the right of this the transmission gear

ing. Back of the transmission are carried the

gusolenc and water tanks. A double back of

flanged radiating coils is carried between the

front springs. The chain drive running to

the rear axis is in a line just inside the

left side-frame. The pump is chain driven

and bolted to the center cross channel plate,

The engine is full 9 H. P., with 21 5342x6172 cyl

inder case in one piece. The intake is auto

matic. In addition to the regular mechan

icnlly operated puppet exhaust, there is an

auxiliary relief part which is uncovered by

the piston at the end of the outward stroke,

ilS on two cycle motors. This reduces both

'thc. pressure and temperatures at the com

pletion of the working stroke, saving on the

licilring‘tln'ust and reducing the scoring at

the exhaust poppet seating. There are also

other noteworthy features in this construc-_

tion, such as quieter exhaust, lower tempera

ture conditions at the water jacket, and less

decomposition of cylinder lubricating oil,
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The three main bearings and the half-time

shaft running in generous sixed phosphur

bearings, are split at thc top side, giving a

simple take-up for wear by turning a cap

bolt. Upton transmission is used, one lever

controlling the two speeds ahead and the

reverse. The carburetter is of the float fccd

type. Speed of engines is regulated by

throttle and shifting spark cam. Jump spark

rear wheels at 800 revolutions per minute.

The motor is carried in two cross angle irons

that bolt to the side angle irons. These two

side pieces run from a point over the front

axle to the same position relating to the rear

axle, and rest on long-leaf side springs. To

ward the front these leaves taper away to

the axle clip, and from this point on one leaf

is carried forward and then is curved up to
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is used, the auxiliary exhaust materially as

sisting in keeping the plug from fouling.

The three main bearings are fed from in

dependent grease cups, and the cylinder

from a sight oil cup. On the tonneau model

the wheel steering column carries a side

lover operating the two speeds ahead. The

reverse and the brake in the differential

are foot-pedal operated. The band brake is

double. one band each side of the sprocket,

and acts in both directions. Auxiliary

band brakes are also provided. Front axle,

1% inch. solid forged; rear livc axle on the

roar hubs. also forged, 11/2 inch, run

ning in raller bearing boxes hung from the

lower spring clips; front hubs run on roller

bearings. Thirty-inch Sarvin wheels of

l'hineas Jones make, shod with 3-inch tircs.

Chain is one-half inch roller, 1% inch pitch,

running on i) and 30 tooth sprockets. Tanks

are coppered steel, eight gallons for gaso

lcne, and four gallons for water. “"hecl

siccring is regular equipment on tonncau; on

runabout option is given of side lever or

wliccl. The running gear is reachless; dis

tuncc rods run to under side of rear bearing

hoxcs; steel mud guards. Two oil lamps.

a horn and full kit of tools are regular equip

ment.

Wisconsin Wheel Works, Racine Junction,

“'is., show for the first time their Mitchell

car complete, and in the chassis, also the

Mitchell Junior and three models of motor

bicycles, all of which have been awaited

with considerable interest; they incorporated

several surprises. The car sells at $850,

and the Junior at $600. The large car car

rics a two-cycle single cylinder horizontal

motor, rated at T'brake horsepower, on the

the swinging buckle, which connects it to a

single fairly flat leaf running back to the for

ward end of the angle iron. Toward the

roar the six leaves taper off to three, where

they meet the axle block carrying the rol

ler bearing, and these three taper 06 to a

on the high speed. The forward speeds are

controlled by a lever at the outside of the

seat. The reverse is through a foot pedal.

as is also the braking. Steering is by wheel.

Ignition is by jump spark, controlled by a

small lever back of the speed lever; throttle

is by lever between the other two. Below

these is the gasolene control handle. The

oiler is on the back of the dash, with three

sight feed valves. Ono feed of oiling takes

care of the entire transmission passing into

the end of a hollow shaft. The flywheel is

under the scat, which tips forward in hinges

and is protcctcd from oil by a brass guard.

Tanks are of copper. Artillery tubular steel

wheels, with 30 by 3 inch tires. The Junior

has an angle frame resting on four full

elliptical springs. At the forward section

is a cross angle piece, and from this to the

forward end plate run two angle irons, of

smaller Section as a sub frame, that sup

port a four cycle air cooled motor, giving

4 brake horsepower at 1,400 revolutions per

minute, placed in a diagonal position. The

motor has an outside flywheel ,and is cooled

by a fan. Over the motor is placed a bonnet

of wire, woven to give a pleasing herring

bone cifect; sides, front and top are of this

wire screen, with metal corner bands. Plane

tary transmission is used, with two speeds

and a rcVerse, driving direct on the high.

There are three foot pedals, controlling the

reverse, the brake and the slow speed. Steer

ing is at the side, the same column carrying

a hand lever for the high speed. On the

dash is a three way sight oiler, the spark

controlling handle and the gasolene feed

control to the carburetter. Wheels are of
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' single up-curved leaf to meet the swing

buckle. This buckle connects to one of

three leaves which taper off toward it from

their junction with the rear end of the side

junction with the rear end of the side

angle iron.

Planetary transmission is used, with two

speeds forward and a reverse, driving direct

wire, channelled, and are 2% by 28 inches,

with single tube tires. In motor cycles last

year‘s model is shown, with detail improve

mcnts, and to this has now been added a two

cycle model and a larger four cycle motor

model. known as the Mitchell .\Iile-a-Minute;

the latter is of 31/2 horsepower, and is of

unusual length, having a base at 55 inches.
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Chelsea Mfg. Co., Chelsea, Mich., show a

car with springs of the Olds type, motor on

tubular frame from rear axle and leaf

springs in front; shaft transmission; ton

neau. 20 horsepower motor, two cylinder

mechanical inlet valve on top of cylinder,

operated by upright side shaft with worm

drive. Transmission three frictionless spiral

gears, two speeds and reverse; spur differen

tial, brakes on each side differential; wheel

steering with telescoping centre rod, giving

any up and down position for hand wheel

steering post at very acute angle running

through dash and platform at side of hood.

Mercedes hood and honeycomb radiator.

Roller rear bearings front axle solid artillery

wheels. ball bearing, 30x31/2; speed cont

trolled by throttle; fixed spark; throttles

charged at determined speed. Foot button

speeds engine up to limit; on release speed

drops to throttle regulation. Change of

gears by'throwing side lever in any one

of three positions, forward, high centre, low

back reverse. Engine runs free beneath

high and low. and reverse.

The Union Automobile Co., Union City,

lnd., show a combination two and four-pas

senger runabout with drop front seat. Frame

is made of 2%inch angle iron carried on

four fui eliptic. springs. The engine is 6

lnch bore and 4-inch stroke; 10 horsepower

opposed horizontal cylinders and four cycle.

Either touch or jump spark is used, regular

cquipment being jump. The engine sets

crosswise at the rear and drives to friction

wheel, giving the full range of speed on for

ward and reverse. The drive is by chain to

'a short counter shaft, and then back to a

spur differential, the distance rod being at

tached to the bracket carrying the counter

shaft. The engine control and speed shaft

are carried on a post forward of the centre

of the seat. Tension of the friction drive

contact is controlled by a foot pedal. Wheel

or lever steering. Braking is by foot pedal

on the differential and for emergency the

friction drive is thrown to the centre point

and the tension foot pedal thrown full on.

Water circulation is by gear pump. The

ignition is by magneto, with dry battery for

starting. The motor is started from the seat

by a foot pedal connected by rods to a clutch

on the shaft. The clutch has two dogs which

fly back out of the way after the motor has

been started. The friction drive has a com

position plate on the fly wheel face to do

away with the troubles found with friction

ing on cast iron. The driving member has

in the periphery of its wheel a pressed pa

per shoe to give noiseless contact. The main

shaft has a ball'thrust at each end. Auto

matic intake valves are used. A novelty

in throttle control is placed between the car

buretter and the intake. The control is

through a tubular box in which is a tubular

throttle valve, giving more or less of a port

from the carburetter pipe to the throttle

box. Inside this gate is a tubular cut-off

operated by an eccentric on the speed shaft.

This eccentric has the same amount of

movement up and down at all times and run~

ning from full opening to a complete cut off.

As the throttle valve handle is worked it

lnterposcs its cylindrical plate between the

opening in the carburettor pipe, and the

opening in the cut-off, to admit a full or par

tial charge as may be desired. (filing is by

compression through the cloak box. Gaso

Iene is carried in the back of the seat.

Wheels are 34x31/_; inches. Mud guards and

enameled sheet wheels. Price, $450.

The Briscoe Mfg. Co., of. Detroit, Mich,

shows a very complete line of radiators,

tanks, hoods, fenders and guards and muf

flers and manufacture also the various arti

cles in their make up. The hoods shown

arc of the French type, with taper sides

and roll front, taper side with open front

and of the square Mercedes type. Radiators

are shown in the Olds type, in multiple fig

ure S type with large tubes having flanged

washers, also in grouped small quarter-inch

pipes laid side by side and running through

continuous air plates. A novelty in radiators

is shown in a type that presents the appear

ance of flat plates set on the edge. The

plates are about a quarter of an inch apart\

and an inch high, of any desired depth.

These are grouped on a centre plate, ex

tending up and down from same, and any

number of these series can be put in a hon

net. The plates are hollow and of very thin

copper, giving a large number of thin sheets

of water.

Jackson Automobile Co., Jackson, Mich.,

show a touring car of 1,050 lbs, listing at

$850. It has a 7-h0rsc single cylinder, 5x6;

mechanical intake, splash lubrication, rotary

pump on engine shoft, coil under front bon

net, planetary transmission, two speeds and

reverse one lever, foot pedal throttle, artil

lery wheels, 28x2%; ball front, roller rear;

spur differential and chain drive, double

hand brake foot operated; hand wheel worm

gear steering; angle iron frame, =35, eliptical

springs; also a light runabout, 650 lbs, $650;

wood frame, four springs, 1%, eliptical; 28X2%

ball bearing wire wheels; air cooled op

posed cylinder crosswise nnder front bon

net; side steering; direct shaft drive to dif

ferential; foot throttle; clutch operating han

dle on steering column; spark lever at seat

side; foot pedal reverse; foot pedal brake.

C. W. Russell, Springfield, Ohio, shows a

single seat touring car; four springs, % ellp

tical; wheels 30x3%; frame, tubular of 0b

long section; horizontal 9 horsepower motor,

throttle control and shifting jump spark

magneto and dry batteries; throttle and

spark lever on wheel steering column; worm

steering; planetary transmission; three

speeds and reverse, high speed from motor;

gear pump to water radiator in front; forced

feed lubrication.

The St. Louis Motor Carriage Co., St. Louis.

“0., show a tonneau body on which the ton

neau is detachable, and in its place a cover

is put forming a luggage box. The body is

mounted on a channel iron frame with full

elliptic springs in the rear and platform

springs in front; 30 by 3% inch wooden

wheels are used, fitted with detachable tires

and Tlniken roller bearings. The motor is

a single 9 horsepower horizontal one of 51/4

inch bore by 6-lnch stroke, under the seat.

facing forward, differing from the usual p0

sition, which faces backward. It is water

cooled by a gravity feed. The water and

the gasolenc tanks are placed forward under

the bonnet, which is really not a bonnet, but

a tank divided into two parts. A float feed

carburettor is used. The transmission is by

a shifting pinion system, all on one shaft,

the transmission being integral with the mo

tor, for watch method it is claimed it is im

possible to get the shaft out of line. The

two forward speeds and one reverse are

operated by one lever, another lever being

used to release the clutch. The motor has a

large flywheel of 24-inch diameter. A single

chain drive is used to a differential live rear

axle. Rear hub brakes are used, operated

bya foot pedal and ratchet. The ignition is

by jump spark and batteries, the batteries

and tool box being contained in a water

proof locker in the dashboard. The car

weighs 1,600 pounds, and sells for $1,500.

The whole construction looks as if their

catch phrase, “Rigs that run," is justified.

The Jones Corbin Co., of Philadelphia,

Pa., show an attractive bijou car with in

dividual seats, the body being painted a

cardinal color and having long brass fenders,

which almost touch the ground, at the back

of the rear wheels, and brass trimmings and

three brass lamps to match. It has an angle

iron frame with half elliptic springs support

ing the body on body irons. The wheel

base is 6 feet 6 inches, the wooden wheels

fitted with 28 by 3 inch detachable tires.

Wheel steering is employed, having the gas

and spark levers on the steering rod. Roll

er and ball bearings are used throughout the

car. The motor i an 8 horsepower De Dion

of the single vertical type, under a bonnot

in front of which is placed a Mercedes cooler

carrying two gallons of water. The gaso

lene tank, which holds twelve gallons, is

under the seat. Sliding gear transmission is

used, with three speeds forward and one

reverse, from a bevel shaft to a counter

shaft having a double chain drive to the

rear wheels, all the speeds being controlled

by one lever and the cone clutch being oper

ated by a foot pedal. The ignition is by

jump spark and dry battery. A friction

drive pump Is driven from the flywheel, and

a gauge on the dashboard shows its- opera

tion. Automatic side feed lubricators are

also on the back. TWO rattan side baskets

for luncheon or luggage are on each side of

the seat. The car weighs 700 pounds and

costs $1,000.

The Marble-Swift Automobile Co., Chica

go, show a friction driven, Stanhope bodied

car. having a channel iron frame with full

eliptic springs in the rear, and half ellptlc

springs in front, 30x3 artillery wheels with

G. & J. tires. The motor is of a vertical

two-cylinder type, water cooled by means

of a new cooler, which consists of 36 upright

flat copper tubes 32%, inches, and about 14
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inches long, placed in the open front of the

bonnet in front of the car. It contains 21,4;

gallons of water. The motor is connected

to the transmission by flexible shaft, hav

ing a knuckle or tumble-shaft joint. The

levers are used for controlling, one lever

with a thumb latch for locking the lever in

position. putting the friction drive into play;

the other for changing the speed. A foot

lever is also provided for operating. Wheel

steering is employed, a support or parallel

pillar being alongside the steering rod on

which three small hand levers are grouped

for advancing the spark, for throttling the

air, and for regulating the mixture. The

gasolene tank is most ingeniously arranged

in the back of the seat, .between the body

and the cushion, a filler cap being provided

on the top of the seat so as to fill it. This

tank holds nine gallons of gasolene. The

car weighs 1,500 pounds. and costs $1.500.

A miniature working classis is shown. it

is certainly a handsome and beautifully fin

ished car.

The Chicago Moto Cycle Co., Chicago,

show their caloric motor or hot air gas car

riage with a single seated body. having the

front of it shaped like the toe of a lady's

slipper. It is mounted on four eliptic

springs on a channel iron frame. Wire

wheels with detachable tires are used. Roi

ler bearings are used on the rear axle and

ball hearings on the front. The motor is of

a two-cylinder horizontal type, and is

started from the seat by a ratchet and pawl

which is connected to it by a cord and

wooden handle knob. The cylinders are of

4-inch bore by 4% stroke, developing 41/;

horsepower at 400 revolutions. No electri

cal devices. carhuretters or water cooling

are used. Heat is applied at bottom of cyl

inder by gasoleue flame. Air is taken in and

compressed in upper cool end of cylinder,

then transferred to lower_ heated end, where

it expands and forces piston outward; the

hot expanded air is then expelled from

heated end at the same time another cool

charge is taken at the upper cold end of

cylinder, and the operation is repeated, giv

ing an impulse every revolution. The con

stant taking in of cold air in top of cylinder

and passing it down the inside walls of

cylinder then exhausing from heated end

keeps cylinder cool. As a combination air

and gas engine, the operations are the same

when working as an air. engine, except that

gas is taken in with the air. .The explosion

increases the power according to amount of

gas admitted. Gas is made by passing sup

ply pipe around exhaust valve. Engine re

sponds as readily to gas valve as a steam

engine ‘10 its throttle. \Vhen engine is using

gas internally gas flame is not used exter

nally. After bottom of cylinders are red hot

(this takes ten or fifteen minutes) the en

gine starts. The transmission on the half

speed is by a planetary system, the full

speed is direct and the slow speed is by

clutch on a counter shaft, the reverse being

obtained by a combination of these. Lever

ccntre steering is employed and the single

hand control regulates the speed of the m0

tor. The drive is by a single chain to a

differential .ive rear axle. The carriage

costs $800. A three cylinder motor is also

shown.

The Lozier Motor (70.. Plattshurg, N. Y..

show a handsome white launch with solid

mahogany deck and wood trimmings with

all metal trimmings of brass. It is twenty

feet over all, with a 23-foot 6-inch beam and

drawing only seventeen inches of water

when loaded. It carries fourteen passengers

in the cock pit. Water tight collision bulk

heads are carried in the bow, which also

carry enough gasolene for a 400-mile run.

The gasolene supply pipe for the motor is

carried along the edge of the keel on the

outside of the launch. a safety tire precau

tion. The motor is of vertical 2-cycle type.

developing 3 horsepower to 400 revolutions,

at seven miles an hour. The price of the

launch is $675. a reduction of $50 being

made when oak trimmings are furnished.

The Rapid Motor Car Co., Ltd., Grand

Rapids, .\licl1., did not have their touring

car on view up to Tuesday. It has an at

tachable tonneau listing at $3,000 and

weighing 2,000 pounds, varying with the

equipment. The frame is of angle iron, in

side of which is a sub-frame carrying the

motor and transmission mechanism. and

supported on five half elliptic springs. Wheels

are 32x+, artillery; the motor is 15b. horse

power. :wo cylinder, four cycle, vertical.

Cylinders are 5x6. with brass water jack

ets. Ignition is by jump spark from fric

tion-driven dynamo, operating at slow speed.

Battery is supplied for emergency uses. Ra

diation by copper tubes, with copper pins

in front of car between the springs. Circu

lation is by pump. Three speeds and a re- .

\trse operated by one lever through what is

claimed to be a transmission of new design,

providing three speeds and a reverse. oper

ated with one lever. The gears are spur

type and so arranged that only those under

power are in motion. An individual wheel

drive is used by means of which the rear

axlc is constructed in one piece. Drive is

by chain. The differential is of the spur

type located on the counter shaft. Band

brakes are on the rear wheels and on the

counter shaft. They may be operated by

either the hand lever or a foot lever, the

hand lever locks at any point. Interlocking

wheel steering is used. The equipment in

cludes one large acetylene headlight, two

oil side lamps, one oil rear lamp and brass

born with flexible tubing.

Auburn Automobile Co., of Auburn. 1nd,

show a neat looking car with a square but

distinctly pleasing bonnet front, giving ain

ple storage space, and attachable tonneau.

The frame is of Iixll/y-inch angle iron, rest

ing on four 1/_»clliptic springs. “'heels are

28x3-inch artillery, running on roller bear

ings. Engine is water cooled, horizontal,

four cycle, single cylinder, 41/;x6 inches, run

ning from 150 to 1.400 revolutions,

tary transmission, with two speeds, by hand

Plane- ~

side lever. Reverse is by foot pedal. Brakes

on transmission and rear axle operate from

the same foot pedal. Spark control at side

of seat. Individual seats and wheel steer

ing. In runabout type the price is $900;

with tonneau. $1,000.

Friedman Automobile Co., of Chicagr

show four vehicles and an opposed motor

in section, driven by power. on a stand. All

frames are of wood, with angle iron rein

forcement carried on platform springs. Ar

tillery wheels, 30x3 inches. Three machines

have horizontal. water cooled. opposed cyl

inders and drive of the friction wheel type. _

Motors are four cycle and 3%:(3, placed

crosswise at the rear of the body. One con

trolling handle is used to shift the friction

drive wheel to either side of the centre, and

this lever is at the left hand side of the

seat. Handle steering is used and a foot

plunger for shifting the spark. The fourth

vehicle has a single cylinder horizontal mo

tor, 4-inch bore by 5 stroke. and drives

through a planetary gear and chain. with

speeds controlled by a hand lever at the

left and foot lever 0i! the reverse. The

brake is on a drum separate from the differ

ential and is operated by foot lever. _Spark

shifter is at the left side of the seat; steer

ing is by handle. On all models water circu

lation is by rotary pump through cross tubes

which make up the curved dash box front.

Columbus Motor Vehicle Co., of Columbus,

Ohio, show a runabout with single cylinder

and tonneau and chassis with opposed hori

zontal cylinders. The vehicles are named

Santos-Dumont. The frame is of channel

iron carried along the sides and back and

carried at the rear on full elliptic springs

and at front with $é-elliptic springs attached

to shackles. Wheels are 30x3%, of the artil

lery type. The steering is by handle through

a worm. The cylinders set off the centre of

the crank case and are 4%):5, four-cycle,

water jacketed and 12 horsepower. The

motor is hung just back of the centre and

to the left and drives through spur trans

mission gear with two speeds and reverse,

by chain to differential, carried near the

right rear axle bearing. Spark and throttle

levers are. carried on the wheel steering col;

umn. A novelty in the motor construction

is that the air for the carburetter is taken

through a long pipe into the crank chamber

and from there passed through the carbu

rettcr under compression. Intake valves are

automatic and sparking is of the wipe type.

Water is carried by force pump through a

coil placed between the forward springs.

Combined gasolene and water tank is car.

ricd under French bonnet.v The transmis

sion works on the principle of the back gear

of lathe and when the vehicle is standing

still, with motor running. it becomes idle.

An expanding clutch connects the transmis

sion with the flywheel and the twa speeds

and reverse are all operated by single lever

moving backward and sideways, operating

on segments.

rum Automobile 00., Flint, Mich.. show a ’

I-‘llnt Roadster with 21,5-inch angle iron
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frame forming a complete loop. supporting

eht motor.carried on four {ii-elliptical springs.

Artillery wheels, 28x3 inches. Motor is

single cylinder, horizontal, water jacketed,

51/4 bore by 6 stroke, giving 8 horsepower at

730 revolutions; speed ranges from 150 to

1.100; automatic intake; planetary transmis

sion, with two speeds and reverse. Forward

speeds are controlled by hand lever forward

of right side of seat, reverse is by foot lever.

Throttle and spark levers at one side of

seat. Brake on differential operated by foot

lever. Gasolene tank holds nine gallons;

water tank. seven gallons; radiation through

coil under part hood, and by rotary pump;

hood is used as a tool box. Jump spark ig

nition with dry battery. Steering is at the

side and drive is direct by chain.

The Bartholomew Co., Peoria, 111.. show

three Glide runabouts, selling at $750, with

single seat. and $775 with dos-a-dos. The

body is supported on iiiciliptic springs at

front and long-leaf drop springs at back.

Wire wheels, 28x21/Q inches are regular

equipment, but wood -wheeis will be sup

plied at extra cost. Front wheels run on

ball bearings and rear shaft in a tube on

four roller bearings. The motor is carried

on a U-shaped loop, the ends of which are

in leaf spring form. resting in blocks on the

rear axle, and the curve supported on a tog

gle hanging from a cross bar at about the

centre of the frame. The motor is a four

cycle, single-cylinder, horizontal, placed cen

trally and of 6 horsepower, with mechanical

intake. Planetary transmission. with two

speeds and a reverse, through a l/leyz inch

chain. Side lever control for forward speeds,

with one foot pedal operating both the re

verse and differential brake. Emergency

brake and throttle each have separate foot

pedals. Jump spark is used, with control

at side of seat, through dynamo and battery,

Water circulation is through a coil placed

under a short front hood, and by rotary

pump. Steering is by lever acting through

an eccentric at base of steering column. The

transmission is on an extension of crank

shaft and can be removed by taking off

three nuts. The foot platform is attached

direct to the running gear, the body coming

off independently without disturbing vari

ous controlling levers.

Kamlnann Mfg. Co., Chicago, show an

electric carryall with three seats, the sec

ond seat entering as a surrey and the third

from the rear of the vehicle. The frame is

made of channel iron with many cross un

der brackings and two diagonals in flat

plates. It is mounted in 1,4-elliptic springs,

which run from the body diagonally to a point

close to the hubs. The wheels have tubular

spokes, with 30x2 inch solid tires, and run

on ball bearing rings placed at the centre

line of the hub. The rings in the forward

wheels are pivoted at their centre line, thus

bringing the wheel and hub well over the

steering pivot. The body proper is made up

of sheet aluminum with frosted effect. The

jar of the road is taken 08 by using pneu

matlc seat, back and side cushions. The

dash is a plain straigh dash and the mud

guards run through from the extreme front

to the extreme rear. The motor drive is on a,

long shaft running to brackets a short dis

tance forward of the rear hubs, and the

drive from here back is taken by a short

chain -‘},<.xil/l. Side steering is used and the

three speeds and reverse are controlled by

a handle outside the left end of the front

seat. Xear this handle is the switch for

forward and back running, which automatic

ally throws in when the control lever is

thrown for reverse. The vehicle is an oddity

in its design and tinish._

The “'oods Motor Vehicle Co.. Chicago,

was one of the earliest and most pretentious

of the \Vestern makers of electric vehicles. A

recent organization placed the concern on a

sound footing, and enabled it to adopt a

thoroughly progressive policy. A complete

line of Woods vehicles was shown, covering

practically all the types known to the high

class carriage builder. 0! these the closed

vehicles—coupes, broughalns, victorlas, etc.

—were especially noteworthy. Exide. l'or

ter or Helios-Upton batteries are supplied,

and a radius of titty miles on one charge is

given.

Wagner (iycle Co., St. Paul, Minn, show a

motor bicycle and a motor tandem with a

rear drop frame. The former sells at $200

and the latter is placed at a price of $225,

being a moderate advance for the additional

facility.

Standard Motor Vehicle Co., Chicago, show

an angle iron running gear, 32 by 4 wheels,

side chain drive. Their motors and vehicles

have not yet turned up.

Porter Battery Co., Chicago, show a car

claimed to have been run 187 miles one

charge of their 12-cell battery.

Northwestern Battery Co., Chicago, show

vehicle which. it is asserted, covered 96%

miles with one charge of their 12-cell bat

tery.

Buffalo Electric Carriage Co. show two

Stanhopes and one golf brake.

Waterloo Gasolene Engine Co., Waterloo,

Iowa. show the liuryea gasolene cars.

ACCESSORIESI

Brecht Automobile Co., St. Louis, show a

running gear without engine or transmis

sion. The frame. made of angle iron form

ing a complete loop of the four sides. is

suspended on half elliptic springs hung from

shackles; artillery wheels, 3x30 inches; roller

bearings and brake hands on rear hubs;

steering wheel with worm and gear. The

forward ends of the rear springs carry in

their shackles the distance rods. A body

shows individual seats. removable rear lid

and brass French type front bonnet.

Alfred Vischer & Co., New York. show

the Elsemann igniter. which consists of a

light but powerful magneto and induction

coil. Attached to the magneto and forming

a part of it. the entire apparatus minus the

coil is self contained, is the commutator de

vice for sparking any number of cylinders

automatically. This commutqtlng device

runs synchronously with the magneto arma

ture. The armature is wound so as to be

highly self-inductive. thus performing the

office of a spark coil in addition to generat

ing the current A hot spark is obtained at

slowest speeds. Uniform high speed is not re

quired. Magneto is geared direct or run by

any form of transmissio i. Ignition may be

advanced or retarded to ally part of the

stroke.

Cushman Motor 00.. Lincoln, Neb., show

a line of two cycle water jacketed motors.

A description of the 3 horsepower motor will

serve to illustrate all Cushman motors of

whatever size. all being built on the same.

general lines. This motor is 20 inches over

all and weighs 100 pounds. The rating is at

1.000 revolutions. 4 b. horsepower, all

claimed at 1.300 revolutions, and 5 horse

power, at 2.000. Using the crank chamber

for the compression to force the mixture to

the cylinder a ring device is used to prevent

leaking at the boxes. Jump spark ignition

is used with a mica plug. A shifting spark

controller is attached to the crank shaft to

prevent kicking in starting. Speed of the

engine is controlled through a throttle.

Hinc-Watt Mfg. Co., Chicago, show their

automatic acetylene gas lamps for both

front, side and rear uses. In these lamps a

gas valve regulates the size of the flame by

means of a gas cock. The carbide cock is a

reloadable cartridge. The water is carried

through a winged distributor. The burner

is removable and is non-carbonizing. A

splash diaphragm in the water can prevents

waste of water when lamp is used on rough

roads. Gas is generated at low pressure

and this. with the separable burner, gives a

clean burning lamp requiring but little at

tention, and this is of the “quick working"

kind.

Brandenburg Bros. & Alliger, New York

_and Chicago, are showing the Thor motor

bicycle parts and Trebert gasolene motors.

The latter are of [our cycle upright type in

two or four cylinders, with large inlet and

exhaust valves, both mechanically operated.

Inlet valves are on the right side of the cyl

inder and exhaust valves on the left, with

a sparking plug placed above the inlet. The

cylinders are 4%x5 stroke. The valves and

plug can be removed by removing a yoke

‘nnt and lifting the chamber head. This

makes it possible to inspect the spark plugs

without disturbing the wire connections.

cam shafts are directly under the valve

stems, with a large roller fitted in the lifter,

Crank shaft has ,journals between each

crank. The flywheel is bolted on crank shaft

disk. The cylinders are bolted to the base.

Engine frames have four extending arms for

attaching to frame of running gear.

Hoffman Motor Co., of Chicago, show a

two-cylinder upright engine with automatic

intakes, cylinders 4x5, water jacketed, giv

ing 8 horsepower at 800 revolutions. The

secondary shaft extends along the front of
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the. base and outside, working the exhaust

valves and the shifting spark cam. Also a

water jacketed horizontal motor with 4%“

single cylinder, giving 7 liorsepower at 500

revolutions. A 16 horsepower 4-cylinder mo

tor is also exhibited, having the same con

structive features as the two-cylinder engine.

P. J. Dasev Co.. Chicago, shows Ruteuber

upright water jacketed motors in two and

four cylinders of 4. 6, 8 and 10 horsepower.

These have outside flywheels, automatic in

take valves. jump spark ignition. Sizes of

cylinders for 6 and 10 horsepower are 3%x4

and 3%.“ respectively. In horizontal water

jacketed motors. two types are. shown; one

with transmission gear attached. (“ylinder

size. 4iéxti, giving 5 horsepower at 1.400

revolutions. Automatic intakes; transmis

sion of sun and planet type. Full line of

parts. materials and equipments. .\ vehicle

is also shown named the Monarch, made up

with horizontal motor of the type having

transmission attached. The frame is of an

gle. iron resting on full epiliptical springs at

the back and $3 clipiic in from. Two speeds

forward, controlled by side lever and a re

verse by foot pedal on differential that also

brakes on the transmission. The spark

shifter and throttle are combined in lever

at side of seat. lIandle steering. In start

ing this motor there is no compression to

crank against. The intake valve butts at

its top against a rubber buffer, which holds

it slightly open as motor is started. The

effect of the first explosion and subsequent

charges is to force this valve against the

buffer. which permits the poppet to come to

a full seat.

Imperial Wheel (‘0.. Flint. .\licll.. show ar~

tillcry wheels with wood hub confined with

in metal flanges. The entire wheel is made

before assembling the flanges. The front

and rear flanges have reinforcements in

which a key seat is made to fit the axle de

sired. tints bringing the drive of the machine

on the flange at the centre of wheel. This

construction leaves the axle at full size.

John F. McCanna Co.. Chicago. show a

line of oilers of the force speed system.

These are made with any number of outlets.

Sight feeders are placed on the front of a

box-like metallic container, in the centre of

which turns a gear wheel driven by a worm.

the shaft of which carries a pulley run from

the engine by belt or other means. The

central gear drives as many plunger pumps

as there are sight feeders, there being one

bump for each outlet. Any pump in the

system can be cut out of feed and all feeds

are adjustable for any amount. An attached

pressure gauge shows force against which

pumps are working.

The Milier-Knoblock Electric Mfg. Co.

South Bend, Ind., show an ignition dynamo

having a magnetic generator carrying with

it a set of field coils which surround the

pcrmanent magnets. The object of this is

to do away with the use of spark coil. the

field coils performing this duty. By pass

ing the current through the field coils around

the magnets the latter are charged with

magnetism to their full capacity to give the

machine at all times high efliciency. By the

use of both field coils and permanent mag

nets it is claimed that the advantages are

obtained of the dynamo and magneto com

bined, with the addition of eliminating the

coil. The speed can vary from a few hun

dred to five thousand revolutions.

Chicago Storage Battery CO., of Chicago,

is showing a new system of storage bat

tery that is alkaline and trimetaliic. It is

charged at any rate that the cell terminals

will carry. They weigh 51,42 pounds per cell,

with a hundred amperes per cell, and an

electro-motive force of 1.4. They are made

without lead grids or plates, and can be

 

 
 

  

 

STANDARD WELDING COIS EXHIBIT.

 

charged in one hour. At this exhibit is

shown a novelty in testing by mounting a

vehicle on rollers. The vehicle is run to

show the speed with different numbers of

cells and the distance is indicated on the

large dial. ‘

The Turner Brass \Vorks, Chicago, show

their Well known line. of torches and sam

ples of aluminum castings. Their particu

larly interesting exhibit is the Turner car

burrctter. It is positive. feed in that unless

purposer tln'ottled it feeds the same amount;

of gasolene at every suction stroke. regard

less of the motor speed. The regulation is

by the means of a ratchet and half gear that

work together to control the proportioning

ot' gasolene passing by the needle and the

air through the mixer.

The Barton Boiler Co.. of Chicago, show a

flash boiler of interchangeable construction

throughout. It is made up of fourteen or

nzorc units of coils. These coils are spiral

in curvature and the piping is then carried

twice across in a double loop. reaching to the

outside of the coil, where it is connected to

the next unit. It is claimed for this con

struction that it particularly facilitates re

pairs or other necessary getting at the tubes,

as by loosening any two couplings all the

coils above can be thrown back in order to

get at the coil needing attention.

Northwestern Storage Battery CO., Chi

cago, show a pasted plate battery giving

about six amperes per pound. The sizes ar

shown for automobiles, one at 15 pounds per

cell, 90 amperes, and 41,9 hours, and the

other at 19 pounds, 120 amperes, 6 hours.

American Gasoiene Motor CO., Chicago,

show a planetary transmission gear with

two speeds and reverse or one speed and

reverse, in three sizes, taking in from three

to twenty horsepower. One brake band is

used for slow speed forward and reverse.

Slow speed forward is obtained by tighten

ing brake band to secure any speed up to

six miles an hour. Fast speed forward is

by releasing brake band and engaging fric

tion clutch direct. Slow speed reverse by

shifting collar next to sprocket and tighten

ing outside brake band. The. features for

this gear is that it has an emergency brake

band without using the foot brake, giving

two brakes without extra attachments. All

speeds. Including emergency brakes, can be

attached to one lever or any other device

used.

Anti-I-‘riction Equipment ("0., New York,

show the Beasley tires, constructed on the

principle of a truss bridge. The tire is

practically made up of two parts. an outer

casing with thick wall, and an inner tubu

iar section having webs running in a zig

zag fashion throughout the entire length.

The tire is made in 21,4; to 3 inches in cross

section and 2‘4 and Iii) in diameter, with TI

and ts‘ lugs. of standard spacing.

National Engine Co.. Rockford. llI., show

a stationary upright engine attached to a

dynamo for electric vehicle charging pur

poses. The fuel is fed positively by a pump

into the air pipe at every working cycle, and

always with the same quantity, thus giv

ing the same pressure‘ on the piston. The

engine is equipped with both a make and

[brake electric ignition and incandescent

tube.

The Standard Carriage Iamp Co.. ChicatIO.

show a complete line of acetylene lamps of

all types, sizes and weights. for both front,

side and rear siggnal uses. also electric lights

of the same description. Generators are

made that can be placed inside the vehicle.

the gas being conducted through a tube.

Carbide and water system is self controlling.

Lamps are furnished in either nickel or

brass. or combined with Japan finish.

Porter Battery Co.. Chicago, show in addi

tion to their well known type .\ batteries

for electric vehicle use. a special battery for

sparking gasoiene motors. put up in dry

form. that can be charged front any lid-volt,

direct current latnp. The capacity is six

volts, 35 to 40 ampere hours and the weight

16 pounds. It is claimed that with a 1-5
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ampere coil this cell is good for 200 hours'

continuous running without charging.

K. Franklin Peterson. Chicago—Cleve

land-Canton springs, Midgeley tubular

wheels. Baldwin chains and Konigslow

steering wheels.

Hercules Electric Mfg. Co., Indianapolis—

Spark generators. ,

Warner Differential Gear Co., Muncie,

Ind—Spur equalizing gear.

Western Storage Batterv Co., Indianapolis,

show pasted plate cells, hard rubber sepa

rators with ribs and spun glass packing close

in case to prevent buckling. _

Carl Fisher, Indianapolis, shows storm

aprons and under body protection aprons.

American Tubular Wheel Co., Pittsburg,

show their tubular wheels.

Tenuant Auto. Tire Co., Springfield, Ohio,

have a puncture proof tire with brass plate

in tread, side walls being extended by two

oval shaped sections of sponge rubber.

The following exhibited duplicates of

their New York displays:

CARS.

W'inton Motor Carriage Co.,

Ohio—Winton gasolene cars.

Pardee & Co., Chicago—American and Cen

taur gasolene cars.

F. B. Stearns Co., Cleveland, Ohio—Stearns

gasolene cars.

Geo. N. Pierce Co., Buifalo, N. Y.—Pierce

and Arrow gasolene cars. .

Studebaker Bros. Mfg. Co., South Bend,

ind—Studebaker electric vehicles.

Peerless .\'iotor_Car Co., Cleveland, Ohio——

Peerless gasolene cars.

Cleveland,

General Automobile & Mfg. Co., Cleveland. .

Ohio—General gasolene cars.

E. R. Thomas Motor Co., Buffalo, N. Y.—

Butfaio gasolene cars and motor bicycles.

Electric Vehicle Co., Hartford, Conn.—

Columbia electric and gasolene cars.

Locomobile Co. of America—Locomobile

steam and gasolene cars

Apperson Bros. Automobile Co., Kokomo.

Ind—Apperson gasolene cars.

Knox Automobile Co., Springfield, Mass-—

Knox gasolene cars.

Elmore Mfg. Co., Clyde, Ohio—Elmore gas

olene cars.

Ralph Temple & Anstrain Co., Chicago—

U. S. Long Distance, Franklin, 0., G. & V.

and Panhard gasolene cars.

International Motor Car Co., Toledo, Ohio

—Toledo steam and gasolene and Waverley

electric cars.

Olds Motor Works, Detroit, Mich.—Olds

gasolene cars.

Haynes-Apperson Co., Kokomo, Ind.—

Haynes-Apperson gasolene cars.

Searchmont Automobile Co., Philadelphia,

Pa.—Searchm0nt gasolene cars.

Cleveland Automobile Co., Cleveland, Ohio

—,Cleveland gasolene cars.

Moyea Automobile Co., New York—Moyea

gasolene cars.

Prescott Automobile Co., New York—Pres

cott steam cars.

Frank P. Illsley, Chicago—Autocar and

Northern gasolene cars.

Shelby Motor Car Co., Shelby, Ohio—Shel

by gasolenc cars.

J. Stevens (Arms and Tool Co., Chicopee

.Falls, Mass.—Stevens-Duryea gasolene gears.

Thomas B. Jeffery & Co., Kenosha, Wis.—

Ramblcr gasolene cars.

Cadillac Automobile Co., Detroit, Mich.—

Cadillac gasolene cars.

Kirk Mfg. Co., Toledo, Ohio—Yale gaso~

lene cars.

Crest Mfg. Co., Cambridge, Mass—Crest—

mobile gasolene cars.

Conrad Motor Carriage Co., Buffalo, N. Y.

—()onrad gasolene cars.

Hoffman Automobile Mfg. Co., Cleveland,

Ohio—Hofl’man gasolene cars.

Merkel Mfg. Co.. Milwaukee, Wis—Merkel

motor bicycles.

Pope-Robinson (.‘o., Hyde Park, Mass.—

i‘ope-Robinson gasolene cars.

American Darracq Automobile Co., New

York—Darracq gasolene cars.

Sandusky Automobile Co., Sandusky, Ohio

-—Sandusl<y gasnlenc cars.

ACCESSORIES.

Electric (‘ontract Co., New York—Steam

gauges. speedometer, lights, etc.

Electric Storage Battery Co., Philadelphia,

Pa.-—Exide storage batteries.

Veeder Mfg. Co., Hartford, Conn—Veeder

odometch and tachometer-s.

Shelby Steel Tube Co., [’ittsburg, Ya.—

Shelby weldless steel tubing.

Whitney Mfg. Co., Hartford, Conn.—\Vhit

ncy Standard and Wizard chains.

Standard \Yeldiug Co., Cleveland. Ohio-—

Standard t-lc'J-trit-ally welded tubing and

parts.

Grey & Davis. Amcsbury. Mass—Lamps.

Joseph Dixon Crucible Co., Jersey City,

N. J.—Lubricants.

Rose Mfg. Co., Philadelphia, Pa.—Lamps.

'i‘imken Roller Bearing 00., Canton, Ohio—

Timkcn roller bearings.

Twentieth Century Mtg. 00., New York-—

Twentieth Century oil and acetylene lamps.

Brennan Mfg. Co., Syracuse, N. Y.—Bren

nan gasolene motors. I

R. E. Dietz, Co., New York—Lamps.

Badger Brass Mfg. Co., Kenosha, Wis.—

Solar acetylene and oil automobile lamps,

P. J. Dasey Co., Chicago—Dow coils and

spark plugs, Apple igniters, Champion gears,

Rutenber motors and Salamandrine boilers.

National Carbon Co., Cleveland, Ohio—

Columbia dry batteries.

Westinghouse Co.’s Pub. Dept., Pittsburg,

Pa.—Westinghouse electric charging appa

ratus.

Muncie Wheel & Jobbing Co., Muncie, Ind.

—Banu-Auto patent wheel. .

H. W. Johns~Manville Co., New York»A-s

bestos specialties.

E. J. Willis, New York—Motors and parts

and Herz spark plugs.

Motsinger Device Mfg. Co.,

1nd.—Auto-sparkers.

A. H. Funke, New York—Kclecom motors,

Autolyte lamps, horns and spark plugs.

C. F. Splitdorf, New York—Spark coils.

TIRES.

Hartford Rubber Works Co., Hartford,

Conn—Hartford, Dunlop and Turner tires.

Diamond Rubber Co., Akron. Ohio—Dia

mond single tube and detachable tires.

B. l". Goodrich Co., Akron, Ohio—Goodrich

detachable and single tube tirest

J. & G. Tire Co., Indianapolis, Ind—G. 8: J.

detachable tires.

Firestone Tire & Rubber Co.,

Firestone solid rubber tires.

Fisk Rubber Co., Chicopee Falls. Mass.—

l"isk single tube and detachable tires.

Pendleton,

Chicago—

Recent lncorporatiom.

Brooklyn. N. Y.—-Wood Vapor \‘ehiclc Co..

capital, $50000. Directors—J. (‘. \\'00d, C.

'i‘. Sauer and E. S. \Vood, Brooklyn.

Beaumont, Tex.—Beaumout Cycle & Anto

mobile Co., with $10,000 capital. Corpora

tors—F. L. Rollins. H. C. Ford and J. S.

Rollins.

Buffalo, N. Y.—The Roe Automobile Co..

with $10,000 capital, to buy, sell, lease and

deal in automobiles. Corporaters~Clmries

W. Roe, Clarence B. Hunter and David Mac

feat.

Corning, N. Y.—Gibbs Engineering & Mtg.

(10.. with $1,000,000 capital, to manufacture

motors and machinery, in connection with

self-propelling vehicles and engines. car

trucks. locomotives, boats and vehicles. Di

rectors—Samuel Biker, jr., Percy .i. Fuller

and Charles M. Kirby, of New York.
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LONDON snow WAS BARREN.

In every respect save that of magnitude

the British show at the Crystal Palace, Lon

don, was a poor second to the Paris function

of last year. There was nothing approach

ing the sensational about it.

If there was little to enthuse over, how

ever, it was apparent that British designers

are not yet ready to follow the example of

their Gallic rivals and assume the role of

copyists. There was much to suggest the

best French and German practice; but with

it all there was a distinct note of individual

ity. A very considerable number of makers

adhered to their own designs.

British makers, too, are in the majority.

Slightly more than sixty makes of British

cars were shown, to about twenty French,

eleven American and three Germen.

Of the three German features that carried

the Paris show by storm—the honeycomb

radiator. the mechanical intake valve and

the l' shape pressed steel frame—only the

first named was specially prominent at the

Palace show. The others were seen on a

number 0! stands. but were very far from

being general. In fact, in the matter of

frames the tubular type shows a distinct

gain, although no one seems able to explain

why.

As in this country, the gasolene car has a

long lead. It formed the great bulk of the

exhibits, comprising quite three-quarters of

the whole.

But steam is far from being neglected.

The traditional British fondness for this

form of power is well known, and a very

good showing was made. American influ

ence was. as always. strong. The well known

runabout type had a 200d lead, but. as at the

Madison Square Garden show, the familiar

gasolene. form made its appearance on Brit

ish as well as American cars. Of the flash

and semi-flash systems of steam generation

examples were shown from England, France

and America. viz., the Albany, the Serpollet

and the \Vhite. In addition to the latter, the

Toledo. Locomobile and Weston (Grout)

were shown.

In the gasolene and electric sections the

Oldsmobile. Winton, Northern, Rambler and

Baker were staced. most of them by their

British representatives.

Scarcely a French or German car of promi

nencc was missing.

 

 

LIGHT. POWERFUL. RELIABLE.
 

FOR

Gasolene Motors

FOR TONNEAU AND EVERY

OTHER STYLE VEHICLE.

 

FIRST-GLASS

CERTIFICATES and

OOLO

MEOALS

That Is the

Record

for Absolute

Rollablllly

Established

hi the

PAOKARO MOTOR OAR
It has won the Highest Position of Honor in all those loading contests.

400 Miles—New York-Rochester.

IOO Miles—Long lsland non-stop.

IOO Miles—Chicago non stop.

[00 Miles—A. C. A. non-stop.

500 Miles—N. Y.-Boston-N. Y.

$2,500.00.

WRITE FOR NEW CATALOG.

PACKARD MOTOR OAR COMPANY

WARREN, omo.

NEW YORK, EASTERN DEPARTMENT, 3|7 \V. sqih Sl.

PHILADELPHIA, Wm. F. Rudolph, 30: N. Broad St.

BOSTON, H. B. Shattuck & Son. 230 Columbus Ave.

CHICAGO, Parclec & C0., [40‘ Michigan Boulevard.

LOS ANGELES, Norman W. Church, 439 S. Main St.

SAN FRANCISCO, H. B. Larzalere, |814 Market St.

  

Write

BUFFALO OASOLENE MOTOR OO.,

9 Bradley Slrool, BUFFALO, N. Y., O. 8. ll.

EXHIBITAUTOMOBILESHOW.

'MOHSS.NVINS.LHO=ISLIEIHXE

 
 

 

STEADY. SPEEDY. ECONOMICAL.

SCHRADER UNIVERSAL VALVE,
(Trademark Registered April 30, I895.)

Simple and Absolutely Air Tight.

  

 

 

  

 

 

Made in four lengths as shown, and supplied to the

trade by all tire manufacturers.
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VEEDER’S SPEED INDICATOR

Details and Operation of the ingenious In

strument Finally Disclosed.

 

At the recent show the Veedchachomctcr

attracted wide atention. It was recognized

as an ingenious and eminently practicable

article, and one that would tell the story

of car speeds so clearly as to render mis

takes impossible. The name of Veeder

stamped it as sound mechanically, while

even a superficial examination made it

plain that the details had been carried

out in a manner quite beyond criticism.

The device is compact. handsome, and so

disposed as to be in the way as little as

possible. It is made in two styles, Form A,

for automobiles, and Form C, a portable in

strument for registering the revolutions of

shafting, motors, etc.

There are two principal parts: The pump,

consisting of a casing lncloslng a paddle

wheel mounted on a shaft, and the indi

cator, embracing a glass indicator tube. a

scale and a reservoir. These parts are

connected by two rubber or copper tubes.

The periphery of the pump is connected

with the bottom of the glass indicator tube

by suitable passages or tubing and the bot

tom of the reservlor communicates with the

centre of the pump.

The Tachometer is filled with a suitable

liquid, generally colored alcohol, 'so that

when at rest it stands on a level with the

zero mark on the scale beside the indicator

tube. The surface of the liquid in the res

ervoir will be slightly lower than in the

'tube on account of the capillary attraction

of the latter.

When the paddle wheel in the pump is

revolved. the centrifugal force draws down

the liquid in the reservoir and forces it up

in the indicator tube. The1 vertical height

between the two surfaces will be approx

imately proportional to the square of the

speed of revolution.

The connecting tube or piping may be

of any desired length, provided there is at

all points an upward inclination from the

pump to the indicator.

For convenience the reservoir is placed

close to the indicator tube and communi

cates with the top of the latter, so that the

instrument may be sealed to prevent evap

oration. and if the liquid should be forced

by excessive speed to overflow the top of

the tube it will flow back into the reservoir.

if the reservoir is placed in front or be

hind the indicator tube on a moving vehicle,

then. when the speed of the latter changes,

a change in level between the two surfaces

of the liquid will take place on account of

the inertia of the liquid and independently

of the change due to the pump. A sim
Illar change will take place when the indi

cator is tipped to one side or inclined when

the vehicle is going up or down a hill.

These changes are, however, very slight,

and in ordinary practice are negligible.

They may be entirely overcome by making

the axis of the reservoir concentric with

the axis of the indicator tube.

it will be seen that the instrument is ex

iremciy simple in construction, and can be

made very durable, since the only wearing

parts are the shaft and its bearings. There

are no small pivots or wheels to wear out

nor springs to break and the calibration is

constant.

To adjust “the level of the liquid to the
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zero mark on the scale the cap should be

removed on top of reservoir tube and the

liquid poured in, or the liquid should be

drawn off at the bottom by a suitable cock

placed there for that purpose, as the case

may require.

For automobiles, the scales are graduated

to show miles per hour and are of two

lengths. 6 in. and 12 in. The shorter scales

are used for maximum speeds of either 20.

30 or 40 miles per hour, and the longer

scales of 40, 5t), 60, or evcn higher speeds if

desired. The scale shown in cut is a 6

in., and will indicate a maximum speed of

\

30 miles per hour. The pump is driven by

suitable gearing either direct from the auto

mobile whccl or from some shaft positively

geared 0n the wheels. The ratio of the

gears used depends on the size of the auto

mobile whecl and the scale desired. The

indicator is placed in plain sight on the

dashboard.

In ordering it is necessary to give make

and model car, with diameter or circum

ference of wheel, including tire; and it is

well to send also a sketch of dashboard and

a dimension drawing of the axle or knuckle

joint, and of the wheel.

The' Diesel That Didn't.

Although widely heralded a year or two

ago as the successor of the present type of

gasolene motor, the Diesel engine has been

but little heard of as applied to automobiles.

The Diesel engine works on a most ingen

ious system, and gives perfect combustion of

heavy oils. Instead of consuming oil by

mixing with air and then tiring it, the Diesel

plan is to compress air at great pressure and

thus reduce its volume and increase its tem

perature considerably. A stream of what

may be called red hot air is then allowed to

pass from the compression apparatus into

the combustion chamber, and oil is allowed

to spray on this stream. There being a great

exeess of air, as compared to oil, and the

temperature of the air being very high, it

follows that every drop of oil is perfectly

consumed and gives out its full heat value.

The expansive quality of the products of the

oil is used to drive the engine and also to

work the apparatus for compressing the air.

This compressing arrangement would be

one of the drawbacks of such a system on a

motor car.

To Run Motor Buues in Ohio.

With 25,000 capital, the People's Auto

Transit Co. has been incorporated, to run

lines of automobile 'buses in Ohio. The cor

porators hre residents of Lorain, Huron and

Eric counties, and the purpose of the com

pany is to establish auto car routes through

the thickly settled sections not covered by

the electric railways. Vermilion will be the

main objective point. The cars will some

what resemble the electric cars, and will in

a measure take their place. The routes as

laid out extend from Oberlin and other

points north to the lake. The company will

begin operations this spring.

 

Pneumatic-Tired Steering Wheels Next?

At the Crystal Palace show, which closed

last week. a British concern showed a

pneumatic steering wheel. Its periphery

is formed of a single-tube pneumatic tire,

which can be inflated in the ordinary man

ner. There can be no doubt that this de

vice will considerably reduce the vibration

sometimes felt with many of the rigid

wheels usually employed.

 

To remove tarnish from brass when it

will not give way to an ordinary polish

take a strong oxalic acid and rub on freely;

let it stand for one minute and wash oil'

with water.
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IMPORTANCE OF OILING

“ No car Lacking Facilities for Lubrication can

be Called Well-Made," Says this Lecturer.

 

"Lubrication may be described as the art

It is a

wide term, covering human as well as me

chanical relationships, between which there

is a close analogy,” said Thomas Clarkson

in an address delivered before the Automo

bile (‘lub of Great Britain.

“The necessity of making things work

smoothly is apparent to all. and nowhere

does this apply with greater force than in

the vitals of an automobile, where nnsmooth

of making things work smoothly.

ness of working is a sure cause of trouble

and expense. The necessity is so vitally im

portant as affecting the life of a motor and

its general fitness that no apology is neces

sary for introducing this subject, which will

amply reward careful investigation.

"it is a fair question to ask, Why will not

things work smoothly without lubrication?

The answer is found in that natural resist

ance to motion which is commonly called

‘frictlon,’ and which it is the object of lubri

cation to eliminate as far as possible. Fric

tion can never be entirely vanquished; if it

could. then perpetual motion would result

as a natural consequence, and once the start

ing inertia of a body has been overcome it

would continue to move indefinitely.

“To appreciate lubrication we may with

advantage first study the enemy—‘frlction.’

its laws are few and simple, and may be

divided into two classes—static and dynamic.

The first deals with the friction of rest, and

is given by some the not inappropriate name

of 'stiction‘ (belts and friction clutches come

under this heading). The second deals with

the friction of motion. It is with this class

that we are more particularly concerned.

“The friction of motion may be so sub

divided into rolling and sliding friction. The

former relates to bail and roller bearings,

the latter to plain bearings. 1n rolling fric

tion the balls or rollers act in a manner

closely analogous to the lubricating medium

of a plain bearing by keeping the working

surfaces apart. If it were possible to make

a ball or roller bearing with absolutely no

sliding friction the use of a fluid lubricant

might be safely dispensed with; but there

is sliding between the balls. or rollers

themselves, or between them and the cage

employed to keep them in position. The

amount of sliding friction is lessened when

intermediate balls or rollers are used; but it

is not entirely eliminated. The extra com

plication and cost of these hearings qualify

their other advantages. and the friction of

a well designed plain bearing, properly lubri

cutcd and protected, is very much smaller

than many people imagine.

"The amount of friction between two sur

faces sliding together depends upon several

things: (i) The pressure applied to them; (2)

the material of the surfaces; (3) their smooth

ness and hardness; (4) their wetness and dry

ness; (5) their temperature, and (ii) the vis

cosity of the lubricating medium.

_ “The cause of friction and the reason why

two bodies touching each other oifer resist

ance to relative motion appears to be that

the touching surfaces interpenetrate and in

terlock. The extent depends upon the de

gree of roughness or polish, and upon the

facility possessed by one of the substances

to mould and adapt its surface to correspond

closely to the microscopic configuration of

the other. l refer to substances possessing

plastic properties, such as leather fibre, rub

ber and the like. To reduce friction to its

lowest degree it is clear that surfaces must

be as smooth as possible, and that at least

one of them should be capable of the high

est polish. The degree of polish depends

largely upon the hardness of the substance—

hence the suitability of case hardened steel

for motion pins and valve mechanism. The

surface burnishes like a mirror and give its

mate no chance of becoming too intimate.

“Although the amount of friction is gen

erally stated to be independent of the extent

of surface in contact, for practical reasons

this old law needs qualification.

“1f the surface is large the pressure per

unit area is correspondingly small, and may

be quite insufficient to squeeze out the film

of lubricant—hence the active surfaces are

kept at a respectful distance. But with rela

tively small wearing surfaces, the pressure

on the lubricant is proportionately greater.

The surfaces possess a more penetrative

power, which—if it cannot be checked—will

squeeze out the lubricant and permit physi

cal contact. This may become so intimate

as to start the force of cohesion, with ‘scor

lug.‘ or tearing of the surfaces, as an imme

diate result.

“The principal object of lubrication is to

prevent such a result. It must not be ex

pected that lubrication alone, however per

fect, will make up for errors of design in

making the surfaces too small for the work

they have to do; but it is possible for a well

lubricated machine of inferior design to do

more useful work than an otherwise more

perfectly designed machine in which lubrica

tion is defective.

"indeed, lubrication is of such primary im

portance that a machine with defectit'e lubri

cation. however perfect otherwise, cannot

be described as well made. This applies

with special force to an automobile. and in

vestigation of this point will well repay an

intending buyer. So much pleasure is lost.

and the depreciation in value of a car is so

rapid by imperfect lubrication that the im

portance of good lubrication cannot be easily

overestimated. Another important condition

to smoothness of working is to keep out

intruders. The lubricant should be clean

and free from solid substances. This medium

is the only thing that should be permitted to

come between the working surfaces. It par

ticles of dust or grit are permitted their

smallness of area and consequent penetra

tion enable them to cut through the film of

lubricant, to the detriment of the working

surfaces; therefore intruders must be kept

out.

“Next, as to the means of securing the

most reliable lubrication with the smallest

attention on the part of the driver. Forms

of lubricators (or devices for feeding the

lubricant to the working surfaces) are simply

innumerable. Much ingenuity has been dis

played ln their construction, with the object

of securing a regular feed and avoiding

stoppages. which would speedin have dis

astrous consequences.

“A lubricator consists of‘a reservoir and

one or more feeders. It may be portable, as

in the old fashioned oil can, which is per

haps the most elementary form of lubricator.

Usually the lubricator is fixed close to the

hearing it is to serve, or, should this be in

accessible, it may be fixed at a distance and

a connecting pipe used. The use of an oil

can is extremely wasteful in lubricant, and

should the interval between successive feed

ings be too long, permanent injury to the

bearing is likely to result.

“The same general conclusion applies to

all devices which depend for their action

upon human adjustment and attention; and

l have no hesitation in affirming that, to

expect a driver to regularly fill and periodi

cally inspect and adjust a lot of lubricators

in a car is highly unreasonable and foolish.

Even with a careful driver some may be

overlooked-or in the act of filling foreign

substances may get in—besides, the filling

operation is messy and disagreeable, and,

therefore, likely to be postponed unduly. In

preparing a car for service attention to lubri

cators forms no small part; and could this be

entirely done away with the time would be

shortened and the pleasure of automobiling

greatly enhanced."

Paris Ragpiekers Protest.

Parisian ragpickers and scavengers are up

in arms at the proposal to introduce auto

mobile garbage wagogne. The Paris Mu

nicipal (‘ouncll has formed a committee

which is to study the project of introducing

the automobile principle in the street clean

ing and scavenger service. ,

M. Paullnier the doyen of the ragpickers,

in an interview, spoke as follows on the al

leged insalubrlty of the business and of the

proposed reforms, which, to his way of

thinking. can only be intrusions: “It is as

serted that our business is unhealthy. They

talk of microbes, but the microbe does not

exist in our field of labor. For us the great

est malady, that which may cause our death,

‘c'est les riches,‘ who are talking of marvel

lous machines, all these monopolists who

want to take our bread from us."

 

Moses Fifleld has been elected assistant

secretary of the Rhode Island Automobile

Club. He succeeds B. S. Clark, who re

signed.
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WHAT ARE "MODERATE MEANS?”

Matter of Motor Costs Calls up the Question—

Figures That Proved Misleading.

What is a “man of moderate means"?

That question is exciting lively discussion

in England, and all because an autoist re

‘cently read a paper on the above subject

before the Automobile Club of Great Britain.

By inference he designated himself as a man

of moderate means. When he presented a

detailed statement showing that his car,

with accessories, cost nearly $3,000, and

that he had spent nearly $1,500 additional to

keep it in commission, it will be seen why

there should be such a how-de-do about it.

The car was a 10 horsepower gasolene

touring car, and was used pretty constantly.

in nine months it covered 6,600 miles, this

distance being made up of long and short

journeys in town and country over every de

scription of road to be met with in Great

Britain, its owner, Captain Kennett Camp

bcll, using it for all purposes.

The various items that go to make up the

totals are interesting at least. The car and

extras, for example, come out as follows:

£ s. (1.

Price of car . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..525 0 0

Extras, carriage rugs, etc . . . . . . . . 26 15 2

Tips, etc., and teaming to drive. . 3 17 5

Delivery of car from makers. . . .. 3 18 10

Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..5559 11 5

The “running expenses" are figured as fol

lows:

i s. d.

(lasolene . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 21 15 8

This works out at about %d. a

mile, but it should not be forgot

ten that there is a considerable

amount of waste in gasolene in

using the car for town work.

Lubricants . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6 16 7

Maps . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 0 5 0

Sundries . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 9 17 2

Repairs to car body, frame and

engine.'. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 67 0 5

(This works out at about 2%d. a

mile, and includes accidents.

which resulted in two bent axles

—one due to a sideslip and the

other to running into a ditch to

avoid a. collision. The side of

the car was also kicked through

by a horse, the owner of which

compromised by paying half

the damage done.)

Tires, including four new tire

covers. one new inner tube and

two old tires with "trends"; or

1%d.amile . . . . . . . . . . ..l . . . . .. 48 6 0

Making a total of (for running

expenses of all kinds for nine

months, or, at the same rate.

£205 Tc. 8d. per nnnuam; for the

6,600 ’miles’ run it comes to ill/fl.

per mile. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..£154 0 10

The cost of motor, groom and coachhouse

per annum is as follows:

it s. d.

Wages of motor groom at 253. a

week . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. ’3 0 0

Livery, clothes and boots . . . . .. 20 7 3

License for groom. . .- . . . . . . . . . . . 0 15 0

License for motor car . . . . . . . . . .. 2 2 0

Rent of stables . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 30 0 0

Taxes on stables . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 8 17 4

Light, say . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 1 0 0

Water . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 12 4

Christmas present . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0 10 0

Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .£l30 3 11

The grand total. therefore, is £483 15s,2d.,

or $4.21!).

It is small wonder that other men of "mod

erate means" take up the cudgels in behalf

of the car and contend that Captain Camp

bell is not one of them. An autoist, they

contend, may spend a great deal more money

than this on a car in a year or he may

spend very much less. Summing up the

matter, the Antocnr says:

“At the present moment it is most ditiicult,

of course, to arrive at the actual cost of

nutomobilism per mile, when depreciation

is taken into consideration. But if the man

of moderate means is content to buy a com

paratively reasonably priced car and to go

about all other matters of expense in a man

ner which characterize him, we are inclined

to the opinion that within a margin of, say,

from 4,000 to 5,000 miles per annum—which,

assuming the man of moderate means to be

engaged in business day by day, is about all

he will find time to cover—his running ex

penses, including insurance, should not cost

him at the outside more than from 11Ad. t0

lléd. per'miie. As Captain Kenneth Camp

bell’s paper was given under what he him

self suggested was a misleading title, we

would welcome correspondence upon the al

leged subject of his discourse, viz., ‘Auto

cars for Men of Really Moderate Means.’ A

man who, altogether outside cost and loss

on his car can afford to pay £284 4c 9d. for

his annual automobilism, does not appeal to

many people as “a man of really moderate

means.”

That Road Across the Meadows.

That much talked of project, an automo

bile road across the meadows between Jer

sey City and Newark, N. J., is up again. It

is planned to purchase of the Belleville turn

pike, between Jersey City and Kearny, for

an automobile driveway. Hudson County

owns the turnpike, and the automobilists

will first endeavor to secure it as private

property. Falling in this, they will open ne

gotiations with the Freeholders and the New

Jersey State Road Commissioner.

The promoters of the scheme are mainly

residents of Newark, Montclair, Bloomfield

and adjoining towns, who have busineSS in

terests in Manhattan. As a highway to New

York the Bellevilie turnpike is over two

miles shorter for residents of Newark, Mont

clair and Bloomfield than the Newark turn

pike.

The Believiiie turnpike is four miles in

length and is used almost entirely by funeral

processions from Jersey City to Arlington

Cemetery. It is understood a definite propo

sition will be submitted to the Hudson

County iFreeliolders at their meeting on

Thursday, March 5.

THEY ROPE THE TIRES

How the New York Motor Cab Drivers Get

About When Horses Slip and Slide.

 

 

“It does not take long for the average

cabby to learn how to cope with a sudden

emergency," remarked on observant autoist

to the Motor World man on Tuesday. “On

such a day as this, with a heavy fall of

snow on a foundation of ice and sleet, the

cabby is likely to have an interesting time

of it, and that whether he drives a horse cab

or a motor driven one. The horses were

quite helpless. At noon on lower Broadway

there was a mass of trolley cars, horse ve

hicles of all kinds and a few motor vehicles,

so hopelessly mixed up that the stalwart p0

licemen were at their wits end to disen

tangle it and keep things moving in some

sort of fashion.

“Naturally the motor vehicle would have

suffered, too, for when the power was ap

plied to the rear wheels the latter would re

volve without gripping the ice and snow

covered surface. But the first cab I saw

was gliding along as smoothly as you please

and as rapidly as the traflic would permit.

Getting close to it, I discovered the rca~

son. On each rear wheel was a coil of rope

about three-quarters of an inch in diameter

wrapped around the tire and rim twice and

then knotted loosely. Its movement was

checked by the spokes, between which it

was fastened, but it was purposely left

loose, so that it could move.

“Apparently that wa what made the ve

hicle grip, and each cabby seemed to be in

the secret, for each cab I saw—and I began

to notice them—had the same arrangement.

“Seemingly, too, the fitting of these 'non

slippers’ was done by the cabby, for all kinds

and sizes of rope were used. Sometimes it

was new, at others old and ragged. Evi

dently it had been procured haphazardly, the

cabbies borrowing or buying it, as necessity

compelled.

“The thing did not improve the looks of

the vehicle, but it did the business, and that

was what was wanted. No, there is noth

ing new about it, but the practical unanimity

of its adoption caught my fancy."

Eschew Rubber Tubing.

Never use rubber tubing for gasolene con

nections, because (1) gasolene is a solvent of

rubber, consequently it will become contam

inated by the dissolved material; (2) gasolene

will percolate through the rubber, causing

much waste and a possible danger from fire;

(3) small particles of rubber may become de

tached from the tube and be swept into the

carburetter, where, sooner or later, the symp

toms ot a choked spray will develop.

 

A periodical inspection of the bolts secur

ing the tire to the rim must be made if seri

ous trouble is to be avoided. Creeping will

inevitably set in if these bolts are not kept

tight, and the first indication of it will be a

valve stem sheered off.
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SUPERSEDES LOCOMOTIVES

“ Autonobilcs " for French Railways—Saves

"0 Tons Weight and Avoid: Smoke. Noise, cic.

June next is the time set for the inaugura

tion of the new “autonomobile” service on

French railways. 0n the 18th of that month

there will start from the Lyons station, in

Paris, a train composed of three “autonomo

bile" carriages—that is to say, carriages that

are both autonomous and motor cars—which

will enter the Dijon station at noon. ,The

315 kilometres (195 miles) between Paris and

Dijon will thus have been covered in three

hours and ten minutes, or at a normal speed

of 100 kilometres (62 miles) an hour; and

the same speed may be maintained between

Dijon and Lyons, Lyons and Marseilles, Mar

seilles and Nice, and Calais and Paris unin

terruptedly, so that the distance between

Calais and Nice can be covered in fourteen

hours.

This invention is now neither a project

nor an experiment, but exists and works,

and its application is merely postponed for

some months for the construction of the

actual rolling stock.

As its name indicates, the autonomobile

supersedes the locomotive—that is, it dis

penses in every train, short or long, slow

or fast, with a weight of 110 tons. It saves

the considerable cost of locomotives. It

abolishes smoke, steam, noise, vibration, the

jolt incidental to stopping and starting, and

the necessity of stopping to take up water.

It also abolishes all the men in charge of a

locomotive except the engine driver. The

new carriage is 17 metres (56 feet) long——

that is to say, the length of the present

French corridor carriage. Of these 17 metres

:1 space of 2.6 metres (8.5 feet) in front is

occupied by the traction apparatus, while

the remaining 14.4 metres (47.5 feet) will

comfortably accommodate forty passengers

and the 1,200 kilogrammes (2,645 pounds) of

luggage allowed them. The cost of the auton

omobile is the same as that of the first class

corridor carriage, while the weight, includ

ing the traction apparatus, is also the same.

Thus the abolition of the locomotive is an

accomplished fact, and the rails which now

have to bear the weight of the locomotive

and tender, as well as of the carriages, are

relieved therefrom, is the conclusion of the

London Times, from which this description is

summarized.

The system is one which, in an embryo

form and dating back several years, has

been applied to short and fast tramway

lines, but never to practically unlimited dis

tances.

Briefly, in front of every autonomobile is an

apparatus producing with a liter of petro

leum per kilometre (1.05 quarts per 0.62 mile)

the steam power requisite for propelling the

carriage with its forty passengers and 1.200

kilogrammcs of luggage at a normal and al

most minimum speed of 100 kilometres (62

 

miles) an hour, and that, too, without inter

ruption, noise or jerk. In order to overcome

the air resistance which such a speed entails

the autonomobile in front and behind is so

shaped as to cut the air, which thus becomes

an auxiliary rather than an obstacle: As

each autonomobile has its own apparatus.

the carriages, of course, might go singly as

easily as when coupled together. It is said

that the weight of the apparatus, apart

from the petroleum and water carried, is

trivial. As to the latter, to go from Paris

to Nice 1,100 or 1,200 kilogrammes (290.5

or 317 gallons) of petroleum and 4,000 or

5,000 kilogrammes (1,056 or 1,321 gallons) of

water will be required. This will allow of

the whole journey being made without a

stop; only care must be taken to guard

against overheating.

 

Sound Sense From Connecticut.

“The automobile drivers are now running

up against the same kind of legislation as

was met by bicycle riders when 'that vehicle

was first introduced. There are many con

servative people who would always see

things done in the same old way and who,

when anything new is introduced, resent

the intrusion and fly to the legislature for

all sorts of restrictions to protect them

selves," says the Manchester (Conn.) Herald.

“The fact is the prcgressive men who rode

bicycles when they first came out, and who

are riding in automobiles to-day, are just

as good citizens as their fathers who rode

iurockaway carriages. They have no more

desire to cause injury to life and property

than their critics. The number of bicycles

used now far exceeds the number of all

other kinds of vehicles put together, yet bi

cycle accldents are comparatively rare. This

immunity from accident is not caused by

laws regulating the speed of bicycles or re

quiring the use of bells and lanterns; but it

is due to the fact that all concerned have

become accustomed to the new vehicle and

have adjusted themselves to the conditions

of its use.

“The automobile, like the bicycle, is bound

to become a popular vehicle, and no laws

which may be passed now will prevent the

public from availing itself of the economy

and speed as well as other advantages pos

sessed by the automobile.‘ In due time the

automobile as well as the bicycle will find

its place and will be accepted as a matter of

course."
 

One Look Sufficient !

“Automobillng this year will be very p0pu

lar. For instance, one look at the machinery

will give any one an idea how the machine

works, and it will take scarcely any time

to master the works,” sapientiy remarks the

Buffalo News.

“Things have been reduced to their sim

plest form, and any one who has his nerve

with him can become an expert chauffeur.

All one wants is confidence in his own ability

to control the machine. The great mistake

many people make is that they change their

minds too often."

 

PREVENTS TIRE NIPPING

Device Employed by an Automobilisi to Over

come the Evil and how it Works.

 

From the time the first pneumatic tire

came out of Ireland there has been more or

less trouble with “nipping” or pinching the

air tube between the road and the wheel

rim. At one time cyclists used to cover their

rims with felt strips in the endeavor to pre

vent "nipping." An Englih autoist has had

recourse to a somewhat similar method, and

with complete success.

“The plan works most admirably, and after

various experiments I can give the most sat

isfactory width of felt for 80 millimetre

tires," “The felt for this siZe

should be just two inches wide, and long

enough to encircle the rim of the wheel and

lap over for two inches. This felt must be

at least a quarter of an inch in thickness,

and must be very close and stiff. It should

be treated with three heavy coats of solu

tion on one side and a two inch strip of

canvas put on this. \Vhen dry this canvas

must be solutioned with three or four coats

for about three-quarters of an inch on the

reverse side, and the fixed edge of the cover

similarly treated. The canvas must then

be pressed into position all round this and

allowed to dry thoroughly, When this has

been done, the ends of the felt strip can be

sewn together so that it forms an endless

band. When the cover is in place, and one

side only detached, the felt flap will stretch

across the felloe and rest over the edge of

the latter. The air tube is then put into place,

a hole having been cut in the felt to permit

the valve to pass through, and the loose edge

of the cover slipped under the felt and can

vas, which will thus raise the tube into p0<

sition and form a bridge across the bottom

of the cover on which the tube can rest. The

“lug nuts and bolts which prevent the cover

creeping are, of course, under the felt.

"The result is that the tire can be put on in

half the time, and the :'-ir tube cannot be

nipped either then or by the action of the

movement of the cover. Furthermore, in

the event of a puncture'the canvas and felt

will protect the air tube for a few yards

while the car is stopped, and it must be re

membered that a short distance with an un

protected tube may meau a great deal of

damage."

he says.

 

Increasing in Knoxville.

One year ago there were but four auto

mobiles in Knoxville, Tenn, to-day there

are ten, and it is estimated that before

the end of the present year there will be

between twenty-five and fifty in use. So

keen is the interest displayed that an auto

mobile club is talked of, and will probably

be organized within a few weeks. Cowan

Rodgers is the moving spirit in the pro

ject.
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AT SIXTY PER HOUR

Sensations of one-who was Given an Unexpected

"Trent" and why he did not Enjoy it.

 

Did you ever experience the sensation of

travelling in an automobile at a mile a min

ute gait?

Did you ever after a Welsh rareblt or some

thing equally indigestible experience the sen

sation of falling into space with the accom

panying dread of the shock of landing?

The two are somewhat akin, as a couple

of Motor “’orld men can testify. Not that

they sought the experience. Quite the con

trary. Like the adage regarding greatness,

it was thrust upon them.

It all happened this way: They were out

at a certain factory in Cleveland examining

a new and much talked of our recently built

for record breaking, and with which it is

hoped to capture the Gordon-Bennett Cup,

when its builder and driver volunteered to

take them downtown. For several reasons,

some of them obvious, it is best that names

be not mentioned.

They accepted the invitation with alacrity,

supposing, of course, that the driver would

not dream of “letting it out” within the city

limits. The factory in question is located

away on the outskirts and just beyond some

railroad tracks. From the tracks an as

phalted street fully a mile long stretches in

vitingly into the distance. The giant motor

was started. one of the Motor World men

jumped up beside the driver while the other

curled up behind, hanging on to the back of

the seat. in a moment the clutch was

thrown in, the machine fairly bounded over

the tracks, and before even a coat could be

buttoned-or a hat pulled down tight the

great car was plunging into space. A dull

roar like a tornado, a sudden catching of the

breath, then water fairly running down the

cheeks in a half blinding way, a confused

shooting past of houses, trees and open lots;

’then a grinding, tearing sound, and a slow

up to round a corner gave a chance for

breathing and for protest. ’I he only answer

was a chuckle, and in response to the query

as to how fast we had been travelling a

careless, “Oh, a little over sixty, that's all."

“Well, for heaven sake don’t try it again,"

only brought another chuckle and a grin.

A moment later and he was at it again;

this time the passengers huddled up close

and held on for dear life, but it didn't seem

quite so bad or goose flesh raising.

Suddenly a coal cart, which had leisurely

been crawling along far ahead, suddenly

loomed ahead and turned directly across the

street. There didn’t even seem time enough

to jump, when the little finger at the wheel

seemed to act automatically, the big levers

were reversed, and the brake was on quick a

a flash and before the brain had time to

think. The big machine came to an almost

sudden stop, yet without any shock, and

just missed the car by an inch or so. This

performance was nearly productive of a

hemorrhage to the man sitting in front, yet

he could not but admire the supreme skill

and nerve of the driver beside him. The

latter took the incident as a matter of course,

and when queried regarding his instantane

ous action replied with superb sang froid,

"Oh, it’s more a matter of experience than

anything else. The man accustomed to travel

ling at great speed gets in the habit of act

ing intuitively. He has to, for he hasn’t

time to think."

But the streetcars or an ordinary automo

bile will probably carry the guest back to

town from_ that particular factory in the

future. It may take more time, but it will

be cheerfully given. And yet the experience

would not have been missed. At least one of

the men feels much the same as he did after

going through for the first time the Cave of

the Winds under Niagara Falls: Wouldn’t

have missed it for the world, but would not

go through it again for the universe.

It all seemed daredevilish, but reckless,

subject to severe censure and all that, yet it

is of such nerve and control that will enable

this country to dim the lustre of the Four

niers and the Old World’s greatest cracks as

much as anything else.

 

Why he Favors one Brake.

“Two brakes are better than one, they tell

me, and I have no doubt that it is true.

But for my part I‘ll take one brake that 1

know is all right in preference to two that

are doubtful," remarked the autoist to the

Motor World man.

“Perhaps I have been unfortunate with

cars having two brakes, and just the reverse

with the one brake kind. Any how, I have

always found that with the latter I keep

the brake in perfect order, ready to bring

the car to a stop whenever I jammed the

brake on hard. I always knew what to e!

pect, and never did it disappoint me. But

with two brakes I was always having nar

row escapes. The brake I used regularly

might become worn a little and need adjust

ing. ‘Next time 1 will fix that,‘ I would say

to myself. and then put it off to a more con

venient season. always reflecting that I had

the emergency brake to fall back on. Then

if i did have to make use of the latter it

was never just right. Dlsuse interferes

with efficiency. and the only way I have

ever got service out of an auxiliary brake

was to make use of it at regular intervals.

“Two brakes are all right if they are

used constantly, but otherwise they are apt

to prove a delusion and a snare."

 

Sold his Order for $2,000.

An Irish autoist, Dr. Colahan. of Dublin,

has made a nice “bit” out of a Mercedes rac

ing car which he had on order. The latter

was placed last year. and a short time ago

he was olfered $2,000 premium for his bar

gain. He accordingly turned it over to the

bidder, thus undergoing disappointment, but

pocketing this nice little sum.

WASHING THE CAR

Why Soapy and hot Water Should be Firmly Ta

booed—Carc Necessary in Other Respects.

 

 

There are many men who, though good

mechanics, have no idea as to the care re

quired in washing a carriage body. (Jar

riage varnish is a very delicate substance,

and should be treated with extreme care.

It is not generally known that it is sus

ceptible to light and heat, both of which

have a softening and dulllng eifect upon its

surface. It hould be carefully noted, there

fore, that the house in which the car is

stored is not subject to any strong rays of

light striking through its windows directly

on to the carriage. The house should also

be dry and well ventilated. In any case. it

is always best to keep the car covered with

a large sheet when it is stabled.

A newly varnished car should stand for

at least a week before being taken into

regular use. This is in order to allow the

varnish to set properly. Frequent washing

with clean cold water and careful drying

with chamois leather and exposure to fresh

air in the shade will both harden and

brighten the finish. On no account allow

mud to remain long enough upon a newly

varnished carriage to dry. If this is done

stains are bound to follow, and when once

they have set into the varnish nothing will

remove them.

In washing a carriage plenty of water

should be poured carefully over the parts;

it is always a mistake to use a swift flowing

hose jet. It is really better to use a large

sponge, well saturating it and squeezing it

over the panels of the car body, when the

water in running off will carry the mud with

it. Never allow water to dry on the car

riage, as this is very liable to stain, almost

as much so as mud. Hot water and soap

should never be applied to any varnished or

light colored painted surfaces.

 

Water in the Carbureticr.

When the spray chamber of a carburetter

is opened droplets of water are often found

adherent to its walls. This frequently causes

needless mental perturbation to the novice,

for water in the carburetter is usually held

up to him as one of the bogies of the motor

ist, and that it is so is true enough, but only

if the water is present in the spray chamber

in considerable quantity, or in the float

chamber, and has free access to the spray

ing nozzle. which it may block. The vapor

ization of gasolene in the spray chamber pro

duces a very low temperature, and the pres

ence of water (which should be periodically

soaked up with blotting paper) is due to

condensation of moisture from the air drawn

in. This has no appreciable eifect on the

running of the motor, unless allowed to ac

cumulate for some time.
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ABOUT BATTERIES

The Lechanchc as an Illustration—Its Compo

nent: and how They Act.

The battery, which is most familiar to the

non-technical public, is the “Leelaiiche,” such

as is used for electric bell work. This bat

tery is a recuperative one, and may run

without attention for months. though if its

circuit be closed for a length of time it will

polarize or cease to give current until a fur

ther rest is allowed. when it will be restored

to something like its original energy.

In the “Lecianche” cell the element is a

zinc rod, the exciting fluid a solution (semi

saturated) of sal ammoniac, and the depolar

izer oxide of manganese. 'ihe construction

is an outer glass jar containing the liquid,

the zinc rod and the porous pot in the cen

tre. The porous pot, as its name implies, is

a vessel through which water percolates slow

ly; in the centre of the porous pot is a carbon

rod forming the positive plate of the cellI

and around this carbon rod is packed crushed

carbon and oxide of manganese, the whole

being sealed up with pitch. In action the

sol ammoniac attacks the zinc rod, the cur

rent flows through the liquid and the porous

pot, and is drawn 0!! at the carbon termi

nal.

When the circuit is closed for a length of

time the current becomes feeble through cer

tain chemical changes taking place; on open

ing the circuit current ceases to tiow. and

the oxide of manganese restores the original

condition. This action of the battery con

tinues until one or other of the component

substances run out, usually the manganese

or the sal ammoniac. or, if in a warm place,

the water. by evaporation, so that to restore

the action the missing substance must be

added.

Each “Lecianche” cell, when new, gives a

little over two volts. and quantity accord

ing to size of cell. and it may be noted that,

no matter what the size of any particular

form of cell may be, its voltage will be the

same, thus, a quart cell. and another the

size of a thilnble, would each give the satne

pressure. but the quantity of current would

be entirely dependent on the size of the cell,

or. rather, the size of the elements and quan

tity of other contents: thus, for motor work.

where it is necessary to make all as compact

as possible, the cell is usually square, and

contains the maximum quantity of each in

gredient in the form of a dry cell. The ordi

nary “Leclanche” described is unsuitable. on

account not only of the water vsplashing

about, but by reason of its extra weight and

bulk as compared with the dry cell, which,

however. is merely a modification of the

wet cell. .

In the dry cell a cylinder of zinc is used.

thus exposing a far larger surface of zinc

and giving a correspondingly heavier current.

The zinc cylinder is surrounded by plaster of

parts and sal ammoniac, and the depolarizer

 

is crushed carbon and manganese. as in the

wet. cell. Size for size of outer dimensions of

cell much heavier currents may be drawn

from the dry cell, and for longer periods on

closed circuits, but the total depreciation is

more rapid, and the renewal of any individ

ual constituent impracticable.

Justice in Far Away Ceylon.

There's no nonsense about a certain Ceylon

oflicial who was called on to pass on the au

tomobile versus the horse. It appears that

at Colombo the driver of a steam vehicle

was “summoned” for frightening a horse

by the emission of steam, and the Commis

sioner of Requests in the course of his judg

ment said:

“I-Iorsed carriages have no greater right

to the use of public roads than motor cars

have, and it is not inconceivable that at

some distant date they will be as extinct as

sedan chairs are now. The discharge of

steam when a certain pressure is reached

is automatic and beyond the control of the

defendant. The defendant in this case, so

far from displaying negligence, seems to

have exercised particular care, for he

stopped the car when he saw that the plain

tiff‘s horse was getting frightened, and when

the accident occurred the motor car was sta

tionary.

“I see no more reason why he should be

mulcted in damages than why the first man

who used an umbrella in London should have

been assaulted by the mob, as he was. The

defendant was driving a legitimate vehicle

in a legitimate way, and I cannot, from my

point of view, hold him legally responsible

for this accident."

"Justice" In Maine, U. S. A.

“It would seem from the verdict given Tm

Saturday last in the automobile case that

a man driving an automobile has no appar

ent rights on our public streets," writes H.

M. Jones, of Portland. Me., to the Press of

that city,

“A man may be a taxpayer and pay for

street privileges, and while enjoying these

rights in an automobile he drives into the

gutter to let a horse pass that is going ten

or eleven miles an hour; the horse bolts,

smashes the team, and the automobile driver

is, according to the above verdict, held re

sponsible for damages. The person owning

the horse is allowed to drive in the streets,

and with such an animal can go to the \Vest

ern Promenade and in company with others

race back and forth to the danger of those

who are out for a pleasure drive. and noth

ing is said.

"i am not protesting against the horse

racing, as I believe that those who enjoy

the sport should have the privilege of so do

lng; at the same time I do not think it just

that a person should have the right to charge

the damages caused by a dangerous horse to

those who enjoy another kind of riding, and

who take precaution against frightening

horses or those driving them."

INDUCTION COILS

Some of the Conditions That Make for Proper

Sparking—As to Plugs.

The successful action of the induction coil

and its trembler depends largely on a rapid

break, and tremblers on the principle of the

Charpentier are being widely adopted. The

principle of all these lies in mounting the

armature that is attracted by the core of

the coll on a weak spring, while the contact

points are on another spring separate from

the former. The armature, on being at

tracted, does not touch this latter till it has

partially completed its travel, and so is al

ready moving fast. Thus a more rapid

break and more powerful spark is obtained.

In the Eiseman system a magneto generator

is substituted for the acumulators, the cur

rent belng sent in the ordinary way through

a coil.

It was not, however, necessary to have a

coil, or rather the secondary winding, as

on breaking the primary circuit a high-ten

sion current was induced in it. To utilize

the spark from this, however, the break

had to take place in the cylinder itself,

and this is the principle of the magneto ig

nitious, most widely known and used. in

the reciprocating form of this a coil of wire

is alternately screened and exposed to the

magnetic flux of a powerful pair of mag

nets by an oscillating screen of soft iron.

The break in the cylinder is adjusted to

take place as the screen begins 'to uncover

the coil, the result being a powerful and

efficient spark. With regard to sparking

plugs, a broad surface of insulation inside,

whether obtained by grooving the porcelain

or otherwise, diminishes trouble from foul

ing. Sparking across the outside surface.

sometimes troublesome in damp weather,

may be cured by the application of vaseline.

Ono Cause of Poor Compression.

After grinding In the exhaust valve the

compression is sometimes unaccountany

poor. This may be due to uneven grinding,

so that part of the valve does not fit closely

to the seating. To test this smear the seat

ing with a tin film of oil colored with red

lead and place the valve gently in position,

Now remove the valve, and notice whether

the cotored oil is uniformly distributed round

it. If any part is left uncovered this indi—

cates the badly fitting portion, where the

leak of compression takes place. The valve

must then be reground, the operator‘s pres

sure. being so distributed as to remedy the

defect.

m Week’s Exports.

(‘uba-2 cases motor vehicle material, $18.

Colombia—1 case motor vehicles and ma

terial, $148.

Hamburg—4 cases motor machinery, $800.

ilavre~l case motor vehicles, $165.

Liverpool—4 cases motor vehicles, $5,500.

London—23 cases motor vehicles and ma

terial, $19,134.

Mexico—1 case motor vehicles, $1,000.
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ELECTRICAL ECCENTRICITIES

Some Observations Growing out of the Recent

Sparking Discovery Abroad.

 

“The discovery made by Messrs. Panhard

and Levassor illustrate very strikingly the

behavior of electrical discharges such as 00

cur between the terminals of a secondary

coll, between the coatings of a Leyden jar

or .in a lightning discharge, and the explana

tion of the action is a very simple one," says

a correspondent of the Autocar.

“It should be remembered that the dis

charges from a secondary coil, or from a

Leyden jar or other condenser, are not the

same as the usual form of electric current

such as we use in our incandescent lamps,

motors, etc. When we allow a spark to pass

across the terminals of a secondary coil we

see apparently only a single discharge, a

flash, larger or smaller, according to the

amount of energy passing, and that is all;

and we are apt to imagine that what we

have seen is simply a form of current and

nothing more. Really, it is a succession of

waves giving rise to a succession of other

waves in the ether, the sets of waves pass

lhg alternately in opposite directions.

The discharge is oscillating—that is to say,

there is a discharge in one direction followed

by a counter discharge or recharge-a surge

backward, in the opposite direction, followed

again by a discharge in the first direction.

and so on, till the whole of the energy avail

able for the discharge has been dissipated.

The action is, in fact, similar to that of a

pendulum, which. when set in motion in one

direction. swings back to the point from

which it started. then moves to a certain

height in the opposite direction, returns to

the vertical position, then moves to a cer

tain height in the first direction, returns to

the verticai again, and so on.

“As is well known, if allowed to do so. the

pendulum gradually comes to rest. each

swing in each direction being over a smaller

are than the previous one. We know also

that the reason the pendulum swings over

past the vertical to a position on the oppo

site side is because of the momentum ac

quired in falling from the position to which

it was first propelled. We know also that

if, linstead of allowing the pendulum to come

to" rest. we. give it a second impulse at a cer

tain point of its swing. in the same direc

tion as the first, or in the direction in which

it is going at the moment. its swing may be

increased and the motion may be maintained

for a much longer time than would have

_ been the case if no second impulse had been

“‘given it. in fact, as our clocks tell us, the

{notion may be maintained indefinitely. pro

vided that a succession of impulses are im

parted at the right moment.

' “Aiso we know that if, instead of impart~

ing the second impulse at the right moment,

when it accelerates the motion of the pendu

lum, we impart it against the direction in

which it is moving, the second impulse tends

to bring the pendulum to rest sooner than

would have been the case if left to itself.

The opposing force of the second‘impulse

uses up some of the momentum acquired in

failing—provides negative acceleration, in

fact. The same thing takes, place with elec

trical discharges from condensers. "If there

are two discharges or similar actions taking

place in the same circuit. as in the case of

the secondary coil if the two discharges are

in unison. in time, the oscillations are added

together just as the impulses imparted to

the pendulum are, with the result that a

much higher pressure is reached, and dis

charges may take place over a space that

' would not have been possible with only the

one discharge in the circuit.

"it will have been noticed from the experi

ments that a certain length of spark in the

additional spark was necessary or the result

was” not obtained. This means that it is

necessary to have the sparks—the waves

which form the discharge—in unison, assist—

ing each other, not retarding. The waves

forming the second spark must not be pass

ing in the opposite direction to those of the

first spark or damping will result; and this

method is employed in some cases in elec

trical work where damping is desirable. It

is possible, of course. that the waves of the

two sparks may not travel the whole dis

tance together. but the amount of opposi

tion must be so small as not seriously to re

duce the total acceleration."

 

Why Pneumatic Tires.

in their report on the tire trials held last

September, the judges of the Automobile

Club of Great Britain summed up the re

spective merits of pneumatic and solid tires.

"It is claimed for the pneumatic tire that by

its great resiliency and consequent reduc

tion of vibration, the engine, gear and car

riage work are preserved from the constant

succession of shocks from road contact

which must arise from speedy travelling

over the highway: and that consequently

cars shod with pneulnatic tires are not so

liable to breakdown from engine. gear. or

frame failure. and the life. of a motor and

carriage is considerably prolonged. while the

comfort of riding and facility of steering

are greatly increased,". they say.

"It is beyond argument that the reason

why motor owners incur the very consider

able additional expense which is involved

by the employment of pneumatic in prefer

ence to solid tires. and are willing to suffer

the delays and annoyance which may arise

from puncture of pneunmtic tires, is be

cause of the additional speed and general

smoothness of running which result from

the property of absorbing obstacles, which

is the main clmracteristic of a pneumatic

tire. it Is possible to manufacture a pneu

matic tlre which is practically unpunctur

able; but if. in order to avoid puncture. the .

trend and walls of the tire are so thick

and so unyielding. and therefore sluggish.

that the tire fails to absorb concussion

better than the solid rubber tire. nothing is

gained by the use of such semi-solid tires."

MALTA AS A MARKET

Opportunities that Exist, Motor Wagons Being

Among Those Wanted— Influence oi Caiangs.

 

 

“There are already several automobiles

in use, and correspondence is now being car

ried on between: probable purchasers and

American makers," writes Consul Grant

from Valletta, island of Malta. “One gen

tleman recently went to England and, after

looking at the various makes of machines

there, ordered one of American origin, which

is giving good satisfaction. This' machine

is of the steam variety, being the only one

of its kind here. The others are operated by

gasolene. One firm desires to secure large

vans for delivery of goods. No fault is

found with gasolene machines except that it

is somewhat difficult at times to procure

gasolenc, on account of local laws. It is im

ported from New York and other places, but

the supply is apt to be limited. ,

"American manufacturers of automobiles

should bear in mind that Malta does not

possess, as a rule, long, level stretches of

road. There are many steep hills—some of

them having a grade of 1 in 9. The machine

should be much more powerful than is the

rule in the United States. Another thing to

be remembered is that, in giving price, the

manufacturer must quote f. o. b. New York;

otherwise the lnquirer will not know what

his machine is going to cost him. Peole.

here know nothing about distances or freight

rates between ports of shipment and our in

terior cities. Several negotiations have failed

because the dealer in the United States in

sisted upon quoting prices f. o. b. (‘hicago

or other place of export. “'hen possible. it

is even better to give prices c. l. f. Malta.

In other words. when the buyer at Malta

writes for terms, he. should be given informa

tion which wil enable him to figure exactly

what the machine will cost him, landed here.

if information as to the cubic measurement

of the machine as crated or boxed for ship

ment can be given, it will add to the sa.is

faction of the buyer.

“Some time ago an American carriage

manufactured in one of our interior cities

was sold here. and, to my own knowledge.

one of the greatest points considered was the

completeness of the information given in the

catalogue. l provided other catalogues.

which were prepared in attractive slyle and

showed desirable goods, but information as

to terms. etc., was very meager and they

were not considered. it must be remem

bered that transportation from New York to

Malta is now ample by way of a direct line

of steamers.

“My assortment: of automobile catalogues

is somewhat limited. and i should be pleased

to receive such as imtnuftu-turers may see fit

to send me."
 

The Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co.. l.td.,

has been registered in Great Britain. its

capital is $25,000.
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he Peerless Motor ‘ Car Co.

were the first American man

ufacturers to adopt the Vertical

_\ Motor, mounted in front. One

" _~f;year hence all makers will follow

3 u

7 )1. their lead. figr “if

‘5 THE PEERLESS mumnm 00., Bleveland. "hi"

 
 

 

BUILT FOR AMERICAN ROADS.

The U. S. LONG DISTANCE

T()URING CARS

Built for service, long runs and hlll climbing,

simply operated, free from vibration, each

part easily reached, no intricate machinery

to get out of order.

 

 

Type A—Runabout, SL250.

Tyye B—Tonneau, [,500.

Type C—Tonneau, 2,500.

TYPE C—TONNEAU. Two Cylinders. Vertical Engine.

U. S. LONG DISTANCE AUTOMOBILE CO.,

Factory, 307 Whiton Street, Jersey City, ll0-ll4 West 4lst Street, New York.

  

 

WE ARE MANUFACTURERS OF THE

Standard Electric Motors

THAT ARE NOW USED ON ALL

THE MOST SUCCESSFUL ELEC

TRIC AUTOMOBILES in the country.

Our machine is the MOST EFFICIENT and

PRACTICAL OF THEM ALL—as demon v

stratet by hundreds of them in daily use all J "

over th‘ country. ‘

  

-_ Ada-um m -

 

 

Convenor for Charging Automobile Batteries from

Alternating Current.

THE ELWELL-PARKER ELECTRIC co.,
CLEVELAND, OLIIO.

Batteriu ht"

Direct Cunem
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THE CHAUFFEUR’S STORY

What it Means to Operate a Car in a Big City

—Parts the Police Play.

Some people think it a cinch I0 operate

an automobile in the city," remarked the

chauffeur plaintively, “and others don’t give

a fellow credit for doing anything exr-ept

Then he

gets it in the neck and everywhere else.

Probably the life of a chauffeur isn‘t quite

Certainly I

don’t think so after trying it for one summer

when he runs down somebody.

what it's cracked up to be.

I used to be a driver on one of

the old horse cars that ran up the Boulevard

before they tore the subway up; then I took

and winter.

a job as motorman on the Third avenue

line, and I would have been there to-day if

it hadn‘t been for these automobiles. When

they came along I thought I could better

myself, and I took lessons in running them,

and here I am getting my $60 a month and

board. It seemed like a cinch at first to me,

but that was before I knew.

“When anybody tells you it‘s fun to make

a living doing this sort of work put him

down for a greenhorn. What with the cops

watching your speed, and the mobs of kids

ready to besiege you if you touch one of

their number, or run too close to some old

woman who can't see or hear, and the mag

istrate ready to line you for doing nothing

wrong, life isn't as pleasant as it might be.

I was nearly mobbed on the East Side the

other day just because I ran close to a kid

who jumped from the curb right in front of

me. The crowd that got around me said

that I was running at a reckless speed, and

they looked as if they wanted to lynch me.

For once the policemen were my good

friends, and they rescued me, driving the

mob back with their clubs.

"Do you know, it’s as much as a chauf

t‘eur’s life is worth to go down some of the

East Side streets? It you go slow the kids

pile on the automobile from behind, and if

any one tumbles of! you are blamed for it.

it you run fast to get away from them some

body starts up a cry that you are running

faster than the law allows. Then at the

corner a cop will nao you, and up you go.

Now, what is a man going to do in such a

case? My plan is to keep away from the

East Side, where an automobile is looked

upon as some sort of a thing to stone and

kill as soon as it appears. As luck would

have it, I don’t have to go over there Very

often, and so I‘m relieved of that terror.

“But there are other things pretty nearly

as bad. In Central Park and Riverside

Drive every policeman—mounted, bicycle

and foot cop—is the declared enemy of the

chauffeur. Why this is so I can't tell. I

suppose it’s because some reckless fellow

does once in a while run up against it and

forgets to shut 05 his speed in time. Just

now there is so much feeling against auto

mobiles that every policeman considers it his

duty to arrest one to keep popular with

headquarters. There isn't anything easier

to make out that you are doing something

than to arrest a chauffeur and charge him

with running his machine at too great a

speed. How can the policeman tell how fast

the machine is running? He must guess at

it, and there isn‘t any proof, and so the

judge accepts the cop‘s story and turns down

the chauffeur’s. I hope they’ll soon invent

something to put in the automobile which

will indicate the speed one is travelling at,

and then when the smart cop comes along

and arrests you he‘ll be shown up in fine

style.
“Well. as I was saying, it is hardly safe to I

run faster than five miles an hour in Central

Park or Riverside. That‘s about the limit.

If you go much beyond that Somebody will

 

  

AWAITING HIS MAQTER'S CALL.

 

say you were travelling at fifteen or twenty

miles an hour. I was only arrested once for

fast speeding, and then I wasn‘t going more

than ten miles an hour. When the cop took

me up I asked him if he knew how fast I

was going. He said he did, but I knew bet

ter. Then I asked him to let me show him

what fifteen miles an hour was like. \Veil,

sir, he let me, and I put her through, but I

didn’t stop at fifteen. With a bluecoat along

side of me I thought I‘d have one good spin.

I just let her out and sped down the drive

at twenty miles an hour. The cop grasped

his hat and gasped for breath, and told me

to slow up. I pretended not to hear. A bl

cycle cop was soon chasing us, but I kept

right on. and ten minutes later there was a

double arrest. But I was not alone in this.

The policeman at my side had to go along,

too. It soon turned out that the bicycle po

liceman was his enemy, and he took delight

in telling his story to the magistrate. It did

me good to get him in a little trouble, too. I

had the fun of showing the cop how fast an

automobile could go, and I don't think he’ll

take another free ride with a chauffeur after

he arrests him.

“But the best case of this kind I ever had

was out on Long Island. One of those fel

lows who measure the roads and sets a time

watch against you, took me up one day. He

was one of these smart country policemen

who thinks he knows it all, and he ordered

me to go along with him to headquarters. I

told him to jump in, and then I turned the

machine toward New York. He protested

and threatened, but it wouldn’t go. He didn‘t

know anything about running automobiles,

and he couldn't save himself. I put on a

good speed, and we covered more than twen

ty miles an hour on some of the good roads.

Several times he shouted to passing pedes

trains, hailing them and calling for help. I

guess they thought he was a lunatic or a

drunken man, and they only laughed.

“I brought him to the city and then re

leased him. He didn't have any authority

to arrest me in Brooklyn, but he had my

name and number, and,- of course, the court’s

summons. However, I had my fun out of

it, and that was what I was after. You may

just as well be killed for a sheep as a lamb.

When a fellow is arrested for nothing he’s

bound to get all the fun out of it possible.

I think that's the way the chauffeurs in the

city feel. The public is against them, the

cops run them down whenever they can, the

judges give it to us when they have the

chance, and now I hear the legislators at

Albany are going to increase our fines and

make it harder for us. Say, it won’t be such

a cinch then to be a chauffeur, will it? But,

then, of course, the harder they make it for

us the higher our wages must me, and maybe

in time we‘ll get enough for me to retire be

fore I'm an old man."

“ ldiocy of the Crusade."

It is a good sign to see a glimmering of

sense like this from the Lowell (Mass) Citi

zen:

“Whether or not drivers of automobiles

ought to be licensed, as is proposed by a

legislator, is doubtful. Some day it will

probably be as absurd as it would be now to

require every driver of a horse to be li

eensed.”

Some day the idiocy of this whole crpsade

against automobiles will become plain. How

ever disguised, it is really but a form of

the widespread resistance to progress of any

sort that has marked the tories of all ages.

They would, if they could, prevent all prog

ress. But automobiles are another, and a

most important, step in the direction of

anihilating distance, and, like Stevenson’s

locomotive, it will be bad for the bovine

minded individuals who get in its way.

 

If ever a car made a good impression wher

ever introduced, and won out on its merits,

it is the Oldsmobile. In speaking recently

of cars that run quietly on slow speeds, as

well as on fast ones, the Autocar cites the

Oldsmobile as a conspicuous example
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WILL YOU

pay two thousand, five hundred dollars for a genuinely good automobile which represents the present

highest standard of excellence in design and manufacture?

 

 

If you do not appreciate the vital difference between superficial perfection and construction that

is honestly good and thoroughly scientific from wrist-pins clear out to the last coat of finishing varnish,

then you will not be especially attracted by the new twenty horsepower

NTON TOURING C
We hope, however. that you will recognize our latest successful efforts and accord this new

model the consideration it deserves. You who have been conscious of the rapid development of the

successful American automobile. who have watched it through its various stages since the time—years

age—when Mr. Alexander Winton ran upon the roads his first “horseless carriage," will recognize the

great strides we have made toward the goal of perfection in automobile building, and can appreciate

in no small sense the genuine pride we feel in this latest triumph.

It is not intended as a “sensation.” It does not incorporate a vast number of rare features for

which we, in justice, can claim no more than theoretical excellence. Its construction does not em

body a vast number of untried experiments, and we do not. therefore. ask anyone to share in a manu

facturer’s gamble. In presenting this model we give the very essence of practical and thoroughly tried

out experience.

  

Consider the matter of delivery: During the current season we will be able to manufacture just

one thousand of these twenty horse-power Winton» Touring Cars. A liberal percentage of the total

output has already been sold. Supply will not meet the demand, of this we are quite sure. Would

it, therefore, not be an act of wisdom to file your order early and allow some one else to be disap

pointed as the result of procrastination ?

THE WINTON MOTOR
C FACTORY AND

. GENERAL orrrcns

CLEVELAND, U-S-A-—'" ~—

 

 

.gfw—I—
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Keeping the Lamp Clean.

livery one who has given the matter atten

tion knows that acetylene gas lamps must

be looked after carefully to give good re

sults. The trouble, when it occurs, usually

lies in the lamp not being kept properly

cleaned or through being lmpr0perly charged.

To keep the lamp at its best light giving

powers, and to give the least trouble, clean

water should be put into a tank every time

the charge is renewed, and not merely fresh

water added to that already contained in the

tank. Fresh carbide should be put into the

generator, and should there be any remains

of the previous charge this should be re

moved and carefully cleaned of all the free

lime which may have accumulated around it.

The deposit left by the dissolution of the

carbide should be thoroughly cleaned out,

the generator being washed and dried before

the new carbide is put in. The burner should

be kept perfectly clean, and the small holes

are best kept free by using the wire pickers

which are usually supplied with the lamps,

and then by clearing out any of the carbon

deposit by attaching it to the tube of a tire

inflator and well blowing through it.

 

Automatic vs. Mechanical Intake.

It has been urged as one of the great ad

vantages of the mechanically operated inlet

valve that the valve must be of necessity

open at the correct moment, when the piston

begins descent, whereas, with the type 0p

erated by suction, the valve cannot open

until the piston has descended a short dis

tance. This is perfectly true, but it must

also be borne in mind that a cam can only

come into action gradually, and consequent

ly that the inlet valve is not fully opened

until the piston has descended a short dis

tance, whereas the automatic valve, when it

begins to act, opens practically instantane—

ously. Therefore, on this score, the advan

tage in favor of the mechanically operated

inlet valve cannot be great. If the cam

should wear it will have an effect on the

timing of the valve, and to put this right will

be beyond the power at the owner, as it is

a workshop job. Of course, such wear should

not take place for a considerable period.

 

Inspect the Steering Gear.

No part of an automobile is more vital,

from a driver’s point of view, than the steer

ing gear, for a failure leaves him suddenly

and absolutely helpless, and if the speed is

fast and the road a dangerous one a very

serious accident may occur. For this reason

the connections should be inspected regular

ly and carefully. As a rule. the nuts secur

ing the various joints are strongly pinned,

and as long as the pins are in position they

cannot drop off. They should be glanced at

before each run. If there is no safeguard

of this description the autoist should make

a point of attaching some arrangement

which would secure the connections, no mat

ter how loosely, should they come adrift.

so that the car could be steered long enough

to enable the driver to pull up. This ought

to be comparatively easy.

  

To Prevent Short Circuits.

Electric terminals which happen to be in

such a position as to be subjected to .water

or mud accumulating upon them can be

effectually prevented from possible short

circuits by painting them with a varnish

composed of ordinary red sealing wax dis

solved in a little gasolene. This varnish is

made by putting into a small bottle a quan

tity of small pieces of sealing wax, cover—

ing the latter with spirit and occasionally

shaking it. If the varnish should prove too

thin, add a little more wax or leave the

cork out of the bottle until some of the

spirit has evaporated. If it is too thick,

add sufficient spirit to bring it down to the

required consistency. For those who do not

care to go to this trouble, :1 little melted

paratlin wax can be used for the same pur

pose. Either of these methods is as satis

factory as binding with insulating tape.

 

The Best Compression.

No definite opinion as to the best compres

sion pressure to use can be given, as condi

tions vary so much, but five atmospheres,

or 721/; pounds to the square inch, is general

ly regarded as the limit of useful compres

sion. '

To arrive at the cubic capacity of the com

pression space in a cylinder multiply the

area of the bore in inches by the stroke in

inches; then multiply the result by 14.7 at

mospheric pressure, and divide by the com

pression in pounds per square inch required.

 

All Sizes and Shapes,

also fitted with flex

ible metal tubes.

Flnosl Quality Bulbs. Glear, loud Tones.

rucrra PLATED on POLISHED BRASS.

Send for illustrated list and best terms.

EUGEN BAEDEKER,

17 Newcastle Street,

Forrlngdon Street.

LONDON, E. C.

 

N. B. SHATTUBK

8r SUN,

BOSTON, MASS.

Distributors of

Oldsmobile,

Packard, ‘

Aulccar,

Scarchmcnl

WE HAVE CONSTANTLY 0N HAND

CHOICE BARGAINS

IN SECOND-HAND MACHINES

 

A full line of standard Frencrr

and American accessories

carried in stock.

 

STATE YUUII REQUIREMENTS. WE BAH

MEET THEM, IF ANYBODY BAN.
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CLINCIIER TIRES
are now all of a UNIFORM DESIGN.

\VE MA.KE

The Americaanlincher Rims

SPRING STEEL

'1‘0 FIT THESE TIRES.

  

\Vrlte for 11e\v SPIECIAL PRICES to

THE AMERICAN TUBE & STAMPING COMPANY,

BRIDGEPORT. CONN.

 

 

 

 

RELAY Moron CAR 00.

TENTH AND EXETER STREETS

READING, PA.

mnuracrunsns or

GASOLINE MOTORS, DIFFERENTIAL SPUR GEARS.

TRANSMISSION GEARS. TUBULAR RUNNING GEARS,

RADIATING COILS. MUFFLERS. ALUMINUM AND BRASS

HOODS. WOOD AND WIRE WHEELS. CARBURETERS.

  

WYOMA DIFFERENTIAL

SPUR GEAR

Flnlsh and Servlce lo Baal Foreign Makes. 3 pitch‘ _mteeth

Our Motors are of French Type, Water Cooled. and Equal in

  

. u

 

 I The Differential Gear has Manganese Bronze Bevel Gear.

Wyou‘ GASOLINE "0T0" Fitted for either H4- 1% or :54 Inch axles. 1a made for Di

Sinzle Cylinde1.8 H. P.. 135 pounds rec; Drive, Rod Transmis510n.and also with Chain Sprocket.

Double Cylinder, i4 H.P-. :05 pounds.

 

 

The transmission Gear is built on a new sys

tem. No Bevel Gears. Gears always in Mesh.

Ball Thrust at each end of Shah. Enclosed in

Aluminum Case. Will transmit up to 20 H.P.

We make a. Tubular Running Gear for Ton

neaus that Is a marvel of workmanship, finish

and construction. All material is of ihe best

and the Bearings are extra heavy. The Difier- . I

enlial on thin is fined for either Sprocaet or

TUBULAR RUNNING GEAR FOR TONNEAUS. Bevel Gear. ‘ .WYOMA TRANSMISS'O" GEAR

80-inch Wheel Base. 54-inch Tread. 3 speeas forward and I Revers" _
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g The NEW WHITE

Steam Tonneau for I903.
  

AN AUTOMOBILE THOROUGHBRED.

In the 5oo~mile Reliability Contest from New York to Boston and return, arranged '

by the Automobile Club of America, three WHITES covered the distance without stop

or trouble of any kind—a perfect performance.

The White Steam Generator is absolutely non-explosivegives pressure in five min

utes from cold water, and once in motion is self-regulating. ln touring. the WHITE will

make 100 miles without adding a drop of water or fuel to the original supply.

Writeforfullfarh'z-u/arr. including Prry. T/turitnn’r report on our .rleam generator,

and Me nflt‘ial report: a] I'm/arm n! endurance contests.

WHITE SEWING MACHINE CO.,

(AUTOMOBILE DEPARTMENT) CLEVELAND, OHIO.

a: Union Square, New Yorlt, N. Y. 609 Main St., Buflalo, N. Y.

509 Tremont St., Bolton, Mass. 300 Rose Bldg.,Cleveland. Ohio.

300 Poet St., San Francisco, Cal. 4159 Olive St , St. Louis, Mo.

2n Woodward Ave., Detroit, Mich. |76| Stout St., Denver, Colo.

F. 0. Bailey Carriage CO., Portland, Maine.

5979 Centre Ave , East End, Pittsburg. Pa.

BANKER BROTHERS COMPANY. 619‘631-633 N. Broad St., Philadelphia. Pa.

WALTIR C. WHITI, European Representative,

:9 Princes St., Westminster, London, England.

 

 

' S-APPERSON
ls unique. It In its own type. It has proved the best

for Amerlcan roads, better than foreign types—better

than the so-called “American type” of motor car. It

Is the oldest make ln America—one of the oldest In

   

  

It is interesting to note that the 1903 “Improvements” of the Paris

Show have all been features of the HaynesApperson Car for years.

Our throttle control and sparker with magneto is superior today to the

best foreign practice; also our band clutch, free from end-thrust.

We have issued (in addition to our regular catalogue) an interesting booklet that tells

why it is the best. Shall we put you down for one? You will greatly oblige us by nam

ing Tm; Moron WORLD when you write. Catalogue free, too.

%

Runabout, $1200; Phaeton, $1500; Surrey,$1800. g

TONNEAU—READY BY SPRING—PARTICULARS LATER. ;

i
i

i

i

i

i

i

i

i  

HAYNES-APPERSON CO., Kokomo. Ind., U. S. A.

“Eastern representatives, Brooklyn, Automobile Co.. 1:39-4r-43 Fulton Street,

Brooklyn, N. Y. New York Location to be announced later."

WWWGWWW

 

TI'IE SHELBY MOTOR BAR 00.

SHELBY, OHIO.

MANUFACTURER. Ol'

OUR MOTOR. Two PISTONS in one CYLINDER; takes charge

in the center, forcing both pistons in an outward direction, reducing vi‘

bration to a minimum. Over 40% better efficiency than in a single act

ing motor.

This is only one of the many superior points found in the SHELBY

CARS. For further particulars,

Address Department "F"

THE SHELBY MOTOR CAR CO.,

SHELBY, OHIO.

 

YOU
have no idea how much good there is in an

GASOLENE r

 

Why not look into the matter, and get the most

solid comfort possible at a minimum cost? You wont

regret it. The best material money can buy goes into

the construction of this GUARANTEED SUCCESS.

You will be interested in terms to agents. Write

for catalogue.

THE AMERICAN Moron CARRIAGE Co..

SIC-$20 East Prospect Street, CLEVELAND, OI'IIO.

DISTRIBUTORS :

PARDEE & CO . 1404-1406 Michigan Boulevard, Chicago, Ill.

STANDARD AUTOMOBILE CO., :36 West 38th St.. New Yorlt City.

DRISKO. SNOW 8t ROSS, INC., 43 Columbus Ave.. Boston, Miss.

WM. I". RUDOLPH, 30: North Broad St. Philadelphia, Pa.

H. B. LARZELERE, 18:4 Market St., San Francisco, Cal.
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The “Bann-Auto” thcl

A PERFECT AUTOMOBILE WHEEL.

(FRONT vnzw.)
  

PATENT PENDING.

0. B. BANNISTER, Palenlee and Sole Owner.

MADE EXCLUSIVELY BY

MUNCIE WHEEL AND JOBBING C0”

40! Boyce Avenue, MUNCIE, INDIANA.

 
 

 

 

m B &s STEERING

S'IIIIIGm1
“IMOII!

Manufactured

underCopeland's . 5

Patent 2

No. 391,947. zfl\_ _~_'

I

5 I

a

Drop Forged

of the best material for the pur

pose and machined

ready for use.

MADE AND FOR SALE BY

TheBlLlINGS&SPENBER Bl].

HARIFURD. CONN, U. 8. A.

MAKERS OF

Drop Forgings of Every Description

AND THE

Celebrated B & S AutomobileWrench.

  

T'fl-“op.

 

  

 

AUTOMOBILE SHOW, CHICAGO, FEBRUARY 14—21.

GOOD ROADS CONVENTION, CHICAGO, FEBRUARY 14-21.

BICYCLE JOBBERS ASSOCIATION MEETING, CHICAGO, FEBRUARY 14—21.

To secure the greatest degree of

COMFORT IN TRAVEL

arrange to take one

of the fast trains

of the

MICHIGAN

CENTRAL

I Tm NIAGARA FALLS Rom:

Through Sleeping Cars

from

BOSTON,

NEW YORK

and l0

CHICAGO.

For rates and information

call on local agents or write

W. H. UN DERWOOD.

G. E. P. AgL, Bufl‘alo.

O. W. RUGGLES, '

G. P. & T. Agt., Chicago.
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THE noun: or RELIABLE CARS2 ’ 2

BANKER BROS.CO S.2 i

I 0

2 2

141-143 West 38lh S[., New Yorka O

O — I

LARGEST DEALERS IN AMERICA.N0 EXPERIMENTS SOLD.i i

: PITTSBURG, NEW YORK, PHILADELPHIA, 2

: Baum and Realty Sts. I41 & :43 West 38111 St. 629-33 N. Broad St.i 50 “7:51 43d St. 5

£--......oo----.......n "0.....00’".0......ou-.ao..‘.QOQI.-.ol..i

  

DARRACQ CARS
Hold more records than any other

make in the world.

  

IN AMERICA,

Weekly Importations insure Latest Styles

AND

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY.

AMERICAN DARRACQ AUTOMOBILE CO.,

F A. LA ROCHE, Sales Manager,

652 HUdSOI‘I Street, (near 14th St. Station,9th Ave. 151.) NEW YORK.

 

 

 

 

   

“Digs that Dun”
We'are the originators of this style car, and the general

design has been universally adopted. We are also tl'e

originators and patentees of the radius rod chain adjuster

used on all machines All others are infringers and pirates
  

Weight, 1,400 lbs.

Simple, durable and efficient.

Price, $1,200. Write for catalog.

This is our Boston Model.

25 miles per hour.

Speed,

St. Louis Motor Carriage 00.,

1211-1219 N. Vandcvenlcr Ave, ST. LOUIS, MO.

 

 

 

—THE-—

Largest Automobile Supply

House in America.
  

SINGLE, No. 4...

TT‘i'TT
ASSORTED VALVE S'I‘EMSl

  

ROD ENDS.

We handle the largest assortment of Automobile Forgings to be found

in the U. S. A. We have found it necessary to make changes in our

catalog and same will be mailed as soon as issued, on request only.

CHARLES E. FULLER.

Manufacturer, JobberI Exporter and Importer,

97, 99, 101 Reade 5t., New York City.
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RADIATORS and CONDENSERS

for Gasolene Cars. for Steamers.

prices that please.

 

HARTFORD, CONN.

  

OUR FACILITIES

and experience are such that

we can produce high grade

radiators and condensers at

We'll be

pleased to submit quotations.

Whitlock Coil Pipe Co.

HERE IT

The Hoffman Four

Horse Power Run

about Motor. : : :

 
 

  

PRIGE, $556.00.

a. L. HOFFMAN moron ea,

30 West Randolph St., QHIGHGO, ILL.

 

 

$750.

Has more

good points

than any

other low

price car.

CREST

MFG. co..
‘ ‘ " ~ ., . esp" Cembrldge,Mus.

  

 

METEOR AND READING

STEAMERS

proved a revelation at the New York Show.

They are new all over. embodying everything the ordinary steam

car has lacked. Built on latest approved gasolene car lines,

boiler in front and horizontal engine. Tonneaus and runabouta.

We have been handling agency systems for years and know

how to treat good. live agents. Send for our proposition.

l‘IETEOR ENGINEERING CO.,

Reading, Pa

 

 

The Automotor
A specially constructed, r~iifir\e i w

powerful touring car,

designed for those, who

place quality before price.

OUR OUTPUT IS LIMITED.

EARLY ORDERS MEAN _ _ I
EARLY DELIVERY. [ .\ Y .

  

Correspondence invited. — ‘1

ii\ \‘. ._

AUTOMOTOR CO., Springfield. Mass

 

 

 

 

r--------

I
None so Good. None so Cheap.

HULLAND MUTUIIS. |

FOUR SIZES I

l % H. P., All Cooled lor Bloyoles,also all llooessorlos lorMolor Cycles

I 2% H. P.,All or Walor Cooled, I

I 6 H. P., Water Cooled. I

10 H. P., Double Cyllnder, Walor Cooled.

I Send Ior Catalogue and Price List. I

THE HOLLAND AUTO ('50.,

L62 Van Wlnkle Avenue. JERSEY CITY, N. LJ

I - I I I I I - I

 

THE M. SEWAIID 8:. SUN 00.
NEW HAVEN, CONN.

CARRIAGE

HARDWARE
AND

  

FOR

I Automobiles

AND OTHER WORK.

  

We are prepared to make estlmatee from drewlnge or models

and guarantee first-class work.

“TheA.B.C. of Electricity”

will help you understand many

things about motors which may

now seem hard of understanding.

108 Pages.

 

50 Gents Per Copy.

THE GOODMAN COMPANY,

I24 TRIBUNE eunomc, new YORK.
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The Week's Patents.

719.013. Support [or Rubber Tired Wheels.

“'ilhelm Schulze, tlera. Germany. Filed

May 15. 1902. Serial No. 107,383. (No

model.)

Claim—A support for rubber tired wheels

comprising two curved blocks one of which

is provided with a transverse slot and a

plate on its outer face projecting slightly into

said slot, a toothed plate pivoted to the other

block passing through the slot and normally

spring-pressed into engagement with said

plate, a pin at the outer end of the blade to

prevent the entire separation of the blocks,

and springs mounted in sockets in the inner

faces of the blocks, normally pressing the

blocks apart substantially as described.

719.600. Electric Battery. Henry Halsey,

New York, N. Y.. nssignor, by mesne assign

ments, to Halsey Electric Generator Co.,

Jersey City, N. J., a corporation of New

Jersey. Filed Apr. 18, 1902. Serial No.

103,612. (No model.)

Claim—In a battery, the combination with

the electrolyte and the elements, of means

for maintaining movement of one of said

elements, and means for freeing the elec

trolyte from precipitates, substantially as de

scribed.

719.670. Steam Boiler.

jr., Hampstead, England.

Henry A. House,

Filed Feb. 25,

1902. Serial No. 95,595. (No model.)

Claim—1. In combination with a steam

boiler, a removable vessel b having a plural

ity of openings near the upper end thereof

and a feed water pipe depending vertically

within said vessel, said pipe having a closed

lower end and a plurality of openings in its

wall, substantially as described.

719,806. Controlling Means for Motor Ve

hicles. Daniel E. Johnson, Hartford, Conn,

assignor to Frederic C. Billings, Hartford,

Conn. Filed Apr. 11, 1902. Serial No.

102,430. (No model.)

Claim—1. A motor vehicle containing

power governing means for governing the

application of motive power to the vehicle,

means for controlling the same, and sepa

rately operated braking means for the ve—

hicle adapted respectively to cut off and on

the power rendered available by the control

ling means upon application and release of

the brake.

719,822. Motor Vehicle.

and Albert Lewis, Syracuse, N. Y.

Nov. 23, 1900. Serial No. 37,429.

model.)

Shirley S. Lewis

Filed

(No

/
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(“liliHL’ l. in a motor vehicle, the com

bination with the front and rear axles and

a transverse and convex bar on each of said

axles curving upward of two longitudinally

extending reaches. comprising a. lower and

an upper bar suitably secured together, and

transverse crosspieces connecting the two

upper bars and the two lower bars of the

reaches with each other, substantially as

described.

719,836. Gas Engine Lubricator. Ilarry

Morningstar, Detroit, Mich. Filed Nov. 18,

1901. Serial No. 82.623. (No model.)

Claim—1. In a lubricator of the character

described. the combination with the cup, of

a hollow leg depending from the bottom of

the oil cup and communicating directly with

and forming an extension of the oil space

of the cup, a discharge arm secured to the

lower end of the leg having a passage

through which the oil is dascbarged from

the. lubricator, a pipe extending from said

passage upwardly through the oil space into

the space of the cup above the oil. and a

sight feed having a glass tube lOcaied along

side the leg and substantiaiy coextensive

therewith and provided with an oil inlet

leading from the bottom of the leg into the

bottom of said sight tube and terminating

in a drop nozzle projecting vertically in the

axis of the sight tube and an oil outlet lead

ing from the top of the sight tube at or about

on a level with the bottom of the cup into

the discharge arm, the upper end of said

sight tube being provided with a fill-opening

for filling the tube with water.

719,855. Stroke-Varying Mechanism for

Explosive Engines. Albert F. Parks, Brook

lyn, N. Y. Filed Jan. 23, 1902. Serial No.

90,913. (No model.)

Claim—1. The combination with a pair

of connected cranks, of a pair of connected

differential eccentrics loosely mounted on

said cranks. and a pair of elements coacting

respectively with said eccentrics and con

trolled thereby.

719,937. Storage Battery. Bruce Ford,

Philadelphia, Pa., assignor to Electric Stor

age Battery Co.. Philadelphia, Pa., a corpo

ration of New Jersey. Filed Dec. 19, 1902.

Serial No. 135.902. (No model.)

Claim—1. In combination a cell contain

ing an electrolyte and its complementai ele

ments, separators buoyant in the electrolyte,

and a holder arranged above the separators

to prevent their rising, substantially as de

scribed.

719,970. Vehicle Wheel. \Villiam R. “'ood.

St. Louis, Mo. Filed Dec. 5, 1902. Serial

No. 133.984. (No model.)
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t‘laim.—ln a vehicle wheel, the combina

tion of :1 hub and spokes, sit-ei'es titted to

said hub. flanges carried by said sleeves.

wings carried by said flanges to bear against

the sides of said spokes, and reinforcing ribs

arranged to strengthen said wings, substan

tially as set forth,

720,120. Speed Regulator for Explosive

Engines. Lee A. Frayer, Columbus, Ohio.

assignor to Columbus Machine Co., Colum

bus, Ohio. Filcd Nov. 10, 1002. Serial No,

130,783. (No model.)

Claim.—i. In a gas and gasoleuc engine,

the combination of a rotating side shaft. a

governor actuated by said side shaft, a trip

latch having a slotted end, a latch actuated

by said governor and engaging and disen

gaging wiih said trip latch. a clutch can!

consisting of a collar rigidly and a part

loosely mounted on said side shaft, springs

and oscillating dogs within said collar, a

pawl carried by the loosely mounted part of

the cam for operating said dogs by the ac»

tion of the trip latch and a stop within the

head of the chin for engaging the dogs and

carrying the cam with the collar in its rotary

motion.

720,253. Vehicle Wheel. Richard E. Jet

frey, Grass Valley, Ca]. Filed Oct. 27, 1002,

Serial No. 129,027. (No model.)

Claim.—1. The combination in a wheel

hub, of opposing pertorated plates between

which the ends of the spokes are engaged,

lateral projections at right angles to the

plane of said plates, a hollow conical wedge

passing through the perforations in said

plates and bearing against the ends of the

spokes. said wedge having peripheral cor

rugations in which said lateral projections

may be engaged, and means upon the hub

for compressing and locking the parts.

720,29-1. Carriage Body. Roy Stone, Wash

ington, D. C. Filed May 28, 1901. Renewed

July 17, 1902. Serial No. 115,950. (No

model.)

Claim.— 1. The combination with a suita

ble supporting frame of substantially U

shape, two supporting wheels and springs.

of a vehicle body of substantially U shape

and conforming with the frame and hung

within the same, an interior concentric seat

to the vehicle body and a low entrance plat

form at the forward open end, substantially

as set forth.

720,821. Secondary Battery.

chanan, Dayton, Ohio.

1901. Serial No. 51,763. (No model.)

Claim—1. A secondary battery, the elec

trodes ot‘ which consist of three or more con

.centric tubular lead electrodes, the said

Frank Bu

Filed March 13,

fig/‘2' ,
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elm-trodes being separate and t'llsl'tillllet'lt'tl

so that eueh eontaining electrode separates

the solution from the next adjaeent outer

elet-tl'tklt'. the outermost one of eaeh tnbulnr

electrodes. forming the main containing cell

and constituting an electrode of single po

larity. and'lnsnlating means between said

elm-trodes.

720.241. Motor Vehiele. Charles L. Hall‘s-E,

.lr.. Milwaukee, \\'is.. assignor to Northwest

ern Furniture (‘oulpnny, Milwaukee. \\'is..

a eopzlrtnershlp eonlposed of t‘harles 1..

House. Rudolph (‘. Ilunse and Rudolph (‘.

I-‘orrer. Filed Dev. S. 1918. Serial No. 134.

315. (No model.)'

(‘lninl.—l. In a motor vehlele. the eombina

tion with a pivotully supported speed chang

ing derive al'tuuted by a slidable member,

of a distance rod. a movable agent for slid

ing said sli'lable member in engagement

therewith and freer movable thereof. and

means for moving said agent.

720.336. Vaporizer for Gasoleue Engines.

George A. Ede, Cobden, III. Filed July 29,

19111. Serial No. 70,113. (No model.)

(‘lalm.—1. In a vaporizer. the combination

with a housing having a vaporizing cham

her. one of the walls of the housing being

removable, of a hollow perforated member

carried by the removable well. and a feed

pipe communienting with the Interior of the

member.

 
  

BOUGIE HERZ.

The only Sport Plug

IN THE

WORLD THAT IS OLIARANTEEO

For 6 Months.

_- RUNS JUSTAS WELL IN OI].

You cannot carbonize il; why

not try it ?

Money refunded in 30 days if not

satisfactory.

Sou luron‘rln roll U. 8- Ann OnunA.

E. J. WILLIS, 8 Part Plano. New York.

nun SPARK PLuo

mm
Watch for our

Spark Ooil Next Week.

Crescent Machine Co.,

DETROIT, MICH.

 

 

  

 

THE FORG

(iasolene Burner.

Best and Most Effective

Burner Manufactured.

PETER FORO, Somerville, Mass.

CHAS. E. MILLER, Agent, New York.

 

 

A I.. OYKE Agent, 5!. Dull. Mo. 

Are you satisfied with the system of

Ignition you are now using ?

CALL AT THE

P. J. Dasey Co.’s Exhibit

'ro SIB

H NOI'IICAL

The “APPLE Efilmns,

" DYNAHOS,

MAGNETOS

BATTERIES,

COILS,

PLUGS,

SWITCHES.

MANL'FAkTURII) "V

THE DAYTON ELECTRICAL MFG. CO.

DAYTON, onlo. L'. s. A.

  

- “Y‘——f%;,
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ARTILLERY

W000

AUTOMOBILE

WHEELS.

ARTILLERY

STEEL

AUTOMOBILE

\ WHEELS.

Drop Forged

_‘ Machined

.1") Steering Oevloes

jl‘ STEEL nuns for

both Wood and

ero Wheels.

New Gntalo ue ‘ E

now ready.

I. I. WISH]! 60..
SYRACUSL. N Y.

IAIESVILLE. N. Y.

 

  

BARRY & HAYES,

UNITED STATES “GENTS FOR THE

Georges Richard French Automobiles,

PANHARD. RENAULT AND MERCEDES CARS,

WITH IMMEDIATE DELIVERY.

GARAGE AND SALESROOMSI 33 to 39 East 58th Street, NEW YORK CITY.

 

TIMEN ROLLER B
  

an

TIMKEN ROLLER BEARING

CANTON, OHIO.

WARRANTEII

 

All sizes and styles of front

EARINGS
ARE

2 YEARS
 

d rear axle and ar

tillely wheels,

AXLE 00.,

 

_____ _.-__._.._ .29; _- .E-_

  

HOFFMAN
MOTOR CAR.

$800—$950.
Equal to any $2500 Automobile

made.

7-horse power gasolene engine. the sim

l uicsl. most easily controlled, and most re~

liable machine on the marital.

A combination single seat or double seat.

[or two or four persons. CAn be changed

in fifteen seconds.

Fills all requiremontoJa thoroughly practical.

SALES AGENTS WANTED.

See our EXHIBIT a! New York and

Chicago Show:

Semi for CATALOGUE and Complete Details.

The Hoffman Automobile & Mfg. Co.,
Hill! Lake Street,

CLEVELAND. 0.
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Baldwin Automobile Dataolrahla Chain Bo.

WORCESTER,MASS.

ARE THE PIONEERS.

  

PATENTED DEC. 18, 1900.

BALDWIN CHAINS

are the standard for

SIZE, WORKMANSHIP and FINISH

DeDion Bouton & C0.

PARIS, FRANCE.

Standard Gasoline Motors and

Automobiles of the World.

De Dion Motors are used by leading manufacturers all over

the world.

THE TRADE SUPPLIED.

Address all communications to

K. A. SKINNER,

Sole United States Agent,

I79 Clarendon St., (near Bovlston) BOSTON, MASS.

 

 

 

WUUI] WHEELS

Artillery or Compress Band.

W. K. PRUDDEN & 00.,

408 Michigan Avenue,

LANSING, MICH.

Better Not . .

have any ignition outfit

than to have a poor one.

WE MANUFACTURE NOTHING

BUT THE BEST.

WRITE FOR CATAOGUE.

. nrttnronn fit GOMPAN¥
W. SOMERVILLE, MASS.

YOII tin no Your own REPAIRING.

 
 

 

 

  

 

will do all your work.

I Swings IO inches; 25

7 inches between centers

0 , or longer Equipped

with Face Plate, Cen

tere, Change Gtars.

Price: qua/rd on application.

F. FRASSE CO.,38 Cortland St., NewYork

  

 

TNIS MACHINE YUU

CAN PUT TOGETHER

YOURSELF. ’

  

\

l. N. N. Gasolens

Touring Car.

.Rsatovaum RnAR SEATS.

All the parts of this machine. or any or all the parts 14

any machine, we will sell you at lartory prices. \\ e manu

facture or carry in stock absolutely

EVERYTHING FOR AN AUTOMOBII. E

If you have any design of your own, send us specifica

tions, and we in II supp] you everything necessary to build

it, ready to be put toget er. _

()ur tqo3 Catalogue of automobile parts, profuser illus

trated. containing everythinl: you can possibly “ant for an

automobile. Write for it. Free.

EXPORT AGENTS.

CHAS. T. HOWE 81. 00.,

5| Hudson St., New York

N EUSTA EDT-PERRY CO.,

826-830 S. lsth Street. ST. LOUIS.

  

  

 

 

tnroon anoint MUlthS,

tltlitltlil ttnnrtt lttMPS,

llliththRNS
SBND FOR CATALOGUE AND PRICES.

A. H. FUNKE, 325 Broadway, New York

fiabz'le
We make over Twenty Types of Cars.

Write Ior Catalogue.

Mobile 00mpany of America,

Broadway and 54th Street. New York City.

 

 

  If interested in the best coils, spark plugs.

etc., write to THE DOW PORTABLE ELEC

TRIC CO. for catalogue and particulars.

Home Office 8: Factory, Braintree, Mass.

BRArcn Ornate—n8 Tremont Street. Huston, Mass; n35 Broaduay.

New York. N.Y,; tq La Salle St. Chicago, llls.; Harry R. (ieer,St.Lonis, Mu

John Wannamaker. Philadelphia, Pa. _

[VF/146”: of l/t: National Association 4/ A tlfanlabr'l: allrr/lrlfaclurrrr.

Headquarters
FOR

Automobile

Mou ntings

Polished Brass.

BRASSHINGES

'paAmQpu'e3q3tens  

Tonneau Door Handles and

Fastencrs, Door Locks, Key Hole

Covers, Metal Mouldings. etc. etc.

‘ Manufactured by

The English 8: Mersick Co..

I\E\V HAVEN, CONN.

NEW PROCESS

PINIONS
Greatly reduce noise and vibration ard make

 

 

a strong talking point in soiling an

automobile. Better try them.

WE ALSO MAKE METAL GEARS.

The New Process Raw Hide Co.

S\’RACIISE, N. 3?.

  

 

 

 

EEP the auto up to

the top notch of

speed and ease of

running by using Dixon's

Graphitoleo. Ask for a

free sample and bcoL-lt-t 83

about it.

JOSEPH DIXON CRUCIBLE COMPANY

Jamey Ct'rv.
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“sreueii‘ffirnven”
Gasolone Automobile.

HIGHEST TYPE OF CARS MADE.

Price at Factory $1,200.00.

J. Stevens Arms & Tool Co.

690 Thin Street, CHICOPEE FALLS, MASS.

   

 

 

Improve Your Circulation

IV UIING

THE LOBEE PUMP
Increases and gives- poeitive cir

eulntion to the eoolltg water for all

Gasoline Motors. mple. Cheap

Durable, Eflclent, any to apply.

Sent on trial to relpcmlible parties.

Loboe Punp It Machinery Co.

120-136 Terrace Buffalo, N. Y.

MONOGRAM OILS AND GREASES
SPECIALLV ADAPTID TOR

AUTOMOBILE LUBRIOATION
WRI‘I’I I'OR CATALOGUE AND PRICE LIIT.

Columbia Lubricant: 00.. 22 Hurling Slip, lien York.

,3? SIMMONS @il

STEAM CARRIAGE

SPECIALTIES.
Attractive catalogue sent upon application.

"0 Centre Street. haw York Clly.

  

 

 

 

 

High-Class Spark Coils Only

  

 

J. A. SCOTT MOTOR WORKS,

2i i0-i2-l4 Washington Ave.,

ST. LOUIS, NIO.

Are building for the Automobile Trade the following sizes

and styles of Gasoleno Engines, bingle Cylinder

“4%. Double Opposed Horizontal. five sizes. 6. 8. to. la, r5

h Double Cylinder Vertical. 3 sizes, 6, 8, 15 h.p. Four

Cy inder Upright.4 sizes, 1:, 18.12.30 h. p.

Write and tell us your wants. Remember that the quality

will remain long after the price is forgotten.

ELECTRIC STORAGE.

’ We are specialists in this line, our organilation being thor

nnghly expenencetl, and the Sldllflll completely equipped nith

every modern device for proper maintenance.

I'letropolitan Motor Car Co..

i54 East 57th Street, New York City.

Telephone 3473 38th Street.

Acme Safety Steam Throttle Valve I

Steam sup lied gradually-~Shuts off at either end of

lever orward or backward—~No wrong way——

. Can be removed and regruund wrthuut

I, ‘ disconnecting any pipe.

Qih CAN BEAPPIJEDTO ANY STEAM VEHICLE.

' ." Write for descriptive circular.

NOLTE BRASS CO., Springfield, 0

Patenteeu and Sole Manufatturers.

NEW AND SECOND-HAND MAOIIINES

Bought, Sold and Exchangcd.

If you‘re looking for a good car for little money

now is the time and this the place to get it.

If you have a car to dispose of ditto. Cash or

trade. Call or write us.

NEW YORK AUTO EXCHANGE, 1786 BROADWAY.

 

 

  

 

WANTS AND FOR SALE.
t5 cents per line of seven words. cash with order.

 

FOR bargains in used automobiles but as good

as new. address C. A. COEY & CO., 5311

Cottage Grove Ave., Chicago, Ill.
 

OR SALE CHEAP—Thomas Tonneau Tour

ing Car. New; fine condition. A bargain.

T. SHEROW, Milibrook, N. Y.
 

OR SALE — Second Hand Automobiles.

'f‘oledos, steam, $550.00 up; Mobiles and

Locomobiles, steam, $250.00 tip; Spaulding, gaso

lene. $550.00; Ulds, Columbias, both gasolene and

electric; Haynes-Appersons; Foumier‘Searchmonts:

Whites; \Vaverleys; at equally low prices. Send

5 cents in stamps for our catalogue. '

Mrssrsstrrt VALLEY AUTOMOBILE Co..

3927—3939 Olive St.. St. Louis, Mo.
 

NPATENTED Uevices in the Construction of

Gasolene Engines and Automobiles, from

the subject matter of nineteen sheets of blue prints

with printed specifications. showing working draw

ings for motors, plant feed carburetters, transmiss'

ions, etc. Of standard efficiency and simple con

struction. by S. M HOWELL, Mechanical Engin

eer, 194 N. 4th. Street. Columbus, Ohio.

Free Circular. Send for it.
 

‘OME of our customers who have ordered new

1903 Searchmonts have left their old cars

with us for sale. These have been thoroughly over

hauled and are in splendid condition. Autocar

Runabout. 1902 model. $650: Type 5 Searchmont

. tonneau,.iitsoo; Type3 Searchmont touring car.

$750; Type 2 Searchmont Runabout,$650; Foster

steam touring car. $400; t6 h. p. Peerless tonneau.

$t750. \VANAMAKER‘S AUTOMOBILE

STATION, 23rd & Walnut Sis, I’hila., Pa.
 

OR SALE — Send five cents in stamps for

finest illustrated catalogue of second-hand

Automobiles ever issued. FISHER AUTOMO

BILE CO., Indianapolis, Ind.
 

OR SALE— Steam dos-a-dos models, new, our

own make, all improvements. Big reductions

to make room for spring stock; also Locomobiles,

Toledos and Oldsmobiles. 'second-handed, cheap.

KLINE CYCLE & AUTO CO., No. 12 North

Market Square, Harrisburg Pa.
 

FOR SALE—New Steam stony or will ex

change for single. T. \V. GU RTEY, Meyers

dale, l’a.
 

OR SALE—1902 Orient Runabout with 1903

improvements. 5 h. p. Aster motor, $500.

Winton Stanhopc with top, $300. Both in perfect

running order. I. S. 8., care MOTOR \VOLRI').

A inner MACHINE Suur
fully equipped with the latest machine tools, loca

ted near New York City would be glad to under

take the manufacture of a quantity of automobiles

or parts for the trade.

They have in their employ a force of men who

thoroughly understand the design and construction

of gasolene. steam and electric automobiles and

are therefore thoroughly competent to properly

handle such business on a large scale anti in a

first-class manner. Address

J. l. 0., BOX 649, NEW YORK.

 

 

MALTBY

POWER AIR PUMP

MALTBY AUTOMOBILE

and MANUFACTURING C0.

to CLINTON StBROOKLYNNY

 

 

  

SMITH do IVIABLEY,

3i3-3i 5 Seventh Ave.. New York,

AUTOMOBILES.

ruvorrrute

PANHARD. RENAULT.

DIOTIIIU‘I'OIB

OIIIRROII, OIRIIIOOT Ii IOIOT OIRS IIIOE III AMERICA.

THE AUTOOAS
DRY BATTERIES.

80 per cent. more effl

c‘ency than any other.

Standard Everywhere.

Wliil. ROCHE, 42 Vesey St., New York.

 

  
  

New STANDARD

eenoeos‘
GASGOASULITTE'IINGINE

onv BATTERY

 

RADIATQRS, TANKS,

ntUFFLERS.

  

mU0O:

MIQUZOI'O

Write to us for circulars, prices. etc. or send us blue print

and specilrcations.

THE BAY AUTOMATIC MACHINE CO., No. I Water St. Cleveland. O_

JENKINS 8L BARKER

SUCCISSORS To CHAS. Lv BURUET'I‘

50 State St., HARTFORD, CONN.

Patents and

Patent Causes

 

AUTOMOBILE PATENTS A SPECIALTY

CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED

r—_.
Get a Good 1

Night’s Rest
THIS Al.\VA\'S ASSUR ED

 

When you use the

Compartment Sleeping Cars

CiNCINNATlmtu CHICAGO

C H 8:. D and Monon

A room to yourself.

Regulate the heat, light

and ventilation to suit

your convenience.

Every necessary toilet

convience in your room.

Ask any ticket agent for train schedules,

or address '

l D. G Eovutloe, RT. M., Cincinnati, 0.

..l
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he M®YEA
£15 FQLLQWS N0 STANDARD §

M BUT SETS ITS own AND SETS IT men
I
v, ‘\

Q

A

!

ADE for the critical and lor those

to whom quality is the first

consideration.

Truly a Triumph of American

‘5 mechanical ability, incorpor

ating the best foreign practice, with a

refinement of detail and construction

never beiore attempted.

It you would possess one oi these superb cars, now is the time

 

to speak.

Moyea Automobile 80.

3:7 West 29th]Street,

NEW YQRK GITY.
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PLEASURES OF AUTOMOBILING

WILL BE GREATLY ENHANCED BY THE USE OF

HARTFORD or DUNLOP

PNEUMATIC TIRES

The ORIGINAL and “MODEL” TYPES of SINGLE

AND DOUBLE TUBE TIRE CONSTRUCTION

Appreciating the fact that requirements vary as to Single Tube and Detachable Tire

Construction, we offer the most reliable of both types— The HonestSia-ndards.

THEY WERE BEST YEARS AGO. AND YEARS OF INTELLIGENTLY PERSISTENT.

CAREFULLY DIRECTED EFFORT HAS MADE THEM BETTER TO-DAY.

 

Where Quality is desired—whe Comfort, Durability, and Prot 'on against Annoyances is wanted—

where All-’round Satisfaction is manded—thcsc tires should be opted Let us prove this to you by

sending you signed statements from some of the most prominent makers and users in this country.

The Hartford Rubber Works Company, Hartford, Conn.
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Specify the “Bribe” Battery.
EXIDE BATTERY DEPOTS

NEW YORK I48 W“! 18th Street. CHICAGO, 264 Michigan Boulevard.

PHILADELPHIA, 250 North Broad sum. FOR FURNISHING AND CARING FOR ST. LOUIS. 3931 Olive street.

BUFFALO, 200 POCPI Street. 3 EXlDE BATTERIES‘ DETROIT, IOI Woodward AVQIIIIG.

ROCHESTER, 150 South Avenue.

THEELECTRIC STORAGEBATTERYGO.

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

PHILADELPHIA, Allegheny Ave. and 19th St. NEW YORK. 100 Broadway. BOSTON, 60 State St.

CHICAGO, Marquette Building. BALTIMORE, Continental Truat Building, CLEVELAND, New England Building.

ST. LOUIS, Wainwright Building. SAN FRANCISCO, Nevada Block. DETROIT, Michigan El. Co., 10! Woodward Ave.

HAVANA, CUBA, G. F. Greenwood Mgr., 34 Empedrado St.

 

 
 

Get Catalogue

  

Built

for

Business

or

Pleasure

  

of our

1903 Models,

  

just
  

oii the Press

  

Model No. 21. Road Wagon.

Price $850. Weight 1000 lbs.

 
 

> International Motor Car Co., 2:35? Indianapolis, Ind.  

 

THE Peerless Motor Car Co. were the

first American manufacturers to

adopt the Vertical Motor, mounted in

front. One year hence all makers will

follow their lead.

NEW ENGLAND BRANCH— \ ROCHESTER—Rochester Automo

Boaton, Mass. bile Company, i5o-x7o South Avenue.

NEW YORK—Ba‘m" 3mm“ Cm“ BUFFALO~—Ellieott Evans, awn“.
pany. i4i-r43 West 38th St. B .ld

PHILADELPHIA-Banker Bruih- l“ “‘3

ers Company, Broad and Vine Sts. CHICAGO—A. C. Banker, 458-460

PIT'I‘SBURG — Banker Brothers Wabash Avenue.

Com ny, Baum and Beatt Streets, . ‘
(Ages; for the State of Pendeylvania.) S‘INFRANCISCO_1$3“0“31 Mito

WASHINGTON_NMjona] Capi‘ol mobiles & Manufacturers-Co., 26 I‘m

Automobile Company, “:4 Connecti- mom "Fe"

cut Avenue. - PASADENA, CAL—J. G. Lovell.

IiTIIE PEERLESS MOTOR BAR 00.,illshon 8L, Bimini, 0.

  

Style,"_l"." 'l'ypelo.
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A High Appreeiation of

GOODRICH A8%LN£5‘§RE TIRES

THE ORIGINAL AMERICAN CLINCHER.

 

white Sewing machine QIo.

Automobile Bepaflmmt

mosemuilhins.

@levelaanE. Dec. 24, 1902.

The B. F. Goodrich 00.,

Akron, Ohio.

Gentlemen:

We have been using the Goodrich Clincher Tire on our

automobiles for the past two years, during which time we have found it

thoroughly satisfactory both to our customers and ourselves. The

facility with which repairs can be made at any time, as well as its most

excellent riding qualities, make it the most practical tire on the

market to-day.

Wishing you the usual compliments of the season, we are,

Yours very truly,

WHITE SEWING MACHINE CO.,

THE B. F. GOODRICH COMPANY, '

Factories, AKRON, OHIO.

 

BRANCHES:

NEW YORK. 66-68 Rude St., CHICAGO, I4I like St. SAN FRANCISCO, 392 Mission St., BOSTON, 157 Summer 5!.

BUFFALO, 9 We" Huron 5t. PHILADELPHIA. 922 Arch 5!. DETROIT, 80 E. Congrell .51. DENVER. I444 Cllflll 5t.

LONDON, ENGLAND. 7 Snow Hill. E. C.
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company

 

 

   

 

 

   

 

 

6 CW 9 . . 850 CH6 ocomo I 2

THIS car has all the novel features of the 16 H. P. Locomobile, such as the Throttle

on Steering Wheel; Valves easily removed and replaced; Kerosene Pump: Slide

Gear Transmission; also the steel Chassis Construction which makes it possible to

attach any desired style of body. Write for full description. u! \' x' \' v! \'

 

 

The Locomobile Company of America, I

N.Y. SALESROOMS, Broadway, cor. 76th St. Factory, Bridgeport, Conn.

Branches in Chicago, Philadelphia. Boston, London and Paris.

* Tfififlocoizbobile

5 L
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to 8‘. J 1

.DETACHABLE ._

JumMOBILEi!

. TIRES. l'

MOTOR BICYCLE I! _‘ '

T/RES.

.O/P/m/a meow", .

-' 7/256 2 .
. 5,5 . . .\twyuimn / 2-." ‘

[005 Up\ {QWUIJZQYI

\
.
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$750.
With Tonneau, $850.

 

 

 

 

  

. . THE FOLLOWING AGENCY LIST DROVFS I‘I':

! Cadillac Automobile Co. of. Illinois, Chicago, Ill.
. Cadillac Co. of New York, New York City.

John Wanamaker, Philadelphia, Pa.

William E. Metzger, Detroit. Mich.

Pence Automobile Co., Minnea oils, Minn.

Conrad Mueller Co., Indianapois, Ind.

Calnloguc Ior the Asking, American Cycle Mfg. Co., Boston, Mass.

American Cycle Mfg. Co., Providence, R. 1.

American Cycle Mfg. Co., Washington, D. C.

i Cleveland Automobile &Sup81y Co., Cleveland 0.

’ Oscar S. Lear, Columbus, hio.

Centaur Motor Vehicle Co., Buffalo, N. Y.

Crescent Automobile Co., Jersey City, N. J.

New Jersey Automobile Co., Newark, N. J.

A. T. Wilson, Denver, Pol.

R. V. Connerat, Savannah, Ga.

Michigan Automobile Co., Grand Ra. ids. Mich.

Houghton Implement 00.. Grand For a, N. D.

Peckham Carriage 00., Dayton. Ohio.

The Hanauer Automobile Co., Cincinnati, Ohio.

F. 0. Bailey Carriage C0.. Portland, Me.

Norman W. Church, Los Angeles, Cal.

R. W. Whipple, Binghamton. N. Y.

Theodore Jonas, Milwaukee. Wis.

Adolph A. Geisel, Springfield. Mass.

Birney A. Robinson, Worcester, Mass.

James Lucey. Albany and Troy, N. Y.

Fred A. Mabbett 8e C0.. Rochester, N. Y.

Irvin W. Dill Carriage Works, Harrisburg, Pa.

Brown, Thomson & Co., Hartford, Conn.

Charles E. Whitten, Lynn, Mass.

Munphy Bros, Erie, Pa.

Hyslop Bros., Toronto, Ont.

Elmira Arms Co., Elmira, N. Y

E CADILLAC AUTOMOBILE co., Detroit, Mich.

  

"u'l'au'd

"‘ ‘Q'I‘I‘. ' "K

  

 

RESULTS at the NEW YORK SHOW Provethe “YALE” MOTOR CAR a Success. -

WE DEMONSTRATED TO ALL COMERS AND DID BUSINESS.

iii

1‘s
'- A RATlONAL vsmcus, SIMPLICITY—

" srnsoorn.

'1 AT A RATIONAL PRICE,

ELEGANCE IN DESIGN.

$1750.

  

 

1.. , . - > . , I THOROUGHNESS IN

i N0 VARIATIONS. __ _ ~ WORKMANSHIP.

WE HAVE APPOINTED THE FOLLOWING AGENTS AND WILL CONSIDER A FEW MORE:

THE DU BOIS COMPANY, Ltd.. London, England. W. E. METZCIER, Detroit, MICh. JAMES LUCEY, Troy,N. Y

PARDEE 8: COMPANY, Chicago, Illa. F. J. READ, Newtnnvllle, MIIB. HYSLOP BROTHERS. Toronw, Ontario.

; CBNTAUR MOTOR VEHICLE COMPANV, Buffalo. N. Y. QUILLINO BROTHERS, Cleveland, Ohio. N. W. CHURCH, Loa Anieles,CaI.

I_1 THE KIRK MANUFACTURING COl'lPANY, Toledo, Ohio.
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as r! as
IT was The THOMAS and The THOMAS was IT”

THE UNIVERSAL VERDICT AT THE GHIOAGU 8H0W.

Many thousands attended this Show. Our space was crowded all the time with people carefully examining

our cars. Many came purposely to see them. We were previously well satisfied with the merits of Thomas

Cars, but the enthusiastic appreciation accorded us persuades us 'i ‘ .

that we have

The best car for the general public

at any price.

The record for actual sales is held by the Thomas and includes

the names of prominent manufacturers, railway presidents and

society people.

Please consider that we can offer a car high in the $2500.00

class at $0100.00.

GOOD AGENTS WANTED.

BOSTON AGENCV— 5 Columbus Avenue, C. S. E. R.

NEW YORK AGEN —52 W. 43rd Street. E. .

‘ ICAGO ENCV—ég'u Cottage G 'e Av e, C. A. COEV.

'1‘” K A N ~'""'-“ “"0"- l2l0 Niagara Street, Buffalo, N. Y.
MINN POLlS ‘1ENC '—i\'oR-ruunu Cvcu: & Sum-LY Cu.

 

  

An Open Letter to

Automobile

Dealers

You are in the business to make money.

Your profits depend upon Automobiles sold

by you in your territory. Why confine

your selling efforts to any one kind of

  

power? All powers have their advantages.

The Electric embodies many features of practical worth with a minimum of trouble. NATIONAL

ELECTRICS represent that which is the best in the Electric field. To add our line, you are only

showing good business judgment. Electrics are going to sell. \Vhy spend your time talking other

powers when a customer wants a NATIONAL? The National agency will prove to be a most

valuable asset and money maker. Think it over and write us about our prices, terms and catalogues.

National Motor Vehicle Co., lfi‘lfislit‘ihfiiis?finifiitnr.
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~0--------------00-“-m000”00

HONESLY BUILT
. ,1‘

  

and sold at a fair price, backed with

the experience gained by thirty years’

manufacturing the Model “E”

%\\\‘Ote\~°

I TOURING CAR

- has every improvement that modern demand and extensive use can suggest. Artillery

wheels, three inch tires, 78 inch wheel base, automatic ignition, drum brakes on rear

I wheels, constant level, positive feed carburetter requiring no adjustment, 6 horse power

engine, controlled by the pressure of the thumb, it is easily the equal for general use

on average roads to the $2500 kind, but at one-third the price,

$750 F. O. B. Kenosha, Wis.

OUR CATALOGUE DESCRIBES IT FULLY; SHALL WE MAIL YOU ONE?

THOS. B. JEFFERY & CO., - Kenosha, Wisconsin.

x.

A. 1119/

  

   

 

Conrad Gasol [Automobiles I

  

..i iv" :

HERE’S ONE , \ 1.13%} M. , I y A_ I 8 H. P.

OF THEM. W v - "' :31}. il' VERTICAL

_ ' ‘ , ' ' DOUBLE CYLINDER

ENGINE.

SLIDING GEAR  
'- I TRANSMISSION.

_@ _
- it TWO SPEEDS

  

REVERSE.

WHEEL STEERING.

CONRAD GASOLENE RUNABOUT, $750.

12 H. P. Touring Car with Tonneau, $1250, will be illustrated in next Issue.

THE CONRAD MOTOR CARRIAGE COMPANY, 1411-1419 Niagara Street, Buffalo, N. Y.

NEW YORK CITY—Pennsylvania Electric Vehicle Co., 15: West |8th SL; BOSTON—Bales Brothers, 145 Columbus .~\ve.; PH ILADELPHIA—Pennsylvania Electric Vehicle Co.,

250-256 NOYllI Broad St r‘PlT'l'SI-ilIRU—L. H. Martin Co., 528-530 Grant 51.; MlNNEAPOLlS—Northem Cycle Supply Co., 116 South Sixth St.; RUCH ESTER—F. A. Mabbelt, 66

East Ave.; BINGHAMION—Bmghamton Automobile Station, 259 Water St.; DETROIT—W. H. Weber, :88 Woodward Ave.; DENVER—Felker Cycle Co.
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__FRENCH AND AMERICAN;

“an AUTOMOBILES. melt-ts
I Paris“,om;g5';*§og‘igu Anonyme l903 Model

cu| HEN" Fle'n' M“ _ Attracted special attention

W . THE"'\\_\ PARIS AUTO SHOW.

t/IENTRAL\\

 

(:Automohilo Col
l684 BROADWAY. f

TELEPHONE '.13‘” COL. / I m V H 4 . i T _ _w

2395} to H. P. PEUGEOT.

. 4/

Prompt Deliveries of - Prompt Deliveries 01‘

OPEN DAY AND NIGHT. RENAL) l_T,

8, ll, I8 H. P.

LARGEST nno arsr EQUIPPED nuronoanr DEPOT PIEUGE°T$

IN THE UNITED STATES. 'ALL KINDS OF FRENCH AUTOMOBILE PARTS KEPT IN STOCK.

ELEBTRIBS III-IARGEII AND KEPT IN FIRST-GLASS ORDER.

  

 

  

WE ARE IN

EARNEST

in advising you to place your ‘

order at once if you are going to

get a

WINIIIN
So many folks are getting

Winton 20 h. p. Touring Cars

that somebody will surely have to

wait. That somebody will be the

man who trails in late with his

order.

 

 

PRICE, GOMPLETE, $2500

AGENCIES IN ALL. THE PRINCIPAL CITIES

THE WINTON MOTOR CARRIAGE CO., Cleveland, U.S.A.
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We are not in- identified with the

cluded in automobile trade.

’ WE ARE NOT LOOKING FOR “ALL THERE IS IN Ir."

WE ARE BUILDING NOT ALONE FOR 100.“, BUT FOR TOMORROW.

721%. ELMORE Runabout martELMORE Touring Car

ARE OFFERED AT REASONABLE PRICES AND BEI'TER CARS CANNOT BE HAD

FOR AN AMOUNT OF MONEY.

  

WILL YOU TAKE THE TROUBLE TO INVESTIGATE ?

‘ ELMORE MFG. COMPANY, = Clyde, 01110.

  

 

 
 

BUILT FOR AMERICAN ROADS.

The u. 5. LONG DISTANCE
 Are Preeminent for Speei.

Safety, Reliability and Economy.

Our book is of unusual interest to Automobilisis. Sent free on request.

r #11 ‘

 

Built for'service, long runs and hlll climbing,

simply operated, free from vibration, each

part easily reached, no intricate machinery

to get out of order.

  

Type A—Runabout, $1,250.

Tyye B—Tonneau, 1,500.

Type C—Tonneau, 2,500,

TYPE C~TONNEAU. Two Cylinders. Vertical Engine.

U. 8.} LONG DISTANCE AUTOMOBILE CO.,

Factory, 307 Whiton Street, Jersey City, ll0-ll4 West 4lst Street, New York.
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‘TE ATQCR
.3

/

  

.. .-fo-o/
REAR vnaw.

Is a Harmonious Whole.

It is not successful because of the excellence of any one feature, but because it is a better combination of care

worked out details, a symphony of mechanical construction, the most satisfactory automobile production of

year—and the price is equitable. Catalogue and information upon request.

THE AUTOCAR COMPANY, = Ardmore, Pa.

SHOWING MOTOR.

  

  

 

 

  

A TRADE TERM:

“WESTllN-MUTT QUALITY" -

IN WHEELS.

ARTILLERY WCDOD or WIRE.
 

GET WITH US.

WESTON-MOTT co., Utica, N.Y.
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The NEW WHITE '

Steam Tonneau for I903.

  

AN AUTOMOBILE THOROUGHBRED.

In the 5oo-mile Reliability Contest from New York to Boston and return, arranged

by the Automobile Club of America, three WHITES covered the distance without stop

or trouble of any kind—a perfect performance.

The White Steam Generalor is absolutely non»explosive,gives pressure in five min

utes from cold water, and once in motion is salt-regulating. In touring, the WHITE will

make 100 miles without adding a drop of water or fuel to the original supply.

Wriftforfl!” farh'cularr, including Pro]. Thurs-lad: re/ort on our .rtemn generalm',

and I'll: qflicial report; ry‘ important gruiuram'e rautrsfs. _

WHITE SEIVING MACHINE CO.,

(AUTOMOBILE DEPARTMENT) CLEVELAND, OHIO.

:1 Union Square, New York, N. Y. 699 Main St., Bufialo, N. Y.

509 Tremont St., Boston, Mass. 300 Rose Bldg.,Cleveland, Ohio.

300 Post St., San Francisco, Cal. 4259 Olive St, St. Louis, Mo.

2:: Woodward Ave., Detroit, Mich. r76| Stout St., Denver, Colo.

F. O. Bailey Carriage C0.. Portlaud, Maine.

5979 Centre Ave , East End, Pittsburg. Pa.

BANKER BROTHERS COMPANY, 629-63I-633 N. Broad St., Philadelphia. Pa.

WALTER C. WHITE, European Representative.

I9 Princes St., Westminster, London, England.

 

 

 

Studebaker Electric Automobiles

N0 EXPERT GHAFFEUR NEEDED.

Can be Run any Day in the Year, by any Member of the Family. '21

Wide Touring Radius. A Successful Hill Climber.

Smooth Operation. Reliable Brake Control.

Great Strength of Construction.

Can be seen at the Following Repositories.

on Application.

STUDEBAKER BROS. l'IFG. CO.

Studeblker Bros. C0., of New York, Broldwuy and Seventh Avenue.

Corner 48th Street. New York City.

Studebaker Bros. Mfg. C0.. 378 to 388 Wabash Avenue, Chicago. Ill.

Studeblker Bros- l'lfg. 00., Corner l5th end Bloke Streets, Denver, Colo.

Studebnker Bros. Co , l57 to 159 State Street, Salt Lake City, Utah.

Studebaker Bron. Mtg. C0.. 317 to 319 Elm Strut, Dallas, Texas.

FACTORY AND GENERAL OFFlCES, SOUTH BEND, IND.

First-Class Agents Desired la Territory not already Covered.

Descriptive Catalogue

  

 

.RTHEA:

CenturyTourist

Gasolene Car.

7 Brake Horse Power Guaranteed.

 

  

  

 

THE STANDARD CAR, $750, for Two People

WITH DOS—A-DOS SEAT, $800, for Four People.

TECIENTURY2.113
IIAS MORE

POWER

FUEL CAPACITY,

TALKING POINTS,

ADVANCED IDEAS,

LUGGAGE SPACE,

CARRYING CAPACITY,

EXCLUSIVE FEATURES,

HILL CLIMBING ABILITY,

SUPERIOR CONSTRUCTION,

ORIGINALITY IN DESIGN,

SIMPLICITY IN OPERATION,

—_—AND MORE VALUE——

For the Price Than any Car

EVER PRODUCED IN THE WORLD

You may substantiate this claim by inspecting and

riding in the

CENTURY TOURIST,

At any of our General Agencies.

CENTURY MOTOR VEHICLE CO" Syracuse, N. Y., U.S- A.

AGENCIES:

New York City, Banker Brother: C0., Buffalo. N. Y., on; Main St., ‘

New York, Philadelphia and Pittsburgh. 1- A. aner.

Brooklyn, N. Y., 488 Hancock SL. _ A b P k N J

- < s ury ar , . ., .
Levas Automobile (.0. Av A‘ Taylor Co. _

London, England, R. Reynold, Jackson C0., Proprietors of the Century Tourist Car Co.

of America, Albert Cate Mansion, Knightsbridge.

   

  

  

Providence, R. I.,

H. C. Martin 8: Co.
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The

5m CTUAL roof of the reliabilityI e A of thep OLDSMOBILE is

shown by three years use under

 

all possible conditions.

Is not this more satisfactory

evidence than the theoretical argu

ments of manufacturers who have

yet to prove they can make a

machine which will stand every

 
 

day use P

PRICE, $650.00.

 

BOUGHT ONE OF THE FIRST OLDSMOBILES MADE.

OLDS MOTOR WORKS, Detroit, Mich.

Gentlemen :—Plcase quote me price on Dos-a-Dos seat for my Oldsmobile. I feel pleased to

express satisfaction with my Olds carriage. As you probably remember, I bought the first Olds

carriage sold in Detroit. I have just completed a short trip in Canada of about four hundred miles,

this being the third trip of the kind in one year, and in that same time my repair bills have not

amounted to $10.00, and my carriage is still in perfect running order.

Awaiting your reply in reference to seat, I am,

Respectfully yours, P. DILLON.

No. 1462 Fort Street, West.

  

 

SELLING AGENTS:

Oldsmobile Co., New York City. N. Y. H. B. Shattuck 6: Son, Boston, Mass. A. F. Chase 6': Co., I’llnneapolla, Flinn.

Oldsmobile Co., Cleveland, Ohio. Banker bros. Co., Pittsburg, Pa. J. E. Richard, Columbia, 5. C.

Oldsmobile Co., Githena Bros., Chicago, Ill. Fisher Automobile Co., Indianapolis, Ind. Rochester Automobile Co.,

Oldsmobile Co., Milwaukee, Wis. Oida Gasoline Engine Works, Omaha, Neb. Rochester, N. Y

The Oldsmobile Co., Los Angeles. Cal. W. C Ja nes Automobile Co., Buiialo, N.V seager 6: Close, Tucson, Ariz.

The Oldsmobile Co., W. C. Rands Co., P. L. C artln Co., PIalnIIeld, N J. P. . Gilbert, Jacksonville, Fla

Managers, Detroit, Mich. Autovehicle Co , Newark, N. .I. Texas Imp. 6: i'Iachlnery Co.,

The Oldsmobile Co.—C. C. Moore Co., F. W. Stockbrldge, Paterson. N. J. Dallas. Texas.

San Francisco. Cal. Mississippi Valley Automobile Co., Abbott Cycle Co., New Orleans, L1,

The OldsmobIIeCo , Mohlerk DeGresse. St. Louis, Mo. C H. Johnson, Atlanta, Ga.

Mexico City, Mexico George E. Hannan. Denver, Colo. Sutclliie 6: Co., Louisville, Ky.

National Capitol Automobile Co., Day Automobile Co., Kansas City, Mo. l'lason's Carriage Works, Daven rt, Ia.

Washington, D.C. Clark 6‘: Hawkins. Houston. Texas Adams 6': Hart, Grand Rapids, Ich.

Quaker City Automobile Co., Hyslop Brothers, Toronto. Ont. Kline Cycle 6: Auto. Co., Harrisburg, Pa

Philadelphia, Pa. John W. Cheater Co., Nashville, Term.

Agency for Great Britain: THE OLDSMOBILE COMPANY OF GREAT BRITAIN, IOOc Queen Victoria St., LONDON, E. C.

WDITE FOR ILLUSTRATED BOOK TO

OLDS MOTOR WORK , Eastman:



THE MOTOR WORLD.

A WEEKLY JOURNAL DEVOTED TO THE AUTOMOBILE

AND KINDRED INTERESTS.

 
 

Volume V.

OWNERS ASSURE SUPPORT

Join With the A. C. A. and Make Commercial

Contest Possible—Makers Oddly Placed.

 

 

A spendid response was made last week

by business firms who own motor delivery

vehicles to the invitation of the contest com

mittee of the Automobile Club of America

to meet with them and confer about a com

petitive event for commercial motor cars.

Ten din’erent firms sent representatives to

the meeting held at the clubhouse in New

York on last Thursday, and the sense of the

meeting 'was that a contest such as had

been outlined. Suificient support was pledged

to warrant the contest committee in going

ahead with its plans.

Messrs. J. A. Hill, Emerson Brooks and

Roland R. Conklin, of the committee, were

present. and among the institutions repre

sented were the ‘United States Express 00.,

by L. P. Starkweather; Adams Express 00.,

by A. Hirschman; National Express 00., by

J. S. Getty; American Express 00., by G.

W. Singerland; Bloomingdale Bros,‘ by W.

G. Lipsey; Arnold Constable 00., by G. W.

Wilson; Stern Bros, by J. E. Kent; Simpson

("rawford 00., by W. Krummer; Niles-Be—

ment-Pond 00., by H. M. Cleaver, and the

West End Storage 00., by A. Blumenthal.

An interesting statement was made by the

representative of the Arnold Constable 00.,

who said that his firm had vrun motor

wagons a total of20,000 miles at a cost of six

cents per mile. The average cost per day

for each 'wagon had been 95 cents, not in

cluding the wage of the driver. '.

Some manufacturers were present at the

meeting. but they kept very quiet. After

the session was over a man was heard to

remark: “I don't know whether the contest

committee intended it or not, or whether it

even appreciates the fact. but what it has

done puts it up to the. manufacturers in a

peculiar way. If these business houses en

ter vehicles they are apt to have men on

them who may be good for delivery work,

but not the ones for a competitive test. Is

a manufacturer going to stand by and see

one or his vehicles get the worst of it in a

New York. U. S. A., Thursday. February 26, I903.

contest because it is not in the hands of a

thoroughly skilful man? I should think not.

I'll bet you will yet see the manufacturers

running to cover by volunteering to furnish

operators for the vehicles, and I reckon they

will enter cars themselves, too.”

Now the matter rests until the governors

of the club meet next week and receive the

rcport of the contest committee.

Remington Reorganization Eliected.

Success has crowned the efforts to reor

ganize the Remington Automobile & Motor

(‘0.. of Utica, N. Y. Incorporation papers

have been prepared and will be forwarded

to the Secretary of State. The capital stock

has been placed at $100000, of which One

half is preferred. The shares are $50 each.

The corporators are Philo E. Remington, 0f

Ilion, and O. S. Foster and W. H. Owen, of

Utica. The following are the directors for

the first year: J. B. Wild, 0. S. Foster, \V.

ll. Owen, L. M. Graham, A. E. Omens,

Charles Xardell and A. J. Baechle. John B.

Wild will be chosen president, and the man

agement of the business will be under the

direction of W. H. Owen. As soon as pos

sible the plant will be opened and set in

operation.

Obtained Judgment by Default.

Judgment by default was given at Provi

dence, R. I.. last week in the case of the

Frazer Bros. Co. against the Eastern Auto

mobile and Supply Co. The case is one in

which the plaintiff claims damages of $1,000

from Chester 1. (‘ampbeli and Edward R.

Bancroft. copartners, doing business as the

Eastern Automobile & Supply Co., to com

pensate them for the loss of a “Baldwin

automobile runabout“ with a red running

gear. which they allege the defendants did

“convert to their own use.”

 

Rainier Moves Uptown.

The Rainier 00., selling agents for the

Vehicle Equipment Co.. the Berg Automo

bile (‘0. and the Neftel Automobile 00., has

located its ofiices and salesrooms temporar

ily at the company’s charging station, Twen

t_\'-scventh street and Ninth avenue, New

York. The offices will be there, instead of

at 303 Broadway, until be new Rainier

Building, at Broadway and Fiftieth street,

is completed.

 

No. 22

TO SELL SPAULDING

Sale set for Saturday but Bankruptcy Proceed

ing: may Need it oil.

 

On Saturday of this week the effects of

the Spaulding Automobile & Motor 00. will

be. sold at auction at Buffalo. The terms

of sale are 25 per cent cash and the re—

mainder on delivery of goods.

Nelson P. Baker, temporary receiver, an

nounces that he will take this step in pure

suance of an order of court granted on

February 23. It authorizes him to “expose

and sell in bulk at public auction to the high

est bidder, for a sum not less than $2,500,

at No. 63 Chandler street, in the city of But

falo, N. Y., on February 28, 1903, at 10 o’clock

in the forenoon, all the merchandise and

raw materials, tools and shop equipment.

patterns, machinery and office furniture, set

forth in the inventory contained in Schedule

A annexed to the petition upon which said

order was granted, a copy of which inven

tory may be seen at the ofllce of the receiver

or his attorney, or on file in the oflice 0f the

clerk of Erie County.”

It is understood. however, that certain

creditors are not pleased with the situation

and believe that the failure should“ be

probed. These are making an effort to

have the concern thrown into bankruptcy.

 

Damcq'l New Depot.

A new establishment is soon to be opened

in the automobile row on West Thirty-eighth

street, New York, between Broadway and

Seventh avenue. This is in the two-story

brick building at No. 147, between the store

of the Banker Bros. and that of the Cadillac

00. The new place will be a show room

and sales department for Darracq cars, un

der the immediate charge of Mr. Taylor,

who is now associated with Frank La

Roche, the American agent. The work of

refitting the interior of the new place is now

in progress.

Making One Hundred tor Herr.

The Marr Automobile 00., Detroit, Mich,

have one hundred cars under construction.

The work is being done by the Fauber Mfg.

00.. Elgin, Ill.
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SEEKING JUSTICE IN JERSEY

Automobilists Find a Friend in Assemblyman

Williams Whose Bill Lessons Scoch strictures.

 

On Wednesday a hearing on the obnox

ious Scovel bill was held bcfore the Com

mittee on Municipalities of the New Jer

sey Legislature, and it was then revealed

that an entirely new phase has come upon

the situation. Assemblyman Scovel is a

member of the committee to which his bill

was referred and he was steadfast in try

ing to urge through his measure. In this

he was opposed by a delegation of automo

bilists. headed by Winthrop E. Scarritt,

president of the New Jersey Automobile

Club. The automobilists favored the pas

sage of an entirely new bill, which was in

troduced into the legislature at their in

stigation by Assemblyman Edgar Williams,

of Essex County. on Tuesday.

The reason for this new situation are

that, after the automobilists had objected to

certain feature in Mr. Scovel’s bill and

drafted amendments, Mr. Scovel looked them

over and said that if he could take them and

fix them up a little he would incorporate

them. He “fixed them up” in a way that

was decidedly objectionable to the auto

mobilists, and when they tried to get him

to modify his changes, he told them to get

out and he would go ahead and push

through his bill as he wanted it for all he

was worth.

This was all explained to some of the

members of the Automobile Club of Ameri

-a on Tuesday night before the hearing by

W. E. Scarrltt. The result was that a num

ber of the members at once sent telegrams

to Assemblyman Williams, indorsing his

bill and encouraging him to stand by it.

The Williams bill, as explained by Mr.

Scarritt, is not very favorable to automo

bilists, because it was deemed best not to

arouse fresh antagonism, but to get rid of

the "iniquitous" features of the Scovel bill

“by working along the lines of least resist—

ance." For this reason no changes were

made in the speed limits fixed in the Scovel

bill, the features most objected to being

those which would enable any constable to

arrest a man at any time, even a year after

the oiTense, for a slight infraction of the

law. take him before any justice and have

that justice impose any fine or imprisonment

he might please.

The objections made to the Scovel bill at

Wednesday’s hearing were urged by the

counsel of the New Jerey Automobile Club.

The sections most opposed are given below

in quotations. The remarks following the

sections are those of the counsel made in a

draft of the bill previously prepared for the

occasion. Both have been somewhat

abridged.

The objection to the Scovel licensing SPU

tion. which comes first, is that, as worded,

it makes a man liable to arrest if he tnkcs

a vehicle home into the stable before he

acts a license. The Williams bill reads that

the owner shall file a declaration of com

petency and a written statement and that

the certificate shall be issued for each motor

vchicle Instead of for each person.

“Section 5. Such person may law

fully maintain, but shall not exceed a rate

of speed of eight miles per hour where such

street or highway passes through the built

up portion of a city, town, township, bor

ough or village, and a speed of one mile in

three minutes in the open country, mean

ing thereby portions of such communities.

or otherwise, where the houses are more

than one hundred feet apart, excepting in

the open country upon sharp curves, and

at cross roads, where the speed shall not

exceed one mile in ten minutes.”

The Williams bill contains a provision that

the speed limit shall not apply to physicians

and surgeons.

“Section 9. Any person driving a motor

vehicle upon any public highway, or other

public place in this State in a race or on a

bet, or wager, at a speed exceeding that

herein provided for, shall upon conviction

be fined in a_sum not exceeding $50, and

in default of payment thereof be punished

by imprisonment in the county jail for a

period not exceeding twenty days."

The original bill as printed provided for

a penalty of $25 for a general violation of

this act, but the Scovill bill omit this sec

tion and leaves it quite free to the justice

to impose any penalty he may see fit so far

as this bill is concerned.

The difference between six miles an hour

and six and a quarter miles an hour must

be, in the absence of accurate mechanical

speed indicators, a matter of opinion. The

driver of the automobile must, in the ma

jority of cases. guess at his speed. The

officer who arrests him must also guess at

his speed. The justice is the last guesser,

is likely to guess with the oflicer, and the

effect of this action is to leaVe no limita

tion by statute upon the power of the jus

tice who enforces his goes by fine or even

by imprisonment.

“Section 10. Upon oath or affirmation

made according to law, that any person has

violated any of the provisions of this act,

any magistrate of the county where such

offense is committed may issue process in

the nature of a summons or warrant in his

discretion, at the suit of any person. . . .

If the magistrate before whom such trial

is had, shall find the defendant guilty, he

shall give judgment for the penalty men

tioned in the section or provision herein vio

latcd. In default of the payment of the

judgment and costs the defendant so con

victed may be sentenced to the county jail

for any period not exceeding thirty days.”

There is no limitation on the time when

the complaint may be made and filed. It

is possible to wait two years and to charge

0. man with having run 6% miles an hour

for 10 feet where he ought to have run 6

miles an hour for the same 10 feet. and

have him arrested for it two years later

when all knowledge of the transaction has

passed out of his mind. The language of

the act in reducing the limit of speed to

almost an impossibility renders the penalty

of infringing the law so imminent that it

ought not to be within the power of a con

stable. or any other person, to guess that a

man is going at the rate of one mile in 9%

minutes, while he is walking faster than the

automobile, and have this automobile driver

arrested.

Sections 12, 13, 14, 15. 16, 17, 18, 19 and

20 do not differ materially from the Will

iams bill.

Summing up, the objectors to the Scotch

bill say:

“1. The principle of the Scovel, bil is to fix

arbitrary rates of speed. The Williams bill

accepts these rates of speed.

"2. The theory running through the Sco

vcl bill is that the automobilit who exeeeds

unintentionally and unknowingly these very

low limits a criminal, to be arrested and

put in jail.

“The Williams bill provides that for the

first offense, unintentional infraction of the

speed limit, the offender is to be summoned

before the magistrate and to be given a

bearing.

“3. .The Scovel bill permits the automo

bilist to be arrested at any time after

offense and complaint made by any one.

and allows the arrest of the automobilist in

any part of the State at any time upon such

complaint.

“The Williams bill differs from this in this

respect, that it does not permit a man to be

arrested for the first offense, that it limits

his fine to $25 for infraction of speed limits,

under ordinary circumstances.

"-1. The Scovel bill contains no limitation:

upon the punishment, whether by fine or im

prisonment, upon the man who infringes

the speed limit. it makes it a crime for the

man to exceed the speed limit whether un

knowingly, unintentionally or otherwise.

“There is a startling absence in the pro

vision of the bill. It makes the infraction

of the speed limit a crime, but does not limit

or define the punishment of the crime, which

remains in the discretion of the justice

whether to fine, imprison or otherwise pun

ish as he pleases.”

 

The Law Favored by Connecticut Fire-Eaten.

Remarkable in its simplicity and directness

is the infamous Warren bill introduced in

the Connecticut legislature a short time ago.

One can understand its author declaring,

as he did, that the rifle could be used to ad

vantage in dealing with autoists.

The measure in full is as follows:,

“Section 1,—That no automobile, locomo

bile, electric carriage or horseless vehicle of

any description shall be allowed to run over

the country roads in this State at a rate of

speed greater than eight miles an hour.

Section 2.—That any automobile, locomo

bile, electric carriage or any vehicle pro

pelled by steam, gas or electricity, shall.

upon approaching any vehicle drawn by one

or more horses that show signs of fright.

come to a full stop and so remain until such

horse or horses shall have been brought un~

der subjection or allowed to safely pass.

“Section 3.—Any person or persons violat

ing either provision of this act shall be fined

$300 and thirty days' imprisonment, or both.

One-half or the din to go to the person giv

ing information leading to the arrest of the

offender and one-half to the town where thq

arrest is mad 2. ,
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WITH OR WITHOUT BODIES

The " Chassis Only " Policy Arouses Discussion

and an Interesting Diversity of Opinion.

 

"It will come to that, but the time is not

5.0L..

_This in brief is about what the trade opin

ion is concerning the selling of the chassis

and body separately, or having the makers

of the motors produce the chassis only' and

sell them to customers, leaving the latter

to get any style of body fitted he may

choose.

A partial canvass of the trade in New

York City shows that while there is now

quite a general opposition to the idea of the

builders doing this, the majority of the

agents think that the change is likely to

come in another year or two and business

be done here as it is in Europe. ()1 course

the makers of runabouts are least bothered

about different styles of bodies. They make

one pattern and it is a case of "take it or

leave it" for the customer. If he doesn‘t

like the style of the body he will have to

buy some other make of runabout with a

different engine. This may seem hardly the

thing to the customer, but at present he can

not help himself, for the maker will not

make a special body for him. The dealers

in runabouts say. however, that they are

not yet troubled by any demands for bodies

difl'erent from what they offer, the buyers

seeming to be content to take what is

offered.

With the buyers of tonneau cars, thougln,

the story is different, and already there are

evidences of a growing inclination on the

part of customers to designate some special

style of body. This condition is being met

by the makers, as number being willing to

build bodies of special design to order in

their own shops, or when this is not satis

factory, to sell the chassis only. Most of

the New York agents seen on this subject

by :1 Motor World representative objected

to being quoted, because they did not want

to be put in the light of dictating to the

. factory, but several agreed with the enti

ment expressed by one, who said:

“If the factory people could have my ex

perience in selling complete cars they would

not extend their body building connections.

To make cheap and satisfactory bodies it Is

necessary. as in every other line of manu

facture, to produce in quantity. One or

two or three styles of bodies are not enough

to please every one. If a customer wants

something different from any of our models

and orders one made. he is delayed in getting

his car. It would be better to sell him the

chassis and wash our hands of him by turn

ing him over to a body building firm. who

turn out enough varieties to please every

one. That would be the logical method, and

that is what is bound to come."

Another dealer, one of a firm handling

French cars, was much more outspoken,

.ness in ours.

taking strong ground against the proposi

tion.

“For heaven‘s sake. 'don‘t advocate such a

thing as selling the.cbassis alone," be ex

claimed. “We have trouble enough as it is.

without adding to it. Why, a special body

can’t be built inside of three months. You

can‘t hurry the painting without making a

bad job of it, and in a little while it will

look like slop work."

“But couldn't a certain number of bodies

be kept in stock to select from?” he was

asked.

“It would not do any good. Each pur

chaser would want omething different from

the stock patterns, and no body concern

could do more than keep a few of the styles

most likely to be used. These could hardly

be sold, for then there would be no sample

to show; and if they were kept on hand they

would be of little value at the end of the

season.

“It was only the other day that I sold a

car to a customer. The body didn't quite

suit him, and in preference to having a

new one made for him I talked him into

having some changes made in the body

already on the chassis. Now, it will take

six weeks to have those alterations made,

and delivery will have to be deferred until

then. Now, what kind of business is that?

If we could have persuaded him to take the

car as it stood the transaction could have

been completed at once. Now we have to

wait and maybe the body won’t just suit

when we go to deliver it, and that will

mean more trouble.

“No, sir, we don‘t want any chassis busi

The worst thing that could

happen to the trade, just now at least, Would

be the advocacy of such a policy." ' '

Still " Expecting" Edison's Battery.

A Motor World man felt inquisitive about

what the. Edison battery might be accom

plishing about this time. According to the

statements made by the talk-charged repre

sentatives of the battery at the New-York

show, the batteries should now have been

in use by B. Altman & Co. for several weeks,

for the statement was made at the show that

this firm was to have several wagons

equipped within a couple of weeks.

The Motor World man therefore sought the

superintendent of the Altman store, and

asked him if he had any wagons in service

which were using the batteries. The answer

was:

“No. not yet. We are expecting to get

the batteries every day now. “he have

been expecting them for a year."

“But I thought you had a lot ordered and

were assured of delivery about the last of

January. That is what was said at the

Edison stand at the show."

“No, we have no order placed. We are like

every one else, simply looking for the thing

that will do the trick. We have been prom

ised some of the batteries to try, and we are

waiting for them. We expect them day by

(lay? . ._ ... l

IMPROVED TOWARD THE END

But at That, Chicago's Show Fell Far Short of

Anticipation—Some Opinions of it.

The Chicago show. which closed on Sat

urday night inst. proved disappointing to

the end. In point of attendance and sales

the last half of the week was a distinct

improvement on the earlier half, but the

general satisfaction that marked the New

York event was as markedly lacking.

The exhibitors who reported “good busi

ness” were the exception and not the rule,

and while many were averse to having

their opinions put into print, in private con

versation they did not attempt to conceal

their disappointment. Several went so far

as to say they would never again exhibit at

Chicago. while at least two seriously re

marked their belief that one natlonal show

—that in New York—is suflicient for all pur

poses.

These are not pleasant truths, but, un

pleasant though they be, it is only fair that

they be recorded.

It is not designed to convey the impres

. sion that none were satisfied with their

sales during the week, for there were those

who “cleared expenses” and had small fault

to find, while questioning was not necessary

to disclose that the Olds Motor Works had

done well. There were also a few, like the

E. R. Thomas Motor 00., who were im

mensely pleased, their sales having ex

ceeded even their orders booked at New

York.

But against all time was the preponder

ance of opinion that the how, save as a

spectacle, had fallen far short of expecta

tions.
 

Course for Boston’s Christians.

Boston’s Young Men’s Christian Associa

tion pays unusual attention to practical sub

jects. It has classes in mechanical draw

lng, etc., and makes a specialty of fitting its

members for bustness life. 'Consideration Is

now being given to a course in automobile

and gas engine construction, which is a possi

bility for next year.

 

All Ready in Philadelphia,

At the Philadelphia show, which opens on

Saturday at Horticultural Hall. all the space

devoted to complete vehicles has been taken.

Under the arrangement of spaces. the cars

and sundries are separated. The former

occupy what is termed the upper hall, and

the latter the lower hall.

 

Recent Incorporation.

Hartford. Conn—The Hartford Motor Ve

hicle C0,, with $50,000 capital; to manufact

ure and deal in motor vehicles of all descrip-.

tions. (‘orporators—Albion B. Wilson, Lu.

cius F. Robinson and Frank A. Hagarty,
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on can out your linger on a good reliable runabout
that is ready when you want it, has power enough to take you

anywhere. and is strong enough to stand up under the hardest
h

kind of usage. Anybody can operate it.

If you're interested, we’ll gladly tell you more about it. Better decide now.

NORTHERN MANUFACTURING co., Detroit—Mich.
HOMAN & SCHULZ. Iooth S. nd Broadway, also 38th St. and Broadvrn , New York. N. Y. ALVAN T. FULLER, : 3 Columbus Ave., Boston, M .

P. DESMARAIS & CO., Brist . Conn. BANKER BROTH 5 COMPANY. Plriladel hia, Pa. R. CONNERAT, Savannah,

OHIO MOTOR CAR CO., Huron St., Cleveland, Ohio. NATIONAL AUTOMOBILE & MA. UFACTURERS CO.,:6 Fremont St., San Francisco, Cal.

FRANK . ILLSLEY, 284 \‘Vabash Avenue, Chicago, Ill. MOTOR CAR CO. oi N. J. Newark, N._].

 

When you want to remove it

you can—

When you want to put it on

you can.

The FISK DETACHABLE is Perfection

LET US SEND YOU OUR PAMPI'ILET REGARDING IT.

  

 

PISK RUBBER CO., - Chicopee Falls, Mass.

BRANCHES:

BOSTON, SPRINGFIELD, NEW YORK, PHILADELPHIA. CHICAGO,

604 Atlantlc Ave. 40 Dwight St. 83 Chamber! 5!. 9l6 Arch St. 52 State 5!,

SYRACUSE, BUFFALO, DETRCIT, SAN PRANCISOO,

423 50. Clinton St. 28 W. Oeaeaee St. 284 Jeltaroon St. Ill Second St.
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Anchors to Windward.

Some papers and people are prone to

prate of the “automobile boom" and to

bring to bear comparison with the "bicycle

boom." Usually the talk is coupled with

prediction or fear that the slump that fol

lowed the tidal wave of cycling interest

will mark also the newer interest.

It is not to be denied that the trade lacks

boomish symptoms and that men with idle

factories and little capital or no capital at

all are attempting to break into what ap

pears a new Eldon-ado, and undoubtedly some

of these will be “bitten” and cry out for

pain and disappointment. But all other

considerations aside, the automobile indus

try and the bicycle industry differ in this

vital respect: Any one could make a bicycle

that would run; not all who try can make

a motor car “mote.”

This is one safeguard. Another is the

great number of bicycle manufacturers who

are now successful and substantial manu

facturers of automobiles. If lessons learned

in the school of stern experience are of

value these makers should be able to dis

tinguish and to guard against either up

ward or downward tendencies of the boom,

what ever size or shape it may assume.

 

One Test Badly Wanted.

Next to the development and furtherance

of commercial vehicles, we fully agree with

our contemporary, the Horseless Age, that

the automobile interests require nothing so

much as a public cold weather test.

The impression that the motor car is es

sentinlly a fair weather vehicle is too gen

eral. and something is necessary to eradi

cate it and to prove the motor’s utility and

practicability in "rain or shine, hail or snow

and every kind of weather."

It is now too late to promote an event of

the sort, but the Automobile Club of Amer

ica or some other body of influence should

make note of the fact and not permit an

other winter to pass without public demon

stration of the sort.

however

efl'ect.

Private performance,

meritorious. is of little, if any,

 
 

The “ Embattled Farmer.”

(if lute years the ruralist has been under

going it belated and very necessary rehabili

tutlon. His fondness for blocking the wliccls

of progress appeared to have abated, and he

seemed to awaken to n realization of the

fact that the role of chronic kicker did not

pay. Ills distrust of everything associated

with the “city man"—unlcss he carried the

implements for playing a shell game—re

laxed a bit. He even begun to admit, grudg

ingly, to be sure, that good roads benefited

him quite as much as they did the urban

resident.

But the inborn tendency to obstruct dies

hard. The :tutomobiic~thnt transportation

agent that is destined to still further revo

lutionize the life of the t- mntry resident and

to curry on the work the bicycle and the

trolley car has begun—is looked upon as his

The lonelinch of the farm

er’s life, and the life of his wife, son and

daughter; the remoteness from the centres

natural enemy.

of thought and intelligence and life—this has

been the chief factor in emptying the coun

tryside and sending its onetime inhabitants

to the congested cities. The annihilation of

distance will start the title in the opposite

direction. The urbanites, or many of them,

sigh for suburban delights, and it only needs

to place the country within reasonable die

tunce, measured by time, to secure them as

residents.

Here lies the farmer‘s opportunity. The

automobile makes it possible for him to get

to the city whenever he wishes, and brings

the denizen of the city to the country. Its

multiplication is of vital

farmer.

Interest to the

Instead of opposing, he should en

courage it. By its use the suburban limits

will undergo a great extension, the land oi'

the farmer will advance in value, his com

fort and pleasure will be promoted. Every

consideration urges him to welcome lit, to

encourage its use.

But we are today confronted with the

sight of the “embattled farmer’f erecting

himself in opposition to the motor vehicle.

To him it is like a red flag to a bull. Like

the Irishman, for him to see an autoist's

head is to hit it. if the automobile be

comes u comtnon sight in remote rural dis

tricts it will be in spite of rather than by

grace of him.

The present flood of anti-automobile legis

lation is largely the work of the rural legis

lntor. He is “ugin” automobiles. They must

accommodate their speed to that of his slow

going nag, taken front the plough to draw

the buggy. 1f the horse or its driver should

show fright it is the automobile that is to

blame. Best Of all it would be to keep it

oif the road altogether; but, failing that, the

proper thing to_do is to load it down with

restrictions that will prevent its increase

and multiplication.

Of course, the time will come when the

egregious folly of all this is perceived. The

former will finally have it borne in on him

that the automobile is his friend, quite as

much as that of the city man. And the mo

tor vchicle will fulfil its destiny in spite of

But

it does seem a shame that it should meet

this and other forms of opposition.

with such treatment, and be hampered and

bullied and baited as if it were the enemy

of mankind, instead of its best friend.

 
 

Why no lnstallments.

For the present the utltomobile business 18.

and probably will be for some time to come,

a clean one. Installment sales are unknown,

The purchaser of an automobile must pay

cash, or its equivalent, before he can indulge

in what in some quarters is termed a rich

man's pastime. The insidious practice is

certain to be followed some time, of course;

but in these halycon days no would-be. auto

ist is during enough to ask for, and no dealer

foolish enough to grant, easy terms for arti

cles as readily saleable as automobiles. in

a sense, the autolst must live up to his reDu
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tation; if he hasn‘t money he parted with it

for his automobile.

In all seriousness, however, the evil day of

instalments is one that 'should be put off as

long as possible. In itself the practice is not

necessarily harmful; good men—desirable au

toists—may have recourse to it and no stigma

attach to them. Sales can be greatly ex

panded by the simple expedient of retailing

at so much down and a specified sum per

month. Thousands of people will thereby

have the horseless vehicle placed within their

reach who otherwise would be utterly unable

to acquire them. ‘ And, as stated, the time

will surely cone when the bars will be let

down and the short pursed public permitted

to swarm in.

But all this is a matter for the future. It

can safely be left to take care of itself. Cer

tainly there is nothing to gain by hastening

the matter. With factories taxed to their

utmost capacities and an abundance of buy

ers on the regulation terms, there is every

order should not bereason why the old

changed.

 

Where More Light is Needed.

Travelling through the diderent-localities

occupied by the big automobile agencies and

garages, there, is to be noticed a striking

lack of enterprise, or misguided economy.

in the absence of electric lighting and general

display.

There is no business that is abch this sort

of thing. Brilliant lights

within artistic} window

are considered indispensable by the

merchants.

in front and

and dressing

greatest Automobile stores

have not much scope for window dis

play, but the can be so

draped or set of! with palms that they will

not present a barbaric bareness that jars the

eyesight, as some windows do now. The

window trappings are, however, secondary.

First of all is the matter of electric lights

outside. They are expensive, yes; but not

so costly as the passing by of thousands and

windows

tens of thousands without knowing what

sort of a place they are passing. Men and

women cannot get past the brightly illumi

nated places on the thoroughfares without

taking note of them, and just at present

in the development of the automobile busi

ness is the time when eVery establishment of

the sort should somehow be made to “stick

out" so as to obtrude itself upon the notice

No matter whether

the place is one that is kept open nights or

of the casual wayfarer.

not, there are persons happening along in

cities at all sorts of odd times, and every

now and then there will be one to exclaim.

"Hello! I didn't know that place was there

before. I’m glad to discover it."

If the place is on a side street near a busy

avenue, as most places in big cities are, there

is all the more reason for lighting up and

catching the cycs'of the throngs on the

The word “automobiles” and

the name of the owner or manager or make

thoroughfare.

of car should always be coupled in the dis

play. At the very least the interior of the

Stores should have electric lights and not

left looking like country shops at night.

It is useless to try to be. superior to the

A bright light

attracts men and women as surely as it

need and use of such display.

does moths. unless the men and women are

blind, and there are not many automobiles

being sold to the blind nowadays. it is not

to he considered as "cheap" to make a dis

play. A “fine front" is not necessarily a

"bluff," but it necessarily docs command at

tcntion.

tivators in a new field, and they want to at

tract attention. They should not hide their

light under a bushel or anything else, but

Automobile agents are as yet cul~

should let it so shine in front of their estal»

lishments that the unconverted may behold

it. The good done by store illumination will

be a direct one to the storekceper, and an

indirect one to the industry at large, by im

pressing the public with the number of an

tomobile establishments and their evident

prosperity. The effect of such an impression

is a subtle one. It sends home a person with

the conviction, gained unconsciously, that

"the automobile is the thing."

.\s the great Goethe said, “More light."

if we have it we will have more buyers.

Steam’s incl-wed Radius.

Only a very short time ago the user of a

steam car had it impressed upon him that

he must oil early and often. Every fifteen

or twenty miles at the most he must stop,

get out his oil can and lubricate his engine.

Neglect of this simple precaution might mean

ruin, it certainly meant trouble and a re

pair bill.

At the same time, and considerably later,

too, he was confronted with the necessity

for making frequent stops for water.

A gallon of the precious fluid for every mile

travelled. Such was the formula, and it

still holds good. Tanks holding more than

twenty or twenty-five gallons were rare, con

sequently the user of a steam car knew that

he was due to hunt for a water trough -

every twenty or twenty-five miles—perhaps

If he could not find a trough he

could carry'the water from a stream or

hydrant in a pail, for get the water from

somewhere he must.

ot'tener.

A great change has come about since then.

Automatic oiling devices have abated the

lubricating nuisance, and condensers have

performed a similar service for the water

tank one. It is not uncommon to find steam

cars with a guaranteed radius of fifty to one

hundred miles.

cars. are emulated and frequently equalled.

A load has been lifted from the mind of the

steam user in consequence, and he is able

In this respect gasolene

to take long jaunts with infrequent stops.

 
 

To “turn on the light," in electrical mat

ters is to prevent a host of troubles. A

nakcd wire never conceals a breakage, as

does one insulated in the usual manner. In

the same way, a wire fastened to a ter

minal by means of the regulation thumb

screw may very easily give imperfect con

tact and yet conceal the fact. Present prac

tice is all in the direction of looking after

such matters, and we shall be surprised if

there is not a marked improvement noticed

this $98.80!].

When the automobile no longer attracts

attention—when the pedestrian ceases to

stop and watch it pass—it may be said to

have become a part of the busy city life,

almost indistinguishable from trolley cars,

elevated railroads, etc. Such time has al

most come for the greater number of motor

It is only the big touring cars,

with befurred chauifeurs and passengers,

that claim notice now.

vehicles.

 
 

There is one type of horse drawn vehicle

that has not yet been pressed into service

as an automobile, and it is not due to its

having been overlooked by designers of the

latter, either. The dog cart and similar

two—wheeled carriages have been left se

verely alone.
 

From effcte Boston comes the fantastic

term, “Amnebs.” This is enough to fill

even the best behaved horseless vehicle

with a desire to rise up and protest.

 

if silence is golden, as we are .told, then

many “gasoleners” are still a long way ofl

from that delectable condition.

 
 

The season‘s crop of "freaks" is much

smaller than of old. Clearly the day of uni

formity is getting close at hand.
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l clip what follows from the columns of

a daily which proudly boasts that if you

read a thing there ‘it it so": Thomas A.

Edison, in a stain-spotted suit and an old

slouch hat drawn well down on his fore~

head, straigthened himself up from a dilap

idated little table over which he had

been bending, threw a stub of a pencil

d wn on a yellow pad of paper, and settled

back in an arm chair. ‘At last,’ he said,

'l‘ve finished work on my storage battery.

and now l‘m going to take a rest." He

gamd thoughtfully out of a window of

his laboratory oflice for a moment. 'For

l'm tired—very tired,‘ he added simply.

‘l‘m all worn out.’ "

While not by any means believing all the

foregoing, excepting the very appropriate

color scheme of the pad of paper Mr. Edi

son is credited witu using, I can assure

.\Ir. Edison that he and the public are cer

tainly as one in regards to this battery yarn

—hoth are “tired—very-tired."

The problem of how to make an auto

nzobile progress at the rate of a mile a

minute is very much less diflicult of solu

tion than is the question of how to stop it

at the same speed is. Inventors and space

nnnihiiators please. note;

That particular brand of idot which de

votes itself to the creation of the alleged

comic valentine for his friends and relatives

to purchase and send through the mails in

the perpetration of what they undoubtedly

imagine is something exceedingly witty,

could not have been expected to have let

the motor vehicle pass unnoticed. For cnce

the expected happened, and the automobile

was duly comicalized and valentined.

The result was naturally something any

admirer of wit or wisdom might indeed be

proud of. One of these valentines which

reached me had something on it which

was between a scrambled egg and a nine

of spades, but which the artist probably

meant to be an automobile. Under this

was these touching lines of “poetry”:

Water, 0h! Water, oh!

Every mile or so

You auto give your auto water

Water, water; oh! ,

i am an admirer of the Automobile Club

oi America. please don’t forget that. But

because of this admiration of mine I am not

blinded to the faults of this very progres

sive organization. Even the sun. bright as

it is, could not be a citizen of Spotlesstown.

as you well know. To remove these spots

nothing it likely to be successful as the

sapoiio of criticism, hence mine in the.pres

ent case. The club recently issued a call

for its opening run on Washington’s Birth

day to Lakewood. After this announce

ment had been duly heralded, another bul

letin was issued saying that on account

of the muddy roads, which were the excep

tion between here and Lakewood. the run

to that aristocratic resort would not be

undertaken, but one to Philadelphia would

be attempted in its stead. Now, it was all

right enough to call off a run the.route of

which contained to many miles of unsatis

factory roads, but was not the choice of

such a course a reflection upon the automo

bile club in the first instance? Then when

it was decided to substitute another

course, would it not have been quite as

well to have avoided calling attention to

the reason for the change being made? Do

you think the public is likely to form a

high opinion of either the automobile or the

automobile club when neither of them is

ueemed capable of travelling on, over or

through a muddy road? It is just as well

not to be too frank in some things, things

like these particularly. ‘

In these days of clutches, carberetters,

gears. spark plugs, differentials and what

not, it is indeed a wise father who knows

as much as his own son.

> ,- t t 0

Men have been seeking to solve the prob

lem of perpetual motion for hundreds of

years, and tens of thousands of the wisest

of them have died with the problem still

unsolved. But the coming of the automo

bile meant the passing of the perpetual mo

tion problem, 'though so modest was the

man who made the discovery that he was

content to proclaim it in the following little

advertisement tucked away in 'an obscure

corner of a daily paper: ,

"Gail's touring car; the only automobile

made that runs as if on wings; positively

no vibration or friction. New York agents.

Barkin's Auto Station, East —th street."

()f'course. anything which ran as if on

wings would be something out or the or

dinary, but when you combine the act of

running, that is to say, motion. with “pos

itively no vibration or friction," you have

there and then the impossible—perpctual

motion. I have not had a chance yet so

see Gail's touring car, but if the New York

agent of it is not Barkin up the wrong tree

I am sure he has a mighty good thing in

this Gall vehicle, prtvlled he has not

claimed too much for it in his advertise

ment.

t $ i

There are‘ always two ways to remedy

a defect in the design or construction of a

motor. and it's a short cut to the wrong

way.

0 t l

So, Columbia University has added auto

mobile engineering to its curriculum, eh?

Well. there‘s more trouble ahead for us all.

In the near future each year will see a host

of B. M.’s-Bachelors of Motorology—turned

out by Columbia and the other universities

which will quickly follow the lead of the

Morningside Heights institution in this mat

ter. The blue print army will thus be in

sured a never falling source of recruiting.

' and ask him to sign it.

' have been distributed‘recently.

and the automobile trade will have to pay

for it all. Since the dawn of the motor

vehicle era five years ago, it has been es

timated that the college graduate with his

blue-print drawings of an automobile has

cost the conflding motor and purchaser of

that particular class of green goods which

are made for promoters to sell and folks to

buy more than $13,0(l),000, without the

demand for this kind of goods having been

exhausted. With the coming of the B. M.

we may reasonably expect that the supply

of blue-prints will be increased sufficiently

to permit of the hard working promoters

scing to it that the Would be purchasers of

stock in concerns which announce they are

g.,ing to build the most wonderful and

most scientific automobile in the world will

be duly accommodated.

' s s o

The tourist who sees things as they ought

to be is certainly a great deal happier than

he who sees them as they are, but improved

roads or improved anything else would

alike be impossibillties if the world was

made up entirely of those in whom imagina

tion takes the place of observation.

s s s

Shoemakers’ children go barefoot.

Likewise the head of the Standard Oil Com

pany cannot hear the sight. much less the

smell of a vehicle which uses any of the

Standard company’s products for its pro

pulsion. Queer, isn‘t it? Upon every avail

able spot in the great estate of John D.

Rockefeller, amid the I‘ocantico Hills above

'l‘arrytown, are large signs which bear this

notice: "No motor cars allowed.” Some

way it seems to me that if I was the

largest owner of the Standard Oil Gom

pany’s securities, I'd at least be passively in

favor of the use of oil as a power producer,

since nothing will eventually tend so much

to make this giant of the monopolies the

greatest money maker of them all as will

the perfecting of the explosive engine and

the use of oil as fuel for steam generating.

If anything can hasten the coming of this

it is the automobile, which has in the last

live years done more in this_direction than

was done in the fifty years which preceded

the vogue of the mechanical carriage.

. i C

When it comes to resenting the uncompli

mentary remarks of corner loafers and

burly teamsters, silent contempt is respon

sible for many an autoinohilist‘s unblacked

‘eye.
t i 3

Over in Switzerland people go about with

what they call “curse cards" in their pock~

sis, and whenever they hear an oath they

present one of these cards to the wearer

Upon the card is

printed a pledge to keep from swearing for

a specified time, or to pay a small fine to

some charity. Nearly 40,000 of these cards

It should

he observed that the Swiss have only lately

taken to automobillng, and they have ~three

languages to swear in. - '

THE COMMEN'rA'rOR.
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FAVORABLE TO IRELAND

Bill in Perlilneni to Permit Cup Race Well Ad

vanced and Probably Will Pm.

 

After a sudden and unexpected hitch on

Tuesday, the passage by Parliament or the

bill authorizing the running of the Bennett

Cup race in Ireland seems certain.

The bill was introduced in Parliament by

John Scott Montagu, and passed its first

reading on Saturday. On Tuesday it came

up for second reading, and consternation

was caused by an objection made by W. J

Galloway, M. P., from South Manchester,

no reason being given. On Wednesday,

however, he withdrew the objection, which

he stated was based on technical grounds.

The bill will come up again to-day, and as

absolutely no opposition is now in sight,

there is every prospect that it will pass the

Commons this week and the House of Lords

next week.

it is quite‘ probable that in connection with

the international Cup there will be a hill

climbing contest. A suitable -coursc has

been found in County Kerry, on the road

from Kilorglin to the top of a hill outside

Tralee. -

The Lord Lieutenant of ireiand is also i

be asked to authorize the holding of a race

to establish the kilometre record in Phoenix

Park, Dublin. -

iiarltness and his Cup Car.

it has been positively ascertained that the

cup race cars being built by H. S. Harkness

is being put together at a certain establish

ment in West Thirty-eighth street, New

York. With regard to the car, Mr. Hark

ness told a Motor World man on Tuesday

that it will surely be completed by March

15. Then the ioliowing conversation en

sued, beginning with a question by Mr.

Harkness:

"What do you hear about the plans tor

the elimination contest?”

“Nothing. That is what every one would

like to learn something about.”

“Well, if they have any contest on a track

i wont go in it. My car is not built for

track racing. It is built tor the road, and it

would not go within 23 or 25 seconds as fast

on a track as on a straightaway course. If

they hold that road race on Long Island I

will not able to run the car on the high

speed—not on Long Island roads, but I can

do it on the French roads."

"What do you think of the suggestion that

the committee order all the candidates to go

to France and have the elimination contest

over there?"

All i can say is that I am willing. I am

ready for anything except a track race as

a trial for a road race. That would be

absurd." j : J‘

' show,

Owned by Five Millionaires.

Five of the leading millionaires of Ameri

ca in the automobile world to-day are said

to own one-quarter of a million dollars'

worth of automobiles, with a total of fifty

machines in the five stables. John Jacob

Astor owns fifteen, or which his $17,000

Mora machine, lately purchased for April

delivery, will be the most expensive.

Charles Schwab has three in America, and

will return with three more of the most

expensive sort. Jefferson Seiigman is re

ported to have twelve, George Gould about

the same number, while W. K. Vanderbilt

has five, the latter undoubtedly being the

most expensive stable,

The Newest National.

That the. new electric two passenger toui~

ing car first shown at the Chicago show

by the National Motor Vehicle Com

PROHIBITS NICE RACES

French Government Decides That They are not

oi General Interest and Upsets Plain.

 

Road racing in France has been'dealt a

severe blow by the interdiction of the Nice

l‘tii‘t‘S. Last year the race was prohibited

by the Italian Government when all the

cars were ready to start: and now the French

Minister of the Interior has formally dc

clarcd that the Automobile Club of Nice will

not be allowed to run oi! its projected race

from Nice to Salon and back.

The interdiction is all the more singular as

the club had decided to make it an alcohol

event. so that apparently a propaganda in

favor of the new fuel cannot always depend

upon the support of the government.

in his letter to the Prefect the Minister

  

THE NATIONAL’S NEW ‘IOOO ELECTRIC.

pany, Indianapolis, deserved theattention

it attracted and the praise it evoked,

the accompanying illustration will serve to

an interest that was, and will be,

heightened by the moderate price—$1,000.

As will be seen, it follows closely the lines

of the gasolene cars, having a bonnetted

front and being a wheel steel-er. It has

four speeds both ways; front lever brake

on rear wheels; springs half front, full rear;

artillery wheels, 32x3%; foot plunger cut

out; control handle left seat, with button

for reverSe; the motor and differential are

lnclosed within one dust and waterproof

case, which forms part of the rear axle

housing. The batteries are divided—sixteen

front. twenty rear.

 

Maxwell Sueeeeds Tivy.

The L. Maxwell Mfg. Co. has been formed

at \Vllllamsport, Pa., to undertakeihe man

ufacture of automobiles. carriages and bi

cycles. It succeeds the Tlvy Cycle Co. Work

will begin at once.

of the Interior states that he cannot give

permission unless the races have a "general

interest," and he also applies another reser

vation in terms so ambiguous that they may

mean anything. To give them the most lip

erai rendering, it would appear that the

government is only disposed to sanction

races which have come to be,rcgar_d9d as

annual events, and only when they offer an

interest for the development of automobil

isin generally. Of course, this does not com

mit the government to anything, as its ideas

of what is necessary for the interest of the

industry may not be the same as those of

the makers themselves; and it is to be feared

that very few races will be authorized in

France during the present year.

 

The first week in April will be observed

as “show week" by Indianapolis, Ind., deal

ers. Four of thems—H. T. Hearsey (10., C.

G. Fisher Automobile Col. Conrad Mueller

and S. W. Elston—will keep open house.

Special efforts will he made to draw the pub

lic to the stores, adhere the latest models

will be displayed. ' ' -
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FAVORS MECHANICAL lNLETS

Longridge Docs so Unreservedly and Criticim

Cylinder Modifications Adopted by Some.

 

"The extended use of mechanical inlet

valves in the motors of 1903 has reccivcd

But there has

been a somewhat obvious tendency to ill)

frequent noticc in the press.

stain from criticism. to withhold judgment.

I see

Me

chanically operated valves were bound to

and await the results of experience.

no reason for this policy of reserve.

come. and it is equally certain that they

have come to stay. says Captain Longrldge

in The AutOcar.

*‘There can be no doubt of the superiority

of the mechanical over the automatic valve,

and this is the reason for its advent and for

its stay. But in the matter of present de

signs and existing applications, as por

trayed in the recent shows. there is scope

for both criticism and doubt as to. permu

nence. To introduce the mechanical vnh'c

is a step forwnrd. but to accompany it with

such modifications of cylinder design as arc

distinctly opposed to good practice is :1 pncc

to the tour.

to couutcrbulunce the advantage of prompt

and ccrtnin vnlyc action by n disudvnntugc

affecting the power of the motor. it is in

this respect that the motors of Him; :ippour

open to criticism.

"With rurc excc]ttlons—uotubly. the Mnuds

lny and the Mercedes 1903 typc—all this

year‘s engines titted with mechanical valves.

have adopted this improvement at the cx~

pcnse of increased irregularity in the shupc

ot' the combustion chamber and of cnhtrgcd

area of cooling surface. For these results

attend the introduction. seen in most cases.

of valve' boxes and ports on both sides of

the cylinder head. This modification of de~

sign is. no doubt, due to a desire to keep

down'tiie height of the motor, and by intro

ducng symmetry to build a pretty engine

"The result cannot-but be prejudicial to

combustion and the operation of the motor.

A leading rule in gas engine design is to

reduce to a minimum the area of cooling

surface in contact with the hot gases. For

this reason the combustion chamber should

have a minimum surface for its volume. and

as regular :1 form as possible. This is no

purely theoretical rule, nor is it limited to

gas engines. It applies to all internal com

bustion engines. and its influence or effi

cicncy is abundantly proved by experieiice.

The observation of this principle is per

haps of special importance in the case of

gasolene motors. Gasolene mixtures are slow

burning, and the cooling effect of,increased

wall area must tend to produce slower flame

propagation and lower temperature, and,

thereforc. loss of power. A few makers,

such as the designers of the new Mercedes.

have ovldcntly appreciated the influence of

the explosion chamber on combustion, and

have recognized that for this and perhaps

It is to mix evil with good and

other reasons valves are best placed di

rectly in the head of the cylinder.

"Whatever may be tbc experience of

others. I believe that thcsc makers will have

no cnuse to find mechanical valves anything

but distinct improvements on automatic ac

tion. in connection with valves. another

improvcmcnt is noticeable in some motors——

that is. a combination in which both the

valve and its scat are detachable from the

cylinder. thereby giving creator facilities for

grinding-in operations.“

The $1000 Beauty From Bclviderc.

thn it was first announced that a con

ccrn of the resources of the National Sew

ing Machine Co., of Belviderc. 11].. was

about to embark in the automobile business.

it was taken for granted that the product

would be of it kind to bear watching. The

car has bccn :1 long time in coming. but it

HALSEY'S NEVER-DIE BATTERY

New Jersey Lawyer Enters the List With Edison

and Explains his Wonder-Worker.

Another cpoch marking battery has seen

the light. it is the invention of a Newark.

N. .i.. mun. Halsey by name. who has been

at work on it for four years.

"Stripped of technicalities, the lawyer's

battcry is nothing more than an ordinary

battery. in which the carbon disk is made

to revolvc in the sulphuric acid and water."

it is stated. "Tlic zinc plates "Hg, as in the

From the

is taken by

'i‘hcsc

common batteries. stationary.

disk the clement of power

brushes against which it revolves.

connect with posts through which wires are

passed lending to the motor."

  

ELDREDGE FOUR-CYLINDER, 20 H. P. GASOLENE CAR.
ammarr"

is here at last, and: as the accompanying il

lustration attcsts. it is an inviting creation;

it will be styled the Eldredge.

As will be soon, it is a two passcngcr vc

hicle and contains a four cylinder cngiuc.

stroke and bore of which is 3% by 4 inches,

dcvcloping 12 horsepower at 800 rcvolutions

per minute, and 20 horsepower. at 1.800 revo

lutions per minute. From this it can be

seen that the motor is an unusually power

ful one for this type of car. The transmis

sion is of the slide gear type. driving direct

on the high speed. The usual threc specds

forward and the reverse is obtained. but

the cur is intended to be driven on the high

speed most of the time, governing by throt

tle. The car is wheel steering. weighs 1,500

pounds. has a wheel base of about seventy

inches and will list at $1,000. '

Everything, with the exception of tires and

ignition, is made by the company at their

enormous plant. They do not cxpect to

turn out many this year; but. if the sale of

the car comes up to their expectations, they

are likely to be an important factor in the

trade next year.

('ontrndictory as it may appear, the motor

run by the battery in turn revolves the disks

by which the sustained power is furnished.

This was explained by Mr. Halsey: ,

"'I‘lzcrc is as much power in all primary

butterics us in mine." he said. "The only

difference is it does not last. The ordinary

battery will make an electric light. it will

run a motor. but for a few minutes only.

It is this short lived power that I use. In

cnch cell the carbon disks are cogged. and

they lit into cogwhccls at the top of the cell,

in a chain of cells the cogwheels are joined

by a rod. When the current is first turned

on there is power enough to turn the wheels

of the motor for several seconds. This, of

course. turns the cogwheels, which produces

the sustained power. The force of the but

tcry therefore never dies out.

“The whole idea is simply explained thus;

The primary battery which operates a door

bell lasts. say. for six months. I simply cut

its life down to six or seven hours by the

revolving brushes. gaining, therefore, so

much more power.”
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MAN AND MACHINE

Intelligence From one Necessary if Efficiency is

Expected From the Other.

Much is expected of a machine. It is a

thing of iron or steel, tree from the weak

nesses that flesh is heir to. tireless. proof

against accidents, able to go on forever

and anon. A little oil. a little attention,

a little intelligence—these given. it will rise

superior to failure.

But even the l'liiil“('lliilllt'iil mind grasps

 

 

 

whatever cost. He is driven carefully and

never too far. If it is desired to make a

long journey the horse is crosSed from the

eligible list. Some other mode of travel

ls adopted, and this without a thought

derogatory to the four-footed beast. He

simply is not in the long distance class;

and if constant and extended use must be

made of some horse. more than one is

maintained, or hired in emergency cases.

When it comes to the automobile, how

ever, the matter is viewed in an entirely

different light.

\\'ith it the endurance and reliability of

 
 

 
 

the fact that these little things are ucccs~

siu'y it' the machine he expected to prop

erly perform its duties. The ill kept to"!

is a byword and a hissing in the mouth

of expert and layman alike. As a laborer

is worthy of his hire, so a piece of ma

chinery is entitled to as much attention

as will keep it fit for the work it is called

upon to do. Then. and then only, can there

be any assurance that the work will be

done, and well done.

If the horse drawn vehicle is turned to,

an equal—nay. a greater—solicitude is ex

pressed, aad the limitations of the equine -

are given most careful consideration. He

must be well fed and watered, protected

from the heat and cold, spared fatigue at

  

‘iN THE (PRAY SHADOWS OI" THE EVENINU."

 

the machine is required quite as a matter

of course. just as the limitations of the

horse. are left out of the case, naturally and

without hesitation. And this is looked for

without a return in the shape of the intelli

gent care that a machine must and does

get.

The manufacturer who sends out a piece

of machinery for installation in a factory

knows that it goes into good hands—those

of men experienced and in the custom of

operating the most complicated, as well as

delicate tools. They are men who have

spent years at this sort of work, beginning

with an apprenticeship when more boys, and

gradually working up until they are fle

counted lit to be entrusted with the most

difficult classes of work. These men, if

any, would know how to install a new tool

and operate It to advantage, without any

further assistance than is furnished by the

printed descriptions and instructions always

furnished with machinery.

But no maker stops at this it the machine

is anything out of the ordinary. He sends

a man with it to see that it is set up right

and to “break in" the man who is to operate

it. Not until the latter is deemed proficient

is he trusted to do the work alone, and

only then does his precepth depart. to re

peat the Work at some other factory.

 

\\'ith the automobile there exists some

l't‘lllt‘llllli't‘ to ciassiug it as a machine. In

stead, it is viewed in much the same light

as a horse. A person of ordinary intelli

gence can drive a nag of Well regulated

habits 'after a few lessons, and he runs

no great danger of getting into trouble dur

ing his novitiate it he keeps his wits about

him. Ergo, he should be able to do the

same with an automobile, the motor ve

hicle being the counterpart of the horse

drawn one, and its natural rival.

The fact is frequently lost sight of that

the automobile is much more than this. It

is :1 machine. and although apparently a

very complicated one, its principles at least

are very simple and easy to understand.
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Being a machine, it mist be treated with

some, intelligence. it gives the best results

when it is tuned up to concert pitch, i. e-,

when it is in perfect order. Any falling

off from this idea] state is visited by a

loss in efllciency—the greater the fall the

more pronounced the loss. '

Some users understand this and govern

themselves accordingly. Mindful of the old

adage, they take. the stitch in time—lubri

cate when necessary, see that all nuts,

bolts and connections are tight, all adjust

ments made, deleterious substances of every

kind removed from the working parts. If

something goes wrong in spite of these

precautibns—and they may properly be re

garded in the same light_as accident in

surance—they are able to bring sharpened

wits to'the task of diagnosing the case, and

nine times out of ten cope with it suc

cessfully.

Intuition is a quality that is capable of

cultivation. The autoist learns to shalan

his by taking -note of past happenings, of

making a mental memorandum of each

mishap. of pondering on its cause and

remedy. of keeping on the alert for their

recurrence. He soon makes the discovery

that the motor never stops without a cause:

and, furthermore, that such stop. or even

a loss of efficiency, is never unheralded.

The false chord can always be detected by

the ear attuned. the premonition of trouble

had by the mentally alert. A slipping

clutch. a non-exploding cylinder. a clogged

pipe—these and a hundred other occurrences

that are Sanscrit to the uninitiated are de

ciphered without trouble by the autoist who

knows his book.

'At the present time the automobile world

is on the threshold of a new era. The old

stage of experimentation is past. the last

pages have been written, the volume closed

and laid away. The motor vehicle is no

longer a toy. a vehicle for enthusiastic

sportsmen to take up. play with and ulti

mately drop. The sport no less than the

pastime will continue to flourish, and must

always have a place. But the use of the

automobile as a transportation vehicle, a

means of annihilating distance, is about to

undergo an immense extension, to pass into

the hands of thousands of men who hith

erto have regarded it with indiiTerence or

curiosity or even hostility. This is to come

about by reason of the ever growing belief

in the possibilities of the new vehicle, and

the knowledge that it is really “making

good." The world has outgrown the old

methods of horse transportation, and is

ready to admit the fact. Coincident with

this admission—brought about in part by it,

as a matter of fact—is the knowledge that

the something better, so long looked for

and ardently desired, is here and ready for

utilization. Put tiint and steel and tinder

together and a blaze will result The jux

taposition of a freely acknowledged want

and an ideal means of filling it renders the

result a foregone conclusion. _

in view of this boundless extension of

the motor vehicle's use. this approaching

worldwide use of the once derided, cum

bersome, complicated, unreliable self-pro

pelled car, the method of its future treat

ment should receive some of the attention

that it merits.

The pleasant fiction that the automobile

is a carriage and not a machine has served

its purpose. Some pills require sugar coat

ing, but it is because they are abominably

tasted, and might not be taken at all if

they were not first sugared. Time was when

the automobile needed the pleasant accom

paniment of the product of the cane; when

the mere thought of the experience in store

for the autoist would have occasioned as

violent a rctching as might have followed

the taking of a pill sans sugar. But such

time is no more. The automobile pellet

- needs no disguise, requires to sail under no

false colors. As it is now it is its own

l'P('i)llllll(‘lllill‘ll], and none other is needed.

By all means. therefore, let the automo

bile. go forth as a machine. The autoist

who expects any motor vehicle except an

electric to run in season and out on the

push button theory. and is unwilling to

learn its mechanism. should either engage

a chaui’fenr-mecanicien or abstain from the

more than doubtful pleasure of owning and

operating one. lie would come. to his senses

sooner or later anyway. so let him go, and

peace be with him. ~

in his place there will be found the user

who wants the best and simplest mechanism

that mortal skill can produce. And having

got it he will use the sense that God gave.

him to treat it intelligently, in order that

he may reap the fullest possible benefit

from it.

As a Batcring Ram.

Ye tournament at jotlst was revived in a

most modern and up-to-date fashion on Fifth

arenue, New York, recently, and manufac

turers will please take notice of what may

be required of their cars and build accord

iiigly.

[n the gray of the early evening the jehu

of a horse cab and the chaffeur of an elec

tric cab approached each other, head on, at

Forty-seventh street. Neither he who guid

ed the horse uor he who held the steering

lever was willing to give way and turn aside

to let the other pass. The electric cab was

empty, while the cab behind the horse con

tained a passenger, in the person of a prom

inent lawyer. These conditions made no

difference whatever to the men in charge

of the vehicles. Each continued on his

course as if they were under the impulse of

a hereditary hatred and the cabs came to

gether with a crash. The two cabbies then

jumped down and went for one another in

true prize 'ring style. After one round at

fistcuffs there was another one at ramming.

The automobile operator sprang back to his

cab and drove it into the cab with such force

that it and another cab behind it were both

forced up on the sidewalk. Then the elec

tric was backed a bit and sent forward for

another charge, ramming in on the horse

drawn cab like a torpedo boat destroyer.

This time the cab, horse and all, was jumped

backward several feet and the electric Rel)!

on pushing it until a policeman who had

been summoned by the lawyer passenger

ended the battle. A signal victory for the

automobile over the horse-drawn cab as a

ramming vehicle had been gained, however,

and the chauffeur paid his fine the next

morning, satisfied that he had vindicated

the cause of the motor vehicle as a public

back.

 

Rodi:leiler's Ninth Purchase.

It is frequently remarked with a consider

able amount of flippaney that the purchaser

pays for the experiments conducted by the

maker. The early product of the latter is

far from perfect. The user generally learns

this to his cost, and changes from one car

to another in the e‘ndijavor to obtain one

that will give him sa lifaction.

it is seldom that a maker is able to sell a

number of cars in succession. In obtaining

from William Rockefeller an order for his

ninth Packard car. therefore, the Packard

Motor Car (To. _fiufs ample cause for se.t

congratulation.' “The sale was made just

after the New York show, and the car con

cerned was one of the new four cylinder

Packards. For this the price paid was

$8.160, a special design of body being spcci~

lied.

'i‘he Packard was not Mr. Rockefeller‘s

first automobile. He had used several dil

t'erent makes before he purchased 8. Pack

urd, but once the latter found a place in his

stable he has confined himself to it. He

has for some time been in the habit of pur

chasing them in pairs. As stated, the new

car, which was one of the sensations of the

show, is Mr. Rockefeller's ninth Packard.

 

Much-Handl. d French Cars.

Just as an illustration of the way French

cars are handled before they get into this

country and the number of commissions

there are on their price by the time they get

here, Norris N. Mason, the new American

manager for A. Clement, tells how the Amer-L

can Georges Richard Co. got their cars when

he was a member of it and the company had

the exclusive control of American sales. He

said: "We dealt directly with Overton &

Mann, of London. They control the Georges

Richard output through hating bought in

France all the ears secured by other agents

there. Lejay is the representative of Over

ton & Mann in Paris, but he does not deal

direct with the factory. He buys through

Ernest Cuenod and, I think, there is still

some one else between Cuenod and the fac

tory.”
 

This year the Paris-Madrid race is to have

a woman competitor. The aspirant for speed

honors is Mme. Lockert, the proprietress

of La Chauffeur, who is no stranger to the

French automobile public, having taken part

in the touring section of the Paris-Vienna

Journey last year.
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AMERICAN’S GOOD POINTS

Cltveland Concern's Gasolcne Car’s Clussis—

Somc of its Special Fealurcs.

Among the cars of recent origin that have

met with a favorable reception is the Amer

ican. manufactured by the American Motor

(‘arriage Co.. (‘levelantL Ohio. The cal-was

first put on the market connnercially early

in 1902.

materially improved, and has been placed in

For the present season it has been

the hands of well known concerns in nearly

all the leading cities. 01‘ the estimated t'ac

tory output of 1.000 complete cars Sam have

been sold.

  

The American Model A car is what is

usually termed a light touring car. It is

a two passenger vehicle, selling at $1.000

and having a radius of 175 miles.

The chassis.

constructed with a special angle iron frame.

giving the greatest strength with the least

weight. which carries the entire mechanism,

The single cylinder water cooled motor of T

horsepower is hung centrally. The trans

mission. an adaptation of the planetary sys

tem. gives two speeds forward and one re

verse. the drive being direct on the high

speed. All bearings are bushcd with a spe

cial phosphor bronze. and receive perfect

lubrication by gravity feed from a large

copper tank. through a system of sight feed

oil valves. The transmission and crank pin

receive lubrication through the centre of

the crank shaft. The same lever that oper—

ates the electric switch starts and stops the

flow of oil.

The contact is of original design, operat

 

shown in he illustration. is ‘

ing with a plunger in an airtight case. insur

ing a perfect protection from dust. and is so

controlled by a governor that the spark is

advanced and retarded automatically. Eight

cells of batteries are provided. four being

held as a reserve. .-\ Longuemare. carburet

ter is used. giving a mixture that insures

perfect combustion under all conditions, and

is at all times under control of the operator

by means of a foot lever connected with the

throttle. A copper gasolene tank is located

near the carburetter. obviating the necessity

of a long connecting tube. hence avoiding

the danger of leaks. The water tank and

radiating coil are located in the front hood

of the body, while the water is circulated by

a positive gear pump, keyed direct to a stud

in the end of the crank shaft.

The car is controlled by a hand lever. giv

ing the two speeds forward. while a foot

lever operates the reverse. and is convenient

ly located so that it may be used as an

emergency brake. The engine is always

rnder perfect control with the throttle.

while powerful brakes are located on each

rear wheel. The steering gear is equipped

with a large expanding wood rimmed hand

wheel. so arranged that it may be easily

handled under all conditions.

Especially noticeable in this vehicle are

the accessibility of all the parts. the extreme

simplicity of construction. the cars exercised

in points of detail. In the construction only

the best of materials and parts are used.

and the claim is made for great reliability.

durability and ease and satisfaction in oper

ation. .

l'. S. Long Distance cars will be handled

in i‘onghkecpsie. N. Y.. this year by ii. Von

der Linden. He has just acquired the agency.

and will stock these cars at his Market

street “'ill't‘l'UUlil.

Miller Takes on Two Foreign Accounts.

Brampton chains will be handled in this

country. Charles E. Miller, .\'0. 9T Reade

street. New York, has just been appointed

sole. United States representative of the

makers. Brampton Bros. Ltd.. Birming

ham, England. and will carry a stock for re

placement on imported automobiles. At

tractive quotations will also be made to

American manufacturers who desire to

adopt these chains.

Another recent acquisition of the Miller

house is the agency for the Almond Tire

Mandi-ii Co. The concern‘s mandril is used

in the vulcanization and repairing of double

tube tires. They are inexpensive to oper

ate, and will be found of great service to re

pairers.

 

 

What Made the Chicago Show!

A wealth of rich yellow light streams

through the windows of the skylight, and

those above the balconies. which. together

with the prevailing black and automobile

red finish of the several hundred ears. of

many types and styles. gives to this exhi

bition a luxuriousness of tone and a certain

soberness and solidity of character never

before attained by any automobile or bicycle

exhibition in the Western Hemisphere.“—

From The Automobile.

 

The Week's Exports.

Argentine Republic—Three cases

machinery. $345.

London—Three cases motor vehicles and

material, $135.

l.ivorpool.—Seven cases

$1.370.

Mexico.—One case motor vehicles. $539;

six cases motor vehicles, $1,410.

motor

motor vehicles,
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FLOOD OF LEGISLATION

The Seven Bill: Before the Bay State Legislature

—Opposition now United.

 

 

On the summit of Beacon Hill. where the

(lead and gone worthies of the old Bay State

look down on their pygmy successors, a bat

tle royal is in progress over automobiles.

Autophobes and autoists have locked horns.

As stated last week, no less than seven

measures for the regulation of automobiles

are now before the Massachusetts legisla

ture's Committee on Roads and Bridges, and

the probabilities are that hearings will be

announced for February 24 and 2:"), although

those dates have not yet been decided dcti

nitely. .

Of these bills those of Henry L. Higginson,

shutting out all autos capable of making

more than tWenty miles an hour; that of the

Boston Automobile Dealers’ Association, that

of the Massachusetts Automobile Club and

that of Colonel James T. Soutter, for the

New England Automobile Association, have

already been referred to in these columns.

The first mentioned is savagely hostile, while

the other three are favorable to the automo

bile.

A summary of the new bills is given be

low:

House 936—Petltion of Robert M. Shaw.

Requires a license from the chief of the dis

trict police for every person operating an

‘automobile or other vehicle’ on a public way.

Persons operating cars and trains for rail

roads or railways are exeepted, but no men

tion is made of persons driving horse drawn

vehicles; if licensee is convicted of an of

fence relating to automobiles his license is

voided and he may not receive another there

after; license fee to be $1, penalty $50 and

three months' imprisonment.

House 937—Petition of Frank J. Stanley:

Amends act of last year by cutting down

speed limit from ten and fifteen miles to

twelve and eight.

House 933—Petition of Thomas J. Grady:

Requires automobile owners to register ma

chines with the chief of the district police;

makes it unlawful to operate an unregistered

machine; places fee at $1; the registration

to be voided if person registering is convicted

of violation of law; machines numbered by

chief of district police and to bear the num

ber of a size directed by him, unnumbered

machines being contrary to law; autos owned

outside the State to be registered in State

where owner resides and to be legibly num

hered. but if from a State where no provision

is made for registering it must be registered

in Massachuetts in order to make its use

here lawful; requires brakes, born or other

signal, with two lamps on the sides; ten

mile limit for thickly settled parts of cities;

park provisions remain intact; no city or

town to establish any regulation inconsistent

with State law, except that speedways may

' court.

be separately controlled; chauffeurs must be

licensed. fee $1. chief of district police to

examine as to “qualifications, character and

habits." and to be authorized to revoke li~

ccnse for misconduct; licensee to wear his

number lcgibly displayed on his cap or but:

stop for frightened horses. slow down for

cross streets where. travel is frequent.

The arrangement of a truce between the

Boston Dealers” Association and the New

England Automobile. Association places the

opposition to adverse legislation on a better

footing. There was a conference last week

between Elliott C. Lee. Frederick Tudor.

jr.. and George R. Alley, on the part of the

Massachusetts Automobile Club. and \V. E.

Eldridge. Harry Fosdlck. S. K. Dingle. H. E.

Marvel and A. .l. (.‘oburn. on the part of the

dealers. and under a new arrangement is is

likely that the legislation proposed by both

factions will be looked after by the same

counsel. Bordman Hall. who as a lawyer

member has been taking the lead in legis

lative work. moved that the club accept ex

Judge Dewey and Robert Southworth as its

legislative agents. These are the gentlemen

who have been acting on behalf of the deal

ers. The club voted to leave the matter to

its legislative committee. but it is likely that

there will be no further differences over the

question of counsel.

Four of the automobile bills have been set

down for hearing before the (‘ommittee on

Roads and Bridges at the State House on

March 6. These are the two licensing bills

of Thomas J. Grady and Robert )1. Shaw.

and the bills proposed by Robert Clement

and Colonel James T. Soutter on behalf of

the automobile clubmen to extend the speed

limit. .\'0 date has been set for hearing the

Higginson bill or the bill put in by the Auto

mobile Dcalers' Association.

Gave Governor a Ride.

There is nothing like having a friend at

in view of the flood of automobile.

legislation in Massachusetts, the importance

of having the Governor familiar with the

behavior of an automobile is obvious. Last

week. therefore. lovernor Bates was no

proachcd and readily consented to take a

ride. He “"18 placed in a \Vinton touring

ear. and. in company with Judge Dewey.

Harry Fosdick and a chauffeur, was taken

out Comnnnwealth avenue to .\ubnrndale,

Boston’s show suburban road. Object les

sons were given him in the manipulation of a

powerful car. and at the conclusion of the

ride the Governor expressed himself pleased

as \vcll as astonished at his experience.

More Ch'cago Assinlni‘y.

As befits the \Vindy City. Chicago has

gone the limit in autophobe legislation. .\l

derman Bellfuss will introduce an ordinance

requiring the placing of a safety appliance

on the front of every automobile. Fenders

and pilots are mentioned as safety appli

ances.

Gtorgia Legislator Goes the Limit.

In the Georgia legislature recently a bill

was introduced prohibiting the driving of

automobiles on the public roads. There is

no likelihood of its passage.

TRUCE IN BOSTON WAR

The Dissenting Organizations Reach an Agree

ment and First Show Opens Harmoniously.

 

.\n adjustment of the differences between

the rival Boston organizations. the Boston

llcalcrs‘ Association and the New England

Automobile Association, has been arrived at.

Several meetings were held last week for

the purpose of promoting harmony. The up

shot of it was a virtual agreement to bury

the hatchet and work on a common basis.

It was too late to combine the two shows,

but a plan has been agreed to which dif

ferentiates one from the other so completely

that they can no longer be regarded as

rivals. The show planned under the auspices

of the new organization, the New England

Automobile Association, to be given this

week from Tuesday through Saturday. in

the main hall of .\fechanics’ Building. will

take the form of an automobile carnival, at

which all kinds of tricks and contests and

demonstrations will occupy the. programme

to the exclusion of any mere still-life eX

hibition of vehicles. The Massachusetts .\ii

tomobile Club will conduct it. club members

will use their own machines, and the local

dealers have joined in With them to assist

with demonstration vehicles. The affair

will he. therefore, not so much an exhibit

of the latest models of machines as a five

day object lesson in what the automobile

will do, and the ease with which it may be

managed and controlled. Brake tests. grade

climbing and various other stunts are to be

included. and it is likely that some of the

legislatOrs who are to pass on the autumn

bile bills now in the hands of a committee

will be invited down to get the benefit of

the demonstrations.

While the dealers join in with the club

to make the week's carnival a “go,” the club.

on the other hand, has formally given its

approved of the dealers’ show set for the

week of March 16. in Symphony Hall. and

that show will be primarily the exhibition

of latest models of all the automobiles pur

chasable at Boston agencies. ' '

In the presence of several thousand peo

ple. many of them prominent in society, the

“Automobile Carnival and Exhibition" was

opened at Boston on Tuesday night.

The evening programme included fancy

riding and obstacle and slow races. Robert

Ross successfully performed on a tether

board and rode among ninepins placed to

embarrass him. A big Pope-Robinson tour

ing car was also driven on the tether board.

There were four competitors in the slow

race. which was won by Mr. Peabody.

The exhibition will continue throughout

the week, and frequent changes of pro

gramme will be. made.

 

No less than 230 entries have been re

ceived for the Paris-Madrid race. This is

considerably in excess of the number entered

in any previous event.
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How the Colony is Growing.

In the neighborhood of Thirty-eighth and

Thirty-ninth streets there are now so many

establishments that there is prospect of this

locality becoming the busiet automobile

centre in the city. The Electric Vehicle

(‘0. now has its sample cars in its new place

at, 134-138 West Thirty-ninth street, and'

the entire block looks like an automobile

row because of the spacious, showy front

of this store. A few doors below the Elec

tric Vehicle place, at 146-148, a new in

terior is being built for the Smith & Mor

tcnsion Co., now at 150 West Thirty-eighth

street. They expect to move in some time

this week.

The new store has a frontage of 55 feet.

a depth of 85 feet and will be ‘two stories

in height. With this change the Smith &

Mortensen concern will. take. on some new

lines. The Knox Auto'mobile Co. will have

a part of the place as a sub-tenant, and

show Knoxmohiles, while the \Vhitncy, the

Kensington and probably the Automotor

lines will be handled by the Smith & Mor

tensen Co. The Kensingtons they will sell

through an arrangement with Homan &

Schulz.

Paula»; and the Bankm' Palace.

C. G. Wn‘dgway, of the Banker Brothers'

“palace,” in West Thirty-eighth street. New

York, is a very busy man these days. He re

turned on Monday from a trip to the Peer

less factory at Cleveland, where everything

is being rushed, and he says that Banker

Brothers will take practically the entire

output of Peerless cars for 1903. On the

two floors of the store there are sixteen of

the two-cylinder tonneau cars, and of these

only five are unsold. Six of these cars

have been sold within a week, Jesse Lewi

sohn and his brother Oscar being two of

the buyers. The five left can be delivered

on the spot for spot cash. The demand

for the four cylinder cars is not so great

as for the two cylinder. but they are being

turned out more slowly and orders for them

taken now are for delivery in May or June.

The Peerless racing car, Manager Wridg

way says, will surely be finished by April 1.

The branch place of Banker Brothers at 50

“feet Forty-third street, will be retained for

storing and repairing, and also will be used

as a painting shop. A considerable busi

ness in renting Peerless cars is being done.

 

To Satisfy lnsiatent Customers.

A neat way of managing so as to satisfy

customers with deliverics is followed by

IIoman & Schulz, the pushing New York

agents for Northern runabouts at 134 West

Thirty-eighth street. Shipments are now

being made very regularly from the North

ern factory, but Homan & Schulz are sell

ing them as fast as they can get them, and

if it was not for good management would

often be without any new model to show.

The firm makes a rule to keep four new

cars unsold on the floor of its store. When

a customer buys a car he is told that he

can get it in ten days or two weeks, depend

ing upon the way sales are going and the

way shipments are arriving. As a rule

this is all a man wants, but if a man insists

upon having a car at once he is accom

modated by turning over to him one of the

four held in reserve. Sometimes a buyer

accepts a promise of delivery two weeks

later and comes back in a day or two to an

iounce that he Has changed his mind and

wants the vehicle for'usc on Sunday. In

stead of being obliged t.) turn him away,

the concern pleases him by handing over

one of the reserves. The reserve sometimes

dwindles to three or two, but it is never

allowed to happen that there is not one car

on hand ready for an insistent cash cus

tomer. It is simply a matter of diplomacy

in booking orders,so as to always provide

for the reserve stock. lloman & Schulz

express themselves as highly delighted with

the new carburettor in the 1903 Northern,

which, they say, “works like a charm!”

l'low Oldsmobile: are Sold.

“How do you deliver cars to your custom

ers? That is, do you let them go to the

freight depot and get them, or do you take

them to their homes or place of storing?"

“Neither. exactly,“ replied R. M. Owen,

manager of the Oldsmobile Co.'s place, at

No. 138 West Thirty-eighth street, New York.

“We never deliver a car until after we

have tested it ourselves, and we never re

linquish possession of one until the last

dollar of the purchase price has been paid

and we are sure the buyer thoroughly un

derstands the management of it. \Ve are

getting about a carload of cars a week

now. They come six in a car, all set up,

ready to be charged and run. After we

get notice of their arrival we send a couple

of men up to the depot. usually ’l‘hirty-third

street and Eleventh avenue, with five gal

lons of gasolene, which is enough to run

six cars from there to the store here. In a

couple of hours they are all here, and then

the buyers who are waiting for them are

notified. but not until after every car has

been overhauled. The best record of salcs

we have had this winter is seven in one

day.”  

Deal for Dan'acqs That Failed.

liarracq cars are not to be sold at the

Automobile Evchange and Storage CO., 133

139 West Thirty-eighth street, New York.

The. Darracq store of F. A. La Roche, at 652

Hudson street, is the headquarters in this

country for the crack hill climbers. Man

ager Robinson ot‘ the exchange was nego

tiating to represent the lmrracq. but the

deal has fallen through, and Mr. Robinson

is now looking for some good Amcrican

car to sell. He has taken on the. Orleans

French car, which here will be sold as the

King of Bulgian car. Since the. alterations

have been complcicd, the establishment of

the ncw company presents a very attractive

illllit‘ill'illli't‘. and a good business in second

hand cars is being done.

When one Chauffeur is Happy.

It now appears that it is a Peerless car

which Police Commissioner Greene has been

using for his weekly peering excursions to

police stations and Ralnes law hotels. The

car is one of the 1903, two-cylinder m.dels,

with a green tonneau body and, as has been

published, it has acquitted itself creditably

so far as speeding goes. It is a great 0p

portunlty for an automobile concern to

show the efficiency of its car when it has

the Commissioner of Police for a passenger,

and a perfect picnic for the chauffeur in

charge, who can then “let her flicker"

without fear of police interference. The car

used by the police commisisoner is hired in

in the ordinary way at the Banker Brothers'

“palace,” at 141 West Thirty-eighth street,

and the chauiTenr who operates it always

makes it a point to get the commissioner or

the accompanying inspector on the front

seat, where he will be in plain view. Thus

guarded the chauffer is only too happy

when the commissioner admits being in a

hurry. for he is then delighted to get up

speed and take the chances of arrest.

 

Carried Four up Fort Lee.

Of the numerous hills that uprear their

heads in the vicinity of New York none is

more famous than that at Fort Lee, on the

New Jersey side of the Hudson River, oppo

site One Hundred and Twenty Fifth street.

Long, steep and with a surface none too

good, it is calculated to test the power of

any car, and has in the past been a favorite

trying out ground.

During show week particularly it is visited

by operators who wish to prove the hill

climbing ability of their cars. Many succeed

in ascending it, but not a few fail ignomini

ously.

By conquering it with ease the Cadillac

last week made good its claim to efficiency,

and may be said to have made its Eastern

debut in an impressive fashion. On Satur

day last a Cadillac, with tonneau body and

laden with four passengers averaging 177»

pounds, was sent up the hill without a falter.

The occupants were J. F. Cutting, of the

Cadillac Co., of New York; two prospective

customers and a chauffeur.

 

How the French Creeps in.

“Defense dc. t’umer” is the sign that en

counters the eye at the Barry & Hayes estab

lishment and other stores where French

workmen are employed. On the same wall

is the English version or the warning or

command, "No smoking." There are few

visitors to thc garage who do not understand

one or the other admonition.

 

Cadillacs in New .YOIK.

The report that John Wanamaker would

handle the Cadillac gasolene cars at his two

stores proves to be only half true. It is the

Philadelphia establishment only that will

do so. In this city the Cadillac 00., of New

York. has secured the agency, and will sell

thev car at its new store, No. 151 West Thir

ly~ciglh street. '
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PAINTING THE CAR

Not Such a Simple Task as it may Seem — The

Care and Materials Necessary.

“Ability to determine what is really good

economy is an important part of the carriage

palnter's trade. Good economy dictates the

purchase and use of the best brushes to be

had. The best costs but a comparatively

small advance over the poorer sort, and bet

ter and faster work can always be accom

plished with the good tool. Besides, the best

furnishes a greater term of service." says

The Hub. '

“Pitting of varnish not infrequently comes

from varnishing over a surface of color not

quite dry. Better postpone varnishing until

the color is absolutely dry and thus escape

the pitting deviltry.

"The premature display of fire checks upon

the finished surface can with accuracy be at

tributed, generally speaking, to coating up a

surface too rapidly and not giving each coat

of paint or color adequate time to dry. Fire

checks may be drowned out with a fresh ap

plication of varnish, but in due time they

may be expected to reassert their presence.

“A few years ago much was heard of the

eggshell gloss coat, but the deceptive nature

of these coats has been freely demonstrated,

with the result that the eggshell gloss has inI

the main been severely let alone. In the

economy of the modern system of quick

painting the eggshell gloss has no place. It

is the cause of surface disorders in plenty.

“A handsome belt panel color for a light

delivery wagon is deep buiI. Gold or alumi

num letters and ornamental effects on this

color, with red or green shadings, yield dig

nified and aristocratic conception in color.

Deep bufl is made of white, yellow and red,

the depth of the bud? being regulated by the

greater or less proportion of yellow and red

used.

“The velvet or Wool sponge that has a fine.

soft. fleecy texture, but withal tough and

leathery in its fibre, is the only economical

sponge, regardless of the cost, for the aver

age painter to buy.

_“Even to-day the paint shop visitor does

not need to go way back to find the pig

trough style of brush holder. into which paint

and color brushes, including camel’s hair

brushes, are thrust indiscriminately. This

way of keeping brushes ought to be obsolete’

and, as a matter of fact. is obsolete in the

up to date shop. All brushes should be hung

upon wire_ supports and kept in dust proof

compartments. ‘

"The leading factory finishers invariably

strain their varnish before using, and if

these experts find the practice conducive to

the best results the jobbing shop painter

may well accept it as a good one to follow.

Stralning the varnish before using is an im

portant safeguard.

“For use upon an old vehicle, such as often

rumbles into the paint shop during the

spring months, with gaping checks about

the hubs and felloes, etc., a putty that dries

hard, but remains elastic and grips fast

with bulldog tenacity, is made of four parts

whiting, one part dry white lead and one

fourth part litharge, these pigments being

mixed to an easy handling consistency with

boiled linseed oil.

"When sponges and chamois skins are used

they should be washed out in soap and water

and then carefully rinsed in clean water

until all traces of the soap are removed.

Then dry out gradually and naturally. If

dried too quickly by stove or steam heat the

skin gets harsh and breaks easily. The old

witchcraft notion that washing sponges and

chamois skins in soap and water is danger

ous has been buried as securer as Captain

Kidd’s treasures.

"The party who shakes varnish before

using—and you will find them quite numer

ous—deserves a like treatment. Never shake

varnish. Take it from the can in a normal

condition. Use it in a common sense way.

Give it a chance.

“A good glazing putty may be made of

white keg lead thickened with coach japan.

seven parts, and hard drying finishing var

nish, one part, the mass then being thinned

to the proper consistency with turpentine.

“The natural pumice stone, or lava, the

product of the untamed volcano, is no longer

largely used in surfacing carriage work. The

composition rubbing stone, uniform in text

ure. less easily chipped or broken, and su

perior in other ways, has taken its place.

The composition stone rubs to a very fine

surface, and that economically.

“The real worth of a glazing cover de

pends to a large extent upon the quality of

the ground over which it is used. A perfect

ground provides for a perfect glaze coat,

other things being equal, and an imperfect

ground invites a disordered glaze coat.

“The bulging of putty, so-called, put upon

a plain basis of fact, is not due to any erup

tive tendency of the pigment. Unseasoned

wood causes putty to mis-shape itself after

being placed in position. Moisture working

below the putty ejects the pigment from its

place and leads to the misapprehension that

putty swells. Properly mixed, putty does

not swell.

“Insufficient ventilation has ruined many

a painter-“s health and caused a multitude of

paint and varnish surfaces to go wrong.

Ventilate, if it has to be done, by raising or

lowering the windows. In the paint shop

fresh, pure air is as necessary as paint or a

painter.

"Never allow sponges and chamois skins

to remain immersed in water when not in

use. Dry them out and lay them away in a

dust proof receptacle. Rancid and dirty slmp

accumulations, if allowed to settle upon the

sponge and chamois equipment, work a quick

and permanent injury to it.

Cheap. inferior rubbing varnish is a snare

and a stumbling block to the painter who

sincerely desires to make his work both

comely and durable. A strictly fine. reliable

rubbing varnish, regardless of the price. is

in the end the most economical. ‘

“The ring cracks on carriage running parts

so common in this ‘paint your buggy while

you wait’ age are due, as a rule, to crowd

ing one coat of paint upon another before

the ilrst is properly dry. Lead coats should

be dry from top to bottom, otherwise the

whole paint structure is menaced.

“in the clean paint shop the workmen can

accomplish better and quicker results than

in the dirty one, with less loss of enerzy ard

avoirdupols. Why not clean the shop out at

least every other day, and thereby make

more money and live longer? Think it over

and resolve to hereafter keep the shop a lit

tle cleaner.

“Only light reds and light wine colors look

well striped with aluminum. The dark

shades of red and wine color appear to

bleach the aluminum until it looks like white

paint, whereas the light shades reflect the.

aluminum at its true color and lustre.

“To eliminate the verdigris property from

gold bronze and thus render it less suscept

ible to change from the action of atmospheric

elements or to the ordinary flow of varnish

mix the bronze in benzine and stand cicl'

night. The verdlgris will work to the. top

of the mixture, and can be poured ofi’.

“It is advisable to grease the new pet cn

and lay it aside for a time before using. The

grease softens the hair. increases its clas

ticity and gives the pencil 'hang' and ‘pcise.’

To straighten 'kinked' or frizzly pencils heat

a piece of tin, run grease over it and then

work the crippled pencil in this. It will

straighten a badly kinked pencil or brush.

“The purchasing painter should own a

hydrometer, if only to expose the shifty sell

of adulteration. The turpentine that rel!

isters above 31% degrees or below 30% de

grees is unmistakably adulteratcd and should

be rejected. A Baume hydrometer registers

pure turpentine at 31 degrees.

  

SWEET lNNOOENCE.

Automoblllst (with his eye-pro

tectors on): " Why do you wish to

give me a penny, my child? "

Unsophlstlcated Child: " lron‘

you blind, than ? "
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SWEET ON STEAM

Lecture by Cornell Professor Brings Out later

esting Points—Why Boilers Don't Explode.

(in Tuesday night the members of the,

Automobile Club of

to listen to a lecture by Professor John E.

“Steam

America were invited

Sweet, ot' (‘ornell I'niversity. on

Power for Automobiles." Professor Sweet

said that he was not prepared for a lecture

and he gave a detailed account of the build

ing of an engine after designs of his own,

It was an interesting recital. for the engine

was a novel one in being devoid of packing

boxes and having a far lesser number of

working joints than most engines, It was

one that developed 10 horsepower and had

two cylinders. o'ne high and one low pres

sure. set at right angles. He expressed it

as his opinion that there was no economy in

small compound engines. in none much less

than 100 horsepower.

President Shattuck presided at the meet

ing. and he inaugurated the discussion by

telling of his experience with one of the

first Serpollet motor cars. eight or nine

years ago. He said that Serpolict heated

his boiler until the tubes were a cherry red.

then said: “Now I am going to pmnp water

into it and- we will start. ("limb up on the

seat." Mr. Shattuck said that he had

always believed that pumping cold water

into a hot boiler would cause an explosion.

and he climbed on the seat and sat over that

boiler after saying a prayer. only because he

was not going to be outdone in courage by

a Frenchman. If Serpollet was going to

stand by during such a crazy proceeding, he.

would. However. no explosion occurred

and they rolled along merrily until it was

desired to stop. The stop was effected by

stopping the engine and putting on the

brake. The vehicle came to a halt after

slewing around in a complete circle. The

inventor said that was the usual thing.

A discussion concerning the liability of

steam boilers to explode and the danger

therefrom was entered into. and the ques'

tion was asked why the little Locotnobile

boilers never exploded. It developed that

tubular boilers of this type cannot be made

to explode. President Shattuck told of

watching an experiment made to prove this_

when a fltanley boiler was placed in one

cellar and watched from another cellar un

til it had been run up to 5 pressure of 1.50"

pounds. Then it was found that the tubes

had expanded until the steam had forced

its way out quietly and that was all. J. -\

Hill told of similar experiences and said

that instead of exploding boilers of this

type would yield at the ends of the tithing.

one tube after another giving way. until the

excess prrssurc had been relieved. the same

as through the slow working of a safety

valve. Allothcr member explained that this

peculiarity was largely due to the copper

shell of the boiler being heavily wound with

piano wire, so that. its power of resistance

was much greater than that of the boiler

tubes.

.i. A. Hill provoked roars of laughter sev

eral times by his droli way of narrating

personal experiences. He said once there

seemed to be an idea that there would not

be much harm done by the explosion of lit

tle boilers. He learned differently when

he was a boy. He. and a chum made a toy

steam engine of about "four louse power."

The boiler was an old copper tea kettle.

One day they thought it would be great fun

to explode the boiler. so they stopped up

last longer if used by automobiles only, and

not by horses. and they would 'be much

smoother and cleaner. This is a considera

tion that may be just enough to turn the

balance in favor of motor trucks. as

against horse-drawn vehicles."

In his preliminary remarks. before in

troducing Professor Sweet. Mr. Shattuck al

luded to the objm-tionable legislation being

attempted in New Jersey. and said that

members cf the .\. (‘. A. were in sympathy

with their New Jersey fellows in their op

position to the Scovill bill. and then referred

 

  

  

 

 

OLDSMOBXLING IN MEXICO.

 

the valve (spout) and put it in the furnace

of his father’s wheelwright shop when all

the hands were at dinner. The bellows

were worked by means of a pole from out

side the shop until the boiler exploded.

When it did so it blew the cinders about

so that all the windows were broken. Mr.

Hill says he ran, but his father saw him.

and after he had seen his father that night

he. changed his mind about the explosion

if a small boiler not being a serious thing.

All: Scarrltt—“There seems to be an idea

abroad that in the future steam will be

used for heavy tracking and gasoiene for

towing purposes. How do you think about

that, professor?"

Professor Sweet—“I guess that is about

right."

Mr. Hill—“Why do you think so?"

Professor Sweet—“I don’t know. You can

t'ti‘lll‘tfl a steam truck better than one with

a gasolene motor.”

Then the question was raised whether

motor vehicles ever would supplant horses

r: r general hauling work in cities. Pro

t'c~-sor Sweet said he thought they would.

not entirely, but to a large extent.

.\lr. Shattuck»“lf they do we have got to

have the. roads.

Professor .\‘\vcct»7“\\'ell, all roads would

’55—".—

to the vcxations of the automobilists with

the anti-automobiiists at Albany, who gen

erally come from Long island. He said

that the automobilists would draft amend

ments to the Cocks law. and that the antis

would then graft 0:: some oppressive clauses

of their own, which would start the argu‘

ment all over again. so that thus far noth

ing had been done. If the automobllists

could only keep up the argument until the

1st of Mav. he said. the legislature would

adjourn without anything having been done.

He was afraid. though. that the argument

could not be prolonged till then.

Being Built for Notttsc.

A new wonder worker in the way of a big.

high-powered car is being built in New York

(lity by N. W. Schlater, formerly with the

Automobile Co. of Yimerica. H. R. Nourse.

a dry goods merchant. is to be the owner of,

the car. which may be but the first of a new

line of production. It is to be of 60 rated

horse power. but capable of developing

ninety miles an hour. It has a four-cylinder

engine and many original features. It has

been in process of construction since Sep

tember, and is nearly completed.

 

\Vinton tori-ing cars will be handled in

Him. I\'. Y.. by the .\iiller-.\fundy (‘ar (‘0.

The concern expects to do a considrable busi

ness in this wcll known make.
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ADVENTURES ON THE ROAD

A. C. A. Members Tell oi Thrilling, Amusing

and lnstructive Experiences.

 

“Danger Points in Automobiling" was the

suggestive theme chosen for the “Tuesday

talk" of the Automobile Club of America

last week, and with President A. it. Shae

tuck in the chair, several of the members

contributed to the stock of information, use

ful and amusing, previously possessed con

cerning accidents on the road.

At first the talk revolved about the mis

haps due to punctured tires, especially those

on the front wheels, and several testified to

having been ditched or forced into a collision

by the car suddenly swerviug because of a

punctured front tire. President Shattuck

said that he had run for three miles, notic

ing a repeated bumping, before he discov

ered that it was due to a punctured front

tire. Mr. E. B. Galleher explained that the

bumping was due to the pulling in or the

breaking of the valve stem, and pointed out

that sudden, severe bumps caused in this

way were apt to cause a spring to break, for

which reason a flattened tire should be at

tended to at once.

George B. Adams said: "I have had one

accident. I was out with a customer, and

going along at a pretty good pace when he

asked to go faster. I let out a little, and

very soon we overturned and the car lay on

its side with two wheels up in the air. We

were thrown out, but not hurt. I do not

vknow whether the wheels struck something

or whether the spill was due to skidding, but

am inclined to the latter belief."

Mr. Shattuck—“Wheu it is slippery enough

for a car to skid the car is not apt to over

turn unless you strike suddenly a dry spot

while the wheels are skidding; then if you

are going fast you are apt to have a bad

time. When a car is skidding in one direc

tion it is natural to turn the steering lever

in that direction, and unless you are very

expert you will turn it too much and will

begin to skid in the opposite direction; then

the impulse is to turn back again, and this

is apt to cause an upset." President Shat

tuek then told about his experiences with

street Cleaning Commissioner Woodbury on

a cold, frosty morning last fall, when he

ran his car over the wet asphalt and made

the Commissioner gasp by showing him how

it would skid.

This brought up the matter of street

sprinkling, and the question was asked what

was to be done about the matter. One mem

ber, who seemed to be familiar with the

Board of Aldermen, told about the Mayor’s

disapproval of the Marks ordinance, and said

that a bill would probably be passed making

some arrangement with the present sprink

ling association for one year, but under the

supervision of the Street Cleaening Depart

ment. This member then added:

“I understand that the vote on‘ the Marks

ordinance by the alder-men was prearranged,

with the understanding that the Mayor

would veto it.”

J. A. Hill complained that he had experi

enced narrow escapes because of carriages

and wagons on country roads not showing a

light in the rear. A general discussion on

this subject ensued, and it was agreed that

there' should be a State law compelling all

vehicles to show red lights behind.

James MacNaughtan said that most of his

troubles had been experienced when attempt

ing to pass vehicles in the country going in

the same direction. He had also had some

hardships because of skidding when he was

using a Gasmobil'e with a heavy engine be

hind, and once he had a front tire punctured

in Fifth avenue and the car swerved so that

it ran into a team of horses. Then he told

of the following:

“Once I was approaching a buggy drawn

by a horse. In the buggy were two country

women and a big basket of eggs. They were

travelling in the same direction I was. I

was close up to them and about to turn out

and pass them, and I blew my horn. For

some unoccountable reason the horse sud

denly stopped stock still in the road. My

car struck the rear wheel of the buggy and

overturned it. The women and the basket

of eggs were pitched into the ditch in one

conglomerate mess, revealing a most re

markable color scheme. Fortunately the

women were not hurt at all, but the eggs

were beyond repair and the gowns of the

women and their faces were badly massed.

A pecuniary compensation settled matters

satisfactorily."

Some one asked about the accident in

which Charles Fair and his wife were killed

in France. Mr. C. J. Glidden, who went

past the scene of the accident soon after it,

said that a quarter of a mile from the fatal

spot there is a steep hill that has a danger

sign on it. Before that there are forty miles

of superb road. He saw deep rats in the

grass at the side of the road, which is kept

like a lawn. The rats were six or seven

inches deep. From them he judged that Mr.

Fair had started to apply his brake on the

hill while rui'ining at high speed, that the

brake had set suddenly and the car had

swerved toward a big tree, as indicated by

the ruts. Mr. Fair had then evidently

turned to avoid the tree and had turned sud

denly. The wheels sank into the soft sod

about ten inches and the car was over

turned. '1"he car, he said, did not hit the

tiee, although the passengers might have

done so. He knew nothing about any punct

ured or bursted tire.

Mr. Shattuck then said: “We all know

that it isn‘t safe to drive an automobile at

fifty or sixty miles on the road, and we know

that it is not safe to run at thirty miles an

hour unless the road is straight and broad

and smooth and we are familiar with it."

Mr. Adams then told of how on one occa

sion he had blown his born when he wanted

to pass a carriage and one of the women in

the mrriage had leaped out.

Mr. Shattuck told of an amusing experi

ence with a horse that ran away when he

was approaching, going in the same direc

tion. When he overtook the runaway he

had stopped and the man was standing in

the road gazing straight up at the sky. Mr.

Shattuck asked him what was the matter,

and he replied:

“\Vell, I guess I'm drunk. Say, have you

got any whiskey with you?”

Emerson Brooks told of a close shave he

had from a big smashup with a trolley car

while going across the Hackensack meadows.

His chauffeur was inclined to show 011, and

he ran full tilt toward an approaching trol

ley car until very close to it. Then, when

he attempted to turn out short, the wheels

skidded on the tracks and the car grazed his

shoulder so closely that his heart seemed to

stop beating,

E. E. Britton told how he mastered fright

ened horses which reared and plunged at the.

sight of his automobile and could not be

made to go ahead, turn or back up. He

stopped his car, got out, went to the horses

and picked up one foreleg of one and held it

up for a minute or two while pating him on

the neck. Then he let go the leg and pulled

the horse’s tongue out of his mouth while

continuing to pat. After treating the team

this way he had no liiflculty in taking the

bridles and making them do whatever he

wished. He explained that the horse's brain

could only conceive of one thing at a time,

and that it was necessary when.a horse is

frightened simply to give him something else _

to think about.

E. B. Galleher said: “In my opinion, the

danger of accidents is almost wholly a ques

tion of the operator. The speed cuts almost

no figure; it depeudsupon the man; it is the

personal equation that decides nine times

out of ten whether there will be an accident

or not. To illustrate this, I will relate my

experience with two difl'erent men who rep

resent each an extreme of the personal equa

tion. One of them is a man who was one

of the first in the automobile business in

this country. He is familiar with the oper

ation of every sort of car, and is the poorest

operator I know. He does not go fast, but

continually gets into all sorts of scrapes. If

there is a pocket of vehicles in the street

he gets into it. Trolley cars, carriages and

women are always getting into his way. He

is constantly having close shaves, and fre

quently accidents. Finally the concern he is

with has stopped him from taking out a car

because of the damage bills it has had to

pay. His fingers seem to be all thumbs, his

hands are both lefts, his feet are both ieits

and the lobes of his brain are both lefts. He

does not seem to see things quickly, nor to

think how to navigate nor to act. Mr. Brit

ton has been out with the man I mean, and

he knows how it is."

Mr. Britton—“It made me sick, positively."

Mr. Galleher—“The other man is Four

nier. I have ridden down Fifth avenue with

him at forty miles an hour. He is chatting,

smoking and looking at you and all about,
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and apparently not at the road; yet he gets

through every tangle. If there is a hole in

the traflic he finds it. If there is not he

goes straight {or a place that seems hope

lessly blocked, and behold! there is an open

ing by the time he reaches it. He seldom

slows up; he does not have close shaves, and

he does not have accidents. This is simply

knack. or intuition, as you choose to call it."

A Voice—“How about his accident with

the Long Island Railroad train?"

Mr. Galleher—“That was a case where a

wildcat engine bore down upon him without

warning. Fournier was probably going fast,

but there, again, his intuition showed itself

when, as quick as thought, he turned his car

up the track in the same direction that the

engine was going so as to run along ahead

of it it possible. That intuitive act saved

the lives of his passengers. The car was

struck in the rear. If it had been struck

broadside the story would have been differ

out."

Mr. Shattuck—“A better way would have

been to have approached the crossing slowly

and looked about _to see it there was any

train in sight. I never go over a railroad

crossing unless I can first look up and down

the tracks."

T0 corroborate Mr. Galleher‘s idea of the

personal equation E. E. Britton next told of

a thrilling experience he had one foggy even

ing coming in from Sea Cliff, Long island,

with his chai‘feur, Fred Walsh: “While run

ning along at a pretty lively pace we came

to a place where there were carriages 0n the

right hand side‘of the road. Suddenly Fred

Walsh shot way over to the left, ran into the

ditch. slipped the clutch and applied the

brake. “'hen the machine had stopped he

remarked: ‘I don’t know whether it was a

log or a man.’ I had not seen anything. We

went back a little distance in the fog and

found a drunken man lying in the road.

Both wheels on the right hand side of the car

had run over his hat and missed his head

by a few inches. I have the hat yet as a

souvenir. The incident illustrated that

quickness of perception, thought and action

which Mr. Galleher calls intuition. If Walsh,

when he saw what he could not tell whether

it was a log or a man in the road, had turned

six inches to the right we would have

crashed into the carriages and there would

have been a frightful accident. As it was,

he saw the man in the middle of the road

and the carriages on the right simultane

ously, and with the perception swung way

around inside the man and ran oh the road

to avoid him. Other men would have

avoided one danger by running into a

greater."

(1. .l. Glidden told some. details of his n0

table European tour, and recommended the

use of wooden blocks for chocks under the

wheels when a stop is made while climbing

a mountain. They are better than sprags, he

said.

Mr. Shattuck indorsed the idea of wedge

shaped wooden chocks, and said that he had

an idea for a contrlvance to be carried

along. connected with the axle and dropped

by means of chains behind the wheels with

out leaving the seat.

THAT AUTOMATIC IGNITER

After Being Forgotten it is Again Brought For

ward. “ Perfected,” it is Claimed

Not much has been heard of the electro

catalytic igniter of late. Considerable at

tention was given to it at the time of its

presentation to the public, in 1901, and since,

and on several different occasions, it has

been put forth in an alleged practical form,

But it never made any headway. Announce

ment is now made that an English concern,

  

H. M. Hobson, Ltd., is prepared to supply it
in a perfected form. v ‘

As its name implies, the electro-catalytic

igniter utilizes at the same time as electricity

the effects of catalysis offered by metals of

the platiuic series. Certain alloys of these

metals. such as iridium, rhodium, palladium,

osmium. ruthenium, etc., possess in a high

degree the catalytic power. The alloy which

enters into the composition of the electro

catalytic igniter is claimed to possess this

property of automatically igniting the gases

or explosion motors in the highest degree.

The igniter (Figs. 1 and 2) consists essen

  

tially of a body, B, Screwed outside of the

thread of the ordinary sparking plugs, with

an inside passage C, leading to a chamber ii

in which is fixed a coil K of a special alloy.

producing by-its intense incandesccnce the

ignition of the gases driven into the chamber

by the compression stroke of the motor. The

coil K is supported by the piece A screwcd

in the body or shoulder B. .\t E is a milled

nut, under which the wire d (Fig. 3), con

veying the electric current to the device. is

clmuped. The apparatus is entirely of metal,

porcelain being wholly excluded, so that

there is no tear of breakage.

The fitting of the apparatus is extremely

simple. it can be eh‘ected in a few seconds

in the following way: I, Screw the igniter

C in the place of the ordinary sparking plug;

2. fix, by means of a screw, within reach of

the driver, at the most convenient spot {or

operation the small rhcostat P (Fig. 30); 3,

place the small accumulator. or battery, G

in its usual place; 4, connect the terminal

A of the rheostat P to the igniter C by means

of an insulated wire d; 5, connect the termi

nal R of the rheostat I' to any one of the

terminals of the accunmlator G by means of

an insulated wire ll; ti, connect by means of

a third insulated wire f the remaining

terminal of the accumulator G to

earth by attaching it to any point of

the motor T. To start the otor with

the new ignition, after having care

fully regulated the carburation, the slide M

of the rheostat P is placed about midway be

tween A and R (advance retardation) and

the starting handle turned. If after a few

attempts the motor does not start, the slide

M is moved a little more toward A, and so

on. When the motor is started the advance

or retardation of the sparking is obtained

by shifting the slide of the rheostat P tow

ard A or R. After some time, when the

igniter is quite hot, if the carburation is

perfect, the electric current can be cut 03

by bringing the slide of the rheostat right

over to R. when the ignition will be etfected

autonntically simply by the catalytic eflect.

The advance of the sparking will also be

effected in this case by moving the slide of

the rheostat toward A. The motor is stopped

by suppressing the admission either by in

terrupting the carburation or opening the

compression valveLatter first cutting of! the

electric current by bringing the slide of the

rhcostat to R.

Among the advantages clah M1 for the

eleectrocataiytic igniter are to entire ab

sence of porcelain; (2) no trelr timer or induc

tion coil is necessary, and (1, advance and

retardation of the sparking wizalned instan

taneously. It the eiectro-cahaiytic igniter is

used on a motor cycle the adjusting rheostat

can, it necessary, be dispensed with; in its

place a simple switch is inserted, which may

be the ordinary switch handle or the handle

bar of the machine. In this case the speed

is adjusted either by varying the exhaust, ii!

the motor has such adjustment, or by vary

ing the cut off of the gas, or by slightly vary

ing the carburation.

Additional factory space is required by

the Century Motor Vehicle Co., Syracuse.

.\‘cvcral buildings are being examined with

a view to leasing if found suitable. A five

story building in the vicinity of the present

factory is sought.

Dr. Auer von Welsbach, the inventor of

the incandescent gas burner, has devised a

m w storage battery, the novelty of which

lies in the use of cerium salts.
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DISCOVERED ONCE MORE

"First Steam Automobile " Again Crops up

Surrounded by an Interesting Story.

From Lowell, Mass, comes a wonderful

tale of the “first steam automobile ever

built." Its history is, if the chronicler is

to be believed, an interesting one, the story

of its wanderings over the length and

breadth of New England, made to do

"stunts" at village fairs for yokels who

gaped at it in amazement, a fascinating one.

It made fortunes for its ownersenot its in

ventor, however. He was the traditional in

ventor, unhonored, unwept and, until now,

unsung.

“When was the first automobile built?”

asked the reporter of the Lowell Sun of

James Roberts. ,

“In 1865," quickly replied Roberts. “We

called it a steam wagon," he continued, “but

it was built on pretty nearly the same prin

ciple as the automobile. A fellow by the

name of Roper built it. He lived in Rox

bury, and he was a genius.

“I suppose I could tell you enough about

that wagon to fill a book. I haven't seen it

for a long time, but I know it is stored

somewhere in Howard street in this city.”

Roberts went on to describe how the wagon

was constructed, and when he came to tell

about the steam it carried he chuckled. “The

outsider never could tell how much steam

we had on. The indicator didn‘t tell the

truth. The men who owned it wanted it to

lie, and it did. When it registered fifty

pounds we had 100 on, and we could raise it

to 150.

"I don't suppose there ever was anything

invented that made more money than Roper's

steam wagon. I handled it for about a year,

I think. I made a mile in Poughkcepsie,

N. Y., in 2 minutes and 20 seconds, and a

little later I cut the record to 2 minutes and

12 seconds.

“I ran the steam wagon from Boston to

Springfield in 1865. We gave an exhibition

there and at New Britain, New Haven and in

different parts of New York State. We went

to Saratoga, and while there I took General

Grant twice around the track. We led the

Spaulding & Rogers circus for six weeks,

and we took in cattle fairs and everything

else in the West and Canada.

“I had great fun while we were with the

circus. We used to parade in every city and

town. We took the lead with the steam

wagon and the elephants followed. I have

seen people in various towns and cities so

scared of the wagon that they would run

away from it. -

“The money that the wagon made at fairs

and such places was as nothing compared to

the money that the four slick articles who

owned it made on the side. I know that

one of them made $30,000 in one day. I

drove it in some of the races that the four

men had fixed and on which they had money

bet.

“I tell you that wagon was a gold mine.

All of the four men who owned it made fort

unes. They weren’t on the level, and the

man who stacked up against them with a

horse or anything else was sure to get the

worst of it. The men that owned it were

betting on the outside, and people didn’t

know who they were. They didn‘t care

whether they bet on the wagon or the horse.

It was all the same to them. The driver had

instructions, and he was supposed to know

his business.

“Charcoal was the fuel used, but we also

used campbene. One tire would carry the

wagon about three miles. I remember once

in Hudson, N. Y., there was a man bet me

$50 that I couldn’t carryghim up the hill to

the Mansion House. I carried him there in

double quick time and he paid me the $50.

He said it was the fastest uphill ride he ever

had in his life. .

“Of course," said Roberts,-“you under

stand that I was under contract to drive the

machine as the owners ordered. I obeyed

orders without asking. why, although in

some places I understood the game that was

being played, but I had to keep to my con

tract.

“There are a thousand little incidents that

. I might tell you about the fun we had with

that wagon. As to the character of the own

ers, I don't know as I would care to tell all

I know about them. There's one story, how

ever. that I think you ought to hear. In

some place in New York, I’m not sure just

where, a horse with a record of 2:26 was

matched to race the wagon. His owner be

lieved that he could make a mile ln-2:20.

He was a fast horse for those days, and if

everything had been on the square he would

have won the race. The wagon men tried

to put their money on the horse, but the out

siders wanted to bet the same way. The

four men then turned around, took all the

horse money in sight—several thousand dol

lars, I don’t know just how many—and then

they issued their instructions to the driver.

“The start was made, and in spite of all

he could do the driver of the wagon could

not get away from the horse. The fellow

in the suiky did not try at any time to pass

the wagon. It was serving him as a pacer,

and the driver of the wagon the last time

around realized that he would have to re

sort to strategy if he would win the race

and save the management's money. The

wagon refused to duplicate the speed it

made on two other occasions. Before the

home stretch was reached the follow on the

wagon took two balls of twine saturated

with camphcne from a box near his seat,

and threw them, unnoticed, into the firebox.

Up from the firebox came a sheet of flame.

It shot into the air about ten feet and

frightened the horse out of a seven years“

growth. He went into the air and was act

ing like a bucking bronco when the Steam

wagon went under the wire."

In reply to a question as to how exten

sively the wagon was advertised Mr. Rob

erts produced the following circular, which

he said went the rounds of the newspapers

and was also liberally displayed, poster fash

ion, throughout the various cities that were

visited:

“No more use for horses! The world out

done! The days of slow coaches numbered.

The family steam carriage, the only vehicle

of the kind in the world. This wonderful tri

umph of science, which is unrivalled for

cheapness and durability, has attained the

speed of forty miles an hour upon an ordi—

nary road, and when tried upon the track

of a horse railroad has reached the astonish

ing rate of one mile per minute. From ex

periments undertaken by some of the most

scientific men in this country and Europe,

who are unanimous in pronouncing it the

greatest invention of the age, it has been

ascertained that it will run for twenty-five

miles upon a single peek of coal, thereby ren

dering the expense less than one cent a mile.

It can be managed by a single person, and,

as will be evident to every one who witnesses

its performance, it is destined to supersede

entirely every vehicle of conveyance now in

use. It weighs 550 pounds, which renders

it as easy of management as an ordinary car

riage.

“The proprietor of this wonderful work of

genius, in compliance with general desire,

has consented to offer it for public inspec

tion, and will exhibit it for a short time

only at —."

Caught the Horsemen in the Act.

About two dozen automobilists assembled

on the road near Seacliff, Long Island on Lin

coln’s Birthday to watch the races of the

Long Island Light Harness Association, held

on a measured course on the highway of

Seacliff avenue. It is said that some mem~

bers of the Automobile Club of America

were among the number, but this is not

known to be true.

It was the declared intention of the auto

mobillsts to prosecute the horsemen for ex

ceeding the speed limit specified in the

Cocks law. During tne races snapshots

were taken, and after the races the course

was measured. The horsemen at the races

are said to have been among the most per

sistent opponents of the automobilists, and

the latter said that turn about is fair play.

 

 

Price of Second-Hands in Paris.

Some idea of the prevailing prices in Paris

for second-hand cars can be obtained from

the following list of such cars offered for

sale: A 30 horsepower Mercedes, as good as

new, 38,000fr.; a 60 horsepower Mors racing

machine, 38,000fr.; a 16 horsepower five-seat '

Mors, 12,000fr.; a ten horsepower Panhard

tonneau, 11,000fr.; a 16 horsepower Delahaye

tonneau, 9,000fr.; a 12 horsepower Darracq

tonneau, 7,000fr.; a 6 horsepower Panhard

tonneau, 5,500fr.;' an electric brougham

(new), 5,500fr.; a Columbia electric carriage,

4,000fr.; a Mors, four seats, 6 horsepower,

1,000fr.; and a 455 horsepower Delahaye spi

der, SOOfr.
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Noiseless One, Two, Four and Eight Cylinder Types. 3%, 4, 6, 8, I0, 12, 16, 20, 35, 60 H. . unabouts,

motore , touring cars, surreys, l: , bs, ommibusses, am'aulances, broughams,ra ' cars, ' ery vans,
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Look aliberal firm 1' spare parts nd ls. t the list. We invite inspection. duplicate parts in stock.

All cars sin ever control, suspension.

J. 3. BRANDES, 28 w3§§ifleivETvoRK

U. 5. Agent lor QUDELL & ('30., HIx-la-vehappelle.

TELEPHDNE, 2754 Madison. AGENTS WANTED EVERYWHERE.

Garage: The Motor Vehicle Repair 8: Storage ('30., l2l=l23 W. 3lst Street.
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Back Fiing In Induction Pipe.

Sometimes trouble Is experienced with

back firing in the induction pipe, flame being

seen to issue from any orifice between the

valve box and the carburetter.‘ This points

to imperfect closing of one or more induc

tion valves, due either to unequal wear of

the surface of the valve itself or the yalve

stem in the guide. Tne valve, with its seat

ing, should be withdrawn and examined. By

pressing with the fingers in an attempt to

rock the valve on its seating, wear of this

kind can be quickly detected. If the valve

itself is worn, the remedy is to grind it in

with very fine emery powder and oil. Fix

the valve upside down carefully in a vice,

the jaws of which are protected by leaden

sheets. having first dismounted the cap, cot

ter and valve spring. Smear the seating of

the valve with a little oil and emery. and

twist the same a quarter turn each way,

lifting the valve slightly out of its seat in

little jumps by pressing the forefinger of the

left hand against the end of the valve stem,

The pressure to allow this should be ad

justed between the finger of the left hand

pressing upward on the valve stem and

the pressure of the right hand on the butt

of the screwdriver used to twist the valve.

This serves to grind the valve and seating

down equally all round, and when the ground

surfaces show a clean and silvery appear

ance, and the valve feels perfectly solid in

its seat, the job will be sufficiently well

done. -
 

When the Fire is at Fault.

When a car using a flash type of boiler is

running badly and showing steam it is an in

dication that the fire is not in a good condi

tion; therefore, wet steam is being put

through the engine. This is much more ditfi

cuit to condense than the superheated steam

used when a fire is going properly. The

chief reason for the burner failing to give a

good fire is that the vaporizing tubes are not

cleaned often enough. As a result the car

bonic deposit from the oil accumulates to

such an extent that only a small quantity

of the. fuel is served to the barriers. Suffi

cient Beat, therefore. is not generated to

convert into steam the amount of water

delivered to the generator by pumps. if the

oil vaporizing tubes are kept clean and free,

the pump glands screwed up sufficiently

tight to prevent leakage, but not tight

enough to cause any undue friction on the

plungers, the car will run at its best so far"

as the generator and its attendant parts are

concerned.
 

Factors in Hill ,Climbing.

it Is always well to remember that engine

etficiency alone does not insure hill climb

ing powers. The number of speed changes

provided is a very considerable factor. A

car with only two speeds, for example, must

take a hill either very slowly or at speed.

The. drop to the low speed is a considerable

one, as on It the speed will frequently get

down to four or even three miles an hour.

The extremes are not so great with a three

speed gear, while with one having four

speeds there is no great variation in the run

ning.

Even then. however, and especially with

cars having an abundance of power. the

driver likes to keep to the high speed at all

times. If he has to slow for traffic he will

throttle his engine in preference to shifting

to his third speed. Similarly, if a very steep

hill is encountered he will keep on the fourth

speed until the very last moment—until it

becomes apparent that the engine will stop

unless it is given relief by means of the

change gear. _

(‘onsequently both the number of changes

and the ratio of the gearing have to be taken

into account, along with the engine power, in

determining whether or not a car Is a good

hill climber and whether the engine is de

livering the full power. Many autoists neg

lect to take these factors into account.

 

Accumulating Impedimenta.

Between the desire to be prepared for prac

tically any mishap that may occur on the

road, and an indispositlon to carry too much

in the way of repair impedimenta, the aver

age autoist is puzzled to know how to fill

his tool box. Usually he keeps adding to it,

putting in a coil of wire, extra wrenches, a

lifting jack, etc., as the necessity for them

arises. until he gets such an accumulation

of odds and ends that some day he cleans

the whole thing out and starts In fresh. Then

he gets caught without some simple but

badly needed part, and resolves to start in

again. The matter is one that is worth at

tention, and the careful autoist is beginning

to recognize the fact.

 

Awards for Timing Apparala.

Awards have been made by the Automobile

Club of France as a result of a trial of au

tomobile timing apparatuses on the Dourdan

route. The first prize of 600 francs ($120)

was given for a Morse system and 400 francs

($80) fora Stralsec system. The Morse sys

tem will probably be officially adopted for

short distances. Its main features are those

of a chronometer and ribbon, like u Morse

telegraph, and a needle, which marks the

‘time in fifths of seconds.

When Compression Is Poor.

Compression is never very good when

tested immediately after the exhaust valve

is ground in. when the engine is cold. It is

only after the engine has run for a time

and the valve and seating have grown hot

that they become thoroughly adapted to one

another. and the compression is appreciably

improved.

 

The Captain's Coming Glory!

“it is understood that Captain (7. A. Roby

will become a votary of the ‘gasolene chuck,

chm-k.‘ before the autumnal red again blazes

on the maple hillsides," says the Nashua

(N. H.) Telegram.

 

H. B. SHATTUBK

8:. SUN,

BOSTON, MASS.

Distributors of

Oldsmobile,

Packard,

Auiccar,

Searchmcnt

WE HAVE BONSTANTLY 0N HAND

BHOIGE BARGAINS

IN SECOND-HAND MACHINES

A full line of standard Frencn

and American accessories

carried in stock.

 

STATE YUUR REQUIREMENTS. WE CAN

MEET THEM, IF ANYBIIDY CAN.
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"Man," not Muster. Guilty.

Honors are with W. K. Vanderbilt, Jr., in

the appeal from the sentence by default

which was imposed on him in Paris for

excessive speeding last summer. He has es

tablished an alibi, and now the prosecution

seeks to shift its case from Vanderbilt to

his chauffeur, Coubac by name.

Coubac testified that Vanderbilt was not

in the automobile, whose only occupants

were the Duke of Marlborough and him

self. An affidavit of the Duke of Marlbor

ough to the same effect, taken before the

French consul in London, was also intro

duced.

An amusing scene occurred when Conbac

finished his testimony. The justice said

that, in view of the evidence, it seemed

proper that the chauffeur should he brought

before the court as the accused man, in

stead of as a witness, and he asked Coubac

if he wished to change places with Mr. Van

derbilt, so that the two days’ sentence

standing against Mr. Vanderbilt could be

transferred to him. Conbac protested en

ergetically against the judge's suggestion,

declaring he had come before the court as a

witness and not as an accused person. But

the judge insisted upon the transfer, wheres

upon Maitre Louis Binoche, counsel for Mr.

Vanderbilt, also interposed a strong pro

test.

“I insist,” he said. “that there be a definite

decision whether my client is guilty or not

guilty. I am opposed to any transferrence

of the sentence.” ,

The judge then announced the adjourn

ment of the case until March 18, saying

that Coubac would be cited then, not as a

witness. but as the accused person.

l‘low Charley Paid his Hotel Bill.

M. Louis Charley, the redoubtable agent

for Mercedes cars, paid his visit to America

this year with many misgivings. He was

doubtful how much would be remembered

of his dealings when he was here two years

previous. When he left it was in a flurry

of excitement that was ludicrous.

He gave up his room at the Manhattan

Hotel about half an hour before the time

his steamer was to sail. A cab was waiting

for him at the door and in settlement of his

bill, which was about $100, he tendered a

$500 bill. The hotel clerk could not change

it, and said so as he reached forward and

took hold of it. Hearing this M. Charley

lightened his grip on the bill and the pair

stood, each having hold of one end of the

bill. Charley was frantic with fear of losing

his steamer. He would not allow the bill

to be taken from him to be sent out and

changed. He insisted on a clerk being sent

to the steamer with him, where change

could be had from the parser. They reached

the dock as the signal was given for the

gang planks to be hauled down and rushed

aboard. Change was obtained from the

parser. the clerk was paid the amount of the

bill and the steamer was delayed several

minutes after her time in order to let the

clerk get ashore again.

Cleveland Elects Officers.

At the annual meeting of the Cleveland

(0.) Automobile Club, held last week, the

acquisition of a clubhouse was given consid

eration, but no definite steps were taken.

After an elaborate dinner at the Hollenden

the election of officers to serve during 1903

took place, as follows: E. Schriver Reese.

president; Fred. 'I". Sholes, vice-president;

George Collister, secretary; Windsor T.

White, treasurer. These, with Walter C.

Baker, Charles Shanks, John H. Brown, E.

'1‘. Book and Walter S. Root constitute the

directors.

Dayton Decide: on Race Meet.

Dayton, Ohio, is the first city to come for

ward with the definite announcement of a

race meet. The Dayton Automobile Club

held a meeting last week and took the pre

liminary steps. A committee was appointed

to make the necessary arrangements, and

was given full power to act. This commit

tee consists 01 Earl Kiser, Dr. C. A. Bonner,

George Peckbnni. E. E. Euchenhofer and

George Andress. The races will probably

be given on May 30.

One Benefit of Club Membership.

Arrangements for a club station have

been made with the Columbia automobile

garage, corner of Pine and Garnet streets,

Providence, R. 1., which will be the otiicial

station of the Rhode Island Automobile Club.

Members will have the use of the garage and

the free storage of their carriages for twen

ty-four hours or any part thereof.

 

 

CLEVELAND, OIIIO.

 

You’ll have no trouble with your

automobile if you buy

The GENERAL
  

FOR ALI. SEASONS.

A gasolene runabout with an 8 h. p. engine.

Clean and noiseless—durable and reliable.

Satisfaciory service on any road.

PRICE, 81-)00.

\MICN'I'S IN ALL PRINCIPAL CITIES,

The General Automobile & Mfg. Co.
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Automobiles
AND OTHER WORK.

We are prepared to make estimates from drawings or models

and guarantee first-class work.

CARRIAGE

HARDWARE

Special [er65 Forgings

THE M. SEWAIIII & SUN 00.
NEW HAVEN. CONN.

IANUFACYUIIIR' 0"

FOR

  

 

 

 

 

  

Converter for Charging Automobile Batteries from

Alternating Current.

‘ nElonI-PaikorEleoirioGo.
CLEVELAND, OHIO,

Manufacturers

of

Electrical

Maohioorv
*_
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TllE SHELBY MOTOR OAR OO.

SHELBY, OHIO.

IANUFACTURZR. OF

GASOLENE ii] AND 20 H. P. BARS.

 

l

OUR MOTOR. Two PISTONS in one CYLINDER; takes charge

in the center, forcing both pistons in an outward direction, reducing vi

bration to a minimum. Over 403,1 better efficiency than in a single act

ing motor.

This is only one of the many superior points found in the SHELBY

CARS. For further particulars,

Address Department " F"

THE SHELBY MOTOR CAR CO.,

SHELBY, OHIO.
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5 Show have all been features of the Haynes-Apperson Car for years.
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THE HAYNES-APPERSON
ls unique. It is its own type. It has proved the best

tor Amerlcnn roads, better than foreign types—better

than the so-called UAmerican type" of motor car. It

is the oldest make in America—one of the oldest in

the world-the most thoroughly developed.

 

  

It is interesting to note that the 1903 "Improvements" of the Paris

()ur throttle control and sparker with magneto is superior today to the

best foreign practice; also our band clutch, free from end~thrust.

We have issued (in addition to our regular catalogue) an interesting booklet that tells

why it is the best. Shall we put you down for one? You will greatly oblige us by nam

ing THE Mo'run WORLD when you write. Catalogue free, too.

Runabout, $1200; Phaeton, $1500; Surrey,$1800. i

TONNEAU—READY BY SPRlNG—PARTICULARS LATER.

“Eastern representatives, Brooklyn, Automobile Co., 1239-4l-43 Fulton Street,

Brooklyn, N. Y. New York Location to be announced later."

HAYNES-APPERSON CO., Kokomo. Ind., U.S. A;
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GOLO

MEDALS

That is the

Record

for Absolute

Rellahlllty

_ ., r Established

. ’ ” ill the

It has won the Highest Position of Honor in all those loading contests.

400 Miles—New York-Rochester.

100 Miles—Long Island non-stop. IOO Miles—A. C. A. non-stop.

IOO Miles—Chicago non stop. 500 Miles—N. Y.-Boston-N. Y.

$2,500.00.

WRITE FOR NEW CATALOG.

PACKARD MOTOR CAR COMPANY

WARREN, ol-uo.

NEW YORK, EASTERN DEPARTMENT, 317 W. 59th St.

PHILADELPHIA, Wm. F. Rudolph. 30: N. liroatl St.

BOSTON, Hv H. Shattuck & Son. 230 Columbus Ave.

CHICAGO, Pardce & CO., I404 Michigan Boulevard.

LOS ANGELES, Norman \V. Church, 439 S. Main St.

SAN FRANCISCO, H. ii. Launlere, 1814 Market bt.

 

YOU
have no idea how much good there is in an

AMERICAN GASOLENE a

” AUTOMOBILE 

Why not look into the matter, and get the most

solid comfort possible at a minimum cost? You wont

regret it. The best material money can buyr goes into

the construction of this GUARANTEED SUCCESS.

You will be interested in terms to agents. Write

for catalogue. ‘

Tm: AMERICAN Moron CARRIAGE. (30.,

Sli-SZO East Prospect Street, CLEVELAND, OlllO.

DISTRIBUTORS:

PARDEE 8t CO . 1404-1406 Michigan Boulevard, Chicago, lll.

STANDARD AUTOMOBILE CO., 136 West 38th St., New York City.

DRlSKO. SNOW & ROSS, lNC., 43 Columbus Ave. Boston. Mass.

WM. 1". RUDOLPH, 302 North Broad St. Philadelphia, Pa.

H. B. LARZELERE, 18:4 Market St., San Francisco, Cal.
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Cleanliness is Next to Godliness

APPLIES WITH AS MUCH FORCE TO THE CONDI

.TION OF THE TOOL BOX AS TO

ANYTHING ELSE.

Our Nickel-plated, “Copperized” and Nickel-plated auto

mobile oilers don’t leak or permit the oil to ooze out, are

compact and shaped so that they reach every oil hole in the car;

can be carried conveniently and are altogether indispensable to

every automobilist. Incidentally one of them will carry gasolene

enough to run a vehicle about ten miles.

  

 

Lamps and Engineers' Sets.

Drop Forging, Sheet Steel Stamping, Etc.

 

THE ...

American Tube & Stamping Co.,

Successors to WILMOT & HOBBS MFG. CO.,

BRIDGEPORT, CONN., U. S. A.

  

 
 

 

 

THE NEW

- KELLY GENERATOR

. for Steam Vehicles is a Trouble Saver.

No Steam Car is complete without one. Does away with drip

cups and all annoyances. Perfected in every way and always reliable.

Strongly made with all connections outside. l‘lasily adjusted.

No flaring or flashing in lighting, even in the strongest wind.

Main fire controlled at seat. Compact and neat in appearance and.

enclosed in aluminum case.

WWWHWWUWVWWVWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWW
  

 
 

  

ADAPTED

TO ANY

MACHINE

1s The New One-Piece Steel Tubular Burner

with entirely new casing. Has no gauze or holes in the bottom, the

air being taken in from the ends. Absolutely eliminates all danger of

fire under-lapping. As there are no air-tubes through the continuous

stop-tube the burner even it red-hot cannot back fire. One of the most

important improvements yet made. Thoroughly tested—as are all our

products. Write for circular.

  

WWWMHMMMHMMMWMMM

KELLY HANDLE BAR COMPANY, - Cleveland, Ohio.
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L

THE NEW

Darracq Car

1903 MODEL.

20 and 24 horse power.

Embraces every modern feature heralded from the

Paris Show.

4 Cylinders, Honeycomb Radiator.

Mechanical Operation of Valves.

Automatic Lubrication.

Noiscless and without Vibration.

Motor starting from seat.

Luxuriously Appointed.

Large Wheels, Enlarged Seating Capacity.

An Ideal Motor Car.

Will re‘ceivc first shipment about January 20, 1903

  

AGENTS FOR CLEVELAND ROADSTER.

AMERICAN DARRACO AUTOMOBILE CO.
CONTROLLED BY F. A. LA ROCHE conPANv.

652 HUDSON STREET, NEW YORK.

 

  

 

“IT STARTS FROM THE SEAT.”

THE

“STEVENS-DURYEA”

 

 

 

I N the selection of an auto

mobile one must look

'well into its merits. See if

I it is safe and reliable. as many

accidents are reported from

faulty construction. We have

demonstrated without adoubt

that our car is not surpassed

   

 

in its class for

Speed—Reliability—Hill Climbing.

It has a powerful 7-horse two cylinder opposed motor which has three

speeds and a reverse. all operated by the same lever. It runs without

NOISE or VIBRATION.

PRICE AT FACTORY, Sl200-OO.

l. STEVENS ARMS & TOOI. OOMPANY,
No. 690 Maln Street,

CHICOPEE FALLS, MASSACHUSETTS.

 

 

 

 

 
 

ETHE—

Largest Automobile Supply

House in America. '
  

SINGLE, No. 40.

TTi’TT
ASSORTED VALVF, STEMS.

  

ROD ENDS.

We handle the largest assortmrnt of Automobile Forgings to be found

in the U. S. A. We have found it necessary to make changes in our

catalog and same will be mailed as soon as issued, on request only.

CHARLES E. l‘llLLER.

Manufacturer, Jobber, Exporter and Importer,

97, 99, 101 Reade St., New York City.

 

 

 

 

   

  

 

'80....Ilonl0......Oono...‘...lon.......llI100...... "0...:

THE HOME OF RELIABLE CARS

9 o

BANKER BROS.CO 5.

i
Q

2

i
H

i

141-143 West 38lh SL, New YorK

Q—

.

LARGEST DEALERS IN AMERICA.

N0 expenmrnrs SOLD.

.

PITTSBURG, NEW YORK, PHILADELPHIA, g

Baum and Beatty Sts. |4r & :43 West 38th St. 62933 N. Broad St. =

50 \‘Vest 43:! St.

0

--.o................... we......p...............-".‘ ............ q
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Artillery Wheels.

We are now prepared to furnish these Hubm Ball-Bearing and Key-Seated, for Automobiles

weighing from 500 to 4,000 pounds.

Front Hubs are Ball-Bearing and are assembled on our well-known Steering Axles.

Rea: Hubs furnished with Ball-Bearings or KeySeated.

ALL RACES ARE GROUND 1N POSITION

IN HUBS. CONES AND CONE SEATS

ON SPINDLFS ARE GROUND TO GAUGE.

Hubs and Spindles are machined Right and Le“.

WRITE US REGARDING YOUR REQUIREMENTS.

THE AMERICAN BALL-BEARING COMPANY, 8132322.

RADIATORSandCONDENSERS HERE IT IS 3

for Gasolene Cars. for Steamers.

OUR FAC'L'T'ES The Hoffman Four ~:

and experience are such that ‘

we can produce high grade

radiators and condensers at Motor . . .

prices that please. We’ll be . . . .

pleased to submit quotations.

  

 

 
 

  

PRleE, $550.00. r; #

Whitlock Coil Pipe (10- H. L. HOFFMAN MOTOR ('39.,

HARTFORD' com '30 West Randolph St., enleaeo, ILL.

  

 

  

 

 

CRESTMOBIL METEOR AND READING

" STEAMERS

proved a revelation at the New York Show.

  

They are new all over, embodying everything the ordinary steam

- car has lacked. Built on latest approved gasolene car lines,

boiler in front and horizontal engine. Tonneaus and runabouts.

We have been handling agency systems for years and know

how to treat good. live agents. Send for our proposition.

l'lETEOR ENGINEERING CO.,

caesr MANUFACTURING 00., Cambridge, Mass. Reading, Pa

SCHRADER UNIVERSAL VALVE,
(Trademark Registered April 30, l895.>

Simple and Absolutely Air Tight.

Made in four lengths as shown, and supplied to the

trade by all tire manufacturers.

 

  

 

  

F—l;

AI
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Thc Week‘s Patents.

720,326. Process of Preparing Storage

Battery Plates. Rufus N. Chamberlain, New

York, N. Y., assignor by mesne assignments,

to Gould Storage Battery Company, New

York. N. Y., a corporation of West Virginia.

Filed March 3, 1899. Serial No. 707,592.

(No model.)

Claim—‘1. The process of treating lead

storage battery plates to clean the same and

provide them with a roughened or pitted sur

face which consists in cleaning the plates

by exposing them successiveiyto electro

lytic action as anodes in a solutioncapable

of dissolving lead, thereby cleaning and

roughening the plates and producing a solu

tion of lead, redepositing the dissolved lead

on a cathode, and removing said anod plates

when properly cleansed and roughened and

forming them substantially as set forth.

720,343. Compound Expanding Fluid En

gine. Frank Goodfellow, George Goodfel

low and Robert Goodfeliow, Hyde, England.

Filed July 14, 1902. Serial No. 115,511. (No

model.)

Claim—1. In a single acting expansive en

gine, the combination of two equal low pres

sure cylinders, a high pressure cylinder be

tween the latter cylinders, pistons in the

cylinders, connecting rods connected thereto,

a shaft, cranks on the shaft connected re

spectively to said connecting rods, the two

cranks connected to the low pressure pis

tons being in line and shorter than the crank

for the high pressure piston, whose crank is

placed at an angle of 135 degrees relatively

to the other two cranks, and means for dis

tributing live steam to the high pressure

cylinders, and exhaust steam from the high

pressure to the low pressure cylinders.

720,361. Method of Regenerating Platinum

Contact Substances. Constantin Krauss and

Rudolph M. van Berneck, Hoichst-on-the

Main, Germany, assignors to Farbwerke,

vormais Meister, Lucius & Bruning. Hochst

on-the-Main, Germany, a corporation of Ger

many. Filed March 6, 1002. Serial No. 96,

922. (No model.)

Claim.—Tlie herein described process of

regenerating the platinum contact substance

employed in the lnannfacture of sulfuric

anhydrid. which consists in passing through

said platinum contact substance :1 mixture

of steam, purified pyrites burner gasses and

oxygen. until the resulting gases contain

no arsenic compounds, and then introducing

dried purified pyrites burner gases and oxy

gen into the contact substance until the same

attains its normal activity, substantially as

set forth.

£0,404. Controlling Gear for Motor Ve

hicles. John Q. Chase, Dayton, Ohio, a

signor to Will I. Ohmer, Dayton, Ohio. Filed

Sept. 30, 1901. Serial No. 77,004. (No

model.)

Claim—1. A controlling gear for motor

vehicles comprising a shaft, a pinion mount

ed to slide thereon and rotate therewith, a

disk across the face of which said shaft ex

tends, said disk having concentric rows of

female teeth and being movable toward and

from the pinion. and a lever fulcrumed to

move in planes at an angle to each other and

operativer connected with both disk and

pinion, the movements of the lever in one

plane controlling the movements of the disk

toward and from the pinion, and the move

ments of the lever in the other plane con

trolling the movements of the pinion across

the face of the disk, substantially as de

scribed. '

720,563. Storage battery system. Rufus N.

Chamberlain, Depew, N. Y., assignor to

Gould Storage Battery Company, New York,

N. Y., a corporation of West Virginia. Filed

Oct. 17, 1901. Serial No. 78,945. (No model.)

Claim—1. The combination with the stor

age battery, the end cells, the end-cell switch

and a circuit connected to the storage bat

tery through said switch, of a polarization

cell or cells connected between the two sides

of said end-cell switch and having a counter

electromotive force substantially equal to

the electromotive force of the end-cell sec

tions included between successive positions

of the switch, substantially as set forth.

720.577. Electric battery. Edwin R. Gill.

New York, N. Y., assignor to Invention De

veloping Company, a corporation of New

Jersey. l-‘iled June 26, 1900. Serial No.

211580111. (No model.)

Claim—1. In a test set, a retaining block

containing cavities opening at one surface

of the block. battery-cells in said cavities

projecting slightly beyond their orifices, and

means operating by spring tension for bold

ing said cells in place, substantially as de

scribed.

720,592. Electric battery. Milton M. Kohn,

Chicago, Ill. Filed July 31, 1895. Serial No.

557,661. (No model.)

Claim—'1. In an electric battery. the com

bination with a retaining vessel, positive

and negative elements, and an excitant

therein, of means for sealing said retaining

vessel. a valve 24 having passages 27, and

a threaded passage 26 communicating with

the passage 27 and with the atmosphere,

and a threaded plug fitted in the upper end

of said threaded passage, substantially as

described, and for the purpose specified.

720,639. Pneumatic tire. Francesco Toni,

London, England. Filed Sept. 8, 1902. Serial

No. 122,580. (No model.)

Claim—1. A pneumatic tire for heavy ve

hicle-wheels consisting of a tire-cover, of an

air-tube located within said cover, of en

larged flexible but incompressible rectangu-.

lad-shaped beads formed on the edges of

said cover, of a wood felly, of rectangular

rabbets formed in the outer edges of said

feily and adapted to receive the beads of

the tire-cover, of annular rings formed with

rectangular rabbets, one of said rings on

either side of the felly and engaging the

said felly and the outer side of the head on

the cover, of nutted bolts passing throngh

said rings and feilies for securing the rings

to the felly and of a flat annular plate per

manently fixed to the periphery of the wood

felly and having edges overhanging the

rabbets in said folly and engaging the en

larged beads of the cover, as set forth.

720,653. Electric battery. Vincent G. AD

ple, Dayton, Ohio. Filed June 3. 1901. Serial

No. 63,012. (No model.)

Claim—1. In an electric battery, the com

bination with a conducting containing-case,

of a vertical series of lateral bars joined to

the sides of said case constituting a sup

porting structure for active material, a series

of said structures in said case, and a series

of removable plates or grids in alternating

position with said bar structures, substan

tially as set forth.

720,713. Motor-vehicle. Charles A.

New York, N. Y. Filed Apr. 5, 1902.

No. 101,603. (No model.)

Claim—1. In a motor-vehicle, the combi

nation with a pair of pivoted-axles, a reach

pivoted to each axle, pairs of links con

nected to each axle at one end and pivoted

to a plate at the opposite end, and means

for moving the plate transversely of the axis

of the vehicle. whereby the angular inclina

tion of the axles as regards each other may

be altered.

720,752. Internal-combustion engine. (1011

stantine L. Straub, Perth Amboy, N. .1. Filed

Mar. 14, 1002. Serial No. 08,252. (No model.)

Claini.—1. The combination, in an internal

combustion engine. of two difierential cyl'

inders and pistons, having their lower. or

pump pistons, secured to their upper or

working pistons by means of open lch.

Lieb,

Serial

and provision made whereby, at every up
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ward stroke, the pump-pistons can charge

and compress into their respective pump

cylinders and working pistons a certain

amount of air, preparatory to forcing it into

the opposite working cylinder. through ports

which are uncovered by the downward

movement of their respective working pis

tons. at or near the end of their crank-stroke,

substantially as described and for the pur

pose. specified.

720.759. Explosive-engine. Henry W. 'l‘ut

tle, Philadelphia, Pa.. assiznor to John M.

Scott. Philadelphia, Pa. Filed May 2. 1902.

Serial No. 105,599. (No model.)

Claim—1. In an explosive-engine. a piston

adapted during its upstroke to compress the

gas or equivalent hydrocarbon in an induc

tion-chamber and during its downstroke to

compress fresh air in an air~c0mpressing

chamber and to feed the same to the base

of the explosion-chamber, combined with

means for regulating the amount of gas

entering the induction—chamber and the fresh

air entering the air-compressing chamber,

said means comprising a tubular rocking

valve and a spring-controlled puppet-valve

both adapted to control the entrance of the

charge to the lnductlon~chamber, and a vulva

adapted to control the amount of air enter

ing the air-compressing chamber and con

nected to one of the gas-induction valves for

simultaneous operation.

 RADIATORS, TANKS.

gMUFFLERS, FENDERS, Etc.

  

Briscoe Mfg. Co., Detroit, Mich.

Our Spark Coil

  

MANUFACTURED BY

Crescent Machine Co.

DETROIT, MICH.

 
 

  

THE FORG

Gasolene Burner.

Best and Most Effective

Burner Manufactured.

PETER FORO, Somerville, Mass.

CHAS. E. MILLER. Agent. New York.

A. L. DYKE Agent. St. Louis. Mo.

 

 

BOUGIE HERZ,

The only Spark Plug

lN THE

WORLD THAT IS GUARANTEED

For 6 Months.
E RUNS JUSTAS WELL IN OIL

' ‘ You cannot carbonize it; why

not try it ?

Money refunded in 30 days

satisfactory.

80L: Inn-earn: ron U. 8. AND Cannon.

E. J. WILLIS, 8 Park Place. New York.

if not

  

 

  

Made at the SPLITDOHF LABORATORY.

Established was '

G. F.8PLITDUllF. l7 Vlndewaior St.,“.Y.

i”

  

 

GOLD MEDAL WINNERS.

HIGHEST A WARD.

  

NEVER BURN D'I' BOILER

ND NEVER UllT 0F STEAM.

‘ - you buy. See report of

w York-Boston Run.

corr AUTOMOBILE Mrs. Co.,

83 Chambers Street. New York.

 

 

  

BARRY & HAYES,

V UNITED STATES AGENTS FOR THE

" Georges Richard

PANHARD. RENAULT AND MERCEDES CARS.

WITH IMMEDIATE DELIVERY.

GARAGE AND SALESROOMS: 33 to 39 East 58th Street, NEW YORK CITY.

French Automobiles,

 

 

BRECHT’S RUNNING GEARS

Have you seen
our

Coll-nial Body with

folding seal in front,

suilablc

four passengers: pat

new No. 10

for two or

America’s

Leading

Automobile ‘

  

 

  

 

 
 

enied radius rods: ESTABusflED I855positive. wheel sicer- ‘

“"5 dcv'ce- PHINEAS JONES & CU.

  

lllrmlier: )Vnh'urm/ Astor/alien ig/Jlnfumul-ile .l/nnlqfiu'hzn-rx.

BREOHT AUTOMOBILE 00.,

I200 Cass Avenue, ST. LOUIS. MO.

NEWARK, N. J.

rmber ol the National Association of

Automobile Mlnuieaturerl.
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Baldwin Automobile Doiooliablo Chain Bo.

VORCESTER,MASS.

ARE THE PIONEERS.

  

PATENTED DEC. IB, r900.

BALDWIN CHAINS

are the standard for

SIZE, WORKMANSHIP and FINISH

DeDion Bouton & C0.

PARIS, FRANCE.

Standard Gasoline Motors and

Automobiles of the World.

De Dion Motors are used by leading manulacturers all over

the world.

THE TRADE SUPPLIED.

Address all communications to

K. A. SKINNER,

Sole United States Agent,

I79 Clarendon St., (near Bovlston) BOSTON, MASS.

 

 

 

WUUII WHEELS

Artillery or Gornpress Band.

‘ w.|r. onuoonr &. on.
408 Michigan Avenue.

LANSING, MICH.

Better Not . .

have any ignition outfit

than to have a poor one.

WE MANUFACTURE NOTHING

BUT THE BEST.

\NR [TE FOR C ATAOGU E.

omrmon EoTL coupon
W. SOMERVILLE, MASS.

YOU (IN Bl] YOUR OWN REPAIRING.
THE

.' STERLING

Sorewlluliing

LATHE
will do all your work.

‘ Swings IO inches: 15

. inchles between centers

. or onger Equipped
a with Face Plate. Cen

ters, Change Gears.

  

 

 

  

 

  

Prices quoted rm application.

F. FRASSE 00.,38 Cortland St.,NowYork

  

 

New York,

TlllS morons You -

on PUT TOGETHER ,

YOURSELF. , ;

  

I. H. N. Gasolene

Touring Car.

RBMOVA Bur. Ran SIATS.

All the parts of this machine. or any or all the parts of

any machine, we will sell you at tactory prices. We manu

facture or carry in stock absolutely

EVERYTHING FOR AN AUTOMOBILE

It you have any design of your own, send us specifica

tions, and we Wlll supply you everything necessary to build

it, ready to be put together.

Our long Catalogue of automobile parts, rofnsely illus

trated, containing everything you can possi ly want for an

automobile. Write for ll. Free.

NEUSTADT-PERRY C0.,

826-830 3. I8!!! Street, ' ST. LOUIS.

EXPORT AGENTS.

  

CHAS. T. HOWE 6: C0,. 5| Hudson St., New York.

KilllillM lilillliii MlllllRS.

llllllllll illilYlINl IIMPS.

llllllliilllll HllRNS

 

 

SEND FOR CATALOGUE AND PRICES.

A. H. FUNKE, 325 Broadway, lleleork

$206179
We make over Twenty Types of Cars.

Write for Catalogue.

Mohlle company of America,

Broadway and 54th Street, New York City.

 

If interested in the best coils, spark plugs,

etc., write to THE DOW PORTABLE ELEC

TRIC CD, for catalogue and particulars.

Home Office 6: Factory, Braintree, Mass,

BRANCH OFFIC55i—2l8 Tremont Street, Boston, Mass; n35 Broadway,

N.Y.; IQ La Salle St., Chicago, “15.; Harry R. Geer, SLLouis, Mo.

John Wannamaker, Philadelphia, Pa.

Member: q/ M: aVntiorml Asxoct'alian of A utamubl'le .Wanu/arlwrln.

 

Automobile

Mountings
  

No. 4. Tonneau Door Fastener.

Handles, Door Locks, Tonneau Hood

Fasteners, Handles, Key Hole Covers,

Metal Holdings, etc.

flA\UF GTURED BY

The English Mersick C0.,

NEW HAVEN, CONN.

NEW PROCESS

PINIONS
Greatly reduce noise and vibration Elle make

a strong talking point in selling an

antombbile. Better try them.

 

WE ALSO MAKE METAL GEARS.

The New Process Raw Hide Co.

SYRACUSE), N. x'.

 

 

 

 

 

EEP the auto up to

the top notch of

speed and ease of

running by using Dixon’s

Graphitoleo. Ask for a

free sample and booklet 83

about it.

JOSEPH DIXON CRUCIBLE COMPANY

JIRsIv Cr'rv.
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Casolene Motors

ALL. SIZES.

BUFFALO BASOLENE MOTOR OONIPANY,

BUFFALO, N. Y.

Improve Your Ulrcultllon

BY USING

THE LOBEE PUMP
Increases and gives a positive cir

culation to the coolllautluter ior all

Guollne Motors. ple. Che-p

Dunble. Efllelent. my to apply.

Sent on trial to ruponnihle parties.

Lolm Pump 8r Machinery 00.

120-186 Terrace Buffalo, N. Y.

MONOGRAM OILS AND GREASES
SPECIALLY ADAPTID FOR

AUTOMOBILE IUBRIOATION
WRITE FOR CATALOGUE AND PRICE LIIT.

Oolumbla Lubrlcants 00., 22 Hurling Sllp, New York."

K? SIMMONS @

STEAM CARRIAGE

SPECIALTIES.
Attractive catalogue sent upon application.

"0 Centre Street. New York City.

 

  

 

 

  
 

WANTS AND FOR SALE.
t 5 cents per line of seven words, cash with order.

 

FOR bargains in used automobiles but as good

as new, address C. A. COEY & CO., 53“

Cottage Grove Ave., Chicago, Ill.

 

FOR SALE CHEAP.—-Thomas Tonnea_u Tour

ing Car. New; fine condition. A bargain.

T. Suenow, Millbrook, N. Y.

 

OR SALE — Second Hand Automobiles.

Toledos, steam, $550.00 up; Mobiles and

Locomobiles, steam, $250.00 up; Spaulding, gaso

lene. $550.00; Olds, Columbias, both gasolene and

electric; Haynes-Appersons; Fournier-Searchmonts;

Whites; Waverleys; at equally low prices. Send

5 cents in stamps for our catalogue.

MISSISSIPPI VALLEY AUTOMOBILE Co.,

3927-3939 Olive St, St. Louis, Mo.

NPATEN'I'ED .Uevices in the Construction of

Gasolene Engines and Automobiles, from

the subject matter of nineteen sheets of blue prints

with printed specifications, showing working draw

ings for motors, plant feed carburetters, transmiss

ions, etc. Of standard efficirncy and simple con

struction. by S. M HOWELL, Mechanical Engin

eer, 194 N. 4th. Street. Columbus, Ohio.

Free Circular. Send for it.

 

OR _SALE— Send five cents in stamps for

finest illustrated catalogue of second-hand

Automobiles ever issued. FISHER AUTOMO

BILE CO., Indianapolis, Ind. 

 

High-Glass Spark Coils 'Only

  

 

J. A. SCOTT MOTOR WORKS,

2t I0-t2-l4 Washington Ave.,

sr. LOUIS, mo.
Are building for the Automobile Trade the following sizes

Ind style! of Gasolene Englngg, bingle Cylinder

4X4“. Double Opposed Horizontal, five sues, 6. 8,10, 1:, I5

h. . Double Cylinder Vertical, 3 sizes, 6, 8, 15 h. p. Four

Cylinder Upright, 4 sizes, :2, i8, 2:. 30 h. p.

Write and tell us your wants. Remember that the quality

will remain long after the price is forgotten.

ELECTRIC STORAGE.

VWe are specialists in this line, our organization being thorv

onghly ex erieneed, and the Station completely equipped with

every mo ern device for proper maintenance,

l'Ietropolitan Motor Car Co.,

I54 East 57th Street, New York Clty.

Telephone 3473 35th Street.

Acme Safely Steam Throttle Valve
Steam sup lied gradually—Shuts ofl at either end of

lever orward or backward—No wrong way—

Can be removed and reground without

disconnecting any pipe.

CAN BE APPLIED TO ANY STEAM VEHICLE.

Write for descriptive circular.

NOLTE BRASS CO., Springfield, O.

Patenteel and Sole Manufacturers.

NEW AND SEOONO-HANO MAOI'IINES

Bought, Sold and Exchanged.

If you're looking for a good car for little money

now is the time and this the place to get it.

If you have a car to dispose of ditto. Cash or

trade. Call or write us.

NEW YORK AUTO EXONANOE, 1786 BROADWAY.

 

 

 

OR SALE—Locomobile, run but little last sea

son, is in perfect condition and looks almost

as well as when bought. Has buggy top, gasolene

auxiliary and water pumps, Reliance low water

alarm, double acting brake, one of Stanley Bros,

latest hurners. tires almost as good as raw. is a

fine steamer and a fine looking carriage: sold only

because [want a twoseated carriage. $400 f. o. b.

Boston. 0. H. PERRY, 31 Milk St, Boston

Mass.
 

NVESTMENT of Capital. Stock for salein a

going Electrical Manufacturing Company

within 100 miles of Chicago Fine business and

good plant well located. Investigation courted.

For particulars write to M. HARWOOD, 2nd

Floor Electric Building. 118 W. Jackson Boule

vard, Chicago.

ISH to become assOciated with Automobile

industry 30, ambitious, trustworthy and

familar with gasolene and steam. ENERGETIC,

cr Motor World.

A LARGE MAOHINE SHOP
fully equipped with the latest machine tools, loca

ted near New York City would be glad to under

take the manufacture of a quantity of automobile:

or parts for the trade.

They have in their employ a force of men who

thoroughly understand the design and construction

of gasolene, steam and electric automobiles and

are therefore thoroughly competent to pr0perly

handle such business on a large scale and in a

first-class manner. Address

J. I. 0., BOX 649, NEW YORK.
 

MALTBY

POWER AIR PUMP

MALTBY AUTOMOBILE

and MANUFACTURING Co.

In CLINTON SLBROOKLYN NY

  

 

SMITH a MABLEY,.
3| 3-3! 5 Seventh Ave., New York,

AUTOMOBILES.

import-run

PANHARD. RENAULT.

DISTRIBUTORS

OHARRON, OIRAROOT A llOllil OARS NAOE lll AAERIOA.

TNE AUTOOAS
ORY BATTERIES.

80 per cent. more effl

c‘ency than anv other.

Standard Everywhere. ‘

WNI. ROCHE, 42 Vesoy St., New York.

 

‘ New STANDARD

MUTOGAS"

  

 

RADIA'I‘ORS, 'PANKS,

LIUFF‘LERS.

MUOOE
  

Write to us for circulars. prices, etc. or send us blue print

and specifications.

THE RAT AUTOMATIC MAOHINE CO., No. 1 Water St, Cleveland, 0.

JENKINS 8L BARKER

Succussons To CHAS. L. BURDETT

50 State St., HARTFORD, CONN.

Patents and

Patent causes

 

AUTOMOBILE PATENTS A SPEOIALTY

CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED

Get a Good

Night’s Rest
THIS AL\VAVS ASSURED

 

When you use the

Gumpartmanl Sleeping liars

OINOINNATIVMIIJ ONIOAOO

C H & D “n. Monon

A room to yourself.

Regulate the heat, light

and ventilation to suit

your convenience.

Every necessary toilet

convienoe in your room.

Ask any ticket agent for traln schedules.

or addreu

D. G lownne, P. T. AL, Cincinnati, 0.
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\
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k
 

, BUT SETS ITS own AND SETS IT man

0

to whom quality is the first

consideration.

Truly a Triumph oi American

‘5 mechanical {ability, incorpor

ating the best foreign practice, with a

refinement oi detail and construction

never beiore attempted. “I

It you would possess one oi these superb cars, now is the time

MADE ior}the crlticaland iorIthose

to speak.

Moyea Automobile Q30.

3-7 West 29th Street,

NEW YQRK @lTY.
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MEASURES OF AUToMoBIuNG

WILL BE GREATLY ENHANCED BY THE USE OF

HARTFORD or DUNLOP

PNEUMATIC TIRES

The ORIGINAL and “MODEL” TYPES of SINGLE‘

AND DOUBLE TUBE TIRE CONSTRUCTION

Appreciating the fact that requirements vary as to Single Tube and Detachable Tire

Construction, we otter the most reliable of both types——The Honest Standards.

THEY WERE BEST YEARS AGO. AND YEARS OF INTELLIGENTLY PERSISTENT.

CAREFULLY DIRECTED EFFORT HAS MADE THEM BETTER TO-DAY.‘

 

thrc Quality is “desired—where Comfort, Durability, and Protection against Annoyance 's wanted—

where All-’round Satisfaction is dcmanded—thes ires should be adopted. Let us prove 's to you by

sending you signed statements from some of most prominent makers and users in this country.
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n utomobtle of Quality.
, a; HE I2 Brake Horsepower Touring Car, as

I‘ ‘ illustrated, seats five people. Runs I25

miles on one charge; has three speeds — six, fourteen

and thirty miles per hour. Very simple and easy

to operate. There isn’t an automobile made in the

world equal to this vehicle at anything like the
price. _ i

We also build 18 and 24 horsepower 3 and 4 cyl

inder cars. Don’t take our word for it—investigate.

We will gladly send complete catalogue, automobile

' literature, answer carefully any questions you wish

to propound and send you the name of our agent

  

' . nearest you.

‘ 'v-xfa- .  

3065 CENTRAL

AVENUE,
Toledo, Ohio.

 

 

INTERNATIONAL MOTOR CAR‘co.

 

  

' w, ‘ I» , Received.sz lot of very favorable comments at the show.

.-a'.
  

The style and general design ts right. The motor is powerful, with a perfect throttle, and runs silently and with no vibration. The attachments on the dash and controls at the

wheel are good potnts. too. The small tube radiator isahead of the time, and considering all things, STEARNS CARS are worth more than they cost.

eadillac Auto. (20. 0| Ills., . --"

1312 I'Ilchlgan Avenue, Chlcago, Western Distrlct. 1

 

 

F. B. Stearns 80., eleveland, 0.
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"Ir-5,80cofiobileE
   

 

 

  

 

 

 

The New 9' ll. P. Gasolene Locomobile

This car has all the novel features of the 16 H. P. Locomobile, such as the Throttle on Steering Wheel ;

Valves easily removed and replaced; Kerosene Pump; Slide Gear Transmission; also the steel Chassis

construction, which makes it possible to attach any desired style of body. Write for full description.

The Locomobile Company of America,

N. Y. SALESROOMS, Broadway, cor. 76th Street. Factory, Brideport, Conn.

Branches in Chicago, Philadelphia, Boston, London and Paris.

@owiiivbil
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GOODRICH AfiibNfiggiE

  

LIEBER‘S 0R A.B.C.CODE USED

CABLE ADDRESS

"BAKER" CLEVELAND.

‘5 voLAT PROP”

 

rammvanT-m. _

flint/é 4%“4'2‘ ’ f 77

  

47495zm”

The B. F. Goodrich Co.

Akron, 0. -

Gentlemen:

TIRES

WIN OUT ON THEIR MERITS.

am PM a “mu-v o

/\ V .A,

a; M%/%%

Wimp/

7é%éM%W%/wéz

yngé’ dive/M Dec. 26th, 1902.

It doubtless will prove pleasing to you if we report that

we have adopted the Goodrich tire for all Baker Electrics, and more

especially satisfactory will this be when we explain that this con

clusion.represents the result of most thorough and careful testing

of most of the well known tires in the market.

G. 'No- 10

THE

NEW YORK, 66-68 Reade St.,

BUFFALO. 9 West Huron St.

A, 1'me

Yours very truly,

The Baker Motor Vehicle 00.

B. F. GOODRICH COMPANY, '

 

Factories, AKRON, OH IO.

, BRANCHES:

cum/mo, |4| lake $1.,

PHILADELPHIA. 022 Arch St. DETROIT, so E. Congrell s1,

LONDON, ENGLAND, 1 Snow mu. E. c.

SAN FRANCISCO. 392 Mllolon St., BOSTON, 157 Summer St.

DENVER, I444 Curtll 3t.
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$750.
With Tonneau, $850.

THE FOLLOWING AGBICY LIST DROVFS IT;

Cadillac Automobile Co. of Illinois, Chicago, 111.

Cadillac Co. or New York. New York City.

John Wanamaker, Philadelphia, Pa.

William E. Metzger. Detroit, Mich.

Pence Automobile Co., Minneapolis, Minn.

Conrad Mueller Co., Indianapolis. Ind.

American Cycle Mfg. Co., Boston, Mass.

American Cycle Mfg. Co., Providence, R. 1.

American Cycle Mtg. Co., Washington, D. C.

Cleveland Automobile &Supply Co., Cleveland 0.

Oscar S. Lear, Columbus, Ohio.

Centaur Motor Vehicle Co., Buffalo, N. Y.

Crescent Automobile Co., Jersey City. N. J.

New Jersey Automobile Co., Newark, N. J.

A. T. Wilson. Denver, Pol.

R. V. Connerat, Savannah, Ga.

Mlchlgan Automobile Co., Grand Rapids. Mich.

Houg'hton Implement C0.. Grand Forks, N. D.

Peckham Carriage 00.. Dayton, Ohio.

The Hanauer Automobile Co., Cincinnati, Ohio.

I". O. Bailey Carriage Co., Portland. Me.

Norman W. Church, Los Angeles, Cal.

R. W. Whipple, Blnghamton, N. Y.

Theodore Jonas, Milwaukee. Wis.

Adolph A. Gelsel, Springfield. Mass.

Blrney A. Robinson, Wbrcester, Mass.

James aney. Albany and Troy, N. Y.

Fred A. Mabbett & Co., Rochester, N. Y.

Irvin W. Dill Carrla Works, Harrisburg, Pa.

Brown, Thomson d: 0., Hartford, Conn.

arlea E. Whitten. Lynn, Mass.

Munphy Bros., Erie, Pa.

Hys op Bros., Toronto, Ont.

Elmira Arms Co., Elmira. N. Y.

E- CADILLAC AUTOMOBILE co., Detroit, Mich.

 

RESULTS at the NEW YORK snow Prove

' the “YALE” MOTOR CAR a Success.1.8

(is

A

(I!

l..\

/..\

..\

  

A RATIONAL VEHICLE,

AT A RATIONAL PRICE.

$1750.

N0 VARIATIONS.

THE DU BOIS COMPANY, Ltd.. London. England.

PARDEE 6: COMPANY, Chicago. Illa.

CBNTAUR MOTOR VEHICLE COMPANV, Bulfllo, N. Y. QUILLING BROTHERS. Cleveland, Ohio. N. W. CHURCH, Los Angelesflal.

THE KIRK MANUFACTURING COMPANY, Toledo, Ohio.

' - ' -

  

WE DEMONSTRATED TO ALL COMERS AND DID BUSINESS.

SIMPLICITY—

STRENGTH.

 

 

 

 

ELEGANCE IN DESIGN.

THOROUGHNESS INWORKMANSHIP. -

  

‘3'

WE HAVE APPOINTED THE FOLLOWING AGENTS AND WILL CONSIDER A FEW MORE:

JAMES LUCEY Troy. N. Y.

HVSLOP BROTHERS. Toronto. Ontlrlo,

W. E. METZGER, Detroit, Mich.

F. J. READ, Newtonvllle, Mass.
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An Open Letter to

Automobile

Dealers

You are in the business to make money.

Your profits depend upon Automobiles sold

by you in your territory. Why confine

your selling efforts to any one kind of

power? All powers have their advantages.

The Electric embodies many features of practical worth with a minimum of trouble. NATIONAL

ELECTRICS represent that which is the best in the Electric field. To add our line, you are only

showing good business judgment. Electrics are going to sell. Vl’hy spend your time talking other

powers when a customer wants a NATIONAL? The National agency will prove to be a most

valuable asset and money maker. Think it over and write us about our prices, terms and catalogues

National Motor Vehicle CO., it'l'iih'ii’iifiilsfiiifiiRNA.

  

 

RELAY MoToR GAR 60.,
Tenth and Exeter 81s., Reading, Pa.

GASDLENE MUTURs, DIFFERENTIAL SPUR eEARs,

TRANSMISSION eEARs, TUBULAR RUNNING eEARs.

RADIATING cUILs, MUFFLERs, ALUMINUM ANU BRASS

H0008, ween ANU WIRE WHEELS, BARBURETERS.

  

  

  

.i , l‘ 1 .

. _, V. m

'frl‘k '~ _
r 4 -)_ Our Motors are of French Type, Water Cooled, And Equal WYOMQPUDJFEE'AZNT'AL

“W , ’ p In Finlsh and Service to Best Foreign Makes.

' V p by? 8 pitch, — boteelh.

'7 1 The Differential Gear has Manganese Bronze Bevel Gear.

' fitted for either 1%, 1%, or 1% inch axles. Is made for Di

WYOMA GASULENE MOTUH
Single Cylinder, 8 H P” '35 pounds‘ rect Drive, Rod Transmtsston, and also With chain Sprocket.

Double Cylinder, 14 H. P. :65 pounds.

The Transmission Gearis built on a new sys- ‘

tem. No Bevel Gears. Gears always in Mesh.

llall Thrust at each end of Shaft. Enclosed in

Aluminum Case. \Nill transmit up to 20 H. P.

 

 

 

  

 

  

tam“
THAuw qua '3‘

We make a Tubular Running Gear for Ton

neaus that is a marvel of workmanship, finish

and construction. All material is of the best

and the Bearings are extra heavy. The Differ
i I I I. l' i - F" V ential on this is fitted for either Sprocket or

TUBULIR RUNNING GEAR FUR TUNNEAUS Bevel Gear]

  

WYOMA TRANsMIssIoN. eEAIi

80-inch Wheel Base. 54-inch Tread. 3 Speeds forward and rReverse.
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>

The PA KARD §

ONE OWNER’S OPINION

 

 

 

  

  

 

 

OU certainly deserve great credit in fur

nishing the public with such a well built,

reliable machine, and I trust you will be

treated by the public as you have seemingly en

deavored to treat them in selling them a machine

that is every bit that it is represented to be.

IIad there never been any other than a Packard .

Automobile placed upon the market, I am cer

tain we would not he called upon to endure the

small boy’s cry, “Git a hoss." When I hear

which I am inclined to think. " Get a Packard "

and have joy, pleasure and happiness, long rides

and many of them, small repair bills and annoy

ances, and few of them."

   

 

“ASK THE MAN WHO OWNS ONE."

 

 

Seats Five People. $2500.
 

 

NEW YORK, EASTBRN DEPARTMENT, 317 W. 5qth St. CHICAGO. PRTLICL' & Co. r404 Michigan Boulevard.

PHILADELPHIA, Wm. I". Rudolph, 302 N. Broad St. LOS .-\_N(iI“:I.YE._S,_Norrna|i “1. Church, 439 Main St.

BOSTON, H. B. Shattuck & Son, :39 Columbus Ave. \\'ARI‘\'EN, OHIO. SAN E RANLISLU, H. B. Lanalere, ISL. Marker St.  

 

-;\.\ ' ' Q '

HERE’S ONE I » _ p - - p .l 7, 4', I, _ 8 H. P.

OF THEM. - st 1 _v VERTICAL

DOUBLE CYLINDER

ENGINE.

SLIDING GEAR

TRANSMISSION.

TWO SPEEDS

AND

REVERSE.

WHEEL STEERING.

  

CONRAD GASOLENE RUNABOUT, $750.

12 H. P. Touring Car with Tonneau, $1250, will be illustrated in next issue.

THE CONRAD MOTOR CARRIAGE COMPANY, 1411-1419 Niagara Street, Buffalo, N. Y.

N EW YORK CITY—Pennsylvania Electric Vehicle Co., r52 West 18th St.: BOSTON—Bates Brothers, 145 Columbus Ave.; PHILADELPH IA—Pennsylvania Electric Vehicle C

250—156 North Broad St ; PITTSBURG—L. (I. Martin Co., 518—530 Grant St., MINNEAPOLIS—Northem Cycle Supply Co., 1:6 South Sixth St.; ROCHESTER—I". A. Mabbett, 660

East, Ave; BINGHAMTON—Binghlmron Automobile Station, :59 Water St.; DETROIT—W. H. Weber, 2258 Woodward Ave, DENVER—Felker Cycle Co.
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_FRENCH AND AMERICAN__..

Agents tor

H. P.

Etiiielo AUTOMBPILES' IVIORS

ParisAutomobile Societe Anonyme l903 Model

cu. Hm“ Founmn' M“ Attracted special attention

i it . - PARIS AUTO SHOW.

I

l684 BROADWAY. “

.\
.

TELEPHONE!

 

2397 H

2398 l C“ m H. P. PEUGEOT.

a n. P. MORS. , _/

Prompt Deliveries of Prompt Deliveries of

OPEN DAY AND NIGHT. RENAULT,

8, ll, l8 H. P.

LARGEST AND BEST EQUIPPED AUTOMOBILE DEPDT PEu°E°Ts|

IN THE UNITED STATES.ALL KINDS OF FRENCH AUTOMOBILE PARTS KEPT IN STOCK.

ELEOTRIOS OI'IAROEO AND KEPT IN FIRST-GLASS ORDER.

  

 

 
  

NOT EXPERIMENTAL,

nor yet perfect, but a fair exponent of modern gas engine construction,

and the best value on this or any other market, the

 

 

TEFDIEDMAN

ROAD WAGON.

The only double cylinder road

wagon selling for $750.00.

QUICK DELIVEDIES. AGENTS WANTED.
 

 

 

  

COMPARE

Appearance,

  

Accessibility,

Easy Riding,

Easy Control,

  

is equal for work to the $2,500 kind; is built to last; carries a lad

supply lor 200 miles, and is a practical touring car, not a toy.

Our illustrated booklet W explains it fully; may we send it to you?

  

Compactncss.

Write lor Catalog.

FRIEDMAN AUTOMOBILE CO.

3 East Van Durcn Street, CHICAGO, ILL.

THOMAS B. JEFFERY 8: CO.,

Kenosha, Wisconsin.
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We are not in- identified with the l

ciuded in automobile trade.

WE ARE NOT LOOKING FOR “ALL THERE IS lN IT."

WE ARE BUILDING NOT ALONE FOR TODAY, BUT FOR TOMORROW.

71.11%. ELMORE Runabout 165%. ELMORE Touring Car ,
ARE OFFERED AT REASONABLE PRICES AND BEI‘TER CARS CANNOT BE HAD

FOR AN AMOUNT OF MONEY.

  

 

WILL YOU TAKE THE TROUBLE TO INVESTIGATE ?

ELMORE MFG. COMPANY, = Clyde, Ohio.

 

 

 

 

BUILT FOR AMERICAN ROADS.

The U. S. LONO DISTANCE

TOURING CARS Silifi‘l‘iiiilli”$2....
Our book is oi unusual interest to Automobilists. Sent free on request.

a v r ,1A; 7/5," Built for service, long runs and hill climbing,

simply operated, free from vibration, each

part easily reached, no intricate machinery

to get out of order.

 

 

Type A—Runabout, $1,250.

Tyye B—Tonneau, 1,500.

Type C—Tonneau, 2,500.

  

TYPE CiTONNEAU. Two Cylinders. Vertical Engine.

U. S. LONG DISTANCE AUTOMOBILE CO.,

Factory, 307 Whiton Street, Jersey City, ll0-ll4 West 41st Street, New York.
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_ THE AUTGCAR
  

SHOWING MOTOR. 10 H. P. GASOLENE MOTOR. REAR VIEW.

Is a Harmonious Whole.

It is not successful because of the excellence of any one feature, but because it is a better combination of care

worked out details, a symphony of mechanical construction, the most satisfactory automobile production of

year—and the price is equitable. Catalogue and information upon request.

THE AUTOCAR COMPANY, = Ardmore, Pa.
 

 

  
 

A TRADE TERM:

“WESTllN-MUTT QUALITY"

m WHEELS. _

ARTILLERY WQOD or WIRE.

 

  

GET WITH US.

WESTON-MOTT co., Utica, N. Y.

 

“aFifi
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t

 

The NEW WH TE

STEAM TONNEAU for 1903

  

 

  

IAN AUTOMOBILE THOROUGHBRED.

The White Steam Motive power has made rec

ords in reliability contests, in races, and in

every-day use which speak for themselves.

Wfit: for fill fart/ruin”, diagram: q/engl'ne. rmpertr' reports and ofiin'al result:

Jimportant endurance router-1:.

WHITE SEWING MACHINE CO.,

(Automobile Department)

:1 Union Square, New York, N. Y.

509 Tremont St., Boston, Man.

300 Post St., San Francisco, Cal. 4159 Olive St, St. Louis, Mo.

21: Woodward Ave., Detroit, Mich. 176: Stone St.. Denver, Colo.

5979 Centre Ave , East End, Pituburg. Pa,

BANKER BROTHERS C0,, 629-631-633 N. Broad St.. Philadelphia. Pa.

F. O. BAILEY CARRIAGE CO., Portland, Maine.

WALTER C. WHITE, European Representative. 49 Princes Street, West

minster, London, England.

CLEVELAND, OHIO.

609 Main Sr., Bufialo, N. Y.

300 Role Bldg.,Cleveland, Ohio.

Century Tourist
THE POPULAR CAR.

  

Exclusive Desi n. Superior Construction. Unlimited

ower. Climbs any Hill.

BUILT FOR BUSINESS EVERY DAY,

And Won’t Fall to Pieces on the Road.

 

Catalogue and Terms Hailed upon Request.

CENTURY l‘lOTOR VEHICLE CO..

SYRACUSE, N. Y.

 

 

 

 

 

SPACE 49, PHILADELPHIA

A HIGH-CLASS GERMAN CAR.

The CHAINLESS

CUDELL
THIS MACHINE WEIGHS r580 POUNDS.

N OISELESS One, Two, Four and Eight Cylinder Types.

3%, 4, 6, 8, 10, X2, 16, 20, 35, 60 H. P. runabouts,

motorettes, touring cars, surreys, breaks, cabs, omni

busses, ambulances, broughams, racing cars, delivery vans,

trucks. Direct drive on high speed. Bevel gear. All steel

parts made by Krupp. Special safety devices making gaso

lene tank and can non-explosive. Band and block brakes.

All closed carriages with removable tops, all pleasure

vehicles 'with removable bodies, allowing business vehicles

to be made of them. The most liberal firm for spare parts

and tools. Look at the list. We invite inspection. All dupli

cate parts in stock. All cars single lever control, double

suspension.

J0 C. 28 W. YORK.

U. S. Agent for CUDELL 8! CO., Aix-La-Chappelle.

TELEPHONE, 2754 MINI]. .

GARAGE:

The Motor Vehicle Repair & Storage Co., 121-123 W. 31st Street,

Agents “noted Everywhere.

  

 

Studebaker Electric Automobiles

N0 EXPERT GHAFFEUR NEEDED.

Can he Run any Day in the Year, by any Member of the Family.

Wide Touring Radius. A Successful Hill Climber

Smooth Operation. Reliable Brake Control.

Great Strength of Construction.

  

Can be seen at the Following Repositories. Descriptive Catalogue

on A pplicltlon.

STUDEBAKER BROS. FIFO. CO.

Studebaker Bros. Co., of New York, Broadway and Seventh Avenue,

Corner 48th Street, New Yor City.

Studebaker Bros. Mfg. Co.. 378 to 388 Wnbneh Avenue, Chicago, Ill.

Studebaker Bros- fllg. Co., Corner i5th and Blake Streets, Denver, Coir

Studebaker Bros. Co , I57 to I50 Stlte Street, .‘alt Lnke Clty, Utah.

Studebaker Bros. Mtg. Co., 317 to 310 Elm Street, Dlllls, Texnl.

FACTORY AND GENERAL OFFICES, 5 UTH BEND, IND.

First-Class Agents Desired in Territory not already Covered.
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ALL ROADS ALIKE TO

The Oldsmobile
THE BEST THING ON WHEELS.

 

 

PRICE, $650.00.

The pioneer runabout of the world and the only machine which

can show such a record of use as evidenced by this letter. The

QLDSMQBILE is built to run and does it.

  

 
  

  

BOUGHT ONE OF THE FIRST OLDSMOBILES MADE.

OLDS MOTOR WORKS, Detroit, Mich.

Gentlemen :—Please quote me price on Dos-a-Dos seat for my Oldsmobile. I feel pleased to

express satisfaction with my Olds carriage. As you probably remember, I bought the first Olds

carriage sold in Detroit. I have just completed a short trip in Canada of about four hundred miles,

this being the third trip of the kind in one year, and in that same time my repair bills have not

amounted to $10.00, and my carriage is still in perfect running order.

Awaiting your reply in reference to seat, I am,

Respectfully yours, P. DILLON.

   

' BIO-$1462 Fort Street, West, Detroit, Mich.
  

SELLING AGENTS:

  

Oldsmobile Co., New York City, N. Y. H. B. Shattuck 6: Son, Boston, Mass. A. F. Chase 6': Co., i'llnneapolis, flinn.

Oldsmobile Co., Cleveland, Ohio. Banker Bros. Co., Pittsburg, Pa. J. E. Richard, Columbia, 5. C.

Oldsmobile Co., (lithens Bros., Chicago, Ill. Fisher Automobile Co., lndianapolis, Ind. Rochester Automobile Co.,

Oldsmobile Co., Milwaukee, Wis. Olds Gasoline Engine Works, Omaha, Neb. Rochester, N. Y

Oldsmobile Co., Los Angeles, Cal. W. 6. Ja nes Automobile Co., Burialo, N,Y. Sea er 6: Close, Tucson. Ariz.

Oldsmobile Co., W. C. Rands Co., P. L. C. artin Co., Plaintield, N J. F. . Gilbert, Jacksonville, Fla

Managers, Detroit, Mich. Autovehlcle Co., Newark, N. J. Texas Imp. a Machinery Co.,

Oldsmobile Co.—C. C. Moore Co., F. W. Stockbridge, Paterson, N. J. Dallas, Texas

San Francisco, Cal. Mississippi Valley Automobile Co.. Abbott Cycle Co., New Orleans, La.

Oldsmobile Co., Mohler & UeGresse, St. Louis, Mo. C. H. Johnson, Atlanta, Ga.

Mexico City, Mexico George E. Hannan, Denver. Colo. Sutcllife 6: Co., Louisville, Ky.

National Capitol Automobile Co., Day Automobile Co., Kansas City, Mo. flason's Carriage Works, Daven rt, la.

Washington, D.C. Clark 6: Hawkins, Houston. Texas Adams 6: Hart, Grand Rapids, ich.

Quaker City Automobile Co., Hyslop Brothers, Toronto, Ont. Kline Cycle 6: Auto. Co., Harrisburg, Pa.

Philadelphia, Pl. John W. Chester Co., Nashville, Tenn.  

Agency on Great Britain: THE OLDSMOBILE COMPANY OF GREAT BRITAIN, 100¢ Queen Vlctoria sr.. LONDON, a. c.

WHITE FOR ILLUSTRATED BOOK T0

OLDS MOTOD WODKS, rough... Detroit, Mich.

  

  



THE MOTOR WORLD.

A WEEKLY JOURNAL DEVOTED TO THE AUTOMOBILE

AND KINDRED INTERESTS.

 
 

Volume V.

MAKING A MERCEDES MYSTERY

American Incorporation Suggests big Things but

Mum is the Word—Daimler Rights lniringed ?

 

\Vhoever are the parties behind the Mer

codes C0. of New York, which was incor

porated at Albany last week with a capital

of $2,700,000, they appear suspiciously anx

ions to remain in the background and en

wrap their plans and purposes In mystery.

The directors, as disclosed by the incorpo

ration papers, are Edward Bernhard, Philip

Ahrens, C. B. Wynkoop and James Arnold,

of New York City; Philip Huetwohl, of

Brooklyn: S. B. Smith, of Plainfield, N. J.,

and Theophilus Parsons, of Hempstead, N.

Y. Strangely enough the names of none of

these appears in the New York directory;

the only locatable incorporator is Theophilus

Parsons. of , Hempstead, who is connected

with the law firm of Taylor, Anderson &

Seymour, 35 Wall street. Mr. Parsons, how

ever, is absolutely mum, and repeatedly re

ferred The Motor World representative to

Mr. Anderson. The latter was equally non

The desire to dodge ques

tioning and to withhold all information was

strikingly apparent. Mr. Parsons referred

The Motor World man to Mr. Anderson,

while the latter in turn stated that his part

communicative.

ner, Mr. Taylor, had the Mercedes matter

in charge and he was, unfortunately, out of

town. He (Mr. Anderson) knew nothing

about it and declined to be interviewed or

to confirm or deny certain reports bearing

on the project with which his firm is identi

fied. These reports were to the efl’ect that

Messrs. Harry Payne Whitney, James B.

(("Diamoud Jim") Brady, and Kessler &

Co., the bankers, are the real parties be

hind the new company. All of those named

are out of town or inaccessible.

The Daimler Mfg. Co., of Long Island

City, who are understood to own the rights

to all the Mercedes patents, and also the

name "Mercedes," state that they are in

absolute ignorance of the whys and where

r.

I
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fores of the Mercedes Co. of NeW'York. They

maintain, however, that the right to the

name of the Mercedes is theirs. and that

as soon as they are able to locate the re

sponsible parties of the New York incorpo

ration they will. in all probability, make

themselves heard in no uncertain fashion.

 

Reappearance of the Pope.

The Pope Mfg. Co., which was the pioneer

bicycle and one of the earliest automobile

manufacturing concerns of this country,

making Columbia cycles and car-, was in

corporated last week at Trenton, N. J. The

capital stock was given at $22,500, of which

$2,500 is 6 per cent cumulative first pre

ferred, $10,000 5 per cent non-cumulative

second preferred until February 1, 1905, and

$10,000 common. '

The original Pope company was a Maine

corporation. It was absorbed by the Ameri

can Bicycle Co. when the latter was formed

in 1899. The present incorporation has oc

casioned no little speculation, especially as

the time is almost at hand when the assets

'7 of the American Bicycle Co., including not

only its bicycle factories, but those of the

International Motor Car Co. as well, are to

be offered for sale in furtherance of the

pending reorganization plan.

When this sale take place it is not un

likely that the new Pope company will bid

in the property and operate it as the parent

concern.

Kirkpatrick Goes With Peerless.

After exactly ten years’ joint service with

the Hartford Rubber Works Co. and the

American Dunlop Tire Co., W. H. Kirk

patrick will hereafter devote himself to the

sale of automobiles instead of tires. He

assumes the position of general sales and

advertising manager with the Peerless Mo

tor Car Co. In the prosecution of his new

duties he will make his headquarters at

Cleveland.

Few men have a more extensive acquaint

ance in the trade than Kirkpatrick. In the

last decade he has become so identified with

Dunlop tires that the two names are almost

synonymous. The Hartford company‘s loss

is the gain of the Cleveland concern.

No. 23

WILL BUILD MOTOR WAGONS

Searchmont Directors Vote to Engage Largely

in That Field—Officers Also Elected.

 

With an eye keen to the future, the Search

mont Automobile Co., Philadelphia, at its

annual meeting on Thursday last, was defi

.nitely committed to the commercial vehicle,

not in a mincing fashion, but in a whole

hearted way. .

For more than a year the Searchmont DOO—

ple have had a Panhard delivery in use, and

they now have two deliveries in actual ser

vice, with which they do all their own hank

ing. They have done this in order to find out

what is required in a satisfactory delivery

car, and, believing that they row know, they

purpose engaging in the manufacture on an

extensive scale. The designing department

has already done considerable work along

this line, and the company expect to have

gasolene delivery cars ready for the market

in quantities next fall, although it will be a

few months before they are ready to make

public their plans or to quote prices. The

new department will not, of course, in any

way interfere with or curtail the production

of Searchmont pleasure cars.

At the same meeting at which this decision

was reached the following officers and diree

tors were elected for the ensuing year: Pres

ident, G. Blum; vice-president, Wade Chance;

secretary and treasurer, Barclay H. War

burton; general manager, W. D. Gash; di

rectors, G. Blum, Barclay H. Warburton,

Spencer Trask, E. R. L. Gould, E. W. Rob

inson, Acosta Nichols, W. D. Gash, J. S.

Bunting and Wade Chance.

 

Apple Assigns his Patents.

Three patents granted to Vincent G. Apple

have been assigned by him to the Dayton

Electrical Mfg. Co., Dayton, Ohio, who will

manufacture and market the inventions.

They are Nos. 720,550, 720,652 and 720,653,

all issued on February 17 last. The first is

for an electric circuit and polarity indicator,

the second for a speed regulator and the

third for an improved storage battery.
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ROAD RULES HELD UP

lino-Canton Ordinance Again Called up and

Action is Again Postponed.

_

Hopes of uutomobilists and other road

users, who have been seeking ever since the

creation of the Greater New York to have a

set of sensible traflic ordinances for the

city pass-Pd, \vcrc rudely shattered on last

 

Friday, when they attended what it was'

thought would he the last public hearing on

the “rules of the road“ ordinance.

More than a year has elapsed since Al

dcrman .loscph Oatmau introduced the first

sct of rules of the road. There have been a

dozcn hearings on them, and they have been

modified in all sorts of ways. Finally an

agreement of compromise was reached on

the main question at issue, that of speed,

and it was thought that all would be smooth

sailing. Then William C. E110, with the help

of Borough President Cantor, introduced a

complete new set of rules. These were taken

with other suggestions and an amended or

illnance framed that it was thought would

suit everybody.

When the hearing was called before the

law committee of the Board of Aldermen,

President Shattuck, of the Automobile Club,

said that the ordinance was satisfactory,

though he thought it would be improved if

all vehicles were prohibited from stopping

along the curb on Broadway during the

busy hours of the day. The cyclists and

the Committee of Fifty were satisfied with

the speed limits of eight miles in the busy

streets and fifteen miles in the suburbs.

Josiah Pumpelly caused a hitch by intro

ducing the question of hitching horses and

after that Borough President Cantor, the

champion of the E110 ordinance, proposed

that the hearing be postponed for a week in

order that everyone might have a chance

to study the amended measure and propose

changes. This was agreed upon and so the

end is not yet in sight. ‘

 

Syracuse Still Wants State Association.

The project to form a New York State

league of automobile clubs is once more

afoot, and is to be pushed with vigor. As

before, the Automobile Club of Syracuse is

the prime mover, and it will not be its fault

it the scheme comes to naught. It is ur

ranging to call an early meeting at Syra

cuse for the purpose of eiTecting an organi

zution.

At a meeting of the club on Friday last

Secretary F. H. Elliott brought up the mat

ter, and secured the appopintment of a com

mittee to bring it to a head. President

Wilkin appointed H. W. Smith, W. L. Brown

and F. H. Elliott as the committee. Letters

will be sent to the clubs at Buffalo, Roch

cstcl', Utica, Auburn, Herkimer, Oneida and

Albany asking them to send delegates to the

meeting which will be held shortly for the

purpose of perfecting the organization.

It is believed by the Syracusans that an

organization of this kind can do much to

influence legislation at Albany, as well as to

further the cause of good roads. The need

of concerted action on both these points, but

especially the former, is urgent, and the more

intimate and friendly relations that are cer

tain ta rcsult from the formation of an as

sociation are looked upon as highly desir

able. _

Already H. W. Smith, of the Syracuse

club, is being urged as just the man to serve

as president of the proposed association and

guide it to success. Accordingly he will be

boomed tor the office, with the formal in

dorscmcnt of the club.

 

Tug tor Vanderbilt Patronage.

Bearing upon the»dealings between gar

ages and chaufleurs, an amusing incident

occurred in New York recently. While W.

K. Vanderbilt, Jr., was in California his

chaufleur removed his motor cars from the

place where he stored them all last year to

another storage station. Mr. Vanderbilt re

turned lust week and ordered the vehicles

taken back to the garage where they were

before. The manager of the place whet/e

they were for a short time was asked how

he liked the deal. He replied, “I’ll have

them back again." The proceeding sug

gested object, competition, inducement.

 

May Build in Boston.

Although now in the possession of what is

probably the finest automobile clubhouse in

the country, the Massachusetts Automobile

Club is not satisfied. A project is on foot to

erect a building to replace the prcsent quar

ters. the cost being placed at $280,000. A

site near the present one, i. e., on Boylcston

st., near the Fcnway, is in view. The pro

posed structure will accommodate 125 an

tcmobilos, while the basement will contain

a machine shop and an emergency garage.

The two upper stories will be ust as club

rooms and will contain many novel features.

 

Export Year Starts Well.

Automobile exports started the new year

with a great, big gain. During January

$114,374 worth of motor vehicles and parts

were sent abroad, as against a beggarly

$27,311 for the preceding January. For the

seven months of the fiscal ycnr, too. a splen

did increase took plucc. For the seven

months ending January 31, 1903, $602,099

worth of goods were shipped to foreign

countrics, as against only $394.682 for the

corresponding period of tho prcvious your.

 

Cadets at This Show.

One of the features of the Washington,

D. C., automobile show, which opens on

March 23, in the Light Infantry Armory, is

the automobile battery of the Northwestern

Military Institute. The cadets will bring

one of their military automobiles equipped

with rapid fire gun, and also one of their

automobile bicycles. They will set. up a.

camp outfit and give exhibition drills with

ilmsc ncw implements of war.

A. A. A. OPENS THE DOOR

Decides to Become Truly American and Wei

cmne Individuals as Well as Clubs.

 

As was foreshadowed at the preceding

meeting, the American Automobile Associa

tion has practically decided to admit indi

viduals to membership. Incidentally, it is

holding forth an olive branch to the Ameri

can Motor League, looking to the consolida

tion of the two organizations.

The matter was brought up at the monthly

directors‘ meeting of the A. A. A., held at

the A. C. A. clubhouse on Tuesday after

noon. Dr. .T. A. Chase, of the Rhode Island

Automobile Club, presided The other di

rectors present were W. E. Scarritt, of the

A. C. A.; W. J Stewart, of the New Jersey

Automobile Club; Dr. W. C. Millbank, of

the Albany Automobile Club, and F. C.

Lewin, of the Philadelphia Automobile Club.

Secretary Butler reported on the changes

that would have to be made in the consti

tution and bylaws to legalize the admis

sion of individuals. After some talk, dur

ing which it was made plain that there was

no opposition to the change, this committee

was appointed to make the necessary altera

tions: Messrs. Scarritt, Stewart and Butler.

It was stated that inquiries had been re

ceived from Arkansas, Maine and Kentucky

asking for information regarding the mat—

tcr.

To Secretary Butler was deputcd the task

of conferring with the representatives of

the American Motor League to see if an

amalgamation or combination scheme could

not be decided upon.

Two applications for sanctions for race

meets were received. One was from the

Automobile Club of Syracuse asking for a

date in September, the other from the Massa

chusetts Automobile Club desiring a May

date for a meet at the Readville track.

Owing to the absence of A. R. Pardington,

of the Long Island Automobile Club, no

action was taken on the new racing rules.

 

’Frisco Wants a Show.

The Automobile Dcalcrs’ Association of

San Francisco is seeking support for a show

to be held in the Mechanics' Pavilion. A

chart showing the spaces has been prepared,

and a solicitor sent out among the automo

bile manufacturers and agents and the cycle

and sporting goods dealers to ascertain just

what space each proposing exhibitor will»

take. The automobile dealers are agreed

that a show is just what is wanted and

would do more to create business than any

thing else.
 

For the Florida Races.

Thrcc Peerless racing cars of 80 horse

powcr each, with engines capable of being

run up to 1,500 revolutions, are being built

ill Cleveland. 0. G. Wridgway, of New

York, expects to drive one of them in races

on tracks and perhaps on tho Orinond-Day

tonu beach, at Florida.
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THE CHAUFFEUR; A PROBLEFI OF THE DAY

 

Its Far-Reaching Importance Induces Both the Automobile Club of America and the Man

ufacturers Association to Attempt its Solution--Schools and Licenses Suggested—

Some Surprising Tricks of the Chauffeurs’ Trade and how They are Played—

Opinions From all Parties Concerned, the Chauffeur Included.

Improvement of the chauffeur‘s unhappy

lot, or happy lot, as the case may be, is a

subject that is assuming proportions of much

moment. Shall there be an automobile board

of trade to regulate the dealings between

the garages and the chauffeurs and to stamp

out of existence the practice of paying com

missions on sales, on storage bills and on

all repairs; or shall a board of trade be or

ganized and - the practice recognized and

the commissions to be paid out to a minimum

and made uniform?

Shall the various storage and repair sta

tions and sales depots take out license cer

tilicates from the Automobile Club of Ann-r

ica, under an agreement that the garages

doing this shall pay no commissions and that

club members shall not patronize any unli

censed station?

Shall there be a school of instruction for

chauffeurs organized by the Automobile Club

and also by the National Association of Au

tomobile Manufacturers, or shall they com

bine in conducting a single school, with a

system of issuing certificates of graduation

and competency and run an employment

agency as an adjunct?

Shall the chauffeurs, organized as an in

dustrial union, make a stand for the perpet

uation and recognition of the commission

practice and fix upon a schedule of percent

ages and wages?

When the far reaching significance of the

above question is considered, it is impor

tant news to know that all these moves are

being seriously considered.

The chauffeur question is becoming a seri

ous one; indeed, it is already serious, and it

is one that presents many phases. The spirit

of disquietude is abroad. There is a belief

extant that the whole lot of chauffeurs need

improving also that a whole lot more of

them are needed who have a lot more of

ability. There is another belief that a lot

of reform is needed in the operations of some

garages and supply stations, where bills are

large and the men are “flush” with uscale"

money.

Dll-‘FERING OPINIONS.

Opinions differ considerably among those

in the trade as to the practicability of or

ganizing and conducting a school that will

turn out men competent to run and keep in

order all sorts of cars, and also as to the

possibility of stamping out the "scale" sys

tem. It Is generally agreed that if anything

is to be done with respect to stopping the

 

payment of "scale," as fees and cominirr

sions are called by the men, it must be done

at once or the system will have taken root

too deeply to be destroyed. Some are in

clined to believe that even now it will be

impossible to root up the custom. The reason

given for this opinion are (1) that under a

board of trade, or any other co-operative

plan, all the tradesmen would not act in

good faith and concertedly in an effort to

stop the abuse, but that some would seek

surreptitiously to gain an advantage in pat

ronage by paying commissions men while

under pledge not to do So; (2) that

the opportunities of the chauffeurs to

"queer" business are so great that

they could by opposition seriously dis

turb the relations between buyers and

sellers; (3) that some. of the employers

recognize the system and are not only will

ing that their men shall take commissions,

but insist upon their getting them. It is

these considerations that make the matter a

serious one, and the solution of the situa

tion very problematical.

A representative of the Motor World has

been quietly investigating the situation con

cerning these matters, with the sole view of

ascertaining how serious it is, what its

phases are, what the sentiment is regarding

it, and what can be done about it. The re

sult has been only that of bringing out very

plainly the fact that there are conditions to

be confronted that demand something more

practical than theories for their treatment.

So far as has been gone, no conclusion can

be reached relative to the extent of the com

mission practice, or how pernicious it it,

or how it can be eliminated, or even if this

is desirable and possible.

A SCHOOL FOR CHAUFFEURS.

In the course of the investigation it was

learned that some important activities are

being contemplated, as has been indicated,

by the Automobile Club, the National Asso

ciation of Autotmobiie Manufacturers, by

the retail dealers and storage men, and by

the chauffeurs themselves, although the news

of these doings has been kept secret. The

Automobile Club governors have decided to

appoint a committee to devise a plan for

stopping the payment of commissions, and

the feasibility of some kind of schooling and

standard of examination for chauffeurs has

been discussed and is being seriously con

sidered. The N. A. A. M. also has under

consideration a plan for having chauffeurs

pass examinations and get certificates. Sev

eral dealers are in favor of a local organi
zation for self-protective I purposes. The

chauffeurs have held meetings and effected

a temporary organization, which is to have

the character of a trade union and be avow

edly for the purpose of keeping up the stand

ard of wages.

While the matter of paying commissions to

men has been made prominent here, it is not

by any means the only question with re

gard to chauffeurs and owners that com

mands attention. How many establish

ments are paying commissions on storage

and repair bills to the chauffeurs of private

cars it is impossible to say. Sufficient is it

that a few very prominent stations are do

ing it. Although all of them will deny it to

customers and generally, four places where

business is brisk were found at which the

managers admitted that they followed this

custom, and all of them except one said

they would be glad to get away from the

practice if possible. The excepted one

seemed to accept the custom as one that

cannot be dispensed with, and remarked

that the less said about it the better. The

whole inquiry of the Motor World man

brought out details that do not favor this

sentiment of saying nothing about it. Some

concerns are suffering because they won‘t,

and others because they do recognize it.

There seems nothing to be gained by re

fraining from open discussion of it, but the

possibility of much to be gained by bringing

the subject into the open and viewing all

sides of it. Said one man who steadfastly

has refused to yield in any respect to de

mands for commissions:

HIS BUSINESS INJURED

“There is something to be said on both

sides of the question, I imagine. We do not

pay a cent to any man who operates a car

for a private owner and stores with us; but

i know that we are losing business all the

time by not doing so. We lose business by

chaufleurs preventing their employers from

storing their cars here. and we lose it after

getting cars in by having the chauffeur in

fluence the owner to take them away.

“Why can't we prevent this by appealing

to the owners and telling them that the

chauffeur wants to move because we do not

fee him? That is not so easy as you im

agine. These chauffeurs are important fac

tors. They are more important than coach

(Conlinued on page 909.)
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The Chauffeur Question.

The problem presented in the relations

between chauffeurs, their employers, the

dealers and the storage men is set forth in all

its phases in another part of this issue. It is

the first time that this matter has been

thoroughly aired. The conditions revealed

by the story have existed for some time

and the trade has not been ignorant of them.

The Motor \VJI‘ILI is the first publication

having the enterprise to investigate the mat

ter thoroughly and the courage to print the

facts of the situation. 1t is done now be

cause the plot has been growing thicker and

the question of.bow toideal with the con

ditions has become a live and palpitating

issue of the moment. _It were better some

times that such matters should not be aired,

but the time has arrived when this one

could no longer be ignored. The Automobile

Club has taken it under consideration and

has been contemplating action that, if taken,

would unavoidably lead to publicity. Learn

ing this The Motor World has spoken.

In the situation as presented, even those

who thought they knew something of the

tricks of the trade will find new points. An

effort has been made to set forth the whole

impartially, showing the. arguments that

make for and against the system of paying

commissions. The names of the persons in

terviewed have been withheld for reasons

that are obvious. In places the circum

stances of the person Speaking have been

slightly modified to prevent identification

by those who like to make shrewd guesses,

but the accuracy of the conditions pictured

Though the

clues that may seem to indicate the identity

has been preserved inviolate.

of the speaker have been purposely made

misleading, the men interviewed were all of

the highest standing in the trade, and deal

ers pf wide experience.

There are several pieces of news In the

article that are of peculiar interest, such as

those that the Automobile Club has referred

the subject to a committee and that the

Manufacturers‘ Association is considering

the issuance of chauffeur's certificates. The

remarks of the different men of experience

After

tending all the different sides presented it

furnish much food for cogitation.

becomes a question whether the Automobile

Club, which has but recently resented the

interference of the manufacturers with its

phtns, should attempt to do anything to

ward regulating the business of the deal

crs. If it is said that it should do so for the

protection of its members, the answer is

that its members are men who should be

capable of taking care of themselves in

business transactions, without being imposed

upon for the want of any guardianship by

the club. It is but a step beyond helping

members to transact the business of storing

their cars to helping them in the purchase

of them, and but a step beyond that to the

regulation of the affairs of the manufact

urers. It the dealers want their nifairs

regulated they should be able to organize

and attend to the regulation themselves,

l-lvils undoubtedly exist, bttt it is a ques

tion if interference from the outside can

help matters.

The statement of the man who says that

all such matters will eventually adjust them

selves according to trade conditions, is a

wise one. No business man wil continue to

pay tribute if it does not help his business.

If he can gain trade by paying commis-.

sions to whatever sort of agents he will do

it in spite oi.‘ ethics. Sentiment is not his

guide, but commercial sense is. It a dealer

chooses to pay 50 per cent commission, or

to store cars free because he thinks it will

help his business, that probably is entirely

his own affair. The law of competition will

prevent him from imposing exorbitant rates

upon customers. Department stores often

sell goods at cost for advertising purposes.

\Vhy not?

The suggestion of the great increase in

the demand for chauffeurs that is certain to

follow the sales of thousands of touring cars

is one that “must give us pause." There is

no visible supply.

The idea of having a. school is an excel

lent one if it is practicable. Such an insti

tution would need to be very efficient and

to be that it would be expensive. The Stig

gestion of the chauffeur, to put the pupils

out as extra men without pay in different

shops, seems to be a good one it it is feasi

ble. They would need careful supervision

by instructors from the school, and even

then they would be apt to be more nuisance

than help to the men managing the shops.

However, by the patching together of dit'~

i'erent ideas, the manufacturers, and they

are the ones with the most at stake, some

plan of instruction that will not involve a

prohibitive expenditure may be worked out.

It‘ men of ability and of good character

can be supplied the other phases of the

chauiTeur problem are apt to be solved, as

are the problems of transmission gearing,

by the test of practicability in operation.

Flaws in Revised Road Rules.

Now that the “rules of the road" ordi—

trance has been put back a week for consid

eration of its provisions, it is well to Int-n

tion one feature of it that seems particu

larly absurd, even stultitying.

This is to be found in Article VI, Section

1, on lights. Here it is stipulated in sub

stance that every vehicle shall carry a light

in front at night, and that automobiles shall

carry a red light behind.

of other vehicles that they shall carry rear

lights.

The nonsense of this is so obvious that one

is at a loss to understand how it has pat-sod

muster thus far.

It is not required

The ordinance has been

read and no objection has been made to this

phase of it.

If any class of vehicles is to be exempted

from carrying rear lights it should be auto

mobiles. The attempts at regulation of them

are inspired because they go fast—faster than

horse drawn vehicles. The danger from all
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tomobiles is generally supposed to be to those

in front of them and not to those behind.

This being so, it is plain that the horse

drawn vehicles are the ones that should

have rear lights. The automobile overtakes

the. horse drawn vehicle going in the some

direction more often than the reverse (0

curs. There is danger of an automobile

running down a farmer‘s wagon or othcr

vehicle on a country road at night when it

has no light. There is very little danger of

a vehicle drawn by a horse running into an

automobile, even if the motor car has no

rear light and the road is dark. In the first

place, the horse is not apt to overtake the

motor car and if he does the animal's in

stict and sense of smell will prevent a col

lision.

At the Automobile Club very recently, two

members testified that the greatest danger

on the road in their experience had been that

of running into the rear of a vehicle going

in the same direction at night on a country

road.

It seems to be very plain that for the pro

tection of all the law should compel horse

drawn vehicles to carry lights at the rear,

whether automobiles do or not. The best

revision of the law would make it read so

that all lvehicies except ,bicycleq should

carry rear lights. There is no way in which

a bicycle can conveniently carry a rear light,

and the narrowness of the vehicle makes it

possible for it to carry a front light so that

the side glare of it can be seen from behind.

There is to be another hearing on the

ordinance tomorrow, Friday, and this mat

ter should be brought up then.

Another point of lesser importance, though

it might be the cause of legal controversy, is

worthy of attention. The use of the word

“restive” relating to horse in the same soc

tion of the bill is wholly unnecessary. it

might make a pretty legal squabble to prove

whether or not a horse was restive.

automobilist saw

If an

a horse quiescent and

showing no sign of fear of restlessness, he

might justifiably refuse to recognize the ar

bitrary holding up of a hand by the driver

as a signal for him to stop and go on. The

horse might run away. The automobillst

might be able to prove positively that the

horse was not restlve when his driver gave

the signal, and so under the law he was not

obliged to stop. The driver of the horse

might then prove. that the horse had been

known for years over all the countryside as

a restive animal. In the original Scovel

bill that was introduced in the New Jersey

Legislature the word restive was usod in

a similar clause, and it very sensibly was

stricken out when the bill was revised and

the Williams bill introduced. It should ht‘

stricken from this ordinance.

The whole section relative to automobillsts

stopping when a horse driver holds up his

It is

well intended, but motorphobes could have

a lot of fun bullying automobillsts under the

cloak of this law.

hand 'is a bid for mischief anyway.

 

Honeycomb Coolers.

(fooling systems are such an important

part of all higb~powered gasolene cars that

it was inevitable that sooner or later they

would come in for a larger share of at

tention. And this in spite of the fact that

hot water, even to the point of boiling, in

the jacket is conducive to engine efliciency.

The honeycomb radiator is the outcome

of this increased attention. Just how much

of its present vogue is due to its having

originated with the makers of the Mercedes

car is problematical. But it is reasonable

to suppose that it is considerable. At the

same time its undeniable merit has also

been a potent factor. Did it not deserve

some at least of the encomiums bestowed

upon it, its popularity would not have been

as well assured as it is.

The fact is now frequently lost sight of

that the chief claim made for the honey

ccmb cooler, when it was brought out a con

ple of years ago, was the saving in water

rendered possible by its use.

In othcr words. it was not so mllch that

it cooled the water more eiIectuully, as that

this cooling rcsultcd in a much smaller con

sumption of the precious fluid. This ccono

my possessed a twofold advantage: it

rcduced weight and bulk—smaller tanks and

less water being permitted—and it obviated

This

meant a saving of labor even when there

more or less frequent filling of tanks.

was a plentiful supply of water; and when

there was not there was no need to worry

about it. “'hat a ditTerence this meant will

be appreciated when the original claim of

the Mercedcs people is recalled, viz., that

a day's run could be made on a consump

tion of only three pints of water.

It will scarcely be denied that the princi

ple of the honeycomb cooler is a thoroughly

good one. The minute divisions of the

water, with currents of air surrounding

them. cannot but cool the water rapidly and

..—

As this is

thc olijcct of all radiating systems, it is

greatly lcsscu its evapodation.

obvious that. the one which does it most

capcditiously and effectively possesses tea

turcs that preclude the possibility of its be—

ing overlooked. That is exactly the posi

tion of the honeycomb radiator.

There are some features usually employed

in connection with it that are not so readily

commendable.

One of these is the use of a fan for in

ducing a current of air through the cells of

the comb. As generally placed—just back

of the radiator—it is an open question

whether it is of much real service. The

speed of the vehicle and the poition of the

radiator ensure the passage of a large

amount of swiftly moving air through the

orifices; and we cannot help feeling con

siderable scepticism as to the inducing quai

it'les of such an artificial device as a fan,

no matter how swiftly it may revolve, a

scepticism that not even the general adop

tion of the fan by European designers can

dispel.

As to the practice of the Cannstadtfirm in

fitting the 1903 Mercedes with a flywheel

in the form of a fan, it must be viewed with

even more suspicion. How it can play any

great part in inducing air through the radi

ator, situated as it is several feet away

i’ronl'it, and with four cylinders interposed

as a barrier between, passes comprehension,

At any rate it is a refinement that has as

yet failed to appeal to many makers.

An Advantage Overlooked.

So much stress has been laid on the most

potent feature of the new type of steam car,

i. 0., its following the gasolene lines, that

other and even more cogent reasons for its

adoption have been overlooked.

it is even more important that the oper

ator of a steam car should have all the ap

pliances needing watching in front of him

than in the case of the gasolene car operator.

The former has to give more attention to

them than the latter. He must frequently

consult his water gauge, his steam and pres

sure gauges, to watch his burner, etc. With

thcse in front of him his attention is never

taken entirely of! the road.,

With the boiler and the engine, together

with their attendant appliances grouped in

front. the natural, the accustomed, method

of disposal is followed. The locomotive en

gincer finds such arrangement indispensable.

The motor vehicle operator finds equal ad

vantage in it, and does not fail to express

his satisfaction with the new order of

things.
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TIIE CI'IAUFFEUR: A PROBLEM OF THE DAY

( Continued from page 905.)

men. They are a higher class of employe

than the driver of a horse, and there is more

to be left to their judgment. Furthermore,

an automobile is a vehicle that lends itself

readily to the purpose of a man when he

wants to mnke its owner dissatisfied with

the treatment is gets at the place where he

stores it. There are a thousand ways in

which a chaulIeur can give your place and

your product a black eye it he wants to. It

is of little use to explain to a man. The

chances are that he has previously been

convinced by circumstantial evidence that

what his chauffeur says against your place

is true. The chauffeur manufactures the

evidence, but is of a physical kind having

to do with the condition of the car, and it is

very convincing. Suppose, though, the man

is made to understand that the chauffeur is

the cause of the whole trouble, and that he,

the owner, really has no cause for dissatis

faction. This makes it no better. The owner

does not want a chauffeur who is grumbling

all the time. He wants him satisfied. He

has no time nor inclination to go into the

merits of the thing. It is easier to say ‘all

right' when the chauffeur proposes a change

of garage. A man whose time is fully occu

pied with either business or society affairs

has to leave a great deal to his chaufifeur.

He wants a man to whom he can leave all

the details, and he does it usually whether

the man is wholly trustworthy or not.

“Those are the conditions under which we

labor. The chauffeur, having so much to

say, it would be surprising if he did not de

mand a 'rakeoff' for delivering his employ

er's business to a place. This is only hu

man nature. He feels that it is right for

him to have a commission, and if he don't

get it he makes us feel his power.

“I am in favor of some kind of an organ

ization of the trade with a rule under which

any man caught paying a commission to a

chaufieur would be mulcted a heavy tine.

SCARCITY OF CHAUFFL'URS.

"This matter promises to get worse before

it improves. You want to understand that

there is already a scarcity 'of really good

chauffeur. I mean really first rate men,

who are clever at steering a car and can keep

it adjusted and tinker it properly. I do not

know where to put my hand on such a man,

and there is a demand for them. There is

going to be more of a demand. Here, for

instance, is a concern going to turn out 500

touring cars this year. The buyers will want

men for them. Where are they coming

from? The shops are not turning out

enough. Each shop has usually only one or

two thourough mechanics. and they are not

necessarily good drivers of a car. The shops

want to keep those men, and In many cases

the men won't accept positions as chauffeurs

even at an increased wage, for they hold

it to be a meriial employment. In spite of

this, we have trouble here every summer

trying to keep our force, because of men

coming along and offering them more money

to be chauffeurs. The really capable men

are the oncs who won‘t go as a rule, and so

I ask where are our new export chauffeurs

to come from?"

Said another man, the head of a big estab

lishment. who tacitly acknowledged that the

commission system was practised in his

placc: ,

"I shall be very glad to see the time when

I can kick the whole system out of the place.

I cannot now, but I expect to see the time

when things will be so that I can. There

are a good many difficulties in the way of

stamping out the thing.

HOW HORSBMEN DO IT.

“In the horse business. you know, this sort

of thing has gone on for fifty years. Every

one knows about it, and there is no attempt

to conceal it. Every horseshoer, carriage

builder, feed man, harness man and even the

sellers of axle grease have to ‘see‘ the

couchman. They expect to do it. With

every strap and buckle bought goes the

coachman's question of ‘what is there in this

for me?’ The employers of the coachmcn

are acquainted with the practice and make

no attempt to stop it, so what can the deal

ers do? Of course what the coachmen get

comes out of the employers in the long run,

but I know of men who know this and yet

actually ‘tip oil" their coachmen when they

have made a new purchase to go and get

their commission. If the coachmen got no

commission and the harness or other arti

cles were sold to the employer less the

amount of the commission, there would be

trouble all around. In the first place the

business rivals of the seller would be down

on him for cutting prices. Then he would

have an enemyin all the coachmen and his

goods would break and give anything but

satisfaction. He would lose the good will

of his customer. of the coachmen and of his

fellow dealers.

“There are signs that similar conditions

are beginning to exist in the automobile

business. I had a man come to me and

tell me that he was going to take his ma

chine away. That was before I was paying

his man ‘scale.’ I asked him if everything

was not satisfactory and he was evasive.

I told him I suspected his chauffeur was dis

satisfied because he was not getting a “rake

off.’ Then he admitttcd that this was the

reason why he was going to move. Other

chaffeurs got fees in other garages. he said,

and he wanted his to have all the perqui

sites he could get. He was a good man

and he wanted to treat him right. I was

amazed. I said to him: ‘I suppOse you ap

preciate the fact that when commissions

are paid that they come out of your pocket

in the end.’ With smiling composure he re

plied:

OWNER FAVORS “ SCALE."

“ ‘Yes, I understand that, but I want my

man to have it, because it docs not save

me anything if he doesn‘t get it and he is

grouty. I mean that the rates In places

that don‘t pay commissions are just as high

as where they do.’

“Now, what are you going to do In the

face of such a sentiment on the part of

owners? Besides, there is something in

what he said. I would join an association

of dealers to stop the practice, but I doubt

if it would be effective. Would the storage

men on the strength of paying no commis

sions be willing to make a reduction in the

rate of storage? Owners like the one I

have quoted would expect it. He figures it

out that where his man don‘t get it the stor

age house keeps it, and he has to pay

the same either way. Other owners would

come to the same way of thinking, and it

is the way the horse owners think. On the

other hand, would the dealers keep faith?

Would not some of them try to steal a

march on the others by paying premiums

secretly to get business?

“The same trouble seems to run through

every business. A friend of mine in the oil

business was telling me recently how the

buyer of a customer made him add to the

price quoted and give him the difference.

I asked him why he did not go direct to the

firm of the buyer and tell them he could

furnish the oil for so much less if he did

not have to include a ‘rake of!’ for the

buyer. He answered: ‘That would be of

no use, for we have tried it in other cases.

Such men, just like your chauffeurs, hang

together. Even if they discharged the buyer

we would lose that firm’s trade. The oil

would be dirty or have something the mat

for all the time. It would cease to give

satisfaction just as soon as we made any

such move. We have to stand for it, that’s

all.’

POWER FOR MISCHIEF.

“You have no idea how easy it is to queer

the work done on automobiles. If we

stopped paying commissions not a single re

pair job that we did would be right. The

storage vehicles would be giving trouble all

the time, we would be blamed and would

lose our customers. I don't know how

places get along that don’t pay commissions.

They don't have the class of customers I

do, that is certain. On the other hand, by

paying commissions you have something of

a hold on a chauffeur whose employer

'boards' his car with you. For instance, I

heard a chauffeur making a great ‘kick‘ one

day about the way his car had been washed.

He had found a couple of small dirty streaks

on the‘body after the washers had finished

with it. I told him to shut up. He said we

were paid to keep the car clean. I told him

he, too, was getting paid at both ends and

that it would be a small matter for him to

take a cloth and wipe off the dirt. He did

it. It is very hard to get a car perfectly

cleaned. I have looked one over and seen '

not a mark at night by the electric light

and in the morning found a big streak of

dirt on it. If a man wants to be mean about

such things he can do it easily and soon turn

our patron against us. I would be glad to

see the whole business stopped, it it can he."

Still another man, one who has a big es

tablishment and IS “on the fence” as yet,
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not having decided whether to tight it out

or yield, said:

THE DEAL WITH THE GARAGE.

“At present I do not pay any commis

sions. I do not know what I am going to

do in the future, though. I think it is a

most pernicious and baneful practice, and

should be stamped out. I have men come to

me right along and say:

“ ‘I like your place and would like to bring

my car here. Will you pay as much as

the other places do?’ ‘

“I ask how much that is, and they all

strike for 10 per cent on all repairs and

supplies. Some ask to have the storage bill

included and be paid 10 per cent on all bills,

and some do not. Then to find out just

what they expect I have led them along by

letting them believe for a while that I am

willing to pay a commission, and this is

what comes next. The chauffeur asks:

“‘Do you keep a strict account of 'the

movements of the car?

“At first I did not understand the ques

tion, and said so. Then the man said:

“ ‘I mean do you put it down every time

a car goes out and when it comes in?’

“I told him that of course we did, and he

said:

“ ‘Well, I wouldn’t store in a place where

a full record of the car‘s goings and com

ings is kept.’

“I asked him why he wouldn't and coaxed

him into telling me. and this is what he

said:

“'Well, you see, I get $100 a month, and

I can make $100 a month out of the car if

no record of its movements are kept.’

"Taking out parties is what you mean, I

exclaimed, a light now breaking on me.

“ ‘Exactly; hacking lt.’

" HACK I NG IT."

“Hacking it, I have since learned, Is the

term by which the chauffeurs call the. prac

tice of hiring out their employer‘s car for

long or short trips, the same as a public

hack. 0!! course this is done at night, or at

such other times as the chauffeur knows

his employer is away, or will not call for

his car. Since I first learned this I have

IIIQI] frequently asked the slgnilicant ques

tion of whether I keep a strict tally on the

going and coming of storage cars. I un~

tier-stand it now. The men give me to un

dersiand that in some places only the record

of the trips made by the car when the

owner is using it is kept, and that the chant

fcnr can use it on the quiet as much as he

likes without being reported.

“This is one phase of the chauffeur ques

tion that certainly calls for attention. It

is a flagrant abuse and one that should be

stopped it nothing else is, And it could be

stopped. all of it.”

The Motor World man said: "The Auto

mobile (‘lub has decided to appoint a com

mittee—Ibelieve one has been appointed»—

to arrest these abuses. “’bat can the club

do to stop them?“

The answer was: “Why, it could issue a

license to every garage and have it under

stood that the club members would patronme

only licensed garages. The various places

licensed would be under a pledge not to pay

any commissions and if any of them was

caught doing so, its license would be for

feited and it would become an unlicensed

place, which, to all efiects, would be boy

cotted by the club members."

“Would such a system of patronage and

boycott not be conspiracy in the legal sense

against the places that might choose to run

their business to suit themselves without

license or interference by the club?"

“I don't know."

A chauffeur, one of the best, a man who

has served several years as mechanic in a

large automobile establishment, who is rec

ognized as an expert driver and who is now

employed on the car of a manwhose name

is synonymous with millions, had this to

say:

THE CI-IAUFFEUR'S STORY.

“I suppose all this fuss has been stirred

up because one man went talking to a re

porter recently—for the sake of hearing him

self talk I suppose—about the demoraliza

tion of chauffeurs. Of all the people who

should not talk the man who did talk is

the one, for his concern, as is well known

to all the trade, is the one generally credited

with having introduced the system here

through its imported chauffeurs. What made

the boys mad was that the lirm, which had

been paying commissions to only some of

the men in the place, had just come out vol

untarily with the proposition to treat every

one alike and pay five per cent commission

all around. Then this man comes out with

a sad story about the depraved demands of

the chauffeurs and a denial that his firm

pays commissions. It hurt worst, though,

when he said that they had to pay pre

miums to get good men. This—well, all 1

can say is that for a long time it was a

mystery to smne of us why the foreigners

got the pick of the jobs to be given out, but

we understand now. The American chauf

feur, though, has not yet come to the stage

of paying a concern for recommending him

for a job.

“This whole systcm was importcd with

the chauffeurs from Europe. The Ameri

cans were not ‘wisc' to the ins and outs of

the game, but the foreigncrs wcre as wise

as serpents and knew every trick and, of

course, the Americans hogan to learn, I

have associated with the forcigncrs in the

place we have becn speaking of, and inci

dcntally the first and only commission 1

ever received was handed to me nus-ought

by the very firm that has liccn stirring up

this muss.

CLAIMS COMMISSIONS LEGITIMATE.

“You must not think, though, that cvcry

man who takes a commission is a crook.

(‘omniissions arc. a part of every busincss

and there are legitimate commissions for

a chauffeur to get. IIc need not do anything

but what is for the best interests of his cin

ployers and yet get them. I was just talk

ing with a chauffeur whose bcss has ordered ‘

him to get a couple of hundred dollars‘

worth of fixings for his car. He has been to

three places and got estimates. At every

place he was told that if he brought the or

der there he would get a commission. He

would place the order with the lowest bid—

der, anyhow, but as it happened the lowest

bidder ofiered him the best commissibn. He

will be just as particular to see that the

goods are up to standard as if he got no

commission, because he expects first of all

to do right by his boss and keep his job.

“There are men who abuse the commission

practice, just as there are men in every line

who abuse their privileges. I have yet to

know of a man, though, who would buy any

thing unnecessary in the way of supplies or

repairs or who would get anything but the

best bargain he could for his employer. Any

man who would do so ought to be booted

out of the business.

“Suppose Mr. Brown's chauffeur says to a

supply man that he doesn't want any com

mission, does it make any difference in the

price that Mr. Brown has to pay? Not a

bit of it. The dealer has to pay Mr.

Smith‘s and Mr. Jones‘s chauffeurs commis

sion, and if he cut the price to Brown he

would soon be in trouble with Smith and

Jones for selling to Brown for less. The

commission comes out of the profit of the

dcaler. When the chauffeur doesn’t get it

the dealer is that much ahead. You get an

order for a man for anything from bird seed

to a battleship and there is a commission in

it for' you.

QUESTIONS OF WAGES AND SCHOOLS.

“Hacking it? Yes, that is done, but the

men who do it are not the best men who

get good salaries. That is something that

is rank wrong and should be stopped. I

don‘t take much stock in a chauffenr‘s union,

but it might be of use in stoppping abuses

of that sort. It could not regulate wages.

They are too variable. One man is worth

much more than another for the same kind

of a car, and different men want different

sort of services from a chauffeur.

“Good men? I don‘t know at this mo

ment where there is one who is out of a

job that I could really recommend as being

a good driver and a good mechanic. It is to

the lntcrcst of the manufacturers to have

good men in charge of their cars, and they

ought to start Some kind of a school and

break in green men. Many a car has got a

black eye just because it has not been prop

crly handled.

"The manufacturers could take a school

of say six or nine men and divide them into

classes of three. They could put three men

each to work in the shops on cars of differ

cnt types, say one class at work in the

\\'inton place, another in the Locomobile

shop and another in some place where for

eign cars are handled. The men could work

three or four weeks in a place and be shifted

from one shop to another until they had

It arned enough to take hold of any type of

gasolene car. They would not be experts.
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but they would be better than a lot of men

who are now ca‘lling themselves chauffeurs.

Thee scholars could work without pay in

the shops and learn how to manage a car

on the road from going out in the demon

stration cars.

“Chauffeurs are not demoralized and they

are not robbers, but more good ones are

needed."

A manager who believes in recognizing

the system of commissions for the present,

said:

“This matter should not be stirred up.

Leave it alone and it wil ladjust itself. The

natural laws that govern the conduct of

men and the laws of competition will settle

it as it should be, and nothing else can. If

the nature of the business is such that it

feeds the system and encourages it, it will

last and no arbitrary ruling of any club or

board of trade can kill it. It may be an

abuse, but if it is one that is encouraged by

the competitive conditions of commerce it

will continue. Many ba'd practices are kept

alive in business by competition, and you

can’t help it. If, on the other hand, it is

an evil that is artificial. a condition that is

false and unnatural, it will soon be shaken

off. Business men won't be imposed upon

long. Let them run their own affairs to suit

themselves and this thing will work itself

out to a natural adjustment. You can make

a lot of fuss, but you can’t stop it if it is

to be, and you can't perpetuate it if the

conditions don't nourish it. Let it alone."

A member of the Automobile Club, who

represents a large manufacturer, said:

“There is no doubt about the existence of

this evil of commission paying and it is a

very great one. I know a man who is as

well satisfied as a man can be by circum

stantial evidence that his car was deliber

ately smashed by his chauffeur in order that

he might get the commission on the repair

job and have a little vacation while the car

was in the shops. At the show I had a

man come to me who is the chauflieur of a

wealthy New Yorker, and he told me that

his employer was going to buy one of two

cars, ours or another make. He said he

could throw the sale to either one he chose,

that the other firm was going to give him

$500 if he picked their car and he wanted to

know what I would give him. I told him

nothing and his employer, sure enough,

bought the other car. The getting of good

chauffeurs is another problem and, indeed,

the whole chautfeur question is trouble

some. Some poor operators are getting more

than good ones. Some men pay twice as

much as others; some engage men agreeing

to pay a salary and board and others do

not. There. is a lot of regulating to be d0ne.

It is terribly mixed up now. I hope you can

make some head or tail of it; I can’t."

 

  

   
 

 

The ever~alert Ben Smith, manager of H. B. Shattuck & Son’s Boston Emporium, lost no opportunity at the “Automobile Carnival ” in that city last week. He had his cars

always in evidence and opened many eyes by sending a Packard up a flight of stairs built at a 25 per cent. angle, starting from a standstill and then repeating the performance from

the opposite side which was a 36 per cent. grade.

accompanying picture.

He also had one oi his little Oldsmobiles carrying in people weighing 1150 pounds, climb a :5 per cent. gradr, as shown by the

He also won a blue ribbon for the Old: by showing its splendid control on the see-saw or teeter-board.

 

Status of the Storage Battery.

When asked what effect the expiration of

the Brush storage battery patents would

have on their business, the Electric Storage

Battery Co. gave out this typewritten state

ment:

“While the Brush patent served to build

up the storage battery industry, its value in

maintaining a monopoly is long since past,

and the Electric Storage Battery Co. is the

owner of numerous patents of far more con

trolling importance upon its business than

the Brush patent has ever been. In fact,

with the exception of the pasted plate type

used solely for automobile purposes, none of

the different types now manufactured by the

battery company has employed the Brush

invention, and all are covered by patents

which still have many years to run.

“While patents are always useful in pro

tecting an industry, the Storage Battery Co.

depends upon its reputation acquired dur

ing its twenty years‘ experience in the st01~

age battery business to maintain its position

in the business. Then the company has

other patents of controlling importance cov

ering the essential application of batteries,

and the company is now actively engaged.

through its patent counsel, in pressing to

final hearing such fundamental patents

mainly relating to the application to which

storage batteries are put. The leading pat

ents which it is now actively litigating are

the booster patents, which are the inven

tions of two very prominent electrical en

gineers of this city, Mr. C. O. Mailloux and

Mr. H. Ward Leonard.

“It can easily be understood that while

poster plate batteries of more or less merit

may now be manufactured, they cannot be

applied '0 any useful purpose without in—

fringing some of the existing patents owned

by the Storage Battery Co.

“The only application which is aflected by

the expiration of the Brush patent is what

is known as the pasted plate, which has a

limited use and which is also difficult to

manufacture, and if the inexperienced at

tempt to enter the field of manufacture the

way will be strewn with their wrecks.”

 

New Garage in Providence.

Plans are now being drawn up for an au

tomobile storage station to be erected at the

corner of Mathewson and Martha streets.

Providence, It. I. The structure will be a

two story one, with a frontage of forty feet

in Mathewson street, and will extend 100

feet back, with entrances in both streets.

The office and storeroom will be in front,

leaving ample room for the storage or a

large number of vehicles in the rear portion

of the building, which is expected to be com

pleted by June 1. It will be in charge of

Nelson S. Davis.

 

_W. A. Richwine, of the Autocar Co., has

just returned from Denver, Col. He reports

that the prospect for business there is ex

cellent.
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BUFFALO SHOW OPENS

Nearly all Prominent Cars in Evidence—Big

First Night Attendance.

 

Buflalo, March 10.-—-This city is holding

its first Automobile Show this week, and

its success is marked. Buffalo, with its 350

miles of asphalt pavement and with the

good, smooth level roads of the country sur

rounding is an ideal place for the use of the

automobile and its popularity in this city

is increasing at a rapid pace. The city is

also destined to become an important centre

of the motor vehicle industry; indeed, al

ready has quite a large number of manu

facturers of machines which rank high

among the automobile products of the United

States.

The Show is being held in Convention

Hall, a building owned by the city of Buf

falo, and 'rented for purposes of this na

ture. The main hall, where the display of

motor vehicles is made, contains a clear

floor space of about 200 feet by 125, and is

admirably adapted for such an exhibition.

It contains as one of its features the mag

niiicent pipe organ which was built for the

Pan-American Temple of Music, the build

ing in which President McKinley was shot.

This organ at the' close of the Exposition

was presented to the city by a generous

citizen, Alderman J. N. Adam, and placed

in Convention Hall. It will be heard upon

several occasions during the Automobile

Show.

The hall has been decorated very hand

somer and' with the unusually fanciful and

dazzling electric effects in connection with

the ditterent booths presents a most attrac

tive appearance. The stage is set with Pan

American scenery showing the Electric Tow~

er and other buildings of the City of Light,

and appropriately connects the automobile

exhibition with that now historic exposi

tion. As for the show as an exhibition oi?

automobiles it is a credit to the city of But

fuio and is said by those who have recently

come from the shows at Cleveland, Phila

deiphia and Detroit to eclipse them in gen

eral effectiveness.

The largest space is taken by the exhibit

of the W. C. Jaynes Automobile Co., of But

i‘aio, which shows the famous Winton tour

ing car and the equally conspicuous, it lower

priced, Oldsmobile; also the “Franklin” and

several National electric vehicles.

The E. R. Thomas Motor Co. show sev

eral of their touring cars, and, of course, its

well known Auto-bi motor bicycle, and as

the product of one of the early workers in

the vineyard. the Thomas cars and cycles

are receiving the meed of attention that is

their due.

A leading feature of the show is the ex

hibit of Packard machines by the Roe Auto~

mobile Co., of Buffalo, which includes the

splendid 12 horsepower motor car, model

F, 1903, which has been so much admired

at other shows of the year, and the specially

built Limousine at $10,000. The Roe (‘0.

also shows the well known Autocar and

\Vaverley.

The Columbia Motor Vehicle Agency of

Bulian shows several handsome types of

the electric automobile, the products of the

Electric Vehicle Co. The Columbia agency

has recently been established by a pioneer

in automobilism in Buifaio, Dr. Truman J.

Martin, with W. S. Bull, well known in both

bicycle and automobile circles, as manager.

it represents the Jones-Corbin Co. and the

Ward-Leonard Electric Co., as well as the

Electric Vehicle Co. The electric vehicle

which Dr. Martin brought to Buffalo to as

toniin the natives away back in January.

1807, is still in use, and giving good service.

it is known around Bni’t'alo as "The Pie

neer."

The Conrad Motor Carriage Co. and the

Centaur Vehicle Co., both Butt'aio concerns,

have some-excellent specimens of their work

on exhibition.. The Conrad touring cars,

runabouts and delivery wagons being splen

did types olf up to date vehicles at twentieth

century prices. The Centaur Motor Vehicle

Co., besides its own product, shows the To

ledo, Searchmont, Yale and Cadillac cars, all

of which it represents in Buffalo. The

stylish Baker Electrics, the Rambler, the

llaynes~Apperson, the General land the

Prescott are also prominently in evidence.

Numerous firms which make automobile

accessories or supplies have exhibits, promi

.nent ambng them being the Bufiaio Gaso

lcne Motor Co., which exhibits an electric

launch containing motor adapted to either

water or land transportation, and the .\'a

tional Battery Co., which makes the Sperry

Battery, and which in fact is the only con

cern at present making electric batteries in

Buffalo.

The following is a summary of the exhib

its:

W. C. Jaynes Automobile Co.—Wintons

and Oldsmobiles; Centaur Motor Vehicle Co.,

Cadillac, Toledos, Yales, Americans, Search

mouts and Centaurs; Roe Automobile Co.,

Bakers, Autocars, Packards and Northerns;

J. J. Gibson, Haynes-Appersons; Columbia

Motor Vehicle Agency, Columbias, Jones

Corbins and linickerbockers; Don Robinson,

Waverleys; Gibson Howard, linoxes; A. J.

Wells, Generals; D. H. Lewis, Ramblers; E.

it. Thomas Motor Co., Buifalos; Prescott

Steam Carriage Co., Prescotts; Foster Auto~

mobile Mfg. Co., Cont-ads; ll. H. Franklin

Mfg. Co., Franklins; Buffalo Electric Car

riage Co.; Geneva Automobile Co., Genevas;

Morlock Motor Works, gasolene i'iilltibudi;

Pierce Motor Car Co., Pierce Electrics; Buf

falo Gasolene Motor Co., Buffalo motors;

National Carbon Co., dry batteries; Fisk

Rubber Co., Fisk tires; Diamond Rubber

Co., Diamond tires; Twentieth Century

Lamp Co., Twentieth Century Lamps; Stand

ard Anti-Friction Equipment Co., anti-fric

tion bearings; Hussey Automobile and Sun

dry C0., specialties; Truescott Boat Co.,

launches; Buffalo Tire and Rubber Co., tires;

Schaetfer, Bunce & Co., running gears.

About four thousand were in attendance

to-nlght and there is a prospect of increas

ing crowds during the week. The press of

Buffalo has supported the enterprise well

and the exhibition has aroused great inter

est, which wil doubtless aid in furthering

the city‘s remarkable industrial boom and

especially its boom as a centre of the auto

moblle industry.

Gelsel Enlarging his Station.

Extensive alterations are to be made to

the automobile station of A. A. Geisel,

Springfield, Mass. The plans call for an

extension on the rear of the present garage

of ten feet, and then another addition, 40

by 100 feet, runing to East Court street.

When the new part is completed there will

have been added 4,000 square feet of floor

surface. The addition will be modern in

every respect. There will be rooms for men

and women, and a shop in which repairs of

any kind can be made quickly. In the new

part, which will face East Court street, a

room 15 by 30 feet will be partitioned oil for

the Springfield Automobile Club, and stor

age room will be furnished for the machines

of the members. These will be stored tree,

unless left over night. The new building

will be of brick with cement floors, and will

be titled with chemical fire extinguishers.

 

In Use in Guadaloupe.

“A daily automobile service has been estab

lished between this city and the town of Ste.

ltose," writes Consul Ayme from Guade

loupe. "This service is the first step tow

ard the substitution throughout the colony

of automobiles for the archaic stage coaches

which were the only means of land trans

port. The Ste. Rose line began running on

January 1, and has proved a success. On

March 1 two new lines will be established,

one from this city to Basse Tone and the

other from this city to Le Moule. The auto

mobiles used are of French manufacture,

with gasolene engines as motive power.

They are well made, handsome vehicles, and

carry ten passengers besides the chauifeur

and his assistant. The prices charges are

about the same as for the old stage coaches."

 

Trolley Strike Makes a Sale.

One of the few gainers by the seemingly

interminable Waterbury, Conn., street rail

way strike is S. A. Miner, the Hartford

dealer. He sold a large steam bus last week

to a committee of the strikers, and it was

at once shipped to Waterbury. The com

mittee is said to be looking for one or two

more similar vehicles.

 

New Garage In Worcester.

The new garage of the Worcester Auto

mobile Co., 84 to 88 Exchange street,

Worcester. Mass, is nearing completion. A

compound hydraulic lift has been put in.

powerful enough to take the heaviest cars

to the storage room on the second floor.
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The Metropolitan Salcsrooms and Garages—I.

 

 

Had it been specially built for them, the

New York salesroom of the Electric Ve

hlclc Co., at 134-138 Wcst Thirty-ninth

street, could scarccly have been better de

signed for the purpose. Centrally located.

roomy, light, convenient, it is a show room

[Iiil' excellence. admirably adapted for thc

advantageous display of the Hartford con~

set off this portion of the building and make

a favorable first impression. -

This is greatly heightened upon entering.

The building. 100 feet deep by 75 feet front,

is in one room, broken only by a few col

umns, and this gives an appearance of vast

ness that is increased by the lofty roof and

the dazzling brightness, the latter brought

“I - 

  

ccrn's extensive line of soil propelled vehi

clos.

The illustration gives a good idea of the

t‘Xtt‘I‘IOl‘ appearance of the building, which

is one story in height. It is located directly

opposite the south side of the Metropolitan

Opera House, but a stone's throw west of

Broadway, and presents an imposing ap

pearance. with its seventy-tive feet front

of glass. reaching from the street to roof.

Handsome signs on windows and doors, in

cluding the well known script, "Columbia."

  

ELECTRIC VEHICLE CO.. i34-r38 WEST 39th STREET.

about by the front of glass and huge sky

lights in the roof at the rear. The oiled

floor. free from all incumbranccs, is occu

pied by a representative showing of the

company’s latest vehicles-so arranged that

there is ample space to view them from all

sides.

The station is, as Managcr Armstrong ex

plained to The Motor World representative.

a salesroom and showroom. pure and sim

ple, and its arrangement is in conformity

with that idea. Absolutely no demonstrat—

ing vehicles are kept there. No charging is

done; no repairs or adjustments made. Con»

plete vehicles only, and these ready for sale,

are displayed. To the left of the entrance

and toward the rear is the office, with three

or four salesmcn’s desks just outside of it.

On the western side of the building a hy

draulic lift for handling underslung bat

ter-:1"'"

.

Z

   

tcrles on trucks and other vehicles is shown.

Artificial light is provided by twelve clcc

trlc arc lights. hung from the ceiling. insur

ing a plentiful supply at all times.

The new uptown station in New York of

the American Darracq Automobile Co., at

147 West Thirty-eighth street. was opcncd

last Monday in good style. There are two

floors to the place. with a capacity for a

dozen or more machines on the ground floor.

F. A. La Roche is in charge.
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JUSTICE IN NEW JERSEY

While Strict, Amended Scovel Bill is Fairly

Reasonable—Passage Seems Assured.

Wise counsels have prevailed, and New

Jersey autoists and legislators have reached

an agreement on the Scovel automobile bill.

The latter has been materially amended.

and in this form, with practically unanimous

support, it has passed the House of Assem

There it is ex

pected to evade opposition also and go to

the Governor for approval, which is also

looked for.

The bill is much improved. The most pro

bly and gone to the Senate.

nounced change from the original proposition

regulates the speed at which the machines

may be driven, it being provided that they

may be driven one mile in six minutes, or

ten miles an hour, along the sharp curves

of and at the intersection of prominent cross

roads in the open country; one mile in seven

minutes, or eight and one-half miles an hour,

in the cities and built up portions of towns,

and one mile in three minutes, or twenty

miles an hour, in the open country.

It is stipulated that when any governing

body shall by ordinance or resolution permit

a greater speed, such increased speed limita

tion shall be lawful in the city, borough or

town so providing.

Drivers of autos must make declaration,

duly verified, that they are competent to

drive the vehicle, together with a brief de

scription of it, including the name of the

manufacturer and rated horsepower. Upon

giving this information and on the payment

of $1 for each machine registered, a license

shall be issued.

Numbers on the vehicles shall be three

inches in height and the strokes of a width

not less than three-eighths of an inch, and

shall be Arabic numerals. At night the

numerals shall he placed on the lamps, which

must be visible at. least 200 feet in the di

rection toward which the auto is going.

At a signal from a person riding or driv

ing a horse or horses in an opposite direc

tion. drivers- of automobiles must cause the

latter to stop and remain stationary to allow

such horse or horses to pass.

For displaying a fictitious license number

a fine of $100 is provided, in default of which

the offender may be jailed for thirty days.

For racing a fine of $30 or twenty days‘ im

prisonment is provided. For failing to dis- I

play a number the fine is to be $25; for fail

ure to carry lights a fine of $10. For vio

latin_<_r the speed regulations the tines vary

from $10 to $50. For a second ofl'cncc the

fine is to be doubled.

Hearst's Hand in Lav/making.

Since \Villiam R. Hearst became the pos

sessor of a “Red Devil" his enthusiasm for

the motor vehicle has grown visibly. To

further its interests in true jcliow journal

style he has arranged to have introduced at

Albany by two Italian legislators—Messrs.

Riordan and Bourke—a bill providing for the

licensing of all automobilists. This bill

provides for the licensing of all who under

take to drive an automobile, whether the

machine is a public or private one.

The driver must at all times carry his ll

cense with him, and these will be issued only

after strict examination as to ability to

safely handle a machine.

The machine itself must, according to the

provisions of this measure, be fully identi

 

Morrison and his New Duties.

The Peerless Motor Car Co‘s 110ston

branch, at No. 178 Columbus avenue, is now

thoroughly established, and the new man

ager, A. E. Morrison, who relinquished the

sales management at the factory in Cleve

land. to assume charge of the Boston es

  

tablishment, has the reins well in hand.

That Mr. Morrison knows the Peerless and

is equipped to advance its interests his fac

tory connection makes manifest, and he is

no stranger to the New England field, having

been for some time with the Waltham Mfg.

Co., where he obtained his first knowledge

of gasolene engines. Later he was with the

International Motor Car Co., and there added

to his fund of information. Previously he

was for eight years engaged in soiling bi

cycles in California. That his ripe experi

ence will bear fruit in his new position and

that his efforts will make the Peerless car a

big factor in New England it is safe to pre

dict.

 

ficd by means of prominently displayed lct

tors and numbers, the former designating the

class of vehicle, the latter corresponding to

a full record of the name of the owner, place

of storage and other particulars.

It is announced by the Journal that the

hill will he introduced this week. As a sort

of prelude or curtain raiser, and also at the

instance of the Journal, Alderman Douli in

troduced a hill in the Board of Aldermen on

Tuesday designated to apply to all public

automobiles. it compels drivers or all puh~

in automobiles to display prominently at

the bar-l; of their vehicles their license num

ber

MAINE LAW MUDDLED

So Altered as to be Unrecognizable—Bar Har

bor Obstructionists' Drastic Demands.

 

Originally favored by autoists—at whose

instance it was presented—the automobile

bill before the Maine legislature bids fair

to be amended out of all semblance of its

former self.

At the hearing before the Judiciary Com

mittee it was urged that there would be

great danger in permitting the use of autos

on certain roads, such'as those which run

along the cliffs at Bar Harbor. It was then

proposed that a provision be inserted in the

bill giving the selectmen of towns the right

to apply to a. justice of the Supreme Court

to close designated streets and roads to the

steam, gasolene and electric carriages. Then

objection was raised to this on the ground

that it removed the roads from the care of

municipal officers and county commissioners.

It also appeared that the Bar Harbor folks

wanted so many roads closed that some of

the auto owners began to fear that they

might be shut out of that resort altogether:

The bill is in the hands of a sub-commit

tee which has been trying to reach an agree—

ment which would be satisfactory to all

parties. The committee has changed the

speed regulations to meet the objections

raised at the hearing, and stands ready to

do what it can to make the bill acceptable to

all parties interested, but it has not yet re

ported. ,

To prevent as far as possible the frighten

ing of horses the automobile people incor

porated in their measure a section which

obliged the man in the auto to stop on sig

nal from the man driving the horse, and that

tl.is might not be held to afford ground for

an evasion of damages a section was put in

the hill making it perfectly clear that the

persons injured by the carelessness 0r igno

rance of the operator of the automobile was

in no way hindered in the recovery of dam

ages. These things the auto people look

upon as fair and reasonable, but they say

that they do not want a bill which will shut

them out of such resorts as Bar Harbor.

Cincinnati's Ordinance.

Backed by the Cincinnati Automobile Club.

an ordinance regulating the use of automo

biles has been introduced in the Cincinnati.

Ohio, Board of Legislation. It was framed

by ('01. Max Fleischmann. of the club, and

seems likely to pass. It provides a speed

limit of seven miles per hour in the territory

bounded by Court, \Vatcr. John and Broad

way, and in other parts of the city and in

parks, fifteen miles per hour. No person un

der sixteen years of age will be allowed to

manage an automobile, and any driver or

chauti'cur will be compelled to stop on sig

nal from a person driving a vehicle propelled

by horse power. Owners are compelled to

register their vehicles with the city auditor

and pay a license of $3 per year.
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“ DEVIL,”_ HOWLS WARREN

His Chief Argument for his Much Riddlcd Bill—

Will he Flee to the Woods?

Although apparently very wide apart, Con

necticut autoists and autophobes may be

brought together ere long. Each side seems

to be seeking the same end—the regulation,

not the hampering, of automobile traffic. In

discriminate racing and “scorching” are em

phatically condemned. The present wise law,

properly enforced, will, it is asserted, serve

every purpose, and any change in in would

result in harm.

All this was brought out at the hearing be

fore the legislative committee on public

health and safety, at Hartford last week.

The three bills introduced by Representative

Warren, of Lyme, were considered, as fol

lows: H. B., No. 59, that power vehicles

shall not be run over any country road ex

cept main thoroughfares of a town; H. B.,

No. 175, ‘that every power vehicle shall be

marked with the name and address of the

owner; H. B., No. 173, that no power ve

hicles shall be run over country roads faster

than eight miles an hour.

The discussion was led off by Representa

tive Warren. “The automobile painted red,

mounted on wheels, is a devil," he declared.

The speed of eight miles an hour was the

limit such power vehicles ought to attain.

There is nothing ridiculous about the eight

mile limit." There was a difference between

eight miles and fifty miles an hour, and

there were some machines of the ‘Four

Hundred’ of New York that passed through

his town at a rate exceeding forty miles an

hour. Mr. Warren claimed that the horse is

a necesity and that the automobile is a lux

ury. The bill simply put the automobile on '

the same level as the horse vehicle. He pro

tested against the grinning automobiles

doing him up; at least he wanted to file his

protest before the automobile struck him.

"If the State doesn‘t pass a bill we will take

action ourselves that will be. effective. This

matter is getting serious," he said in con

clusion.

C. B. Mason, of Bristol, said that he was

opposed to the bills. It didn't make any dif

ference how fast the machines were run; if

horses were afraid they were afraid of the

machines themselves. if a man wanted to

run his machine at 30 miles an hour he

would in spite of any'S-mile. an hour law.

but very few men wanted to drive that fast.

It was impractical on the country roads

and it were out a machine much faster than

the ordinary man cared to. lie said that the

lfi-niilc law was a fair one. There was hard

ly a man in the country who didn‘t own a

good horse'which he habitually speeded up

to a 3-minute clip in the streets. It was

untrue that autos were used for pleasure by

only afew. They were becoming used more

and more for business. The present law re

.frightened at automobiles.

stricting speed to 15 miles an hour was a

good one. It was easier to stop an automo

bile than it was a rapid-moving horse. The

street accidents reported in the newspapers

for the past few weeks had all been from

horses and not from automobiles. Mr. Ma

son had taken a week’s pleasure trip in his

machine without a sign of an accident, nor

a frightened horse. He was in favor of reg

istration and identification of automobiles.

Mr. Mason odered to take Mr. Warren on

his automobile, and thought that that gen

tleman would soon want to own an automo

bile.

Frank T. Brown, of Norwich, appeared

against the rate of speed bill and discussed

all three bills before the committee. He had

no doubt of apprehension in country towns

as to the dangers of automobiles. He thought,

however, that much of this was due to oppo

sition to innovations of any kind. The leg

islature was asked to pass a law which was

based on the misdemeanor of a very few.

It had been said that the horse was lord of

the highway. This was not so. The highway

was for the purposes of travel. The time

would soon come when horses would not be

They had be

come used to bicycles, electric cars and steam

cars, and would soon not be frightened at

horseless vehicles. it is from an old and

good authority that “a horse is a vain thing

for safety." The bill recognized the use of

automobiles, and the speed limit of eight

miles would be an embarrassment to law

abiding owners and drivers of automobiles.

The bill would not accomplish the purpose

desired. He could see no reason why an au

tomobilist should not use any highway. It

might, however, be hazardous for a machine

to be run on some roads. It would be difli

cult for a court to define what a “thorough

fare" is. The common law was even a better

protection against fast speed than the stat

ute. Mr. Brown saw no objection to the

registration of the automobiles.

Dr. E. B. Ilookcr, of Hartford. said the

whole trouble had been from lawbreakers.

Enforce the law, identify the lawbreakers,

but do not punish the law abiding gentlemen

and ladies who own and run automobiles.

In behalf of the physicians Dr. Hooker said

that the profession was using power vehicles

more and more. and it would be a hardship

to limit them to eight miles an hour when on

an errand of mercy. It would be absurd.

Dr. E. .T. McKnight had run an automobile

for over a year and a half, and he thought,

in fact he knew, that his machine was safer

for himself and for the public than the safest

horse in Connecticut.

.\I. J. Budlong. of the Electric Vehicle (Jum

pany pointed out that several thousand work

men in Connecticut were employed in the

manufacture of automobiles, and such dras

tic measures as are now before the Legisla

turc would have a serious effect upon the

industry and upon the sale of automobiles.

lle presented statistics to sho wthat automo

biles could he stopped in less than half _the

distance a horse could be stopped.

Representative Warner, of Woodbrldge,

said that the farmers of the State desired

that there should be some means of protec

tion from the reckless automobile drivers.

That was all.

Representative Armstrong, of Franklin,

agreed to that proposition. The farmers did

not want'to exterminate the automobile, but

to aid in controlling it, and in developing it.

Andrew F. Gates thought the gentlemen

who had spoken for or against the bills were

not far apart. The desire was to control the

machines. The fact had been ignored that

there was a law on the statute books to-day

that would remedy all the evils complained

of if it were enforced. All the incidents men

tioned had been of violations of the law as

it is. Some system of lettering or number

ing machines might be added to the present

law with advantage. Outsiders would then

have to put Connecticut numbers on their

machines.

-A few days after the hearing Representa

tive Warren rushed into print protesting

against “ridicule from the press." He says

that the “newspapers throughout the State

have been opposed to the bill from the start.

“As time passes on and the unpleasant things

of life are thrust upon us," he concludes,

“we must submit, and if we have got to

flee to the woods to make room for the au

tomobile, the sooner the better," whatever

that may mean.

 

Ancient Tennessee Law Resumetcd.

Some one has dug up an old Tennessee

law restricting the use of steam vehicles on

the public highways, and fears are enter

tained that it may be enforced against steam

automobiles. The act provides 'that posters

shall be put at all important inter

sections of other roads with 'the road

to be used before any steam wagon

or carriage shall be run upon any

such road; and that vehicles propelled

by steam may pass over any toll bridge or

through any toll gate provided they Day

double toll. The next section provides that

it shall be unlawful to run any vehicle pro

pelled by steam unless controlled by a com

petent engineer and then only upon any

public highway, except between the hours of

9 o’clock p. m. and 4 o‘clock a. in. The next

section provides that every person operating

a steam vehicle on ,a public highway shall

keep a watchman at least 200 yards in front

of such vehicle for the purpose of notifying

any person traveling on the public highway

of the approach of such vehicle: and it is

made the duty of any person operating such

vehicle to stop the same and stop the es

cape of steam and stop all unnecessary

noise on the approach of any wagon, buggy

or horseman until the same shall have

passed. The statute further provides that

every person failing to comply with or vio

lating the provisions of this law shall be lia

bin to all damages caused by such violation

and shall also be. punished for a misde

meanor.
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Light That Does illuminate.

Too much light is a venial fault in a lamp

and one that few autoists are likely to com

plain of. The Lens Mirror Searchlight of

the Rushmore Dynamo “'orks, Jersey City.

X. .l.. has been accused of being too bright,

but its makers claim that in use it is all

that could be desired. '

The lamp is a copy in miniature of the

standard Navy Electric Searchlight, except

that an acetylene gas flame is made to do

service in place of electricity. The gener

ator will supply about twenty~five cubic feet

of gas, suflicient to give seven hours' light.

The arrangement of the carbide receptacle

is unique, the carbide remaining in place on

a grate in lumps, the waste falling into the

ash pan below as a dry powder.

With this lamp objects fifteen hundred feet

distant can be plainly perceived, while by

using the controlling gear the light can be

thrown in any desired direction.

 

Walton Makes Change.

H. E. Walton, who has been connected

with the Peerless Motor Car Co., Cleveland,

Ohio, as purchasing agent, has associated

himself with the Shelby Motor Car Co., of

Shelby, Ohio.

 

John Maxwell, of Oneida, N. Y., has been

appointed agent for the Haynes-Apperson

cars. His territory covers twenty counties

in New York State, west of Albany.

These Should Sell Like “ Hot Calm."

The discovery that no matter how foul the

spark plug a spark and explosion can be se

cured by interrupting the circuit and provid

ing an external gap to be jumped by the

current has been quickly turned to advan

tage.

Abroad several “interrupter-s," or “intensb

tiers," as they are variously termed, have

made their appearance on the market, and in

@ @

this country, A. H. Funke, No. 325 Broad

way, New York, has been first to sciZc the

opportunity. His device is simplicity itself,

as the accompanying illustration makes

plain. It consists of layers of mica into

which are eyeleted two copper fingers, as

shown. In one eyelet the end of the plug

is secured, in the other the end of the high

tension wire. The outside and visible spark

jumps from the tip of one finger to the tip

of the other.

As the Funke “intensifier” can be marketed

at a merely nominal price, that it should

meet with an instant and large demand ap

pears certain. Considering its invaluable

nature, it would not seem that there are

many men owning a gasolcnc rip-tor nho

would not have one or more devices con

stantly about his car or person.

   

 

Century’r Expansion.

The Century Motor Vehicle Co., Syracuse.

N. Y., have been successful in securing an

additional building adjoining the one already

occupied by them. A lease has accordingly

been taken on the four story brick' building

at Nos. 510, 512 and 514 East \Vater street.

The force of employes will at, once be lll~

creased. '

From $6,000 to $7,000 worth of new ma

chinery is being received, and a 26 horse

power gasolene engine is being installed in

the machine shop at a cost of $1,200. The

first two floors of the newly leased building

will be used for the offices and salesrooms.

while the third and fourth floors will be USPd

for the building and finishing of the body

of the machines.

"We have orders ahead for 500 machines,"

Secretary Elliott is quoted as saying. “and

we are planning for a plant to turn out

1,000 next year.”

Miller’s Foreign Chains.

Charles E. Miller, the Reade street im

porter and jobber. has received from Eng

land the first shipment of Brampton chains,

for which he recently secured the American

agency; this first shipment is of Panhard

sizes. That Miller's deal was not designed

merely to cover chain replacements on for

eign cars. as some have claimed, he makes

plain. He says he is ready and in position

to quote interesting prices on the Bramp~

ton to any American automobile manufact

urer.

 

THE

wheel are good poinlfi. loo.

endlllac Auto. ('30. 0| Ills.,

STEHRNS
Received a lot of very favorable comments at the show.

  

The sivle and general design is right. The motor is powerful..witha perfect lhruttle, and run! silently and with no vibration. The .ittaclnnrnts on the dash and controls at the

The small tube radiator l5 ahead oi the time, and considering all things, STEARNS CARS are worth more than they cost.

F. B. Stearns (‘30., @leveland, 0.
Nil l'llchlgan Avenue, Chicago, Western District.

€HR
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CONCERNING COMPRESSION

Some of the Misconceptions That Exist Regard

ing it—Lossu Through Exhaust.

 

“Although gas and gusolene motors are

now in use to the number of many thou

sands, the average person seems to be better

acquainted with the modus operandi of the

steam engine than that of the explosion eli

gine, and conditions of operation of the first

are often erroneously applied to the second.

Thus, for instance, the fact being well known

that a high ratio of expansion in steam eu

gines leads to economical results, gnsolene

car builders, imperfectly understanding the

theory of that machine, often seek to devise

means whereby similar effects can be pro

duced in such engines. While it is true that

carrying the expansion further than usual

in explosive engines results in higher econ

omy, the methods and means employed to

tile end must be entirely different from

those used in steam engine practice. It is

often suggested that if the stroke of an en~

glue were doubled, without increasing the

bore, the gases would be expanded to a much

lower pressure before the exhaust took place,

and consequently a much greater proportion

of the heat value of the gases would be

turned into useful work, whereas it is plain

that such a proceeding would not result in

increased expansion,” says the Motor Car

Journal.

“Similarly the effect of a higher or lower

compression is not as well understood gen

erally as it might be. It is known, of coure,

that the degree of compression employed

affects the power of the motor, its fuel citi

cieucy, the exhaust, the ignition, ease of

starting, etc., but the nature of its relation

to these various factors is not clear to many

chaufl’cnrs and experimenters. During the

suction stroke the engine draws in a certain

quantity of explosive mixture, depending

upon the displacement of the piston per

stroke, but independent of the compression

space or the proportion of bore to stroke,

After the mixture has been compressed it

is ignited and burned, and the heat energy

developed by this combustion is a fixed qunn- ‘

tity, independent of the compression; the

only thing which affects the quantity of heat

developed is the proportion of the mixture.

which is here assumed to be constant and

the most favorable.

“0f the heat liberated by the combustion

of the mixture, :1 portion is converted into

mechanical _work, and the rest is dissipated

through the cooling water and the exhaust

gases. The distribution of the heat is af

fected by almost every change in the propor

tions of the combustion chamber, and a de

crease iu the compression space, and conse

quent increase in compression, increases the

proportion transformed into mechanical

work. by decreasing the proportion going

into the cooler water. A decrease of the com

pression space means, of course, a reduction

l

of the cooling surface with which the burn

ing charge is in contact, especially during

the first part of the power stroke, and the

direct cause of the diminished loss through

this source is therefore apparent.

“The question as to what influence the

compression has upon the exhaust pressure

is also of some interest. One view is that

a low compression has the tWo serious dis

advantages of the violence of the exhaust and

the execs of heat thrown away due to a

less complete expansion than would be ob

taiued if the compression space were smaller.

Another opinion is that the exhaust pressure

will be higher, if anything, in a high com

pression engine. This would mean, of course,

that the loss through the exhaust gases is

greater with high compression, and this we

believe to be the case, although the increase

may be slight. The gain in mechanical

power is then entirely due to a reduction of

the jacket losses.

“This conclusion is in line with the view

entertained by M. Richard, a prominent gas

engine authority, who states that any means

by which the loss through one of these two

great sources of waste (cooling water and

exhaust) is reduced results usually in an in

creased loss through the other one. In two

engines, otherwise the same, the quantity of

gas per unit of cylinder volume (the density)

at the end of the power stroke would be

greater in the one with the smaller com

pression space; but density alone does not

fix the pressure, which is also dependent

upon temperature.

 

Novelties in Motors.

Among the departures from conventional

designs seen at the British show was the

Bordon gasolene car. The explosion takes

place between a pair of pistons, which work

separate cranks, one on each side of the car.

The cylinders are duplicated, and conse- '

quently there are four pistons working in

two cylinders, driving two double throw

cranks, one on each side of the car. These

are connected by means of double bevel gear

ing with the clutch or first motion shaft.

This has the sliding gears of the change

speed upon it, the fixed gears being upon

the differential shaft, which is connected by

outside chains to the road wheels.

The Brookes car also differs from the

usual practice. The three cylinder vertical

engine is set across the car, so that the crank

shaft is parallel with the wheel axles. In

other respects it differed little from the usual

European design.

 

Wants More Artistic "Bowspriis."

“What can be more inartistic and show

such poverty of invention as the cutting off

of the horse from cars shaped like previously

horse-drawn vehicles, broughams, victories,

etc?” asks an autoist.

“In the rightful finish of the motor-head,

or prow, there is endless room for improved

artistic forms of the bows. The figureheads

of oidtime ships, of gondolas, sledges, and

even of elephant, howdahs, point the way."

REGISTERS ON A TAPE

Ingenuity of Prize-Winning Mors Timing De

viee_—Renders Mistakes Impossible.

Further particulars regarding the Mors‘

timing apparatus, which proved the victor

in the Automobile Club of France’s Dourdnn

contest make plain its chief feature. This

is that the chronometer used is not started

and stopped during the trials, but runs con

tinuously. As it works, a paper strip is

drawn through it, an electric contact per

forntcs the paper, and marks the minutes.

seconds and fifths of seconds. Whether the

paper passes at the same speed or at vary

ing speeds makes no difference to the re

sult, for each perforation represents a frac

tion of a second registered by the watch.

The passage of the car at the starting post

and also at the finishing post is marked on

the tape, and the number of perforations

between the two marks gives the time which

has been iccupied by the car in covering

the measured distance. The paper tape may

be kept for reference, and no mistake can

be made, for the perforated record estab

lishes indisputably the time occupied by

every car.

With the ordinary chronometer with a

stop movement the stop, quick fly back and

restart movement destroys in a large mea

sure its accuracy; whilst the apparatus in

vented by Mors, or rather by M. Poitier, the

electrical engineer, who is at the head of the

electrical department of the More firm, util

izes the chronometer without the st0p mo

tion and thus obtain its full accuracy.

The second prize of the competition has

been accorded to M. Stocker, of Vienna, who

has also a very accurate apparatus; unfortu

nately it is three or four times the price of

the first one, but it is understood that these

two are to be officially authorized by the A.

C. F.

The question, however, as to automatically

registering the passage of a car over the

starting and finishing point has not yet been

settled, for the wire stretched across the

track has been found a complete failure; a

project of making an electrical contact by a

wire touching the chassis as it passes is

being studied.

Cue Neceuary in Using Emery.

Emery powder is just the thing to use for

grinding valves, but it is sure death on pis

ton rods or other working parts. In grind

ing an exhaust vaIVe seat, therefore, it is

advisable to place some cotton between the

cornbustiorrchamber proper and the cylin

dcr. in order to prevent any emery powder

gaining access to the latter, which might

result in the scoring of its walls.

 

The First lee Wagon.

“The Atlantic City Ice Co. will be the first

to introduce automobile ice wagons 'here.

Proprietor John Fessier is in New York to

order several of thern.“—(Atlantic City

Times.
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THE MATTER OF TIRES

Why Tats Have Been of Small Value and Why

Better Tires are the Rule.

“The tire itself being no part of the pro

pelling equipment of the automobile, there

is certainly no reason why the record of the

motive power should suffer for tire troubles.

But since the tires are necessary to the oper

ation of the vehicle, and the reliability of

the tires an essential feature, it would seem

reasonable for a report on a reliability run

to cover every detail instead of only a re

port on reliability of the motive power.

The object of the run obviously is to give

the intending purchaser of an automobile—

whether he be one of the interested public

or an enthusiast in search of a better ma

chine—an idea of 'the relative ability of ma

chines to do various kinds of work. Cer

tainly the tires are essential to the proper

performance of this work. it is harder for

the novice to judge of a set of tires than of

the vehicle itself. He is forced to take the

advice either of his dealer, which is liable to

be prejudiced by considerations of price, or

of some friend, whose experience must

neeessairly be limited, both as to makes of

tires and the number of sets of each make

that he has become familiar with.

“Where more than one braiad of tire was

used by any one kind of vehicle these data

would, of course, be most valuable. In

cases where a difference in the kinds of ve—

hicles somewhat varies the conditions, the

classification of the vehicles by weight

makes this difference a small factor. The

care used by the individual operator of the

vehicle in starting and picking his road, as

well as his control of the speed, has more

influence on the wear on the tires than a

difference of several hundred pounds in the

total weight of load. Tires, therefore, used

on the same class of vehicles would be as

nearly under same conditions as it is ever

possible for tires to be. A separate tire test

ing contest might have much influence, but

the one lately held in England was of little

value because of the limited number of

makes of tires entered. But the value of

such a test, even when more representative,

could never equal the value of a complete

report on the tires of a reliability run," says

a writer in the India Rubber World.

"There can be no doubt in the mind of any

one who watched the endurance runs of the

past, and who followed the progress of this

year’s run, that great improvement has been

made in the matter of tires. This has been

due in great measure to advances in the art

orf tire making—in the Compounding of

rubber for tires, in improved (because

stronger) tire fabrics, and in details of de

signs of tires. But another thing has con

tributed no less to this favorable result—

namely, the automobile manufacturer is be

ginning to see the reasonable side of the

tire manufacturers‘ point of view. For sev

eral years the rubber manufacturer has been

told to finish the tires 'as ordnred,’ and in far

too many instances the order was based sole

ly upon price. The tire maker, knowing as

he does that the average vehicle uses up sev

eral sets of tires, has an even deeper inter

est in th succss of his product than the au

tomobile manufacturer has, since a good

showing in the matter of tire efficiency Will

secure for him the renewal of trade, while a

failure will be sure to induce the user to

change. With this idea in mind the various

tire manufacturers have conducted extensive

tests, the results of which, added to the in

formation secured from customers, have

given them a fund of information more com

prehenslve than that of the automobile man~

ufactnrer himself. This puts the tire man

in a position to furnish the automobile man

ufacturer with the tire best suited for the re‘

THOSE PART-CASH SALES

Why They are Open to Suspicion and Appear

Subtcrfuges to cut Prices.

“There is no instalment business beng

done yet, but some dealers are leading up

to it," remarked a u'adesman to the Motor

\Vorld man last week.

“I know of one man who closed a deal a

short time ago in which some real estate

was part of the consideration. Now, there

is real estate and real estate, and there is a

kind that any dealer could accept if he

wanted to bother with turning it into cash.

But this particular real estate would be very

difficult to turn into money, or into anything

 

 
 

  

 

 

AT A BUSY CORNER lN NEW YORK.

 

quirements of the latter. The question of

diameter of tires should always be left to

the tire manufacturer, and in many cases

the diameter of wheels would be altered if

he were taken into consultation.

“Although anything like exact data hear

ing upon tires was entirely lacking in the

late run, it is a fact that no other line of

progress in the field of motor vehicle manu

facture was so apparent to the veteran of

former runs as the improvement in this, evi

denced by the lack of tire troubles. Almost

as conspicuous was the ease with which

tire repairs were edected, and the lack of

the old exhibitions of dread displayed by

the operators of the contesting vehicles as

they set about a job of repairing punctures.

A certain degree of satisfaction must be felt

by every manufacturer of automobile tires

in the United States at so creditable a show

ing, and every effort should be made to in

duce the Automobile Club of America to in

clude in its records in future a detailed re

port on the work done in all its runs by the

diti'erent tires entered."

else. It is supposed to be on the seashore

somewhere in the wilds of Jersey, but 1

have a strong suspicion that it would be

hard to find when the tide is in. The seller

was not very communicative about it, and

the dealer did not ask too many questions.

Perhaps he was afraid of being told too

much, as he got part cash and he may have

been satisfied.

“But for my part I don't care to let good

automobiles go for real estate. even when 1

can see it."

Death of an Early Worker.

There died at Marion, Ind., last week an

early worker in the automobile field. Thirty

years ago Leonard Anderson, who then re

sided at Painesville, Ohio., built a steam car

riage and ran it around town, much to the

disgust of the inhabitants, who raised a

how] because the machine scared so many

horses. Anderson abandoned his auto under

public sentiment, but declared that the mo

tor carriage would come into general use.

and he would live to see it. His prophecy

has been fulfilled. He died at the age of

selvienty-nine, and will be buried at Paines

V e.
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An Iihiglish odometer is fitted with a hell

that rings at stated distances

 

The municipal authorities or Wanganni,

New Zealand, have ordered a motor fire

engine. ,

An 80 horsepower C., G. & V. car was or

dered by C. M. Schwab, of the United States

Steel Co.. last week.

 

 

The King of Belgium added to his “stable”

by purchasing a new C. G. & V. car at the

Brussels exhibition last month.

 

Eight new members were elected by the

Milwaukee Automobile Club last week,

bringing the number up to 49.

 

It has been decided by the Automobile

Club of Bridgeport, Conn., to hold a banquet

at each annual meeting. The latter occurs

on the first Monday in April.

 

In 1901 Paris contained 98,868 horses; in

1902, 91,976, and in 1903 there are supposed

to be 90,926. The steady decline is attributed

to the ever extending use of the automobile,

The following new active members have

been elected to the Automobile Club of

America: Robert W. Goelet, Spencer Trask,

Jacob Ruppert, Raymond Owen and F. A.

Thompson.

 

There is talk among San Francisco auto

ists of holding a non~stop run around the

bay. The Automobile Club of California

will probably be asked to take charge of it,

the trade guaranteeing its support.

 

So ardent is his desire to become the poa

sessor of an automobile that :1 Springfield,

Mass, man ofl'ers to exchange his house for

one. That beats graveyard lots and similar

objects of barter that are not easily realized

upon.

 

“'hen testing the spark by holding the

end of the high tension wire near some part

of the engine or frame, never hold it more

than one-quarter inch away. An attempt to

get a longer spark may produce a short cir

cuit in the coil.

 

At the Automobile Club of America last

Tuesday night there was an illustrated lec

ture by Dr. Ulysses Kahn on “Camp Life,

Customs and Scenery in Abyssinia." Dr.

Kahn was surgeon for Count Leontli'f’s ex

pedition to Abyssinia.

 

Autoists can scarcely be too strongly im

pressed with the desirability of making a

free use of gasolene or kerosene for cutting

away grease or gummed oil. It has an al

most magical eiTect. A sticking valve,

clogged piston rings and crank cases and

crank hearings will, thus treated, work beau»

tlfully.

 

An informal preliminary meeting was

held at the Galt House, Louisville, Ky.,

last week by autoists desirous of forming a

club. Dr. J. W. Irwin acted as chairman.

It was decided to meet again on March 13

to perfect an organization.

 

Mme. Lockert will have a woman com

panion in the Paris-Madrid race. In the list

of entries appears the name of Mme. dn

Gast, a fair Parisian chauflfeuse of consider

able celebrity. She has drawn No. 29, and

will, therefore, start in that position,

 

Registration is taking place more rapidly

among Philadelphia autoists. Up to March

1 nearly one thousand had registered at the

City Hall, a number of them being the own

ers of more than one vehicle. It is esti

mated that there are two thousand automo

biles in that city.

 

The effect of the automobile in the future

will be to prevent to a great extent the un‘

due extension of cities as residences, while

extending their commercial prosperity as

centres for the working business of the coun

try," declares Sir John McDonald, the Ca

nadian statesman.

 

.The French Court of Cassation has re

versed the decision of the justice at Chiilon

sur-Saon, who declared illegal the decree 0f

the Mayor fixing at less than the rate of the

general regulations the speed for automo

biles in the towns and villages. Consequent

ly the mayors within the thickly inhabited

districts will have power to fix, by special

decree, the speed of automobiles, and this,

notwithstanading the provisions of the gen

eral regulations.

 

The Long Island Automobile Club is look

ing for new quarters, where it can have

storage facilities for the accommodation of

its members. According to one of the officers

of the club. an option has been obtained

on a building in the Bedford district of

Brooklyn, where there will be room in the

basement forthe storage of twenty-five cars.

As the matter has yet to go before the gov

ernors of the club, the house committee is

keeping the exact location of the new place

a secret.

 

At a special meeting of the Board of Gov

ernors of the Rhode Island Automobile Club.

held last week, the subject of the State's

neglected highways was taken up. It was

decided to urge the present Legislature to

appropriate the sum of $100,000 for the pun

pose of carrying out the recommendations of

the State Board of Public Roads, whose re

cent report showed the general condition of

the main highways throughout the State.

Notices have been sent out to the club

members asking their co-operation and help

to secure the passage of the resolution in the

General Assembly at this session.

 

H. B. SHATTUUK

8:. SUN,

BOSTON, MASS.

Distributors of

dldsmchilc,

Packard,
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Searchmcnt
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GHUIGE BARGAINS
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Contempt of Gasolene.

That familiarity breeds contempt is shown

by the way dealers and other tradesmen

handle gasolene. in spite of its evil name

it has no terror for them. They know that

it is dangerous only when mixed with a cer

tain quantity of air.

“Pshaw. these regulations and restrictions

make me tired!” exclaimed a Brooklyn

draler to whom the subject was broached.

"Instead of affording protection from fire.

as is their avowed object. they ruin the busi

ness of legitimate tradesmen and do no real

good.

“Now take my case. There is a dwelling

house over my store, consequently I am per

mitted i) keep gasolene on the premises only

in microscopic quantities. But the people

who live in the house and thousands of

others similarly situated have practically a

free hand in the matter. They know nothing

about the handling of gasolene, yet use it

in quantities for cleaning clothes, etc., and

the wonder is that there are not more fires

originating from it. Now, I use plenty of

gasolene, but can’t keep it on my premises,

although it is perfectly safe in my hands. I

could touch a match to it and hold it there,

knowing full well that nothing would hap

pen. But I must send out a dozen times a

day for it if I obey the law; and if I don't'

the authorities may come down on me at

any moment and fine or even imprison me.”

 

When Misery Does not Love Company.

There is still sufficient novelty about the

automobile to cause people to stop and watch

a vehicle that is in trouble"

A little runabout turned from Nassau

street and headed for Broadway one day

last week, when it came to a stop in front

of the Times Building. Instantly two or

three hurrying pedestrians stopped. In

about thirty seconds their number had been

increased to nearly a score, all intent on

watching the runabout and seeing what the

chauffeur would do to locate the trouble.

Without leaving his seat he leaned over and

gave the crank a turn, but the flywheel after

going about half a dozen turns came. to a

stop. Interest deepened on the faces of the

spectators, and their numbers increased.

Another turn of the crank resulted as before,

A third attempt, made after some manipula

tion—presumably of the mixing device—was

more successful, for the engine started up

all right and the vehicle rolled across Broad

way and disappeared in the distance. The

crowd seemed disappointed and rapidly dis~

pcrsed.

The Chicken Killing Trick.

The story is far from new, hilt the naiveté

of its latest telling makes it worth repeating.

An lrish autoist ran over a chicken, The

bird was not hurt, but he gave the old

woman who owned it a sixpence, and in re

turn shc told him a secret. "\Vheu I wants

a pullet killed, I sends them into the road,

and as like as not it's killed and paid for,

and I has my puilct into the bargain."

Opening the Farmer‘s Brain.

“The city folk ride their swift and shining

automobiles into the country; and we are

getting so used to the innovation that the

most countriticd of us almost forgot to stare.

We are becoming reconciled. Yet this seems

to be only the beginning of the tight against

the horse in his own country—the real coun

try. the country of farms, of plows and bar

rows. of drills and harvesters. of top buggies

and hay wagons, and of the ever present

horse to make them ‘go!’ The automobile is

going into the country to stay—so we are

told,” says Scientific Farms.

“The best organized Grange county in Mich

igan is Lenawee, with its thirty-six granges

that average a little better than a hundred

members each. 'It is in Lenawee County

that the automobile is trying to drive the

horse out of the business of carrying the

rural mails. The effort has been systemati

cally made, and the tests of efficiency of the

horseless vehicle have extended over a

period of a full month. Mud, frost, and deep

snow have had to be contended against; and

yet the automobile is said to have been able

to do the work twice as fast as the horse.

“It is said that the Lenawee County far

mers were prejudiced against the new meth

od of carrying the mail to their doors. They

are friends of the horse. But friendship and

prejudice are not expected to avail. A writer

in a St. Louis paper says that the post

master who has had the experiment in

charge thinks “that the people along the

routes, whose attitude toward the automobile

heretofore had not been friendly, came to

regard the machine with admiration, and he

believes that all that is necessary to allay

the sentiment of mifriendliness toward an—

tomobiles now existing among our rural citi~

zens is to demonstrate to them the machines‘

immense advantage over their four-footed

contemporaries.

“Doubtless the horse. is to remain with us

as a- prime. necessity at least during the pres

ent generation of farmers, but the rapidly in

creasing population of the country promises

to make the change from the horse to the au

tomobile a real promoter of civilization. The

farmer will have to make the best of the

situation.”

"Private some" System Abdishod.

One of the most novel and distinguishing

features of the Automobile Club of America

is to be abolished. This is the private

locker system maintained for members in

the grill room. The club governors have

decided to take out a club license and have

a buffet bar.

The locker system is one that has attract

ed much attention. No liquors are sold at

the club, but almost every member has a

little cabinet stored with bottles of various

sorts. It has been no uncommon thing in

the past to see two members enter the grill

room and each take from his locker a bot

tle and then sit down together for a “Dutch

treat."

Protected Against Damage Suits.

A number of Providence, It. 1.. automo

bilisis are carrying liability insurance pro

tecting them in case of suits arising from

accidents. The rates are said to be fright

fully high, but a well known antoist stated

the case in this way:

“People will bring a suit against you for

the most trivial cause. and are even looking

for a chance to get an action against you.

The average jury are prejudiced and do not

look upon the automobile with any feeling

of kindness, and while the defendant in a

case may be in the right, public opinion is

certainly against the auto. Speeding the

machines around the busy streets by a few

reckless owners is no doubt the cause, and

as the autos become more general. accidents

more numerous, a man to be on the safe

side must pay out a large sum of money

each year to ease his mind and feel pro

tected."
 

No Race on Long Island.

The governors of the Long Island Auto

mobile Club have practically given up the

idea of having a IOO-mile road race on Long

Island. It has been advised by its attorney

that the county supervisors or other officials

have no power to grant permission for a

race. The Cocks law fixing the speed limit,

according to the lawyer, is a State statute

that cannot be contravened 'by any local

authorities. and its operation could not be

suspended for a minute except by the State

Legislature. It is unlikely that the club

will appeal to the Legislature, but it is more

than likely that an etl‘ort will be made to

have a race under its auspices sanctioned in

Connecticut, where the State law especially

'provides for the speed limit being suspended

by local officials for the purpose of holding

a race
 

Tour and Raccmcct Planned.

An active season is contemplated by the

Cleveland Automobile Club. A tour and

meet committee has been appointed, with

Charles B. Shanks as chairman and W. C.

Baker and W. L. White as the other mem

bers. A tour into Canada is planned for

this summer, the intention being to go by

boat to Detroit, thence across the ferry to

Windsor. where the tour will really begin.

A race meet on the Glenville track is also

talked of for May 30, but many members

consider that too early, and favor a Sep

tember date instead.

 

Collegiate Meet Possible.

There is talk of holding a combined inter

collegiate and interscholastic automobile race

meet. All colleges or schools having auto

mobile clubs will be invited to enter, and the

club scoring the greatest number of points

in all classes will be declared winner and

presented with a'cup. which can be kept for

one year. A meeting will be held, probably

in this city, by the representatives'of the

various schools and colleges in the East

some time next month.
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THESE HUBS are drawn from Sheet

Steel.

Extremely light and strong Hubs with

a smooth surface for finish are

obtained.

Center line of Spokes is close to Steer

ing Head. Smooth and Easy Steering

is obtained.    

Races are GROUND IN POSITION.

Cones and Cone Seats on Spindles are

GROUND T0 GAUGE.
 

 

  

  

We manufacture for the trade only.

 

THE AMERICAN BALL-BEARING C0.,

cuzvemno, omo, u. s. A.
 

TIIE SHELBY MOTOR GAR 00.

SHELBY, OHIO.

MANUFACTUIEI' OI

GASULENE 10 AND 20 n. P. BARS.
  

()UR MOTOR. Two PISTONS in one CYLINDER; takes charge

in the center, forcing both pistons in an outward direction. reducing vi

bration to a minimum. Over 40% better efficiency than in a single act

ing motor.

This is only one of the many superior 1 oints found in the SHELBY

CARS. For further particulars.

Address Department "F"

THE SHELBY MOTOR CAR C0.,

SHELBY, OHIO.

 
   

CAREFUL INVESTIGATION PROVES

THE SUPERIORITY OF

The GENERAL

  

FOR ALL SEASONS.

An 8 H. P. Gasolene Runabout right in every par

ticular. Built to satisfy the most exacting conditions——

service the first consideration always. Write for catalog.

AGENTS IN ALL THE PRINCIPAL CITIES.

The General Automobile 6'; Mfg. Co.

CLEVELAND, OHIO.

 

 

 

 

SQHRADER UNIVERSAL VALVE.
Trademark Registered April.

  

A. SQI-IRADER’S SON,

SUPPLIED TO THE TR

SIMPLE AND ABSOLUTELY AIR TIGHT.'
—

‘5; MOTOR TIRE VALVES, as shown in cut, are made in four lengths as

‘ iii shown. Cut is exactly half size of the 2 in. valve

ADE BY ALL TIRE MANUFACTURERS.
 

MANUFACTURED BY

Nos. 30-32 Rose Street, New York.
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His Home-Made Tilting Wheel.

Cheerfully crediting the idea to an Amer-1

ican who had “contrived something of the

kind," an English autoist relates how he has

had a tilting steering wheel made for his

own use.

“Having lately purchased a small car, I

found much inconvenience in getting in and

out of the driver’s seat, after my wife had

taken her place, the difficulty, of course,

being caused by the position of the steering

wheel, and the trouble being increased by

having to wear a thick fur lined coat dur

ing cold weather. When driving, if I had to

get out to attend to any matter in connec

tion with the car or for any other purpose,

much difliculty was experienced unless my

wife got out first—a most convenient ar

rangement.

“With the aid of a good cycle maker I have

devised a simple method of tilting the wheel

vertically in front of the steering column,

and by this means obviating the trouble.

A small wrought-iron hinge is placed imme

diately under the wheel. This hinge is three

inches square when closed, and is made of

three-eighths inch iron plate. The pin of the

hinge is also three-eighths inch in diam

eter, is three inches long and well riveted

at each end. The bottom part or half of

the hinge is secured by screws and nuts to

the plate usually fixed on the top of the

steering column. The top part of the hinge

is fastened _in like manner to .the wheel

itself. In order to prevent any upward

movement of the wheel when driving, a bolt

goes through the top of the wheel and also

straight through both halves of the hinge

and plate on the top of the steering column.

This bolt is held in its position by a spring,

and both bolt and spring are contained in a.

socket flxed into the top of the wheel. To

tilt the wheel it is only necessary to pull

up the brass knob fixed on the top of the

bolt. The wheel and bolt fall into their

places by the weight of the wheel."

 

Rhonda on the Horse.

Instead of being doomed the noble horse

is destined to become more highly prized as

the years pass. Neither automobiles nor

flying machines can stay his progress.

“The horse is used now more extensively

than ever and his use is growing." declared

Dr. W. L. Rhoads in his annual address as

president of the Pennsylvania State Veter

inary Society, at Philadelphia last week.

“The bicycle, the automobile and other

rapid mechanical devices that have sprung

up of late have their uses, but they can

never take the place of the noble horse, that

will ever be a companion, as well as a useful

beast. to its interested owners.

“The electric cars only extend our appre

('iiltiOII of the noble beast, and only the ad

vent of a practical flying machine can de

crease the interest steadily growing in the

equine animal, and that, like other trans

portation machines, will decrease each in

terest only for a time.

"The increase of horse valuation within

the last three years has been phenomenal,

and will undoubtedly continue—due to the

inadequacy of the supply compared with the

demand, and this deficiency is going to in

crease from year to year."

A Timely Fable and its Moral.

When, in the long Process of Natural Se

lection, the Stag-Beetle was first evolved,

he aroused great Jealousy and Disdain in

the Thorax of the Cockchafer.

“Blundering Brute!" he buzzed, “with that

big Body and those little Wings, he’ll never

be able to fly. I know."

But the Stag-Beetle soon falsified this

Prediction, for in the Twilight of the very

Summer's Day on which he was batched

he soared high towards the Stars, there dis

porting himself like an aerial Porpoise amid

atmospheric Waves.

“Great Goat-Suckers!" boomed the enraged

Cockchafer, who had hitherto regarded it

as his own especial Province to wheel his

droning Flight of a Summer's Eve. “Did

you ever see anything so insecticidally reck

less? Look! There he goes! Slap-Bang

through a Swarm of helpless Gnats, taking

off Legs and Wings in all Directions. This

must be put a Stop to."

“I quite agree with you, my dear Buzzard

Clock," replied the Bumble-Bee, to whom

these Remarks were addressed. “The way

in which that lumbering Lout blunders along

is simply intolerable. Let us at once Con

vene the other Insects and bring his Con

duct before them."

So the Insects were convened, and the

Cockchafer moved, and the Bumble-Bee sec

onded, the following Resolution:

“That, in Future, no Stag-Beetle, when

flying, be permitted to flap his Wings more

than four Times per Minute."

“You have heard the Resolution," said the

Hornet, who presided. "Would any Insect

like to buzz to it?"

“I should," said the Wasp. “We have

heard a good Deal about the reckless, blun

dering Stag-Beetle. But how about the lum

bering, never-look-where-they’re-going Bum

ble-Bee and Cockchafer? I move, Sir, that

they also be included in-this Resolution."

At this a loud Murmur, partly of Approval,

partly of Dissent, arose. At length, Silence

being restored, the Hornet pronounced:

“The Wasp is right. Clearly the Stag

Beetle is on all sixes with the BumbleBee

and Cockchafer. Either, therefore, they

must all have the same Freedom of Flight,

or all be subject to the same Resolutions.”

It ended in the Bumble-Bee and the Cock

chater sulkily withdrawing their Resolu

tion.

Moral—What is Sauce for the Chauffeur

Goose should be Sauce for the Jehu-Gander.

-I.ondon Truth.

The Week's Exports.

British Possessions in Africa—1 case motor

vehicles and material, $1,000.

Berlin—8 cases motor vehicles. $1,755.

Hamburg» -‘.: cases motor vehicles, etc.,

$2.842.

London—~1 case motor vehicle material, $10_

Liverpool—1 case motor vehicles, $1,400.

 

Hones Barred From French Fete.

Horses are to be barred absolutely from

the Mi-Careme fete at Paris, some fifty 0U

tomobiles being selected to carry those who

take part in the procession. As if that were

not bad enough for the once proud equine,

the Reine des Reines, 0r Queen of Queens,

is a horse butcher!

When the Automobile Club of France gave

the fete its approval, the French trade

evinced an active interest in it. Elaborater

and fantastically decorated cars are being

got ready, and it is expected that the pro

cession will be the most picturesque of the

kind ever held. The De Dion-Bonton peo

ple are building the principal car, which

will be the “clou” of the spectacle. Few

will imagine that a machinist is hidden in

the flower pot which will be a prominent

feature of the vehicle.

Baron de Zuylen is to give a well filled

pocketbook to the “Reine des Reines," and

champagne and sandwiches are to be offered

galore at the Automobile Club.

It is suggested that some of the big shops

paying especial attention to automobile cloth

ing shall design a. costume for the Queen,

who would, of course, be represented as a

chauffeuss.
 

May Close 'Frisco's Reservation.

The Presidio Reservation, San Francisco,

has been a favorite resort of automobilists.

attracted by its fine, smooth roads and by

the splendid view of bay and ocean. No

hampering restrictions have been imposed

upon the drivers of motor cars. Now, how

ever, it seems that there is danger of the

area open to San Francisco automobilists be

ing still further restricted. The military

authorities think that the motorists run at

too high a rate of speed, and endanger the

lives of the pedestrians, who are compelled,

through the absence of sidewalks, to walk in

the roads. Fast driving of horses is ex

pressly forbidden by notices posted at all

the entrances to the Reservation, and, if

the automobilists continue to travel at great

speed along the roads, the Commandant may

exolude them altogether from the most pic

turesque spot in the city, and thus deprive

many innocent persons of a delightful recre

ation. And such is the conservatism of the

military mind that, once a commandant has

issued orders for the exelusion of automo

biles, it will be harder for the motorists to

regain admission to the Reservation than to

.win over the Park Commissioners.

"alien Promises Road Reform.

Immediate attention was promised by

President Haffen of the' Borough of The

Bronx to the roads complained of by repre

sentatives of bodies interested in highway

reform. The matter was brought to his at

tention on Friday last, when a public heals

ing took place in the New York City Hall.

Jerome avenue above Harlem Bridge, and

Broadway from Klngsbridge to the Yonkers

line, were pointed out by President Shattuck

of the A. C. A. as being in especially bad

condition. , -
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GENUINE IMPORTED FRENCH AUTOMOBILES.

DARRACQ
CARS hold more records than any other make in the world. Weekly importltlons insure

the “teat Stylel and Immedlato Dellvery. Original 1903 styles, great speed with

perfect throttle control, quiet running. no viabration; every modern Improvement is offered

with the most Luxurious Furnllhlnge.
  

20' Horse-Power Darracq with Top

and Tonneau Detachable

Eight, 9, n, 16, 20 and :4 horse-power models from I to 4 cylinderl. Darracq popu

larity is chown by the fact that TH REE-FOURTHS of the enure business importation oi

automobiles in 1902 were DARRACQ CARS. We have a few iqoz—o horse-power cars—

blrgains for quick buyers. See our Delivery U'rtgous. Darracq Gasolene Motors sold

separately.

AMERICAN DARRACQ AUTOMOBILE C0" Controlled by Tm; F. A. LAROCNIS Co.

Agent: for the Cleveland Rambler

652 I'IUD‘ON ST., (near 14th St. Stltloll 91h Ave. "L," NEW YORK.

i

l _

i .

l

  

 

 

for American roads, better than torelgn types—better

than the so-called "American type" of motor car. It

is the oldest make in America—one of the oldest In

the world—the most thoroughly developed.

  

%WWW“

It is interesting to note that the 1903 "Improvements" of the Paris

' " ' YNES-APPERSON

i

“'e have issued (in addition to our regular catalogue) an interesting booklet that tells

why it is the best. Shall we put you down for one? You will greatly oblige us by nam

ing Tun Moron WORLD when you write. Catalogue free, too.

Runabout, $1200; Phaeton, $1500; Surrey,$1800.

g TONNEAU—READY BY SPRING—PARTICULARS LATER.

  

HAYNES-APPERSON CO., Kokomo. Ind., U. S. A.

“Eastern representatives, Brooklyn, Automobile Co.,

Brooklyn, N. Y. New York Location to be announced later.

is unique. It Is its own type. It has proved the best

Our throttle control and sparker with magneto is superior today to the

best foreign practice; also our band clutch, free from end~thrust.

y{23911-43 Fulton Street,

WWWWWGWW

 

YOU
have no idea. how much good there is in an

AMERICAN
GASOLENE 0'

AUTOMOBILE
-.¢

 

Why not look into the matter, and get the most

solid comfort possible at a minimum cost? You wont

regret it. The best material monc can buy goes into

the construction of this GUARAN SUCCESS.

You'will be interested in terms to agents. Write

for catalogue.

THE AMERICAN Moron Canmee Co.,

511-520 East Prospect Street, CLEVELAND, OIIIO.

DISTRIBUTORS:

PARDEE 8t CO" :404-1406 Michigan Boulevard, Chicago, III. N

STANDARD AUTOMOBILE CO., 136 West 38th St., New York LII].

DRISKO, SNOW & ROSS, luc.. 43 Columbus Ave. Boston. Mass.

WM. 1". RUDOLPH, 302 North Broad St. Philadelphia, Pa.

H. B. LARZELERE, 1814 Market St., San Francisco, Cal.

  

 

..Ooo-wo.....bll"~O......Iu-§O......Oou"0.....QQQQ-u......Oo--00....on-“oo.

TIIE HOME OF RELIABLE CARS

BANKER BROS. CO’S.
 

  

  

 

141-143 West 38th St., New YorK

LARGEST DEALERS IN AMERICA.

NO EXPERIMENTS SOLD.

PITTSBURG, NEW YORK, PHILADELPHIA,

Baum and lleatty Sta. :4: 8; 143 West 38th St. 629-33 N. Broad St,

50 West 43d St.

..g...“..Q...a.....-.Q’........"..9"“-...uco.QQ...................uo.Qoum.....

..ooo...e.-...”.Q.ou. no.....Qonno......onwb..‘ .onw-uo.
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THE M. SEWARI] & SUN 60.
NEW HAVEN, CONN.

MANUFAOYUIIRI OF

CARRIAGE

HARDWARE
AND

Special llrop Forgings
POI

llolomohiles
AND OTHER WORK.

We are prepared to make eetlmatee from drawings or models

and guarantee first-class work.

  

 

  
 

Automobile Forgings
IN STOCK"

For Heavy and Light Vehicles.

CIRCULAR A SENT ON REQUEST.

" STANDARD

Bertram" THE BILLINGS & SPENCER 00., Hartford, Guilt, U. S. A.

Makers of the celebrated Automobile Wrench.

 
 

  

RADIATORS and CONDENSERS

for Gasolene Cars. for Steamers.

OUR FACILITIES

and experience are such that

we can produce high grade

radiators and condensers at

prices that please. We'll be

pleased to submit quotations.

 

Whitlock Coil Pipe C0.

HARTFORD, CONN.

  

 

Crestmobilé

$750.
Has more

good points

than any

other low

price car.

“ \Vriteiorcataloguelo

CREST

MFG. CO.
Main Office:

“)5 Broadway.

Cambridge, Mass.

 
 

 

 

 

  

HERE_ IT IS 2

'___l:he Hoffman Eight

Horse Power Run

about. : : : : :

 
 

  

PRIGE, $650.00.

n. L. noFFMAN moron: eo.,
30 West Randolph St., GHIGAGO, ILL.

leell-ParkerEloolrloBo.
.- "- Q ~ CLEVELAND, OHIO.

Manufacturers

’ \ v i‘<.

  

Electrical

Machinery

  

Converter for Charging Automobile Batteries from

Alternating Current. 

Yllll BANNUT GET MORE FUR Yllllll MUNEY

than by using $2.00 of it to subscribe to

Ebe

{Iboth "(llllorlb

In which each week appears a record

of all that is best, brightest and new

  

  

 

est in the world of mechanical traffic

 

BRECHT’;RUNNING GEARS

Have you seen
our new No. 10

Colonial Body with

folding seat in front,

suitable for two or

' four passengers: pat

ented radius rods:

positive wheel steer

ing device.

)llrmlier: National Assorinh'an q/ Aufnmnbik 1'Munqflu‘fnrrrx.

BRECHT AUTOMOBILE (30.,

I200 Cass Avenue, ST. LOUIS. MO.
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The Week's Patents.

Power Propelled Agricultural Im

Itavid Lnbin. New York. N. Y.

1902. SeritllNu.113.115. (No

721.580.

[lit ment,

l-‘iled June 25,

model.)

Claim—1. In an implement of the character

described. a carriage. a motor, a digging

tool supported on the carriage. and gearing

operated by the motor for alternately pro

pelling the carriage and operating the digging

tool.

721.401. Variable Speed Gearing. (‘olcord

I'pton. Beverly. Mass.. assignor to Upton

Machine Co., a corporation of New York.

Filed December 27. 1899. Serial No. 741,715.

(No model.)

(“luim—l. The combination of a driving

part. a driven part. a sleeve mounted to ro

tate around the driving part and to which

the driven part is connected. a rack mounted

to rotate around the driving part, means to

limit rotation of said rack. a gear in mesh

with said rack. means for connnunicating in

dependent rotation from the driving part

to said gear. means to lock said rack to the

driving and driven parts. meanc connecting

said gear with said'sleevc to actuate the lat

ter and the driven part by the movement of

said gear along said rack, a rack rigidly con

nected with the driven part. means to limit

rotation of said rack. gearing connecting the.

driving part with said rack. a rotative mem

ber carrying part of said gearing. and means

to limit rotation of said member, substati

tially as described.

721.413. Motor t‘ar.

ington, near Birmingham. England.

April 23, 1902. Serial No. 104.409.

model.)

Claim—A motor car or vehicle having a

motor with its shaft extending transversely

of the axis of the vehicle, an intermediate

or countershaft. parallel with the motor

shaft, chain wheels on the respective shafts,

a chain embracing said wheels through

which the motor shaft drives the counter

shaft. the shaft parallel with the motor

shaft and in two aligned lengths or parts,

balance gear connecting the parts of shaft.

sprocket wheels on the respet-tive lengths of

the shaft. sprocket wheels on the respective

hind wheels of the vehicle. and chains for

Herbert Austin. Erd

Filed

(So

driving connecting the respective wheels,

substantially as set forth.

721.082. Reversible Galvanic Battery.

Thomas A. Edison. Llewellyn Park. N. .1.

Filed Nov. 2-3. 1902. Serial No. 133.119. tNo

model.)

Claim—l. An oxidizable element for a re

versible galvanic battery employing cobalt.

which is oxidiZed on discharge, substantial

ly as set forth.

2. In a reversible galvanic battery em

ploying an alkaline electrolyte. an oxidizable

element therefor employing cobalt. which is

oxidized on discharge. substantially as set

forth.

721.707». Vehicle. Charles \V. Hunt, “’est

New-Brighton. N. Y. Filed Oct. 31, 1902.

Serial No. 129.322. (No model.)

(‘laim.~1. In a vehicle. comprising a sin

gle. continuous body oscillating middle and

rear trucks supporting and connected by

said body and a forward steering-truck or

body. the combination of a motor supported

by the forward truck or bod v, a transmission

shaft operativel'y connected with the motor

and comprising several sections, universal

joints connecting said sections in the verti

cal planes of the middle and tear axles.

whereby oscillation of one. axle with respect

to the other is permitted. and intermediate

gearing between the driving-wheels of each

truck and the corresponding section of the

transmission shaft. substantially as shown

and described.

721.724. Steering-Hear for Traction-En

giucs. Warren F. McBeth. Paxton, Ill.. as

signor of three-fourths to N. E. Crothers. .1.

S. Dennis and Erwin C. Bogardus. I'axton.

Ill. Filed Aug. 13. 1902. Serial No. 119.504.

(No model.)

(‘laim.—1. A steering-gear comprising a

tOothed segment pi\'oted directly to a suita

hle support and designed to be located in

rear of the front axle of a vehicle or ma

chine, rods extending forward from the

toothed segment for connecting the same

with the front axle and pivotally connected

to each of such parts. a transverse shaft

having a worm meshing with the segment.

and gearing for rotating the transverse

shaft. substantially as described.

721859. Automobile Steering Mechanism.

Herbert H. Buffum. Abington. Mass. Filed

Jan, 23. 1903. Serial No. 140,235. (No model)

("lainr—l. In a vehicle steering mechanism

a swinging ground-wheel. rotary steering

mechanism connected therewith. a swinging

rotary stecrsman‘s pillar. and toothed gears

connecting said pillar and mechanism and

thrown into and out of. mesh by swinging

movement of said pillar.

721.372. Explosive Engine. Anton Even

sen, Chicago. 111.. assignor of one-half to

Charles R. Hannan. (‘onncil Bluffs. Iowa.

Filed Nov. 2. 1900, Serial .\'0. 35.203. |.\‘o.

models

Claim.—1. An explosive-engine comprising

a main cylinder having cndwisc reciprocze

tory movement. a piston in the main cylin

der. a main framc having parallel guides for

the main cylinder. guide lugs on the

main cylinder having sliding engage

ment with said parallel guides. a

crank shaft having oppositely extending

cranks. bearings for said shaft rigidly at

tached to the engine-frame. and connecting

rods connecting the main cylinder and the

piston with the cranks of the crank-shaft.

721.873. Sparking Igniter for Explosive

Englnes. Anton Evensen. Chicago. Ill., as

signor of one-half to Charles II. Hannan.

Council Bluffs. Iowa. Original application

filed Nov. 2, 1900. Serial No. 35.203. Di

vided and this application tiled Mar. 11,

1901. Serial No. 50,017. (No model.)

Claim.—l. The combination with an en

gine-cylinder provided with a valve-casing.

having a tapered valve-seat. and a slot open

ing from the valve-seat into the cylinder. a

valveplng which has osciilatory motion in

the valve seat. an electric conductor extend~

ing through and insulated from the valve

plug and having a terminal which projects

from the bearing-surface of the plug into the

said slot. and a spring-terminal secured to

the cylinder wall with its free end overhang

ing said slot in position for contact of the

first-mentiola-d terminal therewith in the

oscillatory movement of the plug.

721..70. Automobile. Frederick L. Fay.

Holyoke, .\iass.. assignor to Samuel )1.

Green, IIolyoke. Mass. Filed Jan. 20. 1903.

Serial No. 139.72. . (.\'0 model.)

(llaim.—1. In an automobile. a front and

rear axle. wheels carried thereby. a flexible

body extending fore and aft and connected

to said axles, the connection between the

body and one of said axles being direct. a

spring located between the other axle and

the other end of said body. a motor carried

by a yielding portion of said flexible body.

and means for connecting said motor with

the driving wheel or wheels.

721.912. Running-Gear for Motor-Vehicles.

James W. Packard and “'illiam A. IIatcher.

Warren, Ohio. assignors to Ohio Automobile

lompany. Warren. Ohio, a (‘orporation of

\Vest Virginia. Filed Mar. 10. 1902. Serial

No. 97,431. (No model.)

(Zlalm.~1. In a motor-vehicle. the com

bination of the driving-axle. the frame. two

part springs extending transversely of the

axle, each spring being composed of a part

connected to the frame and a part connected

to the axle. said parts being movable rcla~
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tively to one another in the direction of their

length. and longitudinally-adjnstable stay

l'eds plrotally connecting the axle with the

frame.

722.005. Sparking lgniler t‘or l‘lxplusiVe

Engines. Charles 1‘}. Duryea, l'eoria, ill.

I-‘iled Apr. II, 1900. Serial .\'0. 11.3125. (No

model.)

Claim—1. In an illternal-eomhnstion en

gine, an exhaust-valve and stem, 9. sparker

journaled therein, an adjustable frame. at

tixed to the sparker-stem, a spring for re

tracting the same, and a pawl carried by

said frame, ill combination with a yieldinpr

portion carrying said pawl and interposed

between the cam-shaft and the sparker-stem

oi greater stitIness than the retracting

spring.

722,089. Cliange~Gear for Motor Road-Ve

hicles. Albert de Dion and Georges Benton,

Bnteaux, France. Filed Sept. 10, 1902. Se

rial No. 122, 861. (No model.)

Ulnim.—1. In a change-gear for motor road

vehieles the combination of a shaft, a pin

rality 0t gear-wheels on said shaft. reVolving

therewith. a second shaft. :1 pair of elntehes

on said shaft. four gear wheels on said see

ond shaft operated by said iirst-nlentiom-d

gtar-wheels, means for shifting said last~

mentioned gear-wheels relatively to ' said

elntehes so as to bring the first and lhi'd or

end and tom-tit gear-wheels adiaeent to

said clutches, and means for operating one of

said clutches indeiendently ol‘ the other.

722.0911. 'l‘raction-l-Ingine. llenjamin ’l‘.

Gibbon-s. Hnlt'alo. .\'. i). l"iled .\ng. 29, liloL’,

Serial No. 121.502. t.\'o model.)

l‘lninl.~ 1. In a lraelion~engine. a motor

thereon. a s]n'm-lu-t-wheel geared to said Ino

tor, a chain fixed at its opposite end and

passing over said sprocket, traction-wheels

for said engines. gearing therefrom to a mo

tor, and means for shifting the driving power

from the sprocketavheel to the traction

wheel, substantially as specified.

722,146. Piston-Head. Archibald J. Rob

ertson, Chicago, Ill. Filed Apr. 2, 1902. SQL

rial No. 101.092. (N0 model.)

Gland—1. In a piston for reciprocating en

gines. the combination, with a prilnnry pis

ton—head provided with an interior chamber

and a piston-rod extending into said cham

ber. of a secondary head or disk rigidly at

tached to said rod to reciprocate within said

chamber, and means for giving elasticity to

the relative movement of said primary and

secondary heads.

722.164. Fastening Device for Vehicle

'l‘ires. l-‘rank'i’. Stone. (‘hieagm lll. Filed

Mar. 27. 1902. Serial No. 100.323, t.\'o lllodel.l

(‘laim.~1. The combination with a chan

nel-rim alnl a rubber tire-body seated there

in and having its meeting ends longitudinally

snl'keted, of fastening means for securely

uniting said meeting ends of the tire-lmdy.

 

   

  

  

THE F0IQ(}

Gasolene Burner.

Rest ard Most Effective

Burner Manufactured.

PETER FORG, Somerville, Mass.

CHAS. F5. MILLER, Agent. New York.

A l.. DYKB Agent. it. Louis. Mo.

eomprising a eo'meetion-strip secured ('elr

trally to. and dI.~j:osed parallel with 81"]

slightly above. the base of the channel longi

tudinally thereof, said connection-strip being

housed within the sm‘keted meeting end 110F

lions of the tire~hody, and means serving

to unite the extremities of the connection

strip with the base of the channel and there

by clamp the base portion of the tire-body

to the base of the channel beneath said con

nection-strip, substantially as described.

 

  

  

BOUGIE HERZ.
The only Spark Plug

1N THF.

WORLD THAT IS GUARANTEED

For 6 Months.

. RUNS JUSTAS WELL IN 011.

You cannot carbonize it; why

not try it?

Money refunded in 30 days

satisfactory.

80L: IMPOBTIZI roll U. S. Ana Cuqu.

E. J. WILLIS, 8 Park Place. New York.

it not

  

 

GOLD MEDAL WINNERS.

HIGHEST A WARD.

  

1th BOILER

NU NEVER S‘DIIT 0F STEAM.

Look bctor you buy. See report of

*w York-Boston Run.

-_ con AUTOMOBILE Misc. 00.,

83 Chambers Street. New York.

BARRY & HAYES,

UNITED STATES AGENTS FOR THE

1;“ Georges Richard French Automobiles,

PANHARD. RENAULT AND MERCEDES CARS.

WITH IMMEDIATE DELIVERY.

GARAGE AND SALESROOMSZ 33 to 39 East 58th Street, NEW YORK CITY.

 

America’s

Leading

Automobile
 
 

ESTABLISHED ISJJ

PHINEAS JONES& C0.

NEWARK, N. J.

ember ot the Natlonnl Alloclltion 0!

Automobile Manufacture".

  

108 Pages.

 

“TheA.B.ti. of Electricity”

will help you understand many

things about motors which may

now seem hard of understanding.

50 Cents Per copy.

THE GOODMAN COMPANY, I/l

m4 TRIBUNE aunnmc, NEW 3': ion.

I

a l__._

‘—
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Balrlvrln Automobile Detachable (train 00.

WORCBTER, MASS.

ARE THE PIONEERS.

  

PATENTED DECv r8, rgoo.

BALDWIN CHAINS

are the standard for

SIZE, WORKMANSHIP and FINISH

()ur Spark Coil

*’
  

MA N U FAC'I‘URED BY

Crescent Machine Co.

DETROIT, MICH.
 

RADIATORS, TANKS,

l\IUFFLERS. 

 

Artillery or Compress Band

408 Michigan Avenue,

LANSING, MICH.

 

WOOO WHEELS

W. K. PRUOOEN &. 00.,

Write to us for cirCulnrs. prices, etc. or send us blue print

and spetilrcations.

THE RAY AUTOMATiC MACHINE 60., No.1 Water St.. Cleveland, O.
 

Automobile

 

 

 

Better Not

 

 

than to have a poor

N

 

 

BUT THE BEST.  

'lrlll

have any ignition outfit

WE MANUFACTURE NOTHING

\NRITE FUR CATAOGUE.

AMERICAN c—o—rr COMPANY
W. SOMERVILLE, MASS.

Mountings

Polish ss
one.

  

 

Dc Dion Bouwn & Co.
PARIS, FRANCE.

Standard Gasoline Motors and

Automobiles of the World

De Dion Motors are used by leading manufacturers all over

the world.

THE TRADE SUPPLIED.

Address all communications to

K. A. S]{INNER,

Sole United States Agent,

110 Clarendon 51., (near Bovlston). BOSTON,

  

No. 4. Tonneau Door Fastener.

Handles, Door Locks, Tonneau Hood

Fasteners, Handles, Key Hole Covers,

Metal Holdings, etc.

l'IA\UF I CTURED ISY

The English 86 Mersick Co.

NEW HAVEN, CONN.

 

MASS.
 

  
It interested in the best coils, spark plugs,

etc., write to THE DOW PORTABLE ELEC

TRIC C0, for catalogue and particulars.

Home Office 6: Factory, Braintree, Mass.

Itrur rrr flrr-rl‘ksz—er 'l‘rernont Street. Iluslun, Mass: n35 Rmaduav.

New York, N.Y.; rc; l..r Sullr‘ $1., t'lrrrngu, Ills.; Harry R. Geer,ht.l.0uis, Mu

john Wunnarnaker. Philadelphia, Pa.

file'miver: 0] ill: Naliamrl Arterial/an rgf A ltfalllubi/f .Ilrrnu/arlurefl.

  

 

K
EEP the auto up to.

the top notch -of

speed and ease of

running by using Dixon’s

Graphitoleo. ‘Ask for a

free sample and booklet 83

about it.

jOSEPH DIXON CRUCIHLE COMPANY

JERSEY Cr-rv.

 
 

 

  

 

Nada at the SPLITDTRF LABORATORY.

Established nus.

'_ . O. F.8PLITOORF, l7 Vandewater S

  

 

 

AcmeSalaty Steam ThrottleValre
vb Steam sup lied gradually—Shuts off at either end of

‘ lever urward or backward—No wron way—

Can be removed and reground wit out

_. disconnecting any pipe.

‘ > CAN BEAPPI. EDTO ANYSTEAMVEHICLE.

- Write lnr descriptive circular

-' ‘ NOLTE BRASS 60., Springfield, 0.

Pattnrees and Sale Manufacturers.

“Biglfrrur”

World's Fair Route

From the

Leading Cities of

Ohio, Indiana

and

St. liouis
Write for Folders.

Warren .1 l yflch. W. P. Deppe,

(icn'l Pass. Agt. Ass't Gen'l P. A.

CINCINNATI. OHIO.

  

 

 

I
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Gasolene Motors

ALL SIZES.

BUFFALO GASOLENE MOTOR OOMPANY,

BUFFALO, N. Y.

 

“ IT STARTS FROM THE SEAT.”

“STEVENOH-EO—URYEA"

HIGHEST TYPE OF CASOLENE CAR

J. Stevens Arms & Tool Co.

No. 690 Main St.,

CHICOPEE FALLS, MASS.

52/505118
We make over Twenty Types of Cars.

Write for Catalogue.

Mobile Gompany of America,

Broadway and 54th Street New York City.

MONOGRAM UILS AND GREASES
.PICIALLV ADAPTIO FOR

AUTOMOBILE LUBRIOATION
WRIT! FOR CATALOGUE AND PRICE LIST.

Columbia Lubricants Co., 22 Hurling Slip, New Yort.

@ SIMMONS @1’

STEAM CARRIAGE

SPECIALTIES.
Attractive catalogue sent upon application.

"0 Centre Street. Aew York City.

 

 

 

. SMITH & MABLEY,

3| 3-3l 5 Seventh Ave., New York,

AUTOMOBILES.
IMPoaTuIe

PANHARD. RENAULT.

DISTRIBUTOR!

GHIIRROII, IIIRIIRIJIII Ii IOIGT (JARS NIIIII III IINEIIIIIA.

THE AUTOOAS
ORY BATTERIES.

80 per cent. more effl

o‘ency than anv other.

Standard Everywhere.

WNI. ROCHE, 42 Vesey St., New York.

ELECTRIC STORAGE.

We are specialists in this line, our organization being thor

onghly experienced, and the Station completely equipped with

every Inodern tlt‘Vll't' for proper ntaintenante.

No commissions paid to drtvers.

Metropolitan Motor Car Co.,

I54 East 57th Street, New York City.

Telephone 3473 38th Street.

I ,_.___  

flaw STANIIAIII:

“..TPEAS‘
A5 Actsotmt'incmr
nav arrth

  

MALTBY

MALTBY AUTOMOBILE

and MANUFACTURING Co.

IO CLINTON St BROOKLYNNY

  

 

WANTS AND FOR SALE.
t5 cents per line of seven words, cash with order.

 

FOR bargains in used automobiles but as good

as new, address C. A. COEY & CO., 53“

Cottage Grove Ave., Chicago, Ill.

OR SA LE CHEAP.—Th0mas 'l‘onneau Tour

ing Car. New; fine condition. A bargain.

T. SHEROW, Millbrook, N. V.

 

OR SALE — Second Hand Automobiles.

'I‘oiedos, steam, 5550.00 up; Mobiles and

Locomobiles, steam, $250.00 up; Spaulding, gaso

Iene, $550.00; Olds, Columbias, both gasolene and

electric; Haynes-Appersons; Foumier-Searchmonts;

Whites; \Vaverleys; at equally low prices. Send

5 cents in stamps for our catalogue.

Misstsstt't't VALLEY AUTOMOBILE Co.,

3927-3939 Olive St., St. Louis, Mo.

 

OR SALE—Two steam Runabouts.little used;

three steam Runabouts, new; four steam

Surreys. All first class and up to date, verycheap.

E. A. WRIGHT. Canton, Ohio.

 

ECOND HAND AUTOMOBILES FOR

SALE—Clearing out for spring stock. Elec

tric Vehicle Co., r42t Michigan Ave., Chicago.

PRINTED LISTS, each containing 2000 names

- and addresses, I000 of which are automobi e

owners, and tooo parties who comtemplate the

purchase of automobiles, parts, motors or accessor

ies. Sold under a positive guarantee, 35, Digest

of gasolene engine patent records, $i. Castings for

5 h. p. automobile Gasolene engine including those

for float feed carbureit -r $I7. per set. (No per

sonal checks) 5. M. HOWELL, Mechanical En

gineer, I94 N 4th Sreet, Columbus, Ohio.

WHITE Steam Automobile, with condenser,

for sale; owtter has purchased four seated

touring car. same make. For particulars and

demonstration, address, X. P. care MOTOR

\\'()Rl.l).

OR SALE -- Brand new Oldsmobile. 1903.

driven t5 miles; Dos a-Dos, seat, mud guards,

lamps and horn ; price 5600 ; Cost $700 three weeks

ag0;big bargain. Mrs. PFEFFERLE. 98 Clinton

Ave, Newark, N. 1.

OR SALE—5 h p. auto steam engine, com

pound cylinders. 2 1-2 and 5 x 4, been used

very little; 335. Also (1 h p. gasolene automobile,

cost $800 to build, it sold at once. $350. FRAN K

H EITGER, Bedtord, Ind.

OR SALE—One model No. 4 with top. but

little used. Will be sold at a great bargain.

LOOMIS AUTOMOBILE CO., Westfield, Mass.

OR SALE—Oldsmobile new last july. in fine

condition very, little uled, with brass side

lights. storm apron, odometer and valve to cut out

mutrler. Price $450. Address, W. STEVENSON,

li() SpeedWeIl Ave..Mortistown, N. J.

OR SALE—Elegant, comfortable touring car,

holding eleven persons; fine Ior rental; bar

gain- E. B. FINCH & CO., Detroit.

OR SALE—Conrad Steam Surrey, in At con

dition, at a bargaint has all extras that

money can buy excepting a condenser ; three seats.

Will send photo. Also, I Locomobile Runabout.

RO'I‘il‘S AU'I'OMOIHLE, CO., Lancaster. I’a.
 

UR SALE— Locomobile, fine order, carriage

top; last year's make; made by the “ Loco

mobile Co., of America” CHAS. ll. SLR/\NG,

195 So. Portland Ave, Brooklyn, N. Y.

RADIATORS, TANKS.

MUFFLERS, FENDERS, Etc.

 
 

Briscoe Mfg. Co., Detroit, Mich.

JENKINS 8L BARKER

Succlssorzs To CHAS. L. IIURDETT

50 State St., HARTFORD, CONN.

Patents and

Patent Gauses

  

AUTOMOBILE PATENTS A SIEOIALTY

CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED

 

 

  

A LARGE MACHINE SHOP
fully equipped with the latest machine tools, loca

ted near New York City would be glad to under

take the manufacture of a quantity of automobile:

or parts for the trade.

They have in their employ a force of men who

thoroughlyunderstand the design and construction

of gasulene, steam and electric automobiles and

are therefore thoroughly competent to properly

handle such business on a large scale and in a.

first-class manner. Address

J. I. 0., BOX 649, NEW YORK.

Get a Good

Night’s Rest
THIS ALWAYS ASSURED

\Vhen you use the

Gnmpanment Sleeping Bars

BlNGINNATlmtu OHIOAGO

C H &. D "m. Monon

A room to younelt.

Regulate the heat, light

and ventilation to wit

your convenience.

Every neceuary toilet

convience in your room.

Ask any ticket agent for train schedules,

or arlriretta

D. G limuaos, P.T. M., Cincinnati, 0.
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lilThe M®YEA

FoLLows Me STANDARD
I

'-'\

" "BUT SETS ITS own AND SETS IT men

Qt»

ADE for the critical and [or those

to whom quality is the first

consideration.

Truly a Triumph oi American

*1" mechanical ability, incorpor

ating the best foreign practice, with a

refinement oi detail and construction

never belore attempted.

If you would possess one of these superb cars, now is the time

to speak.

Moyea Automobile Q0.

3-7 West 29th Street,

NEW YQRK GITY.
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PLEASURES OF AUTOMOBILING

WILL BE GREATLY ENHANCED BY THE USE OF

HARTFORD or DUNLOP

PNEUMATIC TIRES ~ t

The ORIGINAL and “MODEL” TYPES of SINGLE

AND DOUBLE TUBE TIRE CONSTRUCTION

Appreciating the fact that requirements vary as to Single Tube and Detachable Tire

Construction, we offer the most reliable of both types— The Honest Standards.

THEY WERE BEST YEARS AGO. AND YEARS OF INTELLIGENTLY PERSISTENT.

CAREFULLY DIRECTED EFFORT HAS MADE THEM BETTER TO-DAY. l

 

  

Where Quali is desired—whe Comfort, Durability, and Prot 'on against Annoyances is wanted—

where All-'ro Satisfaction is manded—these tires should be opted. Let us prove this to you by

sending you signed statements from some of the most prominent makers and users in this country.

The Hartford Rubber Works Company, Hartford, Conn.

<;~_..:_<_..V X .>
A AH.» 17‘'-_-‘. . .J’n. owl:

i." - u -L
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WE ARE IN

EARNEST

in advising you to place your

order at once if you are going to

get a

WINTON
So many folks are getting

Winton 20 h. p Touring Cars

that somebody will surely have to

wait. That somebody will be the

man who trails in late with his

order.

  

 

PRICE, GOMPLETE, $2500

AGENCIES IN ALL. THE PRINCIPAL CITIES

THE WINTON MOTOR CARRIAGE CO., Cleveland, U.S.A.

 

 

 

  

BUILT FOR AMERICAN ROADS.

The ' U. S. LONG DISTANCE

TOURIN6 CARS SiliiTLZZZ-Eli”STEM,
Our book Is of unusual interest to Autcmobilisls. Sent Iree on request.

 

Built for service, long runs and hlll climbing,

simply operated, free from vibration, each

part easily reached, no intricate machinery

to get out of order.

  

Type A—Runabout. $1.250.

Tyye B—Tonneau. 1,500.

Type C—Tonneau, 2,500.

  

TYPE C~TONNEAU. Two Cylinders. Vertical Engine.

U. S. LONG DISTANCE AUTOMOBILE CO.,

Factory, 307 Whiton Street, Jersey City, ' llO-ll4 West 4lst Street, New York.
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0&J IIRES
merit the attention of all who are looking for “ the best tire" and will not

be satisfied with anything else.

We make no noisy generalizations, which, like rockets, explode

with much commotion, but end in nothing but vanishing smoke,

The proof lies in the unanimous verdict of satisfaction rendered

by their users ever since pneumatic tires were first introduced,

and in their great and constantly increasing use everywhere,

which proclaims them to be of the highest quality that skillful

workmanship and best material can produce.

 

“Only Known Values are lmitated”
Do not be misled by imitations. Demand the “Ge? J.” and money

will be saved by getting more wear with fewer repairs.

60.J IIRI‘: (lo. U. s. ..

 

‘ A TRADE TERM:

“WESTON-MUTT QUALITY"

IN WHEELS.

ARTILLERY WOOD or WIRE.
 

GET WITH US.

 

WESTON-MOTT 60., Utica. N. Y.
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The PACKARD

“Summcd Up in 4 Words”

    

 
     

 

 

“I received your letter and advertis

ing matter several days ago.

“They would seem almost unneces

sary, as the car advertised itself so

thoroughly.

“As one of the ‘men who owns one,’

I will say that if I were to write a book

about the ‘I’ACKARD’ the contents

would be summed up in four words:

]/ give: romp/cl: mtz'qfizr/zbu.

“This is said after operation of sev

eral other machines."

  

  

 

"ASK THE MAN WHO OWNS ONE."

$2500.

  

 

 

Seats Five People. 

   

NEW YORK. EAsflum DIFARTMENT, 3:7 W. 59th St. CHICAGO. Pardee & Co., r40 Michi n Boulevard.PHILADELPHIA. Wm. F. Rudolph, 30: N. Broad St. LOS ANGELES, Norman \V.4Churcl|,ga439 S. Main St.

\\'ARREN, OHIO.BOSTON, H. B. Shattuck 8'. Son, 230 Columbus Ave. SAN FRANCISCO, H. B. Larzalere, i8r4 Market St.  

 

 

BUFFALO’S PIONEER AUTOMOBILE MANUFACTURER

EXPERIENCE COUNTS AND WE HAVE HAD FIVE YEARS OF IT.

  

Can you The CONRAD

afford to sell 8 H- P- 6180

yom. cus_ lene Runabout

tomers exper- Olseugagléliyn

iments? U. 5. having

Our touring a vertical

car is unsur- double

passed in fyllndefie l

. mo or. w e
quallty and steer and slid

equ1pment gear

by any. transmission.

4 which sells

_ V. f for less than
Prompt ' a?! $1000.

Deliveries. Price $750
  

4%
CONRAD GASOLENE 12 H. P. TOURING CAR. kaEEikizgo. 00.

THE CONRAD MOTOR CARRIAGE COMPANY, 1413-1419 Niagara Street, Buffalo, N. Y.

AGENCIES ~

NEW YORK ClTY—Penns lvania Electric Vehicle Co.,_rsz West rfllh SL; BOSTON—Bates Brothers, 145 Columbus Ave.; PHILAD ELPHlA—Pennsylvania'Electric Vehicle Co.,

2501.56 North Broad St; PlT'l S URN—L. G. Martin Co., 3995 Forbes Ave., opp. Hotel Schenley; MlNNEAPOLlS—Northem Cycle Supply Co., 116 So..\‘ixth 5L; ROCHESTER—

l'. A. Mabbett, 66 East, Ave.; BINGHAMTON — Blnglllmlun Automobile Station, 159 Water 5L; DETROIT — W. H Weber, us Woodward Ave.; DENVER — Felker Cycle C04

‘(iIH thAGOiCfiaElP.kRoot, 435 Wabash Ave.; INDIANAPOLIS—S. W. Elston, 2325 E. Ohio 31.; AKRON, OHIO—J. W. Miller 8: C04 WATERTOWN, N, Y.—W. C. Greene,

as lngton a oc . -
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GUUDRICH fillNflHER HUIUMUBIHE TIRES IRE DEGLHRHJ “MHRVHS 0F WORKMHNSHIP."

168 WeerG ’mS'L

  

Tluvuout, 0684-38“. E0 1 OCT. 1 , -

THE B. F. GOODRICH CO.,

Akron, Ohio.

Dear Sirs:

As per our telegram the tires we used in the Endurance Run

were perfectly satisfactory. The seams on the tread of these tires

were visible when we returned, and there was not a cut or scratch

of any kind to show that these tires had been used. We wish to thank

you for the attention we received at the hands of the representative

of your company throughout the entire Run. We were met at almost every

control by someone who was interested in the welfare of your tires

and ready to offer any assistance necessary in the care of them. We

fortunately did not have to touch our tires from the time we left

New York, which goes to show that they are marvels of workmanship. W6

are inclined to think that the double tube tire for a light machine,

is the only proper solution of the tire proposition.

Again thanking you for your courtesy, we are

Very truly yours,

  

THE B. F. GOODRICH CO., = Factories, AKRON, OHIO.

_ BRANCHES:

NEW YORKv 66-68 Reade 5L, CHICAGO. l4! Ilk! St., SAN FRANCISCO. 392 Miesinn St., BOSTON, l57 Summer St.

BUFFALO 0 We" Huron 5t. PHILADELPHIA, 921 ArCI'l 5!. DETROIT, 80 E. Congrcul St. DENVER, I444 Curtll 5‘.

LONDON, ENGLAND, 7 Snow "III, B. C
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The Ever w The Always

Ready 4r. 1 Reliable

IF you want an automobile that you can depend

on absolutely “to get there and come back”—

“WAVERLEY” is the answer.

Our 1903 models are a combination of

lightness, beauty of design, elegance of finish,

durability and reliability not found in any other

motor vehicle made. _

We build many desirable models for

business or pleasure. >

Catalogue and the name of our agent in

your territory sent on request.

 

  

  

MODEL No. 21.

INTERNATIONAL MOTOR CAR 00., “332%? Indianapolis, Indiana.

  

 

 

ipmxnaaawxfiseafinseee:gea:m::aeaeee::.:;§&

RESULTS at the NEW YORK snow Provethe “YALE” MOTOR CAR a Success.

  

WE DEMONSTRATED TO ALL COMERS AND DID BUSINESS.

\

2g A RATIONAL VEHICLE, SIMPLICITY—

i STRENGTH.

II\

AT A RATIONAL PRICE,

$1750.

N0 VARIATIONS.

ELEGANCE IN DESIGN.

THOROUGHNESS IN

WORKMANSHIP.

  

WE HAVE APPOINTED THE FOLLOWING AGENTS AND WILL CONSIDER A FE“ MORE:

TI'IE DU BOIS COMPANY, Ltd.. London. England. W. E. METZOER. Detroit, Mich. JAMES LUCEY Troy, N. Y.

PARDEE & COMPANY, Chicago, Illa. F. J. READ, Newtnnville, Mass. HVSLOP BROTHERS. Toronto, Ontario.

CBNTAUR MOTOR VEHICLE COMPANV, Buffalo, N.Y. QUILLINO BROTHER“, Cleveland, Ohio N. W. CHURCH, L0! Ani¢|¢8.Cll

 

  

THE KIRK MANUFACTURING COl'IPANY, Toledo, Ohio.

u o a u o n u v u u I I - a I a

a
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AMERICAN. . SELF-OILING ENGINE.

: _ NEW STYLE MUD
ORIGINAL. - . GUARDS.
SUBSTANTIAL- ' ' i SENSIBLE IGNmoN.

TRULY SIMPLE. v ‘ _ - _ ‘ i, Plug Won’t Short Circuit.

SILENT. I 1 1 ‘ ~ __ JUMP SPARK.

SMOOTH RUNNING. , , . ' . SPECIAL COILS

' ' r . _ ' -. I ' 20 GALLONS FUEL.

7 GALLONS WATER.

POWERFUL. Centrifugal Geared Pump.

COMFORTABLE. . ‘ ‘ CIRCULATION GAUGE.

BEAUTIFUL.
. . . V - All B l - (1.611811;] the best ear bull! m rflmerlca Disease Ham“

 

HE I6-H. P. four-cylinder touring car shown above represents the best development in gasolene automobiles up

T to date. IMPROVEMENTSz—Throttle control from steering wheel. simplified sliding gear transmission

(interlocking); all steel CHASSIS, allowing customer to order any desired body; valves removable in minimum

time; spark-plugs connected to cables by chains, thus preventing snapping of wires. We make both 9 H. P. and 16

H. P. cars and employ the front vertical motor exclusively. Many other advantages. Write for full information.

THE LOCOMOBILE COMPANY OF AMERICA, 7 East 42d Street, New York.

BRANCHES: Boston, Philadelphia, Chicago, Bridgeport, Conn., London, Paris.

THE LOCOMOBILE COMPANY OF AMERICA EXECUTIVE OFFICES WILL BE MOVED TO BRIDOEPORT, CONN., ON APRIL 15:.

 

  

 

  

 

Wfiwwwwwwwwwwmwmwma “mmst

- KELLY GENERATOR,
for Steam Vehicles is a Trouble Saver.

No Steam Car is Complete without one. Does away with drip

cups and all annoyances. Perfected in every way and always reliable.

Strongly made with all connections outside. Easily adjusted.

No flaring or flashing in lighting, even in the strongest wind.

Main fire controlled at seat. Compact and neat in appearance and

enclosed in aluminum case.

  

WWW

 
 

ADAPTED

TO ANY

MACHINE

e
we The New OneQRieee Steel Tubular Burner g

.5

ni‘i'MWWWWW

with entirely new casing. Has no gauze or holes in the bottom, the

air being taken in from the ends, Absolutely eliminates all danger of

fire nnder~lapping. As there are no air-tubes through the continuous

stop-tube the burner even if red-hot cannot back fire. One of the most

important improvements yet made. Thoroughly tested—as are all our

products. Write for circular.

COMPANY, = Cleveland, Ohio.
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VlCTORlES: VICTORIES:

Herrick Road Egcel, .900 ‘ I. “ , V Roslyn l1lll. April, 1002.

n , . _ _ ' ~
; ’ i‘ ' ‘ Li ' IThe 1,000 Miles Trial. - _ ' p l . :nzooltfixmmflon'woz

Hay, 1900_ g i i - _I 3 I _ ‘l ‘ or s- Gael-25):: Niles

Paris Exposition, I900. ' '

Exelberg Hill Climbing m t . ,. ._ ~ e B“ "i" 5"“ T'M"

Contest. I. -_~_ i ~- _7 if a ‘ l00 Niles Run, NewYoi-k

Pike’s Peak. to Bridgeport.

500 Miles Endurance Run. I V V _ . _I V V Staten Island Speed Trials

Glasgow Reliability Trials 'i ' ‘ r _. ' ' ' J Chicago Cluibiio Mile Test.

Pan American Exposition. i" ii . i H ‘ 650 Miles Reliability

Speed Trials, Coney Island ' . Trials.

Boulevard. _ New York Boston Run.

Eagle Rock Contest. Eagle Rock Hill, 1902,

We afoeomobile is the best automobile.

 

HF. Locosurrey illustrated above is one of our 1903 Steam'Models. A fine family car for city or country use.

T IMPROVEMENTS. Steam water and air pumps; Klinger gauge; Pilot light; very large water and fuel

tanks; superheated steam; enlarged boiler; two sets independent brakes—Many other attractive improvements.

We are the pioneer builders of steam cars in this country and have placed 5,000 Locomobiles in the hands of

customers. Our experience, therefore is unequalled and our cars are the best. Write for new booklets.

lHE LOCOMOBILE COMPANY OF AMERICA, 7 East 42d Street, New York.

BRANCHES: Boston, Philadelphia, Chicago, Bridgeport, Conn., London, Paris.

TIIE LOCOMOBILE COMPANY OF AMERICA EXECUTIVE OFFICES WILL BE MOVED TO BRIDGEPORT, co-.. ON APRIL lst.

 

 

 

 

 

An Open Letter to

Automobile

Dealers

You are in the business to make money.

Your profits depend upon Automobiles sold

by you in. your territory. Why confine

your selling efforts to any one kind of

power? All powers have their advantages.

The Electric embodies many features of practical worth with a minimum of trouble. NATIONAL

ELECTRICS represent that which is the best in the Electric field. To add our line; you are only

showing good business judgment. Electrics are going to sell. Why spend your time talking other

powers when a customer wants a NATIONAL? The National agency will prove to be a most'

valuable asset and money maker. Think it over and write us about our prices, terms and catalogues:

National Motor Vehicle Co., iiililquiilzbtzliciS?%l§ihNA.
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._FRENCH AND AMERICAN___

Agents for

H. P.Ellillllillll} AUTOMQPILES' mores

Paris Automobile Societc Anonyme l903 Model

col - “bum Fw'm'“ MG Attracted special attention

‘ Vi ' .
 ' PARIS AUTO SHOW.

THE 0 h u 7 W

I684 BROADWAY.\ "

TELEPHONE :
1307i ' i l 7

ms rCV to H. P. PEUGEOT.

Prompt Deliveries of

OPEN DAY AND NIGHT. RENAULT,

LARGEST AND nrsr EQUIPPED AUTOMOBILE DEPOT PEUGE°TSI

IN THE UNITED STATES.ALL KINDS OF FRENCH AUTOMOBILE PARTS KEPT IN STOCK

 

Prompt Deliveries of

8, ll, l8 H. P.

  

 

AT $I.OO A POUND,

the customary way of estimating the value

of an automobile, the

 
 

This old saying is

_ especiallyapplicable

174%.. to automobiles.

The simplest car

' will give least

‘1 trouble.

PRICE. $1,250 and $l,400.

Of Special Importance . _ ‘to the man who desires to drive and care for his own \ . v u . '-"

automobile. TO C R

We Absolutely Guarantee U I \

The Thomas Tonncaus to be the easiest to learn and is worth “250- Designed for service and lasting quali

Care for. ties, we do not see where we can lighten it without im

pairing itr efficiency. Price, at the factory,

What More can be Asked

when to the above you have a car of such com

50.manding grace, lightness, strength and power?

A season’s use over all roads in almost all countries, has
Dealers wishing this Agency are advised to close at once. demonstrakd the modem. or our darn“, Q“, bookmw

tells about them: can we send you one?

E. R. THOMAS MOTOR CO.,

121° N‘agm 5‘» Buffale N- Y. THOMAS B. lEF FERY 8t 60., -= Kenosha, Wisconsin.
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nu; GET-RICH-QUICK CONCERN AAARAAAAAR
WE ARE NOT LOOKING FOR “ALL THERE IS IN IT._"

WE ARE BUILDING NOT ALONE FOR 'IODAY, BUT FOR TOMORROW.

AttaELMORE Runabout ELMORE Touring Car

ARE OFFERED AT REASONABLE PRICES AND BETTER CARS CANNOT BE I’IAD

FOR AN AMOUNT OF MONEY.

  

WILL YOU TAKE THE TROUBLE To INVESTIGATE ? 1

ELMORE MFG. COMPANY, = Clyde, Ohio.

 

 

RELAY Meme BAN 60.,
Tenth and Exeter SIs., Reading, Pa.

EASULENE MOTORS, DIFFERENTIAL SPUR GEARS,

TRANSMISSION GEARS, TUBULAR RUNNING GEARS,

RADIATING colts, MUFFLERS, ALUMINUM ANO BRAss

H0008, W000 ANO WIRE WHEELS, 0ARBURETERs.

WYUMA DIFFERENTIAL

Bur Motors are of French Type, Water Cooled, And Equal Spun am

In Finlsh and Service to Best Foreign Makes.

  

S pitch, —- 60 teeth.

  

 

The Differential Gear has Manganese Bronze Bevel Gear.

fitted for either 1%, 1%, or I” inch axles. Is made for Di

rect Drive, Rod Transmission, and also with chain Sprocket.

 
  

WYUIA BASIN-ENE "0T0"

Single Cylinder,8 H. P., I35 pounds,

Double Cylinder, 14 H. P. 265 pounds.

 

The Transmission Gearis built on a new sys
 

tem. No Bevel Gears. Gears always in Mesh.

Ball Thrust at each end of Shaft. Enclosed in '

Aluminum Case. Will transmit up to 20 II. P.

We make a Tubular Running Gear for Ton

neans that is a marvel of workmanshipI finish

and construction. All material is of the best

and the Bearings are extra heavy. The Differ
. H _ ential on this is fitted for either Sprocket 0r

TUBULAR RUNNING GEAR FOR TONNEAUS _
3 A , - Bet-e] Gear.
o-Inclt “heel l-ase. 54-mch Tread,

  

WYOMA TRANSMISSION GEAR

3 Speeds forward and r KQVPI\C.
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The NEW WE TE

   

 

STEAM TONNEAU for 1903v

  

AN AUTOMOBILE THOROUGHBRED.

The White Steaijotive power has made rec

ords in reliability contests, in races, and in

every-day use which speak for themselves.

Wrile for full parlirulrrrx, diagrmru o/znginr, (.r/ar/x’ rr/Surt: and njicial rem/l:

q/ important enn'urann contra-ls.

WHITE SEWING MACHINE CO.,

(Automobile Department) CLEVELAND. OHIO.

a! Union Square, New York, N. Y. 609 Main St., Bufl'alo, N. V.

509 Tremont St., Boston, Mass. 300 Rose Bidg.,CIeveland. Ohio.

300 Post St., San Francisco, Cal. 4159 Olive St, St. Louis, Mo.

21: Woodward Ave., Detroit, Mich. i761 Stone St., Denver, Colo.

5979 Centre Ave , East End, Pittsburg._l"a.

BANKER BROTH ERS CO., 619-631-633 N. Broad St.. Philadelphia. Pa.

F. O. BAILEY CARRIAGE CO., Portland, Maine.

WALTER C. WHITE, European Repr€sentative. 49'Princes Street; West

minster, London, England.

 

 

YOU
have no idea how much good there is in an

AMERICAN GASOLENE -
AUTOMOBILE 

Why not look into the matter, and get the most

solid comfort possible at a minimum cost? You wont

regret it. The best material money can buy goes into

the construction of this GUARANTEED SUCCESS.

You will be interested in terms to agents. Write

for catalogue.

Tm: AMERICAN Moron CAnmAsE Co.,

Sit-520 East Prospect Street, CLEVELAND, OIIIO.

DISTRIBUTORS:

PAR DEE & CO . “04-1406 Michigan Boulevard, Chicago, Ill.

STANDARD AUTOMOBILE CO., 136 West 38th St., New York City.

DRISKO. SNOW & ROSS, lNC., 43 Columbus Ave.. Boston, Mass.

WM. P. RUDOLPH, 30: North Broad St. Philadelphia-Pa.

H. B. LARZELERE, i814 Market St., San Francisco, Cal.

  

 

 

ll.) H. P. GASOLRNR MOTOR.

Is a Harmonious Whole.

it is not successful because of the excellence of any one

feature, but because it is a better combinat|on of carefully

worked out details, a symphony of mechanical construction,

the most satisfactory automobile production of the year—

and the price is equitable. Catalogue and information

upon request.

 

THE AUTOCAR CO., Ardmore, Pa.

  

 

n

STUDEBAKER ELECTRIC AUTOMOBILES

NO EXPERT CHAUFFEUR NEEDED.

Can be Run Any Day In the Year, by Any Member of the Family.

Wide Touring Radius. A Successful Hill Climber. Smooth Operation.

Reliable Brake Control. Great Strength of Construction.

 

Descriptive Catalogue on Ap llcntion. Can be seen at the Following Reposi

tories, where we also show a nil line of the celebrated vehicles and hurnees.

STUDEBAKER BROS. MFG. CO.

Studebaker Bros. Co., of New York, Studebaker Bros. Mfg. Co., Cor. t5th and

Iiroarlway and beventli A\'e., Cor. 48th Blake Sts., Denver, Colo.

51., New York City. Studebaker Bros. Co., of Utah. 157 to |5q

State St , Salt Lake City, Utah.

bludebaker Bros. Mfg. Co., 378 to 388 Studebaker Bros. Mfg. Co.,3|7 to 319 Elm

Wabash Ave., Chicago, Ill. St., Dallas, Texas.

Branch Houses and Selllng Agents .'

John Wanamaker, New York City. Toledo Motor Carria e Co., Toledo, 0.

II. (i. Martin 8: Co., Providence, R. I. Cleveland Automobi e and Supply Co..

W. H. Weber, Detroit, Mich. 146 Prospect St., Cleveland, 0.

C. H. Morrison, Topeka. Kansas. Seeds & Evans, 67 E. Gay St.l Columbus,

john Wanamaker, I’hilatiei )hia, Pa. Ohio.

‘I he Paterson Automobile Exchange, Cincinnati Automobile Co., 807 Race St.,

Paterson, N. J. Cincinnati, 0.

Rocheslcr Automobile Co., 150 South The Halsey Automobile Co., 4159 Olive

Ave., Rochester, N. Y. St., St. Louis, Mo.

FACTORY AND GENERAL 0FPICES,S UTH BEND, IND.

First-Class Agents Desired In Territory not already covered.
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i' u all know why!

Better get in line now. _

 

 

 

  
  

  

» 1

/

. 11'

\i. l . _ Cruunl A mobile (oak I GliyJN. .L - I.

I If Aulogllohlleol‘lo., N » "RN. J. T n J "- ml k" u

M ~ I \\ n/ y .I , _ n . l‘. "0,01%", . \ 0 0‘ r, 2.: e. l‘ I" v w

I .- . i - ' -.. manners: .a~%*t‘::1£.:;:.i, $2.11.; “I 2, V M:

-\\\‘\"*-~ w“ ~ - "' 1 1'0 1'1”! 1\\\ .V \\ \\ . 1. '4"; ,‘l r. ".
\\‘\\\ \ ._ > *i‘I- a '4- a t e, "

\sNAi-k \ \1\ \e__\- ' ‘ ‘ ,-'.' “gnu-.2;nannifintiil: 1’13? e!- 113 $42.34- I;

  

 

 

THE STEHRNS GHR'
Received a lot of very favorable comments at the show.

./
'

,. , A '4' ‘ _
v. Ila/furl"! I; ‘ // . ‘ "t; ‘ .

x ._ kw!”- / I _

1,.1.5‘9:f~

.1; ’_ */

  

The style and general design is right. The motor is powerfuliwith a rfeclfthrottlefand runs silently and with no vibration. The attachments on the dash and controls at the

wheel are good points, too. The small tube radiator is nhea of the time, and considering all things, STEARNS CARS are worth more than they cost.

@adlllac mm» @o- M Illa» F. B. Stearns (‘30., Cleveland, 0.
IJIZ flichlgnn Avenue, Chicago, Western District.
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' LISTEN
[0 all the stories that are told about the various experimental cars now being placed

on the market, then

TheOldsmobile
on its successful record oI 3 years satisIactory'servicc by over 8000 riders. II is

built to run and does it.

PRICE, $650.00.

SELLING AGENTS:

  

 

  

ALBANY, N. Y.—Automubile- Storage & Trading (.‘0. LOUISVILLE, I\'Y.--Sutcllffe & C0.

A'I‘LANTA. GA.—(I. H. Johnson. MEMPHIS, TENN.—H. A. White. ' .-‘.

HINGHAMTON. N. Y.—R. \V. \Vhlpple. MILVVAL‘KEE. \\-'IS.~—()Idsnfioblle C0.

BOSTON. MASS—Oldsmobile (‘0. MINNEAPOLIS. MINNs—A. F. Chase & C0.

BU FFALO, N. Y.—Jaynos Automoblle (‘0. _ NASHVILLE. TENN.—John W. Chester.

CHARLESTON, S. C.~—Army (‘yclu (.‘o. NE\VARK. N. .I.~Autovehlcle C0.

CHICAGO, ILL—Oldsmobile Co., Githt-ns Bros. Co. NEW ORLEANS. LA.—Abbott Cycle C0.

CLEVELAND, OHIO—()Idsmnhlle (‘0. NEW YORK (j‘l'I‘Y. N. Y.—Oldsmoblle C0.

COLUMBIA, S. (‘.—J. E. Rlvhnrds. OMAHA. NEH—Olds Gas Engine \Vorks.

DAVENPORT. IA.——Mnson's (‘nrriuge “fin-ks. l’A'l‘lCHSON. N. .I.-I". “I Stockhrldge.

DENVER. COLO.—G. E. Hannan. , ' PHILADELPHIA. PA.-(‘)ld>'mohlle ('0.

DETROIT. MI(‘.H.—()Idsmol)ile (‘0. I’LAINFIELD, N. J.—F. L. G. Martin C0.

GRAND RAPIDS, MI(III.-—A(I:|ms & Hart. , PITTSBURG. l’A.—~Bnnker Brothers ()0.

HARRISBURG. P.\.»-Kline (‘)'(‘I(' (‘0. POI'GIIKI‘IICI’SII'}. N. Y.—.Iohn Van HPIISCIIOILt“.

HOUSTON. TEXAS~IIuwkIns Automobile & Gas RALEIGH. .\'. (:.—RIII|'I_L'II Iron \Vurks.

Engine Works. IUN‘HICS'I‘ICR. N. Yd—lint'lh'h'ter Automobile (‘0.

INDIANAPOLIS. IND.—Fislu-r Automoblle (‘0. SAN I<‘I{AN(‘IS(‘('). (“Al..-—I.ncumol)lle (‘ompany ot' the Paclflc.

JACKSONVILLE. FLA» -F. 1'}. (illIu-l‘l. ~ S'l‘. LUVIS. NHL—Mississippi Valli-y Automoblle CH.

KANSAS CITY. M().—I'J. I’. Moriarty & (‘0. 'I‘I'IXARKANA. AI{I\'.MJ. K. \\':ulle)'.

LANSING. MICH.—\\'. K. I’I'lulilr-n & (‘0. 'I‘l'(‘S(I.\'. ARIZ—Svngt-r & (‘Ins-w,

LOS ANGELICS. CAL.—Ol(lsmuhll(- (‘0. \VASIIINGTHN, I). C.——aniulml Capital Automobile C0.

WRITE FOR ILLUSTRATED DQOK T0

Olds Motor Work , Detroit, Mich.
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INTEREST AT LAST AROUSED

N. A. A. M. Stirring and Assures American In

dustry's Fit Representation at St. Louis.

All deubts regarding a representative

showing of American automobiles at the St.

Louis Universal Exposition next year have

been set at rest. The National Association

of Automobile Manufacturers has steppel

into the breach and practically taken upon

itself to see that the exhibits from this coun

try arc in keeping with the importance and

dignity of the industry. Neither France—

whose makers have already taken steps to se

cure the space for an imposing showing—

nor any other country will be permitted to

over shadow the United States as until now

has seemed likely. Sufficient assurances of

support have been received from prominent

makers to render this certain.

Although no charge is made for spaces,

and it is the intention of the Exposition man

agers to give great prominence to this class

of transportation vehicles, automobile mak

ers have hitherto been apathetic. Efforts

made to arouse their interest were entirely

unsuccessful. It looked as though the sec

tion would be made up of foreign cars, with

only a sprinkling of those of home manufac

ture. To prevent such an unfortunate con

tretemps, W. A. Smith, Chief of the Depart

ment of Transportation Exhibits, appealed

to the N. A. A. M. and enlisted its active

support. To the Motor World representative

on Saturday, President Budlong, of the N. A.

A. M., in answer to the question whether

there was a prospect of these cfl'orts being

crowned with success, said:

“A very good prospect indeed. We have

been in correspondence with our members,

and the replies received leave no doubt, in

my mind, that a sufficient number will con

sent to make rufln'e showing.

“You see, it is not a question of being a

money making scheme. No concern would

show at St. Louis expecting to secure a lot

of business thereby. But it is something that

we. as a nation, cannot afford to let come to

naught. Patriotic motives, if nothing eisc.

should actuate makers to exhibit. It would

not do for us to let the French makers hch

the only respectable exhibits. Speaking for

the Electric Vehicle 00., I will say that this

is the view taken of the matter, and we wil

act in accordance with it. So will a number

of other makers. I feel sure, as they have so

intimate in the course of the correspomicncc

brought out by the N. A. A. M.”

In its efforts to secure a fitting representa

tion the N. A. A. M. is outlining a plan for

lessening the expense while at the same time

enhancing the benefits to be derived from the

exhibits. Th association proposes to en

gage space at St. Louis and to look after the

exhibits after they are staged. Competent

attendants would be provided to explain the

features of the different cars and to furnish

any information concerning them that might

be desired.

Exhibitors would not be obliged to make

use of those attendants, however. They

could. if they preferred. have their own men

for the scrvice, and in all other respects

look after their exhibits in their own way.

 

Chicago Fixed for Five Years.

It seems evident that Mr. Samuel A. Miles

means to retain the whip hand of the show

situation ll] Chicago.

According to reliable private advices re

ceived this weck the owners or manage

ment of the Chicago Coliseum have entered

into a contract with him whereby there is

secured to Miles for a term of five years the

exclusive right to promote and conduct all

functions in which automobiles are con

cerned which may be held in that building.

As it is the only structure in the city suit

able for affairs of the sort, the contract

nmkcs plain that none will be held until Mr.

Miles is "seen" and arranged with.

Suit Over Electric Welding.

The Thompson Electric Vi'eldin;_r Co. has

filed a bill of complaint in the United States

District Court for Connccticitt against the

American Tube & Stamping 00., of Bridge

port, (‘onn. Infringement of a patent proo

oss of electrical welding is alleged. and an

injunction and an accounting asked for.

Stevens-Duryea Price Advanced.

An advance in the price of the Stevens

Durycu gasolene car has just been made.

The new price is $1,300. as against the

$1.2m» previously charged. The top and

complete equipment are included.

MAY BE BUT ONE SHOW

Makers Association Disscunes and has Subject Un

der Advisement—Chauffeurs Also Considered.

Expressions of opinion, 'recorded in the

Motor World at the time, regarding the re

sults of the Chicago show, and indicating a

feeling that in future there should be one

national show held, and that at New York,

have already borne fruit. The matter was

brought up on Wednesday afternoon, when

the executive committee of the N. A. A. M.

met in this city. The suggestion to hold a

single show here was made, and it was dis

cussed at some length. Some members fa

vored such a course, others opposed it. In

the end the entire matter was referred to

a committee of three, which will report at a

future meeting.

The matter of securing an adequate show

ing of motor vehicles at the St. Louis Ex

position was also referred to a committee

of three. The committee already appointed

to consider the chaufl’eur question was not

ready to report. Consequently that matter

went over also.

The meeting of the executive committee

was preceded by a general meeting of the

association. Its purpose was the considera

tion of changes in the constitution and by

laws. It had been reported that an impor

tant change relative to the associate mem

bership would be made, but nothing was

done in the matter. A number of unimpor

tant changes, designed to bring the differ

ent sections into harmony and to remove

some slight inconsistencies, were carried

through, however.

 

Pardee Comes to New York.

Quite the most unexpected news of the

week is contained in the announcement that

I’ardcc & C0., the well-known Chicago deal

ers. have taken over the store at 317 West

Fifty-ninth street, this city. and will be

in charge of the Packard interests. Colonel

Purdee will, for the time being. make his

headquarters here.
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MOST VICIOUS OF ALL LAWS

Pennsylvania Senator Proposes an Act That

Makes a Burlesque of Justice.

Grim indeed are the provisions of the anti

antomobile bill introduced in the Pennsyl

vania Legislature by Senator Grim. Under

the specious guise of keeping the State high

ways as “free as practicable from the reck

less use of dangerous motor-vehicles," it.

embodies provisions-that mark it as the

most vicious statute yet proposed in any

State. ‘

It fixes the'maximum speeds in the cities

and country at eight and twelve miles, re

spectively, institutes licensing and registra

tion bureaus, compels the filing of a $5,000

bond by non-residents wishing to take out

licenses, makes the carrying of numbers six

inches square compulsory, and places it in

the power of the drivers of horses or other

animals to stop autoists at their pleasure.

The culminating outrage is the imposition of

penalties for violation. A fine of not less

than $500 and imprisonment for not less

than thirty days in jail are obligatory; and

the offending automobile is forfeited, its dis

position resting with the Court. Informers

are rewarded by a payment of $50 of the

fine.

The principal provisions of the act follow:

Section 1—Be it enacted by the Senate and

House of Representatives of the Common

wealth of Pennsylvania that no engine com

monly called an automobile or other vehicle,

Whether propelled by steam, gas or elec

tricity, shall be operated or drivcn upon any

public highway in any city, borough, county

or township in this Commonwealth, until

the same has been registered by the owner

or owners thereof in the I’rothonotary’s

office of one of the cities or countics of this

Commonwealth as hereinafter provided.

Section 2—Evcry applicant for registra

tion shall set forth in writing the name and

residence of the applicant, the name and

residence of the owner or owners, the name

of the manufacturer and the number of the

motor-vehicle to be registered.

Section 3—It shall be the duty of the Pro

thonotary to issue a ccrtiticatc of registra

tion to the applicant or applicants, for which

registration the applicant or applicants shall

pay to the Prothonotary at the time of filing

the application four dollars

Section 4—Evory registration certificate

issued must contain the name of the appli

cant or applicants, the name of the owncr or

owners, the name of the manufacturcr and

the manufacturer's number. The registra

tion of such motorvcbicle shall not be valid

until the certificate so issued is posted in a

conspicuous place on the motorvehicle. so

registered, and the registration numbcr is

posted in a conspicuous place on the front

and back of the said vehicle, and the reels

try shall be null and void if the motor—

vehicle is used or operated upon the public

highways as aforesaid when either the cer

tificate or number is removed therefrom.

Section 5~No person shall be allowed to

use or operate any such motorvehicle upon

any of the public highways aforesaid until

he shall have pass-ed a satisfactory exami

nation in the use, operation and construc

tion of the same before the State Board of

Highway Commissioners and shall have re

ceivcd a liccnsc from the Treasurer of one

of the cities or Counties of this Common

wealth, as hereinafter provided.

Section T—No person or persons shall be

allowed to use, operate, or drive any moto

vchiclc as aforesaid upon any of the public

highways of the cities, boroughs, counties

or townships of this Commonwealth at a

speed ercntcr than eight miles an hour

within the corporate limits of any of the

cities and boroughs, and twelve miles an

hour without the corporate limits of such

cities or boroughs.

Section S—Bcfore such license shall issue

the applicant shall take and subscribe an

oath bcfore the Prothonotary of the same

city or county that he will not use, operate

or drive any such motorvehicle upon the

public highways aforesaid at a speed greater

than eight miles an hour within the cor

porate limits of the cities and boroughs of

the. Commonwealth and twelve miles in the

counties and townships without said limitS.

Bcforc any such license shall issue to a non—

rcsident of this Commonwealth the applicant

shall, in addition to the other requirements

of this act, file his bond in the penal sum of

five thousand dollars with suretics to be ap

proved by thc Court of Common Pleas of

the same county, which bond shall be in the

name of the Commonwealth and shall inure

to the benefit of all persons damaged in per

son or property by the use and operation of

any motorvehicle while in the possession of

the pcrson licensed and for the payment of

all fines and costs imposed for the violation

of any of the provisions of this act. And

successive suits may be brought thereon to

the use of all such persons until the amount

thereof is cxhaustcd.

Section Q—No license issued as aforesaid

shall be valid for a longer period than one

your. They may be issued on the first day

of January, or at any time thereafter, but

shall expire on the thirty-first day of Decem

bcr next ensuing. The annual license fee

shall be ten dollars, and shall be paid to the

(‘itty or County Treasurer, for the benefit of

such city or county.

Section lO-Every person using or operat

ing a motorvehicle upon the public high

ways. as aforcsaid, shall have displayed in a

conspicuous place on the front and back of

such motorvchiclc. in large numerals, not

lcss than six inches square. the number

undcr which it is registered. He shall sound

a gong or other alarm whcn approaching a

street crossing or road crossing, shall have

no right of way or preference as to the use

of such strcct or road. but shall stop the

motorvchiclc when signalled to do so by the

drivcr of any home or othcr animal until the

animal or animals have passed in safety.

Suction li;.\n_v owncr, lessee, bailor,

bailcc, opcrator or uscr of any motorvehicle

as at'orcsnid. violating' any of the provisions

of this Act. shall. in addition to his. her or

tin-ir civil liability, hc deemed guilty of a

inisdcmcauor. and upon conviction thcrcof

shall. for each and every oiTcnco. be scn

trnccd to pay a line of not less than five

hundrcd dollars. and to undergo an impris

onment in thc county jail for a period not

cxcccdlng thirty days; Provided. that any

such person or persons. convicted of violat

ina: tho provisions of either of sections one,

live or scvcu of this Act, the scntcncc so im

posed shall work a forfeiture of the motor

vchiclo found in the possession of the person

so convicted. and the Court shall make much

ordcr with rcl'crcncc to the disposition of the

same as may sccm to it just and proper.

Section 15—Any officer, when making such

arrest upon his own motion, and any person

giving the information leading to the arrest

and conviction' of any violator of any of the

provisions of this Act, shall be entitled to

receive fifty dollars of the fine so imposed,

upon conviction.

Section 16—This Act shall not apply to any

race course or private road, nor to any pas

senger railways or steam railroads confined

to tracks, nor to steam or other street rollers.

nor to any of the motorvehicles which any

manufacturer or vendor of automobiles may

have in stock at his place of business or in

his various warehouses.

New Jersey Bill Advanced.

After an unexpected check that sent the

cold chills down the backs of those inter

ested in the measure, the New Jersey auto

mobile bill, termed the Scovel bill, has

passed the Senate of that State on its second

reading. It had already passed the House.

The check referred to came on Thursday

of last week. The measure. was reported

with an amendment that emasculated it. it

was the work of Senator Cross, of Elizabeth,

and fixed the maximum speed of automobiles

in the State at fifteen miles an hour. The

bill provided for a speed of twenty miles.

The change caused consternation as a mat

ter of course, as it looked as if all the work

of autoists had gone for naught.

By Monday, however, Senator Cross 11521

been induced to listen to reason. lie with

drew his amendment, and the bill was‘

promptly given a second reading.

In the course of his speech in favor of the

bill Senator Hudspeth, of Hudson, said:

“It is almost a perfect bill, and New Jer

scy will set the pace for fair automobile

legislation if it is enacted into law."

 

Discord Over Florida Races.

There is discord in the camp of the Flor

ida automobile race meet boomers. Late last

week it was announced that the meet; sched

uled to be held at Daytona on March 26 were

off. positively and for all time. This week

the report came from W. J. Morgan, who

conceived the idea of the proposed events,

that they are still "on," and will positively

be run as scheduled. Definite entries from

li.‘ E. Olds and other well known autoists

were stated to be in hand.

Some light is thrown on the matter by a

lcttcr from Secretary F. P. Hoover of the

Florida Automobile Association, stating

that on March 11 this association voted to

withdraw from all connection with the race

mcct. This withdrawal was due, he said, -

to the fact that sanction to run the races

had not been obtained from the American

Automobile Association, although it was sup

posed that this had been attended to. Hoover -

added that as they could not hold the races

according to the laws of the American Auto

mobile Association it was deemed advisable

for the host intcrcsts of the Florida Automo

bile Association to sever all connection with

the meet.
a .._._.. _..__.~...4_
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THE CHAUFFEUR SITUATION

The Motor World's Ventilation oi Subiect Proves

Timely and Brings Additional Opinions.

 

That the Motor World‘s exhaustive story

of the chauffeur situation, published last

week, was a revelation to many there is no

doubt. Even those in the trade who were

familiar with the conditions depicted were

pronounced in their expressions regarding

the accuracy and timeliness of the article.

and of the purposes it would serve. _

"The subject needed just such publicity an

ventilation as you gave it," said one of the

best known of the metropolitan managers,

“and if we could get a copy of last week's

Motor \‘t'orld ill the hands of every man em

ploying a chauffeur it would help mightily

in solving at least several phases of the prob

lem."

The publication of the story naturally

brought out numerous instances of the cu

pidity, or worse, of the chauffeur ilk.

“One of the worst cases I know of." re

marked a man in position to speak, “con

cerned an expensive car, owned by a wealthy

man who went abroad with his family last

summer, leaving his car in charge Of his

chauffeur, a well paid man. The owner could

not have get far outside Sandy Hook before

that precious driver began ‘hacking it’ with

that costly rig. He must have turned a good

many dollars into his pocket during the sev

eral weeks that his employer was absent, but

‘slipped up' in rather an odd fashion. One of

the last parties to which he rented the car

was made up of Tenderloin rounders. They

got gloriously drunk, and one of their

drunken ideas of fun was to squirt the

speaking tube, with which the car was

equipped, full of tobacco juice. The chauf

feur did not discover it, but the owner found

it out on his return, and in a disagreeable

manner more easily imagined than de

scribed, That chauffeur lost his job, of

course.”

“It should not be lost sight of that aside

from the matter of commissions not a few

of the abuses cited are directly chargeable

to the owners of the garages," said another

man. “It is their business to know or-to

discover the comings and goings of the cars

which they are. paid to care for. No car can

leave their places without their. knowledge

during working hours or without the con

nivance of their night watchmen after hours,

and the garage owners or managers who

wink at such practices. or who even permit

themselves to remain in ignorance of them

should be run out of the business. It is their

duty to know and to be loyal to the men who

enable them to live. There is no doubt at all

that some of the night watchmen are in

lea'gue with the chauiTeurs, and it is these

so-called watchmen that require watching.

l have good reason to believe that one of the

most flagrant of the offending places in New

York is also one of the most expensive and

top-lofty. From all accounts, the chauffeurs

and the night watchmen there are hand in

glove, and it is not at all uncommon for three

or four cars to leave the place at midnight

with soubl'ettes aboard. I have been told,

and I believe it, although I cannot vouch for

it, that certain chauffeurs have been per—

mitted to strip their employers’ cars in the

place and then repair to the Hudson County

Boulevard, where they have almost weekly

engaged ill midnight races on that magnifi

cent highway. If a system of espionage or

of dropping in at unexpected hours is neces

sary discover such abuses it should be insti

tilted. It is the one sure way of preventing

tt)!  

Chauffeurs to Organize a Club.

The matter of an organization of chauf

feurs has taken another turn. The union

plan has, as stated last week, fallen through,

and in its place there is a proposition to

form a club, the object of which is the

remedying of some of the abuses complained

of.

A meeting has been called to take place

this week at the garage of the Mobile Co.,

at Forty-eighth street and Broadway, this

city. Signatures of seventy-five chauffeurs

are said to have been secured for the call. .

It is proposed, in case the organization is

effected, to inagurate a registration system,

dividing the men into four classes and issu

ing certificates for each. In the first class

will be placed men who have had two or

more years experience, in the second those

with between one and two years‘ experience,

and the third and fourth classes, those with

less than one year’s.

 

Seigman Loses his Suit.

At Trenton, N. 1., last week, the Court of

Errors and Appeals affirmed a decision of the

Court of Chancery in the suit of Richard

Seigman against the Electric Vehicle Co.

The suit was brought to compel the directors

of the company to pay back dividends al

leged to have been illegally declared in 1899

and 1900. The suit was dismissed on the

giounds that no application had been made

to the directors to have them recover the al

leged illegal dividends. Of the present di

rectorate of the company of twelve mem

bers, there are only tive who were directors

at the time the alleged illegal dividends were

declared. The court therefore holds that

application must he lllilt: to the directors

before any stockholder can institute suit.

 

'Committee on Chauffeurs Named.

The N. A. A. M has, as the Motor World

inst Wt‘t‘k intimated would he the case, taken

formal action on tho chauffeur question. A

committee has been appointed to consider

the advisability of devising a plan for the

schooling or training of men desiring to be

comc chantfeul's, and to receive suggestions

on the subject" L. H. Kiitridge, W. D. Gash

and (i. B. Adams comprise the committee.

 

On Saturday the last of the English shows

opens. It will be held at the Agricultural

Hall. London.

RULES FOR WAGON TEST

 

Classes Arranged and Requirements Outlined-'—

How the Medals Will be Awarded.

 

The first draft or prospectus of the rules

governing the Automobile Club of Amer

ica' forthcoming commercial vehicle contest

has been given out by that organization. Its

salient features are, as already announced

in these columns, the holding of a two day

contest, to take place May 20 and 21, open

to all self-propelled vehicles,

whether of foreign or domestic origin.

types of

Two twenty mile runs each day will be

made, starting from the clubhouse, Fifty

.eighth street and Fifth avenue, proceeding

to the Battery, thence uptown to the north

ern part of the city and back to the club

house. the route being covered twice. The

first day’s run is to be without voluntary

stops; on the second day designated stops

are to be malle. One stop of not exceeding

three hours’ duration is allowed electric ve-‘

hicles during each day’s run for recharging

batteries. Steam vehicles are permitted a

thirty minute stop for water.

As previously stated, the vehicles are di

vided into three classes—eiectric, steam and

gasolene—with four subdivisions, based on

weight. It is stipulated that each vehicle

shall carry a dead weight of at least 75 per

cent of its own weight, in addition to the

driver and an observer, who shall accompany

each vehicle. The subdivisions are for ve

hicles carrying loads of 750, 2,000, 3,500 and!

10,000 pounds, and on the second day’s run

they shall make 100 stops for the first andi

second classes, and twenty and ten for the

third and fourth. Gold, silver and bronzeg

medals are to be awarded to the vehicles in:

the four classes making the best showing;

The basis of award is economy of operation;

and time consumed in covering the course:

within the legal limit of eight miles an' hour."

Contestants are permitted to carry theiin

loads either in live or dead weight; but,

must submit their vehicles to the club fori

weighing, both before and after loading. Al

record will be kept of the amount of gaso-l

lene, electricity, coal, etc., consumed, so that!

the cost of operation can be ascertainedi

Ampere-meter and volt-meter readings will@

be taken one each day, and before and {ifterli=
recharging. I

The contest committee announces that a"

complete set of rules. under which the con-"3;;

test will be run, will be issued later. i"!

.d

Colors for Cup Team. a

At a meeting of the sport committee ofi

the Automobile Club of France, held instill

week, on the proposal of the Automobile!

Club of Great Britain it wa resolved to

adopt the following distinguishing colors

for the Bennett Cup race: Great Britain.

emerald green; Germany, white; America,

red; France, royal blue.
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You can out your linger on a goorl reliable runabout
that is ready when you want it, has power enough to take you

anywhere, and is strong enough to stand up under the hardest

kind of usage. Anybody can operate it.

"'7

'If you’re interested, we’ll gladly tell you more about it. Better decide now.

NORTHERN MANUFACTURING co., Donors—Mich.
HOMAN & SCHULZ, Tooth St. and Broadway, also 38th St. and Broadway, New York, N. Y. ALVAN T. FULLER, 2‘1; Columbus Ave, Boatoll. M -

P. DESMARAIS & CO., Bristol, Conn. BANKER BROTHERS COMPANY, Philadelphia, Pa. R. . CONNERAT, Savannah, .

OHIO MOTOR CAR CO , r Hu St., Cleveland, Ohio. NATIONAL AUTOMOBILE & MANUFACTURERS CO., 26 Fremont St., San FrihC'IICO, Cal.

FRANK . ILL.‘ .EY, 284 Wabash Avenue, Chicago, Ill. MOTOR CAR C0. of N. J. Newark, N. J.

  

 

DETACHABL TIREs THA

STAY ON THE Rllvrs. »

The FISK is so constructed that all the resilliency possible is

obtained. Attached to a Hat rim with all the air space above it. No

 

 

 

  

rolling or excessive side action. Is made of same material and by same
  

workmen that have made FISK single tube famous.

  

Detailed information furnished.

  

 

  

FISK RUBBER COMPANY, = Chicopee Falls, Mass.

  
BRANCHES .

BOSTON, SPRINGFIELD, new YORK, PHILADELPHIA, CHICAGO,

004 Atlantic Ave. 40 leght St. as Chamberl so. 916 Arch St. 52 auto 51.
  

      

UETRIOT,

254 Jeileraon Ave.

SAN PRANCDCO.

"4 Second St.

  

SYRACUSE.

423 80. Clinton St.

BUFFALO.

28 W. Genesee 5t.
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Disgracing Pennsylvania.

Even in the business of law manufacture

there must be what the vernacular terms

“the limit.” If the Grim bill, introduced

in the Pennsylvania legislature by the

“statesman” of that suggestive name, is not

"the limit." If the Grim billhintroduced

is ditiicult to conceive to what greater lengths

it can be carried, save only by the prohibi

tion of the use of _motor cars on the road.

The bill in full is reproduced in another

It deserves a place in all scrup

books us a legislative curiosity, as evidence

It is impos

column.

of legislation run stark mad.

sible to accept it seriously.

Grim is either a prince of jokers or his

head is sadly in need of examination. His

bill is a serio-comic effort that would wring

tears from the angels. It is also a disgrace

to the State of Pennsylvania and to the

man or men responsible for it. If by any

contretemps it should get beyond a first read

ing, Justice might well throw her scales into

the sewer and don the cap and bells of the

bui'foon, the eagle might well cease to scream

and Uncle Sam exchange the read, white

and blue for deepest black and no longer

prnte of “the home of the free."

If Grim has heirs, the pity is for them.

When a fcwycars or a generation hence they

look back and view the miserable mess of

legislative pottage which the shortsighted

and unprogrcssive “old man” spilled on the

family name and on the State of PennSyl

vania they may well hang their heads.

Grim would have automobilists make oath

that they will not exceed the limits of speed

which he sets. Automobilists might have

Grim make oath that he is not a fool, and

even then we are not certain that they

would not have good grounds for perjury

proceedings.

Will Spark Plugs be Revolutionized'l

That a revolution in spark plugs is prob

able there is small room for dispute. The

discovery of the amazing virtues of the out

side gap and visible spark make inevitably

for that end.

The "wise men" are telling us that it is

But the fact re

mains that none of these wise ones, despite

really no discovery at all.

his alleged knowledge, turned it to advan

tage. although every betterment of existing

ignition systems was eagerly Sought and

earnestly desired. The “outside gap" will

stand as a discovery despite tulminations to

the contrary.

That it should be applied by means of an

extraneous attachment only when a plug

had become foul appears illogical. If it is

good at any time for any plug it should be

good at all times for all plugs, and plugs

should be so altered or hereafter 50 con

structed as to integrally incorporate the

extraneous devicesdouble-jump feature;

should be made unncccssary.

When the only point on which doubt exists

is removed, 1. e.,. whether the outside or

extra spark does 01' does not make added

or undue drain on the life of the battery,

there is no doubt that the future construction

of plugs will be quickly settled.

If it is proved that undue drain exists the

attachable “interrupters” or “intensifier-s"

will prevail, and for use when a plug grows

wrong will become not less valuable than a

tire repair tool or tool of any kind. If it is

found that the extra and hotter spark af

fccts the life. of the batteries little or not

at all, then there is no reason why the neces

sary "interruption" should not be made a

part of the plug itself.

The value of the discovery appears not to

have been fully realized by the rank and file.

But that does not diminish its importance.

The means that not only enables a Booted

or oil covered plug to spark perfectly—and

we have known a cracked plug also to be

made work as well—without removing it

from the motor, but that afiords visible

proof that batteries and coil are “delivering

the goods," is no small improvement and

perfection of the weakest link in the, so to

speak, gasolene chain—the ignition system.

 

Classes in the Commercial Contest.

America's first commercial vehicle contest

will be an event vastly different from the

first organized contest in which the pleasure

vehicle participated. Many changes have

taken place in the year and a half that has

elapsed since the Automobile Club of Amer

ica conducted its ButTnlo function; and a

deal has been learned about planning and

carrying through successfully such tests as

these under notice.

Consequently the skeleton rules given forth

by the contest committee or the A. C. A. Bl)

pear to answer the purpose admirably.

Elaboration will probably result in smooth

ing out any rough places and remove such

discrepancies or misunderstandings as may

exist. '

For example, it is provided that steam ve

hicles will be “allowed thirty minutes stop

for water.” Whether this is restricted to

one stop as well as to thirty minutes is not

clear. Again, no provision is made for

hybrids—vehicles using both explosive en

gines and electric motors. They will prob

ably be looked after. Just What constitutes

an involuntary stop, and how much allow

ance should be made for traffic congestions

resulting in stops and delays are also mut

ters requiring careful consideration. The

same may be said of such other matters as

repairs—by whom and where they shall be

nzade— and tires—whether stops due to them

shall be penalized. These are details, how?

ever, and will unquestionably come in for

careful attention.

The classification of the cars at once at

tracts attention, and even calls for explana

tion. 0n the face of it, the “dead load"

must be exactly 750, 2,000, 3,500 and 10,000

pounds. The basis of the division is found

in the. note that “each vehicle must carry a

dead load of at least 75 per cent of its own
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weight in addition to the driver and ob

server." Now, let us see how that works

out: We will suppose that a light delivery

wagon weighs 1,100 pounds—or any number

over 1,000. As it must carry at-leasi; 75

per cent of its own weight, or more than 750

pounds, it is ineligible to the first, or 750

pound, class. It must, therefore, go into the

second class and carry 2,000 pounds, or near

ly double its own weight.

The hardship of this will readily be seen.

Furthermore, there are very few even of the

light delivery wagons that will not scale

more than 1,000 pounds. As a result, the

first class is almost wiped out. An even

greater injustice is/done in the case of :1 ve

hicle weighing, say, 4,800 pounds. With a

75 per cent load it must carry 3,600 pounds,

or too much for the third, or 3,500 pound.

It would, therefore, go to the next

class and carry 10,000 pounds, or-more than

twice its own weight.

The matter of classification is plainly one

that is in need either of revision or elucida

tion.

class.

 
 

Tire Improvement

We need only go back a couple of years

to reach the time when pneumatic tires

were very far from being satisfactory to

automobile users. To institute a compari

son between then and now is all that is

necessary to perceive what a great change

has come about; and this without o'verlook

ing the fact that the air tire is still far

from being perfect.

In bringing about this change two factors

The first is the im

mense improvement that has taken place

have been at work.

in the tires themselves. Experience—some

of it very costly—has shown the makers the

defects of their former product, as well as

enabled them to correct them. Better fab

ric, better methods of rubber compounding,

coupled with improved designing, have com

bined to produce tires that last longer, wear

longer and stand up better under hard usage

than anything that was formerly turned out

of the rubber factories.

Side by side with this movement has gone

another of scarcely less importance.

The tire user—and under this term is com

prehended the maker as well as the pur

chaser of the complete automobile—has

learned his lesson, at least in part. He is

now willing to leave something to the tire

maker's judgment. Instead of ordering tires

of a certain size at a specified price, and

then fitting them to suit himself, he asks

the advice—or takes it, which amounts to

the same thing—of the tire maker, and is

guided by his experience. Consequently he

dies not use 2%inch tires on touring cars,

or expect thick fabric, puncture resisting

tires to prove satisfactory on light runa

bouts.

Consequently it is no exaggeration to say

that pneumatic tires now occupy an unas

sallable position in the automobile trade.

No one seeks to displace them—at least on

pleasure vehicles—and for a very simple rea

son: they have no object in doing so. being

satisfied with them as they are.

The Cup Race in Ireland.

Apparently the Bennett Cup race on Irish

soil is as good as an accomplished fact. The

bill to legalize it has passed a second read

ing in the British House of Lords, and the

hulking of preparations for holding it is

being gone ahead with. Hulnanly speaking,

therefore, no doubt whatever exists about it.

It is just possible that lack of familiarity

with automobile racing may cause some accl

dellts to result. The conducting club suffers

in some degree on this account, while the

Irish populace, unlike the French, are pro

-foundly ignorant of the terrible possibilities

inherent in the speed monsters that will

invade the Emerald Isle in July, and it will

be no easy matter to keep their curiosity in

check. Still, the effort will be made, and

the thorough manner in which it is being

gone about makes it reasonable to suppose

that it will be crowned with success.

On the day of the race the course will be

thoroughly patrolled and guarded. It is even

proposed to call in the military to aid the

Automobile Club of Great Britain and Ire

land and its deputies in preserving a clear

course; but this is a rather remote con

tingency.

A strict interdict has been laid on the reck

less and indiscriminate use of the roads for

practice prior to the race.

that the indulgence in such practices re

sulted in the prohibition by the Italian au

thorities of the road race from Nice last

year, the wisdom of such a ban will be readi

ly understood.

This year, for the first time, the Bennett

Cup race will be an event of the first mag

nitude; one thoroughly in keeping with the

Prior

to the 1002 race the event was of secondary

When we recall

conceptions of the donor of the cup.

importance. Even last year it was dwarfed

by comparison with the Paris-Vienna con

test, being run in conjunction wiill it, and

being provocative of interest chiefly because

the cup was, for the first time,~wrested from

the French club which had held it'lfrom the

beginning. 7

The 1903 race marks a new era. The race

is to be run alone, over a course especially

The

contestants, officials and visiting spectators

will go to Ireland to see this race, and at

its conclusion will disperse, their labor 01'

pleasure at an end. And for the first time

also the competing teams will be

sentative and “classy.” France, Germany

and the United States will all send teams to

wrest from Great Britain the trophy em

blematic of speed supremacy on the road

which the latter will then have held for a

year. The cars will embody the latest and

most approved principles of construction.

power and speed being the prime considera

tions; and the men who will drive them are

the recognized giants of the automobile rac

ing world. It will be a veritable battle of

Titans, one well worth going a long way to

see.

selected and used only for this race.

repre

 
 

In these many proposed licensiim

it sounds pretty to say that a man's license

shall be taken away or suspended under cer

tain conditions, but we are impressed with

the idea that it is more sound than sub

stance. Arrests may be made as often as

occasion requires, but to deny the public

highways to any citizen using a legitimate

vehicle savors strongly_of a flagrantly un

constitutional blow at personal liberty.

 
 

It is evident that the space filling fakir

has fairly inaugurated his spring campaign.

By “landing” several big New York dailies

with such palpable takes as were the

“Woman’s Automobile Club“ and the “New

York-Chicago race” he has certainly made a

good beginning.

 

The Subject of Rear Lights.

Editor The Motor World: Your article in

edition of the 12th inst., relating to “Road

Rules," in one point hits the nail on the

head. Every man who runs an auto at

night, and every club, should undertake to

bring all their influence to bear on our law

makers to the effect that every vehicle on

the road at night should carry two white

lights facing front and at least one red light

facing to the rear. What is sauce for the

automobile is sauce for every other vehicle.

I believe this to be one of the most lin

portant promoters of safety to all who may

ride at night. The interests of those who

ride are mutual, and will be best served

when all show a liberal spirit, governed by

old fashioned common sense—P. M. BERRY,

New York.
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BOSTON DOES ITSELF PROUD

Its Show a Model of its Kind and Proves a

Huge Success—Jenni new Cars Shown-—

“ Moltocs " on the Wall.

_Boston, Mass. March Iii—This classic

town is having an automobile show that is

almost a classic of itself, and it is being

held in a classic building, the new Symphony

Music Hall, at the corner of Huntington and

Massachusetts avenues. It is a sufficient and

satisfying show. It is so spectacularly beau

tiful and so nearly complete that it seems

a slight to term it a local show, yet such it

distinctively is, for the names on the signs

about the hall are almost without exception

those of local dealers, although most all the

representative makes of domestic cars.are

on hand, and a couple of imported varieties.

-'l‘he promoters, the Boston Automobile

Dealers' Association, have reason to be proud

of their show, and Bostonians well can be

content with the local exhibit as n substi

tute for a trip to the national display at

New York. It would seem also that a great

many were of this mind, for the show is

proving itself a fine success in point of at

tendance.

It was 8 o'clock on Monday night when the

show wa formally opened, and at that hour,

even in the self-contained, calm minded Bos

ton, there was a crowd of more than one

hundred waiting for the doors to be opened.

Within half an hour the place was crowded.

The aisles of the main hall are wider than

were those at-the Madison Square Garden

show, and, the spaces of the exhibitors not

being divided one from another by railings,

offer opportunity for a more general distri

bution of the crowd, yet at 9 o‘clock on the

opening night it was difficult to move about.

The place was uncomfortably warm, and

for the working men of the press to get

about and get information from exhibitors

was impracticable. They, were all too busy

talking to prospective customer. Some of

them were customers, for business began

“right off the reel," and there is every prom

ise of a week of highly gratifying sales.

There is nothing mean about this show. It

is handsome in every sense of the word.

The managers and the press agent deserve

great credit. If it be that the house was

papered on the first night it was done with

rare discrimination and tact, for the crowd

present represented considerable of the smart

set of the city. Handsome theatre waists

and opera cloaks on the women and evening

dress for the men were so much in evidence

as to be almost the rule. By an actual tally

made all but two of the fifty-four men in

chargeof exhibits were in evening clothes.

There is something remarkable about

the prettiness of the show when it is

analyzed, for there is little or nothing of

decoration. It is artistic, that is all. The

building itself is a setting that would

make any imitation seem to be a gem.

The main hall seems to have the two great

galleries for cornices, while the grand alcove

of the stage, with the gilded pipes of massive

organ at the back, form a picture of archi

tectural beauty of themselves. Above the

second balcony from niches that alternate

with arched panel spaces there look down

upon the scene gigantean replicas of classic

statuary. All the patrons of art and music

apothesised by the Greeks are here, staring,

stoney-eyed upon the most modern chariot of

man. At the rear end of the hall in three

panels flanked by Dian and Demosthenes are

inscriptions in latter day newspaper Eng

lish, designed to fit the occasion. These are:

“Sanitary laws do not permit the keeping

of cows, sheep or pigs within the city limits.

This will soon apply to horses also. Keep

the animals in the country, where they

belong."

“In ten years there will not be a horse

drawn vehicle in Paris—(Extract from a

recent speech made by Baron de Rothes

child."

“An automobile going twenty miles an

hour is safer than a horse walking. The

auto can’t run away."

There are no elaborately decorated spaces.

The signs above the spaces are on a uniform

level, and in a harmonious tone. They are

nearly all painted in gold yellow on an olive

hued background. The flooring at every

space is covered with dark green matting.

The only electric signs are those over the

stageFDe Dion, Toledo and Waverly, besides

the Darracq sign in the tuning room.

The officers of the promoting Association

are: lienneth A. Skinner, president; W. E.

Eldridge, vice president; W. 1. Campbell,

secretary; A. P. Underhill, treasurer.

Although no machines were admitted to

the building after 12 o'clock noon on Mon

'day it is noteworthy that everything was in

apple pie order at night, and that the show

had a completeness that is unusual for first

nights. Only a few cars remained to be in

stalled on the second day, and most of these

got in early this forenoon. The impending

strike on the New York and New Haven

Railroad has deterred some from shipping

cars because the railroad refuses to guaran

tee to delivery. In one case it was decided

to send up a car for demonstration work—a

Locomobile—from the factory at Bridgeport

by road, and it is now on its way. The open

ing attendance was generally placed at 3,000

or more, and 2,500 is a conservative esti

mate. I

While the Salem Cadet Build played popu~

lar and classic music inside a hall with such

remarkable acoustic properties that the or

chestra, although a good one, made a din,

there was outside from a dozen to twenty

demonstaratlng cars humming a lively, com

mercial tune of their own. The sign of busi

'IICSS was that the demonstrating cars had

plenty to do. In fact, the scenes outside the

building are, size considered, comparatively

as lively as those outside of the national

show. From to-day on till Saturday night

the show will be opened from 2 to 10 p. m.

It being an exhibition for the people and'

not for agents, the hall is almost devoid of

human life in the forenoon and the mornng

of the second day there came a chance to

look around and size up things.

A tally of the spaces made by the Motor

World man to-day showed the following re

sult: There are 55 exhibitors, of whom 35

are showing motor-vehicles. Of these 35.

two show motorbicycles and no cars and one

of these hase both the motor and motorless

style of bicycle. The 35 exhibitors have on

view a total of 97 vehicles, which includes

10 motorbicycles. In motive power the 97

vehicles are divided as follows: Gasolene.

70; electric, 10; steam, 17. In variety of

make, the 97 vehicles are. of 53 diflerent

kinds. In style of carriage they are divided

as follows: Runabouta,I 37; tonneau. 35

chassis, 6; broughams, etc.. 7; bicycles. 10:

delivery wagons, 2. ‘

Here is a summary of the exhibits as they

are distributed in the' building:

STAGE.

K. A. Skinner, Boston—Two American

made, 5 horsepower De Dion-Bo'uton motor

ettcs, one French 6 horsepower voiturette,

with cylinder under a hood in front, one '5

horsepower French rockaway, one 5 horse

power brougham and one French 9 horse

power tonneau.

W. E. Eldridge, Boston—Two Toledo ton

neau cars, one Waverly electric tonneau (a

new model), one Cadillac tonneau, one

Waverley electric delivery wagon, and three

Waverley electric runabouts.

MAIN HALL.

Coates Manufacturing Co., Boston—tine

Commonwealth runabout.

A. J. Coburn & Co., Boston—Two Crestmo

bile runabouts.

A. R. Bangs, Boston—One Franklin four

cylinder runabout, one General tonneau.

Automobile Headquarters, Boston—One

Pierce tonneau, one Pierce stanhope.

Harry Fosdick, Boston—One Winton tour

ing car, one Winton chassis.

Waltham Manufacturing Co., Walthani.-_

One Orient buckboard.

F. J. Read, Boston—One Yale tonneau.

Pope-Robinson Co., Hyde Park, Mass.—

One Pope-Robinson tonneau.

Upton Machine Co., New oYrk City—One

Upton tonneau.

A. E. Morrison, Boston—One Peerless toll

neau, one Peerless chassis, one Baker elec~

tric runabout.

Locomobile Co., Bridgeport—One locomo

bile steam surrey, one Locomobile gasoline

chassis, two steam runabouts.

Stanley Motor Carriage Co., Newton,

Mass—Two steam runabouts, one steam

surrey.

ii. B. Shattuck & Son, Boston—One Auto

car tonneau, one autocar chassis, two Pack

ard tonneau, one Searchmont tonneau, one

Olds runabout, one Olds coupe, one Olds

chassis. - -

Drisko & Snow. Boston—One Reber ton

neau, one American runabout.

Columbus Automobile Exchange, Boston.—

One Rambler runabout.

Bates Bros, Boston—One Mobile runa

bout, one Mobile surrey, one Mobile delivery

wagon, one Conrad tonneau, one Conrad

runabout, one St. Louis runabout,,one Ken

sington tonneau, one Thomas tonneau, one.

Auto-bimotor bicycle.

Alvan T. Fuller, Boston—Two Northern

runabouts, one Northern chassis, one Orient

inotorblcycle. -

H. E. Marvel, Boston-One Columbia elec
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trlc surrey, one Columbia electric Victoria,

one Columbia electric cabriolet, one Colum

bia electric coupe (operated from inside).

Crompton Motor Carriage Works, Worces

tcr, Mass—One Crompton steam cabriolet.

F. E. Randall, Boston—Two Stevens-Dur

yca runabouts. .

Barber Manufacturing Co., Somcrville,

Mas. and Eclipse Automobile Co., Somer

ville.—-Eclipse steam runabout titted with

Barber kerosene burner.

F. E. Randall—Four Indian motor bicycles.

Reed~Undcrhill Co., Boston.--Ore Knox

runabout.

Diamond Rubber Co., Akron, O.—Dlam0nd

single tube and detachable tires.

Imperial Rubber Co., Franklin, Mass.—

Tlres with core of rope. .

VESTIBULE.

American Darracq Co., F. A. La Roche,

New York—Two Darracq tonneaus, one Dar

racq chassis, two Cleveland tonneaus.

Waltham Automobile Co., Waltham, Mass.

-—0ne Waltham steam runabout. one steam

surrey.

Electric Storage Battery Co., Philadelphia.

—Exide batteries.

Charles E. Whittcn, Lynn, Mass-Two

Stanley runabouts, one Rambler runbout,

one White steam touring car, one steam

stanhope.

E. H. Corson, Boston—One Corsou motor

tandem, two Mitchell motorblcycles, one

Merkel motorblcycle.

W. E. Eldridge, Boston—One Columbia

motorblcycle, seven pedal driven bicycles.

Tennant Auto Tire Co., Springfield, 0.—

Tennant puncture proof tires.

.Waltham Manufacturing Co,

Mass—One Orient runabout.

R. F. Kelsey, Boston, Mass—One Racine

ir-otor launch.

Twentieth Century Manufcturinr,r Co.,

New York—Twentieth Century lamps.

Haverhlll Fire Appliance Co.—“Ecllpse"

dry dust tire extinguishers.

Standard Antl-Frlctlon Equipment Co.,

New York—Beasley tires.

Bean-ChamberlainManufacturing Co., Bos

ton.-—Huds0n bicycles.

NORTH CORRIDOR.

H. H. Buffum (30.. Ablngton, Mass—One

Buffum tonneau.

A. Shaman & Co.,

clothing.

Automotor Co.,

Automotor tonneau.

Lozier Motor Co., Plattsburg, N. Y.-—Four

Lozicr motors for launches.

SOUTH CORRIDOR.

E. N. Bliss, Attleboro, Mass—Jones speed

omctcrs. batteries and supplies.

The Frictionlcss Roller Bearing Cd, Bos

ton—Bearings.

Westinghouse Electric anti Mantiafcturlng

(‘o.. I’ittsburg, Pa.—.\Iotors and equipments,

American (‘oil (‘0.. West Somcrvlllc. Muss,

—Induction coils and spark plugs.

Edwin L. Smith. Boston—I. M. C. SIL‘t'I'IIIg

check.

Renault Car Co., Boston—Two Renault

tonneaus.

Waltham,

Boston—Automobile

Springfield, Mass—One

.Toncs-Porbln Co.,Philadelphia.~~0ne Jones

("orbln runabout.

TUNING ROOM.

Kcnsby-Mattison (lo—Asbestos automobile

houscs.

As will be seen from the summary W. E.

Eldridge and Kenneth Skinner have the

whole stage, and with their three electric

signs these are the most conspicuous dis

plays In the building. In point of number

and variety of machines, though, the Bates

Bros’. exhibit with nine vehicles of five dif

ferent makes is the largest exhibit.

The hall lights up so brilliantly that there

I no need for decoration at the spaces, and

the only stand where any attempt at such a

thing has been made is that of Drisko 6;

Snow, where three tuhbed palm plants are.

One more electric sign arrived on the second

day. It was that of the Oldsmobile Co.,

showing an Olds runabout outlined by vari

colorcd incandescent lamps. There are a few

new and some semi-new things at the show,

besides a number of exhibits that are novel

in Boston. The semi-new things are those

that have been heard about and pictured, or

perhaps seen in private, but never at a show,

such as the De Dion voiturette, of six horse

power, with a wheel stee:ing gear and a

single cylinder engine under a hood in front, _

which Kenneth Skinner calls “Le Populaire,"

the Waverley electric tonneau, the BuiIum

touring car, the Columbia 1903 motor bi

cycle, the Corsou motor tandem, the Eclipse

steam car with kerosene burner, etc.

A real new vehicle here shown for the first

time is the Crompton steam cabriolet. This

is striking a production.

The Crompton people have been at work

on the car for three years, and they have

certainly turned out something unusual and

engaging. To begin with, it is a heavy car

rlnge. with beautifully carVed lines sonic

wlntt suggestive of the sweep of the Duryea

car from the seat to the front. It stands

upon large sized wooden wncels and has a

capacious seat equal to accom modnting three

persons. To the eye it is a luxurious and

simple looking‘vehicle. Two little gauge

clocks on the dashboard, a brake pedal and

the_ steering wheel are the mechanism there

is in evidence, for there is no water glass

and the exhaust pipe is under the body of

the car.

The boilers and the engine are set com

pactly in a rear apartment. The boilers

are distinctly novel and not easily described,

There are two and at the same time twenty

four boilers. The two main boiler divisions

are on each side and each of them is made

up of twelve smaller distinct tubular boilers

with nineteen lirc tubes apiece, each set of

twelve boilers being set under an individual

lziug top plate. The engine is located be

tween the two boilcr divisions. It is a four

cylinder, sixteen horsepower rotary valve

engine, gcarcd direct to tire rcar axlc by

mcans of a vertical shaft and bcvcl gears at

the transmission cud. The differential gears

arc directly inside thc bovclcd transmission

gcar on the axlc. Another feature is that of

bub brakes on the rcar wheels. The virtue

claimed for this construction is that of get

ting a great deal of hcating surface and car

ryingr a quantity of dry or superheated

sit-am. 'l‘hc watcr gaugc is dispensed with

hv using an automatic pump ingenious. yet

simple, that is contidcntly rclicd tlpon to

keep the water in the boilers constantly at

thr- same lcvcl. This and an air pressure

pump arc claimed to have been so thorough

ly tested that no hand pumps or gauges are

necessary. There are two gasolene tanks in

front of the dashboard, one holding nine gal

lons, the otbcr six gallon-i. The water tank

with a capacity of 40 gallons, is of corru~

gated copper and located under the seat.

The engine is said to develop sixteen horse

power and a distance of fifty miles is

claimed to be possible without stopping for

water. The weight of the vehicle is stated

as “in the neighborhood of 2,000 pounds."

The 1,600-p0und Beber car, made at the old

Reading factory, is a substantial, practical

looking vehicle with a well constructed two

cylinder engine of twelve horsepower, a

roomy tonneau and wide door.

The De Dion voiturette is the new type

that has proved so popular in France at $7 00

that the Olds Company recognize it as their

only rival. Here it is listed at $1,200, but it

is a handsome, serviceable looking machine

that impresses one as being Worth the

money.

The Waverley tonneau is as stylish a look

ing vehicle as one would care to find. It

has graceful lines throughout, is roomy and

luxuriously upholstered. The battery, com

posed of forty Exide cells is swung under

the center. The car weighs about 2,500

pounds, will carry six persons, run forty

miles. on a charge. and yet it sells at $1.500.

A new thing in the sundry line is “Ideal

Roller Bearing."_ The construction is not

shown, but a wheel that runs “sweetly” is

kept turning by means of a small electric

motor.

Another new thing shown here is the Say

lor Core Tire. The tire looks like pneu

matic stuffed with cork or pressed fibre, but

it Is moulded about a core of rope. Several

patterns are designed for making, one of

them having a small core that does not fill

the interior, but leaves a pneumatic cham

ber in the upper part of the tire in a way

similar to the Munger tire.

Tires and puncture prevention devices have

almost a monopoly of the side show features

at this exhibition. A puncture preventer

shown consists of a piece of metal, some

what like a brake speen, that flaps lightly

against the surface of the tire, being pend~

ant from a rig-Id arm that is fastened to the

side of the body of the car. The upper edge

of this spoon piece is cut with saw-like teeth

and as it Is demonstrated at the E. N. Bliss

stand. one can watch it pull tricks from a

revolving Goodrich tire.

The Diamond tires, shown at a space in

the main hall near the vestibule, are the only

oncs representative of the big tire makers.

Wm. T. Halter, the Boston manager, says

that the remarkable record of the Diamond

(ictnchable ls being improved. He has caused

tit'tccn sets of them to be specified on cars

ordered since Monday night.

Only a few of the exhibitions are giving

any demonstrations. Gasolene is not al

lowed to be kept in the building, and the

Oldsmobile is the only engine being run by

an electric motor. A man is kept busy at

tho Shattuck space showing Olds chassis

“ith its scctionally cut cylinder, explaining

the parts and demonstrating the simplicity

of the speed changing and reversing device.

The crowd on the second night was not

of the dimensions of that on the opening

night. but the hall was well filled, and the

social character of the attendance was we!

maintained. '
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The. Metropolitan Salcsrooms and Garages—II.

 

 

It is quite natural to find that the finest

automobile stations in New York City are

numbered among those recently established.

Although it is not one of the very latest

and furnishings are all new, thorough and

arranged with an eye to convenience and

style. The furnishings are handsome and

the decorative effects in the Way of palms
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places to be opened and is not so commo

dious as several others yet to be exploited in

this series, the establishment of Banker

Brothers, at 141-143 West Thirty-eighth

street, is undeniably the handsomest and

sliowicst combination of sales and store

rooms in the city at the present time.

A magnificent expanse of plate glass, be

hind which can be caught glimpses of new

Peerless touring cars and other vehicles,

set off by tubbed palms. attracts the eyes of

passersby on Broadway in the day time,

while at night the whole place is resplend

ent in a blaze of electric lights. The edges

of the windows are completely studded with

incandescent lamps, to the totalvnumber of

159, and there is besides a big are light over

hanging the sidewalk. No pedestrian travel

ling along Broadway can fail to be attracted

by the brilliant display that this place makes

at night. It has a front that commands at

tention. The interior is quite in keeping

with the outward magnificence. The fittings
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and pictures bespeak both enterprise and

good taste. There is good excuse for Banker

Brothers to style their establishment an

“Automobile Palace," and the New Yorl;

manager, C. G. Wridgway, combines the

faculties of being able to keep up the stylish

tone and beauty of the place and yet make it

a very busy workaday garage.

The building is two stories in height, with

a frontage of 40 feet and a depth of 100 feet.

About forty cars can be accommodated on

each floor. Peerless, Waverly, Pierce, St.

Louis and Century are the lines handled,

and in the hands of Manager Wridgway

they are all selling well. The demand for

the Peerless cars is already threatening the

supply. The firm has contracted for seventy

Peerless cars, to be delivered by May.

Both renting and storing are done at the

“Palace,” and there is no hour of the night

when the lights are not burning and men on

hand to respond to customers. There is a

handsome waiting room for ladies, a suite

of fine offices and a stock room on the sec¢

ond floor, which resembles a conservatory

because of the entire front and rear being

of glass, a big, broad gabled skylight ex

tending the length of the roof and of the

floor, being set off with rugs and palm

trees.

The stock room is laid out with the sys

tematic thoroughness one might expect in

a place so well appointed. There are blns,.

large and small, for parts of every descrip

tion and almost every make of car, includ

ing some of foreign make. The repairing

is not done at this station, however, but at

the branch store, at 50 West Forty-third

street, where also the overflow of storage is

cared for, and by the use of telephone the
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THE GROUND FLOOR, LOOKING FROM THE ENTRANCE.
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cars are sis-promptly available as it all in

one place. > .

There is a fine charging plant on the

ground floor, and an elevator, large enough

to accommodate any touring car and capable

of carrying 4,000 pounds, runs from the

About thirty men are employed about the

place. There are constantly from forty to

eighty cars on hand, and there is always a

busy stir on the main floor. Manager

Wridgway is an automobilist of wide ex

perience, who is equally at home conversing

  

THE BE-PALMED SECOND FLOOR

cellar to the roof. This lift, the charging

plant and the electric lights are all run by a

thoroughly equipped plant in the cellar, or

which a 26 horse-power Foos engine is the

base or power. Besides the 159 incandes

cents and the Mac light outside, there are

sixty incandescent lamp and seven are

lights inside, but all are run by the plant

owned by the firm.

with a customer of the gentler sex in French

or plunging into the bowels of a car with

tools and oil can in hand, for he is a thor

ough mechanic and, having lived in Paris,

speaks the Gallic tongue like a. native.

In all, the “Automobile Palace," as con

ducted, is an establishment that does credit

not only to New York, but to the whole in

dustry.

 

Recent lncorporations.

Buffalo, N. Y.—Morlock Automobile Mtg.

00., with $50,000 capital—Directors—J. F.

Morloek, H. J. Wagner and J. L. McGrane.

New York, N. Y.—Manhattan Motor &

Power Co.. with $25,000 capital. Directors—

J. N. Stout, G. W. Grossman and Frederick

P. Schenck.

Tappnn, N. Y.—Empire Automobile Photo

00., with $20,000 capital. Directors—R. W.

Albert, C. H. Pennoyer and W. G. Bowdoin,

of Brooklyn.

Groton, Conn—The Cruikshank Motor Co..

with $2,400 capital. Officers—D. B. Blossom,

president anad treasurer; George W. Cruik

shank, vice-president, and Arthur B. Lee,

- secretary.

Fond du Lac, Wis—The Cleaver Motor &

Vehicle Co., with $20,000 capital, to manu

facture automobiles. The officers are F. C.

Cleaver, president; T. H. O’Brien, vice-presi

dent; G. W. Watson, secretary; G. A. Knapp,

treasurer, and J. A. Chapman, of Milwaukee,

superintendent.

Chicago, Ill.—The Merchants' Auto Trans

fer 00., with $1,000,000 capital; to transfer

freight in Chicago from one depot to an

other. The iofiiccrs are: President, Josiah

Cratty; vice-president, Charles L. Lindquist;

secretary, W. S. Williams, and treasurer,

Parker H. Sercomb.

Stole a Tonneau Car.

Quick work was made of the recovery of

a stolen automobile last week. The garage

of S. B. Bowman, at No. 52‘_West Forty

third street, this city, was broken into and

a. Thomas tonneau ear spirited away. This

was discovered at 8 o‘clock on Friday morn

ing. The police were notified, and in the

afternoon word was received by Captain

Lantry that a machine answering the de

scription of the stolen one had been found

in Yonkers. P. A. Hngel, manager of the

garage. went there with Mr. Bowman and

identified the machine. Henry Fitzgerald

and three other young men had been ar

rested and held. They had been attracting

attention by racing through the streets and

had been enjoying themselves on the pro

ceeds oi' the sale of the lamps from the auto,

which a livery stable keeper is said to have

purchased from them for $10. As the New

York police did not have any warrant, the

prisoners were left at Yonkers.

0

Here’s the Double-Jump Spark Plug.

It by the use 0! an attachment providing

an interruption of the circuit and a conse

quent external gap to be jumped by the

spark, a fouled or disabled plug can be made

to render perfect service, that the attach

ment would be dispensed with and thé in

terruption be made an integral part of the

plug itself, doing duty at all times, has

seemed both logical and inevitable.

  

PAY-Ami“ rah

A plug incorporating the‘very idea has

made its appearance, and was placed on the

market early this week by the National Au~

tomobile Supply (70., N0. 717 Nineteenth

street, N. W., Washington, D. C. It is shown

by the accompanying illustration. The plug

does not differ from the usual save in the

interrupter midway in the porcelain shank,

the two points forming the gap being clear

ly shown. The Washington originators claim

to have tested the plug in the most trying

stress of actual use on the road, and with

unfailing good results. Aside from rendering

it possible to observe that battery and coil

are doing their work, they state that it has

defied all accumulations of soot, and that

the increased intensity of the spark has

tired mixtures which the single-jump plug

has failed to ignite.

 

Motor Cars Instead of Trolleys.

A most ambitious plan is said to be under

consideration by a number of Cincinnati.

Ohio, business men. It is to secure about

five hundred auto cars and establish regular

routes from the heart of the city to the

suburbs. A fare of five cents a passenger

would be charged for the haul. and the

promoters say that with double-decked

'buses the service will be equal to that o!

a streetcar line. Such ’buses, they also claim.

could be operated at a minimum cost, and

they would greatly relieve the congestion

in public transportation.

 

An automobile stage line has been pro

jected to run between Babylon, Bayshore,

Isllp, Sayville and Patchogue on the south

shore of Long Island, a distance of about

twenty miles. It is said that a proposed

trolley line will be abandoned in conse

quence. ,
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BAY STATE "ANTIS" HEARD

But They Trot out But one New Argument—

Moiorists Make Strong Retort.

One distinctly new argument in favor of

automobile speed restriction was brought

forth in Boston on Monday, when the Massa

chusetts legislative committee on roads and

bridges gave a hearing on the automobile

bills now before it. That eminent Bostonian,

Moorefleld Story, denied the eXpediency of

permitting a greater speed in the country

than in the city. “In the city," he said.

“there ’are sidewalks to which we can

escape.” In the country apparently there is

no way of escaping from the automobile

juggernaut,

Eight bills have been presented, but at the

hearing only one of them was discussed. it

was introduced by Roland W. Boyden as a

substitute for a bill of Henry L. Higgiuson

and others. It provides that all automo

biles shall be registered and numbered upon

each side and back with Roman letters at

least four inches long; that all operators

shall be licensed, and that machines shall he

provided with lamps, brakes, etc., and that

the penalty for infraction of these regula

tions, or of the law relating to speed, shall

be a fine or imprisonment, or both, or the

revocation of the operator’s license for a

year.

In addition to a number of laymen, an im

posing array of legal talent was present to

argue for and against the bill, and trained

its oral artillery on the listening legislators.

One side protested against any increase in

the present maximum speed of fifteen miles

an hour uniform throughout the State; and

it was even urged that each town be given

the privilege of determining this speed. The

other side urged an increase to twenty miles,

and protested against legislation inimical to

the automobile and certain to check its prog

rcss.

F. E. Stanley, of Newton. spoke against

the Boyden bill and hit straight from the

shoulder. He said the rate of ten miles an

hour for a horse is fixed not from the stand

point of safety, but on the capacity of the

horse. It is just as safe to drive an automo

bile twenty miles an hour as to drive a horse

ten miles an hour.

“Horses.” he said, “are becoming accus

tomed to the automobile. You are legislating

for the future, and as an automobile manu

facturer I want to know what the future of

the industry is to be. Don't impose restric

tions and expensive requirements, because if

you do you are striking at an industry that

is going to be important.

“I want to see the time when every labor

ing man, earning $2.50 or $3 a day, can own

an automobile. That would mean clean

streets, for 99 per cent of the filth on our

streets comes from the horse. The street

commissioner of New York owns an auto

mobile. and frequently exceeds 20 miles an:

hour. I don’t object to the rate being placed

at twenty miles, for as soon as the horse'

disappears there will be so many automo

biles it will not be safe to go any faster than

that." /

Fred Tudor, representing the New Eng

land Automobile Association, said the pres

ent law was satisfactory to that association,

except the speed limit of fifteen miles, which

was too low. The association sent out cir

culars to be signed, saying the speed limit

oght to be raised to twenty miles in the

country and twelve miles in the city, or over.

They received 1,421 affirmative replies. They

also sent out circulars to 2,500 physicians,

and 334 sent favorable replies and sixteen

that were not altogether in accord. An au

tomobile, he contended, is far more control

able than a nervous horse.

“The horse," he continued, “is absolutely

going out of use as 'a necessary means of

locomotion, and those familiar _with the mat

ter say that in New York in ten years a

horse will not be allowed upon the streets

unless by payment of a tax. The cost of

maintenance of the streets anad highways

is largely increased by the use of horses."

Mr. Tudor believed there ought to be a

State law fixing speed. He would not leaVe

it entirely to local option.

“These are not the vehicles of the rich man

alone," said O. F. Choate, jr., for the New

England Association. “Twenty-five per cent

of the automobiles in use in Massachusetts

are used by doctors, because they have been

found more efficient than the horse.

Old Argument! Against Railroads.

Among the many absurd bills introduced

at Madison this session is one to not only li

cense automobiles, but to compel every user

thereof to stop at the bidding of every farm

er or user of a carriage driven by horses,

attaching a penalty to the non-compliance

of such a request. This reminds one of the

difficulties encountered by the celebrated

George Stephenson, the father of railways,

in getting a charter for the first line ever

constructed, observes the Eau Claire (\Vis.)

Leader.

The members threw every possible ob

stacle in his way and propounded all sorts

of ridiculous questions. The locomotives

would drive horses insane. Cattle in the

fields through which the rail went would be

so scared that instead of fattening they

would actually lose flesh. Hundreds of post

boys, coachmen and hostlers would be

thrown out of employment, and similar at)

surdities. The bill came very near being

defeated. which would have put back the

clock of the world one hundred years. It is

to be hoped that a State so progressive as

Wisconsin will not stultify itself by taking

a retrogade step and passing this bill. The

same objections that are now being urged

against the automobile were. it will be re

membered, urged against the electric street

railways in every city in the State. If the

world is really turning round, all mankind

together will not be able to keep it from

turning. or to keep themselvcs from turning

with it.

AMENDING NEW YORK LAW

Long Island “ Protectors " get Their Bill Intro

duccd— Full of “ Protective" Provisions.

 

Another Doughty automobile bill was in

troduced in the Assembly of this State last

week, together with a similar measure by ~

Senator Bailey in the Senate. It is received

with mixed feelings by autoists. Au im

provement on the vicious Cocks law it cer

tainly is, as far as speed regulations arc. con

cerned, but it is far from being an equitable

or even a reasonable measure. Further

more, it is saddled with a licensing system,

and on that account also objectionable.

Townsend S. Scudder, counsel for the as

sociation formed by residents of Long isl

and to regulate the speed of automobiles.

prepared the bill. It provides that trustees

of incorporated villages and the highway

commissioners of towns may ad0pt ordi

nances not inconsistent with the limitations

prescribed in the bill, regulating the speed

of automobiles. When local ordinances are

adopted signposts must be erected beside

roads with the inscription, “Slow down to

-— miles," in accordance with the local

regulations.

In general, the bill provides that no auto

mobile shall pass a team or a pedestrian at

a greater rate of speed than eight miles an

hour. In passing schoolhouses, between 8

o‘clock in the morning and 4 o'clock in the

afternoon, or churches on Sunday, the speed

must not be greater than ten miles an hour.

In crossing bridges or causeways, where the

roadway is less than twenty feet wide, the

speed limit is four miles an hour, and within

one mile of a postoflice it is eight miles an

hour.

Owners, within thirty days, are required

to register their names, the name of the

maker of each automobile and its number

with the Secretary of State and obtain a cer

tificate from him. Automobiles must have

the initials of their owners and the number

of the license in black letters on a white

ground. The letters and figures must be

three and one-half inches high. When

stopped on signal, the automobile must not

only remain stationary, but must be kept

as noiseless as possible.

Drivers of all automobiles capable of tie

veloping more than 10 horsepower must have

licenses from the State. The State Engineer

is authorized to appoint a chauffeur exam

iner to examine chaufleurs. issue licenses at

$5 each. and to revoke them for cause. Hold

ers of licenses must show them to any peace

officer. '

Penalties for violation of the act are as

follows: For the first offence, suspension

for from two weeks to one month; for the

second oiTence, suspension for from one

month to six months; for the third offence.

rcvm'ation of the license. and for the fourth

offence, disqualification from holding ll

censcs. These penalties are in addition to

the criminal penalties, which may be im

posed as follows: For the first offence, a

fine of $5; for the second offence, a fine of

$100 or thirty days' imprisonment, or both,

and for the third and subsequent offences, a

fine of from $100 to $250 or imprisonment

for thirty days. or both. Violations are made

a misdemeanor.
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TO LESSEN SIDESLIP

Tests of an English Device Prove it to Possess

Virtue—What ii is Like.

More extended experience with the coun

ter-skid, an English device, is said to have

demonstrated its efficacy. It is not a pre

But in the hands of an

alert and skilful chauffeur it should go a

long way in the direction of “checking or

ventive, of course.

minimizing the “sickening side slip" that

autoists even on this side of the water have

cause to know all too well. .

The device is attached to the rear axle of

the car, and consists of a pair of hinged

brackets which are capable of being raised

Running free on a pin

to the end of each of these brackets isa

Made‘lof

steel, this wheel or disk is shaped somewhat

like a saucer, with a sharp rim, anq‘when

the counter-skid is working these disks are

in contact with the road, revolving in con

sequence. '1‘hey are located on the inner

part of each bracket with the edge actually

in contact with the road surface. Suppos

ing, therefore, the driver sees a patch of

mud ahead of him or a doubtful corner

he drops the attachment from its idle p0si~

tions. and lets it run.

Now, if the car attempts to slide to the

right, the edge of the left hand disk catches

instantaneously in the surface of the road

and prevents any further movement in that

direction. Similarly if the car attempts to

skate to the left, the right hand disk grips

the surface and instantly checks the sliding

motion,

The method of lowering the counter-skid

is exceedingly ingenious. On the right hand

side of the driver's seat there is a small

vertical lever fitted, which when the ne

cessity of lowering the apparatus arises can

be instantly released by the m‘erest touch

of the driver’s elbow, and without requiring

to remove his hand from the steering at a

critical period.

The raising to the idle position is accom

plished, since it is not an operation requir

ing hastel by a small hand wheel fixed to

the side of the car body behind the brake

handle and within easy reach of the driver‘s

- hand. This wheel has a small drum con

centric with it which winds up the flexible

wires which raise or lower the brackets. It

has a ratchet also attached to it. in which

the lever from the seat catches, and nat

urally, when the ratchet is freed, the black

ets with their disks drop almost instanta

neously, so that, provided even a side-slip

has started it may be instantly stopped by

releasing the counter-skid at once.

The greatest difficulty that was (‘lll‘tillll‘

tcrcd in designing the present form of at

tachment was the question of automatic ad

justment to the various conditions under

or lowered at will.

wheel of peculiar construction.

which the car was running, namely, the

varying height of the axle from the ground,

owing to road vibration, the degree of infla

tion of tires, etc.

by the hinging of the brackets, so that the

disk is always on the road in an inclined

position. The movement of the hinges is

limited by stops of large area, so that should

a slip occur so violent as to raise the car

on the bracket it would be impossible for

it to go further without actually breaking

the support. Were this stop not fitted,

should such a contingency occur, the last

state of the car would be worse than the

first, since, not only would the disk be in

effective, but there would be the extra m0

(m’entum in a transverse direction of the dr0p

(from the height of the bracket.

The whole of the mechanism necessary

to the working weighs about twenty-five

pounds, which is exceedingly moderate con

sidering the immense strength required and

embodied injts construction. The price is

put at $100, or less, depending enfirely on

the relative difficulty of fitting to the differ

ent makes of cars.

 

Experiments With Mechanical Valves.

As the result of some experiments carried

out in connection with the new Germain

carburetter, some interesting figures bearing

directly on the vexed question of mechanical

and automatic valves are attainable. The

experiments were carried out with a four

cylinder engine of approximately 15 horse

power, so arranged that either automatic

or mechanical valves could be fitted with

out altering any other conditions.

The results showed that the engine could

be run at a slower pace with the mechan

ically operated valves, and that when they

were fitted more power was exerted stroke

for stroke of the engine, though this incre

ment was very small. The natural conclu

sion is that though the adoption of the

mechanically operated valves gives an in

crease in flexibility to the motor, yet it is

doubtful whether the extra complication and

friction introduced by the necessary oper

ating mechanism are compensated for by

the advantage obtained. leaving out of con

sidcraiion the question of cost.

\\'lieihcr these results apply to cfngincs not

titted with automatic carlnlrettcrs, it is (littl

cult to say without further experiment, but

it is questionable whether the most efficient

method liually is not to adopt the carburettor

regulating the mixture by admission of extra

air.

The Week's Exports.

llavrcs-l case motorvchicles, $1,800.

Lisbon 41 case motorvcbiclcs, $1,024.

LiverpoolAQ cascs liioiorvvhiclcs, $2,800.

t‘uba—l case motor-vehicle material, $30.

Newfoundland—l case motorvchiclcs. $H2.'i_

()
I.ontlon -l cases motor-vehicles and ma

terial, $211510.

Argentini- ltcpublic-5 cases motor-vehicles

and material, $1,150.

This has been overcome '

FRENCH FUEL TESTS.

Annual Event Proves Cars Have Advanced in

Economy—Three Medals for Peugeot.

For the third successive year the con

sumption trials organized by L'Auto were

held during the last week of February. The

usual course was adhered to—that from

Suresnes to Corbeil and back, a distance of

100 kilometres (62.1 miles).

The results made it clear that still further

progress'has been made in the direction of

economy in fuel consumption during the

past year. Four of the light cars covered

the course with a consumption of less than

six litres of gasolene—the litre being just

over one Quart (0.9468 litre equals one quart).

Two of these cars—the new six horsepower

“Popular” De Dion—consumed exactly 4.4

litres each. It will thus be seen that this

figures out at just under two gallons for

one hundred miles, as against three gallons

.in round numbers recorded in the various

tests held in this country.

Taking the cars according to their weights,

a Peugeot carried off the honors in the next,

the "light carriage" class, with a consump

tion of 5.2 litres for a 6% horsepower car.

Among the big cars, the Chenard-Walcker

repeated its triumph of last year, its 10

horsepower car consuming 6.29 litres.

A good sliowing was made by the indus

trial cars. A 6 horsepower Gillet-Forest

“lorry,” carrying a load weighing 910 kilogs,

covered a course of 37.2 miles with a con

sumption of 8.7 litres. Among the cars car

rying more than a ton, a 5 horsepower

Bardon excelled. It had a load of 1,540

kilogs, with a consumption of 6.96 litres.

On a classification per kilometre ton the

big lorries scored heavily, a 12 horse-power

Peugeot getting down to the lowest figure

yet oiiicially recorded, of .0489 litre. A 5

horse-power Bardon wagon, however, ran

it very close with .0496 litre. Peugeot was

also victorious in the light carriage class

with .0536 litre, and then came Chenard et

\\’alckcr, .5042; 8 horsepower Bardon car,

weighing more than a ton, .0592; Chenard

ct Walckcr, .0614; Peugeot light carriage,

.0635 litre of alcohol.

All these figures would have been regarded

a year ago as something remarkable; but

so many cars have got down below what

was formerly supposed to be the limit of

economy that there is plenty of hope of

still better performances being accomplished

in the future. It will be remarked, too.

that these low consumptions have followed

upon the adoption of comparatively slow

running motors, which may possibly have

something to do with the results; and there

is no doubt that the transmissions are also

responsible in a large measure for this

greater economy.

A large number of medals and prizes

were otl'crcd,,and among these latter Peu

geot secured the lion‘s share by carrying on'

the prize for the three vehicles giving the

lowest total consumption, a prize for the

lorry, another for the light carriage and the

gold medal offered by the Minister of Agri

rnlillrt‘ for the most economical vehicle run

ning with alcohol, as well as a gold medal

for the carburetter.
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Electric Truck Proves lts Economy in Hauling Tires.
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THE HARTFORD RUBBER WORKS CO.
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The Hartford Rubber Works Company

not only make tires for automobiles but

they use an automobile in transporting the

same tires to the railway freight depot in

Hartford, as the accompanying illustration

makes evident. The truck is used daily in

delivering goods at a station two miles dis

tant from the factory and makes four round

trips. or sixteen miles, one trip better than

was possible with the three-horse team pre

viously employed. The Hartford people es

timate the saving to be roughly $20 per week.

The truck is the product of the Electric Ve

hicle Company and is equipped with two

General Electric 85v and 20a motors using

42 exide cells. It has four speeds, two foot

brakes, wheel steer, vertical controller, full

Collinge axles, 36 in. wheels and~Turncr

solid rubber tires. -

 

Why Some Tim Become Not.

There is one point in connection with tires

which is not generally understood, and'that

is the cause of the extreme heat generated.

This is mainly due to the friction set up in

the material itself. With proper tangential

fabric the pull is taken direct from the

rim, and consequently the friction from this

cause is not: considerable. A different state

of affairs, however, exists in the layer of

rubber lying between the fabric and the

road surface. The drive is of course com

municated to this layer of rubber. There

is no fabric, either tangential or otherwise.

to take up the strain, and consequently there

is very considerable movement in the rubl

her itself. This generates heat. The whole

onestion of tire making is hedged round

with 'difilculties of this nature, many of

which are not thoroughly understood.

Plans have been drawn for one hundred

and fifty houses to be erected at Trainer,

Pa.. where the works of the Searchmont Au

tomobile (‘0. are located. They are intended

to accommodate workmen who have, owing

to the scarcity of houses at Trainer, been un

able to find suitable domiciles.

De Dion's Self-Igniting Device.

French pate-its have been taken out by the

De Dion-Bouton Co. on the self-igniting de
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vice referred to in these columns a few

weeks ago. The principle of the device is

iin- ignition of the charge in explosion mo

tors by means of the heat of compression in

a special small cylinder which produces a

flame.

The small cylinder (b) is fastened to the

side of the main cylinder, and is in com

munication with the compression space (a)

of the latter by a small passage (0). In the

small cylinder works a tight fitting piston,

which is forced upward in it, once for every

two revolutions of the motor crank shaft.

An explosive mixture is admitted to the cyl

inder at the upper end thereof through an

automatic suction valve (f). When the pis

ton in the small cylinder is forced upward

the gaseous charge therein is compressed to

the point of self-ignition, and the flame

travels through the small passage to the

compression chamber in the main cylinder

and explodes the charge therein.

In order to vary the time of ignition the

mechanism by which the piston in the small

cylinder is operated must be arranged to ef

fect this operation at a variable period.

It is understood that the makers of the

Mercedes, the Daimler Co., will make a de

termined effort this year to win the Bennett

Pup. The team has not been yet selected,

but it is thought probable that Count Zbor

owski, Baron de Forest and M. Degrais will

be selected, all three having lately Joined

the German Automobile Club.
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Labor Leaders' Great Scheme.

To form a stock company to purchase and

operate automobiles for the transportation

of passengers during street railway strikes

is a plan said to be entertained by labor or

L'anizations. At a conference between Sam

uel Gompers, president of the American Fed

eration of Labor; President Mahon of the

Street Railway Employes of America, and

Chairman Dillsworth of the National Board

of the Street Railway Organizations, the plan

was discussed. If it were carried out thirty

automobiles would be sent to Waterbury,

Conn, to be operated by strikers for passen

ger service.

 

Road Books as an ad.‘

In a handy pocket form Heineman'Sr, Pratt ‘

have issued an automobile road, guide to.

Southern : California. Starting from their

store in Los Angeles, the best routes to near

by places are indicated on outline maps“.

Incidentally views of the concern's sales

room are givenLtogether with a description

of the work done in the garage and repair

shop. 0

Stevens Will not Move.

The report that the anternobile department

of the J. Stevens Arms .~&~Tool -Co.,'fiC_hico

pee Falls, Mass, would be__removed t3 the

factory formely occupied by the _O.ver_man

Wheel Co."is denied. The company‘s search

for better. quarters ,tor thebody department

caused the'rnmor to originate. It hasnow

bzen decided to make no change. ’

The "Colony" at the Noon Hour.

Biggest of the half dozen or so automobile

"colonies" in this city is the one in the

neighborhood of Broadway and Thirty

eighth street. Luncheon time there presents

an animated and unusual appearance. The

chaufl‘eurs and mechaniciens your out by

the score, and, after staying the inner man

with a:.hasty "bite," give themselves up

to the luxury of a smoke and a little chat.

Arrayet} in garb of all sorts—from the con

ventional. leather cap, coat and leggins, to

‘ordinary citizens’ clothes—they present a

picturesque appearance.

They break up into little groups and dis

cuss the burning questions of the day. Their

joys and sorrows form the bulk of their talk.

The perverseness of motors, the peculiarities

'ot‘owners, the difficulty of, keeping within

the legal speed limit and getting anywhere,

the narrow escapes from too zealous qops—

'these are just a few .ot the topics that are

touched upon. And then, their period of

play at an end, they disappear almost as

quickly as they came, in view, and but for

' the occasional passage of a car on a demon

strating trip the street would seem almost

deserted. The scene of activity has been

transferred to the salesrooms and garages,

A new storage. repair and sales station

has been opened at 62 West Forty-third

streetrNewv York, by the American Touring

Car Co. _The company is agent for Jones

(‘orhin cars. ' ' _

 

The was

Summit..N. 1., C. C. Henry.

 

IJELL
  

8 and I2 h. p. 2 cylinder and l6 h. p. 4 cyl'nder

SURREYS.

J. 0. BRANDES, U. 8. Agent GllllELL & 00.
28 West 33d Street. Telephone, 2754 Madlson.

Downtown Garage. Motor Vehicle Storage & Repair Co., |3I West 3Ist Street.

Tell: bone, 2375 Madison Square. H

Uptown Garage. C. L. Bell g Co., 250 West 8u‘li Street. Telephone. 2562 River.

Baltimore Agencv, A. G. Spalding Bros, 25 West Baltimore Street. _

Philadelphia Agency, Motor Vehicle Power Co.. Sixteenth and Wood \irects.

Yonkers, N. Y., William Sln '

 

 

  

Surprised by the Kensington.

The new Kensington touring cars are re

ported to be revealing unexpected excel

lencies. According to Homan & Schulz. who

sell them in New York city, the running

qualities of the car have surprised them. It

is a vehicle to which not a great deal of at

tention has been attracted, and being little

known and advertised, not much was ex

pected of it even by its agents. They say

they have been agreeably surprised though,

_for it runs without a bit of trouble every

time one goes out, and when it comes to

climbing it fairly “eats the hills.”

 

Room for 50 Cars in'Jersey City.

The new store and garage otjhé‘Cres

cent Automobile Co., Boulevard, near Dun

can avenue, Jersey City, N. J., is almost

completed, and the removal from the old

place at Crescent and Communipaw ave

nues will take place this month. Storage

room for fifty cars has been provided, and

the place has been fitted up _1n the most ap

proved and up to date manner. 3

 

Denver's Peculiar Demands.

“The high altitude of DeHVer, Col... plays

havoc with all except cars of very high

power," says W. A. Richwine, of the Auto

car Co. “It necessitates a reduction of the

compression- chamber, and -in theqcase of

automatically operated intake valves a light

ening of the springs of these valves.

lNTERCHANGEABLE
CMILEAGETICKETS

ON THE

NEW YORK

@NTRAL

.LEASED AND OPERATED

LINES AND ON SEVERAL

CONNECTING LINES,

AGGREGATING OVER

6000 MILES OFTRACK.
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HOW THEY ORIGINATED

Various Types of Vehicles That Took Their De

signations From Prominent Persons.

For such an ancient trade the most popu

lar type of horse drawn carriages are of very

modern origin. The phaeton is almost two

hundred years old, and the barouche is of

considerable greater age. But the hrougham,

the victorln. the stanhope, the surrey, etc., 7

all date from the last century, and, curi

ously. were all named after notable person-l

ages for whom they were designed. ~- - ,

.i'don, Engiand. l
The bi'ongham is a closed carriage, with

driver‘s seat in front of the body and well

elevated. The French call it a coupé, from

coup, meaning cut. Its origin is due to Lord

Brougham, who, in his younger days, was

a judge, and in travelling in his circuit in

the old style vehicle experienced more or

less discomfort. The idea occurred to him

one day that a smaller vehicle, suited for

two persons, would be much better than the

more cunrbrous vehicles then in general use.

He made known his notion in the matter to

a prominent carriage builder, and explained

what he wanted and asked him if he could

build such a vehicle. The builder went to

work, and produced the brougham substan

tially as it is to-day. Lord Brougham was

born in Edinburgh. Scotland, September 19,

1778, and died at Cannes, France, of old age,

in .1868.

The stanhope, as originally built, had a

comfortable front seat for two, coachman

and footman in the rear. It was constructed ,

with‘and without top. The gentleman al

ways drives. The French call it a-phaeton,

and the English call it a stanhope or stan

hope phaeton. The original was made with

out a top, used for sporting purposes,‘ and

was designed for the Hon. Fitz _Roy_'S,tan-A
hope. I - . "3

The phaeton at present is made in many‘~

The French and English builders'styles.

apply this term to several distinctive styles,

but it is not used there as much as in Amer

ica. The first phneton was made in the

year 1704, and was named for "Phaeton,"

called the shining one in Homer. The term

is known In mythology, and indicates a son

of the sun, and sometimes the ocean nymph
(lemene. I

The Victoria was first made in England in

1850, anad was named after Queen Victoria, _

It is a lady's park carriage, having a low

seat in the rear, intended for two persons,

covered with a halt top or cabriolet top, and

has an elevated eat for the driver in front.

The surrey originated in England about

1840. The name was taken up in this coun

try and first applied by J. B. Brewster &

Co. to a very light wagon for two, but later

was built for four

The hansom was designed and built by

Joseph Hansom, Leicestershlre, England, in

1834, and is a two wheeled vehicle, with

' frl ahlonn I)<I_V dressed

doors or lid in front and a driver‘s seat above

and behind. ' g I -

The barouche is similar to the caleche, and,

like the brougham, has a driver's seat. It

has two seats, carrying tour passengers back

of the driver, with a' three or four how top

over the rear scat. In the United States

barouches have been made with an extension

top. It derived Its name from a French

__architect married Barochlo, and who made

‘ the original harouche about the year 1560.

. Barochio was born in 1507 and died in '157 .

..The‘ wagonette is a four wheeled vehicle,

carrying siber more passengers. It was

built for Lord Curzon in .1843, and was de

signed by Coach Builder Lovell, near Lon

MisslGriggsby'i Side-Door 'Bus.

. To so manoeuvre an opera ’bus that the

' rear' end is hackediup against the curb,

ready for the ingress of its consignment 0t

beople, is no easy task.

1
 

HOW TIRES GAIN WEIGHT

Why the Weighing Test Designed to Prove

Wear Really Proves Nothing.

 

It is said that the uselessness of weighing

tests for tires, designed to show the wear

through attrition, was pointed out in a con

vincing fashion to the judges in the tire

tests of the British Automobile Club last

year. ‘

One of the competitors pointed out the

uselessness of this test under the conditions

laid down, and succeeded in inducing the

Judges to weigh a new set of tires, which

had been in their possession from the date

of the commencement of the trials. It was

found that they had actually increased in

weight from two pounds upward, and it“

the weighing test had been proceeded with,

it would possibly have been found that
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It is especially difficult on a congested street:

like Broadway. with its two lines of trol

lcy tracks-:md its hurrying throngs of pa

Iii-SII'IIIIIS turd wheeled vehicles of cvcry do

There is scant time at the clnrntlscription.

fcur's 'commund. He must handle hisv 'bus

with consummate skill, 'or his passengch

will be compelled toignorninonsly go into

llrc sir-cot and enter from that point of dis
:rllvnntnge. ' Iv ~ I

To obviate till this a New York society

woman, Miss Griggsby, ls having the Elec

tric Vehicle 00. build her it special ’bus.

with the door on the side. With this ar

rangement—shown clearly in the appended

drawing—egress and ingress will be easy,

precisely like that afforded by a brougham'

or other well appointed vehicle. In other

respects the 'bus is a duplicate of the com

pany's standard pattern.

So well pleased is Miss Griggsbyv with the

working of electric vehicles that she“ is con

templating diqposing of her horses and

horse-drawn vehicles and replacing them

with self-propelled ones. She has had an

electric landau in service for two years, and

her proposed action is largely attributable

to the satisfaction it has given. -

some of the tires in use had also increased in

' _ weight.

The explanation is really simple. Both

rubber and fabric are dried most carefully

in the factory for several weeks, so that

every trace of moisture is removed. Now,

both are to a certain extent porous, and

when left in an ordinary humid atmos

phere, absorb a considerable amount of

moisture, which of course increases the

weight.

Daimlcr's New Braking Device.

The Daimler Company are said to be

adopting a new braking arrangement for

the countershatt on their latest cars, and

are using metal for both friction surfaces.

The device consists of a pair of band brakes

on either end of the counter-shaft, the drums

being fixed directly inside the chain sprock

ets. The bands are steel lined, and the ap

paratus is worked from the foot pedal. The

movement of the pedal causes the brakes

on the wheel drums to act simultaneously

with those on the muntershaft with a con

sequent distribution of the strain.

The advantage claimed is that a great

strain is taken front the differential and that

less pressure is required for reducing the

momentum.
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IT STARTS FROM THE SEAT.

“ STEVENS-DURYEA ”
GASOLENE AUTOMOBILE

is not made‘ like

 

others. Its motor is

7 horse power, has 2

cylinders and is of the

opposed type. Has 3

speeds and rcwrsc, all

operated by the same

ever and is not sur

ptssed for

Speed— Reliabiliiy— llill climbing.

It runs without NOISE or \‘lllRA'l'lON and is so simple

in construction that it is safe in a lady's hands.

511°8075p72t‘222’ul32132; $1300.00.
v.|. srrvrus ARMS & TO0L commv,

690 MAIN srnser,

CHICOPEE FALLS, MASSACHUSETTS.

  

  

 

 

  

 

 

GENUINE IMPORTED FRENCH AUTOMOBILES.

DARRACQ
CARS hold more records than anv other make in the world. Weekly importation: insure

the Lot“! Styles ll'ld Immediate Detlvery. Original 19"} styles, great speed with

periect throu!e control. quiet running. no viabrntion: rr'zry modern improvement is offered

with the most Luxutrious Furnishings.

\

l

r A

i“"""" ‘ qm'

  

20 Horse~Powar Damcq with Top

and Tonneau Detachabla

Eight. 9, I2, 16, 20 and 24 horsepower models from I to 4 cylinden. Unrracq popu

larity in lhuwn by the fact that TH REE-FOURTHS of the entire business importation of

automobiles in 1902 were UARRACQ CARS. We have a few tom—q horse-power cars—

b-ll'grlins for quick buyers. See our Deliwry ll'ugu/IJ. Darncq Gnsolene Motors sold

separately.

AMERICAN DARRACQ AUTOMOBILE con Controlled by Tm: l". A LARncuu Co.

Agnllx for 111! fin/{111ml Rambler

652 HUDSON 5T., (Mll' I'Hh ‘i. Stlfitm 9"! AVG. "L," NEW YORK.
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BADGER BRASS MFG. CO.
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TESTED Tl'lE HYDROLEUM

And the Burner tor Steam Vehicles Developed

an Array of Favorable Figures.

 

Some interesting experiments have been

(onducted with the Hydroieum fuel system.

about which so much has been heard lately.

They were in charge of W. Worby Beau

mont, the eminent English motor vehicle

authority, who used a Locomobile for the

it.

In one case gasolene was burned with the

purpose.

Locomobile burner, and in the other crude

The

trials consisted of two runs of fifty and

Texas oil with the Hydrolemn burner.

titty-two miles over practically the same

road one days when the roads were in an

approximately similar condition of surface

anad through similar tra‘tiic.

The main purpose of the trials was to..'

ascertain the relative evaporation power 01'

the same boiler with the two very different,

The run with the gasolené "kinds of fuel.

burner in use was made without any nine»

worthy incident, the burner behaving ,

torme well. On the trials with 'the Hydro

leum burner the driVer was skilled in its

use, but not sufiiciently so on the road to

avoid occasional excess in water level and

con-sequent wetness of steani passed to the

boiler. In the evaporation tests with the

car standing, similar conditions as to feed

water temperature, and feeding were ob

served. The records were begun after evap

orative conditions had become normal, a

two hours’ test being sufficient for so very

small a boiler.

With the gasolene the evaporation per

pound of fuel was much greater when the

car was running and the boiler in a con

stant state of small oscillation and vibration

than when the car was standing still. When

referred to the usual standard of evapora

tion—namely. from and at 212 degrees—the

evaporation on the road trial was 15.8

pounds of water per pound of petroleum

spirit, while with the car standing the evap

oration was 11.5 pounds per pound of fuel,

The, figures referring to the Hydroleuin

burner trials show that the equivalent evap

oration with the car on the road was rather

more than with the petroleum Spirit with

the car standing, but was rather less than

with the Hydroleum burner with the car

standing. the equivalent evaporation per

pound of oil being 11.88 and 11.92 pounds

from and at 212 degrees, which must be

considered a highly satisfactory quantita

tive result with so small a boiler. If the

Hydrolenm burner had not been extinguished

four times during the run a higher rate of

evaporation per pound of oil would no doubt

have been obtained when running.

The water evaporated per gallon of fuel

was higher with the oil than with the pe

troleum spirit, and the quantity of water

evaporated per hour and per mile covered

was greater with the oil' than with the pe~

troieum spirit, again pointing to wetness of

steam during the oil run. The rate of evap

oration per hour with the petroleum spirit

burner was much lower when the highest

duty per pound of fuel was obtained than

with the higher rates of evaporation per

hour. \Vhen the boiler evaporated as much

per hour during the petroleum spirit trial as

in the oil-trial on the road, the consumption

of fuel was greater than with the oil. From

this it will be seen that with the smaller

rate of evaporation per hour dryer steam is

obtained with greater economy and used

with greater economy.

The cost of fuel for the two journeys was

87 cents with the standard gasolene burner

and only 16 cents when the Hydroleum sys

tem was employed—a considerable economy

being.thus effected.

 

To Aid Chain Lubrication.

Numerous“ efiorts have been made to de

vise some way of insuring thorough lubrica

I~_tio‘n vof chains. ‘One method is to introduce

an oil siturated lelt pad in the chain links.

Another even more effective is being tried

by the makers of the Brampton chain, al

__ 'l

though so far it has been confined to the

larger and more expensive sizes.

As will be seen from the accompanying

drawing, this is etfected in a very simple

manner. Each rivet is drilled with a hole

at its centre, into which another hole is led

from the outside of the rivet as shown, The

central hole is counter-bored to admit of the

'/
    

t

insertion of a light spring and a one-quarter _

inch steel ball, the latter being retained by

spinning over the edge of the counterbore.

 

Advancing the Electric Car.

Entirely aside from its electric motoirs,

controllers, cutouts, etc., the great West

inghouse Company is giving attention to the

installation of station and private charging

outfits. '

The station switchboards are intended for

use where several vehicles are charged

simultaneously. They are so arranged that

the voltage and current of any vehicle being

charged may be controlled and measured at

the board. This makes it possible to make

all measurements with only one set of in

struments and to keep an accurate record 01‘

the condition of each battery. The rheos—

tats used in connections with these parts

are either of the grid or imbedded type

and are well ventilated and of substantial

and non-inflammable construction.

The private switchboards are supplied

with volt-meter, ammeter. switches and an

automatic circuit breaker, which prevents

the overcharging of the battery. These

switchboards may be mounted on a wall

and occupy very little space.

CEMENT IS NECESSARY

Why the Man who Would Secure Tires With

Lugs Only Courts Trouble.

 

“it may not be strictly parliamentary, but

I want to say that the man who advocated

securing tires to rims merely by the lugs

is an egregious idiot," remarked a tire man

to The Motor World representative. “He

just simply doesn’t know‘what he is'talk

ing about. I don’tcare' how practical a

man he is, nor how many tires he has put

on. At best he is one of those self-opinion

ated workmen who think they know better

than men who have been making tires all

their lives. '

“When you come right doWn to it you

must admit that the experience gained in

making, selling and riding bicycle tires

counts for a great deal. Well, what does

that experience teach us? Why, that one

of the things you have got to do, if you

want your tires to stay on, is to fasten

them right. In the days of steel rims we

used a hard cement, and it did fairly well.

When the wood rim came in we had to try

something else, on account of the difficulty

of heating the cement without hurting the

rim. Consequently, there was lots of trou

ble with creeping tires.

“It began to be observed that Columbia

wheels were free from this fault. Some-one

of an investigating t'm'not mind looked into

the matter and found that instead of cement

they used shellac to fasten the tires. That

did the business. 1 have known men to tear

part of the rubber coating of the tire 001

in pulling it away from the rim, so tightly

did it stick. That was unnecessary, of

course, for a little gasolene would loosen the

tire suflicientiy to'get it off without trou

ble. And after that this particular dealer

'began to use-shellac also, and with sp1e'ndid

results. '

“Now if a bicycle tire is hard to' 'keep on

the rim, what must it be with an automobile

tire? ‘Every influence at work to cause

creeping in the first case is present and

working overtime in' the 'second. That is

why the tire makers began to put lugs on.

With them the chance of creeping 1 much

diminished; But you can’t depend entirely

on lugs. You must have the tire grip the

rim all the way around, and just as tightly

as possible.

“That is where the cement, or, much bet

ter, shellac, comes in. It will make the

tire grip. So will goid cement; but it

should be good. With a rim that fits the

tire properly, and a tire that is shellacked or

cemented, with lugs as well, you have some

chance of avoiding accidents. But to omit

any of these is, as I said, idiotic.

“The next time you see that smart Aleck

who doesn’t want anything but lugs to

hold tires, you present my compliments

to him and tell him what I say. It is dol

lars to doughnuts that he has lots of tire

troubles, but hasn’t sense enough to discover

that it is his foolishness in dispensing with

cement and shellac that is causing it all.” '
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Features of Billings’s Moi-s.

What was undoubtedly the first of the 1903

crop of Mars cars imported by private own

crs made its appearance at Smith & Mab

ley's on Saturday. The car was the direct

importation of C. G. K. Billings, the well

known horseman, and was released from the

(‘ustoin House only the day before.

It is an imposing looking car. It is rated

at 45 horsepower, and contains the new feat

ures that are directly traceable to the influ

once of the Mercedes on French construc

tion. The intake and exhaust valves are ar

ranged on opposite sides of the cylinders,

both being operated mechanically by means

of half time shafts driven from the engine

shaft by fibre gear wheels. A honeycomb

radiator of the lozenge type, aided by a fly

wheel and a pressed steel U frame, are other

conspicuous features.

The body is of the limousine pattern,

roomy and exceedingly comfortable. Access

to the rear portion of the body is afforded

through the front, the left hand forward seat

lifting up and leaving an opening. There is

room for four passengers in the rear, the

seats being parallel, transverse instead of

longitudinal, and facing each other. The

appointments are most complete and luxuri

ous. There is a speaking tube, by means

of which the chauffeur can 'be communicated

with, and two electric lights. The interior

is furnished in fawn colored cloth, and the

body is finished in a rich cream color. with

dark trimmings.

 

How he "Dodged" Storage Charges.

“Just heard of a sale that made my mouth

water,” remarked a well known Brooklyn

autoist to the Motor World man last Week.

“And that although I have two cars and

have no earthly use for another.

“It was that of a friend of mine who is

going abroad. He intends to bring a foreign

car back with him, and this being so he was

naturally anxious to dispose of hisown—a

little runabout of well known make. It 'was

not a particularly good time to sell auto

mobiles. and as my friend wished to get rid

of his before he sailed he was ready to let

it go cheaply.

“The best offer he could get was one of

$200—an absurd figure, as the vehicle was in

fine condition. For a moment he was tempted

to refuse it, but reflecting that the money

would pay his passage both ways, and he

would not have to pay storage while away,

he accepted it.

“I hope the purchaser appreciates his bar

gain, for it is a bargain if ever there was

one."
 

Mechanical inlets an Uphill Aid.

It is not only on large cars that the me

chanically operated intake valve proves

good practice. The fact that so many of

the small American cars have used this

method of opening both intake and exhaust,

and with such excellent results, makes this

plain. One thing that has not been much

iioticed is the beneficial effects resulting

from its use uphill. With the single cylinder

engine straining. and the piston speed fallen

down to one-half, the automatic valve which

works perfectly on the level is either not

admitting a full charge or is not holding it—

according to the inlet spring tension. Sev

eral devices to obviate this acknowledged

defect have been tried, but it is extremely

doubtful if they are, on the whole, as good

as the mechanical inlet. Of course, this will

wear. but do not inlet springs lose their

tension, and is it necessary to lose the bene

fits of an advance because it brings in some

increase of necessary supervision?

 

Concerning the Clement Car.

One of the most admired cars at the Madi

son Square Garden show was the Clement.

In France the car has won a splendid repu

tation, both,for clever designing and sound

construction, a reputation that is almost cer

Kecp Grease off the Tim

Unusual'care should be taken to prevent

oil or grease getting and remaining upon tht

tires. All fatty substances are detrimental,

as they act as a solvent upon the rubber.

This can be easily proved by rubbing vase

line upon a piece of an old cover. The vase

iine will cause the rubber to become spongy,

and when dry it will crumble, and can be

rubbed into powder by the friction of the

hand. It is most important. therefore, that

the rubber of pneumatic tires should at all

costs be protected against grease. Mesms.

Michelin et Cie state that they have had

covers under their hands in which the stiff

ened edge had been completely rotted off by

a neglected lubricator allowing oil to trickle

down on the tire. Lubricators which are in

positions likely to admit of this should, there

fore, be frequently scrutinized. Also care

should be taken that no part of the moving

 
 

THE FOUR CYLINDER CLEMENT CAR.

tain to be enhanced by its career in this

country.

The four cylinder Clement is shown in the

illustration. It is constructed with an

armored wood frame, and has such up to

date features as mechanically operated in

take valves, honeycomb radiator, direct

drive on the high speed, the expanding seg—

ment type of friction clutch, etc. The trans

mission is by sliding gears through a longi

tudinal shaft to a live rear axle. The igni

tion is by means of a magneto, and the water

cooling is done by a centrifugal pump work

ing direct through the engine.

 

Fournlcr is Full of Electricity.

“Both M. Rabourdin and myself came back

from the United States absolutely filled with

electricity, thoroughly convinced that, for

city work, nothing for convenience and pleas

ant riding could beat the ‘battery worked’

conveyance." Henry Fournier is quoted as

saying.

“Electric supply can be obtained for miles

around New York and all other important

American cities, and in time we shall have

it here in France. We have therefore en

tered into a contract with a French com

pany here to furnish us with motors, and,

with the bodies and upholstering made by

Messrs. Rothschild, we are now ready to

supply the most stylish turnouts in the

brougham or landaulet form.”

mechanism of the car throws oil on to the

tires. For the above reason, spare tubes

should always be placed in rubbered cases

whenever they are likely to come in contact

with 01] cans, oily cloths or tools.

 

When Wood Wheels Require-Retruing.

One place where the proverbial stitch in

time saves nine is where wood wheels are

concerned. Who has not seen wheels that

are out of round, particularly laterally? Re

truing is a thing which cannot be attempted

by the ordinary repairer, and must be put

into the hands of a competent carriage build

er who makes his own wheels or who can

get them trucd up by a firm which makes a

specialty of wheel building. The trouble is

caused chicfly by the wheels being built up

with imperfectly seasoned timber, which,

is greatly affected by atmospheric changes,

causing fluctuations in the tension upon the

wheel. This will expand in wet weather.

while in dry scasons it contracts and tends

to split apart at the felloe and at the junc

tion of the spokes with that part, despite

the fact that the whole is bound by the iron

rim of the tire.

 

Work has been commenced on a building

for the Tioga Automobile Company, Phila~

delphia. It will be 32x74 feet and one story

in height.
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HE Peerless Motor Car Co. were the

_ first American manufacturers to
’adopt the vVertim‘l Motor, mounted in

front One year hence all makers will

follow their lead.

NEW ENGLAND BRANCH— _ R'OCl'lESTER—Rochener Aulnmo

‘Roslon, Mass. bile Company, i5'o-17o‘South Avenue.

_n . . .911533.955... jg;’.§’f.E'°‘h°" c°"‘ B_U FFA LO—Elhcott Evans, 8. Whne

PHILADELPHIA—Banker Bmlh- Bulldms

ers Companv, (29-533 Nonh Broad St. CHICAGO—A. C. Banker, 458460

PITTSBURG —— Banker Brothers Wabash Avenue.

Corn ny, Rum and Realty Streets, .

(Ageizi‘s for the State of Fe ylvanla.) SAN FRANCISCO—"mun"! Aulo‘

WASHINGT0N__Nafi0 Caphol 1 mobile & Manufactureru'Co. :6 Fre

Automobile Company, n14 Connecu- "mm Sire"

cur Avenue. . _ PASADENA, CAL—J. G. Lovell.

THE PEERLESS 'MDTOR BAR 00., Llsbon St., Cleveland, 0.

  

-\" . .41.

Style “ F." Type 6.
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CAREFUL INVESTIGATION Piéovss

THE SUPERIORITY OF“ )

iThe GNEDAL

  

TllE SHELBY MOTOR GAR 00.

SHELBY, OHIO.

MANUFACTURER. OI

liASlllENE iU’ANU 20 H. P. BARS. 

 

FOR ALL SEASONS.
OUR MOTOR. Two PISTONS in one CYLINDER; takes charge

in the center, forcing both pistons in an outward direction, reducing vi- An 8 H. P. Gasolene Runabout right in CVCIY p3!

bration to a minimum. Over 40$ " better efficiency than in a single act» - - - ' - ' . .
ing motor. 0 _ ticular. Built to $3..“sz the most exacting COnditXOI‘lS—

This is only one of the many superior points found in the SHELBY service the first consideration always. Write for catalog.

CARS. For further particulars,

-———— AGENTS IN ALL THE PRINCIPAL CITIES.

Address Department "F"

THE SHELBY MOTOR OAR 00-. The General Automobile8 Mfg. Co.

SHELBY. OHIO- CLEVELAND, OHIO.

senRADER UNIVERSAL VALVE.
Trademark Registered April.

 

 
 

 

 

. SIMPLE AND ABseLUTELY AIR TIGHT.

MOTOR TIRE VALVES, as shown in cut, are made in four lengths as

  

 

if? shown. Cut is exactly half size of the 2 in. valve

‘7 w SUPPLIED TO THE TRADE BY ALL TIRE MANUFACTURERS.

MANUFACTURED BY

A. SQHRHDER’S SQN, Nos. 30-32 Rose Street, New York.
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E ii-ERSON
is unique. It is its own type. it has proved tho best

for Amerlcan roads, better than foreign types—better

than the so-called HAmerican type" of motor car. It

is the oldest make in America—one of the oldest In

the world—the most thoroughly developed. '

 
  

Show have all been features of the Haynes-Apperson Car for years.

i

l
i
i

i
i

(lur throttle control and sparker with magneto is superior today to thebest foreign practice; also our band clutch. free from end-thrust. -

We have issued (in addition to our regular catalogue) an interesting booklet that tellswhy it is the best. Shall we put you down for one? You will greatly oblige us by nam

ing Tm; Moron WORLD when you write. Catalogue free, too.

Runabout, $1200; Phaeton, $1500; Surrcy.31800.

2;

i It is interesting to note that the r903 "improvements" of the Paris

  

~ VF?‘*“'L~"'T' Lil-"if" ‘"~""‘;-'”‘

$5thShk$®®19®-®®€f\€\-k91‘5\-159-43-49-RQR‘S;®1®i9

Agent ior

WHITNEY CARS. CARRIED m STOCK.

SMITH 8; Monrnusou

COMPANY,

146—148 was: 3% sum,

NEW YORK CITY.

AUTOMOBILES

STORED AND REPAIRED,

SOLD AND EXCHANGED.

FOREIGN PADTS AND TIRES

\

4?

6)

42

-‘Z
(12

4?

(I?

i
2
4?

<9

49

4?

62

.92
 

 

 

  

  

 

TONNEAU—READY BY SPRING—PARTICULARS LATER. :1, A complete new fireprooi garage, open day and night‘

HAYNES-APPERSONc0” Kokomo, lnd., U.S. A. ;
“than ifp'rza‘anr-Lizzzm $223,122; tanner“ “1"” 11 THEM“ “32 38‘“ SW"

gum“...'""“”."me"""MWMM'." m“? Llcl-rr. POWERFUL. RELIABLE.

TliE now: or RELIABLE CARSi i . FOR

a , s s - E
BANKER BROS.00 S. cI> Gasolene Motors .2

a — m

g g ‘0 FOR TONNEAU AND EVERY -|

; ljl OTHER STYLE VEHICLE. m

5 5 - ' “ i '0

8 ' g
2 -|

i i 8 in
O Q

g E 3 13>
? 4 2

i 141-1143 West 381h St., New YorK a F u;

3 _— 3 _
O C

LARGEST DEALERS IN AMERICA. [l] Me i?

no EXPERIMENTS SOLD. I

5 5 5 BUFFALU HASULENE Mlllllll 60., g

3543353352... ...§‘?IIJZF§§:. Elfi‘Niihii'Qf 9 Bradley Street, aunnu, N. Y., 0. s. A. -

3 50 West 43d St.

i : s-reaov. sPEEoY. ECONOMICAL.
.-u......’0nu.......0u --o“...onmoo....on»uo.‘ .0.----"0".
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JEFFERY UNCOVERS FLAWS

Points out the lllogic and One-Sidedness oi the

Pending Wisconsin Law.

There are plenty of holes in the armor

of legislators who prepare anti-automobile

bills. A few of them are touched upon in

a letter sent to the Milwaukee “Wiscon

sin" by Thomas B. Jeffery & CO., the well

known Kenosha concern. Animadverting

upon the measure now before the Wiscon

sin legislature. they say:

“You have doubtless noticed that a bill is

now before the Wisconsin legislature to not

only license automobiles, but to compel

every user thereof to stop at the bidding

of every farmer or user of a carriage driven

by a horse, attaching a penalty to non-com

pliance with such a request.

“Taking the first part of the proposed bill,

the licensing of automobiles. it seems to us,

is a retrograde step for a State aspiring to

be so progressive as Wisconsin. The

licensing question has been thrashed out in

practically all the Eastern States, and we

believe that in only one (New York) is a

license exacted for an automobile. In any

event, Were such an act passed for Wis

consin, the revenue derived from such a

source would for some time to come be

barely more, if any, than the costs of col

lection. Taking it in the broader sense, it

is placing an unjust restriction upon people

who prefer motor driven carriages to horse

driven carriages, and shows a discrimina

tion entirely opposite to the accepted rule

of fair play. No argument in favor of taxa

tion upon automobiles, on the ground of

their being a luxury, can be logical, inas

much as reliable automobiles can now‘be

purchased for about the same price as a

good horse and buggy, and their factors as

sources of danger are not to be compared.

“A horse whose mind is at variance with

that of his driver generally solves the ques

tion by becoming uncontrollable and run

ning away, damaging, in a majority of

cases, not only his owner, but the innocent

bystander. An automobile in a like mood

simply stops, and waits until its owner has

attained that frame of mind that will enable

him to arbitrate the point in dispute in a

reasonable frame of mind and mechanical

manner. Tests, public and otherwise, have

been made a number of times to demon

strate the respective distance in which it

is possible to stop a horse and carriage and

an automobile, and such tests have proved

beyond question that the automobile can

stop in very little more than its own length,

while the horse requires several times its

own length. The possible danger, then,

from this point alone is predominantly in

favor of the automobile.

“Taking that part of the proposed bill

which subjects the. user of an automobile

to the will of all horse users, this seems to

  

us so totally ridiculous that it is hard to

find even a single argument in its favor.

Those who have used motor carriages will

bear out our assertion that in probably 90

per cent of the cases where a horse is fright

ened at meeting an automobile the fright

is not caused by sight of the motor carriage,

but by the unreasonable actions of the driver

of the horse, who seems imbued with the

idea that it is a necessary part of the horse‘s

nature to be frightened at the sight of a

motor carriage, and who, immediately one

comes in view, commences "sawing" on the

horse‘s mouth and otherwise frightening

him with no apparent reason for so doing,

and the horse then naturally ascribes the

actions to the sight of the automobile, and

acts accordingly. This is a matter that can

be verified at any time on our country

roads."

Dannat Discovers Another "Sin."

The automobile has another sin to an

swer for. It has played the chief part in

killing art, or. to be more precise, one of

the arts, viz.. painting. W. A. Dannat, pres

ident of the Sorlety of American Painters,

Paris. has made the startling discovery.

“The automobile is chiefly responsible for

the withdrawal of the interest of society

people from art. It is an exciting sport, and

brings one into the open air. For, young

men it is more attractive than being impris

oned in a studio among brushes and paints.

I have taken to automobiling myself, and I

enjoy the sport. So it goes," he says.

world is always changing. We give up art

for sport. and lay aside the brush in order to

manage the motor."
 

Car

Horns.

All Sizes and Shapes.

also fitted with flu

ible metal tubes.

rrmrcuarny Bulbs.

NICKEL PLATED CH POLISHED BRASS.

Send for illustrated list and best terms.

Clear, loud Tones.

EUGEN BAEDEKER,

I7 Newcastle Street,

Flrringdon Street.

LONDON, B. C.

“Tho'

  

 

n. c. snnuucrr '

& sun.

BOSTON, MASS.

Distributors of

illdsmdhilc,

Packard,

Auiccar,

carchmcni

WE HAVE CCNSTANTLY 0N HAND

CHCICE BARGAINS

IN SECOND-HAND MACHINES

A full line at standard French

and American accessories

carried in stock.

STATE YOUR REQUIREMENTS. WE CiN

MEET THEM, IF ANYBCCY CAN.
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EVANS'S EARLY EFFORT

Produced a Steam Wagon 100 Years ago but

was Laughed at—His Many Rebuffs.

 

 

It was during the Boston reliability con

test last fall, and at the banquet at Spring

field, that Winthrop E. Scarritt spoke feel~

ingly of the earliest of American automobile

inventors, ()liver Evans. Like so many

others of his class, Evans was doomed to

failure and defeat. He was many years

ahead of his age. All that he prophesied and

worked for has come to pass, but not in his

day. He died, laughed at and neglected.

Evans first saw the light in 1751 at New

port, Del, three miles from Wilmington, the

chief city of Delaware. He learned the

wheelwright‘s trade, but at eighteen years

of age he left his native village and went

to Philadelphia, where for almost half a

century he struggled to develop his many in

ventions. His first successful invention was

a machine for carding wool and cotton,

which had previously been done entirely by

hand. In 1786 he applied to the legislature

of Pennsylvania for a patent on his steam

wagon, but it was refused as unpracticai

and the work of a visionary, although the

same body allowed him a patent on his im

provements in the making of flJUI‘. In

England, where he also applied for patents,

his ideas were characterized as absurd. Ten

years later the legislature of Maryland

granted him a patent and allowed him to use

his wagon on the roads of that State. But

this was of little avail, beyond the mere

recognition, as he was too poor to have a

wagon, and so far in advance of contempo

raneous wealth that he could not raise

money enough to build one and demonstrate

its value.

Evans then laid his plans before the Phila~

delphla and Lancaster Turnpike Co., which

did an immense business in transportation

to the westward. He asserted that with an

engine which could be constructed for $1,500,

a carriage for $500 and allowing $500 for

“unforeseen expenses," a total" expense of

$2,500, one hlnidred barrels of flour could

be hauled, at two miles an hour, titty miles

in two days. thus doing the work of twenty

tive horses and five wagons for three days,

which cost $33,304. But the turnpike people

could not comprehend this; they were mak

ing money enough on their teams, and so

would not consider the matter.

After thirty years or more of dreaming

and battle Oliver Evans saw his first horse.

less carriage moving on wheels by its own

power. The Philadelphia Board of Health

allowed him to consti'uct a machine for

cleaning the docks of the city. This was in

1804.

At the beginning of the nineteenth century

Evans made the following prophecies in a

letter to a New York newspaper:

“The time will come when people will

travel in stages moved by steamengines at

fifteen to twenty mileslaan hour. A carriage

will leave Washington‘in the morning, break

fast at Baltimore, dine at Philadelphia and

sup at New York the same day. Railways

will be laid of wood or iron, or on smooth

paths of broken stone or gravel, to travel as

wel‘l‘by night as by day. A steam engine

will‘ draw a carriage 180 miles in twelve

hours, or engines will drive boats ten 01'

twelve miles an hour, and hundreds of boats

will so run on the Mississippi and other

waters, as was prophesied thirty years ago

(by Fitch), but the velocity of boats can

never equal that of carriages upon rails, be

cause the resistance in water is eight hun

dred times more than in the air."

By one means and 'another Evans managed

in time to secure money enough to establish

a machine shop in Philadelphia, where he

did various kinds of repair and other work,

but busied himself chiefly in materializing

his ideas in the development of machinery

for saving time and labor in all branches of

industry. This shop, in the later years of

his life, maintained him and his family in

comparative comfort; but one fatal day it

was burned to the ground, involving a loss

of $15,000 and destroying his patterns and

his papers. This was the final blow. The

fire occurred on April 11, 1819. The stricken

man went to New York to secure, if pos

sible, means to make a new start. On the

Saturday following the Philadelphia news

papers containcd this brief notice:

“Died at New York, on Thursday, 15th

inst., at the home of Elijah Ward, Oliver

Evans, Esq., of Philadelphia, in the sixty

fourth year of his age. His- remains were

interred yesterday afternoon."

He was buried in the old Zion Cemetery,

but in later years the body was removed to

Cypress Hills, where it now lies.

_

With good gasolene in the carburetter a

car will give. vastly better results than if a

poor fluid were used. But' the mixer that

won’t work in some fashion with a grade

of gasolene much under 70 degrees would

not be of a great deal of use outside of the

large cities.

REVIEWED BY WILHELM

Berlin Show Opened With a Parade, Red Fire

and a Solid Square of " Hochs l"

 

 

Preceded by a highly successful parade,

reviewed by the Emperor and other notables,

the Berlin automobile show was opened on

Saturday. Although confined to German ve

hicles, it is regarded as far exceeding ex

pectations. Indeed, it is held to reveal the

really remarkable progress made by the Gen

man industry. Unlike previous exhibitions,

it met with popular approval, a fact due

in part to the official recognition bestowed

upon it. ~

The exhibition is being held in the Flora

Garden. It and the adjoining palm gardens

presented a brilliant sight. There were

manay handsome exhibits, cnspicuous among

them being those of the Mercedes, the Gudell,

the Opel company, the Dietrich company,

the Benz company, the Continental com

pany, the new automobile company, the

Argus. There was also a notable exhibit

of automobiles employed in the German

army.

More than three hundred beautifully illu

minated and decorated automobiles were in

the parade. The course extended from the

west end of the race course through the

Thiergarten, along the Unter den Linden to

the royal castle in the Lustgarden. ‘

In a monumental square, fronting the

Schloss, the automobiles drew up with mili

tary precision. Upon the terrace of the pal

ace the Emperor, Prince Henry, Prince

Friedrich Leopold and a group of oflicers

awaited the procession. The magnificent

proportions of the William the Great monu

ment were revealed in Bengal light.

After the automobiles had ranged up in a

solid square the Duke of Ratibor called for

“Hochs!” and while the band rendered a

specially written automobile march he

handed the Kaiser a handsome leather bound I

album containing the names of participants

in the parade and numerous sketches.
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The Week's Ham.

722,206. Steam engine. Byron J. Carter,

Jackson, Mich. Filed Jan. 18, 1002. Serial

No. 90,331. (No model.)

Claim—1. In a steam engine, a cylindrical

steam chest, a rotary shaft in the axis of

one head of the steam chest, a rotary valve

on the inner end of the shaft, means for ro

tating the shaft, an exhaust port in the

axis of the other head of the steam chest,

segmental ports concentric with the ex

haust port, a reverse valve havingI a central

exhaust port and segmental ports to corre

spond, with the ports in the head of the

steam chest, a rod in the axis or“ the ex

haust port and connected to the reverse

valve and means for adjusting and holding

the same, substantially as described.

722,223. Gas or gasolene engine. Bernt

Garllus, Madison, \\'is. Filed Dec. 7, 1901.

Serial No. 85,105. (No model.)

Claim—1. In an internal combustion en

gine, the combination with the cylinder, pis

ton and admission valve, of an exhaust

valve loaded to stand normally in its open

position, a governor driven by the piston

and co-operating with the exhaust vaIVe to

close the same at proper periods during the

cycle of the engine when the speed of the

engine is at or below normal, and means in

dependent of its load for positively unseat

ing said valve, whereby sticking of the

valve on its seat is prevented; substantially

as described.

722,224. Automobile. Leonard B. Gaylor,

Newton Centre, Mass. Filed Dec. 6, 1902.

Serial No. 134,066. (No model.)

Claim.—1. In a motor vehicle the com

bination of a motor supported otherwise

than upon the body of the vehicle. an elas

tic platform which connects two transverse

axles and holds them in parallelism, a seat

mounted on the platform, wheels on the

ends of the axles and means for operating

two of said wheels for the purpose of steer

ing.

722,243. Automobile carriage. William H.

Noyes, Newburyport, Mass, ‘assignor to

Amos L. Prescott, Passalc, N. J. Filed Jan,

27, 1902. Serial No. 91,500. (No model.)

Claim.——1. The combination of a carriage

body, a footboard pivoted to the front end

of said body, a dashboard pivoted to the

footboard, and supporting devices which

maintain said footboard and dashboard in'

suitable relation to each other and to the

seat when dropped down, said body having

sides, the front edges of which are con

formed to said dashboard and tootboard,

and against which said dashboard and foot

board are adapted to be folded.

722.262. Motor vehicle. Roy Stone, New

York, N. Y. Filed Aug. 1, 1902. Serial No.

117,932. ‘(No model.) ,

Claim—1. The combinatiOn with a motor

vehicle of a merchandise truck or wagon, a

means for connectingzand disconnecting the

' same and for changing the relation of the

parts as connected so that the adjacent

wheels of the respective vehicles are raised

clear from the ground. .

722,278. Driving wheel for traction mo

tors. Edward Boniecki, Kouzmincy, Rus

sia. l"ilcd_July 11, 1902. Serial No. 115,194.

(No model.) '

Claim—1. The combination with the rim

of a wheel. of plates each comprising a sec

tion extending diagonally of the rim, 0. sec

tion extending transversely to the rim and

a guard section arranged eccentrlcally to

the rim.

7%.309. Heating feed water for motor

vehicles. William J. Lane and George Lane,

Poughkcepsie, N. X. Filed Jan. 29, 1902.

Serial No. 91,738. (No model.)

Claim.—1. In a motor vehicle, the com

bination of a water tank, a steam generator,

a pipe leading from the water tank to the

steam generator, a drum inclosing a por

tion of said pipe and located below the level

of the water tank, a source of steam con

nected to said drum, a pipe connected to the

bottom of the drum and discharging into

the water tank, and a discharge pipe lead

ing from the drum, such pipe of the re

quired size to normally create suiiicient

back pressure to cause the steam discharged

into the drum to lift the water of condensa

tion from the drum into the water tank.

722,330. Low water alarm for steam boil

ers. Freelan 0. Stanley, Newton, Mass.

Filed Oct. 25, 1902. Serial No. 128,726. (No

model.)

Claim—1. The combination with a boiler

and burner, of a pipe below the boiler, a

tube gonnected detachably with said pipe

and-Iicmitaining a fusible plug at a point

above the burner, and having its outer end

open and exposed, substantially as de

scribed. ,

722,333. Eleftric igniting device. Fried

rich Sturm', Stuttgart, Germany. Filed Jan.

26. 1901. Serial No. 44,894. (No model.)

Claim—1. The combination with an elec

tric igniter, and means for adjusting the

moment of sparking of said igniter, of a

generator arranged to supply an electric cur

poration of West Virginia.

rent to said igniter, and provided with an

adjustable pole piece connected to said ud

justing means. whereby the moment of

sparking of the ignitcr and generator may

be simultaneously adjusted.

722,339. Protecting band for pneumatic

tires. John theldon, Sheffield, England.

Filed May 22, 1902. Serial No. 108,528. (No

model.)

. Claim—1. An intermediate protecting band

adapted to be. inserted between the air tube

and tread of a pneumatic tire consisting of

inner and outer strips of fabric. and a layer

ot‘. small plain sections of sheet metal fitted

closely together side to side, end to end and

edge to edge between the strips of fabric.

and cemented together with the strips of

fabric. _

722,357. Carburetter for gas engines. Her

bert A. Davis, Philadelphia, Pa., assignor

to J. H. Brinton, Philadelphia, Pa. Filed

March 1, 1902. Serial No. 96,224. (No

model.)

Claim—1. In a carburetter, a rotary valve,

a fuel conduit controlled thereby, a lift

valve, an air conduit controlled by said lift

valve, a stop connected with said rotary

valve for limiting the opening of said lift

valve in proportion to the opening of said

rotary valve, said lift valve being adapted

for closing said fuel conduit, substantially

as specified. -

722,431. Hydrocarbon motor. James W.

Packard, Warren, Ohio. assignor to Packard

Motor Car Company, Warren, Ohio, a cor

Fiied May 8,

1900. Serial No. 15,878. (No model.)

Claim.—1. In an engine of the class de

scribed, in combination, the pump barrel

having lateral inlet and discharge openings,

a piston reciprocating in said barrel, a

plunger in said barrel arranged to be moved

in one direction by the piston, an adjustable

abutment arranged to move said plunger in

the opposite ‘direction, connections between

said piston and said abutment whereby they

are moved simultaneously, an operating

lever, and connections between said lever

and said abutment whereby the abutment

may be adjusted relatively to the piston

while the engine is running.

722,440. Piston ring. \Valter G. Wilson,

Westminster, England. Filed June 23, 1902.

Serial No. 112,916. (No model.)

Claim—1. The combination with a piston,

.0! a split piston ring thereon having re

cesses in its ends. a spring as wide as the

ring lying freely between it and the piston.

a tongue formed integral with the spring

to rest in the recesses in the end of the ring,
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THE M. SEWARD & SUN 60.
NEW HAVEN. CONN.

MINUFACT'UIIRI OF

CARRIAGE

HARDWARE
AND

Special Droo Forgings ~

\ ~ 1 Automobiles
AND OTHER WORK.

  

We are _prepared to make estimates from drawings or models

and guarantee first-class work.

RADIATORS and CONDENSERS

for Gasolene Cars. for Steamers.

OUR FACILITIES

and experience are such that

we can produce high grade

radiators and condensers at

prices that please. We'll be

pleased to submit quotations.

 

Whitlock Coil Pipe Co.

HARTFORD, CONN.

  

STANDARD

  

Pa r:

Dec

ted

, | 890.

\;

AutomobilForgings

IN STOCK FOR HEAVY AND LIGHT VEHICLES.

Look over Circular A—it will interest you.

BILLINGS 8r SPENCER CO., Harliord, Conn., U.S. A. ‘

MAKERS 0F DROP FORGINGS OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.

HERE IT IS!

The Hoffman Eight . .

Horse Power Run- 1 '

about. : : : z :

 
 

 
  

PRIQE, $650.00.

H. L. HGFFMHN MQTQR 80.,

’30 West Randolph SL. GHIGHGO, ILL.

 

 

Crestmobile

$750.
Has more

good points

than any

other low

price car.

\Vrire Iorraralogue lu

CREST

MFG. CO.
Main ()l'ficcf

l05 BrI-ldway.

Cambridge. Mass.

  

  

TIMIIEN ROLLER BEARINGS

R WARRANTED

FOR 2 mos

All sizes and styles of front

and rear axle and ar

tillery wheels.

AXLE 60.,

 

  

TIMKN nouerr BEARING
CANTON, OHIO.

  

 

CLEVELAND, UNIO.

Manufacturers

mEloll-Pkor Electric Co.
  

Electrical '

‘ Machinery

.HULLAND morons]

Convertor for Charging Automobile Batteries Irom

Alternating Current.

None so Good. None so Cheap.

FOUR SIZES

1% H. P., Air Cooled for Bicycles, also all Accessories rorMolor Cycles

2% H. P., lllr or Water Cooled,

6 H. P.,Warer Cooled.

10 H. P., Double Cyllnder, Water Cooled.

Semi for Catalogue and Price List.

I

I

THE HSLLHND AUTQ 80., I

62 Van Winkle Avenue. JERSEY CITY, N. LJ
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DeDion Bouton & Co.

PARIS, FRANCE.

Standard Gasoline Motors and

Automobiles of the World.

De Dion Mon-rs are used by leading manufacturers all over

the world.

THE TRADE SUPPLIED.

Address all communications to

K. A. SI‘INNER,

Sole United States Agent.

I70 Clarendon 51., (near Bovlflon) BOSTON, MASS.

Automobile

Mountings
..IN..

Polish..

 

Brass
  

 

Tonueau Door Fastener.No. 4.

Handles, Door Locks, Tonneau Hood

Fasteners. Handles, Key Hole Covers,

Metal Holdings, etc.

MANUFACTURF D BV

The English 8C Mersick Co.

  

Watch for our

Spark Boil Next Week.

Crescent Machine Co.,

DETROIT, MICH.

 

NEW PROCESS

PINIONS
Greatly reduce noise and vibration and make

a. strong talking point in se.ling an

automobile. Better try them.

WE ALSO MAKE METAL GEARS.

The New Process Raw Hide Co.

SYRACUSE, N. Y.

  

 

ARTILLBRY

W000

AUTOMOBILE

WHEELS.

ARTILLERY

-'_\ STEEL

Q AUTOMOBILE

'* WHEELS.

Drop Forged

I ‘ Machined

. .,_i Stoerlng Devices

‘ i STEEL runs for

both Wood and

er0 Heels.

P New Batalc uo ' E

now ready.

I. n. on co.
SYRACUSE, N Y.

  

 

NEW HAVEN, CONN.

  

JANESVILLE, N. Y.

 

  

THE F‘ORG

Gasolene Burner.

lies! a'rl Most Effective

liurner Manufactured.

PETER FORO, Somerville, Mass.

CHAS. E. MILLED, Agvnt, New York.

A. L. DYKB Agent, 5!. Louis. Mo.

 

 

if interested in the best coils, spark plugs,

etc., write to THE DUW PORTABLE ELEC

TRIC C0, for catalogue and particulars.

Home Office 8: Factory, Braintree, Mass.

  

Thur cu ()Fvleusz-zifl Tremont Street, Boston, Mass; '135 T‘Tf08\l\\ily‘

New York. N .\’.: lg La Salle- St., (‘liiragrn llls.; Harry R. (ieer, St.|.0\|is, Mu.

john \l\ annanmker. Philadelphia. Pa. _

Mun!)er of Mr National Association q/ A ulomobr'le lllanufadunrr.

  

 

  

llE'l'HER you use an auto

for business orv pleasure,

 

 

00 the fact remains that you

must look upon it as a

piece of machinery. and as

a piece of maehiner}v it must have the

best lubricants to get the best results

Dixon's Graphite has a place on every

automobile. A sample and booklet

83—g on request.

JOSEPH DlXON CRUCTHLE COMPANY

Jlnsnv CITY.

Member of the National Association of

Automobile Manufaclurcrs.

  

 

 

    

.. '.~\~ > 7 " ' mm-— Made it "18 SPLTTDCTTF LABURATOTTY.

\ _ Elfiblluht'd 1858.  

.zx‘ r.   

THE AllTllfiAS
DRY BATTERIES.

80 per cent. more effl

c‘ency than anv other.

Standard Everywhere.

WM. ROCHE, 42 Vesey St., New York.

“Bigfoot”

W'orld's Fair Route

From the '

  

New STANDARD _'

EZ‘PHHS‘

Asacosotriit’ioom:

DRY BATTERY

  

 

 

Leading Cities of

Ohio, Indiana

and Illinois

St. l:ouis
Write for Folders.

W. P. Deppe,

Ass‘L (ien‘l P. A.

Warren J. Lynch,

tien'l Pass. Ap-J.

_ClNClNNA'l'l. OHIO.
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fiobz'le
We make over Twenty Types of Cars.

Write for Catalogue.

Mobile Company of America,

Broadway and 54th Street New York City.

MUNUGRAM ‘UILS AND GREASES
.FICIALLV ADAPTID IOI

AUTUMIIBILE LIIBRIIIAIIIIN
WRITE FOR CATALOGUE AND PRICE Lli‘l'.

Oolumhl: Lubricant: 00.. 22 Burllng Sllp,_llow Tort.

3'? summons 621‘

STEAM CARRIAGE

SPECIALTIES.
Attractive catalogue sent u on application.

"0 Centre Street. New York Clty.

SMITH a. MABLEY,
3| 3-3l 5 Seventh Ave., New York,

AUTOMOBILES.

lnronrelte

PANHARD. RENAULT.

DI‘TRIIUTOIB

IlIIlIlIlIlII, GIRIINIJIJI lI lIlIGI IIth lllll III IINERIIIT.

 

 

MALTBY

PIllIEII AIR PUMP

MALTBY AUTOMOBILE

and MANUFACTURING Co.

IO CLTNTON St, BROOKLYNNY

home Safety Steam Throttle Valve
Steam sup lied gradually—Shuts off at either end of

lever onward nr backward—No wrong way—

Can be removed and reground without

disconnecting any pipe

- CAN BE APPLIED TO ANY STEAM VEHICLE.

Write for descriptive circular

NOLTE BRASS CO., Springfield, 0.

Patenleel anrl Sole Manufacturers.

Improve Your Ulroulatlon

 

 

  

increases and gives a positive

circulation to thc coolmyz uatcr

forall Uasulene Motors. Simple,

(,heap, Durable, Efficient, easy

to apply

Sent on trial to responsible

parties.

Lobee Pump & Machinery Co., 120-136Terrlce, Buffalo, n. v.

  

 

60'“) MEDAL WINNER .mane-s1 A WARD. s

 

 

  

Look betrm you buy. See report of

. " York-Boston Run.

AGENTS ASSIGNED IN UNUCCUPIED TEIlIllTIlIlYv

..scor‘r AUTOMOBILE Mrc. Co.,

83 Chambers Street, New _York.

  

 

WANTS AND FOR SALE.
15 cents per line of seven words, each with order.

 

FOR bargains in used automobiles but as good

as new, address C. A. COEY 8: CO., 5311

Cottage Grove Ave., Chicago, Ill, -- ’

FOR SALE CHEAP.—Thomas Tonneau Tour

ing Car. New; fine condition. A bargain.

T. Snzaow, Millbrook, N. Y.

OR SALE—Conrad Steam Surrey. in A1 con

dition, at a bargain; has all extras that

money can buy excepting a condenser ; three seats.

Will send photo. Also, i Locomobile Runabout.

ROTH‘S AUTOMOBILE, CO., Lancaster. Pa.

FUR SALE—Steam Automobile, cheap for cash

ESTES MFG. Co., Rochester, N. Y.

FOR SALEWT‘hree-wheeled Knox with top, in

good running order, $300.00.

Address Box 682, New Haven, Conn.

END five cents for our illustrated catalogue of

second-hand automobiles. Big variety, low

figures. MISSISSIPPI VALLEY AUTUTVTUBILE Co.,

3927-3939 Olive St., St. Louis, Mo.

UR SALE—HaynesApperson Standard th

ton, 1902 model, with latest gear driven

pump; I0 h. p. double cylinder engine; purchased

new last fall, perfect condition, not run over 150

miles owing to sickness; cost new $1,550; will sell

complete outfit, including top, side curtains, rain

boot, lamps, oil cans and tools, for $1,200 cash.

Address E. K. LUIJINUTON,

3936 Lundell Avenue. St. Louis. Mo.

()R SALE—One Toledo, single seat. leather

top, 190: steam carriage. The highest cash

price gets the carriage. Bids close April 15th. Run

less than 700 miles by expert Guaranteed to be

in as good working order as when new. $25.60

worth of extra materials and one new tire included.

Two of the tires new and in [’u/ft'rf condition, one

scarred and one will have to be recovered. Paint

very slightly marred. Deposit New York exchange

with Arkansas National Bank or Security Bank,

both of this city, for amount bid, to be exchanged

for bill of lading. Both of above banks as refer

ences by sending stamp.

Address W. B. POLLARIT, Hot Springs, Ark.

RADIATORS, TAN](S,

LIUFFLERS.
  

Write to us for circulars, prices, etc. or send us blue print

and specifications.

THE RAT AUTOMATIC MACHINE CO., No.1Vlater St., Cleveland, 0.

Better Not . .

have any ignition outfit

than to have a poor one.

WE MANUFACTURE NOTHING

BUT THE BEST.

W R I'l'l‘l Ft lR C A'I'A ()GU E.

AMERICAN Edit COMPANY
W . SOMERVILLE, MASS

 

  

'lt

manozee

 

RADIATORS, TANKS,

MUFFLERS, FENDERS, Etc.

  

Briscoe Mfg. Co., Detroit, Mich.

JENKINS 8c BARKER

SUCClssoas To CHAS. L. BURDETT

50 State St., HARTFORD, CONN.

Patents and

Patent causes

AUTOMOBILE PATENTS A SPECIALTY

CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED

BOUGIE HERZ,

The only Spark Plug

TN THE

WORLD THAT IS GUARANTEED

For 6 Months.

RUNS JUST AS \VELL IN OIL

*5" You cannot carbonize it; why

not try it?

Money refunded in 30 days if not

satisfactory.

Sou: lIlPOlTll ron U. 8. AND CANADA,

E. J. WILLIS, 8 Park Place. New York.

Get a Good . I

Night’s Rest
THIS ALWAYS ASSURED

 

 
  

 

When you use the

Bompartment Sleeping Bars

BlNGlNNATlmto tuition

C H 8:. D "-1., Monon

A room to yourself.

Regulate the heat, light

and ventilation to unit

your convenience.

Every necessary toilet

convience in your room.

Ask any ticket agent [or train schedules,

or address

D. U Eowalns, P. T. M., Cincinnati, 0.
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Ill-The M®YEA

FQLLQWS NO STANDARD

BUT SETS ITS own AND SETS IT ""3"
J 't, \_

_ \
‘

h. w- 1" \_l\l\‘-‘l‘ l

t\'\\\\ "“' Xx \

\\

\
- \

‘

\\‘_

I

\ \\MADE for the critical and ior those \ “a r. _ p ~".

to whom quality is the first m >- \

consideration. i f ‘l‘iq ‘ \

Truly a Triumph of American K \\" . :\ ’IMJIIVIIW

‘5 mechanical ability, lncorpor- \L‘“ 5", I
ating the best ioreign practice, with a £11. \, kin-"

refinement oi detail and construction /“ \

never beiore attempted. '

If you would possess one 0! these superb cars, now is the time

to speak.

,. Hr . ,H c _v
.>_'_.. .- _'_ .n. . _ _

\._>\ __

3-7 West 29th Street,

NEW YQRK @lTY.
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5' .Where Quality is desired—where Comfort, Durability, and Protection

und should be

PLEASURES OF AUTOMOBILING

WILL BE GREATLY ENHANCED BY THE USE OF

HARTFORD or DUNLOP

PNEUMATIC TIRES

The ORIGINAL and “MODEL” TYPES of SINGLE

j AND DOUBLE TUBE TIRE CONSTRUCTION
 

Appreciating the fact that requirements vary as to Single Tube and Detachable Tire

Construction, we offer the most reliable of both types— The Honest Standards.

THEY WERE BEST YEARS AGO. AND YEARS OF INTELLIGENTLY PERSISTENT.

CAREFULLY DIRECTED EFFORT HAS MADE THEM BETTER TO-DAY.

iainst Annoyances is wanted—

wherc All-’ro Satisfaction is demanded—these tires adop - . Let us prove this to you by

sending you signed statements from some of the most prominent makers and users In this country.

The Hartford Rubber Works Company, Hartford, Conn.

-‘ “ be a .' .I'f-I;'11"T'""-’YTE ',- r t .. :
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Specify the “Bribe” Battery.
EXIDE BATTERY DEPOTS

FOR FURNISHING AND CARING FOR

EXIDE BATTERIES.

PHILADELPHIA, 250 North Broad Street.

BUFFALO. 200 Pearl Street.

ROCHESTER, 150 South Avenue.

ST. LOUIS, 3937 Olive Street.

DETROIT, 10] Woodward Avenue.

NEW YORK HS Weat 18th Street. €

TOLEDO, OHIO, 715 Jelierson St.

{ CHICAGO, 264 Michigan Boulevard.

THEELECTRIC STORAGEBATTERYGo.

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

NEW YORK, 100 Broadway. BOSTON, 60 State St.

BALTIMORE, Continental Trust Building, CLEVELAND, New England Building.

SAN FRANCISCO, Nevada Block. DETROIT, Michigan El. Co., l0l Woodward Ave.

HAVANA, CUBA, 0. F. Greenwood Mgr., 34 Empedrado 5t.

PHILADELPHIA, Allegheny Ave. and IOth St.

CHICAGO, Marquette Building.

ST. LOUIS, Wainwright Building.

 

   

BUILT FOR AMERICAN ROADS.

The U. S. LONG DISTANCE

TOURING CAR
Our book is oi unusual interest to Automobilists. Sent lteeonrequest.

  

Are Preeminent for Speed.

Safety, Reliability and Economy.

Built for service, long runs and hlll climbing,

simply operated, free from vibration, each

part easily reached, no intricate machinery

to get out of order.

  

Type A—Runabout, $ l .250.

Tyye B—Tonneau, l,500.

Type C—Tonneau, 2,500.

  

TYPE C—TONNEAU. Two Cylinders. Vertical Engine.

U. S. LONG DISTANCE AUTOMOBILE CO.,

Factory, 307 Whiton Street, Jersey City, llO-ll4 West 4Ist Street, New York.

 

HE Peerless Motor Car Co were the

first American manufacturers to

adopt the Vertical Motor, mounted in

front One year hence all makers will

follow their lead.

NEW ENGLAND BRANCH—

. Boston, Mass.

N EW YORK—Banker Brothers Com

pany, “H43 West 38th St.

PHILADELPHIA—Banker limih- -

ers Company, 629-633 North Broad St.

PITTSBURG — Banker Brothers

Company, Baum and Realty Streets.

(Agents for the Slate of Pennsylvania.¥

\‘VASHlNGTON—Nniional Capito

Automobile Company, “24 Connecti‘

cut Avenue.

ROCH ESTER—Rochester Automc

bile Company, l5o-l7o South Avenue.

BU F FALO—Ellicott Evans, 84 White

Building.

CHICAGO—A. C. Banker, 458-460

Wabash Avenue.

SAN FRANClSCO—Nationai Auto

mobile & Manufacturers' Co. :6 l-‘re. .

mont Street.

PASADENA, CAL—J. G. Lovell.

THE PEERLESS MOTOR canon, Lisbon 8L, cmmu, o.

 

 

  

Style "F." Type 6.
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0&JIIRES
merit the attention of all who are looking for “ the best tire” and will not

be satisfied with anything else.

We make no noisy generalizations, which, like rockets, explode

with much commotion, but end in nothing but vanishing smoke,

The proof lies in the unanimous verdict of satisfaction rendered

by their users ever since pneumatic tires were first introduced,

and in their great and constantly increasing use everywhere,

which proclaims them to be of the highest quality that skillful

workmanship and best material can produce.

 

“Only KnOwn Values are lmitated”

Do not be misled by imitations. Demand the “ G& J.” and money

will be saved by getting more wear with fewer repairs.

6&J c0. Indianapolis, Ind., U. S. A.

 

A TRADE TERM:

“WESTUN—MUTT QUALITY" -

IN WHEELS.

ARTILLERV vvooc) or WIRE.

 

GET WITH US

WESTON-MOTT 00., Utica, N. Y.
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WE ARE IN

EARNEST

in advising you to place your

order at once if you are going to

get a

WINT N
50 many folks are getting

Winton 20 _h. p. Touring Cars

that somebody will surely have to

wait. That somebody will be the

man who trails in late with his

order. * _

PRIIZE, GOMPLETE, $2500

 

 

AGENCIES IN ALL THE PRINCIPAL CITIES

THE WINTON MOTOR CARRIAGE CO., Cleveland, U.S.A._

 

  

 

 

BUFFALO’S PIONEER AUTOMOBILE MANUFACTURER

EXPERIENCE GOUNTS ANDIIWE HAVE HAD FIVE YEARS OF IT.

  

Can you 1 l _ “ \ , 4’ The CONRAD
afford to sell - ‘ ‘V' 1 " ' ' 8 H. P. Gaso

your cus- lenetliunahlout

towers etxger' mic ning: ln]

men 5 U. S. having

Our touring a vertical“

car is unsur- double =

passed in cylinder ;.~

lit d motor. wheel
qua y! an steer and slid

equlpment mg gear

by any. transmission.

which sells

—— or less than

Prompt _ , $1000.

Deliveries. .. Price $750
- :2»; A;CONRAD GASOLENE 12 H. Pl CA;v I C 312;;000.

THE CONRAD MOTOR CARRIAGE COMPANY, 1413-1419 Niagara Strcct, Buffalo, N. Y.

AGENCIES ——'
  

NEW YORK Cl — nsylvania Electric Vehicle Co., 152 West 18th St.; BOSTON—Bates B era, :45 Columbus Ave.; PHILADELPHXA—Penns lvania Electric Vehicle Co.,

: 1?ng North Broad -, P ' ‘SIiURG—Li G. Mar ' Co., 3995 Forbes Ave., opp. Hotel Schenley; NNEAPOLIS—Northern Cycle Su ply Co., “6 So. lxth SL; ROCHESTER—

]; A. Mabbett, 66 East, Ave.; B GHAMTON — ‘ ghamlon Automobile Station, 259 Water C A; TROIT — W. H. Weber, :88 W00 ward Ave.; DENVER —- Fe Cycle Co;

NAPOLIS—S. W. Elston, 2325 E. Ohi ‘t.; KRON, OHIO—J. W. Miller & Co.; WATERTOWN, N. Y.— . C- Gmeue,' ICAGO—C .P. Root, 435 abain Am mom

lhington Ha lock.
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“THE RED DEVIL” AND THE TIRES THAT EQUIPPED IT.

The Honorable Tom L. Johnson Tells His Experience~Goodrich Clinchérmiutomobilc Tircs

FOUR THOUSAND A wonderful record

MILES TRAVELt REA T LETTER 2 and yet no better

over some of - '- ' ‘ than that experi

t'he Roughest 32:22 b38231);

Roads m Ohlo' Goodrich Tires.

 

 

Uh: 6&1; of Chnzhnh

Inn-- in“.

 
 

for: 1. Jon-ao- "AVON

 

 

Fab. 10.1903.

 
 

The B. F. Goodrich 00.,

Akron, Ohio,

 

 

Gentlemen,

 

 

Pleauo send me by uxpreen two rubber 'ehoel‘

 
 

or outer case: for my son‘n Touring Car.

 
 

We have Juut taken off the two front outer

 
 

tires that have been on the "Red Devil" from the day it

 
 

left the shop. Iy son estimate! that they hare traveled

  

The condition or the" tires

  

over four thousand miles.

 
 

in something wonderful, considering that they have prob

 
 

tbly sustained the hardest wear of any rubber tires ever

 
 

on a machine and they really‘ought to go into a glans

 
 

if, on account of this record, you would care
 

 
cone

to havo them, i would be glad to send them to you with

 

 

my complilcritle

 
 

Your- Very truly,

Nojattempllhaving been made to reiouchThe lbove cut is l true picture of the tires referred to in Mr. Johnson's letter.

the photograph or obliterate In any way the marks of wear,

THE B. F. GOODRICH COMPANY,

 

NEW y Akron Rubber Works,

ORK. 68 R . s" L BUFFALO, 0 We“ Huron Mreet.

cchoo. m In“ Street. A K RON» O H [0' Demon“ 5° 8'" cm" " 5""‘

SAN FRANCISCO. 392 Minion Street.PHILADELPHIA. 922 Arch Street.

LONDON, ENGLAND, 7 how Hill, E. C. DENVER, I444 Cuflll Street.BOSTON, 157 Summer Street.
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Automobile Perfection
is reached and maintained in the always reliable

    

  

vehicles. The 24 horse power, four cylinder,

gasolene touring car shown in the illustration,

has every good feature of the best foreign

makes, costing $8,000 "to $12,000 and many

‘ _ l. ‘ - g ,3. new features originated by us. Moreover, the

3 ,- “Toledo” is better adapted to American

roads and conditions. lWe make 12, 18

and 24 horsepower touring cars, 2, 3 and four cylinders, prices $2,000 $3,000 ‘and $4,000.

  

Catalogue, name of our agent _nearest you and

interesting automobile literature sent on request.

INTERNATIONAL MOTOR CAR CO., 3065 Central Avc., Toledo, Ohio

LARGEST AUTOMOBILE FACTORY IN THE WORLD.

  

 

 

  

4fBéafifi39¥§$39§§fifi$§fi8$$QEE$*fi!I"IZ'H'~

;; RESULTS at the NEW YORK SHOW Provethe ..YALE” MOTOR CAR a Success. ‘

WE DEMONSTRATED TO ALL COMERS AND DID BUSINESS.

  

c/ _

SIMPLICITY—A RATIONAL VEHICLE, -

STRENGTH. \. .

AT A RATIONAL PRICE,

$1750.

N0 VARIATIONS.

ELEGANCE IN DESIGN.

THOROUGHNESS IN

WORKMANSHIP.

  

WE HAVE APPOINTED THE FOLLOWING AGENTS AND WILL CONSIDER A FEW MORE:

THE DU BOIS COMPANY, Ltd.. London, Engllnd. W. E. METZGER, Detrolt, Mich. JAMES LUCEY. Troy,N. Y.

PARDEE 6: COMPANY, Chlcago, Ills. P. J. READ, Newtnnville, Mus. HYSLOP BROTHERS. Toronto, Onilrlo.

CE‘TAUR MOTOR VEHICLE COMPANV, Buffalo, N.Y. QUILLING BROTHERS, Clevellnd, Ohio. N. W. CHURCH, boo Angelel,Cal.

ING conPANY, Toledo, Ohio.

.'::':5$((<'::’::::: ' ' ' ' ' "
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_FRENCH AND AMERICAN__._

ligants for

THE

llflnifinmr no "meemqw$@€é%§~mmwme - "w3Mmml
.II'" "" ' Att t d s eclal attention

' y I K :CAIHSPAUTO SHOW.

‘ e THE ‘

/ BENTRAt\\

{Automobile 00.
I684 BROADWAY. T X ' _

TELEPHONE: j/ L‘.___._v__v_____“~

2397

Harlem / [0 H. P. PEUGEOT.

/,

 

,!(l
/

/

\l

l

\
\

 

s a. P. mons.

Prompt Deliveries of _

Prompt Deliveries of OPE” DAY AND "'6’".- RENAULT,

a, ll, l8 H. P.

LARGEST AND BEST EQUIPPED AUTOMOBILE urrur PEUGMEEJ:

ALL KINDS OF FRENCH AUTOMOBILE PARTS KEPT IN STOCK.

ELEBTIIIBS Ill-IABGEII AND KEPT IN FIRST-GLASS 0RDER.'

 

  

THE NEW‘

KELLYGENERATOR»"

for Steam Vehicles is 21 Trouble Saver.

N0 Steam Car is complete without one. Does away with drip

cups and'all annoyances. Perfected in every way and always reliable.

Strongly made with all connections outside. Easily adjusted.

No flaring or flashing in lighting, even in the strongest wind.

Main fire controlled at seat. Compact and neat in appearance and

enclosed in aluminum case.

 

 

 

ADAPTED

TO ANY

MACHINE

  

The New One-Piece Steel Tubular Burner

with entirely new casing. Has no gauze or holes in the bottom, the

air being taken in from the ends. Absolutely eliminates all danger of

fire under-lapping. As there are no air-tubes through the continuous

stop-tube the burner even if red-hot cannot back fire. One of the most
7 m 1" important improvements yet made. Thoroughly tested—as are all our

' products. Write for circular.

 
 

I: I ' _ _

L‘ei§£2i>‘

__ w _-I

KELLY HNDLE BAR COMPANY, - Cleveland, Ohio.
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ficamiile
 

 

 

rad"

4 ~- E i .

armour“! l'lljli‘ll ~

FACTORY AT SEASlDE PARK, BRIDGEPORT, CONN.

 

Removal Notice

N April 1st, the Executive Headquarters of the Locomobile Company of

America, will be removed from No. 7 East 42d Street, New York, to

the factory at Seaside Park, Bridgeport, Conn. Our New York busi

ness will be handled at our large repository, Broadway, corner 76th

Street, where the various styles of Locomobile cars, both steam and gasolene,

will be sold and where we have unequalled facilities for storing, repairing and

caring for our customers’ vehicles. We also call attention to the fact that we

store and repair electric machines as well as steam and gasolene. Visitors will

be welcome at all times at our factory. It is the finest automobile plant in the

country.

 

  

The £aeamobile Company of America,

BRIDGEPORT, CONN.
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mommwmw 

Why

THE FOUNTAIN OF YOUTH\

ISAT

jfreencb lick fiprings
IN THE HIGHLANDS OF SOUTHERN INDIANA,

ON THE

 
 

Grow

Old P

IDIth Epring

tum],th
__jg_ _

z»(muoo.|unuunou§a uusvuu RAIlWAY
 

uY

is a veritable fountain of youth. It arouses the torpicl

liver, renews the vigor, and makes a new man of you.

New Modern Hotel,
all outside rooms, accommodates 800 guests, under the man

agement of Thomas Taggart, formerly ol the Grand Hotel,

 

 

 

MMQQQQMQQ

HWWWFIW CHAS. H. ROCKWELL,

 

Excursion rates from all parts of the country.

Traffic Manager.

Indianapolis. Excellent cuisine.

GOLF, HORSEBACK RIDING AND ALL KINDS OF OUTDOOR SPORTS.

Send for illustrated booklet.

FRANK I. REED,

Gen’l Pass. Agent.

 

“:FDIEDMAN

ROAD WAGON.

The only double cylinder road

wagon selling for $750.00.

QUICK neuvemes. AGENT-‘5"WANTED.
 

C0MPARE

  

Appearance,

Accessibility,

Compactness.

Write lor Catalol.

FRIEDMAN AUTOMOBILE CO.

3 East Van Duren Street, CHICAGO, ILL.

  

 

  

A HAPPY AVERAGE

of speed. comfort and reliability

is provided in every

  

"fll

TOURI C CAR.

50 simple that a child can use it, so strong that work

won’t hurt it. and with a speed limit in excess of the

law. Let us send you our catalogue W describing it ?

THOMAS B. JEFFERY & 00.,

KONOSHA, WISCONSIN.
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 if w°ch§e€°ln‘“' THE GET-RICH-QUICKCilNCERN isaizisanzaw v 1

I WE ARE NOT LOOKING FOR “ALL THERE IS IN IT." ‘

l

WE ARE BUILDING NOT ALONE FOR TODAY, BUT FOR TOMORROW. l

l712%. ELMORE Runabout loaaip. ELMORE Touring Car ?

ARE OFFERED AT REASONABLE PRICES AND BEI'TER CARS CANNOT BE HAD

FOR AN AMOUNT OF MONEY.

  

WILL YOU TAKE THE TROUBLE T0 INVESTIGATE ?

ELMORE MFG. COMPANY, = Clyde, Ohio.

 

 

 

TI-IE STEHRNS GEAR
Received a lot of very favorable comments at the show.

‘.':‘é»,,;»;_',,, . l y

- ' w,’ ,. r'»
I. , .' I ’ f ['6

he” '1!!! -

  

. _- w“

. fl 8. ‘

\H u i _ ' , .

l ‘ ' -' - ' * I 4 in”

.-1. V ' ‘ v g L‘ ‘ Mew-0"
V _ awn,“ “r W

‘ ' ‘ K--- m» 1 ‘ is JM“~"“"'

The style and general design is right. The mntor is powerful, will] .23"!ch throttle, and runs silently and will! no vibration. The attachment: on the dash and controls M the

wheel are good points, loo. The small tube radimor is ahea of the time, and consldtflng all things. STEARNS CARS are worth more than they cost.

,3" figfii'icvggf'ghgg; ggljjf-fihm. F. B. Stearns (‘30., eleveland, 0.
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The NEW W TE

STEAM TONNEAU for 1903

  

 

r. , I,

  

AN AUTOMOBILE THOROUGHBRED.

The White SteamlMotive power has made rec

ords in reliability contests, in races, and in

every-day use which speak for themselves.

Write for full forth-alum, diagram v/engr'xe, exprrls' repay-l: and oflrial rpm/t:

of informal mdwana tnnluls.

WHITE SEWING MACHINE CO.,

(Automobile Department) CLEVELAND, OHIO.

:1 Union Square, New York, N. Y. 609 Main St., Buflalo, N. Y.

’09 Tremont St., Bolton, Mala. goo Rose Bldg.,Cleveland, Ohio.

goo Poet St., San Francisco, Ca]. 4:59 Olive St, St. Louis, Mo.

an Woodward Ave., Detroit, Mich. l 61 Stone St., Denver, Colo.

51o” Centre Ave, East En , Pittaburg. Pa.

BANKER BRO HERS CO., 629-631-633 N. Broad St.. Philadelphia. Pa.

F. O. BAILEY CARRIAGE CO., Portland, Maine.

WALTER C. WHITE, European Representative. 49 Prince: Street, West

minlter, London, England.

  

 

YOU

have no idea how much good there is in an

AMERICAN GASOLENE "
 

Why not look into the matter, and get the most

solid comfort possible at a minimum cost? You wont

regret it. The best material money can buy goes into

the construction of this GUARANTEED SUCCESS.

You will be interested in terms to agents. Write

for catalogue.

THE AMERICAN Moron CADDIAGE Co.,

SIkSZO PAS! Prospect Street, CLEVELAND, OI'IIO.

  

 

THE AUTUBAR
OF ARDMORE

 

 

 

  

IO II. P. GASOLINK MOTOR.

Is a Harmonious Whole.

Its success does not depend on any one feature, but is

the result of a perfected combination of exquisitely worked

out details. The most satisfactory automobile production

of the year and the price is equitable. Full information

and catalogue upon application.

 

THE AUTOOAR CO., Ardmore, Pa.

 

  

STUDEBAKER ELECTRIC AUTOMOBILES
N0 EXPERT CHAUFFEUR NEEDED.

Can be Run Any Day In the Year, by Any Member 0! the Family.

Wide Tourin Rndiul. A Successful Hill Climber. Smooth Operation.

Relish e Brake Control. Great Strength of Construction.

  

Descriptive Catalogue on Application. (In \ be seen at the Following Repoll

tories, where we also show a full line of the celebrated vehicles and harneaa.

STUDEBAKER BROS. MFG. CO.

Studebaker Bros. Co., of New York, Studebaker Bros. Mfg. Co., Cor. lsth and

Broadway and Seventh Ave., Cor. 48th Blake 515., Denver, Colo.

St., New York City. 'Studebaker Bros. Co., of Utah, 157 to [SQ

- State St . Salt Lake City, Utah.

bludebaker Bros. Mfg. Co., 378 to 388 Studebaker Bron. Mfg. Co.,3t7to 3n; Elm

Wabash Ave., Chicago, Ill. St, Dallas, Texas.

Branch Houses and Selling Agents .'

john \Vanamaker, New York City. Toledo Motor Carriage Co., Toledo, 0.

H. G. Martin & (‘11., Providence, R. l. Cleveland Automobi e and Supply Co.,

W. H. Weber, Detroit. Mich. r46 Prospect 5L, Cleveland, 0.

C. H . Morrison, Topeka. Kansas. Seeds 8: Evans, 67 E. Gay SL, Columbul,

John Wanamaker, I‘hilatlel hia, Pa. Ohio.

The Paterson Automobi e Exchange, Cincinnati Automobile Co., 807 Race SL,

Paterson, N. J. Cincinnati, 0.

Rochester Automobile Co., tso South The Halsey Automobile Co., 4159 OlIve

Ave" Rochester, N. Y. St., St. Louis, Mo.

FACTORY AND GENERAL OFFICES, 5 UTH BEND, IND.

Pirlt-Cllln Agents Desired In Territory not already Covered.
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Advice he gave his friends:

 
 

 

 

  

“I came to the conclusion that the single

0 linder machine. built by the Ohio Automobile

Compam', \Varren, Ohio. known as the Packard

Model C; most fully covered the points re

quired. I requested this company to build for

me such a model. and at the same time I ad

\ised ten or more of my friends to place their

order with the Packard Company for a similar

model. All these vehicles have been in con

stant commission from that time to the present,

with a few exceptions they still belong to the

original owners. Such as have changed owners

have brought prices very near the original cost,

and they are io-day giving perfect satsfactioin

in ever detail "

 

 

 

“ASK THE MAN WHO OWNS ON ."

$2500.

 

Seats Five People. 
  

 
  

. BOSTON. H B. Shalluck & Son, 13° Columbus Ave.

DETROIT, MlCI'I.. Wm. E, Melzger.

NEW YORK, EAs'nutN DIPARTMRNT, 317 W. 59th St. 1 ‘ O P . M' ' lPHILADELPHIA. Wm. I' Rudolph, 302 N. Broad St. PaCka-rd MOtor Car company' iiiisLAArgoisI.aErg,eei>~I%r£;i {fit-tlil‘liifiJ‘é’.“ iiglid'si.

\VARREN, \)HIO. SA
N FRANCISCO, H. B. Larzalere, I814 Market St.

      

 

THE PUPULAR GASULENE BAR

Century Tourist
IS ACKNOWLEDGED TO BE

AT THE HEAD OF ITS CLASS.

Simple control—Free from complications—

Unequaled in construction—Will run anywhere

at any time and won’t tail to pieces on the road—

Always reliable.

BUILT ENTIRELY IN OUR OWN FAGTURIES.

PARTS NUT BOUGHT AND ASSEMBLED.

If our Catalogue does not convince you,

a demonstration will.

CENTURY MUTUR VEHICLE 80., IIIIIIIII

  

 

 

DARRACQ
hold more records

than any others.

  

:' 4 iv . I

. y.‘ .3,
2 .- i - (T ‘

l I‘\'____/" I '

i: h. p. King of Belgium Tonnesu

The favorite of two continents; 8, 9, l0. l2 Ind 20 h. p. Also Business

Delivery Wagons. Dsrlacq flotors sold separately. Accessories con

stantly on hand.

AMERICA N-DARRACQ AUTOMOBILE COMPANY,

Controlled by F. A. La Roche Co.

052-604 HUDSON STREET. Branch, 147 West 38th Street.

Branches: CHICAGO, PHILADELPHIA, BOSTON.
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The .LDSMOILE
~ THE BEST THING ON WHEELS "

it lain-TKJFK

rIéd-"i’f"

  

~
“.._

is used by more business and professional men than all other makes of Automobiles put

“I Wonder Why?”

There is “Nothing to Watch but the Road.” This standard Runabout has shown Its relia

bility by a three year continuous performance and has proved that it is built to run and does it.

PRICE, $650.00.

SELLING AGENTS: '

PHILADELPHIA, PA.—()l'lsmobiie Co,

Pi.'l"l‘.\‘HLI-RU, l‘.-\.-—Banker BI‘OS CO.

together.

 

ALBANY, N. Y.-—Aut0mobiio Storage 8.: Trading Co.

A'I‘l..AN-TA, GA.——(?. 11. Johnson.

BINGIIAM'I‘ON, N. Y.—R. \R'. VVhlpple.

BHS'I‘UN, MASS.—-4_iltismoblle Co.

IIL'FI"AI.(), N. Y.——Jn_vnes Automobile Co.

I‘IIARIA'ISTHN, b‘. C.——Army Cycle C0.

CIIICAGU, ILL—Oldsmobile Co., Githens Bros. Co.

i'i.i~3\'i-JIJANI), ()IIIO»L>ldsm(1bile Co.

l'iIiIA'MHlA, S. C.—J. E. Richards.

DAVENPORT, IA.-—Mason's Carriage Vi'orks.

DENVER. CULU.—G. E. Harman.

lii'i'i'ilfllT, MICH.-—Oldsmobile Co.

GRAND RAPIDS, MICil.—-Adams & Hart.

HARRISBURG, l’A.-—Kline Cycle C0.

HOUSTON, 'i‘l‘iX.'\S—-Huw.tins Automobile & tins Engine

“'nrktl.

lNlilANAPOLIS. IND—~Fisher Automobile Co.

JACKSONVILLE, Fl..‘\.-~F. E. Gilbert.

KANSAS CITY, MO: E. P. Morim‘liy & C0.

LANSING, MlCH.-\\'. K. Prurliien 8.: C0.

|.u:< ANGELPIS, C.\L..-()idsmobiio C0,

LOUISVILLE, KY.——Sutcliffe & Co.

MEMPHIS, 'I‘EN\i.—-H. A. \Vhitc.

MIIAVAIIKICI'Z, \VIS. Oldsmobile Co.

MINNEAPOLIS. MlNN.»—A. F. Chaise & Co.

NASHVILLE. 'l‘l-INN.~John TV. Chester.

NEWARK. N. J.»-Aut0\‘<-hivle Co.

Ni".\\' ORLEANS. L.\.‘—Abiioit Cyt'lo Co.

NEW YORK CITY, N. Y.——‘.)lil9n1ni1lli3 (fu.

OMAHA, NEE-{Nils Gas Engine \Vorks.

I'ATEIISON. N. J.—F. \V. Stockbridge.

PLAINFIELD, N. .L—F. L. C. Martin CO.

 

I’UIJGHKEEPSIE, N. Y.—J0hn Van Benschoten.

RALEIGH, N. C.——Raielgh Iron “’orks.

ROCHESTER, N. Y.—Rochoster Automobile CD. ~

SAN FiitANCiSCO, CAL—Locomobile Company of the

Paulie. .

ST. LOUIS, IMO—Mississippi Valley Automobile Co.

'l'i-IXAIIKANA, ARK.—J. K. Wadley.

'l‘leSON, ARIZ.——Seag0r & Close.

\VASIIINGTON, D. C.—Natl0nal Capital Automobile C0.

GREAT BltITAIN—(Jlilsmobile Company of Great Britain,

I.id., London, England,

GERMANY—Ernest Weigaertner, Berlin.

HOLLAND—Birmham & Company, Rotterdam.

NORWAY, SWEDEN, DENMARK—'1‘. '1‘. Nielsen & Co.,

Copenhagen, Denmark; L. P. Rose & Co., New York.

(f.~\l\'.\D.\~liysiop Brothers, Toronto, Ont.

MEXiCO~Oldsmoblle Co., Mohicr & De Gress, Mexico

City.

Aiii'il-INTINE REPUBLIC—Ramon Camano & Company,

il'imios .‘\}‘lQS.

SOUTH AFRICA-VVhite, Ryan & Co., Cape Town; Sher

rifi’, Swingioy & Co., Johannesburg and New York.

AIISTHALIA—Knowles Automobile & Power Co., Ltd.,

Svdmv

NEW ZEALAND—“’. A. Ryan 8: Co., Ltd., Auckland.

JAPAN PBHIlll Bros. Yokohama and New York.

ASIA MINOR. lNi'iA. (‘iQYLONK CHINA, JAVA,

FI’MA'FRA. BOHNEU, l~‘HRMOS_\——NOW York Export

& Import Co., New York City.

WRITE FOR ILLUSTRATED BOOK T0

OLDS MOTOR WORKS, Detroit, Mich.
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NEW JERSEY BILL PASSES

Amendments Favored by Automobilists Accept

ed by Legislature—The Law in Full.

By the passage in the Senate last week of

the socalled Scovel bill, and the affixing of

Governor Murphy‘s signature ithcreto on

Monday, New Jersey now possesses a law

that is as simple and equitable as any legis

lature can be expected to pass to-day. In

some respects it bears hardly upon motor

But in the main it justifies the pro

nouncement of the Automobile Club of New

Jersey, which organization, with \V. E. Scar

ritt at its head, did the lion’s share of the

work of having the law placed on the statute

books. 'i‘hnt pronouncement is that the act

is, both from the standpoint of road protec

tion and from the viewpoint of the automo

bilist, a modern as well as scholarly scheme

of automobile legislation.

The bill requires the registration of all

automobiles with the Secretary of'State—

those of non~residents as well as those liv

ing in New Jersey—and the carrying of num

bcrs ou the vehicle and on the lamps. The

fee is $1. These formalities complied with,

no others are required; there is no licensing

and no interference by local authoritics,

cxccpt on speedways and in parks. There

local regulations apply. Arrests for viola

tions of the law shall be made only in case

racing is indulged in. For other oifcnccs

complaints must be lodged with magistrates,

and the latter shall conduct a trial. An ap

peal from their decision may be taken be

fore the county courts.

The speed provisions of the bill were given

in these columns two weeks ago. They are

twenty miles an hour in the country, eight

and one-half miles (one mile in seven min

utes, to be exact) in cities and towns, and

ten miles at crossings and sharp turns in

the country. These rates are uniform

throughout the State, and cannot be nulli

fied by local ordinances.

The bill in full follows:

AN ACT defining motor vehicles and pro

viding for the registration of the same

(:Celthued on:page 995.)

ists.

Discontinue: Motor Manufacture.

The Motor Vehicle & Power Co., Phlladcl»

phia, have discontinued the manufacture of

motors. They have leased the building at

Sixteenth and Wood streets formerly occu

pied by Banker Bros, and will conduct an

automobile sale and storage business. Ar

rangements have been made to handle the

Cudcll cars, and the Darracq line will prob

ably be added also.

 

Dyke Becomes a Company.

To properly look after the expanding busi

nedd of A. L. Dyke, St. Louis, M0., a cor

poration has been formed to take it over.

The A. L. Dyke Automobile Supply Co., Inc.,

is the title of the new concern, of‘which A.

L. llykc is president. The business will be

conducted as before, but on a more exten

sive Scale.

Moore to Quit Westlleld.

Thc (‘. J. Moore Co., Westfield, Mass, is

considcriiu.r the advisability of discontinuing

the automobile business. President Moore

has resigned. and will leave the town, hence

the probability of the action referred to. The

directors will tucct shortly and collie to_ a

decision.
 

Joyce Joins the E. V.

J. J. Joyce. former manager of the Inter

nntioual A. & V. Tire Co., has engaged with

the Electric Vehicle Co. Before going into

the tire business he was connected with the

ElOi'll‘lC Vehicle Transportation Co., so that

he is not an entire stranger to his new

duties.

Typhoid Attacks Morrison.

A. E. Morrison, who so recently left the

Peerless factory at Cleveland to assume

charge of the company's new branch in Bos—

ton. is down with typhoid fever. The at

tack is not a severe one, however, and no

bad results are expected.

Me Murtry With Berg.

The forces of the Berg Automobile Co.

have been strengthened by the acquisition

of A. L. McMurtry. of the late firm of

Adams & McMurtry. Mr. McMurtry will

divide his time between New York and

Cleveland. ' '

PLANS OF THE CHAUFFEURS

Private Car Men to Separate Themselves From

Operaton of Hacks and Organize.

 

The chauffeurs have been having a hard

time of it. getting together in harmonious

organization, but the proper plan seems at

last to have been hit upon. This i that of

a few men of the first class variety organ

izing as an incorporated club and formulat’

ing the examinations to be passed by those

who desire to join. This seems to be the

only way out of the difllculty because the

crowd present at a mass meeting is of too

mixed a character to permit of agreement on

the grading conditions. The unqualified

men would not agree to strict examinations,

and unfortunately the unqualified are al

ways iu a majority at a mass meeting. So

this is the solution to the problem that has

been decided upon. The success of the plan

depends upon the character of the incor

porators and of the examination prepared

for members. if these have the approval of

the Automobile Club of America and the

National Association of Automobile Malnu

facturers the incorporated club can “stand

pat" and the chauffeurs will be practically

obliged to join.

Anothersubicct that agitates the chauffeurs

just now is that regarding the name by

which they shall be known. They are weary

of the imported misnomer cha eur, be

cause it is imported, because it s not de

scriptive, because it is used here to mean

the hired man, while in France it applies

to the gentleman operator, while the hired

man is called a mechanician, and, finally,

because while the modern meaning of the

word is stoker, some of the men have

learned that earlier it meant robber. It has

been proposed to substitute the term “auto

mobile engineer" for “chauifeur” and call

the organization the “National Association

of Automobile Engineers," or some such

name. '

These things have developed since a mass

meeting that was called and held last week

at the Mobile station at No. 1,713 Broadway.

The call for the meeting stated that it Wits
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for the purpose of forming a club. A few

active spirits, notably Van Allen Sonic, E. E.

llawley and Samuel Brock, conceived the

idea of having a club in which the members

would be divided into four grades, accord

ing to ability and experience.

About eighty were present at the meet

ing, and Joseph Kano, chauffeur for William

Guggenhelmer, was elected temporary chair

man, while L. H. Warren was chosen tem

porary secretary. There were some decided

ly humorous passages at the meeting, and a

wonderful absence of parliamentary proced

ure, but there was an earnest tone to it all

that bodcd well, although there was a mani

fest feeling of antagonism on the part of

the men who operate private cars toward

those employed on public vehicles.

After a discussion the following were

named as a committee to draw up “resolu

tions” showing a plan for a club, not on the

lines of a trade union, the union idea being

honestly repudiated by all: E. E. Hawley,

Van Allen Soule, Samuel Brock, Fred Ran

kin and W.. Van Vahn.

After this committee had been appointed

suggestions were invited, and it was agreed

that a tentative constitution and set of by

laws which had been prepared by the pro

moters of the meeting should be read without

interruption. After the reading these were

loudly applauded, and as they were drawn

up by the same cotcric of men who later

mapped out the independent move, they are

fairly indicative of what is the plan of or

ganization.

Excerpts from this tentative constitution

and by-laws follow: 4

The name of this club shall be the “Amer

ican Chauffeurs‘ Club.” _

Its object shall be to promote the chauf

feurs‘ profession _by their examination and

classification according to their ability, ex

perience, reliability and integrity; and the

issuing of certificates to its members by a

competent board showing to what grade the

holder belongs, thereby making it necessary

for a man to be fully qualified for a position

before the club will recommend hitn for a

place. By so doing the club hopes to instill

into its members the desirability of con

stantly striving for a first-class certificate,

and at the same time protect the automobile

owners against imposters and men who are

incompetent to fill positions of trust.

A Board of Governors shall be elected at

the annual meeting consisting of ten mem

bers in good standing, in addition to the

President, the officers of the club forming

six members of the board.

The President shall appoint a (fommiitcc

on i‘rcdentlals, consisting of five mcmbcrs

holding' first-class certificates. This com

mittcc must be ratified by the Board of

Governors. Should any nominee be rcjcctcd

the l'rcsidcnt will submit another name to

the Governors for their approval.

The (‘ommittce on Credentials shall pass

upon all applications for membership, and

upon their recommendation only shall an up

plicant be eligible to membership. his classi

fication being fixed by the committee.

The Board of Governors by a majority

vote may elect applicants to membership

who have been passed and recommended by

the Committee on Credentials. provided they

are over twenty-one (21) years of age.

The President will have issued to all mom

bcrs a card properly indorsed, showing to

what grade such member has been admitted.

The dues will be five ($5.00) dollars per

year, payable in advance.

The Board of Governors will have the

power to suspend either temporarily or per

manently, any member they may deem ob

noxious to the general good of the organiza

tion; providing, however, that charges have

been formallymade in writing against such

member and notice sent him of such charges

and an opportunity given him to be heard

upon said charges, if he so elects.

The Corresponding Secretary will keep on

hand at all times a correct list of all mem

bers, their grade, &c., and will, upon appli

cation from an automobile owner. supply

the names of all men desiring positions who

are, according to their grade shown by their

certlfllcates, fitted to fill the position open.

It will be necessary for the applicant to

state his experience fully. Whether he is a

machinist or not. Whether he drinks to ex

cess. Whether his eyesight and hearing are

good. -

He must also furnish a list of the persons

he has worked for, the length of time en

gaged by each. class of car operated, and

cause for leaving. '

The Committee on Credentials will inves

tigate each applicant according to his own

statement and will satisfy themselves that

the applicant’s claims are founded on fact.

They will then satisfy themselves as to his

ability before recommending him to the

Board of Governors for a given grade of

membership.

A member may stand examination for a

higher grade every three months. If he

fails to pass, he cannot again try examina

tion for a similar period.

The Governors may, by a two—thirds vote,

elect as honorary member any person who

has been of unusual benefit or service to the

American Chauffeurs’ Club or the cause of

automobiling. Such members will enjoy all

the rights of a first-class member eXcept that

of voting.

The. meeting adjourned to meet again and

receive the report of the special committee

appointed on Wednesday night of this week

at the same place, but no sooner was the

meeting over than the new movement _re

ferred to was inspired by the talk of dissat

isfaction on the part of the private car men.

This culminated by having papers of incor

poration drawn up with the intention of hav

ing the committee that was appointed report

back that they now represented an incorpor

ated club, and that those who desired might

apply for membership.

The reason for this action on the part of

the leaders was expressed by one of them as

follows:

“\Vc do not want that transportation crowd

with us, nor any of the men who are simply

clcctrical opcruiors. Thcir intcrcsis are not

the snlnc as ours. and no satisfactory organi

zation could be pcrfccicd in opcn mccting.

bccnusc they would not permit thc adoption

of any plan of gl'ililillg that would put tin-m

in n lowcr grudc whcrc tin-y bclong. 'l‘hc.

clcclricnl opciziiors arc not mochnnics or on

ginccrs. but simply push button Incn. 'i‘hcy

have only to know cnough to pull a lcvcr and

siccr and rcud :1 gauge clock. 'l‘hcy dornoi;

have to be mcclninicnl any more than an cic

vator man. A man who can run a big four

cylindcr gusolcuc car and take care of it

properly in tho stubic and on the road bus

got to be an engineer. just as much as a man

on a locomotive. and thcy should bc callcd

flilfmiinliilc cnginccrs. 'i'hc clcctrical mcu hc~

long in :inothcr class. They could not pass

an examination, such as Should be fixed upon

for members of the first grade, and if al

lowed to have their say in a meeting where

they are in a majority the whole thing will

be a iizzle. It is easy to pick out ten or a

dozen good men who really are thorough en

gineers and mechanics, and who have had

years ‘of experience with automobiles and

can pass any sort of an examination. Let

them get together and incorporate a club.

and after the conditions of grading have been

fixed and the automobile club approves of

them, why the other men can come in or stay

out as they like. They will have to accept

the grading condition if they come in, and it

will be their own loss if they stay out. The

conditions for the first grade 'should be very

strict. A man to be eligible should be able

to prove at least a year of experience as a

mechanic and a year of experience in hand

ling a machine. He should be obliged to

pass a rigid examination of questions con

cerning the parts of the machine, should be

made to prove that he not only can steer and

drive one, but can set up, adjust, oil and

put into working condition a machine that

has been fixed up for him by the committee.

Then after the practical examination there

should be one of theory. I say theory, but I

don't mean what many men may think; no

text book questions or anything like that.

but a suppositious case to a man of an acci

dent on the road and ask him what he would

do under such conditions. He would not

have to have 100 per cent on this feature.

but he should be able to show that he woyld

know what to do in an emergency. The

theoretical questions of this sort could-be

framed up from the experiences of the ex

aminers. For instance, it is often possible to

get a broken machine home instead of leav

ing it in a shop or putting it on a train, if

only as man knows enough about the engiuc,

I know I broke a connecting rod, but I knew

how to strip the engine enough to run home

on two cylinders, while the boss took the

train. Ability to do such thing's saves time.

trouble and money.”

 

Florida Races "Go."

Just when the situation scemcd most un

promising for the Florida automobile races

the sky cleared and obstacles disappeared

as if by magic. W. J. Morgan, promoter in

chief, returned from the West, and almost

simultaneously W. J. Stewart, chairman of

the race committee of the American Automo

bile Association, took action in the matter

of a sanction for the races. The Florida Au

tomobile Association and the Daytona Auto

mobile Club were granted 'a joint sanction

for a race tournament on the Ormond-Day

tonn beach on March 26, 27 and 28. This

onde a struggle between the two clubs. and

both will co-operatc in the promotion.

The programme will include a floral pa

radc, trials against time and races. both nu~

tomobilcs and motor cycles participating.

The appearance of Aicxandcr Winton, with

his famous "Bullet." is assured, the car halv

ing bccn shipped to Daytona last week, and

a number of' other fiyers are expected to be

on hand and take part. Strong efforts will

be made to replace the present mile rccord

of 46 seconds with new figures. and it is

thought that on the smooth beach they will

bc successful.

'l‘hcrc is no truth in the report that an

()Idsmoliilc racer has been built. The Olds

.\lotor Works write the Motor \Vorld to this

effect. adding that they “have not time to

hike up anything outside of our regular line."
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BUDLONG ON CONDITIONS

No Clouds on Trade Horizon, He Says, and Ex

ports are Expanding Encouragingly.

 

 

With his habitual courtesy VicePresident

and Treasurer Budlong of The Electric Ve

hicle Co. replied at some length to the ques

tion as to the season's outlook put to him

by a Motor World representative last Satur

day durlng one of his visits to this city.

“The outlook is a splendid one," he said.

“We are far ahead of last year, our order

books show, and our only anxiety is as to

turning out the goods fast enough. The ve'

hicles are coming through in good shape, and

in a few weeks our output will be much

increased. Our trouble is that there is so

much special work. Many of our customers

want their bronghams or coupes or lanndaus

built with some special features of their own

incorporated, and they feel that when they

pay $3,000 or $4,000 they should get these.

But we are doing our best to cope with the

influx of orders we have received, and real

ly have no reason to complain.

“How about Columbia gasolenes? Well,

we shall have a sample car here before very

long, anad others will follow fast, as there

are forty cars coming through together,

After that, of course, the task of taming

them out will be a much less diflicult one,

for everything will be going smoothly in the

gasolene department. and the work will

come through much more rapidly.

“So far we have made no real eifort to

sell gasolene cars. The comparatively small

number we shall build this year will be dis

posed of without any difficulty."

“Our foreign trade in electrics has been

very good this year, too. We are making

large shipments of gears—you know, we send

the v‘ehlcles abroad without bodies—to Eng

land regularly. The electric typc is much in

favor there, and our sales amount to hun

dreds of thousands of dollars annually. In

France our trade is not quite so good. French

automobillsts incline more toward the gaso

lene type of car, and the electric has a much

more limited sale. Still, our agents in Paris

do a good business for us, and one that is

steadily growing."

Electric Storage Battery Affairs.

Last week the annual meeting of the Elect

trlc Storage Battery Co. was held, and P.

A. B. Widener, William L. Elkins, Thomas

Dolan, George D. Widener, Rudulph Ellis,

Grant B. Schley, George I hilier, Thomas J.

Regan and Herbert Lloyd were re-eiected

directors. The sale of the Derby Lead prop

erty and the purchase of the Chloride Elec

tric Storage Battery Co., Ltd, of England,

were ratified. President Lloyd denied that

agents of the General Electric Co. had ever

looked over the plant of the Electric Storage

Battery Co.. and said that the subject of

the absorption of the Storage company by

General Electric had at no time been con

sidered by the directors.

The president mentioned incidentally that

the Storage company during 1902 had done

nearly 95 per cent of the battery business

of this country. It also transpired that the

company owns about one-third of the stock

and the same proportion of the bonds of the

Pennsylvania Electric Vehicle Co.

The most important matter brought out at

the meeting was the plans of the Storage

Battery Co. for the development of the

Chloride Electrical Storage CO., Ltd., Eng

land, which has been recently taken over.

 

Turner! Turner! Who's Turner?

Business men of Geneva, N. Y., are agree

ably exerciscd over the possible location of

a $1,000,000 automobile factory in their

midst. The- secretary of the Chamber of

Commerce is investigating a proposition

presented by Charles E. Turner, of Brook

lyn, relative to locating the plant.

Mr. Turner was in Geneva and informed

the directors of the Chamber of Commerce

that all that would be asked of Genevans

will be to subscribe for from $15,000 to

$20.000 worth of the stock. The remainder,

he asserted, could be secured in New York.

The oflicers of the Chamber of Commerce

will investigate the subscription of the

stock and also make arrangements for the

meeting of incorporation.

 

And Dctkcrl Who’s Decker?

The Blnghamton, N. X., Board of Trade

has under consideration an offer from the

Decker Automobile Co. to establish an au

tomobile factory in that town. The Decker

company asks that Blnghamton capitalists

subscribe $20,000 to a stock company. They

will put in all the machinery for the plant,

which will aggregate in value $10,000, as

their part of the stock. They do not ask

for a site, but wish to secure a machine

shop which is already equipped.

Vindcx With one Million.

The Videx Automobile Mfg. CO., which

was recently incorporated under the laws

of New-Jersey with $1,000,000 capital, has

purchased the land, buildings, stock and

business of the Marlboro Automobile and

Carriage Co., at Marlboro, Mass. Orrin P.

Walker, of Marlboro, who was the head of

the latter concern, is president of the new

company. Work will be prosecuted on a

much larger scale than before.

Have Purchased Motringer's Patent.

The Standard Motor Vehicle CO., Chicago,

whose four cylinder horizontal engine has

given rise to some little comment, has pur

chased of H. N. Motsinger, Pendleton, 1nd,

a patent on a multi-cylindcr horizontal m0

tor which he owned, and which, with their

own, they maintain, places them in control

of that type of motor. The chief claim for

this form of engine is its freedom from

“poundnng” and other vibration.

EFFECTS OF ALTITUDES

How Rocky Mountain Air Affects Motors and

the Constructional Changes Made Necessary.

Denver and the Rocky Mountain country

thcreabouts, as was remarked in the Motor

World last week, make peculiar demands on

motors. '

Denver has an altitude of 5,%0 feet, but

most of the automobiling is done at an alti

tude of about 5,800 feet, which corresponds

to the barometric pressure of 24 inches in

stead of 30 inches, as at sea level, a reduc

tion in air density of 20 per cent, which

means that a gas engine to have the same

cornpression there as at sea level should

have the area of the clearance or mixing

chamber reduced 0 per cent, and that wher

ever valves or floats are lifted by partial

vacuum instead of by mechanch means

their weight should be cut down 20 per cent.

At an altitude of 5,800 feet the boiling point

of water is only 201 degrees Fahrenheit, in

stead of 212, as at sea level, which indicates

that the cooling surface of the radiator or

amount of water should be increased 5.2

per cent to obtain the same reserve cooling

effect that you would have at sea level.

In crossing the divide between Denver and

Colorado Springs, which has an altitude of

nearly 6,000 feet, many of the best cars

have all they can do to climb the grade, due

to loss of power from decreased compres

sion and improper mixture, due to too heav~

ily weighted floats.

Walker is Opposed to it.

The name of John Brisben Walker has

been connected with the bill introduced in

the legislature of this State by Senator

Foley, giving' privileges to companies operat

ing stage lines. Mr. Walker writes the Mo

tor World stating that he is “utterly op

posed” to this bill or any other giving ex

clusive privileges on State highways. He

thinks these highways should remain open

to those who can give the best service.

Big Japanese Company Formed.

The Japan Automobile Co.. with a capital

of $500,000 (1,000,000 yen) has been organ

ized in Tokio to operate a public bus line.

Several wealthy merchants of the city are

interested in the enterprise, which may

cventually go into the assembling ofcars.

The company has not yet decided what

power it will employ, but has an agent in

this country who is investigating the sub

ject.
 

Removes to Bridgeport April lst.

As was stated some weeks ago, the Loco

mobile offices in this city will be closed on

April 1. President Davis, Advertising Man

ager Kingman and the major part of the force

will go to Bridgeport. Treasurer Thomas H.

Thomas, with the accounting department.

will take up quarters at the salesroom and

garage at No. 126 West Seventy-sixth street,

this city.
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Just to Make You Smile
Then jog your memory to the fact that owners of

Northern runabouts smile all the time.

If you're contem

plating the purchase

_\J of a runabout why

./ look further P

  

  

The Northern satisfies everyone— :8 I

it will satisfy you. sx/
Good looking, better acting and T

the best value. ever offered. j
  

BETTER WRITE US.

MFG. COMP NY, Detroit, ich.
St and Broadway, also K St. and Broadway, N:w ork. N. Y. ALVAN T. FULLER, 243 Columbus Ave., Boston, Mus.

AGENT521P. DESMA IS & co, Bristol Conn. NKER BROTH Rs 0 ’.AN\'. Phi a elphia, Pa. R. v. CONNERAT, Savannah Ga.

R LO,3|7 Huro IOIIII. ‘ VIII“ 0 :6 F C I

\K P. ILLSLE \ J

OHIO MOTOR CA ‘ n St., Cleveland, Ohio. NATIONAL AUTOII . "‘URER.‘ ‘ .. remunt St., San Francisco: a ,

FRA.‘ Y, :84 Wabash Avenue, Chicago, Ill. MOTO “AR CO. 0 . J. Newar , .'. .

 

VULCANIZER'S

FISK STEAM

PROVIDE MADE

a simple and sure in two Styles

way of making a No. l—Three open=

permanent repair ings for tires 1 in.

on to 2 l=2 in.

 

  

 

 

 
  

  

BICYCLE, No. 2 — Two open

CARRIAGE ings fortiresZ l-2

0R AUTOMOBILE ' in. to 4 in.

TIRES. EASY TO CONTROL.

filfig’mommm FISK RUBBER CO., Chicopee Falls, Mass.
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The Matter of Garage Charges.

With the approach of the touring season

the matter of garage charges, and particu

larly those for storage alone, assumes im

portance and timeliness.

It is undeniable that there is u very gen

eral disposition to regard automobilists as

fortunutc persons, plentifully supplied with

this world's goods. The widesprcad appella

tion of appli

cable to the few, is made to serve for the

“millionaire automobilists,"

Lavish expenditure is in consequence

Prices

many.

expected, and sometimes demanded.

double or quadruple, and the motorist who

becomes restive under them is looked upon

as a “cheap skate," who this broken into :1

game that; should be given over to "his bet

ters.”

Such is the belief entertained outside the

"charmed circle" of automobiling. It is even

shared in some degree by those inside. The

"tariff" for ordinary people is deemed too

low for motorists. A lordly disregard for

.ntoney is one of their supposed attributes,

and in many quarters care is taken that it is

lived up to. _

If we turn to garages we find that this is

true in the main. The driver of a horse

drawn tcum can put up at a livery stable,

and. although charged transient rates, get:

At

tendant-c and supplies are charged for at

off with :1 charge of 25 cents for storage.

proportionate rates. Fixed rutcs prcvnii as

a rule. and it' they are somctimcs incrcased

the additional impost is so slight us not to

foil. '[ip Scllt'tltllt's likewise

vary \‘cry littlc. it' any.

be scriously

But turn to tin- uutomobiic, and it is found

ic IN" quitc :tnoti-cr story. l'p, up go the

rates, illltI if the tips are not given out on Ll

liberal .\‘t‘illt‘ the motorist is looked upon as

u niggurd. and is lucky it“ In- is not opt-nty

reviled in c inst-qucncc. lic gcts no 25 t-t-nt

sioragc mics. cch'. it'.

regular gitrngc, he puts up :It :i l't>;.;ill:il' liv: ry

thcrcwith.01' in some onthotist: connected

Rarely will llL' gct OH with lcss than $1. and

sometimes the owner has the ctt'rontcry to

demand more.

lows the example of the garage pt'opt'letol'._

The practices of the latter are familiar to

the former; and for poor accommodations

the motorist pays the price of good ones.

'hAs to the garage practices opinions must

differ regarding them. Is $1 an excessive

sum to charge for keeping an automobile

overnight, supplics and attendance being

cxtru'.’ Judged by livcry stable practice, the

standard charge being 25 cents, it is ex

But in view of the extra expensesorbitont.

of the garage keeper, his high insurance

rates, his more limited and fluctuating pat

ronuge. etc., this is not so obvious. ‘ ' .

It will scarcely be disputed, however, that

a $1 charge is ample. Yet we have known

$1.25, $1.50 and even $2 to he demanded

and obtained, with other charges in propor

tion.

These and other garage problems confront _

every motorist who makes use of them as

transients. He finds that treatment ditt'crs,

but that he gets the worst of it in nearly all

cases. He is certain sooner or later to de

mnnd a reform. A wise course would be to

forestall the demand.

Why the Commercial Contest.

The Automobile exprcsses guilt-less won

derment that the Automobile Club of AmerL

ica should persist in its promotion of the

commercial vehicle test despite the disap

proval of the National Association of Auto

mobile Manufacturers.

in tin- nbscnco ot' a

In so doing he simply t‘ol-‘

Whut wonderment to

nearly all other papers and people was the

action of the Association in disapproving

tl.e test after several of its leading lights

hud responded to the club‘s courteous lnvil

tution uiid promised their support and ap

hus caused more

provul.

'l‘hc Automobile also appears to fear that

the contest may not be sufficiently technical,

which, to our mind, is one of its virtues.

.\t this stage of the industry nothing is to

be gained by too-exhuustiveness. The rules

as drawn are ample to meet present condi

tions. They will abundantly meet the chief

purposcs to be scrvcd~the drawing of pub~

lic attention. to ‘lhc. automobile for common

ciul uses and forcing the trade generally to

(lo, more than reduce the motor wagon to

lllllt' .print- designs. .

. 'lfho commercial vehicle is the bulwark ot'

the trade. In turning on the in\'altui,l)lc_ligltt

of publicity and in forcing the fact. down the

trudc‘s _tln_'0:1t bcforc the trade is really to

swallow it, the Automobile Club is helping

the, trade in _spite _0t itself and performing

also a gcnuine public service.

 

Boston's and Other Local Shows.

vA striking lesson is afforded by contrast

ing the recent local show in Boston with

others hold in other cities. In Boston the

dealers formed an associatidn and ran the

show themselves. They advertised liberally

in the local papers, engaged an able press

agent, and the consequence was that the

whole city was stirred up with automobile

talk. Interest in the motor vehicle'had been

somewhat logging in the Hub until this

spring, but during the show of the dealers'

association there last week the automobile

was the subject uppermost in social and busi

ness circles, ‘as truly 'us it was in New York

din-ing the week of the national show.

The advertising and the consequent news

notlccs aroused the interest of the whole

city. Because the papers were full of it the

show became the big event of that week for

all the smitrt people of the city. When the'

doors opened on the first night there was a

crowd of fashionable pebple waiting to enter

Symphony Hall. Persons 0tv wealth and

fashion continued 'to go to the show all the

week. the interest wuxcd up to the buying

point, and ma'ny nmcltiut-s were sold.

When the show was over it was found that

till the exhibitors had done a fair business.

They were more than repaid for their out

tuy of cash for advertising and exhibition

space, and also for their time and trouble.
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Besides- tbe immediate business done, a new

interest in motor vehicles was aroused which

will bring a steady flow of business all the

rest of the year. On top of these things was

the fact that a handsome profit had been

M by the dealers‘ association, to be di

vided pro rate. among the members or used

by the association to further promote auto

mobile interests in Boston.

Compare a show of that sort“ with some

others that have been run by individual pro

motors in some other cities-it is unneces~

sary to mention names. The promoting per

sons were on the scent of private “graft.”

They would not spend any money of conse

quence in advertising, and they did not in

spire the dealers with enough confidence to

lead them to be liberal in this respect, al

though the dealers wanting a show were

easily induced to buy space. What was the

result in this case?

There was a poorly attended show. If not

absolutely “frosty.” there was a lack of

warm interest, of the buzz and stir that in

spire both buyers and sellers. The busi

ness done was small, no lasting impression

of the progress of motor vehicle making

and using was effected, and the show closed

with the promotersgloating over a small

profit, the dealers wondering whether it had

paid them to go in, and more than half the

city unaware that anything of note had

transpired.

The public exhibition must be heralded to

the public, and well heralded. In these days

of extensiv'c advertising, printers’ ink should

be spread iibcrally to make automobile

shows a success. You cannot get something

for nothing, and to get out a crowd to an

industrial exhibit a big stir about must be

made. This can be done if the dealers unite

and run the shows. It is to be remembered

Metting_the public to pay an admission

to see the cars is considerable of a stroke of

finesse, because it is so much like a store

keeper charging customers entrance money

to his shop. An event must be made of the

show, and this cannot be done by individual

The dealers themselves should

They should spend

promoters.

run all local shows.

inoney lilmrally in making them successful.

and then have the profits to reward them for

their enterprise and sagacity.

‘ Solving the Chauffeur Question.

Ever since the timely expose of the chauf

feur problem by the Motor World two weeks

ago. the subject has been the one ll}i[l(‘i'lll0$t

in automobile circles in New York city. The

good done by the threshing out of the ques

tion by this paper has been made plain by

the activity now manifest in efforts to solve

the problem.

As a result of the rapid developments of

the last fortnight, a rare opportunity is of

‘fered right now for a partial solution of the

matter. It is rarely that any such chance

has been offered for employers and employes

to unite in an amicable shaping of their mu

tual interests.

The chauffeurs, or automobile engineers.

as they prefer to be called, have discard-ed

all idea of forming a union and are anxious

to organize in a way that will permit of their

being assorted into grades according to abili

ty. This is something wholly commendable.

It is to the interest of automobile owners

who employ chauffeurs that this should be

done. It is to the interest of automobile

manufacturers that this should be done. The

Automobile Club and the National Associa

tion of Automobile Manufacturers should

take active parts in helping to launch this

organization on lines that will be of benefit

to all.

If properly formed an association, such as

the men now propose, would go a long way

toward taking the place of the schools for

chauffeurs that have been considered desira

ble. In fact, such an organization would be

a school for chautfeurs. The men in the sec

ond, third and fourth grades would be school

ing themselves to get into the grade above.

They would be helped by their friends higher

up to qualify for higher grades. There Would

be an unusual and a constant incentive to

self-improvement.

The great thing necessary is that the re

quirements for first grade, second grade and

lower grade men should be suflicient to sat

isfy the owners and the manufacturers, and

that there should be assurance of the exam

inations for the various grades being thor

If this was to be relied

upon, the owners could unhesitatingly take a

onghly conducted.

man of any desired grade for a place and be

certain of what they were getting.

The way to insure these satisfactory condi

tions would be for the owners and makers to

be actively identified with the organization

by representation. The men seeln willing

and anxious to have the support of the club

and of the manufacturers. These organiza

tions should have committees co-operating

with the men. The examinations proposed

for the various grades should be officially

approved by the club and the manufacturers_

The owners and makers should have a repre

sentation on any examining committee, in or

der that there never could be any question

of a man holding a first grade ticket in the

association when he was not entitled to it.

This would be true co-operation and bene

ticial to all. The men have shown themselves

willing to seek the approval of the 0Wners

and the makers. It is to the interest of the

latter that it should be given. The men will

cooperate if the club and manufacturers will.

It is a rare opportunity.

In order that the organization may be prop

erly launched a joint committee from the

club and the N. A. A. M. should be formed

at once to work with the organizers. The

incorporators themselves should be graded

by passing an examination before a board

composed of men selected jointly by them

selves and the joint committee. Then if only

first grade men were eligible to hold oiiicc

and if the joint committee of the N. A. A. M.

had representation on the “Credential Com

mittee" it should be an ideal co-operaliv'e

body of “capital and labor.”

It is a rare opportunity.

 

Not the " Best and Faimi Bill."

In emphatically proclaiming the hill just

passed by the New Jersey Legislature as

"the best and fairest automobile law in the

United States,” Mr. W. E. Scarritt, who re

sides in New Jersey, is evidently carried

away by state pride.

“best and fairest law" is easily the one that

As a matter of fact the

prevails in Connecticut. It does all and more

than the Jersey bill does, and in just about

one-tenth the number of words. None should

permit Mr. Scarritt's over-enthusiastic praise

of the New Jersey measure to influence them

into accepting it as model automobile legisla

tion, for it is nothing of the sort. Connecti

cut’s is the only really sane law in the United

States, if not in the world.

 

With the coming of the noiseless “Selene

car, which is confidently predicted, auto

mobillng will be minus one of its picturesque

features. The regular chug-chug of the ex—

haust has become almost a part of the ve-.

hicle, and unless it is particularly noisy it is

not regarded as disagreeable.

Spring deliveries are still belated, al

though some shipments are being' made all

along the line. If the expected rush of buy

ers materializes it will tax the factories to

meet it. even though they have cars “com

ing through" in big bunches.
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Of course you have all had enough and

a plenty of show stories, but here's a g00d

one which has but just reached me, and I

don‘t want to keep it until show time next

year, so tell it now. A certain manufact

urer, whose opinions of newspaper men is

none too flattering and who has always re

fused to give them either countenance or

advertising, was talking to another man in

the trade during the recent Chicago show.

“How is it," said the non-believer in the

newspaper confraternity,

your machines are constantly being kept

before the public? I hired a man who said

he could do it for me, paid him $50 per

week to do it, and I’ll be hanged if i ever

got five dollars' worth of notice. I’d like

to know how you manage it."

“Well,” said the second man, “I'll tell

you. You see, I know all of the writers and

when they come around I generally try to

have a bit of news or a cigar for them, and

whenever I can I give them an advertise~

ment. When they can return the favor they

do so. and there you are."

The first speaker thought awhile and then

confided to the second one his desire to

change his tactics at least during the time

the show,was on, and an agreement was

made then and there for a meeting be

tween the erstwhile press despiser and the

despised pressmen. As soon as this had

been accomplished the manufacturer whose

advice had been sought looked up some of

his friends among toe writers, and there

was a lot of whispering and smiling done

between them.

Promptly at the time set the manufacturer

who wished to win over the newspaper men

was on hand and was introduced to eight

of the leading press representatives. After

a few common places the seeker after the

pressmen’s favor asked the writers if they

wouldn’t have some cigars and they declared

they would. Here was where the plot thick

ened. Over to the hotel cigarstand stalked

the ten, and the host invited his guests to

chose their own brands. Strangely enough

the cigar man seemed to know just what

was wanted, and the box he placed before

the newspaper men had about as fat and as

black cigars in it as anyone ever saw. Each

man took one, though none seemed anxious

to light up, and on one exeuse or another

thanked their host and strolled off, leaving

him still talking to the manufacturer who

had brought about the happy gathering. Put

ting his hand in his pocket the man who

thought he had won the publicity makers

over at the price of a cigar each, said to

the man behind the counter:

“How much do I owe you?"

“Ten dollars,” was the answer.

“What! Ten dollars for ten cigars?”

But there wasn't any good kicking, the

“that you and.

newspaper people had each taken a dollar

cigar and the host and his friend were also

smoking one of the same expensive kind.

The buyer of publicity paid; he wasn’t hap

py and he never tried in any other way to

capture free press notices. Later on the

newspaper men turned in their dollar cigars

tothe cigar man and received in return for

each one of them eight two-for-a-quarter

cigars.- Some way it seemed as though there

was an understanding to that end between

the owners of the dollar cigars and the seller

of them, but, of course, no one can prove

that.

0 U I

The man who is eternally kicking about

his own troubles is generally the one who

wants to ridc'to glory in some other fellow‘s

conveyance.

U l 0

There is none who'so thoroughly appreci

ate the trotting horse owner‘s modesty and

forbearance toward all other users of the

public highway as I do. I believe I have

made this statement before in commenting

on the trotting man‘s "lack of arrogance.

which one would naturally expect from a

man for the sole pleasure of whom a city

has set apart a magnificent speedway, and

to whose demands flrst’attention is always

given on all parks and elsewhere. Any other

than a trotting horse owner would be in

clined to become, as the late Chief Devery

would say, “chesty,” over such deference to

his importance, but does the horseman? No,

indeed; he takes it all as his divine right 'and

lets it go at that. Now, don’t think I am

prejudiced in this matter, because, of course,

I am not, but if you think otherwise here‘s

what the president of the organized trotting

horsemen said to his fellow road drivors on

the occasion of his recent re-election:

“You are the slowest lot of men organized

in the city of New York to-day. Here we

are, six hundred strong, and can get the in

fluence of every district leader’s vote in this

town. andyet we dicker how we'll support

our Speedway. The trouble is we don't de

mand our rights; we ought to be able to

make so strong a showing that the powers

of the legislature could not refuse our de

mands. A $4,000,000 Speedway has been

left to us to enjoy, but we' are afraid to ask

what we need to keep it up. Now, I prom

ise you if you will back me up that I will

be able to get this coming year a $75,000 or

a $100,000 mansion as a clubhouse that. will

be representative of the Speedway.

It isn‘t just plain from this whether the

city or the State is to give the trotting horse

gentlemen this clubhouse so he may rest

himself after the hard labor of driving his

horse over his $4,000,000 Speedway. But

what does it matter? In any event you can

see that there isn't the slightest danger of

the trotting horse owner ever demanding

what he considers his rights, and that, too,

when he is absolutely sure of “the influ

ence of every district leader’s vote in this

town." Now. if for trotting horse you were

to substitute automobile in all this, what

do you think would happen? War, devasta

tion and sudden death would indeed be mild

misfortunes when compared with the things

which would be pictured as close at hand

by every scare-head editor in the land.

THE- COMMENTATOR.

Patching the “Protectors” Bill.

The bill of the Protective Association of

Long Island now pending before the New

York State Legislature has at last been

tinker-ed into such shape that President Shat

tuck, of the Automobile Club. has promised

it his support. Besides providing for every

automobilist being licensed by the State for

a fee of,$1, it stipulates that no local author

ities may lessen the rate of twenty miles an

hour speed in the open country, or fifteen

miles an hour in suburban districts where

the houses are more than 100 feet apart, or

eight miles an hour in built-up portions of

cities and towns. Motor cars must slap on

signal from horsemen, and when doing so the

churches must not be passed faster than

eight miles an hour while a session is being

held in them, nor may horses or foot passen

gers on the highway be passed at a greater

rate of speed. It provides for suspension of

the license for tWo weeks for a first offense.

a suspension of the license for one month for

a second offense and revocation of the license

for a third offense in addition to fines and

discretionary imprisonment. The. penalties

apart from suspension of road privileges are:

First offense, 0. line of not more than $.10;

second offense, :1 fine of from $50 to $100, or

imprisonment for thirty days; third offense,

a fine of from $100 to $250 and imprisonment

for thirty days.

 

Race ii irelmd now Certain,

News that the. bill authorizing the Gordon

Bennett cup race to he held in lrelund haul

finally passed the British House of Lords on

Tuesday, was welcomed here, and also the

news that the Hon. John Scott Montagu has

offered a trophy for, second priZe in the race,

The American team will not go over to cap

ture. the second place cup, not a bit of it, but

if they should happen to miss winning the

first prize by a small margin it will be con

soling to have something to show for the cf

fort made. It is cabled also that about thirty

miles of poor roads have been cut out, thus

shortening the course to just 100 miles. This

will be traversed three and a half times.

making the race one of 350 miles. The bill

permitting the, race has now to go back to

the House of Commons, which it previously

passed, to have the amendments approved,

but no opposition is anticipated. and it is

practically settled that the race will be held

in Ireland early in July. The Automobile

Club of Great Britain has recently written a

letter to the A. C. A. confirming this date for

the race.
 

To Oppose the Grim Law.

Members of the Automobile Club of New

Jersey went to Philadelphia on Wednesday

to confer with members of the club there on

a campaign in opposition to the odious Grim

bill introduced in the Pennsylvania Legisla

ture.
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Boston Snow UIOS€S After Six Days of Impressive-Success".

Boston, Mass, March 23.»- The automobile

show in Symphony Hall here closed Satur

day night after a remarkably successful and.

satisfying run of one week. Both promoters

and exhibitors, and these were identical,

because the show was conducted by the

As for the exhibitors, they are more than

satisfied: they are happy. A brisk business

was done all the week. and not only were

there many sales made, but the local in

terest in nutomobiling was aroused as it

revcr has been before, and there is promise

of much greater business to follow as the re

cnrbstone and up on the steps of the Hall;

then he set the brakes and held it there, to

show how efficient was the brake power.

It was an experiment on the part or the

operator. but it succeeded and proved to be

an impressive deinonstl'ation of reliability.

A couple of social features did much to

  

DEMONSTRATION CARS OUTSIDE THE BOSTON SHOW BUILDING.

Dealers‘ Association, had nothing of which

to complain.

The committee in charge of _the show

found that they were "on velvet" before the

doors were opened. There was a good deal

of “paper” out for the opening night, but on

the second day there were 1,000 paid ad~

missions. and this rate of attendance was

not only sustained, but bettered as the week

wore on. It is probable that a net profit of

more than $2,000 was made by the show.

suit of the show. than that which Was done

at the Hall. -

There were about forty demonstration ve

hicles win-king outside the hall (luring the

whole week of the show, and so great was

the damn-id on those that it was ditiicult at

any time '0 book an engagement for a dem

onstration. A clever exhibition was given

one afternoon by one of the Cadillac nia

chines, for which W. E. Eldridge is agent,

The operator in the car hooked it over the

enliven the week. On Wednesday the com

mittee, represented by Harry Fosdiek, the

ever afl'ahle agent for the Winton cars, made

up a party of about twenty representatives

or the press and took them in three big

cars out to luncheon at Auburndale. It was

a jolly cxvursion every way. On Friday

night there was a dinner to the trade at the

la-nox lIoiPl. arranged by the committee,

and this. too. was a delightful occasion.

The whole. trade here is now in high

feather; business is booming, and the pros

pect a glowing one.

i
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Washington Show Opens; Fewer Exhibitors but More Cars.

Washington, D. C., March 23.—The third

annual automobile show given under the

of the Washington

Dealers' Association opened to-night in the

armory of the Washington Light Infantry.

'1 here

auspices Automobile

was a steady downpour of rain

throughout the day and the outlook was

anything but pleasant, but late in the after

noon the sun dissipated the clouds and the

evening was all that could be desired from

a weather standpoint.

Promptiy at eight o'clock the doors of the

armory were thrown open, and soon the

exhibition was comfortath filled with a

representative Washington crowd. embrac

ing various members of the diplomatic

corps, members of Congress. army and navy

officers, high officials in the Govermnent,

prominent business and professional men

anti habitues ot' the fashionable world in

general. More than ordinary interest was

manifested in the various exhibits and many

sales will undoubtedly be consummated dur

ing the week. -

This year's exhibition is far ahead of any

thing ever held previously in the Capitol

City, both in quantity and quality of ex—

hibits. While there are on as many indi

vidual exhibitors as there were at last year’s

show. there are many more dil‘l‘erent makes

of cars shown. Where a dealer showed one

make last year, at the present exhibition he

is showing from three to five different

brands.

It was originally planned to have Col. A.

A. Pope open the show with an address on

the subject of automobile manufacture in

the United States, but the Colonel was un

 

  

able to reach Wahington in time. and the

management reluctantly decided to open the

show without any ceremonies. It is under

stood that Col. Pope will be here later in

the wch and will probably make a short ad

dress.

The armory is located on Fifteenth street

just off Pennsylpania avenue, and a huge

electric sign bearing the magic words

"Automobile Show" jutting out into Fif

ttenth street directs the way of the seeker

after automobile information. Entering, the

visitors passes through a passageway deco

rated in white and hung with smilax. The

effect is very pretty and serves to give the

visitor an idea of what is to follow. The

exhibition hall is tastefully decorated, huge

electric signs and a myriad of electric lights

makingr the effect an impressive one.

Nearly all the spaces of the exhibitors are

divided one from another by neat railings.

Palms and potted plants were tastefully ar

ranged in most of the stands, and these

dashes of green harmonized very nicely with

the general decorative efiect.

As usual, some of the exhibits were in a

state of incompleteness when the show

opened, due to the fact that they were de

layed in transit. it seems this bad feature

can DQYGI‘ be \lVGl‘COlllG, llO lllllllL‘l' 110“' 1181'“

the management sit-chs to get'everything

in shape for the opening.

The officers of the Dealers’ Association,

which is promoting the show, are as follows:

_W. J. Foss, treasurer; S. S. ()lds, Jr., secre;

tary; B. C. Washington, Jr., general man~

ager. All these gentlemen have' been tire

less in their endeavors to make the. atfair a

success. From all appearances at this writ

“ 15-1.:1': tlmgé'iuthfiQJ-ili ‘. I '1. " '

v .1

IN GE-NTRAL PARK ON A MARCH AFTERNOON.

ing their efforts have borne good fruit.

Good weather during the week will have

nmch to do with the show’s success, for your

society people will not come out when the

weather is unpropitious.

'Haley’s Orchestra furnishes the music, and

this is a feature that is always pleasing.

Another attraction is a squad of young sol

diers from the Northwestern Military Acad

emy, Highland Park, Ill., under’the direction

of Major Davidson, the hero of many cross

country runs. both with bicycles and auto

mobiles. They have with them a steam

automobile of 10 horse power. equipped with

a (‘olt automatic rapid fire gun, which fires

480 shots per minute. They have estab

lished a little camp at one end of the hall

and give a practical illustration of how sol

diers live on a forced march. During the

week the squad will give a number of drills

with their automobile battery. _

Each exhibitor has a number‘of demon_

stration cars at the door of the hall and

prospective buyers are given a tiyer around

the White House ellipse.

The exhibitors are as follows:

American Cycle Mfg. 00., Washington

branch—Three Toledo gasolene tonneaus,

one Waverly Stanhope, one Waverly Chel

sea, one Waverly tonneau, one Waverly

runabout, one Elmore tonneau, one Elmore

runabout, one Cadillac tonneau, one Cadillac

runabout, one Columbia motor cycle; and

Elmore motor in operation. '

National Motor Car 00., Washington, D.

C.—One Thomas tonneau, and automobile

wheel with electric motor inclosed in_‘\v_heel,

the product of the Direct Traction Co.

(_‘. S. lx'essler & Bro., Washington, D. C.—

 

. vi "' 1
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Diamond tires, horns, pumps and other sun

dries. - ’

Howard A. Rhine & Co., Washington, D.

C.—0ne Merkel motor cycle.

Automobile Storage 8: Repair Co. and Na

tional Electric Supply Co., Washington, D.

C.-—Rushmore searchiights, New York Belt

ing and Packing Co.’s tires. batteries, etc.

("00k & Owesney, Washington, D. 0., and

Chas. E. Miller & Bro., Washington, D.

C.—0ne Darmcq tonneau, one Reading

steam touring car, one Grout Model E, one

Grout Model .T, one Clement cycle motor.

Automobile Co. of Washington—One

Rambler chassis, one Locomobile trap, one

Rambler touring car, one Conrad tonneau.

Walker & Hazeltine, Washington, D. (J.—

Fisk automobile tires.

The Week's lncorporalions.

New York, N. Y.—Packard Motor Car 00..

with $10,000 capital. Directors—G. T. Mc

Laughlin. F. D. Peale and K. Connolly.

Chicago, IIl.—Aut0m0bile Engineering &

Power 00.. with $100,000 capital.

New York, N. Y.—Auto Machine & Repair

Co., with $10,000- capital. Directors—Ben

jamin R. Tubbs, Henry W. Tubbs, of Kings

ton, and D. L. Creveling, 0t Wilkesbarre.

 

Conquering the Local " Terror " in Syracuse.

 

  
 

 

In Syracuse, what is known as the East

Adams street hill is one to which the natives

point as the local “terror.” It is that steep

that when an automobile mounts it without

faltering the car is at once voted “:1 good

  

Baltimore, Md.—0ne Winton touring cur.

one Stevens-Duryea carriage, one 29110111!

tonneau. ,

National Capitol Automobile Co., Wash

ington, D. C.—0ne Peerless chassis, one

Autocar chassis, one Oldsmobile runabout.

one Stevens-Duryea carriage, one General

model Oldsmobile.

Washington Electric Vehicle and Trans

portation Co.—0ne 21/2-ton Columbia truck.

one Columbia Victoria, one Columbia run

about, one Columbia tonneau, one Columbia

gasolene tonneau.

  

one.“ Realizing the fact, the Century Mo

tor Vehicle Co. uses the bill as a testing

ground, each of its cars, before being

shipped, ,being required to make the ascent,

not once. but many times. The illustration

shows one of the Century Tourists negotiat

'l‘cnnnnt Automobile Tire (‘o_, Springfield,

O.—Automohile tires.

20th Century Mfg. Co., New York.—20tli

('4 ntury automobile lumps.

Schnum Automobile and Motor Mfg-C0..

Iinltiniorc, bid—Champion accumulators

:Ind Schaum improved spark plugs.

Washington Motor Car (Io—Northern,

Knox and Orient buckbonrd. Exhibit dc

layt-(T.

United States Long Distance Automobile

C0,. Washington branch—Three U. 8. Long

Distance tonneaus.

ing the grade, which averages 18% per cent

and is 221/2 per cent at the summit. The

Century people claim that theirs is the only

single cylinder car that has climbed the hill

from five to ten times in succession and

without stopping the motor. -

The Demand for Darrscqs.

It will surprise many to learn that three

fourths of all the cars imported into this

country during 1902 are asserted to have

been brought over by one concern, the Amer

ican Darracq Automobile Co., of this city.

HoweVQr surprising it may prove, Manager

F. A. La Roche ot the Diirracq company

maintains the correctness of the assertion,

and, what is more, states that that record

will be surpassed during the current‘year.

He naturally is well pleased with his share

of the business and reports brisk sales.
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I The Metropolitan Salcsrooms and Garages—HI

 

 

What is probably the largest storage, sales

and repair station in the metropolis is al

most the latest one established. This is the

new place of the Mobile C0. of America, at
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room. giving a capacity for fully 200 motor

vehicles.

The interior is in keeping with the exterior

of brick, with brownstone trimmings. For

 

 

MOBILE co. OF§AMERICA,1N0. 17.; BROADWAY.

No. 1,713 Broadway. on the corner of Fifty

fourth street.

This is a handsome brick building; six

stories in height above a basement. It has

a frontage of 60 feet in Broadway and of

84 feet in Fifty-fourth street. Inside there

is a total of 35,000 square feet of floor

merly the building was occupied by a car

riage concern, and, many of the floor ar

rangements made by them were found ideal

for the purposes of an automobile garage.

This is particularly noticeable on the top

floor, where the machine shop is located.

The front end of the floor has been par

-to the top floor.

titioned 08 into perfectly equipped painting

and drying and wood working rooms, and

these apartments have been retained .tor

these purposes. There is also a washing

table on this floor. The machine shop is

equipped with an assortment of lathes. mill

ing and other machines, and, being lighted

through a skylight as well as through two

rows of windows, there is every opportunity

for eXcellent work being done. A stock

room tilled with parts for Mobiles and every

other sort of machine is another feature of

this floor.

All the power in the building is electrical,

An elevator 13 by 7 feet. and capable of

hoisting 5.00) pounds. runs from the cellar

A wide doorway on the

l-‘lfty-tourth street side permits of a car of

the largest size made being driven from the

street directly on to the elevator.

The ground floor is the saiesroom, although

some storage machines also are kept there,

ltobert C. Fulton, E. R. Thomas and the

Marquis Jean Mazzacorati being~ already

numbered among the customers of this new

place, which was opened on February 15.

A waiting room for patrons, otflccs tor

Superintendent A. S. Robinson and lockers

for customers are also fixtures ot' the main

floor.

In the basement there is a washing table

23 by 27 feet. that has been put in by the

Mobile company, and here also cars are

stored.

tin the second floor are the olticcs ot' the

manager, E. B. Gallaher, the result of whose

ideas are seen and whose personality is felt:

throughout the building. The oflices occupy

this entire floor, and from them the whole

sales business of the Mobile company is

managed.

The third is the electrical floor. and here is

tound the expression of one of Mr. Gallaher's

ideas in the way of a charging board that is

remarkably eh'icleut, convenient and eco

nomicai. It is a compound board, with

which a dozen cars can be connected for

charging at one time. and by simply press

ing certain buttons a reading can be made

of any one o! the cars being charged, the

quantity of "juice" it has resulted deter

mined, and, if desired, it can then be cut

off without in any way interfering with the

charging of the other cars.

On each floor there is a locker room for

the convenience of customers. and on the

fourth floor is a comfortably appointed room

for chauffeurs. The fifth floor is {or storage

and has no especial features.

One rule oi.” this elaborate establishment

that was made by Manager Gailcher is that

every car when it comes in is thoroughly

gone otter by an expert and a report made

on its condition, so that it any repairs are

needed a report can be made to the owner.

The spaciousness oi.’ this repository, tilt!

completeness of its equipment and its prox

imity to Central Park all mark it for a place

to be favored by automobile owners.
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Two Views of the Winton Assembling Room.

 

  

 

 

, Such photographic reproductions of scenes

insid ‘ '9 American automobile factory 'as

are prii'tted this week not onlywouid have

been impossible a few years ago, but prcdic~

tion that such progress could be shown by

1903 would have excited protest and. DPT

haps. ridicule. '

The views shown are taken from opposite

ends of the assembling room of the “'iliiun

factory. at Cleveland, 0. They were taken

by Percy Owen. the New York manager of

the \\'inton Motor (‘arriage Co.. during a re

cent visit made by him to the factory. Then

were about 100 cars in various stages of

Completion on the floor at the time. As will

be seen from the pictures, most of the cars

need very little more to be done to the

bodies of them before they will be ready for

shipment. 'l‘hnsc seen in the corner of the

picture with covers over them are finished

cars awaiting shipment.

 

Compound Motors Coming Through.

The Graham-Fox Co. is now well settled

in its new quarters at 542 W. Broadway,

New York, and work is progressing at a rate

that ensures the speedy appearance of cars

equipped with the company‘s compound

gasolene motor, the sensational performance

of which a few months ago will be recalled.

A force of draughtsmen is at work tinisn

ing the drawings for the various cars, mo

tors, etc., the company is preparing to mar

ket. These include a 100 horsepower racing

car built to the special order of a customer,

and a 24 horsepower tonneau touring car.

which is the first of the regular models to

be produced.
I

The latter is a car of thoroughly modern

design, with extremely graceful lines. The

regulation Graham-Fox compound gasoiene

vertical motor, placed in front under a bon

net, supplies the motive power. The~iatter

  

From Olds's Foreign Missionary.

Under date of Feb. 20, Carl H. Page, who

is carrying the Oldsmobile gospel around the

world, writes an interesting letter from Cal'

cutta. He points out the great field [or auto

mobiles that exists in india, owing to the

climatic drawbacks to the use of horses.

In sharp contrast to it be cites the dlfliculty

of procuring gasoiene. As is well known,

the normal price of the indispensable fluid

is very high-approximating $1 per gallon.

To make matters much worse, the supply is

irregular. Execssive freight charges and

rigid rules and regulations covering its

transport bar it pretty effectually from the

regular steamers, and the delay in arrival

of oil carrying ships sometimes leaves the

market almost entirely bare. Such was the

case during Page‘s stay at Calcutta. As a

H suit the price in January rose to $9 a gal

lon. The arrival of a Standard Oil vessel

 

 

  

is transmitted by means of sliding gears

and ('Oii'ii(‘i‘ sha its direct to the rear wheels

by individual chains. The motor, which was

described in these columns some months age,

is retained unchanged in principle, the two

regular cylinders exhausting into a third

llid increasing the efficiency to a remarkable

extent. Some detailed changes have been

made, the most important being the fitting

of mechanical intake valves.

To a Motor \Vorld man last \vcck Mr. Fox

stated that work on both the. tonneau and

the racing car was well under way. He

thought that by May 15 they would have the

first batch of tonneau ears ready, and Would

in the mean time be pushing along on the

other models. There was a vast deal to

do, he. said. but remarkable progress was

being made. and with all the capital they

needed available they would even this year

be able to turn out a very respectable num

ber of cars.

lookrelieved the situation. The natives

upon the automobile as an unearthly thing

and believe it has a god inside. The white

residents, however, take to it with enthusi

asm. The beat makes the use of horses well

nigh impossible and creates a promising

field for power-driven vehicles. There are

now not more than twenty-five automobiles

in India, but Page says his sales have been

large and that there is a demand for all that

can be sent. There have been thirty Old

mobiies sent to various points Page is to

visit.

Brande: Bringing Over two New Cars.

A racing (‘udell car is being imported by

.T. i‘. Braudcs. the representative in this

country of the German concern of that

name. A i’ipe car, a Belgian production.

which was awarded a gold medal at the last

Paris exhibition. is also on the way to form

an addition to the Brandes stock.

__\
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NEW JERSEY BILL PASSES.

_i Continued from page 983.)

and uniform rules regulating the use and

speed thereof,

1. Wherever the term “motor vehicle" is

used in this act it shall be construed to in

clude automobiles, locomoblles and all other

vehiclespropelled otherwise than by mus

culfll',p0“'el‘, excepting the cars of electric

and steam railways and other motor vehicles

running only upon rails or tracks; but noth

ing in this act contained shall be construed

to apply to or affect bicycles, tricycles or

such other vehicles as are propelled exclu

sively .by muscular pedal power.

2. Every resident of this State who is the

owner of a motor vehicle, and every non-resi

dent owner whose motor vehicle shall be

driven in this State, shall tile in the office of

the Secretary of State a declaration duly veri

fied that such owner is competent to drive

the motor vehicle for which application for

license is made, and a written statement

containing the name and address of such

owner, together with a brief description of

the character of sueb motor vehicle, includ

ing the name of the maker and the manu

facturer's number of the motor vehicle, it

number there be, and the rated horsepower

of the motor vehicle, and shall pay to the

Secretary of State a registration fee of one

dollar for each motor vehicle; the Secretary

of State shall issue for each motor vehicle

so registered a certificate, properly num

bered, stating that such motor vehicle is

registered in accordance with this section,

and shall cause the name of such owner,

with his address, the number of his certifi

cate, and a description of such motor vehicle

or motor vehicles, to be entered in alpha

betical order of the owners' names in a book

to be kept for such purpose; this section

shall not apply to manufacturers or dealers

in this State of motor vehicles est-opt as to

vehicles kept by such manufacturer or such

dealer for private use or for hire.

Penalty: For driving a tuotor vehicle

without a license: First offence, $50; sec

ond offence, $100. (Sec. 17.)

3. The owner of each and every motor

vehicle driving the same upon the public

streets, public roads, turnpikes, parks, public

parkways, public driveways or other public

highways in this State shall have the num

ber of the license issued as aforesaid by the

Secretary of State upon the back of eyery

such motor vehicle, in a conspicuous place,

so as to be plainly visible at all times during

daylight, such numbers to be separate

Arabic numerals, not less than three inches

in height, the strokes to be of a width not

less than threecighths of an inch. and, ex

cepting the numbers upon the lamps. as re

quired by section four of this act, such

owner shall not be required to'placc any

other marks of identity upon said motor

vehicle.

Penalty: For driving a motor vehicle

without a number, $15. (Sec. 17.) For using

fictitious number, $100. (Sec. 8.)

4. Every motor vehicle shall carry, during

the period from one hour after sunset to

one hour before sunrise, at least two lighted

lamps, showing white lights. visible at least

two hundred feet in the direction toward

which'such motor vehicle is proceeding, and

shall also exhibit at least one red light

visible in the reverse direction: upon the

sides or fronts of the two aforesaid lamps

showing white lights shall be displayed in

such manner as to be plainly visible when

said lamps are lighted the number of the

license issued as aforesaid by the Secretary

of State. the same to be in separate Arabic

numerals, not less than one inch in height;

every motor vehicle shall also be provided

with good and efficient brake or brakes, and

shall also be provided with suitable hell.

born or other signal device.

Penalty: $10. (Sec. 17.)

5. The following rates of speed may be

maintained, but shall not be exceeded, upon

any public street. public road, or turnpike.

public park or parkway, or public driveway,

or public highway in this State by any one

driving a motor vehicle:

(1) A speed of one mile in six minutes

upon the sharp curves of a street or high—

way and at the intersection of prominent

cross roads where such street, road or high

way paSses through the open country, mean

ing thereby portions of a town, township,

borough or village where houses are more

than one hundred feet apart.

(2) A speed of one mile in semen minutes

where such street or highway passes

through the built-up portion of a city, town,

township. borough or village where the

houses are and average less than one hun

dred feet apart.

(3) Elsewhere and except as otherwise

provided in subdivisions one and two of this

section a speed of one mile in three minutes,

Provided, however, that nothing in this

section contained shall permit any person to

drive a motor vehicle at any speed greater

than is reasonable, having regard to the

traffic and use of highways, or so as to en

danger the life or limb or to injure the

property of any person; and it is further pro

vided that nothing in this section contained

shall afiect the right of any person injured

either in his person or property by the neg

ligent operation of a motor vehicle to sue

and recover damages as heretofore.

Penalty: (1) $25; (2) $25; (3) First offence,

$50; second offence, $100, or in the discre

tion of the Magistrate, ten days' imprison

ment. (Sec. 17.) '

6. Every person driving a motor vehicle

shall, at request or upon signal by putting

up the hand or otherwise from a person rid

ing or driving a horse or horses in the oppo

slte direction. cause the motor vehicle to

stop and remain stationary so long as may

be necessary to allow said horse or horses

to pass.

Penalty: $10. (Sec. 17.)

7. No owner of a motor vehicle who shall

have obtained a certificate from the Secre—

tary of State as hereinbei'ore provided shall

be required to obtain any other license or

permit to use or operate the same. nor shall

such owner be excluded or prohibited from

or limited in the free use thereof, nor lim

ited as to speed upon any public street, ave

nue, road. turnpike. drivewaY. parkway, or

other public place, at any time. when the

same is or may hereafter be opened to the

use of persons having or using' other pleas~

urc carriages. nor be required to comply

with other provisions or conditions as to the

use of said motor vehicle, except as in this

not provided; provided, however. that noth~

ing in this section contained shall be con

strued to apply to or include any speed

way created and maintained in pursuance of

an act of the. legislature of the State of

New Jersey, entitled “An act to provide for

the construction and maintenance of speed

ways in the counties of this State." approved

March nineteenth. one thousand nine lum

dred and two; nor to any parks or parkways

created and maintained in accordance with

an act of the legislature of the State of New

Jersey. entitled “An act to establish public

parks in counties of this State and to pro

vide for the acquirement, improvement and

regulation of the same." approved March

twentieth. one thousand nine hundred and

one.

No city. town. township. borough or other

ordinance, by-law or resolution limiting or

restricting the use or speed of motor ve

hicles, and no ordinance, by-law or resolu

tion heretofore or hereafter made by any

municipality shall have power to make any

city, town. township, borough or other

municipal or local authority by whatever

name known or designated in respect to or

limiting the use or speed of motor vehiclcs

shall have any force, effect or validity.

8. Any person driving a motor vehicle the

owner of which shall not have complied

with the provisions of this act, and which

motor vehicle shall display a fictitious num‘

her, the same being a number other than

that designated for such motor vehicle by

the Secretary of State, shall, upon convic‘

tion, be lined in a sum not exceeding one

hundred dollars. and, in default of payment

thereof. be punished by imprisonment in the

county jail for a period not exceeding thirty

days; provided, this section shall not be con

strued to prohibit a motor vehicle displaying

the proper number of its license from also

displaying any other number tor'any lawful

purpose. - '

9. Any person driving a motor vehicle upon

any public streets. public highways, public

roads, turnpikes, parks, public parkways or

public driveways in this State in a race or

on a bet or wager shall, upon conviction, be

fined in a stun not exceeding fifty dollars,

and, in default of payment thereof, be pun~

ished by imprisonment in the county jail for

a period not exceeding twenty days.

10. Upon oath or affirmation made accord

ing to law that any person has violated any

of the provisions of this act, any magistrate

of the county where such ofl'ence is commit

ted may, within three montbs after the com

mission of uch offence, issue process in the

nature of a summons or warrant, in “is dis

cretion, at the suit of any person, to the use

of the overseer of the poor of the city, town,

township or borough where such'. offence is

committed, against, the person so charged,

which process shall, when in the nature of

a warrant, be returnable forthwith, and

when in the nature of a summons, in not less

than three nor more than ten days; such

process shall state what section or provision

of this act is alleged to have been violated

by the defendant, and the time 'and place of

such violation, and on the return of such

process, or at any time to which the trial

may be adjourned. the magistrate before

whom said complaint shall be made shall

proceed to hear the testimony and to deter

mine and give judgment in the matter with

out the filing of any pleading; if the-magis

trate before whom such trial is bad shall

find the defendant guilty. he shall give judg—,

ment for the penalty mentioned i_n,t,he,sec

iion or provision herein violated; and-such

costs as are allowed in the justicc‘s court

in like proceedings for‘colle'ctiou of penal—

ties: in default of the payment-0f the judg

ment and costs. the defendant so convicted

may be. sentenccd to the county jail for such

period as is provided for in this act.

ll. .\ny constable or police officer is here

by authorized to arrest, without warrant,

any person driving a motor vehicle contrary

to the ninth section of this act, and to bring

the person so offending before any magis

trate of the county where such offence is

committed; the person so offending shall be

detained in the office of such magistrate

until the officer making such arrest shall

make oath or affirmation, which he shall do

forthwith. as provided in section ten of this

act, whereupon such magistrate shall issue

a warrant returnable forthwith: the said

magistrate shall proceed to hear and deter»

mine said complaint and give judgment or

adjourn the hearing of said complaint, as
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provided by sections ten and twelve of this

act.

12. The magistrate before whom a conr

plaint is made shall adjourn the hearing of

said complaint for a time not less than three

days and not exceeding ten days, if the de

fendant shall so request, and shall deposit

the sum of fifty dollars as security to ap

pear at the date to which such hearing may

be adjuorued, and if the said defendant does

not appear at the time mentioned, then _the

said sum deposited shall be forfeited,. and

the balance thereof,, ,after payment of the

costs, shall be paid to the overseer of the

poor for_the use of the poor of the city,

town, township or borough where the oiifence

is committed.

13. If a person violating any of the pro

visions of this act shall be or reside in any

other county of this State than that in which

said warrant shall be issued, the magistrate

issuing the same shall, in writing, thereupon

direct that the sum of fifty dollars be de

posited as security by any party so charged,

and it shall be the duty of the party serving

the same to carry it to some magistrate of

the county wherein such person resides or

can be found; the magistrate to whom the

same shall be presented, on proof being

made to him of the handwriting of the mag

istrate who issued such warrant. shall in

dorse his name thereon with an authority

to arrest such person in the county where

the magistrate so indorsing resides, which

shall be sutiicient authority to execute such

warrant in the county where it shall be in

dorsed.

14. The party so charged being appre

hended shall be taken before the magistrate

who indorsed said warrant, or some other

magistrate of the same county who may,

and, if tendered, shall take from such per

son a deposit of fifty dollars in cash to se

. cure the appearance for trial of said de

fcndant before the magistrate- who issued

said warrant, and thereupon the person so

apprehended shall be released from the cus

tody of the officer arresting him; the date of

said trial shall be fixed by the magistrate

accepting said deposit, and the stun so re

cciVed by him shall be turned over to the

magistrate issuing the warrant. to be re

tained and disposed of as provided in sec

tion twelve of this act in default of the ap

pearance of the person so charged.

15. Any party to any proceeding insti

tuted under this act may appeal from the

judgment or sentence of the magistrate to

the Court of Common Pleas of the county

in which the said proceedings shall take

place; provided. that the party appealing

shall. within fifteen days after the. date of

said judgment, tile a written notice of ap

pcai. pay the costs of such prm-eedings and

deliver to the magistrate a bond to the over

seer of the poor of the city, ward. town,

township or borough in double the amount

of the judgment and costs. with at least one

sufficient surety. conditioned to prosecute

the said appcM and to stand to and abide by

such order or judgment as nlay thereafter

be made against said party; a connnitmcnt.

however, may issue. at any time before the

taking of an appeal for the imprisonment of

the defendant unless security be given as

provided in section eighteen of this act,

which said commitment shall be vacated

either by appeal or by the payment of the

judgment and costs.

16. Whenever an appeal shall be taken as

aforesaid, it shall be the duty of the mag

istrate to send all papers and money, if any

deposited. pursuant to the provisions of this

act. together with a transcript of the pro

ceedings in the case, to the next Court of

l‘ommon Pleas of the said county, which

court shall try and determine all such ap

peals in_the same way and manner that ap

peals from the courts for the trial of small

causes are now tried and determined.

17. Any person violating the provisions of

this act shall, except as otherwise provided

herein, upon conviction, be fined in a sum

not exceeding the amounts hereinafter set

forth: for a violation of section two, fifty

dollars; for a violation of section three, tif

teen dollars; for a violation of section four,

ten dliars; for a violation of section flve,

subdivision one, twenty-five dollars; for a

violation of section five, subdivision two,

twenty~five dollars; for a violation of sec

tion live, subdivision three, fifty dollars; for

a violation of section six, ten dollars; in

default in thepayment of any such fine there

shall be imposed an imprisonment in the

county jail for a period not exceediug'ten

days; provided, that any oi'fendcr who shall

have been found guilty of a violation of this

act and sentenced therefor, and who shall

be convicted of a second offence of the same

violation. may for such second offence be

fined in double the amount herein prescribed

for the first offence, and may, in default of

the payment thereof, be punished by im

prisonment in the county jail for a period

not exceeding ten days; and further pro

vided, that any offender who shall have been

found guilty of a violation of section live,

subdivision three, thereof and sentenced

therefor, and who shall be convicted of a

second violation of the same section and

subdivision, may, ill the discretion of the

magistrate, instead of being fined as pre

scribed, be punished by imprisonment .in the

county jail for a period not exceeding ten

days.

18. Every fine shall be payable. forthwith,

or, in default of such payment the magis

trate may accept a bond to the overseer of

the poor of the township, borough, ward or

city in double the amount of the judgment

and costs. with at least one sufficient surety,

conditioned to pay the said judgment within

a period thereafter to be fixed by said mag

istrate, not exceeding ten days, or in lieu

of such bond the magistrate may retain pos

session and hold the motor vehicle as so

curity for such payment.

19. All penalties collected from persons of

fending againstlthe provisions of this act

shall be paid by the magistrate receiving

the same to the overseer of the poor of the

city, ward. town, township or borough where

the offence is committed. for the use of the

poor in their respective districts.

20. The word “magistratey used in this

act shall be deemed and understood to mean

and include all justices of the peace, judges

of city criminal courts, police. justices. rc

cordcrs. mayors and all other oiiiccrs having

the lower of a committing magistrate.

21. All acts and parts of acts inconsistent

hcrcwith arc hereby repealed.

22. This act shall take effect immediately.

lllfii‘ilA It.\'l‘l()l\'.

The undersigned does hereby dcciarc. pur

suant to the provisions of an act of tho

icgislalurc oi’ New Jersey. cniitlcd ".\u Act

(it-lining motor vehicles alld providing for

the. registration of the same. and uniform

rules regarding the usc and speed ihcrcoi'.”

that lic is the owner of and compcicnt to

drive the motor vehicle for which applica

tion for lil't‘iiN(- is herchy made as sot forth

_in the annexed statement.

Nami- of Owner . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..

ltcsidcncc Address . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..

Sillit' of . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..

County of . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..

ss.:

. . . . . . . . . . .. lit-ing duly sworn. says that

the statement of fat-is I‘Oiliilllli‘li ill the fore»

going declaration is true.

Subscribed and sworn .to before

me this..................day

of . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ., 1903.

STATEMENT.

The name and address of the undersigned

owner are as follows:

Name . . . . . . . . .Address . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..

The character of the motor vehicle

is a . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Themakeris . . . . . . . . . . . .The maker's number is. . . . . . . . . . . . .

The rated horsepower is. . . . . . . . . . . .

lAnnexed hereto is the statutory declara

t ()11.

Owner,

Note. — The. declaration and statement

should be Sent to Hon. S. I). DickiIISon, Scc~

retary of State, Trenton, N. J., with a tiling

fee of $1.

Omitttd One of the Powers.

Editor The Motor World:

in your issue of March 5 I notice that a

Mr. Fisher presents what was intended to

be taken as the comparison of cost, repairs,

trouble and general efliciency of three

powers for automobiles, namely, steam,

gasolene and electricity, and as he has

omitted the White system the writer does

not think the report complete, and will not

serve the purpose for which he no doubt

intended it, namely, to enlighten the public

as to which machine to buy.

The writer has had experience with gaso

lene cars, having 'crossed the Rocky Moun—

talus in a' well known gas-)lene touring car

of 15 h. p. and having been over the same

road in a 6 h. p. White car. I believe if

Mr. Fisher had been along on these two trips

he would make some change in his figures.

The results Obtained by the writer with the

gasolene car and the White car are about on

a par with the results shown by the Aut0~

mobile Club of America in their several en

durance runs. In the 100-mile non-stop en

durance run of May 30 last a record was

kept by the A. C. A. of fuel consumption of

3i gasolene car entered. Seventeen went

through without a stop with an average fuel

consumption of 63-17 gallons per machine

for the 100 mile run. Three Whites were en

tered and came through without a stop, the

average fuel consumption for each machine

for the 100 miles being 693-100 gallons. Tile

total time consumed for repairs for the 31

gasolene cars was 585 minutes. There was

no time consumed for repairs on the White.

In the last New York-Boston and return 500

mile endurance run there were 56 gasolene

cars cntcrcd. Those cars had a total of 202

invohmtary stops due to disorder of their

lllct'ilzlllislll. amt consumed in all of these

stops SHIN!) minutes. Four White cars were

entered. two being delivery wagons, with

.om- involuntary stop for the four: time con

sumcd. four minutes; the car making the

stop being a delivery wagon. These are a

few iigurcs taken from the official record.

which can be obtained from the Automobile

(‘luh of America. Four White cars entered

in the New York-Buffalo run made even bet

icr showing than the above in comparison

with the gaSOleile cars.

.\lr. Fisher's average of one minute for

starting a gasolene car, in the writer’s ex

pcl’icllt't'. is an uncertain quantity, whereas

with tho “'hiic car it Is not necessary to

exceed iivc minutes starting from a cold

machine—W, J., Denver. Col.
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IMPORTANCE OF INSPECTION

Little Lapses at the Factory That Caused the

Dealer Worry and Expense.

 

 

“There is one trouble noticeable in nearly

all new business that is noticeable in the au

tomobile industry just now: or at least it is

worrying the retail portion of it." said a

well known metropolitan tradesman last

week to The Motor World man, who looked

sympathetic and nodded encouragineg.

“I refer to the lack of proper inspection.

There is a screw loose somewhere. Things

that should not escape the competent and

conscious inspector are not detected and the

cars leave the factory in a condition that

guarantees trouble for some one. If the

dealer looks after things properly—as he

should do for elfish reasons it nothing else

——he may discover and rectify these this»

takes; but he is not infallible, and some

times they will get past him; besides, it is

not fair that he should be compelled to put

in so much time at his own cost.

“Now. take my own case," he went on.

“Here is a car that I am making a strong

push on"-indicating a well known gasoline

car that sells at a popular price. “It is a

fine car—one that is well made, strong and

durable, with plenty of power and speed; in

short, an ideal car of its kind. It is a splen

did seller, and I am putting them out just

as fast as I can get them in carload lots.

Good proposition, isn't it? Well, there’s a

fly in the ointment, as usual. This par

ticular fly is the lack of competent inspec

tion. '

“There are lots of little things that are

not quite right. We take them out of the

car and put them together and then pro

ceed to go over them to see if they are all

right. At first we thought we could do this

in a few hours; but we have changed our

minds.

“One of our first sales was to a man down

on Long Island. He took the car and

started to drive it home; got about half way

there and it stuck, leaving him ’steen miles

from anywhere. He tried to fix-it, after

locating the trouble in the carburettor, but

had to give it up ac a bad job. He put the

car in a barn and went home by train,

raging inwnrdly~outwardly, too, maybe.

(lame post haste here next day and raised

Cain. Wanted a new car or his money

back.v The easiest way out of- it was to

comply with his demand; and we gave him

a new car, but not until I was dead certain

that it was all right. although it took us

several days to become convinced of this

fact. It worked like a charm, and since

then the man has been one of our best cus

tomers. Has brought or sent in half a

dozen friends, two of whom have bought

cars like his.

“We had two or three cases of this kind.

One of them occurred only the other day,

and when we had begun to think that we

had things dead to rights. Sold the car to

a man over Tuxedo way and shipped it to

him. The first ride he took he had an ex

perience similar to the Long Island man’s.

We did not have to give him a new car,

however. But it cost its quite a few dollars

to straighten the thing out. First we sent

a man out to fix the car. He worked on it

all day, ,aud then came back and recom

mended that we get it back and fix it right.

This we did, and have not heard from it

since.

“We are putting from one to five day’s

work on each of these cars, and it’s pretty

expensive, to say nothing of the time it

takes.

“What are the chief troubles? Well, that

is hard to say. There is never much wrong.

If there was we might feel tempted to give

the car up as no good. But it is good—the

best car you could wish for after it's put to

rights. The parts are well made and the

assembling appears to be all right. But

there is a lack of something. Perhaps it is

the. absence of a brainy chief inspector—a

man who goes over everything, looking for

infinitesimal faults or shortcomings, and

who will not be satisfied with anything but

the very highest grade of work. It is the

touch of a master hand that is wanted, and

While every factory can hardly be expected

to have such superlative workmen it would

pay them to do so. Certainly the satisfac

tion to the purchaser would be sufficient

recompense for the trouble and expense in

curred.

“What are we going to do about it? I

hardly know. I have just written a long let

ter to the factory, relating some of our ex

periences, and putting the case before them

in the fullest and most explicit manner.

What effect it will have I can’t say.

“But one thing is certain: Either they

must do the inspecting or we shall. The

instinct of self preservation compels us to

this course. One dissatified customer can

do more to hurt us, hurt the maker and hurt

the automobile industry generally than any

other thing. And when you multiply the

number there is going to be danger of giving

the business a black eye from which it will

take a long time to recover.

“Of course. I appreciate the fact that early

in the season an unusual amount of trouble

is to be looked for. And I will admit that

there is some improvement noticeable each

week. But there is room for a great deal of

improvement. and valuable time is being

lost. After all, it comes down to this: Are

makers going to be satisfied with a ‘good

enough’ policy, or are they going to strive

for perfection—0r as near it as poor human

nature can come?“

To Welcome the New White.

Hope deferred has only sharpened the de

sire felt by the White Sewing Machine Co.'s

forces in this city for the new touring car.

The salesroom in Union Square has been

made ready for it. New wall and floor

coverings—the latter a particularly rich and

handsome carpet—impart an air of expec

tancy, and the entire front of the establish

ment has been made ready for the new

car. When The Motor World man stopped

in last week he was informed that

the waiting period was about at an end, for

a touring car had just been received at the

garage and was being made ready for Man

ager Denning to give it a trial run. The

car presented an imposing appearance, its

fine finish being especially noticeable. A

few detail changes have been made since

the car was seen at Madison Square Gar

den. Among them may be mentioned the

finishing of the engine, pipes. etc., under

the bonnet, which is now covered with

aluminum paint, the water regulator, etc,
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WHY THE PNEUMATIC

Figures From Paris to Prove the Air Tire More

Durable Than the Solid.

 

 

“There are two good reasons why the

Parisian cab owners have adopted pneumatic

tires—(1)they last longer, and (2) they are

more sought after by the clients. It may

be ditllcult to convince some American read

ers that pneumatic tires outlast the .solid,

but the best proof of this statement is their

general adoption by cab owners. A set of

four pneumatic tires will last (with ordinary

care) thirteen months for the front wheels

and fifteen for rear wheels. When the tires

are on cabs of a co-operative company they

will last fifteen months on the front wheels

amid eighteen on the rear wheels. A tire

may pick up a nail once in a while, but this

puncture is quickly repaired by a workman

on the company's premises," says the India

Rubber World.

“Prices of pneumatic tires in Paris have

fallen to 400 francs ($78.20) for a set 0!

four, including four wire wheels ‘with steel

hubs turned up to fit the stub of the axle,

and the whole mounted on the cab. This

same outfit two years ago sold for 750 franc!

($144.75). This great reduction in price has

mare pneumatice cheaper than solid tires.

The cub owner does not feel the outlay, be

cause it is the public that 'pays the freight.’

There are very few owners of a single cab;

most of them are owned by men who have

from twenty to 100 cabs, which they rent

by the day to respomtibie cochers.“>The aver

age rental without rubber tires is about 15

francs ($2.90) per day, with the privilege of

changing horses once during the day. It

.the cab has pneumatic tires the price is from

two to three francs more, or $3.28 to $3.47

per day. Cabs with solid-tires are rented

to the cochers at the same rate as the steel

tired wheels.

"The Parisian is now accustomed to wait

until he finds a metal wheeled cab before he

gets in. Nearly all pneumatic tires for cabs

are mounted on wire wheels. The Parisian

is evidently ot' the opinion that pneumatic

tires'on wood'wheels do not give the same

comfort as on metal ones. The pneumatic

tired cab is always busy, and loads oftener,

and the Parisian is more liberal with his

pour boire than he would be if he used a

steel or solid tired cab.

“It is expected that there will be about

six thousand pneumatic tired cabs in Paris

by the end of this year, and it the two large

cab companies adopt them a cab on the

streets or Paris without pneumatic tires will

become as great a curiosity as was the first

cab that appeared with pneumatics. This

will simply be history repeating itself, for it

is only a few years since great excitement

was created by the appearance of the first

automobile with pneumatic tires. Today it

is the automobile with solid tires that excites

comment. So it will be with the flacre. The

carriage builders and owners of private car

riages are also fast adopting pneumatic tires,

which are put on in a neat manner by doing

away with the wooden i'eilies; then metal

sockets are slipped over that part of the

spokes that were in the telly, and the pneu—

matic tire rim is screwed onto these sockets

from the inside of the rim. This makes a

neat job and a graceful one."

How Man's Freedom has Been Furthered.

"First, in the early days of the world,

were the slow moving caravans of camels,

picking their arduous ways along rough

tracks and ungraded paths, the creaking ox

cart and the laden mule or horse. Then

road building and the creation of palm

gains and carriages, then the post road, the

roadside tavern and the note of the 'coach

horn awakening the quiet country hamlet

from its lethargy. Then the two shining

rails, the steam engine and the railway

train, then the overhead wires and the elee

tric car, binding village to village. And

now the automobile practical, safe, inex

pensive, vaunting the railway train, out

speeding the fleetest horse! A horse can go

a mile in about two minutes, or it can go

forty miles in a day. An automobile can go

a mile in one minute or forty, titty, and

even sixty miles in one hour, and keep up

. that pace hour after hour indefinitely," says

the New York Observer.

"This is what the automobile means to-day,

Good roads. reaching out into all parts of

our land, roads which will be useful also

for the farmer and the traveler, with or

without his automobile. It means that the

day of railroad monopoly is past and that

the individual will go and come how, when

and where he pleases. it means that that

provinciallsm which stunted the growth of

Greece, which has arrested national and

personal development in China for three

thousand years. and which is the greatest

foe civilization has to fight, will be anni—

hilated. It means that one may live in the

country, yet pursue an urban occupation.

 

Royalty’s Tire Equipment.

In view of the satisfactory behavior of the

tires fitted to King Edward's Daimler cars—

solid rear and pneumatic front—a similar

combination has been decided upon for the

Prince of Wales' car, now building. All

these cars are heavy, and the freedom from

puncture and other troubles secured by the

use of solid tires for the rear wheels has

seemed to more than offset the disadvan

tages entailed.

It is interesting to recall that the Electric

Vehicle Co. still retains this combination for

one at least of llinl' models. This vehicle

is the surry. In it so much weight is car

ried on the rear wheels that solid tires were

originally used from necessity, and even

now, although pneumatic tires have been

vastly improved, it is deemed wise to make

no change.

~whenever a change is made.

APPRECIATING THE RAILS

Now New York Home and Truckmen are Show

ing the Value of Steel Roadway.

An object lesson in good road value is af—

forded by the daily occurrences in Murray

It is

here that the experimental steel roadbed was

laid a few months ago, consisting of two

rails of about a tooth iii-breadth and having

small flanges to hold vehicle wheels in place.

The street slopes upward from the river,

the block ending at Broadway being much

less steep than that part further west. it

is given over to loaded drays, trucks and

delivery wagons. and the travel is almost

entirely uphill, i. e., from the river. Conse

quently the pull is a sharp one, and the rate

of travel slow.

The tracks are in the centre of the street.

The latter is so wide that wagons backed

up at either carb almost clear the tracks:

but unless they are small they do nothulte

clear. Therefore vehicles using the tracks

have to leave it frequently to get past the

loading or unloading wagons. In spite of

this the drivers steer for the rails, or, if

they neglect to do so, many of the horses

move over to it of their own, volition, Con

sequently there i a long line of vehicles in

the middle of the street, broken at intervals

by the obstructing wagons, but seldom keep

ing away from the tracks.

A wagon on the tracks pulls very much

easier than one drawn over the Belgian

blocks at either side. The difference is seen

0n the smooth

roadway the horse or horses have a com

paratively easy task; on the blocks they

labor perceptibly.

Both drivers and horses seem to know that

the rolls are there, and why, however, And

if they were not blocked it is probable that

the remainder of the street would not be.

used at all.

Features of Mercedes Road Model.

One of the leading road models of the

1903 Mercedes product is the eighteen horse

power car. It weighs 2,294 pounds without

gasolene or water. The wheel base is 2.330

mm. (7 ft. 7% in.).

The cylinder bore is 110 mm. by 1-10 mm.

stroke (4 1-3 in. x 51/; in.). It is fitted with

four speeds, and the change is operaed by

a single loser, which moves forward and

backward, the lateral ~motion having been

done away with. The normal speed of the

engine is one thousand revolutions a minute.

The inlet valves are mechanically operated.

and have a variable lift. The contents of

the honeycomb radiator are about 2% gal

ions. The size of tires are 910x90 mm. (355*;

in. x 3% in.) in front, and 920x120 mm. (361/l

in, x 4% in.) on the driving wheels. '

street, west of Broadway, this city.

 

 

In lndia the price of gasolene has been

reduced. Motorists can now obtain it for

83 cents a gallon.
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GETTING OUT THE CAR

How the Expert Chauffeur Make; the Hone and

Coachman Seem Like Snails.

 

Many different phases of the superiority

of the motor carriage over the horse drawn

vehicle have been cited, but a Motor World

man a few days ago witnessed the demon

stration of one superior convenience that is

valuable and yet is not generally mentioned,

if indeed it has been pointed out at all.

This is the promptness and great saving

in time afforded society people by using a

motor car for calling, shopping, catching a

train or for any sort of a trip. Men and

women of leisure are often more pressed for

time and impatient of delay than Wall

Street operators. When they call by tele

phone to their stable to get a horse-drawn

coupe or other vehicle, the usual formula is:

“How soon can you get the so-and-so

coach and pair around to the house?"

More often than not there is some cause

for a trifling but annoying delay. The

horses are feeding, one is being shod, they

have not been cleaned. or some other little

thing hinders prompt service. At the best

the horses must be given a superficial rub

with a cloth and carefully harmed in a

way that causes a delay of from fifteen min

utes to half an hour. When the owner has

been suddenly called upon to go somewhere

or has neglected to give due notice to the

stable of his wants, this slight delay is a

grievance. It involves being obliged to wait

with bad grace anyway, and it sometimes

involves being late in a way that is serious.

For the service of his automobile the for

mula of the private owner over the tele

phone is: ‘

“Bring the car around right away."

This order results in the automobile being

at the house inside of a few minutes. It is

like sending a fire alarm and getting out the

engines. This was splendidly illustrated
quite in an everyday sort of way atrthe

Barry & Hayes garage. The new Mercedes

car of Frank J. Gould stood on the floor, and

Mr. Gould‘s chauffeur, Harry H. Hill, was

sitting at ease on the seat reading a news

paper. The car was shining like a sample at

a show and the chauffeur was dressed in a

new looking walking suit and a derby hat.

One of the employees of the place put his

head out of the office door and nodded

silently to Hill. The chauffeur exclaimed

interrogatively: “For me?" An affirmative

nod was the reply and before the head of the

clerk had been withdrawn and the oflice

door closed the chauffeur was out of the

seat and on the floor in front of the car giv

ing the crank a whirl. He had shed his

cost as he leaped from the car. Two turns

of the crank and the engine was going, in

a few seconds more Hill was on the steer

ing seat with his leather operator's coat on

and the big vehicle was moving slowly to

ward the dour. Passing the oflice the chant

fenr tossed his tweed coat and derby bat to

a man on one side of the car, while from

the other side he received his leather head

dress. Then the car glided out of the garage

and whipped around the corner.

As the owner lived only two blocks from

the storage place his car undoubtedly was

in front of his house within tWo minutes

from the time he had telephoned for it. It

was out of the garage in less than one min

ute after the message was received. This

was not any prearranged exhibition, but was

due just to a chance call that came while

visitors were present. One of those who

witnessed it all exclaimed:

“Gee, whiz! That's service for you! Why

it's just like being in an engine house when

an alarm comes in."

Up Fort Lee With Five Passengers.

“Until a couple of weeks ago I was not

quite so confident as I wanted to be about

the new Searchmont car." remarked Gaston

Plaintiff, who, during Manager Greene’s ill

ness is in charge of the Wanamaker auto

mobile interests in this city. “It was not

that I had any reason to think that it was

not all right; 1 simply felt that until I gave

one a thorough test there would be an un

settled feeling in my mind."

“Well, a couple of weeks ago I had the

chance I was looking for. One of the cars

came over, and I loaded it up with tive peO

ple and started for Jersey. On the. way to

the Fort Lee ferry the car behaved splen

didly, and I got well acquainted with it. As

soon as we got across the river I headed

her up Fort Lee hill, determined to see what

she was capable of. Up she went, without

a skip or a falter, the five people on board

seeming to make no difference, and we

reached the top almost as easily as if it had

been only a slight grade.

“That settled it in my mind, and I am

only waiting for the factory to make deliv

erles to begin an active campaign. We ex

pect the first car next week, and after that

they will come along in quantities. We

have a number sold, and from the way the

car is taking there will be no trouble to dis

pose of many more of them.

Demandior Small Horns.

Small horns, not more than six or eight

inches in length, and with a two-inch bell,

are making a good seller, according to a

New York jobber. They retail for about

$1.50 or $2. They are put on runabouts and

second-hand cars, and are very serviceable.

They give a short, sharp toot that can be

heard for quite a distance.

Railroad Rates That Vary.

Some rare inconsistencies are found in the

charges made by railroads for hauling auto

mobiles as freight. A jewel of this sort was

shown to a Motor World man the other day

by a New York agent, who was charged

three-fourths as much for one car as he was

for three on invoices from the same factory,

WORKED WITH ONE PENNY

Little Trick in Starting That Caused the Visitor

to Cheerfnlly Port With the Coin.

The days when one can put a pennyin the

slot and get an automobile home not yet ar

rived, but you can put a penny in the slot

This may not be news

to old stagers in the electric vehicle business,

but one man who thought he was well

and make one run.

posted learned it only the other day in a

way that impressed him with the notion

that he had a narrow escape from being

financially ruined.

He was in a garage uptown in New York

city, not a hundred miles from the Auto

mobile Club, and was conversing with the

head of the firm when one of the employes

_entered the office and asked for a plug to fit

a certain Columbia machine.

"You don't need one. Use a penny," re

plied the proprietor.

“Is that so?" remarked the visitor. “it's

a new one on me. I‘ve heard of a nail and

a key and such things, but I never knew of

a coin being used for a plug."

“Come here and I'll show you.” remarked

the proprietor, fumbling in his pocket as he

led the way to a Columbia stanhope.

“Got a penny?" be queried suddenly.

The inquisitive visitor produced the coin

and silently handed it over. The demon

strator wedged the penny crosswise, edge

up, in the socket made for the plug, and

readily started the car. Then be repeated

the experiment successfully with another

make of electric.

“That‘s worth knowing," remarked the

proprietor of the establishment, and as the

talk turned to other subjects be absent

mindedly slid the borrowed penny into his

pocket. _

“Yes, that information was worth a cent,"

remarked the man as he left the store, “but

holy smoke! I‘m glad it didn’t need a five

dollar gold piece to illustrate the trick." -

 

Southworth now has two Stores.

By the acquisition of the garage at 10

Clinton street, Brooklyn, A. G. Southworth

now has under his control establishments

possessing a capacity for 300 cars. The

Clinton street place, which has just been

leased, has been operated by the Maltby

Automobile and Motor 00., but will pass

from them on April 1, when A. W. Blanch

ard will-take charge as manager for South

worth. The latter will, of course, continue

to operate the station at 342-844 Flatbush

ave., and both it and the Clinton street

place will carry a stock of Waverleys,

Ramblers, Generals and Toledos, for which

the exclusive agency is held.

It is now stated that it was one of the

eight-cylinder C. G. & V. cars that C. M.

Schwab recently ordered for his own use.

it is to develop 80 horsepower.
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The Farmer wants his “Chane.”

It usually is not pleasant to be reminded

of the days of our trouble, but the reminder

of one experience with a car in a ditch was

found to be intensely amusing by Worth

ington Butts, of Buflalo, when it came in

the form of the letter printed below.

From the earliest days of automobiiing

“\Vorthy" Butts, as he is familiarly known,_

has been a conspicuous traveller on the

roads about Bufl’alo in his Packard. lie

owns a rare reputation as a daring operator,

and many are the strange stunts and weird

adventures in which that Packard car has

participated.

One of his interesting excursions included

an aerial dive from the roadway near Boston

Centre into the bed of a creek, and the car

rested there until a farmer hitched a chain

and team of horses to it and hauled it forth

to continue its wonderful career.

That was almost a year ago, and it was

about forgotten by "\‘Vorthy" until he got

this original note:

New ()regun, N. Y.

Dear Sit-:2—

Do you remeinbre the old man yet that

heipt you out of the creek below Boston

t‘cnter i am wisher fore my chain no dout

but what you remember yet that you tin-0d

it on yoner rick at last I found out youer

name and found out wher 1 can call on you.

So Pleas take the chane ore cls the money

for it to Mrs. Blank 8444 Swan fore _you

cant ekspcct me to loos the chane yet after

'1 helpt you out of youer trouble but Pleas

take. it ther ride away l'orc l woll call for it

first part of next weeke.

Youcrs truly

Buyers not " Going it Blind."

“Any one who thinks that automobile buy

ers select at haphazard or without looking

over the field are very much mistaken," re

marked a salesman in a metropolitan estab

lishment last week.

“They come in here cocked and primed

about our cars as well as those of other deal

ers. They ask about different features and

show considerable familiarity with them,

even although they may never have owned

or even driven one. Another thing that has

impressed me is the way they read the au

tomobile papers. It seems as if as soon as

a man makes up his mind to buy an auto

mobile he gets an automobile journal and

posts himself on the subject. They will tell

us about something that appeared in a cer

tain paper or mention that their attention

was directed to our car by seeing a descrip

tion of it there. One man even took a copy

of the Motor World out of his pocket so that

he could compare a eat there with the car

itself.

 

 

Homan & Schulz, of No. 134 West Thirty

eighth street, New York, have taken the.

agency for Locomoblle. gasolene touring

cars. As they now handle the Northern

runabouts, this will give them two choice.

lines to otter every class of customers.

Winton in Tiflany's Window.

Dr. Frank W. Brandow, of Pittstield,

Mass, who has revealed so much ingenuity

in making miniature models of mechanical

objects, recently completed a model of the

1903 Winton touring car that is considered

such a jewel of artistic workmanship that

it is being exhibited all this week in the

window of Tiffany, the New York jeweler.

This is the second Winton automobile mod

eled by Dr. Brandow, as last year he repro

duced a 1902 car in miniature. The new

model is only eighteen inches in length and

is exquisitely worked-out in brass, silver

plate and oxidized silver, with an uphol

stering of black kid. It has a clever repro

duction of a Solar headlight lamp on it. and

is. all (old, a most perfect copy in diminu

tive of the Winton, which is selected by the

lioctor as a representative American car.

lion's l Portable Jack.

in the Kenosha Auto-Jack, which is being

marketed by the Badger Brass Co.. Kenosha,

  

Wis, an article of exceptional merit is of

fered to motorists. It is moderately priced,

of light weight and compact, so that it can

be readily carried in the average tool box, '

yet sufficiently powerful to lift one and one

half tons. Closed, the jack is only 12 inches

in height, and it raises to 18 inches, so that

it will lift wheels 34 inches in diameter.

The Kenosha jack, a good idea of 'which is

given by the cut. is constructed of the hest~

grade of malleable iron. and is positive in

action. It has a rack and pinion movement,

the pinion being actuated by a worm, to '

which the operating handle. a box wrench,

with cross handle, is applied. The jack can

be instantly raised to limit of height by

simply pulling up the rack. This throws

the worm out of gear until the rack is

dropped. when it falls into gear by its own

weight. There are no springs, pawls or

other slnill parts.

How Local Shows Help.

.\s instant-ing the value of some legal

shows. the experience of the Wanamaker

establishment at the Philadelphia exhibition '

a few weeks ago is interesting. During the

Week fifty-seven retail orders for (‘adiliac

cars were booked.

the Wanamaker store put it: ““'e shan‘t

be able to get this number of cars, of course,

but it is gratifying as indicating what can

he done with a good car by pushing it prop

crly."

“8 Manager Bunm‘g 01' ‘1 hands have been the causes of this factory

Futures of Foreign Chain Trade.

“This foreign chain business is a queer

one. Simplicity is the last thing to be found

in it, as I have learned in the last few

weeks." The speaker was Charles E. Miller,

the well known jobber of this city, and he

was pointing to a huge Brampton chain evi

dently made for a high powered car.

“You would hardly believe that there are

seventy difierent chains for automobiles

made by the Brampton people, but such is

the case. They have entirely different chains

for each of the foreign make of cars—Pan

hards, Mors, Daimlers, etc. Not only that,

but there is a special chain for each type of

car of these makes—different in both pitch

and width. For an 8 horsepower car a

chain of one size is used; for a 12 horse

power car a larger and stronger one; for a

16 or 24 horse a still stronger one. The

lighter chain cannot be fitted to the heavy

car, for the sprockets of the latter are cut

differently.

“Another thing that is peculiar, and which

gave us a great deal of trouble at first. is the

Continental custom of using millimetre

measurements. We had to reduce them to

inches for catalogue purposes, and it was a

big job."

Packard vs. Trolley Car.

From Panhard to Packard is but a slight

change, as far as names go. But the trans

ferral‘is 'a significant one in the case -of the.

cars themselves. Such a transfer was made

recently by R. A. Alger, jr., of Detroit, who

purchased a Model F Packard in place of

a 24 horsepower Panhard that he had pre

viously used. It was not long after he be

came its possessor that the Packard was

put to a severe test. It tried conclusions

with a Detroit streetcar moving at speed,

and when an account of stock was taken it

was found that both showed the effects of

the collision. The Packard car had the

headlight and bonnet entirely demolished,

and the body was bruised and cracked. The

engine, however, was not disturbed in the

least. It was driven to the garage under

its own power, and beyond needing a new

radiator was none the worse for its un

usual experience.

Why Moms Have Been Delayed.

E. T. Kimball, of the Central Automobile

Co., is awaiting the arrival of “January de»

liveries" of Mors cars that he bought while

in Europe. Advices just received from

France tell him that he will have some 11

horsepower cars by the end of the month,

and some of the 18 horsepower early in

.April. The Mors factory at the time the let

ter to Mr. Kimball was written was Just

completing its “December deliveries." First

a fire and then a strike among the factory

being so far behind in deliveries. One of

the 18 horsepower Mors coming to the Gen

tral company has been sold to Clarence W.

Mackay.
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B "HAINLQSIJELL THE BALANCED moron
employed in all HAYNES-APPERSON CAPS, IF OF THE

FAMOUS DOUBLE UPI’USED CYLINDER, known as the Haynes

Apperson type, which has proved its superiority Over all other forms.

This motor was designed for automobile propulsion by the HAYNES

- APPERSON COHPANY

PORTRAIT OF A WINNER. and is used exdusively in

every type of carriage they

mannfatture. Many manu

facturers have tried to imi

tate this construction but

have produced nothing

equal to the original.

We shall be glad to give you

any information of a specifio

nature that may be desired.

Ask for our printed matter.

Branch Store I

381-385 “'ublsh Avenue,

CHICAGO.

  

Eastern Representatives:

N I Ph 8‘ ‘2 h igrookzlyn A;:omoblle Co.,

0. - a on, .p. 39-! hi 3 Fulton St.,

8 and I2 h. p. 2 cylinder and i6 h. p. 4 cylinder won N_y_mkod,em,1-es,vofl_ m., bcaling all BROOKLYN, N. Y.

R R American machines; our only other entry was . -
s U EY 5' second. Won 5 mile Track Race, Buffalo, rqor; New York Locallznbeannounced

won 10 mile Track Race, Detroit, rooI, making '

J a U 8 A & \Vorld's Record [or [0 miles for under 2,000lbs class. N.fl°'“l Au‘omobne 5‘

I I ' l I I Ran Kokomo to N. Y., about |,oolo miles, in 73 liars; Pacnlg‘ssrsftlatgzlntg C0-

re ular stock machine, 9 h. p. piaeton lqo3m el. " v

29 West 33d Street. Telephone, 2754 Madison. 8 ’ SAN FRANCISCO.

D°""“°"“ Gm“ M°$Jiev°hili§lfZl'l'iiidiéoi‘ép$33r§°“ ‘3' w°“""s"°°" HAYNES-APPEBSUN $0., Kokomo, llitl., U. S. A.

Uptown Garage. C. L. Bell Co., :50 West 804: Street. Telephone, 2562 River.

Baltimore Agency, A. G Spalding Broo., 25 West Baltimore Street.
Philadelphia Agency, Motor Vehicle Power Co., Sixteenth and Wood Streets. Watch this space [or the good points at the H AYNICS-APPERSON Automobile.

Summit, N. J., C. C. Henry. Yonkers, N. Y., William Shrive,

 

  

The oldest makers of motor care in America.

   
 

 

 

THE HOME OF RELIABLE CARS

BANKER BROS. CO’S.

 

TI'IE SHELBY MOTOR BAR 00.

SHELBY, OHIO.

BASUIENE 10 ND 20 ll. P. BARS.

   

  

 

141-143 West 38th St., New YorK
OUR MOTOR. Two PISTONS in one CYLINDER; takes charge

in the center, forcing both pistons in an outward direction, reducing vi

....-"-00..3.00'-"IOO....eeo-ue....oe.--.o...’ee--oeo..

 

SHELBY, OHIO.

 

  

bration to a minimum. Over 40% better efiiciency than in a single act- .

ing mom _ LARGEST DEALERS IN AMERICA. 2

This is only one of the many superior points found in the SHELBY 3

CARS. For further particulars, E

. _ __
.

Address Department "F" ‘ g
PITTSBURG, NEW YORK, PHILADELPHIA,

00-, Baum and Beatty Ste. |4r & 143 West 38th St. 619-33 N. Broad St.

_ , 50 West 43d St. 2

_ . _. I :

O

Q.-.........oue........l no.......r»......oom.”.‘ ...q...."..
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Duty on Lamp Lenses Stands.

Efforts to secure a reduction of import

duties on lenses used in bicycle and automo

bile lamps have failed. The Board of Classi

fication of the United States General Ap~

praisers, sitting in this city, last week

handed down a decision refusing to change

the classification, as asked by the importers,

Hammel, Riglander & Co.

The goods covered by the protet are lenses

of glass, ground, assessed at 45 per cent ad

valorem and 10 cents per dozen pairs, and

claimed to be properly dutiable at the rate

of 45 per cent ab valorem as “projecting

lenses."

The question was passed upon by the board

adversely to the government in an unpub

lished decision dated April 20, 1902. That

decision was rendered, however, on only

slight evidence, and the board has now

passed upon the question on a very full and

complete record. '

The importers contended that the articles

are not included within the provisions of

paragraph 100, and pointed to the phrase

“per dozen pairs" as showing that only spec

tacle lenses are included within this pro

vision; and that even if the lenses be in

cluded within the provisions of this para

graph, they are more specifically provided

for in paragraph 111 as projecting lenses.

The contention of the government was that

the term “projecting lenses” in paragraph

111 refers only to mounted articles.

General Appraiser Fischer, who wrote the

opinion for the Board of Classification, over

ruling the importers‘ contention. says in

part:

“The claim of the importers that the lenses

in question are not included within the pro

visions of paragraph 109 is answered by an

inspection of the official samples, which show

that they are lenses of glass. ground and.

polished to spherical form. This bring us

to the second and main proposition—namely,

as to whether the lenses are projecting lenses

vwithin the meaning of that term as used

in paragraph 111. _

“At the hearing counsel for the importers

endeavored to show that a projecting lens

was a lens capable of projecting light or

image. The government, on the other hand,

endeavored to show that the term ‘projecting

lenses‘ was a commercial term, and covered

only an instrument consisting of a number

of lenses arrenged together in a mounting

with decises for regulating the same.

“We think the language of the two para

graphs shows that the term ‘projecting lens’

in paragraph 111 does not relate» to un

mounted lenses. and that it was used to

mean a mounted combination of lenses, for

otherwise either that provision or the pro

;isiton in paragraph 109 would have no ef

ec .

“Furthermore. as showing the intent'of

Congress, it should be noted that the arti

cles provided for in paragraph 111, with the

exception of projecting lenses, are mounted

articles in the nature of optical instru

ments."

'Frisco Concern in Court.

The affairs of the Universal Automobile

Co., of San Francisco, Cal., are being aired

in the police court of that city. R. B.

Easley, a stockholder, claims that he was

fleeced out of $3,000 by Manager W. J.

\Voolsey, who induced him to buy stock in

the. concern to that amount.

Easley claims that he was approached by

Woolsey on December 10 last and induced

to invest $3,000 in the purchase of stock

in the automobile concern on the former’s

assertion that the company was indebted

only to the amount of $1,200. Subsequently

he sought to look at the books of the con

cern, but Woolsey declined to grant him

that privilege. On making inquiries among

certain stockholders he made the discovery

that the company was involved to an amount

greatly in excess of the sum represented

by Woolsey.

Van Alstync Building in Rochester.

An up-to-date garage is being erected for

A. W. Van Alstyne, Rochester, N. Y., and

is expected to be ready for occupancy by

April 1. The building will be of brick, two

stories high, 40 by 100 feet, and capable of

storing one hundred and fifty automobiles.

 

The Week's Exports.

Havre—l case motor vehicles, $208.

Liverpool-2 cases motor vehicles, $2,800.

London—22 cases motor vehicles and ma

terial, $9,632.

Lisbon—3 cases motor vehicles, $3,830.
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THESE HUBS are drawn from Sheet

Steel.

Extremely light and strong Hubs with

a smooth surface for

obtained.

finish are

Center line of Spokes is close to Steer

ing Head. Smooth and Easy Steering

is obtained.

Races are GROUND IN POSITION.

Cones and Cone Seats on Spindles are

GROUND TO GAUGE.

We manufacture for the trade only.

 

THE AMERICAN BALL-BEARING CO.,

CLEVELAND, OHIO, U. S. A.

 

senanoea UNIVERSAL VALVE.
  

Trademark Registered April.

 

 

MANUFACTURED BY

SIMPLE AND Z-IBSfiLUTELY ZIIR TIGHT.

_ MOTOR TIRE VALVES, as

shown.

shown in cut, are made in four lengths as

Cut ls exactly half size of the 2 in. valve

SUPPLIED TO THE TRADE BY ALL TIRE MANUFACTURERS.

A. SQHRI-IDER'S SEN, Nos. 30-32 Rose Street, New York.
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' H. B. SHATTUBK

8r. SUN,

BOSTON , MASS.

Distributors of

dldsmahila,

Packard, ~

Autdcar,

Seardhmani

WE HAVE CONSTANTLY 0N HANI]

CHOICE BARGAINS

IN SECOND-HAND INAGHINES

A tall line of standard French

and American aacssaris

carried in stock.

STATE YUUR REQUIREMENTS. WE MN

MEET THEAII IF ANYBODY BAN.

 

The Beginning of the 'Bus.

One must go back to 1661 for the natal

year of the omnibus. As the present name

implies. this vehicle was intended for the

use of all who desired to make trial of it,

although neither the name nor the use he

longed to It originally.

The famous mathematician, 'Blaise Pas

cal. is said to have introduced the impor

tant vehicle which is called the omnibus.

Unlike most other men of learning, Pascal

was more or less interested in the affairs

of practical life. He was the inventor of

the pushcart that now perambulates the

streets.

In 1661 he had large wagons built for reg

ular trafilc in the heart of Paris. He allied

himself in this undertaking with several in

fluential friends. among whom was the

Duke de. Roannes. .

In 1662 Louis XIV granted letters patent

to Pascal. in which it was said that these

carriages were intended for the comfort of

poor people who had to go to courts of jus

tice or who were sick and so poor that

they could not afl'ord to pay the two pis

toles exacted by the chairmen and the driv

ers of coaches.

At first the use. of the vehicle was not

generally permitted. A royal decree for

bade lts use by s-ldlers. pages. lackeys and

other salaried servants. as well as artisans

and porte

Pascal, in spite of the fact that he only

lived to be thirty-nine, is said to have made

no inconsiderable sum out of his invention.

After the vehicle had been in use for some

sixteen years it was abandonedv for various

reasons. It was not until 1812 that it was

again introduced, this time in Bordeaux.

which city was followed. in 1821. by Nantes

and in 1827 by Paris. The vehicle was im

proved, and rapidly became popular. In

modern times the vehicle was called an

omnibus simply for the reason that it was

intended [or the carriage of all. without any

restrictions as to lackeys. pages or footmen.

 

Figures Proving Value at Good Roads.

To show the-necessity of better roads a

well-known engineer has estimated the cost

of transporting goods over the highways. He

figures that the cost of moving one ton by

horse power over one mile or dry sandy

road is 62 cents; over wet sand. 32 cents;

over rats and mud, 39 cents; over broken

stones and rats, 26 cents: over an earth road

that is dry and hard, 18 cents; over a broken

stone road that is in good condition, 8 cents;

over stone paving. 5.33 cents: over asphalt,

2.7 cents. It may be argued that, millions of

dollars would be saved, and many tons of

merchandise. would be available in the mar

kets, it‘ the roads were such that transporta

tion by wagon would cost not more than 5

cents a- mile.
 

 

“ IT STARTS FROM THE SEAT."

“striveiii'fiirnvrar
HIGHEST TYPI OF OASOLENE CAR

J. Stevens Arms 8; Tool Co.

No. 690 Main St.,

 
 

OHICOPIE FALLS, MASS. 

   

The pleasure of going

when and where you wish

‘ safely, smoothly, silently,

without elaborate prepara

tion or tiresome interruption

is characteristic of

L Narrow-u.
ELECTRIC VEHICLES

Perfection of service due to

extreme simplicity of construc

tion. A child can operate a

“National.” Peculiarly the

“ ready " automobile for

practical, every day,

all-thc-time use.

\Vritc [or catalogue showing “ide

variety of latest electric vehicles

 

NATIONAL MOTOR VEHICLE CO.,

|400 E. 22d St., Indianapolis. Ind.

HIS % page has been run

ning in high-class publica

tions of general circulations. This

helps sell NATIONALS. Better get

the agency.

 

National Motor Vehicle Co.,

‘INDIANAPOLIS, IND.
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722,122. Device for Throwing Motors Into

Gear. Ludwig Maurer, Nuremberg, Germany,

assiguor to Nlirnberger Motorfahrzenge Fab

rlk "Union" G. M. B. H., Nuremberg, Ba

varia, Germany. Filed' May 15, 1902. Serial

No. 107,445. (No model.)

Claim—in a device for throwing motor

shafts into and out of gear in motor-vehicles

and the like, the combinationwith suitable

supporting-bearings, of a motor-shaft jour

nalled therein, having an elongated crank

portion and having limited endwlse move—

ment, a pitman connected to said crank to

have sliding movement thereon, a friction

disk carried on the end of said shaft, a

lever for moving said shaft longitudinally,

and a friction-wheel adjacent to said friction

disk and adapted to be engaged and disen

gaged by the movement of the shaft and

disk, substantially as described.

722,116. Motor-Propelled Vehicle. Freder

ick \V. Lanchester, Birmingham, England.

Filed July 12, 1902. Serial No. 115,357. (No

model.)

Claim-1. In a motor-propelled vehicle,

the combination with a prime mover, of an

engine capable of acting either as an elastic

fluid compressor or a motor, a reservoir for

the fluid. and changeable connections where

by said engine may be caused to store fluid

in said reservoir, or the stored fluid may be

used to drive said engine, a cooler for cool

ing the air delivered to the reservoir, and a

heater for heating the air delivered from the

reservoir to the engine, substantially as de

scribed. ,

722,458. Speed changing and reVersing

mechanism. Allan C. Sargent, Graniteville,

Mass. Filed Nov. 21, 1902. Serial No. 132,

212. (No model.) '

Claim—1. A speed varying and reversing

mechanism, comprising a central shaft, a

pair of gears fixed thereon, sleeves revoluble

on the said shaft at opposite sides of said

pair of gears, a gear at the inner end of

each sleeve, a casing, two pairs of planetary

gears carried by the said casing, each pair

meshing with one of the said fixed gears

and with the gear on one of the sleeves,

means whereby the respective sleeves may

be locked from rotation, and a clutch c0

operating with said casing and one of said

sleeves, whereby the casing and said sleeve

may be locked together, substantially as de

scribed.

722,459. Tire for vehicles. Oscar Schaefer,

London, England. Filed Nov. 19, 1901. Re

newed Jan. 13, 1903. Serial No. 138,830.

(No model.)

Claim—1. The herein described process of

making a vehicle tire, which consists in ap

plying a layer of unvulcanized rubber to a

suitable core or mandrel in the form of a

closed ring, braiding upon said layer a plu

rality of threads in open mesh, said threads

being all equally disposed and laid on si

multaneously and under a strong and uni

form tension at all parts, applying a. layer

of unvulcanized rubber upon said layer of

braiding, continuing said braiding and the

application of said layer of rubber until the

same overlap the inner end or beginning,

cutting oi! said braided layer or the threads

composing the same at a point beyond said

inner end, applying a'flnal covering layer of

unvulcanlzed rubber over the mass, and vul

canizlng the whole, substantially as set

forth.

722,466. Steam generator. John W. Sut

ton, New York, N. Y. Filed Aug. 20, 1902.

Serial No. 120,327. (No model.)

 

Claim—1. A steam generator for automo

biles, consisting of an exterior double walled

_ shell having a rounded off top part or dome

and tiers of superposed groups of coils, each

group consisting of intermediate and side

coils arranged adjacent to each other in

said shell, the terminals of the coils of each

group passing through the inner wall of the

shell and communicating with the water

space of the generator, and the. cells having

a rising inclination from the lower to the

upper terminals, substantially as set forth.

722,532. Speed indicator for vehicles. Al

den L. McMurtry, New York, N. Y. Filed

Oct. 3, 1902. Serial No. 125,814. (No model.)

Claim—1, A vehicle speed indicator com

prising the combination of a part actuated

relatively to the speed at which the vehicle

is travelling. an indicating device associated

therewith showing a definite distance trav

ersed, and a stop watch or timepiece, auto

matically set into operation and automati

cally arrested by the speed indicator actuat

ing mechanism, and having the usual indi

cating devices and which shows the time

occupied in traversing such definite distance.

722,544. (‘ombined exhaust valve and ig

niter. Joseph Tracy, New York, N. Y. Filed

Oct. 21, 1902. Serial No. 128,130. (No

model.)

Claim—1. A combustion-engine exhaust

valve, having a longitudinal bore in its stem

forming an igniting chamber opening into

the combustion chamber.

722,567. Exhaust silencer. Middleton

Crawford, London, England, assignor to Si

lent Motor Car Syndicate, Limited, London,

England. Filed Dec. 3, 1901. Serial No.

84,569. (No model.) '

Claim—1. In an exhaust silencer, the com

bination of an expansion chamber, a con

duit between the chamber and the engine

cylinder, a series of concentric compart

ments through which the gases pass suc

cessively from the expansion chamber to

the atmosphere, and a non-return valve

placed between the expansion chamber and

the compartments, substantially as set forth.

722,587. Alarm for vehicles. Joseph M.

Justen, Toledo, Ohio, assignor of two-fifths

to George W. Birchall and Charles R. Clapp,

Toledo, Ohio. Filed Sept. 25, 1902. Serial

No. 124,856. (No model.)

Claim.——1. An apparatus of the class de

scribed, comprising a bracket or frame dc'

A signed to be mounted on a vehicle, a trans

verse shaft mounted in the bracket or frame

and capable of a limited oscillatory move

ment, gearing connecting the transverse

shaft with one of the wheels and adapted to

be separated by the oscillatory movement

of the said shaft, 9. counter shaft mounted

in the frame or bracket, gearing connecting

the said shafts. means carried by the cogn

ter shaft for striking a gong, and spring

actuated operating mechanism connected

with the transverse shaft and normally

holding the same out of operation, substan

tially as described.

722,600. Pneumatic tire. Edwin Midgley,

London, England. Filed May 9, 1902. Serial

No. 106,641. (No model.)

Claim—1. A pneumatic tire comprising in

its construction a rubber tread portion, and

a strip of links loosely connected together

and embcddcd in said tread portion so as

to be engaged and entirely surrounded by

the rubber forming the tread portion.

722,606. Electrical contact brush and

~1ncihod of producing same. Homer N. Mot

.singer, Pendleton, Ind., assignor to Moi;

singer Device Manufacturing Company, Pen

dleton, Ind., a corporation of Indiana. Filed

Aug. 25, 1902. Serial No. 120,928. (No

model.)

Claim—1. A contact brush consisting of a

central core of carbon, and an external

wrapping of metallic gauze, the edges of

which are. brought together and connected

by solder.

722,611. Vehicle body. Harry McLongh

lin, Stapleton, N. Y., assignor to Barton E

Klngman, New York, N. Y. Filed Aug. 9.

1902. Serial No. 119,109. (No model.)

Claim—1. A vehicle body comprising a

tubular metallic frame, rivet strips rigidly

attached to said frame and comprising strips

of metal having struck up therefrom in<

tegral tubular rivets, and metallic panels

having perforated edges fitted over said

rivets, the projecting ends of the rivets be

ing expanded to clamp the panels to the

rivet strips, substantially as described.

722,612. Tire for wheels of road vehicles.

Berne Nadall, Kingston-upon—Thames, Eng

land. Filed July 22, 1902. Serial No. 116,

583. (No model.)

Claim—l. The combination of a wheel

rim, a metallic spring corrugated in the di

rection of its length to form a rib, a tire

adapted to fit over said rib, side pieces or

flanges attached to said rim, and bolts pass

ing through said side pieces and through

the lower portions of said tire and said rib,

substantially as described.

722,629. Internal combustion engine. Carl

C. Riotte and Carlton B. Radcliffe, New

York, N. Y., assignors, by mesne assign

ments, to United States Long Distance Au

tomobile Company, Jersey City, N. J., a cor

poration of New Jersey. Filed Sept. 11,

1902. Serial No. 122,913. (No model.)

Claim—>1. In a hydrocarbon engine, a cyl

inder, a combustion chamber therein, a pis

ton therein, a pressure reservoir having a

pressure therein in excess of the highest

working pressure, an air inlet, said piston

acting to compress air in said cylinder, an

exhaust valve and means for forcing a com

bnstible mixture- into the space above the

piston against air pressure and a rising

working pressure therein, said air pressure

being below the point of ignition, and means

for igniting.

722,671. Gas Engine. Leopold F. Burger,

Anderson, Ind., assignor to Woolley Foun

dry and Machine Works, Anderson, 1nd.

Filed October 21, 1901. Serial No. 79.374.
(No model.) I

Claim—1. In a gas engine a governing

valve casmg. provided with independently

movable air and fuel valves having concen

tric stems slidineg mounted on each other

disconnected from each other when seated,

and shiftable means carried by one valve

stem for automatically engaging the other

valve stem and thus connecting said valves

Bidoperate in unison; substantially as speci

722,672. Valve for Gas Engines. Leopold

F. Burger, Anderson, 1nd,. assignor to Wool

ley Foundry and Machine Works, Anderson,

ind. Filed November 11, 1901. Serial No.

82,070. (No model.)

Claim~1. In a gas engine, a valve casing

comprising a mixing chamber, an air valve

at one end of said chamber provided with a

stem extending therethrough, a fuel valve

and easing located within said chamber, a

push plate slidineg mounted upon said stem

within the mixing chamber, for operating
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said fuel valve, and means for connecting

said plate to said stem; substantially as

specified.

70")

|_-,
Friction Clutch. Charles R.

Greater. llolyoke, Mass. Filed June 30.

1902. Serial No. 113,863. (No model.)

Claim—1. In a friction clutch the com

bination with a rotatable shaft, of a driven

clutch member loose on the shaft. a driving

clutch member rotatable with said shaft for

frictionally engaging said driven member. a

radially-movable support for the driving

member of the clutch on which the latter

may also swing in the plane of its rotation,

and means on the shaft to hold said driving

- member normally concentric to the shaft.

722.723. Steering Gear -for Motor Vehicles.

Frederick Lamplough. \Villesden, London.

England. Filed April 16. 1902. Serial No.

iotmoo. (No model.)

Claim—1. In steering gear the combina

tion' with a right and left hand screw

threaded spindle. a divided nut and means

for transmitting the movement of the nut to

the steering wheel or wheels; of a casing

inclosing said divided nut. and of means for

adjusting the position of the spindle and nut

in said casing. for the. purpose specified.

722.787. Gas Engine. tleorge. \\'esting

house and Edwin Ruud. Pittsburg, assign

ors to the Westinghouse Machine Company.

a Corporation of Pennsylvania. Filed March

31. 1898. Serial No. 75,891. (No model.)

Jlaim—l. In an internal combustion en

gincpa-hollow exhaust valve having one or

more ports in its shell through which the

cooling fluid that is supplied to the interior

of the, valve is discharged into the exhaust

Passe?!“

722.8:ss.“-1\1t-t110a of Feeding \VHtel' to

Steam Boilers. Samuel M. Guss, Reading.

I’a. Filed October 20, 1902. Serial No. 127,

9]?. (No model.)

Claim—J. The improved method of feed

ing water to a steam boiler by the combined

actions of a force pump and an injector

which consists in operating said injector

with a flow of steam in excess of the amount

condensed by the water supplied thereto, and

injecting the jet therefrom into an independ

ently forced stream of low temperature feed

water moving in the same direction. the

momentum of said low temperature stream

co-operating with that of the injected stream

and the entrained steam in the latter serving

to raise the temperature. of the combined

streams to approximately boiling point.

722,846. Cylinder for Explosive Engines.

Lawrence M. Johnston, Dayton, Ohio. Filed

June 5, 1899. Serial No. 719.510. (No model.)

(‘laim—l. The combination with the cylin

der proper having one end open and its other

end closed by a solid integral head. a remov

able part or plate. inserted centrally in said

head, a water jacket on the cylinder and

terminating at or near its closed end. and a

cap entirely inclosing the end of the cylin

der and its removable part and removably

bolted to the end of the water jacket.

722.913. Electric Ignition Device. Nikolaus

Sclnnitt and Johann Krannichfeldt, Cologne.

Germany. Filed February 25. 1902. Serial

No. 93,623. (No model.) \

Claim—1. An electric ignition device com

prising in combination a short. thin, flat and

flexible strip of non-conductive material:

short. thin. flat and flexible strips of conduc

tive material disposed at a short distance

apart. on one and the same surface of, and

carried by. said non-conductive strip; a mass

of combustible material provided between,

and in contact with, said two conductive.

strips, and means to assist the passage of

the electricity front one conductive strip to

the other through said conbustible mass;

substantially as set forth.

722,916. Motor Vehicle. Gordon J. Scott.

Philadelphia. l‘a., assignor to Charles H.

Graham and George D. Benton. Philadelphia,

Pa. Filed May id. 1902. Serial No. 107.572.

(No model.)

(‘laim i. In a motor vehicle the combina

tion with the carrying wheels, of an electric

motor having a plurality of armatnres ar

ranged in a circle at right angles to the axes

of rotation of said armatures. tield magnets

forming a magnetic circuit common to the

plurality of armatures, and gearing between

said armatures and carrying wheels.

722,930. Brake Applicable to Motor (Jars,

()ther Railway Vehicles and lteVolving

Shafts Generally. Edwin Wadey, Los An

geles. Cal. Filed June 11. 1900. Serial No.

19,976. (No model.)

(‘laim~ 1. The brake for retarding or ar

resting the motion of rotating bodies such as

the wheels of railway cars or vehicles con

sisting of independently suspended brake

blocks, that is to say. without brake beams

in c.mnection therewith as commonly em

ployed. said brake blocks being independent

ly suspended in pairs, two for each wheel.

the brake blocks being at diametrically op

posite parts of said wheels. a lever moving

in a vertical plane operating in connection

with one of the brake blocks of each pair of

brake blocks. said suspended brake blocks

being connected together in pairs, two for

each wheel, by adjustable coupling links ex

tending from the suspension centre of one

of the brake blocks to the lower arm of the

fi~~ ' ——

lever moving In a vertical plane in connection

with the other brake block aml operated by

tension upon the upper arm of the aforesaid

lever or levers. according to the number of

pairs of brake blocks employed. in the man

ner and for the purposes, substantially as

hereinbefore described.

722,987. Initial Heating Device for Hydro

carbon Burners. \Villiam R. Jeavons, Cleve

land. Ohio. Filed March 6, 1902. Serial No.

96.836. (No model.)

(‘laim—l. An initial heating device for hy~

drocarbon burners having a non-combustible

body with crevices at its side to conduct oil

to the top thereof. and provided with a

frayed-out bushy top edge, thus providing in

terstices to form a reservoir for oil. substan

tially as described.

722.988. Lighting Device for Hydrocarbon

Burners. William R. Jeavons. (fleveland.

Ohio. Original application filed March 8.

1898. Serial No. 673,015. Divided and this

application filed December 22, 1902. Serial

No. 136,145. (No model.)

(llaim—l. in a lighting device for hydro

carbon burners. a corrugated support. and a

strip of asbestos laid around one side of said

support. substantially as described.

723.052. Collapsible Piston Valve. \Villiam

(l. Sinnamons. Syracuse. X. Y. li‘lled No

vember 15. 1902. Serial No. 131,559. (No

model.)

Claim—1. A piston valve formed of dia

metrically collapsible halves, and means for

restraining said halves frmn expanding be

yond a fixed dlametral limit, substantially

as specified.

723.057. Method of Manufacturing l’neu~

matic 'l‘ircs. l'zzicl P. Smith, Chicago. lll..

assignor to Frank A. Sieberling, Akron.

(ihio. li‘iled December 10, 1902. Serial N0.

I2H.tiSS. (No model.)

(‘laim~1. The method of manufacturing

pneumatic tires which consists in separating

two layers thereof by a fugitive material.

am] one which will prevent the separated

layers from uniting during the vulcanizing

operation. and then vulcanizing the tire.

TRADE MARKS.

39.926. Gas. gasolene and oil

Samson Iron Works, Stockton, (‘al.

Jan. 22, 1903.

The word

1898.

39.885.

E. Baldwin, New-York. N. Y.

1903.

39.885. Autolyte. The word “Autolyte.”

Used since February 27. 1900. .

engines.

Filed

“Samson.” Used since March.

(‘ertain Named Inmps. Frederic

Filed Feb. 5.
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NEW HAVEN- CONN- , IS WITHOUT A RIVAL

UANUFIOTUQII. OF

CARRIAGE

HARDWARE
AND

Special Drop ForgingsAutomobiles -

AND OTHER WORK.

We are prepared to make estimates from drewlnge or models & c0" . “anford' Conn., u. Si Al ‘

and guarantee first-class work.

RADIATORSandCONDENSERS HERE IT IS!

for Gasolene Cars. for Steamers.

OUR FACILITIES The Hoffman Eight

and experience are such that I

we can produce high grade

radiators and condensers at about. : : : = :

prices that please. We’ll be

pleased to submit quotations.

  

THREE SIZES—“Hm, l4ln.end IBIn. Case Harden Flnleh

SEE CIRCULAR A.

  

 

 
 

  

PRIC'ZE, $650.00.

Whitlock Coil Pipe Co. H. L. HOFFMAN MOTOR (‘36.,

. HARTFORD» Com so West Randolph so. emenee. ILL

Crestlnobile leoll-ParkorlloolrioGo.

. _ $750. I _ _ GLEVELAND,0HIO.
Has more

good points Manufacturers

than any

other low

price car.

‘ \Vrile formuinguc '0

CREST

MFG. CO.

Main Office:

 

  

 

 

  

Electrical

  

 

 

  

 

 

 

‘ "5'; h‘_‘:__ y.

. 4 ‘ . - '. -' 'I I " r I

I95 Broadway, ‘ " ‘ _-'-___ ‘ ‘

Cambridge. Mass, Convener Ior Charging Automobile Binaries from

Alternating Current.

BRECHT’S RUNNING GEARS
America’s

Leading. _ ;

Automobile ;

  

Have you seen
our new No. 10

Colonial Body with

folding seat in from,

suitable for two or

‘ four passengers: pat

» ;', ented radius rods:

positive wheel steer

ing device.

Munlwrr National Associafian q/ Aulomo/u'lz .Illamgfildurers.

BREOHT AUTOMOBILE CO.,

I200 Cass Avenue, ST. LOUIS. MO.

 
 

BSTABLISHED I855

PHINEAS JONES& CO.

I NEWARK, N. J.

ember ol the National Alsoclntlon ol

Autonoblle Mnnuhcwrcrl.
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DeDion Bouton&Co. Our Spa Coil

PARIS, FRANCE.

Standard Gasoline Motors and

 

  

 

Automobiles of the World. rtv
De Dion Motor: are used by leading manufacturers all over i V l

the world. ‘ h. '

THE TRADE SUPPLIED MANUFACTURED BY HETHER you use 3“ auto

' ° for business or pleasure,

Address all Communications to C00 ' the fact remains that you

must look upon it as. a

K. A. SKINNER, DETROIT’ MICH' piece of machinery, and as

Sole United 5mm Agent, RADIA'I‘Ons, TAN1{S9 a piece of. machiner}~ it must have the

I FF ERS best lubricants to get the best results.

119 Clarendon sr., (near Boylston) BOSTON, mass. 1\ U L - Dixon’s Graphite has a place on even,

automobile. A sample and booklet

83g on request. -

JOSEPH DIXON CRUCIBLIE COMPANY

Jana“ CITY.

' Member of the Nali nal Association of

Automobile Manulaclurers.

 

Automobile

Mountings
'.m I.

Write Io us for circulars. prices. etc. or send us blue print

' and specifications.

I 0118he raS S THE RAY AUTOMATIC MACHINE CO., No.1Water Si. Cleveland, 0.

I i "l" " B6116r N0t

I I

have any ignition outfit

than to have a poor one.

WE MANUFACTURE NOTHING

BUT THE BEST.

WRITE FUR—CATAOGUE.AMERICAN CCIL COMPANY “ nnv BATTERIES.

‘MUTOCAS‘

W- SOMERVlLl-E. MASS- .80 per cent. more effi
.;£°“§:$$"“"i~*

ERY

c’ency than anv other.

JENKINS 8; BARKER writer’s";
Succassons To CHAS. L. BURDEIT

\
H dl D L k T H d 50 State St., HARTFORD, CONN. '

Fasteners, Handles, _léey Hole uCovers, 6‘ Q ”

Metal Holdings, etc.

B. Patent GausesThe English 8: Mersick Co. AUTOMOBILE PATENTS A SPECIALTY The

NEW HAVEN, CONN. CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED
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g; .,.‘51

Made at the SPLITDIRF LABUBATORY.

w"

' ll

 

  

  

>ll

   

 

No. 4. Tonneau Door Fastener.  

 

 

World '5 Fai r Route

From the

Gasolene Burner. Leading Cities of

“$3.33.dri§21‘r.‘iiiiii§.“ ' ()hio, Indiana

and Illinois

 

  

s!
‘1‘ l? \ '

“\1

PETER FORG, Somerville, Mass.

CHA5. E. MILLER, Agent, New York.

A. L. DYKE Agent. St. Louis, Mo.
To

Q

If interested in the best coils, spark plugs,etc., write to THE DOW PORTABLE ELEC- .

TRIC CO, for catalogue and particulars. \Nrite for Folders.

Home Office 8: Factory, Braintree, Mass, Warren .I. Lynch, w. P. Deppe, _

BRAacn Orrrcnz—er Tramont Street. Boston, Mass; 1135 Broadway, Gen“ pass' Agt' A5“ Gem P' A'

New York, N.Y.; 19 La Salle St, Chicago 1115.; Harry R. Geer,5t.Louis Mo. ‘John Wannamaker, Philadelphia, Pa. , ’ LINCINNATI, OHIO.

Member: 4/ time National Association qf A ulamobile Mann/actunrr.

 

 

  

 

  



1008
(the motor motto.

fiObi/Q
We make over Twenty Types of Cars.

Wme for Catalogue.

Mobile company of America,

Broadway and 54th Street New York City.

MONOGRAM [lILS AND [iREASES
BFECIALLY ADAPYID FDR

AUTOMOBILE LUBRIBAIION
WRIT! FOR CATALOGUE AND PRICE LIST.

Oolumhla Lubricants 00.. 22 Burling Slip, New York.

Esr- SlMMONSthléi

STEAM CARRIAGE

SPECIALTIES.
Attractive catalogue sent u,on application.

"0 Centre Street. hew York City.

SMITH a. MABLEY,
3| 3-3I 5 Seventh Ave., New York,

AUTOMOBILES.

IMPORTIIS

PANHARD. RENAULT.

 

 

DISTRIBUTORS

GHARRIIN, [IIRIIRINIII VIIIGI [JARS MADE IN AMERICA.

 
 

  

MALTBY

POWER AIR PUMP

MALTBY AUTOMOBILE

and MANUFACTURING Co.

l0 CLINTON St. BROOKLYNNY.

Aeme Sater Steam Thiottle Value
Steam sup lied gradually—Shuts 08 at either end of

lever orvuard or backward—No wrong way—

Can be removed and reground without

I disconnecting any pipe.

- CAN BE APPLIED TO ANY STEAM VEHICLE.

' Write Tor descriptive circular

NOLTE BRASS CO., Springfield, 0

Patentees and Sole Manufacturers.

Improve Your Circulation

BY USING

THE LOBEE PUMP
Increases and gives a positive

circulation to the cooling unter

forall Gasolene Motors. Simple,

Cheap. Durable, Efficient, easy

to apply

Sent on trial to responsible

pnrues,

Lobee Pump &Machinery Co., 120-135 Terrace. Buffalo. N. v.

  

  

  

 

GOLD MEDAL WINNERS.

HIGHEST A WARD.

 
 

NEVER BURN IT BOILER

S‘ORT OF STEAM.

’ you buy. See report of

.\ w York-Boston Run.

corr AUTOMOBILE Mrc. Co.,

‘_ _83 Chambers Street. New York.

 

WANTS AND FOR SALE.
15 cents perline of seven words, cash with order.

 

OR bargains in used automobiles but as good

as new, address C. A. COEY 8: CO., 5311

Cottage Grove Ave., Chicago, Ill.

FOR'SALE CHEAP.’—'I‘homas Tonneau Tour

ing Car. New; fine condition. A bargain.

T. SHEROW, Millbrook, N. Y.

‘FOR SA LI'l—Conrad Steam Surrey, in Ar con

dition, at a bargain; has all extras that

money can buy excepting a condenser ; three seats.

Will send photo. Also, I Locomobile Runabout.

ROTH'S AUTOMOBILE. CO., Lancaster. Pa.

FOR SALE—Three-wheeled Knox with top, in

good running order. $300.00. '

Address Box 68:, New Haven, Conn.

SEND five cents for our illustrated catalogue of

second-hand automobiles. Big variety, low

figures. MIssrssrPPt VALLEY AUTOMOBILE Co.,

3917-3939 Olive St., St. Louis, Mo.

ONE 15 horsepower Steam Touring Car; will

seat four people with ease; a very powerful

machine: body is similar to a surrey; handsome in

appearance; finished in black and red; a car that

is builtstrictly for business; guaranteed in perfect

condition; equipped with Goodrich clincher tires.

and is equal to any $1800 car on the market ;

must be sold at once for $475 ; car is just one year

_old. jOHN Il. HIDLEY, 417 River St., Troy,

N. Y.

UTOMOBILES FOR SALE-I Winton

touring car. 190:. Just outh paint shop.

Machinery in first-class condition. Large Solar

headlight, 2 extra tires, extra repair parts, etc.

I Haynes-Apperson Phaeton, Igor. Just over

hauled ancl painted. All in firstclass condition.

I Locomobile, I902 model. Special basket seat

Steam air pump, hamper, auxiliary gasolene tank,

Gray & Davis headlight and other extras. All

above machines must be sold by April Ist. Best

offer takes them. FRANKLIN WESTON,

Dalton, Mass.

ITUATION WANTED‘On the Dashboard

of you; automobile. Am fully competent to

keep machine perfectly lubricated without any

attention on the part of my employer. Have

splendid record, and references. Never known to

give trouble. My present employment is pretty

general. but I desire to make it universal. Com

pensation very moderate. Address MULTIPLEX.

care of The Automatic Lubricator Co., [138 Caxton

Building, Chicago.

RIN'I'IZD LISTS, each containing 2000 narms

and addresses, 1000 of which are automobile

owners, and 1000 parties who contemplate the

purchase of automobiles, parts, motors or accessor

ies. Sold under a positive guarantee, 55. Digest

of gasolene engine patent records, $1. Castings for

5 h. p. automobile Gasolene engine including those

for float feed carburettor. $I7 per set. (N0 per

sonal checks). S. M. HOWELL, Mechanical En

gineer, 194 N. 4th Street, Columbus. Ohio.

“OR SALE—Steam Touring and Racing Car,

French type, with detachable rear seat.

equipped with automatic air pressure. water pump,

low water alarm, steam whistle and French horn.

Was built to order. July, 1902, Cost to complete

about $I,7oo.oo, Not been run 200 miles. Will

sell for $950.00. Owner going to Europe. Car

can be seen and tried by calling. If interested,

send for photograph of car. Post Box, 448112"

visburg, l'enn.

FOR SALE—Automobile runabout. Make. Mir.

wankee; in good running order; little used;

tires never punctured. Address, B. F. ALMY, Jr.,

B=»x, 6r, Providence, R. I.

 

OR TALE—Champion Clutch. never used.

’ Apple Igniter, nearly new. NATIONAL

AU l‘OMOBILE & MOTOR CO., Milwaukee.

FOR SALE—3% H. P. De Dion Motor s

Muffler. $I25. CONNOLLY, 51 Mount

Pleasant Avenue, Boston.
 

RA DIATORS, TANKS,

MUFFLERS, FENDERS, Etc.

 
 

 

BOUGIE HERZ.

The only Sparlr Plug

IN TIIF.

WORLD THAT IS GUARANTEED

For 6 Months.

RUNS JUST AS \VELL IN OIL

>‘ I You cannot carbonize it; why

not try it ?

Money refunded in 30 days

satisfactory.

Sou: lulron‘rql FOII U. 8. AND CANAoA.

E. J. WILLIS, 8 Park Place. New York.

Gasolene Motors

ALL SIZES.

BUFFALO GASOLENE MOTOR COMPANY,

BUFFALO, N. Y.

r—

Get a Good

Night’s Rest
THIS ALWAYS ASSURED

When you use the

Compartment Sleeping Dars

DINDINNATlmto DHIDADD

C H 8:. D and Monon

A room to yourself.

Regulate the heat, light

and ventilation to Iuit

your convenience.

Every necessary toilet

couvience In your room.

  

if not

 

 

Ask any ticket agent for train schedules,

or addreu

D. G EDWAIDG, RT. LL, Cincinnd, O.
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